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FOREWORD TO THE PRESENT EDITION 
 

“The Holy Qur’an – Arabic text with English Translation and short 
commentary” which was edited by the late Malik Ghulam Faridra, with the 
blessings, and under the guidance of, Hadrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud 
Ahmadra, Musleh-e-Mau‘ud, the Second Successor of the Promised Messiahas, 
and was published sometime back and reprinted again in 2012. This 
commentary epitomizes the Divinely inspired knowledge of Hadrat Mirza 
Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmadra in as much as it is based on his Urdu 
Commentary of the Holy Qur’an, notes of his Dars-e-Qur’an∗∗∗∗, his lectures, 
discourses, speeches, books etc., which were initially used in Five Volume 
Commentary of the Holy Qur’an, of which this is an abridged form. 

It has been out of print for sometime now, during which its demand has 
continued growing. So, we are pleased to republish it, by the grace of Allah. 

It is indeed a great compendium of the Quranic scholarship and we are 
certain that the believers, and non-believers alike would, God willing, benefit 
from it a lot. For it is the Qur’an, and Qur’an only, that can guide the 
misguided, solve the problems that the world is facing, and increase the 
virtuous and God fearing followers of it, in their spiritual rank. 

I am pleased to acknowledge the help of  
 

, for getting it camera-ready for publication. May Allah 
reward them abundantly. Amin. 

 

Munir-ud-Din Shams 

Additional Wakilut-Tasnif 
June 2016 

 

 

                                                        
∗∗∗∗ Oral exposition of the Holy Qur’an before the audience. 
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FOREWORD TO THE FIRST EDITION 
 

Great is Allah and great is His mercy. It is through His boundless grace and 
infinite mercy that we have been able to bring out an abridged edition of "The 
English Commentary" of the Holy Qur’an. The preparation of "The English 
Commentary" was entrusted some years ago to a Board of Translators 
consisting of the late Maulawi Sher ‘Ali, the late Mirza Bashir Ahmad and the 
writer of these lines, Malik Ghulam Farid; some spade work having previously 
been done by the late Maulawi Sahib. The "Commentary" took several years to 
be completed. Immediately after the Partition in 1947, Maulawi Sher ‘Ali died 
and Mirza Bashir Ahmad was called to other important duties when 
Explanatory Notes of only the first nine Chapters had been published and the 
writer of these lines was left alone to carry on and finish the work. 

The "Commentary" covered about 3,000 pages with a very learned 
introduction by the late Hadrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, Second 
Successor of the Promised Messiah and his Promised Son, and was published 
in 1963 in three large volumes. Evidently, such a voluminous book could 
hardly be of regular daily use for the average reader and the need was keenly 
felt for an abridged edition. The present book is intended to meet that need. 
Fortunately, during the interval a masterly exposition of the meanings of the 
Qur’an by the late Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih II appeared in the form of "Tafsir-
e-Saghir." The Editor has done his best to incorporate in the present book all 
that could be of use and interest in the "Tafsir-e-Saghir." especially for those 
upon whom modern thought and western sciences have exercised not 
altogether a healthy influence. He has also extensively revised the Translation 
of the Text of the 1954 Edition, printed in Holland, in the light of the Urdu 
Translation of the "Tafsir-e-Saghir." 

The Editor is overwhelmed with feelings of deepest gratitude to the 
Almighty in that he was fortunate to have been vouchsafed ample opportunities 
to sit at the feet of the late Hadrat Khalifatul-Masih II (of blessed memory) and 
for years listened to his speeches, discourses on various religious subjects, 
sermons, and highly enlightening lessons on the Qur’an, in which were 
reflected those mysteries of Divine knowledge to which only the pure of heart 
are granted access. The present Abridged Edition is mainly based, as was "The 
Larger Edition" on the material culled and collected from his speeches and 
writings. "Introduction to the Study of the Holy Qur’an" by the late Hadrat 
Khalifatul-Masih II, forms an integral part of this Abridged Edition, but in view 
of its volume and importance it has been printed as a separate book. 

The Arabic Text of the book has been given side by side with the English 
Translation. A mere translation without the text is likely, in the long run, to 
endanger the purity of the text; besides depriving the reader of the opportunity 
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of comparison. 

The explanations of the important Arabic words and expressions in the 
Commentary are based on the standard lexicons of the Arabic language, such as 
the Lisanul-‘Arab, the Tajul-‘Urus, the Mufradat of Imam Raghib, the Arabic 
English Lexicon by E. W. Lane and the Aqrabul-Mawarid. As regards the 
Translation, our procedure has been to base the meaning of every word, first on 
the corroborative testimony of other parts of the Qur’an and secondly on the 
context. The words printed in italics have been introduced to explain the 
meaning of the Text, there being no words corresponding to them in the original. 

As regards Explanatory Notes or Commentary, every Note first derives its 
authority from the tenor and spirit of the Qur’an as expressed at various other 
places. 

Next to the Qur’an precedence is given to the Hadith and then come the 
standard dictionaries of the Arabic Language. Last of all, recourse is had to 
the evidence of history which was necessary for the explanation of such verses 
as refer to well-known historical events. 

In the course of the preparation of these Notes light has been thrown from 
time to time on the order which runs through the verses of each Chapter, the 
one following the other in natural sequence. By a careful perusal of these 
Notes the reader will realize that the Qur’an forms a thoroughly coherent and 
consistent reading. 

Special care is taken in the Notes to refute the principal objections raised 
against Islam by Christian writers. These objections are based either on 
ignorance or on deliberate misrepresentation of the true teachings of Islam on 
the part of these writers. Refutation of such objections helps to remove much 
bias and prejudice against Islam and to create an atmosphere for a better 
appreciation of its teachings. 

A system of cross-references has been introduced. These cross-references 
have been placed below the Text and the Translation. They give at a glance the 
various places where the subject of a particular verse has been dealt with in 
the Qur’an. 

An Introduction is prefixed to each Chapter. It discusses the place and 
date of its revelation and gives a summary of its contents and the relation it 
has with the Chapters preceding or following it. It also provides sufficient 
material for the reader to understand and realize that not only the verses of the 
various Chapters but also the specific position of each Chapter itself is 
governed by an intelligent order. 

In numbering the verses of the Qur’an we have followed the system in 
vogue in the standard Editions of the Qur’an in Pakistan with this exception 
that in our numbering Bismillah is counted as the first verse of every Chapter, 
while in other Editions the verse following Bismillah is numbered as the first 
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verse of the Chapter. Chapter 9, however, is an exception to this rule. It does 
not begin with Bismillah, and therefore in this Chapter our numbering is 
identical with that of other Editions of the Qur’an. Our numbering of the 
Notes is continuous. It does not end where a Surah ends but is continued into 
the next Surah to the end of the Book. 

In references the figure on the left side of the colon shows the number of 
the Chapter, while that on its right the number of the verse. It should also be 
noted that when reference is to a Chapter of the Qur’an, the word Qur’an is 
invariably omitted for brevity’s sake. Thus 20:8 refers to the 8th verse of the 
20th Chapter of the Qur’an; in references to other religious Scriptures, 
however, the name of the book is invariably mentioned, though generally in 
an abbreviated form. So Gen. 5:6 means the 6th verse of the 5th chapter of 
Genesis, the first Book of Moses. 

The Editor would be failing in his duty if he does not acknowledge his 
deep debt of gratitude to Mirza Mubarak Ahmad, Wakil-e-A‘la, Tahrik-e-Jadid, 
without whose active and valuable support and useful guidance it would not 
have been possible for this Abridged Edition to see the light of the day. He 
also expresses his sincere thanks to Maulawi Muhammad Ahmad Jalil and 
Ch. Muzaffar-ud-Din, who helped him by very carefully reading the proofs of 
the whole manuscript and making meaningful suggestions and also to 
Maulawi Nur-ud-Din Munir, who has taken great pains in preparing an 
exhaustive Index. 

The Editor 

(Malik Ghulam Farid). 
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BOOKS OF REFERENCE WITH THEIR ABBREVIATED TITLES 

Some commentators have given single letter or a group of letters as 

abbreviations for the authorities they have quoted. These are not of much help 

to the reader, who has to turn to the list of abbreviations again and again in order 

to ascertain to which authority the letter refers. But it also seems cumbrous to 

give the names of the authorities in full. So we have followed a middle course 

and have given a shortened form of the name, which generally consists in a part 

of the name of the book or its author. Thus, for instance, instead of Al-Bahrul-

Muhit by Abu Hayyan, we have simply given the word 'Muhit,' and for Siratun-

Nabi by Ibn-e-Hisham, the abbreviated form 'Hisham' is given. These 

abbreviated names easily suggest to the reader the book or the author to which 

reference is made. No shortened form, however, has been used for the 

authorities that are not frequently quoted. In case of the books of the Bible, we 

have made use of the abbreviations that are generally used in Christian literature. 

Following is a list of well-known works of reference and other important books 

to which we have referred in this Commentary. We have taken special care to 

give the full name of each book and its author along with its abbreviated title. 

Books of Hadith 

Shortened form 

of the name. 

Full name with the name of the author. 

Bukhari The Sahih of Bukhari, by Abu ‘Abdullah Muhammad bin Isma‘il 
Bukhari. 

Muslim The Sahih of Muslim, by Hafiz Abul-Husain Muslim bin Hajjaj al-

Qushairi. 
Tirmidhi The Jamiʻ of Tirmidhi by Abu ʻIsa Muhammad bin ʻIsa Tirmidhi. 
Dawud or  

Abu Dawud 

Sunan of Abu Dawud by Hafiz Sulaiman bin Ashʻath Abu Dawud. 

Majah Sunan of Ibn-e-Majah by Muhammad bin Yazid Abu ʻAbdullah Ibn-e-

Majah Qazwini. 
Musnad Musnad of Ahmad bin Hanbal by Imam Abu ʻAbdullah Ahmad bin 

Hanbal. 

Nasaʼi Sunan of Nasaʼi by Hafiz Abu ʻAbdur-Rahman Ahmad bin Shuʻaib 

Nasaʼi 
Muwatta Muwatta by Imam Malik. 

Baihaqi Sunan of Baihaqi, by Abu Bakr Ahmad bin Husain al-Baihaqi. 
‘Ummal Kanzul-‘Ummal fi Sunanil-Aqwal wal Af‘al by Shaikh ʻAla-ud-Din ʻAli 

al-Muttaqi. 
Qutni Sunan of Dar Qutni by Hafiz ʻAli bin ʻUmar ad-Dar Qutni. 
Qastalani Irshadus-Sari by Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Khatib Qastalani. 
Bari Fathul-Bari by Abul-Fadl Shihab-ud-Din Ahmad bin ʻAli ‘Asqalani. 
Saghir Al-Jamiʻus-Saghir fi Ahadithil-Bashirin-Nadhir. 

ʻAsakir Ibn-e-ʻAsakir by Abul-Qasim ʻAli bin al-Hasan ibn ʻAsakir. 

Mardawaih Mardawaih by Abu Bakr Ahmad bin Musa bin Mardawaih. 

Tahawi Sharah Maʻani’il-Athar, by Abu Jaʻfar at-Tahawi. 
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Manawi At-Tafsir, exposition of al-Jamiʻus-Saghir, by Imam ʻAbdur-Raʼuf al-

Manawi. 

Commentaries of the Qur’an 
Jarir Commentary of the Qur’an by Imam Abu Jaʻfar Muhammad Ibn-e-Jarir 

Tabari. 
Kathir The Tafsir of Abul-Fida Ismaʻil Ibn al-Kathir. 
Kashshaf Al-Kashshaf ʻan Ghawamidit-Tanzil by Imam Mahmud Ibn-e-ʻUmar 

Zamakshari. 
Muhit Al-Bahrul-Muhit by Athir-ud-Din Abu ʻAbdullah Muhammad Ibn-e-

Yusuf of Granada (Spain), alias Abu Hayyan. 

Manthur Durr-e-Manthur by Hafiz Jalal-ud-Din ʻAbdur-Rahman Suyuti. 
Maʻani Ruhul-Maʻani by Abul-Fadl Shihab-ud-Din Muhammad al-Baghdadi. 
Baidawi Anwarut-Tanzil by Qadi Nasir-ud-Din Abu Sa‘id Baidawi. 
Qadir Fathul-Qadir by Muhammad Ibn-e-ʻAli Shaukani. 
Fath Fathul-Bayan by Abut-Tayyib Siddiq Ibn-e-Hasan. 

Razi Tafsir-e-Kabir by Imam Muhammad Fakhr-ud-Din Razi. 
Bayan Ruhul-Bayan by Shaikh Isma‘il Haqqi. 
Tafsir Tafsir-e-Kabir by Hadrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, 

Khalifatul-Masih IIra. 

Thaʻlabi Jawahirul-Hisan fi Tafsirul-Qur’an by Shaikh ʻAbdur-Rahman 

Thaʻlabi. 
Qurtubi Qurtubi by Abu ʻAbdullah Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Qurtubi. 
Wherry Commentary on the Qur’an by Rev. E. M. Wherry, M.A. 

Lexicons, Encyclopaedias and Periodicals 
Bihar Majma̒  Biharul-Anwar, by Shaikh Muhammad Tahir of Gujrat. 

Kulliyyat or 

Baqa 
Al-Kulliyyat by Abul-Baqa al-Husaini. 

Mufradat Al-Mufradat fi Gharaʼibil-Qur’an by Shaikh Abul-Qasim Husain Ibn-e-

Muhammad ar-Raghib. 

Lisan Lisanul-ʻArab by Imam Abul-Fadl Jamal-ud-Din Muhammad Ibn-e-

Mukarram. 

Taj Tajul-ʻUrus by Abul-Faid Sayyid Muhammad Murtada al-Husaini. 
Lane Arabic-English Lexicon by E. W. Lane. 

Qamus The Qamus by Shaikh Nasr Abul-Wafa. 

Sihah The Sihah by Abun-Nasr Isma‘il Jauhari. 
Aqrab Aqrabul-Mawarid by Saʻid al-Khauri Ash-Shartuti. 
Misbah Al-Misbahul-Munir by Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Fayumi. 
Gesenius The Hebrew-English Lexicon by Gesenius. 

Enc. Bri. Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th edition. 

Enc. Rel. Eth. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. 

Jew. Enc. Jewish Encyclopaedia. 

Enc. Bib. Encyclopaedia Biblica. 

Enc. Islam Encyclopaedia of Islam. 

Rev. Rel. The Review of Religions, Qadian. 

Cruden Cruden’s Complete Concordance to the Old and the New Testaments 

and the Apocrypha. 
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History and Geography 
Tabari Tarikhur-Rusuli wal-Muluk by Abu Jaʻfar Muhammad Ibn-e-Jarir 

Tabari. 
Ishaq Ibn-e-Ishaq. 

Sirat Sirat Khatamun-Nabiyyin by Mirza Bashir Ahmad, M. A., Qadian. 

Muir Life of Muhammad by Sir William Muir, K. C. S. I. (1923). 

The Caliphate The Caliphate -  Its Rise, Decline and Fall by Sir William Muir, K. C. S. I. 

Hisham Siratun-Nabi by Shaikh Abu Muhammad ʻAbdul-Malik Ibn-e-Hisham. 

Futuh Futuhul-Buldan by Baladhari. 
Tabaqat Tabaqatul-Kabir by Muhammad Ibn-e-Saʻd. 

Khamis Tarikhul-Khamis by Shaikh Husain Ibn-e-Muhammad ad-Diyar al-

Bakri. 
Zurqani Sharah Zurqani by Imam Muhammad Ibn-e-ʻAbdul-Baqi az-Zurqani. 
Ghabbah Usdul-Ghabbah fi Ma‘rifatis-Sihabah by Hafiz Abul-Hasan ʻAli Ibn-e-

Muhammad. 

Ma‘ad Zadul-Maʻad fi Hadyi Khairul-ʻIbad by Muhammad Ibn-e-Abu Bakr 

Ibn-e-Ayyub ad-Damishqi. 
Buldan Mu‘jamul-Buldan by Abu ʻAbdullah Yaqut Ibn-e-ʻAbdullah al-

Baghdadi. 
Dhahab Murujudh-Dhahab wa Maʻadinul-Jauhar by ʻAllamah Abul-Hasan ʻAli

Ibn-e-Husain al-Masʻudi. 
Athir Kamil Ibn-e-Athir by Abul-Hasan ʻAli Ibn-e-Abul-Karam alias Ibnul-

Athir. 
Mawahib Mawahibul-Ladunniyyah by Shihab-ud-Din Ahmad Qastalani. 
Khuldun Tarikhul-Imam Ibn-e-Khuldun by ʻAbdur-Rahman Ibn-e-Khuldun al-

Maghribi. 
Halbiyyah Siratul-Halbiyyah by ʻAli Ibn-e-Burhan-ud-Din al-Halbi. 

Tasawwuf and ‘Aqa’id 
Futuhat Futuhat-e-Makkiyyah by Muhyyud-Din Ibnul-ʻArabi. 
ʻAwarif ʻAwariful-Maʻarif by Abu Hafs ʻUmar Ibn-e-Muhammad. 

Zahiri Dawud Zahiri. 
Malaʼikah Malaiʼkatullah by Hadrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud Ahmad, 

Khalifatul-Masih II. 

Science of Philology and Polite Literature 
Mubarrad  Kitabul-Kamil by Abul-ʻAbbas Muhammad Ibn-e- Yazid al-Mubarrad. 

Mu‘allaqat Saba‘ Muʻallaqat, the seven well-known poems by seven eminent Pre-

Islamic poets. 

Grammar 
Sibawaih Sibawaih by Abul-Bashr ʻAmr Sibawaih. 

Wright A Grammar of the Arabic language by W. Wright, LL.D. 
 

Jurisprudence 
Muhalla Al-Muhalla by Imam Abu Muhammad ʻAli Ibn-e-Ahmad Ibn-e-Sa‘id 

Ibn-e-Hazm. 
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Mardawaih Ibn-e-Mardawaih. 

Ma‘ani 
Mukhtasar Al-Mukhtasarul-Ma‘ani by Masʻud Ibn-e-ʻUmar alias Saʻd Taftazani. 
Mutawwal Al-Mutawwal by Masʻud Ibn-e-ʻUmar alias Saʻd Taftazani. 

Works of the Promised Messiahas 
Taudih Taudih-e-Maram. 

A’inah A’ina’-e-Kamalat-e-Islām. 

Haqiqat   Haqiqatul-Wahi. 
Izalah Izala’-e-Auham. 

Teachings The Teachings of Islam. 

Miscellaneous 

Among other works which are not included in the above list but which have 
been consulted in the course of the preparation of the Commentary may be 
mentioned the following (the list is by no means exhaustive): 

Asas  Haqiqatul-Asas. 

Mawardi  Al-Mawardi. 
Izalatul-Khifa ʻan Khilafatil-Khulafaʼ by Hadrat Shah Waliyullah of Delhi.  

Al-Hakam.   

Al-Fadl.   

The Tomb of Jesus By Dr. M. M. Sadiq, Qadian. 

The Bible.   

The Zend-Avesta.   

The Dasatir.   

The Jamaspi by Jamasap, First Successor of Zoroaster. 

Dictionary & Glossary of the Quran by John Penrice. 

Historians’ History of the World.    

History of the Arabs by P. K. Hitti.  

Abbot’s Life of Napoleon.   

E. Renan’s History of the People of 

Israel. 

  

Josephus: History of the Jewish Nation.   

Hutchinson’s History of the Nations. 

The Apocrypha. 

  

The Dawn of Conscience by James Henry Breasted. 

Moses and Monotheism by Sigmund Freud. 

Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon. 

Biblical Cyclopaedia by J. Eadie. 

Diodorus Siculus (Translation by C. M, 

Oldfather, London, 1935.) 

  

The Pilgrimage by Lieut. Burton.  

The Jewish Foundation of Islam.   

Scoffield Reference Bible.   

Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature 

(New York, 1877). 
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Leaves from Three Ancient Qurans,

edited by Rev. A. Mingana, D.D. 

  

Translation of the Targums by J. W. Etheridge. 

Capital Punishment in the Twentieth 

Century 

by E. Roy Calvert. 

Lalita Vistara (Sk.).   

Buddha-Charita (Sk.).   

The Making of Humanity by Robert Briffault. 

On Heroes And Hero-Worship by Thomas Carlyle. 

History of Palestine and the Jews by John Kitto (London, 1844). 

American Medical Journal.   

Indo-Aryans by R. Mitra, LL.D., C.I.E. 

The Talmud (Selections by H. Polano).   

Commentary by C. J. Ellicott, Lord Bishop of 

Gloucester. 

Commentaries on the Old and the New 

Testaments 

 published by Society for Promoting 

Christian Knowledge, London. 

Sharhus-Sunnah by Abu Muhammad al-Husain Ibn-e-

Mas‘ud al-Baghwi. 
Faslul-Khitab by Hadrat Maulawi Nur-ud-Din 

Khalifatul-Masih I. 

Khutubat-e-Ahmadiyya by Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, K.C.S.I. 

Everyman’s Encyclopaedia.   

Story of Rome  by Norwood Young. 

Decline of the West  by Spengler. 

A Study of History  by Toynbee. 

The Universe Surveyed by Harold Richards. 

The Nature of the Universe  by Fred Hoyle. 

Commentary on the Bible by Dr. Peake. 

Rise of Christianity by Bishop Barns. 

Marvels and Mysteries of Science by Allison Hox. 
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION 

In transliterating Arabic words we have followed the following system adopted by the 

Royal Asiatic Society. 

 at the beginning of a word, pronounced as a, i, u preceded by a very slight ا

aspiration, like h in the English word 'honour'. 

 .'th, pronounced like th in the English word 'thing ث 

 .h, a guttural aspirate, stronger than h ح 

 .'kh, pronounced like the Scotch ch in 'loch خ 

 .'dh, pronounced like the English th in 'that ذ 

 .s, strongly articulated s ص 

 .'d, similar to the English th in 'this ض 

 .t, strongly articulated palatal t ط 

 .z, strongly articulated z ظ 

 .a strong guttural, the pronounciation of which must be learnt by the ear ,‘ ع 

 gh, a sound approached very nearly in the r 'grasseye' in French, and in غ

the German r. It requires the muscles of the throat to be in the 'gargling' 

position whilst pronouncing it. 

 .q, a deep guttural k sound ق 

 .a sort of catch in the voice ,’ ء 

Short vowels are represented by a for  (like u in 'bud'); i for  (like i in 

'bid'); u for  (like oo in 'wood'); the long vowels by a for  or    (like a in 

'father'); i for �  or  (like ee in 'deep'); u for �  (like oo in 'root'); 

ai for �  (like i in 'site'); au for �   (resembling ou in 'sound'). 

 The consonants not included in the above list have the same phonetic value as in 

the principal languages of Europe. 
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CHAPTER 1 
AL-FATIHAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Place and Time of Revelation 
As reported by many traditionalists, the whole of this Surah was 

revealed at Mecca, and from the very beginning formed part of the Muslim 
Prayer. The Surah has been referred to in the Quranic verse, We have indeed 
given thee the seven oft-repeated verses and the great Qur’an (15:88), which 
was admittedly revealed at Mecca. According to some reports, the Surah was 
also revealed a second time at Medina. The time of its first revelation, 
however, may be placed very early in the Prophet’s ministry. 

Names of the Surah and their Significance 
The best-known title of this short Surah, i.e. Fatihatul-Kitab, (Opening 

Chapter of the Book) is reported on the authority of several reliable 
traditionalists (Tirmidhi & Muslim). The title was later abbreviated into 
Suratul-Fatihah, or simply Al-Fatihah. The Surah is known by quite a number 
of names, the following ten are more authentic, viz. Al-Fatihah, As-Salat, Al-
Hamd, Ummul-Qur’an, Al-Qur’anul-‘Azim, As-Sab‘ul-Mathani, Ummul-Kitab, 
Ash-Shifa’, Ar-Ruqyah and Al-Kanz. These names throw a flood of light upon 
the extensive import of the Surah. 

The name Fatihatul-Kitab (Opening Chapter of the Book) signifies 
that the Surah, having been placed in the beginning, serves as a key to the 
whole subject-matter of the Qur’an. As-Salat (The Prayer) signifies that it 
forms a complete and perfect prayer and constitutes an integral part of the 
institutional Prayers of Islam. Al-Hamd (The Praise) signifies that the Surah 
brings to light the lofty purpose of man’s creation and teaches that the relation 
of God to man is one of grace and mercy. Ummul-Qur’an (Mother of the 
Qur’an) signifies that the Surah forms an epitome of the whole of the Qur’an, 
containing in a nutshell all the knowledge that has a bearing on man’s moral 
and spiritual development. Al-Qur’anul-‘Azim (The Great Qur’an) signifies 
that although the Surah is known as Ummul-Kitab and Ummul-Qur’an, it 
nevertheless forms part of the Holy Book and is not separate from it, as 
mistakenly considered by some. As-Sab‘ul-Mathani (The Oft-repeated Seven 
Verses) signifies that the seven short verses of the Chapter virtually fulfil all 
the spiritual needs of man. It also signifies that the Chapter must be repeated 
in every Rak‘at of Prayer. Ummul-Kitab (Mother of the Book) signifies that 
the prayer contained in the Chapter was the cause of the revelation of the 
Quranic Dispensation. Ash-Shifa’ (The Cure) signifies that it provides remedy 
for all the legitimate doubts and misgivings of man. Ar-Ruqyah (The Charm) 
signifies that it is not only a prayer to ward off disease but also provides 
protection against Satan and his followers, and strengthens the heart of man 
against them. Al-Kanz (The Treasure) signifies that the Surah is an 
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inexhaustible storehouse of knowledge. 

Al-Fatihah Referred to in a Prophecy of the New Testament 
The best-known name of the Surah, however, is Al-Fatihah. It is 

interesting to note that this very name occurs in a prophecy of the New 
Testament: "I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven...and he had 
in his hand a little book open: and he set his right foot upon the sea and his left 
foot on the earth" (Rev. 10:1, 2). The Hebrew word for 'open' is Fatoah which 
is the same as the Arabic word Fatihah. Again, "And when he (the angel) had 
cried, seven thunders uttered their voices" (Rev. 10:3, 4). "The seven 
thunders" represent the seven verses of this Chapter. Christian scholars say 
that the prophecy refers to the second advent of Jesus Christ, and this has been 
established by actual facts. The Holy Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, 
Hadrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, in whose person the prophecy relating to the 
second advent of Jesus has been fulfilled, wrote commentaries on this Chapter 
and deduced arguments of the truth of his claim from its contents and always 
used it as a model prayer. He deduced from its seven short verses Divine 
realities and eternal verities, which were not known before. It was as if the 
Chapter had been a sealed book until its treasures were laid bare by Hadrat 
Ahmad. Thus was fulfilled the prophecy contained in Rev. 10:4: "And when 
the seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write and I heard a 
voice from heaven saying unto me, 'Seal up those things which the seven 
thunders uttered and write them not.'" The prophecy referred to the fact that 
Fatoah or Al-Fatihah would, for a time, remain a closed book, but that a time 
would come when treasures of spiritual knowledge contained in it would be 
laid bare. This was done by Hadrat Ahmad. 

Connection with the Rest of the Qur’an 
The Surah forms, as it were, an introduction to the Qur’an. It is, in fact, 

the Qur’an in miniature. Thus at the very beginning of his study, the reader 
becomes familiar in broad outline with the subjects he should expect to find in 
the Holy Book. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that Suratul-
Fatihah is the most important Chapter of the Qur’an (Bukhari). 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah contains the essence of the entire Quranic teaching. It 

comprises, in outline, all the subjects dealt with at length in the body of the 
Qur’an. It starts with a description of the fundamental attributes of God, which 
form the pivot round which all the other Divine attributes revolve, and the 
basis of the working of the universe and of the relation between God and man. 
The four principal Divine attributes, Rabb (Creator, Sustainer and Developer), 
Rahman (Gracious), Rahim (Merciful) and Maliki Yaumid-Din (Master of the 
Day of Judgment) signify that after having created man, God endowed him 
with the best natural capabilities and provided the means and material needed 
for his physical, social, moral and spiritual development. Further, He made a 
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provision that man’s strivings and endeavours should be amply rewarded. The 
Surah goes on to say that man has been created for ‘Ibadah, i.e. the worship of 
God and the attainment of His nearness and that he constantly needs His help 
for the fulfilment of this supreme object. The mention of the four Divine 
attributes is followed by a comprehensive prayer in which all the urges of the 
human soul find full expression. The prayer teaches that man should always 
seek and invoke the assistance of God that He may provide him with the 
means required for success in this life and in the life to come. But as man is 
apt to derive strength and inspiration from the good example of those noble 
and great souls of the past, who achieved the object of their life, he is taught to 
pray that like them God should open up for him also avenues of unlimited 
moral and spiritual progress. Finally, the prayer contains a warning lest after 
having been led to the right path he should stray away from it, lose sight of his 
goal and become estranged from his Creator. He is taught to remain always on 
his guard and constantly to seek God’s protection against any possible 
estrangement from Him. This is the subject, which is put in a nutshell in Al-
Fatihah and this is the subject with which the Qur’an deals fully and 
comprehensively, citing numerous examples for the guidance of the reader. 

Believers are enjoined that before reading the Qur’an they should 
solicit God’s protection against Satan: When thou recitest the Qur’an, seek 
refuge with Allah from Satan, the rejected (16:99). Now, refuge or protection 
implies; (1) that no evil should befall us; (2) that no good should escape us; 
and (3) that after we have attained goodness, we may not again relapse into 
evil. The prescribed words of the prayer are: "I seek refuge with Allah from 
Satan, the rejected," which must precede every recitation of the Qur’an. 

A Chapter of the Qur’an—and there are 114 of them—is called a 
Surah. This word, rendered into English as 'Chapter', means, (1) rank and 
eminence; (2) a mark or sign; (3) an elevated and beautiful edifice; and 
 (4) something full and complete (Aqrab & Qurtubi). The Chapters of the 
Qur’an are called Surahs because (a) one is exalted in rank by reading them 
and attains to eminence through them; (b) they serve as marks for the 
beginning and the end of the different subjects dealt with in the Qur’an;  
(c) they are each like a noble spiritual edifice and (d) each one of them 
contains a complete theme. The name Surah for such a division has been used 
in the Qur’an itself (2:24 & 24:2). It has been used in the Hadith also. Says the 
Holy Prophet: "Just now a Surah has been revealed to me and it runs as 
follows" (Muslim). From this it is clear that the name Surah for a division of 
the Qur’an has been in use from the very beginning of Islam and is not a later 
innovation. 
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1. aIn1 the name2 of Allah,3 the 

Gracious, the Merciful.4 

 

 
1. Ba’ is a particle used to convey a number of meanings, the one more 

applicable here being 'with'. The compound word Bism, therefore, would 
mean 'with the name of'. According to Arab usage, the words Iqra’ or Aqra’u 
or Naqra’u or Ishra‘ or Ashra‘u or Nashra‘u would be taken to be understood 
before Bismillah which expression would thus mean, 'begin with the name of 
Allah' or 'recite with the name of Allah', or 'I or we begin with the name of 
Allah', or 'I or we recite with the name of Allah'. In the translation the 
expression Bismillah has been rendered as 'in the name of Allah' which is a 
more familiar form (Lane). 

2. Ism means, a name or attribute (Aqrab). Here it is used in both senses. It 
refers to Allah which is the substantive name of God; and to Ar-Rahman (The 
Gracious) and Ar-Rahim (The Merciful) which are His attributive names. 

3. Allah is the name of the Supreme Being Who is the Sole Possessor of all 
perfect attributes and is completely free from all conceivable defects. In the 
Arabic language, the word Allah is never used for any other thing or being. 
No other language has a distinctive or proper name for the Supreme Being. 
The names found in other languages are all attributive or descriptive and are 
often used in the plural, but the word "Allah" is never used in the plural 
number. It is a simple substantive, not derived and is never used as a 
qualifying word. In the absence of a parallel word in the English language, the 
original name "Allah" has been retained throughout the Translation. This view 
is corroborated by eminent authorities of the Arabic language. "Allah", 
according to the most correct of the opinions respecting it, is a proper name, 
applied to the Being Who exists necessarily by Himself, comprising all the 
attributes of perfection, the al being inseparable from it (Lane). 

4. Ar-Rahman (The Gracious) and Ar-Rahim (The Merciful) are both 
derived from the same root Rahima meaning, he showed mercy; he was kind 
and good; he forgave. The word Rahmah combines the idea of Riqqah, i.e. 
'tenderness' and Ihsan, i.e. 'goodness' (Mufradat). Ar-Rahman is in the 
measure of Fa‘lan and Ar-Rahim in the measure of Fa‘il. According to the 
rules of the Arabic language, the larger the number of letters added to the 
root-word, the more extensive or more intensive does the meaning become 
(Kashshaf). The measure of Fa‘lan conveys the idea of fullness and 
extensiveness, while the measure of Fa‘il denotes the idea of repetition and 
giving liberal reward to those who deserve it (Muhit). Thus, whereas the word 
Ar-Rahman would denote "mercy comprehending the entire universe", the 
word Ar-Rahim would denote "mercy limited in its scope but repeatedly 
shown." In view of the above meanings Ar-Rahman is One Who shows mercy 
 

aPlaced before every Chapter except Chapter 9; also in 27:31. See also 96:2. 
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gratuitously and extensively to all creation without regard to effort or work, 
and Ar-Rahim is One Who shows mercy in response to, and as a result of, the 
actions of man but shows it liberally and repeatedly. The former is applicable 
to God only, while the latter is applied to man also. The former extends not 
only to believers and disbelievers but also to the whole creation; the latter 
applies mostly to believers. According to a saying of the Holy Prophet, the 
former attribute generally pertains to this life, while the latter attribute 
generally pertains to the life to come (Muhit), meaning that as this world is 
mostly the world of actions and the next world is the world where actions will 
be particularly rewarded, God’s attribute Ar-Rahman provides man with 
material for his works in this life, and His attribute Ar-Rahim brings about 
results in the life to come. All things that we need and on which our life 
depends are purely a Divine favour and are provided for us before we do 
anything to deserve them or even before we are born, while the blessings in 
store for us in the life to come will be given to us as a reward of our actions. 
This shows that Ar-Rahman is the Bestower of gifts, which precede our birth, 
while Ar-Rahim is the Giver of blessings which follow our deeds as their 
reward. 

Bismillahir-Rahmanir-Rahim is the first verse of every Chapter of the 
Qur’an except Al-Bara’ah which, however, is not an independent Chapter but 
a continuation of the Chapter Al-Anfal. There is a saying, reported by Ibn-e- 
‘Abbas, to the effect that whenever any new Surah was revealed, Bismillah 
was the first verse to be revealed, and without Bismillah the Holy Prophet did 
not know that a new Surah had begun (Dawud). This saying shows that (1) the 
verse Bismillah is a part of the Qur’an and not something supernumerary, and 
(2) that the Chapter Bara’ah is not an independent Chapter. It also refutes the 
belief expressed by some that Bismillah forms a part only of Suratul-Fatihah 
and not of all the Quranic Chapters. The Holy Prophet is reported to have 
further said that the verse Bismillah is a part of all the Quranic Chapters 
(Bukhari & Qutni). Its place in the beginning of every Chapter has the 
following significance: 

The Qur’an is a treasure of Divine knowledge to which access cannot be 
had without the special favour of God: None shall touch it but the purified 
(56:80). Thus Bismillah has been placed at the beginning of every Chapter to 
remind a Muslim that in order to have access to, and benefit by, the treasures 
of Divine knowledge, contained in the Qur’an, he should not only approach it 
with a pure heart but should also constantly invoke the help of God. The verse 
Bismillah also serves another important purpose. It is a key to the meaning of 
each individual Chapter, as all questions affecting moral and spiritual matters 
are related in one way or the other to the fundamental Divine attributes 
Rahmaniyyah (grace) and Rahimiyyah (mercy). Thus each Chapter, in fact, 
forms a detailed exposition of some aspects of the Divine attributes mentioned 
in the verse. It is contended that the formula Bismillah was borrowed from 
earlier Scriptures. Whereas Sale says that it was borrowed from Zend-Avesta, 
Rodwell is of the opinion that the pre-Islamic Arabs borrowed it from the 
Jews and subsequently it became incorporated in the Qur’an. Both these views 
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2. aAll5 praise5A belongs to 

Allah alone, Lord6 of all the 

worlds,6A 

 
 

 
are obviously wrong. First, it has never been claimed by Muslims that the 
formula in this or similar form was not known before the revelation of the 
Qur’an. Secondly, it is wrong to argue that because the formula, in an 
identical or a similar form, was sometimes used by pre-Islamic Arabs even 
before it was revealed in the Qur’an, it could not be of Divine origin. As a 
matter of fact, the Qur’an itself states that Solomon used the formula in his 
letter to the Queen of Sheba (27:31). What Muslims claim—and this claim has 
never been refuted—is that the Qur’an was the first revealed Scripture to use 
it in the way it did. It is also wrong to say that the formula was in vogue 
among pre-Islamic Arabs, for it is a known fact that the Arabs had an aversion 
for the use of the name Ar-Rahman for God. Again, if such formulae were 
known before, it only corroborates the truth of the Quranic teaching that there 
has not been a people to whom a Teacher has not been sent (35:25) and that 
the Qur’an is a repository of all permanent truths contained in the previous 
revealed Books (98:5). It adds much more, of course, and whatever it takes 
over, it improves in form or use or in both. 

5. In Arabic al corresponds to the definite article "the" in English. It is used 
to denote comprehensiveness, that is to say all aspects or categories of a 
subject, or to denote perfection, which is also an aspect of comprehensiveness, 
inasmuch as it includes all degrees and grades. It is also used to indicate 
something which has already been mentioned, or a concept of which is present 
in the mind. 

5A. In Arabic two words Madh and Hamd are used in the sense of praise 
and thankfulness; but whereas Madh may be false, Hamd is always true. 
Again Madh may be used about such acts of goodness over which the doer has 
no control, but Hamd is used only with respect to such acts as are volitional 
(Mufradat). Hamd also implies admiration, magnifying and honouring of the 
object of praise; and lowliness, humility and submissiveness in the person 
who offers it (Lane). Thus Hamd is the most appropriate word to be used here, 
where a reference to the intrinsic goodness and truly merited praise and 
glorification of God is intended. In common usage the word Hamd has come 
to be applied exclusively to God. 

6. The verb Rabba means, he administered the affair; he increased, 
developed, improved and completed the matter; he sustained and looked after. 
Thus Rabb means, (a) Lord, Master, Creator; (b) One Who sustains and 
develops; (c) One Who brings to perfection by degrees (Mufradat & Lane). 
When used in combination with another word, it may be used for persons or 
beings other than God. 

6A. Al-‘Alamin is the plural of al-‘Alam from the root ‘Ilm meaning 'to 
know'. The word has come to be applied to all beings or things by means of 
which one is able to know the Creator (Aqrab). It is applied not only to all 
 

a6:2; 6:46; 10:11; 18:2; 29:64; 30:19; 31:26; 34:2; 35:2; 37:183; 39:76; 45:37. 
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3. aThe Gracious, bthe 

Merciful,7 

 
 

4. cMaster8 of the dDay9 of 

Judgment.10 

 

 

 
kinds of the created beings or things but also to their classes collectively, so 
that one says ‘Alamul-Ins, i.e. the world of mankind, or ‘Alamul-Hayawan i.e. 
the animal kingdom. The word al-‘Alamin is not used to denote rational 
beings—men and angels—only. The Qur’an applies it to all created things 
(26:24-29 & 41:10). Sometimes, of course, it is used in a restricted sense 
(2:123). Here it is used in its widest sense and signifies 'all that is besides 
Allah', i.e. animate and inanimate things including heavenly bodies—the sun, 
the moon, the stars, etc. 

The expression "All praise belongs to Allah alone" is much wider and deeper 
in significance than "I praise Allah", because man can praise God only according 
to his knowledge, but the clause "all praise belongs to Allah" comprises not only 
the praise which man knows, but also the praise which he does not know. God 
is worthy of praise at all times, independently of man’s imperfect knowledge or 
realization. Moreover, the word al-Hamd is an infinitive and as such can be 
interpreted both as a subject and as an object. Interpreted as a subject, al-
Hamdu Lillahi means, God alone has the right to bestow true praise. 
Interpreted as an object, it signifies that all true praise and every kind of praise 
in its perfection is due to God alone. For the particle al see 5. 

The verse points to the law of evolution in the world, viz. that all things 
undergo development and that this development is progressive and is brought 
about in stages, Rabb being One Who makes things grow and develop by 
stages. It also points out that the principle of evolution is not inconsistent with 
belief in God. But the process of evolution referred to here is not identical 
with the Theory of Evolution as generally understood. The words have been 
used in a general sense. Further, the verse points to the fact that man has been 
created for unlimited progress, because the expression Rabbul-‘Alamin 
implies that God develops everything from a lower to a higher stage and this 
is possible only if after every stage there is another stage in a never-ending 
process. 

7. In the expression Bismillah the attributes Ar-Rahman and Ar-Rahim 
serve as a key to the meaning of the whole Surah. Their mention here serves 
an additional purpose. They are used here as a link between the attribute 
Rabbul-‘Alamin and Maliki Yaumid-Din. 

8. Malik means, master, or one who possesses the right of ownership over a 
thing and has the power to deal with it as one likes (Aqrab). 

9. Yaum means, time absolutely; day from sunrise to sunset; present time 
(Aqrab). 

10. Din means, recompense or requital; judgment or reckoning; dominion 
or government; obedience; religion, etc. (Lane). 

The four attributes of God, viz. "Lord of all the worlds", "Gracious", 
 

a25:61; 26:6; 41:3; 55:2; 59:23. b33:44; 36:59. c48:15. d51:13; 74:47; 82:18, 19; 83:7. 
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5. aThee alone do we 

worship11 and bThee alone do 

we implore for help.12 

 
 

 
"Merciful" and "Master of the Day of Judgment" are fundamental attributes. 
The other attributes only explain and serve as a sort of commentary upon 
these four attributes, which are like four pillars on which the Throne of the 
Almighty rests. 

The order in which these four attributes have been mentioned throws light 
on how God manifests His attributes to man. The attribute Rabbul-‘Alamin 
(Lord of all the worlds) signifies that with the creation of man, God creates 
the necessary environment for his spiritual progress and development. The 
attribute, Ar-Rahman (The Gracious), comes into operation next and through 
it God, so to speak, hands over to man the means and material, required for his 
moral and spiritual advancement. And when man has made proper use of the 
means thus granted to him, the attribute Ar-Rahim begins to operate to reward 
his works. Last of all, the attribute Maliki Yaumid-Din (Master of the Day of 
Judgment) produces the final and collective results of man’s labours; and the 
process finds consummation. Though the last and perfect reckoning will take 
place on the Day of Judgment, the process of requital is going on even in this 
life with this difference that in this life human actions are often judged and 
rewarded by other men, kings, rulers, etc.; and there is, therefore, always the 
possibility of error. On the Day of Judgment, however, the mastery of God 
will be exclusive and absolute and the work of requital will lie entirely in His 
hands. There will be no error, no undue punishments, no undue rewards. The 
use of the word "Master" is also intended to point to the fact that God is not 
like a judge who is bound to give his judgment strictly in accordance with a 
prescribed law. Being Master, He can forgive and show mercy wherever and 
in whatever manner He may like. Taking Din as meaning 'religion' the words 
"Master of the time of religion" would signify that when a true religion is 
revealed, mankind witnesses an extraordinary manifestation of Divine power 
and decrees and when it declines, it looks as if the universe is running 
mechanically without control or regulation by a Creator and Master. 

11. ‘Ibadah signifies complete and utmost humility, submissiveness, 
obedience and service. It also implies belief in God’s Unity and declaration of 
it. The word also signifies, the acceptance of the impress of a thing. In this 
sense ‘Ibadah would mean, receiving the impress of Divine attributes and 
imbibing and reflecting them in one’s own person. 

12. The words, Thee alone do we worship, have been placed before the 
words, Thee alone do we implore for help, to signify that after man becomes 
aware of God’s great attributes, his first impulse is to worship Him. The idea 
of invoking God’s help comes after the impulse to worship. Man wishes to 
worship God but he finds that for doing so he needs God’s help. The use of 
the plural number in the verse directs attention to two very important points; 
(a) that man is not alone in this world but is part and parcel of the society that 
 

a11:3; 12:41; 16:37; 17:24; 41:38. b2:46, 154; 21:113. 
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6. Guide us in athe straight

path,13 

 
 

7. The path of bthose on whom 

Thou hast bestowed Thy 

favours,14 those who have not 
cincurred Thy displeasure and 

 

 

 
surrounds him. He should, therefore, seek not to go alone but to carry others 
also with him on the path of God; (b) as long as man does not reform his 
environment, he is not safe. 

It is worthy of note that God is spoken of in the first four verses in the third 
person, but in this verse He is suddenly addressed in the second person. The 
contemplation of the four Divine attributes creates in man such an irresistible 
longing for seeing his Creator and such an intense desire to offer his whole-
hearted devotion to Him that, in order to satisfy this longing of the soul, the 
third person used in the first four verses has been changed into the second in 
the present verse. 

13. The prayer covers the entire field of man’s needs—material and 
spiritual, present and future. The believer prays for being shown the straight 
path—the shortest path. Sometimes a man is shown the right and straight path 
but is not led up to it, or, if he is led up to it, he fails to stick to it and follow it 
to the end. The prayer requires a believer not to be satisfied with only being 
shown a path, or even with being led up to it, but ever to go on following it till 
he reaches the destination, this being the significance of Hidayah which 
means, to show the right path (90:11), to lead to the right path (29:70) and to 
make one follow the right path (7:44), (Mufradat & Baqa’). In fact, man needs 
God’s help at every step and at every moment, and it is imperative that he 
should ever be offering to God the supplication embodied in the verse. 
Constant praying, therefore, is necessary. As long as we have requirements 
unfulfilled and needs unsatisfied and goals unattained, we stand in need of 
prayer. 

14. A true believer is not satisfied with only being guided to the right path 
or with doing certain acts of righteousness. He sets his goal much higher and 
tries to attain a position in which God begins to bestow His special favours 
upon His servants. He looks up to the examples of Divine favours bestowed 
upon God’s Elect and receives encouragement from them. He does not stop 
even there, but strives hard and prays to be included among God’s "Favoured 
Ones" and to become one of them. These "Favoured Ones" have been 
mentioned in (4:70). The prayer is general and not for any particular favour. 
The believer implores God to bestow the highest spiritual favour upon him 
and it rests with God to confer upon him the favour which He deems fit and 
which the believer deserves. 

a19:37; 36:62; 42:53-54. b4:70; 5:21; 19:59. c2:62, 91; 3:113; 5:61, 79. 
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those who have not agone 

astray.15 

 
15. Suratul-Fatihah reveals a beautiful order in the arrangement of its 

words and sentences. It is divided into two halves. The first half pertains to 
God, the second to man, and the different parts of each portion correspond to 
one another in a remarkable manner. Corresponding to the name "Allah" 
which stands for the Being possessing all noble attributes in the first half, we 
have the words, Thee alone do we worship, in the second half. As soon as the 
devotee thinks of God as being free from all defects and possessing all perfect 
attributes, the cry, Thee alone do we worship, spontaneously rises from the 
depths of his heart. And corresponding to the attribute "Lord of all the worlds" 
are the words, Thee alone do we implore for help, in the second part. When a 
Muslim knows God to be the Creator and Sustainer of all the worlds and the 
Source of all development, he at once takes shelter in Him, saying, Thee alone 
do we implore for help. Then, corresponding to the attribute Ar-Rahman, i.e. 
the Giver of innumerable blessings and the Liberal Provider of our needs, 
occur the words, Guide us in the straight path, in the second; for the greatest 
of the blessings provided for man is guidance which God provides for him by 
sending revelation through His Messengers. Corresponding to the attribute Ar-
Rahim i.e. the Giver of the best rewards for man’s works in the first part, we 
have the words, The path of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy favours, 
in the second, for it is Ar-Rahim Who bestows merited blessings on His 
favoured servants. Again, corresponding to "Master of the Day of Judgment" 
we have, Those who have not incurred Thy displeasure, and those who have 
not gone astray. When man thinks of giving an account of his deeds, he 
dreads failure; so, pondering over the attribute, Master of the Day of Judgment, 
he begins to pray to God to be saved from His displeasure and from straying 
away from the right path. 

Another special feature of the prayer contained in this Surah is that it 
appeals to the inner instincts of man in a perfectly natural manner. There are 
two fundamental motives in human nature which prompt submission, viz. love 
and fear. Some people are touched by love, while others are moved by fear. 
The motive of love is certainly nobler but there may be—indeed there are—
men to whom love makes no appeal. They only submit through fear. In Al-
Fatihah an appeal has been made to both these human motives. First come 
those attributes of God which inspire love, "the Creator and Sustainer of the 
world," "the Gracious" and "the Merciful." Then in their wake, as it were, 
follows the attribute, "Master of the Day of Judgment," which reminds man 
that if he does not mend his ways and does not respond to love, he should be 
prepared to render account of his deeds before God. Thus the motive of fear is 
brought into play side by side with that of love. But as God’s mercy far excels 
His anger, even this attribute which is the only fundamental attribute designed 
to evoke fear, has not been left without a reference to mercy. In fact, here too 
 

a3:91; 5:78; 18:105. 
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God’s mercy transcends His anger, for it is implicit in this attribute that we are 
not appearing before a Judge but before a Master Who has the power to 
forgive and Who will punish only where punishment is absolutely necessary. 

In short, Al-Fatihah is a wonderful storehouse of spiritual knowledge. It is 
a short Chapter of seven brief verses, but it is a veritable mine of knowledge 
and wisdom. Aptly called "Mother of the Book," it is the very essence of the 
Qur’an. Beginning with the name of Allah, the Fountain-head of all blessings, 
the Chapter goes on to narrate the four fundamental attributes of God, i.e.  
(1) The Creator and Sustainer of the world; (2) The Gracious, Who provides 
for all the requirements of man even before he is born and without any effort 
on his part for them; (3) The Merciful, Who determines the best possible 
results of man’s labour and Who rewards him most liberally; and (4) Master 
of the Day of Judgment before Whom all will have to give an account of their 
actions, Who will punish the wicked but will not treat His creatures as a mere 
judge but as a master, tempering justice with mercy, and Who is eager to 
forgive whenever forgiveness is calculated to bring about good results. This is 
the portrait of the God of Islam as given in the very beginning of the Qur’an—
a God Whose power and dominion know no bounds and Whose mercy and 
beneficence have no limitations. Then comes the declaration by man that, his 
God being the Possessor of such lofty attributes, he is ready, nay eager, to 
worship Him and throw himself at His feet in complete submission; but God 
knows that man is weak and liable to err, so mercifully He exhorts His servant 
to seek His help at every step in his onward march and for every need that 
may confront him. Finally, comes a prayer—comprehensive and far-
reaching—a prayer in which man supplicates his Maker to lead him to the 
straight path in all matters, spiritual or temporal, whether relating to his 
present or future needs. He prays to God that he may not only successfully 
stand all trials but, like His "Chosen Ones", do so with credit and become the 
recipient of His most bounteous favours; that he may for ever go on treading 
the straight path, pressing on nearer and yet nearer to his Lord and Master 
without stumbling on the way, as did many of those who have gone before. 
This is the theme of the opening chapter of the Qur’an which is constantly 
repeated, in one form or another, in the main body of the Holy Book. 
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CHAPTER 2 
AL-BAQARAH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Title, Date of Revelation and Context 
This, the longest Surah of the Qur’an, was revealed at Medina in the 

first four years after the Hijrah and is known as Al-Baqarah. The name was 
used by the Holy Prophet himself. The Surah seems to have derived its title 
from vv. 68-72 where an important incident in the life of the Jewish nation is 
briefly mentioned. For a long time the Jews had lived in Egypt as serfs and 
slaves under the most cruel bondage of the Pharaohs who were cow-
worshippers. As is generally the case with subject races, they had borrowed 
from, and slavishly imitated, many customs and habits of the Egyptians and 
consequently had come to possess a strong liking, bordering on adoration, for 
the cow. When Moses told them to sacrifice a particular cow which 
symbolised their object of worship, they made a great fuss about it. It is this 
incident to which vv. 68-72 refer. Besides Al-Baqarah, the Surah possesses 
another name—Az-Zahra’, and both this Surah and Al-e-‘Imran are jointly 
known as Az-Zahrawan—The Two Bright Ones (Muslim). The Holy Prophet 
is reported to have said: 'Everything has its peak, and the peak of the Qur’an is 
Al-Baqarah' (Tirmidhi). The Surah is placed next to Al-Fatihah because it 
embodies answers to all the important problems which at once confront the 
reader when he turns from Al-Fatihah to a study of the main Book. Though 
generally connected with all the other Surahs, Al-Fatihah possesses a special 
relationship with Al-Baqarah which constitutes the fulfilment of the prayer, 
'Guide us in the straight path... Thy displeasure.' Indeed Al-Baqarah with its 
discourses upon the Signs, the Book, the Wisdom and the Means of 
purification (2:130), constitutes an appropriate and comprehensive reply to 
that great prayer. 

Subject-Matter 
It is sometimes said that the Qur’an starts with this Surah as its very 

opening verse, viz. "This is a perfect Book; there is no doubt in it," shows; 
while Al-Fatihah being, as it were, the Qur’an in miniature though forming its 
integral part, possesses an independent and peculiar position of its own 
(15:88). The subject-matter of this long Chapter is epitomized in its 130th 
verse. This verse contains a prayer of the Patriarch Abraham in which he 
implores God to raise a Prophet among the Meccans who should (1) recite to 
them the Signs of God; (2) give the world a Scripture containing perfect laws 
of the Shari‘ah; (3) explain the wisdom underlying them; and (4) should lay 
down principles and rules of conduct which should bring about complete 
spiritual transformation in their lives and should make them a great and 
powerful nation, fit to lead the whole world. The four great objects for which 
Abraham prayed have been dealt with in this Chapter in the same order in 
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which he prayed for them. The "Signs" are discussed in the first 168 verses, 
the "Book" and "Wisdom" in vv. 169-243 and lastly "the Means of national 
progress" in vv. 244-287. "The recital of the Signs" refers to the arguments 
about the truth of the Holy Prophet; "the teaching of the Book and Wisdom" 
to the laws of the Shari‘ah laid down in the Surah and the wisdom or 
philosophy which underlies them, and last of all in elucidation of the subject 
of the spiritual change spoken of in Abraham’s prayer it refers to the 
principles that lead to national awakening. 

The Surah has 40 sections and 287 verses. It opens with a statement of 
three fundamental beliefs—belief in God, Revelation and Life after death and 
two practical ordinances about Prayer and Zakat, the rest being an extension 
and explanation of these principles and ordinances. In response to the prayer 
for guidance, the Qur’an claims to present a perfect code of laws which 
comprises all the truths that were found in earlier revealed Scriptures, with 
much more that they did not contain, and claims also to guide man to the 
highest pinnacle of spiritual glory. The second section decries and deprecates 
mere verbal profession of faith which has no deep roots in the heart. The third 
section, however, lays down standards and criteria by which the truth of the 
Qur’an can be tested and verified. And for this purpose it draws pointed 
attention to the process of evolution working in the physical universe. This 
process is to be seen in the spiritual realm also. Then mention is made of the 
first link in this spiritual chain—of Adam, the first man, to whom God 
revealed His Will. In the 4th section we are told that objections are being 
raised against the Holy Prophet. But these objections cannot detract from his 
truth even as they could not detract from Adam’s truth. The next twelve 
sections—5th to 16th—dispose of the objection, viz. where was the necessity 
of a new revelation when God had already revealed Himself to Adam? It is 
stated that in harmony with progressive evolution in the spiritual system, God 
has been sending down His revelation in every age, every succeeding 
revelation being an improvement upon the preceding one. Moses was the 
Founder of a new Shari‘ah. He was followed by a galaxy of Divine 
Messengers who were opposed and persecuted by the Israelites. Persistent 
defiance of Divine commandments on the part of the Israelites and their 
iniquities made them lose their title to Divine grace. Hence Prophethood, in 
accordance with biblical prophecies, was transferred to the House of Ishmael 
and the Holy Prophet was raised in the barren and arid Valley of Mecca with 
the most perfect and complete Law. This filled the Israelites with rage though 
they had no right to fret and fume at their being deprived of Prophethood. 
They opposed the Holy Prophet and spared no pains to bring him to naught. 
But opposition to Divine purpose has never succeeded. 

The next two sections dispense with the objections of the Israelites as 
to why the Holy Prophet has given up the Qiblah of all the former Prophets in 
favour of the Ka‘bah. They are told that in the first place facing a certain 
direction in Prayers or fixing a particular place as the Qiblah cannot be an 
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object to be sought after, it only serves to bring about and maintain unity 
among a people. Secondly, in the prayers which Abraham had offered for the 
sons of Ishmael, it was prophesied that Mecca would one day become a place 
of pilgrimage for them and the Ka‘bah their Qiblah. In the 19th section it is 
mentioned that the Holy Prophet will meet strong opposition from disbelievers 
in the discharge of his onerous mission, and this opposition will continue till 
the Fall of Mecca. The 20th section draws attention to the supreme truth that 
all that is stated above is not an idle guess or conjecture; the very creation of 
the heavens and the earth, the alternation of day and night and other natural 
phenomena bear incontrovertible testimony to its truth inasmuch as, on the 
one hand, the law of nature points to the existence of a spiritual law and to a 
process of progressive evolution in it and, on the other, the whole universe 
seems to be working in support of the Holy Prophet. With the 21st section 
begins a description of the ordinances of the Shari‘ah and the wisdom 
underlying them; and first of all directions have been laid down for using 
lawful (Halal) and wholesome (Tayyib) food, because human actions are 
governed by man’s mental condition and his mental condition is strongly 
influenced by the food he eats. In the 23rd section substance of Islamic 
teaching is given which consists of belief in God, Life after death, revealed 
Scriptures and Divine Messengers. Doing good to others, worship and 
contributions to national funds are also mentioned as constituents of righteous 
conduct. To these, observance of patience under trials and fulfilment of 
solemn promises are added. Maintenance of justice, legitimate help of 
relatives and observance of social laws, of which the law of inheritance 
occupies a most prominent place, are also regarded as important. In the next 
section stress is laid on devotional exercises which purpose is fulfilled by the 
Islamic Fast. Sections 24th and 25th deal with rites and laws pertaining to 
Pilgrimage which plays a very important role in bringing about national unity 
and solidarity among Muslims. In section 26th light is shed on the philosophy 
of ordinances of the Shari‘ah which should be shown due regard because 
outward acts have a very potent effect on inward purity. Then it is stated that 
the laws of the Shari‘ah are disregarded because men generally do not like to 
spend their time and money in the cause of God and they adduce lame excuses 
to shirk their duty in this respect. In fact, no progress is possible without 
sacrifice and believers are exhorted to spend their hard-earned wealth in the 
way of Allah so that full religious freedom may be established. In section 27th 
we are told that when religious freedom is interfered with, fighting becomes 
obligatory and sacrifice of life and money necessary. Then it is stated that, in 
order to while away their time and to seek mental relief, people indulge in 
drinking, and in order to collect money to meet the expenses of war, they have 
recourse to gambling. Islam condemns these evil practices. Next, we are told 
that war leaves behind many orphans who should be properly looked after, 
and in this connection Muslims are enjoined not to contract marriage with 
idolatrous women because it is calculated to disturb the harmony of their 
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domestic life. In sections 28th, 29th, 30th and 31st, we are told not to have 
sexual intercourse with women in their monthly courses which is a sort of 
temporary separation. These instructions are followed by laws that govern 
divorce which is more or less a permanent separation and then by laws that 
concern suckling and also treatment of widows. Sections 32nd and 33rd deal 
with principles that have a special bearing on national awakening and by 
observing which alone a people can make real progress, and Muslims are told 
that a people who seek to occupy an honoured place among the powerful 
nations must be prepared to face death to promote the cause of truth and 
righteousness. In section 34th it is mentioned that man’s stay on earth is but 
temporary and he should spare no effort to establish real connection with his 
Creator, and this is only possible by deep meditation on Divine attributes. 
Then in Ayatul-Kursiyy, which the Holy Prophet has termed as one of the best 
and most exalted Quranic verses, a brief but very comprehensive mention is 
made of God’s attributes and it is said that no compulsion is needed to exhort 
a person to establish his connection with the Possessor of such noble and 
sublime attributes. Then in the 35th section it is stated that whereas moral 
righteousness takes place in an individual directly through God’s own grace, 
moral transformation comes about among nations through the instrumentality 
of Divine Messengers, and hints that both these kinds of reformation are 
decreed to take place four times among the progeny of Abraham. Next, it is 
said that both collective effort and national cooperation are essential for moral 
transformation to take place on national scale; the results in this respect of the 
concerted and collective efforts and mutual cooperation of true believers are 
far in excess of their sacrifices. Then all transactions based on interest are 
strictly forbidden and the giving and taking of interest has been denounced as 
tantamount to waging war against God and His Prophet because transactions 
based on interest are against the spirit of mutual help and cooperation and of 
doing good to fellow beings. Muslims are further told that they should 
entertain no apprehension that no progress is possible without interest. God 
has decreed that eventually destruction will overtake nations which give or 
take interest. Next, it is stated that one way of rendering mutual help and 
cooperation is to advance money on loan but all transactions dealing with 
lending and borrowing money should be properly written down. The Surah 
ends on the beautiful note that whereas the above-mentioned directions are 
necessary for bringing about moral transformation among a people, the best, 
the safest and the surest means to raise their moral standard and to effect real 
and true righteousness and purity of character among them is that they should 
have firm faith in the Word of God, constantly keep in view, reflect and 
meditate upon His attributes and should seek Divine help by prayer sincerely 
offered to Him. 

This is, in brief, a summary of the subject-matter of this longest of the 
Quranic Surahs and the moral is forcefully brought home directly to the 
disbelievers in general and to the People of the Book in particular that in the 
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Holy Prophet is fulfilled the prayer of the Patriarch Abraham and thus if the 
Holy Prophet is rejected, Abraham will have to be regarded as a liar and an 
impostor and consequently the whole Mosaic Dispensation and Christianity 
also will be dubbed as tissues of lies and falsehoods. Indirectly, the truth of 
the Message of Islam has been made clear for the whole world to accept 
because the creation of man possesses a great and sublime object and that 
object can only be fulfilled by believing in the message embodied in the 
Qur’an which alone now contains the right Shari‘ah and sheds light on the 
wisdom and philosophy of its ordinances and by believing in and acting upon 
which alone can purity of the heart and Divine Realisation be attained. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Alif Lam Mim.16 
 

 
16. Abbreviations, like Alif Lam Mim, are known as al-Muqatta‘at (letters 

used and pronounced separately), and occur in the beginning of not less than 
28 Surahs, and are made up of one or more, to a maximum of five, letters of 
the Arabic alphabet. The letters out of which these abbreviations are 
constituted are fourteen in number: Alif, Lam, Mim, Sad, Ra, Kaf, Ha, Ya, ‘Ain, 
Ta, Sin, Ha, Qaf and Nun. Of these Qaf and Nun occur alone in the beginning 
of Surahs Qaf and Qalam, the rest occur in combinations of two or more in the 
beginning of certain Surahs. The use of Muqatta‘at was in vogue among the 
Arabs. They used them in their poems and conversation. An Arab poet says: 
Qulna Qifi Lana, Faqalat Qaf i.e. "We said to her, 'Stop for us for a while' and 
she said that she was stopping" the letter Qaf standing for Waqaftu (I am 
stopping). There is also a saying of the Holy Prophet as reported by Qurtubi to 
the effect: Kafa Bis-Saifi Sha, i.e. sufficient is sword as a remedy, Sha 
standing for Shafiyan. In the modern West and in its imitation in Eastern 
countries also abbreviations are very popular and widespread. Every 
dictionary provides a list of them. The Muqatta‘at are abbreviations for 
specific attributes of God and the subject-matter of a Surah before which they 
are placed has a deep connection with the Divine attributes for which they 
stand. They have not been haphazardly placed at the beginning of different 
Surahs, nor are their letters combined arbitrarily. There runs a deep and far-
reaching connection between their various sets, and the letters of which they 
are made also serve a definite purpose. The subject-matter of those Chapters 
which have no abbreviated letters is subordinate to, and follows the pattern of 
the subject-matter of the preceding Chapters possessing them. Of the 
meanings ascribed to Muqatta‘at two seem to be more authentic: (a) That each 
letter has a definite numerical value (Jarir). The letters Alif Lam Mim have the 
numerical value 71 (Alif having the numerical value 1, Lam 30 and Mim 40). 
Thus the placing of Alif Lam Mim in the beginning of the Surah may signify 
that its subject-matter, i.e. the special consolidation of early Islam, would take 
71 years to unfold itself completely. (b) They are, as stated above, 
abbreviations for specific attributes of God and the Surah before which 
Muqatta‘at are placed is, in its subject-matter, connected with the Divine 
attributes for which the specific Muqatta‘at stand. Thus the abbreviation Alif 
Lam Mim placed here and in the beginning of the 3rd, 29th, 30th, 31st and 
32nd Chapters of the Qur’an signifies, "I am Allah, the All-Knowing" which 
 

a1:1. 
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3. This17 is a perfect17A Book; 
athere is no doubt18 in it; bit is 

a guidance for the righteous,19 

 

 

4. Who believe in cthe 

unseen20 and dobserve 

 

 
has the authority of Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, Alif standing for Ana, 
Lam for Allah and Mim for A‘lamu; or according to some Alif stands for Allah, 
Lam for Jibril and Mim for Muhammad, indicating that the central theme of 
the Surah is Divine knowledge which was given to Muhammad by Allah 
through Jibril. These abbreviated letters form an integral part of the Quranic 
revelation (Bukhari). 

17. Dhalika is primarily used in the sense of "that," but is also sometimes 
used in the sense of "this" (Aqrab). Sometimes it is used to indicate the high 
rank and dignity of the subject to which it refers. Here it signifies that the Book 
is, as it were, remote from the reader in eminence and loftiness of merit (Fath). 

17A. The particle al, like the definite article "the" in the English language, 
is used to denote a definite object known to the reader. In this sense the word 
Dhalikal-Kitabu would mean, this is the Book, or this is that Book—the 
promised Book. The particle is also used to denote the combination of all 
possible attributes in one individual. The expression thus means, this is a 
Book which possesses all those excellent qualities which a perfect book 
should possess. Or it means, this alone is a perfect Book. 

18. Raib means, disquietude or uneasiness of mind; doubt; affliction or 
calamity and evil opinion; false charge or calumny (Aqrab). The verse does 
not mean that nobody will ever entertain any doubt about the Qur’an. It only 
means that its teaching is so rational that a right-thinking person, who 
approaches it with an unbiased mind, will find it a safe and sure guide. 

19. Muttaqi is derived from Waqa which has the sense of guarding against 
that which harms or injures. Wiqayah means, a shield and Ittaqa bihi (Muttaqi 
is in the nominative case of Ittaqa) means, he took him or it as a shield (Lane). 
Ubayy bin K‘ab, a distinguished Companion of the Holy Prophet, aptly 
explains Taqwa by likening Muttaqi to one who walks through thorny bushes, 
taking all possible care that his clothes are not caught in, and torn by, their 
branches (Kathir). A Muttaqi, therefore, is one who is ever on his guard 
against sins and takes God for his shield or shelter and is very regardful of his 
duty. The words, "a guidance for the righteous," mean that guidance contained 
in the Qur’an knows no limit. It helps man to attain limitless stage of spiritual 
perfection and makes him more and more deserving of God’s favours. 

20. Al-Ghaib means anything hidden or invisible; anything unseen, absent 
or far away (Aqrab). God, the angels and the Last Day are all al-Ghaib. 
 

a2:24; 10:38; 32:3; 41:43. b2:186; 3:139; 31:4. c5:95; 6:104; 21:50; 35:19; 36:12; 50:34; 57:26; 67:13.  
d2:44, 84; 111; 4:78; 5:56; 8:4; 9:71; 20:15; 27:4; 30:32; 31:5; 73:21. 
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Prayer21 and aspend out of 

what We have provided22 for 

them;  

 

5. And who believe in that 

which has been brevealed to 

thee23 and that which was 

revealed before thee24 and 

 

 
Moreover, the word as used in the Qur’an does not mean imaginary and unreal 
things, but real and verified things, though unseen (32:7; 49:19). It is, 
therefore, wrong to suppose, as some Western critics of the Qur’an do, that 
Islam forces upon its followers some mysteries of Faith and invites them to 
believe in them blindly. The word signifies things which, though beyond the 
comprehension of human senses, can nevertheless be proved by reason or 
experience. The supersensible need not necessarily be irrational. Nothing of 
"the unseen" in which a Muslim is called upon to believe is outside the scope 
of reason. There are many things in the world which, though unseen, are yet 
proved to exist by invincible arguments, and nobody can deny their existence. 

21. The clause, "they observe Prayer," means, they perform their Prayers 
with all the prescribed conditions; Aqama meaning, he kept the thing or the 
affair in a right state (Lane). Worship is the outer expression of the inner 
relationship of man to God. Moreover, God’s favours surround the body as 
well as the soul. So, perfect worship is that in which body and soul both play 
their part. Without the two the true spirit of worship cannot be preserved, for 
though adoration by the heart is the substance and adoration by the body only 
the shell, yet the substance cannot be preserved without the shell. If the shell 
is destroyed, the substance is bound to meet with a similar fate. 

22. Rizq means, anything bestowed by God on man, whether material or 
otherwise (Mufradat). The verse lays down three directions and describes 
three stages for the spiritual well-being of man: (1) He should believe in the 
truths which are hidden from his eyes and are beyond his physical senses, for 
it is such a belief which shows that he is possessed of the right sort of Taqwa 
or righteousness. (2) When he reflects on the creation of the universe and the 
marvellous order and design which exist in it and when, as a result of this 
reflection, he becomes convinced of the existence of the Creator, an 
irresistible longing to have a real and true union with Him takes hold of him. 
This finds consummation in the observance of Prayer. (3) Lastly, when the 
believer succeeds in establishing a living contact with his Creator, he feels an 
inward urge to serve his fellow-beings. 

23. Belief in the Holy Prophet is the central point so far as belief in the 
Prophets of God is concerned (2:286; 4:66, 137). 

24. Islam makes it obligatory upon its followers to believe in the Divine 
origin of the teachings of all previous Prophets because God sent His 
 

a2:196, 255, 263, 268; 3:93; 8:4; 9:34; 13:23; 14:32; 22:36; 28:55; 32:17; 42:39.  
b2:137, 286; 3:200; 4:61, 137, 163; 5:60. 
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they have firm faith in the 
aHereafter.25  

6. It is they who bfollow the 

guidance from their Lord and 

it is they cwho shall prosper. 

 

 

7. Those who have 

disbelieved—dit being alike to 

them whether thou warn them 

or warn them not—they will 

not believe.26 

 

 

8. Allah ehas set a seal27 on 

their hearts and their ears, and 

over their eyes is a covering; 

and for them is a grievous 

chastisement.  

 

 

 
Messengers to all peoples (13:8; 35:25). 

25. Al-Akhirah means, (a) the Last Abode, i.e. the next life; (b) it may also 
signify the revelation which is to follow. This second meaning of the word 
finds further exposition in 62:3, 4 where the Qur’an speaks of two advents of 
the Holy Prophet. His first advent took place among the Arabs in the 7th 
century of the Christian era when the Qur’an was revealed to him; and his 
second advent was to take place in the Latter Days in the person of one of his 
followers. This prophecy found its fulfilment in the person of Ahmad, the 
Promised Messiah and Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement. 

26. The verse speaks of such disbelievers as become so indifferent to truth 
that it does not matter whether they receive a warning or not. Of these it is 
declared that as long as their present condition continues, they will not believe. 

27. Organs which remain unused for a long time atrophy and become 
useless. The disbelievers mentioned here refused to employ their hearts and 
ears for the comprehension of truth, consequently their capacities for hearing 
and understanding were lost. It is only the natural consequence of wilful 
indifference which is described in the clause, Allah has set a seal. As all laws 
proceed from God and every cause is followed by its natural effect under His 
Will, so the sealing of the hearts and the ears of disbelievers is ascribed to 
Him. 

 
 

a6:93; 27:4; 31:5. b2:158; 31:6. c23:2; 28:68; 31:6; 87:15; 91:10. d26:137; 36:11  
e4:156; 6:26, 47; 7:102, 180; 10:75; 16:109; 45:24; 83:15. 
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R.2.   

9. And of the people there are 

some who say, a‘We believe in 

Allah and the Last Day;’ while 

they are not believers at all.28 

 

 

10. They bwould deceive29 

Allah and those who believe, 

but they deceive none but 

themselves; only they perceive 

it not. 

 

 

11. cIn their hearts was a 

disease, so Allah has increased 

their disease;30 and for them is 

a grievous punishment 

because they lied. 

 

 

12. And when it is said to 

them d‘Create not disorder in 

the earth,’ they say, ‘We are 

only promoters of peace.’ 

 

 

13. Beware! it is surely they 

who create disorder, but they 

do not perceive it.  

 

 

 
28. Only God and the Last Day are mentioned, other Islamic beliefs being 

left out, because God and the Last Day are respectively the first and the last 
items in the Islamic formula of faith and a profession of belief in them ipso 
facto implies profession of belief in the other items. Elsewhere, the Qur’an 
states that belief in the Last Day implies belief in angels as well as in the 
Divine Books (6:93). 

29. Khada‘a-hu means, he sought or desired to deceive him but did not 
succeed in his attempt. Khada‘a-hu means, he succeeded in his attempt to 
deceive him; he forsook him or it (Baqa’). The former word is used about a man 
when he has not attained his desire and the latter when he has attained it (Lane). 

30. God has shown so many Signs in support of Islam and it has become 
gradually so powerful that the hypocrites have become more and more afraid 
of Muslims and have consequently grown in their hypocrisy. 

a2:178; 3:115; 4:40, 60; 6:93; 58:23. b4:143. c5:53; 9:125; 74:32. d2:28, 221. 
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14. And when it is said to 
them, ‘Believe as other people 
have believed,’ they say, 
‘Shall we believe as the fools 
have believed?’ Remember! it 
is surely they that are the 
fools,31 but they do not know. 

 

 

15. And awhen they meet 
those who believe, they say, 
‘We believe;’ but when they 
are alone with their ring-
leaders32 they say, ‘We are 
certainly with you; bwe were 
only mocking.’ 

 

 

16. cAllah will punish33 their 
mockery and will dlet them 
continue33A in their 
transgression, wandering 
blindly.34 

 

 

 
31. The hypocrites regarded the Muslims as a pack of fools in that they 

suffered, as the hypocrites thought, useless sacrifice of life and property for a 
lost cause. They themselves are fools, says the verse, as the cause of Islam is 
destined to make progress and to prosper. 

32. Shayatin means, ring-leaders (Ibn-e-‘Abbas, Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, Qatadah 
and Mujahid). The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: 'A single rider is a 
Shaitan, a pair of riders is also a pair of Shaitans, but three riders are a body 
of riders (Dawud). The tradition lends support to the view that Shaitan does 
not necessarily mean a devil. 

33. Yastahzi’u bi-him means, will punish them. In Arabic punishment for 
an evil deed is sometimes denoted by the word used for the evil itself. "The 
penalty for an evil deed is an evil the like thereof" (42:41). The famous Arab 
poet ‘Amr bin Kulthum says: Ala la Yajhalan Ahadun ‘Alaina, Fanajhal 
Fauqa Jahlal-Jahilina, i.e. Beware! none should dare employ ignorance 
against us, or we will show greater ignorance, i.e. we will avenge his 
ignorance (Mu‘allaqat). 

33A. The words do not mean that God grants the hypocrites respite to let 
them increase in their transgression. Such a meaning is contradicted by 
(35:38), where it is stated that God grants disbelievers respite that they should 
reform themselves. 

34. ‘Umyun is the plural of A‘ma which is derived from al-‘Ama. Al-‘Amah 
 

a2:77; 3:120; 5:62. b9:64-65. c9:79; 11:9; 21:42. d6:111; 7:187; 10:12. 
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17. These are they who ahave 

bartered away guidance for 

error;35 but their traffic has 

brought them no gain, nor are 

they rightly guided. 

 

 

18. Their case is like the case 

of a person who kindled a 

fire,36 and when it lighted up 

all around him, Allah took 

away their light and bleft them 

in thick darkness;37 they see 

not.  

 

 

19. They are cdeaf, dumb and 

blind; so they will not 

return.38 

 
 

20. Or it is like a heavy rain  

 
means, mental blindness and al-‘Ama means, both mental and physical 
blindness (Aqrab). 

35. (1) They have given up guidance and taken error instead; (2) both 
guidance and error were offered to them but they preferred error and refused 
guidance. 

36. The word "fire" is sometimes used for war. "The kindler of fire" in the 
verse may signify either the hypocrites who conspired with disbelievers to 
wage war against Islam, or the Holy Prophet who under God’s command 
kindled a Divine light. He is reported to have said: 'My example is like that of 
a person who kindles a fire' (Bukhari). 

37. The expression signifies that the hypocrites fomented wars in order to 
re-establish their lost influence but the actual result of these wars was the 
exposure of their hypocrisy and their consequent confusion and perplexity. 
The word Zulumat has always been used in the Qur’an in the plural, signifying 
moral and spiritual darkness. Sin and vice never exist in isolation. One vice 
attracts another and one misfortune draws another. The meaning is that the 
hypocrites are overtaken by manifold dangers and calamities. 

38. As they turned a deaf ear to the Prophet’s admonition and did not 
express their doubts to have them dispelled and had become insensitive to the 
progress that Islam was making before their very eyes, they are spoken of as 
deaf, dumb and blind. 

a2:87, 176; 3:178; 14:4; 16:108. b6:40, 123; 24:41. c2:172; 6:40; 7:180; 8:23; 10:43;  
11:25; 17:98; 21:46; 27:81; 30:53-54; 43:41.  
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from the clouds,39 awherein is 

thick darkness and thunder 

and blightning; they put their 

fingers into their ears because 

of the thunder-claps for fear 

of  death,40 and Allah 

encompasses the disbelievers. 

 

21. The lightning might well-

nigh snatch away their sight; 

whenever it shines upon them, 

they walk therein; and cwhen 

it becomes dark to them, they 

stand still. And if Allah had so 

willed, He could take away 

their hearing and their sight;41 

surely, Allah has the power to 

do all that He wills.41A 

 

 

 
39. Sama’ means, anything which hangs overhead and gives shade; the sky 

or the heaven; a cloud or clouds (Lane). 
40. This and the preceding verses refer to two classes of hypocrites: (1) 

Disbelievers who posed as Muslims; and (2) believers, bad in faith and worse 
in works, with leaning towards disbelief. The purport of the verse seems to be 
that the condition of the latter class of hypocrites is like that of those timorous 
people who, at a mere shower of rain with thunder and lightning, become 
alarmed and fail to benefit by it. 

41. The hypocrites, described as weak believers, are very near to losing 
their sight. They have not actually lost it, but if they are repeatedly confronted 
with situations demanding courage and sacrifice symbolized by lightning and 
thunder, they are very likely to lose it—their faith. But the mercy of God has 
so ordained that lightning is not always accompanied by thunderbolt. Often it 
is only a brilliant flash, which lifts the veil of darkness and helps the wayfarer 
to move on. In case Islam seems to make progress, these hypocrites make 
common cause with the Muslims. But when lightning is accompanied by 
thunder, i.e. when the situation demands sacrifice of life or property the world 
becomes dark to them; they become dumbfounded and stand still, refusing to 
move on with the Faithful. 

41A. Shai’ signifies that which is willed or desired. 

a6:40, 123; 24:41. b13:13; 24:44; 30:25. c4:73-74. 
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R.3.   

22. O ye men!42 aworship 

your Lord Who created you 

and those who were before 

you, that you may guard 

against evil; 

 

 

23. bWho made the earth a bed 

for you, and cthe heaven a 

roof,43 and caused water to 

come down from the clouds 

and therewith brought forth 

fruits for your sustenance; so 

do not set up equals to Allah, 

while you know. 

 

 

24. And if you are in doubt as 

to what We have sent down to 

Our servant, then dproduce a 

chapter like it, and call upon 

your helpers beside Allah, if 

you are truthful.44 

 

 

 
42. This verse contains the first commandment of God given in the Qur’an. 

As the words show the commandment is addressed to all mankind and not to 
Arabs only, which indicates that Islam, from the very beginning, claimed to be 
a universal religion. It abolished the ideal of national religion and conceived 
mankind as one brotherhood. 

43. The expression suggests that just as a building or a roof is a means of 
protection for those living in or under it, similarly the remoter parts of the 
universe serve as a protection for our planet (earth); and those who have 
studied the science of the stars, the clouds and other atmospheric phenomena, 
know how the other heavenly bodies, running their courses through the 
boundless expanse rising high above the earth on all sides, make for its safety 
and stability. It is also hinted here that the perfection of the material world 
depends upon the co-ordination between earthly and heavenly forces. 

44. The subject of the incomparable excellence of the Qur’an has been 
dealt with at five different places, i.e. in 2:24; 10:39; 11:14; 17:89 & 52:34, 35. 
In two of these five verses (2:24 & 10:39) the challenge is identical, while in 
the remaining three verses three separate and different demands have been 
 

a4:2, 37; 5:73,118; 16:37; 22:78; 51:57. b20:54; 27:62; 43:11; 51:49; 71:20; 78:7.  
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made from disbelievers. At first sight this difference in the form of the 
challenge at different places seems to be incongruous. But it is not so. In fact, 
these verses contain certain demands which stand for all time. The challenge 
is open even today in all the different forms mentioned in the Qur’an as it was 
in the time of the Holy Prophet. 

Before explaining the various forms of these challenges it is worth noting 
that their mention in the Qur’an is invariably accompanied by a reference to 
wealth and power, except in the present verse which, as already stated, does 
not contain a new challenge but only repeats the challenge made in 10:39. 
From this it may be safely concluded that there exists a close connection 
between the question of wealth and power and the challenge for the 
production of the like of the Qur’an or a part thereof. This connection lies in 
the fact that the Qur’an has been held out to disbelievers as a priceless treasure. 
When disbelievers demanded material treasures from the Holy Prophet 
(11:13), they were told that he possessed a matchless treasure in the form of 
the Qur’an; and when they asked, Wherefore has not an angel come with him 
(11:13), they were told in reply that angels did descend upon him, for their 
function was to bring the Word of God and the Divine Word had already been 
vouchsafed to him. Thus both the demands—for a treasure and for the descent 
of angels—have been jointly met by the Qur’an which is a matchless treasure 
brought down by angels, and the challenge to produce its like has been put 
forward as a proof of its peerless quality. 

Now, take the different verses containing this challenge separately. The 
greatest demand is made in 17:89, where disbelievers are required to bring a 
book like the whole of the Qur’an with all its manifold qualities. In that verse 
disbelievers are not required to represent their composition as the Word of 
God. They may bring it forward as their own composition and declare it to be 
the equal of, or, for that matter, better than, the Qur’an. But as at the time 
when this challenge was made the whole of the Qur’an had not yet been 
revealed, the disbelievers were not required to produce the like of the Qur’an 
then and there; and the challenge thus implied a prophecy that they would 
never be able to produce the like of it, neither in the form in which it then was, 
nor when it became complete. Again, the challenge was not confined to the 
disbelievers of the Prophet’s time alone, but extended to doubters and critics 
of all time. The reason why the disbelievers in 11:14 have been called upon to 
produce ten Surahs and not the whole of the Qur’an is that the question in that 
verse did not relate to the perfection of the whole of the Qur’an in all respects, 
but to that of only a portion of it. The disbelievers had objected to some parts 
of it being defective. Hence they were not required to bring a complete book 
like the whole of the Qur’an, but only ten Surahs in place of those parts of the 
Qur’an which they deemed to be defective, in order that the truth of their 
assertion might be tested. As for the selection of the specific number 10 for 
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25. But if you do it not—and 

never shall you do it—then 

guard against the Fire, awhose 

fuel45 is men46 and stones, 

 

 
this purpose, it may be noted that since in 17:89 the whole of the Qur’an was 
claimed to be a perfect Book, its opponents were called upon to produce the 
like of the whole of it; but as in 11:14 the point was that certain portions of it 
were objected to, so they were asked to choose ten such portions as appeared 
to them to be most defective and then produce a composition even like those 
portions. In 10:39 disbelievers were called upon to produce the like of only 
one Surah of the Qur’an. This is because, unlike the above-mentioned two 
verses, the challenge in that verse was in support of a claim made by the 
Qur’an itself and not in refutation of any objection of the disbelievers. In 
10:38 the Qur’an claimed to possess five very prominent qualities. In support 
of this claim, verse 10:39 throws out a challenge to those who deny or doubt it 
to produce a single Surah containing these qualities in the same perfect form 
in which they are contained in the 10th Surah. The fifth challenge to produce 
the like of the Qur’an is contained in the verse under comment (2:24) and here 
also, as in 10:39, disbelievers have been called upon to bring forward a single 
Surah like that of the Qur’an. This challenge is preceded by the claim that the 
Qur’an guides the righteous to the highest stages of spiritual progress. The 
disbelievers are told that if they are in doubt about the Divine origin of the 
Qur’an, then they should bring forward a single Surah that may be 
comparable to it in the spiritual influence it exercises over its followers. See 
also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 58-62. 

The above explanation will show that all these challenges calling upon 
disbelievers to produce the like of the Qur’an are quite distinct and separate 
one from the other, and all of them stand for all time, none of them 
superseding or cancelling the other. But as the Qur’an comprises sublime and 
lofty ideas, it was inevitable that a most beautiful diction and the chastest style 
should have been employed as the vehicle for the expression of those ideas; 
otherwise the subject-matter was liable to remain obscure and doubtful and 
the perfect beauty of the Qur’an would have been marred. Thus, in whatever 
form and in whatever respect disbelievers have been challenged to produce a 
composition like the Qur’an, the demand for beauty of style and elegance of 
diction comparable to that of the Qur’an also forms a part of the challenge. 

45. The word "fuel" may be taken in a figurative sense, meaning that the 
punishment of Hell is caused by idol-worship. So the idols are like fuel for 
hell-fire being a means of bringing it into existence. Or, "stones" mean idols 
which the idolaters worship as gods, the idea being that the idolaters will be 
humiliated by witnessing that their gods were cast into the fire. 

46. The words an-Nas (men) and al-Hijarah (stones) may also be taken as 
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which is prepared for the 

disbelievers.  

26. And give glad tidings to 

those who believe and do 

good works, that afor them are 

gardens beneath which flow 

streams. Whenever they are 

given a portion of fruit 

therefrom, they will say, ‘This 

is what was given us before,’ 

and gifts mutually resembling 

shall be brought to them. And 

they will have therein pure 
bmates,46A and therein will 

they abide.47 

 

 

 
indicating two classes of inmates of Hell; an-Nas may denote those 
disbelievers who retain something of the love of God, and al-Hijarah (stones), 
those who have no love left for God in their hearts. Such men are indeed no 
better than stones. The word is plural of Hajar which means, a stone; a rock; 
gold, and also one unequalled, i.e. big man; a leader (Lane). 

46A. The Qur’an teaches that every created thing stands in need of a mate 
for its full development. In Paradise righteous men and women will have pure 
mates for perfecting their spiritual development and completing their 
happiness. What kind of mates these will be, will be realized only in the 
Hereafter. 

47. This verse gives a brief description of the rewards which the believers 
will have in the next world. Critics of Islam have raised all sorts of objections 
to this description. The criticism is based upon a complete misunderstanding 
of the Islamic teaching about heavenly blessings. The Qur’an emphatically 
declares that it is beyond human mind to comprehend their nature (32:18). 
The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: "No eye has seen them, nor has any 
ear heard of them, nor can the mind of man conceive of them" (Bukhari). The 
question naturally arises, why have the blessings of Heaven been given the 
names used for material things in this world? This is because the address of 
the Qur’an is not merely to those people who are intellectually advanced. 
Therefore, it has used simple words which can be understood by all. While 
describing the heavenly blessings, the Qur’an has used the names of things 
generally looked upon as good in this world, and believers are told that they 
would get all these things in a better form in the next world. It is to bring out 
 

a3:16, 134, 196, 199; 4:14, 58, 123; 5:13, 86; 7:44; 9:72, 89, 100; 10:10; 13:36; 22:15, 24; 25:11;  
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this important contrast that familiar words have been used; otherwise there is 
nothing common between the joys of this world and the blessings of the next. 
Moreover, according to Islam, the next life is not spiritual in the sense that it 
will just consist of a mental state only. Even in the next life the human soul 
will have a kind of body, but that body will not be material. One can form 
some idea of this from the phenomenon of dreams. The scenes which a man 
witnesses in a dream cannot be called purely mental or spiritual, because in 
that state also he has a body and finds himself sometimes in gardens with 
streams, and eats fruits and drinks milk. It is difficult to say that the contents 
of dreams are only mental states. The milk enjoyed in a dream is no doubt a 
real experience, but no one can say that it is the material milk, found in this 
world which he drinks. The spiritual blessings of the next life will not be a 
mere subjective realization of the gifts of God which we enjoy in this world. 
What we have here is just a representation of the real and true gifts of God 
which man will find in the next world. Moreover, "gardens" represent faith; 
and "streams" good actions. Gardens cannot prosper without streams, nor can 
faith without good actions. Therefore, faith and actions are inseparable for the 
attainment of salvation. In the next world, gardens will remind the believers of 
their faith in this life and streams will remind them of their good works. They 
will know, then, that their faith and good works have not gone in vain. It is 
wrong to conclude from the words, this is what was given us before, that in 
Heaven the believers will be given such fruits as they had enjoyed in this 
world, because, as already explained, the two are not identical. The fruits of 
the next world will, in fact, be the images of the quality of their own faith. 
When they will eat them, they will at once recognize and remember that they 
are the fruits of the faith they had in this world; and it will be out of gratitude 
for this that they will say: This is what was given us before. This expression 
may also mean, 'what was promised to us.' 

The words "mutually resembling" refer to the resemblance between the 
acts of worship performed by believers in this world and the fruits thereof in 
Heaven. The acts of worship performed in this life will appear to believers as 
fruits in the next. The more sincere and the more appropriate a man’s worship, 
the more will he enjoy his portion of the fruits in Paradise and the better in 
quality will they be. It, therefore, lies in one’s own power to improve the 
quality of one’s fruits as one likes. The verse also signifies that the spiritual 
food for believers in Heaven will be suited to the taste of each and every 
individual and to his stage of progress and degree of spiritual development. 

The words, they will abide, signify that the believers in Heaven will not be 
subject to any change or decay. Man dies only when he cannot assimilate food 
or when someone kills him. But since the food of Paradise will be perfectly 
suited to every individual and since man will have pure and peaceful 
companions, death and decay will automatically disappear. 
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27. Allah adisdains not to bgive 

an illustration48––as small as a 

gnat48A or even smaller.48B

Those who believe know that 

it is the truth from their Lord, 

while those who disbelieve 

say, ‘What does Allah mean 

by such an illustration?’ 
cMany does He adjudge by it 

to be in error49 and many by it 

does He guide, and none does 

He adjudge thereby to be in 

error except the disobedient,  

 

 

28. Who dbreak the covenant 

of Allah after having 

 

 
The Faithful will also have pure mates in Heaven. A good wife is a joy and 

a comfort. The Faithful try to have good wives in this world, and they will 
have good and virtuous mates in the next. Yet these Joys of Heaven are not 
physical. For a fuller description of the nature and reality of the blessings of 
Paradise see also Chapters At-Tur, Ar-Rahman and Al-Waqi‘ah. 

48. Darabal-Mathala means, he gave an illustration or a description; he 
made a statement; he propounded a parable (Lane, Taj & 14:46). 

48A. God has described Heaven and Hell in the Qur’an in metaphors and 
similes. Metaphors and similes express depths of meaning which cannot 
adequately be expressed otherwise, and in things of the spirit they provide 
perhaps the only method by which ideas can be properly conveyed. The words 
used for describing Heaven may be as inadequate and insignificant as a gnat; 
which is considered by the Arabs and, in fact is, a very, very weak creature. 
The Arabs say: Ad‘afu min Ba‘udatin, i.e. he is weaker than a gnat. 
Nevertheless they help to conjure up the picture. The believers know the 
words are only metaphorical and try to get to the depth of their meaning; but 
the disbelievers begin to find fault with them and increase in error and 
misguidance. 

48B. Fauq means, above and signifies both 'greater' and 'smaller' and is 
used in the sense which befits the context (Mufradat). 

49. Adallallahu means, (1) God adjudged him to be in error; (2) God 
forsook or abandoned him so that he went astray (Kashshaf); (3) God found or 
left him in error or let him go astray (Lane). 

a33:54. b14:25; 16:76, 112; 47:4; 66:12. c6:118; 7:187; 13:28; 16:94; 40:35.  
d2:101; 4:156; 5:14; 13:26. 
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established it, and cut asunder 

what Allah has bidden to be 

joined, and create disorder in 

the earth; it is these that are the 

losers.  

29. How can you disbelieve in 

Allah? You were without 

life50 and aHe gave you life,51

and then will He cause you to 

die, then restore you to life,52

and then to Him shall you be 

made to return.53 

 

 

30. bHe it is Who created for 

you all that is in the earth; 

then cHe turned54 towards the 

 

 
50. Amwat is the plural of Mayyit which means, a thing dead, or without 

life. Thus the word is used both for a thing which so far has had no life and 
also for a thing which had life but is now dead and defunct. The word is also 
used about one who is dying or is nearing death but has not yet died (Lane). 

51. Hayat signifies, (1) the faculty of growth; (2) of sensation; (3) of intellect; 
(4) freedom from grief or sorrow; (5) everlasting life in the world to come; (6) 
advantage or profit or a means thereof; (7) state of activity and power (Lane). 

52. The verse points to the supreme truth that man’s life does not end with 
the extinction and dissolution of his physical body, as it is pregnant with too 
big an import to end with the latter’s decay and death. If life had no great 
purpose God would not have created it and, after having created it, would not 
have made it subject to death unless there had been an afterlife. If death were 
the end of all life, then the creation of man would have been "a mere sport and 
pastime" and this would have constituted a great reflection on the wisdom of 
God. The fact that God, the Source of all wisdom and intelligence, has done 
all this shows that He has not created man to return to dust after a life of 
merely 60 or 70 years. On the contrary, He has created him for a better, fuller 
and everlasting life which he must live after he has shed the encumbrances of 
his physical tabernacle. 

53. After death the human soul does not go at once to Heaven or Hell. 
There is an intermediate state called Barzakh in which it is made to taste some 
of the good or bad results of its deeds; and Resurrection, which will herald a 
full and complete requital, will take place later. 

54. Istawa means, he became firm or firmly settled. Istawa ilash-shai’ 
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heavens, and He perfected55 

them as seven56 heavens; and 

He has perfect knowledge of 

all things.56A 

 

R. 4.   

31. And when thy Lord said57 

to the angels,57A ‘I am about 

to place a avicegerent in the 

 

 
means, he turned to a thing or he directed his attention to it (Lane). 

55. Sawwa-hu means, he made it uniform or even, congruous or consistent 
in its several parts; he fashioned it in a suitable manner; he made it adapted to 
the exigencies, or requirements of its case; he perfected it; or he put it into a 
right or good state (Lane). 

56. In Arabic "seven" is generally used as a symbol of perfection and the 
word along with "seventy" or "seven hundred" signifies a large number. All 
these three words have been used in this sense in the Qur’an (9:80; 15:45). 
Elsewhere, the words "seven heavens" have been substituted by "seven 
stages" (23:18). 

56A. The sun, the moon and other heavenly bodies are of immense benefit 
to man. Modern science has made many discoveries in this connection—and 
many more may yet be made—all of which testify to the truth and 
comprehensiveness of the Quranic teaching. Science also continues to find 
more and more properties of things of this earth; many things which were 
formerly thought to be useless are now known to be highly serviceable to man. 

57. Qala is a common Arabic word meaning, he said. Sometimes, however, 
it is used in a figurative sense when, instead of a verbal expression, a state or 
condition amounting to a verbal expression is meant. The expression 
Imtala’ul-Haudu wa Qala Qatni (the tank became full and said, 'that will 
suffice') does not mean that the tank actually said so; only its condition 
implied that it was full. 

The conversation between God and angels need not be taken in a literal 
sense as actually to have taken place. As stated above the word Qala is 
sometimes used in a figurative sense to convey not actually a verbal 
expression, but simply a state or condition amounting to a verbal expression. 
The verse may thus simply mean that the angels by their state or condition 
implied a reply that has been here ascribed to them in words. 

57A. Mala’ikah which is the plural of Malak is derived from Malaka which 
means, he controlled, or from Alaka meaning, he sent. The angels are called 
Mala’ikah because they control the forces of nature or because they bring 
Divine revelations to Heavenly Messengers and Reformers. 

a7:130; 10:15; 15:29; 24:56; 38:27. 
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earth,’ they said, ‘Wilt Thou 

place therein such as will 

cause disorder in it, and shed 

blood?58—and we glorify59 

Thee with Thy praise and 

extol Thy holiness.’60 He 

answered, ‘I know what you 

know not.’61  

 

 
58. The angels did not object to God’s purpose or claimed superiority over 

Adam. Their question was prompted by God’s announcement of His plan to 
appoint a vicegerent. A vicegerent is needed when order has to be maintained 
and laws enforced. The seeming objection of the angels meant that there 
would be people on earth who would create disorder and shed blood. Man 
having been endowed with great powers to do good and evil, the angels spoke 
of the darker side of his character but God knew that he could rise to such 
moral heights as to become the mirror of Divine attributes. To this bright side 
of his character the words "I know what you know not" refer. 

59. The question of the angels was not by way of finding fault with God’s 
work, but by way of seeking greater knowledge of the nature and wisdom of 
the appointment. For the meaning of Nusabbihu see 2981. 

60. Whereas Tasbih (glorifying) is used with regard to God’s attributes, 
Taqdis (extolling His holiness) is used concerning His actions. 

61. Adam, who lived about 6000 years ago, is popularly believed to be the 
first man created by God upon earth. This view, however, is not corroborated 
by the Qur’an. The world has passed through different cycles of creation and 
civilization, and Adam, the progenitor of the present human race, is only the 
first link in the present cycle, and not the very first man in God’s creation. 
Nations have risen and fallen, civilizations have appeared and disappeared. 
Other Adams may have gone before our Adam; other races may have lived 
and perished, and other cycles of civilization may have appeared and 
disappeared. Muhy-ud-Din Ibn-e-‘Arabi, the great Muslim mystic says that 
once he saw himself in a dream performing a circuit of the Ka‘bah. In the 
dream a man who claimed to be one of his ancestors appeared before him. 
"How long is it since you died," asked Ibn-e-‘Arabi. "More than forty 
thousand years," the man replied. "But this period is much more than what 
separates us from Adam," said Ibn-e-‘Arabi. The man replied, "Of which 
Adam are you speaking? About the Adam who is nearest to you or of some 
other?" "Then I recollected," says Ibn-e-‘Arabi, "a saying of the Holy Prophet 
to the effect that God had brought into being no less than a hundred thousand 
Adams, and I said to myself, "perhaps this man who claims to be an ancestor 
of mine was one of the previous Adams" (Futuhat, ii, p.607). 
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32. And He taught Adam all62 

the anames,62A then He put the 

 

 
It is not claimed that the race which lived before Adam was entirely swept 

away before he was born. Most probably, there had remained a small 
degenerated remnant of the old race and Adam was one of them. God then 
selected him to be the progenitor of a new race and the precursor of a new 
civilization. Created, as it were, out of the dead he represented the dawn of a 
new era of life. As Khalifah means a successor, it is clear that men had existed 
and lived on earth before Adam whom he succeeded, and we cannot say 
whether the original inhabitants of America, Australia, etc. are the progeny of 
this last Adam or of some other Adam gone before him. 

Much has been said about the place where Adam was born or where he was 
raised as a Reformer. The popular view is that he was placed in Paradise but 
was later expelled therefrom and put somewhere on the earth. But the words 
"in the earth" contradict this view and definitely show that Adam lived on the 
earth and it was on the earth that he was raised as a Reformer. Most probably 
he was first made to live in Iraq but was later directed to move down to a 
neighboring land. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary" under 
this verse. 

62. The word "all" used here does not imply absolute totality. It simply 
means all that was necessary. The Qur’an uses this word in this sense 
elsewhere also (6:45; 27:17, 24; 28:58). 

62A. Asma’ is plural of Ism which means, name or attribute; a mark or a 
sign of a thing (Lane & Mufradat). Commentators differ as to what is here 
meant by the word Asma’ (names). Some think that God taught Adam the 
names of different things and objects, i.e. He taught him the principles of 
language. There is no doubt that man needed language in order to become 
civilized and God must have taught Adam its principles, but the Qur’an 
indicates that there are Asma’ (names or attributes) which man must learn for 
the perfection of his morals. They are referred to in 7:181. This shows that 
man cannot attain to Divine knowledge without a correct conception and 
comprehension of God’s attributes and that they can be taught only by God. 
So it was necessary that God should have, in the very beginning, given Adam 
(man) knowledge of His attributes so that he should know and recognize Him 
and attain His nearness and should not drift away from Him. According to the 
Qur’an, man differs from angels in that while the former can be an image or 
reflex of al-Asma’ul-Husna, i.e. all the perfect Divine attributes, the latter 
represent only a few of them. Angels have no will of their own, but only 
passively perform the functions allotted to them by Providence (66:7). On the 
other hand, man, endowed with volition and free choice, differs from angels in 
that he possesses capabilities which make him a perfect manifestation of all 
Divine attributes. Briefly, the verse signifies that God first implanted in Adam 
 

a7:181; 17:111; 20:9; 59:24-25. 
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objects of these62B names 

before the angels and said, 

‘Tell Me the names of these, if 

you are right.’  

33. They said, ‘Holy art Thou! 

No knowledge have we except 

what Thou hast taught us; 

surely, Thou art the All-

Knowing, the Wise.’63 

 

 

34. He said, ‘O Adam, tell 

them their names;’ and when 

he had told them their names, 

He said, ‘Did I not say to you, 

I know the secrets of the 

heavens and of the earth, and I 

know what you reveal and 

what you hide?’64  

 

 

 
free will and the needful capacity for the comprehension of various Divine 
attributes, and then gave him the knowledge of those attributes. Asma’ may 
also mean the qualities of the different things in nature. As man was to make 
use of the forces of nature, God endowed him with the capacity and power to 
know their qualities and properties. 

62B. The pronoun hum (these) shows that the objects referred to here are 
not inanimate things; for in Arabic this form of pronoun is used only for 
rational beings. The meaning of the expression, therefore, would be that God 
granted to the angels a vision of the outstandingly righteous persons from 
among the progeny of Adam who were to become the manifestation of Divine 
attributes in the future, and were then asked whether they themselves could 
manifest the Divine attributes like them, to which they signified their inability. 
This is what is meant by the words, Tell Me the names of these, occurring in 
the present verse. 

63. As the angels were conscious of their natural limitations, they frankly 
confessed that they were unable to reflect all God’s attributes as man could do, 
i.e. they could reflect only such of His attributes as He, in His eternal wisdom, 
had granted them the power to reflect. 

64. When the angels confessed their inability to manifest in themselves all 
the Divine attributes that Adam could manifest, the latter, in obedience to the 
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35. And remember the time 
awhen We said to the angels, 

‘Submit65 to Adam,’ and they 

all submitted. But66 Iblis67 did 

 

 
Divine Will, manifested the different natural capabilities ingrained in him and 
revealed to the angels their extensive character. Thus Adam proved the 
necessity of the creation of a being who might secure from God the faculty of 
volition or the power of will by means of which he might voluntarily choose 
the way of goodness (or, of evil) and might thereby reveal the glory and 
greatness of God. 

65. Adam having become an image of the attributes of God, and having 
attained the rank of a Prophet, God ordered the angels to serve him. The 
Arabic expression Usjudu does not mean—'fall prostrate before Adam,' 
because the Qur’an definitely prohibits prostrating before anything but God 
(41:38) and a command to that effect could not have been given to angels. The 
command means, 'prostrate yourselves before Me as a mark of thanksgiving 
for My having created Adam.' 

66. Illa (but) is used to signify 'exception.' In Arabic Istithna’ (exception) is 
of two kinds: (1) Istithna’ Muttasil, i.e. an exception in which the thing 
excepted belongs to the same class or species to which the things from which 
an exception is sought to be made belong, (2) Istithna’ Munqati’, i.e. an 
exception where the excepted thing belongs to a different class or species. In 
the verse under comment the word illa denotes the latter kind of exception, 
Iblis not being one of the angels. 

67. The word Iblis is derived from Ablasa which means, (1) his good or 
virtue decreased; (2) he gave up hope or despaired of the mercy of God; (3) 
became broken in spirit; (4) was perplexed and unable to see his way; and (5) 
he was prevented from attaining his wish. Based on the root meaning of the 
word, Iblis is a being which contains little of good and much of evil and which, 
on account of its having despaired of God’s mercy owing to its disobedience, 
is left perplexed and confounded and unable to see its way. Iblis is often 
considered identical with Satan, but is in some cases different from him. Iblis, 
it must be understood, was not one of the angels, because, whereas he has 
been here described as disobeying God, the angels have been described as 
ever 'submissive' and 'obedient' (66:7). God was angry with Iblis because he 
too was commanded to serve Adam but he disobeyed (7:13). Moreover, even 
if there were no separate commandment for Iblis, the one for angels must be 
taken to extend to all beings because angels being the custodians of the 
different parts of the universe, the commandment given to them automatically 
extends to all beings. As stated above, Iblis is really an attributive name given, 
on the basis of the root meaning of the word, to the Evil Spirit opposed to the 
angels. He has been so named because he possesses the attributes enumerated 
above, particularly the quality of being deprived of good and of being left 
 

a7:12-13; 15:29, 33; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117; 38:72-77. 
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not. He refused and deemed 

himself too big; and he was of 

the disbelievers. 

 

36. And We said, ‘O Adam, 
adwell thou and thy wife in the 

garden,68 and eat therefrom 

plentifully wherever you 

will,68A but approach not this 

tree,69 lest you be of the 

wrongdoers.’  

 

 

 
bewildered in the way and of despairing of God’s mercy. That Iblis was not 
the Satan spoken of in 2:37 is apparent from the fact that the Qur’an mentions 
the two names side by side wherever the story of Adam is given, but 
everywhere a careful distinction is observed between the two. Wherever it 
speaks of the being who, unlike the angels, refused to serve Adam, it 
invariably mentions the name Iblis, and wherever it speaks of the being who 
beguiled Adam and became the means of his being turned out of "the garden" 
it mentions the name 'Satan.' This distinction, which is most significant and 
which has been maintained throughout the Qur’an, in at least ten places (2:35, 
37; 7:12, 21; 15:32; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117, 121; 38:75) clearly shows that Iblis 
is different from the 'Satan' who beguiled Adam and who was one of Adam’s 
own people. Elsewhere, the Qur’an says that Iblis belonged to a secret 
creation of God and, unlike the angels, was capable of obeying or disobeying 
God (7:12, 13). 

68. The word Jannah (garden) occurring in this verse does not refer to 
Heaven or Paradise but simply to the garden-like place where Adam was first 
made to live. It cannot refer to Heaven; first, because it was on the earth that 
Adam was made to live (2:37); secondly, Heaven is a place from which no 
one, who once enters it, is ever expelled (15:49), while Adam was made to 
quit the Jannah (garden) spoken of in this verse. This shows that the Jannah 
or garden in which Adam first dwelt was a place on this very earth which was 
given this name on account of the fertility of its soil and the abundance of its 
verdure. Recent researches go to show that the place was the Garden of Eden 
which lay near Babylon in Iraq or Assyria (Enc. Brit. under "Ur"). 

68A. The expression, eat therefrom plentifully wherever you will, indicates 
that the place where Adam lived had not yet come under anybody’s 
jurisdiction and was what may be termed "God’s land" which was given to 
Adam who was thus made, as it were, the lord of all he surveyed. 

69. According to the Bible, the forbidden Shajarah (tree) was the tree of 
the knowledge of good and evil (Gen. 2:17). But according to the Qur’an, 
after having eaten of the forbidden fruit, Adam and Eve became naked which 
 

a7:20, 23; 20:117-118. 
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37. But Satan70 caused them 
both to aslip by means of it 
and drove them out of the 
state in which they were. And 
We said, b’Go forth hence; 
some of you are enemies of 
others and cfor you there is an 
abode in the earth71 and a 
provision for a time.’  

 

 

 
signifies that, unlike knowledge which is a source of goodness, the tree was a 
source of evil, which made Adam exhibit a weakness. The Quranic view is 
evidently correct, because to deprive man of knowledge was to defeat the very 
purpose for which he had been brought into being. The Qur’an and the Bible 
seem, however, to agree on the point that the tree was not a real one, but only 
a symbol, because no tree with either of the above characteristics, i.e. making 
a man naked or giving him knowledge of good or evil, is known to exist on 
the face of the earth. So the tree must represent something else. Shajarah also 
means a quarrel. Elsewhere, the Qur’an makes mention of two kinds of 
Shajarah: (1) Shajaratu Tayyibah (good tree) and (2) Shajaratu Khabithah 
(evil tree) for which see 14:25 & 27. Pure things and pure teachings are 
likened to the former, and impure things and impure thoughts to the latter. In 
view of these explanations, the verse would signify, (1) that Adam was 
enjoined to avoid quarrels; (2) that he was warned against evil things. 

70. The first two clauses of the verse mean that a satanic being enticed 
Adam and his spouse from the place in which they were placed and thereby 
deprived them of the comfort they enjoyed. As explained in 2:35 the being 
who beguiled and brought trouble on Adam was Shaitan and not Iblis, who is 
spoken of as refusing to serve Adam. So Shaitan does not here refer to Iblis, 
but to someone else from among the people of Adam’s time who was his 
enemy. The inference is further supported by 17:66 according to which Iblis 
could have no power over Adam. The word Shaitan is of much wider 
significance than Iblis, for whereas Iblis is the name given to the Evil Spirit 
who belonged to the jinn and refused to serve Adam, thereafter becoming the 
leader and representative of the forces of evil in the universe, Shaitan is any 
evil or harmful being or thing, whether a spirit or a human being or an animal 
or a disease or any other thing. Thus Iblis is a 'satan,' his comrades and 
associates are 'satans,' enemies of truth are 'satans,' mischievous men are 
'satans,' injurious animals are 'satans' and harmful diseases are 'satans.' The 
Qur’an, the Hadith and Arabic literature are full of instances in which the 
word 'satans' has been freely used about one or all of these things. 

71. The Qur’an lends no support to the idea of anybody ascending to the 
heavens alive, for the verse clearly fixes the earth as the life-long abode of 
man and rejects the idea that Jesus or, for that matter, anybody else ever went 
 

a7:21, 28; 20:121. b7:25; 20:124. c7:25-26; 20:56; 77:26-27. 
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38. Then Adam learnt from his 

Lord acertain words of prayer. 

So bHe turned towards him 

with mercy. Surely, He is Oft-

Returning with compassion, 

and is Merciful. 

 

 

39. We said, ‘Go forth hence, 

all of you. And if cthere comes 

to you guidance from Me, then 

whoso shall follow My 

guidance, on them shall come 

no fear72 nor shall they 

grieve.’73 

 

 

40. But dthey who will 

disbelieve and treat Our Signs 

as lies, these shall be the 

inmates of the Fire; herein 

shall they abide.74 

 

R. 5.   

41. O Children of Israel!75 

remember My efavour which I 

bestowed upon you, and fulfil 

your covenant with Me, I will 

 

 
up to the heavens alive. 

72. Khauf denotes fear about the future. 
73. Huzn generally relates to the fear about what is past. 
74. Islam does not believe in the eternity of Hell, but regards it as a sort of 

penitentiary where sinners will be made to live for a limited period for 
spiritual treatment and cure. See 1351. 

75. "Israel" is another name of Jacob, son of Isaac. This name was 
bestowed on Jacob by God later in life (Gen. 32:28). The original Hebrew 
word is a compound one, made up of Yasara and Ail and means: God’s prince, 
warrior or soldier (Concordance by Cruden & Hebrew-English Lexicon by W. 
Gesenius). The word Israel is used to convey three different senses: (1) Jacob 
personally (Gen. 32:28); (2) progeny of Jacob (Deut. 6:3-4); (3) any righteous 
and God-fearing person or people (Hebrew-English Lexicon). 

a7:24. b20:123. c7:36; 20:124. d7:37. e2:48, 123; 5:21; 14:7. 
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fulfil My covenant76 with you, 

and Me alone should you fear.   

42. And believe in what I have 

sent which afulfils77 that 

which is with you, and be not 

the bfirst to disbelieve therein, 

and barter not My Signs for ca 

 

 

 
76. After Abraham the "covenant" was renewed with the Israelites. This 

second "covenant" is mentioned at several places in the Bible (Exod. ch. 20; 
Deut. chaps. 5, 18, 26). When the "covenant" was being made and the glory of 
God was being manifested on Mount Sinai, the Israelites were so terrified to 
see "the thunderings and the lightnings and the noise of the trumpet and the 
mountain smoking" (Exod. 20:18) that accompanied this manifestation that 
they exclaimed to Moses, saying: "Speak thou with us and we will hear; but 
let not God speak with us, lest we die" (Exod. 20:19). These impudent words 
sealed their fate; for thereupon God said to Moses that, in future no Law-
giving Prophet, as he was, would appear from among them. Such a Prophet 
would in future appear from among the brethren of the Israelites, i.e. the 
Ishmaelites. Thus in this verse God reminds the Children of Israel that He had 
made a "covenant" with Isaac and his seed after him to the effect that if they 
fulfilled their "covenant" with Him and obeyed all His commandments, He 
would continue to bestow His favours on them; but if they did not fulfil it, 
they would be deprived of His favours. Now, as the Israelites utterly failed to 
keep the "covenant," God raised the Promised Prophet from among the 
Ishmaelites as He had already promised, and henceforth the "covenant" was 
transferred to the followers of the new Prophet. 

77. Musaddiq is derived from Saddaqa which means, he held or declared 
him or it to be true (Lane). When the word is used in the sense of "holding a 
thing to be true," it is either followed by no preposition or by the preposition 
ba’. But when it is used in the sense of "fulfilling" as in the present verse, it is 
followed by the preposition lam (2:92 & 35:32). So here it means "fulfilling" 
and not "confirming" or "declaring to be true." The Qur’an fulfils the 
prophecies that were contained in the previous Scriptures regarding the advent 
of a Law-giving Prophet and a universal Scripture. Wherever the Qur’an 
speaks of itself as being Musaddiq of the previous Scriptures, it does not 
confirm their teachings but claims to have come in fulfilment of their 
prophecies. Nevertheless, it accepts the Divine origin of all the revealed 
Books before it. But it does not look upon all their present teachings to be true 
in their totality; for parts of them have been tampered with and much that was 
meant for a specific period has now become obsolete. 

a2:90, 98, 102; 3:4, 82; 4:48; 5:49. b7:102; 10:75. c2:80, 175; 3:200; 5:45; 9:9; 16:96. 
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paltry price, and take 

protection in Me alone. 

43. And aconfound not truth 

with falsehood nor bhide the 

truth knowingly.78 

 

 

44. And cobserve Prayer and 
dpay the Zakat, and bow down 

with those who bow.79 

 

 
45. eDo you enjoin others to 
do what is good80 and forget 
your ownselves, while you 
read the Book?81 Will you not 
then understand? 

 

 
46. And fseek help with 
patience82 and prayer;83 and 
gthis indeed is hard except for 
the humble in spirit,  

 

 

 
78. Here the Jews are forbidden (1) to mix the true with the false by 

quoting verses from their Scriptures and putting wrong interpretations on them; 
and (2) to suppress or hide the truth, i.e. suppress such prophecies in their 
Scriptures as refer to the Holy Prophet. 

79. Raki‘ means, one who bows down before God (Lisan). The Arabs used 
the word for one who worshipped God alone to the exclusion of idols (Asas). 

80. Birr (good) means, behaving benevolently towards relations and others; 
truthfulness; fidelity; righteousness; obedience to God (Aqrab). The word also 
means extensive goodness or beneficence (Mufradat). 

81. 'Book' here refers to the Bible, but the clause, while you read the Book, 
does not imply that all the contents of the Bible have been accepted as true. 

82. Sabr means, to adhere steadily to what reason and law command and to 
restrain oneself from what reason and law forbid and from manifesting grief, 
agitation and impatience (Mufradat). 

83. This verse along with the one that follows may be taken to be addressed 
either to the Jews or to the Muslims. In the former case, it constitutes a 
continuation of the address to the Israelites, meaning that they should not be 
hasty in rejecting the Holy Prophet but should try to find out the truth with 
patience and prayer. As taken to be addressed to Muslims it gives them a 
message of hope and encouragement. If they acted with patience and prayer, 
they need have no fear. 

a3:72. b2:147, 160; 6:92. cSee 2:4. d2:84, 111, 178; 4:163; 5:56; 9:11; 21:74; 23:5.  
e26:227; 61:3-4. f2:154; 7:129. g4:143; 9:54. 
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47. Who know for certain that 
athey will meet their Lord, and 

that to Him will they return. 

 

R.6.   

48. O Children of Israel! 
bremember My favour which I 

bestowed upon you and that cI 

exalted you above the 

peoples84 of the time.  

 

 

49. And guard yourselves 

against the day dwhen no soul 

shall serve as a substitute for 

another soul at all, nor shall 

intercession85 be accepted for 

 

 

 
84. The verse signifies that the Israelites were superior to the peoples of 

only their own age. Where the Qur’an desires to convey the idea of permanent 
superiority of a people over all nations, it uses other expressions such as in 
(3:111), where Muslims have been mentioned as "the best people." 

85. Shafa‘ah is derived from Shafa‘a which means, he provided a thing 
which was alone with another; joined a thing to its like (Mufradat). Thus the 
word has the significance of likeness or similarity; also it means, interceding or 
praying for a person that he may be shown favour and his sins may be passed 
over on the ground that he is connected with the intercessor, it being also 
implied that the petitioner is a person of higher position than the one for whom 
he pleads and also has deep connection with the person with whom he 
intercedes (Mufradat & Lisan). Shafa‘ah (intercession) is governed by the 
following conditions: (1) He who intercedes must have a special connection 
with the person with whom he wishes to intercede and enjoys his special favour, 
for without such connection he dare not intercede nor can intercession be 
fruitful. (2) The person for whom intercession is to be made must have a true 
and real connection with the intercessor, for none would think of interceding for 
a person unless the latter has real relationship with the former. (3) The person in 
whose favour intercession is sought must generally be a good person who has 
made an honest effort to win the pleasure of God (21:29), only he has fallen into 
sin in a moment of weakness. (4) Intercession can only be made with God’s 
express permission (2:256; 10:4). Shafa‘ah as conceived by Islam is, in fact, 
only another form of repentance, because Taubah (repentance) signifies 
 

a2:224, 250; 11:30; 18:111; 29:6; 84:7. bSee 2:41. c2:123; 3:34; 5:31; 6:87; 7:141; 45:17.  
d2:124; 31:34; 82:20. 
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it, anor shall ransom86 be 

taken from it, nor shall they be 

helped. 

50. And remember the time 

when We bdelivered you from 

Pharaoh’s87 people88 who 

afflicted you with grievous 

torment,88A cslaying your sons 

and sparing your women; and 

in that there was a great trial 

for you from your Lord.  

 

 

51. And remember also the 

time when We divided the 

sea89 for you and saved you 

 

 

 
reforming a broken connection or tightening up a loose one. So whereas the 
door of repentance becomes closed with death, the door of Shafa‘ah remains 
open. Moreover, Shafa‘ah is a means of the manifestation of God’s mercy, and 
because God is not a judge but Master, there is nothing to stop Him from 
extending His mercy to whomsoever He pleases. 

86. ‘Adl (ransom) means, equity or justice; equal compensation; fair and 
equitable ransom (Aqrab). 

87. Pharaoh was not the name of a particular monarch. The rulers of the 
Nile Valley and Alexandria were called Pharaohs. Moses was born in the 
reign of Pharaoh Rameses II, and had to leave Egypt with the Israelites in the 
reign of his son, Merenptah II. Rameses II, is called the Pharaoh of the 
Oppression and his successor Merenptah II, the Pharaoh of Exodus (Enc. Bib. 
& Peake’s Commentary on the Bible). 

88. Al (people) is derived from the verb Ala which gives the sense of 
returning or governing or exercising control. The word thus means, the family 
or party of a man, or followers of a leader, or subjects of a ruler to whom they 
constantly return or who governs or exercises control over them (Lane). 

88A. Pharaoh had inflicted upon the Israelites grievous torments by 
imposing upon them hard and disgraceful labour. He also had given orders 
that their sons be slain and their daughters spared. In this way he sought to 
destroy not only their manhood but to kill in them manly qualities. 

89. The incident mentioned in this verse relates to the time when, under 
God’s command, Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt into Canaan. The 
Israelites left secretly by night and when Pharaoh learnt of their flight, he 
pursued them with his hosts and was drowned in the Red Sea. In order to 
appreciate fully the nature and significance of this incident which constituted 
 

a2:124, 256; 19:88; 20:110; 21:29; 34:24; 39:45; 43:87; 53:27; 74:49.  
b14:7; 20:81; 44:31-32. c7:128, 142; 28:5. 
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a great Divine Sign, it is necessary to read the verse under comment along 
with other relevant verses such as vv. 20:78; 26:62-64; 44:25. The following 
facts emerge from these verses: (a) When Moses struck the sea with his rod as 
the Qur’an says, or stretched out his hand over the sea as the Bible says, it was 
the time of the ebb-tide and the sea was receding, leaving a dry bed. (b) Moses 
was commanded by God to cross quickly the dry bed to the opposite bank, 
which he did. (c) But when the hosts of Pharaoh reached the sea, it was the 
time of high-tide and in their zeal to overtake the Israelites they took no notice 
of it and at once jumped into the sea. (d) It seems that, being heavily equipped 
with big chariots and other heavy armaments the progress of the army of 
Pharaoh was greatly retarded so that while they were yet in the midst of the 
sea, the high tide returned and they were all drowned. The striking of the 
water of the sea with his rod by Moses had no cause and effect connection 
with the actual parting of the sea. It was merely a Sign or a Divine intimation 
for Moses that it was the time of the ebb-tide and that the Israelites should 
hasten to cross. God had so arranged that when Moses reached the sea the tide 
was about to recede, so that as soon as he struck the sea with his rod in 
obedience to Divine command, it began to recede and a dry path was made for 
the Israelites. The striking of the sea water with his rod by Moses and the 
recession of the sea coincided. This constituted a miracle because God alone 
knew when the sea would recede and He had commanded Moses to strike its 
waters at the time of recession. 

Historians differ as to the exact place from where Moses crossed the Red 
Sea from Egypt into Canaan. Some are of the view that on his way from the 
territory of Goshen, which is also called the Valley of at-Tamthilat or Wadi 
Tumilat and where the capital of the Pharaohs was situated (Enc. Bib. vol.4, 
col. 4012, under "Rameses"), Moses passed by the Gulf of Timsah (Enc. Bib., 
cols. 1438 and 1439). Others think that he went much further to the north and 
going round Zoan crossed over to Canaan near the Mediterranean Sea (Enc. 
Bib., col. 1438). But what is most probable is the fact that from Tal Abi 
Sulaiman, which was the capital of the Pharaohs in Moses’s time, the 
Israelites at first went to north-east to the Gulf of Timsah but finding that a net 
of gulfs barred their way, they turned south and crossed the Red Sea near the 
town of Suez where it is hardly more than 2 to 3 miles wide, and started for 
Qadas (Enc. Bib., col. 1437). "The Israelites fled with him (Moses) across the 
Goshen marshes into the Sinaitic peninsula. The crossing of the "Red Sea" 
(yam suph, "sea" or "lake of reeds") was probably the crossing of the southern 
end of a lake a few miles N.W. of what is now called the Red Sea. A wind laid 
bare a wide stretch of shore, and when an Egyptian force pursued the fugitives, 
their chariot-wheels stuck fast in the wet soil, and the water returned upon 
them when the wind shifted. Writers differ as to the route taken by the 
Israelites. Some think that they moved southward to the mountainous range of 
(the modern) Sinai, and then along the eastern arm of the Red Sea, now 
known as the Gulf of ‘Akaba, to its northernmost point at Ezion-Geber. Others 
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and adrowned Pharaoh’s 

people, while you looked on. 

52. And when We made 

Moses90 a bpromise of forty 

nights,91 then you ctook the 

calf92 for worship in his 

absence and you were 

transgressors. 

 

 

53. Then dWe forgave you 

thereafter, that you might be 

grateful. 

 

 

54. And remember when eWe 

gave Moses the Book93 and 
fthe Discrimination,94 that you 

might be rightly guided.  

 

 

 
think that the evidence points to the route still taken by Mecca pilgrims, nearly 
due E. to Ezion-Geber, and that thence they moved N.W. to the region of 
Kadesh (Barnea), to Mt. Sinai or southward along the E. side of the Gulf of 
‘Akaba to Mt. Horeb. The traditions differ and certainty is impossible" 
(Peake’s Commentary on the Bible). 

90. Moses, the Founder of Judaism, who delivered the Israelites from the 
tyranny of Pharaoh, was the greatest Israelite Prophet. According to biblical 
data he lived about 500 years after Abraham and about 1,400 years before 
Jesus. He was a Law-giving Prophet; the other Israelite Prophets that came 
after him were only the followers of his system. 

91. See 7:143. 
92. Man generally is the slave of his environments. This is particularly true 

of a subject people, who generally imitate the manners and customs of their 
rulers. The Israelites had lived under the bondage of Pharaohs for a long time, 
and naturally had imbibed the idolatrous faith of the Egyptians. When they 
left Egypt with Moses and came across an idol-worshipping people on the 
way, they requested him to sanction a similar worship for them (7:139). 

93. The "Tablets" on which the Ten Commandments given to Moses were 
written. See 7:146, 151, 155. 

94. Furqan means, arguments; morning or dawn; support (Lane). 
The verse means that God gave Moses not only the Book or the 

Commandments written on the Tablets, but also such clear Signs and 
arguments, and brought about such events, as led to clear discrimination 
between truth and falsehood. 

a7:137; 8:55; 20:78, 81; 26:64-67; 28:41; 44:25. b7:143. c2:55, 93; 4:154; 7:149, 153; 20:89.  
d4:154. e2:88; 23:50; 32:24; 37:118; 40:54. f21:49. 
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55. And when Moses said to 
his people, ‘O my people, you 
have indeed wronged 
yourselves by taking the calf 
for worship; turn ye therefore 
to your Maker, and kill your 
evil desires;95 that is best for 
you in the sight of your 
Maker.’ Then He turned 
towards you with compassion. 
Surely, He is Oft-Returning 
with compassion and is 
Merciful. 

 

 

56. And remember when you 
said, ‘O Moses, we will not 
believe thee auntil we see 
Allah face to face;’ then the 
thunderbolt overtook you, 
while you witnessed with 
your own eyes the 
consequences of  your 
conduct. 

 

 

57. Then We braised you up 

after your death,96 that you 

might be grateful.  

 

 

 
95. Anfusa-kum (your evil desires) means, your kith and kin; your evil 

desires. Nafs which is the singular of Anfus also means, passion; desire. The 
Israelites were commanded to purge their souls of evil desires through 
mortification. The biblical statement that they were commanded 'to slay every 
man his brother, every man his companion and every man his neighbour' 
(Exod. 32:27) is not supported by the Qur’an according to which they were 
pardoned (4:154). Even their leader Samiri was not killed (20:98). 

96. The verse may signify that this unreasonable demand of the Israelites so 
arrogantly expressed brought about their spiritual and not physical death. This 
significance finds corroboration in the next verse wherein God says: Then We 
raised you up after your death, i.e. you regained respect and honour after you 
had lost it. Maut means, extinction of the power of growth (57:18); the loss of 
the feeling power (19:24); the loss of the power of reasoning (6:123); grief 
which embitters the life of a man (14:18); physical death (Lane). 

a4:154. b2:260; 6:123. 
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58. And We caused the 
clouds97 to be a shade over 
you and asent down on you 
Manna98 and Salwa,99 saying, 
b‘Eat of the good things We 
have provided for you.’ And 
they wronged Us not, but it 
was themselves that they 
wronged.  

 

 

59. And remember the time 
cwhen We said, “Enter this 

town100 and eat therefrom—

wherever you will— 

plentifully; and enter the gate 

 

 
97. See Exodus, 40:34-38. 
98. Mann means a favour or gift; anything obtained without trouble or 

difficulty; honey or dew (Aqrab). The Manna has also been referred to in a 
saying of the Holy Prophet as: "The truffle is one of the things included in the 
Manna" (Bukhari). See also Lane under "Turanjabin." 

99. Salwa is (1) a whitish bird resembling a quail and found in some parts 
of Arabia and the neighbouring countries; (2) whatever renders a person 
contented and happy; honey (Aqrab). The sending down of Manna and Salwa 
has been mentioned at three places in the Qur’an, in the present verse and in 
vv.2:58 and 7:161, and at all these three places the fact has been followed by 
the injunction: 'Eat of the good things that We have provided for you.' This 
shows that whereas the food which was provided to the Israelites in the 
wilderness of Sinai was wholesome, palatable and of good taste, it consisted 
not of one but of several things; Manna (truffle) and Salwa (quails) forming 
the major part of them. See Exodus, 16:13-15. 

100. "Town" need not refer to any particular town. It may signify any town 
on the way from Sinai to Canaan that may be near; or the nearest town. As the 
Israelites were eager to live in towns owing to the facilities and amenities of 
life they afforded and owing also to their previous mode of living, they were 
bidden to go to some neighbouring village where they would combine the life 
of the desert with that of a habitation and would be free to eat wherever they 
liked, as is usual in a desert place where there is no private ownership. But as 
this change was to bring them into contact with other people and was likely to 
affect their morals they were at the same time bidden to be careful about 
themselves and to be submissive to God. 

a7:161. b7:161; 20:81. c7:162. 
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submissively and say, ‘God! 

forgive us our sins.’ We shall 

forgive you your sins and We 

shall give increase to those 

who do good.” 

 

60. aThe transgressors changed 

it for a word other than that 

which was said to them. So 

We sent down upon the 

transgressors a punishment 

from heaven, because they 

were disobedient.  

 

R. 7.   

61. And remember the time 
bwhen Moses prayed for water 

for his people and We said, 

‘Strike the rock with thy rod;’ 

and there gushed forth from it 

twelve springs,101 so that 

 

 
101. That at present there is no trace of the springs at that spot is nothing to 

be wondered at, because it is not yet definitely known in what particular 
region Moses performed his journey. Moreover, it is a matter of common 
experience that springs sometimes cease to flow and their mouths become 
closed abruptly in the mountains. The event referred to here occurred 
thousands of years ago and it is well known that sometimes a spring gushes 
forth, but soon the flow of water ceases and the spring runs dry. Often springs 
once flowing become so dry that no trace of them is left. Even as late as the 
end of the 15th century twelve springs actually flowed at this place. "The rock 
stands within the border of Arabia and some of his (the Prophet’s) countrymen 
must needs (sic) have seen it if he himself had not, as it is most probable he 
had. And in effect he seems to be in the right. For one, who went into those 
parts in the end of the fifteenth century, tells us expressly that the water issued 
from twelve places of the rock, according to the number of the tribes of Israel" 
(Al-Koran by Sale, page 8). Moreover, as there were twelve Israelite tribes 
with Moses, God must have caused to flow as many springs for them. One 
spring could not meet their needs as their number was very large—according 
to the Bible they were 600,000 (Num. 1:46). 
 

a7:163. b7:161. 
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every tribe knew their 

drinking place. And they were 

told, ‘Eat and drink of what 

Allah has provided, and 

commit not iniquity in the 

earth, creating disorder.’  

 

62. And remember when you 

said, ‘O Moses, surely, we 

will not remain content with 

one kind of food; pray, then, to 

thy Lord for us that He may 

bring forth for us of what the 

earth grows—of its herbs and 

its cucumbers and its wheat 

and its lentils and its onions.’ 

He said, ‘Would you take in 

exchange that which is worse 

for that which is better? Go 

down to some town and there 

is for you what you ask.’102 

 

 
The miracle of Moses on this occasion did not lie in bringing about 

something against the known laws of nature, but in the fact that God revealed 
to him the specific spot where water was just ready to flow on a blow with his 
rod. It is within the experience of geologists that sometimes water flows at a 
small depth underneath hillocks or rocks and begins to gush forth the moment 
the rock is struck with something heavy or pointed. 

The words Idrib bi-‘Asakal-Hajara may also mean: "Go forth or hasten 
with thy community to the rock," ‘Asa metaphorically meaning, "a 
community," and Idrib meaning, "go forth or hasten." They say, Darabal-
Arda or Daraba fil-Ardi, i.e. he went forth or hastened in the land (Lane). 

102. Having lived for a long time in bondage and in a state of dependence, 
the Israelites had become cowardly and indolent. So God intended them to 
stay in the desert for some time and to live on game and wild herbs in order 
that they might shed their cowardice and indolence by living an independent 
life in the desert. Thus revitalized, they were to be led to the Promised Land 
and made rulers of Palestine. The Israelites, however, failed to understand the 
real purpose of God or, having understood it, failed to appreciate it and 
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And athey were smitten with 

abasement and destitution, and 
bthey incurred the wrath of 

Allah; that was because they 

rejected the Signs of Allah and 

sought to slay103 cthe Prophets 

unjustly; that was because 

they rebelled and transgressed. 

 

R. 8.    

63. dSurely, those who believe 

and the Jews, and the 

Christians and the 

Sabians104—whichever party 

 

 
foolishly insisted upon living in a town. God wanted to prepare them for rule 
over the Promised Land but those unfortunate people hungered after 
husbandry. So they were told to go down to a town where they would get the 
desired things. 

103. The word Qatl besides its primary sense of actual killing means, to 
attempt or intend to kill; to beat; to curse; to have nothing to do with, and to 
neutralise the blighting influence of a thing; and the expression Yaqtulunan-
Nabiyyin does not signify that the Israelites actually slew the Prophets, 
because, up to the time of Moses no Prophet is known to have been slain by 
them. As a matter of fact, Moses was the first Prophet who was sent to the 
Israelites as a nation. He and his brother, Aaron, are the only persons to whom 
these words can be applied, but obviously they were not killed by the 
Israelites, although they were sometimes bent upon killing them (Exod. 17:4). 
Hence, the word Qatl in the verse cannot possibly mean "actual killing." It 
only means that they severely opposed the Prophets and would have killed 
them if they could. See also 3:22 & 40:29. 

104. Sabi is one who forsakes his own religion for a new one. Technically, 
however, the word Sabians refers to certain religious sects that were found in 
parts of Arabia and countries bordering on it. The name was applied to (1) the 
star-worshipping people living in Mesopotamia (Gibbon’s Roman Empire, 
Murujudh-Dhahab & Enc. Rel. Eth., viii under "Mandaeans"); (2) a people 
who lived near Mosul in Iraq and believed in one God and in all Divine 
Prophets but possessed no revealed Book. They claimed to follow the religion 
of Noah (Jarir & Kathir). They should not, however, be confused with the 
Sabians mentioned by certain commentators of the Bible as people living in 
ancient Yemen. 
 

a3:113; b2:91; 3:113; 5:61. c2:88; 3:22, 113, 184; 5:71. d5:70; 22:18. 
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from among these truly 
abelieves in Allah and the Last 

Day and does good deeds, 

shall have their reward with 

their Lord, and bno fear shall 

come upon them, nor shall 

they grieve.  

 

64. And remember the time 

when cWe took a covenant 

from you and draised high 

above you the Mount,105 

 
 

 
The verse, as mistakenly understood, does not signify that belief in God 

and in the Last Day alone is sufficient for salvation. The Qur’an emphatically 
declares that belief in the Holy Prophet is most essential (4:151-152; 6:93) and 
forms an integral part of belief in God, and also that belief in the Hereafter 
includes belief in Divine revelation as well (4:151-152; 6:93). Elsewhere, 
Islam alone has been unequivocally declared to be acceptable to God as a 
religion (3:20, 86). The Qur’an here confines itself to a mention of belief in 
God and the Last Day, not because belief in revelation and in the Holy 
Prophet is not essential, but because the former two beliefs include the latter 
two, the four being essentially inseparable. In fact, the verse is intended to 
demolish the mistaken Jewish belief that they were "the favoured nation of 
God" and, therefore, were alone entitled to salvation. It signifies that it did not 
matter whether one was apparently a Jew, a Christian, a Sabian or, for that 
matter, a Muslim; if the faith was confined only to the lip, it was a dead thing, 
without life and without any motive power in it. The verse may also be taken 
as embodying a prophecy and as a safe criterion to test the truth of Islam. The 
prophecy is that Islam shall triumph because it is a true religion. The criterion 
lies in the fact that the prophecy was made at a time when Islam was fighting 
for its very life. The verse may also be taken as signifying that all those who 
claim to be believers whether they are Jews, Christians or Sabians or, for that 
matter, belong to any religion—if their faith in God and the Last Day is 
sincere and honest and they do good deeds which is the quintessence of a true 
religion, i.e. Islam, no fear shall come upon them nor shall they grieve. 

105. The words do not mean that Mount Sinai was physically lifted up to 
hang over the heads of the Israelites. They only mean that the covenant was 
taken at a time when the Israelites were standing at the foot of the Mount. 
They may also refer to the scene when the Mount Sinai was terribly shaken 
with an earthquake, while the Israelites were camping at its foot (Exod. 19:2). 
On such an occasion the shaking of a high mountain peak appears as it were 
hanging over the heads of those standing near it. 

a4:137; 6:93. b2:113, 278; 6:49; 10:63. c2:84, 94; 4:155. d7:172. 
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saying, ‘Hold fast that which 

We have given you and bear in 

mind what is therein, that you 

may be saved.’ 

 

65. Then you turned back 

thereafter; and had it not been 

for Allah’s grace and His 

mercy106 upon you, you 

would surely have been of the 

losers. 

 

 

66. And surely, you have 

known the end of those 

amongst you, who 
atransgressed in the matter of 

the Sabbath. So We said to 

them, b‘Be ye apes, 

despised.’107 

 

 

67. Thus We made it an 
cexample to those of its time 

and to those who came after it, 

and a lesson to those who fear 

God.  

 

 

 
106. Rahmah (mercy) in contrast to Fadl (grace) is generally spoken in 

respect of such acts of God as relate to religious or spiritual matters. 
107. The word "apes" has been used figuratively meaning that the Israelites 

became abject and mean like the monkeys, the transformation being not in 
body or form but in character and spirit. "They were not actually transformed 
into apes, only their hearts were changed" (Mujahid). "God has used the 
expression figuratively" (Kathir). Had the Qur’an meant their physical 
transformation into apes the word Khasi’ah would have been used and not 
Khasi’in which is used for rational beings. By the use of this word it is 
intended to point out that just as apes or monkeys are abject and despised 
animals, similarly the Jews will always remain humiliated in the world and, in 
spite of their great resources in wealth and education, will never be able to 
gain any stronghold on the earth; the root meaning of the word signifying 
abjectness and humiliation as well as grovelling in the dust. See also 764. 

a4:48, 155; 7:164; 16:125. b5:61; 7:167. c5:39. 
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68. And remember when 
Moses said to his people, 
‘Allah commands you to 
slaughter a cow,’ they said, 
‘Dost thou make a jest of us?’ 
He said, ‘I seek refuge with 
Allah lest I should be one 
of  the ignorant.’ 

 

 

69. They said, ‘Pray for us to 

thy Lord that He make plain to 

us what she is.’ He answered, 

‘God says, it is a cow, neither 

old nor young, full-grown, 

between the two; now do what 

you are commanded.’ 

 

 

70. They said, ‘Pray for us to 

thy Lord that He make plain to 

us of what colour she is.’ He 

answered, ‘God says, it is a 

cow of a dun colour, pure and 

rich in tone, delighting the 

beholders.’ 

 

 

71. They said, ‘Pray for us to 

thy Lord that He make plain to 

us what she is, for all such 

cows appear to us alike; and if 

Allah please, we shall indeed 

be guided aright.’aaa  

 

 

72. He answered, ‘God says, it 

is a cow anot broken to plough 

the earth or water the tilth; one 

without blemish; of one 

colour.’ They said, ‘Now hast 

 

 
aaa  

a67:16. 
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thou brought the truth.’ Then 

they slaughtered her, though 

they would rather not do it.108 

 

R. 9.   

73. And remember the time

when you killed109 a 

person109A and differed among 

yourselves about it, and Allah 

would bring to light what you 

were hiding.109B 

 

 

 
108. The Israelites had lived for a long time among the Egyptians who had 

great veneration for the cow. Thus reverence for this animal had crept into 
their minds also. This is why, when they made an idol for themselves, they 
made it in the shape of a calf (Qur’an 2:52 & Exod. 32:4). In order that their 
minds should have been purged of the feeling of veneration for the cow, they 
were repeatedly commanded to sacrifice it (Num. 19:1-9; Lev. 4:1-21; 16:3, 
11). It seems that they had a particular cow, which served as a pet among 
them, and they had a misgiving that the order pertained to it. So they 
repeatedly asked Moses to specify the cow which God meant to be 
slaughtered, and as a result of their questioning some conditions were added 
to specify the animal. 

109. Qataltum means, you sought, attempted, claimed, or made up your 
mind, to kill (40:29), or you made him appear as dead; you almost killed him. 
They say Qatala-hu, i.e. he rendered him like one killed physically or morally 
(Lane). The famous saying of ‘Umar, viz. Uqtulu Sa‘dan, has been taken to 
signify, render Sa‘d like one who is, to all intents and purposes, dead. 

109A. Nafsan used as Nakirah, i.e. in an undefined form, according to 
Arabic grammar may refer to a very important personage (Mutawwal). 

In the foregoing verses some of the evil practices and crimes of the Jews 
were mentioned. This verse refers to their crowning guilt, i.e. they sought to 
kill Jesus on the Cross and thus to show that according to the Bible he was a 
false prophet (Deut. 21:23). In this nefarious attempt they utterly failed. Jesus 
was taken down from the Cross alive but like one dead. For the historical fact 
that Jesus did not die on the Cross but was taken down alive like one dead. 
See 2000. 

109B. The clause signifies that a time will come when the truth about 
Jesus’s death will come to light and the mask which had so long been hanging 
over the incident will be lifted. 
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74. Then We said, 

‘Compare110 this incident with 

some other similar ones’ and 

you will discover the truth. 

Thus does aAllah give life to 

the dead110A and show you 

 

 

 
110. Darb meaning the like of a thing (Lane), the verb Daraba is used in 

different tenses in 13:18; 16:75 & 43:58 as signifying "comparison." So the 
expression Idribu-hu Bi-ba‘diha may be interpreted as "compare the condition 
of Jesus in which he was taken down from the Cross as almost dead with the 
condition of persons who were considered dead while in reality they were not 
dead but only appeared as such; and you will discover the truth about the 
supposed death of Jesus." 

110A. The clause may signify: This is how God gave Jesus a new lease of 
life after he was almost dead, Mauta being the plural of Mait which means, 
one like dead or near death (Lane). Here the word Mauta would be taken in 
this sense because according to the Qur’an those actually dead never come 
back to life (21:96 & 23:101). 

The verse may also be rendered as: Then We said, "Smite him (the 
murderer) for a part of his offence. Thus doth Allah give life to the dead and 
show you His Signs that you may understand." According to this meaning this 
and the preceding verse will refer to the murder of a Muslim by the Jews at 
Medina. On his arrival at Medina the Holy Prophet had entered into a treaty of 
peace and mutual good relations with the Jews. But the growing prosperity 
and success of Islam gradually roused their jealousy and some of their leaders, 
Ka‘b bin Ashraf being foremost among them, began secretly to excite their 
people against Muslims. A short time after the Battle of Badr a Muslim lady 
happened to go to the shop of a Jew to make some purchases. The shopkeeper 
behaved very insultingly towards her. The helpless lady cried for help. A 
Muslim who happened to be nearby went to her help and in the scuffle which 
followed the shopkeeper was killed, whereupon the Jews fell upon him and 
murdered him. When the case came to be investigated none of the miscreants 
who had taken part in the heinous act would admit the guilt and every one of 
them sought to shift the responsibility for it to others. This murder of a 
Muslim was not an isolated mischievous act on the part of the Jews. Their 
behaviour daily had grown insulting and provocative and they were always on 
the look out to create fresh disturbances (Hisham), and also secretly plotted 
the assassination of the Holy Prophet himself (Isabah). Ka‘b bin Ashraf was 
the arch-enemy and the chief instigator of all these disturbances and plots. He 
had even gone to Mecca and with his powerful eloquence had made the 
Quraish, who were smarting under their ignominious defeat at Badr, take a 
 

a2:180. 
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His Signs that you may 

understand.  

75. Then ayour hearts became 
hardened111 after that, till they 
were like stones or harder still, 
for of stones indeed there are 
some out of which gush forth 
streams, and of them there are 
some out of which flows water 
when they cleave asunder. 
And indeed of them there are 
some that humble themselves 

 

 
solemn oath with the skirts of the Ka‘bah in their hands, that they would know 
no rest until they had destroyed Islam and its Founder. Ka‘b also got widely 
circulated most scurrilous poems against the ladies of the Holy Prophet’s 
family. So, for his repeated acts of treachery and mischief and as a 
punishment for the death of the innocent Muslim he was ordered to be put to 
death. The sentence of death was only a partial punishment of the offence, the 
rest of the punishment being reserved for the Hereafter. By using the word 
Qataltum in the plural number, the Qur’an holds the entire Jewish community 
of Medina responsible for the murder. For the sentence of death, however, the 
ring-leader was marked out, the pronoun hu referring to Ka‘b. According to 
this meaning of the verse the words, Thus doth Allah give life to the dead 
signify that retaliation is an effective form of giving life to the dead, for in this 
way the would-be assassins are prevented from further murders. That 
retaliation is a most potent means of giving life to the dead is alluded to in 
(2:180). Moreover, the Arabs of the "Days of Ignorance" regarded a murdered 
person whose blood was not avenged as dead and regarded as living the 
person whose blood was fully avenged. Says the famous Arab poet Harith bin 
Hilzah: "In Nabashtum ma Baina Milhata was-Saqib, Fihal-Amwatu wal 
Ahya’u, i.e. if you dig out the graves between Malhah and Saqib, you will find 
therein dead as well as living, i.e. those whose murder has been avenged. 

111. The murder of the innocent Muslim referred to in the preceding verses 
sealed the fate of the Medinite Jews who thereafter became more and more 
hardened, their hearts becoming like stones, even worse. The verse goes on to 
say that even lifeless things like stones are of some use, but the Jews have 
become so depraved that, far from performing any act of virtue out of a desire 
to be virtuous, they have not even involuntarily done anything that might be 
called virtuous. They have become worse than stones, for even from stones 
there comes out water which people profit by. 

a5:14; 6:44; 57:17. 
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for fear of Allah. And Allah is 
not unmindful of what you 
do.112 

 

76. Do you expect that they 

will believe you when a party 

of them hear the Word of 

Allah, then apervert it after 

they have understood it, and 

they well know the 

consequences thereof. 

 

 

77. And bwhen they meet 

those who believe, they say, 

‘We believe,’ and when they 

meet one another in private, 

they say, ‘Do you inform them 

(the believers) of what Allah 

has unfolded to you, that they 

may thereby argue with you 

before your Lord. Will you not 

then understand?’113 

 

 

78. Do they not know that 
cAllah knows what they keep 

secret and what they make 

known?  

 

 

 
112. The remarks do not apply to the whole Jewish nation; for some of the 

Israelites were, no doubt, swayed by the fear of God. Of these the Qur’an says, of 
them (the hearts) there are some that humble themselves for fear of Allah, the 
pronoun ha standing for Qulub (hearts) and not for Hijarah (stones). The Qur’an 
contains several instances of what is termed Intisharud-Dama’ir, i.e. similar 
pronouns occurring in the same verse standing for different nouns (48:10). 

113. The verse mentions another class of Jews who always acted 
hypocritically. When they mixed with Muslims, they chimed in with them from 
worldly motives, confirming the prophecies contained in their Scriptures about 
the Holy Prophet. But when they mixed with their own people, other members of 
the community would reproach them for their enlightening the Muslims on what 
God had revealed to them, i.e. for letting the Muslims know the prophecies about 
the Holy Prophet which were contained in their own Scriptures. 

a3:79; 4:47; 5:14, 42. b2:15; 3:120; 5:62. c11:6; 35:39. 
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79. And some of them are 
illiterate;113A they know not 
the Book but their own false 
notions and they do nothing 
but conjecture. 

 

 

80. Woe, therefore, to those 
who write the Book with their 
own hands and then say, ‘This 
is from Allah,’ that they may 
take for it aa paltry price. Woe, 
then, to them for what their 
hands have written, and woe 
to them for what they earn.114 

 

 
81. And they say, b‘The Fire 
shall not touch us except for a 
small number of days.’115 
Say, c‘Have you taken a 
promise from Allah? Then, 
Allah will never break His 

 

 
113A. Ummiyyun signifies those who follow no revealed Book. The word is 

plural of Ummiyy which means, one who cannot read or write. 
114. There were Jews who composed books or parts thereof and then gave 

them out as the Word of God. This malpractice was common among the Jews. In 
addition, therefore, to the canonical Books of the Bible, there are a number of 
books which are supposed by the Jews to have been revealed, so that it has now 
become impossible to distinguish the revealed Books from those not revealed. 

115. After recounting some malpractices of the Jews, the Qur’an proceeds 
to explain the root cause of their arrogance and hard-heartedness. These evil 
practices of the Jews, the Qur’an points out, are due to their wrong notion that 
they were immune from punishment (Jew. Enc. under 'Gehenna'), or, if they 
will at all be punished, the punishment will be very slight and of very short 
duration. At the time of the Holy Prophet, a section of the Jews thought that 
their punishment would not last more than forty days. Others reduced it to 
seven days (Jarir, under 2:81). "It is a received opinion among the Jews at 
present that no person (from among the Jews), be he ever so wicked, or of 
whatever sect, shall remain in Hell above eleven months or at most a year, 
except Dathan and Abiram and atheists (from among the Jews) who will be 
tormented there to all eternity" (Sale). 

a2:175; 3:200. b3:25. c54:44. 
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promise. Or, do you say of 
Allah what you know not?’  

82. Aye! Whoso does evil and 

is encompassed by his sins—

those are the inmates of the 

Fire; therein shall they abide. 

 

 

83. But they who believe and 
do good works—those are the 
dwellers of Heaven; therein 
shall they abide. 

 

 

R. 10.   

84. And remember the time 
when aWe took a covenant 
from the Children of Israel: 
‘You shall worship none but 
Allah and be kind to parents 
and to kindred and orphans 
and the poor, and speak to 
men kindly and bobserve 
Prayer, and pay the Zakat,’116 
then you turned away in 
aversion, except a few of you.  

 

 

85. And remember when We 

took a covenant from you: 

‘You shall not shed each 

other’s blood nor turn your 

people out of your homes,’117 

 

 
116. The verse does not refer to any particular covenant but to a general 

covenant enjoining the Jews to give up the vices which were rife among them 
at that time and to lead a virtuous life (Exod. 20:3-6, 12; Lev. 19:17-18; Prov. 
3:27-28, 30; Deut. 6:13 & 14:29). In this verse, as everywhere else in the 
Qur’an, the sequence of words follows the natural order of importance of the 
works mentioned. 

117. The reference may be to the covenant between the Holy Prophet and 
the Jews of Medina by which both sides undertook to help each other against a 
 

a4:155; 5:13. b2:44, 111; 4:78; 6:73; 22:79; 24:57; 30:32. 
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then you confirmed it; and you 

have been witness to it. 
 

86. Yet you are those who 

slay one another and turn out a 

section of your people from 

their homes, backing up their 

enemies against them in sin 

and transgression. And if they 

come to you as captives, you 

ransom them, while their 

expulsion itself was unlawful 

for you. Do you, then, believe 

in a part of the Book and 

disbelieve in another part? 

What is then the reward of 

such among you as do so, 

except disgrace in the present 

life; and on the Day of 

Judgment they shall be driven 

to a most severe chastisement; 

and surely, Allah is not 

unmindful of what you do.118 

 

 

 
common enemy and all disputes were to be referred to the Holy Prophet for 
decision (Muir’s 'Life of Mahomet' & 'Sirat' by Mirza Bashir Ahmad, M.A.). 

118. There lived in Medina in the time of the Holy Prophet three Jewish 
tribes, the Banu Qainuqa‘, the Banu Nadir and the Banu Quraizah; and two 
pagan tribes, the Aus and the Khazraj. Two of the Jewish tribes, Banu 
Qainuqa‘ and Banu Quraizah, sided with the Aus, and Banu Nadir with the 
Khazraj. Thus, whenever these pagan clans were at war with each other, the 
Jewish tribes were automatically involved. But, if during a war any Jews were 
taken prisoner by the pagans, the former would collect money by subscription 
and ransom them. They considered it improper for a Jew to remain in bondage 
with a Gentile. The Qur’an objects to this practice by saying that their Faith 
not only forbids the enslavement of Jews, but also prohibits mutual warfare 
and murder in which they openly indulged and there could be nothing worse 
than to accept a portion of a Scripture and reject the rest; for, when one 
accepts a portion of a Scripture, it is proof of the fact that one is convinced of 
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87. These are they who have 
preferred the present life to the 
Hereafter. Their punishment 
shall not, therefore, be 
lightened, nor shall they be 
helped in any other way. 

 

 

R. 11.   

88. And verily, aWe gave 
Moses the Book and bcaused 
Messengers to follow in his 
footsteps after him; and to 
Jesus, son of Mary, cWe gave 
manifest Signs, and 
strengthened him with dthe 
Spirit of holiness.119 Will you, 
then, every time a Messenger 
comes to you with what you 
yourselves desire not, behave 
arrogantly and treat some as 
liars and slay others? 

 

 

89. They said, e‘Our hearts are 
wrapped up in covers.’ Nay, 
Allah has cursed them for 
their disbelief. Little is that 
which they believe.  

 

 

90. And when there came to 
them a Book from Allah,   
ffulfilling that which is with 
them—and before that they 

 

 
the truth of the whole. Thus rejection of a portion is clear evidence of a 
perverted mind. For prohibition of enslavement of Jews, see Lev. 25:39-43, 
47-49, 54-55; Neh. 5:8. 

119. It is commonly believed that the Spirit of holiness is another name of 
the angel Gabriel (Jarir & Kathir). Ruhul-Qudus also means, the holy or 
blessed Word of God. 

aSee 2:54. b5:47; 57:28. c2:254; 3:185; 5:111; 43:64. d16:103. e4:156; 41:6.  
f2:42, 92, 98, 102; 3:82; 4:48; 35:32; 46:13. 
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had prayed for victory120 over 
the disbelievers—yet when 
there came to them athat 
which they knew to be the 
truth, they rejected it. The 
curse of Allah be on the 
disbelievers. 

 

91. Evil is that for which they 
have sold their souls—that 
they should disbelieve in what 
Allah has revealed, grudging 
that Allah should send down 
His grace on whomsoever of 
His servants He pleases. So 
bthey have incurred wrath 
upon wrath; and there is an 
humiliating chastisement for 
the disbelievers.  

 

 

92. And cwhen it is said to 
them, ‘Believe in what Allah 
has sent down,’ they say, ‘We 
believe in what has been sent 
down to us;’ and they 
disbelieve in what has been 
sent down after that, yet it is 
the Truth, fulfilling that which 
is with them. Say, d‘Why, 

 

 

 
120. The verse signifies that Jews used to disclose to the pagan Arabs the 

fact that there were prophecies in their Scriptures about the advent of a 
Prophet who would spread the truth all over the world (Deut. 18:18 & 28:1-2). 
But when that Prophet actually appeared, even those of them who had seen the 
Signs of God being fulfilled in his person turned away from him. Or the 
meaning may be that before the advent of the Holy Prophet the Jews used to 
pray fervently to God to raise a Prophet who should cause the true Faith to 
triumph over false Faiths (Hisham, i. 150). But when the Prophet for whom 
they had prayed actually came and the ascendancy of truth over falsehood 
became manifest, they refused to accept him; consequently bringing on their 
heads the curse of God. 

a2:147. b3:113; 5:61. c2:171. d3:113, 182. 
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then, did you seek to slay the 
Prophets of Allah before this, 
if you were believers?’ 

93. And Moses came to you 

with manifest Signs, then ayou 

took the calf for worship in his 

absence, and you were 

transgressors. 

 

 

94. And remember the time 
bwhen We took a covenant 
from you and raised high 
above you the Mount,121 
saying, ‘Hold firmly to what 
We have given you and 
hearken;’ they said:121A ‘We 
hear and we disobey;’ and 
their hearts were saturated 
with the love of the calf122 
because of their disbelief. Say: 
‘Evil is that which your faith 
enjoins on you, if you are 
believers.’  

 

 

95. Say, c‘If the abode of the 

Hereafter with Allah is solely 

for you to the exclusion of all 

other people, then wish for 

death, if you are truthful.’122A 

 

 

 
121. See 105. 
121A. The words signify that they practically refused to obey. For the 

meaning of Qala see 57. 
122. The expression Ushriba Fi Qalbihi Hubbu Fulanin means, the love of 

such a person permeated his heart (Aqrab). The word is so used because love 
is like alcohol that intoxicates one who partakes of it. The words used in the 
text mean, the love of the calf had sunk deep into their hearts. 

122A. The meaning is that if the Jews are convinced that they are justified 
in their claim that God will bestow His favours upon them alone, and that the 
 

a2:52; 4:154; 7:149, 153; 20:98. b2:64; 4:155; 7:172. c2:112; 62:7. 
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96. But anever shall they wish 

for it, because of what their 

own hands have sent on before 

them; and Allah knows the 

wrongdoers well. 

 

 

97. And thou shalt surely find 

them, of all people, the most 

covetous of life, even more 

than those who set up equals 

with God.122B Every one of 

them wishes that he may be 

granted a life of a thousand 

years, but his being granted 

such life bshall not remove 

him further away from the 

punishment; and Allah sees all 

that they do.  

 

 

R. 12.   

98. Say, ‘Whoever is an 

enemy to Gabriel123—for he it 

 

 
Holy Prophet’s claim is false, then they should invoke death and destruction 
upon the liar. 

122B. The pagans were less cringingly attached to the present life than the 
Jews because unlike the Jews they did not believe in the life after death and 
therefore had no fear of punishment after death. 

123. Jibril is a compound word, made up of Jabr and Il, and means—a 
brave man of God, or a servant of God. Jabr in Hebrew is Geber which means, 
'a servant, and Il means the Mighty; the Powerful' (Hebrew English-Lexicon 
by William Geseneus; Bukhari, chap. on Tafsir; and Aqrab). According to 
Ibn-e-‘Abbas the other name of Jibril is ‘Abdullah (Jarir). Gabriel being the 
chief among the angels (Manthur) was the bearer of the Quranic Revelation. 
See also The Larger Edition of the Commentary. According to Commentators 
of the Holy Qur’an Jibril is synonymous with Ruhul-Qudus and Ruhul-Amin. 
According to the Bible also the function of Gabriel is to convey Messages of 
God to His servants (Dan. 8:16; 9:21 & Luke 1:19). The Qur’an, as the 
present verse points out, assigns the same function to Gabriel. But in some 
later Jewish writings he is described as "the angel of fire and thunder" (Enc. 
 

a62:8. b62:9. 
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is who ahas caused it to 

descend on thy heart by the 

command of  Allah, bfulfilling 

that revelation which precedes 

it, and is a guidance and glad 

tidings to the believers. 

 

99. c‘Whoever is an enemy to 

Allah, and His angels, and His 

Messengers, and Gabriel, and 

Michael,124 then surely, Allah 

is an enemy to such 

disbelievers.’125 

 

 

100. And surely, We have sent 

down to thee manifest Signs, 

and none disbelieves in them 

but the disobedient. 

 

 

101. What! devery time they 

make a covenant, will a party 

among them throw it aside? 

Nay, most of them have no 

faith.  

 

 

 
Bib. under Gabriel). In the Holy Prophet’s time the Jews looked upon Gabriel 
as their enemy and as an angel of wars, calamities and hardships (Jarir & 
Musnad). 

124. Mikal is also one of the chief angels. The word is considered as being 
a combination of Mik and Il which means, who is like God (Jew. Enc. & 
Bukhari.) i.e. there is none like God. The Jews looked upon Michael as their 
favourite angel (Jew. Enc.) and as the angle of peace and plenty, rain and 
herbage (Kathir) and is considered to be associated chiefly with the work of 
sustaining the world. 

125. Angels constitute an important link in the spiritual chain and he, who 
breaks even one link of the spiritual chain or manifests against any single unit 
of the spiritual system, in fact, severs his connection with the whole system. 
Such a one deprives himself of the favours and blessings which are bestowed 
upon the true servants of God and renders himself deserving of the 
punishment decreed for transgressors. 

a26:194-195. bSee 2:90. c58:6. d3:188. 
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102. And now that there has 
come to them a Messenger 
from Allah, afulfilling that 
which is with them, a party of 
the people to whom the Book 
was given bhave thrown the 
Book of Allah behind their 
backs, as if they know it not.  

 

103. And they pursue126 the 

course which was pursued by 

the rebellious men against127 

the Kingdom of Solomon. And 

Solomon did not disbelieve; but 

it was the rebellious ones who 

disbelieved. They taught people 

falsehood and deception.128 

And they claim that they follow 

what was revealed to the two129 

angels in Babylon, Harut and 

Marut.130 But these two taught 

 

126. Talautu-hu means, I followed him (Lane). 
127. ‘Ala gives the sense of fi, i.e. "in" or "during" and "against" (Mughni). 

The particle is also used in the Qur’an in the sense of "in conformity with" 
(2:113); assigning a cause (2:186); in the sense of fi (28:16) and min (83:3). 
Tala ‘Alaihi also means, he lied against him (Taj, Muhit & Razi). 

128. Sihr means, a crafty device; mischief; enchantment; producing what is 
false in the form of truth; any event of which the cause is hidden and which is 
imagined to be different from what it really is (Lane). Thus every falsehood, 
deceit or crafty device which is meant to hide the real object from public view 
is included in Sihr. 

129. The word "two angels" here signifies two holy men (12:32), because 
the two angels are here mentioned as teaching something to the people and 
angels do not live among men and do not have free intercourse with them 
(17:95; 21:8). 

130. Harut and Marut are both descriptive names, the former being derived 
from Harata, (i.e. he tore up—Aqrab) means, one who tears up; and the latter 
derived from Marata, (i.e. he broke) means, one who breaks. These names 
signify that the object of the appearance of these holy men was to 'tear 

aSee 2:90. b3:188. 
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no one anything until they had 

said, ‘We are but a trial, from 

Allah, do not, therefore, reject 

what we say. So men learnt 

from them that by which they 

made a distinction between 

man and his wife, but they 

harmed no one thereby, except 

by the command of Allah; on 

the contrary, these people (the 

opponents of the Holy Prophet) 

are learning that which would 

harm them and do them no 

good.130A And they have 

 

 
asunder' and 'break' the glory and power of the empire of the enemies of the 
Israelites. These holy men told the new members, at the time of initiation, that 
they were a sort of trial from God, serving to differentiate between the good 
and the bad. They confined the membership of their society to the males only. 
The verse signifies that the Jews in the time of the Holy Prophet indulged in 
the same mischievous devices and practices which characterized their 
forefathers in the days of Solomon. It further says that the mischief-mongers 
in Solomon’s time were those rebellious men who called him a disbeliever. 
The verse clears Solomon of the accusation of disbelief. It adds that the 
mischief-mongers in Solomon’s time taught their associates such signs as 
conveyed to them meanings quite different from those generally understood, 
for the purpose of deceiving people and concealing their real designs. The 
verse alludes to those secret plots which the enemies of Solomon hatched 
against him and by which they sought to break up his Empire. It is implied 
that the Medinite Jews are now resorting to the selfsame vile tactics against 
the Holy Prophet but they will never succeed in their evil designs. 

130A. When the Jews saw that the power of Islam was steadily expanding and 
opposition to it in Arabia had completely broken down and they could not arrest 
or retard its progress, they began to excite outsiders against it. Oppressed and 
persecuted by Christian rulers they had taken refuge in Persia and had shifted 
their religious centre from Judah to Babylonia (Hutchinson’s History of the 
Nations, p. 550). Gradually, they came to exercise great influence at the court of 
the Persian Monarchs and began to hatch plots against Islam. When Chosroes II 
received a letter from the Holy Prophet inviting him to accept Islam, they 
succeeded in instigating him to issue orders to Badhan, the Governor of Yemen, 
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certainly known that he who 

trafficks therein has no share 

of  good in the Hereafter; and 

surely, evil is that for which 

they have sold their souls; if 

only they knew. 

104. And aif they had believed 
and acted righteously, better 
surely, would have been their 
reward from Allah, if only 
they knew.  

 

 

R. 13.   

105. O ye who believe, bsay  

 
which was then a province of Persia, to arrest and send the Holy Prophet in 
chains to the Persian court. It is to these plots and machinations of the Jews in the 
Prophet’s time that the verse alludes. Their attention is invited to the fact that their 
forefathers had also hatched plots first against Solomon when some members of 
their community set up against him societies in which secret signs and symbols 
were taught (1 Kings, 11:29-32; 1 Kings, 11:14, 23, 26; II Chron. 10:2-4). The 
second occasion when they resorted to secret societies was during their captivity 
in Babylon in the time of King Nebuchadnezzar. The holy men referred to in the 
verse were Haggai, the Prophet, and Zechariah, the son of Iddo (Ezra, 5:1). These 
holy men confined membership of their society to males and told the new 
members at the time of initiation that they were a sort of trial from God and that 
the Israelites should not, therefore, refuse to believe what they said. When Cyrus, 
King of Media and Persia, rose to power, the Israelites entered into a secret 
agreement with him which greatly facilitated his conquest of Babylon. In return 
for this service Cyrus not only allowed them to return to Jerusalem but also 
helped them in rebuilding the Temple of Solomon (Historians’ History of the 
World, ii. 126). The verse hints that the efforts of the Jews on two previous 
occasions had met with different results. On the first occasion their conspiracy 
being directed against Solomon, had ended in the total loss of their prestige and 
finally in their banishment to Babylon. On the second occasion, they took a 
similar course under two inspired personages and were successful. Hence, in 
order to indicate whether the efforts of the Jews against the Holy Prophet would 
meet with failure, as they did in the days of Solomon, or with success as in 
Babylon, the Qur’an says, the opponents of the Holy Prophet are learning that 
which would harm them and do them no good, hinting that they will not be 
successful as their forefathers were in Babylon. 

a3:180; 5:66-67. b4:47. 
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not, to the Prophet 

‘Ra‘ina,’131 but say, 

‘Unzurna’ and hearken unto 

him. And for the disbelievers 

is a painful punishment. 

 

106. They, who disbelieve 

from among the People of the 

Book, or from among those 

who associate gods with Allah, 

desire not that any good 

should be sent down to you 

from your Lord; but aAllah 

chooses for His mercy 

whomsoever He pleases; and 

Allah is Lord of  exceeding 

bounty.  

 

 

107. bWhatever message131A 

We abrogate132 or cause to be 

 

 
131. The word Ra‘ina belongs to the measure of Mufa‘alah which 

generally gives the sense of reciprocity, denoting two parties standing almost 
on the same level, and may mean, "have regard for us that we may have 
regard for you." Or being traced to the root Ra‘in which means, a foolish or 
conceited fellow, the word signifies: 'O fool' or 'O conceited fellow.' As this 
expression involved disrespect to the Holy Prophet, God forbids Muslims to 
use such words, and advises them to use language which is respectful and 
unequivocal, such as the word Unzurna meaning 'wait for us.' After 
mentioning the intrigues which the Jews of Arabia had carried on with 
outsiders to ruin the mission of the Holy Prophet, the Qur’an proceeds to 
illustrate in this verse such of their machinations as they resorted to in order to 
belittle the Holy Prophet and sow dissension and discord among Muslims. An 
apparently minor illustration is selected to emphasize the fact that where the 
spirit of a people is concerned, sometimes very small things bring about 
dangerous results which undermine among them the spirit of discipline and 
respect for authority. 

131A. Ayah means, message, sign, command or a verse of the Qur’an (Lane). 
132. It is mistakenly inferred from this verse that some verses of the Qur’an 

have been abrogated. The conclusion is patently erroneous and unwarranted. 
There is nothing in this verse to indicate that the word Ayah refers to Quranic 
 

a3:75. b16:102. 
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forgotten, We bring one better 

than that or the like thereof. 

Knowest thou not that Allah 

has the power to do all that He 

wills? 

 

108. Knowest thou not that 
athe kingdom of the heavens 

and the earth belongs to Allah 

alone? And there is no 

protector or helper for you 

beside Allah.  

 

 

109. bWould you question133 

the Messenger sent to you as 

 

 
verses. Both in the preceding and the following verses, a reference is made to 
the People of the Book and their jealousies against the new Revelation which 
shows that the Ayah spoken of in this verse as being abrogated, refers to the 
previous Revelations. It is pointed out that the previous Scriptures contained 
two kinds of commandments: (a) Those which, owing to changed conditions 
and to the universality of the new Revelation, required abrogation. (b) Those 
containing eternal truths which needed resuscitation so that people might be 
reminded of the forgotten truth. It was, therefore, necessary to abrogate certain 
portions of those Scriptures and bring in their place new ones, and also to 
restore the lost ones. So, God abrogated some portions of the previous 
Revelations, substituting them with new and better ones, and at the same time 
re-introduced the missing portions by similar ones. This is the meaning which 
is consistent with the context and the general spirit of the Quranic teaching. 
The Qur’an has abrogated all previous Scriptures; for, in view of the changed 
conditions of mankind, it has brought a new Law which is not only better than 
all the old Laws, but is also meant for all men for all times. An inferior 
teaching with a limited mission must give place to a superior teaching with a 
universal mission. In the verse the word Nansakh (We abrogate) relates to the 
word Bi-Khairin (one better) and the word Nunsiha (We cause to be forgotten) 
relates to the word Bi-Mithliha (the like thereof), meaning that when God 
abrogates a certain thing He brings a better one in its place and when He 
causes a thing to be forgotten, He resuscitates it. It is admitted by Jewish 
scholars themselves that after the Israelites were carried away in captivity to 
Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar, the whole of the Pentateuch was lost (Enc. Bib.). 

133. This verse mentions another artifice which the Jews employed to 
overthrow the mission of the Holy Prophet. They asked him absurd and silly 
questions as had no bearing on religion. This they did to inoculate Muslims 
 

a3:190; 5:41; 7:159; 9:116; 43:86; 57:6. b4:154. 
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Moses was questioned before 

this? And whoever takes 

disbelief in exchange for 

belief has undoubtedly gone 

astray from the right path. 
 

110. Many of the People of 
the Book wish, out of sheer 
envy from themselves, athat, 
after you have believed, they 
could turn you again into 
disbelievers after the truth has 
become manifest to them. But 
bforgive and overlook till 
cAllah brings His decree. 
Surely, Allah has the power to 
do all that He wills. 

 

 

111. And dobserve Prayer and 
pay the Zakat; and ewhatever 
good you send on before you 
for yourselves, you shall find 
it with Allah; surely, Allah 
sees all that you do. 

 

 

112. And they say, f‘None 
shall ever enter Heaven unless 
he be a Jew or a Christian.’134 
These are their vain desires. 
Say, ‘Produce your proof, if 
you are truthful.’  

 

 

113. Nay, gwhoever submits 

himself135 completely to 

 

 
with the spirit of stupid questioning, so that the dignity of faith should suffer 
and they may fall victim to doubts. 

134. The Jews and the Christians both suffer from the delusion that only a 
Jew or a Christian could obtain salvation. 

135. Wajh means, face; the thing itself; object and motive; deed or action to 
which a man directs his attention; the desired way; favour or countenance 
(Aqrab). 
 

a3:101, 150; 4:90. b5:14. c5:53; 16:34. dSee 2:4. e73:21. f2:95; 62:7. g4:126. 
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Allah, and is the doer of good, 

shall have his reward from his 

Lord. aNo fear shall come 

upon such, neither shall they 

grieve. 

 

R. 14.   

114. And the Jews say, b‘The 

Christians stand on nothing’ 

and the Christians say, c‘The 

Jews stand on nothing;’136 

while they both read the same 

Book. Even thus said those, 

who had no knowledge, like 

what they say. But Allah shall 

judge between them on the Day 

of Resurrection concerning that 

wherein they disagree.  

 

 

 
The verse alludes to the three important stages of perfect righteousness, i.e. 

Fana’ (self-annihilation); Baqa’ (regeneration); and Liqa’ (Union with God). 
The words, "submits himself completely to Allah," mean that all our powers 
and organs and whatever belongs to us should be surrendered completely to 
God and devoted to His service. This state is known as Fana’ or death which a 
true Muslim must bring on himself. The second clause "and he is the doer of 
good" alludes to the state of Baqa’ or regeneration, for when a man gets 
himself lost in the love of God and all his worldly designs and desires are 
extinguished, he is, as it were, granted a new life which may be called Baqa’ 
or regeneration. He then lives for God and for the service of man. The 
concluding words describe the third and the highest stage of goodness—the 
stage of Liqa’ or union with God which is also termed as "soul at rest," or 
Nafsu Mutma’innah, in the Qur’an (89:28). 

136. Shai’ means, a thing; anything good; concern; what is willed (Lane). 
Nothing is more foreign to the whole spirit of Islam than opposition to truth. 

Islam teaches that all faiths possess certain truths and a religion is called true 
not because it has a monopoly of truth but because it possesses the whole truth 
and is free from all forms of untruth. While claiming to be a perfect and 
complete religion, Islam frankly acknowledges the truths and virtues other 
faiths possess. 

aSee 2:63. b5:69. c5:69.  
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115. And who is more unjust 
than he who prohibits the 
name of Allah being glorified 
in aAllah’s temples and strives 
to ruin137 them? It was not 
proper for such men to enter 
therein except in fear. For 
them is disgrace in this world; 
and theirs shall be a great 
punishment in the next. 

 

 

116. bTo Allah belong the East 
and the West;138 so 
withersoever you turn, there 
will be the face of Allah. 
Surely, Allah is Bountiful, 
All-Knowing.  

 

 

117. And they say, c‘Allah has 

taken to Himself a son.’139 

 

 
137. The verse constitutes a strong indictment of those who carry their 

religious differences to such extremes that they do not even refrain from 
perpetrating outrages against the places of worship belonging to other creeds. 
They hinder people from worshipping God in their sacred places and even go 
so far as to destroy their temples. Such acts of violence are denounced here in 
strong terms and a lesson of tolerance and broad-mindedness is inculcated. 
The Qur’an recognizes for all men the free and unrestricted right to worship 
God in a place of worship, for a temple or a mosque is a place dedicated to the 
worship of God, and the person who prevents other men from worshipping 
Him in it, in fact, contributes to its ruin and desolation. 

138. The verse embodies a prophecy that Islam will spread first in the East 
and then, in the Latter Days it will begin to penetrate in the West. 

139. The words "son of God" metaphorically used in Jewish religious 
literature in the sense of "a beloved servant of God" or "a Prophet" 
subsequently came to bear a literal connotation (Luke 20:36; Matt. 5:9, 45, 48; 
Deut. 14:1; Exod. 4:22; Gal. 3:26; etc.). If God has a son, He must be subject 
to sexual desire and need a wife and be divisible, because the son is a part of 
the father’s body. Again, He must be subject to death because the procreation 
of species, which attribution of a son to God implies, is the characteristic of 
perishable things. Islam repudiates all such ideas; for according to it God is 
Holy and free from all defects. 

a9:17-18; 22:26; 72:19-20. b2:143; 26:29; 55:18. c4:172; 6:101-102; 10:69; 17:112; 
18:5; 19:36, 89-90; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 43:82. 
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Holy is He! Nay, everything in 

the heavens and the earth 

belongs to Him. aTo Him are 

all obedient. 
 

118. He is bthe Originator140 of 
the heavens and the earth. When 
He decrees a thing, cHe only 
says to it, ‘Be!’ and it is. 

 

 

119. And those who have no 
knowledge say, ‘Why does not 
Allah speak to us, or da Sign141 
come to us direct?’ Likewise 
said those before them what 
was similar to their saying. 
Their hearts are all alike. We 
have certainly made the Signs 
plain for a people who firmly 
believe. 

 

 

120. We have sent thee with 
the Truth, eas a bearer of glad 
tidings and a Warner. And thou 
wilt not be questioned 
concerning the inmates of Hell.  

 

 

 
140. This attribute not only constitutes a contradiction of the Christian 

dogma of the godhead of Jesus but also effectively repudiates the Hindu 
theory that soul and matter are primeval and eternal. (1) God is the Creator of 
the heavens and the earth which means that He did not require the help of a 
son, and for that matter of anybody else, for creating the universe. (2) He is 
the Originator of the universe, i.e. He created all things out of nothing, 
without a pre-existing model and without pre-existing matter. (3) He is All-
Powerful, i.e. whenever He decrees that a certain thing should come into 
being, it does come into being in conformity with His decree and design. The 
verse does not necessarily mean, as is sometimes erroneously understood, that 
when God decrees that a certain thing should come into being, it comes into 
being all at once. What it means is that when God decrees a thing, nothing can 
thwart His decree. 

141. It may be noted that whenever disbelievers are spoken of as 
demanding a Sign, the word "Sign" means either a Sign of their own devising 
or a Sign of punishment (6:38; 13:28; 20:134, 135; 21:6; 29:51). 

a30:27. b6:102. c3:48; 6:74; 16:41; 36:83; 40:69. d6:38; 20:135; 21:6; 43:54.  
e5:20; 6:49; 17:106; 33:46. 
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121. And the Jews will never 
be pleased with thee, nor the 
Christians, unless thou follow 
their creed. Say, ‘Surely, 
Allah’s guidance alone is the 
true guidance.’ aAnd if thou 
follow their evil desires after 
the knowledge that has come 
to thee, thou shalt have from 
Allah no friend nor helper. 

 

 

122. bThey, to whom We have 
given the Book, follow it as it 
ought to be followed;142 it is 
these that believe therein. And 
whoso believes not therein, 
these are they who are the 
losers. 

 

 

R. 15.   

123. O Children of Israel! 
cremember My favours which 

I bestowed upon you, and that 
dI exalted you above all the 

nations of the time. 

 

 

124. And guard yourselves 
against the day when eno soul 
shall serve as a substitute for 
another soul at all, nor shall 
any ransom be accepted from 
it, fnor any intercession avail 
it, nor shall they be helped.  

 

 

 
142. The words refer to Muslims and not to Jews and Christians, because it 

is the Muslims who are the true and sincere followers of the Qur’an and not 
the Jews or the Christians who refused to believe in it and rejected it as a piece 
of fabrication (Qatadah). This meaning of Yatluna is supported by Ibn-e-
‘Abbas, ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud, ‘Ata, and ‘Ikrimah. 

a2:146; 13:38. b3:114. cSee 2:41. dSee 2:48. eSee 2:49. fSee 2:49. 
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125. And remember when his 

Lord tried142A Abraham with 

certain commandments142B 

which he fulfilled, He said, a‘I 

will make thee a leader143 of 

men.’ Abraham asked, ‘And 

from among my offspring?’ 

God said, ‘My covenant does 

not embrace the 

transgressors.’ 

 

 

126. And remember the time 
when We made the House a 
resort144 for mankind and a 
place of security;145 We said, 

 

 
142A. Ibtila’ implies two things, (a) the learning of the state or the condition 

of the object, and becoming acquainted with what was unknown of the case 
thereof; (b) the manifesting of the goodness or badness of the object (Lane). 

142B. Kalimat is the plural of Kalimah which means, a commandment 
(Mufradat). 

143. Imam means, any object that is followed, whether a man or a book 
(Mufradat). 

144. Mathabah signifies, a place paying a visit to which entitles one to 
reward; or resort of men (Mufradat). The Ka‘bah, as some traditions say and 
as hinted by the Qur’an itself, was originally built by Adam (3:97) and was, 
for sometime, the centre of worship for his progeny. Then in the course of 
time people became separated into different communities and adopted 
different centres for worship. Abraham then rebuilt it and it continued to 
remain a centre of worship for his progeny through his son Ishmael. But with 
the lapse of time it became virtually converted into a house of idols which 
numbered as many as 360—almost the same as the number of days in a year. 
At the advent of the Holy Prophet, however, it was again made the centre of 
worship for all nations, the Holy Prophet having been sent as a Messenger to 
all mankind, to unite those, who had become separated after Adam, into one 
common human brotherhood. 

145. The Ka‘bah, and, for that matter, the town of Mecca, is declared to be 
a place of peace and security. Mighty empires have crumbled and large tracts 
of land laid waste since the dawn of history, but the peace of Mecca has never 
been materially disturbed. The religious centres of other Faiths have never 
claimed, and have, in fact, never enjoyed, such peace and immunity from 
 

a2:131; 16:121-122; 60:5. 
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a‘Take ye the station of 
Abraham as a place of Prayer. 
And We commanded 
Abraham and Ishmael, saying, 
‘Purify My House for those 
who perform the circuit and 
for those who remain therein 
for devotion and those who 
bow down and fall prostrate in 
Prayer.’ 

 

127. And remember when 

Abraham said, ‘My Lord, 
bmake this a town of peace and 

provide with fruits such of its 

dwellers as believe in Allah 

and the Last Day,’ Allah said, 

‘And on him too who believes 

not, will I bestow benefits for a 

little while; then will I drive 

him to the punishment of the 

Fire, and an evil destination it 

is.’  

 

 

128. And remember the time 

when Abraham and Ishmael 

raised146 the foundations of 

 

 
danger. Mecca has, however, ever remained a place of security and safety. No 
alien conqueror has ever entered it. It has always remained in the hands of 
those who have held it in reverence. 

146. Was Abraham the founder or only the rebuilder of the Ka‘bah is a 
question that has given rise to much discussion. Some hold that Abraham was 
the first builder of the place, others trace its origin to Adam. The Qur’an (3:97) 
and authentic Traditions favour the view that even prior to the erection of a 
building on this site by Abraham some sort of structure did exist, but it had 
fallen into ruins and only a trace of it had remained. The word al-Qawa‘id in 
the verse shows that the foundations of the House were there which Abraham 
and Ishmael had raised. Moreover, Abraham’s prayer at the time he had 
separated from the child Ishmael and his mother at Mecca, viz. Our Lord, I 
 

a3:98; 22:27. b3:98; 14:36; 27:92; 28:58. 
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the House, praying, ‘Our 

Lord, aaccept this from us; for 

Thou art the All-Hearing, the 

All-Knowing. 

 

129. ‘Our Lord, make both of 
us submissive to Thee and 
make of our offspring a 
people submissive to Thee. 
And show us our ways of 
worship, and turn to us with 
mercy; for Thou art Oft-
Returning with compassion, 
and art Merciful;  

 

 

130. ‘And, Our Lord, raise up 
among them ba Messenger 
from among themselves, who 
may recite to them Thy Signs 
and teach them the Book and 
Wisdom147 and may purify 
them; surely, Thou art the 
Mighty, the Wise.’a 

 

 

 
have settled some of my children in an uncultivable valley near Thy Sacred 
House (14:38), shows that the Ka‘bah had existed even before Abraham had 
settled his wife and son in the Valley of Mecca. The Hadith also supports this 
view (Bukhari). Historical records too lend support to the view that the Ka‘bah is 
of antique origin. Historians of established authority and even some hostile critics 
of Islam, have admitted that the Ka‘bah is an ancient place and has been held 
sacred from time immemorial. "Diodorus Siculus, Sicily (60 B.C.), speaking of 
the region now known as Hijaz, says that it was 'specially honoured by the 
natives' and adds, 'an altar is there built of hard stone and very old in years, ... to 
which the neighbouring peoples thronged from all sides" (Translation by C. M. 
Oldfather, London, 1935, Book III, ch. 42 vol. ii. pp. 211-213)... 'These words 
must refer to the holy house of Mecca, for we know of no other which ever 
commanded the universal homage of Arabia ... Tradition represents the Ka‘bah as 
from time immemorial the scene of pilgrimage from all quarters of Arabia.' See 
'The Larger Edition of the Commentary,' pp. 180-182. 

147. The verse serves as a summary of the subject-matter of the entire 
Surah which constitutes not only its enlargement but treats the various asubjects 
in exactly the same order in which they have been mentioned in this verse, i.e. 
 

a14:41. b2:152; 3:165; 62:3. 
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first come the Signs, then the Book, then the Wisdom of the Law, and last of 
all the Means of national progress (See Introduction to the Surah). 

It may be of interest to note here that the Qur’an speaks of two separate 
prayers of Abraham—one about the progeny of Isaac and the other about that 
of Ishmael. The former prayer is mentioned in 2:125 and the latter in the verse 
under comment. In his prayer about the progeny of Isaac, Abraham asks that 
Imams or Reformers may be raised from among them, but he makes no 
mention of their special work or status—they are ordinary Divine Reformers 
who will follow one another for the reformation of the Israelites. In his prayer 
in the present verse, however, he prays to God to raise among his progeny a 
great Prophet with a specific mission. This difference indeed constitutes a 
marvellously true picture of the two branches of the House of Abraham. In 
making mention of the two prayers of Abraham in vv. 125-130 the Surah 
alludes to the fact that Abraham did not only pray for the prosperity of the 
children of Isaac but also for the posterity of Ishmael, his first-born. The 
offspring of Isaac lost the gift of Prophethood on account of their evil deeds. 
The Prophet promised and prayed for in the present verse must, therefore, 
belong to the other descendants of Abraham who were the children of Ishmael. 
In order to point out that the expected and promised Prophet was to be an 
Ishmaelite, the Qur’an has quite appropriately made mention of the 
construction of the Ka‘bah by Abraham and Ishmael and of the prayers 
offered by Abraham for the posterity of his eldest son. To this natural 
conclusion Christian critics generally bring forward two objections: (1) That 
the Bible makes no mention of any promise having been made by God to 
Abraham concerning Ishmael, and (2) that, admitting that God did make any 
such promise, there is no proof of the fact that the Prophet of Islam was 
descended from Ishmael. 

As regards the first objection, even if the Bible be shown to contain no 
prophecy about Ishmael, it does not mean that such a prophecy was never 
made. Moreover, if the biblical evidence can be taken to establish the 
existence of a promise about Isaac and his sons, why should not the evidence 
of the Qur’an and, for that matter, of the children of Ishmael, be accepted to 
establish the fact that promises were held out by God to Ishmael and his sons 
also. But the Bible itself does contain references to the future prosperity of the 
sons of Ishmael similar to those it contains about the sons of Isaac (Gen. 
16:10-12; 17:6-10; 17:18-20). As a matter of fact, the promise made to 
Ishmael does not materially differ from that made to Isaac—they were both to 
be blessed, both were to be made fruitful, the descendants of both were to 
multiply exceedingly and both were to be made great nations, and kingdom 
and dominion are promised to the progeny of both. So when the nature of the 
promise made to both the brothers does not substantially differ, the kind of 
reward granted to the children of Isaac will have also to be admitted for the 
children of Ishmael. This fact has been admitted by some very eminent 
Christian scholars (The Scofield Reference Bible, p. 25). 

In reply to the second objection that even if the covenant be understood to 
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R. 16.   

131. And who will turn away 

from athe religion of Abraham 

but he who makes a fool148 of 

 

 
include the sons of Ishmael, it has yet to be proved that the Holy Prophet 
belonged to the House of Ishmael, the following points may briefly be noted: 
(1) The Quraish, the tribe to which the Holy Prophet belonged, always 
believed and declared themselves to be the descendants of Ishmael and this 
claim was recognized by all the people of Arabia. (2) If the claim of the 
Quraish and, for that matter, that of other Ishmaelite tribes of Arabia, to 
Ishmaelite descent had been false, the real descendants of Ishmael would have 
protested against such a false claim; but no such objection is known to have 
ever been raised. (3) In Gen. 17:20 God had promised to bless Ishmael, to 
multiply his progeny, to make him a great nation and the father of twelve 
princes. If the people of Arabia are not his descendants, where is the promised 
nation? The Ishmaelite tribes of Arabia are indeed the only claimants in the 
field. (4) According to Gen. 21:8-14 Hagar had to leave her home in order to 
satisfy the vanity of Sarah. If she was not taken to Hijaz, where are her 
descendants found, and which is the place of her banishment? (5) The Arab 
geographers are all agreed that Paran is the name given to the hills of Hijaz 
(Mu‘jamul-Buldan). (6) According to the Bible the generations of Ishmael 
"dwelt from Havilah unto Shur" (Gen. 25:18), and the phrase "from Havilah 
unto Shur" designates the opposite extremes of Arabia (Bib. Cyc. by J. Eadie, 
London, 1862). (7) The Bible calls Ishmael 'a wild man' (Gen. 16:12) and the 
Word A‘rabi, i.e. 'a dweller of the desert' conveys almost the same sense. (8) 
Even Paul has admitted Hagar’s connection with Arabia (Gal. 4:25). (9) Kedar 
was a son of Ishmael and it is admitted that his descendants settled in the 
southern part of Arabia (Bib. Cyc. London, 1862). (10) Prof. C. C. Torrey 
says: "The Arabs were Ishmaelites according to the Hebrew tradition ... The 
'twelve princes' (Gen. 17:20) subsequently named in Gen. 25:13ff, represent 
Arabian tribes or districts; notice especially Kedar, Duma (Dumat al-Jandal), 
Teima. The great nation is the people of Arabia" (Jewish Foundation of Islam, 
p. 83). 'The Arabs, from physical characteristics, language, the occurrence of 
native traditions ... and from the testimony of the Bible are mainly and 
essentially Ishmaelites' (Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, New York, p. 685). 
(II) 'Let us always blame the foul inclination of the sons of Hagar, and 
specially the people (the tribe) of Kuraish who are like animals' (Leaves from 
Three Ancient Qur’ans, edited by the Rev. Mingana, D. D., Intro. xiii). 

148. The different forms of the word Safiha, Safaha and Safuha give 
different meanings, Safiha meaning, he was ignorant or foolish or light-witted. 
When the word is used with Nafsa-hu as its seeming object as in this verse, it 
does not actually become transitive but simply looks so (Lisan & Mufradat). 
The words also mean: "Who has ruined his soul." 

a3:96; 4:126; 6:162.  
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himself. aHim did We choose 

in this world, and in the next 

he will surely be among the 

righteous. 

 

132. When his Lord said to 

him, ‘Submit,’ he said, b‘I 

have already submitted to the 

Lord of the worlds.’ 

 

 

133. The same did Abraham 
enjoin upon his sons,—and 
Jacob also—saying, ‘O my 
sons, truly Allah has chosen 
this religion for you; cso let 
not death overtake you except 
when you are in a state of 
complete submission.’149 

 

 

134. Were you present when 
death came to Jacob, when he 
said to his sons, ‘What will 
you worship after me?’ They 
answered, ‘We will worship 
thy God, the God of thy 
fathers,150 Abraham and 
Ishmael and Isaac, the One 
God; and to Him we submit 
ourselves.’151  

 

 

 
149. As there is no time fixed for death, one should pass every moment of 

his life in complete submission to God. The verse may also mean that a true 
believer should always be so perfectly resigned to God’s will and should so 
completely win His pleasure that God may, out of His limitless bounty, so 
arrange that death may come to him at a time when he is completely resigned 
to His will. 

150. Ishmael was the uncle of Jacob, and yet the children of Jacob here 
include Ishmael among their "fathers" which shows that the word Ab (father) also 
sometimes means uncle. Jacob’s sons, the Israelites, held Ishmael in great respect. 

151. In corroboration of what the Qur’an says about Jacob’s will to his sons, 
Rodwell quotes the following from Midrash Rabbah: "At the time when our 
 

a2:125; 3:34; 16:121, 122; 60:5. b3:68; 4:126. c3:103. 
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135. aThose are a people that 
have passed away, for them is 
that which they earned, and 
for you is what you earn; and 
you shall not be questioned as 
to what they did. 

 

 

136. And they say, b‘Be ye 
Jews or Christians, then you 
will be rightly guided.’ Say, 
‘Nay, but follow ye the 
religion of Abraham who was 
cever inclined152 to Allah; he 
was not of those who associate 
gods with Allah.’  

 

 

137. Say ye, ‘We dbelieve in 
Allah and what has been 
revealed to us, and what was 
revealed to Abraham and 
Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob 
and his children,153 and what 
was given to Moses and Jesus, 
and what was given to all 
other Prophets154 from their 

 

 
father Jacob quitted this world, he summoned his twelve sons and said to them, 
'Hearken to your father Israel' (Gen. 49:2). Have you any doubts in your hearts 
concerning the Holy One, blessed be He. They said, Hear, O Israel, our father, 
as there is no doubt in thy heart, so neither is there in ours. For the Lord is our 
God, and He is one" (Mider. Rabbah on Gen. par. 98, & on Deut. par. 2). 
Compare also Targ. Jer. on Deut. 6:4. 

152. Hanif means, (1) one who turns away from error to guidance 
(Mufradat); (2) one who steadily follows the right faith and never swerves 
from it; (3) one inclining in a perfect manner to Islam and continuing firm 
therein (Lane); (4) one who follows the religion of Abraham (Aqrab); (5) one 
who believes in all Prophets (Kathir). 

153. The word children here refers to the twelve tribes of Israel named after 
the twelve sons of Jacob—Ruben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, 
Joseph, Benjamin, Dan, Naphtali, Gad and Asher (Gen. 35:23-26: 49:28). 

154. It indeed redounds to the great credit of Islam that it is the only 
 

a2:142. b2:112. c3:68; 6:80; 16:124; 22:32. d3:85. 
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Lord. aWe make no distinction 
between any of them; and to 
Him we submit ourselves.’ 

138. And bif they believe as 
you have believed,155 then are 
they rightly guided; but if they 
turn back, then they are bent 
upon creating a schism, and 
Allah will surely suffice thee 
against them, for He is the 
All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. 

139. Say,  ‘We  will adopt  the 
religion156 of Allah; and who 
is better than Allah in teaching 
religion, and Him alone do we 
worship.’

religion which recognizes the Prophets of all nations, whereas other religions 
confine Prophethood to their own respective spheres. Naturally, the Qur’an 
mentions only the names of those Prophets who were known to the Arabs to 
whom the Message of Islam was first given; but it makes a general remark to 
the effect that, there is no people to whom a Warner has not been sent (35:25). 
The words, "We make no distinction between any of them," mean that a 
Muslim makes no difference between the different Prophets in respect of their 
Prophethood. The words should not be construed to mean that all the Prophets 
are of the same spiritual rank. Such an idea is against 2:254. 

155. Muslims are here told that if Jews and Christians agree with them in
holding that Religion is not an hereditary matter, but consists in accepting all 
revealed guidance, then there is no basic difference between them, otherwise 
their ways stand apart and a wide gulf separates them, responsibility for the 
schism and the resulting hostility in this case lying with Jews and Christians 
and not with Muslims. 

156. Sibghah means, dye or colour; kind or mode or nature of a thing;
religion; code of laws; baptism. Sibghatullah signifies God’s religion; the 
nature with which God has endowed men (Aqrab). Religion is so called 
because it colours a man like a dye or colour. Sibghah is used here as an 
object of a verb which is understood. According to Arabic Grammar, 
sometimes when it is intended strongly to induce a person to do a certain thing, 
the verb is omitted and only the object is mentioned. Therefore, words like 
Na’khudhu (we have adopted) or Nattabi‘u (we have followed) will be taken 

a2:286; 3:85; 4:153. b3:21. 
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140. Say, ‘Do you dispute 

with us concerning Allah, 

while He is our Lord and your 

Lord? And afor us are our 

works, and for you your 

works; and to Him alone we 

are sincerely devoted.’ 

 

 

141. Do you say that 
bAbraham, and Ishmael, and 

Isaac, and Jacob, and his 

children were Jews or 

Christians?’157 Say, ‘Do you 

know better or Allah’ and 
cwho is more unjust than he 

who hides the testimony that 

he has from Allah? And Allah 

is not unaware of what you do. 

 

 

142. dThose are a people that 

have passed away; for them is 

what they earned, and for you 

shall be what you earn;158 and 

you shall not be questioned as 

to what they did.  

 

 

 
as understood, and the clause would mean, "we have adopted or we have 
followed the religion which God wishes us to adopt or follow." 

157. Jews and Christians have been indirectly told how Abraham and his 
children would fare, when as claimed by them salvation is their exclusive 
monopoly, because they belonged to pre-Mosaic period when Jewish and 
Christian religions had not yet come into existence. 

158. Jews and Christians are again warned that their being the descendants 
of God’s Prophets would do them no good. They will have to carry their own 
cross, because no one shall bear the burden of another (6:165). 

 

 

 
 

a28:56; 42:16; 109:7. b3:85; 4:164. c2:284. d2:135. 
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PART II   

R. 17.   

143. The fools among the 
people will say: ‘What has 
turned them away from their 
Qiblah which they followed?’ 
Say, ‘To Allah abelong the 
East and the West.159 He 
guides whom He pleases to the 
right path.’  

 

 

144. And thus have bWe made 
you an exalted160 nation, cthat 

 

 
159. In the foregoing several verses a pointed reference was made to the 

fact that in pursuance of a Divine plan the Patriarch Abraham had settled his 
wife Hagar and son Ishmael in the bleak and barren Valley of Mecca. When 
Ishmael grew up, Abraham rebuilt the Ka‘bah with his assistance and while 
rebuilding it prayed to God to raise among the Arabs a great Prophet, who 
should be humanity’s Guide and Leader for all time. When, however, in the 
fulness of time that great Prophet appeared, God’s eternal plan came into 
operation and the Ka‘bah was made the Qiblah for the whole of mankind. But 
while at Mecca, the Holy Prophet, in conformity with his old practice and also 
by Divine command, turned his face in Prayer to the Temple at Jerusalem 
which was the Qiblah of the Israelite Prophets. In Medina also he kept facing 
towards Jerusalem. But after a few months he was commanded by Divine 
revelation to turn his face towards the Ka‘bah. This was objected to by the 
Jews. The verse under comment furnishes a reply to their objections and also 
sheds some light on the inwardness of the command for the change of the 
direction of the Qiblah. But the Qur’an never abruptly gives any new 
commandment. It invariably begins by preparing the ground for its acceptance 
by giving arguments in its favour and anticipates and answers objections that 
are likely to arise against it. As the commandment regarding the change of the 
Qiblah was likely to disturb the mental poise of some people, so in this verse 
the ground is being prepared by making a general observation to the effect 
that the selection of a particular direction for worship does not really matter. 
What matters is the spirit of obedience to God and of unity among the Faithful. 
The clause, To Allah belong the East and the West, signifies that the selection 
of the East or the West is not of much importance, and because the real object 
is God only, the adoption of a particular direction is primarily meant for the 
purpose of creating a sense of unity. The verse also implies that some day the 
Ka‘bah will fall into the possession of the Muslims. 

160. Al-Wasat means, occupying the middle position; good and exalted in 
rank (Aqrab). The word is used here in the sense of good and exalted. In 3:111 
 

aSee 2:116. b3:111; c22:79. 
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you may be guardians over the 
people and the Messenger of 
Allah may be a guardian161 
over you. And We did not 
appoint162 the Qiblah which 
thou didst follow, except that 
We might know him who 
follows the Messenger of 
Allah from him who turns 
upon his heels.163 And this is 

 
also Muslims have been called the best people. 

161. Muslims are here told that each generation of theirs should guard and 
watch over the next generation. Being the best people, it is incumbent upon 
them to be always on their guard against falling away from the high standard 
of life expected of them, and to see that each succeeding generation also 
follows the path pursued by those who enjoyed the ennobling company of the 
Holy Prophet. Thus, the Holy Prophet was to be a guardian over his 
immediate followers, while they in turn were to be guardians over their 
successors, and so on. The words may also mean that, as decreed, Muslims are 
to become the leaders of men and by their good deeds are to become 
recipients of God’s special favours, and thus other people will be forced to the 
conclusion that they follow a true religion. In this way they (Muslims) will 
bear witness to the truth of Islam for other people, just as the Holy Prophet 
was a witness of its truth for them. 

162. It appears from these words that the Holy Prophet had adopted the 
Temple at Jerusalem as his Qiblah by God’s command; but as it was meant by 
God to be only a temporary Qiblah and was to be subsequently replaced by 
the Ka‘bah which was to be the Qiblah for all mankind for all times, the 
command with regard to the temporary Qiblah was not included in the Qur’an. 
This shows that all such commandments as possessed temporary application 
were not included in the Quranic revelation; only those of a permanent nature 
were included in it. The theory that the Qur’an contains some verses that now 
stand abrogated is quite unfounded. 

163. The Arabs were greatly attached to the Ka‘bah, the ancient house of 
worship at Mecca. It was their national Temple which had come down to them 
from the days of Abraham. It, therefore, proved a severe trial for them when 
they were asked at the very inception of Islam to abandon it in favour of the 
Temple at Jerusalem which was the Qiblah of the People of the Book 
(Bukhari & Jarir). And later on at Medina the change of the Qiblah from the 
Temple at Jerusalem to the Ka‘bah proved a great trial for both Jews and 
Christians. Thus the change proved a trial for both the "People of the Book" 
and the Muslims and also for the Meccan idolaters. 
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indeed hard, except for those 
whom Allah has guided. And 
Allah would never let your 
faith go in vain; surely, Allah 
is Compassionate and 
Merciful to the people. 

 

145. Verily, We see thee 
turning thy face often to 
heaven;164 surely, then, will 
We make thee turn165 to the 
Qiblah which thou likest. So, 
aturn thy face towards the 
Sacred Mosque; and wherever 
you be, turn your faces 
towards it.166 And they to 
whom the Book has been 
given know that this is the 
truth from their Lord;167 and 
Allah is not unmindful of what 
they do.  

 

 

 
164. While at Mecca, the Holy Prophet under Divine command turned his 

face in Prayers towards the Temple at Jerusalem. But, as in his heart of hearts, 
he desired the Ka‘bah to be his Qiblah and he also had a sort of intuition that 
eventually his wish will be satisfied, he generally chose such a place for 
worship where he could keep both the sacred Temple at Jerusalem and the 
Ka‘bah before him. When, however, he emigrated to Medina, in view of the 
position of the town, he could only face towards the Temple at Jerusalem. 
With the change of the Qiblah his inner desire naturally became intensified, 
and though, out of deference to God’s command, he did not actually pray for 
the change, yet he anxiously and eagerly looked towards heaven for a 
command to that effect. 

165. Nuwalliyannaka also means, "We will make thee master and 
guardian." The expression embodied a double prophecy, viz. that eventually 
the Ka‘bah will become the Qiblah of all peoples and that its possession will 
also pass over to the Holy Prophet. 

166. The words signify that though in ordinary circumstances, the Muslims 
are enjoined to turn their faces to the Ka‘bah when saying their Prayers, yet 
direction is of secondary importance. The change was intended to bring about 
and maintain unity and uniformity in the Muslim brotherhood. 

167. See Gen. 21:21; John 4:21. Isa. 45:13, 14, & Deut. 32:2. 

a2:150, 151. 
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146. And even if thou shouldst 
bring every Sign to those who 
have been given the Book, 
athey would never follow thy 
Qiblah nor wouldst thou 
follow their Qiblah, nor would 
some of them follow the 
Qiblah of others.168 bAnd if 
thou shouldst follow their 
desires after the knowledge 
that has come to thee, then 
thou shalt surely be of the 
transgressors. 

 

 

147. cThose to whom We have 

given the Book recognize it169 

even as they recognize170 their 

sons, but surely, some of them 
dhide the truth knowingly.  

 

 

 
168. This verse points to the hostility of Jews and Christians not only to 

Islam but also to one another. The Jews had Jerusalem as their Qiblah ( Kings 
8:22-30; Dan. 6:10; Ps. 5:7 & Jonah, 2:4), while the Samaritans, a disowned 
section of the Jews, who also followed the Mosaic Law, had adopted a certain 
mountain in Palestine, named Gerizim, as their Qiblah (Commentary on the 
New Testament by W. Walsham How, D.D.). The early Christians, followed 
the Qiblah of the Jews (Enc. Brit., 14th edition, v. 676 & Jew. Enc. vi. 53). 
The Christians of Najran worshipped in the Holy Prophet’s Mosque at Medina, 
with their faces turned to the East (Zurqani, iv. 41). Thus the Jews, the 
Samaritans, and the Christians followed different Qiblahs owing to their 
mutual jealousy and enmity. In these circumstances it was vain to expect them 
to follow the Qiblah of the Muslims. 

169. The pronoun it (or him) may be taken as referring either to the change 
of the Qiblah or to the Holy Prophet. The clause means that the People of the 
Book know on the basis of the prophecies found in their revealed Scriptures 
that a Prophet will appear among the Arabs who will have special relation 
with the Ka‘bah. 

170. Ya‘rifuna-hu is derived from ‘Arafa which means, he knew or 
recognized or perceived a thing. Though the word is also used about such 
knowledge as is derived through the physical senses, it is particularly used of 
such knowledge as is obtained by pondering and meditating (Mufradat). 

a109:3, 7; b6:57; 13:38. c6:21. d2:175; 5:16, 6:92. 
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148. aIt is the truth from thy 

Lord; be not, therefore, of 

those who doubt. 

 

 

R. 18.   

149. And everyone has a goal 

to which he turns his whole 

attention. Then bvie with one 

another in good works.171 

Wherever you be, Allah will 

bring you all together. Surely, 

Allah has the power to do all 

that He wills.  

 

 

150. And from wheresoever 

thou comest forth, cturn thy172 

face towards the Sacred 

Mosque; for that is indeed the 

truth173 from thy Lord. And 

 

 

 
171. The verse contains, in a few words, all the ingredients of a successful 

life: A Muslim should first fix for himself a definite goal. Then he should not 
only devote his whole attention to it and strain every nerve to attain it and vie 
with other Muslims in a spirit of healthy competition and try to excel them but 
should also help such of his comrades, as may happen to stumble, to rise up 
and continue the race. The word Muwalli-ha also means, "which he makes 
dominant over him," i.e. a man first sets up an objective and then makes it a 
dominating factor in his life. 

172. When the Ka‘bah was made the Qiblah it became essential for 
Muslims that they should have Mecca, in which it was situated, in their 
possession. They are enjoined in this verse to bend all their energies to its 
conquest and the Holy Prophet is commanded to keep his attention centred on 
this objective in all his campaigns, the word Kharajta also meaning "thou 
goest out for battle" (Lane). The word also signifies that the conquest of 
Mecca was the personal responsibility of the Holy Prophet. Moreover, 
whereas in v.145 the command pertains to the change of the Qiblah, in 150, 
151 it refers to the conquest of Mecca, the infinitive Khuruj particularly 
meaning, to issue forth for battle. 

173. The words imply that Mecca was sure to fall one day into the hands of 
the Muslims. Its conquest by the Muslims had also been predicted in the 
Qur’an in 17:81, and 28:86. The prophecy contained in Deut. 33:2 was also 
 

a3:61; 6:115; 10:95. b3:134; 5:49; 35:33; 57:22. cSee 2:145. 
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Allah is not unmindful of what 

you do. 

151. And afrom wheresoever 

thou comest forth, turn thy 

face towards the Sacred 

Mosque;174 and wherever you 

be, turn your faces towards it 

that people may have no 

argument against you,175 

except those who are unjust—

so bfear them not, but fear 

Me—and cthat I may perfect 

My favour upon you,176 and 

 

 

 
fulfilled when the Holy Prophet entered Mecca as a conqueror at the head of 
ten thousand Muslims. 

174. The Muslims were also enjoined never to lose sight of the supreme 
objective of conquering Mecca. 

175. The words, that people may have no argument against you, mean that 
if the Muslims failed to conquer Mecca, the objection would quite legitimately 
be raised by the enemies of Islam that the Holy Prophet had not fulfilled the 
prayer of Abraham (2:130), and, therefore, he could not claim to be the 
Promised Prophet. Moreover, the House to which the Muslims were 
commanded to turn their faces in Prayers was, while under the control of the 
heathen Meccans, full of idols. If the idols had remained in the Ka‘bah, the 
Muslims would have been accused of worshipping them. This objection could 
only be effectively answered if the Holy House, which had been originally 
dedicated to the worship of One God, had been cleared of idols. Hence the 
commandment to substitute the Ka‘bah for the Temple of Jerusalem as the 
Qiblah was naturally followed by the injunction about the conquest of Mecca. 

176. The words mean that with the taking of Mecca God’s favour on the 
Muslims would become complete, for it would mean the subjugation of all 
Arabia and the entering of thousands of men into the fold of Islam. The result 
amply justified the above prophecy; for the conquest of Mecca was rapidly 
followed by the conversion to Islam of thousands of Arabs. Another reason 
why the conquest of Mecca was followed by a general influx of Arabs into 
Islam was that although the Arabs followed no revealed Book, yet the 
prophecy of Abraham that Mecca would not be conquered by the followers of 
any false Prophet, and any people attempting it would meet with destruction, 
was known to them. They had only recently seen a remarkable illustration of 
the fulfilment of that prophecy in the miraculous destruction of the Abyssinian 
 

a2:145, 150. b5:4. c5:4; 12:7. 
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that you may be rightly 

guided. 

152. Even as aWe have sent to 

you a Messenger from among 

yourselves, who recites Our 

Signs to you, and purifies you, 

and teaches you the Book and 

Wisdom,177 and teaches you 

that which you knew not. 

 

 

153. Therefore, bremember178 

Me, and I will remember you; 

and be thankful to Me and do 

not be ungrateful to Me. 

 

 

R. 19.   

154. O ye who believe, cseek 

help through perseverance179 

and Prayer; surely, Allah is 

with those who patiently 

persevere.180 

 

 

 
invader, Abraha, and his powerful army. 

177. With a slight change in the arrangement of the words this verse refers 
to the work of the Holy Prophet in exactly the same words in which Abraham 
prayed to God about the appearance of a Prophet among the Meccans (2:130), 
which clearly shows that Abraham’s prayer had found fulfilment in the person 
of the Holy Prophet. 

178. Remembrance of God on the part of man means, to remember Him 
with love and devotion, to carry out His commands, to bear in mind His 
attributes, to glorify Him and offer prayers to Him. And remembrance of man 
on the part of God signifies, God’s drawing man near to Himself, bestowing 
favours upon him and making provision for his welfare. 

179. Sabr means, (1) to persevere in something; (2) to endure afflictions 
with fortitude and without complaint or murmur; (3) to hold fast to the Divine 
Law and the dictates of reason; (4) to refrain from doing what the Divine Law 
and reason forbid (Mufradat). 

180. The verse contains a golden principle of success. First, a Muslim 
should patiently persevere in his endeavours, never relaxing his efforts to 
achieve his object and never losing heart, at the same time avoiding what is 
 

aSee 2:130. b2:204; 8:46; 62:11. cSee 2:46. 
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155. And asay not of those 

who are slain in the way of 

Allah that they are dead; nay, 

they are living,181 only you 

perceive not. 

 

 

156. And bWe will try you 

with something of fear and 

hunger, and loss of wealth and 

lives and fruits;182 but give 

glad tidings to those who 

patiently persevere. 

 

 

157. Who, cwhen a misfortune 

overtakes them, say, d‘Surely, 

to Allah we belong and to Him 

shall we return.’183  

 

 

 
harmful, and sticking fast to all that is good. Secondly, he should pray to God 
for success; for He alone is the Source of all good. The word Sabr (patient, 
perseverance) precedes the word Salat (Prayer) in the verse in order to 
emphasize the importance of observing the laws of God which are sometimes 
flouted in ignorance. Ordinarily, Prayer can be effective only when it is 
accompanied by the use of all the necessary means created by God for the 
attainment of an object. 

181. Ahya’ is the plural of Hayy which, among other things, means: (1) One 
whose lifework does not go in vain; (2) one whose death is avenged. The 
verse comprises a great psychological truth which is calculated to exercise 
tremendous influence on the life and progress of a people. A people, who do 
not properly honour the memory of their martyrs and do not take steps to 
remove the fear of death from their hearts, seal their own fate. 

182. This verse constitutes fitting sequel to the preceding one. Muslims 
should be prepared not only to lay down their lives in the cause of Islam but 
should also be prepared to suffer all sorts of afflictions which will be imposed 
on them as a trial. 

183. God is the Master of all we possess, including our ownselves. If the 
Owner in His infinite wisdom deems fit to take away anything from us, we 
have no ground for complaint or demur. So every misfortune that befalls us 
should, instead of depressing us, spur us to make yet greater efforts to achieve 
still better results in life. Thus the formula contained in this verse is not a mere 
 

a3:170. b3:187. c22:36. d7:126; 26:51. 
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158. It is these on whom 

descend blessings from their 

Lord and also mercy, and it is 

these who are rightly guided. 

 

 

159. Surely, As-Safa and Al-
Marwah184 are among the 
aSigns of Allah. It is, therefore, 
no sin for him who is on 
pilgrimage to the House, or 
performs ‘Umrah, to go round 
the two. And whoso does good 
beyond what is obligatory,185 
surely then, Allah is 
Appreciative of good deeds 
and All-Knowing. 

 

 

160. Those who hide186 what 

We have sent down of Signs 

and guidance after We have 

made it clear for the people in 

the Book, bit is these whom 

Allah curses; and so curse 

them those who have the right 

to curse.  

 

 

 
verbal incantation but a wise counsel and a timely warning. 

184. As-Safa and Al-Marwah are the names of two hills near the Ka‘bah in 
Mecca, the first-mentioned being the nearer of the two. These hills stand as a 
memorial to Hagar’s great patience and extraordinary loyalty to God on the 
one hand and to God’s special care of her and her son, Ishmael, on the other. 
A visit to these hills deeply impresses the pilgrim with the love, fidelity to and 
power, of God. 

185. The words, whoso does good beyond what is obligatory, do not refer 
to Hajj (Greater Pilgrimage), which under certain conditions is obligatory on 
every Muslim once in a life-time, but to ‘Umrah (Lesser Pilgrimage) which is 
not obligatory but only supererogatory. The words may also be considered to 
refer to any additional pilgrimage which a Muslim may perform, after he has 
performed the obligatory one. 

186. The reference is to the Jews who concealed the prophecies contained 
in their Scriptures about the Holy Prophet. 

a22:33. b2:175. 
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161. But athey who repent and 
amend and openly declare the 
truth, it is these to whom I turn 
with forgiveness, and I am 
Oft-Returning with comp-
assion and Merciful. 

 

 

162. Those who disbelieve and 
die while they are disbelievers, 
bon them shall be the curse of 
Allah and of angels and of 
men all together. 

 

 

163. cThey shall remain under 
it. The punishment shall not be 
lightened for them, nor shall 
they be granted respite. 

 

 

164. And dyour God is One 
God;187 there is no God but 
He, the Gracious, the Merciful. 

 

 

R. 20.    

165. eVerily, in the creation of 
the heavens and the earth and 
in the alternation of night and 
day, and in the ships which 
sail in the sea with that which 
profits men, and in the water 
which Allah sends down from 
the sky and quickens therewith 
the earth after its death and 
scatters therein all kinds of 
beasts, and in the change of 

 

 
187. As all sins spring from feebleness of faith, this verse fittingly refers to 

the Oneness of God, signifying that if people only believed in Divine Unity 
and refrained from setting up false gods, they would never deviate from the 
right path. 

a3:90; 4:147; 5:40; 24:6. b3:88. c3:89. d2:256; 16:23; 22:35; 37:5; 59:23, 24; 112:2.  
e3:191; 10:7; 30:23; 45:6. 
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the winds and the clouds 
pressed into service between 
the heaven and the earth—are 
indeed Signs for the people 
who use their understanding.188 

 

166. And there are some among 
men who take for themselves 
objects of worship189 other than 
Allah, loving them as they 
should love Allah.190 But 
believers are stronger in their 
love for Allah. And if those 
who transgress could now see 
the time when they shall see 

 

 

 

 
188. The Qur’an takes the universe as a whole to prove its theme. The 

objects of nature taken individually do not furnish such conclusive evidence 
of the existence of God as the whole universe taken collectively. The earth 
may be said to owe its existence to a fortuitous concourse of atoms, and a 
similar reason may be given for the origin of the sun and the moon and so on. 
But when the universe as one united whole and the deep order that permeates 
it are taken into consideration, it becomes impossible for one to escape the 
conclusion, that this universe has not come into existence accidentally. Indeed, 
the consummate harmony that pervades it forcefully points to the fact that the 
whole system has been created and is being directed by One Intelligent Being 
Who is All-Powerful and All-Knowing. Moreover, by laying special emphasis 
on the study of the phenomena of nature, the attention of disbelievers is also 
drawn to the fact that they could not possibly hope to succeed in their designs 
against the Holy Prophet, because the whole universe is controlled by God 
and is working in his favour and in furthering his cause. 

189. While dealing with the subject of idolatry the Qur’an has used four 
words: Nidd (like or equal); Sharik (co-partner or sharer); Ilah (worthy of 
worship); and Rabb (sustainer). While the first two words are used only about 
objects of worship other than God, the last two are used about God also. The 
word Nidd (like or equal) refers to such objects of worship as are supposed to 
be like God or equal to Him, but are contrary or opposed to Him. 

190. Love of God is the essence of all religious teaching and no religion has 
laid so much emphasis on Divine love as Islam has done. The Holy Prophet 
was so much engrossed in God that he was spoken of by the pagan Arabs as 
having fallen in love with Him. No other subject has been so completely and 
so repeatedly dealt with in the Qur’an as God’s beauty and beneficence and 
such of His attributes as create an irresistible love and longing in the human 
soul for the Supreme Being. 
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the punishment, they would 
realize that all power belongs 
to Allah and that Allah is 
severe in punishing. 

167. Could they but see awhen 
those who were followed shall 
disown their followers and 
shall see the punishment and 
all their ties shall be cut 
asunder.191 

 

 

168. And those who followed 
shall say, b‘If we could only 
return, we would disown them 
even as they have disowned 
us.’ Thus will Allah show 
them their works as anguish 
for them, and they shall not get 
out of the Fire. 

 

 

R. 21.   

169. O ye men! Eat of cwhat is 

lawful and good192 in the 

earth; and dfollow not the 

footsteps of Satan;193 surely, 
ehe is to you an open enemy.  

 

 

 
191. The verse constitutes a stern warning to those who blindly follow their 

leaders and, being led astray by them, reject God’s Messengers. 
192. Good actions must accompany true faith. With this verse begins a 

discussion of the second part of Abraham’s prayer regarding the work of the 
Promised Prophet, i.e. the teaching of the laws of the Shari‘ah and of the 
wisdom underlying them. Henceforward ordinances about Prayer, Fasting, 
Pilgrimage and Zakat are given and so are the laws relating to social matters; 
and as food plays an important part in the formation of a man’s character, 
regulations concerning it are mentioned first. All food according to Islam 
should be: (1) Halal, i.e. allowed by the Law; and (2) it should also be Tayyib, 
i.e. good, pure, wholesome and agreeable. Under the second condition 
sometimes even lawful things become forbidden. 

193. The prohibition against following Satan, coming immediately after the 
commandment with respect to food, alludes to the influence which physical 
 

a28:64, 65; 34:33, 34. b23:100; 26:103. c5:89; 8:70; 16:115. d2:209; 6:143; 24:22.  
e7:23; 12:6; 28:16; 35:7; 36:61. 
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170. He aenjoins upon you 

only what is evil and what is 

foul,194 and that you say of 

Allah what you do not know. 

 

 

171. And bwhen it is said to 

them, ‘Follow that which 

Allah has sent down,’ they 

say, ‘Nay, we will follow that 

wherein we found our 

fathers.’195 What! even if their 

fathers had no sense at all and 

followed not the right path? 

 

 

172. And the case of those 

who disbelieve is like the case 

of one who shouts to that 

which hears naught but a call 

and a cry.196 cThey are deaf, 

dumb, and blind—so they do 

not understand.  

 

 

 
actions exercise on the moral and spiritual conditions of man. The use of 
unlawful and unwholesome food tends to impair man’s moral faculties and 
impede his spiritual development. See also 23:52. 

194. Satan first prompts man to do such deeds as do not appear to be 
manifestly bad and the influence of which is confined to the doer alone. Then 
step by step he makes him a hardened sinner, making him lose all sense of 
modesty. 

195. It is indeed strange, but nevertheless regrettable, that in matters of 
religion which so deeply concern his eternal life man is often content to 
follow blindly in the footsteps of his elders. But in worldly matters where only 
the interests of this life are at stake, and that too partially, he takes meticulous 
care to see that he adopts the right course, and does not blindly follow others. 

196. The Holy Prophet delivered the Divine Message to disbelievers. He is 
the crier. They heard his voice but made no effort to grasp its meaning. His 
words fell, as it were, on deaf ears, with the result that their spiritual faculties 
became wholly vitiated and they stooped low to the level of animals and 
beasts (7:180; 25:45), which only hear the cry of the crier but do not 
understand what he says. 

a2:269; 24:22. b5:105; 10:79; 21:53, 54; 31:22. cSee 2:19. 
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173. aO ye who believe, eat of 

the good things197 We have 

provided for you, and render 

thanks to Allah, if it is He 

Whom you really worship. 

 

 

174. bHe has made unlawful to 
you only that which dies of 
itself, and blood and the flesh 
of swine,198 and that on which 
the name of any other than 
Allah has been invoked. But 
he who is driven by necessity, 
being neither disobedient nor 
exceeding the limit, it shall be 
no sin199 for him. Surely, 

 

 

 
197. The injunction contained in the words, "eat of good, pure and 

wholesome things (Tayyibat) indicates that Muslims are not allowed to use 
things which may, in any way, injure their physical or moral or spiritual health, 
though they may be allowed by the Shari‘ah. 

198. The very name of this foul animal contains an allusion to the 
prohibition of its flesh. The word is a combination of Khinz and Ara; the first 
part meaning, 'very foul' and the second, 'I see', meaning, 'I see it very 
foul'……In Hindi, this animal is known by the name Su’ar which exactly 
means the same as the Arabic Khinzir, i.e. 'I see it very foul'......In Hindi this 
animal is also known as bad meaning 'bad' or 'foul' which is probably a 
translation of the original Arabic word. 

199. Ithm means, anything unlawful, i.e. a sin; anything which renders a 
person deserving of punishment (Aqrab); anything that pricks the mind as 
something evil (Mufradat). The four things mentioned in this verse are not the 
only things prohibited in Islam. Islam prohibits the use of many other things 
also which are divided into grades or categories, some of them being 
"unlawful" and others Mamnu‘ (forbidden). The verse under comment 
mentions only the "unlawful things." The forbidden things have been stated by 
the Holy Prophet and are mentioned in the Hadith. The use of Haram or an 
unlawful thing has direct bearing on the moral development of man but it is 
not so with a forbidden thing which stands on a lower level of importance, 
though both are prohibited. Among the things declared unlawful in this verse, 
the blood and the flesh of a dead animal as food are evidently injurious and 
have been recognized as such by most authorities on medicine. The flesh of 
 

a5:6; 16:115; 23:52; 40:65. b5:4; 6:146; 16:116. 
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Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

175. aThose who hide that 

which Allah has sent down of 

the Book and btake in 

exchange for it a paltry price, 

they fill their bellies with 

nothing but fire.200 cAllah will 

not speak to them on the Day 

of Resurrection, nor will He 

purify them. And for them is a 

grievous punishment. 

 

 

176. It is they dwho have 

bought error for guidance and 

punishment for forgiveness. 

How great is their 

endurance201 of the Fire! 

 

 

177. That is because eAllah has 

sent down the Book with the 

truth; and surely, they who 

disagree concerning the Book 

are gone far in enmity.  

 

 

 
swine has been proved to be injurious, besides man’s physical health, to his 
moral and spiritual health. The swine eats filth and takes delight in living in 
dirty places. It has indecent habits and possesses the evil trait of sex-
perversion. Tape-worms, scrofula, cancer and encysted trichina are known to 
be more prevalent among pork-eating peoples. The use of pork also causes 
trichinosis. 

200. The words signify that as fire cannot satisfy thirst, but rather increases 
it, so the things of this world cannot bring peace of mind and contentment but 
rather the reverse of them. 

201. The words mean that the disbelievers are, as it were, possessed of 
great endurance to bear the torment of the fire of Hell. These words have been 
used ironically. 

aSee 2:147. b2:42. c2:160. d2:17; 3:178; 4:45. e17:106. 
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R. 22.   

178. aIt is not righteousness 

that you turn your faces to the 

East or the West, but truly 

righteous is he who believes in 

Allah and the Last Day and the 

angels and the Book and the 

Prophets, and bspends his 

money out of love for Him,202 

on the kindred and the orphans 

and the needy and the 

wayfarer and those who ask 

for charity, and for ransoming 

the captives; and observes 

Prayer and pays the Zakat; and 

those cwho fulfil their promise 

when they have made one, and 

the patient in dpoverty202A and 

afflictions and the steadfast in 

time of war; eit is these who 

have proved truthful and it is 

these who are truly God-

fearing.203 

 

 

 
202. ‘Ala Hubbi-hi means, for love of God; notwithstanding love of money. 
202A. Al-Ba’sa’ and al-Ba’s are both derived from Ba’usa and Ba’isa. i.e.; 

he was or became strong and valiant in war or fight; he was or became in a 
state of great want or poverty or distress. Al-Ba’sa’ means, might or strength 
in war or fight; war or fight; fear; harm, etc., ad-Darra’ is especially that evil 
or affliction which relates to one’s person as disease, etc., and al-Ba’sa’ is that 
which relates to property, as poverty, etc. (Lane). 

203. The verse gives a gist of Islamic teaching. It begins with the basic 
Islamic beliefs and doctrines which are the source and basis of all actions and 
on the rightness of which depends the rightness of human actions—belief in 
God, in the Last Day, in angels, Revealed Books and Divine Prophets. After 
this some of the more important ordinances relating to man’s actions are 
mentioned. 

a2:190. b76:9. c9:4; 13:21. d2:215; 6:43; 7:95. e49:16. 
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179. O ye who believe! 
aequitable retaliation in the 

matter of the slain is 

prescribed for you: the free 

man for the free man, and the 

slave for the slave, and the 

female for the female. But for 

him who is granted any 

remission by his injured 

brother, pursuing the matter for 

the realization of the blood-

money shall be done with 

fairness, and the murderer 

shall pay him the blood-money 

in a handsome manner. This is 

an alleviation from your Lord 

and a mercy. And whoso 

transgresses thereafter, for him 

there shall be a grievous 

punishment.204 

 

 

 
204. The verse comprises a very important principle of civil law, i.e. 

equality of man and necessity of awarding proportionate punishment to all 
offenders without distinction, unless an offender is forgiven by the relatives of 
his victim under circumstances that are calculated to lead to improvement and 
betterment of conditions. 

The words "is prescribed for you" show that retaliation for the slain is 
obligatory. Failure to inflict the punishment prescribed by Law on the 
offender is tantamount to violation of the Divine commandment. The duty, 
however, of punishing the culprit devolves not on the heirs of the murdered 
person but, as the plural ‘Alaikum (for you) shows, on the authorities 
responsible for the maintenance of law and order. The former, however, have 
been given the option to forgive. So whereas on the one hand the concerned 
authorities are bound to punish the offender according to the requirements of 
law, having no right to pardon him of their own accord, on the other the heirs 
of the murdered person are not entitled to take the law into their own hands 
and inflict the punishment on the guilty person themselves. In awarding the 
punishment the verse makes no distinction between offenders. The words used 
 

a2:195; 5:46. 
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180. And there is life for you 

in the law of retaliation, O men 

of understanding, that you may 

enjoy security.204A 

 

 

 
are of a general nature and apply to all offenders who might be guilty of 
murder, no matter of what rank or station in life or of what religion. Any 
person, irrespective of his caste or creed and of his station, must be put to 
death for the murder of any other person, unless pardoned by the relatives of 
the victim and unless also the pardon has the sanction of the competent 
authorities. The sayings of the Holy Prophet are explicit on this point (Majah, 
ch. on Diyat). The Companions of the Holy Prophet are all agreed that a 
Muslim may be put to death for murdering a non-belligerent disbeliever 
(Tabari, v. 44). The Holy Prophet himself ordered a Muslim murderer to be 
put to death for the murder of a non-belligerent non-Muslim (Qutni). The 
words, the freeman for the freeman and the slave for the slave and the female 
for the female, do not mean that a freeman should not be punished with death 
for the murder of a slave or that a woman should not be put to death for killing 
a member of the opposite sex, etc. The social position of a person or the sex of 
a party also cannot be considered a bar to the application of this law. The 
peculiar construction, i.e. "the freeman for the freeman,……" has been 
adopted to refer to, and abolish, a certain custom of the Arabs whereby they 
used to take into consideration the sex and the social status of the murderer 
and the murdered person when determining punishment. The commandment 
contained in this verse seeks to abolish that obnoxious custom. In fact, the law 
of retaliation, as stated in this verse, is confined to the clause, equitable 
retaliation in the matter of the slain is prescribed for you, which forms a 
complete sentence in itself, giving a full and complete meaning. The ensuing 
expression, the freeman for the freeman and the slave for the slave and the 
female for the female, is something extra, not forming part of the law. It only 
contains a repudiation of the Arab custom referred to above and illustrates, by 
giving three instances, how the law is to be administered. Such an expression 
is known as Jumlah Isti’nafiah in Arabic Grammar, and is technically 
introduced with a view to answering a question which is suggested by the 
preceding clause to which it is added without any intervening conjunction. 
The question answered in such an expression is often understood and not 
expressed (Mukhtasar). The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: "Whoever 
kills his slave shall be put to death" (Majah). At another place he says: "The 
blood of all Muslims is alike in respect of the law of retaliation" (Nasa’i). 

204A. The Islamic law of retaliation provides a very effective means to put 
a stop to murder and safeguard human life. A man, who shows a callous 
disregard for human life loses all title to live as a member of human society. 
Pardon or remission is permissible only where the circumstances are such that 
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181. aIt is prescribed for you, 

when death comes to any one of 

you, if he leave much wealth, 

that he make a will to parents 

and near relatives to act with 

fairness.205 This is an obligation 

on those who fear God.  

 

 

182. And he who alters it after  

 
it is likely to improve matters and bring about good results for all parties 
concerned (42:41). Thus, while, on the one hand, Islam has made due 
provision for the suppression of crime, it has, on the other, kept open the door 
for the display of the noble qualities of benevolence and mercy. The fact that, 
despite efforts to the contrary, the death penalty is still found on the Statute 
books of most countries in one form or another constitutes a sufficient proof 
of the wisdom of the Islamic ordinance. Even the most enthusiastic 
protagonists of the abolition of Capital Punishment have not yet been able to 
suggest a suitable alternative to it. They have had to admit that a long term of 
imprisonment as an alternative is "horrible" and is "not an ideal substitute" 
(Capital Punishment in the Twentieth Century by E. Roy Calvert, G. P. 
Putnam, London, 1930). 

205. Verses 4:12, 13 fix the shares of all those persons who should succeed 
to a deceased person’s property. These verses have been mistakenly 
understood by some Commentators to abrogate the verse under comment, 
which, in fact, lays down an additional and very necessary provision, and 
refers only to bequests made in favour of individuals not legally entitled to a 
share in the testator’s property, or for charitable purposes, or for war 
conditions. It does not refer to bequests made in favour of legal heirs which 
subject has been dealt with in 4:12, 13. There is no question, therefore, of the 
abrogation of this verse by those verses which lay down the rules of 
inheritance and also recognise the validity of any bequests that may have been 
made. Each operates in its own sphere and draws strength from the other. The 
bequests thus made, however, should not exceed one third of the property left 
as is mentioned in a saying of the Holy Prophet related by Sa‘d bin Abi 
Waqqas (Bukhari, Kitabul-Jana’iz); this being the utmost limit to which the 
testator can exercise his discretion, and that only in case he leaves abundant 
wealth as the word Khair (much wealth) shows. Verse 5:107, according to 
which a dying Muslim could make a bequest and which was, by common 
consent, revealed after vv. 4:12, 13, further supports the view that the verse 
under comment is not abrogated by vv. 4:12, 13. In fact, the whole theory of 
abrogation has no foundation. 

a4:12, 13, 177; 5:107. 
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he has heard it, the sin thereof 

shall surely lie on those who 

alter it.205A Surely Allah is 

All-Hearing and All-Knowing. 

 

183. But whoso apprehends 

from a testator a partiality or a 

wrong, and makes peace 

between them (the parties 

affected), it shall be no sin for 

him.205B Surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving and Merciful. 

 

 

R. 23.   

184. O ye who believe! fasting 

is prescribed for you, as it was 

prescribed for those before 

you,206 so that you may guard 

against evil.  

 

 

 
205A. This indicates that the previous verse contemplates some directions 

which are obligatory and a contravention of which would be sinful. Obviously, 
what is meant is a direction that the estate shall be administered in accordance 
with the law of inheritance. If the testator gives such a direction, then the sin 
of any contravention would lie on those who are guilty of the contravention. 

205B. A will may comply with legal requirements and may yet be unfair in 
some of its provisions. For instance, if a person leaves a large number of heirs, 
it may entail a hardship on them if he wills away as much as the full one-third 
for charitable or other lawful purposes. Or, out of the permissible 1/3 the 
testator may have made unfair dispositions, neglecting or overlooking just 
claims. It would in such a case be permissible, indeed meritorious, to bring 
about a fair adjustment between the heirs and the legatees affected. 

206. Fasting, as a religious institution, in whatever form or detail, is to be 
found in all Faiths. "By the greater number of religions, in the lower, middle 
and higher cultures alike, fasting is largely prescribed; and when it is not 
required it is nevertheless practised to some extent by individuals in response 
to the promptings of nature" (Enc. Brit.). It is the common experience of 
saints and seers that a certain degree of severance from physical relations or 
worldly connections is essential for spiritual advancement and has a powerful 
purifying effect on the mind. Islam, however, has introduced a new orientation 
and a new spiritual significance in this institution. According to it fasting 
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185. The prescribed fasting is 
for a afixed number of days, 
but whoso among you is sick 
or is on a journey shall fast the 
same number of other days; 
and for those who are able 
to fast only with great 
difficulty207 is an expiation—
the feeding of a poor man. 
And whoso does good of his 
own accord it is better for him. 
And fasting is good for you, if 
you only knew.  

 

 

186. The month of 

Ramadan207A is that in 

which    the    Qur’an207B   was 

 

 
constitutes a symbol of complete sacrifice. One who fasts not only abstains 
from food and drink which are the chief means of sustenance and without 
which one cannot live, but also from going in unto one’s wife which is the 
means of assuring one’s progeny. Thus he who fasts really evinces his 
readiness, if need be, to sacrifice his all for the sake of his Lord and Creator. 

207. This meaning of the Arabic expression in the text is supported by 
another reading of Yutiquna-hu which is Yutayyiquna-hu meaning, they can 
do so only with great difficulty (Jarir). The verse mentions three classes of 
believers to whom concession is allowed: the sick; those on a journey and 
those too weak to fast except with danger to their health. The expression may 
also mean: "Those who are unable to fast" (Lisan and Mufradat). The whole 
sentence has also been taken to signify: "Those, who can afford, should, 
besides fasting, feed a poor man as an act of piety;" the pronoun hu in 
Yutiquna-hu standing for "the feeding of a poor man." 

207A. Ramadan is the ninth month of the lunar year. The word is derived 
from Ramada. They say Ramadas-Sa’imu, i.e. the inside of the man fasting 
became very hot with thirst owing to fasting (Lane). The month is so named 
because (1) fasting in this month produces heat and burning due to thirst; (2) 
worship in this month burns away the traces of sin in man (‘Asakir & 
Mardawaih); and (3) because his devotions in this month produce in the heart 
of man the necessary warmth of love for his Creator and his fellow-beings. 
The name Ramadan is of Islamic origin, the former name of the month being 
Natiq (Qadir). 

207B. Al-Qur’an is derived from Qara’a which means, he read; he 
 

a2:204. 
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revealed208 as a guidance for 
mankind with clear proofs of 
guidance and adiscrimination. 
Therefore, whosoever of you is 
present at home in this month, 
let him fast therein. But whoso 
is temporarily sick or is on a 
journey, shall fast the same 
number of other days.209 
bAllah desires ease for you and 
He desires not hardship for 
you, and He desires that cyou 
may complete the number, and 
that you may exalt Allah for 
His having guided you and that 
you may be grateful.  

 

 
conveyed or delivered a message; he collected the thing. Thus Qur’an means: 
(1) a book which is meant to be read. The Qur’an is the most widely read 
book in the world (Enc. Brit.); (2) a book or message which is meant to be 
conveyed and delivered to the world. The Qur’an is the only revealed Book 
whose Message is absolutely unrestricted; for whereas all other revealed 
Books are meant for specific times and specific peoples, the Qur’an is meant 
for all times and all peoples (34:29); (3) a book which comprises all truths; the 
Qur’an is indeed a storehouse of knowledge which comprises not only all 
eternal truths contained in the previous revealed Books (98:4), but also all 
such truths as mankind may stand in need of at any time and in any 
circumstances (18:50). 

208. It was on the 24th of Ramadan that the Holy Prophet received his first 
revelation (Jarir); and the whole revelation was rehearsed every year to the 
Holy Prophet by the angel Gabriel in this month. This practice continued till 
the very last year of the Prophet’s life when the whole of the Qur’an was 
rehearsed to him twice by the Archangel Jibril in this month (Bukhari). Thus 
in a way even the whole of the Qur’an may be said to have been revealed in 
the month of Ramadan. 

209. The sentence is not an unnecessary repetition; for whereas in the 
previous verse it formed part of the verse that was meant to prepare the 
ground for the commandment to fast, in this verse it forms part of the actual 
commandment. The Qur’an, however, wisely refrains from defining the terms 
"sickness" and "journey," leaving them to be defined by the common usage of 
the people and the attending circumstances. 

a2:186; 3:4; 8:42; 21:49; 25:2. b2:287; 5:7; 22:79. c22:38. 
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187. And when My servants 
ask thee about Me, say, a‘I am 
near.210 bI answer the prayer 
of the supplicant when he 
prays to Me. So they should 
hearken to Me and believe211 
in Me, that they may follow 
the right way.’ 

 

188. It is made lawful for you 

to go in unto your wives on the 

night of the fast. They are a 

sort of garment212 for you and 

you are a sort of garment for 

them. Allah knows that you 

have been acting unjustly to 

yourselves, wherefore He has 

turned to you with mercy and 

afforded you relief.213 So you 

may now go in unto them and 

seek what Allah has ordained 

 

210. When the Faithful come to know of the blessings of the month of 
Ramadan and of fasting therein they naturally become eager to derive as much 
spiritual benefit from it as possible. It is to this hankering of the soul of a 
believer to which the verse supplies an answer. 

211. The words, believe in Me, do not refer to belief in the existence of God; 
for, this idea is included in the preceding clause, they should hearken to Me, it 
being impossible that one should hearken to God and obey His commandments 
without believing in His existence. The words, believe in Me, therefore, refer to 
the belief that God hears and accepts the prayers of His servants. 

212. How beautifully in these brief words the Qur’an has described the 
rights and status of woman and the object and significance of marriage and 
conjugal relations. The real object of marriage, the verse purports to say, is the 
comfort, protection and embellishment of the parties, for such are the uses of a 
garment (7:27 & 16:82). It definitely is not merely the satisfaction of sexual 
urge. Husband and wife also safeguard each other against evil and scandal. 

213. The expression ‘Afallahu ‘An-hu means, God corrected his mistake 
and set right his affairs; bestowed honour upon him. It also means, God 
afforded him relief (Muhit). 

a11:62; 34:51; 50:17. b27:63. 
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for you; and eat and drink until 

the white thread becomes 

distinct to you from the black 

thread of the dawn. Then 

complete the fast till 

nightfall214 and do not go in 

unto them while you remain in 

the mosques215 for devotion. 

These are the limits set by 

Allah, so approach them not. 

Thus does Allah make His 

commandments clear to men 

that they may become secure 

against evil. 

 

189. And ado not devour your 

property215A among 

yourselves by false means216 

and offer it not as bribe to 

the authorities that you may 

devour a part of the wealth 

of other people wrongfully 

while you know.  

 

 

 
214. At places where days and nights are unusually long (e.g. near the 

Poles) day and night should be calculated to be of twelve hours’ duration 
(Muslim, ch. Ashratus-Sa‘ah). 

215. In I‘tikaf which constitutes, as it were, the consummation of the spirit 
of fasting, intercourse with wives and preliminaries thereto are not allowed 
even at night time. 

215A. In order to emphasize communal or national unity the Qur’an often 
refers to other Muslims’ property as "your property." So here also other 
Muslims’ property is spoken of as "your property." 

216. The commandment relating to fasting enjoined Muslims to refrain 
from eating and drinking within specified periods with a view to attaining 
piety and righteousness. This was the most opportune time to remind them 
that unlawful eating, i.e. unlawful acquisition of wealth, must all the more be 
scrupulously avoided. Incidentally, the verse forcefully condemns the practice 
of giving and taking bribe. 

a4:30, 162; 9:34. 
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R. 24.   

190. They ask thee about the 

new moons. Say, a‘They are 

means for measuring time,217 

for the general convenience of 

people and for the 

Pilgrimage.’ And it is not 

righteousness that you come 

into houses by the backs218 

thereof; but btruly righteous is 

he who fears God. And you 

should come into houses by 

the doors thereof; and fear 

Allah that you may prosper.  

 

 

 
217. Islam has made use of both the lunar and solar systems for measuring 

time. Where worship is to be performed in different parts of the day the solar 
system of reckoning time is used, as in the five daily Prayers or for the 
beginning and the breaking of the daily fast; and where worship is to be 
completed within a particular month or part thereof, the lunar system is used, 
as in selecting the month of fasting or the appointment of the time of 
Pilgrimage, etc. Thus Islam has made use of both the systems; so the solar 
system is as much Islamic as the lunar system. 

218. The clause points to a very important principle that the real purpose in 
prescribing different acts of worship is the intrinsic usefulness thereof and not 
that every change of time should have attached to it an act of worship. 
Therefore the question, arising from the over-eagerness of the Faithful, that, 
like fasting, there may be prescribed other acts of worship in other months 
also, was like approaching a house not through its door but by "the back 
thereof." The primary thing is worship and time is only secondary, but those 
who put the question wanted to make time a primary, and worship merely a 
secondary thing. This was like putting the cart before the horse. The reference 
also seems to be to a practice of the pagan Arabs that when they had once 
started on Pilgrimage to Mecca, if for any reason they had to come back, they 
would enter their houses from their backs by scaling over the walls. The verse 
condemns such practices, pointing out that they do not constitute virtue which 
is a spiritual concept, and implies that appropriate means should be adopted 
for the achievement of one’s objective (Bukhari, ch. on Tafsir). 
 
 

a2:198; 9:36. b2:178. 
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191. And afight219 in the way 
of Allah against those who 
fight against you, but do not 
transgress. Surely, Allah loves 
not the transgressors. 

 

 

192. And slay these 
transgressors220 wherever you 
meet them and drive them out 
from where they have 
driven221 you out; for 
bpersecution is worse than 
slaying. And fight them not in 
and near the Sacred Mosque 
until they fight you therein. 
But if they fight you, then 
fight them. Such is the requital 
for the disbelievers. 

 

 

193. But cif they desist, then 
surely, Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful.  

 
 

194. And dfight them until 

there is no persecution, and 

religion is professed only for 

Allah.222 But if they desist, 

 

 
219. This is one of the earliest verses in which permission to fight was 

given to Muslims, the very first verse revealed in this connection being 22:40. 
The verse under comment contains the gist of the conditions which should 
govern a religious war: (a) Such a war should be undertaken with the object of 
removing obstacles placed in the way of Allah, i.e. for the establishment of the 
freedom of religious belief and practice. (b) It is to be waged only against 
those who first take up arms against Muslims. (c) The Muslims should lay 
down arms as soon as the enemy desists from fighting. 

220. This verse relates to conditions when war has actually broken out. 
Obviously, it enjoins Muslims to fight against only such disbelievers as are 
the first to take up arms against them. 

221. The words signify that Mecca being the centre and the most sacred 
place of Islam, no non-Muslim should be allowed to remain in it. 

222. This verse also shows that Muslims are allowed to fight in self-
 

a4:76; 8:40; 9:13; 22:40; 60:9, 10. b2:218. c8:40. d8:40. 
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then remember that no 

hostility223 is allowed except 

against the aggressors. 

 

195. aThe violation of a Sacred 
Month224 may be retaliated in 
the Sacred Month; and for all 
sacred things there is the law 
of retaliation. So, whoso 
transgresses against you, 
punish225 him for his trans-
gression to the extent to which 
he has transgressed against 
you. And fear Allah and know 
that Allah is with those who 
fear Him.  

 

 

 
defence only when war is inflicted upon them by the other party and to 
continue it till complete freedom of religion is established. The Holy Prophet 
could not have entered into a number of treaties of peace with disbelievers if 
the Divine commandment had been to continue fighting until all disbelievers 
had embraced Islam. For a detailed note on Jihad see 1956-1960. 

223. ‘Udwan means, (1) hostility; (2) wrongful conduct; (3) punishment for 
wrongful conduct; and (4) approach to a person by way of justification or 
excuse against him (Mufradat & Lane). 

These four verses (191-194) embody the following rules about war: (a) 
War is to be resorted to only for the sake of God and not for any selfish 
motive, nor for aggrandisement or the advancement of national or other 
interests. (b) Muslims can go to war only against those who attack them first. 
(c) Even after the enemy has initiated the attack, they are enjoined to keep 
warfare within limits and not to extend it beyond the immediate objective. (d) 
They are to fight against only the regular army and not to attack or molest 
non-combatants. (e) During the course of fighting immunity is to be afforded 
to all religious rites and ceremonies. (f) To attack religious places or to do any 
kind of harm to them is absolutely forbidden, so that no fighting is allowed 
even in their neighbourhood. (g) If the enemy uses a place of worship as a 
base for attack, only then Muslims may return the attack in or near it. (h) 
Fighting is to continue only so long as interference with religious freedom 
lasts. See also 8:40; 9:4-6; 22:40, 41; etc. 

224. The Sacred Months are Dhul-Qa‘dah; Dhul-Hijjah; Al-Muharram and 
Rajab. In these months all fighting is disallowed. The commandment is 
intended to safeguard the sanctity of the Ka‘bah and the Sacred Months. 

225. See 33. 

aSee 2:179. 
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196. And aspend in the cause 
of Allah, and cast not 
yourselves into ruin with your 
own hands,226 and do good; 
surely, Allah loves those who 
do good. 

 

 

197. And complete the 

pilgrimage227 and the 
‘Umrah228 for the sake of 
Allah; but bif you are kept 

back,229 then make whatever 
offering is easily available; 
and do not shave your heads 

until the offering reaches its 
destination. And whoever 
among you is sick or has an 

ailment of the head, should 
make an expiation either by 
fasting or almsgiving or a 

sacrifice. But when you are 

 

 
226. As for the successful prosecution of war money is required, the 

believers are exhorted to spend freely in the cause of Allah as any hesitancy to 
do so would result in national ruin. 

227. With this verse begins the subject of Hajj (Pilgrimage). Jihad and Hajj 
seem to be correlated and both constitute a form of sacrifice which a true and 
sincere believer has to undergo in the way of Allah, a subject which began 
with 2:178. The Pilgrimage is the last stage in the spiritual development of 
man, the other stages such as Prayer, Fasting and Jihad having already been 
discussed. 

228. The ‘Umrah or the Lesser Pilgrimage consists in entering into a stage 
of Ihram in the way mentioned above, circuiting the Ka‘bah seven times, 
running between Safa and Marwah and offering a sacrifice which, however, is 
not obligatory. The ‘Umrah may be performed at any time of the year, 
whereas the Hajj or the Greater Pilgrimage is performed only during the 
month of Dhul-Hijjah. 

229. The words, if you are kept back, refer to a state of affairs when a 
would-be pilgrim is prevented by disease, or a state of war, or by some other 
cause, from visiting the Ka‘bah to perform the Hajj or the ‘Umrah. 

a2:255; 14:32; 47:39; 57:11; 63:11. b48:26. 
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safe, then he, who would avail 
himself of the ‘Umrah 

together230 with the 
Pilgrimage, should make 
whatever offering is easily 

obtainable. But such of you as 
cannot find an offering should 
fast three days during the 

Pilgrimage,231 and seven when 
you return home; these are ten 
complete. This is for him 

whose family does not reside 
near the Sacred Mosque.232 
And fear Allah and know that 

Allah is severe in punishing.  

 

 
230. The ‘Umrah and the Hajj may be combined in two ways: (a) The 

pilgrim who intends to perform the ‘Umrah alone should enter into the state of 
Ihram and perform its rites and finish it. Then on the eighth day of Dhul-
Hijjah he should again enter into the state of Ihram and perform the 
prescribed rites of Hajj. This form of combining the ‘Umrah and the Hajj is 
technically called Tamattu‘ which literally means, "availing oneself of a 
thing." (b) The pilgrim may perform the ‘Umrah and the Hajj simultaneously. 
He should, in this case, enter into the state of Ihram with that intention and 
should remain in that state till the end of the Pilgrimage. This combination of 
Hajj and ‘Umrah is called Qiran which literally means, "the putting together 
of two things." In both Tamattu‘ and Qiran it is obligatory to offer the 
sacrifice. In the verse under comment the word Tamattu‘ is not used in the 
technical sense and covers Qiran also. 

231. Fasting is mentioned in the clause, should fast three days during the 
Pilgrimage, is distinct and separate from the fasting mentioned above. The 
first-mentioned fasting is meant for those who cannot shave their heads while 
this fasting is meant for those who are unable to offer sacrifice in case of 
Tamattu‘. The three days spoken of are preferably the 11th, 12th and 13th of 
Dhul-Hijjah. The remaining seven fasts may be observed after one has 
returned home. 

232. The words mean that the permission to combine Hajj and ‘Umrah is 
meant not for the residents of Mecca but for those who come from outside. By 
some, however, the words "the Sacred Mosque" have been extended to 
include the whole of Haram, i.e. the sacred territory in and around Mecca. 
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R. 25.   

198. aThe months of the 
Pilgrimage are well known; so 
bwhoever determines to 
perform the Pilgrimage in these 
months should remember that 
there is to be no foul talk,233 
nor any transgression, nor any 
quarrelling during the 
Pilgrimage. And whatever good 
you do, Allah knows it. And 
furnish yourselves with 
necessary provisions for your 
΄journey and surely, the best 
provision is righteousness. And 
fear Me alone, O men of 
understanding.  

 

 

199. It is no sin for you that 
cyou seek the bounty234 of your 

Lord. But when you pour forth 

from ‘Arafat,235 remember 

Allah at Mash‘arul-Haram,236 

 

 
233. Rafath includes all foul, immodest and lewd talk as well as acts 

relating to sex. Fusuq signifies transgression against the laws of God and 
disobedience of lawful authority, whether spiritual or temporal. And Jidal 
means, disputes and quarrels with co-travellers, companions and neighbours. 

234. As the object of Pilgrimage is that the greatest possible number of 
Muslims should take part in it, therefore, the Qur’an permits pilgrims to engage in 
commerce and trade. Those, who cannot take hard cash with them, may carry 
merchandise and thereby earn money to meet the expenses of the journey. 

235. ‘Arafat is a plain or valley near Mecca where pilgrims halt in the latter 
part of the ninth day of Dhul-Hijjah. It is nine miles from Mecca, and the halt 
technically known as Wuquf forms an important rite of the Pilgrimage. ‘Arafat 
is a compound word meaning, the sacred place or means of perception or 
knowledge. 

236. Mash‘arul-Haram is a small hill in Muzdalifah, which lies between 
Mecca and ‘Arafat. Here the Holy Prophet said the evening and the night 
Prayers and remained engaged in prayer all night before the rising of the sun. 
 

a2:190; 9:36. b3:98; 22:28. c62:11. 
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and aremember Him as He has 

guided you, although, before 

this, you were of those gone 

astray. 
 

200. Then237 pour forth from 

where the people pour 

forth,238 and seek forgiveness 

from Allah; surely, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

201. And when you have 

performed bthe acts of worship 

prescribed for you, ccelebrate 

the praises of Allah as you 

used to celebrated the praises 

of your fathers, or with even 

greater devotion. And dof men 

there are some who say, ‘Our 

Lord, grant us good things in 

this world;’ and such a one 

shall have no share in the 

Hereafter.  

 

 

 
The place is specially meant for meditation and prayer in Pilgrimage. It is 
about six miles from Mecca. 

237. If thumma is taken to mean "and," and "the return" spoken of in this 
verse is taken to refer to the return from ‘Arafat, then an-Nas would mean 
"other people;" but if it is taken to mean "then" and "the return" spoken of 
here is taken to refer to the return from Mash‘arul-Haram, then an-Nas would 
signify "all people" and both these meanings are supported by rules of the 
Arabic language. 

238. Before the advent of Islam the Quraish and the Banu Kinanah known 
as Hums did not accompany other pilgrims to ‘Arafat, but stopped short at 
Mash‘arul-Haram, waiting to join other people returning from ‘Arafat. In this 
and the preceding verse, they are bidden not to stop short at Mash‘arul-Haram 
but to go up to ‘Arafat and do as other people do. After returning from ‘Arafat 
to Mash‘arul-Haram, pilgrims should proceed to Mina where sacrifices are 
offered and the state of Ihram comes to an end. 

a2:153, 204; 8:46; 62:11. b2:129. cSee 2:153. d4:135; 42:21. 
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202. And aof them there are 

some who say: ‘Our Lord, 

grant us good in this world as 

well as good in the world to 

come,239 and save us from the 

torment of the Fire.’ 

 

 

203. For these there shall be a 

goodly share because of what 

they have earned. And Allah is 

Swift at reckoning. 

 

 

204. And bremember Allah 

during the appointed number 

of days,240 but whoso hastens 

to leave in two days, it shall be 

no sin for him; and whoso 

stays behind, it shall be no sin 

for him either. This direction 

is for him who fears Allah. So 

fear Allah241 and know that 

you shall all be brought 

together before Him.242 

 

 

 
239. The verse mentions that class of men whose efforts and aspirations are 

not confined to this world only. They seek the good things of this world and 
also the good things of the next. Hasanah also means, success (Taj). The 
prayer is very comprehensive and the Holy Prophet very often made use of it 
(Muslim). 

240. These are the 11th, 12th and 13th day of Dhul-Hijjah during which the 
pilgrims are required, so far as possible, to stay at Mina and pass their time in 
glorifying God. They are called Ayyamut-Tashriq, i.e. the days of brightness 
and beauty. 

241. The underlying object of the Pilgrimage is the attainment of Taqwa 
(righteousness), the very word with which the Qur’an began its 
commandments about Hajj in 2:198, thus emphasizing that mere outward 
observance of certain rites is meaningless unless they are accompanied by the 
spirit of righteousness which should underlie all actions of man. 

242. The different objects and places which play an important part in 
Pilgrimage are spoken of in the Qur’an as Sha‘a’irullah (2:159; 5:3; 22:33) or 
 

a42:21. bSee 2:153. 
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205. And aof men there is he 

whose talk243 on this life 

would please thee, and he calls 

Allah to witness as to that 

which is in his heart, and yet 

he is the most contentious of 

quarrellers.  

 

 

206. And when he is in 

authority, he runs about in the 

land to create disorder in it and 

destroy the tilth244 and the 

 

 
the Signs of God, which signifies that they are intended to serve only as 
symbols to impress upon the minds of pilgrims their inward significance. The 
Ka‘bah, round which thousands of pilgrims perform the circuit and towards 
which all Muslims turn while offering their Prayers wherever they may 
happen to be, recalls to their minds Divine Unity and the Majesty of God. It 
also reminds them of the unity of mankind. The act of running between Safa 
and Marwah calls to the minds of pilgrims the story, full of pathos, of Hagar 
and Ishmael, reminding them how God provides for His helpless servants 
even in the solitude of a great wilderness. Mina, derived from Umniyyah (an 
object or a desire), reminds the pilgrim that he goes there with the "object" or 
the "desire" of meeting God. Mash‘arul-Haram meaning, the sacred symbol, 
hints that the final stage is near. ‘Arafat reminds him that he has reached the 
stage of realisation, and Ihram reminds him of the Day of Resurrection. Like 
the shroud of a dead body, the pilgrim wears only two unsown sheets, one for 
the upper part of the body and the other for the lower part; and he also remains 
bare-headed. This condition reminds him that he has, as it were, risen from the 
dead. The pilgrims gathered together at ‘Arafat present the spectacle of the 
Day of Resurrection—men suddenly risen from the dead in their white 
shrouds and assembled in the presence of their Lord. The sacrificial animals 
are reminders of the great sacrifice offered by Abraham of his son Ishmael, 
and the sacrifice embodies the lesson in symbolic language that man should 
ever be ready, not only to sacrifice himself but also his wealth and property 
and even his children, in the way of God. 

243. There are persons whose eloquence and feigned love for fellow-beings 
would deceive the listener, but at heart they love and seek only their own 
interests and vehemently dispute with others for their smallest rights, 
supposed or real; not giving any proof of that spirit of sacrifice which is 
essential for real human progress. 

244. Harth means, (1) a piece of land ploughed for sowing, or actually 
 

a63:5. 
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progeny of man; and Allah 

loves not disorder.  

207. And when it is said to 

him, ‘Fear Allah,’ pride incites 

him to further sin.245 So 

Hell246 shall be his sufficient 

reward; and surely, it is an evil 

place of rest.247 

 

 

208. And of men there is he 

who would sell248 himself to 

seek the pleasure of Allah; and 
aAllah is Compassionate to His 

servants.  

 

 

209. O ye who believe, come 

into submission all of you249 

and bfollow not the footsteps 

of Satan; surely, he is your 

 

 
sown with some crop; (2) crop or produce of land whether field-crop or 
garden-crop; (3) gain, acquisition or earning; (4) reward or recompense; (5) 
worldly goods; (6) wife or wives, because a wife is like tilth in which seed is 
sown to produce crop in the form of children (Lane). 

245. All his efforts are directed towards injuring the interests of other 
people and furthering his own. 

246. Lexicographers agree that Jahannam has no root in Arabic. The word 
may have been derived from Jahuma which means, he became frowning or 
contracted or ugly in the face. If that be so the letter nun in Jahannam would 
be something additional (Muhit). Thus Jahannam means, a place of 
punishment which is dark and waterless and which makes the face of its 
inmates ugly and contracted. 

247. A false sense of dignity and prestige is his chief stumbling block, his 
vanity inciting him to further acts of sin, till it virtually encompasses him on 
all sides. Such a one paves his own way to Hell. 

248. In contrast to the people mentioned in the previous verses there is a 
class of men whose sole concern is to seek the pleasure of Allah as if they had 
given away their souls for that very purpose. 

249. Kaffah means, (1) all together; (2) wholly or completely; (3) repulsing 
the enemy and (4) restraining oneself or others from sin and digression 
(Mufradat). 

a3:31; 9:117; 57:10. bSee 2:169. 
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open enemy. 
 

210. But if you slip after the 

clear Signs that have come to 

you, then know that Allah is 

Mighty and Wise. 

 

 

211. aWhat do they wait for 

but that Allah should come250 

to them in the coverings of the 

clouds251 with angels,252 and 

the matter be decided? And to 

Allah do all things return. 

 

 

R. 26.   

212. Ask the children of Israel 
bhow many clear Signs We 

gave them. But whoso changes 

the gift of Allah after it has 

come to him, surely then, 

Allah is Severe in 

punishing.253 

 

 

213. cThe life of this world is 

made to appear attractive to 

those who disbelieve; and they 

scoff at those who believe. But 

those who fear God shall be 

 

 
250. The phrase, "coming of God," is used by the Qur’an elsewhere also 

(16:27; 59:3) and signifies God’s punishment. 
251. The word al-Ghamam has been used by the Qur’an to express both 

mercy (7:161) and punishment (25:26). 
252. The reference is to the Battle of Badr, when God helped the believers 

by sending down clouds and rain (Bukhari), as was promised to them (25:26), 
and also sent down angels (8:10) who inspired the believers with courage and 
filled the hearts of the disbelievers with fear (8:13). Some of the disbelievers 
are reported to have actually seen the angels on that day (Zurqani). 

253. This does not mean that God is unnecessarily severe in punishment, 
but that Divine punishment is bound to be felt severely. 

a6:159; 16:34; 89:23. b17:102; 28:37. c3:15; 18:47; 57:21. 
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above them on the Day of 

Resurrection; and aAllah 

bestows His gifts on 

whomsoever He pleases 

without reckoning. 

 

214. Mankind were one 
community,254 then they 
differed among themselves, so 
Allah raised Prophets as 
bbearers of good tidings and as 
warners, and sent down with 
them the Book containing the 
truth that He might judge 
between the people wherein 
they differed. But then they 
began to differ about the Book, 
and none differed255 about it 

 

 
254. Before the advent of a Prophet all men are like one people in the sense 

that they are all unbelievers. But when a Prophet appears, they, in spite of 
their mutual differences, form one united front against him. The expression, 
"mankind were one community" or identical words have been used, besides 
the present verse, at seven places in the Qur’an. In 10:20; 21:93 and 23:53 
they signify "national unity" and in 5:49; 16:94; 42:9; 43:34 and in the verse 
under comment "identity of ideas." 

255. The "difference" referred to in the verse at two separate places 
signifies two different kinds of disagreement. Before the advent of a Prophet 
people differ among themselves about their idolatrous practices. But after his 
appearance, they begin to differ with regard to his claims. The Prophet does 
not create differences. The differences are already there; they merely assume a 
new form after his appearance. Before a Prophet appears, the people, in spite 
of their mutual differences, look like one people; they become divided into 
two distinct camps—believers and disbelievers,—after he appears. Viewed 
collectively, the verse describes five different stages through which mankind 
has passed. In the beginning there was unity among the people, all forming 
one community. With the increase in population and the extension of their 
interests and the complexity of their problems, they began to differ among 
themselves. Then God raised Prophets and revealed His Will. Every new 
revelation was made a cause of discord and differences, particularly by the 
people to whom the Divine Message was addressed. God finally raised the 
 

a3:38; 24:39; 35:4; 40:41. b4:166; 6:49; 18:57. 
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except those to whom it was 
given, after clear Signs had 
come to them, out of envy 
towards one another. Now has 
Allah, by His command, 
guided the believers to the 
truth in regard to which they 
(the unbelievers) differed; and 
Allah guides whomsoever He 
pleases to the right path. 

 

215. aDo you think that you 

will enter Heaven while there 

has not come to you the like of 

that which came to those who 

passed away before you?256 
bPoverty and afflictions befell 

them and they were violently 

shaken cuntil256A the 

Messenger and those who 

believed along with him said, 

‘When will the help of Allah 

come?’257 Yea, surely the help 

of Allah is nigh.  

 

 

216. They ask thee what they 

shall spend. Say, d‘Whatever 

 

 
Holy Prophet with His last Book and a universal mission, calling upon all 
humanity to rally round his banner. Thus a circle was completed and the world 
which began with unity is designed to end in unity. 

256. Acceptance of the Message of Islam was no bed of roses, and Muslims 
were warned that they would have to pass through fiery ordeals, trials and 
tribulations before they could hope to achieve their sublime ideal. 

256A. Hatta also means, "so that" (Mughni). The word has also been used 
in this sense in 63:8. 

257. The pathetic cry for help embodied in the words, When will the help of 
Allah come, does not denote despair or despondency because an attitude of 
despair on the part of a Prophet of God and his followers is inconceivable, 
being inconsistent with true faith (12:88). The words in reality constitute a 
prayer—a way of earnestly beseeching God to expedite His help. 

a3:143; 9:16. bSee 2:178. c12:111. d2:178; 4:37. 
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of good258 and abundant 

wealth you spend should be 

for parents and near relatives 

and orphans and the needy and 

the wayfarer. And whatever 

good you do, surely Allah 

knows it perfectly well.’ 

 

217. aFighting is ordained for 
you, though it is repugnant259 
to you; but it may be that you 
dislike a thing while it is good 
for you, and it may be that you 
like a thing while it is bad for 
you. Allah knows and you 
know not. 

 

 

R. 27.   

218. They ask thee about 

fighting in the Sacred Month. 

Say, ‘Fighting therein is a 

heinous thing, but to hinder 

men from the way of Allah, 

and to be ungrateful to Him, 

and to hinder men from the 

Sacred Mosque, and to  turn 

out   its   people  therefrom, 

is   more  heinous   in   the  

sight  of   Allah;260  and 

 

 

 
258. The verse signifies that whatever is spent should have been honestly 

acquired. What is spent must be good also in the sense that it should be 
acceptable to the receiver and should satisfy his need and that the object on 
which it is spent is also worthy and laudable. 

259. Muslims hated war not because they were afraid of it, but because they 
did not like to shed human blood; also because they thought that a peaceful 
atmosphere was much more conducive to the spread and propagation of Islam 
than a state of war. 

260. The believers were told that if disbelievers violated the sanctity of the 
Sacred Months, they should not hesitate to punish them in the Sacred Months, 
 

a8:6. 
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apersecution is worse than 

killing.’ And they will not 

cease fighting you until they 

turn you back from your Faith, 

if they can. And bwhoso from 

among you turns back from his 

Faith and dies while he is a 

disbeliever, it is they cwhose 

works shall be vain in this 

world and the next. These are 

the inmates of the Fire and 

therein shall they abide. 

 

219. Those who believe and 
dthose who emigrate and strive 
hard in the cause of Allah, it is 
these who hope for Allah’s 
mercy; and Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful.  

 

 

220. They ask thee concerning 
ewine261 and games of 

 

 
for thus alone could the sanctity of a sacred thing be safeguarded (2:195). 
Commentators generally state, and in fact there are also traditions to this effect, 
that on one occasion the Holy Prophet sent ‘Abdullah bin Jahsh to bring news 
about a party of the Quraish proceeding to Mecca. When ‘Abdullah and his 
companions reached a place called Nakhlah, they met a small party. ‘Abdullah 
attacked the party, killing one of them and capturing two. The date on which this 
happened was doubtful, some considering it to be one within the Sacred Month 
and others not. The news reached Mecca, the Quraish took advantage of the 
doubt and protested that the Muslims had violated the Sacred Month. The verse 
under comment was revealed on that occasion. 

261 Khamarush-Shai’a means, he veiled or covered up or concealed the 
thing. Wine is called Khamr because it covers or obscures or affects the 
intellect or the senses, or because it agitates and excites the brain so as to 
make it lose its power of control. The word is specifically used for wine 
prepared from grapes but signifies all intoxicants (Lane). "Alcoholism is an 
important factor in the causation of disease; and in all diseases alcoholics are 
bad patients. In epidemics the mortality among drinkers is excessive; and the 
general power of resistance to disease, injury, and fatigue is 
diminished.....Alcoholism lessens the chance of life; the English life-insurance 
 

a2:192. b3:87, 91; 4:138; 5:55; 47:26. c3:23; 7:148; 18:106. d8:75; 9:20. e5:91, 92. 
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chance.262 Say, ‘In both there 

is great sin263 and harm and 

also some advantages264 for 

men; but their sin and harm 

are greater than their 

advantage.’ And they ask thee 

 
companies found that the presumptive length of life of non-drinkers was about 
twice that of drinkers. The close relationship of alcoholism and crime is well-
known; and the statistics of Baer, Kurella and Gallavardin and Sichart show 
that from 25 to 85 per cent of all malefactors are drunkards... "The evil effects 
of alcoholism are evident in the drunkard’s posterity...Epilepsy, insanity, 
idiocy and various forms of physical, mental and moral degeneracy are very 
disproportionately prevalent among the offsprings of alcoholics" (Jew. Enc.). 
"The effects of consumption of alcohol are almost all due to its action upon 
the nervous system. In the advanced stage of drunkenness, the intellectual 
processes of judgment and control are suspended." (Enc. Brit.). "There is 
universal testimony as to the close relationship between excessive drinking 
and breaches of the moral law and the law of the State. This is a direct 
consequence of the paralysis of the higher faculties, intellectual and moral, 
and the resulting free play given to the lower inclinations" (Enc. Rel. Eth.). 

262. Aisarar-Rajulu means, man became well off. Maisar is so called 
because the gambler seeks to become rich quickly and easily without 
undergoing the trouble of earning wealth by hard work. "The vicious tendency 
of gambling has never been called in question. It is essentially anti-social; it 
sears the sympathies, cultivates hard egoism and so produces a general 
deterioration of character. It is a habit intrinsically savage....Its motive is 
carefully disguised covetousness. It is an attempt to get property without 
paying the price for it. It is a violation of the law of equivalents. It is a kind of 
robbery by mutual agreement just as duelling which is murder by mutual 
agreement. It is begotten of covetousness; it leads to idleness. It is, moreover, 
an appeal to chance. To make chance the arbiter of conduct is to subvert the 
moral order and stability of life. It concentrates attention upon lucre and 
thereby withdraws attention from worthier objects of life" (Enc. Rel. Eth.). 

263. Ithm means, sin; punishment of sin; the harm that might result from 
sin (Lane). 

264. It is characteristic of Islam that it never condemns a thing wholesale 
but freely and frankly admits even the smallest good that may be found in it. 
Islam prohibits certain things not because it considers them to be devoid of all 
good, for there is nothing in the world, which is wholly bad, but because their 
evil outweighs their good. While prohibiting the use of intoxicants and games 
of chance because of their great harm, Islam has not failed to acknowledge the 
few advantages they possess. 
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what they should spend. Say, 

‘Spend what you can spare.’265 

Thus does Allah make His 

commandments clear to you 

that you may reflect 

 

221. Upon this world and the 
next. And they ask thee 
concerning athe orphans. Say, 
‘Promotion of their welfare is 
an act of great goodness.266 
And if you intermix with 
them, they are your brethren. 
And Allah knows him who 
seeks to make mischief apart 
from him who seeks to 
promote the welfare of the 
orphans. And if Allah had so 
willed, He would have put you 
to hardship. Surely, Allah is 
Mighty and Wise.’  

 

 

222. And bmarry not idolatrous 
women until they believe; even 
a believing bondwoman is 
better than an idolatress, 

 

 
265. ‘Afw means, (a) what exceeds or remains over and above one’s 

requirements, and the spending of what does not cause hardship to the giver; 
(b) the best portion of a thing; (c) giving without being asked (Aqrab). 
Ordinary believers are required to spend what remains after their own 
legitimate needs have been met, and the higher class of believers are expected 
to spend the best portion of their possessions. If, however, the clause be 
applied collectively to all believers, it would mean that in times of war they 
should retain for themselves only such portion of their possessions as may 
suffice to meet their bare necessities of life. 

266. The bringing up of orphans is a very delicate affair and also an 
important social duty. Orphans should be brought up in a manner most 
conducive to their physical, moral and spiritual welfare. They should be 
treated as members of the family—the exhortation being contained in the 
words, "they are your brethren." 

a4:128; 89:18; 93:10; 107:3. b60:11. 
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although she may please you. 
And give not believing women 
in marriage to idolaters until 
they believe; even a believing 
slave is better than an idolater, 
although he may please 
you.267 These call to the Fire, 
but Allah calls to Heaven and 
to forgiveness by His Will. 
And He makes His Signs clear 
to the people that they may 
remember.  

 

R. 28.   

223. And they ask thee 

concerning menstruation. Say, 
‘It is a harmful thing, so keep 
away from women during 

menstruation, and go not in 
unto them until they are 
clean.268 But when they have 

 

 

 
267. The question of marriage with "idolatrous women" is intimately 

connected with the subject of war, for it is during war that, being away from 
their homes for a considerable time, believers are liable to be tempted to 
contract marriages with such women. This, the Qur’an positively prohibits, as 
also the giving of believing women in marriage to idolatrous men. The 
prohibition is based on religious as well as on moral and social grounds. An 
idolatrous husband is bound to exercise an extremely baneful influence, not 
only on his wife but also on the children born of this union; and an idolatrous 
wife is sure to ruin the up-bringing of the offspring. Moreover, when a 
believing man has an idolatrous wife or vice versa, their ideas, beliefs and 
outlook on life being widely different, there can possibly exist no harmony or 
concord between the two and consequently no peace in the family. In Islam 
slavery carries no stigma of inferiority; and a Muslim bondwoman would in 
every respect be a better spouse for a Muslim freeman than an idolatress and 
vice versa. Slaves commanded great respect in Muslim society for their faith 
and righteousness. Bilal, Salman and Salim, very respected Companions of 
the Holy Prophet, were all freed slaves. 

268. After laying down, in brief, the law about intermarriages, reference to 
marital relations and conjugal obligations became necessary. 
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cleansed themselves, go in 
unto them as Allah has 

commanded269 you. Allah 
loves those who turn to Him 
and loves those who keep 

themselves clean.’ 

 

224. Your wives are a sort of 
tilth270 for you; so approach 
your tilth when and as271 you 
like and send ahead some 
good for yourselves; and fear 
Allah and know that you shall 
meet Him; and bear good 
tidings to those who 
believe.272 

 

 

225. And make not Allah a 
target273 for your oaths that 

 

 
269. The command implied in the words, and seek what Allah has ordained 

for you (2:188), is that coitus with one’s wife should be in a manner 
conducive to procreation. 

270. See 244. 
271. Anna means, (1) how; (2) when; and (3) where. (Aqrab). 
272. This verse constitutes an eloquent testimony to the inimitably pure and 

dignified language of the Qur’an. An extremely delicate subject has been dealt 
with in a most decent and discreet manner and the whole philosophy of 
marriage and conjugal relations has been given in one brief sentence, i.e. Your 
wives are a sort of tilth for you. A woman is indeed like a tilth in which the seed 
of progeny is sown. A wise husbandman selects the best soil, prepares the best 
tilth, secures the best seed, and chooses the best time and manner of sowing it. 
So should a believer do, for on the harvest which he is to reap in the form of 
children depends not only his own but also his community’s entire future. It is 
to this supreme fact that the words so pointedly refer. Thus the likening of 
woman to tilth throws a flood of light on the morality of eugenics and sex. 

273. The word ‘Urdah meaning a butt or an obstacle, it is indeed an act of 
blasphemy that one should use the name of Allah Who is the Fountainhead of 
all goodness, to abstain from doing good deeds. Again, it is a gross violation 
of the sanctity of Allah’s name that it should be used as a butt or target for 
profane or purposeless oaths. This and the following verse serve as a sort of 
introduction to 2:227, in which the subject of swearing to keep away from 
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you may thereby abstain from 
doing good and acting 
righteously and making peace 
between men. And Allah is 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

226. aAllah will not call you to 
account for such of your oaths 
as are vain,274 but He will call 
you to account for what your 
hearts have earned. And Allah 
is Most Forgiving, Forbearing. 

 

 

227. For those who vow 
abstinence from their wives, the 
maximum period of waiting is 
four months;275 then if they go 
back to their normal 
relationship, surely, Allah is 
Most Forgiving, Merciful.  

 

 

 
one’s wife has been pointedly stated. 

274. Taking an oath is a serious matter, but some men are in the habit of 
swearing without meaning anything. Such oaths as are taken thoughtlessly or as 
a matter of habit or those taken in a sudden fit of anger do not call for expiation. 

275. After the two introductory and intervening verses in which the subject of 
taking oaths has been dealt with, the Qur’an now reverts to the original subject of 
conjugal relations. The verse speaks of those men who vow abstinence from their 
wives without actually divorcing them. It is, interesting to note that while 
approaching the subject of divorce, the Qur’an first speaks of menstruation (2:223) 
which is a sort of temporary and partial, though unreal, separation. Then (as in the 
present verse), it speaks of real though indefinite separation. And then, in the 
succeeding verses, it speaks of real though revocable divorce. And finally (2:231) 
it speaks of irrevocable divorce. A really wonderful order designed to put as 
many obstacles as possible in the way of divorce, which Islam recognizes and 
retains as a sort of necessary evil. Islam allows four months at the most to a 
person who swears not to approach his wife. During this period, he must either 
get reconciled to his wife and restore conjugal relations, or separation will be 
effected between the two. Islam would in no case permit indefinite separation 
without divorce, leaving the woman "suspended," as it were. Ila’ signifies an oath 
of separation according to which a woman in the "Days of Ignorance" would 
remain in a suspended state. She could neither marry another person nor could 
have conjugal relations with her husband. 

a5:90. 
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228. And if they decide upon 
adivorce,276 then surely Allah 

is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

229. And bthe divorced women 
shall wait concerning 
themselves for three courses;277 
and it is not lawful for them that 
they conceal what Allah has 
created in their wombs, if they 
believe in Allah and the Last 
Day; and their husbands have 
the greater right to take them 
back during that period, 
provided they desire 
reconciliation.278 And they 

 

 
276. With this verse begins the discussion of the Islamic law of divorce. 

According to this law, the husband possesses the right to divorce his wife, 
when legitimate necessity arises. But the right is to be exercised only on very 
rare occasions and in exceptional circumstances. 

277. Quru’ is plural of Qur’ or Qar’ which means, a time; menstruation; 
period or state of purity preceding and following a menstrual discharge, i.e. the 
period between two menstruations; termination of a menstruation; the period of 
menstruation and that of purity taken together, i.e. the whole month the time or 
state when a woman leaves her state of purity and enters that of menstruation 
(Muhit & Mufradat). Abu Bakr and ‘Umar among the Companions of the Holy 
Prophet and Abu Hanifah and Ahmad bin Hanbal among the Imams of 
Jurisprudence held the view that Qur’ means menstruation and not the period of 
purity. On the contrary, ‘A’ishah and Ibn-e-‘Umar among the Companions, and 
Malik and Shafi‘i among the Imams of Jurisprudence held the opposite view 
(Muhit). Opinions being so balanced, it is open to a Muslim to take either of the 
two views, but a collective survey of relevant arguments, which need not be 
stated here, leads one to the conclusion that of the two the first-mentioned view 
seems to be more akin to reason. If however, one would like to be on the safe 
side, it is open to him to take the word Qur’ to signify the period of 
menstruation and purity taken together, i.e. the whole month. 

278. In view of the fact that divorce is the most hateful of all lawful things 
in the sight of God (Dawud), it has been hedged round by many checks and 
limitations: (a) A husband can divorce his wife only when she is clean, i.e. in 
a state of purity, and he has had no sexual knowledge of her in her period of 
 

a2:230; 33:50; 65:2. b2:235; 65:5. 
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(the women) have rights 
similar to those (of men) over 
them in equity; but amen have 
a degree of advantage279 
above them. And Allah is 
Mighty and Wise. 

 

R. 29.   

230. Such bdivorce may be 
pronounced twice; then, 
ceither retain them in a 
becoming manner or send 
them  away  with  kindness.280 

 

 

 
purity. (b) After the pronouncement of divorce the wife must wait for three 
menstruations, i.e. about three months, which period is called ‘Iddat or the period 
of waiting. This is because this period gives the husband sufficient time to 
consider all the implications of his action and to allow his love for her, if there is 
yet a dormant spark lying smouldering somewhere, to reassert itself. (c) A 
divorced woman, if pregnant, must not conceal this fact from her husband, for the 
expected birth of a child is calculated to go a long way in bringing about 
reconciliation between the couple. (d) For complete and irrevocable separation 
there should be three divorces. After the pronouncement of the first as well as the 
second divorce and before the expiry of the period of waiting, the husband enjoys 
the privilege of taking his wife back, if he so desires. Even after the period of 
waiting is over, the couple can become reunited in the case of the first and second 
divorce by renewing the marriage tie. 

279. As far as personal rights are concerned, the husband and the wife stand 
on a par, but as pointed out in 4:35 men have a supervisory authority on 
account of the physical advantage they possess and the financial responsibility 
that they carry for providing for the household. 

280. This verse contains the fifth check on divorce. A man who seeks 
separation from his wife must pronounce divorce on three separate occasions, 
each in a separate period of purity when he has not gone in unto her during 
that period. The pronouncement of divorce twice or thrice at one and the same 
time is not permissible as is hinted in the word Marratan (twice) which 
signifies a thing happening on two separate occasions and not two things 
happening at one and the same time. The Holy Prophet treated such collective 
pronouncements, whatever their number, as only one divorce (Tirmidhi & 
Dawud). According to Nasa’i, the Holy Prophet was extremely angry when 
one day he was told that a person had made all the three pronouncements of 
divorce at one and the same time and said, "Is the Book of God going to be 
 

4:35. bSee 2:228. c2:232; 4:130; 65:3. 
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And it is not lawful for you 
that you take anything of what 
you have given them281 (your 
wives) unless both fear that 
they cannot observe the limits 
prescribed by Allah. But, if 
you fear that they cannot 
observe the limits prescribed 
by Allah, then it shall be no 
sin for either of them in what 
she gives to get her 
freedom.282 These are the 
limits prescribed by Allah, so 

 

 
made a plaything while I am yet among you?" After the pronouncement of the 
first two divorces, the husband can take back the divorced wife within ‘Iddat, 
i.e. the period of waiting, with or without her consent; but after the period of 
waiting is over, he can take her back only with her consent and that after 
remarrying her. After the third divorce, however, the husband forfeits this right 
and the couple are finally separated. A Companion of the Holy Prophet once 
asked him saying, "The Qur’an has here spoken of two divorces only, whence 
comes in the third?" The Holy Prophet referred him to the words, or send them 
away with kindness, meaning thereby that after the first two divorces the 
husband could retain and remarry her if she was also agreeable to the marriage; 
but if he wanted irrevocable separation, he should "send her away," i.e. divorce 
her a third time (Jarir and Musnad). The point is further made clear in the 
succeeding verse. Thus the word Tasrih here signifies Talaq, i.e. divorce. 

281 When a person divorces his wife, he forfeits the dower-money he has 
given her; and if at the time of divorce he has not yet given her the dower-
money, he must make the payment before the divorce becomes effective. 
Again, he is not allowed to take back anything he might have given her in the 
form of gifts and presents. 

282. If, however, it is the wife who demands separation, technically known 
as Khula‘, she must get it through a Qadi or judge as the words "you fear," in 
the plural number, hint. In this case she has to part with, in full or in part, her 
dowry as well as the gifts she might have received from her husband, as 
agreed upon by the parties or decided by the judge. The case of Jamilah, wife 
of Qais bin Thabit, provides a good illustration of the exercise of the right of 
Khula‘ by women. She demanded separation from her husband. Qais, on the 
ground that she did not like him, i.e. their temperaments being different she 
could not get on with him. She was granted Khula‘ by the Holy Prophet, but 
she had to return to her husband the orchard he had given her (Bukhari). 
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transgress them not; and 
whoso transgresses the limits 
prescribed by Allah, it is they 
that are the wrongdoers. 

231. And if he divorces283 her 
the third time, then she is not 
lawful for him thereafter, until 
she marries another husband; 
and, if he also divorces her, 
then it shall be no sin for them 
to return to each other, 
provided they are sure that 
they would be able to observe 
the limits prescribed by Allah. 
And these are the limits 
prescribed by Allah which He 
makes clear to the people who 
have knowledge. 

 

 

232. And when you divorce 

women and athey approach283A 

the end of their appointed 

period, then beither retain them 

in a becoming manner or send 

them away in a becoming 

manner;284 but retain them not 

 

 

 
283. This verse refers to the third and final divorce after which the husband 

loses all right of reunion with his wife unless the divorced woman marries 
another man and establishes conjugal relations with him, and is then formally 
divorced by him or he dies, leaving her free to marry another man. By the 
inclusion of this provision in the law of divorce Islam has, on the one hand, 
enhanced the sanctity of the marriage tie which must not be trifled with; and, 
on the other, it has afforded yet another, though extremely remote, opportunity 
to the couple who once had lived as husband and wife to become reunited if 
they so desire. 

283A. The expression Balaghal-Ajala means, he approached the end of the 
period; or he reached the end of, or completed, the period. According to 
consensus of scholarly opinion, the first meaning applies here (Qurtubi). 

284. As is apparent from the context, the divorce spoken of here refers to 
 

a2:229; 65:5. bSee 2:230. 
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wrongfully so that you may 

transgress against them. And 

whoso does that, surely 

wrongs his own soul. And do 

not make a jest of the 

commandments of Allah, and 
aremember the favour of Allah 

upon you and the Book and the 

Wisdom which He has sent 

down to you, whereby He 

exhorts you. And fear Allah 

and know that Allah knows all 

things well. 

 

R. 30.   

233. And when you divorce 

women and they reach the end 

of their period, prevent them 

not from marrying their 

husbands,285 if they agree 

between themselves in a 

decent manner. This is an 

admonition for him among you 

who believes in Allah and the 

Last Day. It is more blessed 

for you and purer; and Allah 

knows but you know not.  

 

 

 
the revocable divorce. After such divorce has been pronounced there are only 
two courses open to the husband. He may either retain his wife and treat her 
with kindness or may part with her in a good and becoming manner. He is not 
allowed to maltreat her and keep her in a state of suspense. 

285. The word "husbands" mentioned in this verse may refer either to 
former husbands or to prospective ones. In the former case, the clause, and 
when you divorce women, would be taken as referring to the first or second 
divorce. In case the word "husbands" stands for prospective husbands, the 
above phrase would refer to the third or final divorce. The guardian of a 
divorced woman cannot prevent her from remarrying her former husband nor 
the former husband can prevent her from marrying a new husband. 

a3:104. 
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234. And amothers shall give 
suck to their children for two 
whole years; this is for bthose 
who desire to complete the 
period of suckling. And the 
man to whom the child 
belongs shall be responsible 
for their (the mothers’) 
maintenance and clothing 
according to usage. cNo soul 
is burdened beyond its 
capacity. Neither shall a 
mother be made to suffer286 
on account of her child, nor 
shall he to whom the child 
belongs287 be made to suffer 
on account of his child and the 
same is incumbent on the 
father’s heir.288 If they both 
decide upon weaning the child 
by mutual consent and 
consultation,288A there is no 
blame on them. And if you 
desire to engage a wet-nurse 
for your children, there shall 

 

 

 
286. The expression, la Tudarra, is both in the active and the passive voice; 

the clause may, therefore, mean that: (1) the mother shall not make the father 
suffer on account of her child; and (2) the mother shall not be made to suffer 
on account of her child; and both meanings are equally applicable here. 

287. The words Mauludulla-hu (he to whom the child belongs) have been 
used here in preference to the simpler word Walid (father), in order to point to 
the inherent right of the father to possess the child and to his natural 
responsibility for its maintenance. 

288. One who inherits the property of a deceased person is duty bound to 
bring up the children the latter may leave behind. 

288A. The suckling of the child should last for two years at the maximum. 
But it is allowable to discontinue it before the end of this period, if the father 
and the mother both agree on this course. The verse also implies that the child is 
not to be weaned before the end of two years without the consent of its mother. 

a31:15; 46:16. b65:7. c2:287; 6:153; 7:43; 23:63; 65:8. 
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be no blame on you, provided 
you pay what you have agreed 
to pay in a fair manner. And 
fear Allah and know that 
Allah sees what you do. 

235. And as for athose of you 

who die and leave wives 

behind, bthese (wives) shall 

wait concerning themselves 

for four months and ten days. 

And when they have reached 

the end of their period,289 no 

blame shall attach to you 

concerning anything that they 

do with regard to 

themselves290 in a decent 

manner. And Allah is aware of 

what you do. 

 

 

236. And there shall be no 

blame on you in throwing out 

a hint regarding a proposal of 

marriage to these women or in 

keeping the desire hidden in 

your minds. Allah knows that 

you will think of them in this 

connection. But make not a 

contract with them in 

 

 
289. The ‘Iddat or the period of waiting in the case of widows is four 

months and ten days, which roughly corresponds to four alternate periods of 
menstruation and purity combined. Islam has prescribed a longer period in the 
case of a widow as a mark of respect for her feelings at the death of her 
husband and has thus added to the dignity and sanctity of the marriage tie. 

290. The words, concerning anything that they do with regard to 
themselves, obviously refer to re-marriage. Elsewhere the Qur’an says, And 
arrange marriages for your widows (24:33). 

a2:241. b2:229. 
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secret,291 except that you say a 

fair word. And resolve not on 

the marriage tie until the 

prescribed period reaches its 

end. And know that Allah 

knows what is in your minds; 

so beware of Him. And know 

that Allah is Most Forgiving, 

Forbearing. 

 

R. 31.   

237. It shall be no sin for you 

if you divorce women while 

you have not touched them, 

nor settled for them a dowry. 

But provide292 for them—the 

rich man according to his 

means and the poor man 

according to his means—a 

provision in a becoming 

manner. This is an obligation 

upon the virtuous.  

 

 

 
291 It is forbidden to a man to make an open proposal of marriage to a 

widow within her prescribed period of waiting. He may drop a hint indirectly 
suggestive of his intention. But he must on no account make an open 
suggestion or a formal proposal or even a secret proposal concerning marriage. 
A widow, too, is prohibited from giving her consent to such a proposal within 
the prescribed period. She must patiently wait for four months and ten days, 
out of deference to the memory of her departed spouse and in order also that 
her possible pregnancy may become apparent, because a pregnant woman is 
not allowed to marry until she is delivered of the child. 

292. This would be an exceptional case. But cases do sometimes happen 
where after a marriage contract has been completed, circumstances arise or 
become known which render the consummation and continuation of the 
marriage difficult or undesirable. This and the next verse make provision for 
such cases. 
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238. And if you divorce them 
before you have touched them, 
but have settled upon them a 
dowry, then half293 of what 
you have settled shall be due 
΄from you, unless they remit, 
or he, in whose hand is the tie 
of marriage,294 should 
remit.294A And that you should 
remit is nearer to 
righteousness. And do not 
forget to do good to one 
another. Surely, Allah sees 
what you do. 

 

 

239. aWatch295 over Prayers, 
and particularly the middle296 
Prayer, and stand before Allah 
submissively.  

 

 

240. bIf you are in a state of 

fear, then say your Prayer on 

foot or riding,297 but cwhen 

 
 

 
293. If the divorce occurs after the dowry has been fixed but before the 

husband has gone in unto his wife, the husband shall pay half of the fixed dowry. 
294. The clause, he in whose hand is the tie of marriage, may signify either 

the husband or the guardian of the divorced woman, because whereas after 
marriage the tie of marriage is in the hands of the husband, before marriage 
the guardian of the woman holds it. 

294A. Ya‘fu may mean, "remits or increases." The wife (or her guardian) 
may remit the whole or a part of what is due to her, or the husband may pay 
more than what is due from him. But the husband is certainly desired to make 
a greater show of generosity. 

295. After marriage one is apt to become a little lax in Prayers. Besides, 
family life multiplies the cares of both men and women. Hence, the necessity 
of urging married people to be more regular and punctual in their Prayers. 

296. The view that it is ‘Asr Prayer is supported by some of the sayings of 
the Holy Prophet (Bukhari). It seems to be the Prayer, which happens to fall 
within busy hours when one is in the middle of engrossing preoccupations. 
But each Prayer in a sense is "the middle Prayer." 

297. Observance of five daily Prayers is the most important commandment. 
 

a23:10; 70:35. b4:102. c4:104. 
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you are safe, remember Allah 

as He has taught you that 

which you did not know. 

 

241. And athose of you who 

die and leave behind wives 

shall bequeath to their wives 

provision for a year298 without 

their being turned out. But if 

they themselves go out, there 

shall be no blame upon you in 

regard to any proper thing 

which they do concerning 

themselves. And Allah is 

Mighty and Wise. 

 

 

242. And for the divorced 

women also there should be a 
bprovision299 according to 

what is fair—an obligation on 

the God-fearing. 

 

 

243. Thus does Allah make 

His commandments clear to 

you that you may understand.  

 

 

 
In no circumstances should a Muslim neglect his Prayers as long as he is sane 
and conscious. Even when he is moving about in a state of extreme fear, he 
must not fail to say his Prayers and should perform them on horseback or on 
foot, whether running or sitting or lying, as the case may be. 

298. The period of waiting laid down for a widow in 2:235 is four months 
and ten days in which time she can, as of right, claim residence and 
maintenance from the heirs of her deceased husband. The period of one year 
mentioned here is only a concession or a favour for a widow in addition to her 
right of residence and maintenance mentioned in 2:235. The concession forms 
no part of her share in the inheritance, nor is it an obligatory injunction. 

299. Just as the preceding verse bestowed an additional favour on widows, 
the present one bestows an additional favour on divorced women. The 
injunction is particularly essential in the case of divorced women, because in 
moments of bitterness, which is the inevitable aftermath of a dissolved 
marriage, people are liable to be unjust and cruel towards their divorced wives. 

a2:235. b2:242; 65:8. 
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R. 32.   

244. Hast thou not heard of 

those who went forth300 from 

their homes, and they were 

thousands,301 fearing 

death?302 And Allah said to 

them, a‘Die;’303 then He 

brought them to life. Surely, 

Allah is Gracious to men, but 

most men are not grateful. 

 

 

245. And bfight304 in the cause 

of Allah and know that Allah 

is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.  

 

 

246. cWho is it that will lend305 

Allah a goodly loan that He 

 

 
300. When, being persecuted by Pharaoh, the Israelites left Egypt and 

crossed over to Asia, Moses wanted them to enter the Promised Land, but they 
were afraid of the people that dwelt there and refused to march ahead (5:25). 

301 The Bible represents the number of the Israelites migrating from Egypt 
as six hundred thousand. Recent researches favour the Quranic view 
according to which they were only several thousand (History of the People of 
Israel, by Ernest Renan. p. 145, 1888, and History of Palestine and the Jews, 
i. 174, by John Kitto). See also 2:61. 

302. The Israelites left Egypt because their further stay in that country 
would have meant their total annihilation. Pharaoh had recourse to all sorts of 
means to destroy their manhood. See 2:50. 

303. The reference is to the wandering in the wilderness of Sinai of the 
Israelites who had refused to march with Moses into Canaan until they 
perished in the wilderness and a new generation arose who, inspired with a 
new life, marched into the Promised Land under Joshua. Elsewhere the 
Qur’an says, "Then we raised you up after your death" (2:57). 

304. The address is to the Muslims. They are told that a people who do not 
shed fear of death and are not prepared to sacrifice their all for the 
preservation of their national existence and honour, do not deserve to live. 
This is the secret of national progress which the Qur’an inculcates. 

305. The Qur’an speaks of spending money in the cause of Allah as giving 
a loan to Him, meaning thereby that money spent for the promotion of 
righteous causes should not be regarded as money wasted. 

a5:27. b2:191; 4:85. c57:12, 19; 64:18. 
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may multiply it for him 

manifold? And Allah receives 

and enlarges, and to Him shall 

you be made to return. 
 

247. Hast thou not heard of the 
chiefs of the children of Israel 
after Moses, when they said to 
a Prophet of theirs, ‘Appoint 
for us a king that we may fight 
in the way of Allah?’ He said, 
a‘Is it not likely that you will 
not fight, if fighting is 
prescribed for you?’ They said, 
‘What reason have we that we 
should not fight306 in the way 
of Allah when we have been 
driven forth from our homes 
and our sons?’ But when 
fighting was ordained for them, 
they turned back except a small 
number of them. And Allah 
knows the transgressors well.  

 

 

248. And their Prophet said to 

them, ‘Allah has appointed for 

you  Talut307 as  a  king.’ They 

 

 
306. The incident mentioned indicates an improvement in the condition of the 

Israelites at the time to which this verse relates compared with the time of Moses 
himself. In 5:25 the Qur’an relates that when Moses exhorted his followers to 
fight the enemy in the cause of Allah, they replied, Go thou and thy Lord and 
fight, and here we sit. On the contrary, in the present verse they are reported to 
have said, What reason have we that we should not fight in the cause of Allah 
when we have been driven forth from our homes and our sons. The improvement, 
however, was only verbal rather than real; for when the time of actual fighting 
came, many of them wavered and refused to fight. The incident thus serves as a 
grim warning to Muslims to beware of treading the same path. 

307. Talut is the attributive name of an Israelite king who lived about two 
hundred years before David and about the same number of years after Moses. 
 

a4:78. 
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said, ‘How can he have 

sovereignty over us while we 

are better entitled to sovereignty 

than he, and he is not given 

abundance of wealth?’ He said, 

‘Surely, Allah has chosen him 

 
Some Commentators of the Qur’an have wrongly identified Talut with Saul. 
The description of the Qur’an fits in more with Gideon (Judg. chs. 6-8) than 
with Saul. Gideon lived in about 1250 B.C. and the Bible calls him a "mighty 
man of valour" (Judg. 6:12) which is the same as Talut. According to some 
Christian writers incidents related in this passage refer to two different periods 
which are separated from each other by the long interval of 200 years, and 
refer to this passage as an instance, as they say, of historical anachronisms to 
be found in the Qur’an. The passage does indeed refer to two different periods, 
but there is no anachronism in it. The Qur’an has here referred to both these 
periods. Its object in doing so is to show how the unification of the different 
tribes of Israel began in the time of Gideon, (i.e. Talut), two hundred years 
before David, and was finally consummated in the time of David. The words 
"after Moses" in the preceding verse indicate that the incident belongs to an 
early period when the Israelites as a nation had just begun to take definite 
shape in history. For two hundred years after Moses they were divided into 
different tribes and had no king and no fighting force. In 1256 B.C., owing to 
their iniquity, God delivered them into the hands of the Midianites who 
plundered and ravaged them for seven long years, and they were compelled to 
take refuge in caves (Judg.6:1-6). "Upon this they cried to God and He raised 
among them a Prophet; and an angel of the Lord appeared to Gideon, 
appointed him king and promised him Divine help. Then Gideon said to God, 
"Oh my Lord wherewith shall I save Israel? Behold, my family is poor in 
Manasseh, and I am the least in my father’s house" (Judg.6:15). This tallies 
with the description given in the verse under comment about Talut. What 
makes the identification of Talut with Gideon still more certain is the fact that 
it was in the time of Gideon and not that of Saul that the Israelites were tried 
by means of water, and the description of the trial as given in the Bible 
(Judg.7:4-7) is the same as that of the Qur’an. From Judg.7:6, 7, we learn that 
after the aforesaid trial there remained with Gideon only 300 men. It is 
interesting to note that a Companion of the Holy Prophet is reported to have 
said, "We were 313 men in the Battle of Badr, and this number corresponds to 
the number of men who followed Talut" (Tirmidhi, ch. on Siyar). The Hadith 
lends support to the conclusion that Talut was no other than Gideon. What 
further confirms the identity of Talut with Gideon is the fact that this word is 
derived from a root which in Hebrew means "to fell" (Enc. Bib.) or "to hew" 
(Jew. Enc.). Thus Gideon means "one who cuts down his adversary and fells 
him to the ground" and the Bible itself speaks of Gideon as a "mighty man of 
valour" (Judg. 6:12). See also 'The Larger Edition of the Commentary.' 
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above you and has increased 

him abundantly in knowledge 

and in strength of body.’ And 
aAllah gives sovereignty to 

whom He pleases and Allah is 

Bountiful, All-Knowing. 

 

249. And their Prophet said to 
them, ‘The sign of his 
sovereignty is that there shall be 
given you a heart308 wherein 
there will be tranquillity from 
your Lord and a legacy309 
of  good left by the family of 
Moses and the family of 
Aaron—the angels bearing it. 
Surely, in this there is a Sign for 
you if you are believers.’  

 

 

 
308. Tabut means, (1) a chest or box; (2) chest or breast or bosom or the ribs 

with what they contain, as the heart, etc. (Lane); (3) the heart which is the 
storehouse of knowledge, wisdom and peace (Mufradat). Commentators have 
differed about the significance of the word Tabut and the Bible mentions it as 
an ark or chest, and the description given in the Qur’an definitely shows that the 
word has been used here in the sense of "heart" or "bosom." The description of 
the Tabut in the verse "wherein there will be tranquillity from your Lord" 
cannot apply to an ark; for, far from granting peace and tranquillity to others, 
the ark spoken of by the Bible could neither protect the Israelites against defeat 
nor could it protect itself, as it was carried away by the enemy. Even Saul who 
took with him the ark during his campaigns suffered crushing defeats, so much 
so that even the enemy pitied him and he met with an ignominious end. Such an 
ark could not be a source of tranquillity to the Israelites. What God bestowed 
upon them were hearts full of courage and perseverance, so that after the said 
tranquillity descended upon them, they successfully resisted the attacks of the 
enemy and inflicted heavy defeats on them. 

309. Another favour which God conferred on the Israelites is referred to in 
the word "legacy." God imbued their hearts with the noble qualities, which 
characterised their ancestors, the descendants of Moses and Aaron. The legacy 
left by the descendants of Moses and Aaron did not consist in any material 
things but meant the good moral qualities with which they were endowed as 
the heritage of their great ancestors. 

a3:27. 
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R. 33.   

250. And when Talut set out 
with the forces, he said: 
‘Surely, Allah will try you 
with a river. So he who drinks 
therefrom is not of me; and he 
who tastes it not is assuredly 
of me, save him who takes 
only a handful310 of water with 
his hand.’ But they drank of it, 
except a few of them. And 
when they crossed it—he and 
those who believed along with 
him—they said, ‘We have no 
power today against Jalut310A 
and his forces.’ But those, who 
knew for certain that they 
would one day meet Allah 
said, a‘How many a small 
party has triumphed over a 

 

 

 
310. The exception of a handful of water was made with a twofold purpose: 

(1) To afford the marching force some essential physical relief by permitting 
them to moisten their parched throats, but at the same time to prevent them 
from drinking freely, which would have damped their spirits and made them 
negligent of the enemy; (2) To make the trial all the more tantalizing, for in 
many cases it is easier for a person to withhold himself from a thing altogether 
than to use it in a strictly limited measure. See Judg. 7:5, 6. The word Nahar 
also means "plenty." In this sense of the word the verse signifies that they 
would be tried by "plenty;" those who succumbed to its temptations would no 
longer be fit to carry on God’s work, but those who used it with restraint 
would achieve success. 

310A. Jalut is an attributive name meaning, a person or a people who are 
unruly and go about attacking and assaulting others. In the Bible the parallel 
name is Goliath (I Sam. 17:4) which means, "running, ravaging and 
destroying spirits," or "a leader" or "a giant" (Enc. Bib.; Jew. Enc.). The Bible 
uses the name about one individual but really the word signifies a party of 
ruthless freebooters, though it may also be applied to certain individuals 
symbolizing the characteristics of the party. The Qur’an appears to have used 
it in both these senses in the verses under comment. 

a3:124; 8:66. 
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large party by Allah’s 
command! And Allah is with 
the steadfast.’ 

251. And when they issued 

forth to encounter Jalut311 and 

his forces, they said, ‘O our 

Lord, apour forth steadfastness 

upon us, and make our steps 

firm, and bhelp us against the 

disbelieving people.’ 

 

 

252. So they routed312 them 

by the command of Allah; and 

David slew Jalut, and Allah 

gave him sovereignty and 

wisdom, and taught him of 

what He pleased. And chad not 

Allah repelled some men by 

others, the earth would indeed 

be full of mischief.313 But 

Allah is Lord of grace to all 

peoples.  

 

 

 
311 Jalut spoken of in this verse does not signify a person but a people, 

while the word "forces" points to the helpers and associates of these people. 
The Bible refers to Jalut under the name of Midianites who pillaged and 
harassed the Israelites and destroyed their land for several years (Judg. 6:1-6). 
The Amalekites and all the eastern tribes assisted the Midianites in their raids 
(Judg. 6:3) and formed "the forces" referred to in the verse. 

312. Talut or Gideon was able to defeat Jalut or the Midianites but their 
overwhelming defeat to which the verse refers as the killing of Jalut came in 
the time of David about two hundred years afterwards. The Bible speaks of 
the man defeated by David as Goliath (1 Sam. 17:4), which is similar to Jalut. 
Probably, the attributive name given by the Qur’an to the people was also 
borne by their leader in the time of David. 

313. These words give in a nutshell the whole philosophy of all wars of 
truth and justice. War should be resorted to only as a means of checking 
disorder and restoring peace and not for creating disorder and breaking peace 
and depriving weak nations of freedom. 

a3:148, 201; 7:127. b2:287; 3:148. c22:41. 
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253. These are the Signs of 
Allah. We recite them unto 
thee with truth. Surely, thou 
art of the Messengers. 

 

 

PART III   

254. aThese Messengers have 
We exalted some of them 
above others; bamong them 
there are those to whom Allah 
spoke; and csome of them He 
exalted in degrees of rank.314 
And dWe gave Jesus, son of 
Mary, clear proofs and 
strengthened him with the 
Spirit of holiness. And if Allah 
had so willed, those that came 
after them would not have 
fought with one another after 
clear Signs had come to them; 
but they did disagree. eOf them 
were some who believed, and 
of them were some who 
disbelieved. And if Allah had 
so willed, they would not have 
fought with one another; but 
Allah does what He desires.  

 

 

R. 34.   

255. O ye who believe! fspend 

out of what We have bestowed 

 

 
314. The expression does not mean that there are some Prophets to whom 

Allah does not speak or that there are some who are not spiritually exalted. It 
only means that there are two kinds of Prophets: (a) Those who bring a new 
Law. They are called Mukallam Prophets. (b) Those whose Prophethood 
consists only in the loftiness of their spiritual ranks. They are Ghair Mukallam 
Prophets. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that Adam was a 
Mukallam Prophet (Musnad). 

a17:56. b4:165. c4:159; 19:58. d2:88. e4:56; 10:41. f2:196; 14:32; 47:39; 57:11; 63:11. 
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on you before the day comes 

wherein there shall be no 

buying and selling,315 anor 

friendship,316 bnor interces-

sion,317 and it is those who 

disbelieve that do wrong to 

themselves. 

 

256. Allah—there is no god 

save Him, cthe Living, the 

Self-Subsisting and All-

Sustaining. Slumber seizes 

Him not, nor sleep. To Him 

belongs whatsoever is in the 

heavens and whatsoever is in 

the earth. dWho is he that dare 

intercede with Him save by 

His permission? eHe knows 

what is before them and what 

is behind them; and they 

encompass nothing of His 

knowledge318 except what He 

pleases. His knowledge 

extends over the heavens and 

the earth; and the care of them 

wearies Him not; and He is the 

High, the Great.  

 

 

 
315. On that day salvation will not be had for a price. It will depend only 

on one’s good works coupled with God’s grace. 
316. There will be no occasion for forming new friendships on that day. 
317. See 85. 
318. Kursiyy means, a throne, a chair, buttress of a wall; knowledge; 

dominion and power (Aqrab); Karasi is plural, meaning, men of learning. The 
verse beautifully describes the Unity of God and His great attributes. The 
Holy Prophet is reported to have said that Ayatul-Kursiyy is the loftiest verse 
of the Qur’an (Muslim). 

a14:32; 43:68. bSee 2:49. c3:3; 20:112; 25:59. dSee 2:49. e20:111. 
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257. aThere is no 

compulsion319 in religion. 

Surely, the right way has 

become distinct from error; so 

whosoever refuses to be led by 

those who transgress,320 and 

believes in Allah, bhas surely 

grasped a strong handle which 

knows no breaking. And Allah 

is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

258. cAllah is the friend of 

those who believe; dHe brings 

them out of all kinds 

of  darkness into light. And 

those who disbelieve, etheir 

friends are the transgressors 

who bring them out of light 

into manifold darknesses. 

These are the inmates of the 

Fire, therein shall they abide.  

 

 

R. 35.   

259. Hast thou not heard of him 

who disputed with Abraham 

about his Lord, because Allah 

had given him kingdom? When 

 

 
319. The injunction (embodied in the preceding verses) to make special 

sacrifices in the cause of religion and to fight the enemies of Islam was likely 
to give rise to the misunderstanding that Allah desired Muslims to use force 
for propagating their religion. This verse removes that misunderstanding and 
not only forbids Muslims in most emphatic words to use force for converting 
non-Muslims to Islam, but also gives reasons why force should not be used for 
this purpose. It is because truth stands out distinct from error, so there has 
remained no justification for using force. Islam is manifest Truth. 

320. Taghut is one who exceeds proper bounds; the Devil; such persons as 
turn others from the right path; all idols. The word is used both as singular and 
plural (2:258 & 4:61). 

a10:100; 11:119; 18:30; 76:4. b31:23. c45:20. d5:17; 65:12. e7:28; 16:101. 
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Abraham said, a‘My Lord is He 

Who gives life and causes 

death,’ he said, ‘I also give life 

and cause death.’ Abraham 

said, ‘Well, Allah brings the 

sun from the East; bring it thou 

from the West.’ Thereupon the 

infidel was confounded.321 And 

Allah guides not the unjust 

people. 

 

260. Or hast thou not heard 

of  the like of him who passed 

by a town322 which had fallen 

down upon its roofs and 

exclaimed, ‘When will Allah 

restore it to life after its 

destruction?’ Then Allah 

caused him to die for a hundred 

years,323 then He raised him 

and said, ‘How long hast  thou 

 

 
321 Abraham was a great iconoclast. His people worshipped the sun and 

the stars, their chief god being Merodach (Madruk), originally the god of the 
morning and the spring sun (Enc. Bib. & Enc. Rel. Eth.ii.p.296). They 
believed that all life depended on the sun. Abraham very wisely asked the 
infidel that if he, as he claimed, controlled life and death, then let him reverse 
the course of the sun on which all life depended. He was in a fix. He could not 
say that he could not accept Abraham’s challenge to bring the sun from the 
West to the East, for that would have demolished his claim of being the 
controller of life and death, and if he had said that he could do so, it meant 
that he claimed to exercise control over the sun which would have been a 
great blasphemy in the eyes of his people who worshipped the sun. Thus he 
was completely confounded and did not know what to say. 

322. The ruined town referred to in the verse is Jerusalem which was laid 
waste by Nebuchadnezzar, the King of Babylon in 599 B.C. Ezekiel, the 
Prophet, was among the Jews whom Nebuchadnezzar carried away into 
captivity to Babylon and who was made to pass by, and witness the ghastly 
sight of, the devastated town. 

323. Ezekiel was naturally shocked at the sad sight and prayed to God in 
 

a3:157; 9:116; 40:69; 57:3.  
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remained in this state?’ He 

answered, ‘I have remained a 

day or part of a day.’323A Allah 

said, ‘It is so but323B thou hast 

also remained in this state 

for  a  hundred  years.324 

 
words full of extreme pathos as to when the ruined town would be restored to 
life. His prayer was heard and he was made to see a vision that the restoration 
prayed for would take place in a hundred years. The verse does not mean that 
Ezekiel remained actually dead for a hundred years. Only he saw a vision that 
he had died and had remained dead for a hundred years and then had come 
back to life. The Qur’an sometimes mentions scenes seen in a vision as having 
actually taken place without stating that they were witnessed in a vision or 
dream (12:5). The vision signified, and Ezekiel understood the significance, 
that the Children of Israel would remain in the state of captivity and complete 
national degradation for about a hundred years after which they would receive 
a new life and would come back to their sacred city. And it actually came to 
pass as Ezekiel had dreamt. Jerusalem was taken by Nebuchadnezzar in 599 
B.C. (2 Kings 24:10). Ezekiel probably saw the vision in 586 B.C. The city 
was rebuilt about a century after its destruction. Its building started in 537 B.C. 
by the permission and help of Cyrus, the King of Persia and Midia, and was 
completed in 515 B.C. It took the Israelites another fifteen years to settle in it 
and thus virtually a century passed between the destruction of Jerusalem and 
its restoration to life. It is puerile to think that God actually caused Ezekiel to 
die and that he remained dead for a hundred years and was then brought back 
to life; for that would not have been an answer to his prayer, which did not 
pertain to the death and resurrection of any individual but to that of a town 
representing a whole people. 

323A. The words are intended to express indefiniteness of time (18:20 & 
23:114) and mean, according to the Quranic usage, that Ezekiel did not know 
how long he had remained in that state. Yaum here does not mean a day of 24 
hours but time absolutely (see 1:4). The words, I have remained a day or part 
of a day, may also refer to the time for which Ezekiel slept or the time he took 
in seeing the vision. Apparently Ezekiel thought that he was being asked 
about the duration of the time of the vision. 

323B. Bal is a particle of digression signifying (a) the cancellation of what 
precedes as in 21:27, or (b) transition from one object of discourse to another 
as in 87:17. Here bal has been used in the latter sense. 

324. The clause, It is so but thou hast also remained in this state for a 
hundred years, points out that although in one sense Ezekiel had remained in 
that state for a hundred years (for he had dreamt that he had been dead for a 
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Now look at thy food and thy 

drink; they have not rotted. And 

look at thy ass.325 And We have 

done this that We may make 

thee a Sign unto men. And 
alook at the bones, how We set 

them and then clothe them with 

flesh.’ And when this became 

clear to him, he said, ‘I know 

that Allah has the power to do 

all that He wills.’326 

 

261. And remember when 

Abraham said, ‘My Lord, 

show me how Thou givest life 

to the dead.’ God said, ‘Dost 

thou not believe?’ Abraham 

said, ‘Yes, but I ask this that 

my heart may be at ease.’327 

 

 

 
hundred years), yet the statement that he had tarried for a day or part of a day 
was also correct, for the actual time spent in seeing the vision was naturally 
very short. 

325. To bring home this fact to the mind of Ezekiel, God directed his 
attention to his food and drink and his ass. That his food and drink had not 
rotted and his ass was still alive showed that he had really tarried only for a 
day or part of it. The words, look at thy ass, also indicate that Ezekiel saw the 
vision while sleeping in the fields with his ass by his side, for while in 
captivity, the Israelites were made to work in the fields as farmers. 

326. Ezekiel represented in his person the whole Jewish nation. His 
symbolic death for a hundred years represented their national degradation and 
sorrows in captivity, for that was the period after which they came to their 
own. This is how Ezekiel became a Sign. See also Ezekiel, chap. 37. 

327. The difference between Iman (belief) and Itminan (the heart being at 
ease) is that in the former state one simply believes that God can do a thing, 
while in the latter one receives the assurance that the thing would be done in 
his case also. Abraham did indeed believe that God could bring the dead to 
life, but what he desired was his personal satisfaction of knowing that God 
would do so in the case of his own posterity as well. Referring to the verse 
under comment, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said, "We are more 
 

a23:15. 
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God answered, ‘Take four 

birds and make them 

attached328 to thee. Then put 

each329 of them on a hill; then 

call them; they will come to 

thee in haste. And know that 

Allah is Mighty and Wise.’ 

 

R. 36.   

262. The asimilitude of those 

who spend their wealth in the 

way of Allah is like the 

similitude of a grain of corn 

which grows seven ears, in 

 

 
deserving of entertaining Shak (doubt) than Abraham" (Muslim), the word 
Shak signifying an intense hidden desire anxiously awaiting fulfilment; for the 
Holy Prophet never entertained any doubt about any of God’s promises or 
doings. This shows that Abraham’s question was not prompted by doubt but 
simply by an anxious desire. 

328. Surtul-Ghusna Ilayya means, I inclined the branch towards myself 
(Lane). The preposition ila determines the significance of the word Surhunna 
in the sense of inclining or attaching and not cutting. 

329. Juz’ means, a part or portion or division of a thing. Thus, if a thing 
consists of or comprises a group, the word "part" or "division" would signify 
each member of it. 

This is a vision of Abraham. In "taking four birds" the implication was that 
his posterity would rise and fall four times, which phenomenon was to be 
witnessed twice among the Israelites, and to be repeated twice among the 
followers of the Holy Prophet of Islam who was descended from Abraham 
through Ishmael. The power of the Jews, the progeny of Abraham through 
Isaac, was crushed twice, first by Nebuchadnezzar and then by Titus (17:5-8; 
Enc. Brit. under Jews); and each time God raised them after their fall, the 
second revival having been brought about by Constantine, the Roman 
Emperor who accepted Christianity. Similarly, the power of Islam, was first 
rudely shaken when Baghdad fell to the Tartar hordes, but soon it recovered 
from the crushing blow. The victors became the vanquished and the grandson 
of Halaku, the despoiler of Baghdad, was converted to Islam. The second fall 
came later when there was a general and wholesale decline of Muslims both in 
the spiritual and the political field. The second renaissance of Islam is being 
brought about by the Promised Messiah. 

a2:266; 30:40. 
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each ear a hundred grains. And 

Allah multiplies it further for 

whomsoever He pleases and 

Allah is Bountiful, All-

Knowing.330 

 

263. They who spend their 

wealth in the way of Allah, 

then afollow not up what they 

have spent with taunt or 

injury;331 for them is their 

reward with their Lord, and 

they shall have no fear, nor 

shall they grieve. 

 

 

264. bA kind word and 

forgiveness332 are better than 

charity followed by injury. 

And Allah is Self-Sufficient, 

Forbearing.  

 

 

 
330. In the foregoing verses, it was pointed out that it is a Divine law that 

God gives new life to deserving nations after they become dead, and the case 
of the Israelites was mentioned as an instance. It was further indicated that the 
progeny of Abraham would rise four times, the Israelites and the Ishmaelites 
each rising twice. In order to prepare Muslims for the promised rise, God 
reverts to the means of national progress and exhorts the Faithful to spend 
freely in the cause of God, 

331 Every good act may be abused, and the abuse of spending in the cause 
of Allah is to follow it with Mann (boastfully speaking of one’s good act) and 
Adha (following it up with injury). Those, who spend their wealth in the cause 
of Allah, are prohibited from making unnecessary and misplaced mention of 
the money they spend and the services they render to the cause of Truth, for, 
doing so would amount to Mann (taunt). Similarly, they are enjoined not to 
demand anything in return for their contributions. 

332. It is better that one should say a kind word of sympathy or of excuse 
to the person who asks for help than that he should first help him and then 
follow it up with injury; or that he should try to cover and conceal the want of 
the person who comes to him for help and refrain from talking about it to 
others so that he may not feel humbled and humiliated, that being the 
significance of Maghfirat. 

a2:265; 74:7. b47:22. 
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265. O ye who believe! 
arender not vain your alms by 

reproach and injury like him 
bwho spends his wealth to be 

seen333 of men, and he 

believes not in Allah and the 

Last Day. His case is like the 

case of a smooth rock covered 

with earth, on which heavy 

rain falls, leaving it bare and 

hard. cThey shall not secure 

aught of what they earn. And 

Allah guides not the 

disbelieving people. 

 

 

266. And the case of those 
who spend their wealth to seek 
the pleasure of Allah and to 
strengthen334 their souls is like 
the case of a garden on 
elevated335 ground. Heavy 
rain falls on it so that it dbrings 
forth its fruit twofold. And if 
heavy rain does not fall on it, 
then light rain suffices. And 
Allah sees what you do.  

 

 

 
333. Elsewhere, Muslims have also been enjoined to spend their wealth 

openly (2:275); the object underlying being that other Muslims may be 
induced to follow their good example. But he who has no faith in God 
expends his money openly solely to win public approbation. Such a one loses 
all title to any reward from God. 

334. Spending money in the cause of Allah strengthens the soul of a person 
because by spending his hard-earned wealth he voluntarily imposes a burden 
on himself which makes him firmer and more steadfast in faith. 

335. The hearts of believers who spend freely in the cause of God are like 
an elevated piece of ground to which heavy rain, which sometimes proves 
harmful for low-lying tracts, can do no harm. On the other hand, it is 
benefitted by rain, whether it is heavy or light. 

aSee 2:263. b4:39; 8:48. c14:19. dSee 2:262. 
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267. Would any of you desire 
that there should be for him a 
garden of palm trees and vines 
with streams flowing beneath 
it, and with all kinds of fruit 
for him therein—while old age 
has stricken him and he has 
weak offspring—and that a 
fiery whirlwind should smite it 
and it be all burnt?336 Thus 
does Allah make His Signs 
clear to you that you may 
reflect. 

 

 

R. 37.   

268. O ye who believe! spend 
of the good things that you 
have earned, and of what We 
produce for you from the 
earth; and seek not what is bad 
that you may spend out of it 
when you would not take it 
yourselves except that you 
connive at it.337 And know 
that Allah is Self-Sufficient, 
Praiseworthy.  

 

 

269. aSatan threatens you with 

poverty338 and enjoins upon 

 

 
336. By means of this similitude the believer is warned that, if he spends 

his property for show, or follows up his charity with reproaches and injury, all 
that he has spent will be wasted. 

337. The verse implies that believers should spend in the cause of God 
what is good and pure; for even a lawfully earned property might include 
things that are bad. Old and used things may be given to the poor, but worn 
out articles of use alone should not be singled out for that purpose. 

338. Faqara means, he bored a hole into a pearl; Faqura means, he became 
poor and needy and Faqira means, he had a complaint of his vertebrae. Thus 
Faqr means, poverty; want or need which breaks the back of the poor man; 
 

a2:170; 24:22. 
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you what is foul,339 whereas 

Allah promises you for-

giveness from Himself and 

bounty. And Allah is 

Bountiful, All-Knowing. 

 

270. aHe grants wisdom340 to 

whom He pleases, and 

whoever is granted wisdom 

has indeed been granted 

abundant good; and none 

would take heed except those 

endowed with understanding. 

 

 

271. And whatsoever you 

spend or whatsoever you 
bvow,341 Allah surely knows 

it; and for the wrongdoers 

there shall be no helpers.  

 

 

272. If you give calms openly, it 

is well and good; but if you 

hide them and give them to the 

poor, it is better342 for you, and 

 

 
care or anxiety or disquietude of mind (Lane). 

339. The verse removes the satanic misgiving that spending liberally in the 
cause of God may render one poor; on the contrary it emphatically declares 
that if wealthy people do not spend freely in good causes, the result would be 
national Faqr, i.e. the country would suffer economically and decline morally 
because, if the economic needs of the less fortunate members of the 
community are not adequately met, they are tempted to resort to Fahsha’ (foul 
and immoral means) to earn their livelihood. 

340. The verse means that the injunction, regarding spending wealth in charity 
which is the secret of national progress and prosperity, is based on wisdom. 

341. There is a tradition to the effect that the Holy Prophet did not approve 
of making conditional vows for the performance of non-obligatory acts of 
goodness; but if a man does so, fulfilment of the vow becomes obligatory. 

342. Islam has most wisely recommended both forms of giving alms, open 
and secret. By giving alms openly a man sets a good example to others which 
they may imitate. Secret almsgiving in some cases is better, because then one 
 

a17:40. b22:30; 76:8. c9:60, 103, 104. 
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aHe will remit from you 

many343 of your evil deeds. And 

Allah is aware of what you do. 
 

273. bIt is not thy 
responsibility to make them 
follow the right path; but 
Allah guides whomsoever He 
pleases. And whatever of 
wealth344 you spend, the 
benefit of it will be for 
yourselves, for, you spend not 
but to seek the favour of 
Allah.345 And whatever of 
wealth you spend, cit shall be 
paid back to you in full and 
you shall not be wronged.  

 

 

274. Alms are for the poor 
who are detained346 in the way 
of Allah and are unable to 

 

 
refrains from exposing the poverty of his less fortunate brethren, and there is 
also little occasion for feeling proud in giving secretly. 

343. The particle min either may have been used for the sake of emphasis, 
or in the sense of "many" or "some." 

344. The use of the word Khair, which also means, anything and 
everything good (Lane), enlarges the scope of charity and does not confine it 
to the spending of money alone. The word includes the doing of good in any 
shape or form. 

345. These words constitute a great testimonial to the inherent goodness of 
the Companions of the Holy Prophet. It signifies that they needed no 
commandment to spend their wealth in Allah’s way. They were already doing 
it out of an instinctive desire to win His pleasure. 

346. Circumstances sometimes compel people to remain confined to a place 
where they are unable to earn their living. Such persons particularly deserve 
help from the better off members of the community. Two kinds of people 
particularly fall under this category; (a) Those who voluntarily remain 
attached to a Man of God, never quitting his company in order to benefit 
spiritually from it. (b) Those, who being confined to hostile environments, are 
deprived of necessities of life. 

a4:32, 8:30; 29:8; 64:10; 66:9. b28:57; 92:13. c2:282; 4:174; 8:61; 39:11. 
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move about in the land. The 
ignorant man imagines them to 
be free from want because of 
their abstaining from begging. 
aThou shalt know them by 
their appearance;347 they do 
not beg of men with 
importunity.348 And whatever 
of wealth348A you spend, 
surely, Allah has perfect 
knowledge thereof.349 

 

R. 38.   

275. bThose who spend their 
wealth by night and day, 
secretly and openly, have their 
reward with their Lord; on 
them shall come no fear, nor 
shall they grieve.  

 

 
276. Those cwho devour 

interest350 do not rise except 

 

 
347. Sima means, a distinguishing sign or mark, or general appearance 

serving as such (Aqrab). 
348. The verse incidentally praises those self-respecting persons who 

abstain from begging and implies the impropriety of begging, as the words, 
Ta‘affuf (abstaining from an improper or unlawful thing) and Ilhaf (with 
importunity) indicate. The Holy Prophet has condemned begging. 

348A. Khair means, wealth; abundant wealth; wealth honestly earned 
(Mufradat). 

349. There are two categories of charity—obligatory Zakat and 
supererogatory (Sadaqah). Zakat is collected by the State from every Muslim 
possessing a certain amount of money or property and is spent by the State on 
the poor, the needy, and on orphans, widows and wayfarers, etc.; the 
recipients not knowing the real source of charity are beholden to no individual. 
Zakat is a State cheque and not charity. Sadaqah is voluntary and is given to 
individuals out of a desire to help them. It engenders feelings of sympathy 
among the well-to-do towards their poor brethren and feelings of gratefulness 
among the poor for their benefactors. It also serves to distinguish sincere 
believers from the insincere. 

350. Riba literally meaning, an excess or addition, signifies an addition 
 

a48:30. b13:23; 14:32; 16:76; 35:30. c3:131; 30:40. 
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as rises one whom Satan has 

smitten with insanity.351 That 

is because they say, ‘Trade 

also is like interest;’ whereas 

Allah has made trade lawful 

and made interest unlawful. So 

he to whom an admonition 

comes from his Lord and he 

 
over and above the principal sum (Lane). It covers both usury and interest. 
According to the Hadith "every loan advanced to draw profits" comes under 
this definition. The connotation of Riba is not strictly identical with "interest," 
as commonly understood. But for lack of a better word "interest" may be used 
as a rough equivalent. In fact, any sum stipulated to be received or given over 
and above what one advances or receives as a loan is "interest," whether the 
dealing is with an individual or a bank or a society or a post office or any 
other organisation. "Interest" is not confined to money. It extends to any 
commodity which is given as a loan with the condition that it will be returned 
with an agreed excess. 

351. The words signify that just as a mad man is heedless of the 
consequences of his actions, so are the moneylenders heartlessly oblivious of 
the moral and economic injury they do to individuals, the society and even the 
world at large. Riba also causes a touch of insanity in the moneylender in the 
sense that his entire engrossment in profit-making renders him insensible to all 
good causes. Riba is prohibited in Islam because it tends to draw wealth into the 
hands of a small circle and thereby adversely affects its equitable distribution. It 
promotes idleness in the moneylenders and kills in them all incentive to help 
others and chokes all springs of sympathetic behaviour. The moneylender takes 
advantage of, and makes profit from, the need and distress of others. While on 
the one hand Riba causes the lender to exploit other people’s wants, it creates in 
the debtor a tendency to do things carelessly and in haste, incurring debt 
regardless of his capacity to pay back, thus doing irreparable moral injury to 
himself and the lender. Riba also leads to war. No prolonged war is possible 
without the help of loans, interest on which eventually leads to the economic 
ruin of both the victors and the vanquished. The system of easy loans makes it 
possible for governments to carry on destructive struggles as they can obtain 
sinews of war without having resort to direct taxation. Islam has prohibited all 
kinds of interest. In modern times business has become so inseparably linked 
with interest that it appears well-nigh impossible to avoid it altogether. But if a 
change of system and of surroundings and circumstances were brought about, 
business without interest could be carried on, as was the case in the days when 
Islam was in the ascendance. 
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desists, then will that which he 

received in the past be his; and 

his affair rests with Allah. And 

those who revert to it they are 

the inmates of the Fire; therein 

shall they abide. 

 

277. Allah will blot out352 

interest and awill cause charity 

to increase. And Allah loves 

not anyone who is a confirmed 

disbeliever and an arch-sinner. 

 

 

278. Surely, those who believe 

and do good deeds, and 
bobserve Prayer and pay the 

Zakat, shall have their reward 

from their Lord, and no fear 

shall come on them, nor shall 

they grieve. 

 

 

279. O ye who believe! fear 

Allah and give up what 

remains of interest, if you are 

truly believers. 

 

 

280. But if you do it not, then 

beware of war from Allah and 

His Messenger; and if you 

repent, then you shall have 

your principal; thus you shall 

not wrong nor shall you be 

wronged.  

 

 

 
352. This seems to be a prophecy that economics based on interest will 

eventually disappear or will be destroyed. 

 

a30:40. bSee 2:4. 
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281. And if the debtor be in
straitened circumstances, then
grant him respite till a time of
ease.353 And that you remit it
as charity shall be better for
you, if only you knew.

282. And guard yourselves
against the day when you shall 
be made to return to Allah;
athen shall every soul be paid
in full what it has earned; and 
they shall not be wronged.

R. 39.

283. O ye who believe! when
you borrow one from another
for a fixed period, then write it
down. And let a scribe write it
in your presence faithfully;
and no scribe should refuse to
write, because bAllah has
taught him, so let him write
and let him who incurs the
liability dictate,354 and he
should fear Allah, his Lord,
and not diminish anything
therefrom. But if the person

353. Islam urges the giving of loans but they should be beneficent loans,
without interest. If the debtor finds himself in straitened circumstances when 
the time for the repayment of a loan arrives, he should be granted respite till 
he finds himself in easier circumstances. 

354. The borrower, and not the lender, is to dictate because; (1) it is the
borrower who incurs the liability; and justice demands that the words defining 
the liability should be selected by him; (2) the document is to be deposited 
with the lender and not the borrower. So the borrower has been asked to 
dictate so that the fact of his having dictated may serve as a proof of the 
correctness of the amount and the conditions about payment, and he may have 
no cause or ground to deny it. 

aSee 2:273. b96:5. 
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incurring the liability be of low 
understanding or be weak or be 
unable himself to dictate, then 
let someone who can guard his 
interest dictate with justice. 
And call two witnesses from 
among your men; and if two 
men be not available, then a 
man and two women, of such 
as you approve as witnesses, so 
that if either of the two women 
should forget, then one may 
remind the other. And the 
witnesses should not refuse 
when they are called. And be 
not averse to writing it down 
whether it be small or large, 
along with its appointed time 
of  payment. This is more 
equitable in the sight of Allah 
and makes testimony surer and 
is more likely to save you from 
doubt; so write it down aexcept 
that it be ready transaction 
which you make among 
yourselves on the spot in which 
case it shall be no sin for you 
that you write it not.354A And 
have witnesses when you sell 
one to another;354B and let no 
harm be done to the scribe or 
the witness. And if you do that, 
then certainly it shall be 

354A. The implication is that it would be better to have a writing even in 
such a case like cash memo or voucher. 

354B. This refers to big transactions. 

a4:30. 
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disobedience on your part. And 
fear Allah. And Allah teaches 
you and Allah knows all things 
well. 

284. And if you be on a 

journey, and you find not a 

scribe, then let there be a 

pledge with possession.355 

And if one of you entrusts 

another with something, then 

let him who is entrusted 

surrender his trust and let him 

fear Allah, his Lord. And ahide 

not testimony; and whoever 

hides it, his heart is certainly 

sinful. And Allah is Well-

Aware of what you do.  

 

 

R. 40.   

285. To Allah belongs 
whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is in the earth; and 
whether you disclose what is in 
your minds or keep it hidden, 
Allah bwill call you to account 
for356 it; cthen will He forgive 
whomsoever He pleases and 
punish whomsoever He pleases; 

 

 

 
355. Loans may also be advanced in the form of pledges, one party 

receiving the loan of money and the other the thing pledged in lieu of it. This 
form of practical transaction will be in the nature of an Amanah, i.e. a trust or 
deposit affecting both parties. By identifying a loan with a trust it is hinted 
that loans should be returned with the same care and honesty with which 
property deposited as a trust is returned on demand. 

356. The word bihi signifies; (a) by means of or on the basis of; (b) for or 
because of; and the clause would mean, "Allah will call you to account for it or 
because of it," i.e. no human thought or action will go unaccounted for, however 
hidden it may be, and that it will be punished or pardoned as Allah may will. 

a2:141; 5:107. b21:48. c5:19, 41; 48:15. 
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and Allah has the power to do 
all that He wills.357 

286. This Messenger of Ours 
believes in that which has 
been revealed to him from his 
Lord, and so do the believers; 
all of them believe in Allah, 
and in His angels, and in His 
Books, and in His 
Messengers,358 saying, a‘We 
make no distinction between 
any of His Messengers;’ and 
they say, ‘We have heard and 
we are obedient. Our Lord, 
bwe implore Thy forgiveness, 
and to Thee is the returning.’

287. cAllah burdens not any 

soul beyond its capacity.359 It 

shall have the reward it earns, 

357. The expression, "the will or pleasure of God," rather denotes the
existence of a natural law (7:157). But as in the case of Allah it is His Will 
which stands for His Law, therefore the Qur’an has used this expression to 
point out (1) that God is the final authority in the universe; and (2) that His 
Will is the Law, and (3) that His Will manifests itself in a just and benevolent 
manner, for He is the Possessor of perfect attributes (17:111). 

358. Good deeds are indeed the principal means for the attainment of
spiritual purification, but they have their origin in the purity of the heart, 
which can be attained only by holding right beliefs. Hence the verse details 
the fundamental beliefs, which the Qur’an has taught, i.e. belief in God and 
His angels, His Books and His Messengers, in their natural order. 

359. The clause constitutes a powerful refutation of the doctrine of
Atonement. It embodies two important principles: (1) That the 
commandments of God are always given with due regard for man’s capacities 
and his natural limitations. (2) That moral purification in this world does not 
necessarily signify complete freedom from all kinds of failings and 
shortcomings. All that man is expected to do is sincerely to strive for good 
and avoid sin to the best of his power, and the rest will be forgiven him by the 
Merciful God. So no Atonement is needed. 

aSee 2:137. b3:148, 194; 60:6. cSee 2:234. 
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and it shall get the punishment 

it incurs.360 Our Lord, do not 

punish us, if we forget or fall 

into error,361 and our Lord, lay 

not on us a responsibility362 as 

Thou didst lay upon those 

before us. Our Lord, burden us 

not with what we have not the 

strength to bear; and efface 

our sins and grant us 

forgiveness and have mercy on 

us; Thou art our Master; aso 

help us against the 

disbelieving people.  

360. The word Kasaba generally denotes the doing of good deeds and
Iktasaba the doing of evil deeds. Both words are from the same root but the 
latter denotes greater exertion on the part of the doer. A man will be rewarded 
for good deeds even if they are done casually and without conscious effort, 
while he will be punished for his evil deeds only if they are committed 
deliberately and with conscious effort. 

361. In ordinary circumstances, Nisyan and Khati’ah are not punishable for
they lack intention or motive which are necessary for awarding punishment. 
But here the words denote forgetfulness and error which can be avoided if due 
care is taken. 

362. Isr means, (1) a burden which restrains one from motion; (2) a heavy
responsibility the breaking of which renders one deserving of punishment; (3) 
a sin or an offence; and (4) grievous punishment of a sin. The expression 'lay 
not on us a responsibility as Thou didst lay upon those before us,' does not 
mean that the burden to be laid upon us should be lighter than that which was 
laid upon those before us. The meaning is that we may be safeguarded against 
breaking Thy covenant and thus may be saved from incurring a heavy 
responsibility for disobedience as was incurred by those before us. This is a 
collective prayer for the preservation and protection of Islam and the 
safeguarding of Muslims against incurring the displeasure of God. 

a3:148. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AL-E-‘IMRAN 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Connection with the Preceding Surah 
There exists such a deep and far-reaching connection between this 

Surah and the preceding one, Al-Baqarah, that the two are called Az-
Zahrawan (The Two Bright Ones). Whereas Al-Baqarah deals with the wrong 
beliefs and evil practices of the Jews with whom began the Mosaic 
Dispensation, the present Surah deals mainly with the wrong doctrines and 
dogmas of Christianity which subject constitutes its culmination. The Surah is 
named Al-e-‘Imran (The Family of ‘Imran). ‘Imran or ‘Amran was the father 
of Moses and Aaron, the progenitors of the family from which sprang Mary, 
the mother of Jesus, brief account of whose life and mission is given in this 
Surah. Being closely connected with Al-Baqarah, the Surah may be safely 
supposed to have been revealed immediately after it. A detailed mention of 
the Battle of Uhud places its revelation in the third year of the Hijrah. 

Al-e-‘Imran has a twofold connection with Al-Baqarah. First, there 
subsists a strong and deep link between the subject-matter of the whole of this 
Surah and that of the whole of Surah Al-Baqarah, and another link equally 
strong between the concluding portion of Al-Baqarah and the opening verses 
of this Surah. In fact, the order in the Qur’an is of two kinds. Either, the topic 
with which one Chapter is concluded is continued in the following Chapter, or 
the whole of the subject matter of the preceding Chapter is referred to in the 
next. This twofold connection also exists between Al-Baqarah and Al-e-
‘Imran. The connection of the whole subject-matter of Al-e-‘Imran with that 
of Al-Baqarah mainly consists in a description of the causes that led to the 
transfer of Prophethood from the Mosaic to the Islamic Dispensation. This 
was the main theme of Al-Baqarah, and in explanation of it the degenerate 
condition of the Jews was dealt with at some length in that Surah. But in Al-
Baqarah very little light was shed on Christianity, in which culminated the 
Mosaic Dispensation. This omission could have given rise to the seemingly 
legitimate doubt that though Judaism which constituted the beginning of the 
Mosaic Dispensation had become corrupt, its culmination, the Christian Faith, 
was still pure; and hence, apparently there was no necessity of introducing and 
establishing a new religion—Islam. To remove this doubt, the hollowness of 
the Christian dogmas has been exposed in the present Surah. 

Title 
The Surah is known by several names in the Hadith, i.e. Az-Zahra’ 

(The Bright One), Al-Aman (The Peace), Al-Kanz (The Treasure), Al-Mu‘inah 
(The Helper), Al-Mujadalah (The Pleading), Al-Istighfar (The Seeking of 
Forgiveness) and At-Tayyibah (The Pure). 

As the falsity of Christian doctrines is sought to be established in this 
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Chapter it rightly opens with the hint that as Christianity had become corrupt 
and degenerate, it could not prove a bar to the introduction of a new and better 
dispensation. On the contrary, Christianity itself constituted a strong 
testimony to the need for the introduction of a new Law. Consequently, the 
Divine attributes the Living, the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining have been 
placed in the very beginning of this Surah to repudiate the Christian basic 
doctrines. The other connection between the two Surahs, viz. that of the 
concluding portion of Al-Baqarah with the opening words of this Surah is 
apparent from the fact that Al-Baqarah had concluded with a prayer for 
national regeneration and reformation of Muslims and the triumph of Islam 
over its enemies, and the Divine attributes—the Living, the Self-Subsisting 
and All-Sustaining have been placed in the beginning of the present Surah to 
assure Muslims that God will certainly come to their aid because He being the 
Living, the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining, His power knows no 
weakening or diminution. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah, like the preceding one, opens with the abbreviated letters, 

Alif Lam Mim, (I am Allah, the All-Knowing), which are intended to draw 
attention to the Divine attribute of knowledge; and, mention of the attributes, 
the Living, the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining is meant to point out that in 
this Surah the Divine attribute of knowledge has been substantiated by God’s 
attributes, the Living, the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining, i.e. the fact that 
God is Living, Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining constitutes proof of His 
being All-Knowing, because death and decay are the result of lack of 
knowledge. The Surah proceeds to say that, as Jews and Christians have 
strayed away from the right path, Divine punishment will overtake them, and 
their being the followers of Torah and the Gospels will not save them from 
God’s punishment, because these Books have been abrogated and, therefore, 
are unable to satisfy human needs and requirements. After this it tells Muslims 
to banish all doubt or misgiving from their minds that, in view of the 
numerical superiority of Jews and Christians and the preponderance of the 
material means at their disposal, they would not prevail against the latter, 
because God had already granted them predominance over their more 
powerful enemies, the Quraish and other infidel tribes of Arabia. The same 
phenomenon will be repeated now. Moreover, national victories do not result 
solely from the preponderance of material means but primarily and very 
largely from the superiority of national morals. And final victory will come to 
Muslims because, though they lack material means, they are in possession of 
ample moral and spiritual means and because also they follow a true religion. 

Next, the Surah proceeds to disabuse the minds of the enemies of 
Islam of the fondly-held illusion that their national usages and customs are 
superior to those of Muslims. Further, they are told that by holding wrong 
beliefs and resorting to evil practices they appear to ignore the law of cause 
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and effect, which cannot be flouted with impunity. The Surah then develops 
the subject that the path to progress and prosperity for Muslims does not lie in 
imitating other peoples’ ways and manners but in strictly following Islam and 
the Holy Prophet. After this a clear and detailed exposition of the real subject 
is taken in hand with a brief reference to the beginnings of Christianity, 
refutation of which is one of its main themes. Then attention of the People of 
the Book is drawn to the fact that when Muslims also believe in the truth of 
the Divine origin and source of their Faith, why should they fritter away their 
energies and resources in fighting with them; instead both should combine to 
preach to infidels the doctrine of the Oneness of God, on which they agree, 
and should keep within proper bounds their respective doctrinal differences. 
The Christians, then, are particularly warned that they cannot hope to continue 
to be the "Chosen Ones" of God and retain His grace and love if they refuse to 
accept the new Faith; they are asked how, after having already subscribed to 
the doctrine that Truth has always been revealed by God from time to time, 
can they with justification defy this principle? It is further stated that matters 
regarding which the People of the Book dispute and quarrel with Muslims are 
not of much weight, because originally some of them were regarded as 
permissible by their own forefathers. The subject is further developed that 
Muslims and Jews have a meeting-point in Abraham, and since it was 
Abraham who laid the foundations of the Ka‘bah, why should the Israelites 
quarrel with Muslims on the basis of fancied and insubstantial differences? 
Then a note of warning is sounded to Muslims that the People of the Book 
have gone so far in opposition to them that, if the latter had their way, they 
would certainly lead them astray. But Muslims will not go astray because they 
are the recipients of God’s favour. They will meet strong opposition and 
persecution from them which they should endure with steadfastness and 
should try to strengthen their connection with God and establish their mutual 
relations on a firmer basis because they will soon need to develop a united 
front when confronted with a severe attack from Christians. Before that time 
comes they should add to their numbers by conveying the Message of Islam to 
as many people as they possibly can. They are further warned against 
harbouring the delusion that, in the event of their fight with Christians, the 
Jews would help them. On the contrary, the latter would spare no pains to 
harass and oppress them. In spite of this warning against the Jews the Surah 

does not fail to recognize the good wherever it is found and says that all the 
People of the Book are not bad. There are also good people among them, but 
only those, who entertain bad designs against Islam, will come to grief. It is 
these with whom the Muslims should eschew all friendly contact to avoid 
being influenced by the latter’s undesirable morals. 

Then a brief reference is made to the Battle of Badr. The Muslims are 
told that, just as in extremely adverse circumstances God protected and helped 
them against very heavy odds in that encounter and vouchsafed to them a 
clear victory over the idolaters of Mecca, the same will happen with regard to 
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the People of the Book; God’s mercy and grace will accompany them in 
opposition to the latter. The People of the Book depend for their power and 
material might on transactions based on interest. But the taking and giving of 
interest runs counter to good morals. By taking interest they oppress God’s 
servants and by subscribing to the doctrine of Atonement and the dogma of 
the non-acceptance of repentance they declare God to be cruel like themselves. 
The believers are further enjoined to do their duty, make suitable sacrifices 
and employ properly the material means at their disposal, leaving the rest to 
God for the success of their life’s mission. The Surah then enunciates a very 
sound principle, viz. that the Holy Prophet is but a Divine Messenger; if he 
should die or be killed in a battle (though in conformity with Divine promise 
this would never happen), Muslims should not lose heart and should entertain 
no doubt about the truth of Islam because Islam relies for its success and 
prosperity on no individual however exalted. Another rule of conduct to be 
observed in time of war is that the leaders of Muslims should behave with 
greater leniency than in ordinary times towards other Muslims and should 
have proper regard for their susceptibilities, so that the enemy may not get an 
opportunity to create discord and dissension among them. It is further 
enjoined that at such time all matters should be decided after mutual 
consultation. Then, Muslims are reminded of the great good God has done to 
them in that He has raised for them a great Messenger. They should follow 
him and eschew the path of the disturbers of peace. The Surah lays down the 
principle, viz. that those, who die while fighting for the cause of Truth, are 
entitled to special respect. By their death they receive eternal life and inspire 
their community, as it were, with a new life. Again, reference is made to the 
People of the Book saying that morally they have become so depraved that, 
while, on the one hand, they claim to be God’s "Own Chosen People," on the 
other, they hesitate to spend their money in His way. Muslims are enjoined to 
take a lesson from this. The moral depravity of these people is further 
contrasted with their claim that they are commanded to give their allegiance 
only to that Messenger who should demand the greatest sacrifice of them. The 
Surah says that such Messengers did appear among them, but they refused to 
accept them. Next, the theme of sacrifice is developed and believers are told 
that it would be foolish on their part to be afraid of making sacrifices for 
national cause. They are then warned that their faith will be put to a severe test. 
They should not think that they will achieve success without passing through 
fire and blood. In the next few verses some special qualities and 
characteristics of true believers are mentioned and they are taught certain 
prayers which are essential for national progress and prosperity. The Surah 
concludes with the rules of conduct by observing which Muslims can achieve 
success and predominance in this life and the pleasure of God in the next. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 
 

 

2. bAlif Lam Mim.362A  
 

3. cAllah is He beside Whom 

there is none worthy of 

worship, the Living, the Self-

Subsisting and All-

Sustaining.363 

 
 

 
362A. See 16. 
363. The verse contains a strong refutation of the false doctrine of the 

divinity of Jesus. This doctrine being one of the principal topics dealt with in 
this Surah, the opening verses thereof fittingly refer to such attributes of God 
as cut at the very root of this doctrine. These attributes, i.e. the Ever-Living, 
the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining, prove, on the one hand, that God, the 
Possessor of these attributes, should need no partner or helper; and on the 
other that Jesus, who was subject to the law of birth and death, and therefore 
was neither ever-living, nor self-subsisting and all-sustaining, could not be 
God. These attributes also prove the hollowness of the doctrine of Atonement 
which is a corollary to the above doctrine. Jesus, it is claimed by Christians, 
suffered death to atone for the sins of mankind. If that is so, he could not be 
God, for God is Ever-Living and cannot suffer death, permanent or temporary. 
It is futile to say that the death of Jesus meant only the separation of the god-
Jesus from his physical habitat. The connection between the god-Jesus and his 
physical body was, according to Christian belief, in its very nature a 
temporary one and was bound to break one day, even if Jesus had not died on 
the Cross. So the mere breaking up of this connection could serve no useful 
purpose. It must be some other death which brought redemption to his sinful 
followers. That death, according to the Christians themselves, came upon 
Jesus when after his crucifixion he descended into Hades or Hell (Acts 2:31). 
Thus, far from being immune from death, which is God’s exclusive 
prerogative, Jesus suffered death both in its literal and figurative sense. 
Similarly, the attributes, the Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining prove the 
falsity of the Christian doctrine. God, being Self-Subsisting and All-
Sustaining, should not only live by Himself without the support of any other 
being but all other beings should receive support from Him. But Jesus did not 
possess these attributes. Like other mortals, he was born of a woman, lived on 
food and drink, suffered pain and distress, asked others to pray for the 
 

a1:1. b2:2. cSee 2:256. 
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4. aHe has sent down to thee

the Book containing the

truth364 and fulfilling that

which precedes it; and He

sent down the Torah365 and

the Gospel.366

5. Before this, as a guidance

to the people; and He

has sent down bthe 

Discrimination.367 Surely, 

alleviation of his sufferings, and finally, as Christians say, died on the Cross. 
The New Testament bears ample testimony to all these facts. But God being 
Ever-Living, Self-Subsisting and All-Sustaining is above all these physical 
weaknesses. 

364. Haqqa means, it was or became just, proper, right, true, authentic,
genuine, substantial or real; or it was or became an established or confirmed 
fact; or it was or became binding, incumbent or due (Lane). The expression 
Bil-Haqq signifies, (1) that the Qur’an comprises teachings which are based 
on eternal truths and are incapable of being successfully assailed; (2) that its 
first recipients are the people best suited to receive it; (3) that it has come in 
the fulness of time and fulfils all true human needs; (4) that it has come to stay 
and no effort on the part of its opponents can destroy or tamper with it. 

365. The word, Taurat, is derived from Wara which means, he burnt; he
concealed (Aqrab). Taurat is so called probably because in its pristine purity 
reading it and acting upon its teaching kindled in the heart of men the fire of 
Divine love. Possibly, the word also contains a hint that bright prophecies 
about the advent of the last Law-giving Prophet lie hidden in the Book. Taurat 
is the name applied to the five books of Moses: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy. The name is also sometimes applied to the Ten 
Commandments. 

366. Injil, which means, good news, is, according to Aqrab, a Greek word
(un-derived from any Arabic root) from which the English word "Evangel" is 
derived. The Gospels were so called because they contained not only "good 
news" for those who accepted Jesus but also because they contained 
prophecies about the advent of the greatest Prophet whose coming Jesus had 
described as the coming of the Lord Himself (Matt. 21:40). The word does not 
refer to the present four Gospels which were written by the followers of Jesus 
long after his crucifixion and which give merely an account of his life and 
teachings, but to the actual revelation received by Jesus. 

367. Al-Furqan may refer to the Qur’an or to the heavenly signs

a4:106; 5:49; 29:52; 39:3. b2:54,186; 8:42; 21:49; 25:2. 
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those who deny the Signs of 

Allah shall have a severe 

punishment. And aAllah is 

Mighty, Lord of retribution. 

 

6. Surely, bnothing in the 

earth or in the heavens is 

hidden from Allah. 

 

 

7. cHe it is Who fashions you 

in the wombs368 as He wills; 

there is none worthy of 

worship but He, the Mighty, 

the Wise.  

 

 

8. He it is Who has sent 
down to thee the Book; din it 
there are verses that are firm 
and decisive in 
meaning369—they are the 
basis370 of the Book—and 
there   are   eothers  that  are 

 

 
vouchsafed to the Holy Prophet which establish his truth. 

368. As development of the child takes place in the womb of the mother, 
the offspring naturally is affected by her physical and moral condition. So 
Jesus, whose body like that of all other human beings was formed in the 
womb of a woman, could not escape being affected by the limitations and 
failings inherent in woman. This is why, in his discussion with the 
Christians of Najran, the Holy Prophet pointedly referred to the birth of Jesus 
as an argument to disprove his so-called divinity. He is reported to have said 
to them: "Do you not know that it was a woman who conceived Jesus, and 
then she was delivered of him just as a normal woman is delivered of a 
child" (Jarir, iii.101)? 

369. Muhkam means, (1) that which has been made secure from change 
or alteration; (2) that in which there is no ambiguity or possibility of doubt; 
(3) that which is clear in meaning and decisive in exposition and (4) a verse 
which embodies a teaching special to the Qur’an (Mufradat & Lane). 

370. Umm means, (1) mother; (2) source or origin or basis of a thing; (3) 
anything which is a means of sustenance and support or of reformation 
and correction for another; (4) anything to which other things around it are 
linked (Aqrab & Mufradat). 

a5:96; 14:48; 39:38. b14:39; 40:17; 64:5; 86:6. c22:6; 23:12-15; 39:7; 40:65; 64:4. 
d11:2. e39:24. 
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susceptible of different 
interpretations.371 But those 
in whose hearts is perversity 
pursue such thereof as are 
susceptible of different 
interpretations, seeking to 
cause discord and seeking 
wrong interpretation of it. 
And none knows aits right 
interpretation372 except 
Allah band those who are 
firmly grounded in 
knowledge; they say, ‘We 
believe in it; the whole is 
from our Lord.’—And none 
heed except those gifted with 
understanding—373 

 

 
371. Mutashabih is used about (1) that phrase, sentence or verse which is 

susceptible of different, though concordant, interpretations; (2) that whose 
parts resemble or are concordant with one another; (3) that whose true 
significance bears a similarity to a sense which is not meant; (4) that of 
which the true meaning is known only by referring it to what is termed 
Muhkam; (5) that which cannot be rightly understood without repeated 
consideration; (6) a verse which contains teaching corresponding to or 
resembling those contained in the previous revealed Scriptures (Mufradat). 

372. Ta’wil means, (1) interpretation or explanation; (2) conjecture about 
the meaning of a speech or writing; (3) turning away a speech or writing from 
its right interpretation; (4) interpretation of a dream; (5) end, result or sequel 
of a thing (Lane). In this verse the word occurs twice; in the former place it 
gives the second or the third meaning, while in the latter it gives the first or 
the fifth meaning. 

373. The verse lays down the golden rule that, in order to prove a 
controversial point, the decisive and clearly worded parts of a Scripture should 
be taken into consideration, and if these are found to contradict the 
construction put upon a certain ambiguous passage that passage should be so 
interpreted as to make it harmonize with the decisive and clearly worded parts 
of the text. According to the verse, the Qur’an has two sets of verses. Some 
are Muhkam (firm and decisive in meaning) and others Mutashabih (capable 
of different interpretations). The right way to interpret a Mutashabih verse is 
that only such interpretation of it should be accepted as agrees with the verses 
 

a7:54; 18:79. b4:163. 
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9. ‘Our Lord, let not our
hearts become perverse after
Thou hast guided us;374 and
bestow on us mercy from
Thyself; surely, Thou art the
Great Bestower;

that are Muhkam. In 39:24 the whole of the Qur’an is called Mutashabih and 
in 11:2 all the Quranic verses have been described as Muhkam. This should 
not be taken as contradicting the verse under comment, according to which 
some verses of the Qur’an are Muhkam and others Mutashabih. So far as the 
real significance of the Quranic verses is concerned the whole of the Qur’an is 
Muhkam, in that all its verses contain decisive and eternal truths. In another 
sense, however, the whole of the Qur’an is Mutashabih inasmuch as the 
Quranic verses have been so worded as to give at one and the same time, 
several meanings equally true and good. The Qur’an is also Mutashabih 
(mutually resembling) in the sense that there is no contradiction or 
inconsistency in it, its different verses supporting one another. But parts of it 
are certainly Muhkam and others Mutashabih for different readers according 
to their knowledge, mental make up and natural capacities, as the present 
verse points out. As regards prophecies, those that are couched in plain and 
direct language, susceptible of only one meaning, would be regarded as 
Muhkam and those that are described in figurative or metaphorical language, 
capable of more than one interpretation, would be regarded as Mutashabih. 
The prophecies described in metaphorical language should, therefore, be 
interpreted in the light of the prophecies that are clearly and literally fulfilled 
and also in the light of the basic and fundamental principles of Islam. For 
Muhkam prophecies, the reader is referred to 58:22; whereas 28:86 contains a 
Mutashabih prophecy. The term Muhkam may also be applied to such verses 
as embody full and complete commandments while Mutashabih verses are 
those which give only part of a certain commandment, and are required to be 
read in conjunction with other verses to make a complete injunction. 
Muhkamat (decisive verses) generally deal with the Law and the doctrines of 
Faith, while Mutashabihat generally deal with topics of secondary importance 
or describe incidents in the lives of Prophets or the history of peoples and, 
while so doing, sometimes make use of idioms and phrases capable of 
different meanings. Such verses should not be so interpreted as to contradict 
the clearly worded tenets of the Faith. It may be noted here that the use of 
metaphors, the main basis of Mutashabih verses in religious Scriptures, is 
necessary in order to assure vastness of meaning in the fewest of words, to 
add beauty and grace to the style, and to provide for the people a trial without 
which spiritual development and perfection are not possible. 

374. The right knowledge of the Qur’an is vouchsafed only to those who
are pure of heart (56:80). 
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10. ‘Our Lord, aThou wilt 

certainly assemble mankind 

together on the Day about 

which there is no doubt; 

surely, Allah never fails in 

His promise.’ 

 

 

R. 2.   

11. Those who dis-

believe375—btheir posses-

sions and their children shall 

not avail them at all against 

Allah; and it is they that are 

the fuel of the Fire. 

 

 

12. cTheir case376 is like the 

case of the people of Pharaoh 

and those before them; they 

rejected Our Signs; so Allah 

punished them for their sins, 

and Allah is Severe in 

punishing. 

 

 

13. Say to those who 

disbelieve, d‘You shall be 

overcome and gathered unto 

Hell; and an evil place of rest 

it is.’  

 

 

14. Certainly there was for 
you a Sign377 in ethe two 

 

 
375. As all these verses have particular reference to Christians the word 

"disbelievers" occurring in the verse under comment may apply to them. 
376. Da’b means, habit, custom or manner; case, affair or condition 

(Aqrab). 
377. The verse refers to the Battle of Badr in which 313 ill-equipped and 

ill-armed Muslims inflicted a crushing defeat on a fully equipped and fully 
armed Meccan force—1000 strong. This fulfilled two prophecies—one 
contained in an earlier revelation of the Qur’an (54:45-49), and the other in 
the Bible (Isa. 21:13-17). In accordance with the biblical prophecy, about a 
 

a3:26; 4:88; 45:27. b3:117; 58:18; 92:12; 111:3. c8:53, 55. d8:37; 54:46. e8:42, 43. 
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armies which encountered 
each other, one army fighting 
in the way of Allah and the 
other disbelieving, whom 
they saw with their own eyes 
to be twice as many as 
themselves.378 Thus aAllah 
strengthens with His aid 
whomsoever He pleases. In 
that surely is a lesson for 
those who have eyes. 

15. bFair-seeming to men is

made the love of desired

things—women and childrenn,

and stored-up heaps of gold

and silver, and horses of mark

and cattle and crops. cThat is

the provision of the present

life;379 but it is Allah with

Whom is an excellent home.

year after the hijrah of the Holy Prophet from Mecca, the power of Kedar (the 
progenitor of the Meccans) was broken at Badr and their glory departed. The 
defeat of the infidels was as unexpected and complete as was the victory of 
the Muslims. Truly has the Battle of Badr been reckoned among the greatest 
battles of history. It virtually decided the fate of Arabia and established Islam 
on a very firm footing. 

378. The clause points out that the Meccan army appeared to the Muslims
to be less than their actual strength, i.e. only twice instead of thrice the 
number of the Muslims, as was actually the case. This was quite in harmony 
with Divine design that the few weak and ill-equipped Muslims, seeing the 
full strength of the enemy, might not lose heart (8:45). What actually 
happened was that one-third of the Meccan army was behind a mound and the 
Muslims could see only two-thirds of them, i.e. 600 or twice as many as their 
own number. 

379. Islam does not prohibit the use or seeking of the good things of this
world; but it certainly condemns those who are wholly engrossed in them and 
make them the very object of their life. 

a8:27. b18:47; 57:21. c3:186; 9:38; 10:71. 
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16. Say, ‘Shall I inform you 

of asomething better than 

that?’ For those who fear 

God, there are Gardens with 

their Lord, beneath which 

streams flow; therein shall 

they abide; and bpure mates 

and cAllah’s pleasure. And 

Allah is Mindful of His 

servants. 

 

 

17. Those who say, ‘Our 

Lord, we do believe; dforgive 

us, therefore, our sins380 and 

save us from the punishment 

of the Fire;’ 

 

 

18. eThe steadfast, and the 

truthful, and the humble, and 

those who spend in the way 

of Allah and those fwho pray 

for pardon in the latter part 

of the night.381 

 

 

 
380. Dhunub is the plural of Dhanb which means, a fault, a misdeed, an 

offence, a thing for which one is blameable, if one does it intentionally. It 
differs from Ithm in that Dhanb may be either intentional or committed 
through inadvertence, Ithm is peculiarly intentional. Or Dhanb means, such 
errors and mistakes as bring about a harmful result or make one liable to be 
called to account. Really, Dhanb signifies such failings or shortcomings as 
adhere to human nature, Just as Dhanab (tail, or in man, the corresponding 
part of the body) adheres to the body, i.e. natural failings and shortcomings in 
man (Lane & Mufradat). 

381. The special marks of a true believer mentioned in this verse represent 
four stages of spiritual progress: (1) When a person embraces the true Faith, 
he generally is subjected to persecution; therefore, the first stage through 
which he has to pass is that of "patience and steadfastness." (2) When 
persecution comes to an end and he is free to act as he pleases, he carries into 
practice the teachings which he was unable fully to act upon before. This 
 

a8:47; 19:77. bSee 2:26. c3:163,175; 5:3; 9:72; 48:30; 59:9. d3:194; 7:156; 23:110; 60:6.  
e33:36. f51:18, 19. 
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19. Allah bears witness that

there is no god but He—and

also do the angels and those

possessed of knowledge,
amaintaining381A justice;

there is no god but He, the

Mighty, the Wise.382

20. Surely, bthe true religion

with Allah is Islam.383 And

those who were given the

second stage relates to "living truthfully," i.e. living up to one’s convictions. 
(3) When, as a result of faithfully carrying out the commandments of Faith,
true believers attain power, even then humility does not take leave of them.
They remain as "humble" in spirit as ever. (4) Nay, their sense of service
increases all the more. They "spend" whatever Allah has given them for the
welfare of fellow men. But, as the concluding words of the verse point out, all
this time they continue to pray to God in the stillness of the night to forgive
any falling short, on their part, of the high ideal of service to humanity.

381A. The words also mean, in accordance with justice. 
382. The one central and indisputable fact in nature and the basic principle

of every true religion is Divine Unity. The whole creation and the 
consummate order pervading it bear undeniable testimony to this fundamental 
fact. The angels who are the bearers of the Message of truth to the Prophets, 
the Messengers of God, who propagate it in the world, and those good people 
who receive and imbibe true knowledge from God’s Messengers, all add their 
testimony to the Divine testimony. Similarly, all are united in testifying to the 
falsehood of the idea of setting up gods with Allah, be it in the form of 
plurality, trinity, or duality of gods. 

383. All religions inculcate belief in the Oneness of God and submission to
His Will, yet it is only in Islam that the idea of submission to God’s Will has 
found its consummation; for complete submission requires complete 
manifestation of God’s attributes and it is in Islam alone that such 
manifestation has taken place. So of all religious systems Islam alone deserves 
to be called God’s own religion in the real sense of the term. All true religions 
were indeed more or less Islam in their original form and their adherents 
Muslims in the literal sense of the term, but not till the time when religion 
became complete in all its different aspects was it given the name of Al-Islam, 
which was reserved for the final Dispensation perfected in the Qur’an. The 
verse further explains 2:63. 

a5:9; 7:30. b3:86. 
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Book did not disagree but, 

after knowledge had come to 

them, out of mutual envy. 

And whoso denies the Signs 

of Allah, then surely, Allah 

is Quick at reckoning. 

 

21. But if they dispute with 

thee, say, a‘I have surrendered 

myself completely to Allah, 

and also those who follow 

me.’ And say to those who 

have been given the Book384 

and to the Unlearned,385 

‘Have you also surrendered?’ 

If they surrender, then they 

will surely be rightly 

guided,386 but if they turn 

back, then bthy duty is only 

to convey the Message. And 

Allah is Watchful of His 

servants. 

 

 

R. 3.   

22. Surely, those who deny 

the Signs of Allah and cseek 

to slay the Prophets unjustly, 

and seek to slay such men as 

 

 
384. People of the Book and Ummiyyin (those who follow no revealed 

Book) comprise the whole of mankind. 
385. See 113A and 1058. 
386. If the People of the Book and those who follow no revealed Scripture 

were to surrender themselves to God, they would surely accept the Holy 

Prophet and be rightly guided, the former because clear prophecies are found 

in their Scriptures regarding him and the latter because of the combined 

testimony of nature, human conscience and common sense. 

a4:126. b5:93, 100; 13:41; 16:83. cSee 2:62. 
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enjoin equity—announce to 

them a painful 

punishment.387 

23. Those are they awhose

deeds shall come to naught

in this world and in the next,

and they shall have no

helpers.388

24. Hast thou not seen those

who have been given their

portion of the Book?389

bThey are called to the Book

of Allah that it may judge

between them, but a party of

them turn away in aversion.

25. That is because they say,
c‘The Fire shall not touch us,

except for a limited number

of days.’390 And what they

387. No Prophet of God, whatever circumstances faced him, ever failed in

his mission. No amount of persecution or attempts to murder the Prophets 

ever succeeded in arresting or retarding the progress of their Faith. The history 

of Religion provides a standing testimony to this fact. 
388. Disbelievers have no faith in retribution of the Hereafter; so, as a proof

of the fact that their deeds will not avail them at all on the Day of Resurrection, 

they are told that in the present life also their efforts to destroy Islam will 

prove futile and this will be evidence of the fact that in the life to come also 

their works will be of no use to them. 
389. (1) Prophecies contained in the Bible concerning the Holy Prophet

which formed a portion of the Book; or (2) the genuine portion of the Bible, 

because only a portion of it had remained safe from interpolation and this 

alone could be called a part of the true Book; or (3) the Bible is but a portion 

of the Book as compared with the Qur’an which is the Book par excellence. 
390. Both Jews and Christians persuaded themselves into believing that

they would be safe against the punishment of the Hereafter, the Jews thinking 

a2:218; 7:148; 18:106. b24:49. c2:81; 5:19. 
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used to forge has deceived 

them regarding their religion. 
 

26. How will it be with them 
awhen We will gather them 

together on the Day about 

which there is no doubt; and 

when every soul shall be 

paid in full what it has 

earned, and they shall not be 

wronged?391 

 

 

27. Say, ‘O Allah, bLord of 

sovereignty, Thou givest 

sovereignty to whomsoever 

Thou pleasest; and Thou 

takest away sovereignty from 

whomsoever Thou pleasest. 

Thou exaltest whomsoever 

Thou pleasest and Thou 

abasest whomsoever Thou 

pleasest. In Thy hand is all 

good. Thou surely hast 

power to do all things.392 

 

 

28. c‘Thou makest the night 

pass into the day and makest 

the day pass into the night.393 

And dThou bringest forth the 

 

 
themselves immune owing to their being the "Favoured Ones" of God and the 

Christians deluding themselves with the idea that Jesus, the so-called son of 

God, had washed away all their sins with his supposed death on the Cross. 
391. The verse constitutes an emphatic contradiction of the doctrine that the 

blood of any person, and not one’s own good works, can bring about salvation. 
392. See next verse for explanation of this verse. 
393. "The day" may here represent the prosperity and power of a people 

and "the night" their decline and degradation. 

a3:10; 4:88; 45:27. b2:285; 5:19, 41; 35:14; 40:17; 48:15. c7:55; 13:4; 22:62; 35:14; 39:6; 57:7.  
d6:96; 10:32; 30:20. 
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living from the dead and 

bringest forth the dead from 

the living. And Thou givest to 

whomsoever Thou pleasest 

without measure.’394  

29. aLet not the believers

take disbelievers for

friends395 in preference to

believers—and whoever

does that has no connection

with Allah—except that you

guard yourselves fully

against them.396 And Allah

cautions you against His

punishment;397 and to Allah

is the returning.

30. Say, b‘Whether you hide

what is in your breasts or

reveal it, Allah knows it; and

He knows whatever is in the

heavens and whatever is in

394. This and the preceding verse point to the immutable Divine law that
nations rise and fall as they conform to, or defy, the Will of God, Who is the 
Source of all power and glory. 

395. With the accession of political power to Islam, as promised in the
preceding verses, forging of political alliances became necessary for the 
Muslim State. The verse under comment embodies the guiding principle that 
no Muslim State should enter into treaty or alliance with a non-Muslim State 
which should in any way injure, or conflict with, the interests of other Muslim 
States. The interests of Islam should transcend all other interests. 

396. Muslims are warned to be on their guard against the plots and
machinations of disbelievers. The expression, except that you guard 
yourselves fully against them, refers not to the power of the enemy but to his 
cunning of which Muslims should always be on their guard. 

397. Nafs means, a person’s self; purpose; will or desire; punishment, etc.
(Aqrab). 

a3:119; 4:140,145. b27:75; 28:70. 
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the earth. And Allah has 

power to do all things.’  

31. Beware of the Day awhen

every soul shall find itself

confronted with all the good

it has done and all the evil it

has done. It will wish there

were a great distance

between it and that evil. And

Allah cautions you against

His punishment. And Allah

is Most Compassionate to

His servants.

R. 4.

32. Say, b‘If you love Allah,

follow398 me; then will Allah

love you and forgive you

your sins. And Allah is Most

Forgiving and Merciful.

33. Say, c‘Obey Allah and

His Messenger;’ but if they

turn away, then remember

that Allah loves not the

disbelievers.

34. Allah chose Adam and

Noah and the family of

Abraham and the family of

398. The verse emphatically declares that the goal to attain Divine love is
now impossible of achievement except by following the Holy Prophet. It 
further removes the misunderstanding that may possibly arise from 2:63 that 
belief in the existence of God and in the Hereafter is alone sufficient for 
salvation. 

a18:50. b4:70. c4:60; 5:93; 8:47; 24:55; 58:14. 
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‘Imran399 above all peoples 

of the time.  

35. aThey were descendants 

of one another and Allah is 

All-Hearing, All-Knowing.  

 

 

36. Remember when a 

woman of ‘Imran400 said, 

‘My Lord, I have vowed to 

Thee what is in my womb to 

be dedicated401 to Thy 

 

 

 
399. ‘Imran may possibly refer to two persons: (1) Amram of the Bible, who 

was a son of Kohath and a grandson of Levi. He was the father of Moses, Aaron 

and Miriam, Moses being the youngest of the three (Jew. Enc. under Amram; 

Exod. 6:18-20); (2) ‘Imran, the father of Mary, mother of Jesus. This ‘Imran 

was the son of Yoshhim or Yoshim (Jarir & Kathir). The Qur’an has chosen this 

name with a twofold purpose: (1) To include, besides Moses, a reference to 

Aaron, the elder brother of Moses, and (2) to use it as a sort of preamble for 

introducing the story of Mary, the mother of Jesus, and, through it, that of Jesus 

himself. The repetition of the name ‘Imran in 3:36 also points to the same 

conclusion. It is significant that whereas the verse mentions the names of Adam 

and Noah singly and individually, it refers to Abraham and ‘Imran as heads of 

families. This has been done to point out that the latter names include references 

to certain individuals from among their progeny. Thus the expression "family of 

Abraham" not only refers to Abraham personally but also to his sons and 

grandsons—Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph. It may also include a reference to 

the Holy Prophet of Islam who was likewise descended from Abraham. 

Similarly, the words "family of ‘Imran" refer to Aaron, Moses and Jesus. 

‘Imran himself is not included, as he was not a Prophet. 
400. ‘Imran in the present verse is either the abbreviated form of Al-e-

‘Imran (the family of ‘Imran, father of Moses) just as in 2:41 Isra’il is the 

abbreviated form of Bani Isra’il (the Children of Israel) or it refers to ‘Imran, 

the father of Mary. 
401. Muharrar means, emancipated; a child divorced from all worldly 

affairs and dedicated by its parents to the service of the Church (Lane & 

Mufradat). It was a custom among the Israelites that those persons who were 

dedicated to the service of the Church remained unmarried (Gospel of Mary, 
 

a6:88; 19:59. 
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5:6 & Bayan under 3:36). In this verse the mother of Mary whose name was 

Hanna (Enc. Bib.) has been spoken of as Imra’atu‘Imran (woman of ‘Imran) 

while in 19:29 Mary herself has been addressed as Ukht-e-Harun (sister of 

Aaron). ‘Imran (Amran) and Aaron were respectively the father and brother of 

Moses, while he had also a sister named Miriam. Being ignorant of Arabic 

idiom and Quranic style, Christian writers, who ascribe the authorship of the 

Qur’an to the Holy Prophet, think that in his ignorance he confused Mary, 

mother of Jesus, with Mary or Miriam, the sister of Moses. Thus they pretend 

to have discovered a serious anachronism in the Qur’an—an altogether absurd 

charge, inasmuch as quite a number of passages can be cited to show that the 

Qur’an considers Moses and Jesus as two Prophets separated from each other 

by a long line of Prophets (2:88; 5:45). It is on record that when the Holy 

Prophet sent Mughirah to Najran, the Christians of that place asked him: "Do 

you not read in the Qur’an Mary (mother of Jesus) being mentioned as the 

sister of Aaron, while you know that Jesus was born long time after Moses?" 

did not know the answer," says Mughirah, "and on my return to Medina I 

enquired about it of the Holy Prophet who answered, 'Why did you not tell 

them that the Israelites used to name their children after their deceased 

Prophets and saints (Tirmidhi). In fact, there is actually a tradition to the effect 

that the husband of Hanna and the father of Mary was known as ‘Imran whose 

father (Mary’s grandfather) had the name Yoshhim or Yoshim (Jarir & 

Kathir). Thus this ‘Imran is different from the ‘Imran who was the father of 

Moses and whose own father was Kohath (Exod. 6:18-20). The fact that 

Hanna’s husband, or for that matter Mary’s father, has been named Joachim in 

the Christian Scriptures (Gospel of the Birth of Mary & Enc. Brit. under Mary) 

should perplex no one as Joachim is the same as Yoshim, mentioned by Ibn 

Jarir as the father of ‘Imran. The Christian Scriptures give the name of the 

grandfather instead of the father, which is a common practice. Besides, there 

are instances in the Bible of one person being known by two names. Gideon, 

for instance, was also called Jerubbaal (Judg. 7:1). So it should occasion no 

surprise if the second name of Jochim happened to be ‘Imran. Moreover, like 

individuals, families, too, are sometimes known after the names of their 

distinguished ancestors. In the Bible the name 'Israel' sometimes stands for the 

Israelites (Deut. 6:3, 4) and Kedar for the Ishmaelites (Isa. 21:16; 42:11). 

Similarly, Jesus has been called the son of David (Matt. 1:1). So the words 

Imra’atu‘Imran may also mean Imra’atu Al-e-‘Imran, i.e. a woman from the 

family of ‘Imran. This explanation finds further support from the fact that the 

words Al-e-‘Imran (family of ‘Imran) have been used by the Qur’an only two 

verses before. The word Al (family) was dropped here owing to the nearness 
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service. So do Thou accept it 

of me; verily, Thou alone art 

All-Hearing, All-Knowing.’  

37. But when she was 

delivered of it, she said, ‘My 

Lord, I am delivered of a 

female,’402—and Allah 

knew best of what she was 

delivered402A and the male 

of reference. And it is admitted that Hanna, mother of Mary, who was the 

cousin of Elisabeth (John’s mother) belonged to the House of Aaron and 

through him to that of ‘Imran (Luke 1:5, 36). For this and the next verse see 

also 'The Larger Edition of the Commentary.' 

The vow of Mary’s mother seems to have been taken under the influence of 

the Essenes who were generally held in high esteem by the people of that time 

and who practised celibacy and excluded women from their membership, and 

dedicated their lives to the service of religion and their fellow beings (Enc. 

Bib.; Jew. Enc.). It is remarkable that the teachings of the Gospels have much 

in common with those of the Essenes. It is also clear from the meaning of the 

word Muharrar that Mary’s mother had vowed the dedication of her child to 

the service of the Church, and as such she intended her never to marry, which 

shows that Mary was meant to belong to the priestly class. This is why, 

elsewhere in the Qur’an, she is called the sister of Aaron and not of Moses 

(19:29), though both were real brothers; for whereas Moses was the founder 

of the Jewish Law, Aaron was the head of the Jewish priestly class (Enc. Bib.; 

Enc. Brit. under Aaron). Thus Mary, mother of Jesus, was the sister of Aaron 

not in the sense that she was his real sister but because, like Aaron, she 

belonged to the priestly order. 
402. Mary’s mother had made the vow in the hope that she would be

blessed with a son whom she would dedicate to the service of God. Instead a 
daughter was born to her. So she was naturally perplexed. 

402A. The words, Allah knew best of what she was delivered, form a 
parenthetical clause spoken by God, whereas the following words, the male 
she desired to have was not like the female she was delivered of, may be taken 
to have been spoken either by God or by Mary’s mother. Most probably they 
are God’s words and mean, as rendered in the text, that the female child she 
had brought forth was superior to the male child she desired to have. If taken 
to have been spoken by Mary’s mother, they would mean that the female child 
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she desired to have was not 

like the female she was 

delivered of—‘and I have 

named her Mary,402B and I 

commit her and her offspring 

to  Thy  protection402C  from 
Satan, the rejected.’402D 

she had given birth to could not be like the male child she desired to have, 
inasmuch as a boy only was fitted to do the special service to which she 
desired to dedicate him. The clause, I have named her Mary, contains an 
implied prayer to God to make the girl as exalted and as good and virtuous as 
the name Mary (meaning exalted or a pious worshipper) signified. 

402B. Maryam was the mother of Jesus. She was probably named after the 

sister of Moses and Aaron, known as Mariam (later pronunciation, Miriam). 

The word, which is probably a compound one in Hebrew means, star of the 

sea; mistress or lady; exalted; pious worshipper (Cruden’s Concordance; 

Kashshaf & Enc. Bib.). 
402C. These words offer some difficulty. If Mary’s mother intended her child 

to be dedicated to the service of God, she must have known that the child would 

remain unmarried for life. What is, then, the sense in offering prayer for the 

child’s offspring? The most probable explanation is that God had told her in a 

vision that her daughter would grow up to womanhood and would have a child, 

whereupon she prayed that Mary and her child might both be granted God’s 

protection. In spite of this, however, she appears to have left the future of Mary in 

God’s hand and dedicated her, as she had originally intended, to the service of 

God (3:36; Gospel of the Birth of Mary). This must have been an exceptional 

case, for ordinarily only males were eligible for such dedication. The 

assumption that Mary’s mother had a vision that her daughter would have a 

son finds mention in the Gospel of Mary (3:5) though perhaps in a somewhat 

different form. There was nothing unusual about the prayer of Hanna, Mary’s 

mother, that Mary and her offspring might be protected from satanic 

influences. All pious parents are actuated by such a desire for their children 

and pray that they should grow up to lead good and virtuous lives. It is also to 

be noted that though Islam declares all Prophets of God to be safe from the 

influence of Satan, the Bible does not ascribe this protection to Jesus (Mark, 

1:12, 13). 
402D Rajim, derived from Rajama, means: (1) One driven away from 

God’s presence and mercy or one cursed; (2) forsaken and abandoned; 
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38. So her Lord accepted her

with a gracious acceptance

and caused her to grow an

excellent growth and made

Zachariah403 her guardian.

Whenever Zachariah visited

her in the chamber, he found

with her provisions. He said,

‘O Mary, whence hast thou

this?’ She replied, ‘It is from

Allah.’404 Surely, Allah

gives to whomsoever He

pleases without measure.

39. Then and there did

Zachariah pray405 to His

Lord, saying, a‘My Lord,

grant me from Thyself pure

offspring; surely, Thou art

the Hearer of prayer.’

(3) pelted with stones; (4) deprived of all goodness and virtue (Lane).
403. Zachariah or Zacharias was the name of an Israelite holy person whom

the Qur’an presents as a Prophet (6:86) but of whom the Bible speaks only as 
a priest (Luke, 1:5). The person presented as a Prophet by the Bible is 
Zechariah (mark the difference in spelling) of whom the Qur’an, however, 
makes no mention. Zachariah of the Qur’an was the father of Yahya, (John) 
who was a cousin of Jesus. 

404. The gifts were evidently brought by worshippers visiting the place and
there was nothing extraordinary in Mary’s reply that the gifts were from Allah, 
for every good thing that comes to man is really from God, He being the Final 
Giver. In fact, from a girl of Mary’s religious upbringing any other reply 
would have been rather surprising. 

405. The pious reply of the child made a deep impression on the mind of
Zachariah and awakened in the depths of his soul the latent and natural desire 
of possessing a similarly virtuous child of his own. He prayed to God to be 
blessed with a child like Mary. The prayer was probably repeated over a 
length of period as it is mentioned in varying words in different parts of the 
Qur’an (3:39; 19:4-7; 21:90). 

a19:6-7; 21:90-91. 
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40. And the angels called to 

him as ahe stood praying in 

the chamber, b‘Allah gives 

thee glad tidings of 

Yahya,406 who shall testify 

to the truth of a cword from 

Allah—noble and chaste and 

a Prophet,407 from among 

the righteous. 

 

 

41. He said, d‘My Lord, how 

shall I have a son,408 when 

age has overtaken me 

already, and my wife is 

barren?’ He answered, ‘Such 

is the way of Allah; He does 

what He pleases.’  

 

 

42. eHe said, ‘My Lord, give 

me a commandment.’409 He 

replied, ‘The commandment 

for thee is that thou shalt 

not  speak to men for three 

 

 
406. Yahya or John is the name of the Prophet who appeared before Jesus 

to serve as his harbinger in fulfilment of the biblical prophecy (Mal. 3:1 and 

4:5). The Hebrew form is Yuhanna which in that language means, God has 

been gracious (Enc. Brit.). The name Yahya was given by God Himself. 
407. John came in fulfilment of Malachi’s prophecy, "Behold I will send you 

Elijah, the Prophet, before the great and terrible day of the Lord" (Mal. 4:5). 
408. Ghulam means a youth (Lane). Zachariah’s query was a spontaneous 

expression of innocent surprise at the Divine promise. It also contained a 

veiled prayer that he might live long enough to see the child born and grow up 

into a young man. 
409. Zachariah was to abstain from speaking for three days, and, then, was 

the promise to be fulfilled. He was not deprived of his power of speech, as the 
Gospels seem to allege, as a punishment for his not believing the words of 
God (Luke, 1:20-22). 

a19:12. b19:8; 21:91. c3:46; 4:172. d19:9, 10. e19:11. 
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 days410 aexcept by signs. 

And remember thy Lord 

much and glorify Him in the 

evening and in the early 

morning.’  

R. 5.

43. And remember when the

angels411 said, ‘O Mary,

Allah has chosen412 thee and

purified thee and bchosen

thee above all women of the

time.

44. ‘O Mary, be obedient to

thy Lord and prostrate

thyself and worship One God

with those who worship

Him.’

410. The commandment about keeping silent was intended to afford
Zachariah a suitable opportunity for passing his time in meditation and 
prayer—a condition particularly helpful in attracting Divine mercy and grace. 
Refraining from speech has also been found helpful, in some cases, in making 
one regain one’s lost vitality and physical strength. This practice seems to 
have been in vogue among the Jews of those times. 

411. The use of the word "angels" in the plural number has its own
significance. If the mere conveying of a message was intended, only one angel 
could have acted as a message-bearer. In the Quranic idiom the use of the 
plural number signifies that, as God intended to bring about, through Mary’s 
son, a great change in the world, affecting various spheres of life, He ordered 
all the different angels connected with the relevant spheres to take part in 
conveying the message, thus calling upon all of them to help him in bringing 
about the desired change. 

412. In this verse the word "chosen" has been used twice. In the first place
it has been used in regard to Mary without reference to any other person, 
signifying her exalted position absolutely; while in the second place it has 
been used to express her high position in relation to other women of her time. 
According to the usage of the Qur’an, the expression Nisa’il-‘Alamin does not 
here refer to the women of all times and all ages, but only to the women of the 
specific time in which Mary lived. 

a19:12. b3:34. 
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45. aThis is of the tidings of 

things unseen413 which We 

reveal to thee. And thou wast 

not with them when they cast 

their arrows, bas to which of 

them should be the guardian 

of Mary, nor wast thou with 

them when they disputed 

with one another.  

 

 

46. When the angels said, ‘O 

Mary, cAllah gives thee glad 

tidings of a son through da 

Word414 from Him; his 

 

 

 
413. Many of the facts which the Qur’an has brought to light regarding 

Mary are not found in the previous Scriptures. Hence, they are here spoken of 
as "things unseen." As narrated in the verses that follow, Mary had become 
pregnant, while leading a life of dedication in the Temple. The priests grew 
anxious when they came to know of the startling fact. They feared scandal and 
disputed among themselves and cast lots to decide as to who should take 
charge of Mary and arrange her disposal in marriage. One Joseph, a carpenter, 
as mentioned in the Gospels, was hit upon as a suitable person to be her 
husband and was persuaded to accept the awkward situation. All this was 
naturally done in secret and so it was a Ghaib (a thing unseen) which the 
Qur’an has brought to light. 

414. Kalimah means, a word; a decree; a command (Mufradat). This word 
along with the word, Ruh, occurring together in 4:172 makes it clear without a 
shadow of doubt that, far from establishing it, these words have been used to 
demolish and repudiate the doctrine of the so-called divinity and sonship of 
Jesus. In it Jesus has been called Kalimatullah because his words were helpful 
to the cause of Truth. Just as a person who helps the cause of Truth by his 
valour is called Saifullah (the Sword of God) or Asadullah (the Lion of God), 
so was Jesus called Kalimatullah because also his birth did not take place 
through the agency of a male parent but by the direct "command" of God 
(19:22). Besides the literal meanings given above the Qur’an has used the 
word Kalimah in the following senses: (1) "a Sign" (66:13 & 8:8); (2) 
"punishment" (10:97); (3) "plan" or "design" (9:40); (4) "glad tidings" 
( 7:138 ); (5) "creation of God" (18:110); (6) "a mere word of mouth" or "a 
mere assertion" (23:101). Taken in any of the above senses, the use of the 
word Kalimah about Jesus in no way gives to him a status higher than that of 
 

a11:50; 12:103. b3:38. c19:30. d3:10; 4:172. 
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name shall be the 

Messiah,415 Jesus,416 son of 

Mary,417 honoured in this 

world and in the next, and of 

those who are granted 

nearness to God;418 

other Prophets. Moreover, if Jesus has been called Kalimah (word) in the 
Qur’an, the Holy Prophet has been called Dhikr, i.e. a book or a good speech 
(65:11, 12), which evidently consists of many Kalimat (words). In fact, if 
Kalimatullah is taken in the sense of "Word of God," the utmost we can say is 
that God expressed Himself through Jesus just as He expressed Himself 
through other Prophets. Words are nothing but a vehicle for the expression of 
thoughts. They do not form part of our being nor do they become incarnated. 

415. Al-Masih is derived from Masaha which means, he wiped off the dirt
from the thing with his hand; he anointed it with oil; he journeyed through the 
land; God blessed him (Aqrab). Masih, therefore, means (1) one anointed; (2) 
one who travels much; (3) one blessed. Al-Masih is the Arabic form of 
Messiah which represents the Hebrew Mashiah, i.e. Anointed One (Enc. Bib.; 
Enc. Rel. & Eth.). Jesus was given this name because he was to travel much. 
But if in pursuance of the Gospel narrative, his ministry be admitted to have 
been confined to only three years and his travels to only a few Palestinian or 
Syrian towns, the title of Masih in no way befits him. Recent historical 
research, however, has established the fact that after having recovered from 
the shock and the wounds of crucifixion, Jesus travelled far and wide in the 
East and finally reached Kashmir to give his message to the Lost Tribes of 
Israel who lived in those parts. See also 2000 where Jesus is spoken of as 
having been afforded shelter in a hilly tract of land. Masih as stated above also 
means "One Anointed." As the birth of Jesus was out of the ordinary and was 
liable to be looked upon as illegitimate, therefore, to remove this possible 
accusation, he was spoken of as "being anointed" with God’s own anointment, 
even as all Prophets of God are anointed. 

416. ‘Isa seems to be the inverted form of the Hebrew word Yasu‘. Jesus is
the Greek form of Josua and Jesua (Enc. Bib.). 

417. Ibn-e-Maryam is a surname of Jesus known in Arabic as Kunyah.
Jesus has been called Ibn-e-Maryam probably because, being born without the 
agency of a male parent, he could not but be known after his mother. 

418. This expression also gives to Jesus no higher status than that of a
righteous servant of God. All highly righteous people have been spoken of in 
the Qur’an as being granted nearness to God (56:11, 12). 
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47. ‘And ahe shall speak to 

the people in the cradle418A 

and when of middle age,418B 

and he shall be of the 

righteous.  

 

 

48. She said, ‘My Lord, 
bhow shall I have a son, 

when no man has touched 

me?’419 He said, “Such is the 

 

 
418A. Primary meaning of the word Mahd is the state or period of 

preparation when one is, as it were, being prepared and made smooth for the 

duties of ripe age. The fact that the two periods of Kuhulah and Mahd have 

been mentioned together shows that there is no intervening period between 

them. The entire period before Kuhulah (middle age) is Mahd. 
418B. Kahl means, one of middle age or of the age when one’s hair 

becomes intermixed with hoariness; or it means, one who is between thirty or 

thirty-four and fifty-one years of age or between 40 and 51 (Lane & Tha‘labi). 
That Jesus spoke words of wisdom in his childhood has nothing miraculous 

or supernatural about it. Many intelligent and well brought up children speak 

like that. The whole sentence means that he would speak to people words full 

of extraordinary wisdom and spiritual knowledge, much beyond his years and 

experience, both in the period of preparation which is youth and in his middle 

age. The reference to the two distinct periods of Jesus’s life may also be taken 

to hint that his speaking in the latter period would be of a different nature 

from that in the former. In the latter period he would speak to men as a 

Prophet of God. Thus the glad tidings given to Mary consisted in the fact that 

Jesus was not only destined to be an intelligent young man but was also to live 

to a ripe old age as a righteous servant of God. 
419. The news of a son, however happy, in ordinary circumstances, must 

have greatly perplexed Mary who was not only still unmarried but was also 

meant to remain so for life. The verse reflects her justified perplexity. It also 

shows that Jesus had no father, as hinted in Mary’s words, no man has 

touched me. Having been dedicated to the service of the Temple, Mary could  
not, consistently with her vow of celibacy, marry. If she was to marry and 

have children in due course, there was no occasion for her to be surprised 
when the birth of a child was announced to her by the angel in a vision. No 
normal girl would be surprised, if she were told in a vision that a son would be 
born to her; for she would naturally infer that the promised child would be 
 

a5:111. b19:21. 
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way of Allah, He creates 

what He pleases. aWhen He 

decrees a thing, He says to it, 

‘Be,’ and it is; 

49. “And bHe will teach him

the Book and the Wisdom

and the Torah and the

Gospel;

50. c“And will send him as a

Messenger to the Children
Of Israel419A with the

Message d‘I come to you

with a Sign from your Lord,
which is, that I will
fashion420 out for you a

born to her after marriage. In the Gospel of Mary, the vow of celibacy is 
clearly referred to. We have it in chapter 5 of the said Gospel that when the 
high priest made a general order that all the virgins living in the Temple who 
had reached their fourteenth year should return home, all other virgins 
complied with the order but "Mary, the virgin of the Lord" alone answered 
that she could not comply with it; and for this refusal of her she assigned the 
reason that both she and her parents had dedicated her to the service of the 
Lord, and that she had vowed virginity to the Lord, which vow she was 
resolved never to break (Gospel of Mary, 5:4, 5, 6). Mary’s subsequent 
marriage with Joseph was thus contrary to the vow and against her own wish. 
She was, however, compelled by circumstances to marry when found with 
child. The priests had to arrange her marriage to avoid scandal. It does not, 
however, appear from the Gospels how Joseph was prevailed upon to consent, 
for he was obviously in the dark about her being pregnant at the time of 
marriage (Matt. 1:18,19). Presumably, some plausible excuse was found to 
justify the breaking of the vow. For a detailed account of the manner of the 
birth of Jesus see 1750-1755. 

419A. The words "a Messenger to the Children of Israel" show that the 
mission of Jesus was confined to the House of Israel. He was not a World-
Messenger (Matt. 10:5, 6; 15:24; 19:28. Acts, 3:25, 26; 13:46. Luke, 19:10; 
22:28-30). 

420. Khalaqa means, he measured, designed, fashioned or planned; God
produced or created or brought into existence a thing or being without there 
being any previously existing pattern or model or similitude, i.e. he originated 
it (Lane & Lisan). 

aSee 2:118. b5:111. c43:60; 61:7. d5:111. 
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creation out of clay420A after 
the manner420B of a bird;420C 

then I will breathe into it a 

new spirit and it will become 
a soaring being by the 

command of Allah; and I 
will heal420D the night-
blind420E and the leprous, 

and I will quicken the dead, 
by the command of 
Allah;420F and I will 

420A. Tin means, clay; earth; mould; etc. Figuratively, at-Tin may signify 
such persons as possess docile natures suitable for being moulded into any 
good shape like pliable clay. 

420B. Hai’ah means, form; fashion; garb; state; manner; mode or quality 
(Lane). 

420C. Tair means, a bird. Metaphorically the word signifies a highly spiritual 
man who soars high into spiritual regions as Asad (literally a lion) is used for a 
brave man and Dabbah for a worthless person, a worm of the earth (34:15). 

420D. ’Ubri’u is derived from Bari’a which means, he was or became clear 
or free from a thing and signifies, I heal; I declare a person free from the 
defect attributed to him (Lane). 

420E. Akmah means, one who cannot see at night; one born blind; one who 
becomes blind afterward; one deprived of reason and understanding (Mufradat). 

420F. There is no mention in the Bible of the miracle which is popularly 
believed to have been performed by Jesus that he created birds. If Jesus had 
really created birds, there is no reason why the Bible should have omitted to 
mention this, particularly when the creating of birds was a miracle the like of 
which had never been shown before by any Messenger of God. The mention 
of such a miracle would certainly have established his great superiority over 
all other Prophets and would have lent some support to the claim to Divinity 
which has been foisted upon him by his later followers. Of the different 
meanings of Khalq—(1) measuring; determining; designing, (2) fashioning; 
making and creating, etc. it is in the former sense that this word has been used 
in this verse. In the sense of "creating," the act of Khalq has not been 
attributed in the Qur’an to any other being or thing except God (13:17; 16:21; 
22:74; 25:4; 31:11, 12; 35:41 & 46:5). In the light of the above explanation, 
and keeping in view the figurative sense of the word "clay," the whole clause, 
I will fashion out for you a creation…become a soaring being, would mean 
that if ordinary men of humble origin but possessing the inherent capacity for 
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announce to you what you 
will eat420G and what you 

will store up in your houses. 
Surely, therein is a Sign for 
you, if you be believers. 

growth and development came into contact with him and accepted his 
Message, they would undergo a complete transformation in their lives. From 
men grovelling in the dust and not seeing beyond their material cares and 
mundane concerns, they would become converted into birds soaring high into 
the lofty regions of the spiritual firmament. And this is exactly what happened. 
The humble and despised fishermen of Galilee, under the impact of the 
ennobling precept and example of their Master, began soaring high like birds, 
preaching to the world of Israel the Word of God. 

As for healing the blind and the leprous, it appears from the Bible that 
persons suffering from certain diseases (leprosy, etc.) were considered unclean 
by the Israelites and were not allowed to have social contact with other men. 
The word, "I declare to be free;" signify that the legal or social disabilities and 
disadvantages, under which persons suffering from such maladies laboured, 
were removed by Jesus. Or that Jesus used to heal persons suffering from these 
diseases. The Prophets of God are spiritual physicians; they give eyes to those 
that have lost spiritual sight, and hearing to those who are spiritually deaf, and 
they restore to life those who are spiritually dead (Matt. 13:15). In this case the 
word Akmah would mean such a person as possesses the light of faith but being 
weak of resolve cannot stand trials. He sees in daytime, i.e. so long as there are 
no trials and the sun of faith shines forth unclouded, but when the night comes, 
i.e. when there are trials and sacrifices have to be made, he loses his spiritual 
vision and stands still (cf. 2:21). Similarly, the word Abras (leprous) would, in 
the spiritual sense, mean one who is imperfect in faith, having patches of 
diseased skin among healthy ones. 

The clause, I will quicken the dead, does not mean that Jesus actually 
brought the dead to life. Those actually dead are never restored to life in this 
world. Such a belief is diametrically opposed to the whole Quranic teaching 
(2:29; 23:100, 101; 21:96; 39:59, 60; 40:12; 45:27). The marvellous moral 
transformation that God’s Messengers bring about in the lives of their 
followers is termed "raising the dead to life," in spiritual terminology. 

420G. The entire clause may mean that Jesus told his disciples what they 
should eat, i.e. what they should spend to meet their physical needs, and what 
they should store up i.e. what they should lay up as spiritual treasure in Heaven. 
In other words he told them that their earnings should be honestly and lawfully 
acquired and that they should spend their savings in the way of God, having no 
thought for the morrow which should be left to God (Matt. 6:25, 26). 
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51. ‘And I come aful-
filling421 that which is
before me, namely, the 
Torah; and to allow you 
some of that which was 
forbidden unto you,421A and 
I come to you with a Sign 
from your Lord; so fear 
Allah and obey me; 

52. ‘Surely, bAllah is my
Lord and your Lord; so
worship Him; this is the right
path.’”

53. And when Jesus

perceived their disbelief, he

said, c‘Who will be my

helpers in the cause of

Allah?’ The disciples 

answered, ‘We are the 

helpers422 of Allah. We have 

421. Jesus came in fulfilment of the prophecies of the previous Prophets
contained in the Torah. But he brought no new Law, being a follower of 
Moses in this respect. He himself was conscious of this limitation of his 
authority (Matt. 5:17, 18). 

421A. The expression does not refer to any change or modification in the 
Mosaic Law. The reference is only to those things which the Jews had 
themselves rendered unlawful for their use (4:161; 43:64). These two verses 
show that there were differences among the various sects of the Jews 
regarding the lawfulness or otherwise of certain things and that by their 
iniquities and transgressions they had deprived themselves of certain Divine 
blessings. Jesus thus came as a judge to decide in what matters the Jews had 
deviated from the right path and to tell them that the blessings of which they 
had been deprived would be restored to them, if they followed him (Kathir, 
Fath & Muhit). 

422. Hawariyyun is the plural of Hawariyy which means, (1) a washerman;
(2) one tried and found to be free from vice or fault (3) a person of pure and
unsullied character; (4) one who advises or counsels or acts honestly and
faithfully; (5) a true and sincere friend or helper; (6) a select friend and helper

a5:47; 61:7. b5:73,118; 19:37; 43:65. c5:112; 61:15. 
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believed in Allah. And bear 

thou witness that we are 

obedient; 

54. ‘Our Lord, we believe in 
that which Thou hast sent 
down and we follow this 
Messenger. So write us down 
among those who bear 
witness.’ 

 

 

55. And aJesus’s enemies 
planned and Allah also 
planned, and Allah is the 
Best of planners.423 

 

 

R. 6.   

56. Remember the time when 

Allah said, ‘O Jesus, bI will 

cause thee to die424 a natural 

 

 
of a Prophet (Lane & Mufradat). 

423. The Jews had planned that Jesus should die an accursed death on the 
Cross (Deut. 21:24), but God’s plan was that he should be saved from that death. 
The plan of the Jews miscarried and God’s plan was successful, because Jesus 
did not die on the Cross but came down from it alive, and died a natural death in 
Kashmir, full of years, and far away from the scene of his crucifixion. 

424. Mutawaffi is derived from Tawaffa. They say Tawaffallahu Zaidan, i.e. 
God took away the soul of Zaid, namely He caused him to die. When God is 
the subject and a human being the object, Tawaffa has no other meaning than 
that of taking away the soul, whether in sleep or death. Ibn-e-‘Abbas has 
translated Mutawaffi-ka as Mumitu-ka, i.e. I will cause thee to die (Bukhari). 
Similarly, Zamakhshari, an Arab linguist of great repute, says: "Mutawaffi-ka 
means, I will protect thee from being killed by the people and will grant thee 
full lease of life ordained for thee, and will cause thee to die a natural death, 
not being killed" (Kashshaf). In fact, all Arabic lexicographers are agreed on 
the point that the word Tawaffa as used in the aforesaid manner, can bear no 
other interpretation and not a single instance from the whole Arabic literature 
can be cited of this word having been used in any other sense. Outstanding 
scholars and Commentators like (I) Ibn-e-‘Abbas, (2) Imam Malik, (3) Imam 
Bukhari, (4) Imam Ibn-e-Hazm, (5) Imam Ibn-e-Qayyim, (6) Qatadah, (7) 
Wahhab and others are of the same view (Bukhari, ch. on Tafsir; Bukhari, ch. on 
Bad’ul Khalq; Bihar; Al-Muhalla, Ma‘ad, p. 19; Manthur ii; Kathir). The word 
 

a8:31; 27:51. b3:194; 4:16; 7:127; 8:51; 10:47,105; 12:102; 13:141; 16:29,33; 
 22:6; 39:43; 40:68,78; 47:28 
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death and awill raise424A thee 

to Myself, and will clear thee 

of the charges of those who 

disbelieve, and will exalt424B 

those who follow thee above 

those who disbelieve, until 

the Day of Resurrection; 
bthen to Me shall be your 

return, and I will judge 

between you concerning that 

wherein you differ.  

 

57. ‘Then as for those who 

disbelieve, I will punish 

them with a severe 

punishment in this world and 

in the next, and they shall 

have no helpers;’ 

 

 

58. ‘And as for those who 

believe and do good works, 
aHe will give them their full 

 

 

 
has been used in no less than 25 different places in the Qur’an and in no less than 
23 of them the meaning is to take away the soul at the time of death. Only in two 
places the meaning is to take away the soul at the time of sleep; but here the 
qualifying word "sleep" or "night" has been added (6:61; 39:43). The fact cannot 
be denied that Jesus is dead. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, "Had 
Moses and Jesus now been alive, they would have found themselves forced to 
follow me" (Kathir). He even fixed the age of Jesus at 120 years (‘Ummal). The 
Qur’an, in as many as 30 verses, has completely demolished the absurd belief of 
the physical ascension of Jesus to, and his supposed life in, heaven. 

424A. Raf‘ signifies raising the status and rank of a person and honouring 
him. When the Raf‘ of a man is spoken of as being towards God, the meaning 
is invariably his spiritual ascension, because God not being material or 
confined to any place, no physical ascension to Him is possible. The word has 
been used in the Qur’an in this sense (24:37 & 35:11). The raising of Jesus is 
mentioned in the verse under comment in reply to the false claim of the Jews 
that he died an accursed death on the Cross. 

424B. Ja‘ala means, he made; he prepared or made; he appointed; he 
pronounced; he exalted (2:144); he held, etc. (Lane). 

a4:159; 7:177; 19:58. b5:49; 6:165; 11:24; 31:16; 39:8. 
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rewards. And Allah loves not 

the wrongdoers.’ 

59. That is what We recite

unto thee of the Signs and

the Reminder, full of

wisdom.

60. Surely, the case of Jesus

with Allah is like the case of

Adam.425 He created him out

of dust,425A then He said to

him, ‘Be,’ and he was.

61. bThis is the truth from thy

Lord, so be thou not of those

who doubt.

62. Now whoso disputes

with thee concerning him,

after what has come to thee

of knowledge, say to him,

‘Come, let us call our sons

and your sons, and our

women and your women, and

our people and your people;

then let us pray426 fervently

425. Adam primarily stands for man, i.e. the sons of Adam generally. Jesus
is thus declared to be like other mortals who have all been created from dust 
(40:68), and so there can be no Divinity about him. If, however, the word 
"Adam" be taken to refer to the progenitor of the human race, then the verse 
would be taken to point to the resemblance between Jesus and Adam in being 
born without the agency of a male parent. In this case, the fact that Jesus had a 
mother would not affect the likeness which, as stated above, need not be 
complete in all respects. 

425A. Elsewhere, man is stated to have been born out of clay (6:3). The 
difference sought to be indicated by the use of 'dust' and 'clay' is that when the 
word 'dust' is used, the idea of revelation (heavenly water) is not implied, but 
where 'clay' is used the idea of revelation is also indicated. 

426. The discussion on Christian doctrines with which this Surah deals has

a4:174; 35:31; 39:11, 70. b2:148; 6:115; 10:95. 
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and ainvoke the curse of 

Allah on those who lie.’ 

63. This certainly is the true 

account. There is none 

worthy of worship save 

Allah; and surely, it is Allah 

Who is the Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

64. But if they turn away, 

then remember that Allah 

fully knows the mischief-

makers.  

 
 

R. 7.   

65. Say, ‘O People of the 

Book! come to a word equal 

between us and you—that 

we worship none  but  Allah, 

and that we associate no 

partner with Him, and that 
asome of us take not others 

for Lords beside Allah.’ But 

if they turn away, then say, 

 

 

 

 
been brought to a close in this verse. The reference, as mentioned above, is to 
the Christian deputation from Najran which consisted of sixty persons and 
was headed by their chief, ‘Abdul-Masih, known as Al-‘Aqib. They met the 
Holy Prophet in his Mosque and the discussion on the doctrine of the so-
called divinity of Jesus continued at some length. When the question had been 
fully discussed and the members of the deputation were found to be still 
insisting on their false doctrine, the Holy Prophet, in obedience to Divine 
command contained in the present verse, invited them, as a last resort, to join 
him in a sort of prayer-contest technically known as Mubahalah, i.e. invoking 
the curse of God on the holders of false beliefs. As, however, the Christians 
did not appear to be sure of their ground, they declined to accept the challenge, 
thus indirectly admitting the falsity of their doctrine (Zurqani). Incidentally, it 
may be mentioned that during the discussion with the Christian deputation 
from Najran the Holy Prophet allowed them to pray in his Mosque in their 
own way, which they did facing the East—an act of religious toleration 
unparalleled in the history of all religions (Zurqani). 

a62:7, 8. 
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‘Bear witness that we have 

submitted to God.’426A  

66. O People of the Book! 
awhy do you dispute 

concerning Abraham, when 

the Torah and the Gospel 

were not revealed till after 

 

 

 
426A. This verse is wrongly considered by some to provide a basis for a 

compromise between Islam on the one hand and Christianity and Judaism on 
the other. It is argued that if these religions also teach and inculcate the 
doctrine of Divine Unity, then other Islamic teachings supposed to be of 
comparatively little importance could safely be left alone. It is unthinkable 
that the idea of compromise in matters of faith could ever have been 
encouraged, with a people who, in the immediately preceding verses, have 
been severely condemned for their false beliefs and who are so forcefully 
challenged to a prayer-contest to invoke the curse of God upon the holders of 
false beliefs. The Holy Prophet, while writing his missionary epistle to 
Heraclius, used this very verse, yet he forcefully invited the latter to accept 
Islam and threatened him with Divine punishment if he refused to do so 
(Bukhari). This shows beyond doubt that the mere fact of his believing in 
Divine Unity could not, according to the Holy Prophet, save Heraclius from 
God’s punishment. In fact, the verse is intended to suggest an easy and simple 
method by which Jews and Christians can arrive at a right decision regarding 
the truth of Islam. The Christians, in spite of professing belief in the Unity of 
Godhead, believed in the divinity of Jesus; and the Jews, notwithstanding their 
claim to be strict monotheists, gave blind allegiance to their priests and 
divines, practically placing them in the position of God Himself. The verse 
exhorts both of them to come back to their original belief in the Oneness of 
God and give up the worship of false deities who stand in the way of their 
accepting Islam. Thus, instead of seeking a compromise with these Faiths, the 
verse virtually invites their followers to accept Islam by drawing their 
attention to the doctrine of the Oneness of God which being, at least in its 
outer form, the common fundamental doctrine of all, could serve as a meeting 
ground for further approach. Incidentally, it may be noted here that the letter, 
mentioned by Bukhari and other Muslim Traditionists as having been 
addressed by the Holy Prophet to Heraclius and some other rulers—Muqauqis, 
the King of Egypt being one of them—couched in the words of this verse and 
inviting them to accept Islam, has recently been discovered and found to contain 
the exact words quoted by Bukhari (R. Rel. vol. v. no. 8). This furnishes a 
strong proof of the essential authenticity of Bukhari and, for that matter, of 
other accepted works of Hadith. 

a9:31. 
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him? Will you not then 

understand? 

67. Behold! you are those 
who disputed about that 
whereof you had some 
knowledge. Why then do you 
now dispute about that 
whereof you have no 
knowledge427 at all? Allah 
knows, and you know not. 

 

 

68. Abraham was neither a 
Jew bnor a Christian, but he 
was ever cinclined to God 
and obedient to Him, and he 
was not of those who 
associate gods with Allah. 

 

 

69. Surely, the nearest of 
men to Abraham are those 
who followed him and dthis 
Prophet and those who 
believe in him, and Allah is 
the Friend of believers.  

 

 

70. eA party of the People of 

the Book would fain lead 

you astray;427A but they lead 

 

 
427. The reference is either to the Quranic teaching or to the claim of the 

Jews and Christians about Abraham referred to in the preceding verse. 
427A. The simplicity, straightforwardness and perfection of the religion of 

Islam very often create such strong feelings of appreciation in the hearts of the 
People of the Book that they feel irresistibly drawn towards it but, being 
inimical and jealous, their appreciation often takes the queer, though not 
unpsychological, course that they begin to wish that Muslims may become 
like themselves. 

Taking the word Dalalah in the sense of ruin (40:35) the expression 
Yudillunakum (lead you astray) may also be rendered as "lead you to ruin" and 
the next clause, but they lead astray none except themselves, may in that case 
mean that by seeking to ruin the Muslims, they only ruin themselves, because 
 

a2:140. b2:141. c3:96; 4:126; 6:162; 16:121, 124. d16:124. e4:90. 
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astray none except them-

selves, only they perceive not.  

71. aO People of the Book! 

why do you deny the Signs 

of Allah, while you are 

witnesses thereof?427B 

 

 

72. O People of the Book! 
bwhy do you confound truth 

with falsehood and chide the 

truth knowingly?427C 

 

 

R. 8.   

73. And a party of the People 
of the Book say, ‘Declare 
your belief outwardly in that 
which has been revealed 
unto the believers, in the 
early part of day, and 
disbelieve in the latter part 
thereof; perchance they may 
return;428 

 

 

 
the rise of one’s enemy signifies one’s own fall. 

427B. Rejection of God’s Signs is a heinous crime for anyone, but it 
becomes still more heinous for him who is a direct witness thereof. 

427C. By means of the Signs, mentioned in their Scriptures about the Holy 
Prophet, the People of the Book could easily know that Muhammad (peace and 
the blessings of God be on him) was indeed the Promised Prophet, yet because of 
enmity and jealousy they would not recognize him and would insist on mixing up 
truth with falsehood rather than accept the truth in its unalloyed purity. 

428. The Jews were held in high esteem by the pagan Arabs for their 
religious learning. They took undue advantage of this and thought of a device 
to turn Muslims away from their Faith by outwardly embracing Islam in the 
early part of the day and giving it up in the latter part, seeking in this way to 
make the unlettered Arabs believe that something must have been seriously 
wrong with Islam, otherwise these learned men would not have so hurriedly 
given it up. But these foolish people made a completely wrong estimate of the 
invincible faith of the Companions of the Holy Prophet. 

a3:99. b2:43. cSee 2:43. 
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74. ‘And aobey none but him

who follows your

religion.’—Say, ‘Surely, true

guidance—the guidance of

Allah, is, that one be given

the like of that which has

been given to you’—‘or
bthey would argue428A with

you before your Lord.’ Say,

‘All grace428B is in the chand

of Allah. He gives it to

whomsoever He pleases.

And Allah is Bountiful, All-

Knowing;428C

75. ‘He aselects for His

mercy whomsoever He

pleases. And Allah is the

Lord of mighty grace.’

428A. If we are wrong in holding this view, then they should remove this 
misunderstanding by some Divine argument. 

428B. 'Grace' here may signify Prophethood. 
428C. (1) The clause, And obey none but him who follows your religion, 

constitutes a continuation of the concluding clause of the preceding verse. 
Thereafter comes the parenthetical clause beginning with the words, Say, 
surely true guidance—the guidance of Allah—is that one may be given the like 
of that which has been given to you. Then comes again the speech of the Jews 
in the words, or they would argue with you before your Lord, the verse finally 
ending with the Divine commandment: Say, 'All bounty, etc.' This style is 
peculiar to the Qur’an and is intended to produce a good psychological effect. 
(2) According to another interpretation, only the words which in this case
would be translated as "Say, the true guidance is the guidance of Allah,"
would be considered as being parenthetical and the following words, i.e. that
one be given the like of that which has been given to you, ...before your Lord,
would be taken to form part of the speech of the Jews. (3) Yet according to a
third interpretation the speech of the Jews is taken to end with the words, obey
none but him who follows your religion, the succeeding clauses being
considered to be all Divine speech. See also 'The Larger Edition of this
Commentary.'

a2:121. b2:77. c57:30. 
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76. Among the People of the 

Book there is he who, if thou 

trust him with a treasure, will 

return it to thee; and among 

them there is he who, if thou 

trust him with a dinar, will 

not return it to thee, unless 

thou keep standing over him. 

That is because they say, 

‘We are not liable to be 

called to account in the 

matter of the Unlearned 

people’;429 and they utter a 

lie against Allah knowingly. 

 

 

77. Nay, but bwhoso fulfils 

his pledge and fears Allah—

verily, Allah loves those who 

fear Him.  

 

 

78. As for those who take ca 

paltry price in exchange for 

their covenant with Allah 

and their oaths, they shall 

have no portion in the life to 

come, and dAllah will neither 

speak to them nor look upon 

them430 on the Day of 

Resurrection, nor will He 

purify them; and for them 

 

 

 
429. In the time of the Holy Prophet the idea had gained ground among the 

Jews that it was no sin to rob a Gentile (non-Jew) Arab of his possession and 
property because the latter followed a false religion. Possibly, the idea had its 
origin in the Jewish law of usury, which makes an invidious distinction 
between a Jew and a non-Jew regarding the giving and taking of interest 
(Exod. 22:25; Lev. 25:36, 37; Deut. 23:20). 

430. God will not speak to them words of kindness nor will look upon them 
with mercy and compassion, nor will adjudge them as pure. 

a2:106. b5:2; 6:153; 13:21; 16:92; 17:35. cSee 2:42. d2:175; 23:109. 
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shall be a grievous 

punishment. 

79. And, surely, among them 
is a party awho twist their 
tongues while reciting the 
Book431 that you may think it 
to be part of the Book, while 
it is not part of the Book. And 
they say, ‘It is from Allah;’ 
while it is not from Allah; and 
they utter a lie against Allah 
while they know.  

 

 

80. It does not befit432 a 

truthful man that Allah 

should give him the Book 

and Wisdom and 

Prophethood, and then bhe 

should say to men, ‘Be my 

worshippers instead of 

Allah;’ but he would say, ‘Be 

solely devoted432A to the 

Lord because you teach the 

 

 

 
431. It is an allusion to an evil practice of some Jews in the time of the 

Holy Prophet. They would recite a passage in Hebrew in such a manner as 
would deceive the hearers into believing that it was the Torah that was being 
recited. The word "Book" used thrice in this verse means "a passage in 
Hebrew" in the first place and "the Torah" in the last two. The passage is 
spoken of as "the Book" because the Jews tried to make it appear as such. 

432. The expression ma Kana la-hu is used in three senses: (a) It does not 
become him to do so. (b) It is not possible for him to do so; or, it does not 
stand to reason that he should have done so; (c) he cannot possibly do so, i.e. 
it is physically impossible for him to do so. 

432A. Rabbaniyyin is the plural of Rabbaniy which means, (1) one who 
devotes himself to religious service or applies himself to acts of devotion; (2) 
one who possesses knowledge of God; (3) one who is learned in religious lore, 
or a good or righteous man; (4) a teacher who begins to nourish people with 
the small matters of knowledge or science before taking the great ones; (5) a 
lord or master or a leader; (6) a reformer (Lane, Sibawaih & Mubarrad). 

a2:76; 4:47; 5:42. b5:117,118. 
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Book and because you study 

it,’432B 

81. Nor does it befit him that 
he should bid you take the 
angels and the Prophets for 
lords. What! would he enjoin 
you to disbelieve after you 
have submitted to God?  

 

 

R. 9.   

82. And remember the time 
awhen Allah took a 

covenant433 from the people 

through the Prophets, saying, 

‘Whatever I give you of the 

Book and Wisdom and then 

there comes to you a 

Messenger, fulfilling433A that 

which is with you, you shall 
believe in him and help him.’ 

 

 
432B. The words, because you teach the Book and because you study it, 

show that it is the duty of all those who themselves have acquired spiritual 
knowledge that they should impart it to others and should not let men grope in 
the darkness of ignorance. 

433. The expression Mithaqun-Nabiyyin may either signify the covenant of 
the Prophets with God or the covenant which God took from the people 
through their Prophets. The expression has been used here in the latter sense 
because another reading of the expression as supported by Ubayy bin Ka‘b 
and ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud is Mithaqalladhina ’utul-Kitab meaning, the 
covenant of those who were given the Book (Muhit). This rendering is also 
supported by the words that follow, i.e. and then there comes to you a 
Messenger fulfilling that which is with you, because it was to the people and 
not to their Prophets that the Messengers of God came. 

433A. The word Musaddiq has been used here to denote the criterion by 
which a true claimant is distinguished from a false one. The word has been 
rightly translated here as "fulfilling," for it is only by "fulfilling" in his person 
the prophecies contained in the previous revealed Scriptures that a claimant 
can prove his truth. 

a5:13. 
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And He said, ‘Do you agree, 
and do you accept the 
responsibility which I lay 
upon you in this matter?’ 
They said, ‘We agree.’ He 
said, ‘Then bear witness and 
I am with you among the 
witnesses.’433B 

 

83. Now awhoso turns away 

after this, then, surely, those 

are the transgressors.  

 

 

84. Do they seek a religion 

other than Allah’s, while to 

Him submits whosoever is in 

the heavens and the earth, 

willingly or unwillingly,434 

and to Him shall they all be 

returned? 

 

 

 
433B. This verse is also considered to apply to other Prophets in general and to 

the Holy Prophet in particular. Both applications are correct. The verse lays down 
a general rule. The advent of every Prophet takes place in fulfilment of certain 
prophecies made by a previous Prophet in which he enjoins his followers to 
accept the next Prophet when he makes his appearance. If the Prophet comes in 
fulfilment of the prophecies contained in the Scriptures of one people only, as 
was the case with Jesus and other Israelite Prophets, then only that people are 
bound to accept and help him: but if the Scriptures of all religions predict the 
coming of a Prophet, as in the case of the Holy Prophet, then all nations are 
bound to accept him. The Holy Prophet appeared in fulfilment of the prophecies 
not only of the Israelite Prophets (Isa. 21:13-15. Deut. 18:18; 33:2. John 14:25, 26; 
16:7-13) but also of the Aryan seers and Buddhist and Zoroastrian sages (Safrang 
Dasatir, p. 188, Siraji Press, Delhi Jamaspi, published by Nizamul-Masha’ikh, 
Delhi, 1330 A.H.). 

434. As in the physical world man must submit to the laws of nature—and 
he knows by experience that such submission is useful for him—it is only 
reasonable that, in spiritual matters also wherein he has been granted a certain 
amount of freedom, he should obey the laws and commands of Allah and thus 
win His pleasure to his own benefit. 

a5:48; 24:56. 
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85. Say, a‘We believe in 

Allah and in that which has 

been revealed to us, and that 

which was revealed to 

Abraham and Ishmael and 

Isaac and Jacob and the 

tribes, and in that which was 

given to Moses and Jesus 

and other Prophets from their 

Lord.435 We make no 

distinction between any of 

them435A and to Him we 

submit.’ 

 

 

86. And bwhoso seeks a 

religion other than Islam, it 

shall not be accepted of him, 

and, in the Hereafter he shall 

be among the losers.  

 

 

87. How shall Allah guide a 

people who have disbelieved 

after believing and who had 

borne witness that the 

Messenger was true and to 

whom clear proofs had 

 

 
435. The Jews refused to believe in non-Israelite Prophets as the words, 

obey none but him who follows your religion (3:74) show. The charge has 
been pressed home to them that while they rejected all but the Israelite 
Prophets, Islam requires its followers to believe in all the Prophets of God, 
irrespective of the country or the race or the community to which they 
belonged or of the time in which they lived. This constitutes Islam’s great 
superiority over all other religions. 

435A. The words do not mean that there is no difference of rank or status 
between various Prophets which view is contrary to 2:254. What they really 
signify is that there can be no discrimination between them as Divine 
Messengers. 

a2:137, 286. b3:20; 5:4. 
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come?436 And Allah guides 

not the wrongdoing people. 

 

88. As for such—their reward 
is that on them shall be the 
acurse of Allah and of angels 
and of men, all together. 

 

 

89. bThey shall abide 
thereunder. Their punishment 
shall not be lightened nor 
shall they be reprieved; 

 

 

90. cExcept those who repent 

thereafter and amend.436A 

And surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

91. dSurely, those who 

disbelieve after they have 

believed and then increase in 

disbelief, their repentance 

shall not be accepted,437 and 

these are they who have gone 

astray.  

 

 

 
436. Certainly a people, who at first believe in the truth of a Prophet and 

proclaim their belief openly in him and become witnesses of Heavenly Signs 
but afterwards reject him through fear of men or other worldly considerations, 
lose all title to be again guided to the right path. Or the verse may refer to 
those who believed in the former Prophets but rejected the Holy Prophet. 

436A. Mere repentance and sorrow at past misdeeds is not sufficient to 
secure Divine forgiveness; an honest promise to eschew evil ways and a firm 
resolve to reform others also is needed for the purpose. 

437. The verse does not mean that the repentance of apostates shall in no 
case be accepted because this inference runs counter to 3:90 according to 
which repentance is acceptable at every stage. Reference here is to those 
persons only who make a profession of repentance and, instead of reinforcing 
their profession by bringing about a real and practical change in their lives, 
actually increase in disbelief. 
 

a2:162; 4:53; 5:79. b2:163. c2:161; 4:147; 5:40; 24:6. d4:138; 63:4. 
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92. As for athose who have 

disbelieved, and die while 

they are disbelievers, there 

shall not be accepted from 

anyone of them even the 

earthful of gold though he 

offer it as ransom. It is these 

for whom shall be a grievous 

punishment, and they shall 

have no helpers. 

 

 

PART IV   

R. 10.   

93. bYou cannot attain to 

righteousness438 unless you 

spend out of that which you 

love; and whatever you 

spend, Allah surely knows it 

well. 

 

 

94. All food was lawful439 to 

the Children of Israel,440 

except what Israel forbade 

himself before the Torah was 

sent down. Say, ‘Bring, then, 

the Torah and read it, if you 

are truthful.’  

 

 

 
438. In order to attain true faith, which is the essence of all righteousness 

and is the highest form of good, one must be prepared to sacrifice everything 
that one holds dear. The highest stage of righteousness can be attained only by 
spending in the way of God that which one loves best. High morals (Birr) 
cannot be attained without imbibing a true spirit of sacrifice. 

439. Certain foods which the Jews abstained from were allowed by Islam. 
One such thing was the sciatic nerve, to which reference is made in Gen. 
32:32. Jacob suffered from sciatica, and, for medical reasons he forbade 
himself the sciatic nerve as food. This was his personal matter but the 
Israelites made it a rule of conduct to abstain from eating the sinew. 

440. The name Israel was bestowed upon Jacob in a vision (Gen. 32:28). 

a2:162; 4:19; 47:35. b9:34,111; 63:11. 
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95. Now, whoso forges a lie 
against Allah after this,441 
then it is these that are the 
wrongdoers. 

 

 

96. Say, ‘Allah has declared 
the truth; follow, therefore, 
the religion of Abraham 
awho was ever inclined to 
Allah;442 and he was not of 
those who associate gods 
with Him.’ 

 

 

97. Surely, bthe first House 
founded for all mankind is 
that at Becca,443 abounding 
in blessings and guidance for 
all peoples.  

 

 

98. In it are manifest Signs; 
cit is the place of Abraham; 

and dwhoso enters it, is safe. 
And epilgrimage to the 
House is a duty which 

men—those who can find a 
way444 thither—owe to 

 

 

 
441. Dhalika refers to the statement made in the preceding verse. To say 

that such and such parts of food were disallowed by God whereas He had not 
forbidden them, amounted to forging a lie against God. 

442. By saying that Abraham was ever obedient to God, the verse hints that 
he did not prohibit the eating of any particular food of his own accord, as the 
Israelites have done. It purports to say that by differing from the Israelites in 
this matter, Islam does not go against the way and the practice of the Prophets 
of God, particularly that of Abraham. 

443. Becca is the name given to the Valley of Mecca, the mim of Mecca 
being changed into ba’. These two letters are interchangeable as in Lazim and 
Lazib. The Qur’an here draws the attention of the People of the Book to the 
remote antiquity of the Ka‘bah in order to point out that it is the real and 
original centre of God’s religion; those adopted by Jews and Christians being 
of later origin. See also 2:128. 

444. After alluding to the historical evidence in favour of the Ka‘bah, the 
 

aSee 3:68. b5:98; 27:92; 28:58; 29:68; 106:4, 5. c2:126. d14:36; 28:58; 29:68. e22:28. 
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Allah. And whoever 
disbelieves, let him remember 

that Allah is surely 
independent of all creatures. 

99. Say, a‘O People of the 

Book! why deny ye the Signs 

of Allah, while Allah is 

Witness445 of what you do?’ 

 

 

100. Say, ‘O People of the 

Book! bwhy hinder ye the 

believers from the path of 

Allah, seeking to make it 

crooked,446 while you are 

witnesses thereof? And Allah 

is not unmindful of what you 

do.’ 

 

 

101. cO ye who believe! if 

you obey any party of those 

who have been given the 

Book, they will turn you 

again into disbelievers after 

you have believed.  

 

 

102. How would you 

disbelieve, while to you are 

rehearsed the Signs of Allah, 

and His Messenger is in your 

 

 
Qur’an proceeds to adduce three reasons to show that the Ka‘bah is entitled to 
be adopted as the Qiblah or the Centre of God’s religion for all times:  
(a) Abraham, the great Patriarch prayed here; (b) it gives peace and security; 
(c) it shall ever remain the Centre to which men from different countries and 
diverse nations will resort for Pilgrimage. 

445. Shahid means, one who gives information of what he witnesses; one 
possessing much knowledge; a person slain in the way of God. When used about 
God the word signifies, He from Whose knowledge nothing is hidden (Lane). 

446. The meaning is: 'You desire that there should appear crookedness in 
Islam;' or "you desire to pervert its tenets." 

a3:71. b7:46, 87; 8:48; 9:34; 14:4; 22:26. c2:110; 3:150. 
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midst? aAnd he who holds 

fast447 to Allah is indeed 

guided to the right path. 

 

R. 11.   

103. O ye who believe! fear 

Allah as He should be 

feared; and blet not death 

overtake you except when 

you are in a state of 

submission.448 

 

 

104. And chold fast, all 

together, to the rope449 of 

Allah and be not divided; 

and dremember the favour of 

Allah which He bestowed 

upon you when you were 

enemies and eHe united your 

hearts in love’450 so that by 

His grace you became as 

brothers; and you were on 

the brink of a pit of fire451 

 

 
447. (1)  Whoever preserves himself from sin by acting upon God’s 

commandments; (2)  whoever establishes a connection with Allah and cleaves 
firmly to Him. 

448. As the hour of death is not known, one can be sure of dying in a state 
of resignation to God only when one remains continually in that condition; 
hence the expression signifies that one should always remain obedient to God. 

449. Habl means, a rope or cord with which a thing is tied or made fast; a 
bond; a covenant or compact; an obligation by which one becomes 
responsible for the safety of a person or thing; alliance and protection (Lane). 
The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'The Book of God is the rope of 
Allah which has been extended from the heavens to the earth' (Jarir, iv. 30). 

450. It will be hard to find a more disunited people than the Arabs before 
the Holy Prophet appeared among them, but, at the same time, human history 
fails to provide any example of the bond of loving brotherhood into which the 
Arabs were united by the noble teaching and example of their great Master. 

451. The words "on the brink of a pit of fire" signify the internecine 
 

a4:147, 176. b2:133. c3:106; 6:160; 8:47. d2:232. e8:64. 
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and He saved you from it. 

Thus does Allah explain to 

you His commandments that 

you may be guided. 

 

105. And let there always be 
among you a body of men 
awho should invite to 
goodness,452 and enjoin 
virtue and forbid evil.453 
And it is they who shall 
prosper. 

 

 

106. And be not like those 
who became bdivided and 
who disagreed454 among 
themselves after clear proofs 
had come to them. And it is 
they for whom there shall be  
grievous punishment,  

 

 

107. On the day cwhen some 

faces shall be white, and 

some faces shall be black.455 

 

 
warfare in which the Arabs were constantly engaged and which was 
consuming their manpower. 

452. Al-Khair here signifies Islam, because goodness in general is included 
in the word Ma‘ruf occurring immediately after it. 

453. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'If anyone of you sees 
anything evil, let him remove it with his hand. If he cannot do so with his 
hand, then let him forbid it with his tongue. If he cannot do even that, then let 
him at least hate it in his heart, and that is the weakest kind of faith' (Muslim). 

454. The verse refers to disunity and dissensions among the People of the 
Book in order to bring home to Muslims the dangers of discord and 
disagreement. 

455. The Qur’an has explained "whiteness" and "blackness" as emblematic 
of "happiness" and "sorrow" respectively (3:107, 108; 75:23-25; 80:39-41). 
When a person does a deed for which he is praised, the Arabs say of him: 
Ibyadda Wajhu-hu, i.e. the face of such a one has become white. And when he 
does a deed for which he is reproached, it is said of him Iswadda Wajhu-hu, 
i.e. his face has become black. 

a3:111,115; 7:158; 9:71; 31:18. b3:104; 6:160; 8:47. c10:27, 28; 39:61; 80:39-43. 
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As for those whose faces will 

be black, it will be said to 

them: ‘Did you disbelieve 

after believing? Taste, then, 

the punishment because you 

disbelieved.’ 

 

108. And aas for those whose 

faces will be white, they will 

be in the mercy of Allah; 

therein will they abide. 

 

 

109. These are the Signs of 

Allah, comprising the 

Truth.456 We rehearse them 

to thee and Allah desires not 

any injustice to His 

creatures. 

 

 

110. And bto Allah belongs 

whatever is in the heavens 

and whatever is in the earth, 

and to Allah shall all affairs 

be returned for decision.  

 

 

R. 12.   

111. cYou are the best 

people, raised for the good of 

mankind; dyou enjoin good 

and forbid evil457 and 

believe in Allah. And if the 

 

 
456. The expression Bil-Haqq (lit. 'with truth' and translated as, comprising 

the truth) signifies, firstly, that these Signs or words of God are full of truth; 
secondly, they have come as a matter of right, i.e. you had a right to receive 
them; thirdly, this was the proper time for their revelation. See also 364. 

457. The verse not only claims that the Muslims are the best people—a big 
claim indeed—but also gives reasons for it: (1) They have been raised for the 
good of all mankind; and (2) it is their duty to enjoin good and forbid evil and 
believe in one God. The glory of the Muslims is subject to and governed by 
these two conditions. 

a10:27. b3:130, 190; 4:132; 57:11. c2:144. d3:105, 115; 7:158; 9:71; 31:18. 
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People of the Book had 

believed, it would have, 

surely, been better for them. 

Some of them are believers, 

but most of them are 

transgressors. 

 

112. They cannot harm you 

save that they may cause you 

slight hurt; and aif they fight 

you, they will turn their 

backs to you. Then they shall 

not be helped. 

 

 

113. They shall be bsmitten 

with abasement wherever 

they are found458 unless they 

are protected by a covenant 

with Allah or by a covenant 

with men. They have 

incurred the wrath of Allah, 

and have been smitten with 

wretchedness. cThat is 

because they rejected the 

Signs of Allah and sought to 

slay the Prophets unjustly. 

That is because they rebelled 

and used to transgress.  

 

 

 
458. The verse contains an important and far-reaching prophecy regarding 

the Jews, viz. that they are for ever doomed to disgrace and humiliation and to 
live in subjection to others. The history of the Jewish people from the time of 
the Holy Prophet up to the present day bears eloquent testimony to the truth of 
this awful prophecy. In all countries and in all ages, the present age of 
enlightenment and toleration not excepted, the Jews have been the victim of 
bitter persecution and have been subjected to diverse kinds of disgrace and 
humiliation. The establishment of the State of Israel is but a temporary phase 
in the life of Jewry. 

a59:13. b2:62, 91; 5:61; 7:168. c2:62, 92; 3:22. 
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114. aThey are not all alike. 
Among the People of the 
Book there is a party who 
stand by their covenant;459 
they recite the Word of Allah 
in the hours of night and 
prostrate themselves before 
Him. 

 

 

115. They believe in Allah 
and the Last Day, and 
benjoin good and forbid evil, 
and chasten to vie with one 
another in good works. And 
these are among the 
righteous. 

 

 

116. And dwhatever good 
they do, they shall not be 
denied its due reward;460 and 
Allah well knows those who 
guard against evil. 

 

 

117. eAs for those who 
disbelieve, their possessions 
and their children shall not 
avail them aught against 
Allah, and these are the 
inmates of the Fire; therein 
shall they abide.  

 

 

 
459. The words Ummatun Qa’imatun may also mean: (1) A party or people 

who perform fully and faithfully their duties; (2) a people who stand up for 
Prayer in the latter part of the night. The words refer only to those Jews who 
had embraced Islam. 

460. Islam is not a national or tribal religion. Whoever joins it, no matter 
what community or creed he comes from, receives the same reward as any 
other follower of the Faith, provided, of course, he acts righteously. No 
prejudicial treatment is meted out to the members of any particular nationality. 
A Jew, and for that matter any other person, after embracing Islam is on par 
with an Arab Muslim. 

a4:163. b3:105,111; 9:71. c21:91; 23:62; 35:33. d28:85; 99:8. e3:11; 58:18. 
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118. aThe likeness of what 
they spend for the present 
life is as the likeness of a 
wind wherein there is intense 
cold. It smites the harvest of 
a people who have wronged 
themselves and destroys 
it.461 And Allah wronged 
them not but they wronged 
themselves. 

 

 

119. O ye who believe! btake 
not others than your own 
people as intimate friends; 
cthey will spare no pains to 
ruin462 you. They love to see 
you in trouble.463 Hatred has 
already shown itself through 
the utterances of their 
mouths and what their 
breasts hide is greater still. 
We have made clear to you 
Our commandments, if you 
will only use your 
understanding.  

 

 

120. Behold, you are those 

who love them, but they love 

you not. dAnd you believe in  

the Book,464 all of it. When 

 

 
461. The idea underlying this verse is that the efforts of the disbelievers 

against Islam will recoil on themselves. Whatever they do or spend with a 
view to injuring the cause of Islam will only injure themselves. 

462. Khabal means, corruption whether of body or reason or actions; loss 
or deterioration; ruin or destruction; fatal poison (Aqrab). 

463. They love to see you fall into calamity or misfortune; to perish or to 
become weak and broken; or they love to see that you deviate from the path of 
righteousness and take to a life of sin. 

464. As borne out by the context, the words "while they do not believe in 
 

a10:25; 68:18-21. b3:21; 4:140, 145. c9:47. d2:15, 77; 5:62. 
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they meet you, they say, ‘We 

believe;’ but when they are 

alone, they bite their finger-

tips at you for rage. Say, 

‘Perish in your rage.465 

Surely, Allah has full 

knowledge of what is hidden 

in your breasts.’ 

 

121. aIf anything good 

befalls you, it grieves them; 

and if an evil afflicts you, 

they rejoice thereat. But if 

you be steadfast and 

righteous, their designs will 

not harm you at all; surely, 

Allah encompasses all that 

they do.466 

 

 

R. 13.   

122. And remember when 

thou didst go forth early in 

the morning from thy 

household, assigning to the 

believers their positions for 

battle.467 And Allah is All-

Hearing, All-Knowing.  

 

 

 
the Book, all of it" or similar words should be taken to be understood after the 
words, you believe in the Book, all of it. 

465. The words, Perish in your rage, have been addressed to such Jews as 
are the enemies of Islam and seek to destroy it. 

466. God will bring to naught all their doings and will destroy them. 
Muslims should not therefore fear them. All machinations of the enemies of 
Islam are known to God, and He will frustrate them. 

467. The reference is to the Battle of Uhud. In order to wipe out the 
humiliation of their defeat at Badr, the Quraish of Mecca, in the third year of 
the Hijrah marched against Medina with a well-equipped army of 3,000 
seasoned warriors. Much against his own wish the Holy Prophet with a force 
 

a9:50. 
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123. When two parties from 

among you,468 thought of 

showing cowardice, although 

Allah was their Friend. And 

upon Allah should the 

believers rely. 

 

 

124. aAnd Allah had already 

helped you at Badr469 bwhen 

you were weak. So take 

Allah for your Protector that 

you may be grateful. 

 

 

125. When thou didst say to 

the believers, c‘Will it not 

suffice you that your Lord 

should help you with three 

thousand470 angels sent 

down from on high?’  

 

 

 
of 1,000 including 300 followers of ‘Abdullah b. Ubayy, the notorious 
Hypocrite who afterwards defected, marched out of Medina to meet the 
enemy. The encounter took place near Uhud. 

468. The two parties were the two tribes of Banu Salimah and Banu 
Harithah, belonging respectively to Khazraj and Aus (Bukhari, Kitabul-
Maghazi). The verse indicates that they did not actually show cowardice, but 
seeing that by the defection of ‘Abdullah’s 300 followers, the small Muslim 
army had been further greatly depleted, they only thought of deserting but in 
fact did not do so. 

469. Badr is the name of a place on the route between Mecca and Medina. 
It takes its name from a spring which belonged to a man named Badr. The 
Battle of Badr referred to here took place near this place. 

470. As mistakenly understood these words do not refer to the Battle of 
Badr which has been mentioned in the preceding verse only incidentally in 
order to cite an illustration of how God helped the steadfast Muslims in time 
of danger. The number of angels sent at the Battle of Badr was, according to 
8:10, one thousand as the number of the enemy was then one thousand. In the 
Battle of Uhud the number of the enemy was 3,000, so the Muslims were also 
promised the help of 3,000 angels. The fulfilment of the present promise is 
referred to in 3:153. 

a8:8, 11; 9:25. b2:250. c8:10. 
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126. Yea,471 if you be 
steadfast and righteous and 
they come upon you 
immediately in hot haste, 
your Lord will help you with 
five thousand472 angels, 
attacking vehemently.473 

 

 

127. And aAllah has made it 

only as glad tidings for you 

and to put your hearts at 

rest474 thereby; and help 

 

 
471. The word bala also denotes a connection between the verses and 

supplies the answer to the question in 3:125, viz. Will it not suffice you? Thus 
the meaning would be: "Yes, it will suffice us, and so will suffice a force of 
5,000 angels if the enemy were to return to the attack at this very moment." 

472. The words signify that if the disbelievers returned to the attack at once, 
without giving the Muslims any time to recoup themselves, God would help 
them with 5,000 angels. The difference in the number of angels—in the 
preceding verse the number mentioned being 3,000—was due to the later 
greatly weakened condition of the Muslims. They were at that time exhausted 
and badly mauled and, therefore, needed greater help. After having gone to 
some distance towards Mecca the Quraish decided to return and attack the 
Muslims again. When the Holy Prophet came to know of this, on the day 
following the battle, he gave immediate orders to march and directed that only 
those of his followers who had taken part in the Battle of Uhud should go with 
him. The Muslims went as far as Hamra’ul-Asad, a place about eight miles 
from Medina. The Meccans were, however, so overawed by this unexpectedly 
bold and prompt appearance of the Holy Prophet and his followers that they 
decided to retreat hastily to Mecca. This was due to the fear which the angels 
had cast into their hearts. Otherwise there was no reason for them to flee from 
Muslims upon whom they had inflicted so heavy a loss only a day before and 
who, besides being very much reduced in number, were greatly exhausted and 
were suffering from grievous wounds as a result of the previous day’s fighting. 

473. Musawwimin is derived from Sawwama. They say Sawwama ‘Alaihim, 
i.e. he suddenly and vehemently attacked them and wrought havoc among 
them (Aqrab). 

474. The angels helped Muslims on the one hand, by strengthening their 
hearts, and, on the other, by filling the hearts of their enemies with awe and 
fear. If God had so willed, a single angel would have been enough to help the 
Muslims at Uhud, but He promised to send as many as five thousand of them. 
This constituted a veiled hint that a large number of the hidden forces of 
 

a8:11. 
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comes from Allah alone, the 

Mighty, the Wise.  

128. This will be, that He 

might cut off a part of the 

disbelievers or abase475 them 

so that they might go back 

frustrated. 

 

 

129. It is none of thy concern 

whether He may turn to them 

in mercy or punish them, for 

they are wrongdoers.476 

 

 

130. aAnd to Allah belongs 

whatever is in the heavens 

and whatever is in the earth. 

He forgives whomsoever He 

pleases and punishes whom-

soever He pleases, and Allah 

is Most Forgiving, Merciful.  

 

 

 
nature would work in their favour. It may incidentally be noted that some 
believers, and even some disbelievers, are reported to have actually seen 
angels in the Battle of Badr (Jarir, iv. 47). See also 8:10. 

475. When the Holy Prophet learnt that the Meccans were contemplating an 
immediate attack on Medina, he marched against them. The Meccans fled in 
disgrace and abasement. 

476. This verse is erroneously considered to contain an admonition to the 
Holy Prophet for his having prayed to God to destroy the Meccans. There is 
no mention of any such prayer here, nor was there any occasion for such a one. 
In fact, a Prophet never prays for the destruction of any people without the 
permission of God. The verse is meant only as an answer to those who 
attributed the reverse of Muslims at Uhud to the alleged error of their leaving 
the city against the advice of experienced men. It says that the temporary 
reverse was brought about by the supreme wisdom of God and that the Holy 
Prophet had nothing to do with the matter. One good result of this reverse was 
that many disbelievers were guided to Islam, among them being the famous 
Khalid. They saw how God had helped the Holy Prophet in the hour of 
distress and how He had afforded him protection although, at one time, he was 
left all by himself in the battle. 

a3:110,190; 4:132; 57:11. 
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R. 14.   

131. O ye who believe! 
adevour not interest 

involving multiple 

additions,477 and fear Allah 

that you may prosper. 

 

 

132. And bfear the Fire478 

which has been prepared for 

the disbelievers. 

 
 

133. And cobey Allah and 

the Messenger that you be 

shown mercy.  

 
 

134. dAnd hasten towards 

forgiveness from your Lord, 

and the Paradise whose 

 

 
477. The words Ad‘afan Muda‘afah are not used here as a qualifying 

phrase to restrict the meaning of Riba (interest) so as to confine it to a 
particular kind of interest. They are used as a descriptive clause to point to the 
inherent nature of Riba (interest) which continually goes on increasing. The 
charging of interest, although now legalized by Christian nations, was 
prohibited by Moses (Exod. 22:25; Lev. 25:36, 37; Deut. 23:19, 20). The 
verse does not mean that interest is permissible at a moderate rate, only a high 
rate having been disallowed. All interest is prohibited, whether moderate or 
excessive; and the words Ad‘afan Muda‘afah rendered as, involving multiple 
additions, have been added only to point to the practice actually in vogue in 
the time of the Holy Prophet. Thus the extreme limit has been mentioned 
merely to bring out its heinousness, otherwise, all interest is prohibited, as 
clearly stated in 2:276-281. Mention of the commandment about the 
prohibition of interest while dealing with the subject of war is significant. In 
2:280 also prohibition of interest has been mentioned in connection with the 
subject of war. This shows that war and interest are closely related to each 
other—a fact amply borne out by the wars of modern times. As a matter of 
fact, interest is one of the causes of war, and also helps to prolong it. 

478. In 2:276 also the prohibition of interest has been followed by a 
warning against fire. Evidently, it is the fire of war that is primarily meant 
here. The word "disbelievers," besides being general, may here mean those 
who disobey the Divine commandment about interest. 

a2:276; 30:40. b2:25; 66:7. cSee 3:33. d57:22; See also 2:26. 
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value479 is the heavens and 

the earth. It is prepared for 

the God-fearing—479A 

 

135. Those, who spend in 

prosperity and adversity, and 

those who suppress anger, 

and pardon480 men; and 

Allah loves those who do 

good;481 

 

 

 
479. ‘Ard means, (1) price or value of a thing in a form other than money; 

(2) breadth or width; (3) vastness (Aqrab). 
479A. This verse is an answer to those who, obsessed by their present 

environments, think that commerce and trade cannot be carried on without 
interest. It says that by following the teachings of Islam, Muslims can and will 
enjoy all sorts of benefits. The verse constitutes an invitation to Muslims to 
follow the commandments of Islam. It also signifies that Paradise will 
comprise both heavens and earth, i.e. the believers will be in Paradise both in 
this life and in the life to come. A well-known saying of the Holy Prophet 
throws interesting light on the nature of Paradise and Hell. When asked, "If 
Paradise encompasses both the heavens and the earth, where is Hell," the 
Prophet replied, "Where is night when the day comes" (Kathir)? He is further 
reported to have said that the smallest reward of Paradise will be as great as 
the space between heaven and earth. This also shows that Paradise is a 
spiritual state and not a particular physical place. 

480. A man is said to exercise the quality of ‘Afw when he obliterates from 
his mind, or totally forgets, the sins or offences committed against him by 
others. When used with reference to God, it signifies not only obliteration of 
sins but also of all traces thereof. 

481. The verse mentions three stages of ‘Afw. In the first stage a believer, 
when offended against, restrains or suppresses his anger. In the second stage, 
he goes a step further and grants forgiveness and free pardon to the offender. 
In the third stage, he not only grants the offender complete pardon, but also 
does an additional act of kindness to him and bestows some favour upon him. 
These three stages—suppression of anger, pardoning, and doing of good—are 
well illustrated by an incident in the life of Hasan, son of ‘Ali and a grandson 
of the Holy Prophet. A slave of his once committed an offence and Hasan 
became very angry and was about to punish him when the slave recited the 
first part of the verse, i.e. those who suppress anger. Hearing these words, 
Hasan withheld his hand. Then the slave recited the words, and pardon men, 
upon which Hasan promptly pardoned him. The slave then recited, and Allah 
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136. And those who, awhen 
they commit a foul deed or 
wrong themselves, remember 
Allah and implore 
forgiveness for their sins—
and bwho can forgive sins 
except Allah—and do not 
knowingly persist in what 
they do.482 

 

 

137. cIt is these whose 
reward is forgiveness from 
their Lord, and gardens483 
beneath which rivers flow, 
wherein they shall abide; and 
excellent is the reward of 
good workers. 

 

 

138. Surely, dthere have been 
many dispensations484 before 
you; eso travel through the 
earth and see how evil was 
the end of those who treated 
the Prophets as liars.  

 

 

139. This485 Qur’an, is fa 

clear demonstration to men, 

 

 
loves those who do good. In obedience to this Divine command Hasan was so 
moved that he at once set him free (Bayan, i. 366). 

482. When good men happen to be guilty of a moral lapse, they do not seek 
to justify their conduct but frankly confess their guilt, and try to reform. 

483. When a man truly turns to God after having committed a sin, and 
sincerely repents of his misdeeds, he is not only forgiven by God, but God 
leads him to higher stages of spiritual progress and promises him Heaven. 

484. Sunan is the plural of Sunnah which means, (1) way, course or rule of 
conduct: (2) way of acting instituted or pursued by a people and followed by 
others after them; (3) character, conduct, nature or disposition; (4) religious 
law or dispensation (Taj). 

485. The pronoun Hadha may refer to the Qur’an, or the verse immediately 
preceding, or to the subject of repentance discussed in the foregoing verses. 

a7:202. b14:11; 39:54; 61:13. c39:75. d7:39; 13:31; 41:26; 46:19. 
e6:12; 12:110; 27:70. f5:16; 36:70. 
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and aa guidance and ban 

admonition to the God-

fearing. 

 

140. cSlacken not, nor 

grieve; and you shall 

certainly have the upper 

hand, if486 you are true 

believers.487 

 

 

141. dIf you have received an 

injury, surely the dis-

believing people have 

already received a similar 

injury.488 And such days488A 

We cause to alternate among 

men that they may be 

admonished, and that Allah 

may cause to be 

distinguished489 those who 

 

 

 
486. In means, if; not; verily; because; when; etc. (Lane). 
487. The verse embodies a very important principle how a nation or an 

individual can become and remain strong, the words "slacken not" being related 
to future dangers and "grieve not" to past errors and misfortunes. Nations decline 
and fall only when, either through lack of true realization of their responsibilities 
they begin to slacken in their efforts, or through brooding over the past, they give 
way to despair. The verse warns against both these dangers. 

488. Elsewhere (3:166), it is said that Muslims inflicted upon disbelievers 
an injury double of what they themselves had suffered. This refers to the 
Battle of Badr, when seventy Meccans were killed and seventy were taken 
prisoner, thus making a total of 140. In the Battle of Uhud, on the other hand, 
seventy Muslims were killed, but not one of them was taken prisoner. Thus 
Muslims had inflicted on the disbelievers a double injury in the Battle of Badr 
compared with what they themselves suffered in the Battle of Uhud. Taking 
into account, however, only those killed in the two battles, the loss of Muslims 
and disbelievers has been spoken of in the present verse as similar. Or the 
verse might be taken to refer to the nature or quality of the misfortune, which 
was alike in both cases. In that case verse 166 below might be taken to refer to 
the quantity and the present verse to the quality of the loss. 

488A. "Days of prosperity" or days of misfortune." 
489. God being Omniscient does not stand in need of adding to His 

 

a2:3,186; 31:4. b24:35. c4:105; 47:36. d4:105. 
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believe and may take 

witnesses490 from among 

you; and Allah loves not the 

unjust; 

142. And that Allah may 
purify those who believe, 
and destroy the 
disbelievers.491 

 

 

143. aDo you suppose that 
you will enter Heaven while 
Allah has not yet caused to 
be distinguished those of you 
that strive in the way of 
Allah and has not yet caused 
to be distinguished the 
steadfast.492 

 

 

144. And you used to wish 
for such a death493 before 

 

 
knowledge. It is only the act of distinguishing between two things that is 
meant here. Knowledge (‘Ilm) is of two kinds. One kind of knowledge 
consists in knowing a thing before it comes into existence; and the other in 
knowing when, and as, it actually comes into existence. Here it is the latter 
kind of knowledge that is meant. 

490. The Faithful bear witness to the truth of Islam by their steadfastness 
and by the noble example they set in time of misfortune. 

491. The reverse suffered by Muslims at Uhud served as a sort of 
atonement for their lapse. Besides, the battle made some disbelievers realize 
that Islam was God’s own religion. The very Meccans who took a leading part 
against the Muslims in that battle converted to Islam not long after the battle. 
Islam had conquered their hearts, "destroying" their erstwhile disbelief. 

492. It is trials and afflictions which test the mettle of a man; and there can 
be no spiritual advance or purification without them. 

493. "Death" here stands for war, for the result of war is death. War, as it were, 
meant death for the Muslims, who were extremely weak, both in equipment and 
numbers compared with their powerful enemy. In the Battle of Uhud the Holy 
Prophet proposed to fight the enemy from inside Medina, but some of his 
Companions, particularly those, who had not taken part in the Battle of Badr, said, 
"We had longed for this day. Let us go out to fight our enemies, lest they think we 
are cowards" (Zurqani, i. 22). It is to this desire of the Muslims that reference is 
 

a2:215; 9:16. 
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you met it; now you have 
seen it face to face, then why 
do some of you seek to avoid 
it? 

 

R. 15.   

145. And aMuhammad is but 

a Messenger. Verily, all 

Messengers have passed 

away before him. If then he 

dies or is slain, will you turn 

back on your heels? bAnd he 

who turns back on his heels 

shall not harm Allah at 

all.494 And Allah will 

certainly reward the grateful.  

 

 

 
made in the words, you used to wish for such a death. 

494. A false report was spread at Uhud that the Holy Prophet had been 
killed. The verse refers to that incident and purports to say that although the 
report was untrue, yet even if it had been true and the Prophet had in fact been 
killed, that should not have made the Faithful waver in their faith. Muhammad 
was only a Prophet; and as other Prophets before him had died, so would he. 
But the God of Islam is Ever Living. It is on record that when the Holy 
Prophet died, ‘Umar stood up in the Mosque at Medina with a drawn sword in 
his hand and said, "Whoever will say that the Prophet of God is dead, I will 
cut off his head. He is not dead, but has gone to his Lord (he has ascended to 
heaven), even as Moses had gone to his Lord, and he would come back and 
punish the Hypocrites." Abu Bakr coming on the scene firmly told ‘Umar to 
sit down and addressing the Muslims who had gathered in the Mosque, recited 
this very verse which convinced them that the Prophet was really dead and so 
they were overwhelmed with grief. The verse incidentally establishes the fact 
that all the Prophets before the Holy Prophet, had died; for if any of them had 
been alive, the verse could not have been quoted as proof of the Holy 
Prophet’s death. In fact, Islam does not depend for its life on any individual, 
however great. God is its Revealer and its Protector and Guardian. But the 
verse should not be understood to mean that the Holy Prophet could ever be 
killed in war or at the hand of an assassin. He was promised Divine protection 
from all harm to his life (5:68). The enemy had rejoiced when the false report 
went round that the Prophet was dead. But it proved a blessing in disguise for 
Muslims. It prepared them for the great strain which his actual death was to 
 

a5:76. b2:144, 218; 5:55; 47:39. 
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146. And no soul can die 
except by Allah’s leave—a 
decree with a fixed term. 
aAnd whoever desires the 
reward of the present world, 
We will give him thereof; 
and whoever desires the 
reward of the Hereafter, We 
will give him thereof; and 
We will surely reward the 
grateful. 

 

 

147. And many a Prophet 

there has been beside whom 

fought numerous 

companies495 of their 

followers. bThey slackened 

not for aught that befell them 

in the way of Allah, nor did 

they weaken, nor did they 

humiliate themselves before 

the enemy. And Allah loves 

the steadfast. 

 

 

148. And they uttered not a 

word except that they said, 
c‘Our Lord, forgive us our 

sins and our excesses in our 

conduct, and make firm our 

steps and help us against the 

disbelieving people.’  

 

 

 
bring upon them later. But for this experience, it would have proved 
unbearable for them. 

495. Ribbiyyun is the plural of Ribbiyy which is derived from Rabba for 
which see 1:2. Ribbiyy means, one related to Ribbah, i.e. a company or a large 
company or a numerous company. Thus the word means, those forming a 
large company or a large body of persons. The word also signifies learned, 
pious and patient men (Lane). 

a3:149; 4:135; 42:21. b4:105. c2:251, 287. 
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149. aSo Allah gave them the 

reward of this world, as also 

an excellent496 reward of the 

Hereafter; and Allah loves 

those who do good. 

 

 

R. 16.   

150. bO ye who believe! if 

you obey497 those who have 

disbelieved, they will cause 

you to turn back on your 

heels, and you will become 

losers. 

 

 

151. Nay, cAllah is your 

Protector, and He is the Best 

of helpers. 

 

 

152. dWe shall cast terror 

into the hearts of those that 

have disbelieved because 

they associate partners with 

Allah,498 for which He has 

sent down no authority. 

Their abode is the Fire; and 

evil is the habitation of the 

wrongdoers.  

 

 

153. And Allah had surely 
made good to you His 

 

 
496. The rewards of the next life are of various degrees, and such believers, 

as have been described above, will get the best of them. The word Husna 
rendered as "excellent" does not necessarily indicate superlative degree but is 
also used to express an intensified sense absolutely. 

497. Muslims are not enjoined to eschew dealings with all non-Muslims; 
they are warned against following only such disbelievers as are the active 
enemies of Islam. 

498. Idolatry springs from superstition and fear; and one possessed of 
superstition and fear can never be truly brave. 

a3:146. b2:110; 3:101. c8:41; 9:51; 22:79. d8:13; 59:3. 
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promise499 when you were 
slaying and destroying them 
by His leave, until, when 
your courage failed you500 
and you disputed among 
yourselves concerning the 
order501 and you 
disobeyed502 after He had 
shown you that which you 
loved, He withdrew His help. 
Among you were those who 
desired the present world,503 
and among you were those 
who desired the Hereafter. 
Then He turned you away 
from them, that He might try 
you—and He has surely 
pardoned you, and Allah is 
Gracious to the believers— 

 

 
499. The "promise" refers to the general promise of victory and success 

repeatedly given to Muslims, particularly in 3:124-126. 
500. The verse refers to the party of archers posted in the rear of the 

Muslim army at Uhud, and points out that they could not resist the temptation 
of taking part in actual fighting and in sharing the booty, and their failure to 
control that desire was an act of cowardice on their part. It is indeed the heart 
which is the seat of true bravery and courage. 

501. The "order" may refer either to the order of the Holy Prophet given to 
the party of archers on the hill not to leave their station without his permission, 
or to its import and significance, i.e. whether the Holy Prophet had really 
meant them to stay there even after the battle had been won; some saying that 
he did mean it and others alleging that he did not. 

502. Muslims stationed at the hill paid no heed to their leader, ‘Abdullah b. 
Jubair, who, in compliance with the order of the Holy Prophet, told them not 
to quit the place, even if victory was within sight. They could not control 
themselves, and the result was that their act caused great suffering to Muslims. 

503. The words refer to those archers who quitted the place at which they 
had been stationed. The Arabic clause may also signify that some members of 
the party desired the present world, i.e. taking part in the fighting and 
collecting the booty, while others (viz. ‘Abdullah b. Jubair and those of his 
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154. When you were running 
away and looked not back at 
anyone504 while the 
Messenger was calling you, 
in your rear, then He gave 
you one sorrow after another 
sorrow,505 athat you might 
not grieve for what escaped 
you nor for what befell 
you.505A And Allah is quite 
Aware of what you do.  

 

 

155. Then after the sorrow, 
bHe sent down peace on 

you—a     slumber506      that  

 

 
comrades who did not quit their posts) desired the Hereafter, i.e. they thought 
of the ultimate consequence of disobeying the command of the Holy Prophet. 
Some were short-sighted, while others were far-sighted. 

504. The words refer to the incident which happened when in the Battle of 
Uhud the Muslims were attacked from both the rear and the front and their 
ranks were broken and many of them fled in confusion in different directions. 
At first, when they heard that the enemy was coming from behind, they turned 
back to attack him, but it so happened that at that time a large body of 
Muslims was also coming from that direction. In the confusion those Muslims 
were mistaken for the enemy and were attacked. So great was the confusion 
and the panic that even the voice of the Holy Prophet was not heeded. 

505. The Holy Prophet had stationed a party of archers at the hill. They 
abandoned their positions prematurely, thinking that the battle had been won. 
Consequently, the victory which was almost within the grasp of the Muslims 
became converted into a near defeat. It naturally caused a sorrow to them. 
This was the first sorrow. The second or the later sorrow was that which they 
felt at the unfounded report of the death of the Holy Prophet. God so designed 
that the sorrow pertaining to the unfounded report of the Prophet’s death (the 
later sorrow) should come after the sorrow of the reverse which the Muslims 
had suffered (the first sorrow), in order that the later sorrow should remove 
the effect of the former sorrow at seeing that the Holy Prophet was safe. The 
words Ghammam bi-Ghammin also mean, sorrow upon sorrow. 

505A. The words "what escaped you" signify, the victory which was almost 
within the grasp of the Muslims and "what befell you" signify the reverse they 
suffered and the loss of Muslims killed. 

506. The reference in the verse is again to the Battle of Uhud. Abu Talhah 
 

a57:24. b8:12.  
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overcame a party of you—

while the other party506A was 

anxious concerning their 

ownselves. They entertained 

about Allah wrong thoughts 

like unto the thoughts of 

ignorance. They said, ‘Have 

we any part in the affair?’ 

Say, verily, the affair wholly 

belongs to Allah.’ They hide 

in their minds what they 

disclose not to thee. They 

say, a‘If we had any part in 

the determination of affairs, 

we should not have been 

killed here.’ Say, ‘If you had 

remained in your homes, 

surely those on whom 

fighting506B had been 

enjoined would have gone 

 

 
says, "I lifted my head on the day of Uhud and began to look about, and saw 
that there was none among us on that day whose head had not bent down on 
account of slumber" (Kathir ii. 303). As sleep or slumber is a sign of mental 
peace and tranquillity, the Qur’an refers to the incident as a Divine favour. 
The incident evidently occurred when the battle was practically over and the 
Muslims had returned to the neighbouring hill. 

506A. The reference is to the Hypocrites who had remained behind at Medina. 
They were more concerned about their own security than about the honour of 
Islam and the security of the Holy Prophet and the Muslims. The words, we 
should not have been killed here, occurring a few lines further, mean, "If we had 
any voice in the determination of affairs and if our advice had been accepted, we, 
i.e. our brethren, would not have been killed in the battle," the insinuation being 
that the Muslims were foolish enough to march to the battlefield against heavy 
odds, while they (the Hypocrites) had wisely refrained from going with them. 
According to Quranic idiom the slaying of one’s self sometimes signifies the 
slaying of one’s brethren or companions (2:55, 86). 

506B. Qatl has been used here in the sense of, Qital, i.e. fighting (Muhit & 
Kashshaf). See 2:192 and Jarir under 3:155. 

a3:169. 
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forth to their death-beds506C 

that Allah might fulfil His 

decree and that He might test 

what was in your breasts and 

that He might purge what 

was in your hearts. And 

Allah knows well what is in 

the breasts; 

156. Those of you who turned 

their backs on the day when 

the two hosts met,507 surely it 

was Satan who sought to 

make them stumble507A 

because of certain508 doings 

of theirs. But certainly Allah 

has already pardoned them. 

Verily, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Forbearing.  

 

 

R. 17.   

157. O ye who believe! be 

not like those who have 

 

 
506C. The word "death-beds" has been used in order to point to the abject 

cowardice of the Hypocrites on the one hand, and the steadfast devotion of the 
believers on the other. It reminds the Hypocrites that while they had deserted 
and returned to Medina, thinking that fighting in the circumstances was sure 
death, such was the firm faith of the believers that even if they (the Hypocrites) 
had kept back from the very beginning they (the believers) would have 
cheerfully gone forth to the battlefield—or the place of death, as it was 
thought to be. All this happened that God might purify the Faithful. 

507. The reference is again to the Battle of Uhud. 
507A. The word "stumble," mentioned in the verse, refers to the disobeying 

of the orders given to the party stationed at the hill or the running away of 
some Muslims from the battlefield. 

508. The words seem to contain an implied praise for the archers at the hill 
who misinterpreting the Holy Prophet’s orders left their post, meaning that 
only "certain" of their misdeeds had brought them this temporary disgrace, 
otherwise they were really loyal and obedient to the Holy Prophet. 
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disbelieved, and who say of 

their brethren when they 

travel in the land509 or go 

forth to war: ‘Had they been 

with us, they would not have 

died or been slain.’ They say 

this that Allah may make it a 

cause of regret in their 

hearts.510 And Allah gives life 

and causes death and Allah is 

Mindful of what you do. 

 

158. And if you are slain in 

the cause of Allah or you 

die,511 asurely, forgiveness 

from Allah and mercy are 

better than what they 

hoard.512 

 

 

159. And if you513 die or be 

slain, bsurely unto Allah shall 

you all be gathered together. 

 

 

 
509. When they travel in the land in the cause of God. 
510. The object of disbelievers was to frighten the Muslims in order to 

make them keep away from fighting, but the Muslims, far from being 
discouraged by such warnings, became all the more firm in their resolve to 
fight the disbelievers. This filled the disbelievers with regret for having made 
the effort which produced a result opposite to that which they had desired. 

511. He who fights and lays down his life in the cause of Truth should not 
be regarded as dead, because he gives his life for the sake of Him Who is the 
Controller of all life. He may be regarded as physically dead; spiritually he 
lives forever (2:155). 

512. Whereas, hypocrites are afraid of death because of the wealth and 
property which they have to leave behind, the believers, killed in the cause of 
Allah, will get what is incomparably greater than what hypocrites are greedily 
hoarding up, or what Muslims themselves may have collected in the form of 
wealth and other worldly things. 

513. The pronoun "you" includes both hypocrites and believers; for all will 
be gathered unto God for reward or punishment, as the case may be. 

a10:59; 43:33. b5:97; 6:73; 8:25; 23:80. 
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160. And it is by the great 
mercy of Allah that thou art 
kind514 towards them, and if 
thou hadst been rough and 
hard-hearted, they would 
surely have dispersed from 
around thee. So pardon them 
and ask forgiveness for them, 
and aconsult515 them in 
matters of administration; 
and when thou art resolved, 
then put thy trust in Allah. 
Surely, Allah loves those 
who put their trust in Him.  

 

 

 
514. The words give an insight into the beautiful character of the Holy 

Prophet, of which the most effable and prominent trait was his all-
comprehensive mercy. He was full of the milk of human kindness and was not 
only kind towards his Companions and followers but was also full of mercy 
and sympathy for his enemies who were always on the lookout to stab him in 
the back. It is on record that he took no action against those treacherous 
Hypocrites who had deserted him in the Battle of Uhud. He even consulted 
them in affairs of State. 

515. Besides other things Islam is unique in this respect that it has included 
the institution of Mushawarah (consultation) in its basic principles. It has 
made it binding upon the Head of the Muslim State that he should consult 
Muslims in all important affairs of the State. The Holy Prophet used to consult 
his followers in all important matters, as he did before the battles of Badr, 
Uhud, and Ahzab, and also when a false accusation was brought against his 
noble wife, ‘A’ishah. Abu Hurairah says: "The Holy Prophet was most 
solicitous in consulting others in all matters of importance" (Manthur ii. 90). 
‘Umar, the Second Successor of the Holy Prophet, is reported to have said: 
There is no Khilafat without consultation" (Izalatul-Khifa’ ‘an Khilafatil-
Khulafa’). Thus the holding of consultation in important matters is a basic 
injunction of Islam and is binding on both spiritual and temporal Muslim 
Chiefs. The Khalifah or the Head of the Muslim State must seek the advice of 
representative Muslims though the final decision may rest with him. The 
Islamic Shura or Mushawarah is not a parliament in the sense in which the 
word is understood in the West. The Head of the Muslim State enjoys a 
certain discretion in rejecting the advice tendered to him. But he should not 
lightly use this discretion and should respect the advice of the majority. 

a42:39. 
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161. If Allah helps you, none 
can overcome you; but if He 
forsakes you, then who is 
there that can help you 
beside516 Him? In Allah, 
then, let the believers put 
their trust. 

 

 

162. And it is not possible for 
a Prophet to act 
dishonestly,517 and whoever 
acts dishonestly shall bring 
with him that, concerning 
which he has been dishonest, 
on the Day of Resurrection. 
aThen shall every soul be fully 
paid what it has earned; and 
they shall not be wronged.  

 

 

163. bIs he who follows the 

pleasure of Allah like him 

who draws on himself the 

wrath of Allah518 and whose 

 

 
516. The expression, Min Ba‘dihi, translated as, "beside Him," literally 

means, "after Him" and may be rendered as "in opposition to Him." 
517. The archers stationed by the Holy Prophet at the hill of Uhud to 

protect the rear of the Muslim army left their posts (not all of them) when they 
saw the Meccan army in full flight. They thought that by leaving the hill at 
that stage they were not contravening the spirit of the Prophet’s orders, which 
were to the effect that they were not to leave their posts in any circumstances. 
They further thought that as, according to Arab custom a soldier was entitled 
to the possession of the booty he laid his hand on during the fight they might 
be deprived of their share of the spoils of war if they stuck to their posts. This 
precipitate action of the archers implied an apprehension on their part that the 
Holy Prophet might ignore their right to the booty. It is this apprehension that 
is condemned here. But no imputation of actual faithlessness to the Holy 
Prophet is implied. The verse simply purports to say that it was far from the 
Holy Prophet to ignore the rights to the booty of those whom he himself had 
stationed at a certain place. 

518. Undaunted by the defection of the Hypocrites at Uhud, which 
 

a3:26; 14:52; 40:18. b2:208, 266; 3:16; 5:3, 17; 9:72. 
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abode is Hell? And an evil 

retreat it is!  

164. They have different 

ranks519 with Allah; and 

Allah sees what they do. 

 

 

165. Verily, Allah has 

conferred a favour on the 

believers by araising among 

them a Messenger from 

among themselves520 who 

recites to them His Signs, 

and purifies them and 

teaches them the Book and 

wisdom; and, before that, 

they were surely in manifest 

error.  

 

 

166. What! bwhen a 

misfortune befalls you—and 

you had already inflicted 

twice as much521—you say, 

whence is this? Say, ‘It is 

from your own selves.’522 

Surely, Allah has power over 

all things. 

 

 

 
considerably weakened the ranks of Muslims, the Holy Prophet proceeded to 
fight the enemies of Islam. The Hypocrites, on the other hand, by their act of 
desertion, drew upon themselves the wrath of God. 

519. The words, Hum Darajatun, mean "they are possessors of ranks;" the 
word, ’ulu, is understood before the word Darajat. 

520. The words are intended to awaken in the hearts of Muslims a desire to 
follow the example of the Holy Prophet, who was like them and was one of them. 

521. The words refer to the Battle of Badr, when 70 Meccans were killed 
and 70 taken prisoner. At Uhud, 70 Muslims were killed, none being taken 
prisoner. Thus the Muslims had already inflicted a double loss on the Meccans. 

522. As for the real cause of man’s actions, both the good and evil ones are 
said to emanate from him, because he is their author, but as it is God Who,  as 

a2:130,152; 9:128; 63:3; 65:12. b4:80. 
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167. And that which befell 
you, on the day when two 
hosts met, was by Allah’s 
command; and this was so 
that He might cause the 
believers to be distinguished;  

 

 

168. And that He might 
cause the hypocrites to be 
distinguished.523 And it was 
said to them, ‘Come ye, fight 
in the cause of Allah and524 
repel the attack of the 
enemy;’ they said, ‘If we 
knew how to fight, we would 
surely follow you.525 They 
were, that day, nearer to 
disbelief than to belief. 
aThey say with their mouths 
what is not in their hearts. 
And Allah knows quite well 
what they hide. 

 

 

 
the final Judge, brings about the results of those actions, whether good or bad, 
they can equally be said to proceed from Him (4:79). In this sense, both the 
good and evil results of man’s actions would be attributed to God.523. Trials 
and tribulations are intended to distinguish true believers from those weak of 
faith. In this way, the sufferings of the Muslims at Uhud proved a blessing in 
disguise. They served to distinguish the true believers from the Hypocrites 
who had so far remained mixed up with true believers. 

524. The particle au rendered as "and" literally means "or" and is 
equivalent to "in other words," or "what is the same thing as" etc. 

525. The expression, Lau Na‘lamu Qitalan, may mean: (1) If we knew that 
there would be fighting, i.e. we knew that there would be no fighting and that 
the Muslims would at once run away before their very powerful enemy 
without giving fight. (2) If we knew it to be a fight, i.e. it was no fight in 
which the Muslims were going to be engaged but rather their certain 
destruction in view of the appalling difference between the numbers and 
equipment of the opposing forces. (3) If we knew how to fight. In this case, 
the words may be taken to have been spoken ironically, signifying:  "We are 

a48:12. 
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169. It is these who said of 
their brethren,526 while they 
themselves remained behind, 
‘If they had obeyed us, athey 
would not have been slain.’ 
Say, b‘Then avert death from 
yourselves, if you are 
truthful.’ 

 

 

170. cThink not of those, 
who have been slain527 in 
the cause of Allah, as dead. 
Nay, they are living, in the 
presence of their Lord, and 
are granted gifts from Him; 

 

 

171. Jubilant528 because of 
that which Allah has given 
them of His bounty; and 
rejoicing for the sake of 
those who have not yet 
joined them from behind 
them, because on dthem shall 
come no fear, nor shall they 
grieve.  

 

 

 
unaware of the art of war; if we had been acquainted with it, we would have 
fought along with you." The allusion in the verse is obviously to the defection 
at Uhud of a party of 300 Hypocrites under their leader ‘Abdullah b. Ubayy, 
who deserted the Muslims and went back to Medina. 

526. The words "said of their brethren" may mean "said concerning their 
brethren," i.e. Muslims; or "talked among themselves about the Muslims." 

527. Amwat is the plural of Mayyit which, besides meaning a dead person, 
signifies, (1) one whose blood has not been avenged; (2) one who leaves 
behind no successors; (3) one stricken with sorrow and grief. 

528. The martyrs are glad that their brethren, who are left behind in the 
world and will follow them later, will soon triumph over their enemies, i.e. 
after death the veils are removed and the martyrs are given the knowledge of 
the victories in store for the Muslims. They receive good tidings concerning 
their brethren, i.e. the angels of God keep them informed of the later successes 
and victories of Islam. 

a3:155. b4:79. c2:155. d2:63; 6:49; 7:50; 46:14. 
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172. They rejoice at the 
favour of Allah and His 
bounty, and at the fact that 
aAllah suffers not the reward 
of the believers to be lost. 

 

 

R. 18.   

173. Those who banswered 
the call of Allah and the 
Messenger after they had 
received an injury529— such 
of them as do good and act 
righteously shall have a great 
reward;  

 

 

174. Those to whom men 
said, ‘People have mustered 
against you, therefore fear 
them,’530 but this only 

 

 
529. The reference here and in the next verse is to the two expeditions which 

the Holy Prophet led against the Meccans after the Battle of Uhud. The first was 
undertaken on the day immediately following the battle. When the Meccans 
withdrew from Uhud, they were taunted by some Arab tribes for having brought 
no booty and no prisoners of war from a battle in which they claimed to have won 
a victory. They, therefore, thought of returning to Medina with a view to re-
attacking the Muslims and completing their victory. The Holy Prophet had 
anticipated their return; so he called upon those of his Companions who had taken 
part in the Battle of Uhud to join him in the expedition against them and on the 
following day he left Medina with 250 men. When the Meccans heard of this, 
they lost heart and fled. The Holy Prophet went as far as Hamra’ul-Asad, a 
distance of about eight miles from Medina on the route to Mecca and seeing that 
the enemy had fled, returned to Medina. The second expedition came a year later. 
Before leaving the battlefield of Uhud, Abu Sufyan, commander of the Meccan 
army, had promised the Muslims another engagement next year at Badr. But the 
ensuing year being a year of famine, he could not carry out his boast. But he sent 
Nu‘aim b. Mas‘ud to Medina to intimidate the Muslims by spreading false 
rumours of great preparations having been made by the Meccans. This clumsy 
ruse, however, completely failed to frighten the Muslims, who came to Badr at 
the appointed time, only to find that the Meccans had not come. This expedition 
is known as the expedition of Badrus-Sughra (the Smaller Badr) to distinguish it 
from the great Battle of Badr which had taken place about two years earlier. 

530. The reference is to the false rumours spread by Nu‘aim b. Mas‘ud. 

a7:171; 9:129; 11:116. b8:25. 
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increased their faith and they 
said, ‘Sufficient for us is 
Allah, and an excellent 
Guardian is He.’ 

 

175. So they returned with a 
mighty favour from Allah 
and a great bounty,531 while 
no evil had touched them; 
and they followed athe 
pleasure of Allah; and Allah 
is the Lord of great bounty. 

 

 

176. It is Satan who only 

frightens bhis friends,532 so 

fear them not but fear Me, if 

you are believers. 

 

 

177. cAnd let not those who 
hasten to fall into disbelief 
grieve thee; surely, they 
cannot harm Allah533 in any 
way. Allah desires not to 
assign them any portion in 
the life to come; and they 
shall have a severe 
punishment.  

 

 

178. Surely, dthose who have 

purchased disbelief at the 

price of faith cannot harm 

 

 

 
531. The Muslims returned from Badrus-Sughra after making great profit 

by trading at the annual fair held there. This is hinted in the word "bounty." 
532. The words mean: (1) Satan tries to make believers fear disbelievers 

who are his friends. (2) By his plans Satan succeeds in frightening only his 
friends, the disbelievers. 

533. Those who try to harm Islam or the Holy Prophet and his followers, in 
reality, try to harm God Himself, because the cause of the Holy Prophet is 
God’s own cause. 

a2:208, 266; 3:16, 163; 5:3, 17; 9:72; 57:21, 28. b7:28; 16:101; 35:7. c5:42. d2:17, 87; 14:29. 
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Allah at all; and they shall 

have a grievous punishment. 

179. And let not the 
disbelievers think that aOur 
granting them respite is good 
for them; in fact the result of 
Our granting them respite 
will only be that534 they will 
increase in sin; and they shall 
have an humiliating 
punishment. 

 

 

180. bAllah would not leave 
the believers in the state in 
which you are,535 until He 
separated the wicked from 
the good. Nor would Allah 
creveal to you the unseen. 
But Allah chooses536 of His 
Messengers whom He 
pleases. Believe, therefore, 
in Allah and His Messengers. 
If you believe and be 
righteous, you shall have a 
great reward.  

 

 

181. And let not those, dwho 

are niggardly in spending 

what Allah has given them of 

 

 
534. The particle Lam in the expression Liyazdadu is Lam-e-‘Aqibah 

denoting result. 
535. The verse signifies that the trials and tribulations through which 

Muslims have so far passed would not end soon. There are yet many more in 
store for them, and they will continue to come till true believers are 
completely distinguished from hypocrites and those weak of faith. 

536. The words do not mean that some of the Messengers are chosen and 
others are not. They mean that of the persons whom God ordains as His 
Messengers, He chooses the one most suited for the particular age in which he 
is raised. 

a22:45. b8:38; 29:3-4. c72:27-28. d4:38; 17:30; 25:68. 
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His bounty, think that it is 

good for them; nay, it is bad 

for them. That with respect 

to which they were niggardly 

shall be put as a collar round 

their necks on the Day of 

Resurrection. And to Allah 

belongs the heritage537 of the 

heavens and the earth, and 

Allah is fully Aware of what 

you do. 

 

R. 19.   

182. And, surely, Allah has 

heard the utterance of those 

who said, a‘Allah is poor and 

we are rich.’538 We shall 

record what they have said, 

and btheir attempts to slay 

the Prophets unjustly; and 

We shall say, ‘Taste ye the 

punishment of burning; 

 

 

183. ‘That is because of that 

which your hands have sent 

on before.’ and cAllah is not 

at all unjust to His servants.  

 

 

 
537. Mirath rendered as "heritage" here signifies "ownership." The word 

also means, portion allotted to one. See 23:12 where it is stated "those who 
shall inherit Paradise." Paradise is not inherited by anyone; it is only received 
as an allotted portion from God. 

538. When the Jews were called upon to spend their wealth in the cause of 
Allah, (3:181), they taunted the Muslims by saying, 'Is Allah poor and we 
rich?' These words also express the inward feelings of those niggardly persons 
who join a new movement but find it hard to comply with its ever growing 
monetary demands. 

a5:65. b4:156. c8:52; 41:47; 50:30. 
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184. Those who say, ‘Allah 

has charged us not to believe 

in any Messenger until he 

bring us an offering which 

fire devours.’539 Say, ‘There 

have already come to you 

Messengers before me with 
aclear Signs and with that 

which you ask for. Why, 

then, did you seek to slay 

them, if you are truthful?’ 

 

 

185. bAnd if they accuse thee 

of lying, even so were 

accused of lying Messengers 

before thee who came with 

clear Signs and Books of 

wisdom540 and the 

illuminating Book.541 

 

 

186. cEvery soul shall taste 

of death. And you shall be 

paid in full your drewards 

only on the Day of 

Resurrection. So whosoever 

is removed away from the 

 

 
539. The verse answers the objection of the Jews about the burnt offerings 

by saying that the observance of the law regarding such offerings was no 
criterion to test the truth of a Prophet, because that could easily be done by an 
impostor. It was only "clear signs" that demonstrated and established the truth 
of a claimant. But even if observance of burnt offerings was the criterion of a 
true Prophet, the Jews had no right to raise an objection. The charge is driven 
home to them in the words, "Why did they reject those Prophets who strictly 
conformed to that law?" 

540. Zabur means, a writing or a book of wisdom and science, not 
containing legal statutes, ordinances or commandments, particularly the Book 
of David containing the Psalms (Lane). 

541. The Torah which all the Israelite Prophets followed though they had 
also their separate revelations containing warnings and words of wisdom. 

a5:33; 14:10; 40:84. b35:5, 26. c21:36; 29:58. d4:174; 35:31; 39:36. 
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Fire and is made to enter 

Heaven has indeed attained 

his goal. And the life of this 

world is nothing but an 

illusory enjoyment.542 

 

187. aYou shall, surely, be 

tried543 in your possessions 

and in your persons and byou 

shall surely hear many 

hurtful things from those 

who were given the Book 

before you and from those 

who set up equals to Allah. 

But if you show patience and 

fortitude and act righteously, 

that indeed is a matter of 

high resolve.  

 

 

188. And remember when 

Allah took a covenant544 

from those who were given 

the Book, saying, ‘You shall 

expound it to the people and 

not hide it.’ But cthey threw 

 

 
542. Death is the most certain phenomenon in nature and yet man’s attitude 

towards it is of complete disregard and indifference. Worldly life has been 
here called a vain and illusory thing, because, on the face of it, it appears to be 
a very attractive and sweet thing, but when one becomes engrossed in seeking 
its pleasures and profits, one finds it bitter and deceptive. 

543. Tests and trials serve a fourfold purpose: (1) They distinguish the 
waverers and the weak of faith from the sincere and steadfast votaries. (2) 
They are a means of spiritual advancement for those sincere in faith. (3) Those 
going through a trial come to know the strength or weakness of their own faith 
and are thus enabled to shape their conduct accordingly. (4) Trials also 
establish the title to reward of those deserving it. 

544. The reference here is to no particular covenant but to a general 
covenant taken from the followers of every Prophet that they would preach 
and promulgate the Divine Message and would try to live up to it. 

a2:156; 8:29; 64:16. b5:83. c2:102. 
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it away behind their backs, 

and bartered it for a paltry 

price. Evil is that which they 

purchased. 

 

189. Think not that those 
awho exult in what they have 
done, and love to be praised 
for what they have not 
done—think not that they are 
secure545 from punishment. 
They shall suffer a grievous 
chastisement. 

 

 

190. bAnd to Allah belongs 

the kingdom of the heavens 

and the earth; and Allah has 

power over all things. 

 

 

R. 20.   

191. cIn the creation of the 
heavens and the earth and in 
the alternation of the night 
and the day there are indeed 
Signs for men of 
understanding;546 

 

 

192. dThose who remember 
Allah standing, sitting, and 
lying on their sides, and 
ponder over the creation of 
the heavens and the earth; 
and say, “Our Lord, Thou 
hast not created this universe 

 

 

 
545. Mafazah means, a place or state of security or escape; a means of 

success and prosperity (Aqrab). 
546. The lesson implied in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in 

the alternation of night and day is that man has been created both for spiritual 
and temporal progress, and that if he acts righteously, his period of darkness 
and affliction must needs be followed by one of sunshine and happiness. 

a61:3-4. b5:18-19,121; 24:43; 42:50. c2:165; 3:28; 45:4-6. d4:104; 10:13; 39:10; 62:11. 
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in avain.547 Holy art Thou; 
save us, then, from the 
punishment of the Fire; 

193. ‘Our Lord, whomsoever 
Thou causest to enter the 
Fire, him Thou hast surely 
disgraced. And the 
wrongdoers shall have no 
helpers; 

 

 

194. ‘Our Lord, we have 
heard a Crier calling us unto 
faith, saying, ‘Believe ye in 
your Lord,’ and we have 
believed. Our Lord, forgive 
us, therefore, our sins548 and 
remit from us our evils and 
in death join us with the 
righteous; 

 

 

195. ‘Our Lord, give us what 
Thou hast promised to us 
through Thy Messengers; 
and disgrace us not on the 
Day of Resurrection. Surely, 
Thou breakest not Thy 
promise.”  

 

 

 
547. The grand system to which an allusion has been made in the previous 

verse could certainly not have been brought into being without a definite 
purpose. The whole universe having been created to serve man, the creation of 
man himself must have a great purpose. When man ponders over the spiritual 
implication of the physical phenomenon of the creation of the universe and the 
consummate order that pervades it, he is deeply impressed by the great 
wisdom of the Creator, and from the inmost depths of his being rises the cry: 
Our Lord, Thou hast not created this universe in vain. 

548. Dhunub, which generally refers to natural human weaknesses and 
ordinary mistakes and omissions, may represent those dark recesses of the 
heart where the heavenly light does not properly reach; while Sayyi’at, which 
is a comparatively stronger word, may mean the clouds of dust which hide the 
light of the sun from our view. See also 2:82 & 3:17. 

a38:28. 
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196. So their Lord answered 
their prayers, saying, aI will 
suffer not the work of any 
worker from among you, 
whether male or female, to 
be lost. You are from one 
another.549 bThose, there-
fore, who have emigrated, 
and have been driven out 
from their homes, and have 
been persecuted for My 
cause, and have fought and 
been slain, I will surely remit 
from them their evil deeds 
and cwill cause them to enter 
gardens through which 
streams flow—a reward from 
Allah, and with Allah is the 
best of rewards. 

 

 

197. dLet not the moving 

about of the disbelievers in 

the land deceive thee.550 

 

 

198. It is a small and 

temporary advantage,551 

 

 
549. As this Surah mainly deals with Christian doctrines and ideals and 

with their way of life, and as Christianity, in spite of the claims of the 
Christian Church to the contrary, gives woman a status definitely inferior to 
that of man, the insistence on the equality of the status of woman with that of 
man in the spiritual sphere forms a befitting sequel to it. The words, you are 
from one another, are intended to emphasize this equality of status of both 
men and women. 

550. The verse, apart from its relevance to the time of the Holy Prophet, is 
appropriately applicable also to the present dazzling material progress of 
Christian nations in all departments of life, and warns Muslims against being 
deceived or overawed by the glamour of this transitory and fleeting progress. 

551. The prosperity of Christian nations is only temporary, and the verse 
hints at the dreadful punishment which is in store for them and which has now 
 

a4:125; 16:98; 20:113. b16:42; 22:59, 60. cSee 2:26. d40:5. 
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then Hell shall be their 

abode. What an evil place of 

rest! 

 

199. But those who fear their 

Lord shall have gardens 

through which streams flow; 

therein shall they abide—an 

entertainment552 from Allah. 

And that which is with Allah 

is still better for the 

righteous. 

 

 

200. And surely aamong the 

People of the Book there are 

some who believe in Allah 

and in what has been sent 

down to you and in what was 

sent down to them, humbling 

themselves before Allah. 

They barter not the Signs of 

Allah for a paltry price. It is 

these who shall have their 

reward with their Lord. 

Surely, Allah is swift in 

settling account.553 

 

 

201. O ye who believe! be 

steadfast and strive to excel 

in steadfastness and bbe on 

 

 
actually begun to overtake them. 

552. Nuzul, a noun-infinitive from Nazala which means, he alighted; he 
lodged or settled in a place; signifies (1) a place where guests are lodged; (2) 
food prepared for guests (Lane). 

553. The words, Allah is Swift in settling account, when used in regard to 
disbelievers, mean that God is Swift in taking account and dealing out 
punishment; but when used about believers they mean that God is quick in 
settling accounts and giving rewards. 

a3:111. b8:61. 
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your guard554 and fear Allah 

that you may prosper.555  
 

 
554. Rabitu means, persevere in fighting against your enemy or tie your 

horses in readiness at the frontiers; or apply yourselves constantly and 
assiduously to the obligations of your religion; or be mindful of the times of 
Prayer (Lane). 

555. The five requisites of success mentioned in the verse are: (1) Exercise 
of patience and steadfastness; (2) showing greater patience and greater 
steadfastness than the enemy; (3) applying oneself constantly and assiduously 
to the service of one’s religion and community; (4) keeping vigilant watch at 
the frontiers both for the purpose of defence and attack; and (5) leading a life 
of righteousness. Ribat also signifies the human heart. Thus believers are 
enjoined to be always in a state of readiness to fight internal and external 
enemies. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AN-NISA’ 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah is appropriately entitled An-Nisa’, (The Women) because it 

deals chiefly with the rights and responsibilities of women and also with their 
status and position in society. It was revealed at Medina between the third and 
fifth year of the Hijrah after the Battle of Uhud and it mainly deals with the 
subject of widows and orphans who were left behind in large numbers after 
that battle. Muslims and European scholars are all agreed on this point. 
Noldeke, the great German Orientalist, however, is inclined to place some of 
its verses among the Meccan revelations, because, according to him in those 
verses "the Jews are referred to in a friendly spirit", as they had not yet come 
into conflict with Muslims. Wherry thinks that the words "O people" in verse 
134 show that at least this verse was revealed at Mecca because this form of 
address has been exclusively used in the Meccan Surahs. But to say that 
because a certain verse uses the expression "O people" it must, in spite of all 
evidence to the contrary, belong to the Meccan period is a mere assertion. The 
fact is that because at Mecca the number of the believers was very small and 
they had not yet been welded into a distinct and separate community and very 
few commandments of the Shari‘ah had been revealed, the Meccans—
believers and disbelievers—were all addressed together by the words "O 
people." But as after the Emigration of the Holy Prophet to Medina the 
commandments of the Shari‘ah came thick and fast and an organised 
community of believers, quite distinct and separate from the disbelievers, had 
come into existence, they were addressed as "O ye who believe". But where 
the address is general, applying both to believers and non-believers, the 
expression "O people" has been used. 

The connection of the Surah with the previous Chapter consists in the 
fact that in the former Surah one of the principal subjects dealt with was the 
Battle of Uhud while this Surah deals with the various problems to which that 
battle gave rise. The Surah also sheds a flood of light on the evil designs and 
machinations of the Jews and the Hypocrites of Medina who, after the Battle 
of Uhud, seeing that Islam was gaining great power in the land, mustered all 
their resources to make a last effort to destroy it root and branch. In a way also 
the Surah constitutes an extension of the subject matter of the preceding Surah 
in that it demolishes the basic Christian doctrine of Atonement, and 
establishes that Jesus did not die on the Cross. 

Summary of Subject-Matter 
As in Al-e-‘Imran, the Christian basic doctrines constitute one of the 

main themes of this Surah also. But in this Surah greater space has been 
assigned to a comparison of the detailed teachings of the two religions—Islam 
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and Christianity—with special reference to the progress and domination of 
Christianity in the Latter Days. As in the Latter Days, Christian writers and 
speakers were to profess and proclaim loudly that Islam had degraded woman 
by giving her a much lower status than man, this Surah largely deals with the 
problems concerning females, and a cursory glance over the Quranic teaching 
about women establishes the fact that even in this respect Islamic teachings 
are far superior to those of Christianity. And as the subject of orphans is 
intimately connected with that of women, it has also received special mention 
in this Surah which is the first revelation to safeguard their rights and those of 
women. Women have not only been given all the rights to which they are 
legitimately entitled, particularly the right of inheritance, but have also been 
declared to be the sole masters and arbiters of their property. The second main 
topic dealt with in this Surah is that of hypocrisy. As in the Latter Days 
Christianity was to gain worldwide predominance and a large number of 
Muslims were to live under Christian Governments and, as a result of their 
subjugation by Christian rulers and their fear of Christian criticism of Islam 
they were to adopt hypocritical attitude towards their own Faith, the subject of 
hypocrisy has also been treated in this Surah along with that of women, and 
light is thrown on the depths to which a hypocrite can sink morally and 
spiritually. The hypocrites are warned that shame and abasement would seize 
them because they fear men more than their Creator. Towards its end the 
Surah sheds some light on the subject of Jesus’ crucifixion and it is 
emphatically stated and convincingly established that the belief that Jesus died 
on the Cross is utterly false and unfounded. Like other human beings he died a 
natural death, and this false doctrine is belied by proven facts of history, and 
even the Gospels lend no support to it. The Surah closes with a brief reversion 
to the subject of Kalalah in order to draw attention to the spiritual heirlessness 
of Jesus who in a sense was a Kalalah inasmuch as he left no spiritual 
successor, Prophethood having been transferred from the House of Israel to 
that of Ishmael. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 

 

2. O ye people! bfear your 

Lord, cWho created you from 

a single soul556 and of its kind 

created its mate,557 and from 

them twain spread many men 

and women; and fear Allah, in 

Whose name you appeal to 

one another, and fear Him 

particularly respecting ties of 

 

 

 
556. "Single soul" may signify: (1) Adam; (2) man and woman taken 

together, because when two things jointly perform one function, they may be 

spoken of as one; (3) man and woman taken separately, because mankind may 

be said to have been created from one "single soul" in the sense that each and 

every individual is created from the seed of man who is "one soul" and is also 

born of woman who is likewise "one soul". 
557. The words do not mean that woman was created out of the body of 

man but that she belonged to the same species as man, possessing identical 
aptitudes and propensities. The idea that Eve had been created out of the rib of 
Adam seems to have arisen from a saying of the Holy Prophet, viz. "Women 
have been created from a rib, and surely, the most crooked part of a rib is the 
highest part thereof. If you set yourself to straighten it, you will break it" 
(Bukhari, ch. on Nikah). This saying, if anything, constitutes an argument 
against the above view rather than being in its favour, for it makes no mention 
of Eve, but only speaks of all women, and it is clear that every woman has not 
been created from a rib. The word Dil‘ used in the above saying of the Prophet 
signifies a certain crookedness of manners, the word itself meaning 
crookedness (Bihar & Muhit). In fact, it refers to a certain peculiarity of 
woman, viz. her affectation of displeasure and coquetry. This "crookedness" 
has been spoken of in this saying as the highest or the best trait in her 
character, and those who take affectation of anger on woman’s part as an 
expression of her real anger and begin to deal harshly with her for that reason, 
in fact, destroy the most attractive and winning aspect of her personality. 

a1:1. b33:71; 59:19. c7:190; 16:73; 30:22; 39:7. 
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kinship.558 Verily, Allah 

watches over you. 

3. And agive to the orphans 

their property and exchange 

not the bad for the good, and 

devour not their property by 

mixing it with your own. 

Surely, it is a great sin.559 

 

 

4. And if you fear that you 

will not be just in dealing with 

the orphans, then marry of 

other women as may be 

agreeable to you, two, or 

three, or four;560 and bif you 

 

 
558. The verse places "the fear of God", side by side with "respect for the 

ties of kinship", thus emphasizing the importance of good treatment of 
relatives, on which the Qur’an has laid so much stress. The Holy Prophet used 
to recite this verse when delivering a marriage sermon in order to remind both 
the parties of their duties to each other. 

559. After mentioning the two favours of God in the previous verse, viz. 
the multiplication of many men and women from a "single soul", and their 
preservation from destruction by instituting ties of relationship, the Qur’an 
proceeds to emphasize the need of protecting posterity by safeguarding the 
rights and interests of orphans. 

560. The verse is important inasmuch as it permits polygamy under certain 
circumstances. Islam allows (though it certainly does not enjoin or encourage) 
a man to have more than one wife up to four at a time. As this permission has 
been given in connection with the subject of orphans, it should be taken primarily 
to be based on the question of the care of that much-neglected class of society. 
There are cases when the interests of orphans can only be protected by marrying 
one or more wives from among the female wards or from other women as the 
exigencies of circumstances may require. Though the verse mentions polygamy 
in connection with the subject of orphans, yet other situations may arise when it 
may become a necessary remedy for some social or moral evils. If only the 
objects of marriage itself are considered, the permission appears to be not only 
justifiable but in some cases desirable and even necessary; nay, in such cases it 
may become positively injurious to the best interests of individuals and of the 
community not to take advantage of this permission. According to the Qur’an 
the objects of marriage are four, viz. (1) protection against physical, moral and 
 

a4:11, 128; 6:153; 17:35. b4:130. 
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spiritual maladies (2:188; 4:25); (2) peace of mind and the availability of a 
loving companion (30:22); (3) procreation of children; and (4) widening of the 
circle of relationship (4:2). Now one or all of the above-mentioned four 
objects of marriage are sometimes not realized in the case of one wife; for 
instance, if the wife of a person becomes a permanent invalid or suffers from a 
contagious disease, the object of marriage is certainly defeated if such a 
person does not marry another wife. Indeed, no course is left to him but either 
to contract another lawful marriage or failing successfully to resist the attacks 
of carnal passions, to lead an immoral life. And an ailing wife cannot make a 
good companion either, because however worthy of regard and compassion 
she may be, her company cannot give peace of mind to her husband in all 
respects. Similarly, if she happens to be barren, the natural and perfectly 
legitimate desire of the husband to have an issue to succeed him and 
perpetuate his name remains unfulfilled in the absence of a polygamous 
marriage. It is to meet such exigencies that Islam has allowed the contraction 
of plural matrimonial connections. If, however, in any of the above cases a 
husband divorces his first wife, it would be a shame and disgrace for him. In 
fact, the objects of a polygamous marriage are, to a certain extent, the same as 
those of a monogamous marriage. When one or all of these objects are not 
realized by a monogamous marriage, a polygamous marriage becomes a 
necessity. There are, however, other reasons also which may sometimes 
render it necessary for a person to have one or more wives in addition to the 
one whom he dearly loves and who also fulfils the objects of marriage. Those 
reasons are: (a) to protect orphans; (b) to provide husbands for marriageable 
widows and (c) to supplement the depleted manhood of a family or 
community. It is clear from the verse under comment that polygamy is 
resorted to particularly with a view to taking under one’s protection orphans 
left unprotected. The verse implies that the mother of such orphans as are left 
in the guardianship of a person should preferably be married by him so that he 
should become directly related to, and more intimately connected with, them 
and thus may become more interested in their welfare than he otherwise 
would be. To provide husbands for widows (24:33) is another object which 
the institution of polygamy fulfils. Muslims were perpetually engaged in 
fighting in the time of the Holy Prophet. Many fell in wars and left behind 
widows and orphans without near relatives to look after them. The 
preponderance of women over men and an exceptionally large number of 
orphans with no one to look after them, which is the inevitable result of wars, 
necessitated that in order to save Muslim society from moral degeneration, 
polygamous marriages should have been encouraged. The last two World 
Wars have vindicated this useful institution of Islam. They have left an 
abnormally large number of young women without husbands. Indeed, the 
great preponderance of females over males in the West, due to the appalling 
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fear you will not be able to do 

justice, then marry only one or 

marry what your right hands 

possess.561 Thus it is more 
 

 
loss of manhood caused by these Wars, is responsible for the present laxity of 
morals which is eating into the vitals of Western society. Besides this 
contingency of providing husbands for young widows the institution of 
polygamy is also intended to meet the serious situation that follows in the 
wake of a war, when, besides other aspects of decline, the manhood of a 
nation becomes so depleted as to threaten national destruction. The fall of 
birthrate, which is a potent cause of the decay of a people can be effectively 
remedied only by resorting to polygamy. Polygamous marriages, instead of 
being an outlet for the gratification of sexual passions as is mistakenly 
understood, constitute a sacrifice demanded of men and women alike—a 
sacrifice in which personal and passing sentiments are required to be 
subordinated to the wider communal or national interests. 

561.  The expression, Ma Malakat Aimanukum, generally signifies, women 
prisoners of war who are not ransomed and who are in the custody and control 
of their Muslim captors because they had taken part in a war which was 
waged to destroy Islam and thus had legitimately deprived themselves of their 
freedom. The term has been used in the Qur’an in preference to ‘Ibad and Ima’ 
(slaves and bondwomen) to point to a just and rightful possession, the 
expression Milku Yamin signifying full and rightful possession (Lisan). It 
includes both slaves and bondwomen, and it is only the context which 
determines what the expression signifies in a particular place. Much 
misunderstanding prevails as to what the expression "their right hands 
possess" signifies, and what are the rights and status of the persons to whom it 
applies. Islam has condemned slavery in unequivocal terms. According to it, it 
is a mortal sin to deprive a person of his or her liberty, unless, of course, he or 
she renders himself or herself liable to deprivation of it by taking part in a war 
waged to destroy Islam or an Islamic State. It is also a grievous sin to buy or 
sell slaves. Islamic teaching on this point is quite clear, unequivocal and 
emphatic. According to it a person who makes another person his slave 
commits a grave sin against God and man (Bukhari, Kitabul-Bai‘ & Dawud as 
quoted by Fathul-Bari). It is worthy of note that when Islam came into the 
world, slavery was an integral part of the human social system and there 
existed a large number of slaves in every country. It was, therefore, not 
feasible, nor even wise, to abolish with a stroke of the pen, an institution 
which had become so inextricably interwoven into the whole texture of human 
society, without doing serious injury to its moral tone. Islam, therefore, sought 
to abolish it gradually but effectively and surely. The Qur’an has laid down 
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the following very sound rules for the speedy and complete abolition of 
slavery: (1) Prisoners can only be taken after a regular battle. (2) They cannot 
be retained after the war is over, but (3) are to be set free either as a mark of 
favour or by exchange of prisoners (47:5). Those unfortunate persons, 
however, who, may fail to gain their freedom through any of these means, or 
should choose to remain with their Muslim masters, can purchase their 
emancipation by entering into a contract called Mukatabah with them (24:34). 
Now, if a woman is taken prisoner in a war of the nature mentioned above and 
thus loses her liberty and becomes Milku Yamin, and she fails to get her 
release by the exchange of prisoners of war, and the exigencies of government 
also do not justify her immediate release as a mark of favour, nor do her own 
people or government get her ransomed and she does not even seek to buy her 
freedom by entering into Mukatabah, and her master, in the interest of 
morality, marries her without her prior consent, in what way can this 
arrangement be regarded as objectionable? 

As regards establishing sexual relations with a female prisoner of war or a 
slave-wife without marrying her, neither this nor any other verse of the Qur’an 
lends any support to it whatever. Not only does the Qur’an not give any 
sanction for the treatment of female prisoners of war as wives without taking 
them into proper wedlock but there are clear and positive injunctions to the 
effect that these prisoners of war, like free women, should be married if they 
are to be treated as wives, the only difference between the two being a 
temporary difference of social status, inasmuch as prior consent of prisoners 
of war to their marriage which they forfeit by taking part in a war against 
Islam is not considered necessary as in the case of free women. Thus the 
expression Ma Malakat Aimanukum, signifying female prisoners, according to 
the Qur’an, lends no support whatsoever to the view that Islam has upheld 
concubinage. Besides the present verse, at least in as many as three other 
verses, the injunction has been laid down in clear and unambiguous terms that 
female prisoners of war should not remain unmarried (2:222; 4:26; 24:33). 
The Holy Prophet is also very explicit on this point. He is reported to have 
said, "He who has a slave girl and gives her proper education and brings her 
up in a becoming manner and then frees and marries her, for him is double 
reward". (Bukhari, Kitabul-‘Ilm). This saying of the Holy Prophet implies that 
if a Muslim wishes to have a slave girl as wife, he should first set her free and 
then marry her. The Holy Prophet’s own practice was quite in harmony with 
his precept. Two of the Holy Prophet’s wives, Juwairiyah and Safiyyah, came 
to him as prisoners of war. They were his Milku Yamin. But he married them 
according to Islamic Law. He also married Mariyah who was sent to him by 
the King of Egypt, and she enjoyed the status of a free wife like the Prophet’s 
other wives. She observed Purdah and was included among "The Mothers of 
the Faithful". The Qur’an makes it clear that the commandment regarding 
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likely that you will not do 

injustice.562 

 
marriage applies to "whom your right hands possess" as much as it does to 
"the daughters of the Holy Prophet’s paternal and maternal uncles and aunts". 
Both are to be wedded before they are treated as wives. All the three 
categories mentioned above were made lawful to the Holy Prophet through 
marriage (33:51). Further, the verse "And forbidden to you are married 
women, except such as your right hands possess" (4:25) along with its 
preceding one deals with women whom it is unlawful for a man to marry and 
among these are included married women. But it makes one exception, which 
is that those married women who are taken prisoner in a religious war and 
then choose to remain with Muslims, can be married to their masters. The fact 
that they choose not to go to their former husbands is considered to be 
tantamount to the annulment of their former marriage. 

It may also be noted in passing that it is not permitted to take in marriage 
such female relations of a bondwoman as correspond to the relations of a free 
woman within the prohibited degree. For instance, the mothers, sisters, 
daughters, etc., of a slave-wife cannot be taken in marriage. It may further be 
stated that in view of the circumstances obtaining at the time of its revelation 
the Qur’an had to make a distinction between the social status of two classes 
of women. That distinction was expressed by the word Zauj (a free woman 
taken in marriage) and Milku Yamin (bondwoman taken in marriage). The 
former word connotes a sense of equality between husband and wife while the 
latter implies a somewhat inferior status of the wife. That was, however, a 
temporary phase. The Qur’an and the Holy Prophet had strongly 
recommended that bondwomen should first be given full freedom and full 
status and then married as the Holy Prophet himself had done. Besides, Islam 
does not allow women taken prisoner in ordinary wars to be treated as 
bondwomen. The permission about marrying a bondwoman without her prior 
consent comes into operation only when a hostile nation first wages a 
religious war against Islam in order to extirpate it and to compel Muslims to 
abandon their religion at the point of the sword and then treats their prisoners 
men and women—as slaves, as was done in the time of the Holy Prophet. At 
that time the enemy took away Muslim women as prisoners and treated them 
as bondwomen. The Islamic injunction was only a retaliatory measure and 
was in its very nature temporary. It also served the additional purpose of 
protecting the morals of captive women. Those conditions have ceased to exist 
now. There are no religious wars now and hence no prisoners of war to be 
treated as slaves or bondwomen. 

562. Ta‘ulu (do injustice) is derived from ‘Ala which means; (1) he had a 
large family; (2) he supported the family; (3) he was or became poor; (4) he 
acted wrongfully; or deviated from the right course (Lane). 
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5. And agive the women their 

dowries563 willingly.564 But if 

they, of their own pleasure, 

remit to you a part thereof, 

then enjoy it as something 

pleasant and wholesome. 

 

 

6. And give not to those who 

are weak of understanding565 

your property566 which Allah 

has made for you a means of 

support; but feed them 

therewith and clothe them and 

speak to them words of kind 

advice. 

 

 

 
563. Saduqat is the plural of Saduqah which means, dowry or a gift which 

is given to or for a bride (Lane). 
564. The verse may be taken to be addressed to both the husband and the 

relations of the wife. In the latter case, it would mean that the relations of a 
woman should not spend her dowry to meet their own needs, but should 
faithfully hand it over to her. Primarily, however, the verse is addressed to the 
husband whom it requires to pay the agreed dowry to his wife willingly, 
cheerfully and without demur. The words "giving the dowry willingly and 
cheerfully" also imply that the amount of the dowry should be well within the 
means of the husband so that its payment may not be a burden to him. He 
should be in a position to pay it willingly and cheerfully. 

565. The words, "who are weak of understanding" have been substituted for 
"orphans" in the present verse to supply the required reason for the injunction, 
as well as to make it one of general application, including in its scope all such 
persons as are unable to take care of their property. In the case of grown-up 
imbeciles, the verse would be taken to be addressed to the State which should 
take effective steps to set up institutions like Courts of Wards to look after the 
property of persons who cannot manage it themselves. 

566. The verse speaks of the property of orphans as "your property", 

hinting thereby that the guardians of orphans should be very careful about 

spending their property and should treat it as their own. The expression "your 

property" may also signify "the property of the orphans which are in your 

custody". It is also possible that the expression has been used here to include 

all property whether belonging to the orphans or to their guardians. 

a4:25-26; 60:11. 
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7. And test the understanding 

of the orphans until they attain 

the age of marriage, then, if 

you perceive in them mature 

judgment,567 deliver to them 

their property; and devour it 

not in extravagance and haste 

against their growing up.568 

And whoso is rich, let him 

abstain; and whoso is poor, let 

him eat thereof with equity. 

And when you deliver to them 

their property, then call 

witnesses in their presence.569 

And Allah is sufficient as a 

Reckoner. 

 

 

8. aFor men is a share of that 

which parents and near 

relations leave; and for women 

is a share of that which parents 

and near relations leave, 

whether it be little or much—a 

determined share.570 

 

 

 
567. Under no circumstances should the property of the orphans be made 

over to them before they attain puberty and are so mature of intellect as to 
take care of and properly manage it. 

568. The verse also warns guardians not to squander away in haste the 
money of their wards before they are old enough to take charge of it. The 
guardian, if he is poor, is, however, allowed a reasonable wage, which should 
be in proportion to the amount of work he does and to the value of the ward’s 
property. 

569. The property should be handed over to the wards in the presence of 
reliable witnesses as the word "presence" hints. 

570. This verse forms the basis of the Islamic Law of Inheritance. It lays 
down the general principle of the social equality of man and woman. Both are 
entitled to a suitable share in the property. Detailed rules are given in the 
verses that follow. 

a4:34. 
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9. And when other relations 

and orphans and the poor571 

are present at the division of 

the heritage, give them 

something therefrom and 

speak to571A them words of 

kindness. 

 

 

10. And let those fear Allah 

who, if they should leave 

behind them weak offspring, 

would be afraid on their 

account. Let them, therefore, 

fear Allah and let them say the 

right word.572 

 

 

11. Surely, athey who devour 

the property of orphans 

unjustly, only swallow fire 

into their bellies, and they 

shall burn in a blazing fire. 

 

 
R. 2.   

12. Allah commands you 
concerning your children; a 
bmale shall have as much as 
the share of two females; but 
if there be females only, 
numbering more than two, 
then they shall have two-thirds 

 

 
571.  By the words, other relations and orphans and the poor, are here 

meant those distant relatives and orphans and poor persons, who, being not 
included among the deceased’s legal heirs, are not entitled to receive any part 
of his property as of right. The verse, though not giving a legal right of 
inheritance to them, exhorts Muslims, while making a will about the division 
of their property, to set apart a portion of it for them. 

571A. La-hum may also mean, in their favour. 
572. The verse contains a strong and highly forceful appeal in favour of the 

orphans. 

aSee 4:3. b4:177. 
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of what the deceased leave; 
and if there be one, she shall 
have the half. And his 
parents573 each of them a 
sixth of the inheritance, if he 
have a child,574 but if he have 
no child and his parents be his 
heirs, then his mother shall 
have a third; and if he have 
brothers and sisters, then his 
mother shall have a sixth, after 
the payment of any bequests 
he may have bequeathed or of 
debts. Your fathers and your 
children; you know not which 
of them is more beneficent to 
you. This fixing of 
portions574A is from Allah. 
Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, 
Wise.s 

 

 
573. Father and mother both (Lane). 
574. Walad means, (1) a child, son, daughter or a young one; (2) children, 

sons, daughters, offspring or young ones. The word is used both as singular 
and plural, feminine and masculine (Lane). 

574A. The verse prescribes suitable shares for all near relatives in the 
property of a deceased person without distinction of sex or order of birth. 
Children, parents, husbands and wives are the principal heirs who, if alive, get 
suitable shares in all circumstances, other relations having a title only in 
special cases. A male has been given double the share of a female because he 
has been made responsible for the maintenance of his family (Ma‘ani, ii. p.32). 
The verse begins by laying down a general rule as to the proportion of shares 
between sons and daughters. A son is to have as much as two daughters. So, 
wherever there are both sons and daughters, this rule will come in force. 
When, however, there are only daughters and no son, the verse allots two-
thirds of the legacy to the daughters, if there are more than two of them; and 
sone-half if there is only one. The share of daughters in case there are two is 
not expressly stated. But the use of the conjunction fa’ (but) in the clause, but 
if there be females only, numbering more than two, clearly points to the fact 
that the share of two females has been referred to in the preceding words "two 
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13. And you shall have half of 

that which your wives leave, if 

they have no child; but if they 

have a child, then you shall 

have a fourth of that which 

they leave, after the payment 

of any bequests they may have 

bequeathed or of debt. And 

they shall have a fourth of that 

which you leave, if you have 

no child; but if you have a 

child, then they shall have an 

eighth of that which you leave, 

after  the  payment   of    any 

 

 
females". Moreover, the share of two females can be gathered from what has 
already been said in the beginning of the verse about the ratio between the 
shares of the males and the females. According to that ratio, a son is to have as 
much as two daughters. Thus, if there be one son and one daughter, the son 
will have two-third. But as the share of one son has been made equal to that of 
"two daughters", the latter, in case there is no son, will have two-thirds, viz. 
the same share as has been expressly fixed for three daughters. Thus, the very 
construction of the verse shows that if there be two daughters and no son, they, 
too, as in the case of three daughters, will get two-thirds. If it had not been the 
object of the Qur’an to point to the share of two daughters in the clause, the 
words would have been something like this, "a male shall have twice as much 
as a female", and not as it is now. The verse speaks of three cases as regards 
the share of the parents: (1) If a person dies leaving one or more children, then 
each of his parents shall have one-sixth. (2) If a person dies issueless and his 
parents are the sole heirs (there being no wife or husband of the deceased 
person), then the mother will have one-third of the property and the remaining 
two-thirds will go to the father. (3) There is a third case, which is really an 
exception to the second case. A man dies without issue and his parents are his 
sole heirs, but he has brothers or sisters. Then, although his brothers or sisters 
will not inherit from him, yet their presence will affect the share of the parents, 
for, in this case, the mother will have one-sixth (instead of one-third, as in the 
second case) and the remaining five-sixths will go to the father. The reason 
why the father is awarded a larger share in this case is that the father has also 
to support the brothers or sisters of the deceased. The subject of inheritance is 
continued in the succeeding verse. 
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bequests you may have 
bequeathed or of debt. aAnd if 
there be a man or a woman 
whose heritage is to be 
divided and he or she has 
neither parent nor child,575 
and he or she has a brother 
and a sister, then each one of 
them shall have a sixth. But if 
they be more than that, then 
they shall be equal sharers in 
one-third, after the payment of 
any bequests which may have 
been bequeathed or of debt. 
And all this shall be without 
intent to cause injury to any 
one.575A This is an injunction 
from Allah and Allah is Wise, 
Forbearing. 

 

 
575. Kalalah is (1) a person who leaves behind neither parent nor child, 

male or female; (2) a person who leaves behind neither father nor son. 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas he is a person who leaves no son irrespective of 
the fact whether his father is living or not. This would thus be the third 
meaning of the word (Lane & Mufradat). The brothers and sisters of a Kalalah 
fall under three heads: first, real brothers or sisters—offspring of the same 
parents (such brothers or sisters are technically known as A‘yani): secondly, 
brothers and sisters on the side of the father only (these are technically known 
as ‘Allati); thirdly, brothers and sisters on the side of the mother only, their 
father being not the same as that of the deceased (such brothers and sisters are 
technically called Akhyafi). It is to the last mentioned class that the 
commandment given in the present verse pertains; the law with regard to the 
first two classes of brothers and sisters having been given in the last verse of 
this Surah. The shares allotted to the brothers and sisters of the last-mentioned 
class are smaller than those allotted to the brothers and sisters of the first two 
classes, the reason being that the brothers and sisters of this class are on the 
side of the mother only, while the brothers and the sisters of the other two 
classes are the children of the same father as the deceased. In the property of a 
person who died as a Kalalah both brothers and sisters have equal shares, the 
usual ratio of two to one being not observed in their case. 

575A. The words. "without intent to cause injury to any one" are important. 

a4:177. 
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14. These are the limits set by 

Allah; and awhoso obeys 

Allah and His Messenger, bHe 

will make him enter Gardens 

through which streams flow; 

therein shall they abide; and 

that is a great triumph. 

 

 

15. cAnd whoso disobeys 

Allah and His Messenger and 

transgresses His limits, He 

will make him enter into the 

Fire; therein he shall abide; 

and he shall have an 

humiliating punishment. 

 

 

R. 3.   

16. dAnd such of your women 

as are guilty of any flagrant 

impropriety576—call to 

witness four of you against 

them; and if they bear witness, 

then confine them to the 

houses until death overtakes 

them or Allah opens for them 

some other way. 

 

� 

 
They mean that the payment of debts should not suffer by the payment of 
bequests. In other words, debts are to be paid prior to the payment of bequests. 

576. Fahishah as used in the Qur’an (7:29; 33:31; 65:2) does not 
necessarily mean fornication or adultery for which punishment is prescribed in 
24:3. The word refers to any glaringly improper conduct which may disturb 
social relations and may lead to breaches of the peace. The women referred to 
in this verse, as the men in the next in which similar offence with an 
undefined punishment is mentioned, are those guilty of foul or immoral 
conduct short of fornication or adultery. This is the view also of Abu Muslim 
and Mujahid. Such women should be prevented from mixing with other 
women  until they reform themselves or get married,  marriage being the way 

a3:133; 8:21; 33:72. bSee 2:26. c72:24. d4:20, 26; 24:20. 
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17. And if two577 from among 

you are guilty of it, punish 

them both. And if they repent 

and amend, then leave them 

alone; surely, Allah is Oft-

Returning with compassion 

and is ever Merciful. 

 

 

18. Verily, aAllah accepts the 

repentance of only those who 

do evil in ignorance578 and 

then repent soon after.579 

These are they to whom Allah 

turns with mercy; and Allah is 

All-Knowing, Wise. 

 

 

19. There is no acceptance of 

repentance for those who 

continue to do evil until, when 

 

�

 
opened for them by Allah. As the offence mentioned is a serious one, four 
witnesses are considered necessary lest injustice be done to women reported 
against. 

577. The word Alladhani does not necessarily imply two males. What 
particular form the punishment mentioned here should take is left to the 
discretion of the authorities concerned. Both this and the preceding verse refer 
to offences for which no punishment has been fixed by the Law, the matter 
having been left to the discretion of the authorities to be decided according to 
the circumstances then obtaining. The verse may also refer to two males being 
guilty of an unnatural offence or something approaching it. 

578. The words "in ignorance" do not mean that the offenders do evil 
without knowing that it is evil. In fact, every evil deed which a man does is an 
act done in ignorance, born of lack of proper and adequate knowledge. The 
Holy Prophet is reported to have said, "There are some kinds of knowledge 
which are really ignorance," i.e. the learning of which is injurious to man 
(Bihar). So the words "in ignorance" have been added to point to the nature 
and philosophy of sin and to exhort people to acquire useful knowledge with a 
view to avoiding sin. 

579. The words "soon after" here mean "before death". The next verse 
which says "who continue to do evil until when death faces one of them," 
supports this meaning. 

a6:55; 16:120; 24:6. 
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death faces one of them, he 

says, ‘I do indeed repent now;’ 
anor for those who die 

disbelievers. It is these for 

whom We have prepared a 

painful punishment. 
 

20. O ye who believe, it is not 
lawful for you to inherit 
women against their will; nor 
should you detain them 
wrongfully that you may take 
away part of that which you 
have given them, except that 
bthey be guilty of a flagrant 
impropriety,580 and consort 
with them in kindness,581 and 
cif you dislike them, it may be 
that you dislike a thing 
wherein Allah has placed 
much good. 

 

 

21. And if you desire to take 

one wife in place of another 

and you have given one of 

them a treasure,582 take not 

 

�

 
580. The deceased person’s relatives cannot prevent his widow from 

contracting a new marriage so that they may get hold of her property; but they 
can prevent her from doing so if she intends to marry a person of manifestly 
objectionable character. If the address is to the husbands, the verse would 
mean that if the wives do not want to live with their husbands and seek 
separation from them, which they can do by means of Khula’ the husbands 
should not prevent them from doing so out of greed for their money. But they 
can do so, if the wives are going to be guilty of a manifestly foul act. 

581. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, "The best among you is he 
who treats his wife best" (Bukhari). The expression ‘Ashiruhunna being of the 
measure Mufa‘alah denotes reciprocity; husbands and wives are both enjoined 
to live amicably with each other and reciprocate each other’s love. 

582. If for some special reason a man wishes to divorce one wife and marry 
 

a2:62; 3:92; 47: 43. bSee 4:16. c2:217. 
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aught therefrom. Will you take 

it by false accusation and 

manifest sinfulness? 

 

22. And how can you take it 

when one of you may have 

consorted with the other,583 

and they (the women) have 

taken from you a strong 

covenant?584 

 

 

23. And marry not those women 

whom your fathers married, 

except what has already 

passed.585 It is a thing foul 

and hateful and an evil way. 

 

 

R. 4.   

24. Forbidden to you are your 

mothers,586 and your daughters, 

 

 

 
another, he is not allowed to take back from the former what he has already 
given her, no matter how big the sum may be. 

583. These words do not necessarily imply sexual intercourse. They mean 
living with each other and meeting each other in private on terms of extreme 
intimacy. According to this verse, a man cannot take back from his wife any 
property or money he may have given her, even though he may not have gone 
in unto her. 

584. Women are not slaves of the whims or caprices of men. Both are 
bound by a sacred contract and men owe to their wives obligations which they 
must respect because, as regards their social rights, both are on much the same 
level. Men are warned here not to treat light-heartedly the covenant—the tie 
of marriage—they have made with their wives. 

585. The words do not mean that stepmothers taken as wives or two sisters 
taken in marriage together before this verse was revealed could be retained. 
What they mean is simply this that if such men repent and make amends, no 
harm will come to them for what unlawful acts they might have committed in 
the past. The past will be forgiven but the women whom it is unlawful to 
marry are to be divorced at once. 

586. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the relatives of foster-
mothers are as forbidden as those within the prohibited degrees of relationship of 
real mothers. It is not lawful to marry foster-sisters and foster-daughters and so on. 
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and your sisters, and your 

fathers’ sisters, and your 

mothers’ sisters, and brother’s 

daughters, and sister’s 

daughters, and your foster-

mothers that have given you 

suck,587 and your foster-sisters, 

and the mothers of your wives, 

and your step-daughters, who 

are your wards being born of 

your wives to whom you have 

gone in—but if you have not 

gone in unto them, there is no 

blame on you—and the wives 

of your sons that are from your 

loins; and it is forbidden to you 

to have two sisters together in 

marriage, except what has 

already passed; surely, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Ever Merciful.  

 

 

PART V   

25. And forbidden to you are 
married women,588 except 
such as your right hands 
possess.589 This has Allah 

 

 

 
587. Theologians differ as to what number of sucks makes the marriage of 

foster-mothers and foster-sisters and their relations (within prohibited degrees 
of marriage) unlawful. 

588. Muhsanat is the plural of Muhsanah which means, a married woman; 
a free woman; a chaste woman (Lane). 

589. This means that whereas a woman who is already married to a man 
cannot be taken in marriage by another person, an exception is made here in 
case of women who are taken prisoner in a war waged by a non-Muslim State 
against an Islamic State. This is the significance of the words Ma Malakat 
Aimanukum. Such married women, if they become converted to Islam and 
therefore could not be sent back to their non-Muslim husbands, may be 
married to Muslim husbands. For a detailed note on "What your right hands 
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enjoined on you. And allowed 
to you are those beyond that, 
that you seek them by means 
of your property, amarrying 
them properly and not 
committing fornication. And 
for the benefit you receive 
from them,590 bgive them 
their dowries, as fixed, and 
there is no blame on you what 
you do by mutual agreement 
after the fixing of the dowry. 
Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, 
Wise. 

 

 
possess" see 561. 

590. Tamatta‘a bil Mar’ati means, he benefited by the woman temporarily. 
Istamta‘a bi Kadha means, he benefited by it for a long time. The Arabic 
idiom does not countenance the use of Istimta‘ with regard to a woman in the 
sense of temporary connection (Lisan). It may also be noted that whenever the 
noun Tamattu‘ is used to denote temporary connection with a woman, it is 
followed by the preposition ba’ put before the word standing for the woman, 
as in the above example. An Arab poet says, Tamatta‘ biha ma Sa‘afatka wa 
la Takun ‘alaika Shajan fil Halqi hina Tabinu (Hamasah), i.e. be benefited by 
her as long as she is agreeable to you, but when she gets separated from you, 
do not let her be a source of constant trouble for you like a piece of bone 
which remains stuck in the throat. But in this verse the pronoun Hunna 
referring to women is preceded by the preposition min. Misunderstanding 
about Mut‘ah seems to have arisen from the failure to understand the 
difference between the words Tamattu‘ and Istimta‘. The author of Lisan 
quotes Zajjaj as saying: "Owing to their ignorance of the Arabic language, 
some persons have inferred from this verse the legality of Mut‘ah which, by 
the consensus of opinion among Muslim theologians, has been declared to be 
unlawful, the words Fa-mastamta‘tum bihi Minhunna simply meaning 
marriage, performed in accordance with the conditions mentioned above". If 
there had been any reference to Mut‘ah here, the preposition used ought to 
have been ba’ and not min. Moreover, the word used is Istamta‘a and not 
Tamatta‘a which possesses a sense different from that of the former word. 
Nor can any inference in favour of Mut‘ah be drawn from the word 
Ujurahunna which means "their dowries", the sense in which it has also been 
used in the Qur’an (33:51). Thus the Qur’an positively forbids Mut‘ah and 
regards all sexual relations outside proper wedlock (Ihsan) as adultery. 

a4:26; 5:6. b4:5; 60:11. 
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26. And whoso of you cannot 
afford to marry free believing 
women, let him marry what 
your right hands possess, 
namely, your believing hand-
maids.591 And Allah knows 
your faith best; you are all 
one from another; so marry 
them with the leave of their 
masters and give them their 
dowries according to what is 
fair, they being chaste, not 
committing fornication, nor 
taking secret paramours.591A 
And if, after they are married, 
athey are guilty of lewdness, 
they shall have half the 
punishment prescribed for 
free married women.592 This 
is for him among you who 
fears lest he should commit 
sin. And that you restrain 
yourselves is better for you; 
and Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 

�  

 
591. In Islam no stigma attaches to the status of a handmaid as such; but 

owing to her relationships and associations she may not prove such a perfect 
companion as a free believing woman. 

591A. This means that only such of them may be married as are chaste and 
virtuous. Once they are married their dowries must be paid just as in the case 
of free women. 

592. The verse has laid down three vital principles: (a) Bondwomen should 
be properly married before conjugal relations are had with them. This is also 
clear from 2:222; 4:4; and 24:33. Thus Islam has cut at the root of 
concubinage which was so prevalent in Arab society before its advent. (b) If 
they commit adultery, bondwomen are to have half the punishment which is 
100 stripes for free women for the same offence which shows that stoning to 
death is not the punishment for adultery, as mistakenly understood, because 

a4:16, 20; 24:20. 
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R. 5.   

27. aAllah desires to make 
clear to you, and guide you to, 
the paths of those before you, 
and to turn to you in mercy. 
And Allah is All-Knowing, 
Wise. 

 

 

28. bAnd Allah wishes to turn 
to you in mercy, but those who 
follow their low desires wish 
that you should incline wholly 
towards evil. 

 

 

29. Allah desires to lighten 
your burden, for man has been 
created weak.593 

 

 

30. O ye who believe! cdevour 
not your property among 
yourselves by unlawful means, 
except that you earn by trade 
with mutual consent. And kill 
not your people. Surely, Allah 
is Merciful towards you.  

 

 

31. And whosoever does that 
by way of transgression and 
injustice, We shall cast him 
into Fire; and that is easy for 
Allah. 

 

 

 
stoning to death cannot be halved. (c) Incidentally, the verse seems to indicate 
that a bondwoman taken in marriage had a lower social status in Arab society 
than a free woman taken in marriage, perhaps because of her having taken part 
in a war waged to destroy an Islamic State. 
593. The reason why God has revealed the Law is that man is by nature weak 
and cannot himself find out the ways of spiritual advancement. God has taken 
away this burden from him. The verse also constitutes a refutation of the 
Christian doctrine of  Atonement which rejects the Law (Shari‘ah) on the 

a4:177. b9:104; 33:74; 42:26. c2:189. 
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32. If you akeep away from the 
more grievous594 of the things 
which are forbidden you, We 
will remove from you your 
minor evils and admit you to a 
place of great honour. 

 

 

33. And covet not that 
whereby bAllah has made 
some of you excel others. Men 
shall have a share of that 
which they have earned, and 
women a share of that which 
they have earned.595 And ask 
Allah of His bounty. Surely, 
Allah has perfect knowledge of 
all things. 

 

 

34. And cto every one We have 

appointed heirs596 to what the 

parents and the relations 

leave,597 and also those with 

 

 

 
ground of human weakness. As a matter of fact, Islam declares human 
weakness to be the very reason for the revelation of the Law, so that it may 
help man to fulfil his high destiny. The Law, therefore, is not a curse but a 
help and a blessing. 

594. There is no classification of less or more grievous sins in the Qur’an. 
The term is rather a relative one. The commission of anything forbidden by 
God is a sin and the commission of all sins which one finds difficult to avoid 
is grievous. The meaning of the verse seems to be that if a person avoids 
doing those things the giving up of which seems difficult and burdensome to 
him, he will be enabled to get rid of other sins as well. Some scholars interpret 
the word Kaba’ir (grievous sins) as signifying the last stage of each act of sin. 
If one restrains oneself from committing the final act, the preliminary ones 
will be forgiven him. 

595. The verse establishes the equality of men and women so far as their 
works and rewards are concerned. 

596. Mawali is the plural of Maula which among other things means, an 
heir. 

597. Besides the meaning given in the text the words may mean: "To every 
one We have appointed heirs to what he leaves, they are the parents, the 
 

a42:38; 53:33. b4:35. c4:8. 
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whom your oaths have ratified 

a contract. So give them their 

portion. Surely, Allah watches 

over all things. 
 

R. 6.   

35. aMen are guardians598 over 

women because bAllah has 

made some of them excel 

others, and because men spend 

on them of their wealth. So 

virtuous women are obedient, 

and guard the secrets of their 

husbands with Allah’s 

protection. And as for those on 

whose part you fear 

disobedience,599 admonish 

them and keep away from 

them in their beds600 and 

 

 
relations and those, with whom your oaths have ratified contracts. So give 
them their portion." The words may also be rendered as, "to everything which 
parents and relations leave We have appointed heirs, etc." 

598. Qawwamun is derived from Qama and Qama ‘Alal-Mar’ati means, he 
undertook the maintenance of the woman; he protected her. Qawwamun, 
therefore, means, maintainers, managers of affairs; protectors (Lisan). The 
verse gives two reasons why man has been made the head of the family, (a) 
his superior mental and physical faculties; and (b) his being the bread-earner 
and maintainer of the family. It is, therefore, natural and fair that he, who 
earns and supplies the money for the maintenance of the family, should enjoy 
a supervisory status in the disposal of its affairs. 

599. Nashazatu-Mar’atu ‘ala Zauji-ha means, the woman rose against her 
husband; resisted him; deserted him (Lane & Taj). 

600. The clause may signify, (a) abstention from conjugal relations; (b) 
sleeping in separate beds; (c) ceasing to talk to them. These measures are not 
to remain in force for an indefinite period, for wives are not to be left like a 
thing suspended (4:130). Four months, according to the Qur’an, is the 
maximum limit for abstention from conjugal relations, i.e. practical separation 
(2:227). If the husband deems the affair to be sufficiently grave, he will have 
to observe the conditions mentioned in 4:16. 

a2:229. b2:238; 4:33. 
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chastise601 them. Then if they 

obey you, seek not a way 

against them. Surely, Allah is 

High and Great. 

 

36. And aif you602 fear a 

breach between them, then 

appoint an arbiter from his folk 

and an orbiter from her 

folk.603 If they (the arbiters) 

desire reconciliation, Allah 

will effect it between them. 

Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, 

All-Aware. 

 

 

37. And bworship Allah and 

associate naught with Him, 

and show kindness to parents, 

and to kindred, and orphans, 

and the needy, and to the 

neighbour who is a kinsman 

and the neighbour who is a 

stranger,604 and the companion 

by your side, and the wayfarer, 

and those whom your right 

 

 

 
601.  The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that if at all a Muslim has 

to beat his wife, the beating should not be such as to leave any mark on her 
body (Tirmidhi & Muslim) but the husbands who beat their wives are not the 
best among men (Kathir, iii). 

602. The pronoun, "you" in the expression, "if you fear" refers to the 
Muslim State or to the whole community collectively or the people generally. 

603. The arbiters should preferably be chosen from the relations of the 
contending parties, because they are expected to be acquainted with the real 
causes of differences and because also it is easier for both parties to put their 
differences before them. 

604. After having enjoined in the preceding verses that one should be kind 
to one’s wife, in the present verse the Qur’an directs a Muslim to make his 
kindness so comprehensive as to include in its scope the whole of mankind, 
from parents, who are the nearest, to strangers who are the farthest removed. 

a4:129. b6:152; 7:34; 17:24, 25; 23:60. 
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hands possess.605 Surely, 

Allah loves not the arrogant 

and the boastful; 

38. aWho are niggardly and 

also enjoin people to be 

niggardly, and hide that which 

Allah has given them of His 

bounty. And We have prepared 

for the disbelievers an 

humiliating punishment; 

 

 

39. And as for bthose who 

spend their wealth in order to 

be seen of men, and believe 

not in Allah nor the Last Day, 

they are the companions of 

Satan. And cwhoso has Satan 

for a companion, an evil 

companion is he. 

 

 

40. And what harm would 

have befallen them if they had 

believed in Allah and the Last 

Day and spent out of what 

Allah has given them? And 

Allah knows them well. 

 

 

41. Surely, dAllah wrongs not 
any one even so much as the 
weight of an atom.606 And if 
there be a good deed, He 
multiplies it and gives from 
Himself a great reward. 

 

 

 
605. Slaves, bondwomen, servants, subordinates. 
606. No action of man goes unrequited. Wherever the Qur’an says that the 

deeds of disbelievers will not avail them, it only means that they will not 
succeed in their designs and efforts against Islam. 

a3:181; 17:30; 25:68. b2:265. c43:37, 39. d10:45; 18:50; 28:85. 
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42. And how will it fare with 
them awhen We shall bring a 
witness from every people, and 
shall bring thee as a witness 
against these!607 

 

 

43. On that day bthose who 
disbelieved and disobeyed the 
Messenger will wish that the 
earth were made level with 
them, and they will not be able 
to hide anything608 from Allah. 

 

 

R. 7.   

44. O ye who believe! go not 

near Prayer when you are not 

in full possession of your 

senses,609 until you know what 

you are saying, nor when you 

are unclean,610 except when 

you are travelling along a 

way,611 until you have bathed. 

 

�

 
607. Every Prophet will bear witness on the Day of Judgment concerning 

those to whom he was sent as a Messenger. The word "these" includes both 
believers and disbelievers, the nature of evidence being different in different 
cases. 

608. Hadith means, a piece of information; an announcement; news or 
tidings (Lane). 

609. Sukara is the plural of Sakaran which means, a person who is drunk; 
or is in a fit of anger; in raptures of love; is stricken with fear; or is 
overpowered by sleep or some other disturbing element which may distract 
his attention or obscure his reason, etc. (Lane). 

610. The expression, "nor when you are unclean," means that just as a man 
cannot perform Prayers when he is not in full possession of his senses, 
similarly he cannot perform Prayers when he is unclean until he performs total 
ablution by bathing. Sexual intercourse creates a sort of uncleanness in the 
body which must be removed by bathing in order to ensure proper state of 
purity, cheerfulness, and vivacity necessary for worship. 

611. The clause, except when you are travelling along a way, means that 
though ordinarily a person who is in a state of "uncleanness" cannot perform 
 

a16:90. b78:41. 
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And if you are ill or you are on 

a journey while unclean, or if 

one of you comes from the 

privy or you have touched 

women612 and you find no 

water, then betake yourselves 

to pure dust and wipe 

therewith your faces and your 

hands. Surely, Allah is Effacer 

of sins, Forgiving. 

 

45. Hast thou not seen those 

who were given a portion of 

the Book? aThey buy error and 

desire that you too may lose 

the way.  

 

 

46. And Allah knows your 

enemies well. And sufficient is 

Allah as a bFriend, and 

sufficient is Allah as a Helper. 

 

 

 
his Prayers except after proper bathing, yet if he becomes "unclean" when he 
is actually travelling on the way, bathing is not obligatory for him. He can in 
this case perform Tayammum as ordered in the concluding part of the verse. 

612. Of the four classes, viz. the sick; those on a journey; those coming 
from the privy; and those having gone in unto their wives, only the last two, 
being in a state of uncleanness, need ablution or washing as the case may be, 
and if they do not find water, they can perform Tayammum. For the former 
two classes no condition as to water is necessary. They may resort to 
Tayammum even if they find water. This is why the words "while unclean" 
have been added after the words if you are ill or you are on a journey. It must 
be noted that the expression "on a journey" is the same as the expression 
"travelling along a way", both signifying the state of actual travelling when 
one is, as it were, on the wing. Dust has been chosen as a substitute for water 
because, just as water reminds  a person of his origin (77:21),  thus creating in 
him a sense of humility; similarly dust calls to his mind the other humble 
substance from which he is created (30:21). 

 
 

a4:90. b4:174; 33:18. 
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47. There are some among the 

Jews who apervert words from 

their proper places. And they 

say, ‘We hear and we 

disobey,’ and ‘hear us and may 

God’s Word never be heard613 

by you,’ and they say, 
b‘Ra‘ina,’ They say all this 

twisting with their tongues and 

seeking to injure the Faith. 

And if they had said, ‘We hear 

and we obey,’ and ‘hear thou,’ 

and ‘Unzurna,’ it would have 

been better for them and more 

upright. But Allah has cursed 

them for their disbelief; so 

they believe but little. 

 

 

48. O ye People of the Book! 

believe in what We have now 

sent down, fulfilling that 

which is with you, cbefore We 

destroy some of your leaders 

and turn them on their backs or 

curse them614 as dWe cursed 

the people of the Sabbath. And 

the decree of Allah is bound to 

be fulfilled. 

 

 

 
613. The expression Ghaira Musma‘in means; (1) mayest thou not hear by 

reason of deafness; (2) mayest thou not hear what may please thee; (3) mayest 

thou not be obeyed. 
614. The words signify that (1) either of the two punishments would befall 

the Jews; (2) some of them would be visited with one kind of punishment and 
others with the other. 

 
 

a2:76; 3:79; 5:42. b2:105. c10:89. d2:66; 4:155; 7:164; 16:125. 
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49. Surely, aAllah will not 
forgive that a partner be 
associated615 with Him; but He 
will forgive whatever is short 
of that to whomsoever He 
pleases. And whoso associates 
partners with Allah has indeed 
devised a very great sin. 

 

 

50. Hast thou not seen those 
who hold themselves to be 
pure? Nay, it is Allah Who 
purifies whomsoever He 
pleases, and bthey will not be 
wronged a whit. 

 

 

51. See how they cforge a lie 

against Allah!616 And suffi-

cient is that as a manifest sin.  

 

 
R. 8.   

52. Hast thou not seen those 

who were given a portion of 

the Book? They believe in evil 

objects617 and follow those 

who transgress, and they say of 

the disbelievers, ‘These are 

better guided in religion than 

those who believe.’618 

 

  

 
615. Shirk which is tantamount to treason in spiritual terminology extends 

to loving or trusting a thing or a being as one should love or trust God. The 
verse only relates to the time after death, i.e. one who dies in a state of Shirk 
will not be forgiven. 

616. It was tantamount to forging a lie on the part of the Jews to say that 
God would raise no more Prophets because they needed none. If the people 
had become corrupt, a Prophet was sure to appear and he did appear in the 
person of the Holy Prophet of Islam. 

617. Al-Jibt means, an idol or idols; that wherein there is no good; a diviner; 
the Devil (Lane). 

618. The Muslims believed in all the Prophets mentioned in the Bible and 
 

a4:117; b4:78, 125; 17:72. c5:104; 10:70; 16:117. 
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53. Those are they whom 

Allah has acursed; and he 

whom Allah curses, thou shalt 

not find for him a helper. 

 

 

54. Have they a share in the 

kingdom? Then they would not 

give men even so much as the 

little hollow in the back of a 

date-stone. 

 

 

55. Or do they envy men for 

what Allah has given them out 

of His bounty? If that is so, 

surely, We gave to the children 

of Abraham the Book and 

wisdom and We gave them a 

great kingdom. 

 

 

56. bAnd of them were some 

who believed in him; and of 

them were others who turned 

away from him. And sufficient 

for them as punishment is the 

blazing fire of Hell. 

 

 

57. Those who disbelieve in 

Our Signs, We shall soon 

cause them to enter Fire. As 

often as their skins are burnt 

up, We shall give them in 

exchange other skins619 that 

 

  

 
also in the Divine origin of the Law that was given to Moses, yet so great was 
the hatred of the Jews for them that they declared the idol-worshippers of 
Arabia, who rejected their Prophets as well as their Scriptures, to be better 
guided than the Muslims. 

619. Medical science has now established the fact that the skin is much 
more sensitive to pain than the flesh, there being a larger number of nerves in 
the former. The Qur’an revealed this great truth about fourteen hundred years 
 

a2:160; 3:87, 88. b2:254; 10:41; 61:15. 
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they may continue to taste the 

punishment. Surely, Allah is 

Mighty and Wise. 

 

58. And athose who believe 

and do good works, We shall 

make them enter Gardens 

through which streams flow, to 

abide therein for ever; therein 

shall they have pure spouses; 

and We shall admit them to a 

place of bplenteous shade.620 

 

 

59. Verily, Allah commands 

you to cgive over the trusts621 

to those entitled to them, and 

that, when you judge between 

men, you judge with justice.622 

And surely excellent is that 

with which Allah admonishes 

you. Allah is All-Hearing, All-

Seeing. 

 

 

 
ago by saying that the skin and not the flesh of the inmates of Hell will be 
renewed after being burnt up. 

620. The expression, plenteous shade, signifies an atmosphere of peace and 
calm, free from all pain-giving elements. 

621.  Authority or power to rule has been here described as a "trust" of the 
people in order to point out that it belongs to the people and is not the 
birthright of any individual or dynasty. The Qur’an disapproves of dynastic or 
hereditary rule and institutes instead a representative form of government. The 
Chief is to be elected; and in electing him the people are bidden to vote for 
one best fitted for the office. 

622. The Head of the Muslim State and all those persons who are entrusted 
with the duty of administration are enjoined to use their authority equitably 
and well. 

 

a4:123; 13:30; 14:24; 22:24; See also 2:26. b13:36; 56:31. c8:28. 
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60. O ye who believe! obey623 
Allah, and obey His 
Messenger and athose who are 
in authority among you. And 
bif you differ in anything refer 
it to Allah and His Messenger, 
if you are believers in Allah 
and the Last Day. That is best 
and most commendable in the 
end. 

 

 

R. 9.   

61. Hast thou not seen those 

who assert that they believe in 

what has been revealed to thee 

and what has been revealed 

before thee? They desire to 

seek judgment from the Evil 

One, although they were 

commanded not to obey him. 

And Satan desires to lead them 

far astray. 

 

 

 
623. The word "obey" which has been repeated before the words "Allah" 

and "Messenger" has been omitted before the words, those who are in 
authority, in order to point out that obedience to the authority properly 
constituted by Law amounts to obedience to God and His Messenger. The 
injunction embodied in the words, "refer it to Allah and His Messenger" may 
either relate to differences between the rulers and the ruled or to those among 
the ruled themselves. In the former case the significance is that if there is a 
matter on which disagreement arises between the rulers and the ruled, it 
should be decided in the light of the Quranic teaching, or failing that, in that 
of the Sunnah and the Hadith. If, however, the Qur’an, the Sunnah and the 
Hadith are silent on the question, it should be left to those in whom is vested 
the authority to manage the affairs of Muslims. The verse seems to refer to 
matters concerning particularly the affairs of the State. The basic 
commandment in this respect is that all obedience to authority is subject to the 
obedience to God and His Messenger. In case, however, of differences and 
disputes regarding social matters, etc., to which the words if you differ seem to 
refer, the Muslims should be guided by Islamic Law and not by any other law. 

a4:84. b4:66. 
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62. And awhen it is said to 

them, ‘Come ye to what Allah 

has sent down and to His 

Messenger,’ thou seest the 

hypocrites turn away from thee 

with aversion. 

 

 

63. Then how is it that when 

an affliction befalls them 

because of what their hands 

have sent on before, they come 

to thee swearing by Allah, 

saying, ‘We meant nothing but 

the doing of good and 

conciliation.’ 

 

 

64. These are they, the secrets 

of whose hearts Allah knows 

well. So turn away from them 

and admonish them and speak 

to them an effective word 

concerning themselves.624 

 

 

65. And We have sent no 

Messenger but that he should 

be obeyed625 by the command 

of Allah. And if they had come 

to thee, when they had 

 

 

 
624. The Prophet was enjoined to deal kindly with the Hypocrites. They 

were not yet beyond redemption. It was possible that they might one day see 
the error of their ways and become sincere and true Muslims. War was never 
waged against them. 

625. It is sometimes sought to be inferred from these words that though a 
Prophet is to be always obeyed by the people to whom he preaches his 
Message, yet he himself does not give allegiance to any other Prophet. This is 
evidently a wrong inference. The fact that a Prophet is the object of other 
people’s obedience does not preclude the possibility of his being himself 
subordinate to, and a follower of, another Prophet. Aaron was a subordinate 
Prophet to Moses (20:94). 

a63:6. 
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wronged their asouls, and 

asked forgiveness of Allah, 

and the Messenger also had 

asked forgiveness for them, 

they would have surely found 

Allah Oft-Returning with 

compassion, and Merciful. 

 

66. But no, by thy Lord, bthey 

will not be true believres until 

they make thee judge in all that 

is in dispute between them and 

then find not in their hearts any 

demur concerning that which 

thou decidest and submit with 

full submission.626 

 

 

67. And if We had commanded 

them: c‘Slay your people627 or 

leave your homes,’ they would 

not have done it except a few 

of them; and if they had done 

what they are exhorted to do, it 

would surely have been better 

for them and conducive to 

greater strength; 

 

 

68. And then We would have 

surely, given them a great 

reward from Ourselves; 

 

 

69. And dWe would surely 

have guided them in the right 

path. 

 
 

 
626. The commandment pertains to the Holy Prophet as Head of the 

Muslim State and may, therefore, apply also to his Rightly-guided Successors. 
627. The words, Uqtulu Anfusakum, do not mean "slay yourselves" but 

"slay your people" (2:55), or "lay down your lives in the cause of God". 

a4:111. b4:60. c6:78. d19:37; 36:62; 42:53, 54. 
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70. And awhoso obeys Allah 
and this Messenger shall be 
among628 those bon whom 
Allah has bestowed His 
blessings—the Prophets, the 
Truthful, the Martyrs, and the 
Righteous. And an excellent 
company are they.629 

 

 

71. This grace is from Allah, 
and Allah suffices as One Who 
is All-Knowing.  

 

 
R. 10.   

72. O ye who believe! take 

your precautions630 for 

security, then go forth in 

 

 

 
628. The particle ma‘ denotes concomitance of two or more persons in one 

place or at one time; or in position, rank or status. It also implies the sense of 
assistance as in 9:40 (Mufradat). The particle has been used at several places 
in the Qur’an in the sense of fi meaning "among" (3:194 & 4:147). 

629. The verse is important as it describes all the avenues of spiritual progress 
open to Muslims. All the four spiritual ranks—the Prophets; the Truthful; the 
Martyrs and the Righteous—can now be attained only by following the Holy 
Prophet. This is an honour reserved for the Holy Prophet alone. No other Prophet 
shares it with him. The inference is further supported by the verse which speaks 
of Prophets generally and says: And those who believe in Allah and His 
Messengers, they are the Truthful and the Martyrs in the presence of their Lord 
(57:20). When read together these two verses signify that, whereas the followers 
of other Prophets could only attain the rank of the Truthful, the Martyrs, and the 
Righteous and no higher, the followers of the Holy Prophet can rise to the rank of 
a Prophet also. The Bahrul-Muhit (vol. iii, p. 287) quotes Ar-Raghib as saying: 
"God has divided the believers into four classes in this verse, and has appointed 
for them four stages, some of which are lower than the others, and He has 
exhorted true believers not to remain behind any of these stages." And adds that 
"Prophethood is of two kinds, general, and special. The special Prophethood, viz. 
the Law-bearing Prophethood, is now unattainable; but the general Prophethood 
continues to be attained." 

630. Hidhr means, caution or precaution; vigilance; guard; state of 
preparation; or of fear (Lane). The word extends to all kinds of precautions 
and preparations necessary for defence, and has been understood to include 
the putting on of weapons of defence. 

a4:14; 8:25. b1:7; 5:21; 19:59; 57:20. 
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separate parties631 or go forth 

all together. 

73. And among you there is he 
who tarries behind, and if a 
misfortune befalls you, he 
says, ‘Surely, Allah has been 
gracious to me, since I was not 
present with them.’632 

 

 

74. But if there comes to you 
some good fortune from Allah, 
he says, as if there were no 
love between you and him, 
‘Would that I had been with 
them, then should I have 
indeed achieved a great 
success!’ 

 

 

75. Let those then fight in the 
cause of Allah awho would sell 
the present life for the 
Hereafter. And whoso fights in 
the cause of Allah, bbe he slain 
or be he victorious, We shall 
soon give him a great reward. 

 

 

76. And why should you not 

fight632A in the cause of Allah 

and for the rescue of cthe 

weak633 men, women and 

children—who say, ‘Our Lord, 

 

 

 
631.  Ath-Thubah means, a company or body of men; a distinct body or 

company of men; a troop of horsemen (Lane). 
632. The verse refers to Hypocrites or the internal enemies of Islam and 

mentions their two prominent traits. 
632A. The words also mean, what is the matter with you that you fight not. 
633. The verse is a clear proof of the fact that Muslims never started 

hostilities. They only fought in self-defence in order to protect their religion 
and save their weaker co-religionists. 

a9:111. b9:52. c4:99. 
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take us out of this town whose 

people are oppressors, and 

give us a friend from Thyself 

and give us from Thyself a 

helper.’  
77. Those who believe fight in 

the cause of Allah, and those 

who disbelieve fight in the 

cause of the Evil One. Fight 

ye, therefore, against the 

friends of Satan; surely, 

Satan’s strategy is weak. 

 

 

R. 11.   

78. Hast thou not seen those to 

whom it was said: ‘Restrain 

your hands, observe Prayer 

and pay the Zakat?’ And 
awhen fighting is prescribed 

for them, behold! a section of 

them fear men as they should 

fear Allah, or with still greater 

fear; and they say, ‘Our Lord, 

why hast Thou prescribed 

fighting for us? bWouldst Thou 

not grant us respite yet a 

while?’634 Say, c‘The benefit 

of this world is little and the 

Hereafter will be better for him 

who fears Allah; and dyou shall 

not be wronged a whit.’ 

 

 

 
634. The verse refers to a class of men who show eagerness to fight when 

they are told not to fight, but when the actual time for fighting arrives, they 
refuse to fight or try to avoid it by various pretexts, thus showing that their 
former eagerness for fighting was either insincere or was due to temporary 
excitement. 

a2:247; 4:67. b14:45; 63:11. c9:38; 57:21. dSee 4:50. 
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79. Wheresoever you may be, 
adeath will overtake you, even 

if you be in strongly built 

towers.635 And if some good 

befalls them, they say, ‘This is 

from Allah;’ and if evil befalls 

them, they say, ‘This is from 

thee.’ Say, ‘All is from 

Allah.’636 What has happened 

to these people that they would 

not try to understand anything? 

 

 

80. Whatever of good comes to 

thee is from Allah; and 

whatever of evil befalls thee is 

from thyself.637 And We have 

sent thee as a Messenger to all 

mankind. And sufficient is 

Allah as a Witness. 

 

 

81. W h o s o  o b e y s  t h e  

Messenger  obeys  Al lah 

indeed; and whoso turns away, 

then We have not sent thee to 

be a keeper over them. 

 

 

 
635. The words either refer to the general physical law about the 

inevitability of death, or they may be taken as particularly addressed to the 
Hypocrites, who disobeyed the Divine command to fight, thinking that in this 
way they could avoid death. 

636. The expression, All is from Allah, is true in this sense that God is the 
Final Controlling Power in the universe and whatever good or evil befalls man 
is attributable either to a general law of nature or to one or other of His special 
decrees. 

637. God has endowed man with natural powers and faculties by making 
right use of which he can achieve success in life and by making wrong use of 
them involves himself in trouble. Thus all good is here attributed to God and 
all evil to man. 

a62:9. 
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82. And they say: ‘Obedience 
is our guiding principle;’ but 
when they go forth from thy 
presence, a section of them 
aspends the night scheming638 
against what thou hast said. 
Allah records whatever they 
scheme by night. So turn away 
from them, and put thy trust in 
Allah. And sufficient is Allah 
as a Disposer of affairs. 

 

 

83. bWill they not, then, 
meditate upon the Qur’an? 
Had it been from anyone other 
than Allah, they would surely 
have found therein much 
discrepancy.639 

 

 

84. And when there comes to 
them any tidings whether of 
peace or of fear they spread it 
about,640 whereas if they had 
referred it to the Messenger 
and to cthose in authority 
among them, surely those of 
them, who can elicit the truth 

 

 

 
638. The reference is to secret plotting, whether by night or during the day. 

As generally secret plotting is done at night, the word Bayyata has been used 
here, the night time affording a sort of cover and secrecy. 

639. "Discrepancy" may either refer to contradictions in the text of the 
Qur’an and the teachings contained therein; or to lack of agreement between 
the Quranic announcements in the form of prophecies and their result or 
fulfilment. 

640. The reason why tidings relating to peace have been mentioned before 
those relating to fear is that the Qur’an is here speaking of war, and during 
war it is sometimes more dangerous to give publicity to matters likely to lead 
to happy results than to matters of fear. Under normal conditions, too, the 
injunction mentioned is very important, exercising direct influence on the 
discipline and well-being of society. The words, those in authority, refer to the 
Holy Prophet or his Successors or to the Chiefs appointed by them. 

a4:109. b47:25. c4:60. 
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from it, would have understood 
it. And had it not been for the 
grace of Allah upon you and 
His mercy, you would have 
followed Satan, save a few. 

 

85. Fight, therefore, in the way 

of Allah—thou art not made 

responsible except for 

thyself641—and aurge on the 

believers to fight. It may be 

that Allah will restrain the 

might of those that disbelieve; 

and Allah is stronger in might 

and stronger in inflicting 

punishment. 

 

 

86. Whoso makes a righteous 

intercession shall have a share 

thereof, and whoso makes an 

evil intercession, shall have a 

like portion thereof,642 and 

Allah is Powerful over 

everything. 

 

 

 
641.  The command to fight does not relate to the Holy Prophet alone. If 

that had been the case, the second clause in the verse would have read as Illa 
Nafsuka, i.e. none is made responsible except thyself, and not as Illa Nafsaka, 
i.e. thou art not made responsible except for thyself, as in the verse. What the 
verse means is that every Muslim, not excluding the Holy Prophet, was 
individually answerable to God. But the duty of the Holy Prophet was twofold, 
(1) to fight himself, and (2) to urge his followers to fight, though he was not 
responsible for them. 

642. The verse signifies that the act of intercession or recommendation 
should not be treated lightly; for the person who intercedes on behalf of 
another is answerable for his act. If the intercession or recommendation is 
right and just, he will have a suitable reward; otherwise he will be held 
responsible for the evil consequences thereof. It is further noteworthy that in 
connection with "righteous intercession" the word used is Nasib (share or 
fixed share) whereas in connection with "evil intercession" the word is Kifl 

a8:66.  
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87. And when you are greeted 

with a greeting, greet ye with a 

better greeting or at least 

return it.643 Surely, Allah takes 

account of all things. 

 

 

88. Allah is He besides Whom 

there is none worthy of 

worship. He will certainly 

continue to assemble you till 

the Day of Resurrection about 

which there is no doubt. And 

who is more truthful in his 

word than Allah? 

 

 

R. 12.   

89. What is the matter with 
you that you are divided into 
two parties regarding the 
Hypocrites?644 And Allah has 
overthrown them because of 
what they earned. Desire ye to 
guide him whom Allah has 
caused to perish? And for him 
whom Allah causes to perish 
thou shalt not find a way.  

 

 

 
(like portion). This is to point out that whereas the punishment of an evil 
intercession will only be the like thereof, the good reward of a righteous 
intercession will have no such restriction but will be as large as God has fixed 
it, i.e. ten times greater. 

643. The verse points to a social duty. 
644. Believers disagreed among themselves as to how the Hypocrites living 

in the suburbs of Medina, i.e. the Bedouin tribes of the countryside, should be 
treated. Some sympathized with them and recommended leniency towards 
them, hoping that in this way they might gradually reform themselves, while 
others looked upon them as a serious menace to Islam and advocated strict 
measures. Muslims are here told that these Hypocrites are the enemies of God 
and that they should not allow themselves to be divided on their account. 
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90. aThey wish that you should 

disbelieve as they have 

disbelieved, so that you may 

become alike. Take not, 

therefore, friends from among 

them,645 until they emigrate in 

the way of Allah. And if they 

turn away, then seize them and 

kill646 them wherever you find 

them; and take no friend nor 

helper from among them; 

 

 

91. Except those who are 

connected with a people 

between whom and you there 

is a pact, or those who come to 

you, while their hearts shrink 

from fighting you or fighting 

their own people. And if Allah 

had so pleased, He could have 

given them power against you, 

then they would have surely 

fought you. So, if they keep 

aloof from you and fight you 

not, and make you an offer of 

peace, then Allah has allowed 

you no way of aggression 

against them. 

 

 

 
645. The reference is to the Bedouin tribes of the desert. The Qur’an 

forbids Muslims to have anything to do with them, or make friends with them 
or seek their help. 

646. As Qatl is also used in the sense of severing all social contacts (2:62), 
the expression Uqtuluhum may also mean, "have nothing to do with them." 
This meaning of the expression finds support from the words, take no friend 
nor helper from among them. 

a2:110; 4:45; 14:14. 
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92. You will find others who

desire to be secure from you

and to be secure from their

own people.647 Whenever they

are made to revert to

hostility,648 athey fall headlong

into it. Therefore, if they do

not keep aloof from you nor

offer you peace nor restrain

their hands, bthen seize them

and kill them, wherever you

find them. Against these We

have given you clear authority.

R. 13.

93. It does not behove a

believer to slay a believer

unless it be by mistake.649 And

he who slays a believer by

mistake shall free a believing

slave, and pay blood-money to

be handed over to his heirs,

unless they remit it as charity.

But if the person slain be of a

people hostile to you, and he is

a believer, then the penalty is

647. The reference seems to be to the two tribes, Asad and Ghatfan who
had no treaty of alliance with the Muslims. They played a double game and 
awaited their opportunity. When invited by their people to join them in 
fighting against the Muslims, they readily accepted the invitation. The 
directions contained in these verses come into operation when a virtual state 
of war exists and danger stalks along the land. 

648. By Fitnah is here meant, war with the Muslims.
649. As when actual or virtual state of war exists there is the likelihood that

a Muslim may be killed by another Muslim by mistake, the present verse 
gives a timely warning to Muslims to be always on their guard against such an 
eventuality. 

a33:15. b9:5. 
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only the freeing of a believing 

slave and if he650 be of a 

people between whom and you 

is a pact, then the penalty is 

blood-money to be handed 

over to his heirs, and the 

freeing of a believing slave.651 

But whoso finds not one, then 
ahe shall fast for two 

consecutive months—a mercy 

from Allah. And Allah is All-

Knowing, Wise.  

 

94. And bwhoso slays a 

believer intentionally, his 

reward shall be Hell wherein 

he shall abide. And Allah shall 

be wroth with him and shall 

curse him and shall prepare for 

him a great punishment. 

 

 

 
650. In case the slain person is a believer but happens to belong to a hostile 

people, then the offender shall only free a believing slave and no blood-money 
shall be levied on him, because money paid to a hostile people would go to 
strengthen their military power against Islam. In the expression, and if he be 
of a people between whom and you is a pact, the words, and he be a believer, 
have not been repeated, in order to point out that the law with regard to the 
Dhimmis (disbelievers under the protection of Muslims), or Mu‘ahids 
(disbelievers belonging to a people in alliance with Muslims) is the same as 
for the Muslims. 

651.  It is worthy of note that disbelievers who are in alliance with Muslims 
have not only been placed on a par with the latter, but even a distinction has 
been made in their favour. In case a Muslim is slain, the command relating to 
the payment of penalty has been placed after the injunction to free a slave; 
while in case one belonging to a people in alliance with Muslims is slain, the 
order has been reversed; the injunction to pay the penalty to his heirs having 
been put before the injunction to free a slave. This has been done to impress 
upon Muslims the need of showing special regard for treaties and pacts. The 
payment of penalty was an obligation which Muslims owed to disbelievers 
with whom they had made a pact, and it is in order to bring  home to them the 

a58:5. b25:69, 70. 
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95. O ye who believe! when 

you go forth to fight in the 

cause of Allah, amake proper 

investigation and say not to 

any one who greets you with 

the greeting of peace, ‘Thou 

art not a believer.’652 You seek 

the goods of this life,653 but 

with Allah are good things in 

plenty. Such were you before 

this, but Allah conferred His 

special favour on you; so do 

make proper investigation. 

Surely, Allah is aware of what 

you do. 

 

 

96. bThose of the believers 

who sit at home, excepting the 

disabled ones, and those who 

strive in the cause of Allah 

with their wealth and their 

persons, are not equal. Allah 

has exalted in rank those who 

strive with their wealth and 

their persons above those who 

 

 

 
lesson that they should have particular regard for their pacts and treaties, that 
the injunction to pay the penalty has in their case been placed before the 
injunction to free a slave. 

652. When a people offers peace or shows a peaceful attitude towards 
Muslims, the latter are enjoined to respect that attitude and refrain from 
hostilities. Moreover, as the Muslim Community at Medina was surrounded 
by hostile tribes, they were enjoined to presume a person who greeted them 
with Islamic salutation, to be a Muslim unless proved otherwise by 
investigation. 

653. That is to say, if you hold such a person to be a disbeliever without 
proper investigation, this would mean that you desire to kill him and take 
possession of his goods. Such conduct would show that you prefer worldly 
goods to God’s pleasure. 

a49:7. b9:19, 20; 57:11. 
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sit at home. And to each Allah 

has promised good. And Allah 

has exalted those, who strive 

above those who sit at home, 

by a great reward654— 

 

97. By degrees of excellence 
bestowed by Him, and by 
special forgiveness and mercy. 
And Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 

 

R. 14.   

98. Verily, athose whom the 
angels cause to die while they 
are wronging their own souls, 
the angels will say to them: 
‘What were you after?’ They 
will say: ‘We were treated as 
weak in the land.’ The angels 
will say, ‘Was not Allah’s 
earth spacious enough so that 
you could have emigrated 
therein?’655 It is these whose 
abode shall be Hell, and an 
evil destination it is; 

 

 

 
654. The verse speaks of two classes of believers: (1) Those who sincerely 

accept Islam and then try to live up to its teachings but take no part in the 
struggle to defend and propagate the Faith. These are, as it were, passive 
believers—"sitters" as the verse calls them. (2) Those who not only live up to 
the teachings of Islam but also vigorously participate in the work of its 
propagation. These are active believers—the "strivers" or Mujahids as they are 
called. There is, however, a third class of believers who, even though they do 
not join their brethren in actually fighting disbelievers get an equal reward 
with those who take part in the actual struggle. They are heart and soul with 
the Muslims who are Mujahids, wherever the latter go to fight in the cause of 
God; but their particular circumstances––disease, poverty, etc., do not allow 
them to join the expeditions in person. 

655. Islam would not be satisfied with a weak or passive belief. If the 
environments of a believer are not  congenial to the Faith he must shift to a 

a16:29. 
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99. Except asuch weak ones 
among men, women and 
children, as are incapable of 
adopting any plan or of finding 
any way to escape.656 

 

 

100. As to these, may be657 
Allah will efface their sins; for 
Allah is the Effacer of sins, the 
Most Forgiving. 

 

 

101. And whoso emigrates 
from his country in the way of 
Allah will find in the earth an 
abundant place of refuge and 
plentifulness.658 And whoso 
goes forth from his home, 
emigrating in the cause of 
Allah and His Messenger, and 
death overtakes him, his 
reward lies on Allah, and Allah 
is Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

R. 15.   

102. And when you journey in 
the land, bit shall be no blame 
on you if you shorten the 
Prayer, if you fear that those 

 

�

 
more congenial place and if he does not do so he will not be regarded as 
sincere in his Faith. 

656. Those believers, who are unable to emigrate, are excepted from the 
class mentioned in the preceding verse. 

657. The particle ‘asa does not indicate doubt on the part of God but is 
used to keep the believers referred to here in a state of suspense—between 
hope and fear—so that they may not become lax in Prayer and good deeds. 
The expression is designed to hold out hope without creating a false sense of 
security or a state of complacency. 

658. Islam accepts no excuse from believers to stay in environments hostile 
to their Faith if they can afford to leave such localities. 

a4:76. b2:240. 
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who disbelieve will cause you 
trouble.659 Verily, the dis-
believers are an open enemy to 
you.  

103. And when thou art among 

them, and leadest the Prayer 

for them, let a party of them 

stand with thee and let them 

take their arms. And when they 

have performed their 

prostrations, let them go to 

your rear, and let another 

party, who have not yet 

prayed, come forward and pray 

 

 

 
659. The subject of Prayers in time of fear has been dealt with in the Qur’an 

in three separate verses, viz. (1) in 2:240 which deals with Prayers performed in 
time of extreme fear when no formal Prayer is possible; (2) in the present verse 
which deals with Prayers performed individually in time of ordinary fear; and 
(3) in the following verse which deals with Prayers performed in congregation 
in time of fear. The "shortening of Prayer" as mentioned in the present verse, 
which relates to the saying of Prayers individually, does not here signify the 
lessening of the number of Rak‘ats which has from the very beginning been 
fixed at two in a state of journey. It only signifies the saying of the prescribed 
Prayers quickly when there is danger of an attack from the enemy. The number 
of Rak‘ats to be said when a man is on a journey has ever been two; but in time 
of danger when one has to say one’s Prayers individually, even these two 
Rak‘ats may be gone through quickly (Kathir). This view is endorsed by 
Mujahid, Dahhak, and Bukhari (ch. on Salatul-Khauf). ‘A’ishah is reported to 
have said, 'At first the number of Rak‘ats enjoined was two, whether one was 
on a journey or at home. Later on, however, it was increased to four for those 
staying at home, but for those on journey it continued to be the same as before' 
(Bukhari, ch. on Salat). ‘Umar said, 'The Prayer to be said on a journey is two 
Rak‘ats; the Prayer of the two ‘Ids is also two Rak‘ats each; the Friday Prayer is 
also two Rak‘ats; this is the full number of Rak‘ats without having undergone 
any curtailment. We learnt this from the very lips of the Holy Prophet' (Musnad, 
Nasa’i, & Majah). Khalid bin Sa‘id once asked Ibn-e-‘Umar where was Prayer 
for the wayfarer mentioned in the Qur’an which prescribes only the Prayer in 
time of fear. To this Ibn-e-‘Umar replied that they did what they saw the Holy 
Prophet doing, i.e. saying two Rak‘ats of Prayer while on a journey (Jarir, v. 
144; Nasa’i ch. on Salat). 
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with thee,660 and let them take 

their means of defence and 

their arms.661 The disbelievers 

wish that you were neglectful 

of your arms and your baggage 

that they may fall upon you at 

once. And it shall be no sin for 

you, because of the inconven-

ience caused by rain or because 

you are sick, that you lay aside 

your arms. But you should 

always take your precautions. 

Surely, Allah has prepared an 

humiliating punishment for the 

disbelievers.  

 

104. And when you have 

finished the Prayer, aremember 

Allah, standing and sitting, and 

lying on your sides.662 And 
bwhen you are secure from 

danger, then observe Prayer in 

the prescribed form; verily 

Prayer is enjoined on the 

believers to be performed at 

fixed hours. 

 

 

 
660. Whereas the preceding verse spoke of Prayer in time of fear in the 

case of individuals, the present one gives the details of the manner of its 
performance when the Faithful are in the form of a company or group and the 
Prayer is to be performed in congregation. As many as eleven different forms 
in which the Prayer was said on different occasions are described in the 
Hadith (Muhit). 

661.  The verse observes a difference between Aslihah (arms) and Hidhr 
(precautions). Whereas the former may be put aside in moments of 
comparative security, the latter should never be neglected. See also 4:72. 

662. As in the midst of a battle formal Prayers are either said in haste, or 
performed in the form of one Rak‘at, Muslims are enjoined in this verse, that 

a3:192. b2:240. 
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105. And aslacken not in 

seeking these people. If you 

suffer, they too suffer even as 

you suffer. But you hope from 

Allah what they hope not. And 

Allah is All-Knowing, Wise. 

 

 
R. 16.   

106. We have surely sent down 

to thee the Book comprising 

the truth, bthat thou mayest 

judge between men by what 

Allah has taught thee. And be 

not thou a disputer on behalf of 

the faithless;663 

 

 

107. And ask forgiveness664 of 

Allah. Surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 
108. And plead not on behalf 
of those who are dishonest to 
themselves.665 Surely, Allah 
loves not one who is perfidious 
and a great sinner.  

 

 

109. They seek to hide their 
designs from men, but they 
cannot hide them from Allah; 
and cHe is present with them 

 

 
in order to make up the deficiency, they should remember God and pray to 
Him in an informal manner after the obligatory service is over. This is to 
compensate for the shortening of Prayer. 

663. The address is to every Muslim. 
664. Istighfar constitutes the keystone of all spiritual progress. It does not 

merely mean verbal asking for forgiveness but extends to such acts as lead to 
the covering up of one’s sins and shortcomings. 

665. The word Anfusahum may also mean "their brethren" (2:85, 86; 4:67). 
The address is general as in the preceding verses. 

a3:147. b5:49. c4:82. 
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when they plot at night about 
matters which He does not 
approve. And Allah 
encompasses what they do.  

110. Behold! you666 are those 
who pleaded for them in the 
present life. But who will 
plead with Allah for them on 
the Day of Resurrection, or 
who will be a guardian over 
them? 

 

 

111. And whoso does evil or 
wrongs his soul, and then aasks 
forgiveness of Allah, will find 
Allah Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 

 

112. And bwhoso commits a 
sin, commits it only against his 
own soul. And Allah is All-
Knowing, Wise. 

 

 

113. And whoso commits a 
fault or a sin,667 then cthrows 
the blame thereof on an 
innocent person, certainly 
bears the burden of calumny 
and a manifest sin. 

 

 

 
666. The word Antum (you) shows that in the previous verses it was not the 

Holy Prophet but Muslims in general who were addressed. The Holy Prophet 
could not be expected to dispute on behalf of dishonest people. The Qur’an 
addresses him because he was the recipient of Divine commandment for the 
believers. 

667. The difference between Khati’ah (fault) and Ithm (sin) mentioned side 
by side in this verse is that the former can be both intentional and 
unintentional and is often confined to the doer, while the latter is intentional 
and its scope may extend to other people as well. Moreover, the former may 
signify a dereliction of duty due to God, but the latter is often an offence 
against both God and man and is, therefore, more serious and is deserving of 
greater punishment than the former. See also 2:82 and 2:174. The commission 

a4:65. b2:287; 99:9. c24:2, 24; 33:59. 
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R. 17.   

114. And but for the grace668 
of Allah upon thee and His 
mercy, aa party of them had 
resolved to bring about thy 
ruin.669 And they ruin none 
but themselves and they cannot 
harm thee at all. And Allah has 
sent down to thee the Book 
and wisdom and bhas taught 
thee what thou knewest not, 
and great is Allah’s grace on 
thee. 

 

 

115. There is no good in many 
of their conferences670 except 
the conferences of such as 
enjoin charity, or goodness or 
cthe making of peace among 
men. And whoso does that, 
seeking the pleasure of Allah, 
We shall soon bestow on him a 
great reward. 

 

 

 
of a fault or a sin makes it doubly grave, if the offender tries to shift the blame 
to an innocent person. This is why such an attempt has been termed not only 
as Buhtan (calumny) but also as Ithmun Mubin (manifest sin). 

668. The words Fadl (grace) and Rahmah (mercy), though general in their 
significance, sometimes denote, "worldly goods" and "spiritual blessings" 
respectively (2:65). Thus the verse would mean that the Holy Prophet enjoyed 
God’s protection in temporal as well as in spiritual matters. 

669. The Hypocrites adopted various ways to bring the Holy Prophet to 
grief. They would try to mislead him into coming to a wrong decision in 
matters of vital importance. But their evil designs were always frustrated 
because he was invariably led by God to the right course concerning matters 
affecting the future of Islam. 

670. Najwa means, a secret talk between two or more persons or telling 
secrets to another person or holding secret conferences. The word is not 
restricted to secret conferences but applies to all sorts of conferences whether 
secret or otherwise in which specially invited people meet to discuss vital 
matters (Lisan & Muhit). 

a17:74. b42:53; 96:6. c2:225. 
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116. And whoso opposes the 
Messenger after guidance has 
become manifest to him, and 
afollows a way other than that 
of the believers, We shall let 
him pursue the way he is 
pursuing and shall cast him 
into Hell, and an evil 
destination it is. 

 

 

R. 18.   

117. bAllah shall not forgive 
that anything be associated 
with Him as partner, but He 
will forgive what is short of 
that to whomsoever He 
pleases. And cwhoso 
associates anything with Allah 
has indeed strayed far away. 

 

 

118. They invoke besides Him 

none but lifeless objects,671 

and they invoke none but 

Satan the rebellious, 

 

 

119. Whom Allah has cursed. 

He said, d‘I will assuredly take 

a fixed portion from Thy 

servants; 

 

 

120. ‘And assuredly I will lead 

them astray and assuredly I 

will arouse in them vain 

desires, and assuredly I will 

incite them and they will cut 

 

 
671.  The word Inath includes all false deities, whether living or dead. The 

word has been used to point to the utter weakness and helplessness of false 

deities. 

a7:4. b4:49. c4:137. d14:23; 17:65. 
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the ears672 of cattle; and 

assuredly I will incite them 

and they will alter673 Allah’s 

creation.’ And whoever takes 

Satan for a friend instead of 

Allah, he certainly suffers a 

manifest loss. 

 

121. aHe holds out promises to 

them and excites vain desires 

in them, and Satan promises 

them nothing but vain things. 

 

 

122. For such, their abode 

shall be Hell, and bthey shall 

find no way of escape from it. 

 

 
123. But as for cthose who 

believe and do good works, 

We will admit them into 

Gardens, beneath which 

streams flow, wherein they 

will abide for ever. It is 

Allah’s unfailing promise; and 

who can be more truthful than 

Allah in word? 

 

 

124. It shall not be according 

to your desires, nor according 

to the desires of the People of 

the Book. Whoso does evil 

shall be requited for it; and dhe 

shall find for himself no friend 

or helper besides Allah. 

 

 

 
672. As a mark of their devotion to false deities, the Arabs used to cut the 

ears of dedicated animals in order to distinguish them from other animals. 

This foolish practice persists even to this day in some countries. 
673. The 'alteration of Allah’s creation' is done by (1) deifying God’s 

creation; (2) by changing and corrupting the religion of God; (3) by deforming 

a14:23; 17:75. b14:22. cSee 2:26. d4:46; 33:18, 66. 
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125. But awhoso does good 

works, whether male or 

female,674 and he or she is a 

believer, such shall enter 

heaven, and shall not be 

wronged even as much as the 

little hollow in the back of a 

date-stone. 

 

 

126. And who is better in faith 

than bhe who submits himself 

entirely to Allah, and he is a 

doer of good and follows the 

religion of Abraham, the 

upright? And Allah took 

Abraham for a special 

friend.675 

 

 

127. And cto Allah belongs all 

that is in the heavens and that 

is in the earth; and dAllah 

encompasses all things. 

 

  

R. 19.   

128. And they seek of thee the 

decision676 of the Law 

concerning marriage with more 

women than one. Say, Allah 

gives you His decision 

 

 

 
or disfiguring the body of a newborn child; and (4) by turning to evil use that 
which Allah has created for good use. 

674. The verse places men and women on the same level so far as their 
works and rewards are concerned. Both are equally entitled to good reward if 
they do good works. 

675. This verse gives the essence of Islam which is complete submission to 
the will of God and the complete devotion of all one’s faculties and powers to 
His service and holds out Abraham as true model for a Muslim to imitate and 
follow. 

676. The "decision" is referred to in the following three verses. 

a40:41. b2:132. c2:285; 4:132; 10:56; 16:53; 24:65. d41:55; 85:21. 
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concerning them. And athat 

which is recited to you 

elsewhere in the Book677 

concerns the orphan girls whom 

you give not what is prescribed 

for them and whom you desire 

to marry, and also concerns the 

weak among children.677A And 

He enjoins you to deal equitably 

with the orphans. And whatever 

good you do, surely Allah 

knows it well.  

 

129. And bif a woman fears ill-
treatment or indifference from 
her husband, it shall be no 
sin678 for them that they be 
suitably reconciled to each 
other; and reconciliation is 
best. And people are prone to 
covetousness.679 And if you do 

 

 

 
677. The allusion in the words, that which is recited to you in the Book, is 

to the 4th verse of the present Surah. It was prohibited to Muslims to marry 
those orphan girls whose rights they could not adequately safeguard. ‘Umar, 
the Second Caliph would not allow the guardians of wealthy and handsome 
orphan girls to marry them and would insist on other and better husbands 
being found for them. The verse signifies that some instructions about women 
have already been given in the Qur’an and that other instructions follow. 

677A. Walad which is singular of Wildan is used both for a boy and a girl, 
but here Wildan signifies girls, marriage with whom is mentioned here. 

678. The words, it shall be no sin for them that they be suitably reconciled 
to each other, constitute a peculiar Quranic expression denoting both 
exhortation and rebuke. They may be interpreted as something like this: "Do 
the contending parties think that they would be committing a sin if they 
became reconciled to each other? It is no sin to do so. On the contrary, it is a 
commendable thing." 

679. These words give the real cause that often leads to estrangement 
between husband and wife. It is niggardliness on the part of the husband and 
covetousness on the part of the wife. 

a4:4. b4:35. 
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good and are righteous, surely 
Allah is aware of what you do.  

130. And ayou cannot keep 

perfect balance680 between 

wives, however much you may 

desire it. But incline not 

wholly to one so bthat you 

leave the other like a thing 

suspended. And if you are 

reconciled and act righteously, 

surely Allah is Most Forgiving 

and Merciful. 

 

 

131. And if they separate, 

Allah will make both 

independent681 out of His 

abundance; and Allah is 

Bountiful, Wise. 

 

 

132. And cto Allah belongs 
whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is in the earth. And 
dWe have assuredly 
commanded those who were 
given the Book before you and 
commanded you also to fear 
Allah. But if you disbelieve, 

 

 

 
680. It is humanly impossible for a man to keep perfect balance between 

his wives in all respects; for instance love being an affair of the heart over 
which man has no control, a husband cannot be expected to have equal love 
for all his wives. But he can certainly deal by them with equity in other 
respects, and this he must do. So acting equitably between one’s wives 
pertains only to such acts over which one has control. This is the interpretation 
the Holy Prophet himself put upon this verse. 

681.  If, in spite of the husband and the wife having done their utmost to 
live amicably, they find that they cannot pull on together, and separation takes 
place, then God promises to provide for both parties more suitable matches. 
But according to Islam divorce is "Of all permissible things most hateful in 
the eyes of God" (Dawud, ch. on Talaq). 

a4:4. b2:232. cSee 4:127. d42:14. 
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then remember that to Allah 
belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and whatever is in the 
earth, and Allah is Self-
Sufficient, Praiseworthy. 

 

133. And ato Allah belongs 

whatever is in the heavens and 

whatever is in the earth, and 

sufficient is Allah as a 

Guardian. 

 

 

134. If He please, He can take 

you away, O people, and bring 

others in your stead; and Allah 

has full power to do that. 

 

 

135. bWhoso desires the 

reward of this world, then let 

him know that with Allah is the 

reward of this world and of the 

Hereafter; and Allah is All-

Hearing, All-Seeing. 

 

 

R. 20.   

136. O ye who believe! cbe 

strict in observing justice, and 

be witnesses for Allah, even 

though it be against 

yourselves682 or against your 

parents and kindred. Whether 

he, against whom witness is 

borne, be rich or poor, Allah is 

more regardful of them both 

than you are. Therefore follow 

not your low desires that you 

 

 

 
682. The expression, "against yourselves" may also signify "against your 

people or kith and kin". The words "parents and kindred" have been added to 
emphasize the force of the injunction. 

aSee 4:127. b2:201, 202; 42:21. c5:9. 
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may be able to act 

equitably.682A And if you hide 

the truth or evade it, then know 

that Allah is Well-Aware of 

what you do. 

137. O ye who believe!683 
believe in Allah and His 
Messenger, and in the Book 
which He has revealed to His 
Messenger, and athe Book 
which He revealed before it. 
And bwhoso disbelieves in 
Allah and His angels and His 
Books and His Messengers and 
the Last Day, chas surely 
strayed far away. 

 

 

138. dThose who believe, then 

disbelieve, then again believe, 

then disbelieve and then 

increase in disbelief,684 Allah 

will never forgive them nor 

will He guide them to the right 

way. 

 

 

139. eGive to the hypocrites 

the tidings that for them is a 

grievous punishment; 

 

 

140. fThose who take 

disbelievers for friends rather 

than believers. Do they seek 

honour at their hands? Surely, 
gall honour belongs to Allah. 

 

 

 
682A. The words also mean, lest you deviate. 
683. O ye who profess to be believers show by your deeds and actions that 

your faith is genuine and firmly founded. 
684. The verse incidentally refutes the baseless allegation that apostasy in 

Islam is punishable with death. 

a2:5, 137; 4:163: 5:60. b4:151. c4:117. d3:91; 63:4. e9:3. f3:29, 119; 4:145. g10:66; 35:11. 
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141. And He has already 

revealed to you in the Book685 

that, when you hear the Signs 

of God being denied and 

mocked at, sit not with those 

who indulge in such talk auntil 

they engage in some other talk; 

for in that case you would be 

like them.686 Surely, Allah will 

assemble the hypocrites and 

the disbelievers in Hell, all 

together; 

 

  

142. bThose who await your 

ruin. If you have a victory 

from Allah, they say, ‘Were 

we not with you?’ And if the 

disbelievers have a share of it, 

they say to them, ‘Did we not 

on a previous occasion get the 

better of you and save you 

from the believers?’ Allah will 

judge between you on the Day 

of Resurrection; and Allah will 

not grant the disbelievers a 

way to prevail against the 

believers. 

 

 

 
685. The reference in the words, He has already revealed to you in the 

Book, is to 6:69 which was revealed at Mecca prior to the verse under 
comment; yet 6:69 has been placed after it in the existing arrangement of the 
Qur’an which shows that the present arrangement of the Quranic verses is not 
the same in which they were revealed. 

686. The underlying principle in the injunction contained in the present 
verse is threefold: (1) To emphasize the seriousness and importance of 
religious matters; (2) to protect the believers against the demoralizing 
influences of the disbelievers’ company and (3) to engender and promote 
feelings of pious jealousy for religion in the hearts of Muslims. 

a6:69. b9:98; 57:15. 
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R. 21.   

143. aThe hypocrites seek to 
deceive Allah, but He will 
punish them for their 
deception.687 And when they 
stand up for Prayer, bthey stand 
up lazily and to be seen of 
men, and they remember Allah 
but little. 

 

 

144. Wavering between this 
and that,688 belonging neither 
to these nor to those. And he 
whom Allah causes to perish, 
for him thou shalt not find a 
way of escape. 

 

 
145. O ye who believe, ctake 

not disbelievers for friends, in 

preference to believers. Do you 

mean to give Allah a manifest 

proof against yourselves? 

 

 
146. The hypocrites shall 
surely be in the lowest 
depths689 of the Fire; and thou 
shalt find no helper for them,  

 

 

 
687. It is not God but the Holy Prophet whom, in reality, the hypocrites 

seek to deceive because the Prophet is an agent of God and all plots hatched 
against him are really so many plots hatched to frustrate the purpose of God. 
Therefore God Himself will punish them for their deceitful conduct. See also 
2:16. 

688. The expression means, "between belief and disbelief" or "between 
believers and disbelievers". 

689. The Qur’an’s strong denunciation of the hypocrites is a clear 
refutation of the charge that it exhorts its followers to spread Islam by means 
of the sword. If a man is forced to accept Islam against his will, he will never 
make a sincere believer. 

a2:10. b9:54. c3:29, 119; 4:140. 
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147. aExcept those who repent 

and amend and bhold fast to 

Allah and are sincere in their 

obedience to Allah—these are 

among the believers. And 

Allah will soon bestow a great 

reward upon the believers. 

 

 
148. Why should Allah punish 

you, if you are thankful and if 

you believe? And cAllah is 

Appreciating,690 All-

Knowing. 

 

 

PART VI   

149. Allah likes not the 

uttering of unseemly speech in 

public,691 except on the part 

of one who is being wronged. 

Verily, Allah is All-Hearing, 

All-Knowing. 

 

 

150. Whether you make public 

a good deed or keep it secret 

or pardon an evil, Allah is 

certainly the Effacer of sins, 

All-Powerful. 

 

 

151. Surely, dthose who 

disbelieve in Allah and His 

Messengers and seek to make 

a distinction between Allah 

 

 

 
690. Shukr on the part of God consists in forgiving a person or 

commending him or regarding him with satisfaction, goodwill or favour and 
hence necessarily recompensing him or rewarding him (Lane). 

691.  Islam does not allow Muslims to speak ill of other people in public, 
but he who is wronged may cry aloud when he is actually being transgressed 
against, so that other men may come to his help. He may as well seek redress 
in a law court, but should not go about complaining to all and sundry. 

aSee 2:161. b3:102. c2:159. d4:137. 
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and His Messengers, and say, 

‘We believe in some and 

disbelieve in others,’ and seek 

to take a way in between;692  

152. These really are the 

disbelievers, and We have 

prepared for the disbelievers 

an humiliating punishment. 

 

 

153. And athose who believe 

in Allah and in all His 

Messengers and make no 

distinction between any of 

them, to such He will soon 

give their rewards. And Allah 

is Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

R. 22.   

154. The People of the Book 

ask thee to bring down upon 

them a Book from Heaven. 
bThey asked Moses a greater 

thing than this. They said, 
c‘Show us Allah openly.’693 

Thereupon a destructive 

punishment overtook them 

because of their transgression. 

Then dthey took the calf for 

worship after clear Signs had 

come to them, but We 

pardoned even that. And We 

gave Moses manifest authority. 

 

 

 
692. The verse means that they accept God and reject His Prophets; or 

accept some Prophets and reject others; or accept some claims of a Prophet 
and reject other claims. True faith lies in total submission, accepting God and 
all His Messengers with all their claims. No middle course is permissible. 

693. See 96. 

a2:137: 2:286; 3:85. b2:109. c2:56. d2:52, 93; 7:149, 153. 
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155. And aWe raised high 

above them the Mount while 

making a covenant with them, 

and We said to them, b‘Enter 

the gate submissively,’ and We 

said to them, c‘Transgress not 

in the matter of the 

Sabbath.’694 And We took 

from them a firm covenant. 

 

 

156. So, for their breaking 

their covenant, and dtheir 

denial of the Signs of Allah, 

and etheir seeking to slay the 

Prophets unjustly, and their 

saying: f‘Our hearts are 

wrapped up in covers,’—nay, 

but gAllah has sealed695 them 

because of their disbelief, so 

they believe not but little— 

 

 

157. And for their disbelief 

and for their uttering against 

Mary a grievous calumny;696 

 

 
158. And for their saying, ‘We 

did slay the Messiah, Jesus, 

son of Mary, the Messenger of 

Allah;’ whereas they slew  him  

 

 

 
694. See 4:48. 
695. See 27. 
696. The Jews accused Mary of fornication ("Jewish Life of Jesus" by 

Panther). The fact that the Jews uttered "a calumny" against Mary constitutes 
clear evidence of the fatherless birth of Jesus. For, if Jesus had a father, what 
"calumny" was it that the Jews uttered against Mary? Merely taunting her for 
the claims made by Jesus could in no sense be called a calumny. Elsewhere, 
the Qur’an refutes this charge by saying that the mother of Jesus was a 
righteous woman (3:43; 5:76). 

a2:64, 94. b2:59; 7:162. c2:66; 4:48; 7:164; 16:125. d5:14. e3:182. f2:89. g2:89; 16:109; 83:15. 
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not, nor did they bring about 

his death on the cross,697 but 

he was made to appear698 to 

them like one crucified; and 

those who differ therein are 

certainly in a state of doubt 

about it; athey have no certain 

knowledge thereof, but only 

pursue a conjecture; and they 

did not arrive at a certainty 

concerning it.699 

 

 
697. Ma Salabu-hu means, they did not cause his death on the cross. Salab 

being a well-known manner of killing. They say Salabul-Lissa, i.e. he put the 
thief to death by putting him on the cross. The verse does not deny the fact of 
Jesus’s being nailed to the cross but denies his having died on it. 

698. The words Shubbiha La-hum mean, Jesus was made to appear to the 
Jews like one crucified; or the matter of the death of Jesus became obscure or 
dubious to them. Shubbiha ‘Alaihil-Amru means, the matter was rendered 
confused, obscure or dubious to him (Lane). 

699. The expression, Ma Qatalu-hu Yaqinan, means, (1) they did not kill 
him for certain; (2) they did not convert it (their conjecture) into certainty, i.e. 
their knowledge about the death of Jesus on the cross was not so certain as to 
have left no doubt in their minds that they had really killed him. In this case 
the pronoun hu in Qatalu-hu would refer to the noun Zann (conjecture). The 
Arabs say Qatalash-Shai’a Khubran, i.e. he acquired full and certain 
knowledge of the thing so as to dispel all possibility of doubt about it (Lane, 
Lisan & Mufradat). That Jesus did not die on the cross but died a natural death 
is clear from the Qur’an. The following facts, as narrated in the Gospels 
themselves lend powerful support to the Quranic version: 

1. Being a Divine Prophet Jesus could not have died on the cross because 
according to the Bible "he that is hanged is accursed of God" (Deut. 21:23). 

2. He had prayed to God in great agony to "take away this cup (of death 
on the cross) from me" (Mark, 14:36; Matt. 26:29; Luke, 22:42); and his 
prayer was heard (Heb. 5:7). 

3. He had predicted that like Jonah who had gone into the belly of the 
whale alive and had come out of it alive (Matt. 12:40) he would remain in an 
excavated sepulchre for three days and would come out of it alive. 

4. He had also prophesied that he would go to seek out the Lost Ten 
Tribes of Israel (John, 10:16). Even Jews in Jesus’s time believed that the Lost 
 

a10:37; 53:29. 
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Tribes of Israel had become dispersed in different lands (John, 7:34, 35). 

5. Jesus had remained hung on the cross only for about three hours (John, 
19:14) and being a person of normal constitution he could not have died in 
such a short time. 

6. Immediately after he had been taken down from the cross his side was 
pierced and blood and water flowed out of it which was a certain sign of life 
(John, 19:34). 

7. The Jews themselves were not sure of Jesus’s death because they had 
asked Pilate to have a guard posted at his sepulchre "lest his disciples come by 
night and steal him away and say unto the people, 'He is risen from the dead' " 
(Matt. 27:64). 

8. There is not to be found in all the Gospels a single recorded statement 
of an eyewitness to the effect that Jesus was dead when he was taken down 
from the cross or when he was placed in the tomb. Moreover, none of the 
disciples was present at the scene of Crucifixion, all having fled when Jesus 
was taken to Calvary. The fact of the case seems to be that, presumably due to 
the dream of his wife "to have nothing to do with that just man," Pilate had 
believed Jesus to be innocent and had, therefore, conspired with Joseph of 
Arimathea, a respected member of the Essene Order to which Jesus himself 
belonged before he was commissioned as a Prophet, to save his life. The trial 
of Jesus took place on Friday, Pilate having purposely prolonged it, knowing 
that the next day being the Sabbath Day the condemned persons could not be 
left on the cross after sunset. When at last he found himself compelled to 
condemn Jesus, Pilate gave his judgment only three hours before sunset, thus 
making himself sure that no person of normal health could die in such a short 
time by remaining on the cross. He took additional care to see that Jesus was 
given wine or vinegar mingled with myrrh to render him less sensitive to pain. 
When after three hours’ suspension he was taken down from the cross in an 
unconscious state (probably under the influence of vinegar which was 
administered to him), Pilate readily granted Joseph of Arimathea’s request and 
handed over his body to him. Unlike those of the two malefactors who were 
hung along with Jesus, his bones were not broken and Joseph had him placed 
in a spacious room hewn in the side of a rock. There was no medical autopsy, 
no stethoscopic test, no inquest with the aid of the evidence of those who were 
last with him ("Mystical life of Jesus" by H. Spencer Lewis). 

9. An ointment, the famous Marham-e-‘Isa, (Ointment of Jesus) was 
prepared and applied to Jesus’s wounds and he was tended and looked after by 
Joseph of Arimathea and Nicodemus, also a very learned and highly respected 
member of the Essene Brotherhood. 

10. After his wounds had been sufficiently healed, Jesus left the tomb and 
met some of his disciples and had his food with them and walked the whole 
distance from Jerusalem to Galilee on foot (Luke, 24:50). 

11. "The Crucifixion by an Eye Witness", a book, which was at first 
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159. aOn the contrary, Allah 

exalted him to Himself.700 

And Allah is Mighty, Wise. 

 

 
160. And there is none among 

the People of the Book but will 

continue to believe in it before 

his701 death; and on the Day of 

Resurrection, bhe (Jesus) shall 

be a witness against them— 

 

 

 
published in 1873 in U.S.A. and which is an English translation of an ancient 
Latin copy of a letter written seven years after the Crucifixion by an Essene 
Brother in Jerusalem to a member of this Brotherhood in Alexandria, lends 
powerful support to the view that Jesus had been taken down from the cross 
alive. The book narrates in detail all the events leading to the Crucifixion, the 
scenes at the Calvary and also the incidents that took place afterwards. See 
also 'The Larger Edition of the Commentary'. 

Two different views prevail among the Jews regarding Jesus’s alleged 
death by Crucifixion. Some of them hold that he was first killed and then his 
dead body was hung on the cross, while others are of the view that he was put 
to death by being fixed to the cross. The former view is reflected in The Acts 
5:30 where we read "which ye slew and hanged on a tree". The Qur’an refutes 
both these views by saying, they slew him not, nor did they bring about his 
death on the cross. The Qur’an first rejects the slaying of Jesus in any form, 
and then proceeds to deny the particular way of killing by hanging on the 
cross. It does not deny that Jesus was hung on the cross; it only denies his 
death on it. 

700. The Jews exultingly claimed to have killed Jesus on the cross and thus 
to have proved that his claim to be a Divine Prophet was not true. The verse 
along with the preceding one contains a strong refutation of the charge and 
clears him of the insinuated blemish and speaks of his spiritual elevation and 
of his having been honoured in the presence of God. There is absolutely no 
reference in the verse to his physical ascension to heavens. It only says that 
God exalted him towards Himself which clearly signifies a spiritual exaltation, 
because no fixed abode can be assigned to God. 

701.  The pronoun "his" in the expression "before his death" stands for the 
noun "none", meaning every one among the People of the Book before his 
own death……This meaning is supported by the second reading of Mautihi 
which is Mautihim (their death) as reported by Ubayy (Jarir, vi. 13). The Jews 
believe that they killed Jesus on the cross because they seek to prove that he 
was not a true Prophet. The Christians believe that he had died on the cross, 
and this is because they have adopted the doctrine of Atonement. 

a2:254; 3:56; 7:177; 58:12. b5:118. 
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161. So, because of the 

transgression of the Jews, aWe 

forbade702 them pure things 

which had been allowed to 

them, and also because of their 

hindering many men from 

Allah’s way, 

 

 

162. And because of btheir 

taking interest although they 

had been forbidden it, and 

because of ctheir devouring 

people’s wealth wrongfully. 

And We have prepared for 

those of them, who disbelieve, 

a painful punishment.703 

 

 

163. But dthose among them 

who are firmly grounded in 

knowledge,704 and ethe 

believers, believe in what has 

 

 

 
702. The verse does not refer to any material thing which was forbidden to 

the Jews after having been allowed before, because no Law-giving Prophet had 
appeared among them after Moses to forbid them things that had been allowed 
to them by the Torah. It refers to the spiritual Divine favours of which they had 
become deprived. It was also to the spiritual blessings the Jews had lost that 
Jesus referred when he said, I come to allow you some of that which had been 
forbidden to you (3:51), i.e. I come to restore to you some of the Divine 
blessings of which you have been deprived on account of your misdeeds. 

703. The Jews were forbidden to lend money on interest to other Jews, but 
they were permitted to take interest from non-Jews (Exod. 22:25; Lev. 25:36, 
37; Deut. 23:19, 20). But they broke the Law and began to take interest even 
from Jews (Neh. 5:7). Later they promised Nehemiah to give up this evil 
practice (Neh. 5:12). But they again broke their word; and so, in accordance 
with the prophecy of Ezekiel (Ezek. 18:13), they, as a nation, suffered death and 
were scattered over the earth to be persecuted at the hands of their enemies. 

704. This means those learned men among the Jews who embraced Islam. 
The word "believers" has been added to indicate that only those Jews are 
meant here who became Muslims. 

a6:147. b2:276, 277; 3:131; 30:40. c9:34. d3:8. e2:5, 137; 3:200; 4:137; 5:60. 
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been sent down to thee and 

what was sent down before 

thee, and especially those who 

observe705 Prayer and those 

who pay the Zakat and those 

who believe in Allah and the 

Last Day. To these We will 

surely give a mighty reward. 

 

R. 23.   

164. Surely, aWe have sent 

revelation to thee, as We sent 

revelation to Noah and the 

Prophets after him; and We 

sent revelation to Abraham and 

Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob 

and his children and to Jesus 

and Job and Jonah and Aaron 

and Solomon, and bWe gave 

David a Book.706 

 

 

165. And We sent some 
cMessengers whom We have 

already mentioned to thee and 

some Messengers whom We 

have not mentioned to 

thee707—and to Moses Allah 

 

 

 
705. The variation in the vowel-points of Muqimin is permissible according 

to rules of Arabic grammar. It is resorted to for the purpose of emphasis 
(Kashshaf, i. 336). 

706. Some Prophets have been mentioned here, and in the succeeding verse, 
to point out that the mission of the Prophet of Islam was not a new thing. The 
specific mention of Zabur, the Book of Wisdom given to David in the present 
verse and of the Law-bearing revelation vouchsafed to Moses in the 
succeeding one, is made to hint that the Qur’an combines in itself both "Law 
and wisdom". 

707. The Qur’an mentions by name only 24 Prophets whereas according to 
a saying of the Holy Prophet as many as 124,000 Prophets appeared in the 
 

a2:137; 3:85; 6:85-88. b17:56. c40:79. 
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spoke at great length707A—   

166. Messengers, abearers of 

glad tidings and Warners,708 

so that people may have no 

plea against Allah after the 

coming of the Messengers.709 

And Allah is Mighty, Wise. 

 

 

167. But bAllah bears witness 

by means of the revelation 

which He has sent down to 

thee that He has sent it down 

full of His knowledge,710 and 

the angels also bear witness; 

and sufficient is Allah as a 

Witness. 

 

 

168. cThose who disbelieve 

and hinder others from the way 

of Allah, have certainly strayed 

far away. 

 

 

 
world (Musnad, v. 266). Elsewhere, the Qur’an says: There is not a people to 

whom a Warner has not been sent (35:25). 
707A. Besides the translation given in the text, the clause also means, "to 

Moses Allah spoke particularly or directly". 
708. The words, bearers of glad tidings and Warners, point to two essential 

functions of God’s Messengers. They are bearers of glad tidings for those who 

accept them, promising them prosperity in this world and blissful felicity in 

the life to come, and are warners of impending misery and afflictions for those 

who reject them. 
709. God sends His Messengers so that the people, on being punished, 

should have no excuse to say that no Warner was sent to them to point to their 

evil deeds and to warn them (20:135). 
710. God has placed in the Qur’an vast treasures of eternal truth and 

spiritual knowledge that bear witness to its being the Word of God. The 

manifold qualities of the Qur’an furnish irrefutable evidence of its Divine 

origin for those who ponder over it. 

 

a2:214; 6:49; 17:106; 18:57. b3:19; 11:15. c4:138. 
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169. Surely, athose who have

disbelieved and have acted

unjustly, Allah will not forgive

them, nor will He show them

any way;

170. Except the way of Hell,
wherein they shall abide for a
long, long period. And bthat is

easy for Allah.

171. O mankind! the

Messenger has indeed come to
you with Truth from your
Lord; believe therefore, it will

be better for you. But if you
disbelieve, verily, to Allah
belongs whatever is in the

heavens and in the earth. And
Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.

172. cO People of the Book!

exceed not the limits in your

religion, and say not of Allah

anything but the truth. Verily,

the Messiah, Jesus, son of

Mary, was only a Messenger

of Allah, and a fulfilment of

His Word711 which He sent

down to Mary, and da mercy712

711. See 414.
712. Ruh means, soul or spirit; the breath which pervades the whole body

after the exit of which man dies; Divine revelation or inspiration; the Qur’an; 
angel; joy and happiness; mercy (Lane). From the above-mentioned different 
meanings of Ruh and Kalimah it becomes clear that no special spiritual status 
attaches to Jesus. These and similar expressions have been used in the Qur’an 
about other Prophets and also about other righteous persons such as Mary 
(15:30; 32:10; 58:23). They have been used to clear Jesus and Mary of the 
foul charges that were brought against them by the Jews and not to assign to 
them any special spiritual status. 

a4:138. b33:31; 64:8. c5:78. d58:23. 
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from Him. So believe in Allah 

and His Messengers, and asay 

not ‘They are three.’ Desist, it 

will be better for you. Verily, 

Allah is the only One God. 
bHoly is He, far above having a 
cson. To Him belongs whatever 

is in the heavens and whatever 

is in the earth. And sufficient is 

Allah as a Guardian. 

R. 24.

173. Surely, dthe Messiah 
disdains not to be a servant of 
Allah, nor do the angels who 
are near to Him, and whoso 
disdains to worship Him and is 
proud, He will gather them all 
to Himself. 

174. Then as for those who
believe and do good works,
eHe will give them their
rewards in full and will give
them more out of His grace;
but as for those who disdain
and are proud, He will punish
them with a painful
punishment. And fthey shall
find for themselves beside
Allah no friend, nor helper.

175. O ye people, manifest
proof713 has indeed come to

713. "Manifest proof" may either refer to the Qur’an which contains great
and manifest Signs and proofs; or to the Holy Prophet who, by his personal 
example, demonstrated that the Quranic teachings are a great blessing for 
mankind. 

a5:74. b2:117; 10:69. c17:112; 18:5; 112:4, 5. d5:117, 118. e3:58; 16:97; 39:11. f4:46; 33:18, 66. 
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you from your Lord, and We 
have sent down to you a clear 
aLight.714 

 

176. Then, as for those who 
believe in Allah and bhold fast 
to Him, He will surely admit 
them to His mercy and grace 
and will guide them along a 
straight path leading to 
Himself. 

 

 

177. They ask thee for a 
decision. cSay, Allah gives His 
decision concerning Kalalah?715 
If a man dies leaving no child 
and he has a sister, then she 
shall have half of what he 
leaves; and he shall inherit her 
if she has no child. But if there 
be two sisters, then they shall 
have two-thirds of what he 
leaves. And if the heirs be 

 

 
714. "A clear Light" may also either refer to the Holy Prophet or to the 

Qur’an. 
715. In 4:13 mention was made of one kind of Kalalah who leaves behind 

neither a parent nor an offspring and who has brothers and sisters from the 
side of mother only. The present verse refers to a Kalalah who has brothers 
and sisters from both his parents, or from the side of his father only. By 
comparing the verse under comment with 4:13 it becomes clear that for 
obvious reasons the share allotted to the former class of brothers and sisters is 
less than that allotted to those of the latter class. 

This part of the law of inheritance has been purposely treated separately 
from the law dealt with in 4:12, 13. After dealing at some length with the 
charges levelled against Jesus by the Jews, the Qur’an reverts to the subject of 
Kalalah at the end of the Surah, thus seeking (beside completing the law 
relating to Kalalah) to draw attention to the spiritual heirlessness of Jesus who 
in a sense was also a Kalalah. Jesus was born without the agency of a father, 
and he left behind no spiritual successor. Ibn-e-‘Abbas defines a Kalalah as 
one who leaves no child and Jesus was spiritually a Kalalah since he left 
behind him no spiritual successor. 

a7:158; 64:9. b3:102; 4:147. c4:13. 
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brethren—both men and 
women—athen the male shall 
have as much as the portion of 
two females. bAllah explains 
this to you lest you go astray 
and Allah knows all things 

well.aaa  

 

 

 
aaa  

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a4:12. b4:27. 
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CHAPTER 5 
AL-MA’IDAH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation 
According to Commentators of the Qur’an this Surah belongs to the 

Medinite period. ‘A’ishah is reported by Hakim and Imam Ahmad to have 
said that this is the last Surah which was revealed to the Holy Prophet. Taking 
into consideration all the relevant data one is inevitably led to the conclusion 
that the Surah was revealed in the last years of the Holy Prophet’s ministry 
and some of its verses were actually among the last to be revealed. Though 
Imam Ahmad says on the authority of ‘Asma’, daughter of Yazid, that the 
whole of this Surah was revealed together, it seems that because a major 
portion of it was revealed at one time, the whole of it came to be regarded as 
having been revealed at the same time. This is why perhaps Rodwell has 
assigned the Surah the last place in order of revelation. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah, like Surahs Al-e-‘Imran and An-Nisa’, deals mainly with 

Christian doctrines and particularly denounces the doctrine that the Law is a 
curse. It opens with the injunction that all covenants must be fulfilled and that 
it was necessary to lay down laws as to what is lawful and what is unlawful. It 
further claims that the Qur’an has laid down ordinances bearing upon man’s 
complete moral and spiritual development, and it is in this respect that the 
Qur’an constitutes the final and irrevocable Divine Law for all mankind. This 
claim of the Qur’an is embodied in the fourth verse of the Surah, which also 
implies that because the Law is most essential for the spiritual guidance of 
man and his moral development, it is wrong to regard it as a curse. The verse 
further hints that when the eating of meat offered to idols and of blood and of 
strangled animals was forbidden to Christians and this commandment 
constituted an ordinance of the Law (The Acts, 15:20, 29), they could not take 
exception to the Law and condemn it as a curse. The Surah proceeds to lay 
down Islamic commandments with regard to eatables and enjoins that they 
should be Halal, i.e. allowed by the Law and Tayyib (pure), i.e. their use 
should in no way contravene or offend against medical or hygienic regulations. 
Islam, alone of all religions, while laying down ordinances regarding lawful 
and unlawful things, has pointed out the nice distinction between what is only 
lawful and what is both lawful and pure. Next, it is stated that the Jews and the 
Christians broke God’s covenants and disregarded and defied Divine 
commandments which led to their moral and spiritual ruin and brought 
disgrace and humiliation on them. But they could now rehabilitate themselves 
into Divine favour by accepting the Holy Prophet. Christians are further 
warned that at first by deifying Jesus they caused the wrath of God to come 
down upon them and that now they have become jealous of the Holy Prophet 
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because God has chosen him for His favours. This jealous attitude of theirs 
towards the Holy Prophet resembles that of Cain towards Abel. The Surah 
proceeds to state that while Jews and Christians lose no opportunity to oppose 
Islam, they themselves have become so depraved as to have ceased to act 
upon their own religious Scriptures and are increasingly becoming ignorant of 
the teachings of their own religions. They are told that if they do not see their 
way to accepting Islam they should at least follow their own Scriptures and 
abide by their own Law. But if, owing to the political supremacy of Islam, 
they have sometimes to seek the judgment of the Islamic Government, that 
judgment will and must inevitably be according to the Quranic Law. Then 
attention of the Muslims is drawn to the great change that has come over their 
political position and they are told that as the power of the infidels has been 
finally broken and Christians now are to be their principal enemies, and Jews, 
in spite of their enmity towards Christianity, are to side with Christians, they 
(Muslims) should be on their guard against both of them. Some light is then 
shed on the stratagems and machinations employed by the enemies of Islam to 
turn Muslims away from their Faith and to lower it in their estimation. After 
this, importance of the preaching of Islam is impressed upon Muslims. They 
are told that the one real method effectively to defeat the activities of Jews and 
Christians is to preach the Message of Islam to them and to bring home to 
them its truth from their own Scriptures. It should also be made clear to them 
that now their salvation lies in Islam and that their idolatrous beliefs are false, 
particularly the doctrine that Jesus was son of God. Similarly, mention is 
made of Jews who, by opposing and persecuting the two great Prophets—
David and Jesus—incurred God’s displeasure. Their attention is drawn to their 
past faults and failings, and Christians being more amenable to accepting the 
truth than Jews, commandments have been laid down which particularly 
concern them, viz. commandments about what is lawful and what is unlawful; 
commandments about oaths; about the use of wine and games of chance and 
about hunting; and also commandments regarding criticism of religion and 
ordinances about religious rites and ceremonies and about evidence. Last of 
all a somewhat detailed mention is made of the particular circumstances of 
Jesus’s ministry, and it is shown that they closely resemble those of other 
Prophets of God and that therefore there was nothing of Godhead or Divinity 
about him and that all material progress of Christian people was due to a 
prayer of his. But they have made improper use of their material progress and 
prosperity and have succumbed to polytheistic beliefs and practices. God will, 
on the Day of Judgment, establish their guilt and put them to shame from the 
mouth of Jesus himself. The Surah ends with the declaration that to God 
belongs the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth and He has power over all 
things, which implies the hint that the belief that the Kingdom of God is only 
in heaven as the Christians say, has no foundation. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O ye who believe! fulfil 

your compacts. Lawful are 

made to you quadrupeds of 

the class of cattle716 other 

than bthose which are being 

announced to you,717 except 

that you should not hold game 

to be lawful while you are in a 

state of pilgrimage; verily, 

Allah decrees what He wills. 

 

 

3. O ye who believe! profane 

not the Signs of Allah,718 nor 

the Sacred Month,719 nor the 

animals brought as an 

offering, nor the animals of 

 

 
716. The expression Bahimatul-An‘am does not mean the quadrupeds from 

among cattle for the obvious reason that quadrupeds form a class wider than 
cattle. It means the quadrupeds which belong to the class of cattle or which 
resemble cattle. This peculiar construction has been used to signify that 
whereas all quadrupeds do not make lawful food, those of them that form the 
counterparts of cattle are allowed. Thus the expression is intended to comprise 
not only cattle but also such beasts of the forest as correspond to cattle, i.e. 
wild goat, wild cow, wild buffalo, etc. 

717. The words, other than those which are being announced to you, refer 
to the animals mentioned in the verse below. The words, however, do not refer 
to the flesh of an animal which dies of itself and blood and the flesh of swine, 
because "swine" is not included among cattle and the exception here made is 
from among the cattle only and not from among all animals and also because 
this portion had already been revealed in 2:174. 

718. "Signs of Allah" signifies anything that leads to the knowledge and 
realization of God (2:159). 

719. Abstaining from profaning the Sacred Month may also mean, paying 
due respect to the works performed therein. 

aSee 1:1. b2:174; 5:4; 6:146. 
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sacrifice wearing collars720 

nor those repairing to the 

Sacred House, aseeking grace 

from their Lord, and His 

pleasure. And when you put 

off the pilgrims’ garb720A and 

are clear of the Sacred 

Territory, you may hunt. And 
blet not the enmity of a people, 

that they hindered you from 

the Sacred Mosque, incite you 

to transgress. And help one 

another in righteousness and 

piety; but help not one another 

in sin and transgression.720B 

And fear Allah; surely, Allah 

is Severe in punishment. 

 

4. cForbidden to you is the 

flesh of an animal which dies 

of itself, and blood and the 

flesh of swine; and that on 

which is invoked the name of 

any other than Allah; and that 

which has been strangled; and 

that which has been beaten to 

death;  and that which has been 

 

 

 
720. Hady and Qala’id both signify animals that are taken to Mecca for 

sacrifice during the Pilgrimage, Qala’id meaning particularly such animals as 
have collars round their necks (Muhit); and Hady meaning all animals without 
distinction that are brought to Mecca for sacrifice. 

720A. Hunting is lawful for a pilgrim after he has finally put off the 
pilgrim’s garb on completion of the Pilgrimage and he has gone out of the 
Sacred Territory. 

720B. What a beautiful principle of individual and international conduct. If 
this principle were carried into effect, all rancour, hatred and mutual 
animosity would disappear. 

a59:9. b5:9; 11:90. c2:174; 6:146. 
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killed by a fall; and that which 
has been gored to death; and 
that of which a wild animal 
has eaten, except that which 
you have properly 
slaughtered; and that which 
has been slaughtered at an 
altar as an offering to idols. 
And aforbidden is also this 
that you seek to know your lot 
by the divining arrows. That 
is an act of disobedience. This 
day have those who disbelieve 
despaired of harming your 
religion. So fear them not, but 
fear Me. This day have I 
perfected your religion for 
you and completed721 My 
favour upon you and bhave 
chosen for you Islam as 
religion. But cwhoso is forced 
by hunger, without being 
willfully inclined to sin, then, 
surely, Allah is Most 
Forgiving and is Merciful. 

 

 
721. Ikmal (perfecting) and Itmam (completing) are noun-infinitives, the 

first relating to quality and the second to quantity. The first word shows that 
doctrines and commandments affecting the physical, moral and spiritual 
development of man have been embodied in the Qur’an in their most perfect 
form; while the second signifies that nothing which was needed by man has 
been left out. Again, the former word pertains to commandments relating to 
the physical side of man or his external self, while the latter relates to his 
spiritual side or his inner self. The perfection and completion of God’s 
religion and favour have been mentioned side by side with the law relating to 
eatables in order to point out that the use of lawful and good food forms one 
of the very important bases of good morals which in turn provide a pedestal 
for spiritual progress. Incidentally, the verse was the last to be revealed, the 
Holy Prophet having died only 82 days after its revelation. 

a5:91. b3:20, 86. c2:174; 6:146; 16:116. 
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5. They ask thee what is made 

lawful722 for them. Say, ‘All 

good things have been made 

lawful for you; and what you 

have taught the beasts and 

birds of prey to catch for 

you,722A training them for 

hunting and teaching them of 

what Allah has taught you. So 

eat of that which they catch 

for you, and apronounce 

thereon the name of Allah. 

And fear Allah, surely Allah 

is Quick in reckoning.’ 

 

 

6. This day all good things 

have been made lawful for 

you. And the food723 of the 

People of the Book is lawful 

for you. And your food is 

lawful for them. And lawful 

for you are chaste believing 

 

 

 
722. The forbidden things having been mentioned in the preceding verse, the 

rest are here declared lawful, provided they are Tayyib (good and pure) and are 
not harmful to one’s health or morals, it being left to each individual to decide 
what is good for him and what is not, in view of his particular circumstances 
and the condition of his health. The Holy Prophet has definitely excluded beasts 
of prey and birds having claws from the category of lawful food. 

722A. That which is caught by a trained beast or bird of prey is equated 
with that which is properly slaughtered, inasmuch as it has been killed through 
an agency trained by man. It is necessary, however, to pronounce the name of 
God over it to make its eating lawful. 

723. This means that the meat of animals slaughtered in accordance with the 
Law of Torah is lawful for the Muslims inasmuch as all food permissible under 
the Law of Torah is lawful under the Law of Islam. As a precautionary measure, 
however, the name of Allah may be invoked over such food. According to Ibn-
e-‘Abbas "food" here means, "lawful food" (Dhabihah) or the meat of an 
animal properly slaughtered (Bukhari; ch. Dhabihatu Ahlil-Kitab). 

a6:119. 
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women and chaste women 

from among those who were 

given the Book724 before you, 

when you give them their 

dowries, contracting valid 

marriage and not committing 

fornication nor taking secret 

paramours. And whoever 

rejects the faith, his work 

indeed is vain, and in the 

Hereafter he will be among 

the losers. 

 

R. 2.   

7. O ye who believe! when 
you stand up for Prayer, wash 
your faces, and your hands up 
to the elbows, and pass your 
wet hands over your heads, 
and wash your feet725 to the 
ankles. And if you be unclean, 
purify yourselves by bathing. 
And if you are ill or you are 
on a journey while unclean, or 
one of you comes from the 
privy or you have touched 
women, and you find not 
water, betake yourselves to 

 

 
724. Whereas Islam permits marriage of Muslim men with non-Muslim 

women from among the People of the Book, it certainly prefers that Muslim 
men should ordinarily marry only Muslim women. 

725. The feet are here mentioned after the head, not because they are 
intended to be only wiped like the head, but because they come last in the 
process of ablution. This is apparent from the fact that the word Arjula (feet) 
has been put in the accusative case in the standard text, like the words Wujuha 
(faces) and Aidiya (hands), thus showing that, like the latter, the word "feet" is 
also governed in the accusative case by the verb "wash" and not by the 
particle ba’ (over) which governs the word Ru’us (heads) only. 
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pure dust and wipe therewith 
your faces and your 
hands.725A Allah desires not 
that He should place you in a 
adifficulty but He desires to 
purify you and to complete 
His favour upon you, so that 
you may be grateful. 

 

8. And remember Allah’s 

favour upon you and the 

covenant726 which He made 

with you, when you said, b‘We 

hear and we obey.’ And fear 

Allah. Surely, Allah knows 

well what is in your minds. 

 

 

9. O ye who believe! cbe 
steadfast in the cause of Allah, 
bearing witness in equity; and 
dlet not a people’s enmity 
incite you to act otherwise 
than with justice. Be always 
just, that is nearer to 
righteousness. And fear Allah. 
Surely, Allah is aware of what 
you do. 

 

 

10. eAllah has promised those 

who believe and do good 

deeds that they shall have 

forgiveness and a great 

reward. 

 

 

 
725A. See 610-612. 
726. It is the Muslims, and not the People of the Book, that are addressed 

here. As, however, no special covenant is known to have ever been made with 
Muslims, the "covenant" mentioned here must be taken to refer to the process 
of Bai‘ah (oath of allegiance) taken from every new convert to Islam, or the 
word may refer to the Law revealed in the Qur’an and accepted by Muslims. 

a2:186; 2:287. b2:286. c4:136. d5:3; 11:90. e24:56; 48:30. 
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11. And as for athose who 

disbelieve and reject Our 

Signs, they are the people of 

Hell. 

 

 

12. O ye who believe! 

remember Allah’s favour 

upon you when a people 

intended to stretch out their 

hands against you, but bHe 

withheld their hands727 from 

you; and fear Allah. And in 

Allah should the believers put 

their trust. 

 

 

R. 3.   

13. And indeed cAllah did 

take a covenant from the 

children of Israel; and dWe 

raised among them twelve 

leaders.727A And Allah said, 

‘Surely, I am with you. If you 

observe Prayer, and pay the 

Zakat, and believe in My 

Messengers and support them, 

and lend to Allah a goodly 

loan, I will remove your evils 

from you and eadmit you into 

Gardens beneath which 

 

 
727. The verse may not necessarily be applied to any particular incident 

and may be taken to refer generally to the protection which God vouchsafed to 
Muslims from the aggressive attacks of their enemies. By the words "a 
people" are here primarily meant the disbelievers of Mecca who spared no 
pains to extirpate Islam and the Muslims. 

727A. By "twelve leaders" are meant the twelve Prophets of Israel who 
came after Moses. According to some authorities, these were the twelve 
"princes" said to have been appointed by Moses (Num. 1:5-16; 43:3-15). See 
also 2:61. 

a5:87; 6:50; 7:37, 41; 22:58. b5:111. c2:41, 84. d2:61; 7:161. eSee 2:26. 
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streams flow. But awhoso 

from among you disbelieves 

thereafter does indeed stray 

away from the right path.’ 

 

14. So, because of their 

breaking their covenant, We 

have cursed them, and have 

hardened their hearts. They 

pervert the words from their 

proper places and have 

forgotten a good part of that 

with which they were 

exhorted. And thou wilt not 

cease to discover treachery on 

their part, except a few of 

them. So pardon them and 

show forbearance. Surely, 

Allah loves those who do 

good to others.727B 

 

 

15. And from those also who 

say, ‘We are Christians,’ We 

took a covenant,727C but they 

too have forgotten a good part 

of that with which they were 

exhorted. So We have caused 

enmity and hatred among 

them till the Day of 

Resurrection. And Allah will 

soon let them know what they 

have been doing. 

 

 

 
727B. The verse contains a very apt description of the Jewish people. 
727C. This seems to be a reference to Jesus’s prophecy about the advent of 

the Holy Prophet (John, 16:12, 13) which his followers deliberately ignored or 
upon which they vainly sought to put a wrong interpretation. 

a2:169. 
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16. O People of the Book! 

there has come to you Our 

Messenger who makes clear 

to you much of what you had 

kept hidden of the Book and 

forgives many of your faults. 

There has come to you indeed 

from Allah a Light727D and a 

clear Book. 

 

 

17. Thereby does Allah guide 

those who seek His pleasure 

on the paths of peace, and 
aleads them out of every kind 

of darkness into light by His 

Will and guides them to the 

right path. 

 

 

18. bThey indeed have 

disbelieved who say, ‘Surely, 

Allah—He is the Messiah, son 

of Mary.’ Say, ‘Who then has 

any power against Allah, if He 

desired to destroy the 

Messiah, son of Mary,728 and 

his mother and all those that 

are in the earth?’ And cto 

Allah belongs the Kingdom of 

the heavens and the earth and 

what is between them. He 

creates what He pleases and 

Allah has power over all 

things. 

 

 

 
727D. The Holy Prophet (33:46, 47). 
728. The very strong language used here is intended to expose and 

condemn the monstrous doctrine that Jesus is son of God. Similarly, strong 
language is used in 19:89-92. 

a2:258; 14:2; 33:44; 57:10; 65:12. b5:73, 74. cSee 3:190. 
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19. The Jews and the 

Christians say, a‘We are sons 

of Allah and His beloved 

ones.’ Say, ‘Why then does 

He punish you for your sins? 

Nay, you are mortals from 

among those He has created.’ 
bHe forgives whom He 

pleases and punishes whom 

He pleases. And to Allah 

belongs the Kingdom of the 

heavens and the earth and 

what is between them, and to 

Him shall be the final return. 

 

 

20. O People of the Book! 

there indeed has come to you 

Our Messenger, after a break 

in the series of Messengers, 
cwho makes things clear to 

you lest you should say, 

‘There has come to us no 

bearer of glad tidings and no 

Warner.’729 So a bearer of 

glad tidings and a Warner has 

indeed come to you. And 

Allah has power over all 

things. 

 

 

 
729. History is silent whether any Prophet had appeared in any country 

between the Holy Prophet and Jesus, at least not among the People of the 
Book. The world was, in fact, expecting and preparing for the advent of 
humanity’s greatest Deliverer. Some statements of doubtful authenticity 
(Kalbi) mention that Jesus was followed by some Prophets, Khalid bin Salam, 
being one of them. But the Holy Prophet himself is reported to have said that 
there was no Prophet between him and Jesus (Bukhari). 

a62:7. b2:285 3:130; 5:41. c5:16. 
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R. 4.   

21. And remember when 

Moses said to his people, ‘O 

my people, call to mind 
aAllah’s favour upon you 

when He raised Prophets 

among you and made you 

kings,730 and gave you what 

He gave not to any other 

among the peoples; 

 

 

22. ‘O my people, enter the 

Holy Land which Allah has 

ordained731 for you and do 

not turn back, for then you 

will return as losers.’ 

 

 

23. They said, ‘O Moses, 

there is in that land an unruly 

and powerful people,732 and 

we shall not enter it until they 

go forth from it. But if they go 

forth from it, then we will 

enter it.’733 

 

 

 
730. The substitution of the word kum (you) instead of Fi-kum implies the 

hint that whereas each and every member of a nation to which a ruling 
monarch belongs possesses, as it were, dominion and sovereignty, the 
followers of a Prophet are not sharers in his Prophethood. 

731. The expression, ordained for you, contains an implied promise that 
God would help them and make them victorious, if only the Israelites had the 
courage to enter the Holy Land. 

732. This means that the annals of these people were known to the 
Israelites. The Amalekites and other unruly Arab tribes lived in the Holy Land 
at that time. The Israelites were very much afraid of them. 

733. Compare this insolent and cowardly attitude of the companions of 
Moses to the willing and almost unbelievable sacrifices of the Companions of 
the Holy Prophet, who were ever eager to jump into the very jaws of death at 
the slightest bidding of their Master. When the Holy Prophet, with a handful 
of his ill-equipped Companions intended to go forth to meet the vastly 
 

a1:7; 4:70; 19:59. 
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24. Thereupon two men734 

from among those who feared 

their Lord, on whom Allah 

had conferred His special 

favour, said, ‘Enter the gate 

advancing against them; when 

once you have entered it, then 

surely you will be victorious. 

And aput your trust in Allah, if 

you are believers.’ 

 

 

25. They said, ‘O Moses, we 

will never enter it, so long as 

they are in it. So go thou and 

thy Lord and fight, and here 

we sit.’ 

 

 

26. He said, ‘My Lord, I have 

control only over myself and 

my brother; therefore 

distinguish Thou between us 

and the rebellious people.’ 

 

 

 
superior and much better-equipped Meccan force at Badr, he consulted them 
about it. Thereupon one of the Companions stood up and addressed the Holy 
Prophet in the memorable words: "We would not say to thee, O Prophet of 
God, as was said by the companions of Moses, 'go thou and thy Lord and fight 
and here we sit.' On the contrary, O Prophet of the Lord! We are ever with 
thee and we will go with thee whither thou goest. We will fight the enemy on 
thy right and on thy left and in thy front and behind thy back; and we trust 
God that thou wilt see from us what will comfort thine eyes" (Bukhari). 

734. The "two men" spoken of here are generally supposed to be Joshua, the 
son of Nun; and Caleb, the son of Jephunneh (Num. 14:6). But from the context 
Moses and Aaron appear more likely to be the "two men" here referred to. The 
word Rajul (man) is expressive of manliness and courage. That these two brave 
men were Moses and Aaron themselves may also be inferred from the fact that 
Moses prayed for himself and his brother, Aaron (5:26). God does not name 
these two men but simply speaks of them as "two brave men" in order to praise 
their manliness and courage and also to condemn by implication the cowardice 
of the other Israelites who were with them. 

a3:161; 5:12; 9:51. 
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27. God said: a‘verily, it shall 

be forbidden them for forty 

years; in distraction shall they 

wander through the land.735 

So grieve not over the 

rebellious people.’ 

 

 

R. 5.   

28. And relate to them with 

truth the story of the two sons 

of Adam,736 when they each 

offered an offering, and it was 

accepted from one of them 

and was not accepted from the 

other. The latter said, ‘I will 

surely kill thee.’ The former 

replied, ‘Allah accepts only 

from the righteous;’ 

 

 

29. ‘If thou stretch out thy 

hand against me to kill me, I 

shall not stretch out my hand 

against thee to kill thee. I do 

fear Allah, the Lord of the 

Universe;’ 

 

 

 
735. When the Israelites behaved in a cowardly manner, God decreed that 

they should continue to wander in the wilderness for 40 years in order that the 
life of the desert should invigorate them and infuse in them a new life and 
should strengthen their morals. In the meantime, the old generation had 
become practically extinct and the younger generation grew brave and strong 
enough to conquer the Promised Land. 

736. "The two sons of Adam" figuratively signify any two individuals from 

among mankind. The parable also illustrates the inimical attitude of the 

Israelites towards the descendants of Ishmael because Prophethood had 

become transferred from them to the Ishmaelites in the person of the Holy 

Prophet. 

a2:244. 
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30. ‘I wish737 that thou 
shouldst bear the punishment 
of the sin against me738 as 
well as of thine own sin, and 
thus be among the inmates of 
the Fire, and that is the 
recompense of those who do 
wrong.’ 

 

 

31. But his evil self induced 
him to kill his brother, so he 
killed him and became one of 
the losers. 

 

 

32. Then Allah sent a raven 
which scratched in the 
ground,739 that He might 
show him how to hide the 
corpse of his brother. He said, 
‘Woe is me! Am I not able to 
be even like this raven so that 
I may hide the corpse of my 
brother?’ And then he became 
remorseful.  

 

 

33. On account of this, We 

prescribed for the children of 

Israel that whosoever killed a 

person—unless it be for 

 

 
737. Uridu is derived from Rada which sometimes does not express an 

actual wish but simply a practical state or condition likely to develop in a 
certain manner (18:78). The verse does not mean that Abel desired his brother 
Cain to be cast into Hell. What he meant was simply that the natural and 
inevitable result of his own non-aggressive attitude would be that his brother 
would go to Hell. 

738. Ithmi means, "the sin committed against me." The would-be victim is 
only describing the consequences of his brother’s intended action. 

739. Commentators differ as to whether the incident of the raven did actually 
happen or it is only a parable. It is not improbable that an incident of this nature 
might have actually occurred. Study of the ways and habits of birds has led to 
many useful discoveries. See Gen. 4:1-15; and 'The Jerusalem Targum.' 
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killing a person or for creating 

disorder in the land—it shall 

be as if he had killed all 

mankind; and whoso saved a 

life, it shall be as if he had 

saved the life of all 

mankind.740 And aOur 

Messengers came to them 

with clear Signs, yet even 

after that, many of them 

commit excesses in the land. 

 

34. The only reward of those, 
bwho wage war against Allah 

and His Messenger and strive 

to create disorder in the land, 

is that they be slain or 

crucified or their hands and 

feet be cut off on account of 

their enmity, or they be 

expelled from the land.741 

 

 
740. What is hinted at in the verse is that an incident similar to that of the 

two sons of Adam mentioned here but of much greater import was to take 
place later. There was to appear among the brethren of the Israelites a Prophet. 
This fact was to enrage the Israelites against that Prophet and they were to 
become thirsty for his blood on account of envy, even as Cain had become 
thirsty for the blood of his brother Abel. The Prophet was to be no ordinary 
soul. He was to be a World-Reformer, ordained to bring the eternal Law for 
all mankind whose entire future depended on him, and therefore slaying him 
was equivalent to slaying the whole of mankind, and the preservation of his 
life was, as it were, the preservation of the whole of mankind. 

741. Islam does not hesitate to take extreme measures when the interests of 
the State or society at large so demand to uproot a dangerous evil. It refuses to 
pander to the false sentiments of emotional visionaries but follows the dictates 
of reason and sound judgment while prescribing punishment for public 
offences. The punishment prescribed here is of four categories, the form of the 
punishment to be inflicted in a particular case would depend upon the 
attending circumstances. Awarding or imposition of punishment is the 
concern of Government and not that of any individual. The words "expelled 
 

a7:102; 9:70; 14:10; 40:23. b9:107. 
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That shall be a disgrace for 

them in this world, and in the 

Hereafter they shall have a 

great punishment; 

 

35. Except those awho repent 

before you have them in your 

power. So know that Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful.742 

 

 

R. 6.   

36. O ye who believe! fear 

Allah and bseek the means of 

approach743 unto Him and 
cstrive in His way that you 

may prosper. 

 

 

37. Surely, if dthose who 

disbelieve had all that is in the 

earth and as much over again to 

 

 
from the land" according to Imam Abu Hanifah signify imprisonment. 

742. This and the preceding verse refer not to ordinary dacoits and robbers 
but to rebels and those miscreants who make aggressive war upon the Muslim 
State, as is clear from the words, who wage war against Allah and His 
Messenger. The inference finds further support from the fact that the present 
verse promises amnesty to offenders if they repent. But obviously those who 
commit heinous offences against individuals or society, such as dacoits, 
robbers and thieves, cannot, in ordinary circumstances, be pardoned by the 
State even if they repent. They must suffer the penalty of their evil deeds as 
prescribed by the Law. Surely, repentance may secure for them pardon from 
God, but the powers of the State are limited in this respect. Political offenders, 
however, may be forgiven if they repent and desist from further acts of 
rebellion and other offences against the State. 

743. Wasilah signifies, a means of access to a thing; honourable rank with a 
king; degree; affinity, a tie or connection (Lane). The word does not mean "an 
intermediary between God and man." This latter meaning is not only 
unsupported by the usage of the Arabic language, but is also opposed to the 
Qur’an and the sayings of the Holy Prophet. The prayer after the usual 'Call to 
Prayer' includes the words, "O God! Give Muhammad Wasilah," meaning that 
God may vouchsafe to the Prophet increasing nearness to Himself, and not that 
the Prophet may have someone to act as intermediary between him and God. 

a4:18. b17:58. c9:41; 22:79. d13:19; 39:48. 
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ransom themselves therewith 

from the punishment of the 

Day of Resurrection, it would 

not be accepted from them; and 

they shall have a painful 

punishment. 

 

38. They would wish to come 
out of the Fire, but they will 
not be able to come out of it 
and they shall have a lasting 
punishment.  

 

 

39. And as for the man who 

steals and the woman who 

steals, cut off their hands in 

retribution of their offence as 

an exemplary punishment744 

from Allah. And Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. 

 

 

 
744. Whereas in this verse the words the man who steals have been put 

before the words the woman who steals because stealing is more common 
among men than among women, in 24:3 the word fornicatress precedes the 
word fornicator because the guilt of fornication can more easily be proved 
against women than against men. This arrangement of words shows that there 
exists not only an intelligent order in the verses of the Qur’an, as shown 
elsewhere, but also an intelligent order in its words. The punishment 
prescribed for stealing may appear to be too severe. But human experience 
shows that punishment, if it is to be deterrent, should be exemplary. It is better 
to be severe to one and save a thousand than to be indulgent to all and ruin 
many. He certainly is a good surgeon who does not hesitate to amputate a 
rotten limb to save the whole body. In the heyday of Islam there were 
extremely rare cases of the cutting of hands of thieves because the punishment 
prescribed was deterrent and was put in force. Even today incidents of theft 
are very rare in Arabia where punishment for theft prescribed by the Qur’an is 
in force. In order to arrive at a right understanding of the nature of this 
punishment, it is necessary to know both the literal and metaphorical use of 
the two words used here, viz. Qat’ and Yad. The Arabic expression Qata‘a-hu 
bil-Hujjati, means, he silenced him with argument (Lane). And Yad among 
other things means, the power and capacity to do a certain thing. Thus the 
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40. But awhoso repents after 

his transgression and amends, 

then will Allah surely turn to 

him in mercy; verily, Allah is 

Most Forgiving and Merciful. 

 

 

41. Dost thou not know that 

Allah is He to Whom belongs 

the bKingdom of the heavens 

and the earth? He punishes 

whom He pleases and forgives 

whom He pleases; and Allah 

has power over all things.745 

 

 

 
phrase, Qata‘a Yada-hu, metaphorically means, he deprived him of the power 
to do the thing; or he restrained him from doing it. See also 12:32. In view of 
this signification of the two words the Arabic expression used in the verse 
may mean, "deprive them of the power to commit theft or employ any 
practical means calculated to restrain them from committing theft." Taking the 
verse literally the punishment prescribed in the verse is maximum punishment, 
and maximum punishment is awarded in extreme cases only, the lesser 
punishment being the adoption of any practical means by which the offender 
is deprived of the capacity of, or restrained from, committing the offence. In 
awarding the punishment the nature and scope of all the attending 
circumstances are also to be taken into consideration. Moreover, the use of the 
word as-Sariq which is a noun (instead of the verb Saraqa—he stole) 
implying the sense of intensiveness signifies an habitual thief or one addicted 
to theft, is worthy of special consideration. Scholars differ as to the amount of 
money or property stolen for which the prescribed punishment is to be 
imposed. Whereas according to some traditions it is three dirhams or a quarter 
of a dinar, according to others the hand is not to be cut off for stealing fruit on 
a tree or when theft is committed in the course of journey (Dawud). Imam 
Abu Hanifah holds it to be ten dirhams, while Imam Malik and Imam Shafi’i 
consider three dirhams to be the least amount. This disagreement among 
theologians shows that much discretion is left to the judge who awards the 
punishment regarding its form and scope. 

745. Expressions like these do not mean that the Divine Government of the 
universe is arbitrary and is based on no system or law. They are intended to 
point out that God being the Final Authority in the universe, His Word is the 
law, there being no appeal or redress against His decrees. 

a6:55; 20:83; 25:72. b5:19; 48:15. 
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42. O Messenger! let not
those grieve thee who hasten
to fall into disbelief—those
who say with their mouths,
‘We believe,’ but their hearts
believe not. And among the
Jews too are those who would
fondly alisten to any lie746—
who listen for conveying it to
other people who have not
come to thee. They bpervert
words after their being put in
their right places; and say, ‘If
you are given this, then accept
it, but if you are not given
this, then keep away from it.’
And as for him whom Allah
desires to try, thou shalt not
avail him aught against Allah.
These are they whose hearts
Allah has not been pleased to
purify; they shall have
disgrace in this world, and in
the Hereafter they shall have a
severe punishment.

43. They are eager listeners to

falsehood, cdevourers of

things forbidden.747 If, then,

they come to thee for

judgment, judge between them

or turn aside from them. And

746. The expression may also mean, (1) they listen in order to lie; (2) they
accept as true the lies which others utter about the Holy Prophet. 

747. Suht means, a thing which is forbidden or unlawful; that which is foul

and of bad repute; a bribe that is given to a judge or the like; or anything 

paltry, mean and inconsiderable (Lane). 

a9:47. b2:76; 3:79; 4:47. c5:63, 64. 
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if thou turn aside from them, 

they cannot harm thee at all. 

And if thou judge, judge 

between them with justice. 

Surely, Allah loves those who 

are just. 
 

44. And how will they make 
thee their judge when they 
have with them the Torah, 
wherein is Allah’s 
judgment?748 Yet, in spite of 
that they turn their backs; and 
certainly they will not believe. 

 

 

R. 7.   

45. Surely, We sent down athe 
Torah wherein was guidance 
and light. By it did the 
Prophets, who were obedient 
to Us, judge for the Jews, as 
did the godly people749 and 
those learned in the Law;750 
because they were required to 
preserve the Book of Allah, 

 

 
748. The verse does not mean that the Qur’an regarded the Torah as it 

existed at the time of the Holy Prophet as containing God’s judgment on 
matters of dispute. It only expresses the attitude of the Jews towards the Torah. 
But at the same time the Qur’an does not regard it even in its present form as 
devoid of all truth. According to it the Torah did contain certain truths in their 
original, pure form, though it also believes that it has been tampered with 
(2:79). The verse further shows that the Torah in its pristine purity was meant 
only for the Israelites for a limited period while the Message of the Qur’an is 
meant for all peoples for all times. 

749. See 432A. 
750. Ahbar is the plural of Hibr which means, a learned man of the Jews; or 

any learned man; a good or righteous man (Lane). In this verse the Qur’an 
brings home to the Jews the charge mentioned in the previous verse, viz. when 
even the Prophets of God who followed Moses were required to judge 
according to the Torah, who else can refuse to refer his disputes to it? 

a6:92; 7:155. 
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and because they were 
guardians over it. Therefore 
fear not men but fear Me; and 
abarter not My Signs for a 
paltry price. And bwhoso 
judges not by that which 
Allah has sent down, these it 
is who are the disbelievers. 

 

46. And therein We 
prescribed for them: Life for 
life, and eye for eye, nose for 
nose, ear for ear, and tooth for 
tooth, and for other injuries 
equitable retaliation.751 And 
whoso waives the right 
thereto, it shall be an 
expiation for his own sins; and 
cwhoso judges not by what 
Allah has sent down, these it 
is who are wrongdoers. 

 

 

47. And We dcaused Jesus, 

son of Mary, to follow in their 

footsteps, efulfilling that 

which was revealed before 

him in the Torah; and We 

gave him the Gospel which 

contained guidance and light, 

fulfilling that which was 

revealed before him in the 

Torah; and a guidance and an 

admonition for the God-

fearing. 

 

 

 
751. See Exod. 21:23-25 and Leviticus 24:19-21. The words, and whoso 

waives the right thereto, constitute evidence of the fact that teaching about 
forgiveness of which Christians boast so much was no monopoly of the  

a2:42. b5:46, 48. c5:45, 48. d2:88; 57:28. e3:51; 61:7. 
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48. And let the People of the 

Gospel judge according to 

what Allah has revealed 

therein, and awhoso judges 

not by what Allah has 

revealed, these it is who are 

the transgressors. 

 

 

49. And We have brevealed 

unto thee the Book 

comprising the truth and 

fulfilling that which was 

revealed before it in the Book, 

and as a guardian752 over it. 
cJudge, therefore, between 

them by what Allah has 

revealed, and follow not their 

evil desires, turning away 

from the truth which has come 

to thee. For each of you We 

prescribed a clear spiritual 

Law753 and a manifest way in 

 

 
Gospels. It also formed part of the teaching of Moses though Moses’s 
teaching lays stress on retaliation, as does that of Jesus on forgiveness and 
non-resistance. 

752. Muhaimin means, witness; afforder of security and peace; controller 
and superintendent of the affairs of men; guardian and protector (Lisan). The 
Qur’an is here spoken of as a guardian over the previous Scriptures in the 
sense that it has preserved all that was imperishable and of permanent worth 
and value in them, and has left out that which lacked the element of 
permanence and failed to meet the needs of mankind. Again, it is called a 
guardian over the previous Scriptures because it enjoys Divine protection 
against being tampered with, a blessing denied to them. 

753. Shir‘ah signifies the religious Law of God consisting of such 
ordinances as those about Fasting, Prayer and Pilgrimage and other acts of 
piety; a way of belief and conduct which is manifest and right (Lane). Minhaj 
means, manifest, plainly apparent and open road or way (Lane). Al-Mubarrad 
says that the former word signifies the beginning of a way and the latter the 
well-trodden body of it (Qadir). Thus Shir‘ah is the law that mostly relates to 
 

a5:45, 46. b6:106; 39:3. c5:50. 
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secular matters. And if aAllah 

had enforced His Will, He 

would have made you all one 

people, but He wishes to try 

you by that which He has 

given you. bVie, then, with one 

another in doing good works. 

To Allah shall you all return; 

then will He inform you of 

that wherein you differed; 

 

50. And that thou shouldst 
cJudge between them by that 

which Allah has revealed and 

follow not their evil desires 

and be on thy guard against 

them, dlest they involve thee 

in trouble on account of a part 

of what Allah has revealed to 

thee. But if they turn away, 

then know that Allah intends 

to punish them for some of 

their sins. And indeed a large 

number of men are 

disobedient. 

 

 

51. Do they then seek the 
judgment754 of the days of 
Ignorance.755 And who is 
better than Allah as a judge for 
a people who have firm faith? 

 

 

 
spiritual matters and Minhaj is the law that relates to secular matters. Shir‘ah 
also means, a way leading to water. The meaning is that God has equipped all 
His creatures, according to the capacity of each, with the means to find the 
way to the spring of spiritual water, i.e. Divine revelation. 

754. Hukm means, judgment, rule, jurisdiction, dominion, government, 
ordinance, decree, law; predicament (Lane). 

755. The pre-Islamic period. 

a10:100; 11:119; 16:10. b3:134; 35:33; 57:22. c5:49. d17:74. 
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R. 8.   

52. O ye who believe! a‘take 
not the Jews and the 
Christians for friends.756 They 
are friends of each other.757 
And whoso among you takes 
them for friends is indeed one 
of them. Verily, Allah guides 
not the unjust people. 

 

 

53. And thou wilt see those in 
whose hearts is a disease, 
hastening towards them 
saying, ‘We fear lest a 
misfortune758 befall us.’ 
Maybe, Allah will bring about 
bvictory759 or some other 
event from Himself. Then 
they will regret what they hid 
in their minds. 

 

 

54. And those who believe 

will say, ‘Are these they who 

swore by Allah their most 

solemn oaths that they were 

 

 
756. The verse should not be construed to prohibit or discourage just or 

benevolent treatment of Jews, Christians and other disbelievers (60:9). It 
refers only to those Jews or Christians who are at war with Muslims and who 
are always hatching plots against them. 

757. Jews and Christians forget their own differences and become united in 
their opposition to Islam. Truly, has the Holy Prophet said, "All disbelief 
forms one community," viz. all disbelievers, however inimical to one another, 
behave like one people when opposed to Muslims. 

758. Da’irah means, a turn of fortune, specially an evil accident, a 
misfortune; a calamity; defeat or rout; slaughter or death (Lane). 

759. "Victory" mentioned in the verse may either refer to the Fall of Mecca 
or to victory in general. The word "event" coming after victory evidently 
refers to something greater than victory. It seems to refer to the entry into the 
fold of Islam of the whole of the Arabian Peninsula and its establishment in it. 

a3:29, 119; 4:145; 5:58; 60:10. b32:30. 
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surely with you?’ Their works 

are vain and they have 

become the losers.  

55. O ye who believe! whoso 

among you aturns back from 

his religion, then let him know 

that Allah will soon bring in 

his stead a people whom He 

will love and who will love 

Him760 and who will be kind 

and humble towards believers, 

and hard and firm against 

disbelievers. They will strive 

in the cause of Allah and will 

not fear the reproach of a 

fault-finder. That is Allah’s 

grace; He bestows it upon 

whomsoever He pleases and 

Allah is Bountiful, All-

Knowing. 

 

 

56. Your bfriend is Allah and 

His Messenger and the 

believers who observe Prayer 

and pay the Zakat and 

worship God alone. 

 

 

57. And those who take Allah 

and His Messenger and the 

believers for friends should 

rest assured that it is the 
cparty of Allah that must 

triumph. 

 

 

 
760. If the followers of a religion are found to be steadily and perpetually 

decreasing with no prospects for recovery, that religion must be considered as 

dead. 

a3:145. b2:258; 3:69. c58:23. 
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R. 9.   

58. O ye who believe! atake 

not those for friends761 bwho 

make a jest and sport of your 

religion from among those 

who were given the Book 

before you, and the 

disbelievers. And fear Allah if 

you are believers; 

 

 

59. And who, when you call 

people to Prayer, take it for 

jest and sport. This is because 

they are a people who do not 

understand. 

 

 

60. Say, ‘O People of the 

Book! do you cfind fault with 

us because we believe in 

Allah and what has been sent 

down to us and what was sent 

down previously?762 Or is it 

because most of you are 

disobedient to Allah?’ 

 

 

61. Say, ‘shall I inform you of 

those763 whose reward with 

Allah is worse than that? They 

 

 
761. In 5:52 Muslims were forbidden to make friends with disbelievers 

because of the latter’s hostile and belligerent attitude towards them. The 
present verse gives the reason for that commandment, but does not mean that 
Muslims are prevented from having friendly dealings of any kind with all 
disbelievers or from doing good to them and treating them kindly. 

762. Hal is an interrogative particle which, when followed by illa, may signify, 
as in the present verse, a negative statement. The words besides the meaning 
given in the text may also mean, "you do not find fault with us but because we 
believe." Sometimes it is used to express a positive statement as in 76:2. 

763. Dhalika may either refer to the persecution of the Muslims or to their 
persecutors. 

a3:29, 119; 4:145; 5:52; 60:10. b6:71; 7:52. c7:127; 60:2. 
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are those whom Allah has 

cursed and on whom aHis 

wrath has fallen and of whom 

He has made apes and 

swine764 and who worship the 
bEvil One. cThese indeed are 

in a worse plight, and farther 

astray from the right path. 

 

62. And when they come to 

you, they say, ‘We 

believe,’765 while they enter 

with disbelief and go out 

therewith; and Allah best 

knows what they hide. 

 

 

63. And thou seest many of 

them hastening towards sin 

and transgression and dthe 

eating of things forbidden. 

Evil indeed is that which they 

practise. 

 

 

64. Why do not the divines 
and those learned in the Law 
prohibit them from uttering 
sin766 and eating things 

 

 
764. The words "apes" and "swine" have been used here in a figurative 

sense. Certain traits are peculiar to particular animals, and these cannot be 
fully described unless the animal to which they are known to belong is 
expressly named. The ape is noted for its mimicry and the swine is 
characterized by filthy and shameless habits and also by its stupidity. The 
expression, "who worship the Evil One," shows that the words "apes" and 
"swine" have been used here figuratively. See 107. 

765. By hypocritically uttering the words, we believe, the Jews merely 
copied the believers’ mode of expressing their belief without understanding 
and realizing their real import; thus they displayed (as hinted in the foregoing 
verse) the mimicking characteristic of the ape. See also the next verse. 

766. As Ithm (sin) is generally committed and not uttered, some 
Commentators have suggested that the word Qaul (uttering) has been used 
 

a2:66; 7:167. b2:258; 4:52. c12:78; 25:35. d5:43. 
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forbidden? aEvil indeed is that 
which they do.  

65. And bthe Jews say, 
‘Allah’s hand is tied up.’ 
Their own hands shall be tied 
up767 and they shall be cursed 
for what they say. Nay, both 
His hands768 are wide open. 
He spends as He pleases. And 
cwhat has been sent down to 
thee from thy Lord will most 
surely increase many of them 
in rebellion and disbelief. And 
dWe have cast among them 
enmity and hatred till the Day 
of Resurrection. Whenever 
they ekindle a fire for war,769 
Allah extinguishes it. And 
they strive to create disorder 
in the earth, and Allah loves 
not those who create disorder. 

 

 

66. And fif the People of the 
Book had believed and been 
righteous, We would surely 
have removed from them their 
evils and We would surely 

 

 
here in the sense of "doing." But more probably it has been joined to the word 
Ithm (sin) in order to express the combined idea of both "uttering" and 
"doing," signifying both sinful words and evil deeds. 

767. The expression signifies that the Jews shall be punished for their 
insolence in saying that the hand of Allah is tied up. They shall become a 
miserly and stingy nation. 

768. The hand is used both as an instrument for bestowing a favour or 
bounty and as a symbol of power and dominion for seizing and punishing an 
offender. God’s both hands are wide open—the one to bestow plenty on the 
believers and the other to punish the Jews for their insolence. 

769. The words refer to the attempts of Jews to incite the idolaters of 
Arabia to wage war against Muslims as well as to their own hostile activities 
against Islam. 

a5:80. b3:182; 36:48. c5:69. d3:56; 5:15. e2:18. f7:97. 
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have admitted them into 
Gardens of bliss.770  

67. And if athey had observed 
the Torah and the Gospel and 
what has been now sent down 
to them from their Lord, they 
would, surely, have eaten of 
good things from above them 
and from under their feet.771 
Among them are a people 
who are moderate; but many 
of them are such that evil is 
what they do. 

 

 

R. 10.   

68. O Messenger! bconvey to 
the people what has been 
revealed to thee from thy 
Lord; and if thou do it not, 
thou hast not conveyed His 
Message.772 And Allah will 
protect773 thee from men. 
Surely, Allah guides not the 
disbelieving people. 

 

 

 
770. The expression, Gardens of bliss denotes a perfect state of spiritual joy 

as well as an abode of bliss. While qualifying the words "Garden" and 
"Heaven" the Qur’an has used four distinct expressions: (1) "Gardens of bliss" 
as in the present verse; (2) "Gardens of Refuge" (32:20); (3) "Gardens of 
Eternity" (9:72) and (4) "Gardens of Paradise" (18:108). These expressions 
represent different aspects as well as different grades of Heaven. 

771. (1) They would have received heavenly blessings, such as Divine 
revelation and communion with God, as well as worldly prosperity. (2) They 
would have had not only timely and abundant rains from above but the earth 
would also have yielded its produce for them in abundance. (3) God would 
have provided them with both heavenly and earthly means of progress. 

772. The words do not indicate any remissness on the part of the Holy 
Prophet to convey the Divine Message. They only state a general principle 
that anyone who fails to convey a part of the message he is entrusted with, in 
fact, fails to deliver it at all. 

773. The expression  means that God will not suffer the disbelievers to take 

a5:48. b6:20. 
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69. Say, ‘O People of the 

Book, you stand on 

nothing774 until you observe 

the Torah and the Gospel and 

what has now been sent down 

to you from your Lord.’ And 

surely what has been sent 

down to thee from thy Lord 

will increase many of them in 
arebellion and disbelief; so 

grieve not for the disbelieving 

people. 

 

 

70. Surely, bthose who have 

believed, and the Jews, and 

the Sabians,775 and the 

Christians—whoso believes in 

Allah and the Last Day and 

does good deeds, on them 

shall come cno fear, nor shall 

they grieve. 

 

 

71. Surely, We took a 

covenant from the children of 

Israel, and We sent 

Messengers to776 them. But 

 

 
the life of the Holy Prophet or disable him permanently so as to render him 
unfit to discharge his duty. 

774. In 2:114 Jews and Christians were rebuked for saying about one 
another that they stood on nothing, and in the present verse the Qur’an itself 
uses an identical expression about the People of the Book. But there is an 
obvious difference between the two statements. Whereas the statement 
referred to in 2:114 was unqualified, that in the present verse is qualified by 
the clause, 'unless you observe the Torah……' 

775. See 104. 
776. By comparing this verse with 5:13, it appears that "the leaders" 

mentioned in the latter verse are the "Messengers" mentioned in the present 
verse. 

a5:65. b2:63; 22:18. cSee 2:63.  
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aevery time there came to 

them a Messenger with what 

their hearts desired not, they 

treated some as liars, and 

some they sought to kill. 

 

72. And they imagined that no 

punishment would result from 

their conduct, so they became 

blind and deaf. But Allah 

turned to them in mercy; yet 

again many of them became 

blind and deaf; and Allah is 

Watchful of what they do. 

 

 

73. Indeed, bthey are 

disbelievers who say, ‘Allah, 

He is the Messiah, son of 

Mary,’ whereas the Messiah 

himself said, ‘O children of 

Israel, cworship Allah Who is 

my Lord and your Lord.’777 

Surely, whoso associates 

partners with Allah, him has 

Allah forbidden Heaven, and 

the Fire will be his resort. And 

the wrongdoers shall have no 

helpers. 

 

 

74. dThey surely disbelieve 

who say, ‘Allah is the third of 

three;’778 there is no God but 

 

 
777. That Jesus taught that God alone is to be worshipped is apparent from 

the Gospels even in their present distorted form (Matt. 4:10; Luke 4:8). 
778. The reference in this verse is to the doctrine of Trinity, that mysterious 

and abstruse dogma of the three persons of Godhead—the Father, the Son and 
the Holy Ghost—coexisting and co-equal in all respects, combining to make 
one God and yet remaining three. It was the Nicene Council and especially the 
 

a2:88. b4:172; 5:18; 9:30. c5:118; 19:37. d4:172. 
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the One God. And if they do 

not desist from what they say, 

a grievous punishment shall 

surely befall those of them 

that disbelieve. 

 

75. Will they not then turn to 

Allah and ask His forgiveness, 

while Allah is Most Forgiving 

and Merciful?779 

 

 

76. The Messiah, son of 

Mary, was only a Messenger; 

surely Messengers like unto 

him had passed away before 

him. And his mother was a 

truthful woman. aThey both 

used to eat food.780 See how 

We explain the Signs for their 

good, and see how they are 

turned away. 

 

 

77. Say, b‘Will you worship 
beside Allah that which has 
no power to do you harm or 
good?’781 And Allah—He is 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

 
Athanasian Creed that first gave the dogma its definite shape. The doctrine 
forms the basic article of the Christian Faith. 

779. No vicarious sacrifice is needed for the salvation of man. God Himself 
can forgive all sins. Only a truly penitent and contrite heart is required to 
attract His forgiveness. 

780. The verse advances a number of arguments against the alleged divinity 
of Jesus; (a) Jesus was no better than other Messengers of God in any way; (b) 
he was born of a woman; (c) like other human beings he was subject to the 
natural laws of hunger and thirst and was subject also to the natural ensuing 
phenomena. 

781. Jesus possessed no power to do good or harm to any person. He could 
not hear prayer, nor was he conversant with the needs of men that he could 
 

a21:9. b6:72; 10:107; 21:67; 22:13. 
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78. Say, a‘O People of the 

Book, exceed not the limits in 

the matter of your religion 

unjustly, nor follow the low 

desires of a people who went 

astray before and caused 

many to go astray, and who 

have strayed away from the 

right path.’ 

 

 

R. 11.   

79. Those amongst the Israel 

who disbelieved were bcursed 

by the tongue of David, and of 

Jesus, son of Mary.782 That 

was because they disobeyed 

and used to transgress. 

 

 

80. They did not crestrain one 

another from the iniquity 

which they committed.783 

Evil indeed was what they 

used to do. 

 

 

 
satisfy them. These are all Divine prerogatives. 

782. Of all the Israelite Prophets, David and Jesus suffered most at the 
hands of the Jews. Jewish persecution of Jesus culminated in his being hung 
on the cross, and the hardships and privations to which David was subjected 
by these ungrateful people are reflected in the deep pathos of his Psalms. 
From the agony of their hearts did David and Jesus curse them. The curse of 
David resulted in the Israelites being punished by Nebuchadnezzar, who 
destroyed Jerusalem and carried the Israelites into captivity in 556 B.C.; and 
as a result of the curse of Jesus, they were visited by terrible afflictions by 
Titus, who captured Jerusalem in about 70 A.D., devastated the city and 
profaned the Temple by causing swine—an animal most hated and abhorred 
by Jews—to be slaughtered therein. 

783. One of the great sins which drew the wrath of God upon the Jewish 
people was that they did not prohibit one another from the evil practices 
which were so rife among them. 

a4:172. b3:88; 4:48. c5:64. 
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81. Thou shalt see many of 
them making friends with 
those who disbelieve. Surely, 
evil is that which their souls 
have sent on before for 
themselves so that Allah is 
bdispleased with them; and in 
this punishment they shall 
abide. 

 

 

82. And if they had believed 
in Allah and this Prophet,784 
and in that which has been 
revealed to him, they would 
not have taken them for their 
friends, but many of them are 
transgressors. 

 

 

83. Thou shalt certainly find the 
Jews and those who associate 
partners with Allah to be the 
most vehement of men in 
enmity against the believers. 
And thou shalt assuredly find 
those who say, ‘We are 
Christians,’ to be the nearest of 
them in friendship to the 
believers. That is because 
amongst them are savants785 
and monks786 and because  they 

 

 

 
784. The Prophet referred to in this verse is the Holy Prophet, for wherever 

in the Qur’an the word an-Nabi (the Prophet) is used, it invariably refers to 
the Holy Prophet. Even the Gospels referred to him as "that Prophet" (John, 
1:21-25), i.e. the Prophet whose advent was foretold in Deut. 18:18. 

785. Qissis means, the head or chief of the Christians in knowledge or 
science; a learned man of the Christians who has sought after and acquired 
great knowledge; an intelligent and learned man (Lane). 

786. Ruhban is the plural of Rahib which means an ascetic, a Christian 
monk; a religious recluse; one who devotes himself to religious services or 
exercises in a cell or monastery (Lane). 
 

b3:163. 
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are not arrogant.787   

PART VII   

84. And when they hear what 

has been revealed to this 

Messenger, thou seest their 

eyes overflow with tears,788 

because of the truth which 

they have recognized. They 

say, a‘Our Lord, we believe, 

so write us down among the 

witnesses; 

 

 

85. ‘And why should we not 

believe in Allah and in the 

truth which has come to us, 

while we earnestly bwish that 

our Lord should include us 

among the righteous people?’  

 

 

 
787. This state of affairs, however, was not to last for ever. The Qur’an 

elsewhere warns Muslims that they were destined to suffer most grievously at 
the hands of Christians who would attack them from all sides (21:97). In the 
Hadith also there are prophecies to this effect. The verse applies only to the 
Christians of the Holy Prophet’s time. History bears out this inference. 
Najashi, the Christian King of Abyssinia, gave shelter to Muslim refugees; 
and Muqauqas, the Christian ruler of Egypt, sent presents to the Holy Prophet. 
Humility seemed to be one of the chief characteristics of the early Christians. 
This is evident from the different ways in which the epistles of the Holy 
Prophet were treated by the King of Persia, who was a heathen, and by 
Heraclius, Emperor of the Eastern Roman Empire, who was a Christian. The 
former tore the letter to pieces, while the latter received it with respect and 
even evinced some inclination towards Islam. 

788. The verse has also been applied to the Najashi in particular. When 
Ja‘far, a cousin of the Holy Prophet and spokesman of Muslim refugees in 
Abyssinia read to him the opening verses of the Surah Maryam, the Najashi 
was visibly moved and tears rolled down his cheeks and he said in a voice full 
of pathos that that exactly was his belief about Jesus, and that he did not look 
upon him by even a twig more than that (Hisham). 

a3:54, 194. b26:52. 
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86. So ‘Allah arewarded them 

for what they said with 

Gardens beneath which 

streams flow. Therein shall 

they abide; and that is the 

reward of those who do good. 

 

 

87. And bthose who have 

disbelieved and rejected Our 

Signs, these are they who are 

inmates of Hell. 

 

 

R. 12.   

88. O ye who believe! cmake 

not unlawful the good things 

which Allah has made lawful 

for you, and do not transgress. 

Surely, Allah loves not the 

transgressors. 

 

 

89. And deat of that which 

Allah has provided for you of 

what is lawful and good. And 

fear Allah in Whom you 

believe. 

 

 

90. eAllah will not take you to 

task for such of your oaths as 

are vain,789 but He will take 

you to task for breaking the 

oaths which you take in 

earnest. The expiation, 

thereof, then, is the feeding of 

ten poor persons with such 

average790 food as you feed 

your families with, or the 

 

 
789. Oaths which are contrary to Islamic Law are mere wasted breath. 
790. Ausat means both "middle" (average) and "the best." 

aSee 2:26. b5:87; 6:50; 7:37; 22:58. c10:60. d2:169; 8:70; 16:115. e2:226. 
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clothing of them or the 

freeing of a slave. But whoso 

finds not the means shall fast 

for three days. That is the 

expiation of your oaths when 

you have sworn. And keep 

your oaths. Thus does Allah 

explain to you His Signs that 

you may be grateful. 

 

91. O ye who believe! awine 
and the game of chance and 
idols and bdivining arrows are 
only an abomination of 
Satan’s handiwork. So shun 
each one of them that you 
may prosper. 

 

 

92. Satan seeks only to create 
enmity and hatred among you 
by means of wine and the 
game of chance, and to keep 
you back from the 
remembrance of Allah and 
from Prayer.790A Then will 
you keep back? 

 

 

93. And cobey Allah and obey 

the Messenger, and be on 

your guard. But if you turn 

away, then know that don Our 

Messenger lies only the clear 

conveyance of the Message. 

 

 

 
790A. After stating that the four things mentioned in the previous verse are 

all abomination in one sense or another, the present verse is confined to two of 
them—wine and games of chance—and gives additional reasons against them. 
These reasons rest on political, social, spiritual and socio-religious grounds, 
these being implied in the words "enmity and hatred and keeping back from 
the remembrance of Allah and from Prayer." 

a2:220; 5:92. b5:4. c3:133; 4:70; 64:13. d5:100; 16:83; 36:18; 64:13. 
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94. On those who believe and 

do good works there shall be 

no sin for what they eat, 

provided they fear Allah and 

believe and do good works, 

and again fear Allah and 

believe, yet again fear Allah 

and do good.791 And Allah 

loves those who do good. 

 

 

R. 13.   

95. O ye who believe! Allah 

will surely try you in a little 

matter: the game which your 

hands and your lances can 

reach, so that aAllah may 

cause to be known those who 

fear Him in secret.792 Whoso, 

therefore, will transgress after 

this shall have a grievous 

punishment. 

 

 

96. O ye who believe! bkill 

not game while you are in a 

 

 
791. Two important principles emerge from this verse: (a) That the things 

of this world having been made for the use and benefit of man are, as a rule, 
pure and clean; the forbidden things being only exceptions. (b) That clean and 
pure food exercises a beneficial influence on man’s moral development, while 
unclean and impure food produces an adverse effect. The verse lays down 
three stages of spiritual progress. In the first stage, believers fear God and 
believe and do good works; in the second stage they fear God and believe, 
their belief at this stage being so strong that the doing of good works becomes, 
as it were, a part and parcel of their belief. In the third stage they fear God and 
do good to their fellow beings as if they are actually seeing God. 

792. As hunting is ordinarily done in a jungle where one is generally alone 
and where there is none beside God to observe one breaking the Divine 
commandments, the verse fittingly mentions hunting to illustrate God-
fearingness. It also serves as an introduction to the commandment that follows 
in the next verse. 

a57:26. b5:2, 97. 
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state of Pilgrimage. And whoso 

amongst you kills it 

intentionally, its compensation 

is a quadruped like unto that 

which he has killed, as 

determined by two just men 

from among you, the same to 

be brought as an offering to the 

Ka‘bah; or as an expiation he 

shall feed a number of poor 

persons, or fast an equivalent 

number of days, so that he may 

taste the penalty of his deed. 
aAs for the past, Allah 

forgives it; but whoso reverts 

to it, Allah will punish him 

for his offence. And Allah is 

Mighty, Lord of retribution. 

 

97. The game of the sea793 

and the eating thereof is made 

lawful for you as a provision 

for you and the travellers; but 
bforbidden to you is the game 

of the land as long as you are 

in a state of Pilgrimage. And 

fear Allah to Whom you shall 

be gathered. 

 

  

98. Allah has made the 

Ka‘bah, cthe Sacred House, a 

means of support and uplift 

for mankind,794 as also the 

 

 
793. The word "sea" includes rivers, streams, lakes, ponds, etc. See 7:139. 
794. God has made Pilgrimage to the Ka‘bah a sign for the progress and 

prosperity of Muslims. So long as they will continue to perform Pilgrimage, 
God’s grace will continue to attend them. Pilgrimage is a means of support for 
 

a2:276. b5:2, 96. c2:126; 3:97, 98. 
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Sacred Month and the 

offerings and the aanimals 

with collars. That is so that 

you may know that Allah 

knows what is in the heavens 

and what is in the earth, and 

that Allah knows all things 

well. 

 

99. bKnow that Allah is 

Severe in punishment and that 

Allah is also Most Forgiving 

and ever Merciful. 

 

 

100. On the Messenger lies 

only the cconveying of the 

Message. And Allah knows 

what you ddisclose and what 

you hide. 

 

 

101. Say, e‘The bad and the 

good are not alike,’ even 

though the abundance of the 

bad may please thee.795 So be 

mindful of your duty to Allah, 

O men of understanding, that 

you may prosper. 

 

 

 
men in a material sense also. Muslims from all parts of the world visit the 
Ka‘bah in hundreds of thousands every year and this serves as a potent 
means of support for the Meccans. But the promise is not confined to the 
people of Mecca but encompasses in its purview all mankind. Qiyam also 
signifies a teaching which is permanent and not subject to abrogation. 

795. Being naturally influenced by his environment man is prone to 

follow and imitate others, particularly when they happen to be in the 

majority. The verse contains a warning against unthinking and blind 

following of the majority. 
 
 

a5:3. b15:50, 51. c16:83; 36:18; 64:13. d2:78; 6:4; 11:6; 16:20. e2:268. 
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R. 14.   

102. O ye who believe! aask 
not about things which, if 
revealed to you, would cause 
you trouble,796 though if you 
ask about them while the 
Qur’an is being sent down 
they will be revealed to you. 
Allah has left them out on 
purpose. And Allah is Most 
Forgiving and Forbearing. 

 

 

103. A people before you 
basked about such things, but 
then they became disbelievers 
therein.797 

 

 

104. Allah has cnot ordained 

any ‘Bahirah’798 or 

‘Sa’ibah’798A or ‘Wasilah’798B 

 

 
796. The basis of the Islamic Shari‘ah is threefold: (1) The Law as 

embodied in the Qur’an, (2) the Sunnah or the practice of the Holy Prophet, 
and (3) injunctions and precepts contained in his authentic sayings. These 
three sources of Islamic Law deal with all the fundamental problems of man, 
but minor details are left to his discretion to solve them in the light of the 
above three torch-bearers of guidance, aided and assisted by his own God-
given intellectual powers and faculties. It is to matters relating to minor details 
that the present verse refers. 

797. Unnecessary questioning about minor details or seeking legislation on 
them is generally to the detriment of the questioner himself. It limits his 
discretion and fetters his judgment, besides binding him to unnecessary and 
irksome legislation. The Israelites put unnecessary questions to Moses in 
regard to minor details with the result that they created difficulties for 
themselves and ended by breaking the commandments of God (2:109). 

798. Bahirah: A name given by pagan Arabs to a she-camel which had given 
birth to seven young ones and was then let loose to feed freely after its ears were 
slit. It was dedicated to some god and its milk was not used nor its back. 

798A. Sa’ibah: A she-camel let loose to water and pasture after giving birth 
to five young ones. 

798B. Wasilah: A she-camel (or an ewe or she-goat) let loose in the name of 
a god after she had given birth to seven female young ones consecutively. If at 
 

a2:109. b2:109. c6:137. 
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or ‘Ham’,798C but those who 

disbelieve forge a lie against 

Allah, and most of them do 

not make use of their 

understanding.798D 

 

105. And when it is said to 
them, ‘Come to what Allah has 
revealed, and to the 
Messenger,’ they say, 
‘Sufficient for us is that 
wherein we found our fathers.’ 
What! even though their 
fathers had no knowledge and 
had no guidance?  

 

 

106. O ye who believe! take 

care of your own selves. He 

who goes aastray cannot harm 

you when you yourselves are 

rightly guided.799 To Allah 

 

 
the seventh birth she bore a pair, male and female, these were also let loose. 

798C. Hamin: A camel which had fathered seven young ones. It was let 
loose and was not used for riding or carrying. It was free to pasture and water. 

798D. After having stated that minor matters and details have been left to 
man to legislate as he thinks proper, the verse fittingly draws attention to the 
fact that such freedom and discretion are not allowed in fundamentals, 
because in fundamentals unanimity is essential and divergence of opinion may 
prove immensely harmful. The verse gives an illustration to show that human 
intellect cannot be trusted with the making of the laws on fundamental matters. 
The Arabs used to let loose the animals mentioned in the verse in honour of 
their idols. Besides being based on disbelief and superstition, the practice was 
also highly foolish. The animals thus let loose wrought great havoc wherever 
they went. The Qur’an refers to this evil practice as an example of man-made 
laws and warns Christians who question the wisdom of a revealed Law to 
learn a lesson from the morally degrading practices to which the pagan Arabs 
had resorted because they had no revealed Law to guide them. 

799. Our duty only is to preach the truth to others. If they accept it, well 
and good, but if in spite of our best efforts they refuse to be weaned from their 
evil course, their rejection of truth will do us no harm. In no case should we 
 

a2:138. 
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will you all return; then He 

will inform you of what you 

used to do.

107. O ye who believe! The 

right evidence among you, 

when death comes to one of 

you, at the time of making a 

will, is of two just men from 

among you; or of two others 

not from among you, in case 

you be journeying in the land 

and the calamity of death 

befalls800 you. You shall detain 

them both after Prayer801 for 

giving evidence; and if 

you    have  doubt  concerning 

compromise our principles in order to win others over to our way of thinking. 
That would be ruining our own souls to save the souls of others and that 
indeed would be a bad bargain. 

800. An incident is reported to have occurred in the time of the Holy 
Prophet which throws some light on this and the following two verses. A 
Muslim who died far from home entrusted his goods to two Christian 
brothers—Tamim Dariy and ‘Adi—before his death and asked them to deliver 
the same to his heirs at Medina. On receiving the goods the heirs found that a 
silver bowl was missing. The two men were thereupon called to explain the 
loss of the bowl, but they denied all knowledge of it on oath. Later, the heirs 
of the deceased person happened to see the bowl with some persons at Mecca 
who told them that it had been sold to them by the two men to whom the 
deceased had entrusted his belongings. Thereupon the two men were again 
summoned, and in their presence the heirs of the belongings stated on oath 
that the bowl was theirs, whereupon it was handed over to them (Manthur). 

801. The Prayer should preferably be the ‘Asr (Late Afternoon) Prayer, 
because it was after this Prayer that the Holy Prophet summoned the two 
witnesses to whom reference has been made above and who were believed to 
have stolen the silver bowl. The time after Prayer has been chosen with a view 
to inspiring the witnesses with God-fearingness and inclining their minds to 
truthfulness. If the witnesses be non-Muslims, then they may be called upon to 
swear after the time of their own worship, so that the solemnity of the hour 
may incline them to make true statement. 
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their evidence, they shall both 
swear by Allah, saying, ‘We 
will not take for this any 
price, even though the person 
affected thereby be a near 
relation, nor will we ahide the 
testimony enjoined by Allah; 
surely, in that case, we shall 
be among the sinners.’ 

 

108. But if it be discovered 
that the two witnesses are 
guilty of sin, then two others 
shall take their place from 
among those against whom 
the former two witnesses802—
who were in a better position 
to give true evidence—had 
deposed, and the two latter 
witnesses shall swear by 
Allah, saying, ‘Surely, our 
testimony is truer than the 
testimony of the former two, 
and we have not been unfair 
in any way; for then, indeed, 
we should be of the unjust.’ 

 

 

109. Thus it is more likely 

that they will give evidence 

according to facts or that they 

will fear that other oaths will 

be taken after their oaths. And 

 

 
802. The word Aulayan refers to the first two witnesses and signifies that 

these two were in a better position to give true evidence, being the persons 
who were with the deceased at the time of his death and in whose presence the 
will was made and to whom the property was entrusted to be handed over to 
the heirs of the deceased. The "other" two witnesses should be from among 
the deceased person’s heirs. 

a2:141, 284. 
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fear Allah and hearken. And 

Allah guides not the 

disobedient people. 

 

R. 15.   

110. Think of the day when 
Allah will assemble the 
Messengers and say, a‘What 
reply was made to you?’ They 
will say, ‘We have no 
knowledge, it is only Thou 
Who art the Knower of 
hidden things.’803 

 

 

111. When Allah will say, “O 
Jesus, son of Mary, remember 
My favour upon thee and 
upon thy mother; when bI 
strengthened thee with the 
Spirit of holiness so that cthou 
didst speak to the people in 
the cradle and when of middle 
age;804 and when dI taught 
thee the Book and wisdom 
and the Torah and the Gospel; 
and when thou didst efashion 
a creation out of clay, in the 
likeness of a bird, by My 

 

 

 
803. The answer of the Prophets implies that the object of God’s 

questioning would not be to elicit information from them or to supplement His 
own knowledge, but that they should give testimony against the disbelievers, 
as is also clear from 4:42. 

804. The act of speaking in the cradle signifies speaking words of wisdom 
and piety in childhood. This sort of speaking by Jesus reflected great credit on 
his mother, who, herself being a wise and pious lady, brought him up as a 
wise and pious child. And the speaking of good words in middle age shows 
that not only was Mary a pious woman, but Jesus too was a righteous man so 
that even when he was of middle age and was no longer under the direct 
influence of his mother, he spoke words of piety and wisdom. See also 418. 

a7:7; 28:66. b2:88; 2:254. c3:47. d3:49. e3:50. 
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command; then thou didst 
breathe into it a new spirit and 
it became a soaring being by 
My command; and thou didst 
heal the night-blind and the 
leprous by My command;805 
and when thou didst raise the 
dead by My command; and 
when I arestrained the 
Children of Israel from 
putting thee to death806 when 
thou didst come to them with 
clear Signs; and those who 
disbelieved from among them 
said, ‘This is nothing but clear 
deception.’” 

 

112. And remember my 

favour when bI inspired the 

disciples saying, ‘Believe in 

Me and in My Messenger, 

they said, ‘We believe and 

bear Thou witness that we 

have submitted.’ 

 

 

113. When the disciples said, 

‘O Jesus, son of Mary, is thy 

Lord able to send down to us 

a table spread with food807 

from heaven?’808 He said, 

 

 
805. See 420D and 420E. 
806. The reference is to the attempts of Jews to kill Jesus on the cross from 

which God delivered him. 
807. It was not a single meal that the disciples of Jesus asked for, but a 

permanent provision of sustenance which might be had without any trouble or 
hardship. 

808. The words "from heaven" denote a thing that is obtained without much 
trouble and is sure and lasting. 

a5:12. b3:53, 54; 61:15. 
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‘Fear Allah, if you are 

believers.’ 
 

114. They said, ‘We desire 
that we may eat of it, and that 
our hearts may be at rest and 
that we may know that thou 
hast spoken the truth to us, 
and that we may be witnesses 
thereto.’ 

 

 

115. Said Jesus, son of Mary, 
‘O Allah, our Lord, send 
down to us a table from 
heaven spread with food that 
it may be to us a festival, to 
the first of us and to the 
last808A of us, and a Sign from 
Thee; and provide sustenance 
for us, for Thou art the Best of 
sustainers.’809 

 

 

116. Allah said, ‘Surely, I will 

send it down to you; but 

whosoever of you disbelieves 

afterwards—I will surely 

punish them with a 

punishment wherewith I will 

not punish any other of the 

peoples.’810  

 

 

 
808A. The Christians were granted temporal power in the beginning as 

under the Romans and they hold sway now over vast areas of the earth. 
809. There were to be two periods of prosperity and progress for the 

Christian peoples, as the word ‘Id literally meaning "a day which returns," 
shows. Christian peoples were granted worldly goods in abundance in the 
early ages after Constantine and then in the 18th and 19th centuries they had 
material prosperity and political grandeur in such measure as has no parallel in 
the history of any other people. 

810. The punishment referred to in the verse is the same as mentioned in 
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R. 16.   

117. And when Allah will 
say, “O Jesus, son of Mary, 
didst thou say to men, ‘Take 
me and my mother for two 
gods811 beside Allah?’”, He 
will answer, “Holy art Thou, I 
could never say812 that to 
which I had no right. If I had 
said it, Thou wouldst have 
surely known it. Thou 
knowest what is in my mind, 
and I know not what is in Thy 
mind. aIt is Thou alone Who 
art the Knower of all hidden 
things; 

 

 

118. “I said nothing to them 
except that which Thou didst 
command me—b‘Worship 
Allah, my Lord813 and your 
Lord.’ And I was a witness 
over them as long as I 
remained among them,814 but 

 

 
19:91. The last two World Wars along with their repercussions may constitute 
one phase of the fulfilment of this prophecy and God alone knows what dire 
punishments are yet in store for the Christian nations of the West. 

811. The verse refers to the practice of the Christian Church to ascribe 
Divine powers to Mary. Mary’s help is invoked in Litany, and in Catechism of 
the Roman Church the doctrine that she is the mother of God is inculcated. 
Church Fathers in the past have regarded her as Divine and only a few years 
ago Pope Pius XII incorporated the bodily ascension of Mary in the doctrine 
of the Church. All this amounts to raising her to the pedestal of Divinity and 
this is what Protestants denounce as Mariolatry. 

812. The Arabic expression in the text which is translated as "I could 
never" may also be interpreted as: It did not behove me; or it was impossible 
for me; or I had no right; to do so, etc. 

813. Jesus taught the worship of one God alone (Matt. 4:10 & Luke, 4:8). 
814. As long as Jesus was alive, he kept a careful watch over his followers 

 

a5:110; 9:78; 34:49. b5:73; 19:37.  
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since aThou didst cause me to 
die,815 Thou hast been the 
Watcher over them, and Thou 
art Witness over all things; 

 

119. “If Thou punish them, 

they are Thy servants; and if 

Thou forgive them, Thou 

surely art the Mighty, the 

Wise.” 

 

 

120. Allah will say, ‘This is a 

day when only the truthful 

shall profit by their 

truthfulness. For them are 

Gardens beneath which 

streams flow; therein shall 

they abide for ever. Allah is 
bwell pleased with them, and 

they are well pleased with 

Him; that indeed is the 

supreme achievement.’  

 

 

 
and saw to it that they did not deviate from the right path, but he did not know 
how they behaved and what false doctrines they held after his death. Now, as 
his followers have gone astray, it conclusively follows that Jesus is dead, for, 
as the verse points out, it was after his death that he was to be worshipped as 
God. Similarly, the fact that this verse speaks of Jesus as expressing ignorance 
that his followers took him and his mother for two gods after he had left them, 
proves that he is not to come back to this world. For, if he were to come back 
and see with his own eyes that his followers had become corrupt and had 
deified him he could not plead ignorance of his deification by them. If he 
would do so, his answer pleading his ignorance would amount to a veritable 
lie. The verse thus positively proves that Jesus is dead and that he will never 
come back to this world. Moreover, according to a well-known saying of his, 
the Holy Prophet will use the same words on the Day of Resurrection as are 
put here in the mouth of Jesus, when he will see some of his followers being 
led to Hell. This lends further support to the fact that Jesus is dead like the 
Holy Prophet. 

815. See 424. 

a3:57. b9:100; 58:23; 98:9. 
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121. aTo Allah belongs the 

Kingdom of the heavens and 

the earth and whatever is in 

them; and He has power over 

all things.816 

 

 

 

 
816. The verse forms a befitting sequel to this Surah in which the errors of 

the Christian people are effectively exposed and demolished, containing a 
veiled declaration that their glory will not last and God will finally transfer 
His Kingdom to those who are more deserving of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a5:18, 41; 42:50; 48:15. 
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CHAPTER 6 
AL-AN‘AM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah belongs to the Meccan period. According to most accounts, 

the whole of it was revealed in one portion; and as reported by some 
traditionists, as many as 70,000 angels stood guard when it was being revealed, 
which points to the special protection which was afforded to its subject-matter. 
The Surah probably derives its title from vv. 137-139 where the An‘am have 
been condemned as one of the causes of idolatry. 

Subject-Matter 
In this Surah there is a change in the treatment of the subject-matter 

from that adopted in the previous Surahs. It contains a refutation of non-
Israelite religions and starts with the refutation of the Zoroastrian Faith, which 
believes in the duality of Godhead—in two separate gods of good and evil. 
The Qur’an exposes this doctrine by declaring that both the powers of doing 
good and evil are, in reality, two links of the same chain, one remaining 
incomplete without the other; so they cannot be said to have been created by 
two different gods. Light and darkness are indeed Divine creation of the same 
God, and instead of pointing to the duality of the Godhead, they really 
constitute a strong argument in favour of Oneness of God and possess a 
peculiar affinity with the creation of man and his natural powers and faculties. 
The Surah proceeds to discuss the important subject that evil is born of the 
wrong use of God-given faculties, and that whenever men cease to make right 
use of them God raises a Prophet to teach them their right use. After this it is 
stated that the delay in Divine punishment overtaking disbelievers often 
emboldens them all the more, though the delay is always due to God’s mercy. 
They persecute their Prophet and his followers, entertaining a false hope that 
in this way they would succeed in weakening the faith of the believers, but the 
faith of believers remains unflinching and steadfast under severest trials and 
tribulations, while disbelievers at once disown their own idolatrous beliefs 
whenever they are overtaken by misfortunes. Further, light is shed on the 
subject that irreligiousness is born of lack of faith in Life after death or in the 
failure of disbelievers to establish real connection with God. This dual lack of 
faith makes them bold in the rejection of truth. Opposition to the Prophets by 
the disbelievers appears to be not quite unnatural, since only those people seek 
God who possess some natural kinship with spiritual matters, for the 
spiritually-deaf cannot hear the Voice of God. They see Sign after Sign and 
yet continue to repeat parrot-like that no Sign has been shown to them. The 
opponents of the Holy Prophet have seen many Signs but have not profited by 
them. They are, therefore, warned that now they will see only the Sign of 
punishment. But God is not quick to punish. It is when disbelievers wilfully 
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and persistently shut the door of repentance upon themselves and scornfully 
reject the Divine Message that they are punished. Next, it is stated that only 
those who have fear of God in their hearts accept the truth, and the Holy 
Prophet is told to address his appeal only to the God-fearing. For the others, it 
is necessary that fear of God should first be created in their hearts, then will 
arguments and reasons benefit them. Further, it is stated that it is essential for 
the progress of Islam that special attention be paid to the spiritual training of 
believers, because the Prophet is mortal and must die one day and only the 
community of believers will remain behind to preach and propagate the 
Divine Message. Next, the disbelievers are told that they are foolish to find 
fault with the Holy Prophet merely because the promised punishment has not 
already overtaken them. They are told that to punish the haughty and boastful 
rejecters of truth rests entirely in the hand of God Who punishes them as He 
thinks fit or opportune. It may be that a person, who is today the enemy of 
truth and seems to deserve Divine punishment, may bring about true 
reformation in himself tomorrow and deserve Divine mercy. So the infliction 
of punishment, or deferring thereof, is God’s own work. The Surah then 
exposes the falsity of polytheistic doctrines by means of an argument which 
the Patriarch Abraham had with his people; and then mention is made of the 
favours and blessings which God bestowed upon him and his descendants 
because they strove hard to establish truth in the world. The Surah proceeds to 
state that the mission of God’s Messengers never fails. Like rain-water it gives 
fertility and freshness to a soil spiritually bleak and barren, and as it is not 
possible to attain true realization of God unless He reveals Himself to men, it 
is necessary that Divine Messengers should appear time after time as it is 
through them that God reveals Himself to the world. Then it is stated that for 
the attainment of true faith a corresponding wholesome change of heart is a 
sine qua non. Without such a change, even Signs and miracles prove of no 
avail. Next, a contrast is instituted between Islamic Teaching, which answers 
and satisfies the demands of reason and justice and the doctrines and practices 
of idolaters, which are based neither on reason nor on argument. Towards the 
end of the Surah we are told that the Qur’an has been revealed to raise and 
honour even those nations to whom no revelation has so far been sent in order 
that they may not suffer from a feeling of inferiority before the People of the 
Book. The Message of the Qur’an, unlike that of former revealed Scriptures, 
is for the whole of mankind, and it seeks to establish real and permanent peace 
between different sections of humanity as well as between man and his 
Creator. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 

  

2. All praise belongs to Allah 

Who created the heavens and 

the earth and brought into 

being darkness and817 light; 

yet bthose who disbelieve set 

up equals to their Lord. 

 

  

3. He it is cWho created you 

from clay, and then He 

decreed a term.818 And there 

is danother term fixed with 

Him.819 Yet you doubt.  

 

  
4. And eHe is Allah, the God, 

both in the heavens and in the 

earth.820 He knows what you 

 

 
817. The word Ja‘ala is sometimes used synonymously with Khalaqa (He 

created); but whereas the latter word gives the sense of creating a thing after 
measuring and designing it, the former word signifies the making of a thing in 
a particular state or condition, or constituting or appointing it for a definite 
purpose (Lane). Idolatry seems to be based on two theories. The Hindus are 
the chief protagonists of the theory that God has delegated His powers to 
certain beings. The Zoroastrians believe in two gods—Ormuzd—the god of 
light, and Ahriman—the god of darkness. The present verse refutes both these 
theories and says that God is the Creator of heavens and earth and that He is 
also the Creator of light and darkness; and since all power and praise belong 
to Him, what need is there for Him to delegate His powers and entrust part of 
His work to others? 

818. Both the creation of man and his death (decreeing of a term) have been 
mentioned as acts of Divine mercy. 

819. The first "term" refers to the span of individual life and the second 
"term" has reference to the life of the universe. 

820. The verse does not mean that God’s Person pervades the heavens and 
the earth. What is meant is that His knowledge comprehends the entire 
universe. 

aSee 1:1. b6:151; 27:61. c15:27; 23:13; 32:8; 37:12; 38:72. d71:5. e43:85. 
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disclose and your secrets. And 

He knows what you earn. 
 

5. And athere comes not to 

them any Sign821 of the Signs 

of their Lord, but they turn 

away from it. 

 

 

6. So bthey rejected the truth 

when it came to them; but 

soon shall come to them the 

tidings822 of that at which 

they mocked.  

 

 

7. See they not how many a 

generation823 We have 

destroyed before them? cWe 

had established them in the 

earth as We have not 

established you824 and dWe 

sent the clouds over them, 

pouring down abundant rain; 

and We caused streams to 

flow beneath them; then did 

We destroy them because of 

their sins and raised up after 

them another generation. 

 

 

 
821. An important evidence of the knowledge and power of God are the 

prophecies that He reveals to His Messengers and the support and assistance 
that He vouchsafes to them against overwhelming odds. These are called 
Signs. 

822. Amba’ is the plural of Naba’ which is generally used in the Qur’an 
about important news relating to some great event (Kulliyyat). 

823. Qarn means, a generation of men succeeding or preceding another 
generation, as if both were conjoined; people of one time (Lane). 

824. The words do not mean that the world is retrogressing. It is no doubt 
progressing as a whole, but some of the older nations which rose to heights of 
civilization in the past were so advanced in certain branches of art and science 
that in those specific branches they were not equalled by the generations that 

a21:3; 26:6; 36:47. b26:7. c46:27. d11:53; 71:12. 
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8. And if We had sent down to 

thee a writing upon the 

parchment and they had felt it 

with their hands825 even then 

the disbelievers would have 

surely said, ‘This is nothing 

but manifest sorcery.’ 

 

 

9. And they say, a‘Why has 

not an angel been sent down 

to him?’ And if We had sent 

down an angel,826 the matter 

would have been decided, and 

then they would have been 

granted no respite. 

 

 

10. And if We had appointed 

as Messenger an angel, We 

would have made him appear 

as a man; and thus We would 

have caused to be confused to 

them that which they are 

themselves confusing.827 

 

 

11. And surely bthe 

Messengers have been 

mocked at before thee, but 

that which they mocked at 

encompassed those of them 

who scoffed at it.  

 

 

 
followed. For instance, the modern age, in spite of the marvels it has wrought 
in the domain of science, still gazes with wonder at some of the works of 
ancient Egyptian civilization. 

825. They had made sure that it was a heavenly and not an earthly thing. 
826. "The coming of angels" signifies the imminent approach of heavenly 

punishment. 
827. The verse exposes the folly of the disbelievers’ demand that an angel 

should have come to guide them. 

a2:211; 25:8. b21:42. 
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R. 2.   

12. Say, a‘Go about in the 

earth, and see what was the 

end of those who treated the 

Prophets as liars.’ 

 

 

13. Say, ‘To whom belongs 
what is in the heavens and the 
earth?’ Say, ‘To Allah.’ bHe 
has taken upon Himself to 
show mercy.828 cHe will 
certainly continue to assemble 
you till the Day 
of  Resurrection. There is no 
doubt in it. Those who have 
ruined their souls will not 
believe. 

 

 

14. To Him belongs whatever 

exists in the darkness of the 

night and the light of the day. 

And He is the All-Hearing, the 

All-Knowing. 

 

 

15. Say, ‘Shall I take any 

protector other than Allah, 
dthe Maker829 of the heavens 

and the earth, Who efeeds and 

is not fed?’ Say, f‘I have been 

commanded to be the first 

of  those who submit.’ And be 

thou not of those who 

associate partners with Allah.  

 

 

 
828. As all things in the heavens and the earth belong to Allah, the enemies 

of Faith also belong to Him. No one would like to destroy his own handiwork, 
much less would God do so. He is Merciful and grants respite to disbelievers 
in order that they may repent and be shown mercy. 

829. The word Fatir when used about God means, the Originator or the 
Creator, or the Maker. 

a3:138; 22:47; 27:70. b6:55; 7:157. c3:10; 4:88; 45:27. d12:102; 14:11; 35:2; 39:47. 
e20:133; 51:48-59. f6:164; 39:13. 
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16. Say, ‘Indeed, aI fear, if I 

disobey830 my Lord, the 

punishment of an awful day.’ 

 

 

17. He from whom it is 
averted on that day, Allah 
indeed has had mercy on him. 
And that831 indeed is a 
manifest achievement. 

 

 

18. And bif Allah touch thee 

with affliction, there is none to 

remove it but He; and if He 

touch thee with happiness, 

then He has power to do all 

that He wills. 

 

 

19. And cHe is Supreme832 

over His servants; and He is 

the Wise, the All-Aware.  

 

 

20. Say, ‘What thing is the 

weightiest in testimony.’ Say, 
d‘Allah is a Witness833 

between me and you. And this 

Qur’an has been revealed to 

me so that with it I may warn 

you, as well as whomsoever it 

 

 

 
830. The verse constitutes an emphatic exhortation to men to be on their 

guard against being disobedient to God, not that the Holy Prophet could ever 
disobey Him. 

831. Dhalika may either refer to "the averting of punishment" or to 
"mercy." 

832. The Divine attribute Al-Qahir refutes the theory that matter and soul 
are coexistent with God and have not been created by Him. If they were not 
created by Him then He had no right or power to subdue or overrule them. 

833. God bears witness in three different ways,—by the revelation of the 
Qur’an. This is the first witness. The second and the third witnesses are 
mentioned in the following verses. 

a10:16; 39:14. b10:108. c6:62. d4:167; 13:44; 29:53. 
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reaches, of the impending 

punishment. What! do you 

really bear witness that there 

are other gods beside Allah?’ 

Say, ‘I bear not witness 

thereto.’ Say, ‘He is the One 

God, and certainly I am 

innocent of that which you 

associate with Him.’ 

 

21. aThose to whom We gave 

the Book recognize him as 

they recognize834 their sons. 

But those who ruin their 

souls––they will not believe. 

 

 

R. 3.   

22. And bwho is more unjust 

than he who forges a lie 

against Allah or treats His 

Signs as lies? Surely, the 

unjust shall not prosper.835 

 

 

23. And cthink of the day 

when We shall gather them all 

together; then shall We say to 

those who associated partners 

with Allah, ‘Where are the 

 

 

 
834. A Prophet (or for that matter anything pertaining to faith) is not 

recognized in the beginning. He is recognized only as a father recognizes his 
son, more as a matter of probability than of dead certainty. Faith must always 
begin in the region of the unseen. 

835. The third kind of testimony is based on human reason. Every sane man 
will admit that if a person claims to speak in the name of God and forges lies 
against Him, he would but end his life in utter failure and destruction. On the 
other hand, those who oppose a Divine Messenger are never allowed to 
prosper and their efforts to arrest or retard the progress of the new Faith end in 
complete frustration. 

a2:147. b6:94; 7:38; 10:18; 11:19; 61:8. c10:39. 
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partners you spoke of—those 

whom you asserted?’836 

24. Then they will have no 

excuse save that they shall 

say, ‘By Allah, our Lord, we 

were not idolaters.’837 

 

 

25. See how they shall lie 

against themselves. And athat 

which they fabricated shall 

fail them. 

 

 

26. And among them are some 
bwho give ear to thee; but cWe 

have put veils on their hearts, 

that they should not 

understand, and deafness in 

their ears. And even if they 

see every Sign, they would not 

believe therein, so much so 

that when they come to thee, 

disputing with thee, those who 

disbelieve say, ‘This is 

nothing but fables of the 

ancients.’ 

 

 

27. And they forbid others to 

believe in it and themselves 

too they keep away from it.838 

And they ruin none but their 

ownselves; only they perceive 

not.  

 

 

 
836. You asserted, claimed, or spoke of. 
837. This denial on the part of idolaters will really be a confession of their 

helplessness and a form of petition for Divine mercy. 
838. The verse constitutes an eloquent commentary on the captivating 

power of the Qur’an. 

a7:54; 11:22. b10:43; 17:48. c17:47; 41:6. 
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28. And if thou couldst only 

see awhen they are made to 

stand before the Fire! bThey 

will say, ‘Oh, would that we 

might be sent back! And then 

we would not treat the Signs 

of our Lord as lies, and we 

would be of the believers.’ 

 

 

29. Nay, that which they used 

to hide before has now 

become clear to them.839 And 

if they were sent back, they 

would surely return to that 

which they are forbidden. And 

they are certainly liars. 

 

 

30. And they say, c‘There is 

nothing except this our present 

life, and we shall not be raised 

again.’ 

 

 

31. And if thou couldst only 

see when they are made to 

stand before their Lord, dHe 

will say, ‘Is not this second 

life the truth?’ They will say, 

‘Yea, by our Lord.’ He will 

say, ‘Then taste the 

punishment because you 

disbelieved.’  

 

 

 
839. The words, has now become clear to them, signify that even the 

enemies of God’s Prophets have in their minds a certain consciousness of the 
truth of Divine Messengers; but owing to their bigotry and waywardness they 
try to suppress such thoughts. On the Day of Judgment, however, these latent 
thoughts of theirs, which they tried to hide in this life, would become apparent, 
and the truthfulness of the Prophets of which they had dim consciousness 
would become manifest. 

a46:35. b2:168; 23:100, 101; 26:103; 39:59. c23:38; 44:36; 45:25. d46:35. 
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R. 4.   
32. aThose indeed are the 
losers who deny the meeting 
with Allah, so much so, that 
when the Hour shall come on 
them unawares, they will say, 
b‘O our grief for our 
neglecting this Hour!’ And 
they shall bear their burdens 
on their backs.840 Surely, evil 
is that which they bear. 

 

 

33. And the clife of the world 
is nothing but a sport and a 
pastime. And surely dthe 
abode of the Hereafter is 
better for those who are 
righteous. Will you not then 
understand? 

 

 

34. We know indeed that 
ewhat they say grieves thee; 
for surely it is not thee that 
they charge with falsehood but 
it is the Signs of Allah that the 
evil-doers reject.841 

 

 

35. And Messengers indeed 

have been rejected before 

thee;842 but notwithstanding 

their rejection and persecution 

they remained patient until 

 

 

 
840. The verse means that their burdens would be exceedingly heavy. 
841. The Holy Prophet was full of the milk of human kindness. He was not 

upset by what the disbelievers said concerning him. He was grieved not 
because the disbelievers accused him of falsehood but because by rejecting 
Allah’s Signs they had shut on themselves the door of Divine mercy. 

842. God lovingly addresses the Holy Prophet with these words of comfort 
and solace. He is told that Prophets before him were also rejected, scoffed at 
and ridiculed. 

a10:46. b2:168. c29:65; 47:37; 57:21. d7:170; 12:110. e15:98; 16:104. f2:215; 40:52. 
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fOur help came to them. 
aThere is none to change the 

words of Allah.843 And there 

have already come to thee 

some of the tidings of past 

Messengers. 

 

36. And if their turning away 
is hard on thee, then, if thou 
art able to seek a passage into 
the earth844 or a ladder unto 
heaven, and bring them a 
Sign, thou canst do so. And 
bhad Allah enforced His will, 
He could surely have brought 
them all together to the 
guidance. So be thou not of 
those who lack knowledge. 

 

 

37. Only those can accept the 
truth who listen. And as for  
the dead,844A Allah will raise 
them to life,845 then to Him 
shall they all be brought back.  

 

 

 
843. The Divine law that Divine help comes to the Prophets of God and 

their enemies come to grief is unalterable. 
844. The words, to seek a passage into the earth, signify 'using worldly 

means,' i.e. preaching and propagating the truth; and the words, a ladder unto 
heaven, imply 'using spiritual means,' i.e. offering prayers to God for the 
guidance of disbelievers, etc. Prayer is indeed the ladder by which a man can 
spiritually mount to heaven. The Holy Prophet is told to employ both these 
means. The word Jahil as in 2:274 means "one not knowing" or 
"unacquainted." The Holy Prophet is exhorted not to remain unacquainted 
with the law of God in this respect. The verse also sheds light on the Holy 
Prophet’s great solicitude and concern for the spiritual well-being of his 
people. He was prepared to go to any length to bring them a Sign, even if he 
had "to seek a passage in the earth or a ladder unto heaven." 

844A. This shows that the word Mauta has also been used in the Qur’an 
about those deprived of truth. 

845. The verse mentions two classes of men: (a) Those who are good at 
 

a6:116. b5:49; 6:150; 11:119; 13:32; 16:10. 
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38. And they say, a‘Why has 
not a Sign been sent down to 
him from his Lord?’ Say, 
‘Surely, Allah has power to 
send down a Sign, but most of 
them do not know.’ 

 

 

39. bThere is not an animal 
that crawls in the earth, nor a 
bird that flies on its two 
wings, but they are 
communities846 like you. cWe 
have left out nothing in the 
Book. Then to their Lord shall 
they all be gathered together. 

 

 

40. dThose who have rejected 
Our Signs are deaf and dumb, 
in utter darkness. Whom Allah 
wills He lets go astray and 
whom He wills He places on 
the right path.  

 

 

41. Say, e‘Will you tell me if 

the punishment of Allah come 

or there come upon you the 

Hour,847 will you call upon 

 

 

 
heart and listen to, and readily accept, the truth; and (b) those who are 
potentially dead but are fit for spiritual regeneration. God will quicken them 
with a Sign and then they will also listen and embrace Islam. 

846. The verse points out that even birds and insects, like ants, can understand 
from atmospheric change that a storm is imminent, and animals like dogs 
understand the orders of their masters but the foolish disbelievers do not see the 
writing on the wall and do not realize that by rejecting the Holy Prophet they are 
incurring the displeasure of God. They are warned that all their actions have been 
recorded and they will have to answer for them. The verse further seems to point 
to two classes of men: (a) Those who like the beasts are wholly bent upon the 
earth and their entire life is confined to satisfying their physical desires. (b) Those 
who like birds soar high into spiritual regions—highly spiritual persons having 
been likened to birds in the Qur’an (3:50). 

847. "Hour" refers to the hour of the decisive victory of Islam, or, to the 
 

a10:21; 29:51. b11:7, 57. c16:90. d2:19, 172; 27:81, 82; 30:53, 54. e6:48; 12:108; 43:67. 
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any other than Allah, if you 

are truthful?’ 
 

42. Nay, abut on Him alone 

will you call; then will He 

remove, if He please, that 

which you call on Him to 

remove, and you will forget 

what you associate with 

Him.848 

 

 

R. 5.   

43. And indeed We sent 

Messengers to peoples before 

thee; then bWe afflicted them 

with poverty and adversity849 

that they might humble 

themselves. 

 

 

44. Why, then,850 when Our 

punishment came upon them, 

did they not humble 

themselves? But ctheir hearts 

were hardened all the more 

and dSatan made all that they 

did seem fair to them.  

 

 

45. When ethey forgot that 
with which they had been 

 
 

 
Fall of Mecca. 

848. The words, you will forget what you associate with Him, were literally 
fulfilled on the day of the Fall of Mecca. On that day the Meccans lost all faith 
in their gods, as Abu Sufyan and his wife, Hindah and others had frankly 
admitted in the presence of the Holy Prophet. Ultimately, idolatry completely 
disappeared from Arabia. 

849. The preceding verses referred to Divine punishment in general. In this 
verse its various forms have been mentioned. 

850. The words lau la are not here used to express mere interrogation but 
also a feeling of pity. Thus the verse signifies: "They ought to have humbled 
themselves before God; but it is a pity that they did not." 

a10:23, 24. b7:95. c2:75; 57:17. d6:123; 8:49; 16:64; 29:39. e5:14; 7:166. 
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admonished, and We opened 
unto them the gates of all 
things, till, even as they were 
rejoicing in what they were 
given, aWe seized them 
suddenly, and lo! they were in 
utter despair. 

 

46. bSo the last remnant851 of 
the people who did wrong was 
cut off; and all praise belongs 
to Allah, the Lord of all the 
worlds. 

 

 

47. Say, ‘Will you tell me, cif 
Allah should take away your 
hearing and your sight, and 
seal up your hearts, who is the 
god other than Allah who 
could bring it back to you?’ 
See how We expound the 
Signs in various ways, yet 
they turn away. 

 

 

48. Say, ‘Will you tell me, dif 

the punishment of Allah come 

upon you suddenly or openly, 

will any be destroyed save the 

wrongdoing people?’  

 

 

49. And eWe send not the 

Messengers but as bearers of 

glad tidings and as Warners. 

 

 

 
851. Dabir means, last remains of a people; the roots, stock, race, or the 

like. The words Quti‘a Dabirul-Qaum mean: (1) The people were cut off to 
the last man. (2) The leaders of the people were cut off just as a tree is cut 
down to its roots. (3) The leaders’ followers were cut off, i.e. the leaders were 
deprived of their political power, for it is on the strength of their followers that 
the political power of their leaders depends. 

a7:96; 39:56. b7:73; 15:67. c2:8; 16:109; 45:24. d6:41; 10:51; 12:108; 43:67. e4:166; 5:20; 18:57. 
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So athose who believe and 

reform themselves, on them 

shall come no fear nor shall 

they grieve. 

 

50. And bthose who reject Our 

Signs, punishment will touch 

them, because they disobeyed. 

 

 

51. Say, c“I do not say to you: 

‘I possess the treasures of 

Allah, nor do I know the 

unseen; nor do I say to you: ‘I 

am an angel. dI follow only 

that which is revealed to me.” 

Say: ‘Can a blind man and one 

who sees be alike?’ Will you 

not then reflect? 

 

 

R. 6.   

52. And warn thereby those 

who fear that they shall be 

gathered to their Lord that 

they shall have no friend nor 

intercessor besides Him, so 

that they may become 

righteous. 

 

 

53. And edrive not away those 

who call upon their Lord 

morning and evening, fseeking 

His pleasure.852 Thou art not 

at all accountable for them nor 

are they at all accountable for 

thee. So if thou shouldst drive 

them away thou wilt be of the 

unjust.  

 

 

 
852. Wajh means, pleasure; countenance; the thing itself (2:113). 

a5:70; 7:36. b3:12; 5:11; 7:37, 73; 10:74; 22:58. c11:32. d10:16; 46:10. e11:30. f18:29. 
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54. And in like manner have 

We tried some of them by 

others, that they may say, a‘Is 

it these853 whom Allah has 

favoured from among us?’ 

Does not Allah know best 

those who are grateful? 

 

 

55. And when those, who 

believe in Our Signs come to 

thee, say: ‘Peace be unto you! 
bYour Lord has taken it upon 

Himself to show mercy, so 

that cwhoso among you does 

evil in ignorance and repents 

thereafter and reforms, then 

He is Most Forgiving and 

Merciful.’ 

 

 

56. And thus do We expound 

the Signs that the truth may 

become manifest and that the 

way of the sinners may 

become clear. 

 

 

R. 7.   

57. Say, ‘I am forbidden to 

worship those on whom you 

call besides Allah.’ Say, d‘I 

will not follow your low 

desires. In that case, I shall 

have gone astray and I shall 

not be of the rightly guided.’  

 

 

 
853. Generally, presence of the poor in the community of believers proves 

a stumbling-block in the way of the rich to accept the new Message. 

a11:28. b6:13; 7:157. c4:18; 16:120. d5:50; 42:16. 
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58. Say, a‘I take my stand on a 

clear evidence from my Lord 

and you reject it. That which 

you desire to be hastened is 

not in my power. bThe 

decision rests with Allah 

alone. He explains the truth, 

and He is the Best of judges.’ 

 

 

59. Say, c‘If that which you 

desire to be hastened were in 

my power, surely the matter 

would have been decided 

between me and you. And 

Allah knows best the unjust.’ 

 

 

60. And with Him are the keys 
of the unseen; none knows 
them but He. And He knows 
whatsoever is in the land and 
in the sea. And there falls not 
a leaf but He knows it; nor is 
there a grain in the deep 
darkness of the earth, nor 
anything green or dry, but is 
recorded in a clear book.854 

 

 

 
854. This and the next verse lay down the guiding principle that it has not been 

left in the hands of the Holy Prophet to bring down punishment on disbelievers as 
demanded by them. If this had been the case, they would have since long met 
their deserved end, and then perhaps many erstwhile enemies of Islam like ‘Umar 
and Khalid who later on were destined to play a leading role in extending and 
consolidating the power of Islam, would have died in disbelief. But God being 
All-Powerful is slow to punish and, being fully conversant with the inner working 
of the human heart, knows when and whom to punish. He alone knows how far 
hardships or ease can influence the actions of a man and whether or not good 
works done by a man are rendered null and void through the operation of other 
causes. He alone has knowledge of the grains of virtue that lie embedded in the 
heart of man and knows whether or not these grains will sprout forth and grow 
and thrive and bring forth fruit. He alone can tell whether a person who, to all 
 

a11:64; 12:109. b12:41, 68. c6:9; 10:12. 
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61. And aHe it is Who takes 
your souls by night and knows 
what you do by day,855 then 
He raises you up again 
therein, that the appointed 
term856 may be completed. 
Then to Him is your return. 
Then will He inform you of 
what you used to do. 

 

 

R. 8.   

62. And bHe is Supreme857 
over His servants, and cHe 
sends guardians to watch over 
you, until, when death comes 
to anyone of you, Our 
messengers take his soul, and 
they fail not. 

 

 

63. Then are they returned to 
Allah, their true Lord. Surely, 
His is the judgment. And He 
is the Swiftest of reckoners.  

 

 

 
appearances, is "dry" and "devoid of all spiritual life," will turn "green" when 
supplied with heavenly water or whether he is "dead" and beyond revival. In 
short, God alone has full knowledge of all things and of all conditions and all 
possibilities and potentialities and therefore He alone can say who is to be 
punished and who not. 

855. God alone knows the condition of man by night and his actions by day, 
and all times are subject to His control, and therefore it is He alone Who 
knows the true character of the pious and the wicked, and consequently He 
alone is in a position to punish. 

856. The "term" spoken of here is determined by the faculties and powers 
with which man is endowed from the time of his birth, and is liable to be 
extended or curtailed according as right or wrong use is made of it. There is 
no reference here to the eternal knowledge of God. 

857. This verse provides another reason why God alone is entitled to 
punish. He is Qahir, i.e. Powerful and Mighty over all, therefore He can 
punish any of His creatures in His infallible knowledge whenever He thinks 
proper. The powerful are never in a hurry to punish. 

a39:43. b6:19; 13:17. c13:12; 82:11. 
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64. Say, a“Who delivers you 
from the calamities858 of the 
land and the sea, when you 
call upon Him in humility and 
in secret, saying, ‘If He 
deliver us from this, we will 
surely be of those who are 
grateful.’” 

 

 

65. Say, ‘Allah delivers you 
from them and from every 
distress, yet you associate 
partners with Him.’ 

 

 

66. Say, ‘He has power to send 
punishment upon you from 
above you or from beneath 
your feet, or to confound you 
by splitting you into sects and 
make you taste the violence of 
one another.’859 See how We 
expound the Signs in various 
ways that they may understand! 

 

 

67. And bthy people have 
rejected it860 though it is the 
truth. Say, c‘I am not a 
guardian over you.’  

 

 

 
858. Zulumat literally meaning "darknesses," here signifies afflictions, 

calamities and misfortunes; for, with the Arabs, darkness is a symbol of 
misfortune. 

859. "Punishments from above" signifies famines, earthquakes, floods, 
hurricanes, the oppression of the weak by the powerful, mental agony, etc., 
and "punishments from beneath" signifies diseases, pestilences, revolt by 
subject peoples, etc. Then there is the punishment of discord, disunity and 
dissension which sometimes end in civil war. This is hinted in the words make 
you taste the violence of one another. 

860. The pronoun "it" refers to (1) the matter under discussion; (2) the 
Qur’an; (3) Divine punishment. Taking the last meaning, the words "it is the 
truth" would mean that the promised punishment is sure to come. 

a10:23; 17:68; 29:66; 31:33. b6:6. c39:42; 42:7. 
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68. For every prophecy there 
is a fixed time;861 and soon 
will you come to know. 

 
 

69. And awhen thou seest 
those who engage in vain 
discourse concerning Our 
Signs, then turn thou away 
from them until they engage 
in a discourse other than that. 
And if Satan should cause 
thee to forget, then sit not, 
after recollection, with the 
unjust people. 

 

 

70. And bthose who are 
righteous are not at all 
accountable for them, but 
their duty is to admonish them 
that they may fear Allah.815 

 

 

71. And leave alone cthose 
who take their religion to be a 
sport and a pastime, and 
whom worldly life has 
beguiled. And admonish 
people thereby lest a soul be 
consigned to perdition for 
what it has earned. It shall 
have no helper nor intercessor 
beside Allah; and even if it 
offer every ransom it shall not 
be accepted from it. These are 
they who have been delivered 
over to destruction for their 
own acts. dThey will have a 
drink of boiling water and a 

 

 

 
861. The verse signifies that God, in His infallible wisdom, has fixed a time 

for the fulfilment of every prophecy. So the punishment that has been 
promised to the rejecters of truth will also come to pass in due time. 

a4:141. b6:53. c58:5; 7:52; 8:36. d10:5. 
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grievous punishment, because 
they disbelieved. 

R. 9.   

72. Say, a“Shall we call, 
beside Allah, upon that which 
can neither profit us nor harm 
us, and shall we be turned 
back on our heels after Allah 
has guided us?––Like one 
whom the evil ones entice 
away, leaving him bewildered 
in the land,862 and who has 
companions who call him to 
guidance, saying, ‘Come to 
us?’” Say: “Surely, the 
guidance of Allah is the only 
true guidance and we have 
been commanded to submit to 
the Lord of all the worlds. 

 

 

73. “And we have been given 
the command: b‘Observe 
Prayer and fear Him;’ and He 
it is to Whom you shall all be 
gathered.”  

 

 

74. And cHe it is Who created 

the heavens and the earth in 

accordance with the 

requirements of wisdom; and 

on the day when He will say, 

‘Be’, it will be. His word is 

the truth, and His will be the 

Kingdom on the day dwhen the 

 

 

 
862. The verse likens the case of an idol-worshipper to that of a distracted 

person who has no fixed course to pursue. But a true believer has a fixed 
purpose and a fixed goal in life. He always prays to the One God with a deep-
rooted conviction and does not wander about distracted like an idolater. 

a21:67; 22:74. b4:78; 22:79; 24:57. c14:20; 16:4; 29:45. d27:88; 39:69. 
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trumpet863 will be blown. He 

is athe Knower of the unseen 

and the seen. And He is the 

Wise, the All-Aware.  

 

75. And remember the time 
bwhen Abraham said to his 

father,   Azar,864   ‘Dost   thou 

 

 

 
863. A Divine Prophet is indeed a trumpet through whom the Voice of God 

is heard, and the sounding of it is a symbol for the wide dissemination of his 
teachings and the great revolution to be brought about by him in the lives of 
his people. The verse means that when the teachings of the Holy Prophet are 
widely published and accepted in the world and when Islam triumphs and 
predominates, then the Kingdom of God will become demonstrably 
established in the earth and on that day will idols be broken to pieces. 

864. In the Old Testament the name of Abraham’s father is given as Terah 
(Gen.11:26) and in the New Testament (Luke, 3:34) it is Tharah. The Talmud 
agrees with Luke. Eusebius, the father of ecclesiastical history, gives Athar as 
the name of Abraham’s father (Sale). This shows that even among the Jews 
there existed no unanimity of opinion about the name of Abraham’s father. 
Eusebius must have strong reasons for differing from Genesis and Luke. The 
correct form appears to be Athar, which later became changed into Tharah or 
Terah. Athar closely resembles the name given in the Qur’an (Azar), only 
there is a slight difference of pronunciation, the two forms being almost 
identical. Christian writers, therefore, have no reason to quarrel with the 
Qur’an for calling Abraham’s father by the name Azar. Moreover, Abraham’s 
father is also called Zarah in the Talmud (Sale), and Zarah is approximately 
the same as Azar. This shows that the Quranic version is much more reliable. 
Besides, Azar has been called Abraham’s Ab) (26:87), a word applied both to 
father, uncle and grandfather, etc. In 2:133 Ishmael who was Jacob’s uncle 
has been called his Ab. It, however, appears from the Qur’an that Azar, though 
called the Ab of Abraham, was not really his father. Abraham had made a 
promise to Azar, his Ab, to pray to God to forgive him but when he came to 
know that he was an enemy of God, he abstained from praying for him; he 
was even actually forbidden to do so (9:114). But in 14:42 Abraham prays for 
his Walid which word is applied only to father. This shows that Azar who has 
been called the Ab of Abraham was a person different from his Walid. Most 
probably he was his uncle. Some passages of the Bible also support this 
inference. Abraham married Sarah the daughter of Terah (Gen. 20:12) which 
shows that Terah was not his father, because he could not marry his own sister. 
It appears that his father being dead, Abraham was brought up by his uncle, 
Azar or Athar, who gave him his daughter, Sarah, in marriage. As Azar 
brought up Abraham and was like a father to him, the latter seemed to have 
 

a9:94; 13:10; 23:93; 39:47; 59:23. b19:43. 
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take idols for gods? Surely, I 
see thee and thy people in 
manifest error.’ 

 

76. And thus did We show 

Abraham the Kingdom of the 

heavens and the earth865 that 

he should have full knowledge 

and that he might be of those 

who possess certainty of faith. 

 

 

77. And when the night 

darkened upon him, he saw a 

star. He said, ‘Can this be my 

Lord?’ But when it set, he 

said, ‘I like not those that set.’ 

 

 

78. And when he saw the 

moon rise with spreading 

light, he said, ‘Can this be my 

Lord.’ But when it set, he 

said, ‘If my Lord guide me 

not, I shall surely be of the 

people who go astray.’  

 

 

79. And when he saw the sun 

rise with spreading light, he 

said, ‘Can this be my Lord? 

This is the greatest.’ But when 

it also set, he said, ‘O my 

people! surely I am quit of 

 

 

 
been called his son, and this led to the error of Azar or Athar being taken as 
the real father of Abraham. It also appears from the Talmud that Azar 
prosecuted Abraham and took him to the King for the offence of breaking the 
idols. If Azar had been the father of Abraham, he would not have taken such a 
drastic step against his own son. 

865. The verse means that God granted Abraham the knowledge of, and an 
insight into, the natural laws that work in the universe, and of the all-
pervading Divine power and control. 
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that which you associate with 

God;866 

80. a‘I have turned my face 
toward Him Who created the 
heavens and the earth, being 
ever inclined to Allah, and I 
am not of those who associate 
gods with Him.’  

 

 

81. And his people argued 
with him. He said, ‘Do you 
argue with me concerning 
Allah when He has guided me 
aright? And I fear not that 
which you associate with Him 
except that I fear what my 
Lord wills. bMy Lord 
comprehends all things in His 
knowledge. Will you not then 
be admonished? 

 

 

 

 
866. Verses 77 to 79 contain an argument which Abraham employed to 

bring home to his idolatrous people the absurdity of their belief that the sun, 
the moon and the stars were so many gods which they worshipped (Jew. Enc.). 
It is wrong to infer from these verses that Abraham was himself groping in the 
dark and did not know Who his God was, and that he took the evening star, 
the moon, and the sun for God one after the other and, when each of them set 
in its turn, he gave up his belief in their divinity and turned to the One God, 
the Creator of heavens and earth. In fact, the passage contains several 
arguments to show that Abraham, far from taking these heavenly bodies for 
gods, sought to demonstrate to his people the vanity of their beliefs step by 
step. Verses 75, 76 show that Abraham was a firm believer in One God. He 
could not, therefore, be considered as groping in the dark and wandering from 
one deity to another. The words, "can this be my Lord" constituted an 
argument against star-worship. He said these words to expose his people’s 
belief that the star was their Lord. Moreover, he already knew that the star 
must set. So his argument contained in the words, "I like not those that set" 
must have been already present in his mind. In reality, he wanted to use his 
argument in a most effective manner. So he first assumed the star to be his 
Lord and, when it disappeared, he hastened to declare, I like not those that set. 
Similar was the case with the setting of the moon and the sun. Of the sun he 

a3:21. b7:90. 
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82. ‘And why should I fear 

that which you associate with 

Allah, when you fear not ato 

associate with Allah that for 

which He has sent down to 

you no authority?’ Which, 

then, of the two parties has 

better title to security,867 if 

indeed you know? 

 

 

83. Those who believe and 
bmix not up their belief with 

injustice—it is they who shall 

have peace, and who are 

rightly guided.  

 

 
R. 10.   

84. And that is Our argument 

which We gave to Abraham 

against his people.868 cWe 

exalt in degrees of rank 

whomso We please. Thy Lord 

is indeed Wise, All-Knowing. 

 

 

 
used the word "greater" or "greatest" ironically in order to taunt his people for 
their folly. This clearly shows that by the line of arguments he adopted 
Abraham intended gradually to draw his people to God. A simple glance over 
vv. 80-82 makes it crystal clear that Abraham not only possessed firm faith in 
God but also had a deep knowledge of Divine attributes. 

867. This and the preceding two verses definitely show that the incident 
related in vv. 77-79 was deliberately used by Abraham by way of argument; 
otherwise he himself was a staunch monotheist and had drunk deep at the 
fount of Divine love and knowledge. 

868. This verse definitely settles the question whether Abraham gradually 
came to have faith in God by taking one heavenly body after another for his 
Lord or whether it was a skilfully graduated argument by means of which he 
sought to demonstrate the error of his people in worshipping these heavenly 
bodies as gods. The verse shows that Abraham had, from the beginning, been 
clear and firm in his faith in the Unity of God and that what he said 
concerning the sun and the moon, etc. was part of the argument which God 
had taught him. 

a7:34; 22:72. b31:14. c12:77. 
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85. And aWe gave him Isaac 

and Jacob; each did We guide 

aright, and Noah did We guide 

aright aforetime, and of his 

progeny, David and Solomon 

and Job869 and Joseph and 

Moses and Aaron. Thus do 

We reward those who do 

good. 

 

 

86. And We guided Zachariah 

and John and Jesus and Elias; 

each one of them was of the 

righteous. 

 

 

87. And We also guided 

Ishmael and Elisha and Jonah 

and Lot! and beach one 

of  them did We exalt above 

the people.870 

 

 

 
869. Ayyub or Job is the hero of the Book of Job. He is mentioned in the 

Bible as living in the land of Uz. Some authorities say that this is Idumea or 
Arabia Deserta; others fix Mesopotamia as his native place. It appears that Uz 
was somewhere in the north of Arabia. It is said that Job lived there before the 
departure of the Israelites from Egypt. He thus lived before Moses or, as some 
say, he was a compatriot of Moses, having received his prophetic mission 
about 20 years before him. He was not an Israelite, having descended from 
Esau, the elder brother of Israel. He had a very chequered career, being "tried" 
by God in diverse ways; but he proved most faithful and righteous and was 
patient and steadfast in extreme adversity. He still lives in the memory of 
mankind as a paragon of patience (Jewish Enc. & Enc. of Islam). 

870. The prophets descending from Noah have been divided in the present 
and the preceding two verses into three different groups and to each group has 
been added a distinctive adjective. The first group comprises David, Solomon, 
Job, Joseph, Moses and Aaron—Prophets who were given power and prosperity, 
and who consequently were able to do good to their fellow human beings. 
Hence members of this group have been designated as "doers of good," for, 
through their temporal power and prosperity they were able to do material good 
to their people. David and Solomon were kings; Joseph and Job were blessed 
 

a29:28. b2:48; 3:34, 35; 45:17. 
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88. And We exalted some of 

their fathers and their children 

and their brethren, and We 

chose them and We guided 

them in the straight path. 

 

 

89. That is the guidance of 

Allah. He guides thereby 

those of His servants whom 

He pleases. And aif they had 

worshipped aught beside Him, 

surely all they did would have 

been of no avail to them.  

 

 

90. It is these to bwhom We 

gave the Book871 and 

 
 

 
with prosperity after they had been tried with afflictions which they both bore 
with extraordinary patience. Moses and Aaron enjoyed supreme authority over 
their people. The second group includes Zachariah, John, Jesus and Elias. None 
of these Prophets possessed temporal power or worldly goods; each lived a 
humble and lowly life, so much so that of Elias it is said that he was rarely seen 
and generally lived in the woods. The Prophets of this group have been 
described as "righteous." The third group consists of Ishmael, Elisha, Jonah and 
Lot. They had no worldly power, but God granted them grace and excellence. 
They were alleged to have coveted power and riches. Of Ishmael, we read in the 
Bible: "He will be a wild man; his hand will be against every man, and every 
man’s hand against him" (Gen. 16:12). Of Elisha it is said that he caused a king 
who did not obey him to be slain so that he might thus gain political power. 
Jonah is supposed to have become displeased with God, because, as he thought, 
he was disgraced by the non-fulfilment of his prophecy, which, it is alleged, 
showed that he sought power for himself. Of Lot it is alleged that he coveted 
fertile pasture-lands and was always quarrelling with his kinsman, Abraham. 
Thus all these Prophets have been accused of coveting wealth and power. But 
Qur’an declares all these charges to be false. They were a group of heavenly 
people whom God had exalted. 

871 The verse does not mean that every Prophet was given a separate Book. 
"Giving of the Book" is an expression used in the Qur’an generally in the 
sense of giving it through a Law-bearing Prophet. Elsewhere in the Qur’an 
(45:17) it is stated that three things, viz. Book, dominion and Prophethood 
were given to all the Children of Israel. In 5:45 we read that a galaxy of 
 

a39:66. b45:17. 
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dominion and Prophethood. 

But if they are ungrateful for 

these favours it matters not, 

for We have now entrusted 

them to a people who are not 

ungrateful for them. 

 

91. These it is whom Allah 

guided aright, so follow thou 

their guidance.872 Say, ‘I ask 

not of you any reward for it. 

This is naught but an 

admonition for all mankind.’  

 

 

R. 11.   

92. And athey do not make a 
just estimate of the attributes 
of Allah, when bthey say, 
‘Allah has not revealed 
anything to any man.’873 Say, 

 

 

 
Prophets appeared after Moses who were given no new Law but followed the 
Law as given in the Torah and judged by it. In fact, Prophets are of two 
categories—Law-bearing Prophets to whom a Book (Law or the Shari‘ah) is 
given and Prophets, who are given no Book or Shari‘ah, and who follow the 
Shari‘ah of the Law-bearing Prophet. In their case the expression "We gave 
them the Book" means that they were given the knowledge of the Book or 
they inherited the Book or the Shari‘ah from their Law-bearing predecessor. 

872 The words may be taken to have been addressed either to the Holy 
Prophet or to every Muslim, because the fundamental teaching of all Prophets 
is the same. Or they may signify that the spiritual self or nature of the Holy 
Prophet was such that it was, as if, commanded to combine in itself all the 
excellent qualities that were to be found individually in all other Divine 
Prophets. The command expressed by the words "follow them" is in spiritual 
terminology called Amre Kauni or Khalqi signifying a wish or quality inherent 
in a thing or person. For instances of such a command see 3:60 and 21:70. 

873. The words mean, "If this Book (the Qur’an) has not been revealed by 
God, then who embodied in it such wise and comprehensive teachings as were 
known neither to you nor to your forefathers—teachings which it was beyond 
your power to produce. Only God could give such teachings." 

 

a22:75; 39:68. b36:16; 67:10. 
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‘Who revealed the Book 
which Moses brought, a light 
and guidance for the people— 
though you treat it as scraps of 
paper, some of which you 
show while you hide much 
thereof874 and you have been 
taught that which neither you 
nor your fathers knew?’—Say, 
‘Allah’. Then leave them to 
amuse themselves with their 
idle talk. 

 

93. And athis is a Book which 

We have revealed, full of 

blessings, to fulfil that which 

preceded it, and to enable thee 
bto warn the Mother of 

towns875 and those around 

her. And those, who believe in 

the Hereafter believe 

therein876 and cthey strictly 

observe their Prayers.  

 

 

94. And dwho is more unjust 
than he who forges a lie 
against Allah, or says, ‘It has 
been revealed to me,’ while 

 

 

 
874. The Jews have been condemned here for disclosing one part of the 

Torah and hiding the other part which contains prophecies and Signs about the 
advent of the Holy Prophet. 

875. The place where a Prophet of God appears is called "The Mother of 
towns," for it is there that men drink spiritual milk, even as a child sucks milk 
from the breast of its mother. The words, those around her, may signify the 
whole world as the Message of the Holy Prophet was meant for the whole of 
mankind. 

876. These words show that a believer in the life to come must believe in 
the Qur’an also. Thus belief in the Qur’an and belief in the Hereafter are 
inseparably linked together; the one is meaningless without the other. 

a6:156; 21:51; 38:30. b42:8. c23:10; 70:24. d6:22; 7:38; 10:18; 11:19; 61:8. 
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nothing has been revealed to 
him; and who says, ‘I will 
send down the like of that 
which Allah has sent down?’ 
And if thou couldst only see, 
when the wrongdoers are in 
the agonies of death,877 and 
the angels stretch forth their 
hands, saying, ‘Yield up your 
souls. aThis day shall you be 
awarded the punishment of 
disgrace because of that which 
you spoke against Allah 
falsely and because you 
turned away from His Signs 
with disdain.’ 

 

95. And now byou come to Us 
one by one even as We 
created you at first, and you 
have left behind your878 backs 
that which We bestowed upon 
you, and We do not see with 
you your intercessors of 
whom you asserted that they 
were partners with Allah in 
your affairs. Now you have 
been cut off from one another 
and that which you asserted 
has failed you.  

 

 

 
877. This torment is not to be identified with the ordinary agonies of death, 

which are shared, under the general law of nature, by righteous and 
unrighteous alike, but to the specific punishment that clings to the rejectors of 
Prophets from the very moment of their death. 

878. The words mean, "We gave you certain things so that you might 
thereby improve your spiritual condition, but you have left them behind your 
backs, i.e. you made no use of them, and now the time for their use has passed 
away." 

a46:21. b18:49. 
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R. 12.   

96. Verily, it is Allah Who 
causes the grain and the date-
stones to sprout.879 aHe brings 
forth the living from the dead, 
and He is the Bringer forth of 
the dead from the living. That 
is Allah; wherefore, then, are 
you turned back? 

 

 

97. bHe causes the break of 
day and cHe made the night 
for rest880 and dthe sun and 
the moon for reckoning of 
time.881 That is the measuring 
of the Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

98. And He it is eWho has 
made the stars882 for you that 
you may follow the right 
direction with their help amid 
the darkness of the land and 
the sea. We have explained 
the Signs in detail for a people 
who possess knowledge.  

 

 

 
879. Attention is drawn to the seed from which a plant sprouts. How 

insignificant it is but how it grows and develops into a big tree. Similarly, like 
a seed, man is capable of growing into the recipient of Divine revelation and 
of being the reflector of God’s great attributes. 

880. Just as by working during the day, a man gets tired and he goes to 
sleep at night and is refreshed similarly, the people among whom the Holy 
Prophet made his appearance had a long night of rest, and their faculties 
having been reinvigorated they were full of spiritual energy and were 
eminently fitted to ascend the heights of spiritual development under his lead. 

881. Just as in the physical world the sun and the moon are indispensable 
for measuring time and as sources of light, so are the Prophets of God 
indispensable in the spiritual world. 

882. Like the stars which guide the wayfarers in the night, the Divine and 
spiritual savants give guidance to the erring people groping in spiritual 
darkness. 

a3:28; 10:32; 30:20. b113:2. c25:48; 78:11. d36:39, 40; 55:6. e16:17. 
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99. And He it is aWho has 

produced you from a single 

soul and there is for you a 

temporary bresort and a 

permanent abode.883 We have 

explained the Signs in detail 

for a people who understand. 

 

 

100. And cHe it is He Who 
sends down water from the 
cloud; and We bring forth 
therewith every kind of 
growth; then We bring forth 
with that green foliage 
wherefrom We produce 
clustered grain. And from the 
date-palm, out of its sheaths, 
come forth bunches hanging 
low. And We produce 

therewith dgardens of grapes, 
and the olive and the 
pomegranate—like and 
unlike. Look at the fruit 
thereof when it bears fruit, and 
the ripening thereof. Surely, in 
this are Signs for a people 
who believe.884 

 

 

 
883. Mustaqarr signifies the life of this world and Mustauda‘ the life after 

death, or the former word signifies the span between death and Resurrection 
and the latter the life after Resurrection. The verse signifies that when God has 
multiplied humanity out of "a single soul," it could not have been without a 
purpose. The great object for which He has created and multiplied human 
beings is that He has appointed for them not only a period of residence on this 
earth but also an everlasting life beyond the grave where the righteous will 
meet their Lord—a lofty goal indeed to which they can only rise under the 
guidance of Divine Messengers. 

884. Revelation is likened here to rainwater, and the verse answers the 
question, why, if revelation is indeed a blessing, is there discord and strife 
 

a4:3; 7:190; 39:7. b11:7. c14:33; 16:11; 22:64; 35:28. d6:142; 13:5. 
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101. And athey hold the 
jinn885 to be partners with 
Allah, although He created 
them; and they falsely ascribe 
to Him sons and daughters 
without any knowledge. Holy 
is He and exalted far above 
what they attribute to Him,  

 

 

R. 13.   

102. bThe Originator of the 

heavens and the earth. How 

can He have a son886 when He 

 

 

 

 
whenever a Prophet is raised? It says that just as after rainfall all kinds of 
vegetation grow up, both bad and good, according to the seeds lying 
concealed in the earth, similarly, at the advent of a Divine Messenger, men, 
who so far had remained mixed up, become divided into good and bad. The 
words "like and unlike" imply that whereas some fruits resemble, and some 
differ from, each other. 

This may apply either to fruits of different kinds, which resemble one 
another in certain respects and differ in others, or to fruits of the same kind 
which, although resembling one another in the main points, differ from one 
another in minor details, some tasting sweeter than others and some varying in 
colour or size. The same is the case with those persons who accept a Prophet 
and follow Divine guidance. Whereas they bear great resemblance to each 
other in one respect, they differ in another. Some are morally and spiritually 
more advanced than others. Again, some are more advanced in one phase of 
spiritual growth, others are more advanced in another. They attain to different 
stages of spiritual perfection and develop different characteristics according to 
their respective natural capacities and dispositions. The words "the ripening 
thereof" refer to the analogy of the ripening of fruit. Just as it is unfair to judge 
a fruit by an unripe specimen, similarly it is unfair to find fault with the fruits 
of revelation because some believers are as yet in the process of spiritual 
development and have not attained perfection. 

885. Jinn are such beings as remain hidden or aloof from the common people. 
The verse signifies that man stumbles when he rejects Divine revelation and 
follows his own judgment and reason and associates the jinn and the angels as 
co-partners with God and attributes sons and daughters to Him. 

886. The word Waladun, Wuldun or Waldun means, a child, a son, a 
daughter, or any young one; children; sons, daughters; or young ones; also 
offspring (Lane). One can have a son only when one has a wife. God has no 
 

a2:117; 9:31; 10:19. b2:118. 
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has no consort, and when He 

has created everything and has 

knowledge of all things? 

 

103. aSuch is Allah, your 

Lord. There is no god but He, 
bthe Creator of all things, so 

worship Him. And He is 

Guardian over everything. 

 

 

104. Eyes cannot reach Him 

but He reaches the eyes.887 

And cHe is the 

Incomprehensible, the All-

Aware. 

 

 

105. dProofs888 have indeed 

come to you from your Lord; 

so whoever sees,889 it is for 

his own good; and whoever 

becomes blind,890 it is to his 

own loss. And I am not a 

guardian891 over you.  

 

 

 
spouse, so He cannot have a son. Moreover, as God is the Creator of 
everything and possesses perfect knowledge, He does not need a son to help 
Him or succeed Him. 

887. Absar being the plural of Basar which means, sight or understanding, 
and Latif meaning, incomprehensible; subtle (Lane & Taj), the verse means 
that human reason alone, unaided by Divine revelation, is incapable of 
comprehending God. He cannot be seen with physical eyes but reveals 
Himself to man through His Prophets or through the working of His attributes. 
He is also perceived by spiritual eyes. 

888. Basa’ir (plural of Basirah) means, proofs, arguments, signs, evidences 
(Lane). 

889. Makes use of reason. 
890. Shuts his eyes to truth and virtually becomes blind. 
891. The duty of a Divine Prophet is confined to conveying what is 

revealed to him by God. It is not his business to compel people to accept it. 
Incidentally; the verse constitutes a refutation of the charge that Islam 
encourages or countenances the use of force for the propagation of its teaching. 

a40:63. b13:17; 39:63. c22:64; 67:15. d7:204. 
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106. And athus do We explain 
the Signs in various ways that 
the truth may become 
established and that they may 
say, ‘Thou has read out what 
thou hast learnt’ and that We 
may explain it to a people who 
have knowledge. 

 

 

107. bFollow that which has 
been revealed to thee from thy 
Lord; there is no god but He; 
and turn aside from the 
idolaters. 

 

 

108. And if Allah had 
enforced His Will,892 they 
would not have set up gods 
with Him. And cWe have not 
made thee a keeper over them, 
nor art thou over them a 
guardian.893 

 

 

109. And abuse894 not those 

whom they call upon besides 

Allah, lest they, out of spite, 

abuse Allah in their ignorance. 

Thus dunto every people have 

We caused their doings to 

seem fair.895 Then unto their 

 

 

 
892. In His infinite wisdom God has made man a free agent. If at all He 

should have compelled the people He would certainly have compelled them to 
follow the truth; but in the interest of man himself it has not pleased God to 
use compulsion. 

893. The words "guardian," "keeper" or "disposer of affairs" used for the 
Holy Prophet in the Qur’an are intended to signify that he is not responsible 
for the actions of other people. 

894. The verse not only inculcates respect for the susceptibilities of even 
the idol-worshippers but also seeks to create amity among different nations 
and communities. 

895. Zayyanna does not mean that God Himself causes the evil actions of 

a7:59. b10:110; 33:3. c39:42; 42:7; 88:23. d6:123; 9:37; 10:13; 27:5; 40:38; 49:8. 
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Lord is their return; and He 

will inform them of what they 

used to do. 

  

110. And they swear by Allah 

their strongest oaths that if 

there came to them a Sign, 

they would surely believe 

therein. Say, ‘surely, Signs are 

with Allah. And what should 

make you know that when the 

Signs come, they will not 

believe?’896 

 

 

111. And We shall confound 

their hearts and their eyes, for 

they believed not therein the 

first time, and aWe shall leave 

them in their transgression to 

wander in distraction.897 

 

 

PART VIII   

R. 14.   

112. And even if We send 

down unto them angels, and 
bthe dead898 speak to them, 

 

 

 
man to look fair. It only signifies that He has so created human nature (and in 
this law of God lies the secret of man’s all-round progress) that when he 
persists in doing a certain action he acquires a liking for it, and his action 
begins to appear good in his sight. In accordance with this general Divine law, 
the idolaters come to like their worship of idols, which appears to them to be 
good and meritorious. 

896. Besides the meaning given in the text the latter part of the verse may 
be rendered as: "Surely, Signs are with Allah, and also that is with Allah 
which will make you know that when the Signs come, they will not believe." 

897. The past evil deeds of disbelievers, which are preserved with God, 
stand in the way of their accepting the truth even after Signs come to them, 
unless they give up their idolatrous practices. 

898. One of the functions of the angels is to suggest good ideas to men and 
to invite them to truth (41:32, 33). Sometimes they perform this function 
 

a2:16. b13:32. 
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and We gather to them all 

things face to face,899 they 

would not believe, unless God 

enforced His Will. But most 

of them are ignorant.  

113. And ain like manner have 

We made for every Prophet an 

enemy, the evil ones from 

among men and jinn.900 They 

suggest one to another gilded 

speech in order to deceive. 

And if thy Lord had enforced 

His Will, they would not have 

done it; so leave them alone 

with that which they fabricate.  

 

 

114. And Allah does this in 

order that the hearts of those 

who believe not in the 

Hereafter may incline thereto 

and that they may be pleased 

therewith and that they may 

 

 

 
through dreams and visions. The righteous, who are dead, appear to men in 
dreams to testify to the claim of the Prophets. There is another way in which 
the dead speak to men. When a people who are spiritually dead are quickened 
to a new spiritual life by the teaching of their Prophet, their spiritual 
regeneration, as it were, speaks to the disbelievers and testifies to the truth of 
his claim. 

899. The words refer to the testimony of the different objects of nature 
which bear testimony to the truth of a Prophet in the form of earthquakes, 
pestilences, famines, wars and other visitations. Thus nature itself appears to 
be angry with disbelievers; the very elements are up in arms against them. 

900. The words, men and jinn, which occur in many verses of the Qur’an 
do not signify two different species of God’s creatures, but two classes of 
human beings; "men" denoting the masses or the common folk, and "jinn" 
standing for the big people who often remain aloof from the common people 
and do not mix with them, practically remaining hidden from public gaze. 

a25:32. 
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continue to earn what they are 

earning.900A 

115. Shall I seek for a judge 

other than Allah, when aHe it 

is Who has sent down to you 

the Book, fully explained? 

And bthose to whom We gave 

the Book901 know that it has 

been sent down from thy Lord 

with truth; so be thou not of 

those who doubt. 

 

 

116. And the word of thy Lord 

has been fulfilled in truth and 

justice.901A None can change 
cHis words,902 and He is the 

All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

117. And if thou obey most of 

those on earth, they will lead 

thee astray from Allah’s way. 
dThey follow nothing but mere 

conjecture, and they do 

nothing but lie.  

 

 

 
900A. That they may persist in their evil course. The words also mean that 

they experience the consequences of what they earn. 
901. The "Book" may also refer to the Qur’an; for not only the previous 

Divine Scriptures but also the Qur’an itself bears testimony to the truth of the 
Holy Prophet. It contains teachings which, though they run counter to current 
views and beliefs, yet fair-minded people to whom these teachings are 
rehearsed and explained feel constrained to acknowledge their reasonableness. 

901A. It is reported that when Mecca fell and the Holy Prophet entered the 
Ka‘bah which was at that time full of idols, and struck the idols one after the 
other with his stick, he recited the very words of this prophecy: The word of 
thy Lord has been fulfilled in truth and justice, thus alluding to the fact that 
with the Fall of Mecca the word of God had indeed been fulfilled (Manthur). 

902. The Divine prophecies or the way and manner in which God’s laws 
work in favour of Divine Prophets. 

a7:53; 12:112; 16:90. b2:147; 6:21. c6:35. d10:37; 53:29. 
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118. Surely, athy Lord knows 

best those who go astray from 

His way; and He knows best 

those who are rightly 

guided.903 

 

 

119. bEat, then, of that over 

which the name of Allah has 

been pronounced, if you are 

believers in His Signs.904 

 

 

120. And what reason have 

you that you should not eat of 

that over which the name of 

Allah has been pronounced 

when cHe has already 

explained to you that which 

He has forbidden unto you,—

save that which you are forced 

to. And surely many mislead 

others by their evil desires 

through lack of knowledge. 

Assuredly, thy Lord knows 

best the transgressors. 

 

 

121. And deschew open sins as 

well as secret ones. Surely, 

those who earn sin will be 

rewarded for that which they 

have earned.  

 

 

 
903. In matters of faith it is neither the majority nor the minority that can be 

accepted as judge of what is right or wrong. God alone is the Infallible Judge. 
He gives His judgment by showing heavenly Signs and by helping the party 
which pursues the path of truth. 

904. Vv. 2:173 and 23:52 show that the eating of good and pure food has a 
direct bearing on the actions of man. So believers are here enjoined to partake 
of pure and wholesome food to strengthen their faith and cleanse their hearts 
of impurity. 

a16:126. b5:5. c2:174; 5:4, 5; 6:146; 16:116. d6:152; 7:34. 
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122. And aeat not of that on 

which the name of Allah has 

not been pronounced,905 for 

surely that is abomination. 

And certainly the evil ones 

inspire their friends with such 

thoughts that they may dispute 

with you. And if you obey 

them, you will indeed be of 

those who set up gods with 

Allah. 

 

 

R. 15.   

123. Can bhe, who was dead, 

then We gave him life and 

made for him a light whereby 

he walks among men, be like 

him whose condition is that he 

is in utter darkness whence he 

cannot come forth?906 cThus 

have the doings of the 

disbelievers been made to 

seem fair to them.  

 

 

124. And thus dhave We made 

in every town the leaders of its 

wicked ones that their doings 

seem fair to them with the 

 

 

 
905. The verse explains why it is forbidden to eat such animals as die of 

themselves or such as are not duly slaughtered with an invocation of the name 
of God. The pronouncement of the name of God produces sanctifying effect 
on man’s heart which nullifies the hardening effect which the killing of the 
animal is likely to produce. 

906. In the foregoing verses it was pointed out that man-made laws are 
always defective. Now it is mentioned in the present verse that man-made 
teachings cannot stand against Divine teachings. The case of those who devise 
laws, with the aid of human reason alone, is like one who gropes in darkness 
from which he will never come out. 

a5:4; 6:146. b8:25. c6:109; 10:13; 27:5. d17:17. 
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result that they plot therein 

against the Messengers 

of  Allah and they plot not 

except against their own souls; 

but they perceive not. 

 

125. And when there comes to 
them a Sign, they say, a‘We 
will not believe until we are 
given the like of that which 
Allah’s Messengers have been 
given.’ Allah knows best where 
to place His Message.906A 
Surely, humiliation before 
Allah and a severe punishment 
shall afflict the offenders 
because of their plotting. 

 

 

126. So, whomsoever Allah 
intends to guide, He expands 
his bosom for the acceptance 
of Islam; and whomsoever He 
intends that he should go 
astray, He makes his bosom 
narrow and close, as though 
he were mounting up into the 
skies.907 Thus does bAllah 
inflict punishment on those 
who do not believe.  

 

 

127. And cthis is the path 
of  thy Lord leading straight to 
Him. We have, indeed, 
explained the Signs in detail 
for a people who would be 
admonished. 

 

 

 
906A. Allah knows best who is fit to be His Messenger and who is not. 
907. He regards Divine commandments as a burden and finds physical 

a28:49. b10:101. c6:154. 
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128. For them is athe abode 

of  peace with their Lord, and 

He is their Friend because of 

their works. 

 

 

129. And bon the day when He 

will gather them all together, 

He will say, ‘O company908 of 

jinn! you won over to 

yourselves909 a great many 

from among men!’ And their 

friends from among men will 

say, ‘Our Lord! we profited 

from one another, but now we 

have reached our term which 

Thou didst appoint for us.’ He 

will say, ‘The Fire is your 

abode, wherein you shall 

abide, save what Allah may 

will.’ Surely, thy Lord is 

Wise, All-Knowing.910 

 

 

 
difficulty and mental trouble in carrying them out. His bosom, as it were, 
becomes narrow like one who is climbing up a steep height. 

908. Ma‘shar means, a company of men whose affair is the same (Lane). In 
this verse the word jinn clearly signifies great and powerful men as opposed to 
Ins, i.e. the weak and poor classes. 

909. The Arabic words may mean: (1) You have won over many from 
among the common masses to your side and have made them follow you; 
(2) you have exploited them; (3) you have attached great importance to the 
masses, i.e. you did not accept the Truth out of fear lest the masses should 
cease to follow you. Just as weak people do not accept the Truth out of fear of 
the great, similarly the great ones are sometimes afraid of their followers and 
do not accept the Truth out of fear lest they should desert them. 

910. The verse provides another proof of the fact that by the word "jinn" is 
here meant only a class of human beings, viz. the great and the powerful, for it 
is only one class of men that exploits another class, jinn as beings different 
from men have never been found to exploit men, neither are Divine 
Messengers known to have ever been raised among them. 

a10:26. b7:39, 40; 10:29; 34:32. 
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130. And thus do We make 
some of the wrongdoers 
friends910A of each other 
because of what they earn. 

 

 

R. 16.   

131. a‘O company of jinn and 
men! did not Messengers 
come to you from among 
yourselves who related to you 
My Signs and who warned 
you of the meeting of this 
your day?’ They will say, ‘We 
bear witness against 
ourselves.’ And the worldly 
life deceived them. And bthey 
will bear witness against 
themselves that they were 
disbelievers. 

 

132. The Messengers are sent 
because cthy Lord would not 
destroy the towns911 unjustly 
while their people were 
unwarned.912 

 

 

133. And for all are degrees 
of  rank according to what 
they do, and thy Lord is not 
unmindful of what they do.  

 

 

134. And thy Lord is Self-

Sufficient, dLord of mercy. 

 
 

 
910A. The words may also mean, 'And thus do We set some of the evil 

doers over others.' 
911. As the Holy Prophet was raised for all mankind, the word al-Qura 

would in his case apply to the whole world. 
912. God never sends down general calamities unless He first warns people 

of the impending visitation by raising a Warner. Calamities referred to here 
are general calamities such as earthquakes, devastating wars, epidemics, etc. 
which smite a whole people. 

a39:72; 40:51; 67:9, 10. b7:38. c11:118; 20:135; 26:209; 28:60. d6:148; 18:59. 
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If  He please, aHe can do away 

with you and cause to succeed 

you whom He pleases, even as 

He raised you from the 

posterity of other people. 

 

135. Surely, bthat which you 

are promised shall come to 

pass and you cannot frustrate 

it. 

 

 

136. Say, c‘O my people, act 

according to your power.913 I, 

too, am acting. Soon will you 

know whose will be the 

ultimate reward of the abode.’ 

Surely, the wrongdoers shall 

not prosper. 

 

 

137. And dthey have assigned 
Allah a portion of the crops 
and cattle which He has 
produced, and they say, ‘This 
is for Allah,’—so they 
assert—‘and this is for our 
associate-gods.’ But that 
which is for their associate-
gods reaches not Allah, while 
that which is for Allah reaches 
their associate-gods. Evil is 
what they judge.914 

 

 

 
913. The words also mean, (1) act according to your way; (2) do your worst. 

The verse holds out a challenge to the idolatrous Meccans to do their worst 
and exert themselves to the utmost of their power and resources to extirpate 
Islam and destroy the small Muslim Community, but they will utterly fail in 
their nefarious designs and endeavours. 

914. The reference is to an idolatrous custom of the Arabs. They would 
divide the produce of their lands between God and their deities. If the portion 
which they set apart for their deities was spent for other purposes, then the 
 

a4:134; 14:20; 35:17. b11:34; 42:32. c11:94, 122; 39:40, 41. d16:57. 
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138. And in like manner have 
their associate-gods915 made 
the slaying of their children916 
seem fair to many of the 
idolaters that they may ruin 
them and cause confusion in 
their religion. And if Allah 
had enforced His Will, they 
would not have done this; so 
leave them alone with that 
which they invent.  

 

 

139. And they say, ‘such and 
such cattle and crops are 
forbidden.917 None shall eat 
thereof save whom we 
please—so they assert—and 
there are cattle whose backs 
are forbidden,918 and there are 
cattle over which they 
pronounce not the name 
of  Allah,919 forging a lie 

 

 

 
portion which they had reserved for God was given away as charity in the 
name of their deities, but if the portion set apart for God was spent for other 
ends, then the portion set aside for the deities was not transferred to God. 

915. The "associate-gods" here referred to are divines, soothsayers and 
astrologers, etc. 

916. The reference is to the most atrocious practice among some Arab 
tribes of slaying or burying alive their female children or offering them as 
sacrifice at the altar of their deities to avert natural calamities. Or it may be to 
their superstitious vow that if they had a certain number of children they 
would offer one of them as sacrifice. 

917. By "forbidden crops" are meant such cultivated fields as were 
dedicated to the idols. These could be used only by the priests that attended 
upon them. 

918. The cattle mentioned in 5:104. They were not used for riding or as 
beasts of burden. 

919. Cattle dedicated to the associate-gods of Meccan idolaters. There is no 
reference here to the mentioning of God’s name at the time of slaughtering. 
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against Him. Soon will He 
requite them for that which 
they have fabricated. 

140. And they say, ‘That 
which is in the wombs of such 
and such cattle is reserved for 
our males and is forbidden to 
our wives;920 but if it be born 
dead, then they are all 
partakers thereof. He will 
reward them for their 
assertion. Surely, He is Wise, 
All-Knowing. 

 

 

141. Losers indeed are they 
who slay their children 
foolishly for lack of 
knowledge, and make 
unlawful what Allah has 
provided for them, forging a 
lie against Allah. They have 
indeed gone astray and are not 
rightly guided.  

 

 

R. 17.   

142. And aHe it is Who 

produces gardens, trellised 

and untrellised, and the date-

palm and corn-fields whose 

fruits vary in taste, and the 

olive and the pomegranate, 

similar and dissimilar. Eat of 

the fruit thereof when they 

bear fruit, and pay His due921 

 

 

 
920. Another absurd custom of the Arabs. 
921. In the foregoing verses reference was made to some of the idolatrous 

customs or foolish practices and laws which the pagan Arabs had devised for 
themselves. With this verse the Surah proceeds to give some of the Divine 
 

a6:100; 13:5; 16:12; 35:28; 36:35, 36. 
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on the day of harvest and 

exceed not the bounds. Surely, 

Allah loves not those who 

exceed the bounds. 

 

143. And of the cattle He has 
created some for burden and 
some for slaughter. Eat of that 
which Allah has provided for 
you, and afollow not in the 
footsteps of Satan. Surely, he 
is to you an open foe.922 

 

 

144. And bof the cattle He has 
created eight mates—of the 
sheep two, and of the goats 
two. Say, ‘Is it the two males 
that He has forbidden or the 
two females or that which the 
wombs of the two females 
contain? Inform me with 
knowledge if you are truthful.’ 

 

 

145. And of the camels two, 

and of the oxen two. Say, ‘Is it 

the two males that He has 

forbidden923 or the two 

females or that which the 

wombs of the two females 

contain? Were you present 

 

 

 
laws. 

922. Apart from its primary meaning the verse also hints that the eating of 
lawful things is a means of safeguarding one against the attacks of Satan. 

923. The idolaters are asked whether they were present when Allah forbade 
the eating of oxen and camels. They are called upon to produce a Divine 
authority showing that the cow and the camel were really forbidden. This is so 
because eating of the flesh of cows and the camel is regarded as forbidden by 
some people on Scriptural authority—the cow by the Hindus and the camel by 
some Jews. 

aSee 2:209. b39:7. 
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when Allah enjoined this on 

you?’ aWho is then more 

unjust than he who forges a lie 

against Allah that he may lead 

men astray without knowledge? 

Surely, Allah guides not the 

unjust people. 

 

R. 18.   

146. Say, b‘I find not in what 

has been revealed to me aught 

forbidden to an eater who 

desires to eat it, except it be 

that which dies of itself or 

blood poured forth, or the 

flesh of swine—for all that is 

unclean—or cwhat is profane, 

on which is invoked the name 

of other than Allah.924 But 

whoso is driven by necessity, 

being neither disobedient nor 

exceeding the limit, then, 

surely, thy Lord is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful.’  

 

 

 
924. The verse points out that the laws made by pagan Arabs with regard to 

permissible and forbidden foods were arbitrary, without any wisdom 
underlying them; while the food-laws prescribed by Islam are based on reason 
and wisdom. Basically speaking, Islam forbids four things—three on the basis 
of their being Rijs, i.e. unclean and impure; and one on the basis of its being 
Fisq, i.e. profane and irreligious. The first-mentioned three things are carrion, 
the blood which pours out when an animal is slaughtered or wounded and the 
flesh of swine. All these are, as the verse says, Rijs (unclean and impure), i.e. 
they are harmful both to the physical and moral health of man. The word Rijs, 
it must be noted, is to be read with each of the three first-mentioned forbidden 
things. The fourth thing forbidden is that on which the name of anything other 
than Allah, is pronounced. It is Fisq (profane), i.e. a source of disobedience or 
rebellion against God. The eating of such food is calculated to injure the 
spiritual health of man and to kill his feelings of love and jealousy for Him. 

a6:22; 7:38; 11:19. b2:174; 5:4; 16:116. c6:122. 
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147. And ato those who are 
Jews We forbade all animals 
having claws; and of the oxen 
and the sheep and goats did 
We forbid them their fats, 
save that which their backs 
bear or the entrails or that 
which is mixed with the 
bones.925 With that did we 
recompense them for their 
rebellion.926 And most surely 
We are truthful. 

 

 

148. But if they accuse thee 
of  falsehood, say, b‘Your 
Lord is the Lord of all-
embracing mercy, and His 
wrath shall not be turned back 
from the guilty people.’ 

 

 

149. cThose who associate 
gods with Allah will say, 
‘If  Allah had pleased, we 
would not have associated gods 
with Him, nor would our 
fathers, nor would we have 
made anything unlawful.’ In 
like manner did those who 
were before them accuse God’s 
Messengers of falsehood, until 
they tasted of Our wrath. Say, 
‘Have you any knowledge? 
Then produce it for us. You 
only follow mere conjecture. 
And you only tell lies.’  

 

 

 
925. See Lev. 3:17 and 7:23. In the Talmud, exception is made of the fat 

that sticks to the ribs. 
926. These things were forbidden to the Jews as a punishment for their 

transgression. 

a16:119. b6:134; 7:157. c16:36; 43:21. 
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150. Say, ‘Allah’s is the 
argument that reaches home. 
aIf  He had enforced His Will, 
He would have surely guided 
you all.’927 

 

 

151. Say, ‘Produce your 
witnesses who testify that Allah 
has forbidden this.’ If  they 
bear witness, bear thou not 
witness with them, bnor follow 
thou the evil desires of  those 
who treat Our Signs as lies and 
those who believe not in the 
Hereafter and cwho set up 
dequals to their Lord. 

 

 

R. 19.    

152. Say, ‘Come, I will recite 

to you what your Lord has 

forbidden,928 that you associate 

not anything as partner with 

Him; and that you do good to 

parents, and ethat you slay not 

your children for fear 

 

 

 
927. If God had decided to force men to do His Will, He would certainly 

have made them do things which are right and not the things which are wrong. 
But in His infinite wisdom He has made man a free agent. He has explained to 
him what is right and what is wrong, and then has left him free to follow 
whichever course he may like to choose. 

928. The injunctions which follow the word "forbidden" are what God 
commands us to carry out. The injunctions are expressly mentioned but the 
converse of them which is forbidden is implied. Thus, on the one hand, by 
using the word "forbidden" and, on the other, by following it up with positive 
commandments, the verse combines in itself both the direct injunctions and 
their converse. The verse may be construed in another way also. The first 
sentence should be taken as having ended with the words what your Lord has 
forbidden, and the next sentence as beginning with the word ‘Alaikum which 
would in this case mean, "It is enjoined on you." The verse will then read as 
follows: "Come, I will rehearse to you what your Lord has forbidden. It is 
enjoined on you that you associate not anything as partner with Him..." 

a5:49; 11:119; 13:32; 16:10. b5:49; 45:19. c6:2; 27:61. d4:37; 17:24. e17:32. 
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of  poverty—it is We Who 

provide for you and for 

them—and athat you approach 

not foul deeds, whether open 

or secret; and that you slay not 

the soul the slaying of which 

Allah has forbidden, save in 

accordance with the demands 

of justice. That is what He has 

enjoined upon you, that you 

may understand. 

 

153. ‘And bapproach not the 

property of the orphan, except 

in a way which is best, till he 

attains his maturity. And cgive 

full measure and weight with 

equity.929 dWe charge not any 

soul except according to its 

capacity. And when you 

speak, observe justice, even if 

the person concerned be a 

relative, and efulfil the 

covenant of  Allah.930 That is 

what He enjoins upon you, 

that you may take care.’  

 

 

154. And say, f‘This is My 

straight path. So follow it; and 

follow not other ways, lest 

they lead you away from His 

 

 

 
929. Next to the injunctions about the protection of life is mentioned the 

commandment to protect property. 
930. After the injunction to guard the tongue comes the injunction to guard 

the heart, implied in the words and fulfil the covenant of Allah; for whereas 
the previous injunctions pertained to the covenant with men, the present one 
relates to the covenant with God. 

a6:121; 7:34. b4:11; 17:35. c17:36; 26:182, 183; 55:10. d2:287; 7:43.  
e5:2; 16:92; 17:35. f6:127. 
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way. That is what He enjoins 

upon you, that you may be 

able to guard against evils.’ 

 

155. Moreover, aWe gave 

Moses the Book—completing 

the favour upon him who did 

good, and ban explanation of 

all necessary things,931 and a 

guidance and a mercy—that 

they might believe in the 

meeting with their Lord. 

 

 

R. 20.   

156. And cthis is a Book 

which We have sent down; 

full of blessings. So follow932 

it, and guard against evils that 

you may be shown mercy, 

 

 

157. Lest you should say, 

‘The Book was sent down 

only to two peoples933 before 

us, and we were indeed 

unaware of  what they read;’  

 

 

 
931. The words "all things" signify all those things which satisfied the 

moral and spiritual needs of the Jews. The Torah fulfilled all those needs. 
932. The verse signifies that the Qur’an is a revealed Book which contains 

all the imperishable teachings and eternal truths which were contained in the 
former Scriptures, this being the meaning of the word Mubarak (Lane). Thus 
by following the Qur’an Muslims are relieved of the necessity of seeking 
guidance from them. 

933. The "two peoples" mentioned in the verse may be the Jews to whom 
was given the Torah and whose religion originated in the region in the north 
of Arabia, and the Zoroastrians to whom was given the Zend-Avesta and who 
lived on the east side of Arabia. Or the words may refer to Jews and Christians, 
the two peoples who lived in Arabia and with whom the Arabs had come into 
contact. 

a2:54; 5:45. b7:146. c6:93; 21:51. 
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158. aOr lest you should say, 
‘Had the Book been sent 
down to us, we should surely 
have been better guided than 
they.’ There has now come to 
you a clear evidence from 
your Lord, and a guidance and 
a mercy. bWho, then, is more 
unjust than he who rejects the 
Signs of Allah and turns away 
from them? We will requite 
those who turn away from Our 
Signs with an evil punishment 
because of their turning away. 

 

 

159. cThey are but waiting that 
angels should come934 to 
them or that thy Lord should 
come935 or there should come 
some of the Signs936 of thy 
Lord. The day when some of 
the Signs of thy Lord shall 
come, it shall not profit a soul 
to believe, which had not 
believed before, nor earned 
any good by its faith. Say, 
‘Wait ye, we too are waiting.’  

 

 

160. As for dthose who split up 

their religion937 and became 

 
 

 
934. The "coming of angels" here refers to the punishment of the people 

through wars; because the coming of angels has been mentioned in connection 
with the battles that took place between Muslims and their enemies (3:125, 
126 & 8:10). 

935. The term "coming of the Lord" expresses complete destruction of the 
enemies of truth (2:211). 

936. "The coming of the Signs" refers to earthly punishments such as 
famines, pestilences, calamities, etc. 

937. The words, "split up their religion" signify that when people begin to 
 

a35:43. b6:22; 7:38; 10:18. c2:211; 16:34. d30:33. 
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divided into sects, thou hast no 

concern at all with them. 

Surely, their affair is with 

Allah, then shall He inform 

them of what they used to do. 

 

161. aWhoso does a good deed 

shall have ten times938 as 

much; but he who does an evil 

deed, shall be requited only 

with the like of it; and they 

shall not be wronged. 

 

 

162. Say, ‘My Lord has 

guided me unto a straight 

path—the right religion, bthe 

religion of  Abraham, the 

upright. And he was not of 

those who associate gods with 

Allah.’ 

 

 

163. Say, ‘My Prayer and my 

sacrifice and my life and my 

death are all for Allah, the 

Lord of the worlds;939 

 

 

164. c‘He has no partner. And 

so am I commanded, and I am 

the first of those who submit.’  

 

 

 
follow their own caprices and fancies, differences arise among them and 
unanimity of views disappears. 

938. A good deed is like a good seed that multiplies tenfold and even more 
(2:262; 4:41; 10:27, 28; also Tirmidhi, ch. on Fasting) whereas an evil deed is 
counted as only one. 

939. Prayer, sacrifice, life and death, cover the entire field of man’s actions, 
and the Holy Prophet had been asked to declare that all phases of his life were 
devoted to God alone. All his prayers were offered to God; all his sacrifices 
were made to Him; all his life was devoted to His service; and if in the cause 
of religion he sought death, that was also to win His pleasure. 

a4:41; 27:90; 28:85. b3:96; 16:124. c6:15; 39:12, 13. 
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165. Say, a‘shall I seek a Lord 

other than Allah, while He is 

the Lord of all things?’ And 

no soul earns evil but only 

against itself; bnor does any 

bearer of  burden bear the 

burden of  another.940 Then to 

your Lord will be your return, 

and He will inform you of that 

wherein you used to differ. 

 

 

166. And He it is Who has 

made you successors of others 

on the earth and has exalted 

some of you over others in 

degrees of rank, cthat He may 

try you by that which He has 

given you.941 Surely, thy Lord 

is quick in punishment; and 

surely, He is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful.  

 

 

 
940. This verse contains, as do vv. 17:16; 53:40, 41, a forceful repudiation 

of the doctrine of Atonement and emphatically draws attention to the fact that 
everyone has to carry his own cross and to account for his own actions. 
Nobody’s vicarious sacrifice can do one any good. 

941. The verse constitutes at once an exhortation and a warning to the 
Muslims. They are told that they are going to be granted power and authority, 
and the duty of regulating the affairs of nations is about to devolve on them. 
They should discharge their responsibilities with equity and justice as they 
shall have to give account of their charge to their Creator. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a7:141. b17:16; 35:19; 53:39. c5:49; 11:8; 67:3. 
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CHAPTER 7 
AL-A‘RAF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

 

Title and Time of Revelation 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas, Ibn-e-Zubair, Hasan, Mujahid, ‘Ikrimah, 

‘Ata’ and Jabir bin Zaid, this Surah belongs to the Meccan period with the 
exception of vv.165-172. Qatadah however, is of the opinion that v. 165 was 
revealed at Medina. The Surah takes its title from v. 47. Commentators have 
not succeeded in finding out any real connection between the word A‘raf and 
the subject-matter of the Surah. This is because they have assigned a wrong 
meaning to the word. They think that A‘raf is the name of an intervening 
spiritual stage between Paradise and Hell and that the Fellows of A‘raf will 
appear distinct from the inmates of Hell but will not as yet have entered 
Paradise. The Qur’an rejects this meaning of the word because it has 
mentioned only two groups of people—the dwellers of Paradise and the 
inmates of Hell. There is no mention in it of any third group or class of people. 
It lends no support to the interpretation of the word A‘raf as the place of 
persons of a middling spiritual status, nor can any internal evidence be 
adduced in support of this interpretation. The Qur’an depicts the Fellows of 
Al-A‘raf as at one time addressing the dwellers of Paradise and at another time 
talking to the inmates of Hell; and their spiritual knowledge has been declared 
to be so great that they can recognize the dwellers of Paradise by their special 
marks and also the inmates of Hell by the latter’s particular signs. They 
rebuke and upbraid the inmates of Hell and pray for the inmates of Paradise 
(7:47, 49, 50). Can a person, who himself is hanging, as it were, in a state of 
uncertainty between Paradise and Hell, be so presumptuous as to assume an 
air of superiority as the Fellows of Al-A‘raf  have been shown to do? The fact 
is that the Fellows of Al-A‘raf are the Prophets of God, who will enjoy a 
special spiritual status on the Day of Judgment and will pray for the dwellers 
of Paradise and rebuke and reprimand the inmates of Hell. And because the 
Surah is the first among the Quranic Chapters in which the life stories of 
several Prophets have been dealt with at some length, it has rightly been given 
the name Al-A‘raf. Moreover, the very construction of the word supports this 
inference. A‘raf is the plural of ‘Urf which means a high and elevated place 
and means also that spiritual realization which a man acquires by the help of 
God-given intellect and the testimony of his inner self. So A‘raf may signify 
those teachings of which the truth is established by rational arguments and the 
testimony of human nature; and, as the teachings of Prophets possess all these 
qualities, they alone deserve this spiritually exalted position and so they can 
legitimately be called the Fellows of Al-A‘raf (Elevated Places). In short, the 
Surah Al-A‘raf is so called because in it illustrations have been given from the 
lives of those eminent men of very high spiritual position who in the past 
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taught mankind eternal truths in accordance with the demands of human 
nature and human reason, and whom the men of this world resisted and sought 
to bring low, but whom the jealous God raised to a very exalted position. 

Subject-Matter and Context 
Spiritually speaking the Surah serves as a kind of Barzakh (intervening 

link) between the Surahs that precede it and those that follow it, which 
signifies that the subject-matter of the preceding Surahs has been developed 
into a new theme in this Surah. In the preceding Surahs the main theme 
consisted of refutation of Judaism and Christianity and that of other Faiths 
which profess to derive their authority mainly from Philosophy and Reason. In 
this Surah both these themes have been jointly treated and the falsity of the 
positions of both these sets of creeds is demonstrated and the truth of Islam 
established. First of all, it is stated that because the Qur’an is the revealed 
Word of God, there is no possibility that it will ever meet with destruction or 
will fail to achieve its object. Then Muslims are warned that they should not, 
in a fit of despondency, come to a hasty compromise with the followers of 
other religions, because the opponents of a true religion have always suffered 
disgrace and humiliation in the end. Next, it is stated that God has created man 
for the attainment of a most sublime object, but most men forget this noble 
purpose of their lives. The paradisiacal life of Adam and his expulsion from it 
have been cited as an illustration of this subject, and it is added that in the 
very beginning after having created man God provided for him the means to 
attain a high spiritual status; but man gave no heed to God’s plans for him, 
and followed Satan. Further, it is mentioned that, unlike former Faiths which 
aimed at individual development, Islam seeks to bring about reformation of 
whole communities. Whereas former Prophets sought to make individuals 
enter Paradise, Islam’s aim is that whole communities and nations should 
attain bliss. But, as every effort at reformation has to encounter obstacles and 
vicissitudes before it attains its consummation, so whenever the Muslim 
community deviates from Islamic principles and teachings God raises for their 
reformation divinely-inspired Reformers from among the followers of the 
Holy Prophet so that man may not lose his newly-gained Paradise by 
deviating from the path of national progress and development. The Surah then 
proceeds to lay down standards and criteria for the recognition of these 
promised Reformers and light is also shed on the ultimate doom of their 
opponents. Next, it is said that all Divine plans work gradually. As in the 
material world, so in the realm of the spirit, all progress is subject to the law 
of evolution and it is by a process of progressive evolution that the spiritual 
development of man has taken place from the time of Adam to that of the 
Holy Prophet, and in his teaching greater attention has been devoted to the 
betterment and organization of the whole community. The believers, therefore, 
should always keep in mind that from small seeds grow big trees and that even 
great objects seem very insignificant in the beginning and remain hidden. So it 
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behoves believers to keep their eyes open and let not the grand object of their 
creation remain hidden from their sight because, if once it was allowed to 
become hidden, it would remain hidden for ever. 

With v. 60 begins a brief account of the life-history of some Prophets 
of antiquity whose mission it was to take man back to the blissful heavenly 
existence from which he was expelled. After that it is stated that good is 
ingrained in human nature of which it constitutes an integral part and that evil 
only comes later and is the result of external influences; and that, in spite of 
his instinctive goodness, man cannot attain perfection without the help of 
Divine revelation. By rejecting Divine guidance he deprives himself of his 
instinctive goodness and is spiritually ruined. Again, reference is made to the 
mission of the Holy Prophet, and his opponents are warned not to ignore the 
patent fact that his intellect is sound and motives pure, that his teachings are in 
perfect harmony with human nature and natural law and that the testimony of 
the time also is in his favour. Then some misgivings and doubts of 
disbelievers have been removed and it is stated that they will put up a very 
strong opposition to the Holy Prophet, but God will protect him from all harm. 
Muslims, however, are admonished not only to endure patiently the opposition 
of disbelievers but also to pray for them. Further, the Surah observes that like 
the opponents of former Prophets, the opponents of the Holy Prophet will 
continue to demand Signs, but it lies entirely with God to show Signs. He 
shows them when in His infallible wisdom He thinks opportune. But does not, 
the disbelievers are asked, the Qur’an which fulfils the real object and purpose 
of Prophethood, constitute a sufficient Sign? Muslims, therefore, are exhorted 
to give to the miracle of the Qur’an that great measure of true appreciation 
which it richly deserves, because the more the Heavenly light is vouchsafed to 
man, the truer should be his appreciation of it. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim Sad.942  
 

3. cThis is a Book revealed 

unto thee943—so let there be 

no straitness in thy bosom 

concerning it—that thou 

mayest warn thereby and that 

it be an exhortation to the 

believers. 

 

 

4. dFollow that which has 

been sent down to you from 

your Lord, and follow no 

protectors other than Him. 

But you seldom take warning. 

 

 

5. eHow many a town have 

We destroyed! And Our 

punishment came upon it by 

night or while they slept at 

noon.944 

 

 

 
942. According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas, the combined four letters Alif Lam Mim 

Sad signify "I am Allah, the All-Knowing and I explain." For the first three 
letters see note 16, and the letter Sad stands for Ufassilu, i.e. I explain. The 
contents of this Surah justify this interpretation, because the Surah not only 
embodies Divine knowledge of, but explains at greater length and with a 
greater wealth of illustrations, the subject dealt with in the preceding Surah. 
The letter Sad has also been understood to mean, "Most Truthful." 

943. This verse is addressed to every believer, and not particularly to the 
Holy Prophet. 

944. Latter part of the night and also midday are here mentioned as 
particularly the two times when Divine visitations generally come upon a 
people. These are the hours when they are often asleep or are in a state of 
negligence. 

a1:1. b2:2; 3:2; 29:2; 30:2; 31: 2; 32:2. c6:52; 19:98; 25:2. d33:3; 39:56. e7:98; 21:12; 28:59. 
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6. So when Our punishment 

came upon them, their cry 

was nothing but that they said, 
a‘We were indeed 

wrongdoers!’945 

 

 

7. And bWe will certainly 

question those to whom the 

Messengers were sent and 
cWe will certainly question 

the Messengers.946 

 

 

8. Then will We certainly 

relate to them their deeds with 

knowledge, for We are never 

absent. 

 

 

9. And dthe weighing947 on 

that day will be true. Then as 

for those whose scales are 

heavy, it is they who shall 

prosper. 

 

 

10. And as for those ewhose 
scales are light, it is they who 
shall have ruined their souls 
because of their being 
unjust948 concerning Our 
Signs.  

 

 

 
945. The reason, why even confirmed atheists have sometimes been found 

to cry to God for help when punishment overtakes them, is that at such a 
dreadful time realization comes to man not only of his own utter helplessness 
but also of the might and power of a Higher Being. 

946. The verse embodies the important principle that in one form or another 
all are responsible to God. All people will be questioned how they received 
God’s Messengers, and the Messengers will be questioned how they delivered 
the Divine Message and what response was made by the people to it. 

947. The language used here is figurative. Material things are weighed in 
scales made of metal or wood, but the weighing of things which are not 
material signifies determining their real value, worth or importance. 

948. The word Zulm, literally meaning 'to put a thing in the wrong place' 
 

a21:15. b28:66. c5:110. d21:48; 23:103; 101:9-10. e23:104; 101:7-8. 
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11. And aWe have established 

you in the earth and provided 

for you therein the means of 

subsistence. But little thanks 

do you give. 

 

 

R. 2.   

12. And We indeed created 

you and then bwe gave you 

shape;949 then said We to the 

angels, c‘Submit to Adam;’950 

and they all submitted, But 

Iblis951 did not; he will not be 

of those who submit.  

 

 

13. dGod said,952 ‘What 

prevented thee from 

submitting when I 

commanded thee?’ He said, ‘I 

 

 
(Lane), is here used to signify that the disbelievers did not treat the Signs of 
God in the manner in which they should have been treated. The Signs were 
meant to instil fear of God and humility into their minds, but instead they 
became all the more arrogant and insolent and rejected them with mockery 
and derision. 

949. Man can mould his moral being into various shapes, as clay can be 
moulded. 

950. Whereas the command to submit to Adam was addressed to the angels, 
it applied to all creation, as angels are Divine agents to give effect to God’s 
commands. 

951. Iblis was not an angel (18:51). He is the chief of the evil spirits as 
Gabriel is the chief of angels. The incident mentioned here is in no way 
connected with the first progenitor of the human race, who may be called the 
first Adam. It is only with the latter Adam (who dwelt in this earth about six 
thousand years ago and from whom Noah and Abraham and their posterity 
were directly descended) that the present account deals. 

952. What is represented in the present verse as a dialogue between God 
and Iblis does not necessarily mean that an exchange of words did actually 
take place. The words may only depict a state of things, a picture of the 
conditions that came into existence as a result of the refusal of Iblis to submit 
to Adam. See also 61. 

a15:21; 46:27. b23:15; 39:7; 40:65. c2:35; 15:30-31; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117; 38:73-75.  
d15:33-34; 38:76-77. 
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am better than he. Thou hast 

created me of fire while him 

hast Thou created of clay.’953 

 

14. God said, a‘Then go down 

hence;954 it is not for thee to 

be arrogant here. Get out; 

thou art certainly of those 

who are abased.’ 

 

 

15. bHe said, ‘Respite me till 

the day when they will be 

raised up.’954A 

 

 

16. God said, ‘Thou art of 

those who are respited.’ 

 
 

17. cHe said, ‘Now, since 

Thou hast adjudged me to be 

erring, I will assuredly lie in 

wait for them on Thy straight 

path;  

 

 

18. ‘Then will I surely come 

upon them from before them 

and from behind them and 

from their right and from their 

left,955 and Thou wilt not find 

most of them to be grateful.’  

 

 

 
953. For an explanation of the word "clay" see 420A. 
954. There being no noun mentioned in the verse to which the pronoun ha 

(it) implied in the expression Minha (hence) refers, it may be taken to denote 
the condition or state in which Iblis was, before he refused to submit to Adam. 

954A. The resurrection referred to in this verse is not the great Resurrection 
of mankind decreed for the Hereafter, but the spiritual resurrection of man, or 
the state when his spiritual consciousness becomes fully developed. Iblis can 
lead him astray only so long as he is not spiritually resurrected. But once he 
attains that high spiritual stage which is known by the term Baqa’ (rebirth), 
Iblis can do him no harm (17:66). 

955. Note the network of seductions threatened by Satan. 

a15:35; 38:78. b15:37; 38:80. c15:40; 38:83. 
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19. God said, ‘Get out hence, 

despised and banished. 
aWhosoever of them shall 

follow thee, I will surely fill 

Hell with you all;’ 

 

 

20. ‘And bO Adam! dwell 

thou and thy wife in the 

Garden955A and eat therefrom 

wherever you will,956 but 

approach not this tree957 lest 

you be among the 

wrongdoers,’ 

 

 

21. But cSatan made evil 

suggestions to them so that he 

might make known to them 

what was hidden from them 

of their shame957A and said, 

‘Your Lord has only 

forbidden you this tree, lest 

you become angels or lest you 

become of the immortals.’  

 

 

 
955A. See 68. 
956. This shows that every thing is lawful, except what may be forbidden 

as being harmful physically or spiritually. 
957. "Forbidden tree" may also signify commandments whereby certain 

things were forbidden to Adam and his wife. "Good word" has been likened to 
"good tree" in the Qur’an (14:25) and evil word to "evil tree" (14:27). 

957A. While evil thoughts ultimately lead a person to his ruin, they also 
make manifest to him his weaknesses. 

As the place where Adam was made to reside has been metaphorically 
described in the Qur’an as a "Garden", therefore in the description that follows 
the metaphor is continued and Adam is represented as having been forbidden 
to approach a certain 'tree' which was not a tree in its literal and physical sense, 
but a certain family or tribe from which he was bidden to keep aloof, because 
the members of that family were his enemies and they would have spared no 
pains to do him harm. 

a11:20; 15:43-44; 32:14; 38:86. b2:38; 20:118. c2:37; 20:121. 
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22. And he swore to them, 
saying, ‘Surely I am a sincere 
counsellor unto you,’ 

 
 

23. So he caused them to fall 

into disobedience by deceit. 

And when they atasted of the 

tree, their shame958 became 

manifest to them and they 

both began to cover 

themselves with the leaves959 

 

 
958. The word Sayyi’ah which means, any evil, foul, unseemly or 

abominable saying or habit or action which one would like to hide; shame; 
nakedness (Lane), is used here in the sense of "object of shame" or 
"weakness," because no man’s nakedness is hidden from him. Some of 
Adam’s weaknesses were indeed hidden from him and he came to realize 
them when his enemy lured him away from his position of security. Every 
person has certain weaknesses which are hidden even from himself, but which 
become exposed at time of strain and stress, or when he is tempted and tried. 
So it was when Adam was tempted and deceived by Satan that he became 
aware of some of his natural weaknesses. The Qur’an does not say that the 
weaknesses of Adam and his wife became known to other people, but that 
they only themselves became conscious of them. 

959. Waraq, meaning, the prime and freshness of a thing; the young lads of 
a community (Lisan) signifies that when Satan succeeded in causing a split in 
Adam’s community and some of its weaker members had gone out of its fold, 
he gathered together the Auraq (leaves) of the Garden, i.e. the youth of the 
community, and began to reunite and reorganize his people with their help. It 
is generally the youth who, being mostly free from preconceived ideas and 
prejudices, follow and help the Prophets of God (10:84). The being whom the 
Qur’an has represented as having refused to submit to Adam is called Iblis, 
while the person who tempted him is called Satan. This distinction is observed 
not only in the verse under comment, but in all the relevant verses throughout 
the Qur’an. This shows that, so far as this narrative is concerned, Satan and 
Iblis were two different persons. In fact, the word Shaitan (Satan) is applied 
not only to evil spirits but also to those human beings who, on account of their 
evil nature and wicked deeds, become, as it were, Satan incarnate. The 
Shaitan who tempted Adam and caused him to slip was not an invisible evil 
spirit but a wicked man of flesh and blood, a devil from among human beings, 
a manifestation of Satan and an agent of Iblis. He was a member of the family 
which Adam had been bidden to avoid. The Holy Prophet is reported to have 
 

a2:37; 20:122. 
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of the Garden. And their Lord 

called them, saving, ‘Did I not 

forbid you that tree and tell 

you, averily Satan is to you an 

open enemy?’ 

 

24. They said, b‘Our Lord, we 

have wronged ourselves960 

and if Thou forgive us not and 

have not mercy on us, we 

shall surely be of the losers.’ 

 

 

25. God said, c‘Go forth,961 

some of you will be enemies 

of others. And for you there is 

an abode on the earth and a 

provision for a time.’ 

 

 

26. He said. d‘Therein shall 

you live and therein shall you 

die and therefrom shall you be 

brought forth.’962  

 

 

 
said that his name was Harith, (Tirmidhi, ch. on Tafsir) which is further 
evidence of his being a human being and not an evil spirit. 

960. Adam soon realized his error and hastened to turn to God in 
repentance. In fact, Adam’s error lay in taking this man-devil for a well-
wisher, although God had warned him against having anything to do with him. 

961. The verse shows that Adam was commanded to emigrate from the 
land of his birth because enmity and hatred had sprung up between different 
members of his community. This constitutes a further evidence of the fact that 
the "Garden" which Adam was commanded to leave was not Paradise. It 
appears that Adam emigrated from Mesopotamia, the land of his birth, to a 
neighbouring land. The emigration was perhaps a temporary one and he may 
have returned to his native land not long after. Indeed, the words, a provision 
for a time, contain a veiled hint at the emigration being a temporary one. 
Adam is warned in this verse to be careful in future; for it was in his native 
land that he was now to live forever. 

962. Taken in a general sense the verse hints that no human being can ascend 
to the heavens with his physical body. Man must live and die on this earth. 

a2:169, 209; 6:143; 12:6; 20:118; 28:16; 35:7; 36:61. b2:38. c2:37, 39; 20:124. d20:56; 71:18-19. 
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R. 3.   

27. O children of Adam, We 

have indeed sent down to you 

raiment to cover your 

nakedness and to be a means 

of adornment; but the raiment 

of righteousness963—that is 

the best. That is of the 

commandments of Allah, that 

they may remember. 

 

 

28. O children of Adam, let 

not Satan seduce you, even as 

he turned your parents out of 

the Garden, stripping them of 

their raiment that he might 

show them their nakedness. 

Truly, he sees you, he and his 

tribe, from where you see 

them not.964 Surely, aWe have 

made Satans friends of those 

who believe not.  

 

 

29. And when they commit an 
indecency, they say, ‘We 
found our fathers doing it and 
‘Allah has enjoined it upon 

 

 
963. It was with the apparel of piety that Adam covered his "nakedness" in 

the "Garden". 
964. The Evil Spirit, called Shaitan, and those of his kind are generally 

invisible to the eye. They exercise their influence imperceptibly and search for 
the hidden weaknesses of man in order to confirm him in his evil ways. God 
has created Satan only as a trial for men––Satan serves the purpose of a hurdle 
in the spiritual race in which man is engaged. Hurdles are meant not to block 
but to make the competitors in the race more vigilant and to redouble their 
efforts. The careless and the negligent, who stumble over hurdles and thus 
lose the race, have themselves to blame and not the person or persons who put 
them in their way in order to try and prove their mettle. 

a2:258; 3:176; 16:101. 
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us.’ Say, ‘Allah never enjoins 
aindecencies. Do you say of 
Allah that which you know 
not?’ 

 

30. Say, ‘My Lord has 
enjoined bjustice. And fix965 
your attention aright at every 
time and place of worship and 
call upon Him, making 
yourselves sincere towards 
Him in religion. As He 
brought you into being, so 
shall you return to Him.’966 

 

 

31. cSome has He guided and 

for some error has become 

their desert. They have taken 

evil ones for friends instead of 

Allah and they think that they 

are rightly guided. 

 

 

32. O children of Adam! take 
your adornment967 at every 
time and place of worship, 
and eat and drink, but dbe not 
immoderate; surely, He does 
not love those who are 
immoderate.  

 

 

 
965. When the time of Prayer approaches and Muslims are about to go to a 

mosque, they should concentrate all their attention on God, taking their mind 
away from the cares of the world. The ablution performed before every Prayer 
serves the useful purpose of turning the believer’s thoughts towards God and 
putting him in the right state for Prayer. 

966. The words, As He brought you into being, so shall you return, mean 
that just as our bodies gradually develop in the wombs of our mothers, so will 
our souls pass through a similar process of development after death. 

967. The adornment should either be physical or spiritual. In the physical 
sense believers are enjoined to go to a place of worship, as far as possible in a 
clean and decent dress. 

a16:91. b4:59; 16:91; 57:26. c16:37; 22:19. d17:28; 25:68. 
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R. 4.   

33. Say, ‘Who has forbidden 

the adornment of Allah which 

He has produced968 for His 

servants and athe good things 

of His providing?’ Say, ‘They 

are for the believers in the 

present life and will be 

exclusively for them on the 

Day of Resurrection.’ Thus do 

We explain the Signs for a 

people who have knowledge,  

 

 

34. Say, b‘My Lord has only 

forbidden indecencies, open 

or secret and sin and wrongful 

transgression and that cyou 

associate with Allah that for 

which He has sent down no 

authority, and that you say of 

Allah what you know not.’ 

 

 

35. And for devery people 

there is a term, and when their 

term is come, they cannot 

remain behind a single 

moment, nor can they get 

ahead969 of it.  

 

 

36. O children of Adam,970 if 
eMessengers come to you 

 

 
968. The good and pure things provided by God are really meant for 

believers though they are also shared by disbelievers in this life; but in the life 
to come they will be enjoyed by believers to the exclusion of disbelievers. 

969. When the time fixed for the punishment of a people arrives, it cannot 
be averted, delayed or postponed. 

970. The point is worthy of special note that, like some preceding verses 
(e.g. 7:27, 28 & 32), the address in the words, O children of Adam, is to the 
people of the Holy Prophet’s time and to the generations that are yet to be 
 

a2:169, 173; 23:52. b6:152. c3:152; 7:72; 22:72. d10:50; 15:6; 16:62; 35:46. e2:39; 20:124. 
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from among yourselves, 
rehearsing My Signs unto 
you, then whoso shall fear 
God and do good deeds, on 
them shall come no fear nor 
shall they grieve.  

 

37. But athose who reject Our 
Signs and turn away from 
them with disdain,—these are 
the inmates of the Fire; they 
shall abide therein.  

 

 

38. bWho is, then, more unjust 
than he who forges a lie 
against Allah or gives the lie 
to His Signs? It is these who 
shall have their lot as 
ordained971 till when Our 
Messengers shall visit them to 
take away their souls, they 
shall say, c‘Where is that 
which you used to call upon 
besides Allah?’ They will 
answer, ‘We cannot find 
them;’ and they will dbear 
witness against themselves 
that they were disbelievers.  

 

 

39. He will say, ‘Enter ye into 

the Fire among the nations of 

jinn and men who passed 

 

 
born and not to the people who lived in the distant past and came immediately 
after Adam. 

971. The words mean that the rejectors of God’s Messengers will see with 
their own eyes the fulfilment of the prophecies foretelling their defeat and 
discomfiture and shall taste the punishment promised to them for opposing 
God’s Messengers. 

a2:40; 5:11, 87; 6:50; 7:41; 22:58. b6:22; 10:18; 11:19; 61:8. c6:23; 40:74-75. d6:131. 
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away before you.’ Every time 

a nation enters, it shall curse 

its sister nation until, when 

they have all successively 

arrived therein, the last of 

them972 will say with regard 

to the first of them, ‘Our 

Lord, these led us astray, so 

give them a adouble 

punishment of the Fire.’ He 

will say, ‘For each there is 

double punishment,973 but 

you do not know.’ 

 

40. And the first of them will 

say to the last of them, ‘You 

have then no superiority over 

us; taste, therefore, the 

punishment for all that you 

did.’ 

 

 

R. 5.   

41. bThose who reject Our 

Signs and turn away from 

them with disdain, the gates 

of spiritual firmament will not 

be opened for them, nor will 

they enter Heaven until a 

camel goes through the eye of 

a needle.974 And thus do We 

requite the offenders.  

 

 

 
972. The leaders and their followers. 
973. Pain and torment appear heavy while they last. God’s torment will be 

unbearable. 
974. Jamal may also mean a rope, for a rope bears a better resemblance to 

the thread which is passed through the eye of a needle. It will not be possible 
for rejectors of God’s Signs to enter Heaven. See Matt. 19:24. 

a38:62. bSee 7:37. 
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42. aThey shall have a bed of 

Hell and over them coverings 

of the same. And thus do We 

requite the unjust. 

 

 

43. But as to those who believe 

and do good works—and bWe 

charge not any soul beyond its 

capacity975—these are the 

inmates of Heaven; they shall 

abide therein. 

 

 

44. And we shall cremove 

whatever rancour976 may be in 

their hearts. dBeneath them 

shall flow rivers. And they 

shall say, e‘All praise belongs 

to Allah Who has guided us to 

this Paradise, And we could 

not have found guidance, if 

Allah had not guided us. The 

Messengers of our Lord did 

indeed bring the Truth.’ And it 

shall be proclaimed unto them, 

‘This is the Heaven to which 

you have been made heirs as a 

reward for what you did.’  

 

 

45. And the inmates of 

Heaven will call out to the 

inmates of Hell, saying, ‘We 

have indeed found what our 

 

 
975. The parenthetical clause, We charge not any soul beyond its capacity, 

contradicts the Christian dogma that sin being ingrained in human nature, it is 
beyond the power of man to get rid of it. 

976. In fact, heavenly life begins in this very world (55:47) and he is said to 
be enjoying it whose heart is free from enmity, jealousy, rancour and mental 
disquiet. 

a39:17. b2:234, 287; 6:153; 7:43; 23:63. c15:48. dSee 2:26. e10:11; 39:75. 
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Lord promised us to be true, 

Have you also found what 

your Lord promised you to be 

true?’ They shall say, ‘Yea!’ 

Then a proclaimer shall 

proclaim between them, 

saying, ‘The curse of Allah is 

on the wrongdoers— 

 

46. a‘Who hinder men from 
the path of Allah and seek to 
make it crooked977 and who 
are disbelievers in the 
Hereafter.’  

 

 

47. And between the two 
there shall be a partition, and 
on the Elevated Places978 in 
heaven there shall be men 
who will know all by their 
marks. And they will call out 
to the people of Heaven, 

 

 

 
977. The expression signifies that the wrongdoers desire to corrupt true 

religion. They are not only themselves wicked but also try to make others like 
themselves and even seek to distort and tamper with religious teaching. 

978. A‘raf is the plural of ‘Urf which means 'an elevated place'. They say 
‘Arafa ‘alal-Qaum, i.e. he was or became manager or superintendent of the 
affairs of the people, being acquainted with them. It is generally men of high 
dignity and distinguished position that are seated on elevated places. 
According to Hasan and Mujahid the men on the Elevated Places will be the 
elite among the believers or the most learned among them; according to 
Kirmani, they will be the Martyrs. Some others think that they will be the 
Prophets and this appears to be the most correct view. The men seated on the 
Elevated Places not only will command a better view, but, on account of their 
high rank and position, will also be better informed. They will know the rank 
and station of every person from his very appearance. It is evidently a wrong 
view that the men on the A‘raf (Elevated Places) will be those persons of 
middling ranks whose case will not have yet been decided, it being, as it were, 
still under consideration. There is no sense in placing such persons on 
elevated places while Martyrs and Prophets will be occupying lower positions. 

a7:87; 11:20; 14:4; 16:89. 
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‘Peace be on you.’ These will 
not have yet entered it979 
although they will be hoping 
to do so. 

48. And when their eyes are 

turned towards the 

companions of the Fire, they 

will say, ‘Our Lord, aplace us 

not with the wrongdoing 

people.’ 

 

 

R. 6.   

49. And the occupants of the 

Elevated Places will call out 

to men, whom they will know 

by their marks,980 and say, 

‘Your numbers availed you 

not, nor your arrogance.’  

 

 

50. b‘Are these981 the men 

about whom you swore that 

Allah would not extend mercy 

to them?’ To them God will 

say, ‘Enter Paradise; no fear 

shall come upon you, nor 

shall you grieve.’ 

 

 

 
979. The words refer to would-be dwellers of Heaven who will not have yet 

entered it, but will be hoping to do so soon. The people on the Elevated Places 
will recognize them as would-be dwellers of Heaven, even though they will 
not have yet entered it. 

980. The occupants of the Elevated Places, i.e. the Prophets, will call out to 
certain persons from among the people to whom they had been sent and whom 
they will recognize by their special marks and will say to them that they must 
have realized now the sorry end of their opposition to them. 

981. The reference in the word "these" is to the would-be inmates of 
Heaven. The Prophets will address the inmates of Hell and tell them to look at 

a23:95. b23:111. 
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51. And the inmates of the 

Fire will call out to the 

inmates of Heaven, ‘Pour out 

on us some water or some of 

that which Allah has provided 

for you.’ They will say, 

‘Verily, Allah has forbidden 

them both to disbelievers, 

 

 

52. aThose who took their 
religion for a pastime and a 
sport,982 and whom the life of 
the world beguiled.’ This day, 
then, shall bWe forget them as 
they forgot the meeting of this 
day of theirs, and as they 
persisted in denying Our 
Signs. 

 

 

53. And surely cWe have 
brought them a Book which 
We have expounded with 
knowledge, a guidance and a 
mercy for a people who 
believe.  

 

 

54. dDo they wait only for the 
fulfilment983 of warnings 
thereof? On the day when the 
fulfilment thereof shall come, 

 

 
the would-be inmates of Heaven––the poor believers whom they ridiculed and 
looked down upon and then will ask them, "Are these the men about whom 
you swore that Allah would not extend mercy to them?" 

982. The disbelievers were convinced in their heart of hearts of the truth of 
Islam but, as they took their religion for a pastime, they refused to listen to the 
dictates of reason and to the voice of their conscience. So God will ignore 
them as they refused to believe that they will ever meet their Creator and they 
will have to render account of their deeds to Him. 

983. For the sake of convenience the word Ta’wil has been rendered here as 
fulfilment of warning. See also 372. 

a5:58; 6:71. b45:35. c6:115; 10:58; 12:112; 16:90; 29:52. d2:211; 6:159. 
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those who had forgotten it 
before shall say, ‘The 
Messengers of our Lord did 
indeed bring the Truth. Have 
we then any intercessors to 
intercede for us? Or acould we 
be sent back so that we might 
do good deeds other than that 
which we used to do?’ They 
have indeed ruined their souls 
and that which they used to 
fabricate has failed them. 

 

R. 7.   

55. Surely, your Lord is 
Allah, Who bcreated the 
heavens and the earth in six 
periods,984 then He settled985 
Himself firmly on the 
Throne.986 He makes the 

 

 
984. Ayyam is the plural of Yaum which denotes time absolutely (1:4); or it 

may signify an indefinite period, or a stage in the development of a thing. It is 
not possible to surmise and define the length of this period. It may be "a 
thousand years" (22:48), or "fifty thousand years" (70:5). But the word Yaum 
definitely does not refer here or in any other verse of the Qur’an as the period 
of time determined by the rotation of the earth on its axis. God has not 
disclosed to us the extent of all His days. If some of God’s days extend over a 
thousand years and others over fifty thousand years, there may be still others 
which extend over millions or billions of years. Science has disclosed the fact 
that it took the heavens and the earth millions of years to be evolved into their 
present shape. A vision of the eminent Muslim scholar, Muhyud-Din Ibn-e-
‘Arabi, leads one to a similar conclusion. Thus we cannot definitely determine 
the length of the "six days" during which the creation of the heavens and the 
earth was completed. God brings about different changes in different periods, 
some taking a thousand years, others fifty thousand years and yet others even 
a longer period. All that we can say is that the creation of the heavens and the 
earth took six long cycles to become perfect and complete. 

985. See 54. 
986. ‘Arsh (Throne) represents God’s transcendent attributes (Sifate- 

Tanzihiyyah), i.e. such attributes as are not found in any other being. The four 
 

a26:103; 35:38; 39:59. b10:4; 11:8; 25:60; 32:5; 41:10-13; 50:39; 57:5. 
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night acover the day, which it 
pursues swiftly. And He 
created the sun and the moon 
and the stars—all made 
subservient by His command.987 
Verily, His is the creation and 
the command. Blessed is 
Allah, the Lord of the worlds. 

 

56. bCall upon your Lord 
humbly and in secret. Surely, 
He does not love the 
transgressors.  

 

 

57. And create not disorder in 

the earth after it has been set 

in order,988 and ccall upon 

 

 
attributes of God mentioned in Surah Ikhlas are His transcendent attributes. 
These attributes are eternal and unchangeable and are manifested through God’s 
attributes of similitude (Sifate-Tashbihiyyah), i.e. such attributes as are found 
more or less in other beings also. These latter attributes are said to be the 
bearers of the ‘Arsh. They are Rabbul-‘Alamin, Ar-Rahman, Ar-Rahim and 
Maliki Yaumid-Din. That ‘Arsh represents the transcendent attributes of God is 
also clear from 23:117 which shows that the "Unity of God" and His ‘Arsh are 
intimately connected, for it is the transcendent attributes which constitute the 
real proof of Divine Unity, other attributes of God being shared by man in 
different degrees. The words, "Settled Himself on the Throne" signify that after 
the creation of the physical universe the transcendent attributes of God and His 
attributes of similitude came into operation and all the affairs of the world 
began to be conducted through the set laws of nature and became in perfect 
working order. See also 'The Larger Edition of the Commentary,' pp. 973-976. 

987. The distinction between Khalq (creation) and Amr (command) is that 
while the former word generally means, the measuring out or evolving of a 
thing out of pre-existing matter, the latter means, bringing into being without 
matter by uttering the simple command word "be." The clause, His is the 
creation and the command, may also mean that God has not only created the 
universe but He also exercises authority and command over it. Amr also 
means, the making of laws. 

988. The expression means that before the revelation of the Qur’an the 
disbelievers had some excuse for leading unrighteous lives; but now that a 
perfect guidance has come to them, they will not be allowed to go on making 
mischief and grovelling in sin and iniquity and leading unrighteous lives with 
 

a13:4; 36:38. b6:64; 7:206. c21:91; 32:17. 
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Him in fear and hope. Surely, 

the mercy of Allah is nigh 

unto those who do good.989 

 

58. And aHe it is Who sends 

the winds as glad tidings 

before His mercy990 till, when 

they bear a heavy cloud, We 

drive it to a dead land; then 

We send down water 

therefrom and We bring forth 

therewith fruits of every kind. 

In like manner do We bring 

forth the dead that you may 

remember. 

 

 

59. And the good land—its 

vegetation comes forth 

plentifully by the command of 

its Lord; and that which is 

bad, its vegetation does not 

 

 
impunity. The word Islah (order) refers to the good and ordered life that came 
into being with the revelation of the Qur’an and the advent of the Holy 
Prophet. 

989. Muhsin signifies "one who strives to be perfect in good deeds." A 
famous saying of the Holy Prophet describes the Muhsin as one who does a 
good deed as if he is actually seeing God or that at least God is seeing him 
(Bukhari & Muslim). 

990. The word Rahmah here refers to rain. Just as in the physical world rain 
is preceded by cool breeze, which serves as its harbinger, similarly before a 
Prophet of God makes his appearance, there is a sort of general religious 
awakening among men. The verse signifies that just as rainwater gives new 
life to a dead land and causes fruits, vegetables and corn to grow from it, 
similarly, the heavenly water of revelation breathes a new life into a people 
devoid of spiritual life. The verse thus holds out a promise that the bleak, arid 
and barren land of Arabia would soon blossom into a garden full of trees laden 
with fruits, and of plants bearing fragrant flowers, in consequence of the 
heavenly water that has descended on it in the form of the Qur’an. No wonder 
that the Arabs, who had hitherto been regarded as the dregs and scum of 
humanity, suddenly emerged as teachers and leaders thereof. 

a15:23; 24:44; 25:49; 27:64; 30:47; 35:10. 
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come forth but scantily.991 In 

like manner do We expound 

the Signs in various forms for 

a people who are grateful. 

 

R. 8.   

60. We sent aNoah992 to his 

people and he said, ‘O my 

people, worship Allah, you 

have no other god but Him. 

Indeed, I fear for you the 

punishment of the great day.’ 

 

 

61. bThe chiefs of his people 

said, ‘Surely, we see thee to 

be in manifest error.’  

 

 

 
991. Just as rain produces different effects upon different plots of land 

according to their nature and quality; so does Divine revelation affect different 
men in different ways. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that there are 
three kinds of land: (a) The good, level land which, when watered by rain, 
absorbs the rainwater and yields good vegetation and brings forth abundant 
fruit. (b) The land which, being low-lying and rocky, only collects rainwater 
but does not absorb it and so brings forth no vegetation but provides drinking 
water for men and beasts. (c) The high stony ground which neither collects the 
water of rain nor absorbs it and is quite useless both for the purpose of 
vegetation and as a storage of rainwater. Similarly, men are of three kinds: (1) 
Those who not only themselves profit by Divine revelation but prove a source 
of spiritual guidance for others. (2) Those who do not themselves profit by the 
Divine revelation, but receive it and keep it stored up for others to benefit 
thereby. (3) Those who neither derive any benefit from the Divine revelation 
themselves nor keep it stored up for the use of others. They are like that piece 
of land which neither yields any produce nor collects water so that men and 
beasts may drink of it. 

992. After having briefly described the great moral reformation that the 
appearance of a Divine Prophet brings about among his people and the evil 
consequences to which opposition to him leads, the Surah with this verse 
proceeds to give illustrations of some of the nations of antiquity, beginning 
with the people of Noah. 

a11:26-27; 23:24. b11:28; 23:25-26. 
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62. He said, ‘O my people, 
athere is no error in me, but I 

am a Messenger from the 

Lord of the worlds;993 

 

 

63. b‘I deliver to you the 

messages of my Lord and 

give you sincere advice and I 

know from Allah what you do 

not know; 

 

 

64. c‘Do you wonder that an 

exhortation has come to you 

from your Lord through a 

man from among yourselves, 

that he may warn you and that 

you may become righteous 

and that you may be shown 

mercy?’ 

 

 

65. But dthey called him a liar, 

so We saved him and those 

with him in the Ark and We 

drowned those who rejected 

Our Signs. They were indeed 

a blind994 people.  

 

 

 
993. Noah refutes the charge of his being in error. He, in effect, says that a 

person who is proceeding to a place may indeed be said to be unacquainted 
with the way leading to it or to have lost the same owing to his having never 
trodden it before, but how can a person who is returning from a certain place 
be said not to know the way to that place and how possibly can he lose it? 
Noah said that he could not be in error, for he had come from God and, 
therefore, there was no possibility of his wandering away from the path that 
leads to Him. 

994. ‘Amin is the plural of A‘ma which means, blind in both eyes; blind in 
respect of the mind; erring (Lane). 

a7:68. b7:69, 80; 46:24. c7:70; 10:3; 38:5; 50:3. d7:73; 26:120-121. 
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R. 9.   

66. And aunto ‘Ad995 We sent 

their brother Hud.996 He said, 

‘O my people, worship Allah; 

you have no other deity but 

Him. Will you not then fear 

Him?’ 

 

 

67. The disbelieving chiefs of 

his people said, b‘We surely 

see thee lost in foolishness 

and we surely think thee to be 

one of the liars.’ 

 

 

68. He replied, c‘O my people, 

there is no foolishness in me, 

but I am a Messenger from 

the Lord of the worlds; 

 

 

69. d‘I deliver to you the 

messages of my Lord and I 

am to you a sincere and 

faithful counsellor.  

 

 

70. e‘Do you wonder that an 

exhortation has come to you 

from your Lord through a 

man from among yourselves 

that he may warn you? And 

remember the time when fHe 

made you heirs to His 

favours997 after the people of 

 

 

 
995. ‘Ad was the name of a tribe who lived in the remote past in Arabia. At 

one time they ruled over most of the fertile parts of greater Arabia, 
particularly Yemen, Syria and Mesopotamia. They were the first people to 
exercise dominion over practically the whole of Arabia. They are known as 
‘Adul-Ula or the first ‘Ad. See also 1323. 

996. Hud was seventh in descent from Noah. 
997. The Adites were a very prosperous and powerful people. 

a11:51; 46:22. b41:16. c7:62. d7:63, 80; 46:24. e7:64; 10:3; 38:5; 50:3. f6:166; 7:75, 130; 10:15. 
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Noah and increasingly endowed you 

with great  physical strength.997A 

Remember, then, the favours of 

Allah, that you may prosper.’ 

 

71. They said, a‘Hast thou 
come to us that we may 
worship Allah alone and 
forsake what our fathers used 
to worship? Bring us, then, 
that which thou threatenest us 
with, if thou art of the 
truthful.’ 

 

 

72. He replied, ‘Indeed there 
have already fallen on you 
punishment and wrath from 
your Lord, bDo you dispute 
with me about names which 
you have named—you and 
your fathers—for which Allah 
has sent down no authority? 
Wait then, cI am with you 
among those who wait.’ 

 

 

73. And dWe saved him and 
those who were with him by 
Our mercy and We cut off the 
last remnants of those who 
rejected Our Signs and had 
not believed.  

 

 

R. 10.   

74. And to eThamud998 We 

sent their brother Salih.999 He 

 

 
997A. The words also mean that He increased your posterity. 
998. The Thamud tribe lived in the western parts of Arabia, having spread 

from Aden northward to Syria. They lived shortly before the time of Ishmael. 
Their territory was adjacent to that of ‘Ad, but they lived mostly in the hills. 

999. The Prophet Salih lived after Hud and was probably a contemporary of 
 

a10:79; 11:63, 88. b3:152; 7:34; 22:72; 53:24. c10:21, 103; 11:123. d7:65; 26:120, 121. e11:62; 27:46. 
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said, ‘O my people, worship 

Allah; you have no god other 

than Him. Verily, there has 

come to you a clear evidence 

from your Lord—athis she-

camel1000 of Allah, a Sign for 

you. So leave her that she 

may feed in Allah’s earth1001 

and do her no harm, lest a 

painful punishment seize you;  
 

75. ‘And remember the time 
bwhen He made you heirs to 

His favours after ‘Ad and 

settled you in the land so that 

you build palaces in its plains 

and cyou hew1002 the 

 

 
Abraham. 

1000. The camel formed the chief means of conveyance in those parts and 
it was on his she-camel that the Prophet Salih used to travel from place to 
place to preach his Message. Placing obstruction in the way of the free 
movements of the she-camel or doing it harm was tantamount to obstructing 
the work with which God had entrusted Salih. There was nothing unusual 
about the she-camel itself. It was an ordinary animal. The sanctity that 
attached to it was that God had declared it to be a Sign and a symbol of the 
sanctity and inviolability of the person of the Prophet Salih, and so doing an 
injury to it was tantamount to doing an injury to Salih himself and to 
hampering his work. 

1001. The words do not mean that she was to be allowed to graze in any 
field she entered. The meaning is that no obstruction was to be put in her way 
and that she was to be permitted to proceed to any place to which Salih might 
choose to go. The declaration by Salih about the free movements of his she-
camel was in harmony with a time-honoured Arab custom. 

1002. The words, you build palaces in its plains, refer to the winter 
residences of the tribe, while the expression, and you hew the mountains into 
dwellings, allude to their summer resorts in the hills. The tribe of Thamud 
were a cultured  people––industrious,  wealthy  and resourceful. Judged by the  

 
 
 
 

a7:78; 11:65; 17:60; 26:156; 54:28; 91:14. b6:166; 7:70, 130; 10:15. c15:83; 26:150. 
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mountains into dwellings. 

Remember, therefore, the 

favours of Allah and commit 

not iniquity in the earth 

causing disorder.’ 

 

76. The chief1003 men of his 

people who were arrogant 

said to those who were 

considered weak—those 

among them who believed—

‘Do you know for certain that 

Salih is one sent by his Lord?’ 

They answered, ‘Surely, we 

believe in that with which he 

has been sent.’ 

 

 

77. Those who were arrogant 

said, ‘Verily, we do disbelieve 

in that in which you believe.’ 

 

 

78. Then athey hamstrung the 

she-camel and revolted 

against the command of their 

Lord and said, ‘O Salih, bring 

us that which thou threatenest 

us with, if thou art indeed one 

of the Messengers.’  

 

 

79. So bthe earthquake seized 

them and in their homes they 

lay prostrate upon the ground.  

 

 

 
standards of their time, they led a luxurious and comfortable life, going up to 
the hills in the hot season and spending their winter in the plains. 

1003. Mala’a-hu means, he filled it. Mala’ul-Qaum means, the leaders of 
the people; its wealthy members (Aqrab). They are so called because with 
their presence in an assembly it seems to be full. 

aSee 7:74. b7:92; 11:68; 15:84; 26:159. 
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80. Then Salih turned away 

from them and said, a‘O my 

people, I delivered the 

Message of my Lord unto you 

and offered you sincere 

counsel, but you love not 

sincere counsellors.’1004 

 

 

81. And bWe sent Lot,1005 

when he said to his people, 

‘Do you commit an 

abomination such as no one in 

the world ever did before 

you?’1006 

 

 

82. c‘You approach men with 

lust instead of women. Nay, 

you are a people who exceed 

all bounds.’  

 

 

83. And dthe only answer of 

his people was that they said, 

‘Turn them out of your town, 

for they are men who take 

pride in their purity.’1007 

 

 

84. And eWe saved him and 

his family except his wife; she 

was of those who stayed 

behind.  

 

 

 
1004. Salih left the stricken city in grief, as he could no longer bear to see 

the appalling sight, uttering the pathetic words mentioned in the verse with a 
sad and sorrowful heart, as did the Holy Prophet of Islam at Badr. 

1005. Lot was a nephew and contemporary of Abraham (Gen. 11:27, 31). 
1006. The words imply that it was a new kind of evil which was unknown 

before, or that its great extent at that time had no parallel before. 
1007. The opponents of Lot taunted his followers that they posed and 

paraded as extra righteous and holy persons. 

a7:63, 69; 46:24. b27:55; 29:29. c26:166; 27:56; 29:30. d27:57.  
e26:171-172; 27:58; 29:34; 37:135-136. 
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85. And aWe rained upon 

them a rain.1008 Now see, 

what was the end of the 

sinners.1009 

 

 

R. 11.   

86. bAnd to Midian1010 We 

sent their brother Shu‘aib.1011 

He said, ‘O my people, 

worship Allah; you have no 

god other than Him. A clear 

Sign has indeed come to you 

from your Lord. So cgive full 

measure and full weight and 

diminish not unto people their 

things and create not disorder  

 

 

 
1008. It often happens in a severe earthquake that rocks and rubble erupt 

and are carried to a height and then fall back on the earth. This happened at 
Pompeii; and at Kangra (India) in 1905. 

1009. According to some the country round the Dead Sea is the site of the 
ruined cities. The Qur’an, however, appears to place it on the route from 
Medina to Syria (15:80). 

1010. Midian was Abraham’s son from Keturah (Gen. 25:1, 2). His 
descendants settled in the north of Hijaz. Midian was also the name of a town 
on the Red Sea, opposite to Sinai on the Arabian shore. The town was so 
called because it was inhabited by the descendants of Midian. Some have 
referred to it as a seaport on account of its proximity to the sea, being situated 
only at a distance of about eight miles from the Gulf of ‘Aqabah; others have 
spoken of it as an inland town. Midian had a large population of the 
descendants of Ishmael. Shu‘aib had some resemblance with the Holy Prophet 
in that both had to leave their original home for another town, Midian in the 
case of Shu‘aib and Medina in the case of the Holy Prophet. 

1011. Shu‘aib was the name of a non-Israelite Prophet who lived before 
Moses. He is generally looked upon as the father-in-law of Moses, though the 
Bible makes no mention of the name. According to the Bible, the name of the 
father-in-law of Moses was Jethro, who is not spoken of as a Prophet. The 
Qur’an speaks of Moses as having been raised after Shu‘aib, so he could not 
be his contemporary (7:104). As Shu‘aib has been mentioned in this verse as 
the "brother" of Midian, the inference is inevitable that he was a descendant of 
Abraham, Midian being a son of the Patriarch from his bondmaid, Keturah. 
 

a26:174; 27:59. b11:85; 29:37. c6:153; 11:86. 
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in the earth after it has been 

set in order. This is better for 

you, if you are believers; 

 

 

87. ‘And sit not on every path, 

threatening and aturning away 

from the path of Allah those 

who believe in Him and 

seeking to make it crooked. 

And bremember when you 

were few and He 

multiplied1012 you. And 

behold, what was the end of 

those who created disorder!  

 

 

88. ‘And if there is a party 

among you, who believes in 

that with which I have been 

sent, and a party who does not 

believe, then have patience 

until Allah judges between us. 

And He is the Best of judges.’ 

 

 

PART IX   

89. cThe chief men of his 

people who were arrogant 

said, ‘Assuredly, we will 

drive thee out, O Shu‘aib, and 

the believers that are with 

thee from our town, or you 

shall return to our religion.’ 

He said, ‘Even though we be 

 

 

 
1012. The children of Abraham from Keturah, who was a bondwoman, 

were despised by both the Israelites and the Ishmaelites. They were looked 
down upon as weak and despicable, but God increased their numbers and gave 
them wealth and power. 

a7:46; 11:20; 14:4; 16:89. b3:124; 8:27. c14:14. 
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unwilling?1013 

90. ‘If we returned to your 

religion after Allah has saved 

us therefrom, we would 

indeed admit that we had 

been forging a lie against 

Allah. And it behoves us not 

to return thereto except that 

Allah, our Lord, should so 

will. aOur Lord comprehends 

all things in His knowledge. 

In Allah have we put our 

trust. So, O our Lord, decide 

Thou between us and between 

our people with truth and 

Thou art the Best of those 

who decide.’ 

 

 

91. And the chief men of his 

people, who disbelieved, said, 

‘If you follow Shu‘aib, you 

shall then certainly be the 

losers.’ 

 

 

92. So bthe earthquake seized 

them and in their homes they 

lay prostrate upon the ground; 

 

 
93. Those who accused 

Shu‘aib of lying became as if 

they had never dwelt therein. 

Those, who accused Shu‘aib 

of lying—it was they who 

were the losers.  

 

 

 
1013. The words show that throughout the ages the good and intelligent 

men have believed that force should not be used in matters concerning 
conscience. 

a2:256; 40:8. b7:79; 11:68; 15:84; 26:159. 
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94. Then he turned away from 
them and said, a‘O my people, 
indeed, I delivered to you the 
messages of my Lord and 
gave you sincere counsel. 
How then should I sorrow for 
a disbelieving people.’1014 

 

 

R. 12.   

95. And never did We send a 
Prophet to any town but bWe 
did seize its people with 
adversity and suffering, that 
they might humble1015 
themselves. 

 

 

96. Then we changed their 
evil condition into good until 
they grew in affluence and 
numbers and said, ‘Suffering 
and happiness betided our 
fathers also, what if they 
befell us.’ Then We seized 
them suddenly, while they 
perceived not. 

 

 

97. And cif the people of those 

towns had believed and been 

righteous, We would have 

surely opened for them 

blessings from heaven and 

earth; but they disbelieved, so 

We seized them because of 

that which they earned. 

 

 

 
1014. The words are full of extreme pathos. Shu‘aib, like every true 

Prophet, felt deep grief and distress for his people. 
1015. This is a general law of God which invariably comes into operation 

whenever a Prophet of God makes his appearance. The advent of every 
Prophet is attended in an extraordinary degree with calamities and miseries of 

a7:69, 80; 46:24. b6:43. c2:104; 5:66. 
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98. Are the people of these 
towns then secure from athe 
coming of Our punishment 
upon them by night while 
they are asleep? 

 

 

99. And are the people of 
these towns1016 secure from 
bthe coming of our 
punishment upon them in the 
early part of the forenoon 
while they play? 

 

 

100. Are they then secure 
from the design of Allah? 
And none feels secure from 
the design of Allah save the 
people who are destined to 
perish. 

 

 

R. 13.   

101. cDoes it not lead those, 
who have inherited the earth 
in succession to its former 
inhabitants, to realize that if 
We please, We can smite 
them also for their sins and 
dseal up their hearts, so that 
they would not listen to words 
of guidance.  

 

 

102. Such were the towns 

some of whose news We have 

related1017 to thee. And verily 

 

 

 
diverse kinds which are intended to serve as an eye-opener for the people. 

1016. The words "these towns" refer to Mecca and its sister towns of Hijaz. 
The meaning is "Do not the people of Mecca, etc. take a lesson from the fate 
of ‘Ad, Thamud, the people of Lot and from that of the people of Shu‘aib? 

1017. The Qur’an does not give the entire history of bygone peoples but 
only the relevant parts of it. Nevertheless, no book of history contains more 
 

a7:5. b7:5. c20:129; 32:27. d10:75; 16:109; 45:24. 
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atheir Messengers came to 

them with clear Signs. But they 

would not believe what they 

had rejected before. Thus does 

Allah seal1018 up the hearts of 

the disbelievers. 

 

103. And We found not in 

most of them any observance 

of covenant and, surely, We 

found most of them to be evil-

doers. 

 

 

104. Then, after them,1019 
bWe sent Moses with Our 

Signs to Pharaoh and his 

chiefs, but they unjustly1020 

rejected them. Behold, then, 

what was the end of those 

who created disorder! 

 

 

105. And cMoses said, ‘O 

Pharaoh, surely, I am a 

Messenger from the Lord of 

the worlds;  

 

 

 
reliable information about the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud than does the Qur’an, 
and students of history have admitted that what the Qur’an tells us is the only 
authentic and reliable information that we possess about these ancient peoples 
and all other stories current about them are so many myths. 

1018. The hearts of disbelievers are sealed up when they refuse to make use 
of their God-given power of reasoning and understanding. 

1019. The words "after them", contradict the popular view that Shu‘aib was 
a contemporary and father-in-law of Moses. 

1020. Zulm meaning to put a thing in the wrong place or to make a wrong 
use of it (Lane), the clause signifies that Pharaoh and his chiefs made wrong 
use of the Signs. The Signs were meant to engender fear of God in their hearts 
but instead they jeered and mocked at them. 

a3:185; 5:33. b17:102; 28:37; 43:47. c26:17; 20:48; 43:47. 
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106. ‘It is not right1021 that I 

should say anything of God 

except the truth. I have come 

to you with a clear Sign from 

your Lord; therefore, alet the 

Children of Israel go with 

me.’1022 

 

 

107. Pharaoh replied, b‘If 

thou hast indeed come with a 

Sign, then produce it, if thou 

art truthful.’ 

 

 

108. So che flung down his 

rod and behold! it was a 

serpent plainly visible.1023 

 
 

 
1021. Haqiq means, adapted, disposed, apt, meet, right, fit or worthy (Lane). 
1022. When Moses went to Pharaoh his object was not so much to preach his 

Message to him as to call upon him to let the Israelites go with him, though 
ordinarily he would have preached to him also. As a matter of fact the Message 
of Moses was meant primarily for the Israelites, but as long as the Israelites 
remained mixed up with the natives of Egypt, Moses had to preach to them both. 
When the Israelites left the land, he had no concern with the Egyptians and 
confined his attention to his own kith and kin to whom he was sent. 

1023. The Qur’an has used three different words to describe the turning of 
the rod of Moses into a serpent, viz. Hayyah as in 20:21, Jann as in 27:11 and 
28:32 and Thu‘ban as in 26:33 and in the present verse. The first word is of 
general application and is used for serpents of all categories. The second word 
means a small serpent. The third word (Thu‘ban) means a bulky and long 
serpent. Thus the use of three different words at three different places in the 
Qur’an is significant and evidently is intended to serve a definite purpose. The 
word Jann has been used from the point of view of the serpent’s quick 
movements and Thu‘ban from the point of view of its large size. When the 
mere fact of the turning of the rod into a serpent is mentioned the word 
Hayyah is used, but when the rod is mentioned as turning into a serpent in the 
presence of Moses alone the word Jann (a small serpent) is used. But when 
the miracle of the rod turning into a serpent is shown before Pharaoh, the 
magicians and the general public, the word Thu‘ban is used. The significance 
of these different words on different occasions is different. The word Hayyah 
signifies that a dead people (‘Asa signifies a community), as to all intents and 
purposes the Israelites were, would receive a new and vigorous life through 
 

a20:48; 26:18. b26:32. c20:21; 26:33; 27:11; 28:32. 
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Moses (this being the significance of the root word Hayyah), and the word, 
Jann (a small, fast moving serpent) signifies that from a small and decadent 
community, they would make rapid progress and would become Thu‘ban (a 
large and bulky serpent) for Pharaoh and his people, i.e. they would become 
the means and instrument of their destruction. It may be noted here that this 
miracle like other miracles shown by God’s Prophets contradicted no law of 
nature. If a thing is proved to have actually taken place, it must be taken to be 
true even if it is not explicable or understandable in the light of the laws of 
nature as we understand them. Our knowledge of the laws of nature is, at best, 
very limited; so we must not deny an actual fact on the basis of our limited 
and imperfect knowledge. Moreover, the miracle shown by Moses did not 
take place in the manner in which it is popularly understood to have occurred. 
Miracles shown by God’s Prophets are not like hand-tricks of jugglers. They 
are meant to serve some great moral or spiritual purpose—to bring about 
certainty of faith and engender feelings of piety and fear of God in the minds 
of those who witness them. If the rod had actually turned into a serpent, the 
whole performance must have looked more like the trick of a juggler than the 
miracle of a Prophet. In spite of what the Bible might say about this miracle, 
the Qur’an lends no support to the view that the rod actually had turned into a 
real and living serpent. No such thing seems to have taken place. The rod only 
looked like a rapidly moving serpent. The miracle was a sort of vision in 
which God either exercised special control over the sight of onlookers in order 
to make them see the rod in the form of a serpent or the rod itself was made to 
look like a serpent; and this vision was shared by Pharaoh and his courtiers 
and the magicians along with Moses. The rod remained a rod, only it appeared 
to Moses and others as a serpent. It is a common spiritual phenomenon that in 
a vision when man rises above the encumbrances of the flesh and becomes 
temporarily transported to a spiritual sphere, he can see things taking place 
which are beyond his ken and are quite invisible to his physical eyes. The 
miracle of the rod turning into a serpent was one such spiritual experience. A 
similar spiritual phenomenon took place in the time of the Holy Prophet when 
the moon was seen not only by the Holy Prophet but by some of his followers 
and opponents, as if it had been rent asunder (Bukhari, ch. on Tafsir). 
Tradition tells us that Gabriel whom the Holy Prophet often saw in his visions, 
on one occasion was also seen by his Companions, who were sitting with him 
(Bukhari, ch. on Iman). Similarly, some angels were seen even by some of the 
disbelievers at the Battle of Badr (Jarir, vi. p. 47). Another instance of this 
kind occurred when a Muslim army under the well-known Muslim general, 
Sariyah, was fighting against the enemy in Iraq. ‘Umar, the Second Caliph, 
while delivering his Friday sermon at Medina, in a vision saw that the Muslim 
army was being overwhelmed by the superior numbers of the enemy and that 
a disastrous defeat was imminent. Thereupon he suddenly discontinued his 
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109. And aHe drew forth his 

hand, and lo! it appeared 

white to the beholders.1024 

 
 

R. 14.   

110. bThe chiefs of Pharaoh‘s 

people said, ‘This is most 

surely a skilful sorcerer;1025 

 

 

 
sermon and cried out from the pulpit, saying, 'O Sariyah, take to the mountain, 
take to the mountain.' Sariyah, who was hundreds of miles away, heard the 
voice of ‘Umar amid the deafening noise of the battlefield, and obeyed the 
Caliph’s instructions and the Muslim army was saved from sure destruction 
(Khamis, ii. p. 370). 

The miracle of Moses possessed a special significance. It may be 
interpreted something like this. God told Moses to throw down his rod which 
then appeared to him like a serpent; and when on God’s bidding he took it up, 
it was only a piece of wood. Now the serpent, in the language of visions and 
dreams, symbolises an enemy, while a rod is emblematic of a community 
(Ta‘tirul-Anam). Thus, by means of this vision God let Moses know that if He 
cast away his people from him, they would become veritable serpents. But if 
he kept them under his fostering care, they would grow into a strong and well 
knit community of righteous and God-fearing men. 

1024. The bodies of highly spiritual men are known to emit rays of various 
colours according to the degree or nature of their spiritual development. The 
rays that are emitted by the bodies of Prophets are of pure white colour. 
Similarly, rays that issued from the hand of Moses must have been of that 
colour and, when they were made visible, his hand naturally appeared white to 
the beholders. Men are known to have had such spiritual experiences in the 
times of other Prophets of God as well. God said to Moses: Thrust thy hand 

into thy bosom; it will come forth white without disease (28:33). This 
constituted, in symbolic language, a clear hint to Moses that if he kept his 
followers close to him and under his fostering care, they would not only 
become men of light themselves but would also impart light to others, 
otherwise they would become not only black but also morally diseased. The 
miracle was not, therefore, the performance of a sorcerer but a Sign full of 
deep spiritual significance. 

1025. The word Sahir does not necessarily mean, a magician. It also means, 
a fascinator: one skilful and intelligent; one able to make a thing look other 
than what it is: a deceiver, deluder or beguiler, etc. (Lane). See also128. 

a26:34; 27:13; 28:33. b20:64; 26:35. 
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111. a‘He desires to turn you 

out from your land.1026 Now 

what do you advise?’ 

 

 

112. bThey said, ‘Put him off 

and his brother awhile, and 

send into the cities 

summoners,  

 

 

113. c‘Who should bring to 

thee every skilful sorcerer.’ 

 
 

114. And dthe sorcerers came 

to Pharaoh and said: ‘We 

shall, of course, have a 

reward, if we prevail,’ 

 

 

115. eHe said, ‘Yes, and you 

shall also be of those who are 

placed near me.’ 

 
 

116. fThey said, ‘O Moses, 

wilt thou throw first or shall 

we be the first throwers?’1027 

 

 

117. He replied, ‘Throw 

ye.’1028 And when they 
gthrew, they bewitched the 

eyes of the people and struck 

them with awe and produced 

a mighty magic.  

 

 

 
1026. These words are intended to work up the feelings of the Egyptians 

against Moses, whereas the truth was that Moses had no desire to turn them 
out. His mission was confined to taking away his own people from Egypt. 

1027. Mark the intensity of the scene—both parties arrayed against each 
other ready to come to grips in a decisive trial. 

1028. Prophets of God never attack first. They wait for an attack on the part 
of their opponents, for they prefer to defend and look to God for succour. 

a20:64; 26:36. b26:37. c26:38. d26:42. e26:43. f20:66. g20:67; 26:45. 
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118. And We revealed to 

Moses: a‘Throw thy rod,’ and 

lo! it swallowed up whatever 

they feigned.1029 

 

 

119. So was the truth 

established and whatever they 

did, proved vain. 

 

 

120. Thus were they 

vanquished there and retired 

humiliated.1030 

 
 

121. And bthe sorcerers were 

impelled to fall down 

prostrate.1031 

 
 

122. And cthey said, ‘We 

believe in the Lord of the 

worlds, 

 
 

123. dThe Lord of Moses and 

Aaron.  

 
 

 
1029. It was not the "serpent" made out of the rod, but the rod itself which 

undid the magic of the magicians. The rod of Moses wielded with the spiritual 
force of a great Prophet and thrown at the command of God exposed the 
deception they had wrought on the spectators and broke to pieces the things 
which, by their magic, they had made them take for real serpents. The words, 
"it swallowed up whatever they feigned" signify that the rod quickly exposed 
the deception wrought by the magicians, "swallowed up" signifying 
"destroyed the effect of, or the impression created by." 

1030. The verse seems to refer to Pharaoh’s party and not to the sorcerers. 
The latter have been spoken of in the next verse. The word "humiliated" could 
not have been used about men who had evinced such regard for truth as to 
have accepted it without even waiting to see what Pharaoh had to say about it. 
The meaning is that those, (Pharaoh and his party), who a few moments 
before had come to the scene of combat with a proud and arrogant attitude and 
were confident of success, now retired humbled and crestfallen. 

1031. The discomfiture of the sorcerers was so complete that it appeared 
that some hidden power had taken the ground from under their feet. They 
were made to fall down prostrate on the ground in an attitude of prayer and 
humility before God. 

a20:70; 26:46. b20:71; 26:47. c20:71; 26:48. d20:71; 26:49. 
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124. aPharaoh said, ‘You have 
believed in him before I gave 
you leave. Surely, this is a 
plot which you have plotted in 
the city, that you may turn out 
therefrom its inhabitants,1032 
but you shall soon know the 
consequences; 

 

 

125. b‘Most surely will I cut 
off your hands and your feet 
on account of your 
disobedience. Then will I 
surely crucify you all 
together.’1033 

 

 

126. cThey answered, ‘To our 

Lord then shall we return; 

 
 

127. ‘And dthou dost not 
wreak vengeance on us but 
because we have believed in 
the Signs of our Lord, when 
they came to us. Our Lord, 
pour forth upon us 
steadfastness and cause us to 
die resigned unto Thee.’  

 

 

R. 15.   

128. And the chiefs of 

Pharaoh’s people said, ‘Wilt 

thou leave Moses and his 

people to create disorder in 

 

 

 
1032. The words "its inhabitants" here signify Pharaoh’s own people, who, 

however, were not the real inhabitants of Egypt, having wrested the country 
from the sons of the soil. 

1033. Although crucifixion meant painful death, the punishment of cutting 
off the hands and feet was added to make the infliction all the more exemplary 
and death all the more painful. Incidentally, the verse shows that even as early 
as in the time of Moses the punishment of death by crucifixion was in vogue. 

a20:72; 26:50. b20:72; 26:50. c20:73; 26:51. d20:74. 
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the land1034 and forsake thee 

and thy gods?’1035 He 

answered, a‘We will ruthlessly 

slay1036 their sons and let their 

women live. And surely we are 

dominant over them.’ 
 

129. bMoses said to his 
people, ‘Seek help from Allah 
and be steadfast. Verily the 
earth is Allah’s; He gives it as 
a heritage to whomsoever He 
pleases of His servants and 
the good end is for the God-
fearing.’ 

 

 

130. They replied, ‘We were 
persecuted before thou camest 
to us and even after thou 
camest to us.’ He said, c‘Your 
Lord is about to destroy your 
enemy and make you rulers in 
the land, that He may see how 
you act.’1037  

 

 

 
1034. It were the chiefs themselves who had counselled Pharaoh to give 

respite to Moses and his brother (7:112); but now the same chiefs blame him 
for the time he had given to Moses and Aaron in accordance with their own 
advice. This is how those who meet with disgrace and humiliation become 
morally degraded. 

1035. Pharaoh himself was worshipped as a god by his people (28:39) and 
he in turn worshipped other deities. Hence the chiefs accused Moses and 
Aaron of having denounced the worship of Pharaoh and his gods. 

1036. The word Nuqattilu is in the intensified form and expresses the sense 
of ruthlessness and a slow and gradual process of killing. 

1037. The verse does not necessarily mean that the Israelites were to be 
made to inherit Egypt after the destruction of Pharaoh. It only means that 
Pharaoh’s power was to be broken and others were to take possession of his 
kingdom. We know that after the destruction of Pharaoh and the break-up of 
his kingdom, another dynasty, friendly to the Israelites, took possession of the 
land. "Land" mentioned in the verse refers not to Egypt but to the Holy Land 
 

a2:50; 7:142; 14:7; 28:5. b2:46, 154. c10:14, 15. 
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R. 16.   

131. And aWe afflicted 
Pharaoh’s people with years 
of drought1038 and scarcity of 
fruits, that they might take 
heed. 

 

 
132. But whenever good 
befell them, they said, ‘This is 
for us.’ And bif evil afflicted 
them, they ascribed the evil 
fortune to Moses and those 
with him. Now, surely, the 
cause of their evil fortune1039 
was with Allah. But most of 
them knew not. 

 

 

133. And they said, 

‘Whatever Sign thou mayest 

bring us to bewitch us with, 
cwe will not submit to thee.’  

 

 

134. Then We dsent upon 

them the storm and the locusts 

and the lice and the frogs and 

the blood1040—clear Signs; 

 

 

 
which had been promised to the Israelites and which they inherited in 
accordance with that promise. 

1038. Sanah which is the singular of Sinin signifies a simple revolution of 
the earth round the sun. It is synonymous with ‘Am (and also with Haul) but 
whereas every Sanah is an ‘Am, every ‘Am is not a Sanah. It is also said to be 
longer than the ‘Am which is applied to the twelve Arabian months 
collectively; but Sanah is also applied to twelve revolutions of the moon. 
According to Imam Raghib Sanah is used as denoting a year in which there is 
difficulty, or drought or barrenness or dearth; and ‘Am as denoting a year 
which brings ampleness of the means or circumstances of life and abundance 
of herbage or the like. Sanah also means drought. The verse speaks of loss of 
life and property. 

1039. Ta’ir means, an omen, a bodement of good or of evil; an evil fortune 
or ill-luck (Lane). 

1040. The Bible mentions ten Signs besides the Signs of the rod and the 
 

a17:102. b27:48; 36:19. c10:79. d17:102; 43:49. 
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but they behaved proudly and 

were a sinful people. 

 

135. And awhen there fell 
upon them the punishment, 
they said, ‘O Moses, pray for 
us to thy Lord according to 
that which He has promised to 
thee. If thou remove from us 
the punishment, we will 
surely believe thee and we 
will surely send with thee the 
Children of Israel.’ 

 

 

136. But bwhen We removed 
from them the punishment for 
a term1041 which they were to 
reach, lo! they broke their 
promise. 

 

 

137. So We ctook vengeance 
upon them and drowned them 
in the sea, because they 
treated Our Signs as lies and 
were heedless of them.  

 

 

138. And dWe caused the 

people who were considered 

weak to inherit the eastern 

parts of the land and the 

western parts thereof,1042 

 

 

 
white hand (Exod. chaps. 7-11). The biblical account seems to have greatly 
exaggerated the Signs. 

1041. Ajal means both "term" and "end of term" (2:232). The punishment 
was removed only for a time to grant Pharaoh an opportunity to repent and 
comply with the demand of Moses. 

1042. The words, the eastern parts of the land and the western parts 
thereof, signify, according to Arabic idiom, the entire country. 

a43:50. b43:5. c43:56. d28:6. 
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which We blessed.1043 And 

the agracious word of thy 

Lord was fulfilled for the 

Children of Israel because 

they were steadfast; and We 

utterly destroyed all that 

Pharaoh and his people had 

built and all that they had 

erected. 

 

139. And We brought the 
Children of Israel across the 
sea and they came to a people 
who were devoted to their 
idols. They said, ‘O Moses, 
make for us a god just as they 
have gods.’ He said, ‘Surely, 
you are an ignorant people;’ 

 

 

140. ‘Surely, all that these 
people are engaged in shall be 
destroyed, and vain shall be 
all that they do.’ 

 

 

141. bHe said, ‘Shall I seek 
for you a god other than 
Allah, while He has cexalted 
you above all peoples?’  

 

 

142. And dremember the time 

when We delivered you from 

Pharaoh’s people who 

afflicted you with grievous 

torment, slaughtering your 

sons and sparing your women. 

And therein was a great trial 

for you from your Lord. 

 

 

 
1043. The Holy Land which had been promised to the descendants of 

Abraham and Jacob (5:22).  It was blessed because it was the land where the 

a32:25. b6:15, 165; c2:48; 3:34. d2:50; 7:128; 14:7; 28:5. 
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R. 17.   

143. And awe made Moses a 

promise of thirty nights and 

supplemented them with 

ten.1044 Thus the period 

appointed by his Lord was 

completed—forty nights. And 

Moses said to his brother, 

Aaron, ‘Take my place 

amongst my people in my 

absence,1045 and manage 

them well and follow not the 

way of mischief-makers.  

 

 

144. And bwhen Moses came 

at Our appointed time and his 
Lord spoke to him, he said, 
‘My Lord, show Thyself to me 

that I may look at Thee.’ 
Allah replied, ‘Thou shalt not 
see Me.1046 But look at the 

 

 

 
Israelites were to thrive and prosper and grow into a great nation. 

1044. God’s communion with Moses was completed in the promised thirty 
nights. The prolongation of the period by ten nights did not form part of the 
promise but was an additional favour. 

1045. The words show that Aaron’s position was that of a subordinate to 
Moses. Moses called the Israelites "my people” and directed Aaron to act for 
him, i.e. officiate in his place during his absence. 

1046. This verse sheds some light on one of the most important religious 
subjects—whether it is possible for one to see God with the physical eyes. The 
verse lends no support to the view that God is visible to the physical eyes 
(6:104). Not to say of seeing God with the physical eyes, man cannot even see 
angels; we can see only a manifestation of them. Similarly, only a 
manifestation of God can be seen and not God Himself. It is, therefore, 
inconceivable that a great Prophet of God like Moses, with all his knowledge 
of the attributes of God, should have desired an impossibility. Moses knew 
that he could see only a manifestation of God and not God Himself. But he 
had already seen a manifestation of God in "the Fire" when travelling from 
Midian to Egypt (28:30). What then did Moses mean by his request to see 
 

a2:52. b2:254; 4:165. 
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mountain; and if it remains in 
its place, then shalt thou see 

Me.’ And when his Lord 
manifested Himself on the 
mountain, He broke it into 

pieces1047 and Moses fell 
down unconscious. And when 
he recovered, he said, ‘Holy 

art Thou, I turn to Thee and I 
am the first to believe.’  

 

 
God, contained in the words, My Lord, show Thyself to me that I may look at 
Thee. The request seems to refer to the perfect manifestation of God which 
was to take place in the person of the Holy Prophet of Islam in some later time. 
Moses had already been given the promise that there would appear, from 
among the brethren of the Israelites a Prophet in whose mouth God would put 
His Word (Deut. 18:18-22). This prophecy implied a greater manifestation of 
God than had been vouchsafed to Moses. So he was naturally anxious to see 
what sort of God’s Glory and Majesty the Promised Manifestation would be. 
He wished that something of that Glory and Majesty might be shown to him. 
He was told that the manifestation of that Glory was beyond his capacity to 
bear; it could not take place upon his heart and that God had chosen the 
mountain for its physical manifestation. The mountain shook violently and it 
appeared as if it had crumbled down and Moses, being overwhelmed with the 
impact of the shaking fell down unconscious. In this way he was made to 
realize that he had not attained to that high stage of spiritual eminence which 
should have made him the object of that Divine Manifestation which he had 
requested to witness. That unique privilege was reserved for one much greater 
than him—the Crown of God’s creation––the Holy Prophet Muhammad. 
Moses’s request may also be taken as having been prompted by the demand of 
the Elders of the Israelites, to see God with the naked eye (2:56). This very 
unusual experience of his made Moses realize that his request was 
inopportune. So he cried spontaneously, "I turn towards Thee, and I am the 
first to believe," which meant that he had realized that he was not endowed 
with the capacity to see that perfect manifestation of Divine Glory which was 
to take place on the heart of the Promised Prophet and that he was the first 
believer in the great spiritual eminence which that great Prophet was destined 
to attain. This belief of Moses in the Holy Prophet has also been referred to in 
46:11. 

1047. The mountain was not actually broken into pieces. The words have 
been used figuratively to express the great severity of the earthquake. See 
Exod. 24:18. 
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145. Allah said, ‘O Moses, I 

have chosen thee above the 

people of thy time by My 

Messages and by My Word. 

So take firm hold of that 

which I have given thee and 

be of the grateful.’1048 

 

 

146. And aWe wrote1049 for 

him, upon the Tablets about 

everything1050 an admonition 

and an explanation of all 

things. ‘So hold them fast and 

bid thy people follow the 

best1051 thereof. Soon shall I 

show you the abode1052 of the 

transgressors.’  

 

 

147. I shall soon turn away 

from My Signs those who 

behave proudly in the land in 

an unjust manner; and even bif 

they see all the Signs, they 

will not believe therein; and if 

 

 

 
1048. The verse seems to be addressed to Moses by way of consolation 

after God had made him realize that he could not attain to that high spiritual 
rank to which the Great Prophet of the House of Ishmael was destined to 
attain. He was asked not to covet the high dignity which was reserved for "that 
Prophet" but to remain content with, and be grateful for, the rank that God had 
already bestowed upon him. 

1049. Katabna means, We prescribed, appointed, ordained or made binding 
(Lane). 

1050. Everything that was required to be explained to the Israelites. 
1051. Moses is asked here to exhort his people to try to practise higher 

forms of virtue and not to remain content with merely acting upon the 
injunctions that are meant for the weak of faith. 

1052. Dar here signifies "station" or "position;" and the words, Soon shall I 
show you the abode of the transgressors, mean that soon the obedient shall be 
distinguished and separated from the disobedient. 

a6:155. b6:26. 
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they see the way of 

righteousness, they will not 

adopt it as their way; but if 

they see the way of error, they 

will adopt it as their way. 

That is because they treated 

Our Signs as lies and were 

heedless of them. 

 

148. And athose who reject 

Our Signs and the meeting of 

the Hereafter—their works 

are vain. Can they expect to 

be rewarded for anything 

except for what they do? 

 

 

R. 18.   

149. And bthe people of 

Moses made, in his absence, 

out of their ornaments, a 

calf—a lifeless body, 

producing a lowing sound. 
cDid they not see that it 

spoke1053 not to them, nor 

guided them to any way? 

They took it for worship and 

they were transgressors.  

 

 

150. And when they were 

smitten with remorse1054 and 

 
 

 
1053. God can be proved to be a Living God only if He speaks to His 

servants. It does not stand to reason that God should have ceased to speak now 
when He spoke to His chosen servants in the past. No attribute of God can be 
supposed to have ceased to function. The gift of Divine revelation is attainable 
even now as it was attained in the past. Revelation necessarily does not 
contain a new Law. It is also meant to give freshness of spiritual life and bring 
man near unto his Lord and Master. 

1054. The Arabic phrase in the text means, they repented; they wrung their 
hands by reason of repentance. The Arabs say of a man who repents, Suqita fi 
 

a3:12; 5:11; 7:37; 21:78. b2:52, 93; 4:154; 7:153; 20:89. c20:90. 
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saw that they had indeed gone 

astray, they said, ‘If our Lord 

have not mercy on us and 

forgive us, we shall surely be 

of the losers.’ 

 

151. And when Moses 
areturned to his people, 

indignant and grieved, he 

said, ‘Evil is that which you 

did in my place in my 

absence. Did you hasten to 

devise a way for yourselves 

without waiting for the 

command of your Lord?’ And 

he put down the Tablets and 
bseized his brother by the 

head, dragging him towards 

himself.1055 Aaron said, ‘Son 

of my mother,1056 the people 

indeed deemed me weak, and 

were about to kill me. 

Therefore make not the 

enemies rejoice over my 

misfortune and lace me not 

with the unjust people.’  

 

 

 
Yadihi (Lane). 

1055. Moses seized Aaron by the head, not because the latter had 
countenanced or supported calf-worship, as he is represented to have done in 
the Bible (Exod. 32:2-4), but because he did not successfully prevent the 
people from worshipping the calf. Display of anger on the part of Moses was 
due, not to any religious or legal offence committed by Aaron, but to his 
failure to manage affairs properly in his absence. The anger was justified 
because a great sacrilege had been committed and the whole work of Moses’s 
life was put in jeopardy. 

1056. Aaron appealed to Moses’s feelings of tenderness and brotherly 
affection. 

a20:87. b20:95. 
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152. Moses said, ‘My Lord, 
forgive me and my brother, 
and admit us to Thy mercy 
and Thou art the Most 
Merciful of those who show 
mercy.’ 

 

 

R. 19.   

153. As to athose, who took 

the calf1057 for worship, wrath 

from their Lord shall overtake 

them and abasement in the 

present life. And thus do We 

reward those who invent lies. 

 

 

154. But bthose who do evil 

deeds and repent after that 

and believe, surely thy Lord 

after that is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful. 

 

 

155. And when the anger of 

Moses subsided, he took the 

Tablets and cin their writing 

there was guidance and mercy 

for those who fear their Lord. 

 

 

156. And Moses chose of his 
people seventy men for Our 
appointment. But when the 
earthquake overtook1057A 
them, he said, ‘My Lord, if 
Thou hadst pleased, dThou 
couldst have destroyed them 

 

 

 
1057. The account of the Bible accusing Aaron of complicity in calf-

worship is certainly misleading (Enc. Bib. vol. 1, col. 2). 
1057A. The earthquake was a natural phenomenon. Moses feared that it was 

a Divine punishment for the sins of his people. 

a2:52, 93; 4:154; 7:149; 20:89. b5:40; 16:120. c5:45; 6:92. d13:28. 
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before this, and me too. Wilt 
Thou destroy us for that which 
the foolish among us have 
done? This is nothing but a 
trial from Thee. Thou causest 
to perish thereby whom Thou 
pleasest and Thou guidest 
whom Thou pleasest. Thou art 
our Protector; forgive us then 
and have mercy on us and 
Thou art the Best of those who 
forgive; 

 

157. ‘And aordain for us good 

in this world, as well as in the 
next; we have turned to Thee 
with repentance,’ Allah 

replied, bI will inflict My 
punishment on whom I will; 
but cMy mercy encompasses 

all things; so I will ordain it 
for those who act righteously 
and pay the Zakat and those 

who believe in Our Signs— 

 

 

158. ‘Those who follow the 

Messenger, dthe Prophet, the 

Ummi1058   ewhom   they  find 

 
 

 

 
1058. Ummi means, belonging to or pertaining to the mother, i.e. as 

innocent as a child at the breast of its mother; one not having a revealed 
Scripture, particularly an Arab; one who does not know how to read or write; 
one belonging to Mecca which was known as Ummul-Qura, i.e. the mother of 
towns. If the word Ummi be taken in the sense of "unlettered," the verse 
would signify that although the Holy Prophet had received no education 
whatever and was quite unread, yet God vouchsafed to him such knowledge 
as would impart light and guidance even to those who are considered to be 
most advanced in learning and enlightenment. Some Christian writers have 
pretended to doubt the fact that the Holy Prophet could not read or write. Says 
 

a2:202. b2:285; 5:41. c40:8. d29:49; 42:53; 62:3. e48:30. 
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Reverend Wherry in his 'Commentary of the Qur’an'—. "Is it likely that he 
should have been trained in the same household with ‘Ali, who knew both 
how to read and write and not have received similar instruction? Could he 
have conducted an important mercantile business for years without some 
knowledge of letters? That he could read and write in later years is certain. 
Tradition tells us, that he said to Mu‘awiyah, one of his secretaries: 'Draw the 
ba straight, divide the sin properly', etc. and that in his last moments he called 
for writing material. His use of amanuenses does not militate against his 
knowledge of the art of writing, for such use of amanuenses was common in 
that age, even among the most learned." It is a poor argument that because the 
Prophet "had been trained in the same house with ‘Ali who knew both how to 
read and write," therefore he should also have learnt reading and writing. It only 
betrays ignorance of elementary facts of the Holy Prophet’s life on the part of 
the reverend gentleman. ‘Ali and the Holy Prophet could not have been trained 
and brought up together, there being difference of many years between their 
ages. The Prophet was as much as twenty nine years older than ‘Ali. Let alone 
the Prophet and ‘Ali being educated and trained together which the great 
disparity in their ages evidently obviated, it was ‘Ali who got his training in the 
house and under the fostering care and training of the Holy Prophet himself 
(Hisham). Abu Talib, in whose house the Holy Prophet was brought up, was a 
man of very meagre means. He did not appreciate the value of learning and 
knowledge, nor was their possession regarded as an asset and acquisition in his 
time. The Holy Prophet, therefore, remained illiterate in his house. But ‘Ali was 
brought up in the house of the Holy Prophet himself, whose marriage with 
Khadijah, a wealthy lady of great repute, had placed ample means at his 
disposal. He also fully realized how priceless a thing good education was. So 
under his benign care and ennobling influence ‘Ali, judged by the standards of 
that time, naturally grew up to be a young man of good education. 

Wherry’s second objection that if the Holy Prophet had been illiterate and 
did not know how to read and write, he could not have proved such a 
successful businessman as he actually was, is born of the mistaken concept of 
a good and successful Arab businessman of the Holy Prophet’s time. Wherry 
would not have made this objection if he had known that in Asia, even in the 
present twentieth century, there are highly successful businessmen who have 
not received even elementary education. In Mecca, in the Holy Prophet’s time, 
education was not much in favour. There were very few persons who could 
read and write, but many carried on most successful and flourishing business. 
Education was not at that time regarded in Arabia as the sine qua non of a 
good businessman. Moreover, the fact that Khadijah had given the Prophet a 
slave named Maisarah who knew reading and writing and who always 
accompanied him on his trade journeys, knocks the bottom out of Wherry’s 
objection. 
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The tradition which says that the Holy Prophet had once asked Mu‘awiyah 

to write correctly the letters ba and sin does not seem to be quite reliable. In 
the Abbasid period many traditions derogatory to the Umayyads were forged. 
This tradition seeks to show off Mu‘awiyah, a prominent member of the 
distinguished House of Umayyah, as a man of very poor education who could 
not even write properly such simple letters as ba and sin. Even, however, if 
this tradition is proved to be reliable, it does not show that the Holy Prophet 
was literate because he had become so used to dictating the Qur’an that it was 
not impossible for him to have become familiar with the general form of 
letters and to have given instruction regarding an improperly written word. 

The fact that the Holy Prophet sent for pen and paper in the last moments 
of his life also lends no support to Wherry’s assumption. It is an established 
fact of history that whenever any verse was revealed, the Holy Prophet used to 
send for pen and paper and dictate to one of his scribes what had been 
revealed to him. The mere fact of sending for pen and paper does not, 
therefore, prove that the Holy Prophet himself knew how to read and write. 
Nor do the words referred to by Wherry in support of his contention, viz. 
"read in the name of thy Lord," prove anything. The Arabic word Iqra’ (read) 
used in 96:2 not only means the reading of a written thing but also repeating 
and rehearsing what one hears from another person. Moreover, the Hadith 
establishes the fact that when at the time of the first revelation the angel, 
Gabriel uttered the word Iqra’ no writing was actually placed before the 
Prophet to read. He was simply asked to repeat orally what the angel was 
reciting to him. Further, the claim of some Christian writers that the idea that 
the Holy Prophet could not read or write originated with a misunderstanding 
of his repeated claim that he was the "unlettered Prophet," is as strange as it is 
ill-based. It is surprising that those with whom he had lived day and night for 
years and who daily saw him reading and writing could not find out whether 
or not he was illiterate and were misled into this belief simply by his own 
repeated claim that he was illiterate. The contention that his (the Holy 
Prophet’s) use of amanuenses does not militate against his knowledge of the 
art of writing, for such use of amanuenses was common in that age, even 
among the most learned, betrays Wherry’s ignorance of Arab and Islamic 
history. The fact is that there were no ‘Ulama’ or learned men among the 
Arabs in the time of the Holy Prophet in the sense in which this word is 
understood now, nor were they used to keeping amanuenses and scribes. 
There is no instance on record of an amanuensis having been kept by an Arab. 
There obtains complete unanimity of opinion among scholars that the Holy 
Prophet could neither read nor write before revelation began to come to him. 
The Qur’an is quite explicit on the point that the Prophet was not literate at 
least till he claimed to be a Divine Messenger (29:49). However, he had learnt 
to decipher a few words towards the later part of his life. 
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mentioned in the Torah and 
the Gospel1059 which are with 
them. aHe enjoins on them 
good and forbids them evil 
and makes lawful for them the 
good things and forbids them 
the bad things and removes 
from them their burden and 
the shackles that were upon 
them. So those who shall 
believe in him and honour and 
support him and help him and 
follow the light that has been 
sent down with him—these 
shall prosper.’  

R. 20.   

159. Say, ‘O mankind, btruly I 
am a Messenger to you all1060 
from Allah to Whom belongs 
the Kingdom of the heavens 
and the earth. There is no god 
but He. cHe gives life and He 
causes death. So believe in 
Allah and His Messenger, the 
Ummi Prophet, who believes 
in Allah and His words; and 
follow him that you may be 
rightly guided.’ 

 

 

 

 
1059. For some of the prophecies of the Bible about the Holy Prophet see 

Matt. 23:39: John, 14:16, 26; 16:7-14; Deut. 18:18 and 33:2; Isa. 21:13-17 and 
62:2, Song of Solomon, 1:5, 6; Habakkuk 3-7. 

1060. Whereas all the Divine Messengers who appeared before the Prophet of 
Islam were national Prophets whose teachings were meant for the peoples to 
whom they were sent and for the particular periods in which they were raised, the 
Holy Prophet was raised for the whole of mankind till the end of time. His advent 
was a unique event in human history. It sought to weld all the different nations 
and communities into one brotherhood—the Brotherhood of Man in which all the 
distinctions of colour, clime and creed were completely obliterated. 

aSee 3:105. b21:108; 25:2; 34:29. c2:259; 23:81; 44:9; 57:3. 
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160. And aof the people of 
Moses there is a party who 
guide with truth and do justice 
therewith.1061 

 

 

161. And bWe divided them 
into twelve tribes, distinct 
peoples. And, We revealed to 
Moses, when his people casked 
of him for water, saying, 
‘Strike the rock1061A with thy 
rod;’ and from it there gushed 
forth twelve springs; every 
tribe knew their drinking place. 
And dWe caused the clouds to 
overshadow them and We sent 
down for them Manna and 
Salwa and We said, ‘Eat of the 
good things We have provided 
for you.’ And they 
wronged1062 Us not, but it was 
themselves that they wronged. 

 

 

162. And remember the time 
ewhen it was said to them, 
“Dwell in this town and eat 
therefrom wherever you will, 
and say, ‘God! lighten our 
burden,’ and enter the gate in 
humility, We shall forgive 
you your sins, and surely We 
shall give increase to those 
who do good.” 

 

 

 
1061. All the followers of Moses were not corrupt. Some among them were 

not only good themselves but also guided others to truth and acted justly. The 
Qur’an never condemns a people wholesale and indiscriminately. 

1061A. See 101. 
1062. They only wronged themselves and could not harm the cause of truth. 

a7:182. b5:13. c2:61. d2:58; 20:81. e2:59. 
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163. But the atransgressors 

among them changed it for a 

word other than that which 

was said to them. So We sent 

upon them a punishment from 

heaven, because of their 

wrongdoing. 

 

 

R. 21.   

164. And ask them 

concerning the town1063 

which stood by the sea. When 

they profaned the bSabbath; 

when their fish came to them 

on their Sabbath day 

appearing on the surface of 

the water,1064 but on the day 

when they did not keep 

Sabbath1064A, they came not 

to them. Thus cdid We try 

them because they were 

rebellious.  

 

 

 
1063. The Qaryah referred to in this verse is said to be Aila (Elath) on the 

Red Sea. It was situated on the N.E. arm of the Red Sea, in the Aelanitic Gulf 
(which has derived its name from the place itself) and is mentioned as one of 
the last stages of the Israelites during their wanderings (1 Kings, 9:26 &  2 
Chron. 8:17). In Solomon’s time the town came into the possession of the 
Israelites but afterwards it was probably taken from them. Later Uzziah 
reconquered it, but under Ahaz it was again lost (Enc. Bib. & Jew. Enc.). 

1064. Shurra‘an also means, they came in shoals. 
1064A. As no fish were caught on the Sabbath day, they had instinctively 

come to know the time when they were safe and therefore this instinctive 
feeling of security made them appear on the surface or approach near the coast 
in large numbers on the Sabbath day. This fact proved too strong a temptation 
for the Jews and they made arrangements to catch them on the Sabbath day 
and thus profaned it. 

 

a2:60. b2:66; 4:155. c7:169. 
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165. And when a party among 

them said to another party, 

‘Why do you admonish a 

people whom Allah is going 

to destroy or punish with a 

severe punishment?’ They 

said, ‘In order to be absolved 

from blame before your Lord 

and that they may turn to 

righteousness.’ 

 

 

166. And awhen they forgot 

all that with which they had 

been admonished, We saved 

those who forbade evil and 

We seized the transgressors 

with a severe punishment 

because they were rebellious. 

 

 

167. And when they 

insolently rebelled against 

that which they had been 

forbidden, We said to them, 
b‘Be ye apes despised.’1065 

 

 

168. And remember the time 

when thy Lord proclaimed 

that cHe would surely 

raise1066 against them, till the 

Day of Resurrection, those 

who would afflict them with 

grievous torment. Surely, thy 

Lord is Quick in 

 

 

 
1065. See 107. 
1066. This and the following several verses also show that the people who 

are spoken of as "apes despised" in the preceding verse were not actually 
transformed into apes but continued as human beings, though they led a 
miserable existence and were looked down upon by others. 

a6:45. b2:66; 5:61. c2:62; 3:113. 
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retribution1066A and surely He 

is also Most Forgiving, 

Merciful. 

169. And We broke them up 
into separate peoples in the 
earth. Among them are those 
that are righteous and among 
them are those that are 
otherwise. And aWe tried 
them with good things and 
bad things that they might 
return to good. 

 

 

170. bThen there came after 
them an evil generation who 
inherited the Book. They take 
the paltry1067 goods of this 
low world and say, ‘It will be 
forgiven us.’ But if there 
came to them similar goods 
again, they would take them. 
Was not the covenant of the 
Book taken from them, that 
they would not say of Allah 
anything but the truth? And 
they have studied1068 what is 
therein. And cthe abode of the 
Hereafter is better for those 
who are righteous. Will you 
not then understand?  

 

 

 
1066A. It is clear from several verses of the Qur’an that God is very slow in 

punishing the sinners. He grants them respite again and again. The words 
mean that when punishment is finally decreed to overtake a people, it is swift 
in coming and nothing can retard its coming. 

1067. ‘Arad means, a thing that is not permanent; the paltry goods of the 
present world; worldly goods or commodities; an object of desire; (Lane). 

1068. Darasa means, (1) he read or studied a book; (2) he effaced, erased 
or obliterated something (Lane). 

a7:164. b19:60. c6:33; 12:110. 
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171. And as for those awho 

hold fast by the Book and 

observe Prayer, surely We 

suffer not the reward of the 

righteous to perish. 

 

 

172. And when We bshook the 

mountain over them as though 

it were a covering and they 

thought it was going to fall on 

them,1069 We said, ‘Hold fast 

that which We have given you 

and remember what is therein 

that you may guard against 

evil. 

 

 

R. 22.   

173. And remember when thy 

Lord brought forth from 

Adam’s children—out of their 

loins—their offspring and 

made them bear witness 

against their ownselves1070 

saying, c‘Am I not your 

 

 
1069. The leading men of Israel were brought to the foot of the mountain 

(Exod.19:17). It seemed to them to tower above them like a canopy which 
might at any time fall upon them. 

1070. The verse may refer to the evidence embedded in the very nature of 
man about the existence of the Supreme Being Who has created the universe 
and controls it (30:31). Or it may refer to the appearance of Divine Prophets 
who show the way to God, the expression 'offspring from the children of 
Adam,' signifying the people of every age to whom a Messenger of God is 
sent. It is, in fact, the advent of every new Messenger which prompts the 
Divine query, Am I not your Lord? The query signifies that when God has 
made provision for the physical sustenance of man as well as for his moral 
and spiritual development, how can he deny His Lordship. It is indeed by 
rejecting their Prophet that men bear witness against themselves; for in that 
case they cannot take shelter behind the excuse that they did not know God or 
His Law or the Day of Judgment. 

a31:23. b2:64. c43:38. 
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Lord?’ they said, ‘Yea, we do 

bear witness,’ This He did lest 

you should say on the Day of 

Resurrection, ‘We were surely 

unaware of this.’ 

 

174. Or lest you should say, 
a‘It was only our fathers who 

associated co-partners with 

Allah in the past and we were 

merely a generation after 

them. Wilt Thou then destroy 

us for what those, who lied, 

did? 

 

 

175. And thus do We make 

clear the Signs, that they may 

be admonished1071 and that 

they may return to good. 

 

 

176. And relate to them the 

story of him to whom We 

gave Our Signs, but he 

stepped away from them; so 

Satan followed him up and he 

became one of those who go 

astray.1072 

 

 

 
1071. The appearance of a Prophet also debars the people of his time from 

urging the plea mentioned in v. 173 above, for then the truth is made Manifest 
from falsehood and idolatry stands publicly condemned. 

1072. The reference here is not to any particular individual but to all 
persons to whom God shows Signs through a Prophet and who reject them. 
Similar expressions occur elsewhere in the Qur’an (e.g., 2:18). The verse has 
been particularly applied to one Bal‘am bin Ba‘ura who, it is related, lived in 
the time of Moses and who is reported to have been a virtuous man. Pride 
turned his head and he ended his life in disgrace. The verse may apply also to 
Abu Jahl or ‘Abdullah bin Ubayy bin Salul or for that matter to every 
prominent leader of disbelief. 

a7:39. 
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177. And if we had pleased, 
we would have exalted him 
thereby; but he inclined to the 
earth1073 and followed his evil 
desires. His case, therefore, is 
like the case of a thirsty dog; if 
thou drive him away, he hangs 
out his tongue and if thou leave 
him, he hangs out his 
tongue.1074 Such is the case of 
the people who disbelieve in 
Our Signs. So relate to them 
this narrative that they may 
reflect. 

 

 

178. Evil is the case of athe 
people who treat Our Signs as 
lies. And it was their own 
selves that they wronged. 

 

 

179. bHe whom Allah guides 
is on the right path. And they 
whom He leaves in error, 
these it is who shall be the 
losers.  

 

 

180. Verily, We have created 

many of the jinn and the men 

whose end shall be Hell.1075 

 

 
1073. Material things, specially love of money. 
1074. Yalhath, (from Lahatha which means, his breath rose on account of 

fatigue or weariness), signifies that whether or not such a one is asked to make 
sacrifices in the cause of religion, he seems to be always panting like a thirsty dog, 
as if the ever-increasing burden of sacrifices is leaving him completely exhausted. 

1075. Lam is Lam-e-‘Aqibat denoting end or result. The verse has thus 
nothing to do with the object of man’s creation but only makes mention of the 
regrettable end of the life of many a man and jinn, (the latter word also 
meaning a special class of men, i.e. rulers or chiefs or great men). From the 
way in which they pass their days in sin and iniquity it seems as if they have 
been created for Hell. 

a3:12; 7:183; 8:55. b17:98; 18:18. 
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aThey have hearts wherewith 

they understand not and they 

have eyes wherewith they see 

not and they have ears 

wherewith they hear not. bThey 

are like cattle; nay, they are 

even more astray. They are 

indeed altogether heedless. 

 

181. And cto Allah alone 

belong all perfect attributes. 

So call on Him by these 

attributes.1076 And leave 

alone those who deviate from 

the right way with respect to 

His attributes.1077 They shall 

be requited for what they do. 

 

 

182. And dof those We have 

created, there are a people that 

guide men with truth and do 

justice therewith. 

 

 

R. 23.   

183. And ethose who reject 

Our Signs, We will draw them 

towards destruction step by 

step in a manner which they 

do not know.  

 

 

184. And fI give them respite, 

surely My plan is mighty. 

 
 

 
1076. The proper name of God is Allah; all the rest strictly speaking are His 

attributes. While praying one should invoke such Divine attributes as are 
directly related to the object of one’s prayer. 

1077. Deviating from the right way with respect to God’s attributes may 
signify that God being the Possessor of all the best attributes mentioned in the 
Qur’an or the Hadith, there is no need to devise other attributes for Him, 
which are inconsistent with His Majesty, Dignity and all-comprehensive 
Mercy. 

a2:8; 22:47; 45:24. b25:45. c17:111. d7:160. e3:12; 8:55; 68:45. f3:179; 68:46. 
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185. Do they not consider that 
athere is nothing of insanity 
about their companion?1078 

He is only a plain warner. 

 

 

186. bAnd do they not look 
into the Kingdom of the 
heavens and the earth and all 
things1079 that Allah has 
created? And do they not see 
that, it may be, their own term 
has already drawn near? 
cThen in what thing after this 
will they believe?1080 

 

 

187. dWhomsoever Allah 
adjudges astray, there can be 
no guide for him. And eHe 
leaves such in their transgres-
sion, wandering in distraction. 

 

 

188. fThey ask thee about the 
Hour: ‘When will it come to 
pass?’1081 Say, g‘The 
knowledge thereof is only 
with my Lord. None can 
manifest it at its time but He. 

 

 
1078. Sahib (companion) implies a refutation of the charge of insanity 

brought against the Holy Prophet, as well as a veiled rebuke to the Meccans. 
They are told that the Holy Prophet is their companion. He has lived and 
moved among them and they have known him for years; so they could easily 
see, and indeed in their heart of hearts they are convinced, that there is nothing 
of insanity about him. 

1079. Do not the Meccans see the great and numerous changes that are 
taking place around them, which point to the approach of a new era? All signs 
point to the fact that idolatry is going to disappear from the country, giving 
place to Islam. The word "Kingdom" refers to the control which God exercises 
over heaven and earth. 

1080. When disbelievers are rejecting the Qur’an which is such a perfect 
and complete Law, what else is there for them to believe in? 

1081. Mursa is noun-infinitive or noun of time or noun of place (Lane). 

a23:26; 34:47; 52:30; 81:23. b6:76; 10:102. c45:7; 77:51. d7:179; 17:98; 18:18.  
e2:16; 6:111. f33:64; 78:2; 79:43 .g31:35; 43:86. 
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It lies heavy1082 on the 
heavens and the earth. aIt shall 
not come upon you but of a 
sudden.’ They ask thee as if 
thou wert well-acquainted1083 
therewith. Say, ‘The 
knowledge thereof is only 
with Allah; but most men do 
not know.’ 

 

189. bSay, ‘I have no power to 
do good or harm to myself 
save as Allah please. And if I 
had knowledge of the unseen, 
I should have secured 
abundance of good; and evil 
would not have touched me. cI 
am only a Warner and a 
bearer of good tidings to a 
people who believe.’ 

 

 

R. 24.   

190. dHe it is Who has created 

you from a single soul and 

made therefrom its mate, ethat 

he might find comfort1084 in 

her. And when he knows her, 

she bears a light burden and 

 

 
1082. The awarding of punishment is as painful to God as the receiving of 

it is to men and this is the meaning of the words, It lies heavy on the heavens 
and the earth; "heavens" representing God and angels, and "earth" 
representing human beings. 

1083. Hafiyy means, showing much solicitude and manifesting joy or 
pleasure at meeting another; going to the utmost limit in asking or inquiring; 
or knowing in the utmost degree (Lane). 

1084. One of the primary objects of marriage is that man and woman should 
be a source of comfort and solace to each other. Man is social by nature and it is 
his natural craving for a close companion which is supplied by marriage. 

a16:78; 54:51. b10:50; 72:22. c2:120; 5:20; 11:3. d4:2; 16:73; 39:7. e30:22. 
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goes about with it. And when 

she grows heavy, they both 

pray to Allah, their Lord, 

saying, ‘If Thou give us a 

good child, we will surely be 

of the thankful.’ 

 

191. But when He gives them 

a good child, they associate 

with Him partners in respect 

of that which He has given 

them. But exalted is Allah far 

above what they associate 

with Him. 

 

 

192. Do athey associate with 

Him as partners those who 

create nothing, and are 

themselves created? 

 

 

193. And bthey can give them 

no help, nor can they help 

themselves. 

 

 

194. And if you ccall them to 

guidance, they will not follow 

you. It is the same to you 

whether you call them or you 

remain silent. 

 

 

195. Surely, those whom you 

call on beside Allah are 

creatures like you. Then dcall 

on them and let them answer 

you, if you are truthful.1085 

 

 

 
1085. The verse constitutes an open challenge to idol-worshippers to the 

effect that all animate and inanimate things that they call on besides Allah can 
never answer their prayers, because the idols do not possess the power to do 
 

a16:21; 25:4. b7:198; 21:44; 36:76. c7:199. d35:15. 
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196. aHave they feet 
wherewith they walk, or have 
they hands wherewith they 
hold, or have they eyes 
wherewith they see, or have 
they ears wherewith they 
hear? Say, ‘Call upon the 
partners you associate with 
Allah, then bcontrive you all 
against me and give me no 
respite.1086 

 

 

197. ‘Truly, cmy Protector is 
Allah Who has revealed this 
Book. And He protects the 
righteous. 

 

 

198. ‘And dthey whom you 
call on besides Him have no 
power to help you, nor can 
they help themselves;’ 

 

 

199. eAnd if you invite them 

to guidance, they hear not. 

And fthou seest them looking 

towards thee, but they see 

not.1087 

 

 

 

 
so. But the Living God answers the prayers of His devotees. 

1086. This and the next verse constitute an amplification of the challenge 
held out to disbelievers in the previous verse. They are challenged to call upon 
their gods to help them in their campaign against Islam, to make use of their 
entire resources and to muster all their forces to attack it, leaving no stone 
unturned to bring it to naught and to lose no time in attacking the Holy 
Prophet and then see what harm their combined and determined efforts do to 
him. God has promised to help His Prophet and to make his cause prosper and 
triumph (5:68 & 58:22). 

1087. A person steeped in error refuses to accept the truth, however clear 
and unmistakable may be the Signs shown to him to establish the untenability 
of his position. The disbelievers see the cause of Islam advancing by rapid 
strides before their very eyes, yet they pretend not to see it and refuse to 
acknowledge it. 

a2:8; 22:47; 45:24. b10:72; 11:56. c45:20. d7:193; 21:44; 36:76. e7:194. f10:44. 
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200. aDo thou ever forbear, O 

Prophet! and enjoin 

kindness,1087A and turn away 

from the ignorant. 

 

 

201. And bif an evil 
suggestion from Satan assail 
thee, then seek refuge in 
Allah; surely, He is All- 
Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

202. As to cthose who are 
righteous, when an evil 
suggestion from Satan assails 
them,1088 they remember 
Allah and behold! they begin 
to see aright. 

 

 

203. And the brethren of 
disbelievers draw them into 
error and then they relax not 
their efforts. 

 

 

204. And when thou bringest 
not to them a fresh Sign, they 
say, ‘Why hast thou not 
forged one?’ Say, d‘I follow 
only that which is revealed to 
me from my Lord. eThese are 
clear proofs1089 from your 
Lord and guidance and mercy 
for a people who believe.’  

 

 

 
1087A. ‘Urf means, such actions as are in harmony with unsullied human 

nature. 
1088. These words signify that when righteous people are incited to anger 

by Satan; or when some mischief is stirred up against them by wicked men, 
they remember Allah. 

1089. Basa’ir is the plural of Basirah which means, perceptive faculty of 
the mind; understanding; firm belief of the heart; constancy or firmness in 
religion; a testimony; argument; a witness; an example by which one is 
admonished; a shield (Lane). 

a3:160; 31:18. b41:37. c3:136. d6:51 e6:105; 17:103. 
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205. And awhen the Qur’an is 

recited, give ear to it1090 and 

keep silence, that you may be 

shown mercy. 

 

 

206. And bremember thy Lord 

in thy mind humbly and 

fearing Him, and in a low 

voice in the mornings and 

evenings;1091 and be not of 

the heedless. 

 

 

207. Truly, cthose, who are 

near to thy Lord, turn not 

away with pride from His 

worship, but they glorify Him 

and prostrate1091A themselves 

before Him.  

 

 
 

 
1090. In answer to their demand for fresh Signs disbelievers are here told to 

listen to the Qur’an carefully, because it contains Signs and proofs enough and 
to spare. 

1091. Asal (which is the plural of Asil means, the evening time) may refer 
to the four daily Prayers, viz. Zuhr (Afternoon Prayer), ‘Asr (Late Afternoon 
Prayer), Maghrib (Sunset Prayer), and ‘Isha’ (Night Prayer), while Ghuduww 
may refer to the Fajr (Morning Prayer). 

1091A. This verse embodies the first Sajdah of the Qur’an. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

a17:107. b6:64; 7:56. c21:20-21; 41:39. 
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CHAPTER 8 & 9 
AL-ANFAL & AT-TAUBAH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Title, Date of Revelation and Connection Between the Two Surahs 
Though, as commonly known, it is only the first of these two Chapters 

which is known by the name Anfal, yet truly speaking this Chapter comprises 
both the parts—the one which is known as Anfal and the other which is 
known as Taubah. This means that Taubah or Bara’at is really not a separate 
Surah but only a part of Anfal. This is a solitary instance in the Qur’an where 
a Surah has been split into parts, all the other Surahs being compact wholes. 
The proof of the fact that Taubah is not a separate Surah but is a part of Anfal 
is that unlike all other Chapters Taubah is not prefixed by Bismillah, which 
under Divine direction was placed at the head of every Surah and formed its 
integral part, and because also there obtains such a striking similarity between 
the subject-matter of these two Chapters that they both form but one Surah. 
Both Anfal and Taubah were revealed at Medina; Anfal was revealed about 
the time of the Battle of Badr, in the first or second year after Hijrah, and 
Taubah or Bara’at, according to Bukhari, was among the last portions of the 
Qur’an to be revealed in the ninth year after the Hijrah. 

A Collective Note on Both Surahs 
In Anfal the prophecy was made that God would give to Muslims a 

great victory, and that the property and possessions of their enemies would 
fall into their hands. This prophecy continued to prove for disbelievers a 
constant source of mockery at the cost of the Faithful, because God, out of His 
infallible wisdom, and in conformity with His eternal law had delayed its 
fulfilment along with the revelation of that portion of Chapter Anfal which 
contained a mention of it. When Mecca fell and the aforesaid prophecy was 
fulfilled, the remaining portion of the Surah was revealed. It began with A 
declaration of complete vindication on the part of Allah and His Messenger to 
the idolaters to whom you had announced a commitment that Islam would 
triumph in Arabia. So go about in the land for four months, and know that you 
cannot frustrate the plan of Allah and that Allah will humiliate the 
disbelievers. Incidentally, it may be noted here that some Commentators have 
taken the above Declaration to mean that a period of four months was granted 
to those idolaters with whom Muslims had treaty engagements and that this 
period was intended as a notice, after which all treaties and agreements with 
them were to be considered as having terminated. This interpretation of the 
Declaration is evidently wrong; because if it was meant as only a notice of the 
denunciation of the treaties there was no sense in combining the Declaration 
with the injunction that they should go about the land and see for themselves 
that God’s purpose had prevailed. He who is granted a limited respite 
naturally makes hasty preparations to depart for a place of safety and does not 
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go about in the land sightseeing. Again, if the verse be understood to give 
notice of termination of existing treaties and to grant a limited respite to those 
idolatrous tribes who had treaties of alliance with Muslims, how would the 
very next verse be explained which says that such people as have entered into 
treaties with Muslims are not to be expelled till the termination of their 
treaties. It is thus clear that the Quranic words Alladhina ‘Ahattum used in the 
first verse of Chapter Taubah allude to no political treaty or agreement but 
only to such declarations as Muslims and disbelievers had made against each 
other about the ultimate triumph of their respective causes. On the side of 
Islam it was declared in Chapter Anfal that the property and possessions of 
disbelievers would fall into the hands of Muslims, and the disbelievers, on 
their side, had declared that Islam would be exterminated and they would 
capture the belongings of the Muslims. It is these contradictory declarations 
that have been metaphorically termed as ‘Ahd or agreement in the verse 
referred to above, and the idolaters are told to go about in the country and see 
for themselves whether or not the declaration which was made in Chapter 
Anfal about their eventual destruction had proved true. So, truly speaking, 
Surah Bara’at constitutes only a declaration of the fulfilment of the great 
prophecy made in Surah Anfal and is thus not a separate Surah. In short, there 
exists a very real connection between these two Chapters which really 
constitute one Chapter, for, as stated above, Surah Anfal was revealed at the 
time of the Battle of Badr and in it a clear prophecy was made about the 
ultimate destruction of disbelievers. Then after the last encounter with the 
idolaters of Mecca, Surah Bara’at was revealed to announce the fulfilment of 
that prophecy and the ushering in of a new era. 

Subject-Matter of the Surahs 
Chapter Anfal opens with a description of the Battle of Badr and at the 

outset Muslims are told that they will win a great victory over the disbelievers 
whose property and possessions will fall into their hands. These wars are the 
Signs of God and should not be made the means of seeking worldly gains. 
Next, they are told that they should fight courageously in the cause of God 
and should not be proud of their strength or organization, neither should they 
be afraid of the numbers and military prowess of their enemies. Further, 
obedience to authority is emphasized and it is stated that obedience to God’s 
commands will open for the Muslims the avenues to success and prosperity 
and will protect them from the machinations and intrigues of their enemies, 
even as God had protected the Holy Prophet against the secret plots of the 
Meccans. The Surah proceeds to say that the enemy is proud of his numbers 
and military prowess and believes himself to be in the right, and even invokes 
the wrath of God upon the liar. Such a determined enemy would not easily 
admit defeat. The Surah exposes their false pretensions. It further says that the 
discrepancy between the words and deeds of disbelievers shows that their 
faith is a mere slave of their intellect and has no firm roots in their hearts. The 
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Muslims are buoyed up with the Divine promise that the war in which they are 
engaged will end in a victory for them and success also will continue to attend 
their endeavours in future engagements. To achieve this, obedience to 
authority and endurance of hardships and unity of action are enjoined upon 
them. 

The Surah further deals with the sanctity of treaty obligations and 
Muslims are told that disbelievers will repeatedly violate their agreements but 
this should not incite them to a breach of their own obligations. They should 
disabuse their minds of the misconception that their cause would suffer in any 
way if they did not avenge a breach of agreements on the disbelievers’ part by 
a corresponding violation of an obligation by themselves. On the contrary, 
they should continue scrupulously to observe treaties; but agreements they 
have made should cause no mitigation of suitable preparations for war on their 
part. They are, however, enjoined that if during hostilities disbelievers sue for 
peace, such an offer should not be rejected, because if disbelievers violate 
terms of peace and restart hostilities, Muslims will not suffer on account of 
this fresh breach of trust by them. This injunction implied a reference to the 
treaty of Hudaibiyah when a breach of treaty obligations by the disbelievers 
led to the Fall of Mecca. Muslims are further told that captives will fall into 
their hands and they should treat them with kindness. 

The promise of victory given to Muslims in Anfal is declared to have 
been fulfilled in the opening verses of Bara’at where it is stated that Muslims 
have become masters of the whole of Arabia, so the idolaters should go about 
in the land and see for themselves whether or not the whole country has come 
under Muslim domination. In verses that follow disbelievers are reprimanded 
for their repeated breach of solemn treaties and covenants and Muslims are 
warned not to enter into any fresh agreement with them and should not fear 
that the severance of ties with them would, in any way, adversely affect the 
prosperity of Mecca, because God Himself would provide for them. Next, 
they are told that they should not think that after they have conquered Arabia 
war would come to an end and they would have peace. On account of the 
intrigues and secret plots of Christians a new series of wars would start, and 
because they are idolatrous people they would not bear to see perfect Unity of 
God established in the earth. Moreover, they have become morally depraved 
while Islam seeks to establish true equality and freedom. How could then a 
Christian government view with equanimity the establishment by its side of 
another government based on equality and freedom, whose proximity would 
incline its subjects to rebellion? So having proper regard for the things which 
God has declared sacred, Muslims are told to make suitable preparations for 
the impending war with them. 

As there was an interval between the revelation of the first 37 verses of 
the Surah Bara’at and those that follow, mention has been made in the latter 
verses about the fulfilment of the prophecy made in the former. In this 
connection a brief description is given of the expedition to Tabuk and of the 
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circumstances in which the prophecy referred to above was fulfilled. The 
Hypocrites and those weak of faith who were seized with the fear of the 
powerful Kingdom of the Kaiser are reprimanded. Their moral weakness is 
exposed and believers are bidden not to accept their help, for even without 
their help God will grant victory to them over the Kaiser (this subject has been 
dealt with in fuller detail in Chapters Rum and Fath). In this connection, 
mention is made of the intrigues of the Hypocrites to injure the cause of Islam. 
Towards the close of Surah Taubah it is emphasized that in spite of the 
intrigues and plots of the Hypocrites and the great power and material 
resources of disbelievers the Holy Prophet will succeed in his mission through 
the help of God, "the Lord of the Mighty Throne." 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. They ask thee concerning 

the spoils.1092 Say, ‘The 

spoils of war are for Allah 

and the Messenger. So fear 

Allah, and set things right 

among yourselves, and bobey 

Allah and His Messenger, if 

you are believers.’ 

 

 

3. cThey only are the true 

believers whose hearts 

tremble when the name of 

Allah is mentioned, and 
dwhen His Signs are recited 

to them they increase their 

faith, and who put their trust 

in their Lord, 

 

 

4. eWho observe Prayer and 
fspend out of that which We 

have provided for them. 

 

 

5. gThese it is who are true 

believers. They have exalted 

grades of rank with their 

Lord, as well as forgiveness 

and an honourable provision. 

 

 

 
1092. Anfal are such spoils and gains as come as a Divine gift without the 

Muslims having laboured for them (Mufradat). The verse does not relate to 
the division of spoils for which see 8:42. It relates only to the attainment of 
gains and spoils which fell into the hands of Muslims after the victory at Badr. 

aSee 1:1. b3:33; 4:60; 8:47; 9:71; 24:55. c22:36. d9:124.  
e5:56; 9:71; 27:4; 31:5; 73:21. fSee 2:4. g8:75. 
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6. This is because1093 thy 

Lord has brought thee forth 

from thy house for a 

righteous purpose1094 while a 

party of the believers were 

quite averse to it.1095 

 

  

7. They1096 (the disbelievers) 

dispute with thee concerning 

 

 
1093. The particle kama ordinarily meaning "just as" or "like unto" is also 

sometimes used in the sense of "as" or "since" or "because" (Muhit). If, the 
particle is taken in its ordinary sense of "just as," then the verse could be 
rendered as: "God grants victories and spoils to His servants and bestows on 
them honourable provision just as He did when He brought thee forth from 
thy house, etc." 

1094. Bil Haqqi means, for a righteous purpose. The verse relates to the 
Battle of Badr. 

1095. When Muslims marched out from Medina, as they did not know that 
they would have to fight a well-equipped Meccan army, they did not come 
fully prepared for fighting. So when on the way they learnt that they would 
have to fight the Meccan army they anxiously asked the Holy Prophet why he 
had not informed them of the real state of affairs so that they should have 
come fully prepared to meet the enemy. Thus their anxiety was not for their 
own sake but for the safety of the Holy Prophet. In their unpreparedness they 
were averse to exposing him to danger. This is clear from the verse "brought 
thee forth" and not "brought you forth," which signifies that God, in pursuance 
of Whose command the Holy Prophet had not informed the believers of the 
encounter with the Meccan army, would not leave him unprotected. The 
Muslims were not afraid of fighting. They were averse to it because they did 
not like to shed human blood and because also the person of the Holy Prophet 
had become exposed to danger. 

1096. The verse does not refer to Muslims as wrongly understood by some 
Commentators, but to disbelievers. There is absolutely no evidence in history 
to show that the Holy Prophet’s Companions ever disputed with him with 
regard to fighting the enemy. On the contrary, it is related that when before 
the Battle of Badr he consulted them, they all expressed their complete 
readiness and even eagerness to accompany him and fight the enemy 
wherever he might take them (Hisham). Even the disbelievers who came out 
to fight the Muslims admitted that the latter looked like so many "seekers after 
death" on the field of battle (Tabari). The verse only signifies that as the 
enemies of Islam abhorred the truth as one abhors death, so, as a result of this, 
they were going to be punished with death. 
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the truth after it has become 

manifest, as though they are 

being driven to death while 

they actually see it. 

  

8. And remember when Allah 
apromised you one of the two 
parties1097 that it should be 
yours, and you wished that 
the one unarmed1098 should 
be yours, but Allah desired to 
establish the Truth by His 
words and to cut off the root 
of the disbelievers, 

 

  

9. bThat He might establish 
the Truth and bring to naught 
that which is false, although 
the guilty might dislike it. 

 

  

10. cWhen you implored the 
help of your Lord, and He 
answered your prayer saying, 
‘I will surely help you with a 
thousand1099 of the angels, 
rank on rank.’1099A  

 

  

11. And Allah dmade it only 

as glad tidings so that your 

hearts might thereby be set at 

rest.1100 But help comes from 

 

 
1097. The "two parties" refer to (1) the well-equipped Meccan army that had 

come fully prepared to fight the Muslims, and (2) the Meccan caravan which was 
returning from the north and proceeding to Mecca and was lightly armed. 

1098. The Muslims naturally wanted to meet the caravan which was lightly 
armed but God’s design was to bring about an encounter with the fully 
equipped Meccan army. His object in doing so was to establish the Truth by 
His words and to cut off the root of the disbelievers. See also 3:14 and 8:42-45. 

1099. See 934. 
1099A. Following one another. 
1100. See 474. 

a8:43. b10:83. c3:124. d3:127. 
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Allah alone; surely Allah is 

Mighty, Wise.   
R. 2.    

12. aWhen He caused 

sleep1101 to come upon you 

as a sign of security from 

Him, and He sent down water 

upon you from the clouds, 

that thereby He might purify 

you, and remove from you 

the uncleanness of Satan,1102 

and that He might strengthen 

your hearts and make your 

steps firm1103 therewith. 

 

  

13. When thy Lord revealed 

to the angels, saying, ‘I am 

with you; so make firm those 

who believe. I will cast terror 

into the hearts of those who 

disbelieve. Smite them above 

the necks,1104 and smite off 

all finger-tips.’ 

 

  

14. bThat is because they 

have opposed Allah and His 

Messenger. And whoso 

opposes Allah and His 

 

�

 
1101. The reference in the verse is to the Battle of Badr. 
1102. The word Shaitan may also signify pangs of thirst and is called 

Shaitanul-Falat, i.e. devil of the desert. See 2535. The enemy had taken 
possession of water and the Muslims naturally feared that lack of it might 
prove a source of great hardship for them. The word may also signify the 
friends and associates of Satan. 

1103. The Muslims had encamped at a sandy place and the Meccan army 
on hard ground. Timely rain made the former place firm and the latter slippery. 

1104. The upper part of the neck which is just below the head and is 
considered to be most vulnerable for dealing an effective blow with the sword. 

a3:155. b4:116; 47:33; 59:5. 
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Messenger, then Allah is 

surely Severe in retribution.   

15. aThat is your punishment, 

taste it then; and remember 

that for disbelievers there is 

the punishment of the Fire. 

 

  

16. O ye who believe! bwhen 
you meet those who 
disbelieve, advancing in 
force, turn not your backs to 
them.1105 

 

  

17. And whoso turns his back 

to them on such a day, unless 

manoeuvring for battle or 

turning to join another 

company,1106 he indeed 

draws upon himself the wrath 

of Allah, and Hell shall be his 

abode. And an evil resort it is. 

 

  

18. So you slew them not, but 

it was Allah Who slew them. 

And thou threwest not when 

thou didst throw, but it was 

Allah Who threw,1107 that 

 

 
1105. The Muslims must fight to the bitter end. They must win or die; there 

is no third course open to them. 
1106. The verse defines and describes the circumstances in which an 

apparent retreat or withdrawal of a Muslim force against the enemy is 
permitted: (a) As war strategy or battle manoeuvre when a fighting force shifts 
its position to beguile the enemy or to occupy a better position; (b) when a 
part of the army decides to fall back to join the main body or another Muslim 
force before giving battle to the enemy. 

1107. The victory at Badr really was not due to any skill or prowess on the 
part of the Muslims. They were too few, too weak and too ill-equipped to win 
a victory against a numerically vastly superior and much better equipped and 
trained army. The throwing of a handful of pebbles and sand by the Holy 
Prophet bears a remarkable resemblance to the striking of the waters of the sea 
 

a22:23; 34:43. b8:46; 47:5. 
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aHe might overthrow the 

disbelievers and that He 

might confer on the believers 

a great favour from Himself. 

Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, 

All-Knowing. 

  

19. That is what happened; 
and know that Allah will 
weaken the design of the 
disbelievers. 

 
  

20. bIf you, O disbelievers, 
sought a judgment, then 
judgment1108 has indeed 
come to you. And if you 
desist, it will be better for 
you; but if you return to 
mischief, We too will return 
to punishment. And your 
party shall be of no avail to 
you, however numerous it be, 
and know that Allah is with 
the believers.  

 

  

R. 3.    

21. O ye who believe! cobey 
Allah and His Messenger, 
and do not turn away from 
him while you hear his 
commands. 

 

  

 
by Moses with the rod. Just as in the latter case the act of Moses was, as it 
were, a signal for the wind to blow and the tide to return which led to the 
drowning of Pharaoh and his hosts in the sea, so was the throwing of a handful 
of pebbles by the Holy Prophet a signal for a strong wind to blow, which led 
to the destruction of Abu Jahl (to whom the Holy Prophet had referred as the 
Pharaoh of his people) and his host in the desert. In both cases the operation of 
the forces of nature coincided with the acts of the two Prophets under special 
Divine decree. 

1108. The disbelievers demanded from the Holy Prophet Divine judgment 

a33:12. b32:29. c3:33; 4:60; 8:47; 24:55. 
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22. And be not like those 
awho say, ‘We hear,’ but they 

hear not. 

 

  

23. Surely, bthe worst of 
beasts in the sight of Allah 
are the deaf and the dumb, 
who have no sense. 

 

  

24. And if Allah had known 
any good in them, He would 
certainly have made them 
hear. And if He now 
makes1109 them hear, they 
will turn away in aversion.  

 

  

25. O ye who believe! 
crespond to Allah, and the 
Messenger when he calls you 
that he1109A may give you 
life,1110 and know that Allah 
comes in between a man and 
his heart,1110A and that He it 
is unto Whom you will be 
gathered. 

 

  

 
in the form of victory. They are told that Divine judgment has indeed come in 
the form they had demanded. 

1109. The expression "makes them hear" means that if in their present 
condition God should force them to accept the truth, they would in their heart 
of hearts remain unconverted and would never become true Muslims. 

1109A. The pronoun "he" refers to the Messenger, for it is the Messenger 
who actually calls. Calling by God is also through His Messenger. Or, "he" 
may be taken to refer to both Allah and the Messenger separately, i.e. when 
Allah calls you or when the Messenger calls you. 

1110. The giving of life to the dead when ascribed to a Prophet of God 
should be taken in its metaphorical or spiritual sense. 

1110A. The words "Allah comes in between a man and his heart" signify 
that man (or his ego) has no control over his heart, so he cannot make it obey 
his dictates. The words may also mean that one should hasten to listen and 
respond to Divine Call because if one delays doing so, unforeseen 
circumstances may intervene to make one’s heart hard or rusty and then one 
may refuse to listen to it. 

a2:94; 4:47. b8:56; 98:7. c4:60; 8:47; 24:55. 
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26. And abeware of an 
affliction which will surely 
not smite exclusively those 
among you who have done 
wrong.1111 And know that 
Allah is Severe in requiting. 

 

  

27. And remember when you 
were few and deemed weak 
in the land, and were in fear 
lest people should snatch you 
away, but He sheltered you 
and strengthened you with 
His help, and provided you 
with good things that you 
might be thankful.1112 

 

  

28. O ye who believe! prove 

not false to Allah and the 

Messenger, nor betray your 

trusts knowingly.1113 

 

  

29. And know that byour 

possessions and your children 

are but a trial and that it is 

Allah with Whom is a great 

reward. 

 

  

 
1111. It is not enough to make ourselves good. We are not safe unless we 

also reform our environment. A house surrounded by a raging fire is likely to 
fall a victim to it any moment. 

1112. Muslims are here told that as God had saved them when they were 
weak in the land and were surrounded by strong and mischievous people, so 
they should strive to protect the weak when they are in power. The verse 
implies a prophecy that Muslims will soon attain political power. 

1113. The verse speaks of man’s two loyalties—his loyalty to God (and his 
Messenger) which is absolute and eternal because God is our Creator and 
Nourisher; and his loyalty to his fellow-beings which springs from the 
obligations he owes to them. 

a11:114. b7:87; 3:124; 64:16. 

Naveed Islam

Naveed Islam
His
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R. 4.   

30. O ye who believe! aif you 

do your duty to Allah, He will 

grant you a distinction1114 

and will remove your evils 

from you and will forgive 

you; and Allah is Lord of 

great bounty. 

 

  

31. And remember when the 

disbelievers devised plans 

against thee that they might 

put thee in confinement or 

slay thee or expel thee. And 
bthey planned and Allah also 

planned,1115 and Allah is the 

Best of planners.  

 

  

32. And cwhen Our verses are 

recited to them, they say, ‘We 

have heard. If we wished we 

could certainly say the like of 

it.1116 This is nothing but 

mere tales of the ancients.’ 

 

  

 
1114. Furqan means, (1) that which distinguishes between right and wrong; 

(2) proof or evidence or argument; (3) aid or victory, and (4) dawn (Lane). 
1115. Reference in the verse is to the secret conference which was held in 

Darun-Nadwah (House of Consultation) in Mecca. Seeing that all their efforts 
to arrest the progress of the new Faith had failed and that most of those 
Muslims who could afford to leave Mecca had emigrated to Medina and were 
out of harm’s way, the Elders of the town assembled in Darun-Nadwah to 
devise plans to make a last attempt to finish Islam. After deep deliberation 
they hit upon a plan that a number of young men from various Quraish tribes 
should, in a joint attack, swoop down upon the Holy Prophet and kill him. The 
Holy Prophet left the house unnoticed at dead of night, when the watchers 
were overpowered by sleep, and took refuge in Cave Thaur along with Abu 
Bakr, his ever faithful Companion, and finally reached Medina in safety. 

1116. The disbelievers boasted that they could produce a composition like 
that of the Qur’an. It was, however, an empty boast, which they dared not 
translate into fact. The challenge that they would never be able to produce 

a18:6; 64:10; 66:9. b3:55; 27:51. c6:26; 68:16; 83:14. 
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33. And remember the time 

when they said, ‘O Allah, if 

this be indeed the truth from 

Thee, then rain down upon us 

stones from heaven or bring 

down upon us a grievous 

punishment.’1117 

 

  

34. But Allah would not 

punish them while thou wast 

among them,1118 and aAllah 

would not punish them while 

they sought forgiveness. 

 

  

35. And bwhat excuse have 

they now that Allah should 

not punish them, when they 

hinder men from the Sacred 

Mosque, and they are not its 

true guardians? cIts true 

guardians are only those who 

are righteous, but most of 

them know not.  

 

  

36. And their prayer at the 

Sacred House is nothing but 

whistling and clapping of 

hands. ‘Taste then the 

punishment because you 

disbelieved.’ 

 

  

 
even a short chapter like unto a Chapter of the Qur’an, has ever remained 
unaccepted. 

1117. It was almost in these words that Abu Jahl prayed in the battlefield of 
Badr (Bukhari, ch. on Tafsir). The prayer was literally fulfilled. Abu Jahl 
along with many other leaders of the Quraish was killed and their bodies were 
thrown into a pit. 

1118. The Meccans were punished after the Holy Prophet left Mecca. The 
Divine Messengers serve as a kind of shield against heavenly visitations. 
 

a11:4. b22:26. c10:63-64. 
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37. Surely, those who 

disbelieve, spend their wealth 

to turn people away from the 

way of Allah. They will 

surely continue to spend it; 

but then shall it become a 

source of regret1119 for them, 

and athen shall they be 

overcome. And the 

disbelievers shall be gathered 

unto Hell; 

 

  

38. bThat Allah may separate 

the bad from the good, and 

put the bad, one upon 

another, and heap them up all 

together, and then cast them 

into Hell. These indeed are 

the losers. 

 

  

R. 5.    

39. Say to those who 

disbelieve, if they desist, that 

which is past will be forgiven 

them; and if they return to 

their misdeeds, then verily 

the example of the former 

peoples has already gone 

before them.  

 

  

40. And cfight them until 

there  is  no  persecution  and  

 

  

 
1119. These words embody a prophecy that the wealth which the 

disbelievers were spending in wars against Islam would prove a source of 
great sorrow and grief for them in that their efforts to destroy it would come to 
naught and their sons by accepting Islam would spend it to further its cause. 

 

a3:13. b3:180. c2:194. 
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religion is wholly for 

Allah.1120 But if they desist, 

then surely Allah is Watchful 

of what they do. 

 

  

41. aAnd if they turn 
back,1121 then know that 
Allah is your Protector—an 
excellent Protector and an 
excellent Helper!  

 

  

PART X   

42. And know that bwhatever 

you take as spoils in war, a 

fifth thereof is for Allah and 

for the Messenger and the 

kindred and the orphans and 

the needy and the 

wayfarer,1122 if you believe 

in Allah and in what We sent 

down to Our servant on the 

 

�

 
1120. Muslims were enjoined to fight till religious persecution had ceased 

and men were free to practise the religion of their choice. Islam undoubtedly 
is the greatest upholder of freedom of conscience (2:194). 

1121. The words mean, "If they refuse to accept the offer of peace made to 
them and start hostilities again." 

1122. The verse relates to the division of the spoils (see also 8:2), one-fifth 
of which is to be placed at the disposal of the Imam or the Khalifah, as the 
case may be, to be divided as he deems fit among the five parties mentioned. 
The Holy Prophet’s share was spent for the benefit of the poor Muslims, he 
himself having lived a life of austere simplicity. According to Imam Malik, 
the division need not necessarily be made into equal portions, but is to be left 
to the discretion of the Imam, who is to divide it as circumstances and need of 
the hour demand. Such was also the practice of the Holy Prophet and his four 
Rightly-Guided Successors. The remaining four-fifths were divided among 
the soldiers who were paid no salaries and generally had even to incur the 
expenses of wars themselves. This was an exigency measure adopted to meet 
the conditions then obtaining, as there was then no regular army and no State 
treasury. "The kindred" included all the descendants of Hashim and ‘Abdul-
Muttalib who could not benefit from the Zakat. 

a3:151; 22:79; 47:12. b8:70. 
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Day of Distinction,1123—athe 

day when the two armies 

met—and Allah has power to 

do all that He wills. 

  

43. When you were on the 
nearer bank of the Valley, and 
they were on the farther bank, 
and the caravan was below 
you. And if you had to make 
an appointment between you, 
you would have certainly 
differed with regard to the time 
of the appointment.1124 But 
the encounter was brought 
about without appointment 
that Allah might accomplish 
the thing that was decreed,1125 
so that he, who had already 
perished by a clear proof, 
should perish, and he, who had 
already come to life by a clear 
proof, should live. And 
certainly Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing.  

 

  

44. bWhen Allah showed 

them to thee in thy dream as 

 

�

 
1123. The Day of Badr. 
1124. The verse gives a graphic picture of the position of the three parties 

at Badr. The Muslims were on the side nearer to Medina, the Meccan army 
was in a place farther away from the town and the Meccan caravan which was 
coming from Syria was towards the sea-coast. The verse says that if it had been 
left to the Muslims to appoint the time of the encounter, they would certainly 
have differed with regard to it and would have preferred to postpone the date of 
the first clash, for at that time they did not feel strong enough to meet their much 
more powerful and far better equipped enemy in the field of battle. But God’s 
object being to show a powerful Sign, He brought about the encounter. 

1125. God had decreed that the Meccans should suffer defeat. 

a3:14, 167. b3:14. 
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few1126 and if He had shown 

them to thee as many, you 

would certainly have faltered 

and would have disagreed with 

one another about the matter; 

but Allah saved you. Surely, 

He has full knowledge of what 

is in your breasts. 

  

45. And remember awhen at 

the time of your encounter, 

He made them appear to you 

as few in your eyes, and 

made you appear as few in 

their eyes,1127 that Allah 

might bring about the thing 

that was decreed. And bto 

Allah are all affairs referred 

for final decision. 

 

  

R. 6.    

46. cO ye who believe! when 

you encounter an army, be 

firm, and dremember Allah 

much that you may prosper. 

 

  

 
1126. On his way to Badr the Holy Prophet in a vision saw the Meccan 

army to be less in number than they actually were (Jarir, x.9). This meant that 
in spite of their superior numbers and equipment they would be defeated. 

1127. Whereas the preceding verse referred to the appearance of the enemy 
in a vision to the Holy Prophet, the present verse refers to its actual 
disposition on the battlefield. The enemy had kept one-third of their number 
hidden behind the mounds so that, when both parties came face to face, the 
Muslims saw only two-thirds of their actual number. This naturally gave heart 
to them. The enemy on their part did so, as they thought, lest the Muslims 
being overawed might flee from battlefield and refuse to give battle. Both 
these impressions helped to encourage either party to come to grips with their 
opponents with the result that "the thing decreed" was brought about, i.e. the 
Meccans suffered an ignominious and crushing defeat. 

a3:14. b2:211; 3:110; 35:5. c8:16; 47:5. d33:42; 62:11. 
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47. And aobey Allah and His 
Messenger and dispute not 
with one another, lest you 
falter and your strength1128 
depart from you. And be 
steadfast; surely, Allah is 
with those who are steadfast. 

 

  

48. And be not like those who 

came forth from their homes 

boastfully, and to be seen of 

men, and who turn men away 

from the path of Allah, and 

Allah encompasses all that 

they do.  

 

  
49. And when bSatan1129 
made their deeds seem fair to 
them and said, c‘None from 
among men shall prevail 
against you this day, and I am 
your protector.’ But when the 
two armies came in sight of 
each other, he turned on his 
heels, and said, ‘Surely, I 
have nothing to do with you; 
surely, I see what you see 
not. Surely, I fear Allah;1130 

 

  

 
1128. Rih among other things means, predominance, strength, victory (Lane). 
1129. The person referred to in the verse is reported to be Suraqah bin 

Malik bin Ju‘sham who incited the Meccans against the Muslims, but who 
afterwards embraced Islam. The Meccan army was still at Mecca when some 
of the Quraishite leaders gave expression to the fear that Banu Bakr, a branch 
of Banu Kananah, who were hostile to the Quraish, might surprise Mecca 
during their absence or attack the Meccan army from the rear. Their fears 
were allayed by Suraqah, a chief of Banu Kananah, who assured them that his 
tribesmen would do them no harm (Jarir, x.13). 

1130. When Suraqah saw the grim determination of the Muslims, fear took 
hold of him; for on seeing them he was convinced that they would win or die. 
 

a3:33; 4:60; 8:21; 24:55. b6:44; 16:64; 27:25; 29:49. c14:23; 59:17. 
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and Allah’s punishment is 
severe. 

R. 7.    

50. aWhen the Hypocrites and 

those in whose hearts is a 

disease said, ‘Their religion 

has deluded these men.’ And 
bwhoso puts his trust in 

Allah, then surely, Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. 

 

  

51. And if thou couldst see 
cwhen the angels take away 

the souls of those who 

disbelieve, smiting their faces 

and their backs and saying: 
d‘Taste ye the punishment of 

burning. 

 

  

52. ‘This1131 torment is 

because of that which your 

hands have sent on before 

and know that eAllah is not at 

all unjust to His servants.’ 

 

  

53. fYour condition1131A will 

be like that of the people of 

Pharaoh and those before 

them, they disbelieved in the 

Signs of Allah; so Allah 

punished them for their sins. 

Surely, Allah is Powerful and 

Severe in punishing.  

 

  

 
This was exactly how ‘Utbah and ‘Umair felt on the day of Badr and told the 
Meccans that the Muslims looked like so many "seekers after death" (Tabari). 

1131. Dhalika refers to the punishment spoken of in the preceding verse. 
1131A. See 376. 

a33:13. b9:15; 12:68; 14:12 33:4; 65:4. c47:28. d3:182; 22:10. e3:183; 22:11; 41:47. f3:12; 8:55. 
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54. This is because aAllah 

would never change a favour 

that He has conferred upon a 

people until they change their 

own condition,1132 and know 

that Allah is All-Hearing, 

All-Knowing. 

 

  

55. bO disbelievers! your 

condition will also be like 

that of the people of Pharaoh 

and those before them; they 

rejected the Signs1133 of their 

Lord, so We destroyed them 

for their sins. And We 

drowned the people of 

Pharaoh, for they were all 

wrongdoers. 

 

  

56. Surely, cthe worst of 

beasts in the sight of Allah 

are the disbelievers, who will 

not believe, 

 

  

57. Those with whom thou 

hast made a covenant,—then 
dthey break their 

covenant1134 every time, and 

they do not fear Allah.  

 

  

58. So, if thou overcomest 

them in war, then thereby 

 

�

 
1132. The verse states a general Divine law that God never deprives a 

people of a favour which He had conferred upon them until there is first a 
change for the worse in their own condition. 

1133. Ayah means, a message; a commandment; a Sign, a verse of the 
Qur’an (Lane). 

1134. They repeatedly break their plighted word and dishonour agreements 
solemnly entered into. 

a13:12. b3:12; 8:53. c8:23; 98:7. d2:28. 
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strike fear1135 in those that 

are behind them, that they 

may be mindful. 

  

59. And if thou fearest 
treachery from a people, 
throw back to them their 
covenant with equity. Surely, 
aAllah loves not the 
treacherous.1136 

 

  

R. 8.    

60. And blet not those who 

disbelieve think that they can 

outstrip Us. Surely, they 

cannot frustrate Our purpose.  

 

  

61. And cmake ready for 

them who fight you whatever 

you can of armed force1137 

and of mounted pickets1138 at 

the frontier, whereby you 

may frighten the enemy of 

Allah and your enemy and 

others besides them whom 

you know not, but Allah 

 

�

 
1135. The believers are enjoined never to take up arms without a valid 

cause. But once they do, they should fight so valiantly and deal such deadly 
blows as should strike terror in the hearts of their enemies. A feebly pursued 
and lingering war is never a wise policy. If there is to be fighting it should be 
swift and deadly. 

1136. If a people with whom Muslims have entered into a covenant 
dishonour it, they should be plainly told that the covenant has come to an end 
and Muslims, if attacked, would fight back with all the force at their command. 
But under no circumstances are Muslims permitted to make a surprise attack, 
without giving a prior notice. ‘Ala Sawa’in means, on terms of equality, i.e. in 
such a manner that each party should know that it is free of its obligations. 

1137. Quwwah signifies all the forces at the command of Muslims, 
including all sorts of implements of war, etc. 

1138. For Ribat see 554, 555. 

a4:108. b3:179. c3:201. 
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knows them.1139 And 
awhatever you spend in the 

way of Allah, it shall be paid 

back to you in full and you 

shall not be wronged. 

  

62. And if they incline 
towards peace, incline thou 
also towards it,1140 and put 
thy trust in Allah. Surely, it is 
He Who is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing. 

 

  

63. And if they seek to 
deceive thee, then surely 
bAllah is Sufficient for thee. 
He it is Who has strengthened 
thee with His help and with 
the believers;  

 

  

64. And cHe has put affection 

between their hearts. If thou 

hadst expended all that is in 

 

�

 
1139. The verse tells Muslims that efficient preparation is the best means of 

preventing war and enjoins them that they should not only keep sufficient 
force inside the country but should also station adequate troops on the 
frontiers and should conduct themselves with such wisdom, faith and energy 
that the enemy in areas far away from the site of fighting should be so 
impressed as to give up all idea of fighting them. The verse also points to the 
necessity of spending freely in war. It seems to contain also a warning and a 
prophecy for believers. The prophecy is that the pagan Arabs are not their 
only enemies. There are other people who would attack them in the near 
future. The prophecy referred to the Byzantine and the Persian Empires with 
whom Muslims had to fight soon after the death of the Holy Prophet. 

1140. The verse, besides embodying an important principle about making 
of peace-treaties, throws interesting light on the character of the wars 
undertaken by Islam. Muslims did not resort to war to force men to embrace 
Islam but to establish and maintain peace. If any people after having made war 
upon Muslims sued for peace the latter were enjoined not to reject the offer, 
even if the enemy might be suing for peace only to deceive them and gain 
time. This shows to what lengths Islam goes to establish peace among nations. 

a2:273; 9:121; 64:18; 65:8. b8:65. c3:104. 
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the earth, thou couldst not 

have put affection between 

their hearts, but Allah has put 

affection between them. 

Surely, He is Mighty, Wise. 

  

65. O Prophet, aAllah is 

Sufficient for thee and those 

who follow thee of the 

believers. 

 

  

R. 9.    

66. O Prophet, burge the 

believers to fight. If there be 

of you twenty1141 who are 

steadfast, they shall 

overcome two hundred; and 

if there be a hundred of you, 

they shall overcome a 

thousand of those who 

disbelieve because they are a 

people who do not 

understand.1142 

 

  

67. For the present Allah has 

lightened your burden, for He 

knows that there is weakness 

in you. So, if there be a 

hundred of you who are 

steadfast, they shall 

overcome two hundred; and 

if there be a thousand of you, 

they shall overcome two 

 

  

 
1141. The verse seems to give 20 as the minimum number that makes a 

fighting party. 
1142. Because they are mercenaries, and do not realize the righteousness of 

the cause they fight for, they feel no real interest for it. Or the meaning may be 
that they have no higher ideals which they seek to pursue and serve. 

a8:63. b4:85. 
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thousand1143 by the 

command of Allah. And 

Allah is with those who are 

steadfast. 

68. aIt does not behove a 

Prophet that he should have 

captives until he engages in a 

regular fighting1144 in the 

land. bIf you take captives 

except in regular fighting you 

will be regarded as desiring 

the goods of the world, while 

Allah desires for you the 

Hereafter. And Allah is 

Mighty, Wise. 

 

  

69. Had there not been a 

decree from Allah which had 

gone before,1145 great 

distress would have surely 

overtaken you in 

consequence of what you 

took.1145A 

 

  

 
1143. The verse should not be understood to abrogate the preceding one. The 

two verses refer to two different states of the Muslim Community. In the 
beginning they were weak, ill-equipped and ill-trained in the art of war. In that 
state of weakness they could successfully fight against only their double number. 
But as with the passage of time their all-round condition, fighting experience and 
military resources had very much improved they could defeat an enemy ten times 
their number. In the battles of Badr, Uhud and of the Trench, the disparity 
between the number of forces of both sides progressively increased, yet the 
Muslims quite successfully held their own, till at the Battle of Yarmuk, mere 
60,000 Muslims defeated an army of more than a million strong. 

1144. The verse lays down the general rule that captives should not be 
taken unless there is regular fighting and the enemy is completely 
overpowered. It cuts at the root of slavery. Only those, who take part in war in 
order to destroy Islam and are defeated, can be made prisoner. See also 2739. 

1145. The words refer to the Divine promise of help (8:8-10). 
1145A. Ransoming of captives was already in vogue. What is emphasised 

 

a47:5. b4:95. 
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70. So aeat of that which you 
have won in war as lawful 
and good, and fear Allah. 
Surely, Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

  

R. 10.    

71. O Prophet, say to the 

captives who are in your 

hands, ‘If Allah knows any 

good in your hearts, He will 

give you better than that 

which has been taken from 

you1146 as ransom and will 

forgive you. And Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful.’ 

 

  

72. And if they intend to deal 

treacherously with thee, they 

have indeed been treacherous 

to Allah before, but He gave 

thee power over them. And 

Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

  

73. Surely, bthose who 

believed and left their homes 

and strove with their wealth 

and their lives for the cause 

of Allah, and those who gave 

them shelter and help—these 

are friends one of another. 

But as for those who believed 

 

�

 
here is that prisoners could only be taken in regular fighting in the course of war. 

1146. ‘Abbas, the Prophet’s uncle was taken prisoner at Badr. When 
subsequently he embraced Islam and came over to the Holy Prophet, he 
requested, on the authority of the verse under comment, that as God had 
promised to give the prisoners more than was taken from them as ransom, the 
promise may be fulfilled in his case. The Holy Prophet granted his request 
(Jarir, x. 31). 

a8:42. b2:219; 9:20; 61:12. 
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but did not leave their homes, 

you are not at all responsible 

for their protection until they 

leave their homes. But if they 

seek your help in the matter 

of religion, then it is your 

duty to help them, except 

against a people between 

whom and yourselves there is 

a treaty.1147 And Allah sees 

what you do. 

  

74. And those who 
disbelieve—they are friends 
one of another. If you do 
not1148 what you are 
commanded, there will be 
mischief in the land and great 
disorder.  

 

  

75. And athose Who believed 
and left their homes and 
strove for the cause of Allah, 
and those who gave them 
shelter and help—these 
indeed are true believers. For 
them is forgiveness and an 
honourable provision. 

 

  

 
1147. The verse lays down the principle that those Muslims who live in the 

same country and under the same administration, whether as immigrants or as 
original citizens, are bound to help one another in the hour of each other’s 
need. But those Muslims who do not emigrate to a Muslim country have no 
claim on the help of the former in worldly matters. But if they are persecuted 
for the sake of their religion, then they must be helped. If, however, they are 
living under a non-Muslim government, with whom Muslims have entered 
into a treaty of peace, then no help should be rendered them even in matters of 
religion; and in this case the only way open to Muslims is to emigrate from 
the non-Muslim country. 

1148. If this principle is not observed by Muslims, there will be oppression, 
tyranny and disturbance in the land. 

a2:219; 9:20; 61:12. 
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76. And those who believe 

after this and leave their 

homes and strive for the 

cause of Allah along with 

you—these are of you; and 
aas to blood relations,1149 

they are nearer one to another 

in the Book of Allah. Surely, 

Allah knows all things well.  

 

 

 
1149. As all Muslims are declared to be brothers, one to another, in verse 

73 and the Holy Prophet had established at Medina a sort of brotherhood 
between the Refugees and the Helpers, the misunderstanding might have 
arisen that they could inherit one another’s property; so it is enjoined here that 
blood relations alone are entitled to inheritance and other Muslims are only 
brothers in Faith and not heirs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a33:7. 
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1. This is a declaration of 
complete vindication1150 on 
the part of Allah and His 
Messenger to the idolaters to 
whom you had announced a 
commitment1151 that Islam 
would triumph in Arabia.  

 

 

2. So go about in the land for 
four months, and aknow that 
you cannot frustrate the plan 
of Allah1152 and that Allah 

 

 
1150. Bara’ah signifies a declaration of vindication; exemption, absolution 

from a fault or responsibility; exemption or absolution from a demand, etc. (Taj). 
1151. ‘Ahada is here used not in the sense of entering into a treaty or a 

compact but making a commitment or a solemn promise by which one binds 
oneself (Lisan). The verse makes a solemn declaration that Islam and the Holy 
Prophet have been completely vindicated by the Fall of Mecca. While the 
Prophet was being driven from Mecca as a friendless fugitive with a price on 
his head, it was then declared in unmistakable terms that he would come back 
to it in triumph and glory (28:86). That prophecy was fulfilled with the Fall of 
Mecca and the establishment of the rule of Islam throughout Arabia. Thus the 
Holy Prophet stood fully vindicated and absolved from the demand of the 
Meccans that in fulfilment of his repeated declaration Mecca should have 
fallen into his hands. See also Introduction to Surah Anfal. 

1152. With the Fall of Mecca and the defeat of Hawazin in the Battle of 
Hunain, the rule and authority of Islam had been established throughout the 
Hijaz. Certain tribes had made treaties with the Muslims and had laid down 
arms. These treaties were to be fully observed. But there were other tribes 
who had not made formal submission, had not laid down their arms and also 
had not made any treaty with the Muslims, ensuring the maintenance of peace 
and the observance of law and order. They had commenced hostilities against 
the Muslims, and though they had in effect been vanquished, they had not yet 
acknowledged defeat nor had agreed to live in peace with the Muslims. These 
tribes were given a four-month period of respite during which operations 
against them would remain suspended. They could go about freely in the land 
and satisfy themselves that further resistance was useless. They could then 
make their submission and make treaties. It is to these tribes that this verse 
refers. 

a6:135; 11:21. 
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will humiliate the 
disbelievers.   

3. And this is a 

proclamation1153 from Allah 

and His Messenger to the 

people on the day of the 

Greater Pilgrimage,1153A that 

Allah is clear1154 of the 

idolaters, and so is His 

Messenger. So if you repent, 

 

 

 
1153. Adhan means, notification, proclamation or call (Lane). 
1153A. Greater Pilgrimage was so called because it was the first pilgrimage 

performed under the control of the Muslims. 
1154. Whereas in the preceding verse Bara’ah signifies a declaration of 

vindication that the promises about the complete triumph of Islam had been 
fulfilled, in the present verse the word signifies "being clear of a person or a 
thing," i.e. having nothing to do with him or it (Lane). The declaration, 
contained in this verse and the one that follows is different from that embodied 
in vv. 9:1, 2; for whereas vv. 9:1, 2 relate to vindication that the promises made 
to the idolaters by the Holy Prophet had been fulfilled, the present verse 
pertains to the severance of all connections with them. This severance of 
relations should not be taken to mean that the verse declares that Muslims were 
free from all treaty obligations; for, as the following verse makes it quite clear, 
treaties are to be respected in all cases and must not be violated. 

On his return from Tabuk in the ninth year of the Hijrah, the Holy Prophet 
sent ‘Ali to Mecca, who, on the occasion of the Greater Pilgrimage, made, as 
his representative, a proclamation containing the announcement: (1) "No 
idolater shall approach the House of God after this year. (2) Treaties and 
engagements made by the Holy Prophet with idolatrous tribes who had not 
made their submission shall stand and shall be faithfully respected till the end of 
their terms. But henceforth no idolater could stay in the Hijaz except those with 
whom he had entered into a treaty or who had sought protection from him. The 
order was amply justified, not only by the persistently treacherous conduct of 
the idolatrous tribes and by repudiation on their part of solemn agreements, 
resorted to on a large scale when the Holy Prophet was absent from Medina on 
the Tabuk expedition (8:57), but also by other political and cultural 
considerations which demanded its promulgation. The Hijaz had now become 
the religious as well as the political centre of Islam, and its interests demanded 
that it should be purged of all foreign and harmful elements likely to endanger 
its integrity and prove dangerous to the nascent Muslim Community. 
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it will be better for you; but if 

you turn away, then aknow that 

you cannot frustrate the plan of 

Allah. And bgive tidings of a 

painful punishment to those 

who disbelieve, 

 

4. cExcept those of the 
disbelievers with whom you 

have entered into a treaty and 
who have not subsequently 
failed you in anything nor 

aided anyone against you.1155 
So fulfil to these the treaty 

you have made with them till 

their term. Surely, Allah loves 
those who are righteous.  

 

 

5. And when the forbidden 
months1155A have passed, slay 
the idolaters1156 wherever you 

 

 
1155. These tribes were Banu Khuza‘ah, Banu Mudlij, Banu Bakr, Banu 

Damrah and some of the Banu Sulaim tribes. The verse incidentally throws 
interesting light on the sanctity that Islam attaches to treaties and agreements. 

1155A. "The forbidden months" are the four months of Dhul-Qa‘dah, Dhul-
Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab, the first three being the months of the Greater 
Pilgrimage, while in the last the Arabs generally performed the Lesser 
Pilgrimage or ‘Umrah (2:195 & 2:218). The term Ashhurul-Hurum does not 
signify "sacred months" but "forbidden months" and refers to the four months 
mentioned in 9:2 above. In these months the above-mentioned idolaters were 
granted protection to travel through the land and see for themselves whether 
Islam had not triumphed and whether the word of God had not been fulfilled. 
At the end of this period, during which all hostilities were to remain 
suspended, war was to be resumed against such avowed enemies of Islam as 
had themselves started hostilities and had repeatedly broken their plighted 
word. The reason for this ultimatum is given in vv. 9:8-13. As for those 
idolaters who had not been guilty of faithlessness and treachery, they were to 
be protected (9:4, 7). 

1156. Those idolaters who had fought with the Muslims and had not yet 
asked for a fresh treaty with them. 

aSee 9:2. b4:139. c9:7. 
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find them and take them 
captive, and beleaguer them, 
and lie in wait for them at 
every place of ambush. But aif 
they repent and observe Prayer 
and pay the Zakat, then leave 
their way free.1157 Surely, 
Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 

6. And if any one of the 

idolaters seeks protection of 

thee, grant him protection so 

that he may hear the Word of 

Allah; then convey him to his 

place of security.1158 That is 

because they are a people who 

have no knowledge.  

 

 

R. 2.   
7. How can there be a treaty 
for these idolaters with Allah 

 

 
1157. Even those enemies of Islam at whose hands Muslims had suffered 

very grievous losses were to be forgiven if they repented and accepted Islam 
of their own free will. In fact, there was a large number of men among the 
idolaters who, in their heart of hearts, had been convinced of the truth of Islam, 
but who, either through pride or for fear of persecution or other considerations, 
had refrained from making open confession of faith. This verse assured such 
people that if anyone of them declared his faith in Islam even during the war, 
his confession would not be taken as hypocritical or as having been made to 
save his skin. 

1158. The verse clearly establishes the fact that war with idolaters was not 
undertaken in order to force them to embrace Islam, because, according to it, 
even when a state of war existed, idolaters were to be permitted to come to the 
Muslims’ camp or Headquarters if they desired to investigate the truth. Then, 
after the truth had been preached to them and they had been acquainted with 
the teachings of Islam, they were to be safely conducted to their place of 
security, if they did not feel inclined to embrace the new Faith. In the face of 
such clear teachings, it is the height of injustice to accuse Islam of intolerance 
or of using or conniving at force; for its propagation. 

a7:157; 9:11. 
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and His Messenger, aexcept 
those with whom you entered 
into a treaty at the Sacred 
Mosque? So, as long as they 
are true to you, be true to 
them.1159 Surely, Allah loves 
those who fulfil their 
obligations. 

 

8. How can it be when, if they 
prevail against you, bthey 
would not observe any tie of 
kinship1160 or covenant1161 in 
respect of you. They would 
please you with their mouths, 
while their hearts repudiate 
what they say and most of 
them are perfidious.  

 

 

9. cThey have bartered the 

Signs of Allah for a paltry 

price and have turned men 

away from His way. Evil 

indeed is that which they do. 

 

 

 
1159. The verse shows that war was permissible only against such non-

Muslims as had repeatedly violated most solemn covenants and had attacked 
Muslims treacherously. As for the rest, Muslims had been bidden to observe 
their engagements with them strictly and faithfully. Like 9:4, this verse 
describes the observance of covenants and treaties as an act of piety and 
righteousness which is pleasing to God. The Qur’an repeatedly and most 
emphatically exhorts Muslims to be faithful to their treaties. 

1160. Ill means, relationship or nearness with respect to kindred; good 
origin; a compact or covenant; a promise or an assurance of safety or security 
(Lane & Mufradat). 

1161. Dhimmah means, a compact; covenant; treaty; engagement, obligation 
or responsibility; a right or due for the neglect of which one is to be blamed 
(Lane). The expression Ahludh-Dhimmah is used for those non-Muslim people 
with whom the Muslim State has made a compact and who pay poll tax to the 
State, in return for which the State is responsible for their security and freedom 
(Lane). The verse makes it further clear that the command to wage war applies 

a9:4. b9:10. c2:175; 3:78,188; 16:96. 
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10. aThey observe not any tie 
of kinship or covenant in 
respect of any believer.1162 
And it is they who are 
transgressors. 

 

 

11. bBut if they repent, and 
observe Prayer and pay the 
Zakat, then they are your 
brethren in Faith. And We 
explain the Signs for a people 
who have knowledge. 

 

 

12. And if they break their 
oaths after their covenant, and 
attack1163 your religion, then 
cfight these leaders of 
disbelief1164—surely, they 
have no regard for their 
oaths—that they may desist.  

 

 
 
only to such disbelievers as had not only been the first to open hostilities against 
Islam but were also perfidious and treacherous, paying no respect either to ties of 
relationship or to compacts and covenants. 

1162. This and the preceding two verses give the reasons why Muslims 
were commanded to wage war against such idolaters (9:5). The reasons are: 
(1) They were treacherous and perfidious; they professed to be friendly to 
Muslims, but as soon as they found an opportunity to injure them, they broke 
their plighted word and this in spite of the fact that Muslims had trusted them. 
(2) They even disregarded the ties of relationship and slew their own kinsmen 
merely because the latter had embraced Islam (9:8). (3) Their object in 
making war was to prevent men from embracing Islam (9:9). (4) They were 
the first to attack Muslims (9:13). 

1163. The words "attack your religion" do not refer to mere verbal taunts 
and reproaches but to actual attacks meant to injure the vital interests of Islam; 
the word Ta‘ana literally meaning "to pierce with a spear." 

1164. The words, these leaders of disbelief are here applied not to a few 
leading individuals but to the whole people to whom this commandment to 
fight referred. They are called "leaders" because they were among the first to 
clash with Muslims and their example encouraged others; and because also 
their hostility towards Islam was so inveterate and implacable that they served, 
as it were, as evil models in this respect. 

a9:8. b7:154; 9:5. c2:191; 4:92. 
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13. Will you not fight a 

people who have broken their 

oaths, and who plotted to turn 

out the Messenger,1165 and 

they were the first to 

commence hostilities against 

you?1166 Do you fear them? 

Nay, Allah is most worthy 

that you should fear Him, if 

you are believers. 

 

 

14. Fight them, that Allah 

may punish them at your 

hands, and humiliate them, 

and help you to victory over 

them, and relieve the minds of 

a people who believe; 

 

 

15. And that He may remove 

the anger of their hearts. And 

Allah turns with mercy to 

whomsoever He pleases. And 

Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

16. aDo you think that you 
would be left in peace, while 
Allah has not yet known those 
of you who strive in the cause 
of Allah and bdo not take 
anyone for an intimate friend 
besides Allah and His 
Messenger and the 

 

 

 
1165. The tribes in or about Medina who, when the Holy Prophet went on 

an expedition to Tabuk, plotted to bring about his downfall by inciting the 
various tribes of Arabia to stand up against him. 

1166. These words also do not refer to the pagan Meccans but to those 
infidels, whether open or secret, who lived in and around Medina. They 
provided ample proof of the fact that, far from being the transgressor, Islam 
was transgressed against rather than being the aggressor. 

a3:143,180; 20:3-4. b3:29; 4:140,145; 9:23. 
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believers.1167 And Allah is 
Well-Aware of what you do. 

R. 3.   
17. It is not for the idolaters to 
maintain the Mosques of 
Allah while they bear witness 
against themselves to 
disbelief.1168 It is they whose 
works shall be vain, and in the 
Fire shall they abide for ever. 

 

 

18. He alone can maintain the 

Mosques of Allah1169 who 

believes in Allah, and the Last 

Day, and observes Prayer, and 

pays the Zakat and fears none 

but Allah; so these it is who 

may be rightly guided.  

 

 

19. Do you consider the 

giving of drink to the 

pilgrims, and the maintenance 

of the Sacred Mosque as 

equal to the works of him 

who believes in Allah and the 

Last Day and strives in the 

 

 

 
1167. The verse hints that the trials of Muslims were not yet over. They had 

still to face more grievous dangers. 
1168. The verse relates to idolatrous pilgrims and serves as an introduction 

to the announcement contained in 9:28 below. No idolater was, henceforth, to 
be allowed to approach the Ka‘bah, as announced by ‘Ali to the pilgrims 
assembled at Mecca on the occasion of the Greater Pilgrimage in the year 9 
A.H. The verse gives the reason for that prohibition. The Ka‘bah being the 
Temple dedicated to the worship of the One God, idolaters had nothing to do 
with it. They were declared enemies of God’s Unity and stood condemned by 
their own confession. 

1169. The words "Mosques of Allah" refer to the Sacred Mosque in v. 19 
because the Sacred Mosque or the Ka‘bah being the Central Mosque of Islam 
stands for all the mosques in the world. 
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path of Allah? They are not at 

all equal in the sight of 

Allah1170 and Allah guides 

not the unjust people. 

20. aThose who believed and 

left their homes for the sake 

of God and strove in the cause 

of Allah with their wealth and 

their lives have the highest 

rank in the sight of Allah. 

And it is they who shall 

triumph. 

 

 

21. bTheir Lord gives them 

glad tidings of mercy from 

Him, and of His pleasure, and 

Gardens wherein there shall 

be lasting bliss for them; 

 

 

22. They will abide therein 

for ever. Verily, with Allah 

there is a great reward. 

 

 

23. O ye who believe! ctake 

not your fathers and your 

brothers for friends if they 

prefer disbelief to faith.1171 

And whoso of you takes them 

for friends, such are the 

wrongdoers.  

 

 

 
1170. The outward and physical service of the Ka‘bah, though in itself a 

meritorious act, is as nothing compared with the spiritual service thereof, 
which only a true Muslim can perform. The verse implies that Islam attaches 
greater importance to the spirit underlying its ordinances than to their outward 
form. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the life of a believer 
possesses much greater sanctity than the Ka‘bah (Majah). 

1171. The verse refers to that class of disbelievers who were actively 
hostile to Islam and strove hard to exterminate it. 

a4:96; 57:11. b3:16; 5:13; 9:72; 10:10; 57:21. c3:29; 4:140,145; 9:16; 58:23. 
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24. Say, if your fathers and 

your sons and your brethren 

and your wives and your 

kinsfolk and the wealth you 

have acquired and the trade 

whose dullness you fear and 

the dwellings which you love 

are dearer to you than Allah 

and His Messenger and 

striving in His cause,1172 then 

wait until Allah brings about 

His judgment; and Allah 

guides not the disobedient 

people. 

 

 

R. 4.   

25. Surely, aAllah has helped 

you on many a battlefield, and 

on the Day of Hunain, when 

your great numbers made you 

proud, but they availed you 

naught; and the earth, with all 

its vastness, became straitened 

for you, and then you turned 

back retreating.1173 

 

 

 
1172. Ties of relationship and the love of kith and kin and other worldly 

considerations, of wealth, trade and property should not be allowed to stand in 
the way when a dearer relationship and a nobler cause and more vital 
considerations demand their sacrifice. 

1173. After the Fall of Mecca, Hawazin and Thaqif tribes joined forces and 
advanced to attack the Muslims. The Holy Prophet met them at Hunain, about 
15 miles to the south-west of Mecca. He was accompanied by 12,000 men, 
among whom were 2,000 new converts who had joined the Muslim army at 
Mecca. Contrary to the practice of the Holy Prophet these men hastened to 
attack the enemy, but were quickly repulsed and fled from the battlefield in 
great confusion, throwing into disorder the advancing Muslim force which 
was passing through a narrow gorge. In the stampede that followed the Holy 
Prophet was left on the battlefield with only 100 men around him. Arrows 
 

a3:124. 
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26. Then aAllah sent down 
His peace upon His 
Messenger and upon the 
believers, and He sent down 
hosts which you did not see, 
and He punished those who 
disbelieved. And this is the 
reward of the disbelievers. 

 

 

27. Then after such 
punishment Allah turns with 
compassion to whomsoever 
He pleases; and Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

28. O ye who believe! surely, 
the idolaters are unclean. So 
they shall not approach the 
Sacred Mosque after this year 
of theirs. And if you fear 
poverty, Allah will enrich you 
out of His bounty,1174 if He 
pleases. Surely, Allah is All-
Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

 
from the archers of the enemy fell thick and fast all round him. It was a 
moment of extreme danger but the Holy Prophet, urging on his mule towards 
the enemy, advanced undaunted, shouting at the top of his voice: "I am indeed 
the Prophet of God. This is no lie. I am the son of ‘Abdul-Muttalib." ‘Abbas, 
uncle of the Holy Prophet, who possessed a stentorian voice, called out to the 
fleeing Muslims to stop and return to their Master who wanted them. This 
clarion call thrilled the Muslims like the trumpet call of the Day of Judgment, 
and rallying with great effort they rushed back to their beloved Master and 
attacked the enemy with a vehemence that put terror into the heart of the 
enemy and made him flee in utter confusion. The scales were turned and the 
day ended in a signal victory for the Muslims, and no less than 6,000 
disbelievers were taken prisoner (Tabari & Hisham). 

1174. Mecca was a great commercial centre and the pilgrimage season was 
an occasion of great commercial activity and a source of great income for the 
Meccans. The prohibition might have given rise to apprehension that it might 
adversely affect their income. 

a9:40; 48:27. 
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29. aFight those from among 

the People of the Book, who 

believe not in Allah, nor in 

the Last Day, nor hold as 

unlawful what Allah and His 

Messenger have declared to 

be unlawful, nor follow the 

true religion, until they pay 

the tax considering it a favour 

and acknowledge their 

subjection.1175 

 

 

R. 5.   

30. And bthe Jews say, 

‘Ezra1176 is the son of Allah,’ 

 

 
1175. The expression ‘An Yadin means: (1) Willingly and in 

acknowledgment of the superior power of Muslims. (2) In ready money and 
not in the form of deferred payment. (3) Considering it as a favour from 
Muslims; the particle ‘an meaning, on account of, and Yad denoting power 
and favour (Lane). The verse refers to those People of the Book who lived in 
Arabia. Like the idolaters they too had been actively hostile to Islam and had 
planned and plotted to exterminate it. Muslims were, therefore, ordered to 
fight them unless they agreed to live as loyal and peaceful subjects. The 
Jizyah was a tax which these non-Muslims had to pay as free subjects of the 
Muslim State in return for the protection they enjoyed under it. It may be 
noted that as against Jizyah which was imposed on non-Muslims, a much 
heavier tax—Zakat was levied on the Muslims, and in addition to Zakat they 
had to perform military service from which non-Muslims were exempt. Thus 
the latter in a way fared better, for they had to pay a lighter tax and were also 
free from military duty. The word Saghirun expresses their subordinate 
political status; otherwise they enjoyed all social rights equally with Muslims. 
The idolaters of Arabia and Jews and Christians who lived in their 
neighbourhood were the principal adversaries of Islam. After having dealt 
with the believers’ relations with the idolaters, the Surah with this verse 
proceeds to deal with their relations with the People of the Book, especially 
with their religious beliefs and doctrines. 

1176. ‘Uzair or Ezra lived in the fifth century B.C. He was a descendant of 
Seraiah, the high priest, and, being himself a member of the priestly order, 
was known as Ezra, the Priest. He was one of the most important personages 
of his day and exercised a far-reaching influence on the development of 
 

a2:191. b2:117; 5:18; 10:69. 
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and the Christians say, ‘the 

Messiah is the son of Allah;’ 

that is what they say with 

their mouths. They only 

imitate the saying of those 

who disbelieved before them. 

Allah’s curse be on them! 

How they are turned away! 
 

31. They have taken their 

priests and their monks1177 

for lords besides Allah. And 

so have they taken the 

Messiah, son of Mary. And 
athey were not commanded 

but to worship the One God. 

There is no god but He. Holy 

is He far above what they 

associate with Him! 

 

 

32. bThey seek to extinguish 

the light of Allah with their 

mouths; but Allah refuses but 

to perfect His light, though 

the disbelievers may resent 

it.1178 

 

 

 
Judaism. He was especially honoured among the Prophets of Israel. The Jews 
of Medina and a Jewish sect in Hadramaut believed him to be the son of God. 
The Rabbis associate his name with several important institutions. Renan has 
remarked in the preface to his History of the People of Israel that the definite 
constitution of Judaism may be dated only from the time of Ezra. In 
Rabbinical literature he was considered worthy of being the vehicle of the 
Law, had it not been already given through Moses. He worked in 
collaboration with Nehemiah and died at the age of 120 in Babylonia (Jew. 
Enc. & Enc. Bib.). 

1177. Ahbar are Jewish savants and Ruhban Christian monks. 
1178. Christians living in Arabia had incited their powerful co-religionists 

in Syria, and, by their help, had sought to extinguish the light of Islam that 
God had kindled in Arabia. The Jews also had made a similar attempt by 
 

a12:41; 17:24; 98:6. b61:9. 
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33. aHe it is Who sent His 
Messenger with guidance and 
the religion of truth, that He 
may make it prevail over 
every other religion, even 
though the idolaters may 
resent it.1179 

 

 

34. O ye who believe! surely, 
bmany of the priests and 

monks devour the wealth of 

men by false means and cturn 

men away from the way of 

Allah. And those who hoard 

gold and silver and spend it 

not in the way of Allah—give 

to them the tidings of a 

painful punishment.  

 

 

35. On the day when it shall 

be made hot in the fire of 

Hell, and their foreheads and 

their sides and their backs 

shall be branded1180 therewith 

and it shall be said to them: 

 

 
inciting the Persians against the Holy Prophet. 

1179. Commentators of the Qur’an agree that, as stated in a saying of the 
Holy Prophet, the ultimate triumph of Islam will take place in the time of the 
Promised Messiah (Jarir) when all the various religions will have appeared 
and will make their utmost endeavours to propagate their own teachings. The 
excellence of the ideals and principles of Islam have already begun to be 
increasingly recognised, and the day is not far off when Islam will triumph 
over all other Faiths and their followers will enter its fold in large numbers. 

1180. The expression seems to be figurative. When a rich man, out of 
miserliness or pride, refuses to help a needy person, his forehead becomes 
contracted into a frown. Then he turns aside and finally disdainfully shows his 
back to the man seeking his help. Quite appropriately, it is mentioned that the 
foreheads, the sides and the backs will be branded. 

a48:29; 61:10. b4:162. c4:161. 

Naveed Islam

Naveed Islam
Religion of Truth,
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‘This is what you hoarded for 

yourselves so now taste what 

you used to hoard.’ 

 

36. The number of months 

with Allah is twelve 

months1181 by Allah’s 

ordinance since the day when 

He created the heavens and 

the earth. Of these four are 

sacred.1182 That is the right 

religion. So wrong not 

yourselves therein. And fight 

the idolaters all together as 

they fight you all together; 

and know that Allah is with 

those who fear Him.  

 

 

37. Surely, the postpone-

ment1183 of a Sacred Month is 

an addition to disbelief. Those 

who disbelieve are led astray 

thereby. They allow it one 

year and forbid it another 

year, that they may agree in 

the number of the months 

which Allah has made sacred, 

and thus may make lawful 

what Allah has forbidden. 

 

 

 
1181. Both the lunar and the solar years comprise 12 months. 
1182. The four Sacred Months are Dhul-Qa‘dah, Dhul-Hijjah, Muharram 

and Rajab. 
1183. The reference in this verse is to a long-standing Arab custom. The 

three successive Sacred Months—Dhul-Qa‘dah, Dhul-Hijjah, Muharram 
sometimes seemed to them too long a time to refrain from their predatory 
expeditions. In order, therefore, to free themselves from the restrictions of the 
Sacred Months, they sometimes would treat a Sacred Month like an ordinary 
month and an ordinary month like a Sacred One. 
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aThe evil of their deeds is 

made to seem fair to them. 

And Allah guides not the 

disbelieving people. 

R. 6.   

38. O ye who believe; what is 

the matter with you that, when 

it is said to you, go forth in the 

way of Allah, you sink down 

heavily towards the earth?1184 
bAre you contented with the 

present life in preference to the 

Hereafter? But cthe enjoyment 

of the present life is but little as 

compared with the Hereafter. 

 

 

39. If you will not go forth to 
fight, in the cause of Allah, 
He will punish you with a 
painful punishment, and will 
choose in your stead a people 
other than you, and you shall 
do Him no harm at all. And 
Allah has full power over all 
things.  

 

 

40. If you help him not, then 
know that Allah helped him 
even when the disbelievers 
drove him forth while he was 
one of the two, when they 

 

 
1184. The reference is to the expedition to Tabuk, a town situated about 

halfway between Medina and Damascus. News was brought to the Holy Prophet 
that the Greeks of the Eastern Roman Empire, popularly known as the Romans, 
had amassed on the Syrian frontier. At the head of an army about 30,000 strong 
the Holy Prophet left Medina in the 9th year of the Hijrah. On account of great 
hardships the Muslim army had to suffer in the long and difficult journey, it came 
to be known as Jaishul-‘Usrah, i.e. the distressed army. 

a6:44; 13:34; 16:64; 27:25; 29:49; 35:9. b13:27. cSee 3:15. 
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were both in the Cave, when 
he said to his Companion, 
‘Grieve not, for Allah is with 
us.’ Then aAllah sent down 
His peace on him.1185 and 
succoured him with hosts 
which you did not see, and 
humbled the word of those 
who disbelieved, and it is the 
word of Allah alone which is 
supreme. And Allah is 
Mighty, Wise.1186 

 

41. Go forth, light or 
heavy,1187 and bstrive with 
your wealth and your lives in 
the cause of Allah. That is 
best for you, if only you 
knew.  

 

 

42. If it had been an 
immediate gain and a short 
journey, they would certainly 
have followed thee, but the 

 

 
1185. The pronoun "him" in the clause "His peace on him" may refer to 

Abu Bakr since the Holy Prophet had all along been perfectly calm and quiet 
and the pronoun "him" in the clause "succoured him," however, refers to the 
Holy Prophet. This divergence in the use of pronouns known as Intisharud-
Dama’ir is of common use in Arabic. See 48:10. 

1186. The reference in this verse is to the emigration of the Holy Prophet 
from Mecca to Medina when, accompanied by Abu Bakr, he took shelter in a 
cave called Thaur. The verse sheds some light on the very high spiritual status 
of Abu Bakr who is referred to as "one of the two" with whom was God and 
whose fear God Himself allayed. It is on record that, while in the Cave, Abu 
Bakr began to weep, and when asked by the Holy Prophet why he was 
weeping he replied, "I do not weep for my life, O Prophet of God, because if I 
die, it is only the question of a single life. But if you die, it will be the death of 
Islam and of the entire Muslim community" (Zurqani). 

1187. The words "light or heavy" may mean, young or old; alone or in 
parties; on foot or on horseback; with sufficient arms and provisions or with 
insufficient equipment and scanty provisions, etc. 

a9:26; 48:27. b8:75; 9:88,111; 61:12. 
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hard journey seemed too 
1ong1188 to them. Yet they 
will swear by Allah, saying, 
‘If we had been able, we 
would surely have gone forth 
with you.’ They but ruin their 
souls; and Allah knows that 
they are liars 

 

R. 7.   

43. Allah remove1189 the ill 

consequences of thy mistake. 

Why didst thou permit them 

to stay behind till those who 

spoke the truth had become 

known to thee and thou hadst 

also known the liars? 

 

 

44. Those who believe in 

Allah and the Last Day will 

not ask leave of thee to be 

exempted from striving with 

their wealth and their persons. 

And Allah well knows those 

who keep their duty to Him. 

 

 

45. Only those will ask leave 

of thee to be exempted who 

do not believe in Allah and 

the Last Day, and whose 

hearts are full of doubt and in 

their doubt they waver.  

 

 

 
1188. The journey was very hard and arduous. The Muslim army had to 

travel in an extremely hot weather about 200 miles to the border of Syria to 
meet a very powerful army. It was also the harvesting season and the trees 
were laden with ripe fruit. 

1189. The Arabic expression ‘Afallahu ‘Anka signifies no forgiveness of 
any sin having been committed by the Holy Prophet, rather it expresses 
Divine love and solicitude for him. 
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46. And if they had really 

intended to go forth, they 

would have made some 

preparation for it; but Allah 

was averse to their marching 

forth. So He kept them back, 

and it was said to them: ‘keep 

sitting at home with those 

who have kept sitting.’aaa 

 

 

47. Had they gone forth with 

you, athey would have added 

to you naught but trouble, and 

would have hurried to and fro 

in your midst, seeking to sow 

discord among you. And there 

are among you those who 

would listen to you so as to 

convey information to them. 

And Allah well knows the 

wrongdoers. 

 

 

48. They sought to stir up 

sedition even before this, and 

they devised plots against 

thee till the truth came and the 

purpose of Allah prevailed, 

though they did not like it. 

 

 

49. And among them is he 

who says, ‘Permit me to stay 

behind and put me not to 

trial.’ Surely, they have 

already fallen into trial. And 

surely, Hell shall encompass 

the disbelievers.  

 

 

 
aaa  

a3:119. 
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50. If good befalls thee, it 

grieves them, but if a 

misfortune befalls thee, they 

say, ‘We had indeed taken our 

precaution beforehand.’ And 

they turn away rejoicing. 

 

 

51. Say, ‘Nothing shall befall 

us save that which Allah has 

ordained for us. He is our 

Protector. And in Allah then 

should the believers put their 

trust.’ 

 

 

52. Say, ‘You do not await for 

us aught save one of the two 

good things,1190 while we 

await that Allah will afflict 

you with a punishment either 

from Himself or at our hands. 

Wait then; we also are 

waiting with you.’ 

 

 

53. Say, ‘Spend willingly or 

unwillingly, it shall not be 

accepted1191 from you. You 

are indeed a disobedient 

people.’  

 

 

 
1190. A true Muslim either dies fighting or wins victory. There is no other 

alternative left to him. 
1191. Nature of the punishment meted out to the Hypocrites is worthy of 

special note. No fine was imposed on them, nor were they imprisoned nor 
subjected to punishment generally inflicted for offences of this nature. They 
were simply told that Zakat, which was a means of purifying their souls would 
not be accepted from them. This shows that the dealings of the Holy Prophet 
with the Hypocrites were not dictated by any monetary or mundane 
considerations. 
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54. And nothing prevents that 
their contributions should be 
accepted from them save that 
they disbelieve in Allah and 
His Messenger. And athey 
come not to Prayer except 
lazily and they spend not in 
the way of Allah but 
reluctantly. 

 

 

55. So blet not their wealth 

nor their children excite thy 

wonder. Allah only intends to 

punish them therewith1192 in 

the present life and that their 

souls may depart while they 

are disbelievers. 

 

 
56. And they swear by Allah 

that they are indeed of you, 

while they are not of you, but 

they are a cowardly people. 

 

 

57. If they could find a place 

of refuge, or caves, or even a 

hole to enter, they would 

surely turn thereto, rushing in 

uncontrollable haste.  

 

 

58. And among them are 

those cwho find fault with 

thee with respect to the 

division of alms. If they are 

given thereof, they are 

pleased; but if they are not 

given thereof, behold! they 

are indignant. 

 

 

 
1192. Hypocrites are warned that their wealth and their children, for whose 

sake they had refrained from going to battle, would become a source of extreme 

a4:143. b9:85. c9:79. 
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59. And if they had been 

content with what Allah and 

His Messenger had given them 

and had said, ‘Sufficient for us 

is Allah; Allah will give us of 

His bounty, and so will His 

Messenger; to Allah do we 

turn in supplication,’ it would 

have been better for them. 

 

 

R. 8.   

60. The alms1193 are only for 

the poor and the needy, and 

for those employed in 

connection therewith, and for 

those whose hearts are to be 

reconciled, and for the freeing 

of slaves, and for those in 

debt, and for the cause of 

Allah, and for the wayfarer—

an ordinance from Allah. And 

Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

61. And among them are 

those who annoy the Prophet 

 

�

 
mental torture for them. Their children would embrace the Faith they hate and 
would spend their wealth to further and strengthen its cause. 

1193. Sadaqat here means, obligatory alms, i.e. Zakat. The verse defines 
the objects and persons on whom Zakat is to be spent: (a) Fuqara’ (from the 
root Faqara which means, it broke the vertebrae of his back—Lane) i.e. those 
broken with poverty or disease. (b) Masakin, i.e. those possessing the ability 
to work but lacking the means thereof. (c) Those employed in collecting the 
Zakat or in keeping an account thereof or in the performance of any other duty 
connected with it. (d) New converts to Islam in need of monetary help. (e) 
Slaves, captives and such other persons as are called upon to pay blood-
money to secure their freedom. (f) Those unable to pay their debts or have 
suffered extraordinary loss in business, etc. (g) Any noble cause. (h) Those 
stranded on a journey for lack of money or those who travel in search of 
knowledge or for promoting social relations. 
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and say, ‘He is all ear.’1194 

Say, ‘His giving ear to all is 

for your good; he believes in 

Allah and believes the 

Faithful, and is aa mercy for 

those of you who believe.’ 

And those who annoy the 

Messenger of Allah shall have 

a grievous punishment. 

 

62. bThey swear by Allah to 
you to please you; but Allah 
with His Messenger has 
greater right that they should 
please Him if they are 
believers. 

 

 

63. Do they not know that 
cwhoso opposes Allah and His 
Messenger, for him is the fire 
of Hell, wherein he shall 
abide? That is the great 
humiliation.  

 

 

64. The Hypocrites pretend 

they fear1195 lest a Surah 

should be revealed concerning 

them, informing them of what 

is in their hearts. Say, ‘Mock 

on; surely, Allah will bring to 

light that of which you 

pretended you were afraid lest 

it might be disclosed.’ 

 

 

 
1194. Udhun (lit. meaning an ear) signifies, one who listens to and believes 

in everything that is said to him. Of the many contemptuous and disparaging 
remarks that the Holy Prophet’s traducers made about him one was that he 
listened to and readily believed as true all reports that were conveyed to him 
so that he had become, as it were, the very organ of hearing. 

1195. The Hypocrites did not actually entertain any such fear because they 

a9:128; 21:108. b9:96. c58:6, 21. 
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65. And if thou question 

them, athey will most surely 

say, ‘We were only talking 

idly and jesting.’ Say, ‘Was it 

Allah and His Signs and His 

Messenger that you mocked 

at?’ 

 

 

66. b‘Make ye no excuses. 

You certainly disbelieved 

after your believing. If We 

forgive a party from among 

you, a party shall We punish, 

for they are guilty. 

 

 

R. 9.   

67. The hypocrites,1196 men 

and women, are all as one 

with another. They enjoin evil 

and forbid good, and withhold 

their hands from spending for 

the cause of Allah. cThey 

forgot Allah, so He has 

forgotten1197 them. Surely, 

the hypocrites are the 

transgressors.  

 

 
did not believe the Holy Prophet to be the recipient of Divine revelation. The 
verse alludes only to the ironical nature of their jokes and jeers. 

1196. Munafiq is from an-Nafaq which means, a hole or passage in the earth 
leading up to some place through an opening at the other end, and an-Nifaq 
means, entering faith through one door and leaving it through another (Aqrab). 

1197. Nisyan generally meaning "forgetfulness" really means, one’s 
ceasing to think of a person or a thing either owing to loss of memory or 
negligence or doing it deliberately. When used about God the word means 
severing of His connection with a person by way of punishment or ceasing to 
think of him with feelings of love and affection (Mufradat). 
 

a2:45. b56:8. c59:20. 
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68. aAllah promises the 

hypocrites, men and women, 

and the disbelievers the fire of 

Hell, wherein they shall 

abide. It will suffice them. 

And Allah has cursed them. 

And they shall have a lasting 

punishment. 

 

 

69. Even as those before 

you—they were mightier than 
you in power and had more 
wealth and children. They 

enjoyed their lot for a time, so 
have you enjoyed your lot as 
those before you enjoyed their 

lot. And you indulged in idle 
talk as they indulged in idle 
talk. bIt is they whose works 

shall be of no avail in this 
world and the Hereafter. And 
it is they who are the losers. 

 

 

70. cHas not the news reached 

them of those before them—
the people of Noah, and ‘Ad, 
and Thamud, and the people 

of Abraham, and the dwellers 
of Midian, and the cities 
which were overthrown?1198 

Their Messengers came to 
them with clear Signs. So 
dAllah wronged them not but 

they wronged themselves.  

 

 

 
1198. Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 19:24 & 25). The site is believed to be 

the Dead Sea (Jew. Enc., under Sodom). The Qur’an speaks of the place as 
being situated on or near a "permanent way" (15:75-77). 

a4:146. b15:106. c14:10; 50:13-15. d10:45; 29:41; 30:10. 
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71. And the believers, men 

and women, are friends one of 

another. aThey enjoin good 

and forbid evil and bobserve 

Prayer and cpay the Zakat and 
dobey Allah and His 

Messenger. It is these on 

whom Allah will have mercy. 

Surely, Allah is Mighty and 

Wise. 

 

 

72. eAllah has promised to 

believers, men and women, 

Gardens underneath which 

rivers flow, wherein they will 

abide, and delightful 

dwelling-places in Gardens of 

Eternity. And fthe pleasure of 

Allah is the greatest of all. 

That is the supreme triumph. 

 

 

R. 10.   

73. gO Prophet! strive hard 

against1199 the disbelievers 

and the Hypocrites. And be 

firm against them. Their 

abode is Hell, and an evil 

destination it is.  

 

 

74. They swear by Allah that 
they said nothing, but they did 
certainly utter the word of 

 

�
 

1199. Jihad (infinitive noun from Jahada meaning, he strove hard or with 
the utmost of his power with an object) has been generally used in this sense 
in the Qur’an. How the Prophet should strive against the Hypocrites is not 
mentioned. But there is nothing to indicate the sense of fighting with the 
sword. In fact, the Holy Prophet never waged war against the Hypocrites. 

a3:105,111; 7:158; 9:112; 31:18. bSee 2:4. cSee 2:44. dSee 8:2. eSee 2:26.  
f3:16; 5:3; 9:22; 57:21. g66:10. 
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disbelief, and disbelieved 
after they had embraced 
Islam. And they designed 
what they could not attain. 
And they cherished enmity 
against believers only 
because Allah and His 
Messenger had enriched1200 
them out of His bounty. So if 
they repent, it will be better 
for them; but if they turn 
away, Allah will punish them 
with a grievous punishment in 
this world and the Hereafter, 
and they shall have neither 
friend nor helper in the earth. 

 

75. And among them are 
those who made a covenant 
with Allah, saying, ‘If He 
give us of His bounty, we 
would most surely give alms 
and be of the virtuous.’ 

 

 

76. But when He gave them 
of His bounty, they became 
niggardly of it, and they 
turned away in aversion. 

 

 

77. So He requited them with 
hypocrisy which shall last in 
their hearts until the day when 
they shall meet Him, because 
they broke their promise to 
Allah, and because they lied.  

 

 

78. Know they not that aAllah 

knows their hidden thoughts as 

 

�

 
1200. With the arrival of the Holy Prophet in Medina, prosperity of the 

town very much increased, its trade throve and its inhabitants grew rich. 

a6:4; 11:6; 25:7; 28:70. 
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well as their secret counsels 

and that Allah knows full well 

all unseen things? 

 

79. These Hypocrites are 
athose who find fault with 

such of the believers as give 

freely in charity and with such 

as find nothing to give save 

the earnings of their toi1.1201 

So they deride them. Allah 

shall punish them for their 

derision, and for them is a 

grievous punishment. 

 

 

80. bAsk thou forgiveness for 

them, or ask thou not 

forgiveness for them; even if 

thou ask forgiveness for them 

seventy times, Allah will 

never forgive them.1202 That 

is because they disbelieved in 

Allah and His Messenger. 

And Allah guides not the 

perfidious people.  

 

 

R. 11.   

81. cThose who contrived to 

be left behind rejoiced in their 

sitting at home behind the 

Messenger of Allah, and were 

averse to striving with their 

 

�

 
1201. A poor Muslim, Abu ‘Aqil, who gave only a small quantity of dates, 

his whole day’s earnings as his contribution, was scoffed at by the Hypocrites 
for his scanty offering. 

1202. The word "seventy" does not denote a specific number but is used here 
to intensify the point that such Hypocrites as are doomed to perish will never be 
forgiven however much the Holy Prophet might ask forgiveness for them. 

a9:58. b63:7. c9:87, 93. 
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wealth and their persons in 

the cause of Allah. And they 

said, ‘Go not forth in the 

heat.’ Say, ‘The fire of Hell is 

more intense in heat.’ If only 

they could understand! 

 

82. They should laugh little 

and weep much1203 as a 

reward for that which they 

used to earn. 

 

 

83. And if Allah bring thee 
back to a party of them, and 
they ask of thee leave to go 
forth to fight, say then, ‘You 
shall never go forth with me, 
and shall never fight an 
enemy with me. You chose to 
sit at home the first time, so 
sit now with those who 
remain behind.’ 

 

 

84. And never pray thou for 

any of them that dies, nor 

stand by his grave; for they 

disbelieved in Allah and His 

Messenger and died while 

they were disobedient.  

 

 

85. aAnd let not their riches 

and their children excite thy 

wonder; Allah only intends to 

punish them therewith in this 

world and that their souls may 

depart while they are 

disbelievers. 

 

 

 
1203. The verse obviously does not contain a commandment. It only embodies 

a9:55. 
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86. And when a Surah is 

revealed, enjoining, ‘Believe 

in Allah and strive in His 

cause in company with His 

Messenger,’ men of wealth 

and affluence among them 

ask leave of thee and say, 

‘Leave us that we be with 

those who sit at home’.1204 

 

 

87. aThey prefer to be with 

the womenfolk,1205 who 

remain behind at home and 
btheir hearts are sealed1206 so 

that they understand not. 

 

 

88. cBut the Messenger and 

those who believe with him 

strive in the cause of Allah 

with their wealth and their 

persons, and it is they who 

shall have good things, and it 

is they who shall prosper. 

 

 

89. dAllah has prepared for 

them Gardens under which 

streams flow; therein they 

shall abide. That is the 

supreme triumph.  

 

 

 
a prophecy that the time was soon coming when the Hypocrites will laugh 
little and weep much. 

1204. The words need not be taken to have been actually uttered by the 
Hypocrites. They simply express a state of affairs implying that they came to 
the Holy Prophet with various excuses for staying behind. 

1205. Khawalif means, those who remain behind during war; or the women 
(or children) remaining behind in houses or tents. The word also signifies, bad 
or corrupt persons (Lane). 

1206. See 27. 
 

a9:81, 93. b6:26; 63:4. c8:75; 9:41, 111; 61:12. dSee 2:26. 
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R. 12.   
90. And those, who make 
excuses1207 from among the 
desert Arabs, came with the 
request that exemption might 
be granted them. And those 
who lied to Allah and His 
Messenger stayed at home. A 
grievous punishment shall 
befall those of them who 
disbelieve. 

 

 

91. aNo blame lies on the 
weak, nor on the sick, nor on 
those who find naught to 
spend, if they are sincere to 
Allah and His Messenger. 
There is no cause of reproach 
against those who do good 
deeds; and Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful, 

 

 

92. Nor against those to 
whom, when they came to 
thee that thou shouldst furnish 
them with mounts thou didst 
say, ‘I cannot find whereon I 
can mount you;’ they turned 
back, their eyes overflowing 
with tears, out of grief that 
they could not find what they 
might spend.1208 

 

 

 
1207. Mu‘adhdhir is derived from ‘Adhdhara which means, he excused or 

affected to excuse himself but did not adduce a valid excuse for doing so; he 
was remiss or wanting or deficient in an affair, setting up an excuse for being 
so. Thus the word means, one who falls short of his duty and then excuses 
himself without having any real excuse (Lane). 

1208. The verse is general in its application but the persons particularly 

a48:18. 
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93. The cause of reproach is 
only against those who ask 
leave of thee, while they are 
rich. aThey are content to be 
with the womenfolk who 
remain behind at home. And 
bAllah has set a seal upon 
their hearts so that they know 
not. 

 

 

PART XI   

94. They will make excuses to 
you when you return to them. 
Say, ‘Make no excuses; we 
shall not believe you. Allah 
has already informed us of the 
true facts about you. And 
Allah will observe your 
conduct, and also His 
Messenger; then you will be 
brought back to Him Who 
knows the unseen and the 
seen, and He will tell you all 
that you used to do.’1209  

 

 

95. They will swear to you by 
Allah, when you return to 
them, that you may leave 
them alone. So leave them 
alone. Surely, they are an 
abomination, and their abode 
is Hell—a fit recompense for 
that which they used to 

 

 

 
referred to were seven poor Muslims who were extremely desirous of going to 
Jihad but did not possess the means and wherewithal to fulfil the wish of their 
hearts. 

1209. The verse was revealed when the Holy Prophet had not yet returned 
to Medina from his expedition to Tabuk. 

a9:79, 87. b6:26; 9:87; 63:4. 
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earn.1210 
96. aThey will swear to you 
that you may be pleased with 
them. But even if you be 
pleased with them, Allah will 
not be pleased with the 
rebellious people. 

 

 

97. The Arabs of the desert 
are the worst in disbelief and 
hypocrisy, and most apt not to 
know the ordinances of the 
Revelation which Allah has 
sent down to His Messenger. 
And Allah is All-Knowing, 
Wise. 

 

 

98. And among the Arabs of 

the desert are those who 

regard that which they spend 

in the cause of Allah as a 

compulsory fine and they wait 

for calamities to befall you. 
bOn themselves shall fall an 

evil calamity. And Allah is 

All-Hearing, All-Knowing.  

 

 

99. And among the Arabs of 

the desert are those who 

believe in Allah and the Last 

Day,1211 and regard that 

which they spend as means of 

bringing them near to Allah 

and of receiving the prayers of 

 

�
 

1210. As these 'stayers-behind' belonged to different categories, therefore 
they were treated differently. 

1211. The Qur’an never indiscriminately condemns a whole people. The 
verse seeks to remove a possible misunderstanding that all Arabs of the desert 
were bad. 

a9:62. b48:7. 
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the Prophet. Aye! it is for 

them certainly a means of 

bringing them near to Allah. 

Allah will soon admit them to 

His mercy. Surely, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

R. 13   

100. And as for the foremost 

among the believers, the first 

of the Emigrants and the 

Helpers, and those who 

followed them in the best 

possible manner, aAllah is 

well-pleased with them1212 

and they are well-pleased 

with Him, and He has 

prepared for them Gardens 

underneath which streams 

flow. They will abide therein 

for ever. That is the supreme 

triumph.  

 

 

101. And of the desert Arabs 

around you some are 

hypocrites; and of the people 

of Medina also. They persist 

in hypocrisy.1213 Thou 

knowest them not; We know 

them. We will punish them 

 

�

 
1212. Incidentally, the verse constitutes a forcible refutation of the Shi‘ah 

accusations against the first three Successors of the Holy Prophet and his other 
prominent Companions. 

1213. The reference particularly is to the five tribes of the desert living near 
Medina—Juhainah, Muzainah, Ashja‘, Aslam and Ghifar (Ma‘ani. iii. 361). 
After the death of the Holy Prophet the Hypocrites from among these tribes 
gathered together and made a raid on Medina (Khaldun, ii. 66). 

a58:23; 98:9. 
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twice;1214 then shall they be 

given over to a great 

punishment. 

 

102. And there are others who 
have confessed their faults. 
They mixed good works with 
others that are evil.1215 It 
may be that Allah will turn to 
them with compassion. 
Surely, Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

103. Take alms out of their 
wealth, so that thou mayest 
cleanse them and purify them 
thereby. And pray for them; 
thy prayer indeed is a source 

of tranquillity for them. And 
Allah is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing.  

 

 

104. Know they not that 
aAllah is He Who accepts 

repentance from His servants 

and takes alms, and that Allah 

is He Who is Oft-Returning 

with compassion, and is 

Merciful? 

 

 

 
1214. "Twice" may not refer to the form of punishment but to the period 

thereof which is explained in 9:126. The word may signify that the Hypocrites 
would be punished in a period ranging from one to two years, i.e. if the 
punishment comes twice a year, they will have it in one year; if it comes once, 
they will have it in two years. 

1215. The verse may refer to those Muslims who did possess an excuse, but 
it was not strong enough to justify their staying behind. Their number, 
according to different reports, varied from seven to ten. As a self-inflicted 
punishment for their offence, these men bound themselves to the pillars of the 
Mosque at Medina, and when the Holy Prophet entered it to offer Prayers, 
they begged him to pardon them to which he replied that he could not do so 

a42:26. 
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105. And say, ‘Go on working 
and aAllah will surely watch 
your conduct and also His 
Messenger and the believers. 
And you shall be brought 
back to Him Who knows the 
unseen and the seen; then He 
will inform you of what you 
did.’ 

 

 

106. And bthere are others 
whose case has been 
postponed1216 pending the 
decree of Allah. He may 
punish them or He may turn 
to them with compassion. 
And Allah is All-Knowing, 
Wise.  

 

 

107. And among the 

Hypocrites are1217 those who 
have built a mosque in order 
to injure Islam and help 

 

�

 
unless so commanded by God. When this verse was revealed, they were 
ordered to be released. 

1216. They were Hilal Ibn-e-Umayyah, Murarah Ibn-e-Rabi‘ah and Ka‘b 
Ibn-e-Malik. The Holy Prophet deferred pronouncing his decision regarding 
them in obedience to Divine command (Bukhari). 

1217. The verse may refer to a plot hatched by one Abu ‘Amir, a Christian 
monk, an arch-enemy of Islam. After having utterly failed in his evil designs 
against Islam and seeing that it had become firmly established in Arabia after 
the Battle of Hunain, he fled to Syria, designing and hoping to enlist the help 
of the Byzantines against the Holy Prophet. From there he sent word to the 
Hypocrites of Medina that they should build a mosque in the suburb of 
Medina which should serve as a place of hiding for him and in which they 
should concoct schemes and hatch plots. But Abu ‘Amir did not live long 
enough to see his scheme materialise and died at Kunnisrin, a broken-hearted 
wretch. His accomplices built a mosque as designed by him and invited the 
Holy Prophet to bless it by saying his Prayers in it. The Holy Prophet was 
forbidden by Divine revelation to do so. He ordered the mosque which came 
to be known as Masjide-Dirar to be set on fire and razed to the ground. 

a9:94. b9:118. 
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disbelief and to cause a 
division among the believers, 
and to prepare an ambush for 
him who waned against Allah 
and His Messenger before this. 
And they will surely swear; 
‘We meant nothing but good;’ 
but aAllah bears witness that 
they are certainly liars. 

 

108. Never stand to pray 
therein. A Mosque founded 
upon piety from the very 
first1218 day is surely more 
worthy that thou shouldst 
stand to pray therein. In it are 
men who love to become 
purified, and Allah loves 
those who purify themselves. 

 

 

109. Is he, then, who founded 

his building on fear of Allah 

and His pleasure better or he 

who has founded his building 

on the brink of a tottering 

water-worn bank which 

tumbled down with him into 

the fire of Hell? And Allah 

guides not the wrongdoing 

people.  

 

 

110. This building of theirs, 

which they have built, will 

 

�

 
1218. The reference is said to be to the Mosque at Quba which was built on 

the site where the Holy Prophet had alighted before entering Medina on the 
day of his arrival from Mecca. According to some authorities, however, the 
reference is to the mosque which the Holy Prophet himself built at Medina 
and which later came to be known as "the Mosque of the Prophet." 

 

a63:2. 
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ever continue to be a source 

of disquiet in their hearts, 

unless their hearts be cut into 

pieces. And Allah is All-

Knowing, Wise. 

 

R. 14.   

111. Surely, aAllah has 

purchased of the believers 

their persons and their 

property in return for the 

heavenly Garden they shall 

have; they bfight in the cause 

of Allah, and they slay and 

are slain—an unfailing 

promise that He has made 

binding on Himself in the 

Torah, and the Gospel,1219 

and the Qur’an. And who is 

more faithful to his promise 

than Allah? Rejoice, then, in 

your bargain which you have 

made with Him; and that is 

the mighty triumph. 

 

 

112. Those who turn to Allah 
in repentance, cwho worship 
Him, who praise Him, who go 
about in the land serving Him, 
who bow down to Him, who 
prostrate themselves in 
Prayer, dwho enjoin good and 
forbid evil, and who observe 
the limits set by Allah. And 
give glad tidings to those who 
believe.  

 

 

 
1219. Torah (Deut. 6:3-5) and Gospel (Matt. 19:21 & 27-29). 

a4:75; 61:11-12. b3:196; 61:5. c33:36. d3:105, 111, 115; 7:158; 9:71; 31:18. 
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113. It does not behove the 
Prophet and those who believe 
that they should ask of Allah 
forgiveness for the idolaters, 
even though they may be their 
kinsmen, after it has become 
plain to them that they are the 
companions of Hell. 

 

 

114. And Abraham’s asking 
forgiveness for his father was 
only because of a promise he 
had made to him,1220 but 
when it became clear to him 
that he was an enemy of 
Allah, he dissociated himself 
from him. aSurely, Abraham 
was most tender-hearted and 
forbearing. 

 

 

115. And Allah would not 
cause a people to go astray 
after He has guided them until 
He makes clear to them that 
which they ought to guard 
against. Surely, Allah knows 
all things well. 

 

 

116. Surely, bit is Allah to 
Whom belongs the Kingdom 
of the heavens and the earth. 
He gives life and causes 
death. And you have no friend 
nor helper besides Allah.  

 

 

117. Allah has certainly 

turned with mercy1221 to the 

 

�

 
1220. See 19:48. 
1221. The word Taba also signifies "bestowing favour upon a person or 

being gracious to him," for in the case of the Holy Prophet and his faithful 
 

a19:48; 26:87; 60:5. b11:76; 39:45; 57:3. 
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Prophet and to the Emigrants 

and the Helpers who followed 

him in the hour of distress1222 

after the hearts of a party of 

them had almost swerved 

from duty. He again turned to 

them with mercy. Surely, He 

is to them Compassionate, 

Merciful. 
118. And He has turned with
mercy to the three1223 who
happened to be left abehind
until when the earth became
too strait for them with all its
vastness, and their souls were
also straitened for them, and
they became convinced that
there was no refuge from
Allah save unto Himself, then
He turned to them with mercy
that they might turn to him.
Surely, it is Allah Who is Oft-
Returning with compassion
and is Merciful.

followers it was no occasion for granting forgiveness but for bestowing 
reward. 

1222. As it was an "hour of distress" for the Muslims, the expedition to 
Tabuk is rightly known as Ghazwatul-‘Usrah, i.e. the expedition of distress. 

1223. Ka‘b bin Malik, Hilal bin Umayyah and Murarah bin Rabi‘ah (9:106). 
They were sincere Muslims but failed to join the expedition to Tabuk, and 
therefore on his return to Medina, the Holy Prophet ordered their complete 
social ostracism so that they were even separated from their wives. They 
continued under this interdiction for no less than fifty days, when on their 
sincere repentance, they were granted pardon. They unreservedly confessed 
their guilt and offered no excuse. Being sincere and honest believers they 
severely took to heart the Divine punishment. They grieved and pined, till the 
earth for all its vastness became too strait for them (Bukhari, ch. on Maghazi). 

a9:106. 
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R. 15.   

119. O ye who believe! afear 

Allah and be with the truthful. 

 

 

120. It was not proper for the 
people of Medina and those 
around them from among the 
Arabs of the desert that they 
should have remained behind 
the Messenger of Allah or that 
they should have preferred 
their own lives to his. That is 
because there afflicts them 
neither thirst nor fatigue nor 
hunger in the way of Allah, nor 
do they tread a track which 
enrages the disbelievers, nor do 
they gain an advantage over 
the enemy but there is written 
down for them a good work on 
account of it. Surely, Allah 
suffers not the reward of those 
who do good, to be lost.bbb 

 

 

121. And they spend not any 
sum, small or great, nor do 

they traverse a valley, but it is 
written down for them, among 

their good works, that bAllah 

may give them the best 
reward for what they did.  

 

 

122. cIt is not possible for the 

believers to go forth all 

together. Why, then, does not 

 

�
 

bbb  

a3:103; 5:36; 39:11; 57:29. b16:97-98; 24:39; 39:36. c3:105. 
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a party from every section of 

them go forth that they may 

become well-versed in 

religion,1224 and that they 

may warn their people when 

they return to them, so that 

they may guard against evil? 

 

R. 16.   
123. O ye who believe! afight 
such of the disbelievers as are 
near1225 to you and blet them 
find hardness in you; and 
know that Allah is with the 
righteous. 

 

 

124. And whenever a Surah is 

sent down, there are some of 

them who say: ‘Which of you 

has this Surah increased in 

faith?’ But as to cthose who 

believe, it increases their faith 

and they rejoice. 

 

 

125. But as for dthose in 

whose hearts is a disease, it 

adds further uncleanness to 

their present uncleanness and 

they die while they are 

disbelievers.  

 

 

 
1224. As weakness in faith and in doing good works results from lack of 

true knowledge and training, the verse speaks of the way in which such 
weakness could be removed. The Arabs of the desert were quite ignorant of 
the teachings of Islam (9:97). The verse suggests a practical method of 
instructing them in the tenets and principles of the Faith. 

1225. Refers to those Hypocrites who lived among Muslims and mixed with 
them. Muslims were enjoined to fight them as a class and not each and every one 
of them individually, and to fight them by exposing their malpractices and 
hypocritical deeds by bringing these to the notice of the Holy Prophet. 

a2:191. b48:30. c8:3. d2:11. 
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126. Do they not see that 

they are tried every year 

once or twice?1226 Yet they 

do not repent, nor do they 

take heed. 

 

 

127. And whenever a Surah is 
sent down, athey look at one 
another, saying, ‘Does anyone 
see you?’ Then they turn 
away. bAllah has turned away 
their hearts because they are a 
people who would not 
understand. 

 

 

128. Surely, a Messenger has 
come unto you from among 
yourselves; grievous to him is 
it that you should fall into 
trouble; he is ardently 
desirous of your welfare; and 
cto the believers he is 

specially compassionate and 
merciful.1227 

 

 

129. But if they turn away, 

say, d‘Allah is sufficient for 

 

�

 
1226. The verse helps to explain 9:101. 
1227. This verse may apply to both believers and disbelievers—preferably 

to the former—the opening part of it applying to disbelievers and the closing 
part to believers. To disbelievers it seems to say: "It grieves the Prophet to see 
you fall into trouble, i.e. although you subject him to all manner of 
persecution and privation, yet his heart is so full of the milk of human 
kindness that no amount of persecution on your part can make him bitter 
against you and make him wish you ill. He is so kind and sympathetic to you 
that he cannot bear to see you turn away from the path of righteousness and 
thus put yourselves in trouble." To believers it says: "The Prophet is full of 
love, compassion and mercy for you, i.e. he cheerfully shares with you your 
sorrows and afflictions. Moreover, like an affectionate father he treats you 
with extreme kindness and mercy." 

a24:64. b61:6. c9:61. d39:39; 21:23; 23:117; 27:27; 40:16. 
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me. There is no god but He. 

In Him do I put my trust, and 

He is the Lord of the mighty 

Throne.  

 



577 

CHAPTER 10 
YUNUS 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date and Place of Revelation 
This Surah was revealed at Mecca in the late Meccan period, i.e. in the 

last four or five years of the Prophet’s stay there. Some Commentators have 
ascribed some of its verses to the Medinite period, but their opinion is not 
based on historical data. They seem to have drawn the inference merely from 
the subject-matter of those verses. The Surah derives its name from v. 99. 

Subject-Matter 
On pondering over the contents of the Qur’an we notice that not only 

its verses are interrelated but also that every Surah possesses a subtle 
connection with the one preceding it and the one following it. Moreover, 
certain groups of Quranic Chapters are linked with other groups. Thus a 
perfect order runs throughout the whole of the Qur’an. Its different Chapters 
are related to one another in more ways than one; and when their order and 
arrangement are considered, no doubt is left that the Qur’an is indeed a great 
miracle of diction. The present Surah possesses a threefold connection with 
the preceding Chapter. First, it constitutes a continuation of the preceding 
Chapter. Two subjects were mentioned in its concluding portions: (a) The 
revelation of the Book and its denial (9:127); (b) the coming of a Messenger 
of God and the benefits derived from following his teaching (9:128). The 
same subject is continued in the present Surah. It mentions the importance of 
the Book (10:2) and it refers to the Divine Messenger (10:3). Secondly, the 
Surah completes the subject-matter of the preceding one. In that Chapter 
(which is not really a separate Chapter but is a part of Chapter 8) reference 
was made to the fact that the time of the prosperity and predominance of Islam 
had come and that God’s promises were going to be fulfilled in all their glory 
and grandeur. So the believers were exhorted to attend to the purification of 
their hearts in order that their repentance might be accepted. As doubts might 
have arisen in the hearts of some people that on account of the enormity of 
their sins their repentance will not be accepted, the present Chapter removes 
that doubt and stresses the fact that God’s mercy encompasses and transcends 
all things, though it requires the highest form of repentance to attract it. 
Thirdly, all the Chapters of the Qur’an from Chapter 2 to Chapter 9 (which are 
really seven in number; for, as stated above, Chapter 9 is not a separate 
Chapter but forms part of Chapter 8 and was written separately only on 
account of the special importance of its subject-matter) deal with one group of 
subjects, while with this Chapter begins a new group of Surahs, ending with 
Chapter 18. This second group deals with a distinct and separate theme, yet its 
subject-matter is closely connected with that of the first group. In the first 
group the truth of Islam is established by reference to the Holy Prophet and 
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his work, and an appeal is made for the acceptance of Islam in view of the 
superiority of its principles, the excellence of its teachings, the vastness of the 
spiritual knowledge which it holds out to seekers after truth, the wisdom 
underlying its teachings and its extraordinary influence. In the second group, 
comprising Chapters 10-18, emphasis is laid on the need of Prophethood, the 
importance of religion and on the object of the Holy Prophet’s advent, by 
referring particularly to the criteria and characteristics of Prophethood, the 
claims and history of previous Prophets and to the arguments based on, and 
supported by, human reason and commonsense. 

Thus the subject-matter of the two groups is very closely linked and 
related to each other, the only difference being that whereas in the first group 
reference is made to the prophecies which were made at the advent of the 
Holy Prophet or which had been made by previous Prophets and were fulfilled 
in due time, thus bearing witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet; in the 
second group the truth of Islam has been explained on its own merits and on 
the basis of the canons of Prophethood. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Ra.1228 
cThese1229 are the verses of 

the Book, full of wisdom.1230 

 
 

3. dIs it a matter of wonder 

for men that We have sent 

down revelation to a man 

from among them, saying, 

‘Warn mankind and give glad 

tidings to those who believe 

that they have a true rank1231 

of honour with their Lord?’ 

The disbelievers say, ‘Surely, 

this is a manifest 

sorcerer.’1231A  

 

 

 
1228. See 16. 
1229. Tilka is a demonstrative pronoun used to indicate something distant. 

The word is said to have been used in reference to those verses of the previous 
Scriptures which contained prophecies about the Qur’an and which saw their 
fulfilment in the Quranic verses. While according to some Commentators God 
had with Him the complete Book written beforehand and it was out of that 
Heavenly Book that He revealed verses from time to time and the reference is 
to that original Book with God, according to others the pronoun denotes the 
remoteness of the Qur’an in respect of its high rank and is meant to express 
the great eminence of the verses of the Qur’an. 

1230. The words 'full of wisdom' point to three distinctive qualities of the 
Qur’an: (a) It is full of wisdom, inasmuch as it comprises the basis of all 
spiritual knowledge and inculcates all truths; (b) it embodies teachings suited 
to all occasions and circumstances; and (c) it gives right judgment in all 
religious differences. 

1231. Qadam means, preference; rank; footing. They say la-hu ‘indi 
Qadamun, i.e. there is strength or rank for him with me (Lane). 

1231A. The verse brings to light the important fact that those, who become 
morally depraved, lose all sense of self-respect as well as all confidence in 
 

aSee 1:1. b11:2; 12:2; 13:2; 14:2; 15:2. c26:3; 27:2; 31:3. d7:64, 70; 50:3. 
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4. Verily, your Lord is Allah 

Who created athe heavens and 

the earth in six periods,1232 

then bHe settled1232A Himself 

firmly on the Throne;1233 cHe 

governs everything.1234 There 

is no dintercessor with Him 

save after His permission. This 

is Allah, your Lord, so 

worship Him. Will you not, 

then, mind?  

 

 

5. eTo Him shall you all 

return. The promise of Allah 

is true. Surely, fHe originates 

the creation; then He 

reproduces1235 it, that He may 

reward those, who believe and 

do good works, with equity; 

and as for those who 

disbelieve, they shall have 

boiling water to drink and a 

painful punishment, because 

they disbelieved. 

 

�

 

 
themselves, for here the disbelievers are represented as so degenerate that they 
could not imagine that anyone from among themselves could come and rescue 
them from the morass of degradation into which they had fallen, and that only 
someone from outside could improve their condition. 

1232. see 984.  
1232A. see 54. 
1233. The word ‘Arsh represents God’s transcendent attributes which are 

His exclusive prerogatives. These attributes are manifested through God’s 
attributes of similitude which have been described in 69:18 as 'the bearers of 
God’s Throne.' See 986. 

1234. The words, He governs everything, point to the working of the universe 
and to the means which God uses to fulfil his decree and manifest His Will. 

1235. Not only after death will man be given a new life in which his actions 
in this worldly life will be judged and requited; but in the present life also one 

a7:55; 11:8; 25:60; 32:5. b13:3; 20:6; 32:5. c32:6. d2:256; 32:5.  
e6:165; 11:5; 39:8. f10:35; 27:65; 29:20; 30:12, 28. 
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6. aHe it is Who made the sun 

radiate a brilliant light1236 

and the moon reflect a lustre, 

and ordained for it proper 

stages, that byou might know 

the count of years and the 

reckoning1237 of time. Allah 

has not created this system 

but in accordance with the 

requirements of truth. He 

details the Signs for a people 

who possess knowledge. 

 

 

7. Verily, cin the alternation 

of night and day, and in all 

 

 
generation of men is succeeded by another so that the good works of the 
former may not be wasted and may benefit the latter. Salihat, besides meaning 
good and righteous works, means works done in conformity with the 
exigencies of specific occasions and circumstances. 

1236. Diya’ means, light; bright or brilliant light. The word is synonymous 
with Nur though, according to some, it has a more intensive signification than 
Nur. Some lexicologists consider Diya’ as signifying the rays that are diffused 
by what is termed Nur. According to others Diya’ signifies that light which 
subsists by itself as that of the sun or of fire, and Nur that which subsists by 
some other thing as the light of the moon, i.e. reflected light (Lane & Aqrab). 
The fact appears to be that whereas Diya’ signifies strong light, Nur is a more 
general term denoting light as opposed to darkness. This is why Nur is one of 
the names of God. It is also more extensive and more penetrating as well as 
more lasting in its significance (Muhit). 

1237. The verse points to a very wise natural law. We can judge the size of 
space traversed by a body only by the change of its position relative to other 
bodies. God has appointed stages for the sun and the moon that we may be 
able to make a reckoning of time. In other words, He has caused these 
heavenly bodies to move and has appointed stages for their motion so that by 
observing the motion we may be able to know that a certain amount of time 
has passed and that we have moved on from our original position. All 
reckoning and all calendars depend on the movements of the sun and the 
moon. The moon moves round the earth and thereby we are able to know the 
measures of months. The earth moves round the sun and also rotates on its 
own axis, thus enabling us to measure our years as well as our days. 

a25:62; 71:17. b17:13. c2:165; 3:191; 23:81. 
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that Allah has created in the 

heavens and the earth there 

are Signs for a God-fearing 

people.1238 
 

8. aThose who hope1239 not 
for the meeting with Us and 
are pleased and satisfied with 
the life of this world and 
those who are heedless of 
Our Signs— 

 

 

9. It is these whose abode is 

Fire, because of what they 

earned.  

 

 

10. As for those bwho believe, 

and do good works—their 

Lord shall guide them along 

the path of success because of 

 

�

 
1238. In the present verse the words, for a God-fearing people, have been 

substituted for the expression, for a people who possess knowledge, in the 
preceding verse. This is because though the natural phenomenon of the 
alternation of day and night is known even to an ignorant person, it is only the 
God-fearing that derive real spiritual benefit from a reverential study of it. 
Also, the ordaining of various stages for the moon and the sun, to which the 
preceding verse referred was not so easy a thing as to be perceived and 
understood by each and every person and therefore only those endowed with 
knowledge could benefit by it. Moreover, the phenomenon of the alternation 
of day and night resembles the rise and fall of nations. The days of their glory 
and prosperity are followed by the nights of their decline and degradation. No 
nation has ever enjoyed perpetual glory, nor has any people for ever 
floundered and groped in the darkness of degradation and decline. A people 
may make their day of prosperity long and shorten their night of decline. It is 
also within their power to delay the coming of their night. 

1239. The study of human nature reveals the important fact that all human 
progress is bound up with the instincts of hope and fear. Our best efforts are 
inspired by one or other of these two instincts. Some persons labour and sweat, 
actuated by hope of acquisition and aggrandizement; others work out of fear. 
The present verse makes an appeal to both these classes of men by using the 
word Raja which means, he hoped; he feared (Lane). 

a10:12, 46; 25:22. b2:278; 4:176; 13:30; 14:24; 22:15, 24. 
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their faith. Streams shall flow 

beneath1240 them in the 

Gardens of Bliss. 

  

11. Their prayer therein shall 
be, ‘Glory be to Thee, O 
Allah!’1241 and atheir 
greeting therein to each other 
shall be, ‘Peace!’ And the 
end of their prayer shall be, 
‘All praise be to Allah, the 
Lord of the worlds.’  

 

 

R. 2.   

12. And bif Allah were to 
hasten for men the ill 
consequences of their actions 
as they would seek to hasten 
on the good,1242 the end of 
their term of life would have 
been already brought upon 
them. But cWe leave those 
who look not for the meeting 
with Us to wander 
distractedly in their 
transgression. 

 

 

 
1240. The word, taht (beneath), is used here figuratively denoting 

subordination. In this sense of the word the expression, beneath them, would 
signify that the inmates of Heaven will be the masters and owners of its 
streams and not merely their users as tenants or occupiers. 

1241. The glorification of God will be spontaneous and instinctive, because 
in Heaven the reality of things will become manifest to men and they will 
realize that every work of God was based on deep wisdom. This realization 
will make them exclaim instinctively and spontaneously, Glory be to Thee, O 
Allah. The verse also indicates that the ultimate end of the believers is always 
happy. They give expression to their joy by proclaiming the glory of God. 

1242. The word Khair also meaning wealth (Lane), the verse means that 
disbelievers direct all their energies to the earning of wealth, and neglect God 
altogether. Their conduct demands that evil should overtake them. But God is 
slow to punish. If He had been as quick in punishing them as their conduct 

a14:24; 36:59. b17:12. cSee 10:8. 
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13. And awhen trouble befalls 

a man, he calls on Us, lying 

on his side, or sitting or 

standing, but when We have 

removed his trouble from 

him, he goes his way as 

though he had never called on 

Us for the removal of the 

trouble that befell him. Thus 

it is that the doings of the 

extravagant are made to seem 

fair in their eyes. 

 

 

14. And bWe destroyed many 

generations1243 before you 

when they did wrong; and 

there came to them their 

Messengers with clear Signs, 

but they would not believe. 

Thus do We requite the guilty 

people. 

 

 

15. Then, cWe made you their 

successors in the earth after 

them that We might see how 

you would act.  

 

 

 
deserves, they would have been destroyed long ago. If the word Khair be 
taken in the sense of 'good' as in the text, the verse would mean that if God 
were as quick to inflict punishment on disbelievers for their evil deeds as He 
is to bestow good, then they would already have been destroyed. 

1243. Punishments are of two kinds: (1) Those that are the result of the 
contravention of the laws of nature, and (2) those that come when the law of 
the Shari‘ah is flouted. The latter class of punishments overtake a people 
when they lead wicked lives, or when a Prophet appears among them and they 
reject him and put all sorts of obstacles in his way. Punishments of this kind 
are known by certain characteristics. Other class of punishments, such as the 
rise and fall of nations, come as the result of the contravention of the ordinary 
laws of nature. 

a30:34; 39:9, 50. b6:7; 20:129; 32:27. c2:31; 7:130. 
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16. And When Our clear 
Signs are recited unto them, 
athose who hope not for the 
meeting with Us say, b‘Bring 
a Qur’an other than this or 
change it.’ Say, ‘It is not for 
me to change it of my own 
accord. I only cfollow what is 
revealed to me. Indeed, I fear, 
if I disobey my Lord, the 
punishment of an awful 
day.’1244 

 

 

17. Say, ‘If Allah had so 
willed, I should not have 
recited it to you, nor would 
He have made it known to 
you. I have indeed lived 
among you a whole lifetime 
before this. Will you not then 
understand?’1245  

 

 

18. dWho is then more unjust 
than he who forges a lie 
against Allah or he who treats 
His Signs as lies? Surely, the 
guilty shall never 
prosper.1246 

 

 

 
1244. 'Punishment of an awful day' signifies a national disaster. 
1245. The verse embodies an infallible criterion to test the truth of a 

claimant to Prophethood. If the life of a Prophet before he lays claim to 
Prophethood presents an extraordinarily high standard of truthfulness and 
integrity and between that period and his claim to Prophethood there is no 
interval during which it might be supposed that he has fallen from that high 
standard of moral excellence, then his claim to Prophethood must be accepted 
as that of a highly moral and truthful man. Naturally, a person confirmed in a 
certain course of conduct through habit or temperament takes a long time to 
develop in himself a major change for either good or evil. How then could the 
Prophet of Islam suddenly turn into an impostor when all his lifetime before 
his claim to Prophethood he had been a singularly upright man? 

1246. The verse brings to light two eternal truths: (a) Those persons who 
 

aSee 10:8. b17:74. c6:51; 7:204; 46:10. d6:22; 11:19; 61:8. 
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19. And athey worship, 

instead of Allah, that which 

neither harms them nor 

profits them; and they say, 

‘These are our intercessors 

with Allah.’1247 Say, b‘Do 

you presume to inform Allah 

of what He knows not in the 

heavens or in the earth? 

Glory be to Him! High be He 

exalted above all that which 

they associate with Him.  

 

 

20. And cmankind were but 

one community,1247A then 

they differed1248 among 

 

�
 
invent lies about God and those who reject and oppose His Messengers can 
never escape God’s punishment. (b) Impostors and false prophets cannot 
succeed in their mission. 

1247. The real cause of Shirk (idolatry) lies in failure on the part of 
idolaters to understand the object and purpose of their creation. A Mushrik 
(idolater) has a false conception of the person and attributes of God and also 
of his own great inborn God-given capacities and capabilities. He entertains 
the foolish belief that he cannot have access to God without the aid of an 
intermediary, and also that God cannot condescend to come to him except 
through the medium of those who have already attained His nearness. Islam is 
emphatically opposed to both these views. 

1247A. They were united in wickedness and opposition to Divine Prophets. 
See also 254. 

1248. The words may have one and all of the following meanings: (a) God 
endowed men with the capacity to find the right path and also directed them to 
it through revealed guidance, but they forsook that path and fell into error. (b) 
They are always shown the right path through Divine Messengers, but they 
continue to differ among themselves. (c) In their opposition to the Divine 
Messengers the disbelievers always take the same course and thus form one 
community. All through the ages they have opposed the Divine Prophets and 
differed with them. See 255. 

 

a16:74; 22:72; 29:18. b49:17. c2:214. 
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themselves; aand had it not 

been for a word1248A that had 

gone before from thy Lord, it 

would have already been 

decided between them 

concerning that in which they 

differed. 

 

21. And they say, b‘Why has 
not a Sign been sent down to 
him from his Lord? Say, ‘The 
knowledge of the unseen 
belongs only to Allah. So 
wait. I am with you among 
those who wait.’1249 

 

 

R. 3.   

22. And cwhen We make 

people taste of mercy after 

adversity has touched them, 

behold! dthey begin to devise 

plans against Our Signs.1250 

Say, ‘Allah is far swifter in 

planning.’ Surely, Our 

messengers write down all 

that you plan.  

 

 

23. He it is Who enables you 

to journey through land and 

sea until ewhen you are on 

 

�
 

1248A. The reference is to 'My Mercy encompasses all things' (7:157). 
1249. The verse contains an effective reply to the disbelievers’ demand for 

the coming of a speedy punishment. The Holy Prophet is told to say to them 
that it is he and not they who should have been impatient at the delay in the 
coming of the threatened punishment; for it is he who is being subjected to 
mocking for this delay; and when he is patiently waiting for God’s decree, 
why should not they? 

1250. Mercy comes from God, but adversity is the result of man’s own evil 
deeds. 

a11:111; 20:130; 41:46. b6:38. c30:37; 41:51, 52; 42:49. d8:31; 35:44. e17:67; 29:66; 31:33. 
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board the ships and they sail 

with them with a fair breeze 

and they rejoice in it, there 

overtakes them (the ships) a 

violent wind and the waves 

come on them from every 

side and they think that they 

are encompassed, then they 

call upon Allah, in sincere 

submission to Him, saying, 

‘If Thou deliver us from this, 

we will surely be of the 

thankful.’1251 

 

24. But awhen He has 
delivered them, lo! they begin 
to commit excesses in the 
earth wrongfully. O ye 
people, byour excesses in 
seeking the enjoyment of the 
present life are only against 
your own selves. Then to Us 
shall be your return; and We 
will inform you of what you 
used to do.  

 

 

25. cThe likeness of the 

present life is only as water 

which We send down from 

the clouds, then there mingles 

with it the produce of the 

earth, of which men and 

cattle eat till when the earth 

 

� 

�

 
1251. As a pleasant breeze sometimes develops into a violent gale and 

causes widespread destruction, similarly, the respite that is granted to 
disbelievers may prove the prelude to their destruction. To bring home to 
disbelievers this patent truth, their attention is drawn to the comforts and 
perils of a sea-voyage. 

a17:68; 31:33. b35:44. c18:46. 
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takes on its ornament and 

looks beautiful and its owners 

think that they have full 

power over it, athere comes to 

it Our command by night or 

by day and We render it like 

a mown down field, as if 
bnothing had existed there the 

day before.1252 Thus do We 

expound the Signs for a 

people who reflect. 

 

26. And cAllah calls to the 
abode of peace,1253 and 
guides whom He pleases to 
the straight path. 

 

 

27. dFor those who do good 
deeds, there shall be the 
best1254 reward and yet more 
blessings.1255 And eneither 
darkness nor ignominy shall 
cover their faces. It is these 
who are the inmates of 
Heaven; therein shall they 
abide.  

 

 

28. And as for those who do 

evil deeds, athe punishment 

 

�

 
1252. The moral of the parable is that when nations become proud and vain 

and take life lightly, their decline sets in and they come to grief. 
1253. Salam means, safety, security; immunity or freedom from faults or 

defects, imperfections, blemishes or vice; or it means peace; obedience; 
Heaven. Salam is also one of the names of God (Lane). 

1254. Al-Husna meaning, a happy end; victory; keenness and activeness, 
the clause would signify, (1) that believers will come to a happy end; (2) that 
they will attain success, and (3) that God will make them keen and active. 

1255. The word Ziyadah (yet more) signifies that believers will have God 
Himself as their reward, and the word al-Husna (also meaning the sight of 
God) confirms this inference. 

a3:118. b11:69. c6:128. d50:36. e75:23, 24. 
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of an evil shall be the like 

thereof, and bignominy shall 

cover them. They shall have 

none to protect them from 

Allah. And they shall look as 

if their faces had been 

covered with dark patches of 

night.1256 It is these who are 

the inmates of Fire; therein 

shall they abide. 

 

29. And remember the day 
cwhen We shall gather them 

all together, then shall We 

say to those who associated 

other gods with Us, ‘Stand 

back in your places, you and 

your associate-gods’. Then 

We shall separate them 

widely one from another, and 

their associate-gods will say, 
d‘Surely, it was not us that 

you worshipped; 

 

 

30. ‘So Allah is now 

sufficient as a Witness 

between us and you. eWe 

were certainly unaware of 

your worship.’  

 

 

 
1256. The verse embodies several important truths: (a) Whereas the reward 

of good is manifold (see preceding verse), the reward of evil is only the like 
thereof. (b) Those who break the laws of God cease to be inspired by high 
ideals and noble ambitions and become mere imitators of others, losing all 
initiative and never aspiring to be the leaders of men. (c) Having thus fallen 
and incurred the displeasure of God, they forfeit His succour. (d) The 
iniquities and transgressions of evil-doers cannot long remain hidden and 
sooner or later become exposed. 

a42:41. b68:44; 75:25; 80:41, 42; 88:3, 4. c6:23; 46:7. d16:87; 28:64. e46:6. 
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31. aThere shall every soul 

realize1257 what it shall have 

sent on before. And they shall 

be brought back to Allah, 

their True Master, and all that 

they used to forge shall be 

lost to them. 

 

 

R. 4.   

32. Say, b‘Who provides 
sustenance for you from the 
heaven and the earth? Or who 
is it that has power over the 
ears and the eyes? And cwho 
brings forth the living from 
the dead and brings forth the 
dead from the living? And 
dwho regulates1258 all 
affairs?’ They will say, 
‘Allah’. Then say, ‘Will you 
not then seek His protection?’ 

 

 

33. Such is Allah, your true 

Lord. So what is there other 

than the truth but error? How 

 

�

 
1257. It is not given to man fully to comprehend and realize the reality of 

things in this world. It is only in the next world that the veil shall be 
completely lifted from all things and their real nature will come to light. 

1258. There exists a beautiful and intelligent order in this verse. It begins 
with a reference to sustenance, which is the means of the preservation of 
physical life. Then it speaks of the organs of sight and hearing, which are the 
means of acquiring wisdom and knowledge. After that it speaks of the system 
of life and death, pointing to man’s incentive to action which naturally comes 
into operation after the acquirement of wisdom and understanding. Last of all, 
it speaks of the government or management of affairs which is needed when 
one begins to exercise his power of action, Tadbir, meaning conducting an 
affair in an ordered and regulated manner and maintaining proper balance 
between different acts. In short, all the four means which are needed for the 
achievement of the purpose of man’s life have been mentioned here in their 
natural order. 

a86:10. b27:65; 34:25; 35:4. c3:28; 6:96. d10:4. 
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then are you being turned 

away from the truth?  

34. aThus is the word of thy 
Lord proved true against 
those who rebel, that they 
believe not. 

 

 

35. Say, ‘Is there any of your 
associate-gods bwho origin-
nates creation and then 
reproduces it?’ Say, ‘It is 
Allah alone Who originates 
creation and then reproduces 
it.1259 Whither then are you 
turned away?’ 

 

 

36. Say, ‘Is there any of your 
associate-gods who guides to 
the truth?’ Say, ‘It is Allah 
alone Who guides to the 
truth. Is then He Who guides 
to the truth more worthy to be 
followed, or he who finds not 
the way himself unless he be 
guided? What, then, is the 
matter with you? How judge 
ye?’  

 

 

37. cAnd most of them follow 

only conjecture. Surely, 

conjecture avails naught 

against truth.1260 Verily, 

 

�

 
1259. The real test of a creator is his ability to reproduce what he has 

already created; otherwise the claim is open to serious objection and can be 
made by any impostor. After having laid down this test of Divinity, the verse 
asks idol-worshippers, who among their so-called deities is the author of this 
system of creation and reproduction which has been working from the 
beginning of the world? 

1260. The beliefs and views held by those who set up associates with God 
 

a10:97; 40:7. b10:5. c6:117; 10:67; 53:29. 
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Allah is Well-Aware of what 

they do.  

38. And this Qur’an is not 

such as could have been 

produced by anyone other 

than Allah. On the contrary, 
ait fulfils that revelation 

which is before it and is an 

exposition of the perfect Law. 

There is no doubt about it 

that it is from the Lord of all 

the worlds.1261 

 

 

39. Do they say, ‘He has 

forged it?’ Say, b‘Bring then 

a Surah like unto it,1262 and 

call for help on all you can, 

apart from Allah, if you are 

truthful.’  

 

 

40. Nay, cbut they have 

rejected that, full knowledge 

of which they did not 

compass nor has the true 

 

�

 
are born of mere fancies and surmises, because their so-called deities have 
never revealed guidance to them. 

1261. The verse gives five very cogent reasons to show that the Qur’an is 
the revealed Word of God: (a) It deals with such themes as are beyond the 
power of man to know and as can be revealed by God alone. (b) The 
prophecies of the previous Prophets establish its Divine origin. (c) It explains 
and expounds the teachings of previous Scriptures in such a clear and 
comprehensive manner as no other Scripture has done. (d) It contains all the 
reasons and arguments needed to prove its Divine origin and does not require 
the help or support of any outside person or book for this purpose. (e) Unlike 
former Scriptures it satisfies the moral needs and requirements of all mankind 
under all circumstances. 

1262. The verse challenges disbelievers that if a book with such excellences as 
the Qur’an possesses could be a human forgery, then why do they not produce a 
similar one themselves? This challenge stands for all time. See also 44. 

a12:112; 16:90. b2:24; 11:14; 17:89; 52:34, 35. c27:85. 
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significance thereof yet come 

to them. In like manner did 

those before them reject the 

truth. But see what was the 

end of the wrongdoers. 

 

41. And of them athere are 

some who believe therein, 

and of them there are others 

who do not believe therein, 

and thy Lord knows the 

mischief-makers very well. 

 

 

R. 5.   

42. And if they charge thee 

with lying, say, b‘For me is 

my work and for you is your 

work. You are not 

accountable for what I do and 

I am not accountable for what 

you do.’ 

 

 

43. And among them are 
csome who give ear to thee. 
dBut canst thou make the deaf 

hear, even though they 

understand not? 

 

 

44. And eamong them are 

some who look towards thee. 

But canst thou guide the 

blind, even though they will 

not see?1263 

 

 

 
1263. The disbelievers do not possess the perceptive understanding and 

intelligence. In the preceding verse, they were spoken of as devoid of 
'understanding' in addition to their being devoid of 'the faculty of hearing,' and 
in the present verse they are spoken of as destitute of the 'perceptive faculty of 
the mind,' in addition to their being blind. 

a2:254; 4:56. b2:140; 109:7. c6:26; 17:48. d27:81. e7:199. 
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45. Certainly, aAllah wrongs 

not men at all; but men 

wrong their own souls. 

 

 

46. And on the day when He 

will gather them together, bit 

will appear to them as though 

they had not tarried in the 

world save for an hour1264 of 

a day. They will recognize 

one another. cLosers indeed 

are those who deny the 

meeting with Allah and 

would not follow guidance. 

 

 

47. And dif We show thee in 

thy lifetime the fulfilment of 

some of the things with 

which We have threatened 

them, thou wilt know it; or if 

We cause thee to die before 

that, then to Us is their 

return, and thou wilt have 

knowledge of it in the next 

world;1265 and Allah is 

Witness to all that they do.  

 

 

 
1264. Several times disbelievers have been spoken of in the Qur’an as 

having stayed in the world only for an hour of a day. In all such verses it is not 
the actual time of their staying in the world that is meant, but their being 
engrossed in worldly affairs and idle pursuits that is condemned by 
implication. As they wasted their lives in idle pursuits they may rightly be said 
to have lived in the world only for a day, even though they may have actually 
lived for many years. 

1265. The verse lays down an important principle that the prophecies 
comprising threats and warnings about an impending punishment are liable to 
be cancelled, while those containing promises of a general character, not 
applying to a particular Prophet but embodying a general rule that applies to 
all the Prophets, are not cancelled or revoked. The verse further implies that it 
 

a4:41; 9:70; 18:50; 30:10. b30:56; 46:36. c6:32; 30:9; 32:11. d13:41; 40:78. 
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48. And afor every people 

there is a Messenger.1266 So 

when their Messenger comes, 

it is judged between them 

with equity, and they are not 

wronged. 

 

 

49. And bthey say, ‘When 

will this promise be fulfilled, 

if you are truthful?’ 

 

 

50. Say, c‘I have no power 

over any harm or benefit1267 

for myself save that which 

Allah wills. dFor every people 

there is an appointed term. 

When their term is come, 

they cannot remain behind a 

single moment, nor can they 

get ahead of it.’ 

 

 

51. Say, ‘Tell me, eif His 

punishment comes upon you 

by night or by day, how will 

the guilty run away1268 from 

it?  

 

 

 
is not necessary that all prophecies should have a time limit for their 
fulfilment. 

1266. The verse seems to refer to a Law-giving Prophet, for all religious 
Dispensations are founded by Law-giving Prophets. 

1267. This verse embodies a reply to the disbelievers’ demand for 
punishment (mentioned in the preceding verse). The Holy Prophet is bidden to 
ask them, how he could fulfil their demand for punishment when he possessed 
no power either to do good to, or avert evil from, himself. 

1268. The verse may constitute a rebuke to disbelievers that they should not 
indulge in futile discussion as to the time and form of the promised 
punishment but should try to escape from it by effecting a wholesome change 
in their lives. 

a16:37; 35:25. b21:39; 27:72; 34:30; 36:49. c7:189. d7:35; 16:62; 35:46. e6:48; 7:98, 99. 
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52. ‘Is it then when it has 

overtaken you that you will 

believe in it? aWhat! you 

believe now! And before this 

you used to demand its 

speedy coming?’ 

 

 

53. bThen will it be said to 

those who did wrong, ‘Taste 

ye the abiding punish-

ment.1269 You are not 

requited save for that which 

you earned.’ 

 

 

54. And they ask thee to tell 

them whether it is true? cSay, 

‘Yea, by my Lord! it is most 

surely true; and you cannot 

frustrate it.’1269A 

 

 

R. 6.   

55. And dif every soul that 

does wrong possessed all that 

is in the earth, it would surely 

offer to ransom itself 

therewith. eAnd they will 

conceal1270 their remorse, 

when they see the 

punishment. And judgment 

shall be passed between them 

with equity and they shall not 

be wronged.  

 

 

 
1269. ‘Adhabul-Khuld means, a punishment that stays with disbelievers and 

not the punishment which knows no end and can in no circumstances be 
removed. 

1269A. You cannot escape from it. 
1270. Asarru may also mean, 'they will manifest or express their remorse.' 

The word has contrary meanings. 

a10:92. b34:43. c11:18. d39:48. e34:34. 
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56. Remember, ato Allah 
surely belongs whatever is in 
the heavens and the earth. 
Remember, that Allah’s 
promise is surely true. But 
most of them understand not. 

 

 

57. bHe it is Who gives life 
and causes death, and to Him 
shall you all be brought back. 

 
 

58. O mankind! there indeed 
has come to you an 
Exhortation1271 from your 
Lord and a healing for 
whatever disease there is in 
the hearts, and ca guidance 
and a mercy to the believers. 

 

 

59. Say, ‘All this is through 

the grace of Allah and 

through His mercy; therein, 

therefore, let them rejoice. 
dThat is better than what they 

hoard.’  

 

 

60. Say, ‘Have you ever 

considered that Allah has sent 

down provision for you, ethen 

you make some of it unlawful 

and some lawful?’1272 Say, 

‘Has Allah permitted you 

that, or do you invent lies 

against Allah?’ 

 

 

 
1271. The Qur’an is Mau‘izah, for, (a) it contains teachings which proceed 

from a genuine desire to impart good counsel; (b) its teaching is calculated 
deeply to affect and touch the human heart; and (c) it has set forth in a 
beautiful manner all those principles and rules of conduct which lead to moral 
reformation and success in life. 

1272. Eating and drinking are the primary needs of man and it is the first 

a2:285; 10:67; 31:27. b3:157; 7:159; 44:9; 57:3. c12:112; 27:3. d43:33. e5:104. 
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61. What think those who 

invent lies against Allah of 

the Day of Resurrection? 

Surely, aAllah is Gracious 

towards mankind, but most of 

them are not thankful. 

 

 

R. 7.   

62. And thou art not engaged 

in anything, and thou recitest 

not from Him any portion of 

the Qur’an, and byou do no 

work, but We are Witnesses 

of you when you are 

engrossed therein. And cthere 

is not hidden from thy Lord 

even an atom’s weight in the 

earth or in heaven. And there 

is nothing smaller1273 than 

that or greater, but it is 

recorded in a clear Book. 

 

 

63. dBehold! the friends of 

Allah shall certainly have no 

fear, nor shall they 

grieve1274— 

 

 

 
duty of a religion to guide him in this respect. It stands to reason, however, 
that there should be some medical, moral or religious grounds for declaring 
some things as lawful and others as unlawful. Islam has provided necessary 
teachings in this regard. 

1273. While some things remain hidden on account of their smallness, there 
are others parts of which remain hidden owing to their largeness. God’s vision 
is so sharp and penetrating that nothing, however small, can remain hidden 
from Him and it is so comprehensive that no part of a thing, however big, can 
escape His sight. 

1274. 'Fear' pertains to the future actions of man and 'grief' to his past 
actions. 

a27:74; 40:62. b57:5; 58:8. c34:4. d2:63. 
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64. Those who believed and 

were ever righteous— 

 
 

65. aFor them are glad tidings 

in the present life and also in 

the Hereafter—there is no 

changing the words of 

Allah—that indeed is the 

supreme achievement. 

 

 

66. And blet not their words 

grieve1275 thee. Surely, all 

power belongs to Allah. He is 

the All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

67. Behold! cwhoever is in 

the heavens and whoever is in 

the earth is Allah’s. Those 

who call on others than Allah 

do not really follow these 

associate-gods; dthey only 

follow conjecture, and they 

only make guesses.  

 

 

68. eHe it is Who has made 

for you the night dark that 

you may rest therein, and the 

day full of light1276 that you 

may pursue your 

occupations. Surely, therein 

are Signs for a people who 

listen to the Divine Message. 

 

 

 
1275. In v. 63 it was said that the friends of God never grieve, but here the 

Holy Prophet is bidden not to grieve. In fact, the Prophet’s grief was not for 
himself but for others. He cried and wept and grieved for mankind. See 1664. 

1276. Just as night affords the fatigued and jaded physical limbs of man 
necessary time for recuperation, and fits him for the ensuing day’s work, so do 
the intervals of inactivity and stagnation in the lives of nations serve as times 
of rest and recuperation for them and prepare them for their future work by 

a41:31. b36:77. c10:56. d10:37. e17:13; 27:87; 28:74; 30:24. 
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69. aThey say, ‘Allah has 

taken unto Him a son.’ Holy 

is He! He is Self-Sufficient. 

To Him belongs whatever is 

in the heavens and whatever 

is in the earth. You have no 

authority for this. What! do 

you say concerning Allah 

what you know not?1277 

 

 

70. Say, b‘Those who invent a 

lie against Allah shall not 

prosper.’ 

 

 

71. cThey will have some 

enjoyment in this world. 

Then to Us is their return. 

Then We shall make them 

taste a severe torment, 

because they continued to 

disbelieve.  

 

 

R. 8.   

72. And recite unto them the 
story of Noah,1278 when he 

 

�

 
refreshing their spirits and infusing a new vigour into them. 

1277. (a) God is immune to the laws of decay and death and therefore 
requires no son to continue His work. (b) Being Self-Sufficient He needs no 
son to help Him in conducting the affairs of the universe. (c) The doctrine is 
based on no sound ground and does not go beyond mere idle philosophical 
surmises and conjectures. This is the significance of this verse. 

1278. A careful perusal of the accounts of the three Prophets—Noah, 
Moses and Jonah, mentioned in the following verses shows that their life story 
is epitomized in the life of the Holy Prophet. He played the part of Noah at 
Mecca, that of Moses at Medina and that of Jonah on his re-entry into Mecca. 
This is enough to show that the accounts of the Prophets given in the Qur’an 
are not mere stories but constitute great prophecies about important events 
that were to occur in the life of the Holy Prophet. 

 

a2:117; 4:172; 9:31; 17:112; 18:5, 6. b4:51; 16:117. c3:15, 198; 9:38; 16:118; 28:61; 40:40. 
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said to his people, ‘O my 
people, aif my station with 
God and my reminding you 
of your duty through the 
Signs of Allah offend you—
and in Allah do I put my 
trust—muster then all your 
designs, and your associate-
gods; then let not your course 
of action remain obscure to 
you in any respect; then carry 
out your designs against me 
and give me no respite, 

 

73. ‘But if you turn back, 

then remember, bI have not 

asked of you any reward.1279 

My reward is with Allah 

alone, and I have been 

commanded to be of those 

who are wholly resigned to 

Him.’ 

 

 

74. But they rejected him, so 
cWe saved him and those 
who were with him in the 
Ark. And We made them 
inheritors of Our favours, 
while We drowned those who 
rejected our Signs. See then, 
how evil was the end of those 
who had been warned.  

 

 

 
1279. It is a common objection against the Prophets of God that they seek 

to gain ascendancy over their compatriots by raising the standard of revolt 
against the existing order of things with a view to establishing a new order 
under their own leadership. It is this baseless charge which is refuted in this 
verse. God’s Prophets never seek self-aggrandizement. On the contrary, they 
choose the path of suffering and service. 

a71:8. b6:91; 11:30. c29:16. 
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75. Then We sent, after him, 

other Messengers to their 

respective peoples, and athey 

brought them clear proofs. 

But they would not believe in 

them, because they had 

rejected them before. Thus do 

We seal1280 the hearts of the 

transgressors. 

 

 

76. bThen we sent after them 

Moses and Aaron to Pharaoh 

and his chiefs with Our 

Signs, but they behaved 

arrogantly. And they were a 

sinful people. 

 

 

77. And cwhen there came to 

them the truth from Us, they 

said, ‘This is surely a 

manifest enchantment.’1281  

 

 

78. Moses said, ‘Do you say 

this of the truth when it has 

come to you? Can this be 

enchantment? And dthe 

 

�

 
1280. God does not arbitrarily seal up the hearts of disbelievers; it is the 

disbelievers who, by their own stubborn and unjustified refusal to listen to the 
Word of God, deprive themselves of the ability to see and accept the truth. 
They are themselves the architects of their evil destiny. 

1281. In the two simple words Sihr and Mubin lie hidden almost all the 
stratagems and machinations that the enemies of the Prophets of God employ 
to defeat and discomfit them. People with a religious bent of mind are told by 
the enemies of Truth that the new teaching is nothing but Sihr or fraud which 
would corrupt the religion of the land, whereas those nationalists, who profess 
to have the material good of their country at heart, are frightened away from it 
by being told that acceptance of the new teaching would create dissension and 
discord among the different communities in the land and would thus give a 
death-blow to the national unity; Mubin meaning that which disunites or 
separates (Lane). 

a30:48; 40:24. b7:104. c40:26. d20:70. 
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enchanters never prosper. 
 

79. They said, ‘Hast thou 

come to us that thou mayest 

turn us away from what we 

found our fathers following, 

and that you two may have 

greatness in the land? But 
awe will not believe in either 

of you.’ 

 

 

80. bAnd Pharaoh said, 

‘Bring to me every expert 

sorcerer.’ 

 

 

81. And when the sorcerers 

came, Moses said to them, 
c‘Cast ye what you would 

cast.’ 

 

 

82. And when they had cast, 
dMoses said, ‘What you have 
brought is mere sorcery. 
Surely, Allah will bring it to 
naught. Verily, Allah does 
not permit the work of 
mischief-makers to prosper. 

 

 

83. ‘And eAllah establishes 

the truth by His words,1281A 

even though the guilty be 

averse to it.’  

 

 

R. 9.   

84. And none obeyed Moses 

save some youths from 

 

�

 
1281A. A righteous cause does not need the support of unrighteous means 

for its propagation. 'The end justifies the means' has never been the dictum of 
God’s Prophets and their true followers. Truth spreads and triumphs by its 
own inherent strength and not by falsehood. 

a7:133. b7:113; 26:37, 38. c7:117; 20:67; 26:44. d7:119; 20:70. e8:9. 
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among his people, because of 

the fear of Pharaoh and their 

chiefs, lest he should 

persecute them. And surely 
aPharaoh was a tyrant in the 

land and surely he was of the 

transgressors. 

 

85. And Moses said, ‘O my 

people, if you have believed 

in Allah, then in Him put 

your trust, if you have truly 

submitted1282 to His will.’ 

 

 

86. And they said, ‘In Allah 

do we put our trust. Our 

Lord, make us not a trial for 

the wrongdoing people; 

 

 

87. ‘And deliver us by Thy 

mercy from the tyranny of the 

disbelieving people.’  

 

 

88. And We revealed to 

Moses and his brother, 

saying, ‘Take for your people 

some houses in the town,1283 

and construct your houses so 

that they face1284 each other 

 

�

 
1282. Iman signifies mental submission and Islam means outward 

obedience. Inner faith must be followed by real outward change in the conduct 
of a believer. 

1283. The injunction to live in a town does not mean that the Israelites 
lived in the wilderness before this. The verse only emphasizes the necessity 
and usefulness of a civilized and corporate life. There is a general tendency on 
the part of the members of weak minority communities to live together in big 
towns. 

1284. The words, so that they face each other, signify that (1) the Israelites 
were instructed to live very close together so as to be able to help one another 
in time of need, because this object is only attainable when people build their 
 

a28:5. 
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and observe Prayer. And give 

glad tidings to the believers.’ 
 

89. And Moses said, ‘Our 
Lord, Thou hast bestowed 
upon Pharaoh and his chiefs 
splendour and riches in the 
present life, with the result, 
our Lord, that they are 
leading men astray from Thy 
path. Our Lord! destroy1284A 
their riches and harden1284B 
their hearts so that athey 
believe not until they see the 
grievous punishment.’ 

 

 

90. God said, ‘Your prayer is 

accepted. So be ye twain 

steadfast, and follow not the 

path of those who know not.’  

 

 

91. And bWe brought the 

Children of Israel across the 

sea; and cPharaoh and his 

hosts pursued them 

wrongfully and aggressively, 

till when the calamity of 

drowning overtook him, he 

cried, ‘I believe that there is no 

 

�

 
houses near or facing each other. (2) They should have all their houses facing 
one direction, which figuratively means that they should have a common goal 
or ideal. (3) That all their houses should be of equal standing implying that 
there should obtain feelings of real brotherhood between the rich and the poor 
so that all should pull together as one team, because there can exist no real 
feeling of brotherhood when some members of a community live in palatial 
dwellings and others in wretched hovels. 

1284A. Tamasa ‘alai-hi means, he destroyed him or it; he obliterated its 
trace (Lane). 

1284B. Shaddash-Shai’a means, he made the thing hard; Shadda ‘alai-hi 
means, he attacked him (Lane). 

a10:97-98. b7:139; 20:78. c20:79; 26:61; 44:25. 
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god but He in Whom the 

Children of Israel believe,1285 

and I am of those who submit 

to Him.’ 

 

92. aWhat! Now! while thou 

wast disobedient before this 

and wast of the mischief-

makers. 

 

 

93. So this day We will save 

thee in thy body alone that 

thou mayest be a Sign1286 to 

those who come after thee. 

And surely many of mankind 

are heedless of Our Signs.  

 

 

R. 10.   

94. And We assigned to the 

Children of Israel an 

excellent abode and bWe 

provided them with good 

things, and they differed not 

until there came to them the 

knowledge. Surely, thy Lord 

will cjudge between them on 

the Day of Resurrection 

concerning that in which they 

now differ. 

 

 

 
1285. These words express the depth of abasement to which the proud 

Pharaoh had sunk. 
1286. It is remarkable that the Qur’an alone of all religious Scriptures and 

books of history mentions this fact. The Bible makes no mention of it, nor 
does any book of history. But in what wonderful manner the Word of God has 
proved true! After the lapse of more than 3000 years the body of Pharaoh has 
been discovered and it now lies in a preserved state in the museum at Cairo. 
The body shows Pharaoh to have been a lean, short-bodied man, with a 
countenance expressive of anger and stupidity. Moses was born in the time of 
Rameses II and was brought up by him (Exod. 2:2-10), but it was in the reign 

a10:52. b45:17. c45:18. 
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95. And if thou art in doubt 

concerning that which We 

have sent down to thee, ask 

those who have been reading 

the Book before thee. Indeed 

the atruth has come to thee 

from thy Lord; be not, 

therefore, of those who 

doubt.1287 

 

 

96. And be not thou of those 

who reject the Signs of Allah, 

or thou shalt be of the losers. 

 

 

97. bSurely, those against 

whom the decree of 

punishment of thy Lord has 

taken effect will not believe, 

 

 

98. Even cif there come to 

them every Sign till they see 

the grievous punishment.  

 

 

99. Why was there no 
town,1287A which believed so 
that their belief should have 
profited them, dsave the 
people of Jonah?1288 When 

 

�

 
of his son, Merneptah (Meneptah) that he was entrusted with the mission of a 
Prophet (Jew. Enc., vol. 9, p. 500 & Enc. Bib., under "Pharaoh" & under 
"Egypt"). 

1287. The address is not to the Holy Prophet but to every reader of the 
Qur’an; nor, for that matter, do the words 'sent down to thee' show that the 
address is made to him, for at several places in the Qur’an, it has been spoken 
of as being revealed to all the people (2:137; 21:11). The very next verse 
supports this view because the Holy Prophet could not possibly be one of 
those 'who reject the Signs of Allah.' 

1287A. People of the town. 
1288. Jonah has been mentioned at six different places in the Qur’an (4:164; 

 

a2:148; 10:95; 11:18. b10:34; 40:7. c10:89. d37:149. 
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they believed, We removed 
from them the punishment of 
disgrace in the present life, 
and We gave them provision 
for a while. 

 

100. And aif thy Lord had 
enforced His Will, surely, all 
who are in the earth would 
have believed together. bWilt 
thou, then, force1289 men to 
become believers? 

 

 

101. And no soul can believe 
except by the permission1290 
of Allah. And cHe causes His 
wrath to descend on those 
who would not use their 
judgment.  

 

 

102. Say, d‘Ponder over what 

is happening in the heavens 

and the earth.’1291 eBut Signs 

and warnings avail not a 

people who will not believe. 

 
� 

�

 

 
6:87; 21:88; 37:140 & 68:49). In the Bible he is spoken of as an Israelite 
Prophet (2 Kings, 14:25) who was bidden to go to Nineveh, the capital of 
Ashur and 'cry' against it. According to the Qur’an, however, he was sent to 
his own people. He was either not an Israelite or he was sent not to Nineveh 
but to a section of his own people. Biblical scholars themselves are not agreed 
as to Jonah’s being an Israelite. 

1289. From this verse it is clear beyond any shadow of doubt that Islam does 
not allow or countenance the use of force for its propagation. See also 319. 

1290. It is not possible to attain true belief by the mere profession of certain 
doctrines with the tongue. It is possible only by the permission of God, i.e. by 
the observance of certain definite and fixed laws of God. 

1291. The words, 'Ponder over what is happening in the heavens and the 
earth,' mean that the factors which are destined to lead to the success and 
prosperity of the cause of the Holy Prophet are already apparent both in the 
heavens and the earth, and so no compulsion is needed to help a cause which 
prospers by the force of its own beautiful teachings. 

a6:150; 16:10. b2:257; 18:30. c6:126. d7:186. e54:6. 
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103. aWhat, then, do they 
wait for, save the like of the 
days of punishment suffered 
by those who passed away 
before them? Say, b‘Wait 
then, and I am with you 
among those who wait.’ 

 

 

104. Then shall We save Our 
Messengers and those who 
believe. cThus have we made 
it incumbent on Us to save 
believers. 

 

 

R. 11.   

105. Say, ‘O ye men, if you 
are in doubt concerning my 
religion, dthen know that I 
worship not those whom you 
worship instead of Allah, but 
I worship Allah alone Who 
causes you to die and eI have 
been commanded to be of the 
believers;  

 

 
106. “And fI have also been 
commanded to convey to you 
God’s command: ‘Set thy 
face toward religion as one 
ever inclined to Allah, gand 
be not thou of those who 
ascribe partners to Him;aaa 

 

 

107. h‘And call not, besides 
Allah, on any other that can 
neither profit thee nor harm 
thee. And if thou didst so, 
thou wouldst then certainly 
be of the wrongdoers.’’ 

 

�

 

 
aaa  

a35:44. b11:123. c30:48; 40:52; 58:22. d109:3. e6:164. f30:31, 44. g28:88. h28:89. 
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108. aAnd if Allah afflicts 

thee with harm, there is none 

who can remove it but He: 

and if He intends good for 

thee, there is none who can 

repel His grace.1292 He 

causes it to reach 

whomsoever of His servants 

He wills. And He is the Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

109. Say, ‘O men, now has 

the Truth come to you from 

your Lord. So bwhoever 

follows the guidance, follows 

it only for the good of his 

own soul, and whoever errs, 

errs only against it. And I am 

not a keeper over you.’ 

 

 

110. And cfollow that which 

is revealed to thee and be 

steadfast until Allah gives 

His judgment. And He is the 

Best of judges.  

 

 

 

 
1292. There is a kind of good which is subject to the laws of nature and can 

be achieved by man by his own efforts. But there is another kind of good 
which comes to man through God’s special grace. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

a6:18; 39:39. b27:93; 39:42. c7:204. 
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CHAPTER 11 
HUD 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas, Al-Hasan, ‘Ikrimah, Mujahid, Qatadah 

and Jabir bin Zaid this Surah was revealed at Mecca and, according to Muqatil, 
the whole of it belongs to the Meccan period, with the exception of vv. 13,18 
and 115, which are considered to have been revealed at Medina. 

Subject-Matter 
The preceding Surah had classified the enemies of God’s Messengers 

under three categories: (a) Those who were completely destroyed; (b) others 
who were wholly spared; and (c) those who were partly destroyed and partly 
spared. In the present Chapter the Qur’an discusses the first category and 
states that God destroyed the people of Hud so completely that no trace of 
them was left behind, and that He raised in their place another people with 
whom started a new era in human activities. The Surah also points out that 
God watches men and deals with them according to their actions and makes 
provision for their guidance as circumstances demand. As this provision is 
made for their good, those who do not benefit by it suffer moral death. In this 
way the process goes on. And just as when one generation of men passes 
away it is succeeded by another generation, similarly, when one religious 
movement perishes, its place is taken by another. The Surah further tells us 
that while worldly progress may be possible for a time without observing 
Divine commandments, permanent success is granted to those people only—
their memory being perpetuated and their name indelibly imprinted on world’s 
history—who are honest and true to God and man. After this reasons are given, 
why believers triumph over disbelievers and the latter fail in their struggle 
against Truth. The Surah illustrates this Divine practice by citing examples of 
peoples who were once mighty in power and strong in numbers, but who met 
with destruction when they rose against the apparently humble followers of 
God’s Messengers—the peoples of Noah, Hud, Salih, Lot and Shu‘aib. The 
great Patriarch Abraham is also mentioned but only incidentally in the course 
of the story of Lot. Reference to Abraham is followed by a brief account of 
Moses, in relation not to the Israelites but to Pharaoh, who along with his 
arrogant people was destroyed, because he rejected the Divine Message. 

Next, believers are warned against associating with people for whom 
Divine punishment is decreed; for association with such people is calculated 
naturally to involve them in punishment meant for the latter. Thereafter the 
Holy Prophet has been told not to worry about the threatened destruction of 
those of his people who will not believe, for the people of many a Prophet 
before him had met with a similar fate when they opposed and rejected the 
Truth. So many instances of Divine punishment have been cited in this Surah 
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and such emphasis laid on the Holy Prophet’s great responsibilities that he is 
reported to have said, 'Surah Hud has prematurely aged me' (Manthur), 
meaning that the contents of the Surah weighed so heavily on his mind that he 
felt the impact of premature old age. Lastly, however, the Holy Prophet is 
cheered and comforted with the prophecy that great progress and prosperity 
await his followers. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 
Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Ra.1293 cThis is a 
Book, whose verses have 
been made firm1293A and free 
from imperfection and then 
they have been expounded in 
detail.1294 It is from One 
Wise, and All-Aware. 

 

 

3. It teaches that you should 

worship none but Allah—dI 

am to you a Warner; and a 

bearer of glad tidings from 

Him— 

 

 

4. And that you eseek 

forgiveness of your Lord, and 

then turn1295 to Him. He will 

provide for you a goodly 

provision until an appointed 

 

 

 
1293. I am Allah, the All-Seeing. See 16. 
1293A. Ahkama-hu means, he made it solid, sound, firm or free from defect 

or imperfection. Ahkamat-hut-Tajaribu means, experiments rendered him 
wise or sound in judgment (Lane). 

1294. The word Fussilat here has been substituted for Mutashabihat in 3:8 
which word signifies the details of the Quranic teaching. The fundamental 
teachings of Islam are so unassailable that it is difficult to take exception to 
them. But, in order to know the whole truth about Islam, a study of both its 
fundamental teachings and their details is necessary but the details are 
subordinated to the fundamentals. 

1295. The verse shows that the stage of Taubah comes after, and is higher 
than, Istighfar in the spiritual development of man. Taubah is an act of sincere 
and wholehearted turning to God after His protection has been sought against 
the evil effects of past sins. What better means than this can be imagined to 
attain God’s nearness? 

a1:1. b10:2; 12:2; 13:2; 14:2; 15:2. c3:8; 10:2. d2:120; 5:20; 7:189; 25:57; 34:29; 35:25. 
e11:53, 62; 71:11.  
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term. And He will grant His 

grace to everyone possessed 

of merit. And if you turn 

away, then surely I fear for 

you the punishment of a 

dreadful day. 

 

 

5. aTo Allah is your return; 

and He has full power over 

all things. 

 

 

6. Now surely, they fold up 

their breasts that they may 

hide their evil thoughts1296 

from Him. Aye, even when 

they cover themselves up 

with their garments, bHe 

knows what they hide and 

what they reveal. Surely, He 

knows full well what is in 

their breasts.  

 

 

PART XII   

7. And cthere is no creature 

that moves on the earth but it 

is for Allah to provide it with 

sustenance.1297 And He 

 

 

 
1296. The disbelievers keep their doubts and objections hidden in their 

minds and do not disclose them and have them removed. The reason why they 
are debarred from accepting the truth is their refusal to open their hearts and 
have their doubts satisfied. 

1297. God has provided sustenance for all His creatures. He has even 
provided the means of subsistence for worms and reptiles that dwell in the 
bowels of the earth. Human reason is at a loss to know how and whence the 
worms and insects found in such unlimited numbers on and inside the earth 
get their food. Man who presumes to have solved the mysteries of the universe 
is not yet fully acquainted with all forms of life, to say nothing of the different 
kinds of food on which they subsist. But God has made ample provision for 
 

a10:5. b2:78; 16:24; 27:75; 28:70; 36:77. c11:57. 
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knows its place of temporary 

sojourn and its permanent 

dwelling.1298 All this is 

recorded in a clear Book.  

 

8. And aHe it is Who created 

the heavens and the earth in 

six periods,1299—and His 

throne rests on water1300—
bthat He might try you which 

of you is best in conduct. 

And if thou sayest, ‘You 

shall surely be raised after 

death,’ those who disbelieve 

will certainly say, ‘This is 

naught but clear deception.’ 

 

 

 
them all. The verse points out that God, having supplied the physical needs of 
the meanest of His creatures, certainly could not have neglected to make 
similar provision for the moral and spiritual needs of man who is the acme of 
His creation. The verse refers not only to the temporary and permanent abode 
of every living thing but also to the utmost limit to which its powers can 
develop. 

1298. Mustaqarr and Mustauda‘ signify not only a place of temporary 
settlement and of permanent abode but also final or determined limit of a thing 
both as regards time or place; appointed term; end of one’s course (Lane). 

1299. See 984. 
1300. As water has been repeatedly described in the Qur’an as the source of 

all life (21:31; 25:55; 77:21 & 86:7), the words, His throne rests on water, 
signify that the great Divine attributes find their manifestation through living 
creatures, above all through man, who is the culminating point of all creation. 
These words may also mean that the attributes of God depend for their 
manifestation on His Word which has been compared to water at several 
places in the Qur’an. In the words, you shall surely be raised after death, it is 
pointed out that this system of creation itself shows that man should have a 
life after death, for the creation of such a vast universe in which a being with 
volition and independent will should live, makes it clear that the creation of 
that being is intended to serve a great purpose. But the life of this world is 
short-lived, a temporary existence of tests and trials so that, after this 
temporary abode of tests and trials man must pass on to his permanent or 
eternal abode of recompense. 

a7:55; 10:4; 25:60. b5:49; 6:166; 67:3. 
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9. aAnd if We put off their 
punishment until a reckoned 
time, they would certainly 
say, ‘What withholds it?’ 
Now, surely, on the day that 
it shall come unto them, it 
shall not be averted from 
them, and that which they 
used to mock at shall 
encompass them. 

 

 

R. 2.   

10. And bif We make man 
taste of mercy from Us, and 
then take it away from him, 
verily he is despairing, 
ungrateful. 

 

 

11. And if, cafter an adversity 

has touched him, We let him 

taste prosperity, he will 

assuredly say, ‘Gone are the 

ills from me.’ Lo! He is 

exultant, boastful, 

 

 

12. dSave those who are 

steadfast and do good works. 

It is they who will have 

forgiveness and a great 

reward.  

 

 

13. ePerchance1301 the 
disbelievers vainly hope that 
thou mayest be persuaded to 
abandon part of that which 
has been revealed to thee; 
and thy bosom may become 

 

 
1301. The word, la‘alla, is used to denote either a state of hope or of fear, 

whether that state pertains to the speaker or to the addressee or to someone else. 

a21:42; 46:27. b41:52. c41:51. d41:9; 84:26; 95:7. e17:74. 
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straitened thereby, because 
they say, a‘Wherefore has not 
a treasure been sent down to 
him or an angel come with 
him?’1302 bVerily, thou art 
only a Warner, and Allah is 
Guardian over all things. 

 

14. Do they say, c‘He has 

forged it?’ Say, ‘then bring 

ten Surahs like it forged, and 

call on whom you can apart 

from Allah, if you are 

truthful.’  

 

 

15. And if they do not accept 
your1303 challenge dthen know 
that it has been revealed 
comprising that which is only 
within Allah’s knowledge 
and that there is no god but 
He. Will you then submit? 

 

 

 
1302. It is a peculiarity of the Quranic diction that sometimes it omits the 

question and only gives the answer, the question being implied in the answer 
itself. The present verse is an example of this peculiarity. In the preceding 
verse believers were promised forgiveness and a great reward. Thereupon 
disbelievers mockingly asked the Holy Prophet, 'Where is the promised 
reward of which we do not see the slightest sign? You do not have even the 
money which you need so badly, nor do the angels descend from heaven to 
help you.' The Qur’an turns the tables upon them and answers their irony with 
an irony, saying, 'Ah! How "weighty" is the objection of these people and 
perhaps, O Prophet, from fear of being unable to answer it, you would hide a 
part of Our revelation which contains prophecies regarding the prosperity and 
triumph of Islam! This is only their wishful thinking, their vain and futile hope. 
Such a thing can never happen.' 

1303. The use of plural pronoun 'your' instead of 'thy' shows that the 
challenge was not necessarily from the Holy Prophet alone, but Muslims in 
every age could deliver a challenge in these terms. The verse guarantees that 
the Qur’an will ever stand unrivalled in its manifold excellent qualities. 

a17:94; 25:9. b13:8. c2:24; 10:39; 17:89; 52:34, 35. d4:167. 
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16. aWhoso desires the 

present life and its 

adornment, We will fully 

repay them for their works in 

this life and they shall not be 

wronged therein. 

 

 

17. bThose are they who shall 

have nothing in the Hereafter 

save the Fire, and that which 

they wrought in this life shall 

come to naught, and vain 

shall be that which they used 

to do.  

 

 

18. cCan he, then, who stands 

upon a clear proof from his 

Lord, dand to testify to whose 

truth a witness from Him 

shall follow him, and who 

was preceded by the Book of 

Moses, a guide and a mercy, 

be an impostor?1304 Those 

who are the true followers 

of  Moses believe therein, and 

whoever of the opposing 

parties disbelieve in it, the 

Fire shall be his promised 

place. eSo be not thou, O 

reader, in doubt about it. 

Surely, it is the truth from thy 

Lord; but most men believe 

not. 

 

 

 
1304. Three arguments have been given in this verse in support of the Holy 

Prophet in the words: (a) 'Who stands upon a clear proof from his Lord,' (b) to 
testify to whose truth a witness from Him shall follow him,' and (c) 'who was 
preceded by the Book of Moses.' 'The clear proof from his Lord' was the great 

a2:201; 17:19. b17:19. c47:15. d46:11; 61:7. e2:148; 10:95. 
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19. And awho is more unjust 

than he who forges a lie 

against Allah? Such shall be 

presented before their Lord, 

and the witnesses1305 will all 

say, b‘These are they who 

lied against their Lord.’ Now, 

surely, the curse of Allah is 

on the wrongdoers, 

 

 

20. cWho turn men away 

from the path of Allah and 

seek to make it crooked. And 

these it is who disbelieve in 

the Hereafter. 

 

 

21. Such can never frustrate 

God’s plans in the land nor 

have they any friends besides 

Allah. Punishment will be 

doubled1306 for them. dThey 

can neither hear, nor can they 

see.  

 

 

 
moral revolution which the Holy Prophet had brought about in the life of his 
corrupt and decadent people, and the witnesses who bore testimony to his truth 
were the Divine Teachers from among his followers who, by their precept and 
practice, established the truth of Islam and the Qur’an in every age, the witness 
par excellence being the Promised Messiah, Founder of the Ahmadiyya 
Movement; and the words 'was preceded by the Book of Moses' point to the 
prophecies that are found in the Bible about the Holy Prophet. See 2135. 

1305. The witnesses may be the Divine Prophets. 
1306. The leaders of disbelief will be punished both for their own sins and 

for the sins of those whom they misled. 

 

 

a6:22; 10:18; 61:8. b39:61. c3:100; 7:46; 14:4; 16:89. d26:213. 
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22. aIt is these who have 

ruined their souls, and that 

which they fabricated shall 

fail them. 

 

 

23. bUndoubtedly, it is they 

who shall be the greatest 

losers in the Hereafter. 

 

 

24. Verily, cthose who believe 

and do good works, and 

humble themselves before 

their Lord1307—these are the 

dwellers of Heaven; therein 

shall they abide for ever. 

 

 

25. dThe case of the two 

parties is like that of the blind 

and the deaf, and the seeing 

and the hearing.1308 Is the 

case of the two alike? Will 

you not then understand? 

 

 

R. 3.   

26. And eWe sent Noah to his 

people, and he said, ‘Truly, I 

am a plain Warner to you,  

 

 

27. f‘That you worship none 

but Allah. Indeed, I fear for 

you the punishment of a 

grievous day.’1309 

 

 

 
1307. In order to attain to the higher stages of spiritual progress, perfect 

conviction, complete submission to, and full trust in God and sincere love for 
Him are essential in addition to right belief and good works. 

1308. A beautiful contrast is instituted here between belief and disbelief. A 
believer is represented as one who is in perfect possession of the faculties of 
sight and hearing, while the disbeliever is likened to a blind and deaf person. 

1309. 'A grievous punishment' is different from 'the punishment of a grievous 
 

a7:54; 10:31. b16:110. c2:83; 4:58; 3:58; 13:30; 22:57; 29:8; 30:16; 42:23.  
d13:17; 35:20, 21. e7:60; 23:24; 71:3. f7:60; 71:4. 
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28. aThe chiefs of his people, 
who disbelieved, replied, 
‘We see thee nothing but a 
mortal like ourselves, and 
bwe see that none have 
followed thee but those who, 
to all outward 
appearance,1310 are the 
meanest of us. And we do not 
see in you any superiority 
over us; nay, we believe you 
to be liars.’ 

 

 

29. cHe said, ‘O my people, 
tell me if I stand on a clear 
proof from my Lord and He 
has bestowed upon me from 
Himself a great mercy which 
has remained obscure to you, 
how will it fare with you? 
Shall we force it upon you, 
while you are averse thereto?  

 

 

30. d‘And O my people, I do 
not ask of you any wealth in 
return for it. My reward is 

 

 
day.' The latter expression implies greater intensity. Certain punishments are very 
grievous, but there are 'certain days' the remembrance of which continues to 
haunt and cause pain even after the lapse of hundreds of years. Whereas the 
actual 'punishment' causes pain only to those on whom it falls, remembrance of 
the 'days of a grievous punishment' terrifies even those who come after. 

1310. The expression Badiyur-Ra’yi meaning, at first thought; apparently; 
without proper consideration (Lane), the words Aradhiluna Badiyar-Ra’yi 
signify that the followers of Noah (a)  are mean to all outward appearance; 
(b)  their faith is insincere; (c)  it is the result of only superficial thinking. It is 
a pity that men test the claims of a Heavenly Messenger by their self-devised 
standards and, when he does not satisfy those standards, they deceive 
themselves with the idea that they had weighed his claims dispassionately and 
with an open mind and had found them to be false. 

a23:25. b26:112. c11:64; 47:15. d10:73; 26:110. 
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only with Allah. And aI am 
not going to drive away those 
who believe. They shall 
certainly meet their Lord. But 
I see that you are an ignorant 
people; 

 

31. ‘And O my people, who 

would help me against Allah, 

if I were to drive them away? 

Will you not then take heed? 

 

 

32. ‘And bI do not say to you, 

I possess the treasures of 

Allah nor do I know the 

unseen,’ nor do I say, ‘I am 

an angel.’ Nor do I say 

concerning those whom your 

eyes despise, ‘Allah will not 

bestow any good upon 

them’—Allah knows best 

whatever is in their minds. 

Surely, in that case I should 

be of the unjust.’ 

 

 

33. They said, ‘O Noah, cthou 

hast indeed disputed with us 

and disputed long and often; 

bring us now what thou 

threatenest us with, if thou art 

of the truthful.’  

 

 

34. He said, d‘Allah alone 

will bring it to you, if He 

please, and you cannot 

frustrate His purpose;1311 

 

 

 
1311. The verse embodies three important rules about prophecies of 

punishment: (a)  The time of their actual happening is generally not disclosed. 
(b)  They are conditional and can be deferred or revoked as God may please. 
 

a26:115. b6:51. c46:23. d46:24. 
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35. ‘And my advice will 
profit you not even if I seek 
to give you sincere advice if 
Allah intends to destroy 
you.1312 He is your Lord and 
to Him shall you be made to 
return.’ 

 

 
36. aDo they say, ‘He has 
forged it?’ Say, ‘If I have 
forged it, on me be my guilt 
and I am clear of all the 
crimes you commit.’ 

 

 
R. 4.   

37. And it was revealed to 
Noah: ‘None of thy people 
will believe except those who 

have already believed; grieve 
not, therefore, at what they 
have been doing.1313 

 

 

38. ‘And bbuild thou the Ark 

under Our eyes1314 and as 

commanded by Our 

 

 
(c)  Whatever changes may take place in regard to prophecies of punishment, 
God’s immutable purpose never changes, because disbelievers 'cannot 
frustrate His purpose.' 

1312. The verse removes the wrong notion commonly held that being very 
angry with his people because they did not believe, Noah prayed for their 
destruction (71:27, 28), for it shows that Noah had prayed for their destruction 
not of his own accord but God Himself had desired him to do so. 

1313. The prayer referred to in 71:27, 28 seems to have been uttered after 
the verse under comment was revealed. According to the verse under 
comment Noah was informed of God’s decision that no one from among his 
people would now believe in him. Hence his prayer (71:27, 28) was nothing 
more than a submission to God’s will and decree. All that the prayer meant 
was that God might carry out His decree about the destruction of his people. 

1314. A‘yun is the plural of ‘Ain which means, eye; look or view; inmates 
of a house; protection (Lane). 

a46:9. b23:28. 
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revelation. And address Me 

not concerning the wrong-

doers. They are surely going 

to be drowned.’ 

 

39. And he started making 
the Ark; and every time the 
chiefs of his people passed 
by him, they mocked at him. 
He said, ‘If now you mock at 
us, the time is coming when 
we shall mock at you even 
just as you mock now. 

 

 

40. a‘Then you shall know 
who it is on whom will come 
a punishment that will 
disgrace him; and on whom 
will fall a lasting 
punishment.’  

 

 

41. Till—bwhen Our com-
mand came and the 
fountains of the earth 
gushed1315 forth—We said, 
c‘Embark therein two of 
every kind,1316 male and 
female, and thy family, 

 

 

 
1315. The Deluge was not merely due to the gushing forth of the water 

from springs. But, as is clear from 54:12, 13, its real cause was the bursting of 
the clouds. Rain fell in torrents and there was water everywhere and, as 
generally happens during heavy rain, water also began to gush forth from the 
depths of the earth, and springs and fountains began to sprout, and thus water, 
both from the heavens and the earth, flooded the whole land. Noah lived in a 
mountainous country where springs were found in large numbers. 

1316. The words 'of every kind' do not here mean all the animals, but all 
such animals as were needed by Noah. Surely, the Ark was not big enough to 
carry a pair of all kinds of animals found in the world. The addition of the 
word 'two' also shows that as many animals were to be taken as were 
absolutely necessary. 

a11:94; 39:40, 41. b23:28; 54:13. c23:28. 
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except those against whom 
the word has already gone 
forth, and those who believe.’ 
And there had not believed in 
him except a few. 

42. And he said, ‘Embark 

therein. In the name of Allah, 

be its course and its mooring. 

My Lord is assuredly Most 

Forgiving, Merciful.’ 

 

 

43. And it moved along with 

them amid waves like 

mountains. And Noah cried 

unto his son, while he was 

keeping apart, ‘O my son 

embark with us and be not 

with the disbelievers.’ 

 

 

44. He replied, ‘I shall soon 

betake myself for refuge to a 

mountain1317 which will 

shelter me from the water.’ 

Noah said, ‘There is no 

shelter for anyone this day 

from the decree of Allah, 

except for him to whom He 

shows mercy.’ And the wave 

came in between the two; so 

he was among the drowned.  

 

 

 
1317. The verse shows that the place where Noah lived was surrounded by 

mountains. The word Jabal used as a common noun points to the fact that 
there was a chain of mountains on one of which Noah’s son might have 
sought shelter. In fact, the place appears to have been a valley with mountains 
rising on all sides. That such a place should become quickly flooded with 
heavy rain is not extraordinary. 
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45. And it was said, ‘O earth, 

swallow thy water, and O 

sky, cease raining.’ And the 

water was made to subside 

and the matter was decided. 

And the Ark came to rest on 

Al-Judi.1317A And it was 

said, ‘Cursed be the 

wrongdoing people.’  

 

 

46. And Noah cried unto his 

Lord and said, ‘My Lord, 

verily, my son is of my 

family, and surely Thy 

promise is true, and Thou art 

the Most Just of judges.’ 

 

 

 
1317A. The mountain Al-Judi is, according to Yaqutul-Hamwi, a long chain 

of mountains on the eastern side of the Tigris in the province of Mosul 
(Mu‘jam). According to Sale, "Al-Judi is one of those mountains which divide 
Armenia on the south from Mesopotamia and that part of Assyria which is 
inhabited by the Curds, from whom the mountain took the name of Cardu or 
Gardu, but the Greeks turned it into Gordyoei … The tradition which affirms 
the Ark to have rested on these mountains must have been very ancient, since 
it is the tradition of the Chaldeans themselves (Berosus apud Joseph. Antiq...). 
The relics of the Ark were also to be seen here in the time of Epiphanius... and 
we are told, the Emperor Heraclius went from the town of Thamanin up to the 
mountain Al-Judi and saw the place of the Ark. There was also formerly a 
famous monastery, called the 'Monastery of the Ark.' Upon some of these 
mountains the Nestorians used to celebrate a feast-day on the spot where they 
supposed the Ark had rested; but in 776 A.D. that monastery was destroyed by 
lightning" (Sale, pp. 179, 180)... 'Judi (Djudi) is a lofty mountain mass in the 
district of Bohtan, about 25 miles N.E. of Jaziratu ibn-e-‘Omar in 37°,30´ 
N.Lat.. It owes its fame to the Mesopotamian tradition, which identifies it, and 
not Mount Ararat, the mountain on which Noah’s Ark rested... Older exegesis 
identified the mountain now called Judi, or according to Christian authorities 
the mountains of Gordyene, as the apobaterion of Noah' (Enc. of Islam. vol. I. 
P. 1059). Babylonian traditions also place the mount Al-Judi in Armenia (Jew. 
Enc. under "Ararat"), and the Bible admits that Babylon was the place where 
the descendants of Noah lived (Gen. 11:9). 
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47. Allah said, ‘O Noah, he is 

surely not of thy family; 

he1318 is indeed a man 

of  unrighteous conduct.1319 

So do not ask of Me that, of 

which thou hast no 

knowledge. I admonish thee 

lest thou be one of the 

ignorant.’ 

 

 

48. Noah said, ‘My Lord, I 

beg Thee to protect me from 

asking Thee that whereof I 

have no knowledge. And 
aunless Thou forgive1320 me 

and have mercy on me, I 

shall be among the losers.’  

 

 

49. It was said, ‘O Noah, 

descend then with peace from 

Us and blessings upon thee 

and upon peoples to be born 

of those with thee.1321 And 

 

 
1318. According to this verse only those persons were considered members 

of Noah’s family who had established true relationship with God through him. 
The pronoun hu in inna-hu may also refer to Noah’s prayer for his 
unrighteous son which act of his was Ghairu Salih i.e. out of place. 

1319. ‘Amalun (lit. a deed) here means Dhu ‘Amalin, i.e. the doer of a deed. 
The use of the infinitive as active participle when an intensified sense is 
intended is in harmony with Arabic idiom. See also 2:178, where Birr (lit. 
righteousness) means a righteous person. An Arab poet says of his she-camel: 
Innama hiya Iqbalun wa Idbaru, i.e. she is so restless that she has become the 
very act of moving forward and backward, meaning the embodiment thereof. 

1320. Noah had committed no sin by saying that his son was included in his 
family. It was only an error of judgment which is human, yet he offered 
Istighfar which shows that the offering of Istighfar is not necessarily a proof 
of one’s sinfulness. It may also be offered for protection against the evil 
consequences of human weaknesses or those of errors of judgment. 

1321. The verse shows that apart from the progeny of Noah the progeny of 
 

a7:24. 
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there will be other peoples 

whom We shall grant 

provision for a time, then 

shall a grievous punishment 

overtake them from Us.’ 

 

50. This is of the tidings 

of  the unseen1322 which We 

reveal to thee. Thou didst not 

know them, neither thou nor 

thy people, before this. So be 

thou patient; for the good end 

is for the God-fearing.  

 

 
those believers who were with him in the Ark also were saved from the 
Deluge and that they prospered and multiplied. Scholars now subscribe to the 
view that most of the inhabitants of the earth are descended from Noah. 

The story of the Deluge with some variations is to be found in the 
traditions and literature of different countries (Enc. Rel. & Eth.; Enc. Bib. & 
Enc. Brit. under "Deluge"). The catastrophe seems to have taken place 
somewhere near the dawn of human civilization. It is a well-known historical 
fact that whenever a people, comparatively more advanced in culture and 
civilization, have come to settle in a country, they have either blotted out of 
existence the less civilized inhabitants of the land or have greatly weakened 
them. Thus it appears that when the descendants of Noah and those of his 
companions who were the founders of human civilization spread to other 
lands, because they were more powerful than the people already living there, 
they either exterminated them or absorbed them. Thus they must have 
introduced into all the countries they subjugated their own traditions and 
customs; and consequently the tradition about the Deluge must also have 
come to be introduced into other lands. With the lapse of time however, the 
immigrants ceased to have any connection with their original home and the 
catastrophe consequently came to be regarded as a local occurrence, with the 
result that local names of persons and places came to be substituted for the 
original names. So the Deluge was not a universal visitation, nor should the 
traditions of different lands be taken to point to separate floods. 

1322. The Quranic accounts of the various Prophets are not meant as mere 
stories. They are given in the Qur’an because they contain a prophetic allusion 
to the analogous events that were to occur in the life of the Holy Prophet 
himself. 
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R. 5.    

51. And ato ‘Ad1323 We sent 
their brother, Hud. He said, 
‘O my people worship Allah 
alone. You have no god save 
Him. In associating other 
gods with Him you but forge 
lies; 

 

 

 
1323. Some European critics have denied the very existence of the Adites. 

They say that none of the inscriptions that have so far been discovered in 
Arabia mention ‘Ad as the name of any people in that country, and therefore 
they allege that the Qur’an has only quoted one of the popular legends that 
were current among the Arabs in the Holy Prophet’s time. This objection is 
based on a misunderstanding. In fact, sections of the human race are generally 
known by two sets of names, one representing the whole race and the other 
some particular group thereof. ‘Ad was not the name of a single tribe but of a 
group of tribes, whose different sections rose to power at different times. They 
left behind them inscriptions bearing the name of particular groups. But they 
all belonged to the main ‘Ad family. The fact that this name is found in 
ancient books of geography also shows that a people of the name of ‘Ad did 
indeed live. The geographical works compiled in Greece state that in the pre-
Christian era, Yemen was ruled by a tribe called Adramitai who were none 
other than the ‘Ad who have been called ‘Ad-e-Iram in the Qur’an. The 
termination of the Greek name is a noun-suffix, the real name being ‘Adram 
which is a corruption of ‘Ad-e-Iram (Al-‘Arabu Qablil-Islam). The ‘Ad tribe 
mentioned in the Qur’an was called Iram. This Iram section of the Adites 
possessed a powerful kingdom which lasted up to 500 B.C. Their language 
was Aramaic, which is akin to Hebrew. The Aramaic Kingdom was 
established after the fall of the Semitic Kingdom and it included in its 
boundaries the whole of Mesopotamia, Palestine, Syria and Chaldea. 
Archaeological researchers have discovered traces of this Kingdom. See also 
"The Larger Edition of the Commentary." 

The ‘Ad tribe lived immediately after the people of Noah (7:70). They built 
monuments on elevated places (26:129). There still exist ruins of big buildings 
in Arabia. The history of these people has now become wrapped in obscurity 
and only some remains of their buildings are to be seen (46:26). The territory 
in which these people lived is called Ahqaf (46:22), which, literally meaning 
meandering and zigzag sand-hills, is the name given to two parts of Arabia, 
one in the south, known as the Southern Ahqaf, the other in the north, called 
the Northern Ahqaf. These tracts are fertile, but as they lie near the desert, 
sand-hills are caused there by the sand of the desert being heaped up by the 
wind. These sand-hills may have been formed when ‘Ad were punished by a 

a7:66. 
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52. ‘O my people, aI do not 

ask of you any reward 

therefor. My reward is only 

with Him Who created me. 

Will you not then 

understand? 

 

 

53. ‘And O my people, bask 

forgiveness of your Lord, 

then turn to Him, He will 

send over you clouds pouring 

down abundant1324 rain, and 

will add strength to your 

strength. And turn not away 

from Him, being sinners.’ 

 

 

54. They said, ‘O Hud, thou 

hast not brought us any clear 

proof, and cwe are not going 

to forsake our gods merely 

because of thy saying, nor are 

we going to believe in thee;  

 

 

55. ‘We can only say that 

some of our gods have 

smitten thee with evil.’ He 

replied, ‘Surely, I call Allah 

to witness, and do ye also 

bear witness that I am clear 

of  the sin of your associating 

 

 

 
sandstorm. Their destruction was caused by the blowing of a violent wind 
burying their chief cities under heaps of sand and dust (69:7, 8). 

1324. It seems that the chief occupation of the people of ‘Ad was 
agriculture and that they depended on rainwater for the cultivation of their 
land, there being no wells or canals to irrigate it. 

 

a26:128. b11:4, 62; 71:11. c71:24. 
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56. ‘Other gods with Him. 
aSo devise plans against me, 

all of you, and give me no 

respite; 

 

 

57. ‘I have indeed put my trust 

in Allah, my Lord and your 

Lord. bThere is no creature 

that moves on the earth but He 

holds it by the forelock.1325 

Surely, my Lord is on the 

straight path to help those who 

put their trust in Him; 

 

 

58. ‘If, then, you turn away, cI 

have already conveyed to you 

that with which I have been 

sent to you, and dmy Lord will 

make another people take your 

place. And you cannot harm 

Him at all. Surely, my Lord is 

Guardian over all things.’ 

 

 

59. And when Our command 
came, We saved Hud and 
those who believed with him, 
by Our special mercy. And 
eWe saved them from a 
severe torment.  

 

 

60. And such were ‘Ad. They 
denied the Signs of their Lord 
and disobeyed His Messengers 
and followed the bidding of 
every haughty enemy of truth. 

 

 

 
1325. The words refer to an ancient custom of the Arabs. When a 

vanquished people were brought as captives before their victor, he would 
catch hold of their forelocks or got them shaved in token of victory. 

a7:196; 10:72. b11:7. c7:69; 46:24. d4:134; 6:134. e7:73. 
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61. aAnd they were pursued 
by a curse in this world, and 
on the Day of Resurrection. 
Behold! the ‘Ad were 
ungrateful to their Lord. 
Behold! destruction is 
decreed1325A for ‘Ad, the 
people of Hud.  

 

 

R. 6.   

62. bAnd to the tribe 

of  Thamud1326 We sent their 

 

 
1325A. Bu‘d (which is derived from Ba‘uda signifying, he was or became 

distant; he perished; he was cursed) means, remoteness; curse, malediction. 
They say Bu‘dalla-hu, i.e. may he be cursed, may he perish (Lane). 

1326. Thamud, being an Arabic word, shows that the tribe belonged to the 
Arab stock. It is futile to say that Salih may be the translation of a foreign 
name, for the Qur’an has adopted all foreign names without translating them 
such as Musa (Moses), Harun (Aaron), Yunus (Jonah) and Zakariyya 
(Zachariah). The Thamud were successors to the ‘Ad (7:75) which means that 
the ‘Ad were also an Arab race. Again, the ‘Ad, in their turn, were successors 
to the people of Noah. This shows that Noah was also an Arab. In fact, Noah 
was raised in Mesopotamia, which territory was in early times under Arab rule. 
Greek historians placed the Thamud tribe in a period not long before the 
Christian era. Hijr or Agra, as they call it, is given as their home. They call 
them Thamudeni and mention a place near Hijr which, according to them, the 
Arabs called Fajjun-Naqah. Ptolemy (140 B.C.) says that near Hijr is a place 
known as Badanata. Abu Isma‘il, author of the 'Futuhush-Sham,' says, 'The 
tribe of Thamud filled the land between Bosra (in Syria) and Aden and ruled 
there. Perhaps they were migrating to the north.' Al-Hijr, (also known as 
Mada’inu Salih) seems to have been the capital of these people. It lies 
between Medina and Tabuk, and the valley in which it is situated is called 
Wadi Qura. It is worthy of note that accounts of the Prophets Hud and Salih 
have been given at various places in the Qur’an and everywhere the order 
observed is the same, viz. the account of Hud precedes that of Salih, which is 
the true chronological order. This shows that the Qur’an gives accurately and 
in their true historical order the facts of history long consigned to oblivion and 
wrapped in obscurity. According to some, Thamud is only another name of 
‘Ad-e-Thaniyah or the second ‘Ad, while according to others they came after 
the second ‘Ad. The Thamud ruled over plains and hills (7:75) and their 
country abounded in springs and gardens wherein grew date palms of 
excellent quality. They also cultivated land and grew corn (26:148, 149). 
 

a28:43. b7:74. 
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brother Salih. He said, ‘O my 

people, worship Allah; you 

have no god other than Him. 

He raised you up from the 

earth and settled you therein. 

So ask forgiveness of Him, 

then turn to Him wholly. 

Verily, my Lord is nigh, 

and  answers prayers.’ 

 

63. They said, ‘O Salih, 
hitherto thou wast among us 
one in whom we placed our 
hopes. Dost thou forbid us to 
worship what our fathers 
worshipped? And we are 
surely in disquieting doubt 
concerning that to which thou 
callest us.’  

 

 

64. He said, a‘O my people, 
tell me, if I base my claim on 
a clear proof from my Lord 
and He has granted me a 
special mercy from Himself, 
who then will help me 
against Allah, if I disobey 
Him? So you will only add to 
my destruction; 

 

 

 
This Quranic account is corroborated by the inscription said to have been 

read by some Muslims during the reign of Mu‘awiyah. Their decline seems to 
have begun soon after the time of Salih, for only a few centuries after his time 
their name fails to find mention among victorious nations. Arabia was invaded 
by an Assyrian king (722-705 B.C.) and the name Thamud is found mentioned 
among the conquered tribes in an inscription which he caused to be engraved 
in memory of his victory. Of the Greek historians, Didorus (80 B.C.), Pliny 
(79 B.C.) and Ptolemy make mention of the Thamud. When Justinian, the 
Roman Emperor, invaded Arabia, his army included 300 Thamudi soldiers, 
but before the advent of Islam this tribe had become altogether extinct. See 

a11:29, 89. 
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65. ‘And O my people, athis 

is the she-camel of Allah, a 

Sign for you, so leave her 

free that she may feed in 

Allah’s earth, and touch her 

not with harm lest a near 

punishment seize you.’ 

 

 

66. bBut they hamstrung her; 

then he said, ‘Enjoy 

yourselves in your houses for 

three1327 days. This is a 

promise which will not be 

belied.’ 

 

 

67. And when Our command 

came to pass, We saved Salih 

and those who believed with 

him by Our special mercy 

from the ignominy of that 

day. Surely, thy Lord is 

Powerful, Mighty.  

 

 

68. And cpunishment1328 

overtook those who had done 

 

 
also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary." 

1327. The respite of three days was probably meant as a last chance for 
repentance of which the unlucky people did not avail themselves. 

1328. Seven different words and expressions have been used in the Qur’an 
to describe the punishment which overtook the tribe of Thamud. In the present 
verse and in 54:32, the word used is Saihah (punishment); in 7:79, Rajfah (an 
earthquake); in 26:159 simply ‘Adhab (chastisement); in 27:52, Dammarna-
hum (We utterly destroyed them); in 51:45, Sa‘iqah (thunderbolt; or any 
destructive punishment); in 69:6, Taghiyah (an extraordinary punishment); 
and in 91:15, Damdama ‘Alaihim (He destroyed them completely). Though 
the words and expressions employed to describe the visitation seem to be 
different in form, yet they possess no discrepancy in meaning. The words 
which, however, appear to be contradictory, are Rajfah, Saihah, Sa‘iqah and 
Taghiyah. As the last three also mean punishment, therefore if the tribe of 
Thamud were destroyed by means of an earthquake all the above words may 
 

a7:74; 17:60; 26:156; 54:28; 91:14. b7:78; 26:158; 54:30; 91:15. c7:79; 26:159; 54:32. 
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wrong, and they lay prostrate 

in their houses,  

69. aAs though they had 

never dwelt therein. 

Remember! The Thamud 

believed not in their Lord. So 

away with the tribe of 

Thamud.1329 

 

 

R. 7.   

70. And bsurely, Our 
messengers1330 came to 
Abraham1331 with glad 
tidings. cThey said, ‘We bid 
you peace.’ He answered, 
‘Peace be on you,’ and he 
was not long in bringing a 
roasted calf.  

 

 

 
be rightly used to describe that catastrophe. 

1329. In v. 61 the words 'the people of Hud' have been added to the word, 
‘Ad, for an historical reason, for ‘Ad is, in fact, the name of two tribes, the 
first ‘Ad and the second ‘Ad, and the words 'the people of Hud' have been 
added to show that it is the first and not the second ‘Ad that is meant there. 
But as Thamud was the name of one tribe only, the words 'the people of Salih' 
have been omitted, for their addition would have served no useful purpose. 

1330. There exists much difference of opinion as to who the 'messengers' 
were. Some hold them to be human beings, others think that they were angels. 
The former view appears to be more akin to truth and reality. Both Abraham 
and Lot being strangers in the land, it is quite possible that God had enjoined 
some pious men of that locality to take Lot to a safe place before the visitation 
actually overtook his people. It should also be remembered that these 
'messengers' had not come to give the first warning of the punishment. Lot’s 
people had already been threatened with punishment (15:65). The 
'messengers' came only to inform him that the appointed hour of the 
threatened punishment had arrived. 

1331. Abraham’s real name was Abram. After the birth of Ishmael, 
according to God’s own command, he came to be called Abraham which means 
the 'Father of multitudes' or the 'Father of many nations.' One branch of his 
progeny, the Israelites, lived in Canaan and the other, the Ishmaelites, in Arabia. 

a10:25. b15:52; 51:25. c15:53; 51:26. 
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71. But awhen he saw their 
hands not reaching thereto, 
he considered this strange on 
their part and conceived fear 
of them. They said, ‘Fear not, 
for we have been sent to the 
people of Lot.’1332 

 

 

72. And his wife was 
standing by and she too was 
frightened, whereupon to 
assure her bWe gave her glad 
tidings of the birth of Isaac, 
and, after Isaac, of Jacob. 

 

 

73. cShe said, ‘Oh, woe is 
me! Shall I bear a child when 
I am an extremely old 
woman and this my husband 
also is a very old man? This 
is indeed a strange thing!’  

 

 

74. dThey said, ‘Dost thou 

marvel at Allah’s decree? 

The mercy of Allah and His 

 

 
1332. Abraham at first took the 'messengers' to be ordinary wayfarers, but 

when they refrained from eating of the roasted calf he realized that they were 
on some special mission which he had failed to understand. The words, 
conceived fear of them, do not mean that Abraham was afraid of the strangers 
but that, when they did not partake of the food, he feared that he might have 
done something against the etiquette of hospitality. The guests, it appears, 
read Abraham’s perturbed state of mind from the uneasy expression of his 
face, so they at once removed his anxiety by telling him that they were in no 
way displeased and that the reason why they did not partake of food was that 
their dreadful mission had made them disinclined to eat. This answer of the 
visitors also shows that they were not angels for had they been angels, they 
would have said that being not human they could not partake of food. 

Lot was the ancestor of the Palestinian peoples, Moab and Ammon, and as 
the son of Haran and the grandson of Terah, he was Abraham’s nephew. He 
joined Abraham in Canaan. 

a51:28, 29. b21:73; 51:29. c51:30. d51:31. 
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blessings are upon you, O 

people of the house.1333 

Surely, He is Praiseworthy, 

Glorious.’ 

 

75. And when fear departed 

from Abraham and the glad 

tidings came to him, he 

began to plead with Us1334 

for the people of Lot. 

 

 

76. aIndeed, Abraham was 

clement, tender-hearted, and 

oft-returning to Us. 

 
 

77. ‘O Abraham, desist from 

this. Surely, the decree of thy 

Lord has gone forth, and 

surely, there is coming to 

them a punishment that 

cannot be averted.’ 

 

 

78. And bwhen Our 

messengers came to Lot, he 

was grieved on their account 

and felt helpless1335 for them 

and he said, ‘This is a 

distressful day.’  

 

 

 
1333. In this verse the words 'people of the house' are definitely applied to 

the wife of Abraham, because no child had yet been born to her. In fact, when 
the expression Ahlul-Bait is used in the Qur’an in respect of a Prophet it 
generally applies to his wife or wives (28:13; 33:34). 

1334. See Gen. 18:21-33 
1335. The expression, Daqa bil-Amri Dhar‘an, means, he lacked ability, 

power or strength to do the thing, Dhar‘ meaning power or ability: or the 
expression means, the thing or affair was rendered difficult or distressing to 
him (Lane). The words in the text mean, he found himself helpless or unable 
to protect them. 

a9:114. b29:34. 
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79. And his people came to 
him, running1336 towards 
him, trembling with rage, and 
before this too athey used to 
do evils. He said, ‘O my 
people, bthese are my 
daughters; they are purer for 
you.1337 So fear Allah and do 
not disgrace me in the 
presence of my guests. Is 
there not among you one 
right-minded man?’  

 

 

80. They answered, ‘Thou 

surely knowest that we have 

no claim against thy 

daughters, and thou surely 

 

 

 
1336. The inhabitants of the two towns, Sodom and Gomorrah, had adopted 

the calling of the road and used to plunder wayfarers (Jew. Enc. under 
"Sodom"). Naturally they were constantly apprehensive of reprisals, 
particularly the inhabitants of Sodom who were practically in a state of war 
with their neighbours (Gen. 14). They would not welcome strangers into their 
town. Lot, like all Prophets of God, naturally would look after the comfort of 
the strangers and entertain them (15:71). His people, apprehensive as they 
were, had repeatedly warned him to give up that practice, so when he brought 
'the messengers,' who were strangers, into his house they became infuriated 
and hastened to him with angry faces, because they thought they now had got 
a suitable opportunity to punish him for giving shelter to strangers in defiance 
of their repeated protests (15:68-71). 

1337. The verse signifies that in view of their past mischievous behaviour 
Lot feared lest his people should do any mischief and thus disgrace him in the 
presence of his guests. There is no reference here to any particular mischief. 
They were wicked people, therefore, Lot was naturally apprehensive that they 
might do him some kind of harm. He therefore said to them that if they really 
entertained fear that he might do them harm in league with the strangers, they 
had his daughters in their custody and they could wreak vengeance on him by 
punishing them. That was a better and purer course for them to adopt, for in 
that way they would also avoid the disgraceful act of insulting his guests. Or 
the meaning may be that, being a venerable old man of the town, Lot referred 
to their own wives as his daughters who, he said, were purer for them. 

a7:81; 29:29. b15:72. 
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knowest what we desire.’1338 

81. He said, ‘Would that I 

had power to deal with you, 

or that I could betake myself 

to a mighty support for 

shelter.1338A 

 

 

82. The messengers said, ‘O 

Lot, we are the messengers of 

thy Lord.1339 They shall by 

no means reach thee. So 
adepart with thy family 
bwhile yet a part of the night 

remains and let none of you 

look back, but thy wife. 

Surely, what is going to 

befall them shall befall her 

also. Verily, ctheir appointed 

time is the morning. Is not 

morning nigh?’  

 

 

83. dSo when Our decree 
came to pass, eWe turned that 
town upside down and We 
rained upon it stones of clay, 

 

 
1338. When Lot offered his daughters who were married in the town (Gen. 

19:15) as hostages, his people refused to accept the offer, for that was against 
their custom to accept females as hostages (Enc. Brit.). The words, 'we have 
no claim against thy daughters,' show that they had not come with the motives 
which most Commentators ascribe to them, for a people who had become so 
depraved and corrupt in their morals as the people of Lot were, would raise no 
question of claim or no claim, right or no right with regard to the satisfaction 
of their carnal passions. The words, 'thou surely knowest what we desire' 
mean, 'you know that we want the strangers to be handed over to us.' 

1338A. I shall pray to God to be saved from the humiliation you seek to 
inflict upon me by insisting that I should turn away my guests. 

1339. The 'messengers' were righteous men of the neighbourhood who were 
commanded by God to warn Lot and to direct him where to go. 

a15:66. b7:84; 15:61; 29:34. c15:67. d15:75. e51:34. 
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layer upon layer,1339A 
 

84. aMarked for them in the 

decree of thy Lord. And such 

punishment is not far from 

the wrongdoers of the present 

age. 

 

 

R. 8.   

85. bAnd to Midian1340 We 

sent their brother Shu‘aib. He 

said, ‘O my people, worship 

Allah. You have no god other 

than Him. And cgive not 

short measure and short 

weight. I see you in a state of 

prosperity and I fear for you 

the punishment of a 

destructive day; 

 

 

86. d‘And O my people, give 

full measure and full weight 

with equity and defraud not 

people of their things and 

commit not iniquity in the 

land, causing disorder;  

 

 

 
1339A. It appears that the people of Lot were destroyed by a terrible 

earthquake. Violent earthquakes often turn parts of the earth upside down and 
fragments of earth fly off into the air and then fall down. 

1340. Midian was a son of Abraham from his third wife, Keturah (Gen. 
25:1, 2). His descendants were all called Midian. Their metropolis was also 
called Midian. This town was situated on the Gulf of ‘Aqabah, on the Arabian 
coast, at a distance of some six or seven miles from the sea. The descendants 
of Midian lived in the north of the Hijaz and it is they who built this town. It 
was there that Moses fled for refuge from Pharaoh and it was in the 
neighbourhood of Midian that he stayed with the Israelites after crossing the 
Red Sea. See also 1010. 

a51:35. b7:86; 29:37. c26:182, 183. d7:86; 26:184. 
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87. ‘That which is left1341 

with you by Allah is better 

for you, if you are believers. 

And I am not appointed a 

keeper over you.’ 

 

 

88. They replied, ‘O Shu‘aib, 

does thy Prayer bid thee that 

we should leave what our 

fathers worshipped, or that 

we cease to do with our 

property what we please? 

Surely, thou dost consider 

thyself very intelligent and 

right-minded.’ 

 

 

89. He said, a‘O my people, 

tell me if I stand on a clear 

evidence from my Lord, and 

He has provided me from 

Himself with a handsome 

provision,1342 what answer 

will you give Him? And I do 

not desire to do against you 

the very thing which I ask 

you not to do. I only desire to 

set things right as far as I 
bcan. I have no power to 

accomplish anything save 

through Allah. In Him do I 

trust and to Him do I turn;  

 

 

 
1341. Baqiyyah here signifies, wealth earned by fair and honest means and 

in accordance with the laws of God. It may also mean, God-given powers and 
capabilities. See also 309. 

1342. Shu‘aib’s opponents suspected that by restraining them from their 
fraudulent practices, he sought to foster his own business. Shu‘aib removed 
their apprehension by these words. 

a11:64. b7:94. 
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90. ‘And O my people, let 

not your hostility towards me 

lead you to this that there 

should befall you the like of 

that which befell the people 

of Noah or the people of Hud 

or the people of Salih; and 

the people of Lot are not far 

from you;1343 

 

 

91. ‘And aseek forgiveness of 

your Lord; then turn wholly 

to Him. Verily, my Lord is 

Merciful, Most Loving.’ 

 

 

92. They replied, ‘O Shu‘aib, 

we do not understand much 

of what thou sayest, and 
bsurely we see that thou art 

weak among us. And were it 

not for thy tribe, we would 

surely stone thee. And thou 

holdest no strong position 

among us.’ 

 

 

93. He said, ‘O my people, is 

my tribe mightier with you 

than Allah? And you have 

cast Him behind your backs 

as a thing neglected. Surely, 

my Lord encompasses all that 

you do;  

 

 

 
1343. This verse shows that Shu‘aib came after Noah, Hud, Salih and Lot 

(and for that matter after Abraham also), but lived before the time of Moses, 
for he does not here speak of the people of Moses, although Moses and his 
people lived in the very territory of the people of Shu‘aib. 

a11:4. b7:89. 
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94. ‘And aO my people, act 
according to your power.1343A 
I, too, am acting. You will 
soon know on whom descends 
a punishment that will 
disgrace him, and who it is 
that is a liar. And wait; surely, 
I too wait with you.’ 

 

 

95. And when Our decree 
came to pass We saved 
Shu‘aib, and those who had 
believed with him by Our 
special mercy; and 
bchastisement seized those 
who had done wrong, so that 
they lay prostrate in their 
houses, 

 

 

96. As cthough they had 
never dwelt therein. So 
perished Midian even as 
Thamud had perished. 

 

 

R. 9.   

97. And, surely, dWe sent 

Moses with Our Signs and 

manifest authority, 

 

 

98. eTo Pharaoh and his 
chiefs; but they followed the 
command of Pharaoh, and 
the command of Pharaoh was 
not at all rightful.  

 

 

 
1343A. The verse may also signify that they should go on working 

according to their own lights and plans, and he would work as guided by his 
Faith. The results would show who was working in accordance with God’s 
Will and who was seeking to defy and frustrate His purpose. 

a39:40. b7:92; 26:190; 29:38. c7:93. d14:6; 40:24. e23:47; 40:25. 
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99. He will go before his 
people on the Day of 
Resurrection and will lead 
them into the Fire. And evil 
indeed will be the watering-
place1343B arrived at. 

 

 

100. And athey are pursued 
by a curse in this life and on 
the Day of Resurrection. Evil 
is the gift1344 which will be 
given them. 

 

 

101. bThat is part of the 
tidings of the ruined cities, 
We relate it to thee. Of them 
some are standing and some 
have been mown down like 
the harvest.  

 

 

102. And cWe did not wrong 
them, but they wronged 
themselves,1345 and their 
gods on whom they called 
instead of Allah were of no 
avail to them at all when the 
decree of punishment of thy 
Lord came to pass; and they 
added to them naught but 
perdition. 

 

 

 
1343B. Wird is derived from Warada and means, time; place and turn of 

watering; people or cattle coming to a watering place (Aqrab). 
1344. Rifd meaning a gift or support or aid (Lane), the verse may signify 

that Pharaoh, whom his people regarded as their support against God will 
prove an evil support for them on the Day of Resurrection, for he not only will 
land them into Hell, but himself will go into it with them. 

1345. The Qur’an repeatedly emphasizes the fact that God never punishes a 
people unjustly and that it is their own misdeeds that bring down punishment 
upon them. It denies the theory of predestination or of man’s being the victim 
of a blind fate. It also contradicts the view that God makes nations rise and fall 

a28:43. b20:100. c3:118; 16:34. 
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103. aSuch is the seizure of 
thy Lord when He seizes the 
cities while they are doing 
wrong. Surely, His seizure is 
grievous and severe. 

 

 

104. bIn that surely is a 
Sign1346 for him who fears 
the punishment of the 
Hereafter. That is a day on 
which all mankind shall be 
gathered together1347 and 
that is a day which shall be 
witnessed by all.  

 

 

105. And We delay it not 

save for a computed 

term.1348 

 
 

 
arbitrarily, without a just or real cause. This is why, wherever it speaks of 
punishment, it does not fail to add that punishment or reward is the result of 
man’s own doings. 

1346. 'sign' means, 'a lesson.' 
1347. Man is not wholly independent. He is influenced by his environment, 

education and heredity; so in order to judge rightly a particular action of his it 
is necessary to take into consideration all the conditions and circumstances 
which lead to and influence it. Hence, for the full realization of the true nature 
of man’s actions and to show that the seemingly unfair and inexplicable 
determination in dealing out different punishments and rewards to different 
persons by God is not capricious or arbitrary but perfectly just and fair, being 
based on the extent to which the individual is independent or free in his 
actions, it was necessary that there should have been fixed a certain day when 
all men should assemble, attended by all conditions and circumstances under 
which they worked and the various causes and reasons that led to their actions, 
so that these circumstances and causes may be jointly considered while 
determining the nature of their rewards and punishments. 

1348. Ajal, meaning both a period and the end of a period, is of two kinds, 
(a)  that which is revocable or cancellable, and (b)  that which is not revoked 
or cancelled. The revocable "term" moves within a known circle within which 
it is liable to change according to circumstances. For instance, the age of a 
man has certain limits; it can decrease or increase within those limits. But the 
"term" which cannot be abrogated and is irrevocable concerns the destruction 
 

a54:43; 85:13. b14:15. 
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106. aOn the day it comes, no 

soul shall speak except by 

His permission; then some of 

them will be unfortunate and 

others fortunate. 

 

 

107. As for the unfortunate, 
bthey shall be in the Fire, 

wherein there will be for 

them sighing and 

sobbing,1349 

 

 

108. cAbiding therein, so 

long as the heavens and the 

earth endure,1350 except as 

thy Lord may will. Surely, 

thy Lord does what He 

pleases. 

 

 

109. dBut as for the fortunate, 

they shall be in Heaven, 

abiding therein so long as the 

heavens and the earth endure 

save as thy Lord may wish—

a gift that shall not be cut 

off.1351 

 

 

 
of a whole people. 

1349. Zafir means, the beginning of the cry of an ass and Shahiq is the 
ending thereof (Lane). The disbelievers have been likened in the verse to an 
ass which is a timid and stupid animal, signifying that they have not the 
courage of their convictions and do not benefit by knowledge. 

1350. The Quranic expression is an idiom signifying a very prolonged 
period. The Qur’an teaches that the punishment of Hell is not eternal. 

1351. According to the Hindu religion, both Heaven and Hell (i.e. rewards 
and punishments) possess a limited duration; and man, after undergoing the 
punishment, or reaping the reward of his deeds is sent back to this world. Of 
the Semitic religions, Judaism denies Paradise to non-Jews while Jews are 
regarded as almost free from the torture of Hell. According to Christians, both 
Heaven and Hell are eternal, although some of their sects hold the belief that 
Heaven will at last come to an end (Tafsir-e-Kabir). Islam fundamentally 
 

a78:39. b21:101. c78:24. d15:49. 
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110. So be thou not in doubt, 

O reader, concerning that 

which these people worship. 

They only worship as their 

fathers worshipped before, 

and We shall surely pay them 

in full their portion 

undiminished.  

 

 

R. 10.   

111. And aWe certainly gave 

Moses the Book, but 

differences were created 

therein; and had it not been 

for a word already gone forth 

from thy Lord, surely the 

matter would have been 

decided between them long 

before;1352 and now these 

 

 

 

 
differs from all these religions in this respect. According to it Heaven is 
eternal and everlasting, while Hell is temporary and of limited duration. Imam 
Ahmad bin Hambal quotes a saying of the Holy Prophet, as reported by 
‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin al-‘As to the effect: 'There will come on Hell a day 
when its shutters will strike against each other and there will be none left in it. 
That will happen after the inmates of Hell will have lived in it for centuries' 
(Musnad). According to this tradition, the word Khalidin (abiding) used with 
regard to Hell only means 'remaining for long centuries.' ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar 
and Jabir agree with Imam Hanbal. Abu Sa‘id al-Khudri also quotes an 
identical Hadith (Bukhari). Some eminent religious authorities, among them 
Ibn-e-Taimiyyah & Ibn-e-Qayyim, however, hold that though wicked 
disbelievers will deserve to be kept in Hell for ever, Hell itself will one day cease 
to exist through God’s mercy, and when there is no Hell, there will naturally be 
no inmates of Hell (Fath). The Qur’an has used the words, a reward that will 
never end (41:9; 84:26; 95:7) about Heaven but no such expression has been used 
with regard to Hell. Moreover, in vv. 101:10-12, Hell is compared to a mother, 
and the embryo remains in the mother’s womb until the child’s body is formed 
and its different organs become complete. Similarly, those unfortunate persons 
who are cast into Hell will remain there till their faculties are fully developed so 
as to enable them to see the beautiful face of the Lord. 

1352. So serious was the guilt of men that if there had not been a decree 
 

a41:46. 
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people are in a disquieting 

doubt concerning it. 

112. Thy Lord will certainly 
arepay them all in full, 
according to their works. He 
is surely Well-Aware of all 
that they do. 

 

 

113. bSo stand thou upright, 
as thou hast been 
commanded, and also those 
who have turned to Allah 
with thee;1353 and exceed ye 
not the bounds, for surely He 
sees what you do. 

 

 

114. And incline not toward 
those who do wrong,1354 lest 
the Fire touch you; and you 
will have no friends other 
than Allah, nor shall you be 
helped.  

 

 

115. And cobserve Prayer at 

the two ends of the day, and 

in some hours of the night. 

Surely, good works drive 

away the evil ones. This is a 

reminder for those who 

would remember. 

 

 

 
preordained that mankind had been created for spiritual progress and that 
eventually they would become the object of Divine mercy (7:157; 11:120; 
51:57), they would have been destroyed long ago. 

1353. The Holy Prophet alone was not required to mould his own life in 
accordance with Divine Will. He had to see that all those who believed in him 
also followed his example. It was the realization of this grave dual 
responsibility which weighed so heavily upon him as to have rendered him 
prematurely aged (Baihaqi). 

1354. As man is influenced by his environments and, if his surroundings 
are corrupt, the corruption thereof is sure to affect him sooner or later, so, in 

a3:58; 16:97; 39:11. b42:16. c17:79. 
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116. And abe thou steadfast; 

surely, Allah suffers not the 

reward of the righteous to 

perish.aaaa 

 

 

117. Why, then, were there 
not among the generations 
before you persons possessed 
of understanding, who would 
have forbidden corruption in 
the earth, except a few 
among them whom We 
saved? But bthe wrongdoers 
pursued the enjoyment of the 
good things which they were 
given in plenty, and they 
became guilty. 

 

 

118. And cthy Lord would 

not destroy the cities unjustly 

while the people thereof were 

righteous. 

 

 

119. And dif thy Lord had 

enforced His Will, He would 

have surely made mankind 

one people; but they would 

not cease to differ;  

 

 

120. Save those on whom thy 

Lord has had mercy, and for 

this has He created them. eBut 

the word of thy Lord shall be 

fulfilled: ‘Verily, I will fill 

Hell with the disobedient jinn 

and men all together.’ 

 

 

 
the present verse the believers are enjoined to sever all connections with the 
wicked and the unjust even though they are their own kith and kin. 

aaaa  

a12:91. b13:34. c6:132; 20:135; 26:209; 28:60. d2:214; 10:20; 42:9. e15:44; 32:14; 38:85, 86. 
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121. And We relate unto thee 
aall the important tidings of 

the Messengers, whereby We 

strengthen thy heart. And 

herein has come to thee the 

truth and an exhortation and 

a reminder for believers. 

 

 

122. And bsay to those who 

believe not, ‘Act as you 

can,1355 we too are acting;’ 

 

 

123. ‘And cwait ye, we too 

are waiting.’ 

 
 

124. And dto Allah belongs 

the unseen in the heavens and 

the earth, and to Him shall 

the whole affair be referred. 

So worship Him and put thy 

trust in Him alone. And thy 

Lord is not unmindful of 

what you do.  

 

 

 

 
1355. Makanah is derived from Kana or Makana and means, station or 

power (Aqrab). The verse means that though the great prophecies made in this 
Surah about the ultimate triumph of Islam and the defeat and discomfiture of 
disbelievers appear to be incredible and impossible of fulfilment at the present 
time, yet nothing is impossible with God and these prophecies will surely 
come to pass. 

 

 
 
 

a25:33. b6:136; 11:94; 39:40. c10:103; 32:31. d16:78; 27:66; 35:39. 
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CHAPTER 12 
YUSUF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
According to most Companions of the Holy Prophet, the whole of this 

Surah was revealed at Mecca; but, according to Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Qatadah, 
verses 2-4 were revealed after Hijrah. As already pointed out, Chapter 10 
(Surah Yunus) deals with both aspects of God’s dealings with man—His 
punishment and mercy. But whereas Chapter 11 (Surah Hud) deals with the 
subject of Divine punishment, the present Chapter (Chapter 12) deals with that 
of God’s mercy. The Surah which deals with God’s punishment (Hud) has 
been placed before the present Surah which deals with His mercy, because the 
enemies of the Holy Prophet were to be shown mercy after they had been 
punished for their misdeeds. The Surah, however, possesses one peculiarity. 
The whole of it deals with the life-story of only one Prophet—Joseph. In this 
it differs from all other Surahs. The reason for this peculiarity is that the life 
of the Prophet Joseph bears a very close resemblance to that of the Holy 
Prophet, even in minor details. The entire Surah has been devoted to a 
somewhat detailed account of the Prophet Joseph’s life in order that it might 
serve as a forewarning of the incidents that were to occur during the lifetime 
of the Holy Prophet. In Chapter 10 the story of the Prophet Jonah was chosen 
as an illustration of Divine mercy, while in the detailed account given in the 
present Chapter the example of Joseph has been cited as an illustration for that 
purpose. Two reasons may be given for this: 

(1) The lives of Jonah and that of the Holy Prophet resemble each 
other only in their closing stages but Joseph’s life resembles that of the Holy 
Prophet even in small details. 

(2) Although the case of Jonah resembles that of the Holy Prophet in 
that as, the peoples of both Jonah and the Holy Prophet were ultimately 
pardoned through God’s mercy, the resemblance between the two is only 
partial, but the resemblance between Joseph and the Holy Prophet, especially 
in the way in which God treated Joseph’s brethren and the Holy Prophet’s 
people is very close and is almost complete. The mercy shown to Jonah’s 
people was the direct result of God’s grace, Jonah having no hand in it, but the 
declaration of pardon for Joseph’s brethren was made by Joseph himself, and 
so in the case of the Quraish of Mecca the announcement of their full and 
unqualified forgiveness came directly from the Holy Prophet’s own mouth. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 
Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Ra.1355 cThese 
are verses of the clear1356 
Book. 

 
 

3. dWe have revealed it—the 
Qur’an in Arabic1357—that 
you may understand.  

 

 

 
1355. See 16. 
1356. Mubin (clear) being active participle from Abana, which is used both as 

transitive and intransitive, means, (1)  that which itself is clear and manifest; 
(2)  that which makes other things clear and (3)  that which cuts off one thing 
from another and renders it distinct and separate from it (Lane). The word as its 
meanings show, points to three salient features of the Qur’an, viz. (1)  that it not 
only clearly states facts and makes prophecies and lays down laws and ordinances 
but also supports and substantiates what it says and claims by solid arguments 
and sound reasons; (2)  that it is not only clear in itself but makes clear the 
obscurities and ambiguities that are to be found in previous revealed Scriptures; 
and (3)  that all that is essential for the attainment of nearness to God and relates 
to the laws of the Shari‘ah, ethics and to matters of belief has been made quite 
clear in it. This is a quality which the Qur’an possesses to the entire exclusion of 
all other revealed Books. Other Scriptures are only Mustabin (clear in themselves) 
but the Qur’an is not only Mustabin but is also Mubin (makes clear the 
obscurities that are to be found in other Books). What adds to the beauty of the 
Qur’an as a "clear and perspicuous Book" is that all its teachings are in perfect 
harmony with human nature and also with the laws of nature. 

1357. ‘Arabiyy is derived from ‘Ariba or ‘Aruba. ‘Aribatul-Bi’ru means, 
the well contained much water. ‘Arubar-Rajulu means, the man spoke clearly, 
plainly or distinctly after being barbarous in speech; he was or became brisk 
or lively. The expression, Qur’anan ‘Arabiyyan, therefore would mean, (1)  a 
Book which is most extensively and regularly read and (2)  which can express 
its meanings in a clear, eloquent and comprehensive language (Lane). The 
word ‘Arabiyy conveys the sense of fullness, abundance and clearness, and the 
Arabic language is so called because its roots are innumerable and are full of 
meanings and because it is most expressive, eloquent and comprehensive. It 
possesses suitable words and phrases for the full expression of all sorts of 
ideas and shades of meaning. Any topic can be discussed in this language with 
a precision and thoroughness unmatched in any other. European scholars have 
 

a1:1. b10:2; 11:2; 13:2; 14:2; 15:2. c15:2; 26:3; 27:2; 28:3. d42:8; 43:4; 46:13. 
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4. We narrate unto thee the 

best of narrative in that We 

have revealed to thee this 

Qur’an though thou wast, 

before this, among those 

unaware of the truth.1358 

 

 

5. Remember the time awhen 

Joseph1359 said to his father, 

‘O my father, I saw in a 

dream eleven stars and the 

sun and the moon—I saw 

them making obeisance to 

me.’1360  

 

 

 
had to admit that Arabic language is complete in respect of its roots. It 
consists of hundreds of thousands of roots which are pregnant with a vast 
variety of meanings. Ibn-e-Jinni, an eminent linguist has claimed, on the 
authority of another very eminent linguist, Abu ‘Ali, that even the letters of 
the Arabic language possess clear and definite meanings. For instance, he 
declared that the letters Mim, Lam and Kaf, in whatever combination they 
occur, express the idea of 'power,' which is more or less common to all the 
words that are formed with these letters or are derived from this root. In the 
preceding verse the Qur’an was called 'the Book,' which implied a prophecy 
that it would always continue to be preserved in the form of a book. In the 
present verse it has been called 'the Qur’an,' which constitutes a prophecy that 
it will be very widely read and studied. It is a fact, which no opponent of 
Islam can justifiably deny that no other book is so widely and frequently read 
as the Qur’an. Professor Noldeke says, 'since the use of the Koran in public 
worship, in schools and otherwise, is much more extensive than, for example, 
the reading of the Bible in most Christian countries, it has been truly described 
as the most widely read book in existence' (Enc. Brit. 9th Edition). 

1358. The reason why the story of Joseph was revealed to the Holy Prophet 
in such detail is that it contains many prophetic allusions to his own life. The 
whole story was to be, as it were, re-enacted in the person of the Holy Prophet 
himself and his brethren, the Quraish. 

1359. Joseph was the twelfth son of Prophet Jacob, otherwise known as 
Israel. He was the elder of the two sons of Rachel. The meaning given to the 
name is 'shall add,' i.e. 'The Lord shall add to me another son' (Gen. 30:24). 

1360. The Bible mentions the sun and the moon first and the eleven stars 
afterwards, as making obeisance to Joseph (Gen. 37:9), but the Qur’an 
reverses the order; and the actual facts of history support the order followed 
 

a12:101. 
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6. He said, ‘O my dear son, 

relate not thy dream to thy 

brothers, lest they contrive a 

plot against thee, afor Satan is 

to man an open enemy; 

 

 

7. ‘And thus, as thou hast 

seen, thy Lord shalt choose 

thee and bteach thee the 

interpretation of things Divine 

and perfect His favour upon 

thee and upon the family 

of  Jacob1361 as He perfected 

it upon thy two forefathers—

Abraham and Isaac. Verily, 

thy Lord is All-Knowing, 

Wise.’ 

 

 

R. 2.   

8. Surely, in Joseph and his 

brethren there are Signs for 

the inquirers; 

 

 

9. When they said to each 

other, ‘Verily, Joseph and his 

brother are dearer to our 

father than we are, although 

 

 
by the Qur’an, for it was the brethren of Joseph (the eleven stars) who met 
him first and made obeisance to him, and his parents came afterwards. The 
verse signifies that the parents and brethren of Joseph would submit to his 
authority. 

1361. The name is explained in the Bible as 'the supplanter' (Gen. 27:36). It 
is the prevalent critical opinion that Ya‘qub (Jacob) is really a shortened form 
of Ya‘akobel admitting several meanings such as 'God follows' or 'God 
rewards.' Jacob was the son of Isaac and Rebekah and the grandson of 
Abraham and the traditional ancestor of the people of Israel and known as the 
Third Patriarch (Enc. Bib. & Jew. Enc.). 

a2:169; 18:51; 35:7. b12:22, 102. 
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we are a strong party.1362 
aSurely, our father is in 

manifest error; 

 

10. So contrive to kill 

Joseph1363 or cast him out to 

some distant land, so that 

your father’s favour may 

become exclusively yours, 

and you can thereafter repent 

and become a righteous 

people.’ 

 

 

11. One1364 of them said, 

‘Kill not Joseph, but if you 

must do something, cast him 

into the bottom of a deep 

well; some of the travellers 

will pick him up.’ 

 

 

12. They said, ‘O our father, 

why dost thou not trust us 

with respect to Joseph, when 

we are certainly his sincere 

well-wishers? 

 

 

13. ‘Send him with us 

tomorrow that he may enjoy 

himself and play, and we shall 

surely keep guard over him.’  

 

 

 
1362. Like Joseph’s brothers who were angry that instead of themselves, 

who, as they imagined, were superior to him in every respect, he had won the 
affection of their father and had become the centre of his attention, the 
Quraish leaders said that the Qur’an ought to have been revealed to one of the 
great men of Mecca or Ta’if (43:32). They looked upon the Holy Prophet as 
too small a person to be selected for the exalted office of a Prophet. 

1363. Just as the brothers of Joseph plotted to kill him, the Quraish also 
conspired to put the Holy Prophet to death (8:31). 

1364. Reuben (Gen. 37:22). 

a12:96. 
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14. He said, ‘It grieves me 

that you should take him 

away, and I fear lest the wolf 

should devour1365 him while 

you are heedless of him.’ 

 

 

15. They said, ‘Surely, if the 

wolf should devour him while 

we are a strong party, then we 

shall indeed be great losers.’ 

 

 

16. So, when they took him 

away, and agreed to put him 

into the bottom of a deep 

well, and carried out their 

malicious design, We sent 

revelation to him, saying, 

‘Thou shalt surely one day tell 

them of this affair of theirs, 

and they did not know.’ 

 

 

17. And they came to their 

father in the evening, 

weeping. 

 
 

18. They said, ‘O our father, 

we went forth racing with one 

another and left Joseph with 

our things, and the wolf 

devoured him, but thou wilt 

not believe us though we are 

telling the truth.1366 

 

 

 
1365. It appears from this verse that Jacob had already been informed by 

God in a general way of the plot of Joseph’s brothers to kill him. So, as if pre-
arraigning them, he used the same words which they were to use later in 
extenuation of their heinous crime. 

1366. The words bespoke their nervousness and betrayed their guilty minds. 
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19. And they came with false 
blood on his shirt. aHe said, 
‘This what you say is not true 
but your souls have made a 
great thing appear light in 
your eyes.1367 So comely 
patience is now called for. 
And it is Allah alone Whose 
help is to be sought against 
what you assert.’ 

 

 

20. And there came a caravan 

of travellers and they sent 

their water-drawer. And he let 

down his bucket into the well. 

‘Oh, good news!’ said he, 

‘Here is a youth!’ And they 

hid him as a piece of 

merchandise,1368 and Allah 

well knew what they did.  

 

 

21. And they sold him for a 

paltry price, a few dirhems, 

and they were not at all keen 

on it.1368A 

 

 

R. 3.   

22. And the man from 
Egypt1369 who bought him 
said to his wife, ‘Make his 

 

 
1367. These words indicate that Jacob regarded the report of his sons as a 

concocted story. 
1368. The members of the caravan looked upon Joseph as a precious asset. 
1368A. The particle hi in the expression fihi may mean either 'him' or 'it,' 

standing either for Joseph or price. See also "The Larger Edition of the 
Commentary." 

1369. The Egyptian who bought Joseph is known as Potiphar in Jewish 
literature (Enc. Bib. & Gen. 39:1). He was captain of the royal guard, an 
officer of high rank in ancient times. 

a12:84. 
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stay among us honourable. 
Maybe we will benefit from 
him or we may adopt him as a 
son.’ aAnd thus did We 
establish Joseph in the land, 
and We did so that We might 
also teach him the 
interpretation of things. And 
Allah has full power over His 
decree, but most men know it 
not. 

 

23. bAnd when he attained his 
age of full strength, We 
granted him judgment and 
knowledge. And thus do We 
reward those who do good. 

 

 

24. And she, in whose house 
he was, sought to seduce1370 
him against his will. And she 
bolted the doors, and said, 
‘Now come.’1371 He said, ‘I 
seek refuge with Allah. He is 
my Lord.1372 He has made 
my stay with you honourable. 
Verily, the wrongdoers never 
prosper.’  

 

 

25. And she made up her 

mind with regard to him, to 

 

 
1370. Rawada-hu means, he endeavoured or sought to turn him to or from a 

thing by blandishments or deceitful arts (Lane). 
1371. Haita meaning, 'come or come forward' or 'hasten,' and the 

expression haita laka means, 'come thou' or 'now come;' also, 'come I am 
ready for thee or I am ready to receive thee' (Lane & Mufradat). 

1372. The verse shows that the woman who sought to seduce Joseph failed 
in her efforts and that Joseph successfully resisted her evil suggestion. The 
words, 'He is my Lord,' refer to God, and not to Joseph’s Egyptian master, as 
some Commentators have wrongly supposed. 

a12:57. b28:15. 
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seduce him and he made up 

his mind with regard to 

her1373 to resist her. If he had 

not seen manifest Sign of his 

Lord,1374 he could not have 

shown such determination. 

Thus did it come about that 

We might turn away from him 

all evil and indecency. Surely, 

he was one of Our chosen 

servants.1375 

 

26. And they both raced to the 

door, and in the struggle she 

tore his shirt from behind, and 

they found her lord at the 

door. She said to him, ‘What 

shall be the punishment of 

one who intended evil to thy 

wife, save imprisonment or a 

grievous chastisement?’  

 

 

 
1373. The wife of Joseph’s master intended a thing about Joseph (i.e. 

copulation). Similarly, Joseph intended a thing about her, i.e. resisting her evil 
intention. That Joseph did not intend anything evil is clear from the previous 
verse. His only object was to dissuade her from her evil purpose. 

1374. By 'manifest Sign' are meant the heavenly Signs which Joseph had 
already witnessed, e.g. the wonderful dream which foretold his future 
greatness (v. 5), the revelation he had received when cast into the well, which 
also pointed to his later eminence and glory (v. 16) and also his being taken 
out alive from the well. 

1375. Just as an attempt was made to tempt Joseph away from the path of 
piety and rectitude, similarly, the idolaters of Mecca made an unsuccessful 
attempt to make the Holy Prophet give up preaching the Unity of God by 
offering to make him their king or to collect great wealth for him or to give 
him in marriage the most beautiful girl in Arabia. The offer was of course 
contemptuously rejected by the Holy Prophet with the historic words, 'If you 
place the sun on my right hand and the moon on my left hand, even then I will 
not give up preaching God’s Unity (Hisham). 
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27. Joseph said, ‘She it was 
who sought to seduce me 
against my will.’ And a witness 
of her household bore witness 
saying, ‘If his shirt is torn from 
the front, then she has spoken 
the truth and he is a liar; 

 

 

28. ‘But if his shirt is torn 
from behind, then she has lied 
and he is of the truthful.’ 

 

 

29. So when he1376 saw his 
shirt torn from behind, he 
said, ‘Surely, this is a device 
of you women. Your device is 
indeed mighty;1377 

 

 

30. ‘O Joseph, do thou 
overlook this mischief and thou, 
O woman, ask forgiveness for 
thy sin. Certainly thou art of the 
guilty.’ 

 

 

R. 4.   

31. And the women in the city 
said, ‘The wife of the 
‘Aziz1378 seeks to seduce her 
slave-boy against his will. He 
has infatuated her with 
love.1379 Indeed we see her in 
manifest error.’  

 

 

 
1376. The pronoun 'he' stands for the master of the house and not for the 

man who bore witness. 
1377. In his endeavour to screen his wife so far as possible Potiphar seems 

to accuse the whole fair sex of cunning and guile. 
1378. Al-‘Aziz stands for Potiphar. He was the captain of the King’s guard. 

It seems that at the time of the Holy Prophet the chiefs and dignitaries of 
Egypt were known by this title. 

1379. The Arabic expression means that the woman’s love of Joseph had 
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32. And when she heard of 

their sly whisperings, she sent 

for them and prepared for 

them a repast, and gave 

everyone of them a knife and 

then said to Joseph, ‘Come 

forth to them.’ And when they 

saw him they found him to be 

a person of great dignity1379A 

and in their amazement acut 

their hands,1380 and bsaid, 

‘Allah be glorified! This is 

not a human being; this is but 

a noble angel.’ 

 

 

33. She said, ‘And this is he 

about whom you blamed me. 

I did seek to seduce him 

against his will, but he 

preserved himself from sin. 

And now if he do not what I 

bid him, he shall certainly be 

imprisoned and become one 

of the humbled.’  

 

 

 
entered beneath the pericardium of her heart; or, love of him had struck or 
smitten her or had rent the Shighaf (pericardium) of her heart (Lane). 

1379A. They thought very highly of him. 
1380. The expression, cut their hands, may signify that when the women 

looked at Joseph, they were so struck with his saintly and handsome visage 
that in a state of forgetfulness some of them happened to cut their hands with 
the knives they were holding in their hands. Or the sentence may be taken as 
figuratively expressing their wonder and amazement. The Arabic expression, 
‘Addul Anamili, i.e. biting the finger-ends is also used to express surprise, and 
because sometimes the whole of a thing is used for a part, the word 'hands' 
may be said to have been here used for 'finger-ends.' According to the Talmud, 
oranges were served to the guests and the women inadvertently cut their hands 
owing to their being engrossed in looking at Joseph (Jew. Enc. & Talmud). 

a12:51. b12:52. 
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34. Thereupon Joseph prayed: 

‘O my Lord, prison is dearer 

to me than what they invite 

me to; and unless Thou turn 

away their guile from me I 

shall be inclined towards 

them and be of the ignorant.’ 

 

 

35. So his Lord heard his 

prayer, and turned away their 

guile from him. Verily, He is 

the All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

36. Then it occurred to them 

(the chiefs) after they had 

seen the signs of his 

innocence that to preserve 

their good name, they should 

imprison him for a time.1381 

 

 

R. 5.   

37. And with him there 

entered the prison two young 

men. One of them said, ‘I see 

myself in a dream pressing 

wine.’ And the other said, ‘I 

see myself in a dream carrying 

upon my head bread of which 

the birds are eating.1382 Inform 

us of the interpretation thereof; 

for we see thee to be of the 

righteous.’ 

 

 

 
1381. It appears that as the ill fame of Potiphar’s wife spread, her people 

thought that the best way to put a stop to this scandal-mongering was to 
imprison Joseph in order that public opinion might come to regard him as the 
offender and the blame might be shifted from that guilty woman to him. 

1382. For the dreams of the butler and the baker see Gen. ch. 40. 
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38. He replied, ‘The food 
which you are given shall not 
come to you but I shall inform 
you of the interpretation 
thereof before it comes to 
you. This is on account of 
what my Lord has taught me. 
I have renounced the religion 
of the people who do not 
believe in Allah and who are 
disbelievers in the Hereafter; 

 

 

39. a‘And I have followed the 

religion of my fathers—

Abraham and Isaac and Jacob. 

It behoves us not to associate 

anything as partner with 

Allah. This is of Allah’s grace 

upon us and upon mankind, 

but most men are ungrateful; 

 

 

40. ‘O my two companions of 
the prison, are many lords 
differing among themselves 
better or Allah, the One, the 
Most Supreme?aaa 

 

 

41. b‘You worship nothing 

besides Allah, but mere 

names that you have named, 

you and your fathers; Allah 

has sent down no authority for 

that. cThe decision rests with 

Allah alone. dHe has 

commanded that you shall not 

worship anything, save Him. 

 

 
aaa  

a2:134. b7:72; 53:24. c6:58; 12:68. d2:84; 17:24; 41:15. 
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aThat is the right religion, but 

most men know not;  

42. ‘O my two companions of 
the prison, as for one of you 
he will pour out wine for his 
lord to drink; and as for the 
other, he will be crucified so 
that the birds will eat from of 
his head. The matter about 
which you inquired has been 
decreed.’ 

 

 

43. And of the two he said to 

him whom he thought to be 

the one who would be 

released, ‘Mention me to thy 

lord.’ But Satan caused him to 

forget mentioning it to his 

lord, so he remained in prison 

for some years.1383 

 

 

R. 6.   

44. And the King said to his 

courtiers, ‘I see in a dream 

seven fat kine which seven 

lean ones were eating, and 

seven green ears of corn and 

seven others withered. O ye 

chiefs, explain to me the 

meaning of my dream if you 

can interpret dreams.’ 

 

 

45. They replied, ‘These are 

confused dreams and we do 

not know the interpretation of 

confused dreams.’  

 

 

 
1383. Bid‘ denotes a variety of numbers but is generally understood to 

mean from three to nine (Lane). 

a30:31; 98:6. 
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46. And he of the two who 

was released and who now 

remembered after a time, said, 

‘I will let you know its 

interpretation, therefore, send 

ye me.’ 

 

 

47. And he came to Joseph 

and said, ‘Joseph! O thou 

man of truth, explain to us the 

meaning of seeing in a dream 

seven fat kine which seven 

lean ones devour, and of 

seven green ears of corn and 

seven others withered; that I 

may return to the people so 

that they may know the 

interpretation.’ 

 

 

48. Joseph replied, ‘You shall 

sow for seven years, working 

diligently throughout; then 

leave, what you reap in its 

ear, except a little which you 

shall eat; 

 

 

49. ‘Then there shall come 

after that seven hard 

years,1384 which shall 

consume all that you shall 

have laid by in advance for 

them except a little which you 

may preserve;  

 

 

50. ‘Then there shall come 

after that a year in which 

 

 
1384. Arabia, in the Holy Prophet’s time, was visited with a terrible famine 

which lasted for seven long years. It was so severe that people were forced to 
eat carrion (Bukhari). 
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people shall be relieved1385 

and in which they shall give 

presents1386 to each other. 

 

R. 7.   

51. And the King said, ‘Bring 
him to me.’ But when the 
messenger came to him, he 
said, ‘Go back to thy lord and 
aask him how fare the women 
who cut their hands;1387 for, 
my Lord well knows their 
crafty design.’  

 

 

52. The King said to the 

women, ‘What was the truth 

of that matter of yours when 

you sought to seduce Joseph 

 

 

 
1385. In their ignorance of the meaning of the word Yughathu which besides 

meaning, 'They will be rained upon' also means, 'They will be relieved of their 
distress' or 'They will be aided and helped,' some Christian writers have 
objected that as it very seldom rains in Egypt and that the fertility of its soil 
depends upon the flooding of the Nile, the Quranic statement is against the 
elementary facts of geography. Obviously, the latter two meanings quite agree 
with the text of the Qur’an. But if the word be taken in the first-mentioned sense, 
even then there is no ground for any objection, for though the fertility of the soil 
of Egypt depends on the flooding of the Nile, the flooding of the Nile itself 
depends on rain on the mountains in which lies its source. 

1386. Ya‘sirun is derived from ‘Asira which means, (l)  he pressed or 
squeezed the thing so as to force out its juice, etc.; (2)  he aided or succoured 
or saved or preserved (him); (3)  he gave something to someone or did some 
benefit to someone (Lane). 

1387. Realizing that Joseph was no ordinary person the King wanted to 
release him from the prison forthwith. But Joseph refused to be released until 
a full inquiry was made into his case and he was proved to be innocent of the 
charge laid against him. His object in demanding an inquiry seems to be two-
fold: First, that the King might know that he was innocent so that on no future 
occasion his mind might be poisoned against him by evilly-disposed persons 
on the basis of the alleged cause of his imprisonment. Secondly, that Potiphar, 
his benefactor, might not remain under the impression that Joseph had proved 
faithless to him. 
 

a12:32. 
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against his will?’ aThey said 

‘He kept away from sin for 

fear of Allah1388––we have 

known no evil against him.’ 

The wife of the ‘Aziz said, 

‘Now has the truth come to 

light. It was I who sought to 

seduce him against his will 

and surely, he is of the 

truthful.’ 

 

  

53. Joseph said, ‘I asked for 

this enquiry to be made so 

that the ‘Aziz might know that 

I was not unfaithful to him in 

his absence and that Allah 

suffers not the device of the 

unfaithful to succeed; 

 

 

PART XIII    

54. ‘And I do not hold my 

own self to be free from 

weakness—surely the soul is 

prone to enjoin evil—save 

that whereon my Lord has 

mercy.1389 Surely, my Lord is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful.’  

 

 

 
1388. The words seem to show that the incident of the cutting of their 

hands by the women did actually take place; otherwise Joseph could not have 
referred to it. Either in amazement or being absorbed in conversation, some of 
them did inadvertently cut their hands. Or the words might mean that by 
bringing a false accusation against Joseph the women had cut their own hands, 
i.e. they had landed themselves into a false position. But if nothing actual had 
happened, Joseph could not have referred to 'the cutting of the hands.' Hasha 
Lillahi also means, God forbid; or how far is Allah from every imperfection 
(Lane). 

1389. The clause Illa ma Rahima Rabbi (save that whereon my Lord has 
mercy) may have three different interpretations: (a)  Save the Nafs (soul) 
 

a12:32. 
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55. And the King said, ‘Bring 
him to me that I may take him 
specially for my own person. 
And when he had spoken to 
him, he said, ‘Thou art this 
day a person of established 
position and trust with us.’ 

 

 

56. Joseph said, ‘Appoint me 
over the treasures of the land, 
for I am a good keeper,1390 
and possessed of knowledge 
of  these matters.’ 

 

 

57. aAnd thus did We establish 
Joseph in the land. He dwelt 
therein wherever he pleased. 
bWe bestow Our mercy on 
whomsoever We please and 
We suffer not the reward of the 
righteous to be lost. 

 

 

58. And surely the reward of 

the Hereafter is better for 

those who believe and fear 

God.  

 

 

 
whereupon my Lord has mercy, the particle ma standing for Nafs. (b)  Save 
him upon whom my Lord has mercy; ma here meaning, man. (c)  Yes, but it is 
God’s mercy which saves whom it chooses. These three meanings refer to the 
three stages in the spiritual development of man. The first meaning refers to 
the stage when man has attained the stage of spiritual perfection—the stage of 
Nafs-e-Mutma’innah (the soul at rest—89:28). The second meaning applies to 
man when he is yet in the stage of Nafs-e-Lawwamah (self-accusing soul—
75:3) when man is struggling against sin and his evil propensities, sometimes 
overcoming them and at others being vanquished by them. The third meaning 
applies to man when the animal in him predominates. This stage is called 
Nafs-e-Ammarah (the soul prone to evil). 

1390. Joseph preferred charge of the finance department. His choice seems 
to have been dictated by the desire to give his single-minded attention to the 
successful running of the department which so deeply concerned the 
fulfilment of the King’s dream. 

a12:22. b2:106; 3:75. 
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R. 8.   

59. And Joseph’s brethren 

came and presented 

themselves before him; and 

he knew them, abut they 

recognized him not. 

 

 

60. And when he had 

provided them with their 

provision, he said, ‘Bring me 

your brother on your father’s 

side.1390A Do you not see that 

I give you full measure of 

corn and that I am the best of 

hosts?’ 

 

 

61. ‘But if you bring him not 

to me, then there shall be no 

measure of corn for you from 

me, nor shall you come near 

me.’ 

 

 

62. They replied, ‘We will try 

to induce his father to part 

with him and we will 

certainly do it.’ 

 
 

63. And he said to his 

servants, ‘Put their money 

back into their saddle-bags 

that they may recognize it 

when they return to their 

family; haply, they may come 

back.’  

 

 

64. And when they returned 

to their father, they said, ‘O 

 

 
1390A. Jacob had twelve sons, two sons––Joseph and Benjamin, from his 

wife, Rachel, and ten other sons from other wives. 

a12:16. 
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our father, any further 

measure of  corn has been 

denied us, so send with us our 

brother that we may obtain 

our measure, and we will 

surely be able to take care of 

him.’ 

 

65. He said, ‘Can I trust you 
with him, except with the 
same result as when I trusted 
you with his brother before. 
But Allah is the Best 
Protector, and He is the Most 
Merciful of those who show 
mercy.’ 

 

 

66. And when they unpacked 

their goods, they found their 

money returned to them. They 

said, ‘O our father, what more 

can we desire? Here is our 

money returned to us. We 

shall bring provision for our 

family, and guard our brother 

and we shall have an extra 

measure of a camel-load.1391 

That is a measure which is 

easy to obtain.’  

 

 

67. He said, ‘I will not send 

him with you until you give 

me a solemn promise in the 

name of Allah that you will 

surely bring him to me, unless 

 

 
1391. A 'camel-load' may not necessarily mean a load put on a camel’s 

back, but may denote also the load which a camel can ordinarily carry, though 
it may be loaded on an ass. 
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it be that you are 

encompassed.’ And when they 

had given him their solemn 

promise, he said, ‘Allah 

watches over what we say.’ 

 

68. And he said, ‘O my sons, 

enter not by one gate, but 

enter by different gates, and I 

can avail you naught against 

Allah. The decision rests only 

with Allah. aIn Him do I put 

my trust and in Him let all 

who would trust put their 

trust.’ 

 

 

69. And when they entered in 

the manner their father had 

commanded them, Jacob’s 

purpose was fulfilled but it 

could not avail them anything 

against Allah, except that 

there was a desire in Jacob’s 

mind which he thus 

satisfied;1392 and he was 

surely possessed of great 

knowledge We had taught 

him, but most men know not.  

 

 

R. 9.   

70. And when they visited 

Joseph, he lodged his brother 

with himself. And he said, ‘I 

 

 
1392. Jacob seemed to have realized or he had possibly been informed by 

Divine revelation that the man in Egypt was Joseph and therefore he asked his 
sons to enter the town separately so that Joseph might have an opportunity to 
meet and talk to his brother, Benjamin, in private. 

a11:57, 89; 14:12. 
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am thy brother; so now grieve 

not at what they have been 

doing.’ 

 

71. And when he had given 

them their provision, he 

put1393 the drinking-cup in 

his brother’s saddle-bag. Then 

a crier cried, ‘O ye men of the 

caravan, you are surely 

thieves.’1394 

 

 

72. They said, turning round 

towards them, ‘What is it that 

you miss?’ 

 
 

73. They replied, ‘We miss 

the King’s measuring-vessel 

and whoso brings it shall have 

a camel-load of corn and I am 

surety for it.’  

 

 

 
1393. The word Ja‘ala (put) may either signify that Joseph himself ordered 

the cup to be put in his brother’s sack so that he might use it on his way home; 
or that the cup happened to be placed among Benjamin’s articles, Joseph not 
knowing that it was there. 

1394. It is incorrect to say that Joseph himself first ordered the drinking-
cup to be placed in his brother’s sack, and then accused him of theft—an 
action much below his dignity. In fact, it was a Siqayah (a drinking-cup) 
which Joseph had ordered to be placed in the sack of his brother while the 
vessel which was declared by the royal proclaimer to have been lost was a 
Suwa‘ (a measuring-vessel). It seems that in the excitement of helping his 
brothers to prepare for their return journey and in view of the approaching 
separation from Benjamin, after only a brief meeting, Joseph felt thirst and 
called for water. It was brought to him in the royal measuring vessel. Such 
vessels were then used both as measuring-vessels and drinking-cups. After 
satisfying his thirst he inadvertently placed the vessel among Benjamin’s 
things, and it thus became packed with the effects of his brother without 
having been noticed by anybody. Joseph at once understood how the mistake 
had occurred, but, thinking that all this was God’s own plan for detaining 
Benjamin, he judiciously kept silent until the caravan was gone. 
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74. They answered, ‘By 

Allah, you know well that we 

came not to make mischief in 

the land, and we are not 

thieves.’ 

 

 

75. They said, ‘What then 

shall be the punishment for it, 

if you are found to be liars?’ 

 
 

76. They replied, ‘The 
punishment for it—he in 
whose saddle-bag it is found 
shall himself be the penalty 
for1395 it. Thus do we punish 
wrongdoers.’  

 

 

77. Then he1396 began with 
the search of their sacks 
before the sack of Joseph’s 
brother;1396A then he took it 
out of the sack of his brother. 
Thus did We plan for 
Joseph.1397 He could not have 
taken his brother under the 
King’s law unless Allah had 
so willed. aWe raise in 
degrees of rank whomsoever 
We please; and over every 
possessor of knowledge is 
One, Most-Knowing. 

 

 

 
1395. Joseph’s brothers, in a fit of excitement, themselves suggested that he 

in whose sack the measuring-vessel might be found should be detained to 
explain his conduct. Thus Joseph was able to keep back his brother without 
the latter having been accused of theft. 

1396. The pronoun 'he' refers to the man who announced the loss of the 
measuring-vessel and who naturally himself came forward to make the search. 

1396A. This was due to the special consideration which Joseph had shown 
to Benjamin. 

1397. The whole thing was planned by God—Joseph having no hand in it. 
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78. They said, ‘If he has 
stolen, a brother of his had 
also committed theft 
before.’1398 But Joseph kept it 
secret in his heart and did not 
disclose it to them. He simply 
said, ‘You are in a worst 
condition; and Allah knows 
best what you allege.’ 

 

 

79. They said, ‘O noble chief, 
he has a very aged father,1399 
so take one of us in his place; 
for we see thee to be of those 
who are benevolent.’ 

 

 

80. He replied, ‘Allah forbid 
that we should take any other 
but him with whom we have 
found our property; for then 
we should certainly be 
unjust.’  

 

 

R. 10.   

81. And when they despaired 

of him, they retired, 

conferring together in 

private.1399A Then their 

 

 
Quite inadvertently Joseph happened to place the King’s measuring-vessel, 
which he used as a drinking-cup on that occasion, in Benjamin’s luggage and 
his brothers themselves made the suggestion which enabled Joseph to detain 
Benjamin. Thus a providential combination of circumstances enabled Joseph 
to satisfy his heart’s desire. 

1398. One sin leads to another. Joseph’s brothers had first sought to put 
him to death. Now quite unashamedly they hastened to accuse him of theft. 

1399. Not being satisfied with accusing Benjamin of theft, they proceed to 
disown him and even refuse to acknowledge him as their brother saying, 'he 
has a very aged father.' 

1399A. Najiyy means, (1)  a secret; (2)  one to whom a secret is confided; 
 

a6:84. 
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leader1400 said, ‘Know ye not 

that your father has taken 

from you a solemn pledge in 

the name of Allah and how, 

before this, you failed in your 

duty with respect to Joseph? I 

will not, therefore, leave the 

land until my father permits 

me or Allah decides for me. 

And He is the Best of judges;’ 

 

82. “Go back to your father, 

and say, ‘O our father, thy son 

committed theft and we have 

stated only what we know and 

we could not be guardians 

over the unseen;’ 

 

 

83. ‘And inquire of the people 

of the town1401 wherein we 

were, and of the caravan with 

which we came, and certainly 

we are speaking the truth.”  

 

 

84. aHe replied, ‘Nay, but 

your minds have embellished 

 

 
(3)  one who confers with another in private; (4)  the act of conferring in 
private (Aqrab). 

1400. According to the Bible it was Judah, the fourth among the brothers, 
and not Reuben, the eldest of them, who refused to go back to his father 
without Benjamin. The word which the Qur’an has used is Kabir which means, 
'big' or 'elder' and not Akbar which means, 'the eldest.' Judah, being the fourth 
son of Jacob, was indeed one of the bigger or elder brothers of Joseph. 
Moreover, Kabir does not only mean 'big' or 'elder' but also means 'leader' and 
'great in estimation, rank or dignity,' and it is in this sense that the word has 
been used here and so applies to Judah and not to Reuben. Judah was more 
important than Reuben in the eyes of Jacob (Gen. 43:8-10). 

1401. In the verse Qaryah (town) is in reality Ahlul-Qaryah (people of the 
town) and ‘Ir (caravan) is Ashabul-‘Ir (members of the caravan). The words 
Ahl and Ashab have been omitted to lend emphasis to the statement. 

a12:19. 
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to you an evil thing. So now 

there is nothing left for me but 

goodly patience. May be 

Allah will bring them all1402 

to me; for He is the All-

Knowing, the Wise.’ 

 

85. And he turned away from 

them and said, ‘O my grief for 

Joseph!’ And his eyes were 

filled with tears1403 because 

of grief, and he was 

suppressing his sorrow. 

 

 

86. They said, ‘By Allah, thou 

wilt not cease talking 

of  Joseph until thou art 

wasted away or thou art of 

those who perish.’1404 

 

 

87. He replied, ‘I only 

complain of my sorrow and 

my grief to Allah, and I know 

from Allah that which you 

know not,1404A 

 

 

88. ‘O my sons, go ye and 

enquire about Joseph and his 

 

 
1402. Joseph, Benjamin and Judah. 
1403. Bayyadas-Siqa means, he filled the skin with water or milk. The 

expression Ibyaddat ‘Aina-hu is used regarding a person who is stricken with 
grief and his eyes become filled with tears. The verse thus only signifies that 
the world became dark for Jacob and his eyes became filled with tears on 
account of grief (Lane, Razi & Bihar). 

1404. Harad means, a man corrupt in body and intellect; sick or diseased; 
suffering from protracted disquietude of mind and disease; weary or fatigued 
and at the point of death; emaciated or dissolved by excessive grief or love, 
etc. (Lane). 

1404A. The verse implies that Jacob had been informed by God that Joseph, 
Benjamin and Judah were alive. 
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brother1405 and adespair not 

of the mercy of Allah; for 

none despairs of Allah’s 

mercy save the disbelieving 

people.’  

89. And, when they came 

before Joseph again, they 

said, ‘O noble chief, poverty 

has smitten us and our family, 

and we have brought a paltry 

sum of money, but nonetheless 

give us full measure, and be 

charitable1405A to us. Surely, 

Allah does reward the 

charitable.’ 

 

 

90. He said, ‘Do you know 
what you did to Joseph and 
his brother in your 
ignorance?’1406 

 

 

91. They replied, ‘Art thou 
Joseph?’ He said, ‘Yes, I am 
Joseph and this is my brother. 
Allah has indeed been 
gracious to us. Verily, whoso 
fears Allah and is steadfast––
bAllah never suffers the 
reward of the good to be lost.’  

 

 

 
1405. This verse also shows that Jacob was convinced that Joseph, 

Benjamin and Judah were alive in Egypt. 
1405A. The conduct of Joseph’s brothers on this occasion seems to be 

inexplicable. They seemed to have morally sunk so low that, ignoring the real 
purpose of their present visit to Egypt, which was to make a search for Joseph, 
Benjamin and Judah, they began to beg for corn. 

1406. Bearing no longer to see his brothers degrade themselves by thus 
begging for corn Joseph decided to reveal himself to them; but approached the 
subject indirectly. 

a15:57; 39:54. b12:57. 
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92. They replied, ‘By Allah; 

surely, Allah has preferred 

thee above us and we have 

indeed been sinners.’ 

 

 

93. He said, ‘No blame shall 

lie on you this day;1407 may 

Allah forgive you! And He is 

the Most Merciful of those 

who show mercy; 

 

 

94. ‘Go with this shirt of mine 

and lay it before my father; he 

will come to know 

everything. And bring to me 

the whole of your family.’ 

 

 
R. 11.   

95. And when the caravan 

departed, their father said, 

‘Surely, I perceive the scent 

of Joseph, even though you 

take me to be a dotard.’1408  

 

 

 
1407. Joseph did not keep his brothers in suspense and at once removed all 

their fears and apprehensions concerning the treatment he would extend to 
them, by telling them forthwith that his pardon was unreserved and 
unqualified. This large-hearted and generous forgiving of his brothers by 
Joseph constitutes his greatest and most outstanding resemblance to the Holy 
Prophet. Like Joseph, the Holy Prophet, too, gained honour and power in 
flight and banishment; and when after years of exile he entered his native 
town as a conqueror, at the head of ten thousand Companions, and Mecca lay 
prostrate at his feet, he asked his people what treatment did they expect from 
him. 'The treatment that Joseph accorded to his brethren,' they replied. 'Then 
no reproach shall lie on you this day,' promptly returned the Holy Prophet. 
This noble treatment by the Holy Prophet of his erstwhile bloodthirsty 
enemies, the Quraish of Mecca, who had left no stone unturned to compass his 
death and destroy Islam root and branch stands unparalleled in the whole 
annals of human history. 

1408. Even before the caravan reached home, Jacob had told his people that, 
in spite of all appearances to the contrary, he hoped to meet Joseph soon; and 
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96. aThey replied, ‘By Allah, 
thou art assuredly still in thy 
old error.’ 

 
 

97. And when the bearer of 
glad tidings came, he laid the 
shirt before him and he 
became enlightened.1409 Then 
he said, “Did I not say to you, 
‘I know from Allah what you 
know not?” 

 

 

98. They said, ‘O our father, 
ask of Allah forgiveness of 
our sins for us; we have 
indeed been sinners.’ 

 

 

99. He said, ‘I will certainly 
ask forgiveness for you of my 
Lord. Surely, He is the Most 
Forgiving, the Merciful.’ 

 

 

100. And when they came to 

Joseph, he put up his 

parents1410 with himself and 

said, ‘Enter Egypt in peace, if 

it please Allah.’  

 

 

 
in order to lend emphasis to his conviction, he added the words 'even though 
you take me to be a dotard' meaning thereby, 'you consider this meeting to be 
an impossibility, being not more than the illusion and wishful thinking of an 
old man, but I know it as a fact and a certainty.' 

1409. When Joseph’s shirt was laid before Jacob, the conviction that Joseph 
was alive which, being based on revelation was previously only a matter of 
faith, now became converted into factual knowledge. This is the meaning of 
the words, he became enlightened. The Qur’an lends no support whatsoever to 
the view that Jacob had become blind. Not only was it inconsistent with his 
dignity as a great Prophet of God but several verses also contradict this view. 
It seems that it was the same shirt which Joseph had worn when he was 
thrown into the well. 

1410. Joseph’s own mother Rachel had already died, but the use of the 
word 'parents' in the verse implies that a step-mother is as much entitled to 
one’s respect and affection as one’s real mother. 

a12:9. 
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101. And he raised his parents 
upon the throne1411 and they 
all fell down prostrate before 
Allah for him.1412 And he 
said, ‘O my father, this is the 
fulfilment of my dream of 
old. My Lord has made it 
come true. And He bestowed 
a favour upon me when He 
took me out of the prison1413 
and brought you from the 
desert after Satan had stirred 
up discord between me and 
my brethren. Surely, my Lord 
is Benignant to whomsoever 
He pleases; for He is the All-
Knowing, the Wise.  

 

 

102. ‘O my Lord, Thou hast 
bestowed a portion of 
sovereignty upon me and 
ataught me the interpretation 
of dreams. O bMaker of the 
heavens and the earth, Thou 
art my Protector in this world 
and the Hereafter. Let death 
come to me in a state of 
submission to Thy Will and 
join me to the righteous.’ 

 

 

 
1411. The words may mean that Joseph presented his parents to the King 

(Gen. 47:2, 7) or that he made them sit on his own throne with the King’s 
permission. In olden times the ministers and deputies of kings also had their 
own thrones. 

1412. Joseph’s brothers and parents fell prostrate and thanked God for 
raising Joseph to such an eminent position. Thus Joseph was the cause, and 
not the object, of their prostration. 

1413. While mentioning God’s favours Joseph refers only to his being 
taken out of prison and makes no mention of being rescued from the well, lest 

a12:7, 22. b6:15; 14:11; 35:2; 39:47. 
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103. aThat is of the tidings of 

the unseen,1414 which We 

reveal to thee. And thou wast 

not with them when they1415 

agreed upon their plan while 

they were plotting. 

 

 

104. bAnd most men will not 

believe even though thou 

eagerly desire it. 

 

 

105. And thou dost not ask of 

them any reward for it. cIt is 

but a source of honour for all 

mankind. 

 

 

R. 12.   

106. dAnd how many a Sign is 

there in the heavens and the 

earth, which they pass by, 

turning away from it!1416 

 

 

107. And most of them 

believe not in Allah without 

at the same time associating 

partners with Him.  

 

 

108. Do they, then, feel 

secure from the coming on 

them of an overwhelming 

punishment from Allah eor the 

 

 
his brothers should feel ashamed. 

1414. The verse means that this account of Joseph was not a mere story. It 
embodied mighty prophecies relating to the future of the Holy Prophet and 
Islam. 

1415. The pronoun 'they' refers to the enemies of the Holy Prophet. 
1416. The verse points to a fundamental difference between the attitude of 

a believer and a disbeliever. Whereas the believer goes about with his eyes 
open and is ready to grasp the slightest Divine hint, the disbeliever behaves 
like a blind man, refusing to benefit even from clear and manifest Signs. 

a3:45; 11:50. b18:7. c38:88; 81:28. d21:33; 23:67. e10:51; 22:56; 43:67. 
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sudden coming of the Hour 

upon them while they are 

unaware? 

 

109. Say, a‘This is my way; I 
call unto Allah standing on 
sure knowledge,1417––I and 
those who follow me. Holy is 
Allah, and I am not of those 
who associate gods with 
Allah. 

 

 

110. And bWe sent not before 
thee as Messengers any but 
men to whom We sent 
revelation, from among the 
people of the towns. Have 
they not then travelled in the 
earth so that they should see 
what was the end of those 
before them? And surely, the 
abode of the Hereafter is 
better for those who fear 
Allah. Will you not then use 
your understanding?’  

 

 

111. And1417A cwhen the 
Messengers despaired of the 
disbelievers and the 
disbelievers were convinced 
that they had been told only 
lies,1418 Our help came to the 

 

 
1417. Blind and unthinking faith which is not based on sound reasons and 

firm conviction carries no weight in the sight of God. 
1417A. The particle hatta is sometimes used as a conjunction like wa 

signifying 'and' or 'even' as in Akaltus-Samaka hatta Ra’saha, i.e. I ate the fish 
and (even) its head (Lane). 

1418. The enemies of Prophets of God continue to increase in wickedness 
and opposition to them till a stage is reached when the Prophets begin to feel 
 

a6:58. b16:44; 21:8. c2:215. 
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Messengers, and then were 
saved those whom We 
pleased. And Our 
chastisement cannot be 
averted from the sinful 
people. 

 

112. Assuredly, in their 
narrative is a lesson for men 
of understanding. aIt is not a 
thing that has been forged, but 
a fulfilment of that which is 
before it and a detailed 
exposition of all things, and ba 
guidance and a mercy to a 
people who believe.  

 

 

 

 
that those who were destined to believe had already believed and as for the 
rest they despair of their believing in them. But God’s Prophets never despair 
of God’s mercy and help (15:57). Their opponents, on the other hand, owing 
to the delay in the coming of Divine punishment, begin to feel secure in the 
thought that they will never be visited with any punishment and that the 
prophecies about the Prophets’ final success and about the discomfiture of 
their enemies were nothing but false utterances. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a10:38. b16:90. 
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CHAPTER 13 
AR-RA‘D 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Preponderance of scholarly opinion is in favour of the view that this 

Surah was revealed at Mecca. Its subject-matter also confirms this view. 
Some verses, however, were revealed at Medina. These verses are 44th 
(according to ‘Ata), 32nd (according to Qatadah), and 13-15th (according to 
certain other authorities). In Chapter 10 (Surah Yunus) it was stated that 
whenever a Prophet appears in the world, people are made to accept the 
Divine Messenger either by being visited with Heavenly punishment or God 
showers his mercy upon them if they deserve it. Stress was laid in Chapter 11 
(Surah Hud) on Divine punishment and in Chapter 12 (Surah Yusuf) on God’s 
mercy. The present Surah, however, explains how the promises and 
prophecies about the rise and prosperity of the Holy Prophet, made in the 
three preceding Chapters, will be fulfilled and how Islam eventually will 
prevail over other religions. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the theme that God works in inscrutable ways. 

The means by which His Messengers and Prophets rise to power remain 
hidden from human eyes till the results, towards the accomplishment of which 
they work, become apparent. It proceeds to draw attention to a well-known 
law of nature that different kinds of fruits and vegetation grow from a soil 
which is watered by the same water. Similarly, the Holy Prophet, born and 
brought up in the same environment with the pagan Meccans, rose to be God’s 
great Messenger. The disbelievers are further told that they should not judge 
the Holy Prophet by his present weak state and by the paucity of his means 
and resources, nor should they wonder at the promises of his ultimate success. 
It is not his promised success that is to be wondered at; rather it would have 
been strange if he had not appeared at the time of humanity’s crying need. The 
Holy Prophet is bound to succeed and his enemies must fail. The cause of 
Islam shall triumph and the children of the leaders of disbelief themselves 
shall join its fold. God will withdraw His help from disbelievers and their 
power and glory will depart. All the laws and elements of nature being under 
God’s control, He will make them subservient to the Holy Prophet’s cause. 
The false gods of the idolaters will be quite powerless to impede or arrest the 
progress of the new Faith. The Surah goes on to develop the theme that so 
great are the spiritual powers of the Holy Prophet that he could overcome his 
enemies single-handed, even as a man having eyes could overcome a host of 
blind men. Polytheism cannot stand against the doctrine of the Unity of God, 
nor can the votaries of false gods against the devotees of the True God. The 
enemies of truth shall melt away and vanish like foam or froth. Men of weak 
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understanding see only the rising foam and froth and do not care or have the 
intelligence to see the pure water underneath. The foam and froth disappear 
but pure water and gold remain. Similarly, the superficial and trifling beliefs 
of the polytheists are bound to perish and the great and noble ideals preached 
by the Qur’an will endure and its teachings, being in harmony with human 
nature, will find their way into the hearts of men, who will gradually come to 
realize on which side lies the truth when they compare the moral stature of 
believers with that of disbelievers. Mighty Signs will be shown and great 
miracles wrought by means of the Qur’an and human hearts, the strongest of 
all earthly citadels shall fall. One of these Signs will be that his people will 
drive out the Holy Prophet from Mecca and will draw the sword against him. 
But Islam shall continue to make headway till Mecca, the centre of disbelief 
and opposition will fall to the victorious arms of the Holy Prophet. Idolatry 
shall disappear from Arabia for all time and Islam shall be firmly established 
there. The world shall witness all these Signs wrought not by human agency 
but by the hand of the Almighty God Himself. The Surah contains many 
prophecies about the discomfiture and destruction of the leaders of disbelief 
and foretells a bright future for Islam. 

The Title 
The above constitutes the main theme of the Surah and it is in 

conformity with this theme that it has been named Ra‘d or Thunder. Rain 
brings with it lightning and thunder and it is in the fitness of things that 
heavenly rain––the Quranic revelation––should also be accompanied by 
thunder and lightning. Islam has brought with it thunderbolts. Those who 
draw the sword against Islam shall perish by the sword and those who owe 
allegiance to it shall sit on the thrones of power and glory. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah the 

Gracious the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim Ra.1419 
cThese are verses of the 

perfect Book. That which has 

been revealed to thee from thy 

Lord is the Truth, but most 

men believe not.  

 

 

3. dAllah is He Who raised up 
the heavens without any 
pillars that you can see.1420 
Then He settled Himself on 
the Throne.1420A eAnd He 
pressed the sun and the moon 
into your service; each planet 
pursues its course until an 

 

 
1419. Whereas Chapters 10, 11 & 12 begin with the letters Alif Lam Ra, the 

present Surah which is the 13th in number opens with the letters, Alif Lam 
Mim Ra. This difference in the abbreviated letters shows that the subject-
matter of this Surah varies a little from that of the three preceding Chapters. 
These four abbreviated letters mean, I am Allah, the All-Knowing, the All-
Seeing; the attribute, 'Knowing,' having been added to the attribute, 'Seeing,' 
referred to in the preceding Chapters. 

1420. These words mean: (1)  You see that the heavens stand without 
pillars; (2)  the heavens do not stand on pillars which you can see, i.e. they 
have supports but you cannot see them. Taken literally the verse means that 
the heavens stand without the support of pillars. Figuratively, it means that the 
heavens or, for that matter, the heavenly bodies, do stand on supports but 
these supports are not visible to the human eye, e.g. the force of gravity, or 
magnetic power or the special movements of planets or other means which 
science has discovered so far or which may be discovered in future. 

1420A. The word ‘Arsh (Throne) has been used in the Qur’an to express the 
bringing to perfection of spiritual or physical laws. The use of this expression 
is analogous to the practice of worldly monarchs. They make their important 
proclamations 'from the throne.' 

a1:1. b2:2. c13:20; 32:3, 4. d31:11. e7:55; 16:13; 29:62; 31:30; 35:14; 39:6. 
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appointed term. aHe regulates 
all affairs and He clearly 
explains the Signs that you 
may have firm belief in the 
meeting with your Lord. 

 

4. And bHe it is Who spread 
out the earth and made therein 
mountains and rivers, and of 
cfruits of every kind He made 
therein two sexes.1421 dHe 
causes the night to cover the 
day. Therein, verily, are Signs 
for a people who reflect. 

 

 

5. eAnd in the earth are diverse 
tracts, adjoining one another, 
and gardens of vines, and 
corn-fields, and date-palms, 
growing together from one 
root and others not so 
growing; they are all watered 
with the same water, fyet We 
make some of them excel 
others in fruit.1422 Therein are 
Signs for a people who use 
their understanding.  

 

 

 
1421. Though the present verse refers only to fruits, elsewhere the Qur’an 

speaks of God having made pairs––male and female––of all things (36:37; 
51:50). This is a truth which of all religious Scriptures the Qur’an was the first 
to propound. Scientists have begun to discover pairs even in inorganic matter. 
The verse draws attention to the fact that the law that everything has a pair 
applies to the human intellect also. Until heavenly light descends on it, man 
cannot have true knowledge, which is born of a combination of both Divine 
revelation and human reason. 

1422. The expression signifies that when trees watered with the same water 
bear fruits vastly different in taste and colour, why cannot the Holy Prophet, 
even though he lives in the same town and among the same people, excel 
them, especially when he is nourished by the elixir of Divine revelation and 
his opponents are brought up under the fostering care of Satan? 

a32:6. b15:20; 16:16; 21:32. c36:37; 51:50. d7:55; 39:6. e6:100; 16:12. f16:14; 39:22. 
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6. aAnd if thou shouldst 
wonder at their saying, ‘What! 
when we have become dust, 
shall we then be in a state of 
new creation,’ then wondrous 
indeed is what they say. These 
it is who disbelieve in their 
Lord; and bthese it is who shall 
have shackles1423 round their 
necks, and they shall be the 
inmates of the Fire, wherein 
they shall abide. 

 

 

7. cAnd they ask thee to hasten 

on the evil rather than the 

good, whereas exemplary 

punishments have already 

come to pass before them. 

And, verily, thy Lord is full of 

forgiveness for mankind 

despite their wrongdoing, and 
dverily, thy Lord is also Severe 

in retribution. 

 

 

8. eAnd those who disbelieve 
say, ‘Wherefore has not a 
Sign1424 been sent down to 
him from his Lord?’ fThou art 
surely a Warner. And there is 
a Guide for every people.  

 

 

R. 2.   

9. gAllah knows what every 

female bears, and what the 

wombs render defective and 

 

 
1423. The shackles of false beliefs and evil practices. 
1424. 'Sign' invariably means, the Sign of punishment unless the context 

points to some other meaning. 

a27:68; 37:17; 50:4. b36:9; 76:5. c22:48; 29:54, 55. d41:44; 53:33.  
e6:38; 10:21. f11:13; 35:24. g35:12; 41:48. 
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discard and what they cause to 

grow.1425 aAnd with Him 

everything has a proper 

measure. 

 

10. bHe is the knower of the 

unseen and the seen, the 

Incomparably Great, the Most 

High. 

 
 

11. He among you who utters 

his word secretly, and he who 

utters it openly are equal in 

His knowledge; and also he 

who hides by night, and he 

who goes forth openly by 

day.1426 

 

 

12. For him (the Messenger) is 
a succession of angels1427 
before him and behind him; 
they guard him by the 

 

 
1425. In v. 4 we are told that all things in the universe have pairs and that in 

the spiritual world also some individuals act like males and others like females, 
the former exercising influence and the latter receiving it. The verse under 
comment points out that in the person of the Holy Prophet there has appeared 
one who is spiritually a male and that nobody can attain any spiritual rank 
without receiving his stamp. It further says that God knows well the natural 
capacities and aptitudes of the Holy Prophet’s people, whether they will 
accept Divine or satanic influence, and which influence will grow and which 
will decline. Those who accept the Holy Prophet and receive his stamp will 
grow and increase in power, influence and numbers, while his opponents will 
decline and decrease. 

1426. The overt or covert plans of the Holy Prophet’s enemies cannot 
succeed because God, Who knows them all, is his Helper and Protector. 

1427. The word Al-Mu‘aqqibat signifies, the angels of the night and the day 
because they succeed each other by turns. The plural feminine form is used 
because of the frequency of their doing so, since in Arabic the feminine form 
is sometimes employed to impart emphasis and frequency. The word, 
rendered here as 'a succession of angels,' may refer to the celestial beings in 
Heaven; or to the devoted Companions of the Holy Prophet who guarded him 
risking their lives. 

a15:22. b6:74; 9:94; 59:23; 64:19. 
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command of Allah. Surely, 
aAllah changes not the 
condition of a people until 
they change that which is in 
their hearts. And when Allah 
decides to punish a people, 
there is no repelling it, nor 
have they any helper besides 
Him. 

 

13. bHe it is Who shows you 
the lightning to inspire fear 
and hope,1428 and He raises 
the heavy clouds. 

 

 

14. And the thunder glorifies 
Him with His praise cand 
likewise do the angels for awe 
of Him; and dHe sends the 
thunderbolts, and smites 
therewith whom He wills, yet 
they dispute concerning Allah, 
while He is Severe in 
punishing.  

 

 

15. Unto Him alone is due the 

true prayer.1429 eAnd those on 

whom they call instead of Him 

answer them not at all. Their 

case is but like the case of him 

 

 
1428. Lightning inspires both fear and hope. It inspires fear because 

sometimes men die of it and embryos, and certain plants get adversely 
affected. It also brings hope to men, for it heralds fertilizing rain and also 
helps to destroy germs of different diseases and thus serves to put an end to 
epidemics. 

1429. The expression may be translated as: (1)  God alone is worthy of 
worship; (2)  it is praying to God alone that can be useful or beneficial for 
man; (3)  the Voice of God alone rises in support of truth; and (4)  the Voice 
of God alone must prevail. 

a8:54. b30:25. c16:51; 42:6. d24:44. e35:14; 40:21. 
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who stretches forth his two 

hands towards water that it 

may reach his mouth, but it 

reaches it not.1430 aAnd the 

prayer of the disbelievers is 

but a thing wasted. 

 

16. And to Allah submits 

whosoever is in the heavens 

and the earth willingly or 

unwillingly1431 and likewise 

do their shadows in the 

mornings and the evenings.  

 

 

17. bSay, ‘Who is the Lord of 
the heavens and the earth?’ 
Say, ‘Allah.’ Say, ‘Have you 
then taken instead of Him 
helpers cwho have no power 
for good or harm even for 
themselves?’ Say, d‘Can the 
blind and the seeing be equal? 
Or, can darkness be equal to 
light? Or, do they assign to 
Allah partners who have 

 

 
1430. The right way to succeed in life is to place all things in their proper 

places—to give God the status which is His due and to create things the 
position which they rightly possess. That alone is the way to success and true 
happiness. 

1431. The verse embodies a great truth, viz. that all creation is bound to 
obey God-made laws of nature, willingly or unwillingly. The tongue must 
perform the function of tasting and the ear cannot help hearing. This 
obedience to the laws of nature may be called compulsory. But man is given a 
certain freedom of action where he can use his volition and discretion. But 
even in actions in which he appears to have been granted freedom, he is 
subject to certain amount of compulsion, and he must obey God’s laws in 
whatever he does, whether he likes it or not. The words, willingly or 
unwillingly, may also refer to two classes of men, viz. believers who give 
willing submission to God and disbelievers who obey His laws grudgingly. 

a40:51. b23:87. c25:4. d11:25; 35:20. 
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created the like of His creation 
so that the two creations 
appear similar to them?’ Say, 
‘Allah alone is the Creator of 
all things, and He is the 
One,1432 the Most Supreme.’ 

 

18. aHe sends down water 

from the sky so that valleys 

flow according to their 

measure and the flood bears 

on its surface swelling foam. 

And from that which they heat 

in the fire, seeking to make 

ornaments or utensils, comes 

out a foam similar to it. Thus 

does Allah illustrate truth and 

falsehood. Now, as to the 

foam, it goes away as rubbish 

and perishes but as to that 

which benefits men, it stays in 

the earth. Thus does Allah set 

forth parables.1433 

 

 

 
1432. The Qur’an has used two different words to express Divine Unity: 

(1)  Ahad and (2)  Wahid. Whereas the former word denotes the absolute 
Unity of God without relation to any other being, the latter means only 'the 
first' or 'the starting point,' and requires a second and a third to follow it. The 
Divine attribute, Wahid (One), shows that God is the real 'source' from which 
all creation springs, and everything points to Him just as a second or a third 
thing necessarily points to the first. But where the Qur’an seeks to refute the 
doctrine of the sonship of those who have been falsely given that status, it 
uses the word Ahad, i.e. He Who is and has ever been One and Alone and 
Who has begotten no child (112:2). 

1433. The verse has used two very apt illustrations. In the first illustration, 
truth is compared to water and falsehood to foam. Falsehood in the beginning 
seems to prevail over truth, but in the end it is swept away by truth even as 
rubbish is swept away by a powerful current of water. In the second 
illustration, truth is likened to gold or silver which, when melted, throws off 
 

a39:22. 
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19. For those who respond to 

their Lord is eternal good; and 

as for those who respond not 

to Him, aif they had all that is 

in the earth and the like of it 

added thereto, they would 

readily ransom themselves 

therewith. It is these that shall 

have an evil reckoning and 

their abode is Hell. What a 

wretched place of rest! 

 

 

R. 3.   

20. Is he, then, who knows 

that what has been revealed to 

thee from thy Lord is the truth, 

like one who is blind? But 

only those gifted with 

understanding take heed; 

 

 

21. bThose who fulfil Allah’s 

pact, and break not the 

covenant; 

 

 

22. And those who join what 

Allah has commanded to be 

joined, and fear their Lord,1434 

and dread the evil reckoning;  

 

 

23. And those who persevere 

in seeking the favour of their 

Lord, cand observe Prayer, and 

spend out of that with which 

 

 
the dross leaving behind the unmixed metal, pure and bright. 

1434. After faithfully discharging their duties to God, the believers fulfil 
the obligations they owe to His creatures. The observance of these two duties 
constitutes the basis on which the whole fabric of religion stands. 

a5:37; 39:48. b6:152; 16:92; 17:35. c2:4; 8:4; 14:32; 27:4. 
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We have provided them, 

secretly and openly, aand repel 

evil with good.1435 It is these 

who shall have the best reward 

of the final Abode— 

 

24. bGardens of Eternity. They 

shall enter them and also those 

who are righteous from among 

their fathers, and their wives 

and their children.1436 And 

angels shall enter unto them 

from every gate,1437 saying, 

 

 

25. c‘Peace be unto you, 

because you were steadfast; 

behold, how excellent is the 

reward of the final Abode!’ 

 

 

26. And those who dbreak the 

covenant of Allah, after 

having established it and cut 

asunder what Allah has 

commanded to be joined, and 

act corruptly in the earth, on 

them is the curse of Allah and 

they shall have a grievous 

abode.  

 

 

 
1435. The believers follow the course best suited for the eradication of evil. 

They resort to punishment where it serves a useful purpose and to forgiveness 
if forgiveness is calculated to bring about the desired result. In short, they cut 
at the very root of evil by whatever method is appropriate in the circumstances. 

1436. This verse enunciates a great principle. Any good act that a man does, 
is done with the intentional or unintentional help or cooperation of his 
relatives and kinsmen. Therefore, they all are made to participate, 
proportionately to their share, in the reward he wins. 

1437. The various categories of good deeds of believers will, in the next 
world, be represented as so many gates of Heaven. 

a41:35. b40:9. c39:74. d2:28. 
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27. aAllah enlarges His 

provision and straitens it for 

whomsoever He pleases. And 
bthey rejoice in the present 

life, while the present life is 

but a temporary enjoyment as 

compared1438 with the 

Hereafter. 

 

 

R. 4.   

28. And those who disbelieve 

say, c‘Why is not a Sign sent 

down to him from his Lord?’ 

Say, ‘Allah leaves to go 

astray1439 whom He wills and 
dguides to Himself those who 

turn to Him; 

 

 

29. ‘Those who believe, and 

whose hearts find comfort in 

the remembrance of Allah.1440 

Aye! It is in the remembrance 

of Allah that hearts can find 

comfort; 

 

 

30. e‘Those who believe, and 

do good works—happiness is 

decreed for them, and an 

excellent place of return.’  

 

 

 
1438. The particle fi is sometimes used to denote comparison (Lane). 
1439. It is God’s immutable law that He guides those who are desirous of 

turning to Him and leaves to go astray those who themselves turn away from 
Him and refuse to accept His guidance. 

1440. Search after God is the innermost yearning of the human soul and is 
the real object and goal of man’s life, and when that goal is attained man 
enjoys perfect peace of mind, for then he rests, as it were, in the very lap of 
God. 

a29:63; 30:38; 39:53. b10:8. c6:38; 10:21; 29:51. d14:5; 74:32. e3:16; 18:31, 108; 68:35; 98:8, 9. 
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31. Thus have We sent thee to 

a people, before whom other 

peoples have passed away, 

that thou mayest recite to them 

what We have revealed to 

thee, for athey deny the 

Gracious God. Say, ‘He is my 

Lord; there is no god but He. 

In Him do I put my trust and 

towards Him is my return.’  

 

 

32. And if there were a Qur’an 

by which mountains1441 could 

be moved or by which the 

earth could be cut asunder1442 

or by which the dead could be 

spoken1443 to, they would still 

not believe in it. bNay, the 

matter of their believing rests 

entirely with Allah. Have not 

the believers yet come to know 

that if Allah had enforced His 

Will He could have surely 

guided all mankind? And as 

for those who disbelieve, 

 

 

 
1441. Jibal is the plural of Jabal which figuratively means, (1)  chief of a 

tribe or community; (2)  a learned man towering above those around him; 
(3)  great hardship or calamity (Aqrab). The clause may mean that the Qur’an 
solves all the difficult problems that confront man, or it may mean that it has 
abrogated the old order of things and has inculcated a new approach to the 
various human problems. 

1442. These words figuratively mean that the Qur’an would speedily spread 
throughout the whole earth. Literally, it means that portions of land would be 
cut off from enemy territory and would pass into the possession of believers. 

1443. By means of the Qur’an those spiritually dead will not only be 
quickened into a new life, but will also be made to speak words of wisdom 
and will preach the Message of the Qur’an to the world. 

a25:61. b3:155; 30:5. 
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adisaster shall not cease to 

befall them for what they have 

wrought or to alight near their 

home,1444 until the promise of 

Allah comes to pass. Surely, 

Allah fails not in His promise. 

R. 5.   

33. And surely, Messengers 
were mocked at before thee; 
but bI granted respite to those 
who disbelieved. Then I seized 
them and how terrible was My 
punishment!  

 

 

34. Will then He, Who stands 
over every soul watching what 
it earns, let them go 
unpunished? Yet cthey ascribe 
partners to Allah. Say, ‘Do 
name them.’1445 Would you 
inform Him of what He does 
not know in the earth? Or, is it 
a mere empty saying? Nay, 
but the design of the 
disbelievers has been made to 
appear1446 beautiful in their 

 

 
1444. Calamity after calamity shall continue to befall the disbelievers and 

they shall suffer reverses one after the other, till the prophecy relating to the 
utter destruction of their power will be fulfilled by the Fall of Mecca, their 
metropolis and chief citadel. 

1445. Idolaters are called upon to state what are the functions which their 
gods perform. The word 'name' in the verse does not mean personal name but 
attributive name, for the personal names of some of the gods have been given 
in the Qur’an itself (71:24); the words, do name them, may also be an 
expression of contempt, meaning that the gods of the disbelievers are so 
worthless that even the mention of their names would put them to shame. 

1446. It often happens that when a man commits a fraud or imposture in 
order to gain worldly advantage, he himself gradually falls a victim to his own 
imposture which gradually appears attractive to him. 

a22:56. b22:45. c6:101; 10:67; 13:17. 
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eyes, and they have been kept 
back from the right way. And 
ahe whom Allah lets go astray 
shall have no guide. 

 

35. bFor them is a punishment 
in the present life; and, surely, 
the punishment of the 
Hereafter is harder, and they 
will have no defender against 
Allah. 

 

 

36. cThe similitude of the 

Garden promised to the God-

fearing is that through it flow 

streams; its fruit is 

everlasting,1447 and so is its 

shade. That is the reward of 

those who are righteous; and 

the end of the disbelievers is 

Fire.  

 

 

37. And dthose to whom We 

have given the Book rejoice in 

what has been revealed to 

thee. And eof the different 

parties1448 there are some who 

deny a part thereof. Say, f‘I am 

only commanded to worship 

Allah and not to set up equals 

to Him. Unto Him do I call 

and unto Him is my return. 

 

 

 
1447. The words, its fruit is everlasting, signify that the fruits of Heaven 

will see no autumn, no season of decay, nor even of dormancy. Thus, there 
will be no interruption in the boons and blessings of Paradise. "Fruit" and 
"shade" stand respectively for inward and outward blessings, and imply that 
believers will enjoy all kinds of blessings in Heaven, both external and 
internal. 

1448. By the word, Ahzab (parties), is meant all those people to whom a 

a17:98; 39:24, 37. b39:27; 68:34. c2:26; 4:58; 47:16. d28:53. e2:86. f18:111; 39:12; 72:21. 
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38. And thus ahave We 

revealed it, a clear judgment in 

Arabic. And bif thou follow 

their evil desires after the 

knowledge that has come to 

thee, thou shalt have no friend 

nor defender against Allah. 

 

 

R. 6.   

39. And, indeed, We sent 

Messengers before thee, and 

We gave them wives and 

children. And cit is not 

possible for a Messenger to 

bring a Sign save by the 

command of Allah. For every 

term there is a Divine decree. 

 

 

40. dAllah effaces and 

establishes1449 what He wills, 

and with Him is ethe source of 

all commandments.1450 

 

 

41. And fwhether We show 

thee in thy life-time the 

fulfilment of some of the 

things with which We threaten 

them or whether We cause 

thee to die, it makes little 

difference, for gon thee lies 

only the delivery of the 

Message, and on Us the 

reckoning. 

 

 

 
Prophet is sent and who do not accept him. 

1449. The verse lays down two laws relating to Divine punishment: (a) God 
either cancels the punishment wholly or partially; or (b) He lets it stand as 
decreed. 

1450. (a)  God alone knows the root cause of all commandments or the 

a12:3; 20:114; 43:4. b2:121, 146; 42:16. c14:12; 40:79. d42:25.  
e43:5. f10:47; 40:78. g3:21; 5:93; 16:83. 
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42. Do they not see that aWe 
are visiting the land, reducing 
it from its outlying 
borders?1451 And Allah 
judges; there is none to reverse 
His judgment. And He is Swift 
at reckoning. 

 

 

43. And those who were 
before them bdid also devise 
plans but all effective devising 
of plans belongs to Allah.1451A 
He knows what every soul 
earns; and the disbelievers shall 
soon know cwhose will be the 
final reward of the Abode. 

 

 

44. And those who disbelieve 
say, d‘Thou art not a 
Messenger.’ Say, e‘Sufficient 
is Allah as a Witness between 
me and you and so also is he 
who possesses knowledge of 
the Book.1451B 

 

 

 

 
wisdom underlying them. (b)  All the commandments of the Shari‘ah are 
based on Divine attributes, so the source of the Law lies with God; Umm 
means, source, basis, origin; stay or support (Lane). 

1451. Atraf meaning good and generous, (and also) low and mean persons, 
the verse means: 'Do they not see that God is gradually reducing and 
curtailing the land from its sides?' i.e. Islam is spreading through the length 
and breadth of Arabia and making inroads into every home and all sections 
and stations of society—the high and the low, the rich and the poor, the slave 
and the master. 

1451A. All the secret designs of the enemies of Islam are known to God and 
so none of their plans or stratagems can frustrate His purpose—the ultimate 
victory of Islam. 

1451B. The words, knowledge of the Book, may mean, fresh Signs from 
Heaven and the prophecies of the previous Scriptures regarding the Holy 
Prophet. 

 

a21:45. b3:55; 8:31; 14:47; 27:51. c28:38. d25:42. e4:167; 6:20; 29:53; 48:29. 
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CHAPTER 14 

IBRAHIM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Introduction 

The subject-matter of the preceding Surah is continued and explained more 
fully and clearly in this Surah. The truth of the Quranic teaching is sought to 
be proved from observation, inferences to this effect having been drawn from 
facts of history. It is pointed out that in circumstances similar to those of the 
Holy Prophet, Messengers of God were successful in their own day against 
very powerful opposition. The Holy Prophet, therefore, is also bound to 
succeed in his mission, in spite of the meagreness of his means. Then the 
Surah proceeds to say that the real purpose of the Quranic revelation is to 
provide guidance for mankind which is groping in darkness, and the Holy 
Prophet has been raised to bring people out of this Cimmerian darkness into 
light. Prophets had also appeared before him, prominent among them being 
Moses. The Surah sheds light on the main reason for the triumph of Divine 
Messengers over their opponents which is that they worship God and preach 
the Truth. After dealing with this subject the Surah lays down some prominent 
marks and characteristics of the revealed Word of God and the criteria by 
which its truth can be tested. Judged by these criteria the Qur’an is definitely 
proved to be God’s own revealed Word. Muslims then are advised how best to 
profit by its noble ideals and teachings. Next, the Surah points out that the 
change which was about to take place in Arabia through the Message of the 
Qur’an had been decreed ages ago by Almighty God. It had been God’s plan 
and purpose since Abraham went to the wilderness of Paran and settled his 
son Ishmael and his wife Hagar there that that barren and bleak country would 
one day become the centre of the greatest religious Movement the world had 
ever seen. Mecca was founded to fulfil this Divine plan. This is why, in spite 
of the sterility and barrenness of its soil, God has ever provided for its 
inhabitants their means of livelihood in an ample measure. While Abraham 
was reconstructing the House of God with the help of his son, Ishmael, he 
prayed that God might raise up among the Meccans a Messenger, who should 
recite to them His Signs and teach them the Book and wisdom and should 
purify them (2:130). This prayer was fulfilled in the person of the Holy 
Prophet. The Surah reminds the Faithful that their duties and responsibilities 
had already been explained to them by Prophet Abraham and that they should 
never lose sight of them. It ends with a warning to disbelievers that since 
Mecca had been founded to become the centre and citadel for the preaching 
and propagation of the doctrine of the Divine Unity, they should give up 
idolatry. All efforts on their part to oppose the Divine purpose were bound to 
end in complete failure and frustration. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Ra. 1452 This is a 

Book which We have revealed 

to thee that cthou mayest bring 

mankind out of the depths of 

darkness into light, by the 

command of their Lord, to the 

path of the Mighty, the 

Praiseworthy— 

 

 

3. The path of Allah to Whom 

belongs whatever is in the 

heavens and whatever is in the 

earth. And dwoe to the 

disbelievers for a terrible 

punishment; 

 

 

4. eThose who prefer the 

present life to the Hereafter, 

and fhinder men from the way 

of Allah and seek to make it 

crooked. It is these who have 

gone far off in error.  

 

 

5. And We have not sent any 

Messenger except with 

revelation in the language of 

his people1453 in order that he 

 

 
1452. See 16. 
1453. The verse does not mean that the Message of the Holy Prophet was 

confined to the Arabs alone. Such an assumption is belied by other verses of 
the Qur’an in which he is clearly and unequivocally declared to be a Divine 
 

a1:1. b10:2; 11:2; 12:2; 13:2; 15:2. c2:258; 5:17; 14:6; 65:12.  
d19:38; 38:28; 51:61. e16:108. f3:100; 7:46; 11:20. 
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might make things clear to 

them. aThen Allah leaves to 

go astray whom He wills and 

guides whom He wills. And 

He is the Mighty, the Wise. 

 

6. And We sent Moses with 

Our Signs, saying, b‘Bring 

forth thy people from the 

depths of darkness into light 

and remind them of the days 

of Allah.’1454 Surely, therein 

are Signs for every patient 

and thankful person. 

 

 

7. And call to mind when 

Moses said to his people, 
c‘Remember Allah’s favour 

upon you when He delivered 

you from Pharaoh’s people 

who afflicted you with 

grievous torment, slaying 

your sons and sparing your 

women; and in that there was 

a great trial for you from your 

Lord.’  

 

 

 
Messenger sent for the whole world (7:159; 34:29). Not only does the Qur’an 
claim a universal mission for the Holy Prophet, but the Holy Prophet himself 
is reported to have said, 'I have been sent to the black and the red,' meaning 
the whole of mankind (Bihar); and 'I have been raised for all mankind' 
(Bukhari). The Qur’an was revealed in the Arabic language because the Arabs 
were its first addressees (and also because Arabic, being the most expressive, 
eloquent and comprehensive language, was eminently suited to be the vehicle 
for the delivery of the Quranic Message) and through them its Message was to 
be preached to the world and not that the Message was meant for the Arabs only. 

1454. The expression Ayyamullah signifies the favours and punishments of 
Allah (Taj), like the well-known Arabic phrase Ayyamul-‘Arab which means, 
the fights and conflicts of the Arabs. 

a13:28; 74:32. b14:2. c2:50; 7:142; 28:5. 
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R. 2.   

8. And when your Lord 
declared: a‘If you are 
grateful,1455 I will surely 
bestow more favours on you; 
but if you are ungrateful, then 
know that My punishment is 
severe indeed.’ 

 

 

9. And Moses said, ‘If byou 
disbelieve, you and those who 
are in the earth all together, 
you can do no harm to Allah; 
verily, Allah is Self-
Sufficient, Praiseworthy.’  

 

 

10. cHave not the tidings 

come to you of those before 

you, the people of Noah and 

the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud 

and those after them? None 

knows them now save 

Allah.1456 Their Messengers 

 

 
1455. Shukr (gratefulness) is of three kinds: (1) With the heart or mind, 

which consists in forming an adequate idea of the benefit received; (2) with 
the tongue, which consists in praising, eulogizing or commending the 
benefactor; and (3) with the limbs, which consists in requiting the benefit 
received according to its desert. It rests upon five foundations, (a) humility of 
him who renders it towards him to whom it is rendered; (b) his love of him; (c) 
his acknowledgment of his benefit; (d) his eulogizing him for it; and (e) his 
not making use of the benefit in a manner which he (who has conferred it) 
may dislike. This is Shukr on the part of man. Shukr on the part of God 
consists in forgiving a person or commending him, or regarding him with 
satisfaction, goodwill or favour, and hence necessarily recompensing or 
rewarding him (Lane). One can only be truly grateful to God when one makes 
right use of His gifts. 

1456. These words indicate that Prophets were also raised among nations 
other than the progeny of Abraham, for, the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud were 
followed by some other peoples whom 'none knows now save Allah,' whereas 
the Prophets that appeared among the progeny of Abraham have been 
 

a3:116; 4:148. b31:13. c9:70; 40:32; 50:13-15. 
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came to them with clear 

Signs, but they thrust their 

hands into their mouths1457 

and said, ‘We disbelieve in 

what you have been sent with 

and surely, we are in 

disquieting doubt concerning 

that to which you call us.’ 

11. Their Messengers said, 

‘Are you in doubt concerning 

Allah, aMaker of the heavens 

and the earth?1458 He calls 

you that He may forgive you 

your sins and grant you 

respite till an appointed term.’ 

They said, b‘You are but 

mortals like us, you desire to 

turn us away from that which 

our fathers used to worship. 

Bring us, then, some clear 

proof.’  

 

 

12. Their Messengers said to 

them, c‘We are indeed only 

 

 
mentioned both in the Qur’an and the Bible. 

1457. The words mean that disbelievers thrust their hands into their own 
mouths in amazement at the high-sounding claims of the Prophets. Or they bit 
their hands in rage at what the Prophets said. Or they put their hands on the 
mouths of the Prophets so as to silence them and make them cease talking 
about their claims. 

1458. The creation of the heavens and the earth has been adduced to prove 
the Divine origin of the teachings given to the Prophets. God being the 
Creator of the heavens and the earth it would be unreasonable to suppose that, 
having created man, He had left him without guidance. It would be equally 
inconsistent with reason to think that, whereas God had made ample provision 
for the material welfare and advancement of man by creating the heavens and 
the earth, He had neglected to provide for his spiritual welfare. 

a6:15; 12:102; 35:2; 39:47. b11:28; 23:25. c18:111; 41:7. 
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mortals like you1459 but 
aAllah bestows His favours on 

whomsoever He wills from 

among His servants. And it is 

not for us to bring you a proof 

except by the permission of 

Allah. And in Allah alone 

should the believers put their 

trust; 

 

13. ‘And bwhy should we not 

put our trust in Allah when He 

has showed us our 

appropriate ways? And we 

will, surely, bear with 

patience all the harm you do 

us. So, in Allah let those who 

trust put their trust.’ 

 

 

R. 3.   

14. And cthose who 

disbelieved said to their 

Messengers, ‘We will, surely, 

expel you from our land 

unless you return to our 

religion.’ Then their Lord sent 

unto them the revelation: ‘We 

will, surely, destroy the 

wrongdoers,  

 

 

15.  ‘And dWe shall, surely, 

make you dwell in the land 

after them. This promise is for 

him who fears to stand before 

 

 

 
1459. A Messenger of God who is sent for the guidance of men and to 

serve as a model or exemplar for them must be a man like themselves; for, 
without being a human being like themselves, he could not be a model for 
them. 

a3:165; 6:125. b11:57, 89; 12:68. c7:89. d21:106. 
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My Tribunal and fears My1460 

warning.’ 

16. And they prayed for 

victory, and every haughty 

enemy of truth came to 

naught: 

 
 

17. Before him is Hell; and he 
ashall be made to drink 

boiling water. 

 

 

18. He shall sip it and shall 

not be able to swallow it 

easily. And bdeath shall come 

to him from every quarter,1461 

yet he shall not die. And 

besides that there shall be for 

him a severe chastisement.  

 

 

19. cThe case of those who 

disbelieve in their Lord is that 

their works1462 are like ashes, 

on which the wind blows 

violently on a stormy day. 
dThey shall have no power 

over what they earned. That, 

indeed, is utter ruin. 

 

 

 
1460. The Qur’an has used both singular and plural numbers for the personal 

pronoun with reference to the Supreme Being. Where the Power and Majesty of 
God are meant to be expressed, the plural number is used; and where His Self-
Sufficiency and Independence are intended to be emphasized the singular 
number is used. Or, as some Muslim divines have stated, where God intends to 
bring about a result through the agency of angels, the plural number is used; but 
where a work is to be performed through some special Divine decree, the 
singular number is resorted to. The present verse combines both. 

1461. The coming of death from every quarter means that the many sins 
and crimes of disbelievers will assume different forms of death for them. 

1462. "Their works" may mean, the efforts which disbelievers made in 
opposition to the Prophets of God. 

a69:37; 78:25, 26. b20:75; 87:14. c24:40. d2:265. 
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20. Dost thou not see that 
aAllah created the heavens 
and the earth in accordance 
with the requirements of 
wisdom? bIf He please, He 
can do away with you, and 
bring a new creation. 

 

 

21. And cthat is not at all 
difficult for Allah. 

 
 

22. They shall all appear 

before Allah;1463 dthen shall 

those who were considered 

weak say to those who were 

arrogant, ‘Surely, we were 

your followers can you not 

then avail us aught against 

Allah’s punishment?’ They 

will say, ‘If Allah had guided 

us, we should have, surely, 

guided you. It is the same for 

us whether we show 

impatience or are patient, 

there is no way of escape for 

us.’1464  

 

 

R. 4.   

23. And when the matter is 

decided, Satan will say, ‘Allah 

 

 
1463. It is not so much the actual misdeeds of a people that bring about 

their downfall as the exposure of their weaknesses. With their weaknesses 
having become exposed, their prestige and reputation which, more than their 
achievements, are the mainstay of their success, suffer a mortal blow, 
lowering them in the estimation of rival communities and bringing in their 
wake their decline and decadence. This is the significance of the verse, 'they 
shall appear before Allah.' 

1464. A people who are destined to perish give way to despair and become 
readily resigned to their low state. 

a6:74; 16:4; 29:45; 39:6. b4:134; 6:134; 35:17. c35:18. d6:129; 7:39, 40; 
28:64; 33:68, 69; 34:32, 33; 40:48, 49. 
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promised you a promise of 

truth, but I promised you and 

failed you. aI had no power 

over you except that I called 

you and you obeyed me. So 

blame me not, but blame your 

ownselves. I cannot succor 

you nor can you succour me. I 

have already disclaimed your 

associating me with Allah. For 

the wrongdoers there shall, 

surely, be a grievous 

punishment.’ 

 

24. And bthose who believe 

and act righteously will be 

admitted into Gardens through 

which streams flow, wherein 

they will abide by the 

command of their Lord. cTheir 

greeting therein for each other 

will be, ‘Peace be on you.’ 

 

 

25. Dost thou not see how 

Allah sets forth a parable of a 

good word? It is like a good 

tree, whose root is firm and 

whose branches reach into 

heaven?1465 

 

 

 
1465. The Word of God has been likened in these verses to a tree which 

possesses four essential qualities: (a) It is good, meaning it is free from all 
such teachings as may, in any way, offend against human reason and 
conscience or against human feelings and susceptibilities. (b) Like a good and 
deep-rooted fruitful tree it possesses a strong and stable foundation and 
receives fresh life and sustenance from its Source, and like a strong tree it 
 

a15:43; 16:100; 17:66. b10:10; 22:24. c10:11; 15:47; 36:59; 50:35. 
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26. It brings forth its fruit at 

all times by the command of 

its Lord. And aAllah sets forth 

parables for men that they 

may be reminded. 

 

 

27. And the case of an evil 

word1466 is like that of an evil 

tree, which is uprooted from 

above the earth and has no 

stability. 

 

 

28. Allah strengthens the 

believers with the word that is 

firmly established, both in the 

present life and in the 

Hereafter; and Allah lets the 

wrongdoers go astray. And 

Allah does what He wills.  

 

 

 
does not bend before the blasts of objections and adverse criticism but stands 
firm against all storms. It derives life and sustenance from only One Source 
and there is therefore no disharmony or discard in its principles and teachings. 
(c) Its branches reach into heaven, which means that by acting upon it a man 
can scale the highest summits of spiritual eminence. (d) It yields its fruits in 
abundance in all seasons which signifies that its blessings are witnessed at all 
times and it continues to produce in every age men who by acting upon its 
teaching attain communion with God and by their uprightness and the purity 
of their conduct tower high above their contemporaries. The Qur’an possesses 
all these qualities in full measure. 

1466. Unlike the good tree a book which is forged by a fabricator is like an 
evil tree. It does not possess permanence or stability. Its teachings are 
supported neither by reason nor by the laws of nature. It cannot stand criticism 
and its principles and ideals keep on changing with the change in human 
conditions and circumstances. It is a hotchpotch of teachings collected from 
doubtful sources. It fails to produce men who can claim to have established 
true and real connection with God. It does not receive fresh life from the 
Divine Source and is subject to decay and degeneration. 

a13:18; 29:44. 
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R. 5.   

29. aDost thou not see those 
who changed Allah’s favour 
for ingratitude and landed 
their people into the abode of 
ruin— 

 

 

30. Into Hell. They shall burn 

therein; and an evil place of 

rest it is. 

 
 

31. And bthey have set up 

rivals to Allah to lead people 

astray from His way. Say, 
c‘Enjoy yourselves a while, 

then, surely, your journey is 

toward the Fire.’ 

 

 

32. Say to My servants who 

believe that they should 

observe Prayer, and dspend 

out of what We have given 

them, secretly and openly, 

before ethere comes a day 

where there will be neither 

bargaining nor friendship. 

 

 

33. Allah is He Who created 
the heavens and the earth and 
fcaused water to come down 
from the clouds, and brought 
forth therewith fruits for your 
sustenance, and gHe has 
subjected to you the ships that 
they may sail through the sea 
by His command, and the 
rivers too has He subjected to 
you.bb 

 

 

 
bb  

a2:212. b2:23; 13:34. c47:13; 77:47. d2:275; 13:23; 16:76. e2:255; 43:68.  
f2:23; 20:54; 22:64; 35:28. g22:66; 43:14; 45:13. 
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34. And aHe has also 

subjected to you the sun and 

the moon, both performing 

their functions constantly. 

And He has subjected to you 

the night as well as the day. 

 

 

35. And He gives you all that 

you ask1467 of Him, and bif 

you try to count the favours of 

Allah, you will not be able to 

number them. Verily, man is 

very unjust, very ungrateful. 

 

 

R. 6.   

36. And call to mind cwhen 

Abraham said, ‘My Lord, 

make this city a city of peace, 

and dpreserve me and my 

children from worshipping 

idols,1468 

 

 

37.  ‘My Lord, ethey have 

indeed led astray many among 

mankind. So whoever follows 

me, he is certainly of me; and 

whoever disobeys me Thou 

art, surely, Most Forgiving, 

Merciful,  

 

 

 
1467. The words, 'You ask of Him,' refer to the demands of human nature 

which have all been fully met. God has made full provision for the satisfaction 
of all the cravings and demands of human nature. 

1468. Abraham’s prayer, referred to in the present verse, shows that he 
knew that idolatry would one day prevail in Mecca and the country around it. 
Hence his anxiety for the protection of his progeny against idol-worship when 
the prayer was offered many hundred years ago. 

a7:55; 13:3; 16:13; 39:6. b16:19. c2:127. d2:129. e71:25. 
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38. a‘Our Lord, I have settled 

some of my progeny in an 

uncultivable valley near Thy 

Sacred House.1469—Our 

Lord,—that they may observe 

Prayer.1470 So make men’s 

hearts incline1471 towards 

them and bprovide them with 

fruits that they may be 

thankful, 

 

 

39. ‘Our Lord, certainly, 
cThou knowest what we keep 

secret and what we make 

known. And nothing whatever 

is hidden from Allah, whether 

in the earth or in the heaven, 

 

 

40.  ‘All praise belongs to 

Allah Who has given me, 

despite my old age, Ishmael 

and Isaac. Surely, my Lord is 

the Hearer of Prayer,  

 

 

 
1469. The reference is to the settling by Abraham of his son Ishmael and 

his wife Hagar in the wilderness of Arabia. Ishmael was yet a child when in 
obedience to Divine command and in fulfilment of Divine plan Abraham 
brought him and his mother Hagar in the bleak and barren tract where Mecca 
now stands. At that time there was no sign of life and no means of subsistence 
at the place (Bukhari). But God had so designed that the place should become 
the scene of the activities of God’s last Message for mankind. Ishmael was 
chosen as the vehicle for the implementation of the Divine plan. 

1470. This prayer of Abraham found its complete fulfilment in the Holy 
Prophet; for before him it was only the Arabs who visited Mecca to offer their 
oblations but, after his advent, people from all over the world began to visit it. 

1471. The prayer was made at a time when not a blade of grass was to be 
seen for many miles around Mecca. Yet the prophecy met with fulfilment in a 
marvellous manner, for the choicest fruits come to Mecca in plenty in all 
seasons. 

a22:27. b2:127; 28:58. c2:78; 3:6; 27:66. 
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41. a‘My Lord, make me 
constant in observing Prayer, 
and my children too. Our 
Lord! bbestow Thy grace on 
me and accept my prayer, 

 

 

42. c‘Our Lord, forgive1472 

me and my parents and the 

believers on the day when the 

reckoning will take place.’ 

 

 

R. 7.   

43. And think not that Allah is 
unaware of what the 
wrongdoers do. He only gives 
them respite till the day on 
which their eyes will fixedly 
stare in horror; 

 

 

44. They will hurry along in 
fright, raising up their heads, 
their gaze not returning to 
them, and their hearts utterly 
void.1473 

 

 

45. And warn people of the 

day when the promised 

chastisement will come upon 

them, and dthe wrongdoers 

will say, ‘Our Lord, grant us 

 

 
1472. The reason, why Divine Prophets pray to God for forgiveness 

notwithstanding the fact that they enjoy protection against Satan, is their 
realization of the holiness and majesty of God and of their own weakness. It is 
this realization of human weakness which makes them humbly pray to God 
that He may "cover" them with His grace and mercy so that their very self 
may become completely obliterated and may merge completely in Him. 

1473. This and the preceding verse give a graphic description of the 
bewilderment and consternation of the Meccans when they suddenly found the 
Holy Prophet at the gates of Mecca with an army ten thousand strong, without 
their having the least inkling of his coming. 

a2:129. b2:128. c71:29. d63:11. 
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respite for a short term, we 

will respond to Thy call and 

will follow the Messengers.’ 

He will say, ‘Did you not 

swear before this that you 

would never have a fall? 

 

46. ‘And you dwell in the 

dwellings of those who 

wronged themselves and it has 

become plain to you how We 

dealt with them; and We set 

forth clear parables for you.’ 

 

 

47. And athey have tried all 

their designs; but their designs 

are with Allah.1474 And even 

though their designs be such 

as to make the mountains 

move, they will not succeed. 

 

 

48. Think not then that bAllah 

will ever fail to keep His 

promise to His Messengers. 

Surely, Allah is Mighty, Lord 

of retribution, 

 

 

49. On the day when this earth 

will be changed into another 

earth, and the heavens 

too;1475 and they will all 

appear before Allah, the One, 

the Most Supreme.  

 

 

 
1474. God knows their evil designs full well and will frustrate them. 
1475. With the Fall of Mecca and the establishment of Islam in Arabia as a 

mighty force, a new universe, as it were, came into being with a new heaven 
and a new earth. The old order was swept away, and a new one, completely 
different from the old one, took its place. 

a3:55; 8:31; 13:43; 27:51. b3:195; 10:104; 58:22. 
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50. And athou wilt see the 

guilty on that day bound in 

chains. 

 

 

51. Their garments will be, as 

if, of pitch and bthe fire shall 

envelop their faces. 

 

 

52. cThis will be so that Allah 

may requite each soul for 

what it has wrought. Surely, 

Allah is Swift at reckoning. 

 

 

53. dThis is a sufficient 

admonition for mankind that 

they may benefit by it and that 

they may be warned thereby, 

and that they may know that 

He is the only One God and 

that those possessed of under-

standing may take heed.vv 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a38:39. b10:28; 23:105; 54:49. c40:18; 45:23; 74:39. d5:68; 6:20. 
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CHAPTER 15 
AL-HIJR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to consensus of scholarly opinion the Surah was revealed at 

Mecca. In the preceding Surah it was pointed out that though the former 
Prophets possessed no material means, yet their mission progressed and 
prospered because they had the Word of God to guide and help them. So will 
the Holy Prophet succeed in his mission. The Word of God, the present Surah 
emphatically declares, is a great force before which no worldly power can 
stand. Forging of lies against God is not a thing to be trifled with and 
impostors and forgers of lies against God soon meet their deserved end, and it 
is stated that the Qur’an is the revealed Word of God and possesses irrefutable 
proofs to establish its Divine origin. 

Subject-Matter 
The basic theme of the Surah is that no heavenly Scripture can 

approach the Qur’an in beauty of diction and style and in the grandeur of its 
contents. It is a revealed Scripture par excellence. It stands unequalled and 
unrivalled in every respect. Its beauties and good qualities are so many and so 
varied that even disbelievers on occasions are forced to confess that they 
possess nothing like it and wish that they too had possessed a Scripture like it. 
In spite of this confession on their part, they do not see their way to accept it 
and do not realize that by their refusal to accept the Qur’an they would be 
deprived of truth and would draw upon themselves the displeasure and 
punishment of God. The Quranic Message is bound to succeed and nothing 
can stand in its way. Those who hesitate or refuse to accept it will themselves 
be the sufferers. The Surah then states that if the Quranic revelation is 
ridiculed and treated with contempt, it is nothing to be wondered at, for the 
revelations of previous Prophets also were held up to scorn. But the scoffers 
do not appreciate this patent fact that it is no easy thing to forge lies against 
God, because to do so is to invite sure destruction. The All-Powerful God sees 
to it that lies are not successfully forged against Him and that a forgery 
becomes easily distinguished from His revealed Word. He vouchsafes it a 
special distinction and eminence and creates a favourable atmosphere for its 
acceptance by right thinking men, and raises those who accept it from a low to 
a very high level of moral excellence. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Ra. cThese 

are verses of the perfect 

Book and of the illuminating 

Qur’an.1476 

 

 

PART XIV   

3. Often do the disbelievers 

wish that they were 

Muslims.1477 

 

 

4. dLeave them alone that they 

may eat and enjoy themselves 

and that vain hope1478 may 

beguile them, but they will 

soon know.  

 

 

 
1476. Only in 27:2 and in the verse under comment do the words, 'Book' 

and 'Qur’an', occur together but, whereas in the present verse the word 'Book' 
precedes the word 'Qur’an', in 27:2 the order has been reversed. While the 
word 'Book' implies a prophecy that the Holy Book of Islam will continue to 
be written, the word 'Qur’an' points to the prophecy that it will continue to be 
increasingly read and recited. Moreover, whereas the words 'illuminating 
Qur’an' have been used in the Qur’an only twice, the words 'illuminating 
Book' have been used no less than twelve times. This is to hint that a record in 
writing is much more useful than mere oral transmission. Muslims should, 
therefore, give more attention to education and to the study of written 
knowledge. 

1477. It is on record that such a desire was actually expressed by some 
disbelievers in the time of the Holy Prophet. 

1478. The verse may mean that the wish of disbelievers mentioned in the 
last verse—that they had been Muslims—is simply a 'vain hope', i.e. a mere 
passing wish; their real desire being the pursuit of worldly enjoyment and 
material gains. 

a1:1. b10:2; 11:2; 12:2; 13:2; 14:2. c27:2; 31:3. d47:13. 
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5. And never a town1479 have 

We destroyed but there was 

for it a known decree.1479A 

 

 

6. aNo people can escape their 

doom by outstripping their 

appointed term, nor can they 

remain behind. 

 

 

7. And they said, b‘O thou to 

whom this exhortation has 

been sent down, thou art 

surely a madman,1480 

 

 

8. c‘Why dost thou not bring 

angels to us, if thou art of the 

truthful?’ 

 

 

9. dWe do not send down 

angels but with the 

requirements of justice, and 

when We do send them, the 

disbelievers are not 

respited.1481 

 

 

10. Verily, it is eWe Who 

have sent down this 

Exhortation, and most surely 

 
 

 
1479. 'Town' stands for the people to whom a Prophet is sent. The 'town' of 

the Holy Prophet has been called 'Mother of towns' in the Qur’an (6:93). 
1479A. The words, 'known decree,' here signifies the time appointed for the 

destruction of the opponents of a Prophet as predicted by him. 
1480. Majnun does not mean 'one possessed by a devil or a jinn' or simply 

'possessed', but 'a mad or insane person', or 'one whose intellectual faculties 
have become very much impaired' (Lane). 

1481. Disbelievers are here told that when in accordance with the 
requirements of truth, justice and wisdom (Bilhaqq) they will become 
deserving of Divine punishment, angels will descend upon them and they will 
be granted no respite. 

a7:35; 10:50; 16:62. b37:37; 44:15; 68:52. c6:9; 11:13; 25:8. d6:9. e36:70; 65:11. 
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We are its Guardian.1482 

11. And We sent Messengers 

before thee among parties of 

ancient peoples. 

 

 

12. And athere never came to 

them a Messenger but they 

mocked at him. 

 

 

13. bThus do We cause 

this1483 habit of mocking to 

enter into the hearts of the 

sinful people;  

 

 

 
1482. The promise about the protection and preservation of the Qur’an 

made in this verse has been so remarkably fulfilled that even if there had been 
no other proof, this fact alone would have sufficed to establish its Divine 
origin. This Surah was revealed at Mecca (Noldeke) when the life of the Holy 
Prophet and his followers was extremely precarious and the enemy could 
easily crush the new Faith. It was then that disbelievers were challenged to do 
their worst to destroy it and were warned that God would frustrate all their 
designs because He Himself was its Guardian. The challenge was open and 
unequivocal and the enemy strong and ruthless, and yet the Qur’an remained 
safe against corruption and interpolation and tampering with and has ever 
continued to enjoy perfect security. This distinction of the Qur’an is not 
shared by any other revealed Book. Sir William Muir, the notoriously hostile 
critic of Islam, says: 'We may, upon the strongest presumption, affirm that 
every verse in the Qur’an is the genuine and unaltered composition of 
Mohammad himself… There is otherwise every security, internal and external, 
that we possess the text which Mohammad himself gave forth and used… To 
compare their pure text with the various readings of our Scriptures, is to 
compare things between which there is no analogy' (Introduction to 'The Life 
of Mohammad'). Prof. Noldeke, the great German Orientalist writes as follows: 
'Efforts of European scholars to prove the existence of later interpolations in 
the Qur’an have failed' (Enc. Brit.). The utter failure of Dr. Mingana, a few 
years ago, to find fault with the purity of the Quranic text, on the contrary, set 
the seal on the truth of its claim that among all revealed Scriptures the Qur’an 
alone has remained completely immune from all interpolation or tampering 
with it. See "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp.1263-1266. 

1483. The pronoun 'this' refers to the disbelievers’ practice of ridiculing the 
Divine Prophets mentioned in the preceding verse. 

a36:31; 43:8. b26:201. 
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14. aThey believe not in this 

Qur’an, though the example 

of the former peoples has 

gone before them. 

 

 

15. And even if We opened to 

them a gate in heaven, and 

they kept ascending1484 

through it, 

 

 

16. They would surely say, 

‘Only our eyes are dazed; 

rather we are a bewitched1485 

people.’ 

 

 

R. 2.   

17. And bWe have, indeed, 

made mansions of stars in the 

heaven and have adorned1486 

it for beholders. 

 

 

18. And cWe have guarded it 

against the intrusion of every 

rejected Satan.1487 

 
 

 
1484. The verse may mean that if God were to open the gates of His mercy 

and avert punishment, then instead of turning to Him, the disbelievers would 
become engaged in the acquisition of material prosperity and comforts. 

1485. Disbelievers have become such strangers to spiritual matters that 
even if they were to enjoy some of the spiritual experiences which the Holy 
Prophet had gone through and were to have some of the visions of the spiritual 
heights to which he had arisen, they would not believe and would only say 
that they had become victims of magic or witchcraft. 

1486. It is not merely the beautiful appearance of the planets and the stars 
at night that is meant here. The great purpose which their creation serves is 
mentioned in the following verses as well as in 16:17 and 67:6, and it is in the 
fulfilment of that great purpose that their real beauty lies. 

1487. The verse points out that just as in the physical world evilly disposed 
persons exercise some sort of power or influence and can cause a certain 
amount of injury to other men but cannot completely deprive them of 
heavenly blessings, e.g. the wholesome influence of stars, etc. similarly, in the 
spiritual world, satans too have no control over the Prophets and their true 
followers (v.43). "Satan" in the verse under comment refers to such 
 

a26:202. b37:7; 41:13; 67:6. c37:8; 41:13. 
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19. But aif anyone hears 

stealthily something of 

revelation and distorts it,1488 

there pursues him a bright 

flame.1488A 

 

 

 
disbelievers as desire to attain union with God independently of the Prophets 
(vv.14-16). Against such persons the spiritual heavens have indeed been 
guarded and their gates barred. 

1488. 'Stealing the Word of God' may signify, the deceitful action of such 
people as pretend to represent the teachings of the Prophets as their own. They 
seek to deceive people into believing that the Prophets bring no new teaching 
and that they too have access to that knowledge which the Prophets claim to 
possess. Or the verse may mean that they tear out a passage from its context 
and try to mislead simple-minded folk by putting a wrong interpretation upon 
it and distorting its meaning. The words, if anyone hears stealthily, make it 
clear that in verse 17 the words, 'the heaven' represent the spiritual system and 
not the physical firmament, for the stealing away of the Word of God has 
nothing to do with the physical heavens. 

1488A The word 'mansions of stars' in v.17 represents Divine Messengers 
in general, while the words 'bright flame' in the present verse or 'penetrating 
flame' occurring in 37:11 stand for the Prophet of the day, or the Master-
Prophet (the Holy Prophet). The pursuit of satans by Shihab signifies that so 
long as a religious teaching remains based on Divine revelation (adh-Dhikr 
v.10) and gives light and guidance, Divine Reformers also continue to appear 
to guard it. One of the signs of the appearance of Divine Reformers in the 
world is the frequent occurrence of meteoric phenomenon, called the falling of 
stars in large numbers. In the time of the Holy Prophet meteors fell in such 
large numbers that disbelievers thought that both heaven and earth were going 
to fall asunder (Kathir). It was from these extraordinary happenings that 
Heraclius who, it appears, had some knowledge of astronomy, inferred that 
the Prophet-King of the Arabs must have appeared (Bukhari ch. Bad’ul-Wahy). 
In the time of Jesus also meteors fell in unusually large numbers (Bihar). This 
celestial phenomenon was also witnessed in our own time—in 1885. Thus 
both history and Hadith bear testimony to the fact that the falling of meteors 
in unusually large numbers is a sure sign of the appearance of a Divine 
Reformer. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp.1272-1276. 

'Satan' in v.18 may be taken to refer to diviners and soothsayers. In that 
case 'the pelting of the satans' (67:6) would mean that during the time when 
there is no Divine Reformer in the world, astrologers and soothsayers succeed, 
to some extent, in their nefarious trade of hoodwinking simple-minded people 
but, with the appearance of a Divine Reformer, their false knowledge becomes 
 

a37:11; 67:6. 
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20. aAnd the earth have We 

spread out,1489 and bset 

therein firm mountains1489A 

and caused everything to grow 

therein in proper proportion. 

 

 

21.  And cWe have made for 

you therein means of 

livelihood and also for all 

those for whom you do not 

provide. 

 

 

22. And dthere is not a thing 

but are limitless treasures 

thereof with Us and We send 

it not down except in a known 

measure.1490 

 

 

 
exposed and people can easily distinguish between the true prophecies of 
heavenly Messengers and the conjectures of astrologers and soothsayers. The 
verse may also signify that when some mischievous people, after tearing out a 
passage from the text of the heavenly revelation, seek to spread it in a 
distorted form, a fresh Sign comes like a brilliant flash and destroys the 
machinations of the satanic people. 

1489. The words, Wal Arda Madadna-ha, mean, 'We have spread out the 
earth' or, 'We have enriched it.' Both meanings are applicable here. The verse 
signifies that God has made the earth so large that in spite of its being round, 
man feels no discomfort on account of its roundness; or it means that God has 
enriched the earth with fertilizers. Astronomical researches have disclosed the 
fact that the earth continues to acquire new strength and fertility from the stars 
from which particles of matter fall on it in the form of meteors or meteoric 
dust, which serves to increase its fertility. 

1489A. The earth needs a good supply of water to grow food. For this 
purpose God has created mountains which serve as reservoirs of water, storing 
it in the form of snow and distributing it over the earth by means of rivers. 

1490. God possesses an unlimited stock of everything. But in His infinite 
mercy He directs the minds of men to a particular thing only when a real and 
genuine need for it arises. Like the material universe, the Qur’an is a spiritual 
universe in which lie hidden treasures of spiritual knowledge which are 
revealed to man according to the needs of the time. 

a13:4. b16:16; 21:32. c7:11. d40:14. 
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23. And aWe send 

fecundating1491 winds, then 

We send down water from the 

clouds, then We give it to you 

to drink, and you could not 

yourselves store it. 

 

 

24. And verily, bit is We Who 

give life, and We Who cause 

death; and cit is We Who are 

the sole Inheritors of all.1492 

 

 

25. And We do know those 
who go ahead among you and 
We also do know those who 
lag behind. 

 

 

26. And, surely, dit is thy Lord 
Who will gather them 
together. Surely, He is Wise, 
All-Knowing. 

 

 

R. 3.   

27. And, surely, eWe created 
man of dry ringing clay, of 
black mud wrought into 
shape.1493 

 

 

 
1491. Lawaqih are such winds as carry pollen from the male to the female 

trees in order to fecundate them. The word also means such winds as carry 
vapours rising from the earth to the upper regions where they assume the form 
of clouds. 

1492. A great revolution will take place through the teachings of the Qur’an, 
causing the old order to die, and true believers will inherit the earth. 

1493. The creation of man from Salsal (dry ringing clay) signifies that he 
has been created from a matter in which the faculty and attribute of speech lay 
latent. This shows that man has been endowed with the power to respond to 
the heavenly voice. But as Salsal (dry ringing clay) emits a sound only when 
struck with something extraneous, the word is intended to hint that man’s 
power to respond is subject to his receiving the Divine Call. This faculty 
establishes his superiority over the whole creation. The word Hama’ signifies 
that man has been created from black mud, i.e. earth and water; earth being 
the source of the body and water of the soul. Elsewhere, the Qur’an speaks of 
 

a7:58; 24:44; 25:49. b50:44. c19:41. d6:129; 25:18; 34:41. e6:3; 15:29, 34; 55:15. 
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28. And athe jinn We had 

created before of the fire of 

hot wind.1494 

 

 

29. And remember when thy 
Lord said to the angels, b‘I am 
about to create man of dry 
ringing clay, of black mud 
wrought into shape; 

 

 

30. ‘So cwhen I have 

fashioned him in perfection 

and have breathed into him of 

My Spirit, dfall ye down in 

submission to him.’1495  

 

 

 
'earth' and 'water' separately as things of which man has been created (3:60; 
21:31). By joining the word Salsal (dry ringing clay) to the word Hama’ 
(black mud), the Qur’an means to point out that while other living creatures 
are created of Hama’ (black mud) only, viz. of earth and water, for they too 
possess a certain kind of undeveloped soul, man is created of Hama’ (black 
mud) combined with Salsal (dry ringing clay), i.e. the attribute of speech. He 
is also Masnun, i.e. wrought into perfect shape (95:5). The verse does not 
mean that clay became at once moulded into a living being when God 
breathed life into it. The Qur’an repeatedly states that the creation of the 
universe was gradual. The present verse speaks of only the first stage of man’s 
creation. Other stages of his creation have been mentioned in 30:21; 35:12; 
22:6; 23:15 and 40:68. The Quranic statement that man was created out of 
"earth" (which, incidentally, means that the long process of his creation started 
with it) finds corroboration from the fact that even now man’s food is derived 
from the earth, certain parts of it being derived directly and others indirectly. 
This shows that the matter contained in the earth forms the origin of man; for 
if such had not been the case, he could not have derived his nutrition from it, 
because only that thing of which a being is made can supply it with nutrition, 
a foreign element being unable to replenish the wastage. See also "The Larger 
Edition of the Commentary" under this verse. 

1494. A similar Quranic expression, man is made of haste (21:38)—shows 
that the verse under comment means that the jinn possessed a fiery nature and 
not that they were actually made of fire. Thus creation from clay or from fire 
are metaphors signifying a pliant and submissive nature or a fiery and 
inflammable temperament. 

1495. By the word "angels" is meant the whole of creation, because angels 
 

a7:13; 38:77; 55:16. b7:13; 38:77; 55:15. c32:10; 38:73. d2:35; 7:12; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117. 
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31. aSo the angels submitted, 

all of them together. 

 

 

32. bBut Iblis did not; he 

refused to be among those 

who submit.1496 

 

 

33. cGod said, ‘O Iblis, what 

has happened to thee1496A that 

thou wouldst not be among 

those who submit?’ 

 

 

34  dHe answered, ‘I am not 

going to submit to a mortal 

whom Thou hast created of 

dry ringing clay, of black mud 

wrought into shape.’  

 

 

35. eGod said, ‘Then get out 

hence,1497 for, surely, thou art 

rejected. 

 

 

 
constitute the first link of all creation and, as such, a command given to them 
really applies to the whole of creation. It is significant that whereas elsewhere 
the Qur’an speaks of the command of God to the angels to submit to "Adam", 
in the present and the following verses the word used is "man". Thus both 
these words have been used synonymously in the Qur’an. The command given 
to angels with regard to Adam applies to every man. Into every man God 
breathes His Spirit and angels are commanded to serve him. Man is God’s 
vicegerent on earth and in his person he reflects Divine attributes. 

1496. God punished Satan (vv.35, 36) for his failure to carry out a 
command which was addressed only to angels (vv.29, 30), because a 
command given to angels automatically applied to all those creatures which 
were subject to the authority of the angels. Elsewhere, the Qur’an itself makes 
the point clear that the command to angels applied to Iblis also (7:12, 13). 

1496A. The Arabic expression also means, what ails thee; what is your 
reason; what is the matter with thee? 

1497. The pronoun ha in the expression min-ha does not refer to the post-
mortal Heaven because Heaven is a place where Satan could not possibly 
enter and tempt Adam and from where no one is ever turned out (15:49). It 
refers to that state of apparent bliss in this world in which men happen to be 
before the advent of a Prophet when, though they might be victim to wrong 
beliefs, yet, not having rejected a Prophet, they are not altogether deprived of 
 

a2:35; 7:12; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117. b2:35; 7:12; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117.  
c7:13; 38:76. d7:13; 17:62; 18:51. e7:14, 19; 38:78. 
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36. ‘And, asurely, on thee 
shall be My curse till the Day 
of Judgement.’ 

 

 

37. bHe said, ‘My Lord, then 
grant me respite till the day 
when they shall be 
raised.’1498 

 

 

38. cGod said, ‘Thou art of 
those who are respited 

 
 

39. dTill the day of the 

appointed time.’1499 

 
 

40. eHe answered, ‘My Lord, 
since Thou hast adjudged me 
as gone astray, I will surely 
make straying from the right 
path appear beautiful to them 
on the earth and I will surely 
lead them all astray, 

 

 

41. f‘Except Thy chosen 

servants from among them.’ 

 
 

42. God said, ‘This is a path 

leading straight to Me; 

 
 

43. ‘Surely, gthou shalt have no 

power over My servants, 

except such of the herring ones 

as choose to follow thee.’1500  

 

 

 
Divine favours which are represented as Jannah (garden) in the Qur’an. 

1498. The words 'when they shall be raised' signify the spiritual rebirth of 
man when having attained the stage of Nafs-e-Mutma’innah (the soul at peace 
with God) he becomes immune to satanic seduction and spiritual fall. This 
dialogue between God and Satan is, as hinted here, only an allegory or a 
metaphor. 

1499. The words 'appointed time' mean, as explained in v. 37, the day when 
the Prophets and their followers achieve final victory over their adversaries, 
and falsehood and its votaries are finally crushed. 

1500. The verse seems to suggest that human nature is intrinsically pure. 
Only those lose the right path who defile their own nature and choose to 
 

a38:79. b7:15; 17:63; 38:80. c7:16; 38:81. d38:82. e7:17, 18; 38:83. 
f38:84. g17:66; 34:22. h7:19; 17:64; 38:86. 
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44. And, surely, aHell is the 

promised place for them all. 

 
 

45. It has seven1501 gates, and 

each gate has a portion of 

them allotted to it. 

 

 

R. 4.   

46. Verily, the brighteous will 

be placed amid gardens and 

fountains. 

 
 

47. ‘Enter therein with peace, 

in security.’1502 

 
 

48. And cWe shall remove 
whatever of rancour1503 may 
be in their breasts so that they 
will be as brothers seated on 
thrones, facing one another; 

 

 

49. dFatigue shall not touch 

them there,1504 enor shall they 

ever be ejected therefrom.  

 

 

 
follow Satan. This idea has been further explained in 91:11. 

1501. In Arabic the number "seven," as also "seventy," are often used to 
express not a specific numeral but the idea either of perfection and 
completeness or of profusion. The verse signifies that Hell will have the number 
of gates corresponding to the number and variety of sins committed by the 
guilty persons. The number "seven" may also refer to the seven exteroceptive 
senses, viz. the senses of vision, hearing, smell, taste, touch, pain and 
temperature, by which man receives impressions from the outer world. 

1502. The words "peace" and "security" signify, respectively, freedom from 
internal anxieties that eat into the heart of a person and from external pain and 
punishment. 

1503. Only those persons can be said to be enjoying a truly heavenly life 
whose hearts are free from all feelings of rancour and spite against their 
brethren. 

1504. The verse implies that Heaven will be a place of constant and 
continuous work. In spite of this, however, believers will feel none of the 
fatigue which is the inevitable result of hard work, and there will also be no 
waste or decay which are the result of fatigue. 

a17:64; 38:86. b51:16; 52:18; 68:35; 77:42; 78:33. c7:44. d35:36. e11:109; 18:109. 
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50. aTell My servants, O 

Prophet, that I am surely the 

All-Forgiving, All-Merciful; 

 
 

51. And balso that My 

punishment is the most 

grievous punishment. 

 
 

52. And ctell them about 

Abraham’s guests. 

 
 

53. dWhen they came to him 

and said, ‘Peace be upon you,’ 

he answered, ‘Verily, ewe are 

afraid of you.’1505 

 

 

54. fThey said, ‘Be not afraid; 

we give thee glad tidings of a 

son who shall be endowed 

with great knowledge.’ 

 

 

55. gHe said, ‘Do you give me 

this glad tidings despite the 

fact that old age has overtaken 

me? On what basis, then, do 

you give me this glad 

tidings?’ 

 

 

56. They said, ‘We have 

indeed given thee true glad 

tidings, be not, therefore, of 

those who despair.’ 

 

 

57. He said, ‘And hwho 

despairs of the mercy of his 

Lord but such as go astray?’  

 

 

 
1505. Probably signs of grief and sorrow were apparent on the faces of the 

messengers because they had brought the news of an impending catastrophe. 
Abraham understood it either  from the troubled expression of their faces or 
from their refusal to partake of the food offered to them (11:71). 

a5:99. b5:99. c51:25. d11:70; 51:26. e11:71, 51:29. f11:71; 51:29. g11:73. h12:88. 
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58. He said, a‘What now is 
your real business, O ye 
messengers?’1506 

 
 

59. They said, b‘We have been 
sent unto a guilty people, 

 

 

60. c‘Except the followers of 
Lot. Them shall we save all, 

 
 

61. d‘Except his wife. We 
have decreed that she shall be 
of those who remain behind.’ 

 

 
R. 5.   

62. And ewhen the messengers 
came unto Lot and his 
followers; 

 

 

63. He said, f‘Verily, you are a 

party of strangers.’1507 

 
 

64. They said, ‘Nay; but we 
have brought thee that news of 
the punishment concerning 
which they have been in doubt; 

 

 

65. ‘And we have brought 

thee sure news, and certainly 

we are truthful;  

 
 

66. g‘So go forth with thy 

family in the latter part of the 

night, and follow thou in 

their1508 rear. And let none of 

 

 

 
1506. By using the word al-Mursalun (messengers), the Qur’an hints that 

the bearers of the message were humans. The Bible, however, sometimes 
mentions them as men (Gen. 18:2, 16, 22) and sometimes as angels (Gen. 
19:11, 15). 

1507. Lot thought these men to be mere wayfarers whose visit to the place 
was only casual. 

1508. The pronoun hum (their) in the expression Adbara-hum (their rear) 
 

a51:32. b51:33. c29:33; 51:36. d7:84; 11:82; 26:172; 27:58. e11:78; 29:34. f51:26. g11:82. 
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you look back,1509 and now 

proceed to where you are 

commanded.’ 

 

67. And aWe communicated 

to him clearly this decree that 

the roots of these people 

would be cut off by the 

morning. 

 

 

68. And bthe people of the city 

came rejoicing.1510 

 
 

69. He said, c‘These are my 

guests, so put me not to 

shame. 

 
 

70. ‘And fear Allah and do 

not humiliate me.’1511 

 
 

71. They said, ‘Did we not 

forbid thee to entertain any 

people?’1512  

 
 

 
used in this verse shows that the party who left the city with Lot did not 
consist of his two daughters only, as stated in the Bible (Gen. chap. 19), but of 
other believers as well, some of whom must have been males, as the plural 
masculine pronoun indicates. This view is supported by another passage in the 
Bible (Gen. 18:32). 

1509. The words may have been used figuratively, meaning 'let none of you 
give thought to,' or 'feel anxious for,' those left behind. 

1510. Lot had been told by his people not to bring strangers into the city 
and so when the guests came to him they were glad that he would be taken to 
task for having defied their warnings. 

1511. Lot begged his people not to disgrace him for offering hospitality to 
the strangers. 

1512. As relations between Lot’s people and the neighbouring tribes were 
strained his people had warned him not to bring strangers into the city. But as 
travel was neither safe nor comfortable in those parts of the country, Prophet 
Lot would entertain lonely and stranded wayfarers in his house. This was 
resented by his people, who were looking for a pretext to expel him from the 
city, being already tired of his teaching and preaching. But they could not do 
so without a valid excuse. Now they found a seemingly good excuse for 
venting their wrath on him because he had given shelter to strangers in his 
house against their warnings. From this it is clear that Lot’s people did not 
 

a6:46; 7:73, 85. b11:79. c11:79. 
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72. aHe said, ‘These are my 

daughters1513 who are 

guarantee enough if you must 

do something.’ 

 
 

73. By thy life, they, too, in 

their mad intoxication are 

wandering in distraction. 

 

 

74. bThen the punishment 

seized them at sunrise. 

 
 

75. cWe turned their town 

upside down and We rained 

upon them stones of clay. 

 

 

76. dSurely, in this are many 

Signs for those who use their 

understanding.1514 

 
 

77. And that town elies on a 

road that still exists.1515 

 

 

78. Surely, fin this is a Sign 

for believers. 

 
 

79. And gthe People of the 

Wood,1516 too, were surely 

wrongdoers.  

 
 

 
come to him with the wicked intention of committing sodomy with his guests, 
but to convey to him the warning that they had found a valid excuse to expel 
him from the town. This seemed to be the reason of their rejoicing. 

1513. See 11:79. 
1514. Mutawassimin is plural of Mutawassim which is derived from 

Tawassama and means, one who deliberates over a thing and examines it or 
does so repeatedly to obtain a clear knowledge of it (Aqrab). 

1515. A way is said to be Muqim when it continues to be used by wayfarers. 
The way referred to here, i.e. the one connecting Arabia with Syria, is still in 
use, thus fulfilling the prophecy implied in the adjective used for it in this 
verse. The way passes along the Dead Sea which is locally known as the Sea 
of Lot. 

1516. The fact that, according to the Qur’an, the Prophet Shu‘aib was sent 
both to Ashabul-Aikah, i.e. People of the Wood (26:177, 178) and Ahl-e-
 

a11:79. b11:82. c11:83. d29:36; 51:38. e37:138. f26:9. g26:177; 38:14; 50:15. 
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80. So aWe chastised them 

also. And they both lie on an 

open highway.’1517 

 

 

R. 6.   

81. And the People of the 

Hijr1518 also treated the 

Messengers as liars. 

 
 

82. And We gave them1519 

Our Signs, but they turned 

away from them.  

 
 

 
Madyan, People of Midian (11:85) shows that both are the names of the same 
people or, rather of two sections of the same people who had adopted two 
different means of livelihood, one living on commerce and the other keeping 
herds of camels and sheep. Evidence of the close relationship of the "People 
of the Wood" with the "People of Midian" is furnished by the fact that 
identical faults have been ascribed to both in the Qur’an (7:86 & 26:182-184). 
Midian seems to be both the name of the tribe and the town in which these 
people lived at the head of the Gulf of Aqabah, near which was situated the 
wilderness of Aikah, abounding in dwarf trees of the species of wild plums 
and affording shelter to camels, sheep and goats ("The Gold Mines of Midian" 
by Sir Richard Francis Burton). 

1517. In the case of the city of Lot the highway has been called 'the way 
that still exists' (v. 77) which implies a prophecy that it will continue to exist 
in the future. In the case of the habitation of 'the People of the Wood,' the road 
has been called 'an open highway.' The old road which connected Asia with 
Egypt, has now ceased to be used by caravans, though as the word "open" 
hints, the track still remains. 

1518. Hijr lay between Tabuk and Medina. Here lived the tribe of Thamud 
to whom Salih was sent as a Warner. The city appears to have been largely 
built of stones and was surrounded by a stone wall and ramparts. Hence this 
name. 

1519. In the foregoing verses three different peoples have been 
mentioned—(a) the people of Lot; (b) the people of Shu‘aib and (c) the people 
of Salih. They have not been mentioned in their chronological order but in the 
order of the distance of their towns from Mecca. The town of the people of 
Lot was the most distant of the three. Next in order of distance lived the 
people of Aikah. Hijr being situated between Tabuk and Medina, the tribe of 
Thamud were the nearest of the three and it has consequently been mentioned 
last of all. This unusual order has been adopted in preference to the more 
natural one with a view to making the statement effective from the point of 
 

a26:190; 38:15; 50:15. 
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83. And athey used to hew out 

houses in the mountains, in 

security.1520 

 

 

84. bBut the punishment 

seized them in the 

morning,1521 

 

 

85. And all that they had 

earned availed them not. 

 
 

86. And cWe have not created 

the heavens and the earth and 

all that is between the two but 

in accordance with the 

requirements of wisdom;1521A 

and dthe Hour is sure to come. 

So do thou forbear with 

goodly forbearance. 

 

 

87. Verily, it is thy Lord Who 

is the Great Creator, the All-

Knowing.  

 
 

 
view of the persons addressed, the tribe that was least known to the Arabs 
being mentioned first and the tribe which the Arabs knew most being 
mentioned last. 

1520. This verse shows that the Thamud were a civilized, powerful and rich 
people. They had separate summer and winter resorts and led secure and 
comfortable lives. Even when they went to the hills in summer for recreation 
and change of climate and left their winter habitations, they felt free from 
attacks from any quarter. The verse also hints at the highly developed state of 
their architecture. 

1521. It appears from 7:79 that the calamity referred to in this verse was an 
earthquake. 

1521A. The creation of the universe and the wonderful design and order that 
pervade it surely lead to the one inescapable inference that human life is not 
limited to the temporary and short existence on this earth, and that a great 
purpose underlies it and man has not been created just to eat, drink and be 
merry for a while and then die an eternal death. 

a7:75; 26:150. b7:79; 11:68. c3:192; 16:4; 38:28. d20:16; 40:60. 
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88. And aWe have, indeed, 

given thee the seven oft-

repeated verses,1522 and the 

Great Qur’an. 

 

 

89. bStretch not thine eyes 

towards what We have 

bestowed on some classes of 

them for temporary enjoyment 

and grieve1523 not for them; 

and lower thy wing of mercy 

for the believers. 

 

 

90. And say, c‘I am, indeed, a 

plain Warner.’  

 
 

91. Because We have decided 

to send down punishment on 

 
 

 
1522. According to such eminent authorities as ‘Umar, ‘Ali, Ibn-e-‘Abbas 

and Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, these words refer to the Opening Chapter of the Qur’an, i.e. 
Al-Fatihah, because it is repeated and recited in every Rak‘at of the Prayer. 
The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that As-Sab‘ul-Mathani is the 
Opening Chapter of the Qur’an (Bukhari). This Chapter is also called 'Mother 
of the Qur’an' (Ummul-Qur’an) and 'the Opening Chapter of the Book' 
(Fatihatul-Kitab). According to Zajjaj and Abu Hayyan, the Opening Chapter 
is given this name because it contains the praises of God. The rest of the 
Qur’an which follows the Opening Chapter has been called 'the Great Qur’an' 
(Al-Qur’anul-‘Azim). This name, however, equally applies to the First Chapter 
also inasmuch as a portion of the Book may rightly be called the Book itself 
There is a saying of the Holy Prophet to the effect that the Opening Chapter of 
the Qur’an is also 'the Great Qur’an' (Musnad v. 2, p. 448). In fact, this 
Chapter constitutes an abridgement of the whole of the Qur’an or, as it is said, 
it is the Qur’an in miniature; the Book as a whole having been summarised 
and epitomised in it. Mathani being also the plural of Mathna, which means 
praise, the verse would mean that Surah Al-Fatihah gives a comprehensive 
description of Divine attributes. Mathani also meaning a bend of the valley, 
the verse would mean that Al-Fatihah fully explains the relationship of God to 
man. 

1523. The real significance of the verse is that the Holy Prophet has been 
told not to grieve over the fact that disbelievers were about to be punished and 
all their riches, prosperity and glory of which they are so proud would be of 
no avail to them. 

a39:24. b20:132. c22:50; 29:51; 51:51, 52; 67:27. 
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those who have formed 

themselves into groups1524 

against thee; 

92. Who have pronounced the 

Qur’an to be so many lies.1525 

 
 

93. So by thy Lord, We will, 

surely, question them all 

 
 

94. Concerning that which 

they used to do. 

 
 

95. So adeclare openly that 

which thou art commanded to 

convey and turn aside from 

those who ascribe partners to 

Allah. 

 

 

96. bWe will, certainly, suffice 

thee against those who 

mock— 

 
 

97. Who set up another god 

with Allah, but soon shall 

they come to know. 

 

 

98. And, indeed, cWe know 

that bosom becomes 

straitened1526 because of what 

they say.  

 

 

 
1524. The Meccans had formed themselves into several groups and had 

taken upon themselves different duties to put obstacles in the way of the Holy 
Prophet, or these different groups had assigned to themselves different roles 
when they had resolved to kill him; Muqtasimin also signifying, 'those who 
allotted different duties to one another.' 

1525. ‘Idin is the plural of ‘Idah which means, a lie or falsehood; a 
calumny; an enchantment; a piece, part or portion of a thing; a party, sect or 
class of people (Lane). 

1526. The Holy Prophet was not grieved because the disbelievers mocked 
at him but because they associated other gods with Allah. His grief was due to 
his jealous love for God on the one hand and to his sincere solicitude for his 
people on the other. 

a5:68. b2:138. c6:34; 11:13. 
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99. But aglorify thy Lord 

praising Him, and be of those 

who prostrate themselves 

before Him. 

 
 

100. And continue 

worshipping thy Lord till 

death comes to thee.1527 

 

 

 

 
1527. The verse purports to say that inasmuch as the main purpose of the 

Holy Prophet’s mission, viz. the establishment of the Unity of God, was now 
going to be fulfilled, he should in joyous thanksgiving extol the praises of God 
and bow down to Him in devoted prostration. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a20:131; 50:40; 110:4. 
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CHAPTER 16 
AN-NAHL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah was revealed at Mecca. Ibn-e-‘Abbas makes an exception 

of vv.96, 97 and 98, which according to him were revealed at Medina. 
Professor Noldeke, however, thinks that the Surah was revealed at Mecca 
with the exception of vv. 44, 112, 120, 121 and 126. It is prefaced with no 
abbreviated letters. As the subject-matter of a Surah is an amplification and 
expansion of the abbreviated letters placed at its head and is governed by them, 
the subject-matter of a Surah which has no abbreviated letters constitutes, in 
fact, a continuation of the subject-matter of the preceding Surah which has 
abbreviated letters in its beginning; and is subject to, and governed by, those 
abbreviated letters. Thus the subject-matter of this Surah should be considered 
as a continuation of the subject-matter of the preceding Surah (Al-Hijr) and 
should be taken as governed by the letters Alif Lam Ra, placed in the 
beginning of that Surah; only the method of approach and treatment of the 
subject is different. 

Subject-Matter 
Quite appropriately the Surah has been given the title of An-Nahl (lit. 

the Bee), because by a reference to the natural instinct of the bee which has 
been termed Wahy in the Qur’an (16:69) attention is drawn to the fact that the 
entire universe depends for its smooth and successful working on Wahy, 
whether manifest or hidden, direct or indirect. This subject constitutes the 
pivot or basic theme of the Surah. Moreover, the subject of Jihad has been 
introduced here as an important subject. As Jihad was to become the target of 
attacks from all quarters, it is hinted that, like honey, which is protected by the 
bee from undue interference by its God-given sting, the Qur’an which is a 
storehouse of spiritual honey shall be protected by the use of force which 
Muslims will have to employ to protect it. Believers are then told that if they 
wish their kith and kin to accept the Qur’an they should see that their own 
hearts are cleansed because without purity of heart it is impossible to know 
God. God does not compel anyone to accept the truth, because by using force 
the very purpose of religion is defeated. 

Next, the Surah enters into a discussion of the Life after death and it is 
stated that even in this world nations are resurrected and given a new life, and 
it is with their Hijrah (Emigration) that their resurrection begins. Accordingly, 
the Holy Prophet also would have to leave his native place and emigrate to 
Medina because it was essential for the spiritual development of his followers 
that they should be separated from disbelievers and be educated and trained in 
the teaching of their religion in congenial environments. From this the 
conclusion is drawn that if it is so necessary for the spiritual progress of 
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believers to undergo Hijrah in this world, how far more is it necessary for the 
permanent spiritual advancement of man that he should undergo a spiritual 
Hijrah which is another name for death. After this Hijrah the Faithful and the 
disbelievers begin to travel on separate paths; the disbelievers go to Hell and 
the Faithful bask in the sunshine of Divine Grace and scale the heights of 
atonement with God. The subject that great and wholesome results will flow 
from the Holy Prophet’s Hijrah (Emigration) is continued. The Surah 
proceeds briefly to deal with the question, why respite is granted to 
disbelievers and why they are not forced to accept the Truth. This leads to the 
treatment of the objection that if the Holy Prophet is a true Messenger of God, 
why is his teaching at variance with that of earlier Prophets. In answer to this 
objection it is stated that the real teaching which former Prophets gave to their 
peoples greatly differed from the current, adulterated and corrupt teachings 
attributed to them. In fact, a new Prophet comes only when former Teachings 
become corrupt and lose their title to Divine protection. By citing the example 
of the bee, the Surah draws attention to the fact that just as, guided by Divine 
inspiration, the bee collects its food from fruits and flowers and converts it 
into delicious and wholesome honey, it is in the fitness of things that for his 
moral regeneration and spiritual development man should be guided by 
revelation, and proceeds to say that just as honey varies in quality, so are all 
men not of equal spiritual development. Like the different colours and 
flavours of honey, revelations of various Prophets are also of different patterns. 
Then one more argument is given to establish the need of Divine revelation. 
When with the passage of time people become separated from the era of a 
Prophet and vested interests grow up and become entrenched and privileges 
flow from father to son and all natural avenues of progress and advancement 
are closed upon the common man, God raises a new Prophet who wages a 
relentless war against this tyranny of man against man, and the so-called 
leaders who erstwhile enjoyed monopoly of power and benefit are dethroned 
from seats of authority and the common men who follow the new Prophet take 
their place. The chains of bondage of men are broken and they begin to 
breathe in an atmosphere of true freedom. Next, disbelievers are warned that 
great changes which are decreed to be brought about by means of the Qur’an 
would take place very soon. The time cries for a change and the new Message 
possesses all the essential qualities and ingredients of a perfect Teaching. The 
followers of this new Teaching will succeed and all power and dominion will 
pass into their hands. A veritable war will be waged against disbelief and its 
leaders will be destroyed. Towards the end of the Surah the Holy Prophet is 
told that the sphere and scope of his preaching should now widen and embrace 
in its orbit Christians and Jews. This would excite a new opposition and 
Muslims would suffer persecution from all quarters; but the Divine cause of 
Islam would continue to grow and prosper amid opposition and persecution, 
and its enemies would meet with their deserved fate. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bThe decree of Allah is at 

hand,1528 so seek ye not to 

hasten it. Holy is He and 

Exalted far above all that 

which they associate with 

Him. 

 

 

3. He sends down the angels 

with revelation1529 by His 

command on whomsoever of 

His servants He pleases, 

saying, ‘Warn people that 

there is no god but I, so take 

Me alone for your Protector.’  

 

 

4. cHe has created the heavens 

and the earth in accordance 

with the requirements of 

wisdom.1530 Exalted is He far 

above all that they associate 

with Him. 

 

 

 
1528. The words mean that the time of punishment for disbelievers, or the 

time of the ushering in of the new order has already arrived. 
1529. By Ruh, (which signifies soul or spirit; Divine revelation; the Qur’an; 

etc.—Lane), is here meant the life-giving Word of God. The word also 
denotes a Prophet’s Divine Message because of its life-giving qualities. 

1530. The expression 'with the requirements of wisdom' may mean that 
heavens and earth have their allotted tasks in the spiritual regeneration of man 
so that both jointly produce the desired result. Or it may mean that God has 
created the heavens and the earth so that they may serve to turn man’s 
attention to God, and man may see that nothing is perfect by itself except Him. 
The heavens stand in need of earth for the performance of their work and 
likewise the earth is dependent on heavens and both are subject to the Will 
of God. So the purpose of the creation of the heavens and the earth is to 

a1:1. b5:53. c3:192; 14:20; 15:86; 29:45; 39:6; 64:4. 
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5. aHe has created man from a 

mere drop of fluid, but lo! he 

is an open disputer.1531 

 

 

6. And bthe cattle too He has 
created; you find in them 
warmth and other uses; and of 
the flesh of some of them you 
eat. 

 

 

7. And in them there is 
ornament and dignity for you 
when you bring them home in 
the evening and when you 
drive them forth to pasture in 
the morning. 

 

 

8. And cthey carry your loads 
to a land which you could not 
reach except with great 
hardship to yourselves. 
Surely, your Lord is 
Compassionate, Merciful.  

 

 

9. And dHe has created horses 
and mules and asses that you 
may ride them, and as a 
source of beauty.1532 And He 
will create what you do not 
yet know.1532A 

 

 

 
demonstrate to man the fact that nothing is perfect in itself except God. 

1531. After God had created the heavens and the earth according to a 
definite system of laws, He created man and sent down His revelation for his 
guidance. But notwithstanding the fact that after having created man from an 
apparently contemptible seed God endowed him with the highest faculties, he, 
instead of acting upon the guidance vouchsafed to him by God, starts 
questioning His powers and prerogatives. 

1532. When God has taken so much care to provide for the physical and 
material needs of man, the idea cannot be entertained for a single moment that 
He should have neglected to make a similar provision for his spiritual needs. 

1532A. The words may mean that God will bring into existence new means 
 

a18:38; 22:6; 23:13, 14; 35:12; 36:78; 40:68. b6:143; 23:22; 36:72, 74; 40:80, 81.  
c6:143; 36:73; 40:81. d36:73; 40:81; 43:13. 
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10. And upon Allah rests the 
showing of the right way, and 
there are ways which deviate 
from the right course. And aif 
He had enforced His Will, He 
would have guided you all. 

 

 

R. 2.   

11. bHe it is Who sends down 
water for you from the clouds; 
out of it you have your drink, 
and there grow from it trees 
on which you pasture your 
cattle. 

 

 

12. cTherewith He grows corn 
for you and the olive and the 
date palm and the grapes and 
all manner of fruit. Surely, in 
that is a Sign for a people who 
reflect.1533 

 

 

13. And dHe has pressed into 
service for you the night and 
the day and the sun and the 
moon; and the stars too have 
been pressed into service by 
His command. Surely, in that 
are Signs for a people who 
use their understanding. 

 

 

 
of transport which were yet unknown to man. The prophecy has been 
wonderfully fulfilled in the form of railway trains, steamships, motor cars, 
aeroplanes, etc. God alone knows what new means of transport are yet to be 
invented. 

1533. The energy, which makes plants grow, might be latent in the soil, but 
it does not come into play unless the soil receives water from heaven. Even so 
man may possess most excellent inherent faculties, but he cannot develop 
them without the help of Divine revelation. To base man’s spiritual 
development upon his intellect alone is like saying that the earth can grow 
plants without the help of water. 

a6:150; 10:100; 11:119. b2:23; 6:100; 13:18; 16:66; 22:64.  
c6:100; 13:5. d7:55; 13:3; 14:34; 35:14; 39:6. 
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14. And the things of diverse 
hues that He has created for 
you in the aearth also serve 
your purpose.1534 Surely, in 
that is a Sign for a people who 
take heed.1535 

 

 

15. And bHe it is Who has 
subjected to you the sea that 
you may eat therefrom fresh 
flesh and may take forth 
therefrom articles which you 
wear as ornaments. And thou 
seest the ships ploughing 
through it, that you may 
journey1536 thereby and that 
you may seek of His bounty 
in other ways and that you 
may be grateful. 

 

 

 
1534. One of the most wonderful features of God’s creation is that no two 

things or persons are exactly alike. But for this diversity there would have 
been indescribable confusion and chaos in the world. It would have been 
difficult to distinguish one thing from another or one person from another 
person. Similarly, there is such diversity in the dispositions and temperaments 
of men that it is beyond human power to devise a teaching which may equally 
suit all natures. No man has full knowledge of the diversity that exists in 
nature. God alone knows these differences and diversities and, therefore, He 
alone can give a Teaching which can equally suit and benefit all. 

1535. Each of the three words, viz. Yatafakkarun, Ya‘qilun and 
Yadhdhakkarun which have been placed at the end of vv. 12th, 13th and 14th 
respectively may be understood not only as especially appropriate to the 
theme of the particular verse in which it is used, but also as applicable to the 
general theme dealt with collectively in the three verses, their use in their 
particular places being determined by the degree of their importance. The 
word "reflection" has been used first because it constitutes the first means for, 
and of all moral qualities it is the first to be awakened in, the process of the 
moral reformation of man. From the habit of reflection grows understanding 
or 'making use of reason.' At this second stage man accomplishes his moral 
reformation. After this comes the third stage when temptations have been 
completely overcome and moral struggle ceases and man 'takes heed' and is 
self-admonished and the doing of good works becomes a part of his nature. 

1536. The sea is a most important source of material benefits to man. It is the 

a13:5; 39:22. b35:13; 45:13. 
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16. And aHe has placed in the 

earth firm mountains lest it 

quake1537 with you and rivers 

and routes1538 that you may 

find the way to your 

destination. 

 

 

17. And, He has set up other 

marks; by them and by the 

stars they follow the right 

direction.1539 

 
 

18. Is He, then, Who creates 

like one who creates not? Will 

you not then take heed?  

 

 

19. And bif you try to count 

the favours of Allah, you will 

not be able to number them. 

Surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

20. And cAllah knows what 

you keep hidden and what you 

disclose. 

 
 

 
great repository of water from which the sun supplies us with rain. It is also a 
great highway for travel and commerce and an important source of food for man. 

1537. Geology has established the fact that mountains have, to a great 
extent, made secure the earth against earthquakes. 

1538. The word Subul (routes) here does not mean the artificial roads 
constructed by human hands but natural pathways formed by mountain-passes, 
rivers and valleys which have served as highways throughout the ages. 

1539. The verse signifies that had the earth been of uniform surface and 
there had been no ups and downs, no valleys, mountains or rivers, it would 
have been almost impossible for men to find their way from one place to 
another. The distinctive physical features of the earth’s surface help men to 
know their way. Today these landmarks have proved to be of great help in air 
navigation. The stars also help wayfarers to find their way on land and sea. 
 

 

a13:4; 21:32. b14:35. c2:78; 27:26; 64:5. 
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21. And athose on whom they 

call beside Allah create not 

anything, but they are 

themselves created. 

 

 

22. They are dead, not living; 

and they know not when they 

will be raised. 

 

 

R. 3.   

23. bYour God is One God. 

And as to those who believe 

not in the Hereafter, their 

hearts are strangers to truth 

and they are full of pride. 

 

 

24. Undoubtedly, cAllah 

knows what they keep secret 

and what they disclose. 

Surely, He loves not the 

proud. 

 

 

25. And When it is said to 

them, ‘What think ye of that 

which your Lord has sent 

down?’ dthey say, ‘They are 

mere stories of the ancients.’a  

 

 

26. The consequences will be 
ethat they shall bear their 

burdens in full on the Day of 

Resurrection, and also a 

portion of the burdens of 

those whom they lead astray 

without knowledge. Behold! 

evil is that which they bear. 

 

 

 
a  

a7:192; 25:4. b2:164; 5:74; 22:35; 37:5. c16:20. d8:32; 68:16; 83:14. e29:14. 
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R. 4.   

27. Those who were before 

them also devised plans, but 
aAllah came upon their 

structure from the very 

foundations, so that the roof 

fell down upon them from 

above them,1540 and the 

punishment came upon them 

from where they knew not. 

 

 

28. Then on the Day of 

Resurrection He will 

humiliate them and will say, 
b‘Where are My partners for 

whose sake you used to 

oppose My Prophets?’ Those 

endowed with knowledge will 

say, ‘This day humiliation and 

affliction will surely befall the 

disbelievers.’ 

 

 

29. cThose whom the angels 

cause to die while they are 

wronging their souls, dwill 

offer submission, pleading, 

‘We used not to do any evil.’ 

It will be said to them, ‘Nay, 

surely, Allah knows well what 

you used to do,1541 

 

 

 
1540. It was no ordinary destruction which overtook the opponents of past 

Prophets. They were destroyed root and branch. The very foundations of the 
edifices they had erected and the walls and the roofs thereof tumbled down 
upon them, that is to say, neither the leaders nor their followers were spared. 

1541. The disbelievers would protest that what they did was actuated by 
good intentions and pure motives and that they worshipped their false gods 
only as an aid to concentration on Divine attributes. The verse gives the lie to 
this sense of injured innocence of disbelievers. 

a39:26; 59:3. b28:63, 75. c4:98; 8:51; 47:28. d16:88. 
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30. a‘So enter the gates of 

Hell, to abide therein. Evil 

indeed is the abode of the 

arrogant.’ 

 

 

31. And when it is said to the 

righteous, ‘What think ye of 

that which your Lord has 

revealed?’ they say, ‘The 

best.’ bFor those who do good 

there is good in this world, 

and cthe home of the Hereafter 

is even better. Excellent 

indeed is the abode of the 

righteous— 

 

 

32. dGardens of Eternity, 

which they will enter; through 

them flow streams. They will 

have therein what they wish 

for.1542 Thus does Allah 

reward the righteous, 

 

 

33. Those whom the angels 

cause to die while they are 

pure, ethey say to them, ‘Peace 

be unto you. Enter Heaven 

because of what you used to 

do.’  

 

 

34. fWhat do these dis-

believers wait for except that 

the angels should come upon 

them or that the decree of thy 

Lord1543 should come to 

 

 
1542. The desires of the righteous will become identified with God’s Will, so 

they will desire only those things which it will be the Will of God to give them. 
1543. 'The coming of angels' signifies the destruction of individual 

disbelievers, and 'the coming of God or of His decree' signifies their national ruin. 

a39:73; 40:77. b39:11. c6:33; 12:110. d9:72; 13:24; 35:34; 61:13; 98:9. 
e10:11; 13:25; 36:59; 39:74. f2:211; 6:159; 7:54. 
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pass? So did those who were 

before them. aAllah did not 

wrong them, but they used to 

wrong themselves. 
 

35. So the evil consequences 
of what they did overtook 
them and bthat which they 
used to mock at encompassed 
them.1544 

 

 

R. 5.   

36. cAnd the idolaters say, ‘If 
Allah had so willed, we 
should not have worshipped 
anything beside Him, neither 
we nor our fathers, nor should 
we have forbidden anything 
without command from Him.’ 
So did those who opposed the 
Truth before them. dAre the 
Messengers responsible for 
anything except the plain 
delivery of the Message?  

 

 

37. And eWe did raise among 
every people a Messenger 
with the teaching, ‘Worship 
Allah and shun the Evil One.’ 
fThen among them were some 
whom Allah guided and 
among them were some who 
became deserving of ruin. gSo 
travel through the earth and 
see what was the end of those 
who treated the Prophets as 
liars! 

 

 

 
1544. The punishment of an evil deed is not an extraneous thing, but is the 

a9:70; 16:119; 29:41; 30:10. b6:11; 21:42; 39:49; 45:34. c6:149; 43:21.  
d5:93, 100; 24:55; 29:19; 36:18. e10:48; 13:8; 35:25. f7:31. g3:138; 6:12. 
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38. aIf thou art solicitous of 

their guidance, then know that 

Allah surely guides not those 

who lead others astray. And 

for such there are no helpers. 

 

 

39. And they swear by Allah 

their strongest oaths, bthat 

Allah will not raise up those 

who die. cNay, He will 

certainly raise them up. This 

is a true promise the fulfilment 

of which is binding on Him 

but most men know not. 

 

 

40. He will surely raise them 

up that He may make clear to 

them that wherein they 

differed, and that those who 

disbelieved may realize that 

they were liars.1545 

 

 

41. dOur word concerning a 

thing, when We will it, is only 

that We say to it, ‘Be,’1546 

and it is.  

 

 

 
natural consequence of the deed itself and is also proportionate to it. 

1545. Realization of truth on the Day of Resurrection will be so complete 
that disbelievers will admit that they were foolish to deny Resurrection. 
Indeed, it would be a full and complete realization. 

1546. The word kun (be) does not mean that God gives the command to 
something already existing. It merely gives expression to a wish, and means 
that when God so expresses a wish, it finds immediate objective fulfilment. 

 

 

a12:104; 28:57. b23:38; 45:25. c10:5; 21:105. d2:118; 3:48; 36:83; 40:69. 
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R. 6.   

42. And aas to those who 

leave their homes for the 

sake1547 of Allah after they 

are wronged, We will surely 

give them a goodly abode in 

this world; and truly the 

reward of the Hereafter is 

greater; if they but knew— 

 

 

43.  bThose who are steadfast 

and put their trust in their 

Lord. 

 
 

44.  cAnd We sent not as 

Messengers before thee but 

men to whom We sent 

revelation—so ask those who 

possess the Reminder, if you 

know not— 

 

 

45. dWith clear Signs and 
Scriptures. And eWe have sent 
down to thee the Reminder 
that thou mayest explain to 
mankind that which has been 
sent down to them, and that 
they may reflect. 

 

 

46. fDo, then, those, who 
devise evil plans, feel secure 
that Allah will not humiliate 
them in their own land, or that 
the punishment will not come 
upon them whence they do 
not know?  

 

 

 
1547. The expression, fillahi, may mean: (a) For the sake of Allah; (b) for the 

sake of God’s religion, i.e. for the sake of free and unfettered exercise of religion; 
(c) "in Allah" which signifies that they had become completely lost in Allah. 

a2:219; 4:101; 22:59. b29:60. c12:110; 21:8. d35:26.  
e3:59; 15:7, 10; 20:100. f6:66; 17:69; 34:10; 67:17, 18. 
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47. Or that He will not seize 

them in their going to and 

fro1548 so that they shall not 

be able to frustrate His plans? 

 

 

48. Or that He will not destroy 

them through a process of 

gradual attrition?1549 Your 

Lord is indeed Com-

passionate, Merciful. 

 

 

49. Have they not observed, 
bowing in humility before 
Allah, that the shadows of 
everything which Allah has 
created shift from the right 
and from the left,1550 and they 
are being humbled? 

 

 

50. And awhatever is in the 

heavens and whatever 

creature is in the earth submits 

humbly to Allah, and the 

angels too, and they are not 

proud.  

 

 

 
1548. The frequent journeying of disbelievers and their free and 

unrestricted movements in the land should not lead believers to think that their 
might is invincible and that their glory will never depart. Soon these 
movements will result in the destruction of their political power. 

1549. Takhawwuf meaning "to take little by little" (Lane), the verse 
signifies that the power of disbelievers will gradually decline, or that before 
their final overthrow they would be seized with a consuming fear of the 
growing power of Islam and its ultimate triumph. 

1550. It is a natural phenomenon that the shadow of everything after 
reaching a certain stage becomes contracted, signifying that its power, 
influence and glory are about to depart and that it is about to be reduced to a 
mere shadow of its former self. Thus disbelievers are warned that Divine 
punishment will result in the complete obliteration of their shadows while the 
shadow of the Holy Prophet will continue to expand and lengthen, because 
things have long shadows when the sun is at their backs, and the sun of the 
grace of God is at the back of the Holy Prophet. 

a13:16; 22:19. 
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51. They fear their Lord 

above them, and ado what 

they are commanded. 

 

 

R. 7.   

52. Allah has said, ‘Take not 
for worship two gods. bThere 
is only One1551 God. So fear 
Me alone.’ 

 

 

53. And to Him belongs 
whatever is in the heavens and 
the earth and cto Him is 
obedience due for ever. Will 
you then take any other than 
Allah as your Protector? 

 

 

54. And dwhatever blessing 
you have, it is from Allah. 
And when affliction befalls 
you, it is unto Him that you 
cry for help; 

 

 

55. eThen, when He removes 
the affliction from you, 
behold! a party among you 
begins to ascribe associates to 
their Lord,  

 

 

56. fSo as to deny that which 

We have bestowed upon 

them. Well, then, enjoy 

yourselves a while, but soon 

will you know. 

 

 

 
1551. A study of the working of the universe reveals a wonderful 

uniformity of the system running through it. If there had been more gods than 
one, this uniformity would have disappeared. Moreover, if there had been two 
gods, one would have to be subordinate to the other to carry out his orders. In 
that case the existence of one of the two would be superfluous. But if both of 
them had been of an equal status, then each of them would have his own 

a66:7. b16:23. c39:4. d4:80; 10:13, 23; 23:65; 30:34; 39:9.  
e10:13, 24; 29:66; 30:34; 39:9. f29:67; 30:35. 
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57. And athey set apart for 

their false gods of which they 

know nothing, a portion of 

that which We have bestowed 

on them. By Allah, you shall 

certainly be called to account 

for all that you have forged. 

 

 

58. And bthey ascribe 

daughters to Allah—Holy is 

He—while they themselves 

have what they desire.1552 

 

 

59. And cwhen to one of them 

is conveyed the tidings of the 

birth of a female, his face 

darkenss1552A with inward 

suppressed grief; 

 

 

60. He hides himself from the 

people because of the bad 

news he has had. Shall he 

keep it in spite of disgrace or 

shall he bury it in the 

dust?1553 Verily, evil is that 

which they judge.  

 

 

 
separate sphere of influence and control. In such an event differences certainly 
would have arisen between them. But both these suppositions are absurd. 
Hence there must be One God, the Only Creator of the entire universe. 

1552. The verse does not imply that the offence of disbelievers lies in 
attributing to God daughters and not sons though the Qur’an has also strongly 
denounced the attribution of a son to God (19:91, 92). The verse only points to 
the folly of the disbelievers that they attribute daughters to God while they 
themselves feel humiliated at daughters being attributed to them. 

1552A. Iswadda Wajhu-hu means, his face became black, i.e. his face 
became expressive of grief or overcast with gloom; he became grieved, 
sorrowful or confounded; he became disgraced (Lane). 

1553. The reference is to the barbarous custom of burying alive of female 
children which was in vogue among certain Arab tribes. They had a very low 
conception of their womenfolk and accorded them an extremely degraded 
 

a6:137. b6:101; 37:153, 154; 43:17; 52:40; 53:22. c43:18. 
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61. The state of those who do 

not believe in the Hereafter is 

evil, awhile all sublime 

attributes belong to Allah and 

He is the Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

R. 8.   

62. And bif Allah were to 

punish men for their 

wrongdoing, He would not 

leave on the earth a living 

creature,1554 but He gives 

them respite till an appointed 

term; and cwhen their term is 

come, they cannot remain 

behind a single hour, nor can 

they go ahead of it. 

 

 

63. And they assign to Allah 

what they dislike for 

themselves and their tongues 

utter the lie that they will have 

the best of everything. 

Undoubtedly, theirs shall be 

the Fire, and therein shall they 

be abandoned.  

 

 

64. By Allah, dWe verily sent 

Messengers to all the peoples 

 

 
position in their society. The Qur’an has strongly upheld the honour of women 
and has recognized all their legitimate rights, and in this respect it stands 
unique among all the Scriptures of the world. 

1554. The reason why punishment is delayed is that if all sins had been at 
once punished by God, the world would have come to an end and all life on 
earth would have become extinct. Man would have perished as a result of his 
sins and there would have been left no purpose in the survival of beasts, 
animals and birds, etc. after his destruction. Being created for man’s use and 
benefit they would have perished with him. 

a30:28. b10:12; 18:59; 35:46. c7:35; 10:50. d6:43; 22:53. 
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before thee; abut Satan made 

their works appear beautiful 

to them. So he is their patron 

this day, and they shall have a 

grievous punishment. 

 

65. And We have not sent 

down to thee the Book except 

that thou mayest explain to 

them that concerning which 

they have created differences 

and bas a guidance, and a 

mercy for a people who 

believe. 

 

 

66. And cAllah has sent down 

water from the sky and has 

quickened therewith the earth 

after its death. Surely, in that 

is a Sign for a people who 

would listen to the truth. 

 

 

R. 9.   

67. And dsurely in the cattle 

too there is a lesson1555 for 

you. We provide for you drink 

out of that which is in their 

bellies—from betwixt the 

faeces and the blood—milk 

pure and pleasant for those 

who drink it.  

 

 

 
1555. ‘Ibrah, meaning 'an indication or evidence whereby one passes from 

ignorance to knowledge' (Lane), alludes to some subtle process taking place 
inside the bellies of the animals. A study of the process of conversion of grass 
or leaves of trees which the animals eat into milk in the bellies of the animals 
leads to the conclusion that the natural propensities and inclinations of man 
cannot lead him to the right path unless they are controlled and regulated by 
some heavenly agency which is Divine revelation. 

a6:44; 8:49. b6:158; 12:112; 16:90. c2:165; 13:18. d23:22. 
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68. aAnd of the fruits of the 

date palms and the grapes, 

whence you obtain 

intoxicating drink and 

wholesome food.1555A Verily, 

in that is a Sign for a people 

who use their understanding. 

 

 

69. And thy Lord revealed1556 

to the bee: ‘Make thou houses 

in the hills and in the trees and 

in the trellises which they 

build, 

 

 

70. ‘Then eat of all manner of 

fruits, and follow the ways 

taught thee by thy Lord and 

which have been made easy 

for thee.’ There comes forth 

from their bellies a drink of 

varying hues. Therein is 

healing for mankind. Surely, 

in that is a Sign for a people 

who reflect.1557 

 

 

 
1555A. When things created by God remain in their natural and 

unadulterated form they constitute pure, wholesome and invigorating food. 
But when man interferes with their natural use he corrupts them. Similarly, as 
long as Divine Teaching remains intact, it is a source of great spiritual benefit, 
but when it is interfered with, it loses all its usefulness. 

1556. Revelation here signifies the natural instincts with which God has 
endowed all creatures. The verse contains a beautiful hint that the entire 
universe depends for its smooth and successful working on revelation (or 
inspiration), whether manifest or hidden. In other words, all things and 
creatures serve the purpose of their existence only by working according to 
their natural instincts and inborn faculties and aptitudes. The bee has been 
selected as a prominent example, because its wonderful organization and work 
impress even a casual observer and are discernible even by the naked eye. 

1557. The subject of the bee has been further elaborated in this verse. God 
 

a13:5; 16:12; 23:20; 36:35. 
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71. And Allah creates you, 
then He causes you to die; and 
athere are some among you 
who are driven to the worst 
state of life with the result that 
they know nothing after 
having had knowledge. 
Surely, Allah is All-Knowing, 
Powerful.  

 

 

R. 10.   

72. And bAllah has favoured 

some of you above others in 

worldly gifts. But those more 

favoured will not restore any 

part of their worldly gifts1558 

 

 
inspires the bee to collect its food from different fruits and flowers and then 
by means of the mechanism provided in its body and by the methods revealed 
to it by God it converts the collected food into honey. Honey possesses 
different colours and flavours, but all its different varieties are highly useful 
for men. This suggests that revelation has continued to descend on Prophets at 
different times and that the teachings of one Prophet differed in some details 
from the teachings of others, nevertheless all were the means of moral and 
spiritual regeneration for the people for whom they were designed. 

1558. In every age some individuals or nations, by their superior intellect 
and harder work, come to acquire ascendancy and control over other 
individuals or nations. This is neither unfair nor unjust so long as proper 
opportunities are not denied to the less fortunate peoples also to make proper 
use of their talents and intelligence to earn the good things of life. But the 
"haves" have always set their face against all attempts on the part of the 
"have-nots" to better their condition and to have a share in the power and 
privileges they enjoy. In order to save the world from the tyranny of those in 
possession of power and privileges and to open the doors of progress and 
advancement to real merit and talent and thereby to rehabilitate justice and 
equality among mankind, God raises Reformers. Their advent heralds a new 
era and the dispossessed and the "have-nots" have their rights restored to them. 
Briefly, but very beautifully, the verse has laid down the Islamic law with 
regard to private ownership. Whereas on the one hand Islam has recognized 
the right of private ownership by emphasizing the word "their" in the 
expression 'of their worldly gifts' it has, by using the words 'will restore,' also 
 

a22:6. b24:23; 30:29. 
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to those whom their right 

hands possess,1559 so that 

they may be equal sharers in 

them. Knowing this, will they 

still deny the favour of Allah? 

 

73. And aAllah has made for 
you mates from among 
yourselves, and has made for 
you, from your mates, sons 
and grandsons, and has 
provided you with good 
things. bWill they then believe 
in that which perishes and 
deny the favour of Allah?1560 

 

 

74. And cthey worship beside 

Allah such as have no power 

to bestow on them any gift 

from the heavens or the earth, 

nor can they ever have such 

power. 

 

 

75. So coin not similitudes for 

Allah. Surely, Allah knows 

and you know not.1561 

 
 

 

 
laid down the principle of the collective ownership of all things by all human 
beings as such, because only that thing is "restored" to another person which 
belongs to him. In fact, the Qur’an has accepted the principle of dual ownership 
of everything—the right to possess a property to be recognized in the person who 
earns it by the sweat of his brow and the right in that property of all human beings 
as human beings. Islam, in reality, neither believes in the right of unrestricted 
private ownership nor in complete and unreserved possession of wealth and the 
means of its production by the State. It adopts the middle course. 

1559. The expression clearly includes all persons under one’s control such 
as private servants, subordinates, labourers, ryots etc. 

1560. The verse refers to the instinct of private possession as an argument 
in support of the Unity of God. 

1561. It is highly presumptuous on the part of man to devise a law 
regarding God while he is quite ignorant of His great and unlimited powers. 

a4:2; 7:190; 30:22; 39:7. b29:68. c10:19; 22:72; 29:18. 
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76. Allah sets forth for you 

the parable of a slave who is 

owned,1562 having no power 

over anything; and a free man 

whom We have provided with 

a fair provision from Us and 
ahe spends thereof secretly 

and openly.1563 Are they 

equal? Praise be to Allah. But 

most of them know not. 

 

 

77. And Allah sets forth 

another parable of two men—

one of them is dumb, having 

no power over anything, and 

he is a burden on his master; 

withersoever he sends him, he 

brings no good. Can he be 

equal to him who enjoins 

justice and who is on the 

straight path?1564 

 

 

R. 11.   

78. bAnd to Allah belongs the 

knowledge of the unseen1565 

 

 
1562. The disbelievers are like a person who has lost all freedom of will 

and action and is the slave of his own low desires and fancies. 
1563. The implied reference may be to the Holy Prophet—God’s servant 

par excellence. (1) He served mankind secretly (by praying for them at night) 
and openly (by tangible acts of service). (2) He served mankind at all hours of 
the day and night. 

1564. This and the preceding verse refer to two different classes of 
disbelievers. The preceding verse refers to those disbelievers, who are slaves to 
superstitious beliefs and idolatrous practices and customs and, though possessing 
some means and the ability to do some useful work, are prevented from doing it 
because they are deprived of freedom of action. And the present verse refers to 
such disbelievers as are not only slaves to superstitious practices but are also 
totally lacking in the means and the ability to do any real good work. 

1565. "The unseen," i.e. the eventual defeat and discomfiture of disbelief 
 

a2:275; 13:23. b11:124; 18:27; 35:39. 
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in the heavens and the earth; 

and athe matter of the coming 

of the promised Hour is but as 

the twinkling of an eye, nay, it 

is nearer still. Surely, Allah 

has full power over all things. 

 

79. And bAllah brought you 

forth from the wombs of your 

mothers while you knew 

nothing, and cgave you ears 

and eyes and hearts,1566 that 

you might be grateful. 

 

 

80. dDo they not observe the 

birds held under subjection in 

the vault of heaven? None 

keeps them back1567 save 

Allah. Verily, in that are Signs 

for a people who believe.  

 

 

81. And Allah has made for 
you, in your houses, a place of 
rest and has also made for 
you, of the skins of cattle, 

 

 
and the victory of Islam. 

1566. The faculties of hearing, seeing and understanding have been 
mentioned in the order in which they help man to acquire knowledge. First of 
all a newborn child makes use of the power of hearing. The faculty of seeing 
develops later and that of understanding is the last to mature. 

1567. The verse only contains a reference to the punishment which was 
soon to overtake the disbelievers of Mecca. The keeping back of the birds 
signifies the withholding of the punishment that was in store for them. Arabic 
poetry abounds in verses where birds are spoken of as following in the rear of 
a victorious army to feed on the dead bodies of the enemy killed and left on 
the field of battle. And the hovering of birds, according to Arabic idiom, is 
symbolic of the defeat and destruction of a people (see 67:20). The present 
verse declares that God has withheld Muslims from waging war against 
disbelievers. But once they were given permission to fight the disbelievers 
will be defeated and destroyed and their dead bodies will be eaten by the birds 
which they see flying in the sky. 

a7:188; 54:51. b39:7. c23:79; 67:24. d67:20. 
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abodes which you find light at 
the time when you travel and 
useful at the time when you 
halt; and of their wool and 
their furs and their hair He 
has supplied you with 
household goods and articles 
of use for a time. 

 

82. And Allah has made for 

you of that which He has 

created, many things affording 

shade; and He has made for 

you in the mountains places of 

shelter; and He has made for 

you garments which protect 

you from heat, and coats of 

mail which protect you in your 

wars. Thus does He complete 

His favours on you, that you 

may submit wholly to Him. 

 

 

83. aBut if they turn away, 
then thou art responsible only 
for the plain delivery of the 
Message. 

 
 

84. They recognize the favour 

of Allah, yet they deny it; and 

most of them are confirmed 

disbelievers.  

 

 

R. 12.   

85. bAnd remember the day 

when We shall raise up a 

witness from every 

people,1568 then those who 

 

 
1568. The verse says that Messengers were sent to all peoples and nations 

of the world. This is a claim which has been put forth by the Qur’an alone of 
 

a3:21; 5:93. b4:42; 16:90. 
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disbelieve shall not be 

permitted to make amends, 
anor shall their plea be 

accepted. 

 

86. bAnd when those who did 
wrong actually see the 
punishment, it will not be 
lightened for them, nor will 
they be respited. 

 

 

87. And cwhen those, who 
associate partners with Allah, 
will see their associate-gods, 
they will say, ‘Our Lord, these 
are our associate-gods whom 
we used to call upon instead 
of Thee.’ Thereupon they will 
retort on them with the words, 
‘Surely, you are liars.’1569 

 

 

88. And dthey will offer 
submission to Allah on that 
day, and all that they used to 
forge shall fail them. 

 

 

89. eAs for those who 
disbelieve and turn men away 
from the way of Allah, We 
will add punishment to their 
punishment because they 
made mischief.  

 

 

90. fAnd remember the day 

when We will raise up in every 

people a witness against them 

from amongst themselves, and 

 

 
all the revealed Scriptures. The truth of this claim, revealed to the world about 
fourteen hundred years ago by the Qur’an, has now begun to dawn upon mankind. 

1569. This altercation between false gods and their followers shows that 
friendships based on sin and denial of truth never endure. 

a30:58; 41:25. b2:166. c30:14. d16:29. e7:46; 11:20; 14:4. f4:42; 16:85. 
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We will bring thee as a 

witness against all of them. 

And aWe have sent down to 

thee the Book to explain 

everything and a guidance and 

a mercy and glad tidings to 

those who submit to Allah.  

 

R. 13.   

91. Verily, Allah enjoins 

justice, and the doing of good 

to others; and giving like 

kindred; and forbids 

indecency and manifest evil 

and transgression.1570 He 

 

 
1570. The verse contains three commandments and three prohibitions 

which briefly deal with all the various stages of the moral and spiritual 
development of man and with both its positive and negative sides. It enjoins 
justice, the doing of good to others and kindness as between kindred; and 
forbids indecency, manifest evil and transgression. Justice implies that a 
person should treat others as he is treated by them. He should return to others 
the good or evil to the extent or measure to which he receives it from them. 
Higher than ‘Adl (justice) is the stage of Ihsan (goodness) when man should 
do good to others regardless of what sort of treatment he receives from them, 
or even if he is maltreated by them. His conduct should not be actuated by 
considerations of reciprocity. At the last and highest stage of moral 
development, viz. Ita’i Dhil-Qurba (giving like kindred), a believer is 
expected to do good to others not in return for any good received from them, 
nor with the idea of doing more good than the good received, but to do good 
prompted by a natural impulse, as good is done to very near blood relations. 
His condition at this stage resembles that of a mother whose love for her 
children springs from natural impulse. After a believer has attained this stage 
his moral development becomes complete. These three stages of morals 
constitute the positive side of man’s moral development. Its negative side is 
portrayed in the three words, viz. Fahsha’ (indecency), Munkar (manifest evil) 
and Baghy (transgression). Fahsha’ signifies vice of which the knowledge is 
confined to the doer and Munkar signifies those evils which other men also 
see and condemn, though they may not suffer any loss or infringement of their 
own rights by them. Baghy, however, comprehends all those vices and evils 
which not only are seen, felt and denounced by other people but which do 
them positive harm also. These three simple words cover all conceivable vices. 

a10:38; 12:112. 
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admonishes you that you may 

take heed. 
 

92. And afulfil the covenant of 
Allah when you have made 
one, and break not your 
oaths1571 after making them 
firm, while you have made 
Allah your surety. Certainly, 
Allah knows what you do. 

 

 
93. And be not like unto her 
who cuts up her yarn into 
pieces after having spun it 
strong by bmaking your oaths 
a means of deceit1572 between 
you, for fear lest one people 
become more powerful than 
another people.1573 Surely, 
Allah tries you therewith, and 
on the Day of Resurrection He 
will make clear to you that 
wherein you differed.  

 

 

 
1571. Obligations which the believers owe to God are covered by the words 

"covenant of Allah" and the duties they owe to their fellowmen are implied in 
the words, "the oaths." 

1572. This and the preceding verse lay the greatest stress on the 
inviolability of oaths which should be observed at all costs. 

1573. The Arabic expression is capable of three interpretations: 
(1) Because one people (non-Muslims) are stronger and wealthier than 

the other people (Muslims), i.e. Muslims should not put other 
stronger people out of their guard by concluding with them a peace 
treaty, thus biding their time till a favourable opportunity arises and 
they are strong enough to dishonour it. 

(2) For fear lest one people (non-Muslims) should become stronger and 
wealthier than the other people (Muslims). 

(3) So that one people (Muslims) should become stronger than the other 
people (non-Muslims), i.e. Muslims should not make a treaty with 
non-Muslims with this object in view that by taking advantage of it 
they should add to their own strength and break it when they find 
themselves stronger than non-Muslims. 

a6:153; 13:21; 17:35. b16:95. 
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94. And aif Allah had 
enforced His Will, He would 
surely have made you all one 
people; but He lets go astray 
him who wishes it, and guides 
him who wishes it, and you 
shall surely be questioned 
concerning that which you 
have been doing. 

 

 

95. And make not your oaths a 
means of deceit between you; 
or your foot will slip after it has 
been firmly established1574 and 
you will taste evil because by 
acting thus you turned people 
away from the path of Allah, 
and you will have a severe 
punishment. 

 

 

96. bAnd barter not the 

covenant of Allah for a paltry 

price.1575 Surely, that which 

is with Allah is better for you 

if you knew. 

 

 

97. That which you have shall 
pass away, but that which is 
with Allah is lasting. cAnd We 
will certainly give those, who 
are steadfast, their reward 
according to the best of their 
works.  

 

 

 
1574. Such conduct will weaken your power. 
1575. When people attain to power they generally fall victim to all sorts of 

temptations. Their enemies employ spies and informers among them and offer 
large bribes to know their State secrets. The Muslims are warned against 
succumbing to such temptations in the words: And barter not the covenant of 
Allah for a paltry price. 

a5:49; 11:119. b3:78. c11:12; 39:11. 
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98. aWhoso acts righteously, 

whether male or female1576 

and is a believer, We will 

surely grant him a pure life; 

and We will surely bestow on 

such their reward according to 

the best of their works. 

 

 

99. And when thou recitest 

the Qur’an, seek refuge with 

Allah from Satan, the 

rejected. 

 

 

100. Surely, bhe has no power 

over those who believe and 

who put their trust in their 

Lord. 

 

 

101. cHis power is only over 

those who make friends with 

him and who associate 

partners with Him. 

 

 

R. 14.   

102. And dwhen We bring one 

Sign in place of another1577—

and Allah knows best the 

object of what He reveals—

they say, ‘Thou art but a 

fabricator.’ Nay, but most of 

them know not.  

 

 

 
1576. The verse recognizes the equality of the rights of men and women 

and promises both equal share in Divine favours. 
1577. The meaning is: "When We avert or delay punishment on account of 

a change for the better on the part of those who are threatened with it." There 
is no reference here to the abrogation of any of the verses of the Qur’an. There 
is no verse in the Qur’an which clashes with any other verse of the Book and 
which may therefore have to be regarded as abrogated. All parts of the Qur’an 
support and corroborate one another. There is nothing in the context either to 
suggest any reference to the idea of abrogation. 

a3:196; 4:125; 20:113. b15:43; 17:66; 34:22. c2:258; 3:176; 7:28. d2:107. 
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103. Say, a‘The Spirit of 

holiness has brought it down 

from thy Lord with truth, that 

He may strengthen in their 

faith those who believe and 
bas a guidance and glad 

tidings for Muslims.  

 

 

104. And indeed We know 

that they say that it is only a 

man who teaches1578 him. But 

 

 
1578. Names of different persons have been mentioned in the traditions 

who, according to the allegations of the disbelievers, helped the Holy Prophet 
in composing the Qur’an—Jabr, a Christian slave, ‘Aish or Ya‘ish, a servant 
of Al-Huwaitib Ibn-e-‘Abdul-‘Uzza and Abu Fuqaih who was known as Yasar 
and ‘Adas or ‘Addas, a slave of Aus bin Rabi‘ (Ma‘ani & Fath). The names of 
‘Ammar, Suhaib, Salman, ‘Abdullah bin Salam and of Sergius, a Nestorian 
monk, have also been mentioned in this connection. In fact, the Qur’an here 
makes reference to two objections of disbelievers, one relating to certain slave 
converts from whom the Holy Prophet is alleged to have received help in 
composing the Qur’an which is mentioned in 25:5-7, and the other relating to 
what he heard of the Gospels from a certain Christian slave convert to Islam, 
and which was incorporated in the Qur’an to which this verse refers. Now 
with regard to the second objection, did the slave in question read the Arabic 
version of the Gospels or their Greek or Hebrew version? If he read the Arabic 
version then it will have to be proved that the New Testament had been 
translated into Arabic in the Holy Prophet’s time and the translation was so 
common that even slaves read it while working at their shops. But up to the 
time of the Holy Prophet, translations of the Gospels had not been made in 
any language. The Jewish tribes of Medina had not even translated the Torah 
into Arabic by that time, and whenever he needed a reference to this Book, he 
consulted ‘Abdullah bin Salam a great Hebrew scholar. Dr. Alexander Souter, 
M.A., LL.D., writes in his book, "The Test and Canon of the New Testament" 
(Second Edition, 1925, p. 74), under the caption, "Arabic Versions"… 'The 
oldest manuscript goes no further back than the 8th century. Two versions of 
the Arabic are reported to have taken place at Alexandria in the 13th century.' 
And if the Christian slave-convert read to the Holy Prophet Hebrew or Greek 
Gospels, how could he benefit by listening to a Book which he could not 
understand and how could the man from whom he was alleged to have 
received help for composing the Qur’an being ‘Ajami (foreign and defective 
in speech) explain to him in his defective Arabic those great eternal truths 
 

a2:98; 26:194. b12:112. 
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the tongue of him towards 

whom their minds incline in 

making this insinuation is 

foreign while this is Arabic 

tongue plain and clear. 

 

105. As for those who do not 
believe in the Signs of Allah, 
surely, Allah will not guide 
them, and they shall have a 
grievous punishment. 

 

 

106. It is only those who 
believe not in the Signs of 
Allah, who forge falsehood, 
and they it is who are the 
liars. 

 

 

107. aWhoso disbelieves in 
Allah after he has believed—
save him who is forced to 
make a declaration of 
disbelief while his heart finds 
peace in faith1579—but such 
as open their breasts to 
disbelief, on them is Allah’s 
wrath; and for them is decreed 
a severe punishment.  

 

 

108. bThat is because they 

have preferred the present life 

to the Hereafter, and because 

 

 
which the Qur’an comprises and for explaining which a sound and deep 
knowledge of Arabic was essential? See also "The Larger Edition of the 
Commentary" under this verse. 

1579. The verse is silent about the treatment which a person who, under the 
severest trial, utters words that may appear to express disbelief though inwardly 
he may be satisfied with Islam, will receive from God. It implies that final 
judgment in the case of such persons has been reserved and that their future 
behaviour will determine the nature of the treatment they will receive from God. 

a3:91; 4:138; 63:4. b10:8; 87:17. 
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Allah guides not the 

disbelieving people.  

109. aIt is they on whose 

hearts and ears and eyes Allah 

has set a seal. And it is they 

who are the heedless. 

 

 

110. bUndoubtedly, it is they 

who will be the losers in the 

Hereafter. 

 
 

111. cThen, surely thy Lord—

to those who migrated after 

they had been persecuted and 

then strove1580 hard in the 

cause of Allah and remained 

steadfast—surely, after that, 

thy Lord is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful. 

 

 

R. 15.   

112. On the day when every 

soul will come pleading for 

itself, and devery soul will be 

fully recompensed for what it 

did, and they will not be 

wronged.  

 

 

 
1580. Whereas vv. 109, 110 referred to those persons who revert to 

disbelief and open up their hearts to it and join the ranks of the enemies of 
Islam, the verse under comment deals with such persons regarding whom 
judgment had been reserved (verse 107). The judgment given in their case is 
that if they migrate from their homes and strive in the cause of God and 
endure with patience all the hardships that may befall them in the way of 
Islam, then, and not till then, will God pardon their previous sins, for only 
then will it become established that they have made full amends for their past 
lapse. The Surah being of Meccan origin, Jihad mentioned in the verse is not 
fighting with the sword but is only "striving" to promote the cause of Islam. 

a2:8; 4:156; 7:180. b11:23. c2:219. d2:282. 
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113. aAnd Allah sets forth the 

parable of a city1581 which 

enjoyed security and peace; 

its provisions came to it in 

plenty from every quarter; but 

it was ungrateful for the 

favours of Allah, so Allah 

made it taste hunger1582 and 

fear which clothed it like a 

garment1583 because of what 

they used to do. 

 

 

114. And indeed there has 

come to them a Messenger 

from among themselves, but 

they treated him as a liar, so 

punishment overtook them 

while they were wrongdoers. 

 

 

115. bSo eat of the lawful and 

good1584 things which Allah 

has provided for you; and be 

grateful for the bounty of 

Allah, if it is Him you 

worship.  

 

 

116. cHe has made unlawful 

for you only that which dies 

of itself and blood and the 

 

 
1581. The "city" referred to in this verse is Mecca. 
1582. The dreadful famine which held Mecca in its grip for seven long 

years. See 2694. 
1583. Fear of war in which the Meccans were involved with Muslims and 

were defeated. They lived in a state of extreme fear as if fear of war had quite 
covered them. In Arabic idiom the word Dhaqa (tasting) sometimes is used for 
Libas (dress). There is a well-known Arabic verse:—Qalu Iqtarih Shai’an Najid 
Laka Tabkha-hu. Qulto Itbakhu Li Jubbatan wa Qamisa, i.e. they said what 
would you desire us to cook for you. I said, 'Cook for me a long coat and a shirt.' 

1584. See notes on vv. 2:169, 174; 5:4; 6:119, 120 & 146. 

a34:16, 17. b2:169; 5:89; 8:70. c2:174; 5:4; 6:146. 
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flesh of swine and that on 

which the name of any other 

than Allah has been invoked. 

But he who is driven by 

necessity to eat any of these 

things, being neither 

disobedient nor exceeding the 

limit, then, surely, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

117. aAnd say not—because 
of the falsehood which your 
tongues utter—‘This is 
lawful, and this is unlawful,’ 
so as to be of those who forge 
lies against Allah. Surely, 
those who forge lies against 
Allah do not prosper. 

 

 

118. bThis life is a brief 
enjoyment and then they shall 
have a grievous punishment. 

 
 

119. And to those also who 
are Jews, We forbade before 
this all that We have related to 
thee. And cWe wronged them 
not, but they used to wrong 
themselves.  

 

 

120. Then surely, dthy Lord—
to those who do evil in 
ignorance1585 and repent 
thereafter and make amends—
surely, after that thy Lord is 
Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

 
1585. Jahalah means, both lack of knowledge and lack of spiritual 

realization. Here it is used in the second sense because there is no justification 
for punishing a person who does not possess knowledge of a commandment 
for the non-observance of which he is being punished. 

a6:145. b3:198; 4:78. c11:102; 16:34. d4:18; 6:55. 
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R. 16.   

121. Abraham was indeed a 

paragon of virtue,1586 
aobedient to Allah, ever 

inclined to Him, and he was 

not of those who set up equals 

to Allah; 

 

 

122. Ever grateful for His 

favours; bHe chose him and 

guided him to a straight path. 

 

 

123. And cWe bestowed on 

him good in this world, and in 

the Hereafter he will surely be 

among the righteous. 

 

 

124. And now We have sent 

revelation to thee, enjoining, 
d‘Follow the way of Abraham 

who was ever inclined to 

Allah and was not of those 

who set up equals to Him.’ 

 

 

125. eThe punishment for 

profaning the Sabbath1587 

was imposed only on those 

who had differed about it and 
fthy Lord will surely judge 

between them on the Day of 

Resurrection concerning that 

wherein they differed.  

 

 

 
1586. Ummah among other things means a nation; a race; a righteous man 

who is an object of imitation; a man possessing all good qualities, a paragon 
of virtue (Lane). 

1587. The Jews believed that their national degradation and misery were 
due to their profaning the Sabbath. They are told that now they could retrieve 
their departed glory by accepting Islam and not by observing the Sabbath. 

a2:136; 3:68; 6:80. b2:131. c2:131; 29:28. d2:136; 4:126; 22:79. e2:66; 4:48, 155. f3:56; 22:70. 
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126. Call unto the way of thy 

Lord with wisdom1588 and 

goodly exhortation and aargue 

with them in a way that is 

best. Surely, bthy Lord knows 

best who has strayed from His 

way; and He also knows those 

who are rightly guided. 

 

 

127. cAnd if you decide to 
punish the oppressors, then 
punish them to the extent to 
which you have been 
wronged; dbut if you show 
patience then, surely, that is 
best for those who are patient. 

 

 

128. And, O Prophet, endure 

thou with patience; and verily 

thy patience is possible only 

with the help of Allah. eAnd 

grieve not for them, nor feel 

distressed because of their evil 

designs. 

 

 

129. fVerily, Allah is with 

those who are righteous and 

those who do good.1589 

 

 
 

 
1588. Hikmah means: (1) knowledge or science; (2) equity or justice; (3) 

forbearance or clemency; (4) firmness; (5) any saying or discourse which is 
conforming or agreeable to truth and is in accordance with the exigencies of 
the occasion; (6) gift of prophecy and (7) what prevents or restrains a person 
from foolish behaviour (Lane). 

1589. A Muttaqi is one who establishes such a strong connection with God 
that God Himself becomes his Protector and shields him from every evil. A 
Muhsin is he who, after he himself has come under the protection of God, tries 
to bring others also under His protection. Thus a Muhsin possesses a higher 
spiritual stature than a Muttaqi. 

a41:35. b6:118. c42:41. d42:44. e15:89, 98; 27:71. f45:20. 
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CHAPTER 17 
BANI-ISRA’IL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Chapter is known as Bani Isra’il because it deals with some 

important incidents in the history of the Israelites and with the experiences 
through which they had to pass. It also bears the title of Isra’ because it opens 
with the Holy Prophet’s great Vision about his spiritual Night Journey to 
Jerusalem which forms one of the most outstanding topics of this Chapter. 
According to Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, one of the earliest Companions of the Holy 
Prophet, the revelation of this Surah was completed between the 4th and 11th 
year of the Call. Christian writers assign this period between the 6th and the 
12th year. Towards the end of the previous Surah Muslims were warned that 
very soon they would meet with opposition from 'the People of the Book' as 
severe as they had already experienced at the hands of Meccan idolaters, but 
that they should bear it with patience and fortitude till God should give them 
victory over their opponents. In the present Surah their attention is drawn to 
the fact that this opposition will start at Medina and will end in the total defeat 
and discomfiture of 'the People of the Book;' their sacred places falling into 
the hands of Muslims. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah, as its title shows, deals with the history of the Jewish 

people, with a pointed reference to two outstanding occasions when they 
openly disobeyed and defied the two great Prophets of God—David and Jesus. 
As a result of this defiance they suffered the destruction of their national life, 
first at the hands of the Babylonian Nebuchadnezzar and then at those of the 
Roman Emperor Titus. This special reference to the twofold destruction of 
Jews implied a warning to Muslims that their wrongdoings and transgressions 
would also result in the double eclipse of their national life. The warning, 
however, was also accompanied with a word of hope and good cheer for them. 
It was to this effect that since the Holy Prophet was the last Law-giving 
Prophet, his Dispensation would not, like the Jewish Dispensation, suffer total 
extinction but after initial reverses would emerge triumphant with increased 
lustre and effulgence. Besides, some other subjects to which only an implied 
reference was made in the preceding Surah have also been dealt with at some 
length. The Surah opens with the subject of Isra’ (Spiritual Night Journey of 
the Holy Prophet) in order to show that as the successor and counterpart of 
Moses, his followers will conquer the lands which were promised to Moses, 
and that like Moses he will have to leave his native place. But his Emigration 
will lead to very rapid progress and advancement of his noble cause. Then it is 
briefly stated that the people of Moses acquired great power and prestige 
through their Prophet, though subsequently they came to grief by defying and 
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ignoring Divine warning. But the Qur’an, being a much more complete code 
of Laws, is capable of bringing about a greater and a completer change in the 
lives of its followers than was the Book of Moses. This brief reference to the 
rise and decline of Jews is attended with a warning to Muslims that God 
would bestow upon them His favours and like the Jews they would also rise to 
great heights of material greatness and glory, but that after they had acquired 
wealth, power and influence, they should not forget God. Then some rules of 
conduct are mentioned by acting upon which a people could rise to a very 
high spiritual stature. But, instead of benefiting by these rules, disbelievers 
arrogantly turn away from them and give no thought to the dreadful end to 
which their conceit and pride are likely to lead them. They are warned that 
rejection of truth never produces wholesome results and that they will be 
visited with severe Divine punishment, particularly in the Latter Days, when 
the world will witness a fight to the finish between the forces of Light and 
Darkness and finally the forces of Satan shall be completely routed. The 
Surah then administers a severe rebuke to disbelievers that they seek to 
annihilate the Holy Prophet, but God has decreed a great and noble purpose 
for him and a mighty destiny awaits him. His name shall be known unto the 
remotest corners of the earth and shall be honoured to the end of time. The 
world shall recognize him as humanity’s greatest Guide and Leader and the 
Qur’an as a storehouse of limitless spiritual knowledge. The Surah closes with 
a brief description of the signs of the Latter Days and of the evils which will 
then prevail in the world and declares that it is prayer and true connection with 
God that can save man from sin. 
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PART XV   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. Glory be to Him Who 

carried1590    His   servant   by 

 

 
1590. The verse which seems to mention a vision of the Holy Prophet is 

supposed by most Commentators of the Qur’an to refer to his Mi‘raj (Spiritual 
Ascension). Contrary to popular opinion we are inclined to the view that the 
verse deals with the Isra’ (Spiritual Night Journey) of the Holy Prophet in a 
vision from Mecca to Jerusalem, while his Mi‘raj (Spiritual Ascension) has 
been dealt with at some length in Surah An-Najm. All the facts, mentioned in 
Surah An-Najm (vv. 8-18) which was revealed immediately after the 
Emigration to Abyssinia which took place in the month of Rajab in the 5th 
year of the Call, are to be found narrated in detail in the traditions which deal 
with the Mi‘raj of the Holy Prophet. The Isra’ or the Spiritual Night Journey 
of the Holy Prophet from Mecca to Jerusalem, with which the present verse 
deals, took place in the eleventh year of the Call, according to Zurqani, and in 
the 12th year according to Muir and some other Christian writers. According 
to Merdawaih and Ibn-e-Sa‘d, however, the Isra’ took place on the 17th of 
Rabi‘ul-Awwal, a year before Hijrah (Al-Khasa’isul-Kubra). Baihaqi also 
relates that the Isra’ took place a year or six months before the Hijrah. Thus 
all relevant traditions go to show that the Isra’ took place a year or six months 
prior to Hijrah about the 12th year of the Call when after the death of 
Khadijah which took place in the 10th year, the Holy Prophet was living with 
Umm-e-Hani’, his cousin. But the Mi‘raj, according to overwhelming 
scholarly opinion, took place about the 5th year. Thus the two incidents are 
separated from each other by an interval of six or seven years and, therefore, 
cannot be identical; the one must be regarded as quite distinct and separate 
from the other. Moreover, the incidents which are mentioned in the Traditions 
to have taken place in the Prophet’s Mi‘raj, are of quite a distinct nature from 
those which took place in his Isra’. It may also be stated in passing that the 
two incidents were only spiritual phenomena and that the Holy Prophet did 
not physically go up to heaven or travelled to Jerusalem. 

In addition to this strong historical evidence, other relevant circumstances 
lend support to the view that the two incidents were quite distinct and separate 
from each other: (a) The Qur’an gives an account of the Holy Prophet’s 
Mi‘raj (Spiritual Ascension) in Chapter 53, but makes no reference to his Isra’ 
 

a1:1. 
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night from the Sacred Mosque 
to the Distant Mosque,1591 the 
aenvirons of which We have 
blessed, that We might show 
him some of Our Signs.1591A 
Surely, He alone is the All-
Hearing, the All-Seeing. 

 
(Night Journey to Jerusalem), while in the present Surah it speaks of his Isra’ 
but omits all allusion to his Mi‘raj (b) Umm-e-Hani’ the Holy Prophet’s 
cousin with whom he was staying on the night when the Isra’ (Spiritual Night 
Journey to Jerusalem) took place speaks only of his visit to Jerusalem and 
makes no mention of his journey to the heavens. She was the first person 
whom the Holy Prophet informed of his Night Journey to Jerusalem and at 
least seven collectors of Traditions have given her account of the incident on 
the authority of four different reporters who have reported the incident from 
her. All these four reporters concur in saying that the Holy Prophet went to 
Jerusalem and returned to Mecca the same night. If the Holy Prophet had 
spoken of his Ascension to the heavens also, Umm-e-Hani’ could not have 
failed to refer to it in one or other of her reports. But she does not do so in any 
of her reports, which conclusively shows that during the night in question the 
Holy Prophet made the Isra’ or the Spiritual Night Journey to Jerusalem only 
and that the Mi‘raj did not take place on that occasion. It seems that some 
reporters of Traditions mixed up the two accounts of the Isra’ and the Mi‘raj. 
The confusion appears to have arisen from the word Isra’ (Night Journey) 
having been used both for the Isra’ and the Mi‘raj; and the resemblance that 
existed in some of the details in the descriptions of the Isra’ and the Mi‘raj 
heightened and confirmed it. (c) The Traditions which first give an account of 
the Holy Prophet’s visit to Jerusalem and then of his transportation from 
Jerusalem to heaven also state that at Jerusalem he met the former Prophets, 
including Adam, Abraham, Moses and Jesus, and that in the heavens he met 
the same Prophets again but did not recognize them. How did these Prophets 
whom he had met at Jerusalem reach the heavens before him and why could 
he not recognize them while he had seen them only a short while ago in the 
course of the same journey. It is inconceivable that he should have failed to 
recognize them when he had met them only a short while ago in the course of 
the same journey. For a detailed discussion of this important subject see "The 
Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1404-1409. 

1591. "The Distant Mosque" refers to Prophet Solomon’s Temple at 
Jerusalem. 

1591A. The Vision of the Prophet referred to in the present verse implied a 
great prophecy. His journey to "The Distant Mosque" meant his Emigration to 

a5:22; 7:138. 
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3. And aWe gave Moses the 
Book and We made it a 
guidance for the Children of 
Israel, commanding b‘Take ye 
no guardian beside Me’, 

 

 

4. ‘O ye, the progeny of those 
cwhom We carried in the Ark 
with Noah.’ He was indeed a 
grateful servant of Ours. 

 

 

5. And We had clearly 
conveyed to the Children of 
Israel in the Book: ‘You will 
surely do great mischief in the 
land twice,1592 and you will 
surely become excessively over 
bearing.’  

 

 

6. So when the time for the 

fulfilment of the first1593 of 

 
 

 
Medina where he was to build a Mosque which was destined to become later 
on the Central Mosque of Islam, and his seeing himself in the Vision that he 
was leading other Prophets of God in Prayers signified that the New Faith—
Islam—was not to remain confined to the place of its birth but was to spread 
all over the world and the followers of all religions were to join its fold. His 
going to Jerusalem in the Vision may also be understood to mean that he was 
to be given dominion over the territory in which Jerusalem was situated. This 
prophecy was fulfilled during the Caliphate of ‘Umar. The Vision may also be 
taken as referring to a spiritual journey of the Holy Prophet to a distant land in 
some future time. It meant that when spiritual darkness would envelop the 
entire world, the Holy Prophet would appear in a spiritual sense a second time 
in the person of one of his followers, in a land far away from the scene of his 
First Advent. A pointed reference to this Second Advent of the Holy Prophet 
is to be found in 62:3, 4. 

1592. The two transgressions of the Israelites mentioned in the Book of 
Moses (Deut. 28:15. 49-53, 63, 64 & 30:15) are referred to in this verse. 
Those amongst the Children of Israel who disbelieved were cursed twice by 
David and Jesus, son of Mary (5:79) and consequently were punished twice. 

1593. The first Divine punishment overtook the Israelites after David, and 
the second after Jesus. It appears from the Bible that the Jews had become a 
 

a2:54, 88; 23:50; 32:24; 40:54. b17:69. c19:59; 23:28. 
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the two warnings came, We 

sent against you some 

servants of Ours, possessed of 

great might in war, and they 

penetrated into your houses 

and it was a warning that was 

bound to be fulfilled. 

 

7. Then We gave you back the 

power against them and aided 

you with wealth and children 

and also made you larger in 

numbers1594 than before.  

 

 

 
very powerful nation after Moses, and in the time of David they laid the 
foundations of a mighty kingdom which continued to flourish for sometime 
after his death in its old might and glory. Then it fell a prey to gradual decay 
and in about 733 B.C. Samaria was conquered by the Assyrians, who annexed 
the whole of Israel north of Jezreel. In 608 B.C. Palestine was ravaged by an 
Egyptian force under Pharaoh Necho and the Israelites came under Egyptian 
sway (Jew. Enc., vol. 6, p. 665). The loss of their temporal power and their 
destruction and desolation, however, did not induce them to mend their ways. 
They persisted in their old wicked practices. The Prophet Jeremiah warned 
them to give up their evil ways as the wrath of God was about to overtake 
them, but they paid no heed to Jeremiah’s warnings. In the reign of Jehoiakim, 
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon made his first invasion of Palestine and carried 
off some of the Temple vessels, but the city was spared the rigours of a siege. 
In 597 B.C. also the city was invested and fell victim to a severe famine. The 
rebellion of Zedekiah, however, caused a second invasion by Nebuchadnezzar 
in 587 B.C., and after a siege of a year and a half, the city was taken by storm. 
King Zedekiah fled from the city but was taken prisoner. His sons were slain 
and his eyes were put out, and bound in fetters he was carried off to Babylon. 
The Temple, the King’s palace and all the great buildings in the city were 
burnt down, the chief priests and other leaders were put to death and many 
people were carried off in captivity (Jew. Enc. vol. 6, p. 665 & vol. 7, p. 122 
under "Jerusalem"). 

1594. The Jews fared well in exile. Most of them were employed on public 
works in central Babylonia and many among them eventually gained their 
freedom and rose to influential positions. Their faith and religious devotion 
were renewed; the literature of the Kingdom was studied, re-edited, and 
adapted to the needs of the reviving Community, and the hope of restoration 
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8. Now, aif you do good, you 

will do good for your own 

souls; and if you do evil, it 

will be to your own loss. So 

when the time for the 

fulfilment of the latter warning 

came, We raised a people 

against you that they might 

cover your faces with 

grief,1594A and that they enter 

the Mosque, as they entered it 

the first time, and that they 

might destroy utterly all that 

they conquered.1595 

 

 

 
to Palestine was preached and cherished. About 545 B.C., this aspiration took 
a more definite form. The Jews made a secret agreement with Cyrus, King of 
Media and Persia and helped him to conquer Babylon. The city surrendered to 
his army without resistance in July, 539 B.C. As a reward for their services 
Cyrus permitted the Jews to return to Jerusalem and also helped them to 
rebuild the Temple (Historians’ History of the World, vol. II, p. 126; Jew. 
Enc., vol. 7, under "Jerusalem;" Enc. Bib., under "Cyrus" and 2 Chronicles 
36:22, 23). The Judean, Sheshbazzar (a governor under Cyrus) brought back to 
the Temple vessels which Nebuchadnezzar had carried away and prepared to 
undertake the work at the expense of the royal purse. A large body of exiles 
returned to Jerusalem (Ezra 1:3-5). The work of rebuilding the Temple steadily 
progressed and was completed in 516 B.C. It is to these events and the 
subsequent prosperity of the Jews that the verse under comment refers. All this, 
however, was foretold by Moses long before it came to pass (Deut. 30:1-5). 

1594A. The words also mean: 'They might humiliate your leaders,' wujuh 
meaning leaders (Lane). 

1595. This verse speaks of the second relapse into iniquitous ways of the 
Jews and of the punishment which befell them in consequence. They 
persecuted Jesus and sought to kill him on the Cross and stamp out his 
Movement. So God afflicted them with a terrible punishment when in 70 A.D. 
the Roman forces under Titus swept the country and amid circumstances of 
unparalleled horror Jerusalem was destroyed and the Temple of Solomon was 
burnt down (Enc. Bib., under "Jerusalem"). This disaster took place when 
Jesus was yet living in Kashmir. This was also foretold by Moses (Deut. 
32:18-26). It may be noted here that this prophecy about the second 
 

a4:124, 125; 6:161; 28:85; 41:47; 99:8, 9. 
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9. It may be that your Lord 
will now have mercy on you; 
but if you return to mischief, 
We too will return to 
punishment, and remember 
We have made Hell a prison 
for the disbelievers. 

 

 

10. Surely, athis Qur’an 
guides to what is most right; 
and gives to the believers who 
do good deeds the glad tidings 
that they shall have a great 
reward;1596 

 

 

11. And warns that for bthose 
who do not believe in the 
Hereafter We have prepared a 
grievous punishment.  

 

 

 
punishment is mentioned in the Bible after the prophecy which speaks of the 
first punishment (Deut. chap. 28). More than that, it is mentioned even after 
the prophecy which speaks of the return of the Jews to Jerusalem (Deut. 30:1-
5). This shows that this prophecy (Deut. 32:18-26) refers to the second 
punishment, to which reference has been made in the Qur’an, viz. You will 
surely do great mischief in the land twice (17:5). The verse implied a warning 
for Muslims that, like the Jews, they too will be punished twice if they did not 
give up their evil ways. But they did not profit by the timely warning and did 
not give up their evil ways and were punished twice. The first punishment 
overtook them when Baghdad fell in 1258 A.D. The barbarous hordes of 
Halaku completely destroyed that great seat of learning and power and 
1,800,000 Muslims are said to have been put to the sword. Islam, however, 
emerged triumphant from that dreadful catastrophe. The victors became the 
vanquished. The grandson of Halaku along with a large number of Mongols 
and the Tartars accepted Islam. The second punishment was decreed to 
overtake them in the Latter Days. 

1596. The goal which the Qur’an sets before its followers is nobler and 
more sublime than that of the former peoples, and promises its true followers 
both spiritual and temporal blessings. They should, therefore, make great 
efforts to attain them and be on their guard against a lax and undisciplined life 
and in every way prove themselves deserving of the promised Divine boons. 

 

a12:112; 16:103; 18:3. b16:23; 27:5; 34:9. 
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R. 2.   

12. And aman prays for evil as 

he should pray for good;1597 

and man is very hasty. 

 

 

13. And bWe have made the 
night and the day two Signs, 
and the Sign of night We have 
made dark, and the Sign of 
day We have made sight-
giving, that you may seek 
bounty from your Lord, and 
cthat you may know the 
computation of years and the 
process of reckoning.1598 And 
everything We have explained 
with a detailed explanation.  

 

 

14. And every man’s works 

have We dfastened to his 

neck;1599 and on the Day of 

 

 
1597. The Arabic expression means that such is the condition of man that 

while by words of his mouth he prays to God to grant him good, by his actual 
evil deeds he invites the displeasure and punishment of God. Thus his actions 
belie his words. The expression may also be taken to mean that 'man calls for 
evil as he should have called for good.' According to both the renderings the 
verse signifies that when nations or individuals attain material wealth and rise 
to power and influence, they tend to neglect their duties and responsibilities 
and thus in the very hour of their power and glory they lay the foundations of 
their later decay and death. The verse may also mean that man invites evil to 
himself with the same zeal and vehemence as God invites him to good. In this 
case the act of inviting to good will be taken as referring to God. 

1598. Both night and day have their benefits for man; but whereas the 
benefits of the night are subtle and hidden, those of the day are clear and 
manifest. The verse may also signify that the natural phenomenon of the 
alternation of night and day helps man to determine dates of the year and to 
prepare calendars. This phenomenon has also led to the development and 
progress of the science of mathematics. 

1599. The fastening of the works to the neck of a man denotes that his 
actions and their effects stick to him permanently as long as he lives, Ta’ir 
 

a10:12. b36:38; 40:62; 41:38. c10:6. d45:29; 83:7-10. 
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Resurrection We shall bring 

out for him a book which he 

will find wide open. 

 

15. It will be said to him, 
a‘Read thy book. Sufficient is 

thy own soul as reckoner 

against thee this day.’ 

 

 

16. bHe who follows the right 

way follows it only for the 

good of his own soul; and he 

who goes astray, goes astray 

only to his own loss.1600 cAnd 

no bearer of burden shall bear 

the burden of another.1601 

And dWe never punish until 

We have sent a 

Messenger.1602 

 

 

17. And ewhen We intend to 

destroy a township,1603 We 

 

 
(bird) signifying an habitual act (Aqrab). He is reminded that a deed once 
done cannot be undone and has far-reaching effects and, even if hidden from 
the human eye, it remains attached to the doer’s neck, and it is impossible to 
obliterate it. The verse may also mean that man augurs good or evil from outside 
things while his good or bad augury is inseparably linked to his own neck. 

1600. Punishment is not something that comes from outside but it takes its 
birth within man himself. In fact, the punishments and rewards of Heaven and 
Hell will only be so many embodiments and representations of the deeds, 
good or bad, of man done by him in this life. Thus in this life man is the 
architect of his own destiny and in the next he will be, so to say, his own 
rewarder or punisher. 

1601. Everyone has to bear his own cross. Nobody’s vicarious sacrifice can 
do him any good. The verse strikes at the root of the doctrine of atonement. 

1602. The world has, in our own generation, seen pestilences, famines, 
wars, earthquakes and other calamities of unprecedented severity and 
unparalleled magnitude in such rapid succession as to embitter human life. 
Before these calamities and catastrophes visited the earth, God must have 
raised a Warner. 

1603. By Qaryah (township) is here meant the Mother-town, i.e. a town 
 

a17:72; 45:30; 69:20, 26, 27. b10:109; 39:42. c6:165; 35:19; 39:8; 53:39. d28:60. e22:46; 28:59. 
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command its people who live 

in comfort to adopt the way of 

righteousness but they 

transgress therein, so the 

sentence of punishment 

becomes due against it, so We 

destroy it with utter 

destruction. 

 

18. aHow many generations 

did We destroy after Noah! 

And thy Lord suffices as 

Knower and Seer of the sins 

of His servants. 

 

 

19. bWhoso desires the 

present life, We hasten for 

him therein of its provision 

what We will—for such of 

them as We please; then We 

appoint Hell for him; he shall 

burn therein condemned and 

rejected. 

 

 

20. cAnd whoso desires the 

Hereafter and strives for it1604
 

as it should be striven for and 

is a believer—these are the 

ones whose striving shall be 

duly appreciated.  

 

 

21. To all We render aid—to 

those as well as to these—a 

gift from thy Lord. And the 

 

 
which serves as a metropolis or centre of culture and politics for other towns. 

1604. The pronoun 'it' refers to the Hereafter and the meaning is that only 
such efforts, as are calculated to secure the good of the Hereafter, will be 
productive of really good results. 

a21:12; 65:9. b3:146; 42:21. c3:146; 42:21. 
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gift of thy Lord is not 

restricted.1605 
 

22. Behold, how We have 

exalted some of them over 

others in the present life; aand 

surely the Hereafter shall be 

greater in degrees of rank and 

greater in excellence. 

 

 

23. So bset not up another god 

with Allah1606 lest thou sit 

down condemned and 

forsaken.  

 

 

R. 3.   

24. cThy Lord has 

commanded, that ye worship 

none but Him, dand that ye 

show kindness to parents.1607 

 

 
1605. Divine aid is of two kinds: (1) general aid, as a result of which good 

works and efforts of all sorts of peoples—Muslims, Christians, Jews, Hindus, 
etc. bear fruit according to their scope and magnitude; and (2) special grace 
and succour of God which is confined to spiritual matters and which is given 
to His true servants only and is denied to disbelievers. 

1606. Shirk (associating false gods with Allah) causes man to sink morally 
and spiritually. Never has a people, steeped in Shirk, been known to have 
made any real moral or material progress. In fact all evils spring from Shirk. 

1607. With this verse begin those principles and rules of conduct by 
observing which a people can preserve the integrity of their organization and 
render it safe against disintegration and decline. Pride of place is given to 
belief in the Oneness of God and condemnation of Shirk (setting up equals 
with Allah), because belief in Divine Unity is a seed out of which grow all 
virtues, and lack of which lies at the root of all sins. It constitutes the basis and 
the foundation for both the law of nature and the law of the Shari‘ah. That the 
whole law of the Shari‘ah is based on belief in the Unity of God is too patent 
a reality to need any explanation; but even the law of nature and all scientific 
progress are also based on it. For, if it be supposed that there are more gods 
than one, it necessarily follows that there are more than one law of nature. But 
in the absence of one fixed and uniform natural law all progress of science 
will come to an end, because all the discoveries and inventions made by 
 

a6:33; 12:58; 16:42. b17:40; 26:214; 28:89. c2:84; 4:37; 12:41; 41:15. 
d6:152; 29:9; 31:15; 46:16. 
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If one or both of them attain 

old age with thee, never say to 

them as much as ugh1608 nor 

reproach them, but always 

address them with kindly 

speech. 
 

25. And lower to them the 
wing of humility out of 
tenderness. And say, a‘My 
Lord, have mercy on them1609 
even as they nourished me 
when I was a little child.’ 

 

 

26. Your Lord knows best 
what is in your minds, if you 
are righteous, then surely, He 
is Most Forgiving to those 
who turn to Him again and 
again.  

 

 

 
science are due to the belief that an ordered, fixed and unchangeable system 
pervades the whole universe. The second important commandment laid down 
in the verse concerns man’s moral conduct. His obligations towards his 
parents form the most important part of it, because it is his parents who first of 
all direct a man’s attention to God and it is in the parental mirror that Divine 
attributes are reflected and on a minor human scale are given practical 
expression. But whereas the commandment in relation to God is negative, in 
the case of parents it is positive. Man is told that since it is not possible for 
him to make a return of God’s favours, he should at least refrain from Shirk, 
but as in the case of parents he is in a position to return their love and 
kindness, though only very inadequately, he is given a positive commandment 
to be kind and generous to them. 

1608. In Arabic the word Uff is used to express one’s disgust by words of 
mouth and Nahr is used to express it by actual deed. By combining these two 
words the verse means that one should never speak harshly to one’s parents, 
much less act unkindly towards them. 

1609. By a beautiful simile the verse inculcates kindness to parents. As 
parental love is incapable of being adequately repaid, the deficiency in this 
respect is enjoined to be made up by prayer for them. The prayer shows that in 
old age parents need to be tended as carefully and affectionately as little 
children are looked after in their childhood by their parents. 

a14:42; 46:16; 71:29. 
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27. aAnd give to the kinsman 
his due, and to the poor and 
the wayfarer, and squander 
not thy wealth extravagantly. 

 

 

28. bVerily, the squanderers 
are brothers of satans and 
Satan is ungrateful1610 to his 
Lord. 

 

 

29. And if thou hast to turn 
away from them while 
seeking thy Lord’s mercy for 
which thou hopest, even then 
cspeak to them a kind 
word.1611 

 

 

30. dAnd keep not thy hand 
chained to thy neck out of 
miserliness, nor stretch it forth 
to its utmost limit out of 
extravagance, lest thou sit 
down blamed, exhausted.1612 

 

 

31. Surely, ethy Lord enlarges 

His provision for whom He 

pleases, and straitens it for 

whom He pleases. Verily, He 

knows and sees His servants 

full well.  

 

 

 
1610. He who does not make right use of God-given gifts is guilty of 

ingratitude to Him, and he who, squanders away his wealth, in fact, seeks to 
shirk the responsibilities which lie upon him for its proper use. 

1611. Help may sometimes be denied to a seemingly needy person when it is 
feared that the giving of it would have an adverse effect upon him; for instance, 
he may be a professional beggar or may be addicted to some bad habit. In such a 
case a word of good cheer may be used to give comfort to the beggar. 

1612. A believer should not be so miserly as not to spend his money even 
when there is a real and genuine need for it, nor should he squander away his 
money thoughtlessly and without purpose so that when money is required for a 
real national need he should find to his regret that he could not contribute to it. 

a16:91; 30:39. b6:142; 7:32; 25:68. c93:10, 11. d9:34; 25:68. e13:27; 29:63; 30:38; 39:53. 
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R. 4.   

32. And aslay not your chil-
dren for fear of poverty.1613 It 
is We Who provide for them 
and for you. Surely, the 
slaying of them is a grievous 
sin.1614 

 

 

33. bAnd go not nigh unto 
adultery,1615 surely, it is a 
manifest indecency and an 
evil way.  

 

 

34. cAnd slay not the soul, the 
slaying of which Allah has 
forbidden, save for a just 
cause. And whoso is slain 
wrongfully, We have surely 
given his heir authority to 
demand retribution but let 

 

 

 
1613. Those miserly parents who do not give proper education to, or 

provide proper food and clothing for, their children, in fact, contribute both to 
their physical and moral death. The verse strongly condemns such "slaying" of 
innocent children who, if given right kind of education and afforded proper 
opportunities to rise to their full stature, are likely to become very useful 
members of the society. The "slaying of children" may also signify the 
questionable practice of unnecessary birth control which is encouraged in 
modern society. 

1614. The words khit’ and khata’ differ in their significance. Whereas the 
former is intentional, the latter may both be intentional and unintentional 
(Aqrab). The Qur’an has used the former word to establish the fact that the 
slaying of children is a crime at which human nature revolts and recoils and 
only a person devoid of all human feelings is capable of doing it. 

1615. The commandment forbidding 'the slaying of children' is followed by 
another equally weighty injunction about adultery because adultery also 
causes the death of innumerable children in different forms. Unlike the 
biblical commandment, 'Thou shalt not commit adultery,' the Qur’an says, 'Go 
not nigh unto adultery,' which is clearly a more comprehensive and more 
effective and sensible commandment. The Qur’an not only prohibits and 
condemns the actual act of adultery but seeks to close and shut all those 
avenues that lead to it. 

a6:152. b25:69. c6:152; 25:69. 
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him not exceed the prescribed 
bounds in slaying; for therein 
he will be supported by 

law.1616 

35. aAnd come  not  near the 
property of the orphan, 
except, in the best way, until 
he attains his maturity and 
bfulfil the covenant;1617 for 

the covenant shall be 

questioned about.

1616. In the preceding two verses reference was made to the two indirect 
ways of slaying. The verse under comment speaks of direct murder. After the 
murderer is convicted by a properly constituted court, the heirs of the 
murdered person have the right either to have the murderer legally executed or 
accept blood money in lieu of the death of the murdered person. If, however, 
it is against the interests of public peace or morality to allow blood money to 
the heirs or if the demand of the heirs be found to be not bona-fide, the court 
may refuse to accept their option and order the murderer’s execution. In fact, 
both the heirs and the State equally share the right to pardon or punish the 
guilty person. This right of the State in regard to the punishment of the guilty 
person covers all matters to which the injunction about retribution applies. 
Whereas in the earlier part of the verse the rights of the party offended against 
have been safeguarded, the words, let him not exceed the prescribed bounds in 
slaying, imply a recommendation in favour of the murderer. The words show 
that although 'life for life' is the general rule, the heirs of the murdered person 
should not always insist upon the literal execution of this commandment. The 
murderer is to suffer the extreme penalty of the law only when the dictates of 
equity, public peace and morality demand it. His life may be spared and blood 
money accepted if this act of grace is calculated to lead to his moral 
reformation. 

1617. After having laid down the law about the punishment for murder 
which leaves behind orphans in two families—in the family of the murderer 
and in that of the murdered person—the Qur’an proceeds to give directions 
about the rights of orphans. One of the most important of these is with regard 
to their property. The word "covenant" (meaning an obligation) has been used 
here to emphasize the fact that taking proper care of the property of the 
orphans constitutes no favour to them but is a responsibility and a duty to be 
discharged fully and honestly. 

a4:7, 11; 6:153. b5:2; 16:92. 
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36. aAnd give full measure 

when you measure and weigh 

with a right balance; that is 

best and most commendable 

in the end.1618 

 

 

37. bAnd follow not that of 

which thou hast no 

knowledge. cVerily, the ear 

and the eye and the heart—all 

these shall be called to 

account.1619 

 

 

38. dAnd walk not in the earth 

haughtily, for thou canst not 

thus rend the earth, nor canst 

thou reach the mountains in 

height.1620 

 

 

39. The evil of all these is 

hateful in the Sight of thy 

Lord. 

 

 

 
1618. The secret of the commercial progress and prosperity of a people lies 

in honest and fair dealing in commercial transactions. 
1619. The verse cuts at the root of all sources of suspicion which in natural 

order are "the ear," "the eye" and "the heart." "The ear" is the first avenue 
through which most suspicions enter one’s mind. Most suspicions are caused 
by ill-founded reports which one hears about another person. Next source is 
that of sight. A person sees another doing a certain act and interprets it 
wrongly and is led to suspect the latter’s motives and intentions. The last and 
most degraded kind of suspicion is that which a person entertains about 
another person not as the result of a bad report which he might have heard 
about him, nor in consequence of a bad act or deed which he might have seen him 
committing but which is purely the figment of his own diseased mind. Thus it is 
not only human life and property (to which a reference has already been made in 
the preceding verse) which are sacred and inviolable, but human honour also is 
sacrosanct and an attack upon it will also have to be accounted for. 

1620. To be proud of and exult over one’s achievements not only smacks of 
frivolity, but does moral injury to the proud person, for such an attitude makes 

a7:86; 11:85, 86; 26:182, 183; 55:10. b11:47. c24:25; 36:66; 41:21-23. d31:19. 
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40. These injunctions are part 

of that wisdom which thy 

Lord has revealed to thee. 
aAnd set not up with Allah 

any other god, lest thou be 

cast into Hell, condemned and 

rejected. 

 

 

41. bWhat! has your Lord 

favoured you with sons and 

taken for Himself females 

from among the angels? 

Surely, you say a grievous 

saying. 

 

 

R. 5.   

42. cWe have explained the 

truth in this Qur’an in various 

ways1621 that they may be 

admonished, but it only 

increases them in aversion. 

 

 

43. Say, ‘Had there been other 

gods with Him as they allege, 

then certainly by their help the 

idolaters would have sought 

out a way to the Owner of the 

Throne.’  

 

 

44. dHoly is He, and Exalted 

far above that which they say. 

 
 

 
him content with what he has already achieved and is thus calculated to 
impede and arrest his moral progress. 

1621. For a revealed Book which has to deal with all matters of importance 
it is but natural and even necessary that it should revert, time and again, to the 
relevant points which bear on the main theme. When repetition is intended to 
throw light upon a matter from a new angle or to refute a new objection, no 
sane and intelligent person can take objection to it. 

 

a17:23; 26:214; 28:89. b37:151; 43:20; 52:40. c17:90; 18:55. d6:101; 39:68. 
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45. The seven heavens and the 

earth and those that are 

therein extol His glory; and 

there is not a thing but 
aglorifies Him with His 

praise;1622 but you understand 

not their glorification. Verily, 

He is Forbearing, Most 

Forgiving. 

 

 

46. And when thou recitest 

the Qur’an, We put between 

thee and those who believe 

not in the Hereafter an 

invisible veil; 

 

 

47. bAnd We put 

coverings1623 over their hearts 

lest they should understand it, 

and in their ears a deafness. 
cAnd when thou makest 

mention in the Qur’an of thy 

Lord alone, they turn their 

backs in aversion.  

 

 

 
1622. Whereas the words, The seven heavens and the earth and those that 

are therein extol His glory, refer to the collective evidence that the whole 
universe bears to the Unity of God, the words, and there is not a thing but 
glorifies Him with His praise, refer to the evidence which all things bear to 
Oneness of the Divine Being individually and separately. The former means 
that the beautiful arrangement and order existing in the universe unmistakably 
show that its Creator is One, and the latter mean that everything in this 
universe, within its own limited sphere and in its own inimitable way, 
demonstrates God’s various attributes. 

1623. It is the covering of malice and envy, or that of a false sense of 
dignity and racial pride or of the fear of loss of social position and income, or 
the covering of a longstanding custom and belief fondly and firmly held that 
stands in the way of the acceptance of truth by disbelievers. It is a subtle 
covering which disbelievers themselves do not properly perceive. 

a24:42; 59:25; 61:2; 62:2; 64:2. b6:26; 18:58; 41:6. c17:49. 
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48. We know best what they 
listen for, when they listen to 
thee, and when they confer in 
private, when the wrongdoers 
say, a‘You follow none but a 
man who is a victim of 
deception.’ 

 

 

49. bSee, how they coin 
similitudes for thee, and have 
in consequence gone astray so 
that they cannot find a way. 

 

 

50. And they say, c‘What! 
when we shall have become 
bones and broken particles, 
shall we be really raised up 
again as a new creation?’ 

 

 

51. Say, ‘Be ye stones or iron,  
 

52. ‘Or created matter of any 
kind which appears 
hardest1624 in your minds, 
even then shall you be raised 
up.’ dThen will they ask, 
‘Who shall restore us to life?’ 
Say, ‘He Who created you the 
first time.’ Still they will 
shake their heads at thee and 
say, e‘When will it be?’ Say, 
‘May be, it is nigh,  

 

 

 
1624. The verse may either be taken as saying to disbelievers that even if 

their hearts should become hard like iron or stone or any other similar 
substance, God would bring about among them that wholesome change which 
He has decreed to bring about through the Holy Prophet. Or, it may be taken 
as answering their doubts about Resurrection mentioned in the previous verse, 
and says to them that they could not escape Divine punishment even if they 
became converted into iron or stone or any other hard substance. 

a25:9. b25:10. c17:99; 23:83; 37:17; 46:48. d36:79, 80. e34:30; 36:49; 67:26. 
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53. ‘It will be on the day when 

He will call you; then you will 

respond praising Him and you 

will think that ayou have 

tarried in the world but a little 

while.’ 

 

 

R. 6.   

54. bAnd say to My servants 

that they should always speak 

that which is best. cSurely, 

Satan stirs up discord among 

them. Surely, Satan is an open 

enemy to man. 

 

 

55. Your Lord knows you 

best. dIf He please, He will 

have mercy on you; or if He 

please, He will punish you. 
eAnd We have not sent thee to 

be a keeper over them. 

 

 

56. And thy Lord knows best 

those that are in the heavens 

and the earth. And fWe 

exalted some of the Prophets 

over the others and to David 

We gave a Book. 

 

 

57. gSay, ‘Call on those whom 

you assert to be gods beside 

Him; then you will know that 

they have no power to remove 

affliction from you nor to 

change your condition.’  

 

 

58. Those, whom they call 

on,1625
 themselves seek 

 

 
1625. The verse may refer to angels, Prophets and saints whom some 

 

a20:105; 23:114, 115. b16:126; 23:97; 41:35. c7:201; 12:101; 41:37. d2:285; 3:129; 5:41; 29:22.  
e6:108; 39:42; 42:7. f2:254; 27:16. g22:74; 25:4; 34:23. 
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nearness to their Lord—even 

those of them who are 

nearest—and hope for His 

mercy, and fear His 

punishment. Surely, the 

punishment of thy Lord is a 

thing to be feared. 

 

59. aThere is not a township 

but We shall destroy it before 

the Day of Resurrection, or 

punish it with a severe 

punishment.1626 That is 

written down in the Book. 

 

 

60. bAnd nothing could hinder 

Us from sending Signs, except 

that the former people 

rejected1627 them, but this did 

not hinder Us. And We gave 

Thamud the she-camel as a 

clear Sign, but they unjustly 

rejected it. And We send not 

Signs but to warn.  

 

 

61. And call to mind when 

We said to thee, ‘Surely, thy 

Lord has decreed the ruin of 

this people.’ cAnd We made 

not the Vision1627A which We 

 

 
people worship as gods. 

1626. The reference is to the punishment which presages a universal 
calamity or series of calamities as foretold by God’s Prophets and also in the 
Qur’an. 

1627. Or, the meaning may be: Could the fact that former people rejected 
the Prophets be the reason that further Signs should not be sent, i.e. it could 
not be the reason for the withholding of heavenly Signs. 

1627A. The reference here is to the Vision mentioned in v. 2 of this Surah. 
In this Vision the Holy Prophet saw himself leading all other Prophets in 
 

a21:12; 22:46; 28:59. b17:95; 18:56. c17:2. 
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showed thee but as a trial for 

men, as also the tree 

cursed1628 in the Qur’an. And 

We continue to warn them, 

but it only increases them in 

great transgression. 

 

R. 7.   

62. aAnd call to mind when 

We said to the angels, 

‘Submit to1629
 Adam,’ and 

they all submitted. But Iblis 

did not. He said, ‘Shall I 

submit to one whom Thou 

hast created of clay?’  

 

 

63. And he said, ‘What 

thinkest Thou? Can this 
bwhom Thou hast honoured 

 

 
Prayers in the Temple at Jerusalem which was the Qiblah of the Jews. The 
Vision implied that in some future time the followers of those Prophets would 
join the fold of Islam. This is what is meant by the words, thy Lord has 
decreed the ruin of this people. The general spread of Islam would follow in 
the wake of the worldwide disasters of which mention has been made in v. 59. 

1628. 'The cursed tree' seems to be the Jewish people who have been 
repeatedly mentioned in the Qur’an as having been cursed by God (5:14, 61, 
65, 79). The curse of God has dogged the footsteps of these unfortunate 
people from the time of the Prophet David right down to our own time. This 
interpretation of the expression finds additional support from the fact that the 
present Surah particularly deals with the Israelites as its very name, Bani-
Isra’il, suggests. The fact that the verse begins with a mention of the Vision in 
which the Holy Prophet saw himself leading the Israelite Prophets in Prayers 
in Jerusalem, the centre of the Jewish Faith, lends further support to the 
assumption that by 'cursed tree' is meant the Jewish people, the word Shajarah 
signifying a tribe. The verse speaks both of the Vision and the Jewish people 
(the accursed tree) to whom this Vision specially refers as 'a trial for men.' 
The Jews have, throughout the ages, proved to be a source of much misery 
and distress for mankind, particularly for Muslims. 

1629. The particle lam among other things means, "with." The expression li 
Adama may mean 'with Adam.' 

a2:35; 7:12; 15:30, 31; 18:51; 20:117; 38:73-75. b7:13; 15:34; 38:77. 
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above me be my superior? If 

Thou wilt grant me respite till 

the Day of Resurrection,1630 
aI will most surely bring his 

descendants under my sway 

except a few.’1631 

 

64. bAllah said, ‘Begone! and 

whoso shall follow thee from 

among them, Hell shall surely 

be the recompense of you 

all—a full recompense;  

 

 

65. c‘And entice whomsoever 

of them thou canst with thy 

voice, and urge against them 

thy horsemen and thy footmen 

and share with them in 

wealth, and their children, and 

make promises to them.’1632 

 

 
1630. By "resurrection" is here meant the spiritual resurrection which is 

experienced by every believer when his faith becomes perfect and Satan 
ceases to exercise control over him. 

1631. Whether or not Satan has succeeded in carrying out his threat in 
leading astray a vast majority of mankind is an important question which calls 
for an answer. A hurried and thoughtless glance over the state of good and 
evil in the world may lead one to the wrong conclusion that evil predominates 
over good in the world. But the truth is the other way about. If, for example, 
all the utterances of the greatest of liars were to be critically examined, the 
number of his truthful utterances will be found to be far exceeding his lies. 
Similarly, the number of the wicked people in the world is much smaller than 
that of the good and the virtuous people. The fact that wickedness attracts 
such wide notice in itself constitutes a proof of the fact that human nature is 
innately good and recoils at even a slight touch of evil. It is, therefore, wrong 
to suppose that Satan has succeeded in carrying his threat into actual fact. 

1632. The verse describes the three devices that are adopted by the sons of 
darkness to entice men away from the right way: (1) They try to intimidate the 
poor and the weak by holding out threats of violence to them. (2) They use 
more drastic measures against those who are not frightened by verbal threats 
of violence by forming alliances against them and making a concerted attack 
 

a7:17, 18; 15:40. b7:19; 15:43, 44; 38:86. c7:18. 
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aAnd Satan promises them 

naught but deceit.  

66. bAs to My servants, thou 

shalt certainly have no 

power1633 over them, and 

sufficient is thy Lord as a 

Guardian. 

 

 

67. cYour Lord is He Who 

drives for you the ships in the 

sea, that you may seek of His 

bounty. Surely, He is Ever-

Merciful towards you. 

 

 

68. dAnd when harm touches 

you on the sea, all those 

whom you call upon, except 

Him, are lost to you. But 

when He brings you safe to 

land, you turn aside; and man 

is very ungrateful.1634 

 

 

69. eDo you then feel secure 

that He will not cause you to 

sink in the earth on the side of 

the shore or send against you 

a violent sandstorm and then 

you will find no guardian for 

yourselves?  

 

 

 
upon them and persecuting and oppressing them in every way. (3) They seek 
to entice away the powerful and the more influential by offering to make them 
their leaders if only they cease to support the cause of truth. 

1633. Man is amenable to the enticements of Satan so long as he is not 
"resurrected," i.e. so long as his faith does not attain its full stature. 

1634. Such is the nature of man that when he is in distress he becomes 
humble and prays to God and promises and vows to lead a virtuous life. But 
once he is out of danger he is as arrogant and boastful as ever. 

a4:121; 14:23. b15:41; 38:84. c14:33; 22:66; 45:13. d10:13; 11:10, 11;  
23:65; 30:34; 39:9; 41:50-52; 70:21, 22. e67:17, 18. 
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70. Or, do you feel secure that 

He will not send you back 

therein a second time, and 
athen send against you a 

storm-blast, and drown you 

because of your disbelief? 

You will then find therein no 

helper for yourselves against 

Us. 

 

 

71. Indeed, We have 

honoured the children of 

Adam,1635 and We carry them 

by land and sea,1635A and 

provide them with good 

things and have exalted them 

far above many of those 

whom We have created.1635B 

 

 

R. 8.   

72. Call to mind the day when 

We shall summon every 

people with their Leader. 
bThen whoso shall be given 

his book in his right 

 

 

 
1635. God has equally honoured all the children of Adam and has not 

favoured any particular nation or tribe. The verse demolishes all foolish 
notions of superiority based on colour, creed, race or nationality. It further 
says that all avenues of progress and prosperity have been kept open equally 
for all men and these avenues lie as much in travel by land as by sea. 

1635A. The laying of stress on travel by sea in the Qur’an seems to be 
rather strange. The fact, that a Book revealed to an Arab, and of all Arabs the 
Holy Prophet, who throughout his life never experienced a sea-voyage, should 
have so much emphasized the importance of sea-voyaging, does indeed show 
that the Qur’an could not have been his composition. He did not and could not 
know the great benefits of sea-voyaging. 

1635B. As a class man, being God’s vicegerent on earth, is superior to all 
other creation. 

a67:18. b69:20; 84:8, 9. 
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hand1636—such will read their 

book eagerly and they will not 

be wronged a whit. 

73. aBut whoso is blind in this 

world shall be blind in the 

Hereafter,1637 and even more 

astray from the way. 

 

 

74. bAnd they had well-nigh 

caused thee severest affliction 

on account of what We have 

revealed to thee that thou 

mightest forge against Us 

something other than that;1638 

and then they would have 

certainly taken thee for a 

special friend.  

 

 

75. cAnd if We had not 

strengthened thee with the 

 

 
1636. The right hand is a symbol of blessing while the left is that of 

punishment. Also in the human body the right side enjoys a certain superiority 
over the left since the tissues of the right side generally are stronger than those 
of the left. Giving of the record of one’s deeds in one’s right hand as 
mentioned in this verse signifies that it will be a favourable and blessed record. 
Again, the right hand signifies strength and power (69:46). The holding by 
believers of their records in their right hands is meant to signify that they had 
taken hold of virtue with strength and resolution, while the holding by 
disbelievers of their records in their left hands would signify that they did not 
strive after virtue with requisite strength and zeal. 

1637. Those, who do not make proper use of their spiritual eyes in this 
world, would remain deprived of spiritual sight in the life to come. The 
Qur’an speaks of those who do not ponder over the Signs of God and do not 
benefit by them as "blind." Such men will remain spiritually blind in the next 
life also. 

1638. Disbelievers were determined to put the Holy Prophet to great 
hardship on account of the Teaching which had been revealed to him so that 
they might compel him to alter it and devise other than the one embodied in 
the Qur’an. It is to these evil designs of disbelievers and their complete failure 
in getting them carried out that reference has been made in this verse. 

a20:125. b10:16; 68:10. c25:33. 
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Qur’an even then thou 

wouldst have inclined to them 

but little.1639  

 

76. But if, as they imagine, 

thou hadst been one to forge a 

lie against Us, then We would 

have made thee taste a heavy 

punishment in life and a heavy 

punishment in death, and then 

thou wouldst not have found 

for thyself any helper against 

Us. 

 

 

77. And indeed they are near 

to scare thee to drive thee 

away from the land that athey 

might expel1640 thee 

therefrom, but in that case they 

themselves would not have 

stayed after thee save a little. 

 

 

78. bThis has been Our way 

with Our Messengers whom 

We sent before thee; and thou 

wilt not find any change in 

Our way.  

 

 

R. 9.   

79. cObserve Prayer from the 

declining and paling of the 

sun till the darkness of the 

 

 
1639. The Prophet’s nature was so pure that even if the Qur’an had not 

been revealed to him and he had no knowledge of God’s great intentions 
about him, he would hardly have stooped to practise Shirk. 

1640. The enemies of the Holy Prophet wanted to brand him with the 
stigma of legal banishment so that he might lose all dignity with his people, 
but God Himself commanded him to leave Mecca and thus saved him from 
this stigma which involved for him the loss of citizenship of that town. 

a8:31; 60:2. b33:63; 35:44; 48:24. c11:115; 20:131; 30:18, 19; 50:40. 
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night, and recite the Qur’an at 

dawn. Verily, the recitation of 

the Qur’an at dawn is 

specially acceptable to 

Allah.1641 

 

80. aAnd during a part of the 

night wake up for its 

recitation—a superero-

gatory1642 service for thee. It 

may be that thy Lord will 

raise thee to an exalted 

station.1643 

 

 

81. And say, ‘O my Lord, 

make my entry a good entry 

and make me go forth a good 

going forth.1644 And grant me 

 

 
1641. Dalakatish-Shamsu means, (1) the sun declined from the meridian; (2) 

it became yellow; (3) it set. Ghasaq means, the darkness of the night, or when 
redness in the horizon after sunset disappears (Lane). This verse seems to 
denote the hours of the five daily Prayers of Islam. The three meanings of 
Duluk indicate the times of Afternoon Prayer, the Late Afternoon Prayer and 
the Sunset Prayer. The expression, Ghasaqil-Lail, includes the times of Sunset 
Prayer but particularly refers to the Night Prayer, and the words Qur’anal-
Fajr indicate the hour of the Morning Prayer. 

1642. In addition to the meaning given in the text Nafilah means a special 
favour, and signifies that Prayers are not a burden to weary the flesh but a 
privilege and a special favour from God. 

1643. Perhaps no other person has been so much maligned and abused as 
the Holy Prophet of Islam and certainly no other person has been the recipient 
of so much Divine praise and the object of the invocation of so many Divine 
blessings and favours upon him as he. The Tahajjud Prayer is best suited for 
the believer’s spiritual exaltation as in the stillness of the night, being all alone 
with his Creator, he enjoys special Divine communion. 

1644. In acceptance of his prayers and supplications, the Holy Prophet in 
this verse has been vouchsafed the glad tidings that in fulfilment of the 
prophecy made in the words, Glory be to Him Who carried His servant by 
night from the Sacred Mosque to the Distant Mosque (17:2), he would be 
taken to Medina. In anticipation of the fulfilment of this prophecy he is 
 

a50:41; 52:50; 73:3-5; 76:27. 
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from Thyself a helping 

power.’ 

82. And proclaim: a‘Truth has
come and falsehood has
vanished.1645 Verily, false-
hood is bound to vanish.’
83. And bWe gradually reveal
of the Qur’an that which is a
healing and a mercy to the
believers; but it only adds to
the loss of the wrongdoers.

84. cAnd when We bestow
favour on man, he turns away
and goes aside; and when evil
touches him, he gives himself
up to despair.

85. Say, ‘Everyone acts

according to his own way,1646

aand your Lord knows well

commanded to pray that his entry in Medina may be doubly blessed and so 
may his departure from the town—Mecca—in which he is now living. 

1645. It is among the marvels of Quranic diction that to convey a certain 
sense it selects that particular word which points to a long sequence of events. 
In this particular instance the sense of the vanishing of falsehood might as well 
have been expressed by some other word such as Halaka (perished) or Batala 
(became useless), but neither of these words would have conveyed the sense of 
gradual weakening and ultimate disappearance which is expressed by Zahaqa. 
The verse contains the hint that with the entry of the Holy Prophet into Medina, 
his power would continue to grow and that of his enemy decline till it would be 
finally broken. Again, it is a marvel of the style of the Qur’an that, without 
being poetry, its verses possess poetic rhythm and cadence without which it is 
not possible to give full expression to feelings of extreme delight. The verse 
under comment furnishes one such example. After the conquest of Mecca as the 
Holy Prophet was clearing the Ka‘bah of the idols which had desecrated it, he 
repeatedly recited this verse as he struck the idols (Bukhari). 

1646. The words, ‘Ala Shakilati-hi, mean, according to his own motives; 
way of thinking; aims and purposes. 

a21:19; 34:50. b10:58; 12:112; 16:90. c17:68. 
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who is best guided.’ 

 
R. 10.   

86. And they ask thee 

concerning the soul.1647 Say, 

‘The soul has been created by 

the command of my Lord; and 

of the knowledge thereof you 

have been given but a little.  

 

 

87. And if We pleased, We 

could certainly take away1648 

 

 
1647. In the period of their spiritual decline and decadence the Jews seem 

to have come to dabble in occult practices like many modern Spiritualists, 
Theosophists and Hindu Yogis. Some of the Jews of Medina also seem to 
have resorted to these practices in the time of the Holy Prophet. This is why 
when the Meccan idolaters sought their help to confute the Holy Prophet, they 
suggested that they (the Meccan idolaters) should question him about the 
human soul. The Qur’an answers them by the verse under comment by saying 
that the soul derives its powers from the command of God and anything else 
that is claimed to be acquired by the so-called spiritual exercises and magical 
art is all humbug. The question regarding the nature of the human soul is 
reported to have been first put to the Holy Prophet at Mecca by the Quraish 
and then, according to ‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud, by the Jews at Medina. The soul 
has been described here as something created by the direct command of God. 
According to the Qur’an all creation falls under two categories: (1) Original 
creation which is brought about without the aid or help of any substance or 
matter previously created. (2) Subsequent creation which is brought about 
with the aid and help of the means and matter previously created. The former 
kind of creation falls under the category of Amr (lit. command) for which see 
2:118, and the latter is known as Khalq (lit. creating). The human soul belongs 
to the first category. 

The word Ruh also means, Divine revelation (Lane). The context seems to 
support this meaning. 

1648. The verse seems to imply a prophecy that a time would come when 
Quranic knowledge would depart from the earth. A similar prophecy of the 
Holy Prophet has been reported by Merdawaih, Baihaqi and Ibn-e-Majah that 
there would come a time when the kernel and spirit of the Qur’an would 
disappear from the earth, and not all the so-called mystics and Sufis of the 
time claiming, like their Jewish prototypes, to possess supernatural powers, 
would be able to restore it with their concerted efforts. 

a28:86. 
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that which We have revealed 

to thee and then thou wouldst 

find no guardian for thyself 

against Us in the matter, 

 

88. aExcept through the 

special mercy of thy Lord. 

Surely, great is His grace on 

thee. 

 

 

89. bSay, ‘If men and jinn 

should gather together to 

produce the like of this 

Qur’an, they could not 

produce the like thereof,1649 

even though they should help 

one another.’ 

 

 

90. And surely cWe have set 

forth for mankind in various 

ways1650 all kinds of 

similitudes in this Qur’an, but 

most men would reject 

everything in respect of it but 

disbelief. 

 

 

91. And they say, ‘We will 

not believe in thee until thou 

cause a spring to gush forth 

for us from the earth;’  

 

 

 
1649. The challenge is held out in the first place to those people who 

indulge in occult practices that they should summon to their aid the hidden 
spirits from whom they claim to receive spiritual knowledge. The challenge 
also stands for all time to all people who deny the Divine origin of the Holy 
Qur’an. 

1650. Human faculties being limited man can, at best, deal with only a 
limited number of problems. But the Qur’an has fully dealt with all those 
matters that concern his moral and spiritual development. 

a28:87. b2:24; 10:39; 11:14; 62:35. c17:42; 18:55. 
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92. a‘Or, thou have a garden 

of date-palms and vines and 

cause streams to gush forth in 

the midst thereof in 

abundance;1651 

 

 

93. ‘Or, thou cause the heaven 

to fall upon us in pieces, as 

thou hast claimed, or, thou 

bring Allah and the angels 

before us face to face; 

 

 

94. ‘Or, thou have a house of 

gold or thou ascend up into 

heaven; and we will not 

believe in thy ascension until 

thou send down to us a Book 

that we can read.’ Say, ‘Holy 

is my Lord! I am but a mortal 

sent as a Messenger.’1652 

 

 

R. 11.   

95. bAnd nothing prevents 

people from believing when 

the guidance comes to them 

save that they say, ‘Has Allah 

sent a man like us as a 

Messenger?’  

 

 

 
1651. When the Meccans were confounded by the answers of the Qur’an to 

their questions and objections, they turned round and demanded of the Holy 
Prophet that if the Qur’an comprehended every kind of knowledge then he 
should be able to work miracles—cause springs to gush forth from the earth, 
grow gardens and build houses of gold for himself, etc. 

1652. In answer to their impudent demands the disbelievers are told that 
these demands pertain either to God or to the Prophet. The demands of the 
first category are frivolous in character and God is above such frivolities. As 
for their demands pertaining to the Holy Prophet, they are incompatible with 
his limited powers as a human being and his mission as a Prophet of God. 

a25:11. b17:60; 23:25; 34:44. 
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96. Say, ‘Had there been in 
the earth angels walking about 
in peace and quiet, aWe 
should have certainly sent 
down to them from heaven an 
angel as a Messenger.’1653 

 

 

97. Say, b‘sufficient is Allah 
for a witness between me and 
you; surely, He knows and 
sees His servants full well.’ 

 

 

98. cAnd he whom Allah 
guides, is the only one rightly 
guided; but as for those whom 
He leaves to go astray, thou 
wilt find for them no helpers 
beside Him. And don the Day 
of Resurrection We shall 
gather them together on their 
faces blind, dumb and deaf. 
Their abode shall be Hell; 
every time it abates, We shall 
increase1654 for them the 
flame.  

 

 

99. eThat is their recompense, 

because they rejected Our 

Signs and said, ‘What! fwhen 

we die and are reduced to 

bones and broken particles, 

 

 

 
1653. The verse may have two meanings: (a) Angels descend upon angel-

like men, and not upon their opposites, and if the disbelievers should also 
bring about an angelic change in their lives, angels would descend upon them. 
(b) Beings of the same species only can serve as exemplars or models for one 
another. Thus only a man could be the bearer of Divine Message for mankind, 
because only he alone could serve as a model for other men. 

1654. When, by burning in the Fire for a long time, the disbelievers’ 
feelings became dull, God would again sharpen them and they would once 
more begin to feel the torment of burning as keenly as before. 

a23:25; 25:22; 43:61. b10:30; 13:44; 29:53; 46:9. c7:179; 18:18; 39:37, 38.  
d6:129; 19:69. e18:107; 34:18. f17:50; 23:83; 36:79; 37:17; 56:48. 
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shall we really be raised up as 

a new creation?’1655 

100. Do they not see that 
aAllah, Who created the 
heavens and the earth, has the 
power to create the like of 
them?1656 And He has 
appointed for them a term; 
there is no doubt about it. But 
the wrongdoers would reject 
everything but disbelief. 

 

 

101. Say, ‘Even if you 
possessed the limitless 
treasures of the mercy of my 
Lord, you would surely hold 
them back for fear of 
exhausting them, for man is 
niggardly.’  

 

 

R. 12.   

102. And certainly bWe gave 

Moses nine manifest 

Signs.1657 So ask then the 

 

 
1655. All rejection of religion and truth is, in fact, the result of denial of the 

Hereafter. This is why the Qur’an has laid so much stress on Life after death 
and reverts to this all important subject time and again. 

1656. The verse embodies an invincible argument to prove the existence of 
Life after death. It does not straightway say to disbelievers that they would be 
born again because God has the power to give them a new birth. Such a 
statement would have been an empty assertion. On the contrary, it says to 
them that if they would not believe that there is life after death, they would as 
well disbelieve if they were told that they would lose their power and prestige 
to those very weak and poor Muslims whom they now looked down upon as 
of no worth and consequence. If this seemingly impossible prophecy about 
their own destruction and about that of the rise to power of the poor Muslims 
turned out to be true, the claim that there is a Life after death would 
automatically become established. 

1657. These nine Signs mentioned elsewhere in the Qur’an are, (a) the rod 
(7:108); (b) the white hand (7:109); (c), (d) drought and scarcity of fruits 
 

a36:82; 46:34; 86:9. b7:134; 27:13. 
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Children of Israel. When he 

came to them, aPharaoh said 

to him, ‘I do think thee, O 

Moses, to be a victim of 

deception.’ 

 

103. He said, ‘Thou knowest 
well that none has sent down 
these Signs but the Lord of 
the heavens and the earth as 
so many evidences; and I 
certainly consider thee, O 
Pharaoh, to be doomed to 
perish.’ 

 

 

104. So he resolved to remove 
them from the land; bbut We 
drowned him and those who 
were with him, all together.  

 

 

105. And after him We said to 
the Children of Israel, c‘Dwell 
ye in the promised land; and 
when the time of the promise 
of the Latter Days comes,1658 
We shall bring you together 
out of various peoples.’ 

 

 

 
(7:131); (e) the storm; (f) the locusts; (g) the lice; (h) the frogs; and (i) the 
punishment of the blood (7:134). 

1658. The verse implies that like Jews, the Muslims would suffer national 
disaster twice. The first of these two disasters befell Muslims when Baghdad 
fell to the arms of the Tartars under Halaku Khan. They are here told that they 
would be visited with Divine punishment for the second time in the Latter 
Days—in the time of the Promised Messiah, just as the Jews were punished in 
that of the first Messiah—Jesus. The verse signifies that when Muslims are 
punished for the second time, which means the fulfilment of 'the promise of 
the Latter Days,' the Jews would be brought back to the Holy Land from all 
parts of the world. The prophecy has been remarkably fulfilled by the return 
of the Jews to Palestine under the Balfour Declaration and by the setting up of 
the so-called State of Israel. 'The promise of the Latter Days' applies to the 

a27:14; 28:37; 40:25. b2:51; 7:137; 8:55; 20:79; 26:67; 28:41. c7:138. 
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106. aAnd, in accordance with 
the requirements of truth and 
wisdom We have sent it 
down, and with truth and 
wisdom has it descended. And 
We have sent thee only as a 
bearer of good tidings and a 
Warner. 

 

 

107. And bWe  have divided 
the Qur’an in parts that thou 
mayest read it to mankind 
slowly and at intervals1659 
and We have sent it down 
piecemeal.  

 

 

108. Say, ‘Whether you 

believe therein or believe not, 

those to whom knowledge has 

been given before it, cdo fall 

down prostrate on their faces 

when it is recited to them.’ 

 

 

 
time of the Promised Messiah (Bayan). 

1659. The Qur’an had to meet the needs of two classes of people: (a) It had 
to answer the temporary objections of its immediate addressees and to satisfy 
the immediate spiritual needs of the first converts to Islam: and (b) it had to 
lay down guidance for the multitudinous and multifarious problems of 
mankind for all time. The verses dealing with the objections of Meccan 
idolaters and the spiritual upbringing of early Muslims naturally had to be 
revealed first and those which dealt with the lasting spiritual human needs 
were revealed afterwards. Thus the Quranic verses were revealed piecemeal 
and at intervals. Whenever a particular objection was raised by disbelievers, 
verses containing the answer to such an objection were revealed. Similarly, 
when the early Muslims were required to be provided with guidance at a 
particular occasion, necessary and relevant verses were revealed to meet the 
needs of that occasion. That was the order in which the Qur’an was originally 
revealed. But since the temporary needs of the immediate addressees of the 
Qur’an were different from the permanent requirements of mankind in general, 
the order in which the Qur’an was later compiled in the form of a book had 
naturally to be different from that in which it was originally revealed. 
 

a4:106; 5:49; 39:3. b25:33; 73:5. c19:59; 32:16; 38:25. 
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109. And say, ‘Holy is our 

Lord. aSurely, the promise of 

our Lord is bound to be 

fulfilled.’ 

 

 

110. They fall down on their 

faces weeping,1660 and it 

increases humility in them. 

 

 

111. bSay, ‘Call upon Allah or 

call upon Ar-Rahman, by 

whichever name you call on 

Him, His are the most 

beautiful names.’1661 cAnd 

utter not thy prayer aloud, nor 

utter it too low, but seek a 

way between. 

 

 

112. dAnd say, ‘All praise 

belongs to Allah Who has 

taken unto Himself no son, 

and Who has no partner in His 

Kingdom, nor has He anyone 

to help Him because of any 

weakness of His.’ And 

proclaim His greatness, 

glorifying Him.  

 

 

 

 
1660. The verse expresses a Muslim’s state of mind when in the posture of 

prostration the realization of the greatness of God and of his own weakness 
humbles his spirit. The believers are required to prostrate themselves after 
reciting those verses in which the command to fall down in prostration is 
contained. The Holy Prophet used to prostrate himself after having recited any 
of those verses. 

1661. God possesses innumerable attributes and a Muslim should invoke in 
his prayer that particular Divine attribute which has special bearing on the 
matter for which he seeks Divine guidance and help. 

 
 

a18:99; 19:62; 46:17; 73:19. b7:181; 20:9; 59:25. c7:56, 206. d18:5; 19:36, 93; 25:3; 72:4. 
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CHAPTER 18 
AL-KAHF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair the whole of this Surah 

was revealed at Mecca (Manthur). Almost all the Commentators of the Qur’an 
appear to be agreed upon this point. Western scholars have assigned the Surah 
to the sixth year of the Call, but most probably it was revealed in the fourth or 
fifth year. Anas reports that the Surah was revealed in one whole and was 
guarded by seventy thousand angels (Manthur, vol. 4, p. 210). In Chapter An-
Nahl the prophecy that the Holy Prophet would meet with severe opposition 
from the Jews and the Christians had been dealt with at some length. This 
subject was further elaborated in Surah Bani Isra’il in which it was stated that 
he would be taken to regions where he would live among the Jews and would 
establish new contacts with them and later meet with opposition from both the 
Jews and the Christians and in the end would conquer them. The Surah Bani 
Isra’il mentioned a Vision of the Holy Prophet, which also embodied a 
prophecy that he would conquer the Holy Land of the Jews, and alluded to 
two revolts of the Jews foretold in the Book of Deuteronomy. The first revolt 
took place after the time of David as a consequence of which the Jews were 
expelled from their native land. They repented of their sins and their 
homeland was restored to them. But they again relapsed into iniquitous 
practices, defied God’s commandments and revolted for the second time in the 
time of Jesus. This second defiance brought upon them severer punishment. 
Their holy places were destroyed and they were exiled from their beloved 
Land of Promise. These prophecies had also mentioned the conditions and 
circumstances under which the first part of the Israelites—the Jews—had to 
pass. A description of their condition, however, gave rise to two obvious 
questions: (a)  If Christians, who form the second part of the Mosaic 
Dispensation, have been spared the punishment with which the Jews who 
were its first part were afflicted, does it not follow that Christians are heirs to 
the Divine blessings and favours promised to the Jews? (b)  Why are Muslims 
warned to be on their guard lest they incur Divine displeasure by following in 
the footsteps of the Jews, and what does this warning portend and what has 
the future in store for them? 

Subject-Matter 
Both these very natural and pertinent questions have been answered in 

the present Chapter and some light has also been shed on the vicissitudes 
through which Christianity—second branch of the Mosaic Dispensation—was 
to pass. Mention has also been made of how Muslims would behave and make 
themselves the object of Divine wrath by imitating the iniquitous ways of the 
Jews. An answer has also been supplied to yet another question, viz. what 
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connection is there between these matters and the story of the Dwellers of the 
Cave, and of Dhul-Qarnain and Gog and Magog and the parable of "Two 
Gardens" and the Isra’ (Spiritual Journey) of Moses? The answer which this 
Surah gives to this question is that these parables describe in metaphorical 
language the rise and fall of Christian nations and also the hardships and 
tribulations which the Muslims were to suffer from them on account of their 
own iniquities. 

In order to expand the subject and give it more clarity, the Isra’ 
(Spiritual Journey) of Moses has been mentioned after the parable of the "Two 
Gardens." This Spiritual Journey of Moses describes in metaphorical language 
the great material and moral progress which his followers were to make just as 
the phenomenal progress of the followers of the Holy Prophet has been 
described in his own Isra’, mentioned in Chapter Bani Isra’il. The Isra’ of 
Moses describes in detail when and how this great advancement would 
commence and where it would stop and when the Israelites would become 
deprived of Divine favours which would be transferred to the House of 
Ishmael. After this we are told that the Ishmaelites, after having inherited 
God’s favours, would, in their turn, incur His displeasure by defying His 
commandments and would be punished by Gog and Magog who would, at one 
time, spread over and dominate the entire world. Towards the end of the 
Surah mention is made of one—Dhul-Qarnain, who stood in the way of the 
domination of the whole world by Gog and Magog. Thus light is thrown on 
the material and spiritual conditions of Christians both in the early stages of 
their Faith and in the Latter Days. The Dwellers of the Cave symbolize early 
Christians in the period of their weakness, and Gog and Magog represent them 
in the heyday of their glory in the Latter Days. The Surah closes with an 
assurance to the followers of Islam that God would break and shatter the 
forces of irreligiousness unleashed by Gog and Magog, and would bring about 
the deliverance of Muslims by means of a second Dhul-Qarnain. This second 
Dhul-Qarnain is the Holy Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement who is a 
follower of the Holy Prophet. 

The Surah being very important, some additional details of its subject-
matter may be mentioned. It states that God has revealed the Qur’an in order 
to remove the errors that had crept into previous heavenly Scriptures. It warns 
those who ascribe a son to God that by so doing they incur Divine displeasure. 
These people hate Islam, and their beginning is not like their end. In the 
beginning they were very weak and were subjected to bitter persecution. God 
had mercy on them and delivered them from their trials and tribulations and 
put them on the road to progress and prosperity. But when they grew rich and 
prosperous, they resorted to idolatrous practices, and instead of turning to God 
they turned to the world and became entirely lost in it. Muslims are warned to 
take a lesson from their fate and in the day of their own power and glory to be 
on their guard, particularly against being remiss in Divine worship, against 
excessive love of wealth and worldly possessions, and against a life of ease 
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and luxury. The glory and power of Christian nations as compared with the 
degradation and poverty of Muslims are then graphically depicted in 'the 
parable of two men,' one rich and the other poor. The rich man—Christian 
nations—would be proud of his riches while the poor man would turn to God. 
Pride and conceit would come to grief in the long run and circumstances 
beyond human control would bring about the rich man’s decline and fall. The 
Surah proceeds to give some details of those great changes which were 
revealed to Moses in his Vision in which he was told that the development and 
progress of his Dispensation would fall far short of the great heights which 
another and a later Dispensation would attain. This later Dispensation—
Islam—would bring to perfection and completion the teaching which the 
Mosaic Dispensation had left incomplete, and would emerge triumphant from 
the ashes of a declining and decadent Christendom. After having dealt with 
the decline and fall of Christian nations and with the rise of Islam, the Surah 
describes the conditions which would follow the triumph of Islam. It is stated 
that a time would come when Muslims would also turn their backs upon 
religion and would become entirely engrossed in the pursuit of material 
wealth and power. To punish them for their sins God would once again grant 
success and prosperity to Christian nations which for a time had been 
restrained from advancing into Southern and Eastern regions. Then would 
come great destruction upon the world and nations of the world would become 
divided into two hostile camps, wedded to two opposite ideologies. Sin and 
iniquity would prevail in the world and injustice and tyranny would become 
rampant. When things would come to such a pass God would create 
circumstances which would finally check the seemingly irresistible onrush of 
the flood threatening to engulf the entire world. While dealing with this 
subject the Surah clearly hints that the same people would play an important 
part in arresting and stopping this flood who had once before broken the 
political power of Gog and Magog—true followers of the Holy Prophet. See 
also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1474-1480. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAll praise belongs to Allah 

Who has sent down the Book 

to His servant and has not put 

therein any crookedness. 

 

 

3. He has made it a 
guardian,1662 that cit may give 
warning of a grievous 
chastisement from Him, and 
that it may give the believers 
who do good works the glad 
tidings that they shall have a 
goodly reward, 

 

 

4. Wherein they shall abide 

for ever; 

 
 

5. And that it may warn those 
dwho say, ‘Allah has taken 
unto Himself a son.’1663  

 
 

6. eNo knowledge have they 

thereof, nor had their fathers. 

 

 
1662. The Qur’an as Qayyim (guardian) performs a double function. It is a 

guardian over the previous Scriptures in that it corrects and removes the errors 
that have found their way into them, and it is also a guardian over future 
generations because it takes upon itself their spiritual upbringing and guides them 
to the paths which lead to the realization of the sublime object of human life. 

1663. The Qur’an is first spoken of as 'giving warning,' next as 'giving glad 
tidings' (v. 3), and then again as 'giving warning' as in the present verse. 
Disbelievers have been warned twice and in between these two warnings the 
believers have been given glad tidings. This double warning interspersed with 
glad tidings for Muslims implied three prophecies: (a)  the discomfiture and 
destruction of the Holy Prophet’s opponents in his own time, (b)  the 
phenomenal rise of Muslims to power and glory, and, (c)  after the departure 
of their glory, the punishment in store for the nations who say that 'Allah has 
taken unto Himself a son.' 

a1:1. b25:2; 57:10. c17:10, 11. d17:112; 19:36; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 72:4. e22:72; 40:43. 
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aMonstrous is the word that 

comes out of their mouths. 

They speak naught but a lie. 
 

7. So it may be, thou wilt 

grieve thyself to bdeath1664 

sorrowing after them if they 

believe not in this Discourse. 

 

 

8. Verily, We have made all 

that is on the earth an 

ornament1665 for it, cthat We 

may try them as to which of 

them is best in conduct. 

 

 

9. dAnd We shall destroy all 

that is thereon and make it a 

barren soil.1666 

 
 

 
1664. Bakhi‘ being active participle from Bakha‘a which means, he did a 

thing most effectively, the verse speaks volumes for the Holy Prophet’s 
concern and solicitude for the spiritual well-being of his people. His grief over 
their rejection of the Divine Message and opposition to it had almost killed 
him. God’s Messengers and His Prophets are full of the milk of human 
kindness. They cry and weep and grieve for mankind. But such is human 
ingratitude that those very people for whom they feel so deeply persecute 
them and seek to kill them. 

1665. Of all the innumerable things that God has created there is not one 
which has not its particular use or which is devoid of all good. All of them add 
to the beauty of human life. Muslims were enjoined always to keep in view 
the great truth underlying these simple words and to devote their time and 
energy to delving into the great secrets of nature and to exploring the 
unlimited properties of elements. 

1666. The verse implies a prophecy that the Christian nations of the West, 
after acquiring wealth, power and dominion and making great discoveries and 
inventions, would make God’s earth abound, as the Bible says, in sin and 
iniquity. Divine wrath would be excited and, as the prophecies uttered by the 
mouths of God’s great Prophets in the Old and New Testaments and the 
Qur’an and Hadith, widespread calamities would descend upon the earth and 
all the progress that they will have made and all their handiworks, their lofty 
and stately buildings, the beauty of their land and all their pomp, glory and 
grandeur would be completely destroyed. 

a19:91, 92. b26:4. c5:49; 6:166; 11:8; 67:3. d18:41. 
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10. Dost thou think that the 

Companions of the Cave1666A 

and the Inscription were a 

wonder among Our 

Signs?1667 

 

 

 
1666A. The expression, Ashabul-Kahf, has been variously interpreted as 

'People of the Cave;' 'Men of the Cave;' 'Companions of the Cave;' 'Inmates of 
the Cave' and 'Dwellers of the Cave.' 

1667. The verse declares that the Dwellers of the Cave were not strange 
things. There was nothing about them which might be considered as a 
departure from the ordinary laws of nature. Curiously enough many fantastic 
legends have been woven round them. The memorable story of the "Seven 
Sleepers," as told by Gibbon in his "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire," 
provides an important clue to the solution of the mystery that surrounds the 
Dwellers of the Cave. 'When the Emperor Decius,' says Gibbon, 'persecuted 
the Christians, seven noble youths of Ephesus concealed themselves in a 
spacious cavern in the side of an adjacent mountain, where they were doomed 
to perish by the tyrant, who gave orders that the entrance of the cavern should 
be firmly secured with a pile of huge stones.' Now it is a well-known 
historical fact that early Christians had to suffer untold persecution at the 
hands of the idolatrous Roman Emperors for their belief in Divine Unity. This 
persecution began as early as the time of the notorious Emperor Nero who is 
said to have set fire to Rome; he was fiddling while that great seat of learning 
and civilization burnt. It continued intermittently till after a brief respite of 
about forty years it began with renewed fury under Emperor Decius who 
wanted to restore the religion and institutions of ancient Rome, and with this 
object in view he began a systematic extermination of Christians. The edicts 
of Diocletian in 303 A.D., however, surpassed all anti-Christian measures. By 
these edicts Christian churches in all the provinces of the Empire were 
demolished, all their sacred books were publicly burnt and the property of the 
Church was confiscated and Christians were put out of the protection of the 
land' (Gibbon’s Roman Empire, Enc. Brit. & Story of Rome). To save 
themselves from this cruel and inhuman persecution its helpless victims 
sought refuge in hiding in the catacombs at Rome. For this purpose these 
catacombs were admirably adapted both by the intricacy of their labyrinthine 
passages and the numerous small chambers and hiding places at different 
levels which might remain undetected in the dark by pursuers. From the 
inscriptions on the tombstones in the catacombs it appears that the early 
Christians were strict monotheists. Jesus has been mentioned only as a 
shepherd, or a Prophet of God and Mary, his mother, as nothing more than a 
pious woman. It also appears that Christians who took refuge in the catacombs 
kept dogs at their entrance which would announce the approach of strangers 
by their barking. The account of the Dwellers of the Cave thus, in fact, 
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11. When the young men 

betook themselves to the Cave 

for refuge they said, ‘Our 

Lord, bestow on us mercy 

from Thyself, and furnish us 

right guidance in our affair.’ 

 

 

12. So We prevented them 

from hearing1668 in the Cave 

for a number of years.  

 

 

 
represents the history of early Christians and shows how they suffered untold 
persecution for their belief in the Unity of God. The position and description 
of the Cave, as given in v. 18, is of secondary importance. It applies more 
fully and in greater detail and exactness to the catacombs at Rome than to any 
other place. 

The story of the Dwellers of the Cave may also be taken to apply to Joseph 
of Arimathaea and his companions. According to William of Malmesbury, 
Joseph was sent to Britain by St. Philip and having been given a small island 
in Somersetshire there constructed with twisted twigs the first Christian 
church in Britain, which afterwards became the Abbey of Glastonbury. 
According to another account Joseph is said to have wandered into Britain in 
the year 63 A.D.… According to legends the first Church of Glastonbury was 
a little wattled building erected by Joseph of Arimathaea as the leader of the 
twelve apostles sent over to Britain from Gaul by St. Philip (Enc. Brit., 10th 
edition & 13th edition, under "Joseph of Arimathaea" & under "Glastonbury"). 
The latest theory, which also finds powerful support from a study of "Dead 
Sea Scrolls," assigns the caves, in which the early Christians sought refuge 
and where they committed to writing their beliefs and teachings, to the valley 
near the Dead Sea. 

"Cave" and "Inscription" represent two most prominent aspects of the 
Christian Faith, viz. that it began as a religion of renunciation and withdrawal 
from the world and has ended by becoming a religion of entire engrossment in 
worldly affairs, a religion of business and trade in a world of writings and 
inscriptions. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1486-1490. 

1668. The Arabic expression Daraba‘ala Udhnihi means, he prevented him 
from hearing. The Quranic expression means, 'We prevented them from 
hearing.' It also means, 'We made them sleep by preventing any sound from 
penetrating into their ears in consequence of which they would have 
awakened' (Lane). Literally, the verse means, 'We prevented any sound from 
penetrating into their ears,' i.e. for a number of years they remained wholly 
isolated from the affairs of the outside world and did not know what was 
happening there. 
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13. Then We raised them up 
that We might know which of 
the two parties1669 would 
preserve a better reckoning of 
the time that they tarried. 

 

 

R. 2.   
14. We will relate to thee their 
story with truth. They were 
young men who believed in 
their Lord and aWe increased 
them in guidance.1670 

 

 

15. And We strengthened 
their hearts1671 when they 
stood up and said, ‘Our Lord 
is the Lord of the heavens and 
the earth. Never shall we call 
upon any god beside Him; for 

if we did so, we would utter a 
preposterous thing;  

 

 

16. b‘These, our people, have 

taken for worship other gods 

beside Him.1672 Wherefore do 

 
 

 
1669. There seemed to be two parties among the early Christians: 

(a)  Those who did not like to dissemble or dissimulate and knowing no 
compromise with unbelief and idolatry suffered persecution for their faith 
with patience and fortitude. These people had to seek refuge in caves. 
(b)  Those who thinking prudence to be the better part of valour concealed 
their faith and saved themselves from persecution. "Two parties" may also 
refer to the persecutors and the persecuted. 

1670. The verse shows that many fantastic stories were current about the 
Dwellers of the Cave in the Holy Prophet’s time. The truth about them, however, 
is that they were young men of noble conduct who had staked their all for the 
sake of their Lord and that their faith had steadily grown under persecution. 

1671. Though their people were against them and mercilessly persecuted 
them, yet the Dwellers of the Cave could not be intimidated into giving up 
their religion. God had strengthened their hearts and had bestowed upon them 
firmness of faith. 

1672. The people to whom the Dwellers of the Cave belonged were idol-
 

a8:3; 47:18. b21:25; 25:4. 
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they not bring a clear 

authority regarding them? 

And awho is more unjust than 

he who invents a lie 

concerning Allah? 

 

17. ‘And now when you have 

withdrawn from them and 

from that which they worship 

beside Allah, then seek refuge 

in the Cave;1673 your Lord 

will unfold to you His mercy 

and will provide for you some 

easy and comfortable course 

in this affair of yours.’  

 

 

18. And thou couldst see the 

sun, as it rose, move away 

from their Cave on the right, 

and when it set, turn away 

from them on the left; and 

they were in the spacious 

hollow1674 thereof. This is 

 

 
worshippers. Such were the Romans. 

1673. The verse brings to light the fact that those monotheistic young men 
were no scattered individuals but formed part of an organized and disciplined 
religious community whose members met frequently in private. The verse 
shows that when these young men talked of taking shelter in the Cave they 
had some specific Cave in mind. This Cave seems to have already been used 
as a place of refuge by Roman slaves when they fled from their cruel masters. 
The words, And now when you have withdrawn from them, signify that they 
had already been the victims of a severe social boycott and had lived apart 
from their people in a separate group of their own. 

1674. It appears that the Cave was so situated that it faced north-west, for the 
sun passes a place, which has its face to the north, from right to left. It seemed to 
cover a vast area as the words 'spacious hollow' show. The catacombs at Rome 
which still exist confirm this view. They enclose a vast area, which has been 
estimated variously as extending over as many as 870 miles (Enc. Brit.). It also 
appears that the catacombs admitted very little light. The Cave was made in such 
 

a6:145; 7:38; 10:18; 11:19. 
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among the Signs of Allah. aHe 

whom Allah guides is alone 

rightly guided; but he whom 

He leaves to go astray, for 

him thou wilt find no helper 

or guide. 

 

R. 3.   

19. Thou mightest deem them 

awake, whilst they are 

asleep;1675 and We shall 

cause them to turn over to the 

right and to the left,1675A their 

dog stretching out its forelegs 

on the threshold.1676 If thou 

hadst had a look at them, thou 

wouldst surely turn away 

from them in fright, and 

wouldst surely be filled with 

awe of them.1677 

 

 

 
a way as to serve as a hiding place. St. Jerome, who visited the catacombs in the 
4th century, says, "It is all so dark that the language of the Prophet (Ps. 55:15) 
seems to be fulfilled, 'let them go down quick into Hell." Only occasionally is 
light let in to mitigate the horror of the gloom, and then not so much through a 
window as through a hole' (Enc. Brit., 11th edition). 

1675. The Muslims in the Holy Prophet’s time were forewarned that 
Christian nations in northern regions were lying in a state of dormancy but 
they would soon rise from their deep sleep of centuries and would spread all 
over the world and hold it under their sway. 

1675A. The words, 'We shall cause them to turn over to the right and to the 
left' seem to refer to their going about in the world, spreading in all directions 
in search of new markets and making new conquests. 

1676. The words, besides referring to the great fondness of Western 
Christian nations for dogs, may also be taken as referring to the Byzantine 
Empire which then kept guard over Europe on both sides of the Sea of 
Marmora, and which looks like a dog keeping watch with its forelegs 
stretched forth on both sides. 

1677. These words refer to the time when Christian nations of the West 
were to acquire great political power. The Qur’an foretold this fact hundreds 
 

a7:179; 17:98; 39:37, 38. 
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20. And so We raised them up 
that they might question one 
another. One of them said, 
a‘How long have you tarried?’ 
They said, ‘We have tarried a 
day or part of a day.’ Others 
said, ‘Your Lord knows best 
the time you have tarried.1678 
Now send one of you with 
these silver coins of yours to 
the city; and let him see which 
of its inhabitants has the 
purest food,1679 and let him 

 

 

 
of years ago when Christian nations were yet sunk in a deep sleep of centuries 
and the wildest stretch of imagination could not have foreseen the power and 
glory to which they subsequently rose. The verse contains a characteristic 
picture of the domination of Western nations over Eastern and Southern lands, 
their peculiar mode of life and the fear and awe they inspire among the 
peoples of these regions. 

1678. The verse seems to refer to the Christian nations of the West after 
they had spread all over the world. The words, We raised them up, refer to the 
great progress which these nations were destined to make in the future. The 
words, One of them said, 'How long have you tarried,' signify that Christian 
nations would begin to feel that it was now time for them to bestir themselves 
and shake off their lethargy. This awakening took place in the time of the 
Crusades when the monarchs of England, France and Germany made common 
cause and the whole of Europe united to make a concerted attack upon 
Muslims to wrest the Holy Land from their hands. According to Arabic idiom 
the words 'a day or part of a day' denote an indefinite period. Elsewhere the 
Qur’an (20:103, 104) has specified as one thousand years the period during 
which Christian nations of the West remained in a state of sleep or inactivity. 
"Ten days" in 20:103, 104 stand for ten centuries and the words "blue-eyed" 
in these verses refer to the peoples of the West who generally have blue eyes. 
It is a well-known historical fact that the foundations of British power in the 
East were laid in the beginning of the seventeenth century ("March of Man"). 
This period approximates to one thousand years after the Holy Prophet. 

1679. When the Dwellers of the Cave saw that the wave of persecution 
against them had subsided, they sent one of their members to the city with 
some old coins to buy provisions and to find out how matters stood with 
regard to them. Ta‘am may signify such articles of food as wheat, barley, 
millet, dates, etc. (Lane). This refers to the commercial expeditions of the 
 

a2:260; 23:113, 114. 
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bring you provisions thereof. 
And let him be courteous1680 
and let him not inform1681 
anyone about you.’ 

21. ‘For, if they should prevail 

against you, they would stone 

you or force you return to 

their religion and then you 

will never prosper.’1682  

 

 
22. And thus did We disclose 

them to the people that they 

might know athat the promise 

of Allah was true, and that, bas 

to the promised Hour, there 

was no doubt about it. And 

call to mind the time when 

people disputed among 

themselves concerning them, 

and said to each other, ‘Build 

over them a building.’ Their 

Lord knew them best. Those 

who won their point said, ‘We 

will, surely, build a place of 

 

 

 
Western nations to all parts of the world. 

1680. European businessmen have a special knack for being gentle and 
courteous in their commercial dealings. To this characteristic of theirs the 
expression, And let him be courteous, seems to refer. It also means, 'Let him 
conduct himself with caution.' 

1681. The words, but let him not inform anyone about you, refer to the 
quiet and unobtrusive penetration of the Western influence in the East. 

1682. The words mean, 'If the people to whom you are sending trade parties 
became acquainted with your real intentions, or before your feet became 
firmly established in their country some political quarrel or commercial 
disagreement arose and you were overpowered, then you would either have to 
quit their country or embrace their religion. In either case you would fail to 
gain a permanent foothold and all your dreams of establishing a great empire 
in their country would come to naught.' 

a31:34; 35:6. b15:86; 20:16; 22:8. 
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worship over them.’1683 

23. Some say, ‘They were 

three, the fourth of them was 

their dog,’ and others say, 

‘They were five, the sixth of 

them was their dog,’ guessing 

at random. And yet others say, 

‘They were seven, the eighth 

of them was their dog.’1684 

Say, ‘My Lord knows best 

their correct number. None 

knows them except a few.’ So 

argue not concerning them 

except with unanswerable 

arguments, nor seek 

information concerning them 

from anyone of them.  

 

 

R. 4.   

24. And say not of anything, 

‘I shall do that tomorrow,’1685 

 

 

25. aUnless Allah should will. 

And remember thy Lord when 

 

 
1683. The words, We will surely build a place of worship over them, 

mention one of the distinctive marks of the Dwellers of the Cave which is that 
their successors, the Christian nations, will build churches in memory of their 
dead saints. It is further worthy of note that many such churches have been 
found in the catacombs. 

1684. These guesses seem to be based on inscriptions on the walls of some 
of the chambers in the catacombs; but each inscription has reference only to a 
particular family, party or group. The total number of those who took refuge 
in the catacombs at any time is not known. A dog seems, from the inscriptions, 
to have always accompanied a party of refugees. 

1685. The verse may mean that in the time of their decline and degradation 
Muslims will lose all initiative for any real and useful work and will indulge 
only in daydreaming and all their activities will remain confined to talking 
about the future, and they will do nothing to improve their lot. 

a18:40; 74:57; 76:31; 81:30. 
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thou forgetest and say, ‘I hope 

my Lord will guide me to 

what is even nearer than this 

to the right path.’ 
 

26. And they stayed in their 

Cave three hundred years and 

to that they added nine.1686 

 

 

27. Say, ‘Allah knows best 
how long they tarried.’1687 
aTo Him belong the secrets of 
the heavens and the earth. 
bHow Seeing is He, and how 
Hearing!1687A They have no 
helper beside Him, and He 
does not let anyone share in 
His judgment. 

 

 

28. ‘And recite what has been 
revealed to thee of the Book 
of thy Lord. cThere is none 
who can change His words, 
and thou wilt find no refuge 
beside Him.  

 

 

 
1686. The period in which early Christians were subjected to persecution 

and had frequently to take refuge in caves and other places of hiding extends 
approximately over 309 years, and historical data have corroborated this 
calculation. As popularly believed the persecution of Christians began with 
Jesus’s Crucifixion in 28 A.D., and ended with Emperor Constantine’s 
conversion to Christianity in 337 A.D. (Enc. Brit.), a period of about 309 
years. And Constantine was not converted in 337 A.D., but in 309 A.D. The 
tragedy of the Crucifixion took place 28 years later than is generally believed 
(Chronology by Archbishop Ushers & Daily Bible Illustrations by Dr. Kitto). 

1687. The early Christians were persecuted in many lands and at different 
times, e.g. in Rome, Alexandria, etc. They were compelled to seek refuge in 
caves and catacombs at different times and for different periods. Their stay in 
the catacombs was not a single, uninterrupted episode. The exact length of the 
total period of such stay is known only to Allah. 

1687A. The words also mean: 'Clear is His Sight and keen His Hearing' or 
'He sees all and hears all.' 

a11:124; 16:78; 35:39. b19:39; 29:46. c6:35, 116; 10:65. 
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29. aAnd keep thyself 

attached to those who call on 

their Lord morning and 

evening, seeking His pleasure; 

and let not thine eyes pass 

beyond them, seeking the 

adornment of the life of the 

world; and obey not him 

whose heart We have made 

heedless of Our remembrance 

and who follows his low 

desires, and his case exceeds 

all legitimate bounds. 

 

 

30. And say, b‘It is the truth 
from your Lord; wherefore let 
him who will, believe, and let 
him, who will, disbelieve.’ 
cVerily, We have prepared for 
the wrongdoers a fire whose 
flaming canopy shall enclose 
them. And if they cry for help, 
they will be helped with water 
like molten lead which would 
scald their faces. How 
dreadful the drink and how 
evil the resting place!aaa 

 

 

31. Verily, those who believe 
and do good works—surely 
dWe suffer not the reward of 
those who do good works to 
be lost.  

 

 

32. eIt is these who will have 

Gardens of Eternity 

underneath which streams 

 

 

 
aaa  

a6:53; 7:206. b2:257; 10:100. c25:38; 42:46. d7:171; 9:120; 12:57.  
e9:72; 13:24; 19:62; 20:77; 35:34; 38:51; 61:13; 98:9. 
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shall flow. They will be 

adorned therein with bracelets 

of gold and will wear green 

garments of fine silk and heavy 

brocade, areclining therein 

upon raised couches.1688 How 

good the reward and how 

excellent the place of rest! 
 

R. 5.   

33. And set forth for them the 

parable of two men—one of 

them We provided with two 

gardens of grapes and 

surrounded them with date-

palms, and between the two 

We placed corn-fields.1689 

 

 

34. Each of the gardens 

yielded its fruits in abundance 

and failed not the least 

therein. And in between the 

two We caused a stream1690 

to flow.  

 

 

 
1688. Gold bracelets being symbols of royalty, the verse may signify that 

Muslims will become rulers of vast and mighty empires and will enjoy great 
power, honour and dignity and their womenfolk will wear garments of fine silk 
and heavy brocade interwoven with gold. This prophecy was fulfilled when the 
treasures of Persia and Rome were laid at the feet of the illiterate Arabs who 
used to wear clothes made of coarse skins and of the hair of animals. 

1689. With this verse begins, in the form of a parable, the conditions of the 
two peoples—Christians and Muslims, the "two men" representing these two 
peoples and "two gardens" the two periods of the rise of the Christian nations. 
The verse denotes that in their chequered history Christian nations would rise 
to great power twice. The first period preceded the advent of Islam while the 
second began with the dawn of the 17th century. A.D., when Christian nations 
of Europe began to make great progress and acquire unprecedented power and 
prestige which reached its zenith in the nineteenth century. 

1690. "The stream" represents the time of the Holy Prophet, through whom 
 

a15:48; 36:57; 83:24. 
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35. And he had fruit in 

abundance. And he said to his 

companion boastfully, arguing 

with him, ‘I am richer than 

thou in wealth and stronger in 

respect of men.’1690A 

 

 

36. And he entered his Garden 

while he was wronging his 

soul. He said, ‘I do not think 

that this will ever perish;1691 

 

 

37. ‘And I do not think the 
promised Hour will ever 
come. And even if I am ever 
brought back to my Lord, I 
shall, surely, find a better 
resort than this.’ 

 

 

38. His companion said to 
him, while he was arguing 
with him, ‘Dost thou 
disbelieve in Him aWho 
created thee first from dust, 
then from a sperm drop, then 
fashioned thee into a perfect 
man? 

 

 

39. ‘But as for me, I believe 
that bAllah alone is my Lord, 
and I will not associate 
anyone with my Lord;  

 

 

 
portions of the true teachings of Moses and Jesus were preserved. 

1690A. The powerful and prosperous Christian nations would look down 
upon and taunt the poor and powerless Muslims for their poverty and lack of 
material resources. 

1691. Being proud of their material progress Western Christian nations 
would give themselves up to a life of ease and luxury and in their conceit and 
arrogance misconceive that their power, progress and prosperity will last for 
ever, and being lulled into a false sense of security and complacency, they 
would be entirely lost in a life of sin and iniquity. 

a22:6; 23:13; 35:12; 36:78; 40:68. b13:37; 72:21. 
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40. ‘And why didst thou not 

say when thou didst enter thy 

garden, ‘Only that which 

Allah wills comes to pass. 

There is no power save in 

Allah,’ if thou seest me as less 

than thyself in riches and 

offspring; 

 

 

41. a‘It may be, my Lord will 

give me something better than 

thy garden,1692 and will send 

on thy garden a thunderbolt 

from heaven1693 so that it will 

become bare slippery ground; 

 

 

42. ‘Or its water will dry 

up1694 so that thou wilt not be 

able to find it.’  

 

 

43. bAnd his fruit was totally 

destroyed, and he began to 

wring his hands bewailing all 

that he had spent on it, and it 

 

 

 
1692. This verse and vv. 36 and 40 speak of one garden only because of the 

two gardens (v. 33) one had practically perished before Islam. The "garden" 
which proved to be the greatest source of pride for Christians is the one which 
flourished after Islam their present material great progress and power. 

1693. The words 'from heaven' show that no earthly power will be able 
effectively to combat and resist the military might of Western Christian 
nations. God Himself will create circumstances which will bring about their 
destruction. It is to this irresistible might of Gog and Magog who represent the 
material glory of Christianity that the Holy Prophet referred when he is 
reported to have said, 'None will have the power to fight them' (Muslim, ch. 
on "Dajjal"). 

1694. The springs of their great talents and intellectual attainments on 
which their material progress mainly depends or which, in the words of the 
Qur’an, keep their garden fresh and green, will dry up, resulting in the 
complete desolation of their "garden." Their springs of spiritual freshness will 
also dry up. 

a68:33. b68:20. 
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had all fallen down on its 

trellises.1695 And he said, 
a‘Would that I had not 

associated anyone with my 

Lord!’ 

 

44. bAnd he had no party to 

help him against Allah, nor 

was he able to defend himself. 

 

 

45. cIn such a case protection 
comes only from Allah, the 
True. He is Best in rewarding 
and Best in respect of the final 
outcome. 

 

 

R. 6.   

46. dAnd set forth for them the 

similitude of the life of this 

world. It is like the water 

which We send down from 

the sky, and the vegetation of 

the earth is mingled with it, 

and then it becomes dry grass 

broken into pieces which the 

winds scatter.1696 And Allah 

has full power over 

everything.  

 

 

47. eWealth and children are 

ornaments of the life of this 

world. But enduring good 

works are better in the sight of 

 

 

 
1695. All the efforts and endeavours of Christian peoples to maintain 

continuity of their material wealth will end in smoke and their power and 
prestige will speedily and unexpectedly decline. The verse incidentally shows 
that the word "garden" used in these verses has not been used in its literal 
sense because gardens do not fall upon their trellises. 

1696. What an apt and forceful description of the transitoriness of worldly life! 

a68:32. b28:82. c40:17; 82:20. d10:25; 57:21. e3:15; 57:21. 
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thy Lord in respect of 

immediate reward, and better 

in respect of future hope. 

 

48. And bethink of the day 
when aWe shall remove the 
mountains and thou wilt see 
the nations of the earth march 
forth against one another and 
We shall gather them all 
together1697 and shall not 
leave any one of them behind. 

 

 

49. bAnd they will be 
presented to thy Lord 
standing in rows; and it will 
be said to them, c‘Now have 
you come to Us as We created 
you at first.1698 But you 
thought that We would not 
appoint a time for the fulfilment 
of Our promise to you.’  

 

 

50. dAnd the Book of their 
deeds will be placed before 
them, and thou wilt see the 
guilty ones fearful at what is 
therein; and they will say, ‘O 
woe to us! What kind of a 
Book is this! It leaves out 
nothing small or great but has 

 

 

 
1697. Jibal meaning "chiefs" (Lane), the verse may mean that the prophecy 

about the complete destruction of the forces of evil�Gog and Magog�
mentioned in the few preceding verses will be fulfilled when in the words of 
the Bible 'nation shall rise against nation and kingdom against kingdom, and 
there shall be famines and pestilences and earthquakes in diverse places' (Matt. 
24:7). The expression, Hasharna-hum, means that they will be gathered in 
battle array, facing each other, and will fight to the bitter end. 

1698. The words signify that they will become divested of all power and 
authority and will be reduced to a state of subjection and disgrace as before. 

a52:11; 78:21; 81:4. b78:39. c6:95. d39:70. 
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recorded it.’ aAnd they will 
find all that they did 
confronting them, and thy 
Lord does not wrong anyone. 

R. 7. 

51. bAnd call to mind the time

when We said to the angels, 

‘Submit to Adam,’ and they 

all submitted but Iblis did not. 

He was one of the jinn; and he 

disobeyed the command of his 

Lord. Will you then take him 

and his offspring for friends 

instead of Me while they are 

your enemies? Evil is the 

exchange for the wrongdoers. 

52. I did not make them

witness the creation of the 

heavens and the earth,1699 nor 

their own creation; nor could I 

take as helpers those who lead 

people astray.  

53. And remember the day

when He will say to them, 
c‘Call those whom you 

deemed to be My partners.’ 

Then they will call on them, 

but they will not answer them; 

and We shall place a 

barrier1700 between them. 

1699. The verse seems to signify that at that time there will be general talk 
about a new world order which will herald an era of permanent peace and 
concord in the world and the so-called leaders of political and social thought 
will seek and claim to establish it, but they will not succeed in their efforts 
because God has reserved for Himself the consummation of this supreme task. 

1700. The verse may mean that these nations will set up high tariff walls or 

a3:31; 99:8, 9. b2:35; 7:12; 15:30, 31; 17:62; 20:117; 38:73-75. c16:28; 28:63, 75; 41:48. 
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54. And athe guilty shall see

the fire and realize that they 

are going to fall therein; and 

they shall find no escape 

therefrom.1701 

R. 8. 

55. bAnd, surely, We have

explained in various ways in 

this Qur’an for the good of 

mankind all manner of 

similitudes, cbut of all things 

man is most contentious.1702 

56. dAnd nothing hinders 

people from believing when 

the guidance comes to them, 

and from asking forgiveness 

of their Lord, but that they 

wait for the fate of the 

ancients to overtake them or 

that punishment should come 

upon them face to face.  

iron curtains and impose economic boycott upon one another, or it may mean 
that they will become involved in deadly wars which will ruin them. 

1701. The disbelieving nations of the West will see a most destructive war 
approaching. They will try all possible means to avoid it but all their plans and 
efforts to this end will prove futile. The West has already passed through the 
ordeal of two most destructive wars which have almost destroyed its political 
domination and prestige in the world and have shaken Western civilization to its 
foundation. A third holocaust is staring it—perhaps the whole world in the face. 

1702. The verse may mean: (a)  Of all God’s creation man has been 
endowed with reason and intellectual faculties but regrettably he employs 
them to reject truth and for other evil purposes (b)  or, it may mean that he is a 
victim of chronic misgivings and doubts, which seldom find satisfaction, and 
being a confirmed sceptic seeks to discover loopholes even in the most 
convincing arguments. 

a21:40; 38:60; 52:14. b17:42, 90. c16:5; 36:78. d17:95. 
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57. aAnd We send not the

Messengers but as bearers of 

glad tidings and as Warners. 

And those who disbelieve 

contend by means of 

falsehood that they may rebut 

the truth thereby. And they 

take My Signs and what they 

are warned of only as a jest. 

58. And who is more unjust

than he who is reminded of 

the Signs of his Lord, but 

turns away from them, and 

forgets what his hands have 

sent forward? bVerily, We 

have placed veils over their 

hearts that they understand it 

not and in their ears a 

deafness.1703 And if thou call 

them to guidance, they will 

never accept it. 

59. cAnd thy Lord is Most

Forgiving, Lord of Mercy. dIf 

He were to seize them for 

what they have earned, then 

surely He would have 

hastened the punishment for 

them. But they have an 

appointed time from which 

they will find no refuge.  

60. eAnd these towns—We

destroyed them when they 

1703. The disbelievers persistently refuse to see reason and to make use of 
their God-given powers with the result that these powers and faculties become 
rusted and corroded and they are left floundering in sin and iniquity. 

a2:214; 4:166; 6:49; 17:106. b2:8; 6:26; 17:47; 41:60; 47:17. c6:134, 148. 
d10:12; 35:46. e11:101. 
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committed iniquities. And We 

appointed a time for their 

destruction. 

 

R. 9.   

61. And remember the time 

when Moses said to his young 

companion, ‘I will not cease 

pursuing my course until I 

reach the junction of the two 

seas,1704 though I may have to 

journey on for ages.’1704A  

 

 

 
1704. With this verse begins the subject of the Isra’ (Spiritual Night 

Journey) of Moses. As stated above, the followers of Jesus Christ achieved 
great material power and prosperity, and in their chequered career left their 
indelible imprint twice on world’s history. This double prosperity of Christian 
nations has been likened to "two gardens" in v. 33. The first of these two 
periods began with the conversion to Christianity of the Roman Emperor, 
Constantine when it became the religion of the State, and continued till the 
birth of the Holy Prophet of Islam. The second and more important of these 
two periods is represented by the present age when Christian nations of the 
West have acquired so much power and prestige that the nations of Asia and 
Africa have to dance attendance upon them like serfs and slaves. Between 
these "two gardens" flowed a "stream" (v. 34). This "stream" denoted the birth 
and rise to power of Islam which left its deep mark on human history during 
the interval between these two periods. In order to provide an historical setting 
to the account and to make it look like a connected whole, a somewhat 
detailed description of the Isra’ or Spiritual Journey of Moses has been given 
in the present and following few verses. Moses had foretold the advent of a 
Prophet like unto him (Deut. 18:18). This prophecy has been referred to in the 
Qur’an in 73:16. By putting the account of Moses’s Spiritual Journey between 
those of the Dwellers of the Cave and Gog and Magog�representing the two 
periods of the beginning of Christianity and its later progress and advance�
the Qur’an has pointed out to the fact that the Prophet referred to in Moses’s 
prophecy, who was also to be his counterpart, was to appear during the 
interval between these two periods. Thus have these incidents been mentioned 
in their historical order. 

1704A. Huqub is plural of Huqbah which means, long time, indefinite time; 
an age; seventy years or more (Lane & Mufradat). 

The Isra’ of Moses was, like the Isra’ of the Holy Prophet (17:2), no 
physical journey but a spiritual experience by means of which Moses was 
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transported from his body of flesh and blood to a spiritual tabernacle. The 
Bible and the Qur’an both support this view. Some of the arguments advanced 
in its support are as follows: 

(1)  The Bible which is considered by Christians to be more or less a 
reliable record of Moses’s life has omitted all mention of this most unusual 
and wonderful incident and has failed even to make a passing reference to it. 
(2)  Before and after he was commissioned as a Divine Prophet, Moses is 
known to have undertaken only one journey and that was to Midian. The Bible 
and the Qur’an have both referred to this journey. Both also agree that Moses 
undertook the journey to Midian alone, while in the journey referred to in the 
present and the following verses he is described as having been accompanied 
by 'his young companion.' (3)  There is no place in the world which is known 
by the name, Majma‘ul-Bahrain. The expression can only mean 'the junction 
of two seas.' Such junctions nearest to the place where Moses lived, after he 
had left Egypt, are Babul-Mandab which unites the Red Sea and the Indian 
Ocean and the Straits of Dardanelles which joins the Mediterranean Sea with 
the Sea of Marmara and Al-Bahrain where the waters of the Persian Gulf and 
the Indian Ocean meet. Of all these places the Straits of Dardanelles alone can 
possibly be the point where such a meeting could have taken place because on 
its way from Egypt lies Canaan which was the destination of Moses but which 
he could not reach in his lifetime. All these three points were about one 
thousand miles distant from Moses’s place of living, and considering the 
absence of good means of communication and transport in those days it would 
have taken him several months to cover such a long distance and Moses could 
not afford to remain absent from his people for such a long time without 
seriously jeopardising their spiritual well-being, specially after his bitter 
experience with them when he was absent from them on Mount Tur only for 
forty days. The expression Majma‘ul-Bahrain, seems to mean the junction of 
the two Dispensations—Mosaic and Islamic. 

Besides this external evidence there is much internal evidence in vv. 61-83 
which shows that the journey was not a physical event but a spiritual 
experience of Moses:� 

(a)  The "Servant of God" made a big hole in the boat (v. 72) to save it 
from being forcibly seized by the king. But did the boat remain seaworthy 
after it was damaged, or did it not? If it did, why did not the king seize it? If it 
did not, why did it not sink? In this physical world no boat is ever known to 
have remained floating after a big hole had been made in its bottom. In the 
world of visions, however, such things are possible. (b)  In this world of flesh 
and bones no sensible person, much less a Prophet of God, would take the life 
of another person without a legitimate cause, as "the Servant of God" is stated 
to have done (v. 75). (c)  How could a great Prophet of God and a most noble 
and broadminded person like Moses have found fault with the "Man of God" 
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62. But when they reached the 

place where the two seas met, 

they forgot their fish,1705 and 

it made its way into the sea 

going away quickly.  

 

 

63. And when they had gone 

beyond that place, he said to 

 

 
for not demanding payment from two poor orphan boys for repairing their 
broken wall because the people of their town had refused to entertain them? 
What had the two orphan boys done to deserve Moses’s displeasure? It was 
the people of the town and not they who had refused to entertain them as 
guests. (d)  It is inconceivable that a great Prophet of God like Moses should 
have undertaken a long arduous journey in search of a "Servant of God" to 
learn from him how to break a hole in a boat or to kill a young man or to 
repair a wall and demand no remuneration for it. Moreover, the 'Holy Prophet' 
is reported to have said, 'Would that Moses had kept silent, so that God would 
have revealed to us many more secrets of the unseen (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir). 
But there was nothing of the secrets of the unseen in the unusual acts which 
the "Servant of God" is stated to have done. According to Mawardi, the person 
whom Moses had gone to see was no human being but an angel of God 
(Kathir). All these facts taken together constitute very solid and weighty 
evidence, that the journey of Moses was but a vision which needs to be 
interpreted and explained in order to understand its reality and significance. 
The words 'young companion' (v. 61) may refer to Joshua, the son of Nun, but 
they may more fittingly apply to Jesus. Jesus was the young companion of 
Moses who came not to destroy but to fulfil the Law and the Prophets (Matt. 
5:17). The words, I will not cease pursuing my course until I reach the junction 
of the two seas, show that Moses’s young companion had joined him towards 
the end of his journey. Moses did not seem to have taken the young man with 
him from the very outset of his journey. Jesus came fourteen hundred years 
after him. The words, though I may have to journey on for ages, signify that the 
Mosaic Dispensation would remain in force for many centuries. The period 
from the time of Moses to the advent of the Holy Prophet, when the Mosaic 
Dispensation came to an end, extends over 2000 years. 

1705. Hut when seen in a vision denotes houses of worship of the righteous 
people (Ta‘tirul-Anam). In this sense of the word the expression, when they 
reached the place where the two seas met, they forgot their fish, signifies that 
at the time when the Mosaic and the Islamic Dispensations would meet, i.e. 
when Mosaic Dispensation would cease to function and the Islamic 
Dispensation would come into force, true righteousness would depart from 
among the followers of Moses and Jesus, and would henceforward become the 
special mark of the followers of the new Dispensation (48:30). 
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his young companion, ‘Bring 

us our morning meal.1706 

Surely, we have suffered 

much fatigue on account of 

this journey of ours.’ 

 

64. He replied, ‘Didst thou 

see, when we betook 

ourselves to the rock1707 for 

rest and I forgot the fish—and 

none but Satan caused me to 

forget to mention it to thee—it 

took its way into the sea in a 

marvellous manner?’ 

 

 

65. He said, ‘That is what we 

have been seeking.’ So they 

both returned, retracing their 

footsteps.  

 

 

66. Then they found a servant 

of Ours,1708 upon whom We 

 
 

 
1706. 'Asking for morning meal or breakfast' in a vision denotes 'weariness' 

(Ta‘tirul-Anam), and the verse purports to say that after passing the 'junction 
of the two seas' and going on their separate journeys for a long time and being 
tired of vainly waiting for the Promised Prophet (Deut. 18:18), Moses and his 
young companion would begin to wonder that he may have already appeared 
but that they had failed to recognize him. In the verse Moses and his young 
companion (Jesus) may stand for Jews and Christians respectively. 

1707. Sakhrah in the language of dreams and visions denotes 'a life of vice 
and sin.' So the expression, when we betook ourselves to the rock, signifies 
that when the two seas would meet, i.e. when the Mosaic Dispensation would 
come to an end and a new Prophet and a new Dispensation would appear, the 
Jews and Christians would be sunk into a life of sin and iniquity. The words, it 
took its way into the sea in a marvellous manner signify that true piety and 
worship of God would take leave of these peoples. 

1708. Who is this "Servant of God" (‘Abd) upon whom God had bestowed 
mercy and whom He had taught knowledge and in search of whom Moses, in 
pursuance of Divine command, had undertaken such a long and difficult 
journey and who is the central figure and the hero of the whole story? He is 
none other than the Holy Prophet Muhammad—his soul having taken an 
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had bestowed mercy from Us, 

and whom We had taught 

knowledge from Ourselves. 

 

67. Moses said to him, ‘May I 

follow thee on condition that 

thou teach me some of the 

guidance which thou hast 

been taught?’1709 

 

 

68. He replied, ‘Thou canst 

not have patience with 

me;1710 

 
 

 
embodied form in Moses’s Vision. Reasons for this are: (a) He has been called 
‘Abd servant of God, in the Qur’an (2:24; 8:42; 17:2; 18:2; 25:2; 39:37; 53:11 
& 72:20). In fact, he is ‘Abdullah (God’s servant) par excellence. (b) He has 
been spoken of as 'a mercy to the whole world' (21:108), an epithet applied in 
the Qur’an to none other than the Holy Prophet. (c) He was vouchsafed Divine 
knowledge in a very large measure (4:114; 20:115 & 27:7). (d) This "Servant 
of God" had told Moses that he (Moses) would not keep silent (v. 68 below), 
and the Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'Would that Moses had kept 
silent! If he had done so, we would have been vouchsafed more knowledge 
about the unseen' (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir). As a matter of fact, Moses had 
seen a manifestation of God 'in the fire' when travelling from Midian to Egypt 
(28:30). Later on, however, he was told that a Prophet would appear from 
among the brethren of the Israelites in whose mouth God would put His own 
Word (Deut. 18:18-22). The words of the prophecy signified that the 
Promised Prophet would be the object of a greater manifestation of God than 
Moses. Moses, therefore, naturally wished to see who 'that Prophet' could be. 
To satisfy his curiosity God made him see in his Vision 'that Prophet' of much 
higher spiritual powers. This learned "Servant of God" of Moses’s Vision who 
has been popularly known by the name of Khidr was the spirit of our noble 
Master, the Holy Prophet Muhammad, which had assumed a physical 
tabernacle. See also 7:144. 

1709. Moses was denied the heights which the spiritual knowledge of the 
Holy Prophet had attained. 

1710. The patience and steadfastness under severe trials and difficulties of 
the followers of Moses were not of the same high order and pattern as those of 
the Holy Prophet’s followers (5:22-25 & Bukhari, Kitabul-Maghazi). The 
verse also compares the natural dispositions of Moses and the Holy Prophet. 
Moses impatiently inquired the "Servant of God" about things which he did 
not understand; but the Holy Prophet waited patiently till Archangel Gabriel 
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69. ‘And how canst thou have 

patience about things the 

knowledge of which thou 

comprehendest not?’ 

 

 

70. He said, ‘Thou wilt find 

me, if Allah please, patient 

and I shall not disobey any 

command of thine.’ 

 

 

71. He said, ‘Well, if thou 

wouldst follow me, then aask 

me no questions about 

anything till I myself speak to 

thee about it.’ 

 

 

R. 10.   

72. So they both set out till, 

when they embarked in a boat, 

he made a hole1711 in it. 

Moses said, ‘Hast thou made a 

hole in it to drown those who 

are in it? Surely, thou hast 

done a grievous thing.’  

 

 

 
explained to him the meanings of the various things he saw in his own Mi‘raj. 
This difference in the temperaments of these two great Prophets was also 
reflected in the behaviour of their respective followers. While the Israelites 
continued to pester Moses with all sorts of unnecessary and foolish questions, 
the demeanour of the Holy Prophet’s Companions was characterized by great 
dignity and restraint. They scrupulously avoided putting him questions on 
religious matters. Both the Holy Prophet and his Companions most faithfully 
observed the admonition contained in 20:115. 

1711. The preceding several verses served only as an introduction to the 
subject of the Isra’ of Moses. With the present verse, however, begins an 
account of the actual incidents which Moses actually saw in his Vision. The 
words, he made a hole in it, when interpreted, signify that the Holy Prophet 
would lay down commandments which would, as it were, make a hole in the 
boat which in the language of dreams denotes worldly riches, i.e. he would see 
to it that wealth did not accumulate in the hands of a few persons but was 
fairly distributed. 

a11:47; 17:37. 
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73. He replied, ‘Did I not tell 

thee that thou canst not have 

patience with me?’1712 

 

 

74. Moses said, ‘Take me not 

to task for what I forgot and 

be not hard on me for this 

lapse of mine.’ 

 

 

75. So they journeyed on1713 

till when they met a young 

boy;1713A he slew him. Moses 

said, a‘What hast thou slain an 

innocent person without his 

having slain anyone! Surely, 

thou hast done a hideous 

thing.’ 

 

 

PART XVI   

76. He replied, ‘Did I not tell 

thee that thou couldst never 

bear with me patiently?’ 

 

 

77. Moses said, ‘If I ask thee 

concerning anything after this, 

keep me not in thy company, 

for then thou shalt have got 

sufficient excuse from me.’  

 

 

 
1712. The righteous "Servant of God" in Moses’s Vision (the Holy Prophet) 

is here represented as saying to him that as there existed great difference 
between the teachings of the two, therefore he (Moses) could not accompany 
him, i.e. Moses’s people would not accept him (the Holy Prophet). 

1713. The word Intalaqa which has been used several times in these verses 
was exactly the one used by the Archangel Gabriel for the Holy Prophet in his 
Mi‘raj (Spiritual Ascension). 

1713A. A youth in the language of visions, among other things, signifies 
ignorance, strength and wild impulses. The killing of the young boy by the 
righteous "Servant of God" in Moses’s Vision meant that Islam would require 
its Followers to bring a veritable death over their carnal desires and passions. 

a5:33. 
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78. So they went on till, when 

they came to the people of a 

town, they asked its people for 

food, but they refused to 

receive them as their 

guests.1714 And they found 

therein a wall which was 

about to fall and he repaired 

it. Moses said, ‘If thou hadst 

so desired, thou couldst have 

taken payment for it.’ 

 

 

79. He said, ‘This is the 

parting of the ways between 

me and thee. aI will now tell 

thee the meaning of that 

which thou wast not able to 

bear with patience; 

 

 

80. ‘As for the boat, it 

belonged to certain poor 

people1715 who worked on the 

sea and I desired to damage it, 

for there was behind them a 

king who seized every boat by 

force;  

 

 

 
1714. The verse seems to signify that Moses and the Holy Prophet would 

seek the cooperation of Jews and Christians in the cause of God but it would 
be denied to both of them. 

1715. The words, "poor people," here may represent "the Muslims." 
Making a hole in the boat meant that Islam would exhort Muslims to spend 
their money in the cause of Allah, by way of Zakat and charity. This would 
appear to be a source of economic weakness rather than of strength and true 
prosperity, which in fact it would not be. The tyrant king of the Isra’ were the 
Byzantine and Iranian Empires which would have swallowed up Arabia had it 
not seemed to them a poor and barren land, not worth the trouble of 
conquering. It was thus preserved intact for the Holy Prophet. 

a3:8; 12:22. 
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81. ‘And as for the youth,1716 

his parents were believers, 

and we feared lest on growing 

up he should involve them 

into trouble through rebellion 

and disbelief; 

 

 

82. ‘So we desired that their 

Lord should give them in 

exchange one better than he in 

purity and closer in filial 

affection; 

 

 

83. ‘And as for the wall, it 

belonged to two orphan 

boys1717 in the town, and 

beneath it was a treasure 

belonging to them, and their 

father had been a righteous 

man, so thy Lord desired that 

they should reach their age of 

full strength and take out their 

treasure, as a mercy from thy 

Lord and I did it not of my own  

 

 

 
1716. Ghulam (a youth), as stated above, in a dream or vision signifies 

ignorance, strength and wild impulses. "His parents" in the verse are the 
human body and soul, because the source (or the parents) from which spring 
all moral qualities is the combination of the human body and soul which are 
represented here as "believers" because, as taught by Islam, man by nature is 
inclined to virtue. These "believers" may be dragged into vice by the impulses 
represented as "youth." Islam eradicates these impulses and leaves man—the 
human body and soul combined, to develop along beneficent lines and thus to 
achieve the high purpose of human life. 

1717. The orphan boys are Moses and Jesus, and their righteous father is 
Abraham. Their treasure was the true teaching bequeathed by them to their 
peoples which was in danger of being lost through the latter’s irreligiousness. 
This treasure was safeguarded in the Qur’an in order that when they may 
awaken to a realization of truth of the Quranic teaching they may accept it. 
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accord.1717A This is the 
explanation of that which thou 
could not bear with 
patience.’1718 

R. 11.   
84. And they ask thee 
concerning Dhul-Qarnain.1719 

 
 

 
1717A. It was done under Divine command. 
1718. The Vision of Moses points to the fact that because Islamic teaching 

was based on laws and principles which differed fundamentally from some 
principles of the Mosaic Law, true and real cooperation between Jews and 
Muslims was impossible. For a detailed explanation of v. 61-83, see "The 
Larger Edition of the Commentary," (pp. 1517-1530). 

1719. Before proceeding to know and establish the identity of Dhul-
Qarnain, it is necessary to state the reasons why at all his story has been 
related in the Qur’an and why it has found such prominent mention in the 
present Surah. A pointed reference has already been made in this Surah to the 
two periods of the great material progress of Western Christian nations. Its 
opening verses give a somewhat detailed account of the Dwellers of the Cave. 
After an account of the early persecution of the Dwellers of the Cave and the 
later material progress and prosperity of their successors, the Western 
Christian nations, an account of the Isra’ or Spiritual Journey of Moses which 
represents the advent of the Holy Prophet of Islam has been given in some 
detail in order to show that with the Holy Prophet’s appearance the first period 
of the material prosperity and progress of the Christian peoples would come to 
an end, and though it would still be possible for them to make some progress 
they would reach the zenith of their material glory and greatness for a second 
time long after his advent. This second period of material pomp and grandeur 
of the Christian people is represented in Divine Scriptures by the phenomenal 
rise to power of Gog and Magog which forms one of the central themes of the 
present Surah. Because politically Gog and Magog and Dhul-Qarnain are 
inseparably linked with each other, as will appear from the following 
paragraphs, Dhul-Qarnain’s account has also been given at some length in this 
Surah. Dhul-Qarnain seems to be the King who founded the Medo-Persian 
Empire which represented the two horns of the ram of Daniel’s famous dream. 
"I saw the ram pushing westward and northward and southward, so that no 
beast might stand before him, neither was there any that could deliver out of 
his hand; but he did according to his will and became great" (Dan. 8:4, 20, 21). 
Quite in harmony with this part of Daniel’s dream, the Qur’an mentions three 
journeys of Dhul-Qarnain (vv. 87, 91, 94). This fact lends powerful support to 
the inference that Dhul-Qarnain was the descriptive name of a king of Media 
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Say, ‘I will recite to you 
something of his account.’  

85. aWe established him in the 
earth and gave him the means 
to achieve everything.1720 

 

 

86. Then he followed a 
certain way. 

 
 

87. Until when he reached the 
setting-place of the sun,1721 
he found it setting as if in a 
pool of murky water, and near 
it he found a people. We said, 
‘O Dhul-Qarnain, you may 
punish them, or treat them 
with kindness.’  

 

 

88. He said, b‘As for him who 

does wrong, we shall certainly 

punish him; then shall he be 

 

 

 
and Persia. And of all kings of Media and Persia, the description given in the 
Qur’an most fitly applies to Cyrus. The Qur’an has mentioned four distinctive 
marks of Dhul-Qarnain: (a)  He was a powerful monarch and a kind and just 
ruler (vv. 85, 89). (b)  He was a righteous servant of God and was blessed 
with Divine revelation (vv. 92, 99). (c)  He marched to the West and made 
great conquests till he came to a place where he found the sun setting, as it 
were, in a pool of murky water and then he turned to the East and conquered 
and subdued vast territories (vv. 87, 88). (d)  He went to a midway region 
where a savage people lived and where Gog and Magog made great inroads; 
and he built a wall there to stop these inroads (vv. 94-98). Of the great rulers 
and famous military captains of ancient times Cyrus possesses, in the greatest 
measure, the four above-mentioned qualities. He, therefore, rightly deserves to 
be considered the Dhul-Qarnain of the Qur’an, (Isaiah, ch. 45; Ezra, ch. 1 & 2; 
II Chron., ch. 36:22, 23; Historians' History of the World, under "Cyrus"). 

1720. See Ezra, 1:1, 2; Isa., 45:1-3 & Historians’ History of the World. 
1721. The words, the setting-place of the sun, signify the westernmost parts 

of Cyrus’s Empire or the north-western boundary of Asia Minor and refer to 
the Black Sea, because it formed the north-western boundary of his Empire. 
The verse refers to the expedition which Cyrus undertook against his enemies 
in the West (Enc. Brit. & Historians’ History of the World, under "Cyrus"). 

a12:22, 57. b7:166. 
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brought back to his Lord,1722 

Who will punish him with a 

dreadful punishment; 

89. a‘But as for him who 

believes and acts righteously, 

he will have a good reward 

with his Lord, and We too 

shall speak to him easy words 

of Our command.’1723 

 

 

90. Then indeed he followed 

another way. 

 
 

91. Until when he reached the 

rising-place of the sun,1724 he 

found it rising on a people for 

whom We had made no 

shelter against it. 

 

 

92. Thus indeed it was. 

Verily, We had full 

knowledge of all that he had 

with him.  

 
 

93. Then he followed another 

way.1725 

 

 

 
1722. Cyrus believed in Life after death. He was a follower of Zoroaster 

and of all religions, second only to Islam, Zoroastrianism has laid the greatest 
stress on Life after death. 'There can be no doubt that Cyrus and his Persian 
followers were faithful believers in the pure doctrine of Zoroaster, and 
disdainfully regarded foreign cults' (Jew. Enc., vol. 4, p. 404). 

1723. See Isa., 45:1-3 & 2 Chron.36:22, 23. 
1724. This verse refers to Cyrus’s expedition to the East—to Afghanistan 

and Baluchistan which were treeless barren tracts on which the sun beat down 
fiercely. It may also apply to the people who lived in the plains which 
extended for hundreds of miles to the east of Seistan and Herat and to the 
north of Duzdab up to Mashhad. 

1725. The verse refers to Cyrus’s third expedition to the north of Persia—to 
the territory between the Caspian Sea and the Caucasian mountains. 

a2:26; 3:58; 6:49; 19:61; 25:71; 34:38. 
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94. Until when he reached the 

open place between the two 

mountains,1726 he found, 

beneath them a people who 

could scarcely understand a 

word of1727 what he said.  

 

 

95. They said, ‘O Dhul- 

Qarnain, verily, Gog and 

Magog are1728 creating 

 

 

 
1726. "The two mountains" signify two barriers. The pass of Derbent in 

which the Wall was built was bounded on one side by the Caspian Sea and on 
the other by the Caucasian mountains. These two served as two barriers for it. 

1727. The people of these regions spoke a language different from that of 
Cyrus but living in the immediate neighbourhood of Persia and, having 
constant contact with the Persians and the Medians, they had learnt to 
understand and speak their language, though very imperfectly and with very 
great difficulty. The region in which the Wall was built was adjacent to Persia 
and later formed a part of it. Now, however, it is included in the Russian 
territories. For a fuller note on Dhul-Qarnain see "The Larger Edition of the 
Commentary," pp. 1531-1540. 

1728. The words, Ya’juj and Ma’juj (Gog and Magog), are both derived 
from the root-word Ajja which means, he was quick in his pace; he or it 
became the flaming fire (Lane), and refer to the Scythians of the farthest East. 
Or, as some say, all nations inhabiting the north of Asia and Europe (Enc. Brit. 
& Jewish Enc. under "Gog" and "Magog," and Historians’ History of the 
World, vol. 2, p. 582 & Ezekiel, 38:2-6 & 39:6). The words may also apply to 
Christian nations of the West as they have made much use of burning fire and 
boiling water and because all their material progress and great discoveries and 
inventions are due to the right and very extensive use of these things. Or, the 
words may imply the restless behaviour of these nations as they are always on 
the lookout restlessly and impatiently to make new conquests. 

The description of Gog and Magog as given in the Bible leaves no doubt 
that it applies to some Christian Powers of the West: First, because they are 
represented as very numerous, powerful and mighty:�'Thou shalt ascend, and 
come like a storm, Thou shalt be like a cloud to cover the land, Thou and all 
thy bands and many people with thee' (Ezekiel, 38:9). 'Gog and Magog... the 
number of whom is as the sand of the sea' (Rev. 20:8). 'Every feathered fowl, 
and every beast of the field is thus addressed, ye shall eat the flesh of the 
mighty, and drink the blood of the princes of the earth' (Ezekiel 39:18, 19). 
Secondly, they are shown coming forth from the northern parts of the earth, 
and from the isles:—'And thou (O Gog) shalt come from thy place out of the 
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disorder in the earth; shall we 

then pay thee tribute on 

condition that thou set up a 

barrier1729 between us and 

them?’   

 
north, thou and many people with thee' (Ezekiel 38:15). Thirdly, they will 
spread all over the world:—'They went up on the breadth of the earth' (Rev. 
20:9). Fourthly, from their home in the north, they will migrate to other lands 
and settle in all the four corners of the earth and in time of war they will 
gather together from their distant colonies: 'satan... shall go out to deceive the 
nations which are in the four quarters of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather 
them together to battle' (Rev. 20:8). The Book of Ezekiel mentions Gog as 
'Prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal,' evidently Rosh standing for Russia, 
Meshech for Moscow and Tubal for Tobolsk. Gog is also spoken of as 'of the 
land of Magog' (Ezekiel, 38:2), and Magog, according to the commentators of 
the Bible, represents the regions which of old went by the name of Scythia 
(including Russia and Tartary), from which in the past issued many hordes of 
barbarians. As Russia was included in the land of Magog; Rosh, Meshech and 
Tubal may be taken as standing for Russia, Moscow and Tobolsk. Magog has 
also been spoken of as the name of a people in Ezekiel, 39:6 and in Rev. 20:8. 
In the former, Magog has been mentioned along with those 'that dwell 
carelessly in the isles.' According to these passages Gog and Magog represent 
some of the great Powers of Europe, including Russia. In the Qur’an (18:95) 
they have been spoken of as making raids into territories on the northern 
border of Iran, which signifies that they were the tribes generally known as 
Scythians. It is a known historical fact that in olden times the Scythians 
continued to move in large bodies from Asia into Europe, their route lying north 
of the Caucasus (Enc. Brit. vol. 12, p. 263, 14th Edit.). As one horde settled down 
in Europe, new hordes came forth from the East, pushing their predecessors 
further and further West. Thus the nations of Europe have been legitimately 
called Gog and Magog in the biblical prophecy. It is curious that the memory of 
two heroes named Gog and Magog is preserved to this day in Guild Hall (London) 
in the form of two statues. Again from Ezekiel and Revelation it appears that Gog 
and Magog were to make their appearance in the Latter Days, i.e. in the time just 
before the Second Coming of the Messiah: 'After many years thou shalt be visited 
in the latter years, thou shalt come into the land that is brought back from the 
sword' (Ezekiel, 38:16. See also Rev., 20:7-10). These verses show that this 
prophecy refers to a people who were to appear in the distant future. The age in 
which Gog and Magog were to make their appearance was to be marked by wars, 
earthquakes, pestilences and terrible catastrophes. (See also "The Larger Edition 
of the Commentary," pp. 1718-1720). 

1729 The Scythians or Gog and Magog occupied territories to the north and 
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96. He replied, ‘The power 

with which my Lord has 

endowed me about this is 

better than the resources of 

my enemies but you may help 

 

 

 
northeast of the Black Sea and they came from these regions through the pass 
of Darband and invaded and conquered and ruled over the Persians. Cyrus 
defeated them and delivered the Persians from their clutches (Historians’ 
History of the World). Exactly, at the place which, according to Herodotus, 
was the pass through which the Scythians made raids upon Persia stood a wall, 
the famous Wall of Derbent. 

Derbent or Darband, a town of Persia, Caucasia, in the province of 
Daghestan, on the western shore of the Caspian... And to the south lies 
the seaward extremity of the Caucasian wall, 50 miles long otherwise 
known as Alexander’s Wall, blocking the narrow pass of the Iron Gate 
or the Caspian Gate. This, when entire, had a height of 29 feet and a 
thickness of about 10 feet, and with its iron gates and numerous watch-
towers formed a veritable defence of the Persian Frontier (Enc. Brit. 
under "Derbent"). 
Against established historical data it is popularly believed that the Wall 

was built by Alexander the Great. But Alexander’s military expeditions were 
like a whirlwind amidst which he could not attend to any vast project as the 
building of such a huge wall, nor did his death at a very early age leave him 
time for such a grand undertaking. The popular notion seems to have arisen 
from the fact that Muslim Commentators of the Qur’an mistook Dhul-Qarnain 
for Alexander. The following circumstantial evidence shows that Cyrus built 
it; 

(a)  In order to break the power of the Scythians, Darius, who ascended the 
throne after the death of the son of Cyrus, passed through Greece and attacked 
them from across Europe. It is inconceivable that he should have undertaken 
such a long, arduous and roundabout journey to attack these people from 
across south-east Europe when they lived very near him in the north. The 
inevitable conclusion is that the existence of a huge wall which only Cyrus 
could have built before him had made it impossible for him to cross over to 
the other side with a large force, leaving his own country exposed to their 
attacks from across north, if there was no wall to bar their way. 

(b)  The fact, that before the time of Cyrus the Scythians made constant and 
uninterrupted raids upon Persia but after his conquests these raids completely 
ceased, leads to the very probable conclusion that he must have set up a 
barrier which effectively checked these attacks and that the barrier must be the 
famous wall at Derbent, mistakenly known as Alexander’s Wall. 
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me with strength of 

labourers,1730 I will set up a 

rampart between you and 

them; 

97. ‘Bring me blocks of 

iron.’1731 They did so till, 

when he had filled up1731A the 

space between the two 

mountain sides, he said, ‘Now 

blow with your bellows.’ They 

blew till, when he had made it 

red as fire, he said, ‘Bring me 

molten copper that I may pour 

it thereon.’ 

 

 

98. So they (Gog and Magog) 

were not able to scale it, nor 

were they able to dig through 

it.1732 

 

 

99. Thereupon he said, ‘This 

is a mercy from my Lord. But 

when the promise of my Lord 

shall come to pass, He will 

break1733 it into pieces. aAnd 

 

 

 
1730. Cyrus told the inhabitants of the place to provide him with human 

labour, Quwwah meaning physical strength, i.e. human labour. 
1731. In addition to human labour Cyrus demanded iron and molten copper 

from the local people. Copper, unlike iron, does not rust and when it is mixed 
with iron the mixture becomes harder still and defies rusting and corrosion. 
The engineering and technical skill were supplied by the technicians of Cyrus. 

1731A. The rampart was built between the Caspian Sea and the Caucasus 
range. 

1732. When the building of the wall was completed, the raids of Gog and 
Magog from the north ceased. The wall was too thick to be broken through 
and too high to be scaled. It was 29 feet high and 10 feet thick (Enc. Brit.) and 
had iron gates and watch-towers. It most effectively defended the Persian 
frontier. 

1733. Cyrus must have been informed by revelation that sometime in future 
 

a19:62; 46:17; 73:19. 
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the promise of my Lord is 

certainly true.’ 

100. And on that day We shall 

leave some of them to surge 

against others, aand the 

trumpet will be blown. Then 

shall We gather them all 

together.1734 

 

 

101. And on that day We shall 

present Hell, face to face, to 

the disbelievers1734A 

 

 

102. bWhose eyes were under 

a veil, not heeding My 

Reminder1734B and they could 

not even afford to hear.  

 

 

R. 12.   

103. Do the disbelievers think 

that they can take My servants 

 

 
Gog and Magog would again spread to the south-east and this wall would then 
fail to retard or check their progress. This may be the significance of the 
words, 'He will break it.' In 21:97 we are told that Gog and Magog would 
spread their tentacles all over the world. Metaphorically, the 'breaking of the 
wall' may mean the decline of the political power of Islam, particularly of the 
Turks in Europe. With the weakening of the Turkish power the way for 
Christian nations of Europe to conquer the East was made clear. 

1734. At the time of the rise to power of Gog and Magog all the peoples of 
the world will come together and the whole world will become united like one 
country. And according to the Bible, nation shall fight against nation and 
kingdom against kingdom and malice, hatred and iniquity will abound. The 
reference seems to be to the present age. A veritable hell was let loose upon 
the world in the last two World Wars and human imagination shudders at the 
destruction that the Third World War will cause. According to Ezekiel (chaps. 
38 & 39) the U.S.S.R. is Gog and the Western nations are Magog. Even now 
they are preparing for Armageddon. 

1734A. For the dreadful and devastating Divine punishment that shall 
descend upon Gog and Magog see Surah Ar-Rahman. 

1734B. The Qur’an. 

a23:102; 36:42; 39:69; 50:21; 69:14. b21:43; 39:46. 
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as protectors instead of Me? 

Surely, aWe have prepared 

Hell as an entertainment for 

the disbelievers.  

104. Say, ‘Shall We tell you 

of those who are the greatest 

losers in respect of their 

works?— 

 

 

105. ‘Those whose labour is 

all lost in pursuit of the life of 

this world,1735 and yet they 

imagine that they are doing 

good works.’ 

 

 

106. Those are they who deny 

the Signs of their Lord and the 

meeting with Him. bSo their 

works are vain, and on the 

Day of Resurrection We shall 

give them no weight. 

 

 

107. That is their reward—

Hell; because they 

disbelieved, and made a jest 

of My Signs and My 

Messengers. 

 

 

108. Surely, those who 

believe and act righteously, 

will have Gardens of Paradise 

for an abode, 

 

 

109. cWherein they will abide; 

having no desire to be 

removed therefrom.  

 
 

 
1735. These people look upon the acquisition of physical comforts and 

worldly gains as the sole aim and object of their life. They have no place for 
God in their hearts. 

a29:69; 33:9; 48:14; 76:5. b2:218; 3: 23; 7:148; 9:69. c11:109; 15:49. 
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110. Say, a‘If every ocean 

became ink for the words of 

my Lord, surely, the ocean 

would be exhausted before the 

words of my Lord were 

exhausted, even though We 

brought the like thereof as 

further help.’1736 

 

 

111. Say b‘I am but a man like 

yourselves; but it is revealed 

to me that your God is only 

One God. cSo let him, who 

hopes to meet his Lord, do 

good deeds, and let him join 

no one in the worship of his 

Lord.’1737  

 

 
 
 

 
1736. Christian nations of the West boast of their great inventions and 

scientific discoveries and seem to labour under the misconception that they 
have succeeded in fathoming the secrets of creation itself. This is but a vain 
boast. God’s secrets are so inexhaustible and unfathomable that what these 
people have discovered and what they will discover hereafter by all their 
strivings will not be even like a drop in the ocean. 

1737. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the recitation of the 
first and last ten verses of this Surah makes one secure against the spiritual 
onslaughts of the Dajjal. This shows that the Dajjal and Gog and Magog are 
one and the same people—Christian nations of the West—the Dajjal 
representing their pernicious religious propaganda against Islam, and Gog and 
Magog their material and political power and predominance. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

a31:28. b14:12; 41:7. c2:47, 224; 11:30; 29:6; 84:7. 
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CHAPTER 19 
MARYAM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Consensus of opinion among the Companions of the Holy Prophet is 

that the Surah was revealed very early at Mecca, probably towards the end of 
the fourth year of the Call, before the Emigration to Abyssinia which took 
place in the month of Rajab in the fifth year. Its connection with Chapters 
Bani Isra’il and Al-Kahf consists in the fact that some account of the rise and 
progress of the Jews and Christians was given in these two Chapters. In Bani 
Isra’il it was particularly stated that the Jews would suffer national eclipse 
twice and twice they would rise to power and glory, and that the followers of 
Islam would, like the Jews, also rise to power twice and twice like them they 
would decline and fall. In Surah Al-Kahf the same subject was dealt with at 
greater length, specially the part dealing with Christians. After it had been 
explained in that Surah that Muslims would sustain national disaster at the 
hands of the followers of the Messiah of the Mosaic Dispensation and would 
regain their lost glory under the lead and guidance of the Messiah of the 
Islamic Dispensation, a brief history of the Christian Faith is given in the 
present Surah. The Surah thus constitutes a third link in the chain in which 
Chapters Bani Isra’il and Al-Kahf respectively form the first and second link. 
In fact, the three Chapters deal with the same subject and follow the same 
pattern in dealing with that subject. 

Subject-Matter 
In the abbreviated letters at the head of the Surah a comparison has 

been instituted between Christian and Islamic doctrines and attention has been 
drawn to the fact that while originally Christianity was a Divine Dispensation, 
subsequently some false doctrines and dogmas found their way into its 
teaching. As these doctrines run counter to Divine attributes, a brief account 
of Jesus’s birth has been given to refute them. This account is preceded by a 
brief mention of Prophet Zachariah, because according to biblical prophecies 
Prophet Elijah was to have descended from heaven 'before the coming of the 
great and dreadful day of the Lord' (Mal. 4:5); and Jesus on being asked by 
the Jews about Elijah, who was to have appeared before him, answered that he 
was John who had come in his power and spirit (Matt. 11:14, 15; 17:12; Mark 
9:13). He also told them that Elijah was not to have come from heaven but 
like all mortals was to have been born of an earthly mother in the form of 
another man and that he was John (Matt. 11:11; Luke 7:28). 

While giving an account of Jesus, the Surah refers to the unusual 
manner of his birth without the agency of a human father. The procedure 
adopted to bring about this most extraordinary consummation implied that 
Prophethood was now going to be transferred from the House of Isaac to that 
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of Ishmael, since there had remained among the Israelites no male from whose 
loins a Prophet of God should have been born. After this the Surah reinforces 
the argument against the godhead of Jesus by stating that if all the Prophets 
from Adam down to the last Israelite Prophet before Jesus, to whom a brief 
reference is made in the Surah, were mere human beings, why should Jesus, 
who was also only a Prophet of God, be invested with Divine attributes and be 
regarded as God or Son of God. As Resurrection and Life after death were to 
be widely denied in the Latter Days by Christians with whom the Surah 
particularly deals, much stress has also been laid on the Hereafter, and stale 
and hackneyed arguments of disbelievers against it exposed and refuted. The 
disbelievers, the Surah says, seem to derive false comfort from their wealth, 
material means and large numbers and adduce these things as an argument in 
support of their denial of the Life after death and of their belief that what 
really matters is the present life. They are warned that they should not be 
deceived by the apparent material weakness of believers and of their own 
power, wealth and vast resources since Truth always progresses gradually and 
in stages but most surely it does triumph in the end. The Surah ends with an 
answer to an implied question, viz. why Arabic has been adopted as a vehicle 
for the revelation of the Quranic teaching. The answer given is: Since the 
Arabs are the first addressees of the Qur’an, and it is natural and also sensible 
that a Message should be addressed to a people in their own tongue in order 
that they should easily understand it and having understood it should convey it 
to others; therefore the Qur’an has been revealed in Arabic. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. Kaf Ha Ya ‘Ain Sad.1738  
 

 
1738. According to Umm-e-Hani’, the Holy Prophet said that in the 

combined letters Kaf Ha Ya ‘Ain Sad, Kaf stands for Kafin (All-Sufficient), 
Ha for Hadi (True Guide), ‘Ain for ‘Alim (All-Knowing) and Sad for Sadiq 
(Truthful), and thus the combined abbreviated letters would read something 
like this: Anta Kafin Anta Hadin Ya ‘Alimu Ya Sadiqu, i.e. Thou art Sufficient 
for all and Thou art the True Guide, O All-Knowing, Truthful God. The four 
Divine attributes as represented by these combined letters expose and 
repudiate the basic Christian doctrine of atonement; and if this doctrine is 
proved to be false, the whole structure of the doctrines of the trinity and 
godhead of Jesus would automatically fall to the ground. Of these four 
attributes ‘Alim and Sadiq are the principal and basic attributes and Kafin and 
Hadin are subordinate ones and flow from the former two attributes and are 
their inevitable manifestations and result. If God is ‘Alim (All-Knowing), then 
there is no place for the dogma of atonement, because this dogma presupposes 
that God had designed to carry on the business of the world according to a 
certain plan, but His knowledge being defective that plan had miscarried and, 
therefore, He was compelled to offer His own son as sacrifice to save the 
world. The failure of God’s plan contradicts His attribute 'All-Knowing,' and 
when God’s knowledge is shown to be defective, He cannot claim to be Kafin 
(All-Sufficient), because the Being Who is ‘Alim (All-Knowing) must 
necessarily be Kafin (All-Sufficient). In the same way the attribute Sadiq 
(Truthful) and its subordinate attribute Hadi (Guide) demolish this dogma. If 
God is not the true Guide and salvation without belief in the vicarious 
sacrifice of Jesus is impossible, then all Divine Messengers will have to be 
accepted as so many liars and cheats because, contrary to Christian belief, 
they preached and taught that salvation was possible only through right beliefs 
and righteous actions; and a reflection on the truthfulness of God’s 
Messengers constitutes a reflection on the truthfulness of God Himself and 
consequently on His being Hadi, i.e. the True Guide. Thus in this combination 
of abbreviated letters a hint is given that in dealing with the beliefs and 
doctrines of Christians the best way to drive home to them the untenability of 
these doctrines is to dwell and lay emphasis upon Divine attributes, 
particularly on these four attributes. For a detailed discussion on Muqatta‘at 
see 16. 

a1:1. 
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3. This is an account of the 

mercy of thy Lord shown to 

His servant, Zachariah,1739 

 
 

4. aWhen he called upon his 

Lord in a low voice.1740 

 
 

5. He said, ‘My Lord, my 
bbones have indeed become 

feeble and my head is all 

aflame with hoariness but 

never, my Lord, have I been 

unblessed in my prayer to 

Thee; 

 

 

6. ‘And I fear my relations 

after me, and cmy wife is 

barren. So dgrant me from 

Thyself a successor,1741 

 

 

7. ‘To be my heir and the heir 

of the blessings of the House 

of Jacob. And emake him, my 

Lord, well-pleasing to Thee.’ 

 

 

 
1739. The account of Zachariah precedes that of Jesus, because Yahya, 

(John the Baptist), the son of Zachariah, was the harbinger of Jesus. He 
heralded Jesus’s advent to give to the Jews the glad tidings that their deliverer 
was about to make his appearance (Mal. 4:5). As according to Malachi’s 
prophecy Elias should have come before the coming of Jesus, it was in the 
fitness of things that while giving an account of Jesus, the Qur’an should have 
made a mention of Yahya (John) who came in the spirit and power of Elijah. 

1740. Zachariah had understood from biblical prophecies and heavenly 
warnings that were administered to the Jews because of their repeated 
rejection of God’s Prophets that Prophethood was soon to be transferred from 
the House of Isaac to that of Ishmael. So he gave vent to his feelings in the 
form of a prayer for the birth of a righteous son. 

1741. The prayer of Zachariah possesses all the ingredients of a complete 
and successful prayer. A successful prayer should be offered with fervour and 
in humility. The supplicant should confess his own weakness and helplessness. 
He should have firm faith in the power of God to accept his prayers. 
Zachariah’s prayer fulfils all these conditions. 

a3:39; 21:90. b3:41. c3:41; 21:91. d3:39; 21:90. e3:39. 
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8. God said, ‘O Zachariah, 
aWe give thee glad tidings of 

a son whose name shall be 

Yahya. We have not called 

any one before him bby that 

name.’1742 

 

 

9. He said, ‘My Lord, how 

shall I have a son when cmy 

wife is barren, and I have 

reached the extreme limit of 

old age?’1743  

 

 

10. The angel bearing the 

revelation said, d‘So it shall 

be.’ But thy Lord says, ‘It is 

easy for Me, and indeed I 

created thee before, when 

thou wast nothing.’ 

 

 

11. Zachariah said, ‘My Lord 

appoint for me a 

commandment.’ God said, 

‘The commandment for thee 

 
 

 

 
1742. Samiyy means, competitor or contender for superiority in eminence 

or glory or excellence; a like or an equal; a namesake of another (Lane). The 
verse does not mean that there had lived before Yahya (John) no man who 
was his namesake. From the Bible itself it appears that there had been several 
persons before him who were called John (II Kings, 25:23; I Chronicles, 3:15; 
Ezra, 8:12). Nor does it mean that John was peerless and unequalled in every 
respect. He himself confesses that 'there cometh one mightier than I after me, 
the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose' (Mark, 
1:7). The verse only signifies that Yahya or John was peerless in this respect 
that he was the first Prophet to come as a precursor to another Prophet—Jesus. 
And he was peerless in this respect also that he was the first Prophet who 
came with the power and spirit of another Prophet—Elijah. 

1743. The verse expresses Zachariah’s innocent and spontaneous surprise at 
the greatness of the favour which God was about to bestow upon him. Every 
person, situated as Zachariah was, would be naturally surprised at the unusual 
glad tidings that he had received. 

a3:40; 21:91. b19:66. c3:41; 21:91. d3:41, 48; 19:22; 51:31. 
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is that thou shalt not speak to 

the people for athree 

successive days and 

nights.’1744 

12. Then he came forth unto 

his people from the chamber 

and asked them in a low 

voice1745 bto glorify God 

morning and evening. 

 

 

13. God said, ‘O Yahya, hold 

fast the Book.’ And We gave 

him wisdom while yet a child, 

 

 

14. And tenderness of heart 

from Us and purity, and he 

was pious,  

 
 

15. cAnd dutiful toward his 

parents. And he was not 

haughty and rebellious. 

 

 

16. dAnd peace was on him 

the day he was born, and the 

day he died, and peace will be 

on him the day he will be 

raised up to life again.1746 

 

 

 
1744. The commandment enjoining upon Zachariah to abstain from talking 

and to devote himself fully to the remembrance and glorification of God was a 
spiritual measure calculated to recuperate his exhausted physical powers. He 
had not become deprived of his power of speech, as the Gospels seem to 
suggest, as a punishment for his not believing in the words of God (Luke 
1:20-22). 

1745. Auha ila fulanin means, he communicated to such a one or gave 
order or made a request by gesture or sign, or he talked to him in such a way 
that others could not hear him (Aqrab). In 3:42 the word Ramz, which means 
to communicate by means of movements of the lips and not by using one’s 
throat, has been used to express the same sense. 

1746. During the first few centuries of its life Islam made very rapid 
 

a3:42. b3:42; 33:43. c6:152; 19:33; 29:9; 31:15; 46:16. d19:34. 
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R. 2.   

17. And relate the story of 

Mary as mentioned in the 

Book, when she withdrew 

from her people to an eastern 

place;1747 

 

 

 
progress. Large numbers of people from every religion—especially from 
Christianity—entered its fold. They brought with them their erroneous beliefs 
about Jesus. As they had not imbibed fully the true spirit of Islamic teachings, 
their false ideas and beliefs subsequently found their way into Muslim 
religious literature with the result that subsequently they came to form part of 
Muslim beliefs. All these beliefs had been invented to invest Jesus with an 
extraordinary personality—a personality much above human level. It is these 
foolish beliefs about Jesus that the Qur’an seeks to demolish in the present 
Surah. By instituting a comparison between Yahya and Jesus, this Surah and 
the Surah Al-e-‘Imran mean to suggest that there was nothing in Jesus which 
distinguished him from other Divine Messengers. See "The Larger Edition of 
the Commentary," pp. 1565. 

1747. It seems relevant and necessary to mention, as a prelude to the 
somewhat detailed account of Jesus’s fatherless birth as given in the next 
several verses, some facts related about Mary in the Qur’an and the New 
Testament. The New Testament sheds practically no light on the life of Mary 
before she became pregnant. The Gospels of Matthew and Luke give an 
extremely brief and discursive description of her circumstances before the 
above important event took place while Mark and John are completely silent 
over it. According to Matthew, Mary, on being married to Joseph, was found 
to be with child. Joseph intended secretly to put her away but was refrained 
from taking this extreme step by an angel saying to him in a dream, 'Joseph, 
thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife' (Matt. 1:19, 20). 
The Qur’an, however, gives a much more detailed account of Mary’s family, 
the circumstances that attended her birth, the vow of her mother, of her being 
dedicated to the service of the Church and lastly of her having conceived 
Jesus (3:36, 37, 48). The present Surah, however, gives a still more detailed 
account of Mary having conceived Jesus and of what happened to her and to 
Jesus after his birth and after he was commissioned with Divine mission, thus 
providing all necessary details about Mary that have any bearing on the 
important subject of Prophethood which was about to be transferred from the 
House of Israel to that of Ishmael and which forms the principal thesis of the 
present Surah. Special mention has been made here of 'an eastern place' in the 
verse, in order, perhaps to point to the time-honoured customs of the Jews to 
hold the East sacred. Both the Jews and the Christians hold the East in special 
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18. And screened herself off 

from them. Then We sent Our 
aangel1748 to her and he 

appeared to her in the form of 

a well-proportioned man.1749 

 

 

19. She said, ‘I seek refuge 

with the Gracious God from 

thee if indeed thou dost fear 

Him.’1750  

 

 

20. The angel said, ‘I am only 

a messenger1751 of thy Lord, 

that bI may give thee glad 

tidings of a righteous son.’ 

 

 

21. She said, c‘How can I 

have a son when no man has 

touched me, neither have I 

been unchaste?’1752  

 

 

 
respect. They build their places of worship facing the East. 

1748. For the different meanings of Ruh see 712. 
1749. The expression signifies that the Divine glad tidings about the birth 

of a great son was not conveyed to Mary in the form of spoken words which 
she could hear; it took the form of a dream or vision. In a vision an angel 
came to her in the form of a healthy man and conveyed to her the Divine 
Message about the birth of a son. So it was no spirit that had entered Mary’s 
body, but only an angel appeared to her in a vision in the form of a man. 

1750. As is apparent from the previous verse it was a mere vision which 
Mary had seen; and it generally happens that when a person sees a thing in a 
vision which he does not like in his waking state, he does not like it either 
when he sees it in a vision. When Mary saw the angel standing before her in 
the form of a man she, being a virtuous young woman, was naturally 
frightened and perplexed as she would have been frightened and perplexed if 
she had seen him near her in her state of wakefulness, and it is, therefore, 
quite natural that she sought Divine protection from him. 

1751. The word 'messenger' shows that the angel was only the bearer of a 
Divine message and that he had not come to give Mary a son but only the glad 
tidings about the birth of a son. Who does not know that it is God Who can 
bestow a son and not an angel? An angel’s mission is confined only to 
conveying the wish and decree of God. 

1752. The incident referred to in this and the preceding verses took place in 
 

a3:43. b3:46. c3:48; 19:9. 
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22. aThe angel said, ‘Thus it 
shall be.’ But says thy Lord, 
‘It is easy for Me; and We 
shall do so that We may make 
him a Sign1753 unto men, and 
a mercy from Us, and it is a 
thing decreed.’1754 

 

 

 
a vision, and in a vision or dream a person experiences different kinds of 
sensations on different occasions. Sometimes his feelings and talk in the dream 
are subject to and under the effect of the dream while at another time they are not 
and he feels and talks as he would feel and talk if he were awake. For example, if 
in a dream a person is glad over the death of his son, his feelings will be regarded 
as under the effect of the dream because in his state of wakefulness no normal 
person would be glad over the death of his son. So if the words spoken by Mary 
when she saw the angel in her vision were under the effect of the vision, then they 
would signify that when the glad tidings was given to her she had a pleasant 
surprise whether God would work such a miracle as to give her—a virgin—a son. 
But if the words be regarded as a natural expression on her part when the tidings 
of the birth of a son was given to her, then they would signify that she was 
completely perplexed and horror-struck at the thought that a son should be born 
to her—a virgin. In the former case hers would be a very pleasant surprise at the 
great favour that God was going to do her, and in the latter case it would be an 
expression of bewilderment indicating the horrified state of her mind. 

Whereas the words, no man has touched me, show that Mary thought that 
the glad tidings meant that she would have a child without contracting a legal 
marriage, otherwise there was no sense in her denial to have known any man 
in a married state, the words, neither have I been unchaste, refer to her denial 
to have known any man outside legal wedlock. In her reply to the angel she 
seemed to be thinking of her vow of celibacy which obviated the possibility of 
her having any offspring. If she thought that the promise made in the 
preceding verse referred to the birth of a son as a result of her conjugal 
relations in some future time, as some Commentators of the Qur’an think, then 
there was no occasion for her to express any surprise. 

1753. The expression, that We may make him a Sign unto men, implies the 
fatherless birth of Jesus which was indeed a great Sign for the Israelites. It 
pointed to the impending transition of Prophethood from the House of Israel 
to that of Ishmael and constituted a warning to the Israelites that they had 
become spiritually so corrupt and morally so degenerate that no male among 
them was fit enough to become the father of a Prophet of God. It is in this 
sense that Jesus has also been spoken of as 'a Sign of the Hour' in the Qur’an 
(43:62), i.e. a Sign of the time when Prophethood was to have passed from the 
Israelites to the Ishmaelites. 

1754. The expression, and it is a thing decreed, means that God had 
decreed that a fatherless son would be born to Mary and that this Divine decree 
 

a3:41, 48; 19:22; 51:31. 
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23. So she conceived1755 him, 

and withdrew with him to a 

remote place.1756  

 
 

 
was irrevocable. The Qur’an has used two words Qadar and Qada’ to express the 
sense of Divine decree. The former word means designing or determining, while 
the latter means decreeing. When a scheme or plan is only designed to be put into 
execution, it is called Qadar, and when it is decreed by God that it should be 
carried into effect, it is named Qada’. The fatherless birth of Jesus was a Qada’ 
(decree) of God. 

1755. How Mary came to conceive Jesus without the agency of a husband is 
one of those Divine secrets which at present may be considered beyond human 
intellect to fathom. It may be regarded as above the ordinary natural law as we 
now know it. But the knowledge of man, at best, is limited. He has not been able 
to comprehend all Divine secrets. There are mysteries in nature which man has 
not been able to solve as yet; perhaps he may never be able to solve them. Among 
them may be included the fatherless birth of Jesus. God’s ways are inscrutable 
and His powers limitless. He Who could create the whole universe by the word, 
Kun (be), surely can bring about such changes in matter as should make this 
apparently insoluble mystery yield to a solution. Moreover, medical science has 
not altogether ruled out the possibility, from a purely biological standpoint, under 
certain conditions of natural parthenogenesis or the production of a child by a 
female without any relation to a male. Medical men call attention to this 
possibility as a result of a certain type of tumours, which are occasionally found 
in the female pelvis or lower body. These tumours which are known as 
arrhenoblastoma are capable of generating male sperm-cells. If living male 
sperm-cells are produced in a female body by arrhenoblastoma the possibility of 
self-fertilization of a woman, even though virgin, cannot be denied. That is to say, 
her own body would produce the same result as though sperm-cells from a male’s 
body had been transferred to hers in the usual way, or by a physician’s aid. 
Recently a group of gynaecologists in Europe have published data to prove 
instances of childbirth where the mother had had no contact with a male (Lancet). 
Jesus’s birth is perhaps not altogether unique in this respect that he was born 
without the agency of a father. Cases are on record of children having been born 
without fathers (Enc. Brit. under "Virgin Birth" and "Anomalies and Curiosities 
of Medicine," published by W. B. Saunders & Co., London). If we dismiss all 
these possibilities, then Jesus’s birth will have to be regarded, God forbid, as 
illegitimate. Christians and Jews are both agreed that the birth of Jesus was 
something out of the ordinary—the Christians holding it as supernatural and the 
Jews as illegitimate (Jew. Enc.). Even in the family birth register the birth of 
Jesus was recorded as such (Talmud). This fact alone should constitute a valid 
proof of Jesus’s birth being out of the ordinary. Joseph, Mary’s husband, 
according to the Gospels, had not established conjugal relations with her till after 
the birth of Jesus (Matt. 1:25). So the words, 'she conceived him,' refer to this 
extraordinary conception of Mary without the agency of a male. 

1756. 'A remote place,' refers to Bethlehem which is about seventy miles 
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24. And the pains of child-

birth drove her unto the trunk 

of a palm-tree.1757 She said, 

‘O, would that I had died 

before this and had become a 

thing quite forgotten!’  

 

 

25. Then the angel called her 

from beneath1758 her, saying, 

‘Grieve not. Thy Lord has 

placed a rivulet below thee;  

 

 

26. ‘And shake towards 

thyself the trunk of the palm-

tree; it will drop upon thee 

fresh ripe dates;1759 

 

 

 
from Nazareth to the south. There Joseph took Mary sometime before Jesus’s 
birth which took place in that town. 

1757. As it appears from the Gospels, there was no room in the inn in 
which Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Joseph and Mary must have stayed in the 
open field and Mary might have betaken herself to the trunk of a palm tree in 
order to take rest under its shade and possibly also to find some support in her 
throes of childbirth. 

1758. The word taht also meaning the slope and declivity of a mountain 
(Lane), the verse signifies that the voice came to Mary from the side of the 
slope of the mountain. As a matter of fact Bethlehem is situated on a rock 
2350 ft. above sea level and is surrounded by very fertile valleys. There are 
fountains in this rock, one of which is known as the "Fountain of Solomon." 
Another fountain is situated at a distance of about 800 yards to the south-east 
of the town. From these fountains water is supplied to the town of Bethlehem. 

1759. According to this verse the birth of Jesus took place at a time when 
fresh dates are found on palm trees in Judaea. That season evidently is in the 
months of August-September, but, according to the view generally held by 
Christians, Jesus was born on 25th December which day is celebrated all over 
the Christian world every year with great fervour. Now this Christian view is 
contradicted not only by the Qur’an but also by history and even by the New 
Testament itself. Writing about the time of Jesus’s birth Luke says: 'And there 
were shepherds in the same country (Judaea) abiding in the field, and keeping 
watch by night over their flocks' (Luke 2:7, 8). Commenting on this statement 
of Luke, Bishop Barns in his famous book, "The Rise of Christianity," on 
page 79 says: "There is, moreover, no authority for the belief that December 
25 was the actual birthday of Jesus. If we can give any credence to the birth-
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story of Luke, with the shepherds keeping watch by night in the fields near 
Bethlehem, the birth of Jesus did not take place in winter when the night 
temperature is so low in the hill country of Judaea that snow is not uncommon. 
After much argument our Christmas day seems to have been accepted about 
A.D. 300.' This view of Bishop Barns is supported by Encyclopedia 
Britannica and Chambers Encyclopedia (under "Christmas"): 

The exact day and year of Christ’s birth have never been satisfactorily 

settled; but when the fathers of the Church in A.D. 340 decided upon a 

date to celebrate the event, they wisely chose the day of the winter solstice 

which was firmly fixed in the minds of the people and which was their 

most important festival. Owing to changes in man-made calendars, the 

time of the solstice and the date of Christmas day vary by a few days (Enc. 

Brit. 15th edition, vol. 5, pp. 642 & 642A)… In the second place the 

winter solstice was regarded as the birthday of the sun, and at Rome 25th 

December was observed as a pagan festival of the nativity of Sol-invictus. 

The Church, unable to stamp out this popular festival, spiritualized it as 

the feast of the Nativity of the Sun of Righteousness (Ch. Enc.). 
These statements of the two Encyclopedias are further supported by 

Peake’s "Commentary on the Bible." In this book on page 727, Peake says: 
'The season (of Jesus’s birth) would not be December; our Christmas day is a 
comparatively late tradition found first in the West.' Thus recent historical 
research into the origins of Christianity has established the fact beyond any 
reasonable doubt that Jesus was not born in December. In his "Dictionary of 
the Bible" Dr. John D. Davis, under the word "Year" writes that dates become 
ripe in the Jewish month of Elul; and in Peake’s "Commentary on the Bible" 
(page, 117) we have that the month of Elul corresponds to the months of 
August-September. Furthermore, Dr. Peake says, "J. Stewart in his book 
'When did our Lord actually live?' arguing from an Angora temple inscription 
and a quotation in an old Chinese classic which speaks of the Gospel story 
reaching China, A.D. 25-28, puts the birth of Jesus in 8 B.C. (Sept. or Oct.) 
and the Crucifixion on Wednesday in A.D. 24." From the above statements of 
the two Encyclopedias supported by quotations from the "Commentary on the 
Bible" by Dr. Arthur S. Peake, M.A., D.D., the fact becomes quite clear that 
Jesus was born in the Jewish month of Elul which corresponds to the months 
of August-September when dates ripen in Judaea, and not on 25th December 
as the Christian Church would have us believe. And that is the view which is 
expressed by the Qur’an. In fact, the whole trouble of fixing the date of 
Jesus’s birth seems to have arisen from a confusion of the date of Mary’s 
conception. The pregnancy of Mary seemed to have taken place sometime in 
November or December and not in March or April as the Church historians 
believe. When after four or five months’ conception pregnancy became too 
obvious to be concealed any longer, Joseph was prevailed upon to take Mary 
to his house in the month of March or April of the next year. Thus Christian 
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27. “So, eat and drink and 

cool thine eye. And if thou 

seest any man, say, ‘I have 

vowed a fast to the Gracious 

God; I will, therefore, not 

speak this day to any human 

being.”1760 

 

 

28. Then she brought him to 

her people, mounted.1761 

They said, ‘O Mary, surely, 

thou hast committed a 

monstrous thing!1762 

 

 

 
historians mistake the date when Joseph took Mary to his house—in the 
month of March or April—for the date of her conception which had taken 
place four or five months earlier. 

It also appears from the present verse that Mary was lying in a sheltered place 
in the upper part of the hill and the date palm was standing on the slope, and 
therefore she could easily reach to its trunk and shake it. That the territory of 
Bethlehem abounded in date palms is clear from the Bible (Judges, 1:16) and 
from "A Dictionary of the Bible" by Dr. John D. Davis, D.D. Moreover, the fact 
of Mary having been guided to a fountain, as mentioned in the preceding verse, in 
order to drink of its water and wash herself, points to Jesus’s birth having taken 
place in the month of August-September because in the icy cold weather of 
Judaea in December Mary could not have washed herself in the open. See also 
"The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1573-1576. 

1760. The command to abstain from useless talk was meant, on the one 
hand, to conserve her physical strength and, on the other, to give her more 
time to devote to remembrance of God. 

1761. For this meaning of the word see 9:92. It appears from the Gospels 
that after Jesus’s birth at Bethlehem, in pursuance of a Divine command 
Joseph had taken him and Mary to Egypt where they lived for some years and 
it was after the death of Herod that the family came back to Nazareth and 
dwelt there (Matt. 2:13-23). There was also a biblical prophecy to the effect 
that Jesus would come to his people along with his mother riding on an ass 
(Matt. 21:4-7). Jesus and Mary were actually riding on asses when they 
entered Jerusalem. The expression, Tahmilu-hu, may possibly refer to that 
prophecy of the Bible. The verse refers to the time when Jesus had already 
attained Prophethood as is clear from vv. 31-34. 

1762. Fariyy also means, a forger of lies (Lane). By using this word the 
elders of the Jews insinuated that Mary was a bad woman and Jesus a forger 
of lies and a false prophet. 
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29. ‘O sister of Aaron,1763 thy 

father was not a wicked man, 

nor was thy mother an 

unchaste woman!’  

 

 

30. Thereupon she pointed to 

him.1764 They said, ‘How can 

we talk to one who is a child 

in the cradle?’1765 

 

 

 
1763. The question of Mary having been called the sister of Aaron in the 

Qur’an was put before the Holy Prophet himself and he asked the questioner if 
he did not know that the Israelites used to name their children after their 
Prophets and saints (Bayan, vol. 6, p. 16; Jarir, vol. 16, p. 52). Mary has been 
here called the sister of Aaron and not that of Moses though both were 
brothers, for, whereas Moses was the founder of the Jewish Law, Aaron was 
the head of the Jewish priestly class (Enc. Bib. & Enc. Brit. under "Aaron"), 
and Mary also belonged to the priestly order. Tabari has related an incident 
from the life of the Holy Prophet which gives an insight into the meanings of 
such Arabic words as ab, ‘am, ukht, etc. When Safiyyah, the Holy Prophet’s 
wife, and incidentally a Jewess by descent, once complained to the Holy 
Prophet that some of his other wives had called her a Jewess in contempt, the 
Holy Prophet told her to return the taunt by saying that Aaron was her father, 
Moses her uncle and Muhammad her husband. Now, the Holy Prophet 
certainly knew that Aaron was not Safiyyah’s father nor Moses her uncle. A 
reference to this accusation is also to be found in the Qur’an in 33:70. The 
elders of the Jews, by calling Jesus’s mother "sister of Aaron" might have 
meant that as Mary, the sister of Aaron, had, by accusing Moses of unlawfully 
marrying a woman, committed a heinous crime (a reference to this accusation 
is to be found in 33:70), so did she, like her namesake, commit a heinous act 
of giving birth to an illegitimate child. See also 401. 

1764. The words 'she pointed to him' indicate that Mary knew what answer 
Jesus would give if the elders of the Jews addressed their question to him. 
These words may also indicate that Mary knew that if she declared herself 
innocent nobody would believe her. The only evidence of her innocence was 
her son. She meant that such a holy and righteous son whom God had 
endowed with such noble qualities could not be the result of an immoral union 
and that his virtues and good qualities by themselves constituted a sufficient 
vindication of her innocence. So she pointed to him. 

1765. The verse presents no difficulty. When Mary, on being taunted by the 
elders of the Jews, directed their attention to Jesus, they disdained to talk to 
him and contemptuously said, how could they talk to 'a child in the cradle' 
meaning a mere boy, who was born and brought up before their very eyes? 
Elderly people are wont to talk like that when invited to learn wisdom from 
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31. Jesus said, ‘I am a servant 

of Allah. He has given me the 

Book, and has made me a 

Prophet; 

 

 

32. ‘And He has made me 

blessed wheresoever I may be, 

and has enjoined upon me 

Prayer and almsgiving so long 

as I live;  

 

 

33. ‘And He has made me 
adutiful towards my mother, 

and has not made me arrogant 

and graceless;1766 

 

 

34. ‘And peace was on me 
bthe day I was born, and peace 
will be on me the day I shall 
die, and the day I shall be 
raised up to life again.’  

 

 

 
one who is much younger to them in age. The words merely constitute an 
expression of contempt and disdain for Jesus. See also 3:47. 

1766. The talk which Jesus gave to the elders of the Jews and which is 
contained in these verses (31-34) could not possibly be the talk of a child. All 
these affirmations from the lips of a child sound like so many lies; and who 
would call these lies a miracle? Jesus was neither a Prophet at that time, nor 
did he say Prayer or give Zakat or was given a Book. Moreover, in 3:47 this 
miracle is mentioned as Jesus having spoken to the people in the cradle and 
when of middle age. But talk by a man in middle age is no miracle; and by 
joining the word 'cradle' with the words 'of middle age,' the Qur’an implies 
that the talk of Jesus in 'the cradle' and when he was 'of middle age' was no 
miracle in the sense in which it is popularly understood, but that it was a 
miracle in the sense that he spoke words of exceptional wisdom and 
intelligence in childhood as well as in middle age. The joining of these two 
sets of words also implied a prophecy that Jesus would not die young but 
would live up to a ripe old age. The prophecy did constitute a real miracle. 
But if the word Mahd is taken in the sense of 'period of preparation' which is 
also one of the meanings of this word, then verse (3:47) would mean that 
Jesus would speak to people words full of extraordinary wisdom and spiritual 
knowledge much beyond his years and experience, both in the period of 
preparation which is youth and in his middle age. 

a19:15. b19:16. 
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35. That was Jesus, son of

Mary.1767 This is a statement

of the truth concerning which

they entertain doubt.1768

36. aIt does not befit the

majesty of Allah to take unto

Himself a son.1769 Holy is He.

When He decrees a thing, He

says to it, ‘Be,’1770 and it

comes into being.

37. Said Jesus, ‘Surely, bAllah

is my Lord and your Lord, so

worship Him alone, this is the

right path.’

1767. The expression "Ibn-e-Maryam" is Jesus’s distinctive name. Whereas, 
on the one hand, it seems to imply his fatherless birth, on the other it confers 
on him a name which is incapable of being confused with that of anybody else. 
The Gospels have used for Jesus the epithet "Ibn-e-Adam" (son of man) also 
but this latter epithet has been used in the Bible for other persons as well. 
"Son of Mary" is at once a distinctive and descriptive name of Jesus. 

1768. Perhaps there is no other individual in religious history concerning 
whom so many and so far-reaching differences exist as about Jesus, son of 
Mary. The Jews, the Christians and the Muslims all hold widely different 
views about Jesus’s birth, the manner of his death and about some prominent 
incidents in his life. 

1769. Christians believe that Jesus was God’s son. They base this belief on 
the assumption that the Bible calls him "son of God." But in the Bible other 
persons have also been called or addressed as "sons of God." Jesus enjoys no 
special distinction in this respect and he is, therefore, no more a son of God 
than those persons who have also been addressed as such (Luke, 20:36; Jer., 
31:9; Matt., 6:9; John, 8:41 & Ephes., 4:6). 

1770. In the Arabic language the word Kun, besides being addressed to a 
thing, is also used to express a greatly felt desire. In an expedition the Holy 
Prophet’s very brave and loyal Companion, Abu Khaithamah happened to be 
absent. The Holy Prophet keenly felt his absence. When in the midst of the 
battle he saw from a great distance a rider coming to him at full speed, he 
exclaimed Kun Aba Khaithamah, i.e. would that it were Abu Khaithamah; and 
lo! it was really Abu Khaithamah (Halbiyyah). So the word Kun would signify 
that when God desires or intends a thing to come into being, it comes into being; 
or when God expresses such a desire it takes a concrete form. The word lends 
no support to the view that soul and matter are primeval or coeternal with God. 

a10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5. b3:52; 5:73; 43:65. 
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38. But the parties differed 

among themselves; so awoe to 

those who disbelieve, because 

of the meeting of a grievous 

day.  

 

 

39. How well they will hear 

and see1771 on the day when 

they will come to Us! But 

today the wrongdoers are in 

manifest error. 

 

 

40. And warn them of bthe 

day of sorrow when the matter 

will be decided. But now they 

are in a state of heedlessness, 

so they do not believe. 

 

 

41. cIt is We Who shall 

inherit1772 the earth and all 

who are thereon, and to Us 

will they all be returned.  

 

 

R. 3.   

42. dAnd relate the story of 

Abraham as mentioned in the 

Book.1773 He was a truthful 

man and a Prophet. 

 

 

 
1771. The verse means to say that the disbelievers’ faculties of seeing and 

hearing will become much keener and sharper on the Day of Judgment, 
because the veil will then be lifted from their eyes and ears and they will 
realize that they were in the wrong; but that realization being too late will 
prove to be of no avail to them. 

1772. The verse embodies two prophecies: (a)  The Christian people will 
first come to rule over almost the whole of the earth, and will be dominating it 
by their large numbers; and (b)  as a result of their disbelief they will then be 
deprived of their dominion which will ultimately be given to the followers of 
Islam. 

1773. "The Book" means the Qur’an. The Holy Prophet is here directed to 
 

a14:3; 38:28; 51:61. b2:168; 6:32; 39:57. c15:24; 28:59. d38:46; 53:38. 
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43. When he said to his father, 
a‘O my father, why dost thou 

worship that which neither 

hears nor sees, nor can avail 

thee aught? 

 

 

44. ‘O my father, there has 

indeed come to me knowledge 

such as has not come to thee; 

so follow me, I will guide thee 

to a straight path; 

 

 

45. ‘O my father, 
bworship1774 not Satan; surely 

Satan is a rebel against the 

Gracious God;1775 

 

 

46. ‘O my father, indeed I fear 

lest a punishment from the 

Gracious God seize thee and 

thou become a friend of Satan.’ 

 

 

47. He replied, ‘Dost thou 

turn away from my gods, O 

Abraham? cIf thou desist not, 

 

 

 
relate the story of Abraham as it is given in the Qur’an and not as it is related 
in the Bible. Whereas the Qur’an depicts Abraham as a truthful man, the Bible 
accuses him of telling lies (Gen. 20:13). The Qur’an has laid great stress on 
the truthfulness of Abraham, perhaps because sometime in future, lies were to 
be attributed to him by some Commentators of the Qur’an. 

1774. ‘Ibadah which is noun-infinitive from the verb ‘Abada does not 
consist only in prostrating before God or an idol, but also signifies blindly or 
unthinkingly following a person or accepting an idea or belief without 
subjecting it to sane and searching criticism. This latter significance of the 
word is clear from the verse itself because nobody has ever been seen to 
worship Satan in the sense that he prostrates before him and prays to him. 

1775. In this verse, in fact, in the whole Surah, Shirk (idolatry) has been 
repeatedly denounced and condemned in the strongest and most scathing 
terms and the Divine attribute Ar-Rahman (The Gracious) has also been 
mentioned again and again, because Shirk (idolatry) in every shape and form 
is the direct result of the denial of Rahmaniyyah (Divine Grace). 

a6:75; 21:53; 26:71; 37:86, 87. b6:143; 24:22; 36:61. c21:69; 29:25; 37:98. 
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I shall surely cut off1776 all 

relations with thee. Now, 

leave me alone for a while.’  

 

48. Abraham said, ‘Peace be 

upon thee. aI will ask 

forgiveness of my Lord for thee. 

He is indeed gracious to me; 

 

 

49. ‘And bI shall keep 

away1777 from you and from 

that which you call upon 

beside Allah; and I will pray 

unto my Lord. Maybe that in 

praying to my Lord I shall not 

be disappointed.’ 

 

 

50. So when he had separated 
himself from them and from 
that which they worshipped 
beside Allah, cWe bestowed 
upon him Isaac and Jacob1778 
and each of them We made a 
Prophet.  

 

 

51. And We granted them 

abundantly of Our mercy; and 
dWe bestowed upon them true 

and lasting renown.1779 

 

 

 
1776. Rajama-hu means, he stoned him to death; he accused or slandered 

him; cursed him or abused him; he drove him away; he cut off all relations 
with him (Lane). 

1777. In this verse Abraham seems to be referring to his emigration to 
Canaan. He went from Iraq to Canaan and from there to Egypt. He left his 
father and people behind him in Iraq. 

1778. Ishmael has not been mentioned here, though he was the eldest son of 
Abraham. Isaac and Jacob have been mentioned by the way only as 
subordinate prophets while Ishmael has found a separate and independent 
mention in v. 55. This shows that Ishmael possessed a higher spiritual status 
than both Isaac and Jacob. 

1779. The words, Ja‘alna Lahum Lisana Sidqin ‘Aliyya (We bestowed upon 
 

a9:114; 26:87; 60:5. b29:27. c14:40; 21:73. d26:85. 
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R. 4.   

52. And relate the story of 

Moses as mentioned in the 

Book. aHe was, indeed, a 

chosen one; and he was a 

Messenger, a Prophet.1780 

 

 

53. And we called him from 
bthe right side of the 
Mount1781 and We made him 

 

 

 
them true and lasting renown), mean: (1)  They acquired good reputation and 
were remembered with respect, affection and love by their contemporaries and 
future generations. (2)  Their talk was full of wisdom and intelligence and was 
free from all sorts of bitterness, obscenity, falsehood and hatred. (3)  They 
were fearless in expressing their beliefs and were hard upon disbelievers and 
untruthful persons. (4)  Their good works constituted and continued as so 
many monuments and memorials to their good name. 

1780. The words, he was a Messenger, a Prophet, explain and remove a 
popular misconception, viz. that a Rasul (Messenger) is one who brings a new 
Law and a new Book and a Nabi (Prophet) is one who is commissioned by 
God only for the reformation of his people, and though, like a Rasul, a Nabi 
receives Divine revelations, yet he brings no Law or Book containing new 
commandments and ordinances. According to this popular notion every Rasul 
(Messenger) is necessarily a Nabi (Prophet) but not every Nabi a Rasul. The 
verse under comment demolishes this wrong notion because if a Rasul 
(Messenger) is one who brings a new Book and a new Law and as such is 
necessarily a Nabi (Prophet), then the addition of the word Nabi to the word 
Rasul in this and other verses is superfluous and redundant. The fact is that 
every Rasul is a Nabi and every Nabi a Rasul. These two words are 
interchangeable and represent two aspects of the same office and two 
functions of the same person. A Divine Reformer is a Rasul inasmuch as he 
receives Messages from God (Risalah meaning a message), and he is a Nabi 
in the sense that he conveys those Messages to the people to whom he is sent 
(Nubuwwah meaning the conveying of a message). Thus every Rasul 
(Messenger) is a Nabi (Prophet) because after receiving Divine Messages he 
conveys them to his people and every Nabi is a Rasul because he conveys to 
his people those Messages which he receives from God. Only the functions of 
Nabi follow those of Rasul. In his capacity as Rasul he first receives Messages 
from God and then in his capacity as Nabi he conveys them to his people. This 
is why here and everywhere in the Qur’an when these two words Rasul and 
Nabi occur together, invariably the word Nabi follows the word Rasul because 
that is the natural order. 

1781. The words in the text mean: (a)  from the right side of the Mount; 
(b)  from the blessed side of the Mount; (c)  from the side of the blessed Mount. 

a33:70. b20:81; 28:31. 
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draw near to Us for special 
communion.   

54. And We bestowed upon 
him, out of Our mercy, ahis 
brother Aaron whom We made 
a Prophet. 

 

 

55. And relate the story of 
Ishmael1782 as mentioned in 
the Book. He was indeed true 
to his promises. And he was a 
Messenger, a Prophet. 

 

 

56. bHe used to enjoin Prayer 
and alms-giving on his 
people, and he was well-
pleasing to his Lord. 

 

 

57. And relate the story of 

Idris1783 as mentioned in the 

Book. He was a truthful man, 

and a Prophet. 

 

 

58. And cWe exalted him to a 

lofty station.  

 
 

59. These are the people 
dupon whom Allah bestowed 

His blessings from among the 

Prophets of the posterity of 

Adam, and of the posterity of 

 

 

 
1782. After Moses, mention has been made of Ishmael. His account is 

introduced with the words 'and relate' which shows that one chapter of 
religious history—that of the House of Israel, is closed and a new one, that of 
the House of Ishmael, has begun. 

1783. Most Commentators of the Qur’an are of the opinion that Idris is 
Enoch of the Bible, The words Hanuk (Enoch) and Idris closely resemble 
each other in their meanings and significations. Whereas Idris means one who 
reads much or instructs much, Hanuk means instruction or dedication (Enc. 
Bib.). Moreover, the account of Enoch as given in the Bible and in Jewish 
religious literature closely resembles that of Idris as given in the Qur’an. See 
also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1597, 1598. 

a20:30, 31; 25:36; 28:36. b20:133; 33:34. c2:254; 4:159. d1:7; 4:70; 5:21; 57:20. 
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those whom We carried in the 

Ark with Noah, and of the 

posterity of Abraham and 

Israel;1784 and they are of 

those whom We guided and 

chose. aWhen the Signs of the 

Gracious God were recited 

unto them, they fell down, 

prostrating themselves before 

Allah and weeping. 

 

60. Then there came after 

them ban evil generation who 

neglected Prayer,1785 and 

followed their evil desires. So 

they will meet destruction,  

 

 

61. Except those cwho repent 

and believe and do good 

deeds.1786 These will enter 

Heaven and they will not be 

wronged in the least— 

 

 

 
1784. Some Commentators of the Qur’an think that the words, of the 

posterity of Adam, refer to Idris, and, whom We carried in the Ark with Noah, 
refer to Abraham, and the words, of the posterity of Abraham, refer to Ishmael, 
Isaac and Jacob; and the words, of the posterity of, are understood before the 
word Israel and refer to Moses, Aaron, Zachariah, Yahya and Jesus, all of 
whom have been mentioned in the preceding verses of the present Surah. 

1785. In fact, negligence and remissness in observing Prayers make a person 
ignorant of Divine attributes and kill in him the desire to establish his 
connection with his Creator which in turn throws him into the clutches of the 
Devil. And whereas negligence in invoking Divine mercy and in praying to God 
leads to failure, the pursuit of evil desires results in apathy towards true 
knowledge and indulgence in obscenities and idle pursuits; and all these things 
combined together bring about complete moral and spiritual ruin of a person. 

1786. The epithet "good deeds" is more applicable to such acts as are done 
at the proper occasion and suit the exigencies of time than to mere devotional 
acts, as is generally understood. 

a17:108,110; 32:16. b7:170. c6:49; 18:89; 25:71; 34:38. 
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62. aGardens of Eternity, 

which the Gracious God has 

promised to His servants 

while they are yet hidden from 

their sight.1787 Surely, His 

promise must come to pass. 

 

 

63. bThey will not hear therein 

anything vain but only 

greetings of peace; they will 

have their sustenance therein, 

morning and evening. 

 

 

64. cSuch is the Heaven which 

We shall give for an 

inheritance to those of Our 

servants who are righteous. 

 

 

65. And the angels will say to 

them, ‘We do not come down 

save by the command of thy 

Lord. To Him belongs all that 

is before us and all that is 

behind us and all that is 

between; and thy Lord is not 

forgetful;’ 

 

 

66. He is dthe Lord of the 

heavens and the earth and of 

all that is between the two. 

Serve Him, therefore, and be 

steadfast in His service. Dost 

thou know anyone equal to 

Him?  

 

 

 
1787. The expression, Bil Ghaib, may also signify that the Faithful will get 

"Gardens of Eternity" because they believed in things which they did not 
see—God, angels, Hereafter, etc. 

a9:72; 13:24; 61:13. b52:24; 56:26; 78:36. c7:44; 43:73; 52:18. d37:6; 38:67; 44:8; 78:38. 
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R. 5.   

67. And says man,1788 
a‘What! when I am dead, shall 

I be brought forth alive?’ 

 

 
68. Does not man remember 

that bWe created him before, 

when he was nothing?1789 

 

 

69. And, by thy Lord, cWe 

shall assuredly gather them 

together, and the satans too; 

then shall We bring them on 

their knees around Hell.1790 

 

 

70. Then1791 shall We 

certainly pick out, from every 

group, those of them who were 

most stubborn in rebellion 

against the Gracious God.  

 

 

 
1788. Al-Insan (man) does not here mean man in general but a particular 

class of men, viz. those unfortunate disbelievers who doubt the existence of 
the Life after death. In fact, there are very few people in the world who totally 
deny the existence of the Hereafter. It is not by words of mouth but by their 
actual actions and deeds—their entire engrossment in material pursuits—that 
they express their doubt or denial of the Life beyond the grave. 

1789. Anything worth mentioning or having any significance or importance. 
This meaning is supported by 76:2. 

1790. In Hebrew, Jahannam is used as Gehenna which in Aramaic 
originally was 'Hinnom,' but later on came to be changed into "Ge-Hinnom" 
(Enc. Bib.) which means, 'The valley of death or destruction.' The word may 
also have been a combination of Jahana which means, he went near, and 
Jahuma which means, his face became contracted. So Jahannam may also 
mean a thing or place which a person at first likes but when he goes near it, he 
comes to dislike it and contracts his face to show his dislike for it. Thus the 
very construction of the word explains the nature and character of Hell. 

1791. Thumma meaning, then, i.e. afterwards, is a particle or conjunction 
denoting order and delay. Sometimes it is used to denote the order of 
enunciation, not the virtual order. It also has the meaning of 'and' and 'so' 
(Lane). 

a23:38; 36:79. b19:10; 76:2. c10:29; 17:98; 34:41. 
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71. And1792 surely, We know 
best those deserving1793 to be 
burnt therein.  

 

 
72. And athere is not one of 
you1793A but will come to it. 
This is an absolute decree of 
thy Lord.  

 

 

 
1792. In this verse, thumma is a conjunction denoting order of enunciation 

and not proper order, meaning 'and.' The word would signify, 'and We tell you 
another thing that……' 

1793. The words may mean; (a)  Those who are more fitted to burn in the 
fire than to be left out of it; (b)  those who are more deserving than others to 
burn in the fire; (c)  those who deserve to be punished more by being thrown 
into the fire than by any other means. 

1793A. The pronoun kum (you) in Minkum is not of general application. It 
applies, as the context shows, only to the disbelievers and to those who doubt 
the existence of the Life after death. All these categories of men have been 
mentioned in the preceding verses. According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas and ‘Ikrimah, 
another reading of Minkum (of you) is Minhum (of them) and Ibn-e-‘Abbas 
used to say that the expression Minkum is addressed to disbelievers (Qurtubi). 
So it is to disbelievers mentioned in vv. 67-71 that the pronoun kum (you) 
clearly refers. On the other hand the Qur’an quite clearly and emphatically 
supports the view that the righteous believers will never go to Hell; they will 
ever bask in the sunshine of God’s love and mercy (27:90; 39:62; 43:69; etc.) 
and will remain far removed from the fire of Hell and will not hear even its 
faintest sound (21:102, 103). But if the pronoun kum (you) be taken to include 
both the believers and the disbelievers, then in the case of disbelievers the 
verse would mean that all of them will go to Hell and in the case of believers 
the fire of Hell referred to in the verse would signify the fire of trials and 
tribulations through which they have to pass in the present life and which they 
endure with patience and fortitude and out of which eventually they are taken 
to be brought into the heaven of Divine bliss and peace as the next verse 
shows. The Holy Prophet himself has explained the meaning of this verse. His 
wife Hafsah is reported to have said: 'On one occasion when the Holy Prophet 
said that none of those of his Companions who had taken part in the Battle of 
Badr or Uhud will go to Hell, I drew his attention to the present verse, upon 
which he slightly reprimanded me for having misunderstood its meaning and 
directed me to read the next verse' (Muslim, as quoted by Jami‘ul-Bayan). The 
fact that the Holy Prophet referred Hafsah to the next verse (v. 73) shows that 
he also had understood the particle thumma occurring in that verse to mean 
'and,' and had taken the next verse as an independent and separate clause, 
otherwise he could not have reprimanded Hafsah for having misunderstood 
the meaning of the verse under comment. 

a21:99.  
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73. aAnd We shall save the 

righteous and shall leave the 

wrongdoers therein, on their 

knees. 

 

 

74. And when Our manifest 

Signs1794 are recited unto 

them, the disbelievers say to 

the believers, ‘Tell us, which 

of the two parties is better in 

respect of position and is 

more impressive in respect of 

companions?’ 

 

 

75. And bhow many a 

generation have We destroyed 

before them, who were better 

off than these in wealth and 

better in outward show.  

 

 

76. Say, ‘The Gracious God 

grants those, who are in error, 

respite for a time cuntil, when 

they will see that with which 

they are threatened—whether 

it be punishment or the final 

Hour1795—they will realize 

who is worse in respect of 

position and weaker in forces.’ 

 

 

 
1794. Mere 'Signs' are those proofs and arguments based on reason, intellect 

and experience which point to the existence of a thing, its aim and purpose, and 
establish it. But 'manifest Signs' are those Signs and arguments or reasons 
which not only point to the existence of a thing and prove it, but are quite suited 
to the occasion and to the problem they are intended to prove and which also 
have a very noble and sublime purpose to serve, that they eminently do. 

1795. 'Punishment' here may signify the intervening punishment which will 
overtake disbelievers in stages before their final destruction, and "final Hour" 
may signify their complete and final destruction. 

a21:102; 39:62. b6:7; 17:18; 19:99; 21:12; 36:32; 50:37. c72:25. 
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77. aAnd Allah increases in 
guidance those who follow 
guidance. bAnd the good 
works that endure are best in 
the Sight of thy Lord in 
respect of reward and in 
respect of the ultimate end.’ 

 

 

78. Hast thou not seen him 
who disbelieves in Our Signs, 
and says, c‘I shall certainly be 
given great wealth and 
children?’1796 

 

 

79. Has he got knowledge of 
the unseen or has taken a 
promise from the Gracious 
God?  

 

 

80. Indeed not!1797 We shall 
note down what he says and 
shall greatly prolong for him 
the punishment. 

 

 

81. And We shall inherit1798 
from him all that he talks of 
and dhe shall come to Us all 
alone. 

 
 

 
1796. The disbeliever sets great store by his wealth and children and takes 

great pride in them and so do the disbelieving proud nations of the West, with 
whom the Surah particularly deals. 

1797. The particle kalla (indeed not) signifies rejection, rebuke; and 
reprimanding a person for what he has said being untrue. It also signifies that 
what has been said before is wrong and what follows is right (Lane). The 
words, 'what he says,' refer to the proud talk in which the disbelievers indulge 
because of their great wealth, power, influence and children. 

1798. The words, We shall inherit from him all that he talks of and he shall 
come to Us all alone, may mean: he shall have to leave all his wealth and 
children behind; (a)  We shall preserve his insolent talk and will remind him 
of it when he comes to Us and will punish him for it; and (b)  his inheritors 
will enter the fold of Islam and all his wealth and resources will be used in 
Our cause. 

a9:124; 47; 47:18; 48:5. b87:18. c18:35; 74:13, 14. d6:95; 18:49. 
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82. aAnd they have taken 

other gods than Allah that 

they may be a source of 

honour and power for them. 

 

 

83. Not at all! bThey will 

deny1799 their worship, and 

will be their opponents. 

 

 

R. 6.   

84. Seest thou not that cWe 

send satans against the 

disbelievers, inciting them to 

acts of disobedience? 

 

 

85. So be not thou in haste 

against them; We are keeping 

full account1800 of their 

doings. 

 
 

86. Remember the day when 
dWe shall gather the righteous 

before the Gracious God as 

honoured guests;  

 
 

87. And eWe shall drive the 

guilty to Hell like a herd of 

thirsty camels.1801 

 
 

88. fNone will have the power 

of intercession save he who 

 

 
1799. The words may mean: (a)  The false deities will deny that the 

idolaters ever worshipped them; (b)  the idolaters will deny that they ever 
worshipped false deities. For (a)  see 2:167; 10:29; 16:87;28:64; and for 
(b)  see 6:24; 30:14. 

1800. The verse means; (a)  We are keeping full account of their wicked 
deeds; and (b)  We are keeping account of the time when their punishment 
will be due. 

1801. Al-Wird means, (a)  coming to or arriving at water; (b)  water to 
which one comes to drink; (c)  the turn of coming to water; (d)  the number of 
camels or the herd of thirsty camels (Aqrab). See also 11:99. 

a21:25; 36:75. b6:24; 10:29. c8:49; 47:26; 59:17. d39:74. e39:72.  
f2:49; 20:100; 21:29; 34:24; 39:45; 43:87; 53:27; 74:49. 
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has received a promise from 

the Gracious God.  

89. aAnd they say, ‘The 

Gracious God has taken unto 

Himself a son.’ 

 
 

90. Assuredly, you have 

indeed uttered a most hideous 

thing. 

 
 

91. The heavens might well-

nigh burst thereat, and the 

earth cleave asunder, and the 

mountains fall down in 

pieces.1802 

 

 

92. Because they ascribe a son 

to the Gracious God. 

 
 

93. bIt becomes not the 

Gracious God that He should 

take unto Himself a son.1803 

 
 

 
1802. The dogma that Jesus is the son of God is so hideous that the heavens, 

the earth and the mountains might well break into pieces and fall asunder at its 
enormity. The belief is repugnant to heavenly beings (As-Samawat) because it is 
against Divine attributes and against all that they stand for. It is revolting for 
human beings living on the earth (al-Ard), because it offends against the 
dictates of human nature and man’s intellect and reason recoil in sheer disgust 
from it. Men of high and noble ideals such as Divine Prophets and God’s Elect 
(al-Jibal) also deny and denounce it because the idea that man should stand in 
need of the vicarious sacrifice of anybody for the attainment of salvation and a 
high moral status runs counter to their own spiritual experience. 

1803. The Surah contains most emphatic and clear denunciation of Christian 
dogmas, particularly their basic doctrine that Jesus is son of God, from which 
all other dogmas flow. In the present and preceding four verses special stress 
has been laid on the refutation and condemnation of this doctrine. It is worthy of 
special note that the Divine attribute Ar-Rahman has been repeatedly referred to 
in this Surah—it has been mentioned as many as sixteen times. As the 
fundamental dogma of the sonship of Jesus and its corollary, the dogma of 
atonement involve a denial of the Divine attribute Ar-Rahman and as the central 
theme of this Surah is the refutation of this dogma, this attribute inevitably has 
been repeatedly referred to. The dogma of atonement implies that God cannot 
forgive the sins of men whereas the Divine attribute 'Ar-Rahman' implies that 
 

a2:117; 4:172; 6:101,102; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:36; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 43:82.  
b2:117; 4:172; 10:69; 37:152-155. 
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94. aThere is none in the 

heavens and the earth but he 

shall come to the Gracious 

God as a bond man.1804 

 

 

95. Verily, He comprehends 

them by His knowledge and 

has numbered them all fully. 

 
 

96. And each of them shall 

come to Him on the Day of 

Resurrection, all alone. 

 
 

97. Those who believe and do 

good deeds—the Gracious 

God will create deep love for 

them.1805 

 

 

98. So bWe have made the 

Qur’an easy in thy tongue that 

thou mayest give thereby glad 

tidings to the righteous, and 

warn thereby a contentious 

people.  

 

 

99. cAnd how many a 

generation have We destroyed 

before them! Canst thou 

perceive a single one of them, 

or hear even a whisper of 

them?1806 

 

 

 
He can and actually does often forgive them, hence its repetition in this Surah. 

1804. The Gracious God needs no son to help Him or succeed Him, because 
He is the Lord of the heavens and the earth and His Kingdom extends over the 
whole universe, and because all men are His servants and Jesus is one of them. 

1805. The verse may have one of the following meanings: (a)  God will put 
His own love in the hearts of the righteous; (b)  He will have deep love for the 
righteous; (c)  He will put deep love for mankind in the hearts of the righteous; 
and (d)  He will create deep love for the righteous in the hearts of men. 

1806. The verse embodies for the Western Christian nations a grim warning 
about the dreadful fate that is in store for them if they did not accept the Truth 
 

a20:109. b44:59; 54:18. c17:18; 19:75; 21:12; 36:32; 50:37. 
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and give up their evil ways. They are proud of their material power and 
resources and their worldly prosperity and progress, but have ignored the 
patent fact that wrong beliefs and a life of sin lead only to destruction. 
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CHAPTER 20 
TA HA 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. This is the opinion of 

‘Abdullah bin Mas‘ud, one of the earliest Companions of the Holy Prophet. 
The Surah continues to deal with Christian beliefs and doctrines which 
formed the primary theme of the preceding Chapter. One of the basic 
doctrines of Christianity is that the Law is a curse. The Surah opens with an 
emphatic repudiation of this Christian doctrine. The Law, it says, is not only 
not a curse but is positively a great Divine boon and mercy, and instead of 
being a burden and an encumbrance, its object is to afford solace and spiritual 
contentment to man. This is one of the principal objects of the Qur’an which it 
fulfils most adequately. The Holy Prophet is comforted with the message that 
God has revealed the Qur’an to lighten man’s burdens and not to add to his 
difficulties. It meets all human major needs and requirements. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah proceeds to tell Christians that in order to understand and 

realize the truths embodied in the Qur’an, they should ponder over the 
circumstances and conditions through which Moses had to pass. It is stated 
that after his spiritual upbringing had become complete and he was found fit 
to be entrusted with the great responsibilities of a Prophet, Moses was 
commanded to go to Pharaoh and convey to him the Divine Message. Pharaoh 
refused to accept it, behaved arrogantly and sought to kill Moses. Thereupon 
Moses was commanded by God to take the Israelites out of Egypt to Canaan. 
Pharaoh pursued them with his mighty hosts but Divine punishment overtook 
him and he was drowned in the sea before the very eyes of the Israelites. 
Moses then went up to the "Mount" where the Law was revealed to him. The 
Surah then administers a subtle rebuke to Christians. They are told that when 
before the advent of Jesus the Israelites believed in the doctrine that God was 
One and later great stress had also been laid in the Qur’an upon Divine Unity 
and upon the importance and significance of the Law or the Shari‘ah, how 
could a teaching which regarded the Law as a curse and entertained and 
preached polytheistic doctrines intervene between these two strictly 
monotheistic creeds? Next, mention is made of Divine punishment that would 
overtake Christian nations for their sins and iniquities after they had enjoyed 
material prosperity for a thousand years. Of these the last three centuries 
would be marked by uniform progress and prosperity of a very high order. 
This would make them disdainfully ignore the Divine warning that a dreadful 
fate was in store for them. The Surah emphatically declares that this event will 
certainly come to pass and Christian nations of the West will be seized with a 
terrible visitation; lofty mountains shall crumble and become like scattered 
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dust (vv. 106, 107). Then the subject with which the Surah has opened is 
rehearsed, viz. that the Qur’an easily yields to understanding and 
comprehension because it has been revealed in the national tongue of the 
people who are its first addressees. Like the Christian Scriptures it usually 
does not talk in parables and metaphors, thus leaving the subject confused and 
lacking in clarity, but explains its teaching in an easily comprehensible 
language. The importance of the Law is driven home by strong and forceful 
arguments and it is shown to be not an unmitigated curse but a great Divine 
blessing. Then mention is made of the expulsion of Adam from "the garden." 
This incident on which the whole fabric of the Christian doctrine of atonement 
stands is either misunderstood or deliberately misinterpreted and 
misrepresented by Christians. The truth is that the birth of Adam took place 
according to a fixed Divine plan, and Divine plans never miscarry or fail in 
their object. While according to the Bible, God created Adam in His own 
image (Gen. 1:27) and then, beguiled by Eve, Adam fell into sin, the Qur’an 
declares that having been created in God’s own image and likeness, Adam 
could not possibly have been guilty of any such fall. It describes him as only 
having slipped into an inadvertent lapse (v. 116). The Surah ends with a stern 
warning to disbelievers that Signs and miracles of their own devising will 
never be shown to them and that if, in spite of having seen many heavenly 
Signs, they still persisted in denying the Divine Message, they will be 
punished as were punished the disbelievers of the former Messengers of God. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Ta Ha.1807   

3. We have not sent down the 

Qur’an to thee that thou 

shouldst be distressed;1808 

 
 

4. But as a breminder to him 

who fears God; 

 
 

5. And a revelation from Him 

Who created the earth and the 

high heavens.  

 

 

6. He is cthe Gracious God 

Who has settled Himself 

firmly on the Throne.1809 

 
 

 
1807. Ta Ha is a combination of ta and ha. In the dialect of ‘Akk, an Arab 

tribe, it means, 'O my beloved,' or 'O perfect man.' The author of Kashshaf 
interprets it as 'O you.' By some, the expression is interpreted as, 'Be thou at 
rest' (Bayan & Lisan). The expression points to the fact that the Holy Prophet 
was gifted, in the fullest measure, with all those natural faculties, qualities and 
attributes which contribute to the building up of a man’s full moral stature. 
The Holy Prophet was indeed a complete and perfect man, a perfect human 
specimen, in the fullest sense of the word. See also 2343 and 3091.. 

1808. The verse contains a message of comfort and hope for the Holy 
Prophet and Muslims. It purports to say that it is incompatible with the perfect 
and unerring Quranic revelation that its bearer should fail in his mission. The 
cause of the Holy Prophet, therefore, must triumph. The verse also refutes the 
Christian dogma that the Law or the Shari‘ah is a curse. There is nothing in 
the Qur’an which is repugnant to human nature and which, if acted upon, 
should put man into trouble. 

1809. Briefly, "The Throne" represents the transcendent attributes of God, 
i.e. the attributes which are technically known as Siffat-e-Tanzihiyyah. These 
attributes, which are eternal and unchangeable and are God’s exclusive 
prerogatives are manifested through His other attributes which are known as 
Siffat-e-Tashbihiyyah, i.e. such attributes as are found more or less in human 
 

a1:1. b73:20; 74:55: 76:30; 80:12. c7:55; 10:4. 
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7. aTo Him belongs 

whatsoever is in the heavens 

and whatsoever is in the earth, 

and whatsoever is between 

them, and whatsoever is 

beneath the moist sub-soil. 

 

 

8. bAnd if thou speakest 

aloud, He hears it and also if 

thou speakest in a low voice, 

for He knows the secret 

thoughts of  man and what is 

yet more hidden.1810 

 

 

9. Allah—there is no god but 

He. cHis are the most 

beautiful names.1811 

 

 

10. dAnd has the story of 

Moses come to thee?1812 

 
 

 
beings also. The former attributes, i.e. transcendent attributes, are said to 
constitute God’s Throne and the latter attributes are the bearers of His Throne. 
See also 986 & 1233. 

1810. The word Sirr (secret thoughts) signifies the thoughts that lie hidden 
in man’s breast which he alone knows, and Akhfa (more hidden) comprises all 
those ideals, ideas and ambitions of a person which lie hidden in the womb of 
futurity and have never crossed his mind. 

1811. The verse contains the quintessence and kernel of the Quranic 
revelation referred to in v. 3, above. It is that God exists. He is One. He 
possesses all perfect attributes and is completely free from all conceivable 
defects and imperfections and, therefore, He alone is entitled to our worship 
and adoration. 

1812. Against all accepted canons of history Freud in his "Moses and 
Monotheism" has adumbrated quite a novel theory that Moses was not an 
Israelite and that he did not belong to the Hebrew stock and also that the 
Israelites never settled in Egypt. He has advanced the following arguments in 
support of this strange claim: (1)  That Moses is an Egyptian name. (2)  That 
the idea of the Oneness of God was originally Egyptian, having been first 
conceived and adopted by an ancient Egyptian king, named Ikhnaten (or 
Akhenaten). (3)  That Moses, himself being an Egyptian, borrowed it from the 
Egyptians and preached it among the Israelites. (4)  That because Moses was 
 

a2:285; 3:130; 5:19. b2:78; 6:4; 11:6; 67:14. c19:52. d19:52; 79:16. 
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11. aWhen he saw a fire, and 

he said to his family, ‘Tarry 

ye, I perceive a fire; perhaps I 

may bring you a brand 

therefrom or find guidance at 

the fire.’1813  

 

 

 
an Egyptian he could not properly express himself in Hebrew. 

All these arguments possess no basis in fact. Moses is certainly a Hebrew 
word, having derivation both in Hebrew and Arabic. But even if the name 
Moses was of Egyptian origin, it does not follow that the man Moses also was 
an Egyptian. As the Israelites were a subject race in Egypt, living under the 
rule of the Pharaohs, it seems quite plausible that they had adopted Egyptian 
names. The members of a subject race generally feel a particular delight in 
adopting the names and imitating the customs, modes of living and dress etc., 
of their rulers. The argument that the idea of the Oneness of God was 
originally Egyptian, having been first conceived and adopted by Akhenaten, 
an ancient Egyptian king, and preached by him among the Israelites, is equally 
wrong. It is unreasonable to suppose that a certain concept is the monopoly of 
one people. Different peoples may independently form similar ideas without 
having borrowed them from one another. But even supposing that the idea of 
God’s Unity is of Egyptian origin, the inference cannot be justified that Moses 
was an Egyptian. If an American or a German can borrow an idea from an 
Englishman and vice versa, why cannot an Israelite borrow an idea from an 
Egyptian? The truth is that the idea of God’s Oneness was neither conceived 
by Egyptians nor by Syrians or any other people. It has its origin in Divine 
revelation. Further, Freud bases his claim that Moses was an Egyptian on 
Exod. 4:10 where it is stated that he was slow of speech and could not 
adequately express himself and arbitrarily draws the conclusion that Moses 
was slow of speech in Hebrew. On the contrary, the fact is, and both the 
Qur’an and the Bible lend support to it, that when commanded by God to go 
to Pharaoh and preach his mission to him, Moses requested to be excused on 
the plea of his inability to express himself adequately. This, if any thing, 
shows that Moses could not freely express himself in the tongue which 
Pharaoh spoke and understood, i.e. the Egyptian tongue, and therefore he was 
not an Egyptian. In fact, the linguistic evidence of Hebrew and Arabic, 
combined with the evidence of Jewish history and tradition and added to the 
account of Moses as given in the Bible and the Qur’an—all go to substantiate 
and support the contention that Moses was not an Egyptian nor was his name 
of Egyptian origin. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," 
pp. 1621-1623. 

1813. The verse refers to a vision of Moses, and visions are of two kinds: 
(a)  The visions that concern only the Prophet who sees such a one. In such 
visions the Divine manifestation remains confined to the Prophet concerned. 
 

a27:8; 28:30. 
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12. aAnd when he came to it, 

he was called by a voice, ‘O 

Moses, 

 
 

13. ‘Verily, I am thy Lord. So 
take off thy shoes;1814 bfor 
thou art in the sacred Valley 
of Tuwa; 

 

 

14. c‘And I Myself have 
chosen thee; so hearken to 
what is revealed to thee; 

 
 

15. d‘Verily, I am Allah; there 

is no god but I, so worship Me 

alone and observe Prayer for 

My remembrance;  

 

 

16. e‘Surely, the Hour is 

coming and I am going to 

manifest1815 it, that every soul 

may be recompensed for its 

labours; 

 

 

17. ‘So let not him, who 
believes not therein and 
follows his own low desires, 
turn thee away therefrom, lest 
thou perish; 

 

 

 
(b)  The visions in which Divine manifestation extends also to the Prophet’s 
people. Moses meant to say that if the vision that he had seen was the 
manifestation of the latter class, then he would be given a new Shari‘ah for 
his people, but if it were of the former kind, he would receive some guidance 
for his own spiritual advancement. 

1814. As stated above it was a vision that Moses had seen, and "shoes" in the 
language of visions signify worldly relations such as wife, children, friends, etc. 
The words 'Thy two shoes' signify 'thy relations with thy family and those with 
thy community.' Thus at the time of close communion with God Moses was 
commanded to banish from his mind all thoughts of wife and children and of 
other worldly connections. Taken literally, the verse would mean that because 
Moses was in a sacred place he was bidden to take off his shoes. 

1815. Akhfash-Shai’a means, he concealed the thing; he removed its 
covering or manifested it (Lane). 

a27:9; 28:31; 79:17. b27:9: 28:31: 79:17. c20:42. d27:10; 28:31. e5:86; 40:60. 
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18. ‘And what is that in thy 

right hand, O Moses?’ 

 
 

19. Moses said, ‘This is my 

rod, I lean on it and beat down 

therewith leaves for my sheep 

and other uses1816 also I find 

in it.’ 

 

 

20. God said, a‘Cast it down, 

O Moses.’ 

 
 

21. So he cast it down, and 

behold! it was a serpent 

running.1816A 

 
 

22. God said, Take hold of it, 

and fear not. We shall restore 

it to its former state. 

 

 

23. b‘And draw thy hand1817 

closer under thy arm-pit,1818 

it shall come forth white, 

without any disease—another 

Sign; 

 

 

 
1816. Ma’arib (uses) is the plural of Ma’ribah, which is derived from ariba. 

They say Ariba Ilaihi, i.e. he wanted it and sought it; and Ma’arib means, 
wants, uses, needs, requirements, purposes (Lane). 

1816A. The rod did not actually turn into a serpent but was merely made to 
appear like one. It, therefore, contradicted or contravened no law of nature. 
The miracle was intended, besides providing a very powerful proof in support 
of Moses, to comfort him that his people would not remain permanently 
wedded to idolatry and other evil practices but, the instant they came under his 
fostering care, they would again become his good and God-fearing companion, 
‘Asa signifying a community (Lane). See also 1023. 

1817. Yad means, hand or arm and figuratively signifies favour, 
beneficence; power, authority; help, protection; community, party (Aqrab). 

1818. One of the meanings of Yad (hand) being a community or people, the 
expression in the text contains an injunction for Moses that he should always 
keep his people close to him and under his fostering care. If he did so they 
would become highly righteous men, radiating spiritual light and would be 
free from all moral evils. Yade Baida’ may also signify clear and strong 

a7:118; 26:33; 27:11; 28:32. b7:109; 27:13; 28:33. 
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24. That We may show thee 

some of Our greater 

Signs;1819 

 
 

25. ‘Go thou to Pharaoh; he 

has indeed exceeded all 

bounds.’ 

 
 

R. 2.   

26. Moses said, ‘My Lord, 

expand for me my breast; 

 
 

27. ‘And make my task easy 

for me;  

 
 

28. a‘And loose the knot from 

my tongue, 

 
 

29. ‘That they may understand 

my speech; 

 
 

30. ‘And grant me an 

assistant1820 from my 

family— 

 
 

31. b‘Aaron, my brother; 
 

 

32. ‘Increase my strength by 

him; 

 
 

 
arguments. Moses was endowed with strong and solid arguments to prove his 
case. See also 7:109; and 26:34. 

1819. Sign of the rod was one of the greatest heavenly Signs given to 
Moses. When Moses was entrusted with Prophethood, the Sign of the rod 
appeared (20:19). When he went to preach his Message to Pharaoh it was 
again the miracle of the rod that was shown to him and the sorcerers (20:70-
74). When the Israelites wanted water, he was ordered to strike the rock with 
his rod (2:61), and when he had to cross the sea, God commanded him to 
strike it with his rod (26:64). 

1820. Moses did not feel himself equal to the great task entrusted to him. 
He asked for a helper to assist him. The Holy Prophet to whom an infinitely 
heavier and more onerous task was entrusted never prayed to be given an 
assistant. He alone, unassisted and unhelped, discharged fully and completely 
the responsibility of raising a people, sunk deep into the depths of moral 
turpitude, to the highest pinnacle of spiritual glory. 

a26:14. b28:35. 
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33. ‘And make him share my 

task; 

 
 

34. ‘That we may glorify Thee 

much; 

 
 

35. ‘And remember Thee 

much; 

 
 

36. Thou art, surely, Ever-
Watching over us.’ 

 
 

37. aGod said, ‘Granted is thy 
prayer, O Moses, 

 
 

38. ‘And We did indeed 
confer a favour upon thee at 
another time also;  

 
 

39. ‘When bWe revealed to 
thy mother what1821 was an 
important revelation, to wit: 

 
 

40. ‘Put him in the ark, and 
place it into the river, then the 
river will cast it on to the 
shore, and there cone who is 
an enemy to Me and also an 
enemy to him will take him 
up.’ And I wrapped thee with 
love from Me; and this I did 
that thou mightest be reared 
before My eye;1822 

 

 

41. d‘When thy sister walked 
along and said, ‘Shall I direct 

 

 
1821. Ma being Masdariyyah, the verb following it imparts to it an 

intensiveness of meaning. The expression Ma yuha thus means, an important 
revelation; or what was necessary to be revealed at that time. 

1822. ‘Ain means (1)  the eye; (2)  inmates of a house; (3)  protection 
(Lane). As Moses was to have been entrusted with the great and difficult task 
of delivering a people, held in bondage for long by a cruel and powerful 
monarch, it was necessary that he should have received the requisite training 
for the great mission under royal tutors and teachers. So it was in fulfilment of 
this Divine plan that Moses found his way into Pharaoh’s own house. 

a26.16 b28:8, 9. c28:9. d28:12, 13. 
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you to one who will take 
charge of him?’ So aWe 
restored thee to thy mother 
that her eye might be cooled 
and she might not grieve. And 
bthou didst slay a man, but We 
delivered thee from sorrow. 
Then We tried thee with 
various trials. And thou didst 
tarry several years among the 
people of Midian. Then thou 
earnest up to the required 
standard,1823 O Moses;  

 

42. ‘And cI have chosen thee 

for Myself; 

 
 

43. d‘Go, thou and thy brother, 
with My Signs, and slacken 
not in remembering Me; 

 

 

44. e‘Go both of you, to 

Pharaoh, for he has 

transgressed all bounds; 

 

 

45. ‘But speak to him a gentle 

word,1824 haply he might take 

heed or fear.’ 

 

 

46. They replied, f‘Our Lord, 

we fear lest he commit some 

excess against us, or exceed 

all bounds in persecuting us.’ 

 

 

 
1823. The sojourn of Moses among the people of Midian fulfilled yet 

another Divine plan. As he was destined to live with the Israelites in the 
deserts and forests of the Valley of Sinai, he was made to become used to a 
hard life by living for several years in Midian. 

1824. The verse teaches a two-fold lesson to a religious teacher or preacher. 
He should use gentle language when preaching.  He should also show due 

a28:14. b28:16, 34. c12:55. d28:36. e79:18. f26:13. 
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47. God said, ‘Fear not; for I 

am with you both. I hear and I 

see.’ 

 

 

48. “So go ye both to him and 

say, ‘We are the Messengers 

of thy Lord; so let the 

Children of Israel go with us; 

and torment them not. We 

have, indeed, brought thee a 

great Sign from thy Lord: and 

peace shall be on him who 

follows the guidance; 

 

 

49. ‘It has, indeed, been 

revealed to us that punishment 

shall come upon him who 

rejects the Message of God 

and turns away.”  

 

 

50. Pharaoh said, a‘Who then 

is the Lord of you two, O 

Moses?’ 

 
 

51. Moses said, ‘Our Lord is 

He bWho gave unto 

everything its proper form and 

then guided1825 it to its 

proper function.’ 

 

 

52. Pharaoh said, ‘What will 

be the fate of the former 

generations?’1826 

 
 

 
respect to those whom God has endowed with worldly honour or has placed in 
the seat of authority. 

1825. The verse means that there exists perfect order in the world and that 
God has endowed everything with properties which are best suited to its 
particular requirements and needs, and by making proper use of which it can 
attain its fullest development. 

1826. Moses’s reply to Pharaoh’s query contained in the previous verse 
 

a26:24. b81:3, 4. 
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53. Moses said, ‘The 

knowledge thereof is with my 

Lord preserved in a Book. My 

Lord neither errs anor 

forgets;1827 

 

 

54. b‘It is He Who has made 

the earth for you a bed and 

has caused pathways for you 

to run through it; and Who 

sends down rain from the sky 

and thereby We bring forth 

various kinds of vegetation in 

pairs; 

 

 

55. c‘Eat ye and pasture your 

cattle. Verily, in this are Signs 

for those endowed with 

reason.’ 

 

 

R. 3.   

56. dFrom this earth have We 

created you, and into it shall 

We cause you to return, and 

from it shall We bring you 

forth a second time. 

 
 

 

 
seemed to have entirely confounded the latter, so he adroitly turned away 
from the subject which he himself had started and put Moses a new question, 
asking him whether his God knew anything about the former generations who 
were dead and gone, meaning how they would fare when they had not had the 
benefit of receiving guidance from him (Moses). Thus in a subtle manner 
Pharaoh sought to incite his people against Moses by making an oblique hint 
that he (Moses) had insinuated that their forefathers were bereft of heavenly 
guidance and, therefore, were deserving of Divine punishment. 

1827. Moses gives a crushing reply to Pharaoh’s evasive tactics. He tells 
Pharaoh that he should not bother about the former generations. God knew all 
about them and every detail concerning them was well-preserved in His 
knowledge and on the Day of Resurrection He would requite them all 
according to their deeds and actions, taking into consideration their particular 
conditions and circumstances. 

a19:65. b43:11. c10:25; 25:50; 32:28. d7:26; 71:18, 19. 
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57. And aWe did show 

Pharaoh Our Signs, all of 

them; but he rejected them 

and refused to believe. 

 
 

58. He said, b‘Hast thou come 

to us, O Moses, to drive us out 

of our land by thy magic?1828 

 

 

59. c‘But we shall assuredly 

bring thee magic the like 

thereof; so make an 

appointment between us and 

thyself which we shall not fail 

to keep—neither we nor 

thou—at a place alike for us 

both.’  

 

 

60. Moses said. d‘your 

appointment shall be the day 

of the festival and let the 

people be assembled when the 

sun is risen high.’1829 

 

 

61. Then Pharaoh withdrew 

and concerted his plan1830 and 

then came to the place 

of  appointment. 

 
 

 
1828. This verse seems to refer to an insidious device of Pharaoh. He told 

his people that Moses who was a foreigner in Egypt was seeking to turn the 
ruling dynasty out of Egypt by his clever manoeuvres. 

1829. There seems a curious analogy here between Moses and the Holy 
Prophet, viz. that whereas the contest between Moses and the magicians in 
which they were fully and finally routed took place at the time of Duha, the 
Holy Prophet also entered Mecca as conqueror at the time of Duha which 
marked the final defeat of disbelief and idolatry in Arabia. 

1830. The expression. Jama‘a Kaida-hu, besides the meaning given in the 
text may also mean: He mustered all his designs; he contrived all sorts of 
plans; he did all that he could do. 

a27:13-15; 43:48, 49; 79:21, 22. b26:36. c7:112, 113; 26:37. d26:39. 
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62. Moses said to them, ‘Woe 
to you, forge not a lie against 
Allah, lest He destroy you 
utterly by some punishment 
and, surely, he who forges a 
lie shall perish.’1831 

 

 

63. Then they argued their 

affair among themselves and 

conferred in secret.  

 

 

64. They said, ‘Certainly 
athese two are magicians who 
seek to drive you out from 
your land by their magic and 
to destroy your best way of 
life;1831A 

 

 

65. ‘Concert, therefore, your 
plan; and then come forward 
in a body. And, surely, he 
who gains ascendancy this 
day shall prosper.’ 

 

 

66. bThey said, ‘O Moses, 

either do thou cast first, or we 

shall be the first to cast.’ 

 

 

67. cMoses said. ‘Nay, 
cast1832 ye.’ Then lo! their 
cords and their staves 
dappearedl833 to him, by their 

 

 
1831. The verse lays down an infallible criterion to test the truth of a 

claimant to Divine revelation, viz. that a forger of lies against God, though he 
may appear to progress and prosper for a short while, ultimately perishes and 
comes to a miserable and ignoble end. This is a truth writ large on the pages 
of all religious history. 

1831A. Tariqah means, way of life; ideal; institution, tradition (Lane). 
1832. God’s Prophets never take the offensive. They wait till they are 

attacked and then they defend themselves. 
l833. The cords and staves of the magicians appeared to Moses only as 

 

a7:110-111; 26:35, 36. b7:116. c7:117; 26:44. d7:117. 
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magic, as though they ran 
about. 

 

68. And Moses conceived a 

fear in his mind.1834 

 
 

69. We said, ‘Fear not, for 

thou wilt have the upper hand;  

 
 

70. ‘And cast that which is in 

thy right hand; ait will 

swallow that which they have 

wrought,1835 for that which 

they have wrought is only a 

sorcerer’s trick. And a 

sorcerer shall not thrive, 

contrive1835A what he may.’ 

 

 

71. Then bthe realization of 

the truth made the sorcerers 

fall down prostrate. They said 
c‘We believe in the Lord of 

Aaron and Moses.’ 

 

 

72. Pharaoh said, d‘Do you 
believe in him before I give 
you leave? He must be your 

 

 

 
though they ran about. Actually they did nothing of the kind. The forces of 
evil at first appear to carry the day for a short while, but they soon come to 
grief. 

1834. Moses was not afraid of the cords and staves of the magicians. The 
Prophets of God stand on a rock of certainty and are never afraid of anything. 
Moses only feared lest the people should be led astray by the antics of the 
magicians. 

1835. The verse makes it clear that it was the rod of Moses and not 
anything else which "swallowed" that which the sorcerers had wrought, and 
which undid their sorcery. The rod of Moses wielded with the spiritual force 
of a great Divine Prophet and thrown at the command of Almighty God 
exposed the deception that the sorcerers had wrought on the spectators by 
their tricks. Elsewhere in the Qur’an, the staves and cords of the sorcerers 
have been described as their lies (7:118). 

1835A. Atash-Shai’a means, he did the thing (Lane). 

a7:118; 26:46. b7:121; 26:47. c7:122, 123; 26:48, 49. d7:12. 26:50. 
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chief who has taught you 
magic. aI will, therefore, 
surely cut off your hands and 
your feet on alternate 
sides,1835B and I will surely 
crucify you on the trunks of 
palm trees; and you shall 
know which of us can impose 
severer and more abiding 
punishment.’  

 

73. They said, ‘We shall not 
prefer thee to the manifest 
Signs that have come to us, 
nor shall we prefer thee to 
Him Who has created us. bSo 
decree what thou wilt decree; 
thou canst only decree 
concerning this present life;1836 

 

 

74. ‘Surely, cwe have believed 

in our Lord that He may 

forgive us our sins and forgive 

us the magic which thou didst 

force us to practise. And 

Allah is the Best and the Most 

Abiding.’ 

 

 

75. Verily, he who comes to 

his Lord a sinner—for him is 

Hell; he shall neither die 

therein nor live.1837 

 

 

 
1835B. The particle min also means, on account of, or because of and 

Khilaf means, opposition (Lane). 
1836. Mark the wonderful change that true faith works in man. The greedy 

and materialistic sorcerers who only a short while ago were asking for reward 
from Pharaoh, in the form of money, position or honour (7:114), became quite 
indifferent even to the most horrible form of death with which he threatened 
them when they had found and accepted the truth. 

1837. Death delivers man from pain. So the sinners will not die in Hell and 
 

a7:125; 26:50. b26:51. c7:127; 26:52. 
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76. But he who comes to Him 

a believer, having done good 

deeds, afor such are the 

highest ranks— 

 

 

77. bGardens of Eternity, 

beneath which streams flow; 

they will abide therein for 

ever. And that is the 

recompense of those who 

keep themselves pure.  

 

 

R. 4.   

78. And cWe directed Moses 

by revelation: ‘Take away My 

servants by night, and dstrike 

for them a dry path through 

the sea, fearing not to be 

overtaken, nor having any 

other fear.’1838 

 

 

 
will continue to suffer its torment. Neither will they live therein, because real 
life consists in the enjoyment of Divine love, and they will be deprived of it. 
Or, the verse may mean that the sinners will be completely deprived of all 
comfort and happiness and this condition is described here as worse than 
death. 

1838. Against all unimpeachable historical data, most extraordinary 
theories have been propounded about the Israelites, viz. (a)  they never lived 
in Egypt; because no reference to them is to be found in the old Egyptian 
historical records. (b)  In the fifth year of the reign of Pharaoh Meneptah (or 
Merenptah) when Moses is said to have taken the Israelites out of Egypt, some 
Israelite tribes were actually living in Canaan, therefore the theory that Moses 
had taken the Israelites out of Egypt to Canaan during his reign and that they 
settled there some fifty years later is all wrong. 

The propounders of these strange theories seem to forget that the Israelites 
were foreigners in Egypt and were a subject race and had lived the miserable 
life of serfs and slaves under their cruel rulers. How could such people be 
considered worthy of any notice being taken of them by historians? When 
even in this 20th century historians cannot find it easy to prepare a well-
connected and harmonious narrative about a people from the remnants of its 
ruined civilization, it was much more difficult for historians in the remote past 
to reconstruct a consistent record from the fragmentary accounts of a people 
who lived in the hoary past and who were treated like beasts of burden by 
 

a4:96, 97; 8:5. b9:72; 18:32; 19:62; 61:13. c26:53. d26:64. 
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79. aThen Pharaoh pursued 

them with his hosts, and the 

waters of the sea completely 

covered them. 

 

 

80. And Pharaoh led his 

people astray and did not 

guide them aright.  

 
 

81. O Children of Israel, bWe 

delivered you from your 

enemy, and We made a 

 

 
their rulers. As to the doubtful theory that certain Israelite tribes were found to 
be living in Canaan in the 5th year of the reign of Pharaoh Meneptah, it cannot 
disprove the fact that other Israelite tribes had remained behind in Egypt. Is it 
not possible that some of these tribes might have left Egypt for Canaan 
sometime before all of them were taken out of it by Moses? It is strange that 
on the one hand these very writers say that Moses is an Egyptian name and 
that some of the Israelites also had Egyptian names, and on the other that they 
never went to Egypt. Moreover, the Bible gives a detailed and well-connected 
story of the Israelites having lived in Egypt. There was no compelling reason 
for the writers of the Bible to have done so, especially when the Israelites had 
lived there only as slaves and worse than beasts of burden. No people would 
feel any urge or pride in forging and falsely inventing such a miserable record 
of shame and sorrow of themselves. The biblical details with regard to the 
customs, culture and mode of life of the Pharaohs of that time is another proof 
of the fact that the Israelites had lived there. The Bible had no interest in the 
Pharaoh dynasty of Egypt apart from the fact that they were rulers of the 
Israelites. Besides, as stated by ancient Greek historians, the Egyptians 
themselves had admitted that the Israelites had lived in Egypt for a long time 
and later on had left this country. The present Egypt, however, should not be 
confused with the territory which in ancient times was also known as Egypt, 
but which formed a part of northern Syria or northern Arabia. 

The date of the Exodus has also been much contested and there seems to be 
considerable difficulty in determining its exact date from the biblical records 
alone. The theory, largely prevalent, which receives much support from 
historical data, archaeological research and Hebrew tradition is that the 
Exodus occurred in the Nineteenth Dynasty (1328-1202 B.C.), in the reign of 
Merenptah II or Meneptah II (1234-1214 B.C.) and still seems to be the most 
probable one. The Exodus appears to have taken place about 1230 B.C. 
According to this view the Pharaoh of the Oppression was Rameses II, and his 
successor Merenptah II, the Pharaoh of the Exodus ("Peake’s Commentary on 
the Bible" pp. 119, 955, 956). See also "The Larger Edition of the 
Commentary" pp. 1646-1647. 

a10:91; 26:6l. b2:5l; 14:7; 44:31, 32. 
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covenant with you athe right 

side of the Mount, and sent 

down on you Manna and 

Salwa.1839 

 

82. And admonished you: 
b‘Eat of the good things that 

We have provided for you, 

and transgress not therein, lest 

My wrath descend upon you; 

and he, on whom My wrath 

descends, shall perish;1840 

 

 

83. ‘But, csurely, I am All-

Forgiving to him who repents 

and believes and does 

righteous deeds, then sticks to 

guidance.’  

 

 

84. When Moses arrived for 

his tryst with his Lord He 

 
 

 
1839. The Israelites had lived long in bondage under the heartless tyranny 

of the Pharaohs and consequently had come to lose all those manly qualities 
that go to make a people hardy, brave and courageous. According to the 
Divine scheme of things, they were destined to conquer and rule over Canaan. 
Therefore, after Moses had taken them out of Egypt, they were made to live in 
the arid and barren region of Sinai in order that they might become used to an 
open and hard life and thus acquire and develop those qualities which were so 
essential for a great future that lay in store for them. But having lived in 
bondage for a long time, they had lost all initiative and had become used to a 
life of lethargy and lassitude. So when they saw that they would have to live 
in the wilderness where no amenities of life were to be found and even food 
was lacking, they were utterly dismayed and fretted and fumed and quarrelled 
with Moses saying, 'Would to God, we had died by the hand of the Lord in the 
land of Egypt when we sat by the flesh pots, and when we did eat bread to the 
full: for ye have brought us forth into this wilderness to kill this whole 
assembly with hunger' (Exod. 16:3). God heard their murmurings and 
commanded Moses to tell those ungrateful people, 'As even ye shall eat flesh, 
and in the morning ye shall be filled with bread; and ye shall know that I am 
the Lord, your God.' And how this Divine promise was fulfilled has been fully 
described in the Bible (Exod. 16:12-15). See also 98 & 99 

1840. See 1839. 

a19:53; 20:13; 28:31; 79:17. b2:58; 7:161. c3:136; 39:54. 
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said, ‘And what has made 

thee hasten away from thy 

people, O Moses?’  
85. He said, ‘They are closely 
following in my footsteps and 
I have hastened to Thee, my 
Lord, that Thou mightest be 
pleased.’ 

 

 

86. God said. a‘We have tried 
thy people in thy absence, and 
the Samiri1841 has led them 
astray.’ 

 

 

87. So bMoses returned to his 

people, angry and sad, and he 

said, ‘O my people, did not 

your Lord promise you a 

gracious promise? Did, then, 

the time of its fulfilment appear 

too long to you, or did you 

desire that wrath should 

descend upon you from your 

Lord, that you broke your 

promise to me?’ 

 

 

88. They said, ‘We did not 

break our promise to thee of 

our own accord; but we were 

laden with loads of people’s 

ornaments1842 and we cast 

 

 

 
1841. Samiri may be a relative noun from Samirah (the Samaritans), a 

people said to be one of the tribes of the Children of Israel; or a sect of the 
Jews, differing from them in many of their institutions. Properly speaking, 
they were inhabitants of Samaria. The name is now restricted to a small tribe 
of people living in Nablus and calling themselves "Bene Yisrael." Their 
history as a distinct community began with the taking of Samaria by the 
Assyrians in 722 B.C. (Lane & Jew. Enc.). 

1842. Whereas the Qur’an in this verse says that the Egyptians gave the 
 

a7:149. b7:151. 
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them away, and likewise did 

the Samiri cast away.’  

89. Then he produced for 

them aa calf—a mere body 

which emitted a lowing 

sound. Then he and his 

companions said, ‘This is 

your god, and the god of 

Moses1843 but he has 

forgotten it and left it behind.’ 

 

 

90. Could they not see that it 

returned to them no 

answer,1844 and had no power 

to do them either harm or good? 

 

 

R. 5.   

91. And Aaron had said to 

them before the return 

of  Moses, ‘O my people, you 

 

 

 
Israelites jewels of gold and silver of their own accord, the Bible accuses them 
of having despoiled the Egyptians of their ornaments (Exod. 12:36). But, as 
generally is the case, in this respect also, the Bible has contradicted itself. At 
another place (Exod. 12:33) it says that the Egyptians themselves gave the 
ornaments to the Israelites and insisted that they should leave Egypt forthwith. 
Reason and common sense support the Quranic statement. 

1843. The Israelites had lived in Egypt under bondage for a long time and 
during their bondage they had adopted many of the customs, ways of life and 
religious rites of their rulers, the Egyptians, who worshipped the cow (Enc. 
Rel. & Ethics, vol. I, p. 507). In this way they had developed a great liking for 
the cow, and taking advantage of Moses’s absence the Samiri led them into 
cow-worship. 

1844. The calf is denounced and condemned as a deity because it does not 
speak to its votaries. Of what use is that god who does not answer the prayer 
of his worshippers (21:66, 67)? He is as dead as a log of wood. The difference 
between a living and a lifeless god is that the One speaks to His votaries and 
hears their supplications, while the other does not. The God of Islam has not 
ceased to speak to His true worshippers. He still speaks to them as He spoke 
to Adam, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace be 
upon them all) and will continue to do so till the end of time. 

a2:52, 93; 4:154; 7:149. 
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have only been tried by means 

of the calf. And, surely, the 

Gracious God is your Lord, so 

follow me and obey my 

command.’1845 

 

92. They replied, ‘We shall 

not cease to worship it until 

Moses return to us.’ 

 

 

93. Moses said, ‘O Aaron, 

what prevented thee, when 

thou didst see them gone 

astray 

 

 

94. ‘From following me? 

Didst thou then disobey my 

command?’ 

 
 

95. Aaron answered, a‘Son of 
my mother, seize me not by 
my beard, nor by the hair of 
my head. I feared lest thou 
shouldst say: ‘Thou hast 
caused a division among the 
Children of Israel, and didst 
not wait for my word.’  

 

 

96. Moses said, ‘And what 

then is thy plea,1846 O 

Samiri?’ 

 
 

97. He said, ‘I perceived what  

 
1845. The Qur’an here contradicts the Bible and clears Aaron of the charge 

of having made a molten calf for the Israelites to worship (Exod. 32:4). It says 
that not only did Aaron not fashion the calf for them, on the other hand he 
prohibited them from worshipping the one which the Samiri had made for 
them. The charge has been dismissed as unfounded by Christian writers 
themselves (Enc. Brit. under "The Golden Calf"). 

1846. Khatb means, object; design; case or plea; business; affair; etc. 
(Lane). The whole sentence also means, what thou hast to say (Lane). 

a7:151. 
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they perceived not.1847 I had 

only adopted part of what the 

Messenger (Moses) inculcated, 

but I threw even that away. 

Thus it is that my mind 

commended to me.’ 

 

98. Moses said. “Begone then! 

It shall be thine all this life to 

say to everyone, ‘Touch me 

not.’1848 and there is a 

promise of punishment for 

thee which shall not fail to be 

fulfilled about thee. Now, 

look at thy god of which thou 

hast become a devoted 

worshipper. We will certainly 

burn it and then We will 

scatter its ashes into the sea; 

 

 

99. ‘Your God is only Allah, 

there is no god but He. He 

comprehends all things in His 

knowledge.’  

 

 

100. Thus do We relate to 

thee the tidings of what has 

 

 
1847. The words may also mean, 'My mental perception was clearer than 

that of the Israelites.' The Samiri means to say that he had followed Moses and 
had accepted his teachings intelligently and not blindly like them. But when 
Moses went to the Mount, he threw away the cloak of expediency and 
discarded what little of his teachings (athar, meaning remains or relics of 
knowledge transmitted or handed down from the former generations, i.e. 
teachings) he had accepted and that was what his mind suggested to him. 

1848. The words 'Touch me not' may signify: (a)  That the Samiri was 
punished with a rigorous social boycott for having misled the Israelites into 
calf-worship. (b)  That he was afflicted with some contagious skin disease so 
that people avoided contact with him. (c)  That he suffered from 
hypochondriasis and consequently shunned the company of men. 
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happened before. And We 

have given thee from Us a 

Reminder. 

 

101. Whoso aturns away from 

it, he will surely bear a heavy 

burden on the Day of 

Resurrection,  

 

 

102. Abiding thereunder, and 

evil will the burden be to them 

on the Day of Resurrection; 

 

 

103. The day when bthe 

trumpet will be blown. And 

on that day We shall gather 

the sinful together, blue-

eyed.1849 

 

 

104. They will talk to one 

another in a low tone saying, 

‘You tarried only ten 

days.’1850 

 
 

105. We know best what they 

will say—when the one most 

upright in conduct among 

them will say,1850A ‘You have 

tarried only a day.’  

 

 

 
1849. The allusion in this verse primarily seems to be to the Western 

Christian nations who have blue eyes and are spiritually blind and possess an 
undying hatred for Islam. 

1850. "Ten days" here signifies ten centuries. The reference is to the ten 
centuries after the Hijrah during which the European nations remained almost 
in a state of dormancy. It was in the beginning of the 17th century, about one 
thousand years after the Holy Prophet began to preach his mission in the 
beginning of the 7th century AD., that the nations of Europe came out of their 
hibernation and began to spread over the world and conquer it. 

1850A. Tariqatul-Qaum means, best or most upright of the people (Aqrab). 
Yaum here signifies one thousand years referred to in 22:48 and corresponds 
to 'ten days' of the preceding verse, i.e. ten centuries or a thousand years. 
 

a18:102; 43:37; 72:18. b18:100; 27:88; 36:52; 78:19. 
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R. 6.   

106. And athey ask thee 

concerning the mountains.1851 

Say, ‘My Lord will break 

them into pieces and scatter 

them as dust; 

 

 

107. ‘And He will leave them 

a barren, level plain; 

 
 

108. ‘Wherein thou wilt see 

no depression or 

elevation.’1852 

 
 

109. On that day they will 

follow the Caller1853 in whose 

teaching is no crookedness; 

and all voices shall be hushed 

before the Gracious God and 

thou shalt not hear but a 

subdued murmur. 

 

 

110. On that day bintercession 

shall not avail save the 

intercession of him whom the 

Gracious God grants 

permission and with whose 

word of faith He is pleased.  

 

 

 
Yaum also means time absolutely. In this sense of the word the disbelievers, 
when they are seized with Divine punishment, are depicted as saying that the 
time of their prosperity and progress was but a day. i.e. very short. 

1851. The reference in the word al-Jibal (mountains) here is to the 
powerful Christian nations of the West. The prophecy in this verse is in regard 
to their complete destruction. The decline of the West has already begun. The 
last two World Wars have greatly weakened it (Spengler’s "Decline of the 
West" & Toynbee’s "A Study of History"). See also 1666. 

1852. The allusion seems to be to the rise of Socialism and Democracy 
when great and powerful empires will be swept away and there will be a 
general levelling up of the social and economic conditions of different 
sections of human society. 

1853. The Holy Prophet. 

a56:6; 70:10; 101:6. b21:29; 78:39. 
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111. aHe knows all that is 

before them and all that is 

behind them,1854 but they 

cannot compass it with their 

knowledge. 

 

 

112. And all great 

leaders1854A shall humble 

themselves before the Living, 

the Self-Subsisting and All-

Sustaining God. And he 

indeed is undone who bears 

the burden of iniquity. 

 

 

113. But he bwho does good 

works, being a believer, shall 

apprehend neither injustice 

nor loss. 

 

 

114. And thus have cWe sent 

it down—the Qur’an in 

Arabic—and We have 

explained therein every kind 

of warning, that they may fear 

God or that it may cause them 

to remember Him.  

 

 

115. dExalted then is Allah, 

the True King. And make no 

haste to recite the Qur’an ere 

its revelation is completed 

unto thee, but only say, ‘Lord, 

bestow on me increase of 

knowledge.’1855 

 

 

 
1854. The words 'all that is behind them' refer to great accomplishments 

they will have already made, and the words 'that is before them' refer to the 
great achievements they will aspire to make in the future. 

1854A. Wujuh means, great leaders (Aqrab). 
1855. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'Seek knowledge though it 

 

a2:256; 21:29. b10:10; 16:98; 21:95. c42:8; 43:4; 46:13. d23:117. 
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116. And verily, We had 

made a covenant with Adam 

beforehand, but he forgot, and 

We found in him no 

resolve1856 to disobey Us. 

 

 

R. 7.   

117. And remember awhen 

We said to the angels, 

‘Submit to Adam,’ and they 

all submitted. But Iblis did 

not. He refused to submit. 

 

 

118. Then We said, ‘O Adam, 
bthis is an enemy to thee and 

to thy wife; so let him not 

drive you both out of the 

garden,1857 lest thou come to 

grief; 

 

 

119. ‘It is decreed for thee 

that thou shalt not hunger 

therein nor shalt thou be 

naked;  

 
 

120. ‘And that thou shalt not 

thirst therein, nor shalt thou 

be exposed to the sun.’1858 

 

 

 
may be found in a country as far away as China' (Saghir, vol. 1). Elsewhere in 
the Qur’an, knowledge has been styled as 'God’s great grace' (2:270 & 4:114). 
Knowledge is of two kinds: (a)  That which is vouchsafed to man through 
revelation and which has found its perfect manifestation in the Qur’an. 
(b)  That which man acquires by his own effort and labour. 

1856. The verse shows that Adam’s lapse was only an error of judgment. It 
was inadvertent and involuntary and not at all intentional or deliberate. To err 
is human. 

1857. Adam is warned that if he succumbed to the blandishments held out 
to him by Iblis and accepted his advice, he would become deprived of Jannah, 
i.e. life of bliss and spiritual contentment which he formerly enjoyed. 

1858. Reference in this and the preceding verse seems to be to the 
amenities and comforts which are the concomitants of civilized life. These 
 

a2:35; 7:12, 13; 15:27-34; 17:62; 18:51; 38:72-75. b7:23; 18:51. 
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121. But aSatan whispered 

evil suggestions to him. He 

said, ‘O Adam, shall I direct 

thee to the tree of eternity,1859 

and to a kingdom that never 

decays?’ 

 

 

122. Then bthey both ate 

thereof, so that their nakedness 

became manifest1860 to them, 

and they began to cover 

themselves with the 

leaves1861 of the garden. And 

Adam observed not the 

commandment of his Lord, so 

his life became miserable.  

 

 

 
two verses point to the fact that to provide food, clothing and shelter to its 
people—their primary necessities of life—is the first duty of a civilized 
government and that a society can only be called civilized when all its 
members are adequately provided with these necessities. Mankind will 
continue to suffer from social upheavals, and the moral tone of human society 
will never really improve unless economic inequalities of such a serious 
nature, that some sections of society roll in wealth and others die of starvation, 
are done away with. Adam is told here that he will live in a place where 
amenities and necessities of life will be adequately available to all its 
inhabitants. This state of affairs has been described elsewhere in the Qur’an in 
the words, and eat therefrom plentifully wherever you will (2:36). The verse 
under comment also shows that with Adam began a new social order and that 
he laid the foundations of a kingdom which ushered in the era of social 
progress of man. 

1859. There exists in the world no such tree as 'the tree of eternity.' The 'tree,' 
as mentioned here and elsewhere in the Qur’an, was a certain family or tribe from 
which Adam was bidden to keep aloof because its members were his enemies. 

1860. As a result of acceptance by Adam of Satan’s suggestions a split 
occurred among his people which caused him much distress and mental 
anguish. Adam and Eve discovered that by acting upon the evil suggestions of 
Satan, they had made a grievous mistake and had involved themselves in great 
trouble. The verse does not mean that their weakness became known to other 
people but that only Adam and Eve themselves became conscious of it. 

1861. Waraq also meaning young lads of a community (Lane), the verse 

a2:37; 7:21. b7.23; 20:122. 
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123. Then his Lord chose him 

for His grace,1862 and aturned 

to him with mercy and guided 

him. 

 
 

124. God said, b‘Go forth, 

both1863 of you from here; 

some of you will be enemies 

of others. And if there comes 

to you guidance from Me, 

then whoso will follow My 

guidance. will not go astray, 

nor will he come to grief; 

 
 

 

125. ‘But cwhosoever will 

turn away from My 

remembrance, his will be a 

straitened life, and on the Day 

of Resurrection We shall raise 

him up blind.’1864  

 

 

 
purports to say that as Satan had succeeded in causing a split in Adam’s 
community and some of the morally weak members had gone out of its fold, 
Adam gathered together the youth and other righteous and good members of 
the community and with their help began to reorganize his people. According 
to the Bible, Adam used fig leaves (Gen. 3:6, 7), which in the language of 
visions signify young righteous and pious people. 

1862. The verse shows that Adam’s act of disobedience was inadvertent 
and accidental, for an act of deliberate disobedience could not have been 
followed by the great honour of his being selected by God for His special favour. 

1863. The words, 'both of you,' signify two groups of people, i.e. the 
followers of Adam and the followers of Satan. The words, kum (you) and 
Jami‘ (all of you), also show that the verse refers not to two persons but to 
two groups of persons or to two parties. This is also clear from 7:25 where the 
plural number Ihbitu (go forth all of you) has been used instead of Ihbita (go 
forth both of you). It appears that Adam emigrated from Iraq, the land of his 
birth, to a neighbouring country. The emigration was perhaps a temporary one, 
and he must have returned to his native land not long after. The words, a 
provision for a time (7:25), contain a hint about the emigration being a 
temporary one. 

1864. A person, who consigns God to oblivion in this life and leads a life 
which obstructs or impedes his spiritual development and thus deprives 
 

a2:38. b2:37-39; 7:25. c18:102. 
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126. He will say, ‘My Lord, 
why hast Thou raised me up 
blind, while I possessed sight 
before?’ 

 

 

127. God will say, ‘Thus did 

Our Signs come to thee and 
thou didst ignore them1865 
and in like manner wilt thou 

be ignored this day.’ 

 

 

 

128. And thus do We 
recompense him who trans-
gresses the limits of Divine 
Law and believes not in the 
Signs of his Lord; and the 
punishment of the Hereafter is 
even severer and more lasting. 

 

 

129. Does it not furnish 
guidance to them, ahow many a 
generation We destroyed 
before them, amid whose 
dwellings they now walk? 
Therein, verily, are Signs for 
those who possess under-
standing.  

 

 

 
himself of heavenly light, will be born blind at the time of his second birth in 
the life after. This will be because his soul in this life which will serve as a 
body for the more spiritually developed soul in the next world had become 
blind, because he had led a life of sin in this world. 

1865. In answer to the disbeliever’s protestation as to why he was raised up 
blind while he was possessed of sight in the former life, God would say that he 
had become spiritually blind in his worldly life on account of his having led a 
life of sin; and as his soul was to serve as a body for another much more 
spiritually developed soul in the life after, therefore he was born blind in the 
Hereafter. The verse may also mean that as a disbeliever does not develop in 
him Divine attributes and remains a stranger to them, so when on the Day of 
Resurrection those attributes will be manifested in all their splendour and glory, 
he, being a stranger to them, will not be able to recognize them, and thus will 
stand like a blind man, having no recollection or remembrance of them. 

a17:18; 36:32. 
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R. 8.   

130. And ahad it not been for 

a word1866 already gone forth 

from thy Lord, and a term 

already fixed, their punishment 

would have been abiding. 

 

 

131. Bear patiently then what 

they say, and bglorify thy Lord 

with His praise before the 

rising of the sun and before its 

setting; and glorify Him in the 

hours of the night and all 

parts1867 of the day, that thou 

mayest find true happiness. 

 

 

132. And cstrainl868 not thine 

eyes after what We have 

bestowed on some classes of 

them of the splendour of the 

present world that We may try 

them thereby. And the 

provision of thy Lord is better 

and more lasting.  

 

 

 
1866. The reference is to the Divine declaration contained in the verse, 'My 

mercy encompasses all things' (7:157). God in His infallible wisdom has 
decreed that His mercy will continue to transcend all His other attributes. 

1867. The glorification of God at the hours mentioned in the verse may 
signify the hours of the five daily Prayers; the words, before the rising of the 
sun, signifying the Morning (Fajr) Prayer; and the words, before its setting, 
the Late-afternoon (‘Asr) Prayer; and the expression, and glorify Him in the 
hours of the night, signifying the Evening Prayer (Maghrib) and Night Prayer 
(‘Isha’), while the words, parts of the day, signifying the Afternoon (Zuhr) 
Prayer. 

l868. All international jealousies and rivalries which result in wars and 
consequently in much human misery and bloodshed are the result, direct or 
indirect, of mad hunger for material wealth and physical comforts. Muslims 
are warned not to cast covetous looks on the wealth of other people. 

a8:69; 10:20. b17:79, 80; 30:18, 19; 50:40, 41. c15:89; 26:206-208; 28:61, 62. 
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133. And aenjoin Prayer on 

thy people and be constant 

therein. We ask thee not for 

provision; it is We who 

provide for thee. And the 

good end is for those who 

guard against evil. 

 

 

134. And they say, ‘Why does 

he not bring us a Sign from 

his Lord?’ Has there not come 

to them clear evidence of 

what is contained in the 

former Books? 

 

 

135. And if We had destroyed 

them with a punishment 

before the coming of this 

Messenger, they would have 

surely said, “Our Lord, 

wherefore didst Thou not send 

to us a Messenger that we 

might have followed Thy 

commandments before we 

were humbled and 

disgraced?” 

 

 

136. Say, ‘Each one is 

waiting; wait ye, therefore, 

and you will soon know who 

are the people of the right path 

and who follow true guidance, 

and who do not.asas 

 

 
 

 
asas  

 

 

a19:56; 33:34. 
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CHAPTER 21 
AL-ANBIYA’ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah, like the three preceding ones, was revealed at Mecca, very 

early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Ibn-e-Mas‘ud says that it was revealed 
before the 5th year of the Call, along with Chapters Ta Ha, A1-Kahf and 
Maryam. The opening verses of Surah Maryam were recited by Ja‘far before 
the Negus during the Emigration to Abyssinia which took place in that year. 
The immediate connection of the Surah with Surah Ta Ha consists in the fact 
that towards the end of that Surah it was stated that Divine punishment would 
overtake disbelievers at its appointed time, and the Holy Prophet was enjoined 
to bear their opposition and persecution patiently and with fortitude. The 
present Surah opens with a warning to disbelievers that the time of their 
punishment has already arrived and that though they will now have to render 
an account of their actions, they will continue to wander in the wilderness of 
heedlessness and disbelief. This is the immediate connection of the Surah with 
the preceding one. But it is its subject-matter as a whole, which, in fact, 
constitutes the real connecting link between the present Surah and some of the 
preceding Chapters. In Surah Maryam some of the false Christian doctrines 
were repudiated and rebutted, viz. that Jesus possessed Divine attributes, that 
he had abrogated the Law and had declared it to be a curse and that salvation 
depended not on good works but upon atonement. In Surah Ta Ha detailed 
account of Moses was given in order to refute again these false doctrines. The 
Christians were told that Christianity was but a link in the Mosaic 
Dispensation, and that Moses’s circumstances constituted a flat repudiation of 
their doctrines. His whole pride lay in the fact that he was a Law-giving 
Prophet. If the Law was a curse, then, according to Christian belief, Moses, 
instead of having been regarded as an object of respect and pride, should have 
been condemned and denounced. After this, the Surah Ta Ha gave a brief 
account of the lapse suffered by Adam and thus traced the Christian theory of 
the original sin to its very root and then refuted it. It was made clear in that 
Surah that sin formed no part of the heritage of man and that he is punished 
only for his own trespasses and offences. Next, it was stated that if it was not 
possible for man to get rid of sin, then the very purpose of Divine punishment 
is defeated and God’s Prophets and His Messengers, instead of holding out 
warnings to sinners, should have given them the comforting message that 
being mere creatures of circumstances and possessing no volition or discretion 
they will not be called to account for their actions. The same subject has been 
enlarged and expanded in the present Surah and the lesson is driven home that 
the enemies not only of this or that Prophet but those of all Messengers of 
God—from Adam to Jesus and then to the Holy Prophet Muhammad—were 
punished for their wicked deeds and the righteous rewarded for their good 
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actions. If man had inherited sin and if he could not shed it, then there was no 
sense or justification in punishing the sinners and rewarding the righteous. So 
the dogma of inherited sin is a baseless invention. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a warning to disbelievers that Divine 

punishment is fast approaching, but they are deluding themselves into a false 
sense of security. There never came in the world a Divine Messenger who was 
not jeered and scoffed at. But out of sympathy with and solicitude for the 
spiritual well-being of their peoples the Prophets of God invited them to 
accept Truth and be saved. If sin formed a part of man’s heritage, then of what 
avail was this invitation? The Surah then proceeds to state some objections of 
disbelievers which are effectively answered. After this disbelievers are asked 
to consider, what new burden the Qur’an imposes upon them that they should 
be bent upon rejecting its Message. The primary object of that Message is to 
exalt and raise them to moral eminence. As it is God’s own revealed Word, its 
rejectors will not escape punishment. The Surah then asks disbelievers 
whether they have ever given the idea serious consideration that an All-
Knowing and Wise God could not have created the universe without a great 
and grim purpose, and that those who stand in the way of its fulfilment are 
bound to fail. Next, the Surah deals with the all-important subject of Divine 
Unity which forms the basic and fundamental belief of all religions. When one 
uniform law pervades and governs the whole universe, it says, how can the 
polytheists justify Shirk (belief in the plurality of gods)? Belief in the plurality 
of gods implies disagreement on the part of these gods in regard to the 
management and control of the universe. And as evidently there exists perfect 
order in it, there should be only One Creator and One Controller of the whole 
universe. And why God should have a son, for a son is needed only when the 
father is likely to fall a victim to decay or death or when he cannot perform his 
work single-handed and unassisted. But all such notions about God are 
blasphemous and unfounded. After this the Surah points to another Divine law, 
viz. that whenever darkness enshrouds the entire face of the earth and the 
world suffers from a dearth of righteous men, God opens the gates of His 
mercy upon mankind and heavenly water, in the form of Divine revelation, 
descends upon earth and gives new life to a world steeped in sin and iniquity. 
The phenomenon of the alternation of light and darkness in the spiritual realm 
corresponds to a similar phenomenon in the physical world where day and 
night follow each other. Then the Surah drives home the argument that it is 
foolish on the part of disbelievers to reject the Holy Prophet on the plea that 
he is but an ordinary mortal. It is not the status and the position of the bearer 
of the Quranic Message so much that matters. What really matters is, who has 
sent him. In order to show that the Holy Prophet’s cause will prevail, the 
Surah cites the cases of some former Prophets—Noah, Abraham, David, 
Solomon, Idris, and others, who in the teeth of bitter, persistent and organized 
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opposition succeeded in their missions. All these chosen servants of God like 
Jesus were models of noble and righteous conduct and like him they suffered 
great hardships and privations in the way of God. Then why of all of them 
Jesus alone should be regarded as son of God and not they? After the account 
of these Prophets, special mention is made of Jesus and his mother whose 
circumstances were in no way different from theirs. Even the unusual manner 
of Jesus’s birth entitles him to no particular spiritual status. The birth of 
Yahya had also taken place in very exceptional circumstances. If Jesus was 
born without the agency of a father, Yahya’s birth took place when his father 
had reached an extreme old age and his mother had become barren and was 
quite unfit to give birth to a child. Similarly, Jesus’s suffering in the cause of 
Truth was nothing novel. Though he was hung on the Cross he was taken 
down alive, but Yahya suffered actual death for the sake of God. Then why 
should Jesus’s death alone atone for the sins of man and not that of Yahya? 
Towards the end the Surah points to the phenomenal rise and great material 
might and dazzling prosperity, progress and power of Gog and Magog—
Christian nations of the West. When these nations, the Surah proceeds to say, 
will spread all over the world and will occupy every position of power and 
eminence, and when other nations of the world will bow down to them in 
submission and pay homage to them, then will the promise about their 
ultimate destruction be fulfilled. Divine punishment will come down upon 
them so sudden and swift that they will be taken completely by surprise. All 
their handiworks, the source and cause of their pride, and all their pomp, glory 
and grandeur will be destroyed and reduced to ashes and dust. 
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PART XVII   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bNigh unto men has drawn 

their reckoning, yet they turn 

away in heedlessness. 

 

 

3. cThere comes not to them 

any new admonition1869 from 

their Lord, but they listen to it 

while they make sport of it.  

 

 

4. And their hearts are 

forgetful. And they—the 

wrongdoers—confer together 

in secret and say, ‘Is this man 

aught but a mortal like 

yourselves? Will you then 

yield to his sorcery1870 with 

your eyes open?’ 

 

 

 
1869. In form every Message which a Prophet brings is a new one, but in 

substance and essence it is the same old Message. 'I am not a new Messenger,' 
the Qur’an depicts the Holy Prophet as saying with regard to himself (46:10). 

1870. The main objection of disbelievers against every Prophet has always 
been that he is an ordinary mortal like themselves (14:11; 23:25, 34; 26:155; 
36:16 & 64:7). This objection has been answered in 12:110; 14:12; 16:44, 45 
& 17:96. Here it is answered in v. 8. The answer is this that while on the one 
hand the disbelievers say that there is nothing in the Holy Prophet different 
from an ordinary man, on the other they concede that he is a sorcerer, i.e. he 
possesses superior intellect. Divine Prophets are called sorcerers because their 
teachings produce a magical effect on the listeners. The verse implies an 
admission on the part of disbelievers that the Qur’an does possess a 
fascinating power and that it is really difficult for an unprejudiced and fair-
minded person to reject its teaching. 

a1:1. b54:2, 3. c21:43; 26:6. 
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5. In reply to this the Prophet 

said, ‘My Lord knows what is 

said in the heaven and the 

earth. And He is the All-

Hearing, the All-

Knowing.’1871 

 

 

6. Nay, they say, ‘These are 

but confused dreams; nay, he 

has forged it himself: nay, ahe 

is but a poet.1872 Let him then 

bring us a Sign just as the 

former Prophets were sent 

with Signs.’  

 

 

7. No township, before them, 

which We destroyed, ever 

believed. Would they then 

believe? 

 

 

8. bAnd We sent none as 

Messengers before thee but 

men to whom We sent 

revelations. So ask the people 

 

 
1871. God knows all the secret and open plots and machinations of 

disbelievers against Islam and He hears the prayers of the Holy Prophet and 
His chosen servants and will frustrate all the evil designs of disbelievers. 

1872. In this verse three different objections of disbelievers with regard to 
the Qur’an have been mentioned. The first is that the Qur’an is a mixture of 
confused dreams. But realizing the untenability of their position, since there 
exists a beautiful arrangement and order in it and since it forms a connected 
whole and contains excellent teachings, the disbelievers shift their ground and 
say that the Holy Prophet has forged it himself. But again realizing that 
throughout his life he was, by common consent, known and looked upon as 
'the Trusty' and 'the Truthful,' they give up this objection also and proceed to 
accuse him of being a poet and a sorcerer. These objections have been 
mentioned in an ascending order and the continuous shifting of the ground by 
disbelievers implies an admission on their part that the objections cannot stand 
examination or scrutiny and are foolish and self-contradictory. The Qur’an, 
therefore, has refused to entertain them here. 

a52:31. b12:110; 16:44. 
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of the Reminder, if you know 

not; 
 

9. aNor did We give them 

bodies that ate not food, 

neither were they to live for 

ever.1873 

 

 

10. Then We fulfilled to them 

Our promise; and We saved 

them and those whom We 

pleased; and We destroyed the 

transgressors.  

 

 

11. We have now sent down to 

you a Book which makes 

provision for your eminence; 

will you not then 

understand?1874 

 

 

R. 2.   

12. bAnd how many a 

township that acted 

wrongfully have We utterly 

destroyed, and raised up after 

it another people. 

 

 

 
1873. Though disbelievers regarded all the Divine Messengers as ordinary 

mortals, yet the objection was invariably repeated to every one of them that 
like ordinary mortals 'he eats and drinks and walks about in the streets and is 
subject to all human needs and demands of the body' (25:8), and on the basis 
of this very plea they rejected him. An implied reference is made here to this 
inconsistent attitude of disbelievers. They do not want to understand this 
simple fact, the verse purports to say, that Prophets are raised as 'models' for 
men, and, how could they serve as models if they were not men like them and 
were not like them subject to the demands of the physical body? As human 
beings they were not and could not be immune from the demands of the flesh 
or from decay or death. 

1874. The verse means to say that not only will the deniers of the Qur’an 
come to grief and its followers achieve progress and prosperity and rise from 
the lowest rung of the ladder to the highest pinnacle of material and spiritual 
glory, but this fact will also constitute an infallible proof that the Qur’an is 

a25:21. b7:5; 22:46; 28:59; 50:37; 65:9. 
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13. And when they perceived 

Our punishment, lo! they 

began to flee from it. 

 

 

14. Thereupon We said, ‘Flee 

not, but return to the luxuries 

in which you exulted, and to 

your dwellings that you might 

be questioned about your 

conduct.’ 

 

 

15. They said, ‘Alas for us, we 

were indeed wrongdoers!’ 

 
 

16. And this ceased not to be 

their cry till We made them 

like a mown down field, 

extinct.1875 

 

 

17. aAnd We created not the 

heaven and the earth and all 

that is between the two in 

sport.1875A 

 

 

18. Had We wished to find a 

pastime, We would, surely, 

have found it in what is with 

 

 

 
neither forgery, nor poetry, nor a collection of confused dreams but the true 
Word of the Almighty God, the Creator of heavens and earth. 

1875. The verse gives a graphic description of the people upon whom 
descends Divine punishment. They are completely ruined, and all their 
ambitions and aspirations become extinguished. The very will to live dies in 
them and they despair of their future and lose all initiative and thus to all 
intents and purposes they become defunct and dead. 

1875A. When the universe has not been created as a mere pastime and sport 
and a little reflection over its creation reveals the great wisdom underlying its 
creation, the creation of man, who is its axis and centre, must also have been 
designed to serve a grand and sublime object. The verse implies that man is 
God’s vicegerent on earth and that he has been created to serve as a mirror to 
reflect in his person the beautiful image of his Creator (2:31). 
 

a15:86; 38:28; 44:39. 
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Us, if at all We were to do 

such a thing.1876 

19. Nay, aWe hurl the truth at 

falsehood, and it breaks its 

head,1876A and lo! it perishes. 

And woe to you for that which 

you ascribe to Allah. 

 

 

20. To Him belongs 

whosoever is in the heavens 

and the earth. bAnd those who 

are in His presence do not 

disdain to worship Him, nor 

do they weary of it;  

 

 

21. They glorify Him night 

and day; and they flag not.1877 

 
 

22. Have they taken gods from 

the earth who raise the 

dead?1878 

 

 

 
1876. It is inconsistent with the dignity, majesty and wisdom of God that 

He should have created this universe without a great object and thus should 
have done a purposeless thing. 

1876A. Damagha-hu means, he broke his head so that the wound reached 
his brain; he overcame him (Lane). 

1877. The verse gives some marks of the true servants of God. They are not 
tired of serving God and humanity. They do not accept a Divine Prophet under 
a momentary impulse and then under the stress of hardships and privations 
lose heart. Once they accept the truth, they stick to it through thick and thin. 
Their zeal and enthusiasm for the service of truth never flag or fail. Worship 
of God is a source of delight to them and a means of relief from worries and 
anxieties (13:29). 'The cheer of my eyes is in Prayer,' the Holy Prophet is 
reported to have said (Nasa’i). 

1878. Creating or raising the dead to life is the exclusive attribute and 
prerogative of God. Neither Jesus nor any other person can share this attribute 
with Him. The reference to this attribute is intended to smash the divinity of 
Jesus which, in particular, forms the subject-matter of these verses. 

a17:82; 34:49, 50. b7:207; 41:39. 
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23. If there had been in the 

heavens and the earth other 

gods beside Allah, then surely 

both would have gone to 

ruin.1879 Glorified then be 

Allah, the Lord of the Throne, 

far above what they attribute 

to Him. 

 

 

24. He cannot be questioned 

as to what He does, but they 

will be questioned.1880 

 
 

25. aHave they taken gods 

beside Him? Say, ‘Bring forth 

your proof. This Qur’an is a 

source of honour for those 

with me, and a source 

of  honour for those before 

me.’1880A Nay, most of them 

know not the truth, and so 

they turn away. 

 

 

 
1879. The verse constitutes an effective and conclusive argument against 

polytheism. Even atheists cannot deny that perfect order pervades and 
permeates the entire universe. This order points to the fact that one uniform 
law governs it; and the uniformity of laws proves the Unity of the Maker and 
Controller of the universe. If there had been more than one God, then more 
than one law would have governed the universe—because for a god it is 
necessary to create the universe with his own special laws—and thus disorder 
and confusion would have been the inevitable result and the whole universe 
would have gone to pieces. It is, therefore, manifestly absurd to say that three 
gods, equally perfect in all respects are jointly the creators and controllers of 
the universe. 

1880. The verse points to the perfection and completeness of the order in 
the universe and, therefore, to the perfection of its Author and Controller and 
hence to His Unity. It also signifies that God’s authority is supreme while all 
other beings and things are subject to His authority. This constitutes another 
argument against polytheism. 

1880A. The Qur’an is a source of honour and dignity for previous Prophets 

a18:16; 23:118; 27:65. 
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26. And We sent no 

Messenger before thee but We 

revealed to him: ‘There is no 

god but I; so worship Me 

alone.’ 

 

 

27. aAnd they say, ‘The 

Gracious God has taken to 

Himself a son.’ Holy is He. 

Nay, those whom they so 

designate are only His 

honoured servants; 

 

 

28. They1881 speak not before 

He speaks, and they only carry 

out His commands.  

 

 

29. bHe knows what is before 

them and what is behind 

them,1882 and they intercede 

not except for him whom He 

approves it and they tremble 

in awe of Him. 

 

 

30. And whosoever of them 

should say, ‘I am a god beside 

Him,’ him shall We requite 

with Hell. Thus do We requite 

the wrongdoers.1883 

 

 

 
also, because it clears them of the charges of which their people falsely 
accused them. 

1881. The pronoun 'they' as the context shows refers to Prophets. Divine 
Messengers are incapable of disobeying God or committing a moral offence 
or sin. The verse establishes the sinlessness of the Prophets. 

1882. The words may mean, 'what they did and what they did not or could 
not do;' or they may refer to the influences to which they were subject or the 
changes which they brought about. 

1883. It is significant that whereas claimants to Godhead will only be 
 

a2:117; 4:172; 10:69; 19:89, 90. b2:256; 20:111. 
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R. 3.   

31. Do not the disbelievers see 

that the heavens and the earth 

were a closed-up mass,1884 

then We opened them out? 

And we made of water every 

living thing. Will they not then 

believe?  

 

 

 
punished in the hereafter for their false claims, those pretenders and 
mountebanks who falsely lay claim to Prophethood are punished in this very 
world. They meet with death and destruction and all their organizations come 
to naught in this very life (69:45-48). This difference in the treatment of these 
two kinds of pretenders is due to the fact that the absurdity of a claim to 
Godhead is self-evident, therefore such a claimant need not be punished here. 
But a false claimant to Prophethood, if allowed to go scot-free, may succeed 
in deceiving innocent people into accepting his false claim; therefore he 
ultimately is made to suffer defeat, discomfiture and destruction in this very 
life and is not allowed to live long, and his mission is not allowed to prosper. 

1884. The verse points to a great scientific truth. It seems to refer to the 
pre-material stage of the universe and purports to say that the whole universe, 
particularly the solar system, has developed out of an amorphous or nebular 
mass. God, in accordance with the laws which He had set in motion, split the 
mass of matter, and its scattered bits became the units of the solar system 
("The Universe Surveyed" by Harold Richards, & "The Nature of the 
Universe" by Fred Hoyle). God then created all life out of water. The verse 
seems to imply that like the material universe a spiritual universe also 
develops out of an amorphous mass of confused ideas and foolish beliefs. Just 
as God in His infallible wisdom and in pursuance of a supreme design split the 
mass of matter and its scattered bits became the units of the solar system, in 
the same way He brings about a new spiritual order in a world weltering in the 
morass of confused ideas. When mankind sink into an impenetrable gloom of 
moral turpitude, and spiritual atmosphere becomes dense and oppressive, God 
causes a light to appear in the form of a Heavenly Messenger who shakes up 
the overspreading spiritual gloom, and out of this confused and lifeless mass 
of moral depravity and spiritual degeneration, a spiritual universe is born 
which begins to reach out from its centre and eventually embraces the whole 
earth, receiving life and direction from the impetus behind it. 
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32. aAnd We have placed in 

the earth firm mountains lest it 

should quake1885 with them; 

and We have made therein 

wide pathways, that they may 

be rightly guided. 

 

 

33. And We have made the 

heaven a roof, well-

protected,1886 yet they turn 

away from its Signs.  

 

 

34. And He it is Who created 

the night and the day, and the 

sun and the moon,1886A beach 

gliding along smoothly in its 

orbit. 

 

 

 
1885. The expression, an Tamida Bihim, means, lest it should quake with 

them; go round with them; be a source of benefit to them; Mada also meaning, 
he bestowed a benefit (Aqrab). The verse throws light on yet another scientific 
truth. Geology has established the fact that mountains have, to a great extent, 
secured the earth against earthquakes. In the beginning the earth was very hot 
from inside. When as the result of the intense heat gases were formed in the 
bowels of the earth, they forced a way out, thus causing violent agitations and 
eruptions in the form of volcanoes, which having cooled down took the shape 
of mountains ("Marvels & Mysteries of Science" by Allison Hox; & Enc. Brit. 
under "Geology"). The verse may also signify that the mountains are a great 
help to the earth in moving steadily on its axis. The Qur’an spoke of the earth 
as 'moving round' long before it was discovered that it was not stationary and 
moved on its axis and round the sun. 

1886. The solar system with its sun, moon, planets and stars is a well-
ordered and well-regulated system which has existed for millions of years, 
never having once suffered the slightest disorder or deviation in the 
movements of these bodies. These heavenly bodies exercise a very 
wholesome influence on the terrestrial globe and its inhabitants. Just as a roof 
is a means of protection from rain, cold and heat for the residents of a house, 
similarly the heaven serves as a protection for the earth below and heavenly 
bodies exert their beneficial influence upon mankind. 

1886A. The night and the day, the sun and the moon have all been created 
by God and they all fulfil human needs and are indispensable for man’s 
existence on earth. 

a13:4; 15:20; 16:16; 31:11; 77:28. b36:41. 
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35. We granted not everlasting 

life to any mortal before thee. 

If thou shouldst die, shall they 

live here for ever?1887 

 

 

36. Every soul shall taste of 

death; and We test you with 

evil and good by way of trial. 

And to Us shall you be 

returned. 

 

 

37. aAnd when the 

disbelievers see thee, they 

only make a jest of thee, and 

say, ‘Is this the one who 

speaks ill1887A of your gods?’ 

Yet it is they themselves bwho 

deny all mention of the 

Gracious God.  

 

 

38. Man is created of 

haste.1888 I will certainly 

show you My Signs, but ask 

Me not to hasten. 

 

 

 
1887. All the different Dispensations and religious systems before the Holy 

Prophet were decreed and destined to suffer spiritual decay and death, and it 
was only the Dispensation of the Holy Prophet—the Islamic Dispensation—
which was to live and continue till the end of time. The implication of the 
verse may also be that no human being is immune from decay or death, not 
even the Holy Prophet. Eternity and everlastingness are God’s own exclusive 
attributes. 

1887A. An Arab would say: La’in dhakartani la-tandamanna, i.e. if thou 
speak ill of me, thou wilt assuredly repent (Lane). 

1888. The expression. Khuliqal Insanu min ‘Ajal, signifies that haste forms 
a part of man’s being, and that it is so prominent a trait of his character that he 
can be said to have been created, as it were, out of haste, i.e. he is hasty by 
nature. When the Arabs have to express a prominent natural characteristic of a 
person they say, Khuliqa Minhu, i.e. he has been created of it. Similar 
expressions have been used in the Qur’an elsewhere (7:13; 30:55). 

a25:42. b13:31. 
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39. aAnd they say, ‘When will 

this promise be fulfilled, if you 

are truthful?’ 

 

 

40. If only the disbelievers 
knew the time when they will 
not be able to ward off the 
fire1889 from their faces, nor 
from their backs, and they will 
not be helped. 

 

 

41. Nay, bit will come upon 
them unawares so that it will 
utterly confound1890 them; 
and they will not be able to 
repel it, nor will they be 
granted respite. 

 

 

42. cAnd Messengers have 
indeed been mocked at before 
thee, but dwhereat they 
mocked encompassed those of 
them who scoffed.  

 

 
R. 4.   

43. Say, ‘Who can protect you 
by night and by day from 1891 
the Gracious God?’ Yet ethey 
turn away from the 
remembrance of their Lord. 

 

 

 
1889. "Fire" here means "the fire of war." The disbelievers ignited that fire 

and then were themselves consumed in it. They drew the sword against Islam 
and by the sword they perished. The words, from their faces, signify the 
punishment they will see in front of them, i.e. its signs will be apparent and 
manifest; and the words, nor from their backs, signify that the punishment will 
overtake them suddenly and unawares. Moreover, the punishment will 
overwhelm all of them—their leaders and the ordinary men (Wujuh also 
meaning leaders—Lane). 

1890. The reference in the verse may be to the Fall of Mecca when the 
Quraish were taken completely by surprise and were utterly confounded. 

1891. Min means, against; from; instead of (Aqrab). 

a34:30; 36:49; 67:26. b36:50; 67:28. c6:11; 13:33. d11:9; 46:27. e18:102; 21:3; 26:6. 
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44. Have they any gods that 

can protect them against Us? 

They cannot help themselves, 

nor can they be befriended by 

anyone against Us. 

 

 

45. Nay, We provided those 

and their fathers with the good 

things of this world till alife 

grew long for them. bDo they 

not see that We are visiting the 

land, reducing it from its 

outlying borders?1892 Can 

they even then be the victors? 

 

 

46. Say, ‘I warn you only 

according to Divine 

revelation.’ But cthe deaf 

cannot hear the call when they 

are warned.  

 

 

47. dAnd if even a breath of 

thy Lord’s punishment touch 

them, they will surely cry out, 

‘Woe to us! we were indeed 

wrongdoers.’ 

 

 

 
1892. When the time of the national prosperity of a people becomes 

prolonged, they come to labour under the misconception that their prosperity 
and progress will never see decline and consequently they become arrogant 
and their hearts are hardened. Thus prolongation of the period of their 
prosperity becomes the cause of their downfall. The verse warns disbelievers 
against the wishful thinking and false complacency that their progress and 
prosperity will continue indefinitely and tells them not to shut their eyes to the 
patent fact that God is gradually but surely reducing and curtailing the land 
from all its sides, i.e. Islam is making inroads into every home and all sections 
and strata of their society. 

a57:17. b13:42. c30:53. d7:6.  
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48. And We shall set up just 

balances on the Day of 

Resurrection, so that ano soul 

will be wronged in the 

least.1893 And even if it be the 

weight of a grain of mustard 

seed, We would bring it forth. 

And sufficient are We as 

reckoners. 

 

 

49. bAnd We gave Moses and 
Aaron the Discrimination and 
a Light and a Reminder for the 
righteous, 

 

 

50. cThose who fear their Lord 
in secret, and who dread the 
Hour of Judgment. 

 

 
51. And this Qur’an which 
We have sent down is a 
blessed1894 Reminder; will 
you then reject it?  

 

 

R. 5.   

52. And before this We gave 

Abraham his guidance and We 

knew him well. 

 

 

 
1893. The verse makes it clear that Hell is not everlasting. If even the 

slightest good work done by a man is to be rewarded, then a time must come 
when punishment should come to an end and the reward of good works should 
begin. Contrary to the teachings of other religions the Qur’an teaches that it is 
Heaven and not Hell that is everlasting. See also 1351. 

1894. The word Mubarak possesses the sense of firmness; steadiness; 
continuity; abundance of good; exaltation and collection, etc. (Lane). It is an 
epithet exclusively reserved for the Qur’an (6:93), and in this title lies its 
outstanding distinction. Being Mubarak the Qur’an combines in itself all good 
qualities that a heavenly Scripture should possess. There is no good which it 
does not possess in abundance and in which it does not excel all other 
Scriptures. 

a4:41; 18:50. b2:54. c67:13. 
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53. aWhen he said to his father 
and his people, ‘What1895 are 
these images to which you are 
so devoted?’ 

 

 

54. bThey replied, ‘We found 

our fathers worshipping them.’ 

 
 

55. cHe said, ‘Then, you, as 

well as your fathers, have 

indeed been in manifest error.’ 

 

 
56. They said, ‘Is it really the 

truth that thou hast brought us, 

or art thou jesting?’ 

 

 

57. He replied, ‘Nay, your 
Lord is the Lord of the 
heavens and the earth Who 
created them; and I am of 
those who bear witness1896 to 
this;  

 

 

58. ‘And, by Allah, I will 

certainly plan against your 

idols after you have gone 

away and turned your backs.’ 

 

 

59. dSo he broke them into 

pieces, all except the chief of 

them, that they might return to 

it.1897 

 

 

 
1895. The particle ma here denotes contempt and not a question. While 

talking to idol-worshippers Abraham generally made use of irony. See 
6:77,78,79. He seems to say to his people, 'how useless and futile are these 
images which you worship!' While Abraham used to talk in ironical language, 
Jesus talked in metaphors. 

1896. The verse points to the supreme truth that Divine Messengers, when 
they talk about God, speak from personal experience. They do not invite 
people to God merely because human reason demands belief in His existence, 
but they do so with full conviction and firm faith (12:109). 

1897. The pronoun hi in the expression, Ilaihi, may refer either to God, or 
 

a6:75; 19:43; 26: 71. b26:75; 43:24. c60:5. d37:94. 
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60. They said, ‘Who has done 

this to our gods? Surely, he is 

a wrongdoer.’ 

 

 

61. Some others said, ‘We 

heard a young man speak 

ill1898 of them; he is called 

Abraham.’ 

 

 

62. They said, ‘Then bring 

him before the eyes of the 

people, that they may bear 

witness against him.’1899 

 

 

63. Then they said to 

Abraham, ‘Is it thou who hast 

done this to our gods, O 

Abraham?’  

 

 

64. He replied, ‘Well, 

someone has surely done this. 

Here is the chief of them. So 

ask them if they can 

speak.’1900 

 

 

 
to the chief idol or to Abraham himself. 

1898. Dhakara-hu means, he spoke well or ill of him; mentioned his faults 
(Lane). 

1899. The reason why Abraham was summoned before the public was 
either that those, who had heard him speak ill of the idols, should bear witness 
against him, or that having listened to the evidence against him might decide 
what punishment should be meted out to him and that they should witness the 
punishment that was to be inflicted on him. 

1900. Besides the meaning given in the text, the Arabic expression may 
have been spoken ironically by Abraham as was his wont while talking to his 
idolatrous people. In this case the sense of the words would be something like 
this: 'Why should I have done this, their chief may have done this,' meaning 
thereby that the fact is too evident to warrant any questioning or need any 
explanation that I have done this. If I had not done this, could this lifeless 
block of stone have done this? Abraham seems to have rebuked his people and 
to have brought home to them the futility of their idolatrous practices, first by 
breaking the idols and then by challenging their votaries to ask those idols, if 
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65. Then they turned towards 
one another and said, ‘You 
yourselves are surely in the 
wrong.’ 

 

 

66. And they were made to 
hang down their heads1901 for 
shame and said to Abraham, 
‘Certainly thou knowest well 
that these do not speak.’ 

 

 

67. He said, a‘Do you then 

worship, instead of Allah, that 

which cannot profit you at all, 

nor harm you? 

 

 

68. ‘Fie on you and on that 
which you worship instead of 
Allah! Can you not 
understand?’ 

 

 

69. bThey said, ‘Burn him and 

help your gods if at all you 

mean to do something.’  

 

 

70. We said, ‘O fire, be thou a 

means of coolness and 

safety1902 for Abraham!’ 

 
 

 
 
they could speak, to tell them who had broken them. 

1901. The Arabic expression may mean: (a)  They returned to their former 
state of disbelief, or wicked behaviour; (b)  they reverted to disputation after 
they had taken the right course; (c)  they hung down their heads for shame and 
were completely dumbfounded (Lane & Ma‘ani). 

1902. How the fire became cool we are not told. Timely rain or a stormy 
hurricane might have extinguished it. In any event God did bring about 
circumstances which led to Abraham’s deliverance. There is always an 
element of mystery in heavenly miracles; and the manner of Abraham being 
saved from the fire was indeed a great miracle. That Abraham had been cast 
into the fire is credited not only by the Jews, but also by the eastern 
Christians—25th of the second Canun, or January being set apart in the Syrian 
Calendar for the commemoration of the event (Hyde, De Rel. Vet Pers., p. 73). 
See also Mdr. Rabbah on Gen. Par. 17; Schalacheleth Hakabala, 2; Maimon 
 

a29:18; 37:96. b29:25; 37:98. 
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71. aAnd they had intended an 

evil plan against him, but We 

made them the worst losers. 

 

 

72. And We delivered him and 

Lot and brought them to the 

Land which We had 

blessed1903 for the peoples. 

 

 

73. bAnd We bestowed upon 

him Isaac, and a grandson, 

Jacob, and We made all 

of  them righteous. 

 

 

74. cAnd We made them 

leaders who guided people by 

Our command, and We sent 

revelation to them enjoining 

the doing of good works, and 

the observance of Prayer, and 

the giving of alms. And Us 

alone they worshipped.  

 

 

75. And to Lot We gave 

wisdom and knowledge. dAnd 

We saved him from the city 

which practised abominations. 

They were indeed a wicked 

and rebellious people. 

 

 

 
de Idol. Ch. I; and Jad Hachazakah, Vet, 6). 

1903. Abraham journeyed from Ur (Mesopotamia) to Harran and from 
there, by God’s command, to Canaan, which God had decreed to give to his 
posterity. This journey had a precise objective and aim. In pursuance of 
Divine plan and design all the great Prophets or their followers, at one time or 
another, have to emigrate from their homes. 

 

a37:99. b11:72; 19:50; 29:28; 37:113; 51:29. c2:125; 32:25. d7:84; 27:58; 29:34. 
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76. And We admitted him to 
Our mercy; surely he was one 
of the righteous. 

 

 
R. 6.   

77. aAnd remember Noah 
when he cried to Us aforetime, 
and We heard his prayer and 
delivered him and his family 
from the great distress,1904 

 

 

78. And We helped him 
against the people who 
rejected Our Signs. They were 
surely a wicked people; so 
bWe drowned them all.  

 

 

79. And remember David and 
Solomon when they exercised 
their respective judgments 
concerning the crop,1905 when 
the sheep of certain people 
strayed therein by night, and 
We were bearers of witness to 
their judgment. 

 

 

 
1904. It is worthy of note that this Surah makes a special mention of the 

trials and tribulations through which almost all the Prophets of God had to 
pass in their times and also of the way in which God helped them and 
delivered them from their afflictions, the implication being that like those 
Prophets the Holy Prophet of Islam too will have to suffer hardships and 
privations and like them he too will come out of his ordeal with success. 

1905. In order to add to the beauty of expression, use has been made of 
metaphorical language in this and the following few verses. Al-Harth may 
signify Solomon’s country and the words Ghanamul-Qaum may represent 
those wild and predatory neighbouring tribes who raided Solomon’s country. 
The reference is to the policy which David and Solomon adopted to repel and 
defeat the depredations of those savage tribes. David was a great warrior and 
as such was in favour of adopting a strong policy. Solomon, however, wished 
to pursue a milder policy and to win over those tribes by entering into treaties 
of friendship with them. 

a26:118-120; 37:76, 77; 54:11. b26:121; 37:83; 54: 12, 13; 71:26. 
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80. We gave Solomon the 

right understanding1906 of the 

matter and to each of them We 

gave wisdom and knowledge. 
aAnd We subjected the 

mountains and the birds to 

David to celebrate God’s 

praises with him.1907 And it 

was We Who did all these 

things. 

 

 

 
1906. The words signify that Solomon’s policy of moderation and 

conciliation was right in the then obtaining circumstances, and that the charge 
levelled against him by some Jewish writers of having pursued a weak policy 
which brought about the downfall of his dynasty is ill-founded. But the 
defence of Solomon should not be taken to mean that the strong policy 
adopted by David in his own time was wrong. Any misunderstanding leading 
to this inference has been dispelled by the clause, and to each of them We 
gave wisdom and knowledge, which makes it clear that the policies of both 
David and Solomon were best in the circumstances and quite suited to the 
particular occasions. 

1907. The words, We subjected the mountains and the birds to David to 
celebrate God’s praises with him, have been taken literally to mean that the 
mountains and birds were under David’s control and when he sang the praises 
of God they actually joined with him in that pious act. The words merely 
mean that big men (al-Jibal) and highly spiritual men (at-Tair) glorified God 
and sang Divine praises along with David. At several places in the Qur’an not 
only mountains and birds but all other things in the heavens and the earth—
the sun, the moon, the stars, the day and the night, the animals, the birds, the 
rivers, the seas, the winds, the clouds, etc. are stated to have been subjected to 
man (2:165; 7:55; 22:38 & 45:13-14). The word Jibal may also signify 'people 
living in the mountains' as the name of a place sometimes stands for its people 
(12:83). Thus the subjection of "the mountains" to David may signify that he 
conquered and subjugated wild and savage mountain tribes. He was a great 
conqueror and subduer of wild mountain tribes. The Bible also refers to the 
subjugation of mountain tribes by David (II Sam., chapter 5). Similarly, 
celebration by birds of God’s praises should occasion no surprise. Elsewhere 
in the Qur’an, we read that all things, animate or inanimate, the angels, 
animals, birds, the heavens and the earth even the forces of nature, sing the 
praises of God, only man cannot understand their glorification (13:14; 17:45; 
21:20-21; 24:42; 59:2; 61:2; & 64:2) which is that they carry out the duties 

a34:11; 38:19, 20. 
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81. And We taught him the 

making of coats of mail1908 

for you, that they might 

protect you from each other’s 

violence in your battles. Will 

you then be grateful?  

 

 

82. aAnd We subjected to 
Solomon the violent wind. It 
blew, at his bidding, toward 
the land which We had 
blessed.1909 And We have 
knowledge of all things. 

 

 

83. And We subjected to him 
bdeep divers1910 who dived for 

 

 
assigned to them by God and thus demonstrate that God is perfect and 
completely free from all flaws, failings and frailties and so is His handiwork. 
The word "birds" may also signify actual birds. In this sense the meaning 
would be that David made use of birds which had been especially trained for 
this purpose to carry messages in time of war. It may also signify flocks of 
birds which followed David’s victorious armies and feasted on the dead 
bodies of his fallen foes. 

1908. The reference in the verse is again to the military might of David and 
to his great skill in making implements of war and coats of mail. David 
invented and developed various kinds of armours by means of which he made 
great conquests. In his reign the Israelite Kingdom had attained the zenith of 
its power. It was the golden period in Israelite history. 

1909. It appears that the vessels of Solomon plied in the Persian Gulf, the 
Red and the Mediterranean Seas and regular trade was carried on between 
Palestine and the countries lying round the Persian Gulf and these two seas (1 
Kings, 10:27-29). 'In partnership with Hiram of Tyre he maintained a fleet of 
ocean-going ships trading at regular intervals to Mediterranean ports, bringing 
gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks' (1 Kings, 10:22; 10:27-29; II Chron. 
8:18; Enc. Brit. under "Solomon"). Here the adjective used about the wind is 
‘Asifah (violent) while in 38:37 it is Rukha’ (gentle) which shows that though 
the wind blew fast, it was gentle and did no damage to Solomon’s ships. 

1910. Shaitan meaning a rebel and recalcitrant person and also one who is 
expert in anything (2:15), the verse purports to say that the non-Israelite 
people whom Solomon subjugated were employed on various arduous works 
by his orders. They worked as carpenters, ironsmiths, divers etc. professions 
 

a34:13; 38:37. b34:13; 38:38-39. 
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him, and did other works 

besides that; and it was We 

Who guarded them.

84. aAnd 

when he cried to his Lord, 

‘Distress has afflicted me, and 

Thou art the Most Merciful of 

all who show mercy.’

85. So We heard his prayer 
and removed the distress from 
which he suffered

restored to him his family and 
the like thereof with them, as a 
mercy from Us, and as an 
admonition to the worship
pers. 

 
which members of a subject race generally adopt (see 1 Kings, 9:21, 22). The 
words, who dived for him
dived in the Persian Gulf for taking out pearls. They were employed for that 
purpose by Solomon.

1911. Job is mentioned in the Bible as having lived in the land of ‘Uz
which appeared to have been situated somewhere in the north of Arabia, 
between Syria and the Gulf of ‘Aqbah. It is said that Job lived there before the 
departure of the Israelites from Egypt. According to some Jewish writers he 
lived about 200 years befor
however, he was a compatriot of Moses, but was not an Israelite Prophet, 
having descended from Esau, the elder brother of Israel. Of all the Books of 
the Old Testament, the Book of Job is unique in this respect
exception of the word, Jehovah, which is a Jewish name for God, the whole 
history of the Mosaic Law and that of the Jews is conspicuous by its absence 
in it. The Qur’
Job in the 
God and that he had to suffer great hardships and privations as a result of 
which he became separated from his family and followers, who subsequently 
were made to join him, having increased
also been mentioned in vv. 4:164; 6:85 & 38:42 along with David and 
Solomon. This shows that like these two great Prophets, he was a man of 
influence and affluence and like them he had to pass through trials and 
tribulations which he bore with exemplary patience and fortitude. The courage

him, and did other works 

besides that; and it was We 

Who guarded them.

And call to mind

when he cried to his Lord, 

‘Distress has afflicted me, and 

Thou art the Most Merciful of 

all who show mercy.’

So We heard his prayer 
and removed the distress from 

he suffered

restored to him his family and 
like thereof with them, as a 

mercy from Us, and as an 
admonition to the worship

which members of a subject race generally adopt (see 1 Kings, 9:21, 22). The 
who dived for him

dived in the Persian Gulf for taking out pearls. They were employed for that 
purpose by Solomon. 

Job is mentioned in the Bible as having lived in the land of ‘Uz
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however, he was a compatriot of Moses, but was not an Israelite Prophet, 
having descended from Esau, the elder brother of Israel. Of all the Books of 
the Old Testament, the Book of Job is unique in this respect
exception of the word, Jehovah, which is a Jewish name for God, the whole 
history of the Mosaic Law and that of the Jews is conspicuous by its absence 
in it. The Qur’an has confined itself to mentioning a few relevant facts about 
Job in the present and the next verse. It is stated that he was a holy man of 
God and that he had to suffer great hardships and privations as a result of 
which he became separated from his family and followers, who subsequently 
were made to join him, having increased
also been mentioned in vv. 4:164; 6:85 & 38:42 along with David and 
Solomon. This shows that like these two great Prophets, he was a man of 
influence and affluence and like them he had to pass through trials and 

ons which he bore with exemplary patience and fortitude. The courage
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‘Distress has afflicted me, and 
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present and the next verse. It is stated that he was a holy man of 
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him, and did other works 

besides that; and it was We 

 
1911 

when he cried to his Lord, 

‘Distress has afflicted me, and 

Thou art the Most Merciful of 

 

 

So We heard his prayer 
and removed the distress from 

and We 
restored to him his family and 

like thereof with them, as a 
mercy from Us, and as an 
admonition to the worship-

 

 

which members of a subject race generally adopt (see 1 Kings, 9:21, 22). The 
y refer to the divers of Bahrain and Muscat who 

dived in the Persian Gulf for taking out pearls. They were employed for that 

Job is mentioned in the Bible as having lived in the land of ‘Uz
which appeared to have been situated somewhere in the north of Arabia, 
between Syria and the Gulf of ‘Aqbah. It is said that Job lived there before the 
departure of the Israelites from Egypt. According to some Jewish writers he 

e Moses. According to some other authorities, 
however, he was a compatriot of Moses, but was not an Israelite Prophet, 
having descended from Esau, the elder brother of Israel. Of all the Books of 
the Old Testament, the Book of Job is unique in this respect
exception of the word, Jehovah, which is a Jewish name for God, the whole 
history of the Mosaic Law and that of the Jews is conspicuous by its absence 

n has confined itself to mentioning a few relevant facts about 
present and the next verse. It is stated that he was a holy man of 

God and that he had to suffer great hardships and privations as a result of 
which he became separated from his family and followers, who subsequently 
were made to join him, having increased manifold in the meantime. Job has 
also been mentioned in vv. 4:164; 6:85 & 38:42 along with David and 
Solomon. This shows that like these two great Prophets, he was a man of 
influence and affluence and like them he had to pass through trials and 

ons which he bore with exemplary patience and fortitude. The courage

a38:42. b38:44.
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also been mentioned in vv. 4:164; 6:85 & 38:42 along with David and 
Solomon. This shows that like these two great Prophets, he was a man of 
influence and affluence and like them he had to pass through trials and 

ons which he bore with exemplary patience and fortitude. The courage
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86. And call to mind aIshmael 

and Idris and bDhul-Kifl.1912 

All were men of patience.  

 
 

 

 
and fortitude displayed by Job under very severe affliction and distress has 
become proverbial. See also Jew. Enc., under "Job" and Enc. of Islam under 
"Ayyub." 

1912. The identity of Dhul-Kifl is wrapped in uncertainty. Muslim 
Commentators of the Qur’an identify him with several persons, chiefly with 
some biblical Prophets. But the Prophet known by this name appears to be 
Ezekiel who is called Dhul-Kifl by the Arabs. There seems to exist a close 
resemblance between the words Dhul-Kifl (Hizqil) and Ezekiel, both in form 
and meaning, the former word meaning 'possessed of an abundant portion' and 
the latter 'God gives strength.' Rodwell says that Ezekiel is called Dhul-Kifl 
by the Arabs. According to Karsten Niebuhr, a little town called Kefil which 
is situated midway between Najaf and Hilla (Babylon) contains the shrine of 
Ezekiel which is still visited by Jewish pilgrims. He is further of the view that 
DhuI-Kifl is the Arabic form of Ezekiel. The Jews too regard Ezekiel as Dhul-
Kifl (Enc. of Islam under "Dhul-Kifl" & Niebuhr’s "Travels" ii, 265). Born 
probably about 622 B.C. in a priestly family Dhul-Kifl had spent the first 
twenty-five years of his life in Judah. In 592 B.C. at the age of thirty, he 
received the Call and began to preach against idol-worship and the injustice 
and immorality of his people. In the meantime Babylon had taken the place of 
Assyria as the dominant Power in Western Asia and Judah had acknowledged 
its overlordship. But Jehoiakim, the King of Judah, under the influence of his 
evil councilors, revolted against the authority of Babylon, thus drawing upon 
himself the vengeance of Nebuchadnezzar who successfully besieged 
Jerusalem in 597 B.C. and carried into exile many of her leading citizens, 
including Ezekiel and Jehoiachim, a king of three months’ standing—his 
father Jehoiakim having meanwhile died. Jehoiachim was succeeded by his 
uncle, Zedekiah, who for a time remained faithful to Babylon, but foolishly 
depending upon the support of Egypt renounced his allegiance to Babylon, an 
act which Ezekiel bitterly resented and denounced as treachery to Yahweh 
himself. The result was that Jerusalem was invested by Nebuchadnezzar, and 
after a siege of eighteen months it was destroyed amid horrors untold. The 
Temple on which such a passion of love had been lavished was reduced to 
ashes and the people deported to Babylon (586 B.C.). Such was the situation 
which confronted Ezekiel. In 592 B.C. five years before the downfall he had 
foreseen it and with some detail had predicted it and had warned the Jews of 
the impending disaster. The first terrific blow by Babylon in 597 B.C. had left 
the Jews unconvinced of the probability of their imminent political 
extinction—a probability which to Ezekiel was a certainty as clear as noonday. 
But as Ezekiel foretold the destruction of the Jews, so did he predict their 
restoration. The picture drawn by him of the salvation in store for his people is 
 

a6:87; 38:49. b38:49. 
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87. And We admitted them to 

Our mercy. Surely, they were 

of the righteous ones. 

 

 
88. aAnd remember Dhun-

Nun, when he went away in 

anger, and he was sure in his 

mind that We would not cause 

him distress1913 and bhe cried 

out in the midst of his 

afflictions: ‘There is no god 

but Thou, Holy art Thou. I 

have indeed been of the 

wrongdoers.’  

 

 

89. cSo We heard his prayer 
and delivered him from his 
distress. And thus do We 
deliver true believers. 

 

 

90. dAnd remember Zachariah 

also when he cried to his Lord: 

‘My Lord, leave me not alone 

and Thou art the Best of 

inheritors.’ 

 

 

 
as gracious and brilliant as his forecast of their downfall had been stern. His 
prophecy about the restoration and return to Jerusalem was based upon a 
vision which he had seen (Ezekiel. ch. 37) and to which a reference is to be 
found in the Qur’an also (2:260). But he did not live long to see the fulfilment 
of his prophecy because he died in captivity in 570 B.C. at the age of 52. 
Ezekiel and Daniel are called the Prophets of the Exile ("The Holy Bible," 
edited by Rev. Sc.I. Cofield & Peake’s "Commentary of the Bible"). 

1913. The verse does not specify the cause of Jonah’s anger. Apparently he 
did not and could not have become angry with God. It must have been the 
obstinate refusal of his people to accept his message which enraged him, 
because for a Prophet to become angry with God is inconceivable. The Elect 
of God do not even speak, nor do they act until God commands them to do so 
(21:28). The words, Lan Naqdira ‘Alaihi, mean, 'We will not straiten him' or 
'We will not decree against him any distress' (Lisan & Aqrab). 
 

a37:140, 141; 68:49. b37:I44. c68:50, 51. d3:39; 19:3-7. 
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91. So We heard his prayer 

and bestowed upon him John 

and cured his wife of sterility 

for him. They used to vie with 

one another in good works and 
athey called on Us in hope and 

in fear, and they humbled 

themselves before Us. 

 

 

92. bAnd remember her who 

guarded her chastity, so We 

breathed1914 into her of Our 

Word and We made her and 

her son a Sign for all peoples. 

 

 

93. cVerily, this community of 

yours is one community1915 

and I am your Lord, so 

worship Me.  

 

 

94. dAnd they split up their 

affair among themselves1916 

and all will return to Us. 

 

 

 
1914. The verse refutes the calumnious charges that the Jews had levelled 

against Mary. It may also apply to any person who leads a righteous and 
upright life. In 66:13 a certain class of righteous believers are likened to Mary. 
Everyone of such righteous believers, so to say, is Mary, and when God 
breathes into him of His spirit he becomes a "son of Mary," i.e. he acquires 
the Divine attributes possessed by Jesus. 

1915. In the preceding few verses some Prophets of God and some other 
righteous persons have been mentioned together. This is no mere coincidence. 
The mentioning together of these Prophets serves a definite purpose. All of 
them had one thing in common. They all suffered great hardships and distress 
in one form or another and displayed the highest and noblest form of patience 
and endurance under severest trials. They also taught the one basic principle 
of all religions—Divine Unity. 

1916. One class of people—the righteous servants of God has been 
mentioned in the preceding few verses. The present verse refers to another 
class—those who reject God’s Prophets with the result that they fall victim to 
differences and disagreements among themselves and come to hold mutually 
 

a32:17. b66:13. c23:53. d23:54. 
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R. 7.   

95. aSo whoever does good 

works and is a believer, his 

endeavour will not be rejected 

and We shall surely record it. 

 

 

96. bAnd it is an inviolable 

law for a township which We 

have destroyed that they shall 

not return.1917 

 

 

97. It shall be so even when 
cGog and Magog1918 are let 

loose and they shall hasten 

forth from every height and 

from the top of every 

wave.1919 

 

 

98. And the fulfilment of 

God’s promise draws 

nigh;1920 then behold, dthe 

eyes of those who disbelieve 

 

 
antagonistic beliefs and doctrines. 

1917. It is an inviolable Divine law that the dead are never sent back to this 
world. Those, who pass away from this world, pass away for ever (23:100, 101). 

1918. See 1728. 
1919. When read in conjunction with the preceding verse, this verse 

purports to say that the law of nature works in this way that once a people, 
after the heyday of their grandeur and glory, fall a victim to death and 
destruction they never regain their lost glory. Even Gog and Magog, 
notwithstanding their great material grandeur and glory, will fall a victim to 
the same law. They will fall, never to rise again. Gog and Magog, or the 
Christian nations of the West, have already scaled all the heights of political 
power and have spread over the whole world. The Quranic expression means, 
they will occupy every point of vantage and will dominate the whole world. 

1920. The domination of Gog and Magog will be followed by catastrophic 
occurrences in the world which eventually will result in the triumph of Islam 
(61:10) and the vanquishment of the forces of falsehood and materialism as 
represented by Gog and Magog. 

a4:125; 10:10; 16:98; 20:113. b23:100, 101; 36:32. c18:95. d14:43. 
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will fixedly stare1920A and 

they will exclaim, ‘Alas for us! 

we were indeed heedless of 

this; nay, we were 

wrongdoers.’ 

 

99. It will be said to them, 

‘Surely, you and that which 

you worship beside Allah are 

the fuel of Hell. aTo it you will 

all come.’ 

 

 

100. If these, as you allege, 

had been gods, they would not 

have entered it; and all will 

abide therein.  

 

 

101. bTherein groaning will be 

their lot and they will not hear 

therein anything else.1921 

 
 

102. cBut as for those for 

whom the promise of a good 

reward has already gone forth 

from Us, these will be 

removed far from it. 

 

 

103. They will not hear the 

slightest sound thereof,1922 
dand they shall abide in the 

state which their souls desire. 

 

 

 
1920A. When after the complete destruction of Gog and Magog Islam will 

regain its former greatness and glory, those who had lost all hope of its 
regeneration, will scarcely believe their eyes. 

1921. They will not hear anything that will give them solace and comfort; 
or there will be so much crying and shrieking and wailing in Hell that its 
inmates will not hear each other’s voice. 

1922. This and the next verse show that the righteous servants of God will 
be kept far away from Hell, and will not even hear its slightest sound, much 
less enter it as is generally misunderstood from 19:72. 

a19:72. b11:107; 25:14; 67:8. c19:73. d41:32. 
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104. The Great Terror will not 

grieve them, and athe angels 

will meet them, saying, ‘This 

is your day which you were 

promised; 

 

 

105. b‘The day when We shall 

roll up the heavens1923 like 

the rolling up of written 

scrolls by a scribe.’ cAs We 

began the first creation, so 

shall We repeat1924 it—a 

promise binding upon Us; We 

shall certainly fulfil it.  

 

 

106. And We have already 

written in the Book of David, 

after the Reminder, that My 

righteous servants shall inherit 

the land.1925 

 

 

 
1923. 'The rolling up of the heavens' may mean that great empires will be 

swept away and powerful nations will be destroyed and other peoples will rise 
to power in their place. Or, the meaning may be that through the Holy Prophet 
a great transformation will come about and the old heaven will he rolled up 
and in its place a new heaven and a new earth will be created. The old order 
will die and in its place a new and better order will come into being. Never 
had the world witnessed such a complete transformation in the lives of a 
people as it did in the Holy Prophet’s time. 

1924. The expression, so shall We repeal it, implies that the order brought 
into being by the Holy Prophet will receive a setback through the material 
outlook on life of Muslims created by the godless and mechanistic Western 
civilisation. But this setback will be temporary and Islam will experience a 
new spiritual awakening and will again emerge triumphant. 

1925. By "the land" is meant Palestine. Christian writers have also 
interpreted the words 'inherit the land' or 'inherit the earth' in the Psalms as 
meaning, inherit Canaan, 'the pledge of God’s covenant.' The reference in the 
words, 'in the Book of David' is to Psalms, 37:9, 11, 22 & 29. There is also a 
prophecy in Deuteronomy (28:11 & 34:4) that Palestine will be given to the 
Israelites. Palestine remained in the hands of Christians till Muslims 
 

a41:31. b39:68. c20:56; 29:20; 30:12. 
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107. Herein, surely, is a 

message for a people who 

worship God. 

 
 

108. aAnd We have not sent 

thee but as a mercy for all 

peoples.1926 

 
 

109. bSay, ‘Surely it has been 

revealed to me that your God 

is but One God. Will you then 

submit?’  

 

 

110. But if they turn back, say, 

‘I have warned you all alike 

and cI know not whether that 

which you are promised is 

near or far;1927 

 

 

111. d‘Verily, He knows what 

is open in speech, and He 

knows that which you hide; 

 

 

 
conquered it in the Caliphate of ‘Umar, the Second Successor of the Holy 
Prophet. It is to this conquest of Palestine by Muslim arms that the prophecy 
embodied in the verse under comment may refer. It remained under Muslim 
possession for about 1350 years with the exception of a brief space of 92 years, 
when during the Crusades it changed hands, till in our own time through the 
evil designs of some so-called democratic Christian Powers, the country of the 
name of Palestine has altogether ceased to exist and on its ruins the State of 
Israel has been built. The Jews have come to their own after wandering in 
wilderness for about 2000 years. But this great historical event, too, has taken 
place in fulfilment of a Quranic prophecy (17:105). This, however, is only a 
temporary phase. The Muslims are destined to win it back. Sooner or later—
sooner rather than later—Palestine will revert to Muslim possession. This is a 
Divine decree and nobody can alter the decree of God. 

1926. The Holy Prophet was a mercy for the whole of mankind as his 
Message is not confined to any particular country or people. Through him the 
nations of the world have been blessed as they were never blessed before. 

1927. God is not bound by days and hours for the fulfilment of His 
promises. He knows best if and when a certain prophecy is to be fulfilled. 

a34:29. b18:111; 41:7. c72:26. d2:34; 20:8; 87:8. 
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112. ‘And I know not but that

it may be a trial for you, and 

only an enjoyment for a 

while.’  

113. aAnd the Prophet said,

‘My Lord, judge Thou with 

truth.1928 Our Lord is the 

Gracious God Whose help is 

sought against that which you 

assert.’ 

1928. The Holy Prophet is commanded to offer the prayer contained in this 
verse as a protection against the powers of evil that were to be let loose upon 
the world in the Latter Days in the form of Gog and Magog. It is clear from 
the Bible that in the time of Gog and Magog physical force will not be the 
only danger to Islam. There will be other factors which will constitute a far 
greater source of danger to it. The Holy Prophet may also be represented as 
praying in this verse that the duration of the possession of Palestine by the 
Jews may be the shortest possible and that it may revert to its legitimate 
heirs—the Muslims. 

a7:90. 
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CHAPTER 22 
AL-HAJJ 

(Revealed partly before and partly after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to scholarly opinion a part of the Surah was revealed before 

the Hijrah and a part after it. Dahhak, however, holds that the whole of it was 
revealed after the Hijrah. In Surah Al-Anbiya’ it was stated that Divine 
punishment continues to dog the footsteps of disbelievers because they reject 
the truth. In its last verse the Holy Prophet was enjoined to invoke Divine 
punishment upon disbelievers because of their persistently hostile attitude. 
The opening verse of the present Surah constitutes an answer to his prayer. 
This is the immediate connection of the Surah with Al-Anbiya’. But there 
exists a broader connection and deeper relationship between the subject-
matter of some preceding Chapters and this Surah. The subject which began 
in Surah Maryam and was later developed and elaborated in Surahs Ta Ha 
and Al-Anbiya’ is brought to completion in the present Surah. In Surah 
Maryam the basic principles of the Christian Faith were explained and 
effectively refuted, as without their refutation there could have been no 
justification for a new Message. The Holy Prophet had claimed to have 
brought a new Message and a new Law for the whole of mankind. If 
Christianity could be shown to have existed in the world in its pristine purity 
and if there was extant in the world a Faith which claimed to be true, practical 
and practicable, then the need of a new Faith could not arise. So the basic 
principles of Christianity had to be proved to be false and unfounded. This 
was done in Surah Maryam where by shedding light on the incidents attending 
his birth Jesus was shown to have been in no way different from, or superior 
to, other Messengers of God. In Surah Ta Ha, the Christian doctrine that Law 
is a curse was fully and completely repudiated, while in Surah Al-Anbiya’ the 
same subject was treated in a different manner, and the doctrine of original sin 
was shown to be quite untenable. It was made clear that if man suffered from 
the legacy of original sin and being devoid of free will he could not get rid of 
it, then the very object of the advent of Divine Messengers was defeated and 
man could not have been regarded as accountable for his actions and deeds. In 
the present Surah, however, we are told that if Jesus had attained the highest 
stage of spiritual perfection, then there was no need of a new Shari‘ah (Law) 
and a new Messenger. But the fact that the Holy Prophet had claimed to be a 
new Messenger and to have brought a new Law, in itself constitutes a 
challenge to this Christian belief. 

Subject-Matter 
The subject-matter of the Surah is split into five main parts: (1)  The 

disbelievers are threatened with Divine punishment because they reject the 
claim of the Holy Prophet which rests on the following very sound hypotheses: 
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(a)  His teachings are indispensable for mankind and are based on truth and 
wisdom and have sound and solid arguments to establish their abiding utility 
and the emptiness of the objections of disbelievers. (b)  Heavenly Signs 
uphold the Prophet’s cause—his followers are prospering both materially and 
spiritually and his enemies like those of the former Prophets are suffering 
defeat at his hands. (c)  He will be blessed with Divine boons and blessings in 
an unusual measure. (d)  His teachings are designed to bring about peace, 
harmony and goodwill among nations of the world. (e)  All false faiths and 
religious systems including Christianity will retreat before the invincible 
onrush of Islam and will eventually be completely routed. (2)  All Divine 
Messengers were opposed and satanic people placed all sorts of obstacles and 
impediments in their way. But God removed all those obstacles and the cause 
of Truth ultimately prevailed. (3)  The advent of the Holy Prophet has fulfilled 
that Divine purpose for which Patriarch Abraham had prayed to God in the 
barren and arid valley of Mecca when he left his son Ishmael and his wife 
Hagar there. (4)  The Holy Prophet has met with long and hard opposition and 
has endured untold hardships with great patience and fortitude, and the time 
has now arrived that he be granted permission to fight his opponents in self-
defence. Defensive warfare is not only permissible but is commendable when 
the cause of Truth is at stake; and Divine succour comes to those who fight in 
its defence. If fighting in defence of Truth had not been allowed, man would 
have become deprived of freedom of conscience which is his most precious 
heritage, and God would have ceased to be worshipped and sin and iniquity 
would have reigned supreme in the world. (5)  Divine Teaching like fresh rain 
gives new life and vigour to a spiritually dead world and is, therefore, bound 
to succeed. The cycle of a new Revelation taking the place of an old one 
continues. When a particular Teaching completes its allotted span of life and 
serves its intended purpose, a new Teaching replaces it and becomes the 
vehicle of Divine Will and Purpose. The Surah ends with the Divine promise 
that Heavenly help will come to the Holy Prophet because he is the Promised 
Teacher. His followers should, therefore, give him full and unconditional 
allegiance. This is the way to victory and success. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O people, fear your Lord; 
verily the earthquake of the 
Hour1929 is a tremendous 
thing— 

 

 

3. On the day when you see it, 
every woman giving suck 
shall forget her suckling and 
every pregnant woman shall 
cast her burden; and thou shalt 
see men as they were drunken 
while they will not be 
drunken,1930 but severe will 
indeed be the chastisement of 
Allah. 

 

 

 
1929. As-Sa‘ah (the Hour), or al-Qiyamah, is used in three senses: 

(a)  Death of a great and famous person (as-Sa‘atus-Sughra); (b)  a national 
calamity (as-Sa‘atul-Wusta): (c)  the Day of Judgment (as-Sa‘atul-Kubra). 
The word has been used in the Qur’an in the last two senses. The context 
shows that here it has been used in the sense of a national calamity that shakes 
the very foundations of a people. It may have particular reference to the 
impending doom of the Arabs when Mecca, the citadel of their political power, 
was to fall and their political power and their social system were to break and 
crumble; or it may refer to a terrible calamity that would overtake mankind in 
the form of a global war and would bring calamitous changes in its wake. The 
present verse, read along with 2:213, lends further support to the inference 
that the words "the Hour" or "the Day of Judgment" used in the Qur’an 
generally signify a great national calamity that overtakes a whole people. 

1930. The verse has used three metaphors or similes to express the extreme 
severity of the earthquake of the Hour, referred to in the preceding verse. 
Nothing is dearer to a mother than the baby to which she gives suck, and there 
could be no terror more dreadful in its effects than the one that makes a 
woman cast down her burden and which drives men to frenzy, and yet the 
verse says that the suddenness and severity of the terror inspired by the 
dreadful event would be such that mothers would abandon the babes at their 

a1:1. 
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4. aAnd among men there are 

some who dispute about Allah 

without knowledge and follow 

every rebellious satan — 

 

 

5. Concerning whom it is 

decreed that bwhosoever 

makes friends with him,1931 

him he will lead astray and 

will guide to the torment of 

the Fire.  

 

 

6. O people, if you are in 

doubt concerning the 

Resurrection, then consider 

that We have indeed created 

you from dust, then from a 

sperm-drop, then from clotted 

blood, then from a lump of 

flesh, partly formed and partly 

unformed, in order that We 

make Our power manifest to 

you. cAnd We cause what We 

will to remain in the wombs 

for an appointed term; then 

We bring you forth as babes; 

then We rear you that you 

may attain to your age of full 

strength. And there are some 

of you who are caused to die 

 

 
breasts and pregnant women would cast down their burdens and people would 
go mad with fright and, like drunken men, would lose all control over their 
actions. 

1931. Only those are led astray by Satan who make friends with him and 
follow him. At another place the Qur’an says that Satan has no power over 
righteous servants of God. It is only those who accept his evil suggestions that 
are led astray (16:100, 101; 17:66). 
 

a13:14; 22:9; 31:21; 40:70. b4:39, 120. c13:9; 35:12; 41:48. 
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in the normal course, aand 

there are others among you 

who are kept back till the 

worst part of life with the 

result that they know nothing 

after having had knowledge. 

And thou seest the earth 

lifeless, bbut when We send 

down water thereon it stirs and 

swells and grows every kind of 

beauteous vegetation.1932 

 

7. That is because Allah is 

Self-Subsisting and All-

Sustaining, and that cit is He 

Who brings the dead to life, 

and that He has power over all 

things; 

 

 

8. dAnd because the Hour will 

certainly come, there is no 

doubt about it, and because 

Allah will raise up those who 

are in the graves. 

 

 

 

 
1932. Man’s creation and physical development constitutes a strong 

argument in favour of Life after death. This creation is a process of evolution, 
a gradual unfolding, a development from one stage to another, from lifeless 
matter to a seed, then to a fertilised ovum, then to a foetus and then it 
culminates in the birth of a perfectly formed human being. This process of 
evolution, however, does not stop with man’s birth. It continues. The 
wonderful physical growth of man from lifeless matter to a fully developed 
human being constitutes an irrefutable proof that the Creator of man and the 
Author of all these stages of his development possesses the power to give him 
a new life after he is dead. The inference also seems to be that just as the 
creation and physical development of man is a process of evolution and 
gradual growth, so is his spiritual development. Another argument is taken 
from nature, viz. that the barren, bleak or dead earth vibrates with new life 
when rain falls upon it. This phenomenon also leads to the same conclusion 
that God, Who has the power to make the dead and barren earth vibrate with 

a16:71; 36:69. b16:66; 27:61; 30:49-51; 35:28; 45:6. c2:74; 30:51; 35:10; 41:40; 42:10; 57:18.  
d15:86; 18:22; 20:16; 40:60; 45:33. 
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9. aAnd among men is he who 
disputes concerning Allah 
without knowledge and 
without guidance and without 
an illuminating Book,1933 

 

 

10. Turning his side 

disdainfully, that he may lead 

men astray from the way of 

Allah. For him is disgrace in 

this world; and on the Day of 

Resurrection We shall make 

him taste the punishment of 

burning.1934 

 

 

11. bThis is because of what 
thy hands have sent on before, 
and Allah is not unjust to His 
servants. 

 

 
R. 2.   

12. And among men is he who 

serves Allah, standing, as it 

were, on the verge.1935 Then 

 

 
new life, has the power to bring man to life after his death. 

1933. ‘Ilm (knowledge) signifies, intellectual proofs and arguments, Huda 
Divine guidance and Kitabu Munir scriptural evidence. 

1934. Two kinds of punishment are in store for the deniers of truth, viz. 
defeat and discomfiture in the present life and disgrace and ignominy in the 
life to come. The punishment in this life constitutes a proof of punishment in 
the life to come. 

1935. The Arabs say, Fulanun ‘Ala Harfin min Amrihi, i.e. such a one is in 
a vacillating condition, looking to the result of an affair he turns to it if he sees 
what he likes and turns away from it if he sees what does not please him 
(Lane). The Quranic expression means, one who serves Allah standing aloof 
with respect to religion, in a fluctuating state, like the person who is in the 
outskirts of the army, so that if he is sure of victory and spoil, he stands firm, 
otherwise he flees away. The sense of the expression 'on the verge' is 
explained in the very next sentence, viz. "if good befalls him, he is content 
therewith; and if there befalls him a trial, he returns to his former way." Or, 
the expression may signify that people of weak faith are always in a state of 
 

a22:4. b3:183; 8:52; 41:47. 
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if agood befalls him, he is 
content therewith; and if there 
befalls him a trial, he returns 
to his former way. He loses 
both this world as well as the 
Hereafter. That indeed is a 
manifest loss. 

 

13. bHe calls beside Allah on 
that which can neither harm 
him nor benefit him. That is 
indeed straying far away. 

 

 

14. He calls on him whose 
harm is much more likely than 
his benefit.1936 Evil indeed is 
the patron, and evil indeed the 
associate. 

 

 

15. cVerily, Allah will cause 
those who believe and do 
good deeds to enter Gardens 
beneath which streams flow; 
surely, Allah does what He 
pleases.  

 

 

16. Whoso thinks that Allah 
will not help him in this world 
and the Hereafter, let him 
stretch a rope to heaven, and 
let him cut it off. Then let him 
see if his device can remove 
that which enrages him.1937 

 

 

 

 
doubt and suspense. If, by accepting the truth, they hope to get some material 
benefit they remain and behave as believers, but if belief is attended with trials 
and tribulations, they turn back on their heels. 

1936. The moral injury which the worship of false gods does to their 
votaries is immediate and patent inasmuch as they degrade themselves before 
lifeless things and thus do a great injury to their own dignity and self-respect, 
but any benefit that they hope to get from it is only illusory and far-fetched. 

1937. The verse seems to hold out a challenge to disbelievers to do their 
 

a70:21, 22. b6:72; 10:107; 21:67; 25:56. c2:278; 4:176; 10:10; 13:30; 14:24. 
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17. And thus have We sent 

down the Qur’an as manifest 

Signs, and surely Allah guides 

whom He desires.  

 

 

18. As to those who believe, 

and the Jews and the 

Sabians,1938 and the 

Christians, and the Magians 

and the idolaters; verily, Allah 

will judge between them on 

the Day of Resurrection.1939 

Surely, Allah watches over all 

things. 

 

 

 
worst against the Holy Prophet and then see if they can stop Divine help 
which he is constantly receiving and will continue to receive from On High. It 
is decreed in the heavens that Islam shall make steady and uninterrupted 
progress and that no one can alter the Divine decree; and that only death will 
save disbelievers from the humiliating and painful sight of seeing Islam 
making rapid progress. If the word Sama’ be interpreted as "roof" or "ceiling" 
(Lane), the verse would signify, 'If the opponents of the Holy Prophet are 
enraged at the success of his mission, then let them hang themselves by fixing 
a rope to the ceiling and cutting it off, even then Divine assistance will not 
stop coming.' This meaning is supported by 3:120 where disbelievers are 
reproved and reprimanded in the words, Perish in your rage. Surely, Allah has 

full knowledge of what is hidden in your breasts. 
1938. In later Arabic literature, the word has been also used to denote the 

people of northern Europe (Enc. of Islam). 
1939. This verse and vv. 2:63 and 5:70 do not signify that Christians, Jews 

and Sabians are equally eligible to salvation along with true believers. The 
Qur’an does not support any such belief. According to it the only religion 
acceptable to God is Islam (3:20, 86). The present verse only lays down a 
criterion to test the truth of all the different religions and not that it regards all 
of them as true. The implied criterion is, that of all religions the true one will 
prevail over others in the "Hour of Decision." Or, the verse may mean that 
false beliefs of a person constitute no reason that he should be punished in this 
life. That matter will be decided on the Day of Judgment. 
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19. Hast thou not seen that ato 

Allah submits whosoever is in 

the heavens and whosoever is 

in the earth, and the sun, and 

the moon, and the stars, and 

the mountains, and the trees, 

and the beasts, and many of 

mankind?1940 But there are 

many who become deserving of 

punishment. And whomsoever 

Allah disgraces, none can raise 

him to honour. Verily, Allah 

does what He pleases.  

 

 

20. These are two1941 groups 

of disputants who dispute 

concerning their Lord. As for 

those who disbelieve, 

garments of fire will be cut 

out for them; and bboiling 

water will be poured down 

over their heads, 

 

 

21. cWhereby that which is in 

their bellies, and their skins 

too, will be melted; 

 
 

 
1940. God has fixed certain laws—natural laws, which all created things, 

animate or inanimate, have to obey. There is no escape from submission to 
these laws. There are, however, certain other laws—the laws of the Shari‘ah 
which God has revealed for the guidance of man. Man may obey or disobey 
and defy these laws and may suffer the consequences of his defiance. The 
verse further brings home to idolaters the folly and futility of their taking the 
objects of nature for worship beside Allah. It says that all these things depend 
upon Him for their very existence. They submit to the laws He has fixed for 
them and cannot live independently of God for a moment. It is sheer folly, 
therefore, to adore and worship things and beings which are themselves 
subject to God-made laws. 

1941. The reference in the words "These are two" is to two classes of men—the 

a13:16; 16:49, 50; 55:7. b44:49; 55:45; 56:43-54. c44:46. 
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22. And for their further 

punishment there will be 

maces of iron. 

 
 

23. aWhenever in their 
anguish they will seek to get 
out of it, they will be driven 
back into it; and it will be said 
to them, b‘Taste ye the 
torment of burning!’  

 

 

R. 3.   
24. But Allah will cause those 
who believe and do righteous 
deeds to enter gardens beneath 
which rivers flow. cThey will 
be adorned therein with 
bracelets of gold and with 
pearls; and dtheir raiment 
therein will be of silk.1942 

 

 

25. And they will be guided to 

pure speech, and they will be 

guided to the path of the 

Praiseworthy God. 

 

 

26. As to those who 

disbelieve, and hinder men 

 

 
believers and disbelievers. 

1942. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'The Nile and the 
Euphrates are two of the streams of Paradise' (Muslim, ch. al-Jannah). The 
Holy Prophet and his Companions knew that they were promised "gardens" 
not only in the next life but in this world also and they also knew that by 
"gardens" in this world were meant rich and fertile lands once ruled by the 
Kings of Persia and the Emperors of the Eastern Roman Empire. During the 
Caliphate of ‘Umar, Muslim armies fought on two fronts, in Mesopotamia and 
Syria, and when some Arab chiefs presented themselves before him and 
offered their services, he asked them to which of "the two promised lands" 
(Mesopotamia or Syria) they would like to go. The prophecy was literally 
fulfilled when ‘Umar asked Suraqah bin Malik to wear the bracelets of gold 
which the Kings of Iran used to wear on special State ceremonies. 
 

a5:38; 32:21. b8:15; 34:43. c18:32; 35:34; 76:22. d76:13 e8:35; 16:89; 43:38; 48:26. 
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from the way of Allah and 

from athe Sacred Mosque, 

which We have appointed 

equally for the benefit of all 

men, be they dwellers therein 

or visitors from the desert, and 

whoso seeks wrongfully to 

deviate therein from the right 

path—We shall cause him to 

taste of a grievous 

punishment.  

 

R. 4.   

27. And call to mind when 

We assigned1943 to Abraham 

the site of the House1943A and 

said, ‘Associate not anything 

with Me and bkeep My house 

clean1944 for those who 

perform the circuits,1945 and 

 

 

 
1943. The verse shows that the site of the Ka‘bah had existed long before 

Abraham’s time. In fact, the Ka‘bah was built by Adam. It was the first House 
of worship built in the world (3:97). By the time of Abraham it had fallen into 
ruins and its site, having been disclosed to him by revelation, he and his son 
Ishmael, the Holy Prophet’s great progenitor, rebuilt it. See also 146. 

1943A. The Ka‘bah is variously mentioned in the Qur’an as "My House" 
(2:126 & 22:27), "The Sacred House" (14:38), "The Sacred Mosque" (2:151), 
"The House" (2:128,159; 3:98; 8:36; 22:27), "The Ancient House" (22:30, 34), 
and "The Frequented House" (52:5). All these different appellations point to 
the eminence of the Ka‘bah as the greatest centre of worship for mankind. 

1944. The words, keep My house clean, embodied both a commandment 
and a prophecy. The commandment was that the Ka‘bah was not to be 
polluted with idol-worship as it had been built for the worship of the One True 
God, and the prophecy lay in the fact that this commandment would be defied 
and the House of God would become a house of idols but would eventually be 
completely cleared of them. 

1945. This verse serves as an introduction to the subject of Pilgrimage 
which is the central theme of this Surah. Circumambulation of the Sacred 
 

a8:35; 16:89; 43:38; 48:26. b2:126. 
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those who stand up and those 

who bow and prostrate 

themselves in Prayer; 

28. a‘And proclaim1946 unto 

men the Pilgrimage. They will 

come to thee on foot, and on 

every lean camel, coming by 

every distant, deep track,  

 

 

29. ‘That bthey may witness 

the benefits1947 provided for 

them and may mention the 

name of Allah, cduring the 

appointed days, over the 

quadrupeds of the class of 

cattle that He has provided for 

them. So eat thereof and feed 

the distressed and the needy. 

 

 

 
Mosque is the most important ceremony of the Pilgrimage, so a brief 
reference to the sanctity and importance of the Ka‘bah forms a befitting 
introduction to the subject of Hajj. 

1946. The Pilgrimage as an institution began with the Patriarch Abraham as 
the words, And proclaim unto men the Pilgrimage, show. It was not an 
idolatrous institution incorporated into Islam by the Holy Prophet to conciliate 
the idol-worshipping Arabs as some Christian writers have been led to think. 
From the time of Abraham Pilgrimage has continued without break to this day. 
The gathering in Mecca every year of many hundreds of thousands of 
Muslims from very distant lands bears an irrefutable testimony to the 
fulfilment of this prophecy. 

1947. Apart from the spiritual good that the Pilgrimage does to a Muslim, it 
possesses great social and political significance. It also possesses great 
potentialities to weld Muslims of different nationalities into one strong 
international brotherhood of Islam. Muslims from all parts of the world who 
meet at Mecca once a year can exchange views on matter of international 
importance, renew old and establish new contacts. They have opportunities to 
acquaint themselves with problems that confront their brethren in Faith in 
other countries, to profit by one another’s experience and to cooperate with 
one another in many other ways. Mecca being God’s appointed Centre of 

a2:198; 3:98. b2:199; 5:3. c2:204. 
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30. ‘Then let them accomplish

their needful acts of cleansing,

and fulfil their vows, and go

round the Ancient House.’1948

31. That is Allah’s 

commandment. aAnd whoso 

honours the things declared 

sacred by Allah, it will be 

good for him with his Lord. 
bAnd the eating of the flesh of 

all cattle is made lawful to 

you except that which has 

already been announced to 

you in the Qur’an. Shun, 

therefore, the abomination of 

idols, and shun all words of 

untruth, 

Islam, the Pilgrimage can serve as a sort of a United Nations Organisation for 
the whole of the Muslim world. 

1948. Al-Baitul-‘Atiq means, free, excellent and very old House (Lane). 
The epithet 'free' implies a prophecy that no hostile power will ever be able to 
conquer it. It shall always remain free. The epithet, 'excellent' signifies that the 
Ka‘bah shall always occupy a position of honour in the world. The fact that 
the Ka‘bah is a very ancient house of worship in the world finds corroboration 
in another verse of the Qur’an (3:97). It was in existence long before Abraham 
brought his wife Hagar and his son Ishmael to settle in the barren, bleak and 
arid valley of Mecca (14:38). Noah is believed by some to have performed the 
circuit of the Ka‘bah (Tabari as quoted by Enc. of Islam). Historians of 
established repute and authority, including even some very hostile critics of 
Islam, have admitted that the Ka‘bah had been held sacred from time 
immemorial. Diodorus Siculus writing about the region now known as the 
Hijaz says: 'There is in this country a temple greatly revered by all the Arabs 
to which the neighbouring peoples throng from all sides.' 'These words,' says 
Sir William Muir, 'must refer to the Holy House of Mecca, for we know of no 
other whichever commanded the universal homage of Arabia… Tradition 
represents the Ka‘bah as from time immemorial the scene of pilgrimage from 
all quarters of Arabia… so extensive an homage must have had its beginning 
in an extremely remote age' (Muir, p. ciii). It seems that the Ka‘bah was first 

a5:3. b5:2; 6:146. 
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32. Devoting all your worship 
and obedience to Allah, not 
associating anything with 
Him. And whoso associates 
anything with Allah, falls, as 
it were, from a height, and the 
birds snatch him away or the 
wind blows him away to a far-
off place.1949 

 

 

33. The truth is that awhoso 
honours the sacred Signs of 
Allah—that, indeed, proceeds 
from the righteousness of 
hearts.1950 

 

 

34. In these offerings are 
benefits1951 for you for an 
appointed term, then btheir 
place of sacrifice is at the 
Ancient House. 

 

 

R. 5.   
35. And for every people We 
appointed rites1952 of 

 

 
built by Adam and, after it was washed away by the great Deluge in the time 
of Noah, was later rebuilt by Abraham, assisted by his son, Ishmael. 

1949. Man is the noblest creation of God. The whole universe—the sun, the 
moon, the stars, the earth, the oceans, the mountains, etc. have been made to 
serve him. He can rise morally and spiritually so high as to reflect in his 
person Divine attributes. So if he degrades himself so low as to worship 
lifeless objects, he falls, as it were, from the heights of spiritual eminence to 
the depths of moral and intellectual degradation. 

1950. The verse implies that the object underlying all the commandments 
and ordinances of Islam is to inculcate righteousness and purity of heart. All 
Islamic rites and acts of worship are only means that lead to this supreme goal. 

1951. The animals that are brought to Mecca for sacrifice may be used for 
riding and carrying burdens or their milk may be used before they are 
sacrificed. They can serve many other useful purposes. 

1952. Nasaka Lillahi means, he sacrificed and did good deeds willingly and 
spontaneously to win nearness to God. Mansak, therefore, means, rites of 
 
 

a2:159. b2:197; 48:26. 
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Sacrifice, that athey might 
mention the name of Allah 
over the quadrupeds of the 
class of cattle that He has 
provided for them. So byour 
God is One God,1953 
therefore, submit ye all to 
Him. And give thou glad 
tidings to the humble,  
36. cWhose hearts are filled
with awe when the name of
Allah is mentioned, and who
patiently endure whatever
befalls them, and who observe
Prayer and spend out of what
We have bestowed upon
them.

sacrifice; a place where such rites are performed (Aqrab). With this verse 
begins the subject of Sacrifice, one of the three main themes with which this 
Surah deals, the other two being Hajj and Jihad. The verse further shows that 
the commandment relating to Sacrifice is not confined to Islam. It is common 
to all religions because they have proceeded from the same Divine Source. 
The verse also shows that it was the sacrifice of animals that was originally 
enjoined on the followers of all religions and that the cruel practice of offering 
human beings as sacrifice was a later innovation. In view of the different 
meanings of the root-word Nasaka (Lane), true sacrifice possesses three 
essential characteristics: (a) It should be voluntary and spontaneous. (b)  It 
should be offered with the purest of motives. (c)  It should not be offered from 
material considerations. 

1953. The verse has twofold significance: (1)  The fact that the rite of 
Sacrifice is common to all religions, although they are so widely separated 
from one another as regards the time and place of their origin, shows that 
originally they all emanated from the same Supreme Source and that the God 
of all nations is One God. (2)  That the object underlying Sacrifice is to realise 
and proclaim the Oneness of God by sacrificing our ambitions and aspirations, 
all our ideas and ideals and even life and honour for His sake. The concept of 
Sacrifice according to Islam does not consist in appeasing an offended deity or 
in atoning for one’s sins but in sacrificing one’s all for the sake of God and in 
the way of God. 

a5:5; 6:119. b5:74; 16:23; 37:5. c23:61. 
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37. And among the sacred

Signs of Allah We have

appointed for you the

sacrificial camels. In them

there is much good for you.

So mention the name of Allah

over them as they stand tied

up in rows. And when they

fall down dead on their sides,

eat thereof and feed him who

is needy but contented and

him also who supplicates.1954

Thus have We subjected them

to you, that you may be

grateful.

38. Their flesh reaches not

Allah, nor does their blood,

but it is your righteousness

that reaches Him.1955 Thus

1954. The slaughtering of camels which are brought to Mecca for sacrifice 
is but a symbol of man’s readiness to lay down his life for the sake of his 
Creator and Master just as camels lay down their lives for their own masters. 
This is the supreme object and purpose of Sacrifice, other objects mentioned 
in the verse being of secondary importance. The pilgrim is reminded of the 
significance of Sacrifice when he slaughters an animal which serves as a Sign 
of God. The verse also shows that the flesh of the slaughtered animal should 
be properly distributed and not wasted. 

1955. The verse throws a flood of light on the essence, inwardness and real 
object and purpose of Sacrifice. It teaches the supreme lesson that it is not the 
outward act of sacrifice which pleases God but the spirit underlying it and the 
motive behind it. The flesh or blood of the slaughtered animal does not reach God; 
it is righteousness of the heart which is acceptable to Him. God demands and 
accepts total sacrifice of all that is near and dear to us—our material possessions, 
the ideals that are dear to us, our honour and life itself. In reality, God wants and 
demands no offering from us in the form of flesh and blood of animals but 
demands the offering of our hearts. It is, however, a mistake to think that because 
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has He subjected them to you, 

that you may glorify Allah for 

His guiding you. And give 

glad tidings to those who do 

good. 

39. Surely, Allah defends

those who believe.1956 Surely,

Allah loves not anyone who is

perfidious, ungrateful.

R. 6.

40. Permission to take up

arms is given to those against

it is not the outward act of sacrifice but the motive behind it that really matters, 
the outward act is of no importance. True, the outward act of sacrifice is the shell, 
and the spirit underlying it is the kernel and essence, yet the shell or the body of a 
thing, like its spirit or kernel, is of very great importance because no soul can 
exist without a body and no kernel without a shell. 

1956. With this verse is introduced the subject of Jihad. The theme of 
Sacrifice has formed a befitting prelude to this all-important subject. Before 
the permission to fight in self-defence was given to Muslims, they were 
apprised of the importance of Sacrifice. The verse throws a flood of light on 
the Islamic conception of Jihad. Jihad, as the verse shows, is fighting in 
defence of Truth. But whereas Islam allows no aggressive war, it regards the 
waging of it to defend one’s honour, country or Faith as an act of the highest 
virtue. Man is God’s noblest handiwork. He is the acme of His creation, its 
aim and end. He is God’s vicegerent on earth and the king of His whole 
creation (2:31). This is the Islamic conception of man’s high place in the 
universe. It is, therefore, only natural that the religion which has raised man to 
such a high pedestal should also have attached very great importance and 
sanctity to human life. Of all things man’s life, according to the Qur’an, is the 
most sacred and inviolable. It is a sacrilege to take it except under very rare 
circumstances which the Qur’an has specifically mentioned (5:33; 17:34). But 
no less important, according to Islam, is freedom of conscience. It is man’s 
most precious heritage—perhaps more precious than life itself. The Qur’an, 
which has attached the greatest sanctity to man’s life, could not have failed to 
acknowledge and declare the sacredness and inviolability of this, his most 
precious possession. It is in defence of this most precious of their possessions 
that the Muslims were allowed to take up arms. 
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whom war is made, because 

they have been wronged1957 

and Allah, indeed, has power 

to help them— 

 

41. Those who have been 
driven out from their homes 
unjustly, only because they 
said, ‘Our Lord is Allah.’1958 
aAnd if Allah had not repelled 
some people by means of 
others, cloisters and churches 
and synagogues and mosques, 
wherein the name of Allah is 
oft remembered,1959 would 

 

 
1957. According to consensus of scholarly opinion this is the first verse 

which gave Muslims the permission to take up arms in self-defence. It lays 
down principles according to which Muslims can wage a defensive war, and 
sets forth along with the following verses the reasons which led a handful of 
Muslims, without arms and other material means, to fight in self-defence after 
they had suffered at Mecca ceaseless persecution for years and had been 
pursued with relentless hatred to Medina and were harassed and harried there 
too. The first reason given in this verse is that they have been wronged. 

1958. This verse gives the second reason. It is that Muslims were driven out 
from their hearths and homes without a just and legitimate cause; their only 
offence being that they believed in One God. For years the Muslims were 
persecuted at Mecca, then they were driven out from it and were not left in 
peace even in their exile at Medina. Islam was threatened with complete 
extirpation by a combined attack by the Arabian tribes around Medina, among 
whom the influence of the Quraish, on account of their being the custodians of 
the Ka‘bah, was very great. Medina itself was honeycombed with sedition and 
treachery. The Jews, compact and united, were opposed to the Holy Prophet 
whose difficulties instead of lessening had greatly increased by Emigration. It 
was under these highly unfavourable circumstances that Muslims had to take 
up arms to save themselves, their Faith and the Holy Prophet from 
extermination. If ever a people had a legitimate cause to fight, it were the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad and his Companions, and yet the unconscionable 
critics of Islam have accused him of waging aggressive wars to impose his 
Faith on an unwilling people. 

1959. After giving reasons why the Muslims were obliged to take up arms, 
 

a2:252. 
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surely have been destroyed. 
aAnd Allah will, surely, help 
him who helps Him. Allah is, 
indeed, Powerful, Mighty— 

 

42. Those who, if We 

establish them in the earth, 

will observe Prayer and pay 

the Zakat and enjoin good and 

forbid evil.1960 And with 

Allah rests the final issue of 

all affairs.  

 

 

43. bAnd if they accuse thee 

of falsehood, even so, before 

them, the people of Noah and 

the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud 

also accused their Prophets of 

falsehood; 

 

 

44. And so did the people of 

Abraham and the people of 

Lot; 

 
 

 
the verse mentions the object and purpose of the wars of Islam. The object 
was never to deprive other people of their homes and possessions or to 
deprive them of national freedom and compel them to submit to foreign yoke, 
or to explore new markets and get new colonies as the Western Powers do. It 
was to fight in self-defence and to save Islam from extermination and to 
establish freedom of conscience and liberty of thought. It was also to defend 
places of worship belonging to other religions—the churches, the synagogues, 
the temples, the cloisters, etc. (2:194; 2:257; 8:40 & 8:73). Thus the first and 
foremost object of the wars of Islam was, and will always be, to establish 
freedom of belief and worship and to fight in defence of one's country, honour 
and freedom against an unprovoked attack. Could there be a better cause to 
fight for than this? 

1960. The verse implies a commandment for the Muslims that when they 
get power, they should not use it for the furtherance of their own selfish ends 
but should employ it to ameliorate the lot of the poor and the down trodden 
people and to establish peace and security in their dominions, and that they 
should respect and protect places of worship. 

a47:8 b6:35; 35:26; 40:6; 54:10. 
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45. And the inhabitants of 

Midian. And Moses too was 

accused of falsehood. But I 

gave respite to the 

disbelievers; then I seized 

them, and how terrible were 

the consequences of denying 

Me! 

 

 

46. aAnd how many a city 

have We destroyed, which 

was given to wrongdoing, so 

that it is fallen down on its 

roofs; and how many a well is 

deserted and how many a lofty 

castle lies in ruins! 

 

 

47. bHave they not travelled in 

the land, so that they may 

have hearts wherewith to 

understand, or ears wherewith 

to hear? For, surely, it is not 

the eyes that are blind, but 

blind are the hearts which are 

in the breasts.1961 

 

 

48. cAnd they demand of thee 

to hasten on the punishment, 

but Allah will never break His 

promise. And, verily, a day 

with thy Lord is sometimes as 

a thousand years of your 

reckoning.1961A 

 

 

 
1961. It is clear from this verse that the dead, the blind and the deaf spoken 

of here and elsewhere in the Qur’an are the spiritually dead, blind and deaf. 
1961A. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the first three 

centuries of Islam would be its best period after which falsehood would spread 
and a period of darkness would set in which would extend to over a thousand 
 

a7:5; 21:12; 28:59; 65:9, 10. b12:110; 30:10; 35:45; 40:22; 47:11.  
c26:205; 27:72; 29:54,55; 37:177; 51:15. 
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49. And how many a city I 
have respited, while it was 
given to wrongdoing. Then I 
seized it, and unto Me is the 
return. 

 

 

R. 7.   

50. Say, ‘O mankind, aI am 

but a plain Warner to you; 

 

 

51. ‘Those who believe and 
do good works, bfor them is 
forgiveness and an honourable 
provision;  

 

 

52. ‘But cthose who strive 
against Our Signs, seeking to 
frustrate Our purpose—these 
shall be the inmates of the 
Fire.’ 

 

 

53. Never did We send a 
Messenger or a Prophet before 
thee, but when he sought to 
attain his object, Satan put 
obstacles in the way of what 
he sought after. But Allah 
removes the obstacles that are 
placed by Satan.1962 Then 
Allah firmly establishes His 
Signs. And Allah is All-
Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

 
years (Tirmidhi). This period of a thousand years is likened to one day (32:6). 
In this period a people, having blue eyes would arise and spread all over the 
earth (20:103, 104). It is these people having blue eyes who in their conceit 
and arrogance, born of their material glory and political power, are depicted as 
challenging the Holy Prophet to hasten on the punishment which, he said, 
would overtake them at the appointed and promised time. 

1962. This verse has been deliberately misinterpreted and its meaning 

a26:116; 29:51; 51:51; 67:27. b8:75; 24:27; 34:5. c34:6, 39. 
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54. This happens that He may 

make the obstacles which 

Satan puts in the way of the 

Prophet a trial for those in 

whose hearts is a disease1963 

 

 
purposely distorted by prejudiced Christian writers. They say that one day at 
Mecca when the Holy Prophet recited the 20th and 21st verses of Surah An-
Najm: Now tell me about Lat and ‘Uzza, and Manat, the third one, another 
goddess, Satan put in his mouth the words Tilkal-Gharaniqul-‘Ula, wa Inna 
Shafa‘atahunna Laturtaja, i.e. these are exalted goddesses and their 
intercession is hoped for. They call it the 'Lapse of Muhammad' or his 
'Compromise with idolatry.' The Holy Prophet never made any compromise 
with idolatry nor was there any lapse on his part. The charge is a case of wish 
being father to the thought. These critics are always on the lookout to discover 
a lapse in the Holy Prophet and when they can find none, they invent one and 
impute it to him. They say that the verse refers to the above incident. We shall 
deal at length with the whole episode when we come to the relevant verses 
(53:20, 21). Suffice it to say here that the whole story is belied by the fact that 
the 53rd Chapter was, according to consensus of scholarly opinion, revealed 
in the 5th year of the Call at Mecca while the present Surah was revealed at 
Medina or on the eve of the Holy Prophet’s departure from Mecca in the 13th 
year of the Call. It is inconceivable that God should have waited for eight long 
years to refer to that incident in this verse. Moreover, the story has been 
rejected as totally unfounded by all learned Commentators of the Qur’an. 
Besides, there is nothing in the words of the verse itself to warrant the forging 
of such a blatant lie. The meaning of the verse is quite clear. It purports to say 
that whenever a Prophet desires to attain his object, i.e. whenever he preaches 
the message of truth and desires that Divine Unity may be established in the 
earth, satanic persons seek to retard the progress of truth by putting all sorts of 
obstacles in his way. They wish to see his mission fail. But they cannot 
frustrate the Divine plan and God removes all those impediments and makes 
the cause of Truth prevail and triumph. The verse is of general import. There 
is no warrant for the suggestion that it applies exclusively to the Holy Prophet. 
Moreover, it is not possible for Satan to interfere with the purity of the 
Quranic revelation. God has taken upon Himself to protect and safeguard it 
against all interference and interpolation (15:10; 72:27-29), and even Christian 
scholarly opinion has confirmed the truth of this Quranic claim. 

1963 This verse also supports the interpretation we have placed on the 
preceding verse. There is no warrant for the baseless story which some 
ignorant Commentators have taken into their heads to forge in connection 
with that verse. The verse purports to say that satanic people seek to place all 
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and, those whose hearts are 

hardened and surely, the 

wrongdoers are gone far in 

opposition— 

 

55. And that athose to whom 
knowledge is given may know 
that it is the truth from thy 
Lord, so that they may believe 
therein and their hearts may 
be humble unto Him. And, 
surely, Allah guides those 
who believe to the right path;  

 

 

56. And those who disbelieve 

will not cease bto be in doubt 

about it until the Hour1964 

comes suddenly upon them, or 

there comes to them the 

punishment of a destructive 

day.1965 

 

 

57. cThe Kingdom on that 

day1966 shall be Allah’s. He 

 

 
sorts of obstacles in the way of the propagation of the mission of a Prophet in 
order that its progress may be retarded and 'those in whose hearts is a disease' 
may be misled. But God removes all such obstacles and after initial and 
temporary setbacks Truth marches on its course of uniform progress. 

1964. "The Hour" signifies the final triumph of Islam. It may also refer to 
the Fall of Mecca, when the power of the disbelieving Quraish was finally and 
completely crushed. The Fall took place quite suddenly. The Quraish did not 
have the least inkling about the Muslim army till it had reached the very gates 
of Mecca. 

1965. Imra’atun ‘Aqimun means, a barren woman. Yaumun ‘Aqimun means, 
a destructive day, a day of hard fighting, so called because many women 
having lost their sons in the fighting become ‘Aqim (Lane). 

1966. Besides being of general application the verse may particularly refer 
to the Fall of Mecca. On that day the Kingdom of God was established in 
Arabia and idolatry departed from its stronghold never to return, and Divine 
Judgment was pronounced in the following words, 'Truth has come and 
falsehood has vanished away. Falsehood does indeed vanish away fast' (17:82). 

a13:20; 34:7; 35:32; 47:3; 56:96. b11:18. c25:27. 
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will judge between them. So 
athose who believe and do 

righteous deeds will be in 

Gardens of Bliss; 
 

58. But bthose, who disbelieve 

and reject Our Signs, will 

have an humiliating 

punishment. 

 

 

R. 8.   
59. cAnd those who leave 
their homes for the cause of 
Allah, and are then slain or 
die,1967 Allah will, surely, 
provide for them a goodly 
provision. And, surely, Allah 
is the Best of providers. 

 

 

60. He will, surely, admit 

them to a place with which 

they will be well-pleased. And 

Allah is indeed All-Knowing, 

Forbearing.  

 

 

61. That indeed is so. And 

whoso retaliates with the like 

of that with which he is 

afflicted and is then 

transgressed against, Allah 

will surely help him.1968 

Allah is indeed the Effacer of 

sins and is Most Forgiving. 

 

 

 
1967. Those, who leave their hearths and homes and all that is dear to them 

for the sake of God and spend their lives in serving His cause and then die in 
harness, deserve to be classed with those who are actually slain fighting in the 
cause of God, for their sacrifice is as great as that of the actual martyrs, only 
God in His infallible wisdom spares their lives. This is the significance of the 
words, 'or die.' 

1968. The verse has twofold significance. It holds out a promise of help to 

a13:30; 14:24; 18:31; 30:16; 68:35; 78:32-37. b2:40; 7:37; 30:17; 57:20; 64:11; 78:22-27.  
c3:196; 8:75; 9:20-22; 16:42. 
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62. That system of punishment 

operates to show that it is 
aAllah Who causes the night 

to enter into the day and 

causes the day to enter into 

the night,1969 and that Allah is 

All-Hearing, All-Seeing, 

 

 

63. And that is because bit is 

Allah Who is the Truth, and 

that which they call on beside 

Him is falsehood and because 

Allah is the High, the Great.  

 

 

64. Seest thou not that cAllah 

sends down water from the 

sky and the earth becomes 

green?1970 Allah is indeed the 

 

 
Muslims and also implies a prophecy about their eventual success. In the 
former sense it purports to say that the Muslims have been oppressed and 
transgressed against. They may retaliate but their retaliation should not exceed 
legitimate bounds. The injury they should inflict on the enemy should be 
proportionate to the injury they receive. According to the second meaning 
Muslims are told that they are going to have their enemies in their power and 
that they will be perfectly justified in inflicting as much injury on them as they 
had received from them, but it would be far better if in the hour of victory and 
success, by copying the Divine attributes of mercy and forgiveness, they 
pardoned and forgave them. 

1969. Nahar (day) in the verse represents power and prosperity and Lail 
(night) signifies the loss of power combined with national decline and 
decadence. The verse uses this metaphor to point to the fact hinted at in the 
preceding verse that the night of misery and oppression to which Muslims 
were subjected for so long was about to pass away and the day of their glory 
and might was about to dawn. 

1970. The verse draws the attention of disbelievers to the natural 
phenomenon that is unfolding itself before their very eyes. Do they not see, it 
purports to say, that Divine rain has fallen on the bleak, barren and spiritually 
dead land of Arabia and that it has begun to vibrate with new life and there is 
verdure and greenness all over, i.e. there is spiritual awakening all over the 
 

a3:28; 31:30; 35:14; 57:7. b20:115; 23:117; 24:26. c22:6; 30:51; 35:28; 39:22; 45:6. 
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Knower of subtleties, the All-

Aware.  

65. aTo Him belongs all that 

is in the heavens and all that 

is in the earth. And, surely, 

Allah is Self-Sufficient, 

Praiseworthy. 

 

 

R. 9.   

66. Seest thou not that bAllah 

has subjected to you whatever 

is in the earth, and the ships 

that sail through the sea by 

His command? And He holds 

back the heaven lest it should 

fall on the earth save by His 

leave. Surely, Allah is 

Compassionate and Merciful 

to people.  

 

 

67. cAnd He it is Who gave 

you life, then He will cause 

you to die, then He will give 

you life again.1971 Surely, 

man is most ungrateful. 

 

 

68. For every people We have 

appointed ways of 

worship1972 which they 

 

 
country and Islam has taken deep roots? 

1971. The phenomenon of life and death operates simultaneously. Every 
death is followed by, and brings the hope of, a new life. A few Muslims killed 
on the battlefields of Badr, Uhud, etc. brought about the spiritual resurrection 
of the whole of Arabia. 

1972. Divine worship is found in one form or another among all nations 
and peoples. This fact leads to the great truth which Islam, among all religions, 
was the first to proclaim that Divine Messengers appeared among all peoples 
to teach them the different forms and ways of worship. 

a2:256; 10:56; 31:27. b16:15. c2:29; 16:71; 30:41, 40:69. 
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observe; so let them not 

dispute with thee in the matter 

of the Islamic way of worship; 

and call thou the people to thy 

Lord, for, surely, thou art on 

the right guidance. 

 

69. And if they contend with 

thee, say, ‘Allah knows best 

what you do; 

 

 

70. a‘Allah will judge between 

you and me on the Day of 

Resurrection concerning that 

about which you differ.’ 

 

 

71. Knowest thou not that 
bAllah knows whatsoever is in 

the heavens and the earth? 

Surely, it is all preserved in a 

Book, and that is easy for 

Allah.  

 

 

72. cAnd they worship instead 

of Allah that for which He has 

sent down no authority, and 

that of which they have no 

knowledge.1973 And for the 

wrongdoers there is no helper. 

 

 

73. dAnd when Our clear 
Signs are recited unto them, 

 

 
1973. Three arguments have been given in this verse against idolatry: 

(a)  There is found no authority in any revealed Book for idol-worship; 
(b)  human reason and conscience are against it and idolaters can give no 
sound argument based on their personal experience and observation in support 
of it; and (c)  during the ages in the struggle between idolaters and believers, 
the latter have invariably come off triumphant. Thus Divine revelation, human 
reason and the verdict of history are all against idolatry. 

a2:114; 4:142. b20:8; 27:66; 49:17. c7:72; 12:41; 53:24. d17:47: 23:67, 68; 39:46. 
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thou seest on the faces of 
those, who disbelieve, 
manifest signs of displeasure. 
They would well-nigh attack 
those who recite Our Signs to 
them. Say, a‘Shall I tell you of 
something worse than that? It 
is the Fire! Allah has 
promised it to those who 
disbelieve. And an evil 
destination it is!’ 

 

R. 10.   
74. O men, a similitude is set 
forth, so listen to it. bSurely, 
those on whom you call upon 
instead of Allah cannot create 
even a fly, though they should 
all combine together for the 
purpose. And if the fly should 
snatch away anything from 
them, they cannot recover it 
therefrom. Weak, indeed, are 
both the seeker and the 
sought.1974 

 

 

 

75. cThey have not formed a 
true concept of the attributes 
of Allah.1975 Surely, Allah is 
Powerful, Mighty. 

 

 

76. Allah chooses His 
Messengers from among 
angels and from among men. 

 

 
1974. The verse brings home to disbelievers the utter powerlessness and 

helplessness of their gods and their own folly in worshipping them. 
1975. The fact that idolaters degrade themselves so low as to worship idols—

gods made of wood and stone, shows that they have a very poor concept of the 
powers and attributes of the Almighty God, the Great Creator. In fact, all 
polytheistic beliefs and idolatrous ideas spring from this poor concept that 
God’s powers and attributes are limited and defective like those of man. 

a5:61. b16:21. c6:92; 39:68. 
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Surely, Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Seeing.  

77. aHe knows what is before 

them and what is behind 

them, and to Allah are all 

affairs returned for decision. 

 

 

78. O ye who believe! bbow 

you down and prostrate 

yourselves in Prayer, and 

worship your Lord, and do 

good deeds that you may 

prosper.  

 

 

79. cAnd strive in the cause of 
Allah1976 as it behoves you to 
strive for it. He has chosen 
you and has laid no hardship 
upon you in the matter of 
religion; dso follow the faith of 
your father Abraham; He has 
named you Muslims1977 both 
before and in this Book,1977A 
eso that the Messenger may be 
a witness over you, and you 
may be witnesses over 
mankind. Therefore, observe 

 

 

 
1976. Jihad is of two kinds: (a)  Jihad against one’s evil desires and 

propensities; and (b)  Jihad against the enemies of truth which includes 
fighting in self-defence. The first kind of Jihad may be termed 'Jihad in Allah' 
and the latter kind of Jihad, 'Jihad in the way of Allah.' The Holy Prophet has 
termed the first kind of Jihad as the greater Jihad and the latter kind of Jihad 
as the smaller Jihad. 

1977. The words, 'He has named you Muslims both before, and in this 
Book,' refer to Isaiah’s prophecy: 'And thou shalt be called by a new name 
which the mouth of the Lord shall name… (Isa. 62:2 & 65:15). 

1977A. The allusion in the words 'and in this Book' is to Abraham’s prayer 
quoted in the Qur’an, viz. 'Our Lord make us "Muslims" to Thee and make 
our offspring a people submissive to Thee' (2:129). 

a2:256; 27:66; 49:17. b3:44; 41:38; 96:20. c9:41. d2:136; 16:124. e2:144; 16:90. 
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Prayer and pay the Zakat, and 
hold fast to Allah. He is your 
Protector. An Excellent 
Protector and an Excellent 
Helper! 

 

 



980 

CHAPTER 23 
AL-MU’MINUN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
There is sufficient internal evidence to show that the Surah was 

revealed towards the end of the Holy Prophet’s stay at Mecca. Sayuti regards 
it as the last Surah to have been revealed at Mecca just before the Holy 
Prophet’s departure for Medina. Though it may not have been actually the last, 
it was certainly one of the last Surahs to be revealed at Mecca. In the closing 
verses of the previous Surah believers were told to turn to God and obey His 
commandments as in this lay the secret of their future progress and prosperity. 
They were also enjoined to wage war with the sword so that those who had 
drawn the sword against Islam should themselves perish by the sword. They 
were further enjoined to strive in the way of the Lord with the Qur’an and the 
promise was held out to them that if they did so, God would help them and 
vouchsafe to them success and prosperity. The promise was conditional. A 
sure guarantee, however, is given here that a community of believers will 
certainly be born who, because they will fulfil the above-mentioned 
conditions, will achieve success. Thus a thing, which was presumed in the 
preceding Surah to have existed, is claimed in this Surah to have come into 
being as an actual fact. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the glad tidings to the true believers that the 

time of their success and prosperity has already arrived, and proceeds to give a 
brief description of their characteristics and special marks which is indicative 
of the process of their spiritual growth and development. This description is 
followed by a brief but beautiful account of the growth of the human foetus 
and defines the different stages through which the child passes—from the 
stage of a drop of sperm to that of a fully developed human being, and then 
explains that just as every physical birth is followed by death and Resurrection, 
similarly nations or communities among whom at one time a spiritual 
renaissance takes place, are at another time subject to decay and decadence 
and in due course are succeeded by another people. In fact, spiritual and 
physical developments bear close resemblance. Both of them have to pass 
through seven stages of development. Next, the Surah develops the theme that 
all things are sent down into the world according to a determined measure and 
each one of them continues to exist and is afforded protection till an appointed 
time. When, however, it has served its utility, it decays and dies. In the same 
way Divine Teachings, sent down before the Qur’an, became defunct when 
they had served their intended purpose. Thus, the mere fact that a Teaching is 
Divine does not entitle it to immunity from decay. It is only the Qur’an which 
has been granted continuity of life and which will, therefore, continue to 
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provide spiritual sustenance to all of humanity for all times to come. The 
Surah then recounts some of the favours which God has bestowed upon man 
and which are necessary for his physical sustenance, and then draws the moral 
lesson that when God has taken so much care to provide for man’s physical 
needs, He must have taken equal, even greater, care to provide for his spiritual 
requirements. Next, it is stated that the most essential prerequisite to ensure 
spiritual progress is belief in the Unity of God that since the inception of the 
world the Prophets of God have taught and preached. Noah preached and 
propagated the Oneness of God. After him came a galaxy of Prophets, all of 
whom taught that God was One, and those Divine Teachers who came after 
them also emphasized and stressed this point. The devotees of darkness, 
however, always opposed and persecuted these Prophets. The result of the 
struggle between truth and falsehood invariably was that the believers were 
successful and those, who disbelieved and rejected the Divine Messengers, 
suffered defeat and came to grief. The righteous servants of God fear their 
Lord and believe in His Signs and have firm faith in His Unity and do good 
deeds to the best of their abilities, and yet consider that they have not fully 
discharged their duties and responsibilities. They strive to vie with one 
another in doing good deeds. After this, disbelievers are warned that they will 
be punished if they persisted in their rejection of the Divine Message. But they 
do not desist from their evil course and continue to indulge in iniquitous deeds 
till when the hour of punishment arrives they beg and beseech that they might 
be granted one last opportunity to reform themselves. But then it is too late, 
and they are made to realize that pain and punishment even for a brief period 
after a whole life of ease and comfort are doubly mortifying. The Surah ends 
by stating the great spiritual truth that man is not created without purpose. His 
life has a noble aim. He should not, therefore, doubt or dispute the truth of 
Divine Law and of God’s Messengers and should realize that he will have to 
render account of his deeds before his Lord. 
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PART XVIII   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Successful indeed are the 

believers,1978 

 

 

3. Who are humble1979 in 

their Prayers,  

 
 

4. And bwho shun all that 

which is vain,1980 

 
 

5. And cwho are prompt and 

regular in paying the 

Zakat,1981 

 
 

6. And dwho guard their 

chastity— 

 
 

 
1978. The verse refers to believers of a very high spiritual calibre whose 

characteristics and special marks have been mentioned in the verses that 
follow. Such believers will achieve Falah (success) and not only Najah 
(salvation), because the achievement of Falah is a much higher spiritual stage 
than the attainment of Najah. 

1979. With this verse begins a description of the conditions or prerequisites 
which a believer must fulfil before he should aspire to attain success in life 
and achieve the supreme object for which God has created him. These 
conditions may be regarded as so many stages in the spiritual development of 
man. The first stage or milestone in this journey of the human soul is that a 
believer turns to God in all humility, overawed by Divine Majesty, and with a 
penitent heart and humbled soul. 

1980. The second stage consists in the avoidance of all vain talk and 
thoughts and also of idle, vain and futile actions. Life is a grim and serious 
fact and a believer must take it as such. He must employ every moment of it 
usefully and shun all vain and useless pursuits. 

1981. The object of Zakat is not only to provide means for the relief of the 
distressed, or for the promotion of the welfare of the economically less 
favoured sections of the community, but also to discourage the hoarding of 
money and commodities and thus to ensure a brisk circulation of both, 
resulting in healthy economic adjustments. 

a1:1. b25:73. c5:56; 9:71. d70:30. 
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7. aExcept from their wives or 

what their right hands 

possess,1981A for then they are 

not to be blamed; 

 

 

8. bBut those, who seek 

anything beyond that are the 

transgressors— 

 

 
9. cAnd who are watchful of 

their trusts and their 

covenants, 

 

 
10. dAnd who are strict in the 

observance of their 

Prayers.1982 

 
 

11. These are the heirs,  
 

12. eWho will inherit 

Paradise.1983 They will abide 

therein for ever.  

 

 
13. Verily, fWe created man 

from an extract of clay;1984 

 

 

 
 

1981A. See 561 
1982. This verse marks the last and the highest stage of spiritual 

development, when remembrance of God becomes a second nature with the 
believer, a part and parcel of his being, the solace of his soul. At this stage he 
takes particular care about acts of collective worship which implies that the 
national instinct becomes very strong in him and he subordinates individual 
interests to communal and national good. 

1983. As believers mentioned in the foregoing verses combine in 
themselves all kinds of virtues, therefore they will be made to reside in 
Firdaus which contains everything that is found in any garden (Lane). As they 
brought death over their desires, so in return God will give them everlasting 
life and they will have everything they desired (50:36). 

1984. After having mentioned in the first ten verses of the Surah the 
different stages of spiritual evolution of man, the Qur’an proceeds to describe 
in this and the next few verses the different stages of his physical development 

a70:31. b70:32. c70:33. d6:93; 70:35. e18:108; 70:36. f32:8, 9. 
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14. Then aWe placed him as a 

drop of sperm in a safe 

depository; 

 

 

15. Then We fashioned the 

sperm into a clot; then We 

fashioned the clot into a 

shapeless lump; then We 

fashioned bones out of this 

shapeless lump; then We 

clothed the bones with flesh; 

then We developed it into 

another creation.1985 So 

blessed be Allah, the Best of 

creators.  

 

 

16. Then after that byou, 

surely, must die.1986 

 

 

 
and thus establishes a remarkable parallelism between his physical and 
spiritual birth and growth. Leaving out biological technicalities, the Surah 
gives the description in a clear and easily understandable language. Biology 
has not discovered anything which even remotely contradicts the Quranic 
description. The words, We created man from an extract of clay, mention the 
process of man’s creation from the earliest stage when he lies dormant in the 
form of dust, and the inorganic constituents of the earth through a subtle 
process of change become converted into the life-germ by way of food which 
a human being eats. At the stage, then We clothed the bones with flesh (23:15), 
the physical growth of the embryo becomes complete. 

1985. The words, then We developed it into another creation, show that the 
soul is not imported into the human body from outside but grows in the body 
as it develops in the womb. At first it has no separate existence from the body 
but the processes through which the body passes during its development in the 
womb distil from the body a delicate essence, which is called the soul. As 
soon as the relationship between the soul and the body becomes completely 
adjusted, the heart begins to function. The soul then has a distinct existence of 
its own independent of body which henceforth serves it as a shell. See also 
"The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1787-1790. 

1986. After man has attained full development, there sets in a process of 
decay which ends in his death. It is an immutable law of nature that all life 
must end in decay, dissolution and death. God alone is Ever-Living. 

a22:6. b39:31. 
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17. aThen on the Day of 

Resurrection you shall, surely, 

be raised up.1987 

 
 

18. bAnd We have created 

above you seven ways,1988 

and We are never neglectful 

of the creation. 

 

 

19. cAnd We sent down water 

from the sky according to a 

measure,1989 and We caused it 

to stay in the earth—and, 

surely, We have the power to 

take it away.  

 

 

20. dAnd We produced for 

you thereby gardens of date-

palms and vines; for you 

therein are abundant fruits; 

and of them you eat; 

 

 

 
1987. After death man again will be restored to life in order that he might 

continue to make spiritual progress in the life to come which knows no end. 
The progress he makes in the present life constitutes only a preparatory stage. 
Here, he is like a child in his mother’s womb. After death he is born into a 
new and fuller life which is the beginning of a never-ending progress. 

1988. The six stages of spiritual progress described in the first ten verses of 
this Surah become seven if "Paradise" (v. 12) be counted as the last stage of 
spiritual development. Similarly, if the preparatory stage previous to the 
formation of the sperm (v. 13) be added to the six stages of the embryonic 
development, this number also becomes seven. Thus the 'seven ways in the 
spiritual heaven' to which reference has been made in this verse correspond to 
the seven stages of the physical development of man mentioned in vv. 13-15. 

1989. This verse gives an illustration of how God supplies the physical and 
spiritual needs of man. All life, it says, depends on water which descends from 
heaven, in the form of rain, snow or hail. Similarly, spiritual water descends 
from heaven in the form of Divine revelation without which no spiritual life 
can exist. 

 

a39:32. b78:13. c15:23. d16:12, 68; 36:35. 
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21. And a tree which springs 

forth from Mount Sinai;1990 it 

produces oil and sauce for 

those who eat. 

 

 

22. aAnd in the cattle also 

there is a lesson for you. We 

give you to drink of that 

which is in their bellies and 

you have in them many other 

benefits,1991 and of the flesh 

of some of them you also eat; 

 

 

23. And bon them and on 

ships you are borne.  

 
 

R. 2.   

24. cAnd We, certainly, sent 

Noah to his people, and he 

said, ‘O my people, worship 

Allah alone. You have no 

other god but Him. Will you 

not then seek His protection?’ 

 

 

25. dAnd the chiefs of his 

people, who disbelieved, said, 

‘He is only a mortal like 

 
 

 
1990. The words, "Mount Sinai", remind us of the following great prophecy 

of the Bible: 
'The Lord came from Sinai, and rose from Seir unto them; He shined forth 

from Mount Paran and he came with ten thousands of saints; from his right 
hand went a fiery law for them' (Deut. 33:2). See also "Once to Sinai" by H.F. 
Prescott. 

1991. The word, ‘Ibrah, which means an 'indication or evidence whereby 
one passes from ignorance to knowledge' (Lane), seems to allude to the subtle 
process which takes place in the bellies of animals and which turns grass or 
herbage eaten by them into pure and wholesome milk, and by pondering over 
which one is led to acquire an insight into God’s great power and into the 
subtle ways through which Divine laws work. 

a6:143; 16:6; 36:72, 73; 40:80; 81. b16:8, 9; 36:42, 43; 43:13.  
c7:60; 11:26; 71:2. d7:61; 11:28; 17:95, 34:44. 
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yourselves;1992 he seeks to 

gain superiority over you. 

And if Allah had so willed, 
aHe could have, surely, sent 

down angels with him. We 

have never heard of such a 

thing among our forefathers; 

 

26. b‘He is but a man stricken 

with madness; wait, therefore, 

concerning him for a while.’ 

 

 

27. cNoah said, ‘O my Lord, 

help me, for they treat me as a 

liar.’  

 
 

28. So We directed him by 

revelation: d‘Make the Ark 

under Our eyes and according 

to Our revelation. eAnd when 

Our command comes, and the 

fountains of the earth gush 

forth, take thou into it two 

pairs of every species and thy 

family, except those of them 

against whom the word has 

already gone forth. And 

address Me not concerning 

those who have done wrong; 

they shall, surely, be 

drowned.1993 

 

 

 
1992. The disbelievers suffer from a superiority complex and therefore 

reject Divine Messengers on the plea that they cannot accept the lead of one 
who is 'only a mortal like themselves.' The verse incidentally implies that 
belief in the existence of angels was entertained from time immemorial. As far 
back as Noah’s time his opponents wanted to see angels descending on them. 

1993. See 1315 & 1316. 

a17:96. b54:10. c26:118, 119; 54:11. d11:38. e1l:41; 54:13, 14. 
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29. a“And when thou art 

settled in the Ark—thou and 

those that are with thee—say, 

‘All praise belongs to Allah 

Who has saved us from the 

unjust people.” 

 

 

30. ‘And when thou dost 

disembark from the Ark say, 
b‘My Lord, cause me to land a 

blessed landing, for Thou art 

the Best of those who bring 

people to land.’ 

 

 

31. cVerily, in this there are 

Signs. Surely, We do try 

people. 

 
 

32. dThen We raised after 

them another generation.1994 

 
 

33. And We sent among them 

a Messenger from among 

themselves with the Message, 

‘Serve Allah, you have no god 

other than Him. Will you not 

then make Him your shield 

against all calamities?  

 

 

R. 3.   
34. And the chiefs of his 
people, who disbelieved and 
denied the meeting of the 
Hereafter with their Lord and 
ewhom We had afforded ease 
and comfort in this life, said, 

 

 
1994. The reference in the words, "another generation," is to the ‘Ad tribe, 

the people of the Prophet Hud, because the conditions and circumstances of 
"another generation" mentioned in the verse under comment and the following 
few verses closely resemble those of ‘Ad mentioned in 7:66-70. 

a11:42; 43:14. b11:49. c29:16. d23:43; 25:39. e17:17. 
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‘This is but a mortal like 
yourselves. aHe eats of that of 
which you eat, and drinks of 
that of which you drink; 

 

35. b‘And if you obey a mortal 

like yourselves, you will then 

be surely losers; 

 

 

36. c‘Does he promise you 
that when you are dead and 
have become dust and bones, 
you will be brought forth 
again? 

 

 

37. d‘Far, very far from 
truth1995 is that which you are 
promised; 

 
 

38. e‘There is no life other 
than our present life; we die 
and we live, and we shall not 
be raised up again; 

 

 

39. ‘He is only a man who has 

forged a lie against Allah; and 

we are not going to believe in 

him.’ 

 

 

40. He said, ‘My Lord, help 

me, for they treat me as a 

liar.’  

 
 

41. Allah said, ‘In a little 
while they will, surely, 
become repentant.’ 

 
 

42. fThen punishment 

overtook them rightfully, and 

 

 
1995. Haihata denotes one’s deeming a thing remote or improbable and 

despairing of it, and means, Ba‘uda Jiddan (he or it was or became very far 
off), or Ma Ab‘ada-hu (how far it is), signifying the intensification of the 
sense of being very far (Lane). 

a21:9; 25:8. b23:48. c17:50; 36:79; 50:4. d50:4. e6:30; 19:67; 36:79; 44:36; 45:25. f7:92; 11:68. 
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We made them as 

rubbish.1996 Cursed,1997 then, 

be the people who do wrong! 

 

43. aThen We raised after 

them other generations. 

 
 

44. bNo people can go ahead 

of their appointed time, nor 

can they remain behind it.1998 

 

 

45. Then We sent Our 

Messengers one after the 

other. cEvery time there came 

to a people their Messenger, 

they treated him as a liar. So 

We made them follow one 

another to destruction and We 

made them mere tales1999 

of  the past. Cursed, then, be 

the people who believe not! 

 

 

46. Then dWe sent Moses and 

his brother Aaron with Our 

Signs and a clear authority,  

 

 

47. To Pharaoh and his chiefs; 

but they behaved arrogantly and 

they were a haughty people. 

 

 

 
1996. Ghutha’ means, the rubbish or particles of things or refuse and scum 

and rotten leaves with the scum borne upon the surface of a torrent. Ghutha’ 
un-Nas means, the low and the vile and the refuse of mankind (Lane). 

1997. Bu‘d means, perdition or death; curse or malediction, etc. (Lane). 
1998. No people can thwart their decreed destiny, and the rejection of 

Divine Prophets never goes unpunished, but it is for God to determine the 
form and the time of the punishment to be meted out to disbelievers. 

1999. Their destruction was so complete that generations coming after them 
talked of them as of a people who once lived on this earth, as no trace of their 
existence was left. 

a23:32. b15:6. c2:88; 36:31. d20:30, 31; 43:44. 
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48. And they said, ‘Shall we 

believe in two mortals like 

ourselves while their people 

are our slaves?’ 

 

 

49. So they called them liars, 

and became a ruined people. 

 
 

50. aAnd We gave Moses the 

Book, that they might be 

guided.  

 

 

51. And We made the son of 

Mary and his mother a Sign, 

and gave them shelter on an 

elevated land of green valleys 

and springs of running 

water.2000 

 

 

 
2000. As Jesus’s death, like his birth, has become a subject of great 

controversy, and some confusion and doubt still persist as to how and where 
he passed the last days of his crowded life, and as the question of the manner 
of his death also forms a vital question with the Christian Faith, a somewhat 
exhaustive note on this very important, albeit baffling religious question is 
called for. The Qur’an and the Bible, reinforced by authenticated facts of 
history, lend powerful support to the view that Jesus did not die on the Cross. 
The following arguments substantiate and support this contention: 

(1)  In his book "The Unknown Life of Jesus" Nicholas Notovitch, a 
Russian traveller, who visited the Far East in about 1877 tells us that Jesus 
came to Kashmir and Afghanistan. Sir Francis Younghusband, who at the 
time when Nicholas Notovitch visited Kashmir, was a British resident at the 
court of the Maharaja of Kashmir, met him near the Zojila Pass. Recent 
research about Jesus’s travels in the East lends powerful support to 
Notovitch’s book. 'In Srinagar', says Professor Nicholus Roerich in his book 
"Heart of Asia," 'we first encountered the curious legend about Christ’s visit 
to the place. Afterwards we saw how widely spread in India, in Laddakh and 
in Central Asia, was the legend of the visit of Christ to those parts… All over 
Central Asia, in Kashmir and Laddakh and Tibet and even further north, there 
still exists a strong belief that Jesus or Issa travelled about there' ("Glimpses of 
World History" by Jawahar Lal Nehru). 

Some scholars have taken refuge behind some obscure passages in 
 

a2:88; 17:3; 32:24; 40:54. 
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Notovitch’s book to claim that Jesus came to the East before and not after he 
was commissioned as a Divine Prophet. But a mere boy of 13 or 14 years of 
age as Jesus is stated to have been when he came to India, he could not have 
conceived of undertaking so long and arduous a journey to a far-off land, and 
thus of exposing himself to mortal danger on the way. After all, what 
attraction or motives Jesus had, at such an early age, in coming over to India? 
And if at all he came to India at that time, what interest did the people of India 
and Kashmir have in keeping a record of the activities, doings and wanderings 
of a boy of 13 or 14? The fact based on historical data is that after he had been 
rejected by the Jews and his life had become unsafe in Palestine, Jesus forsook 
that country to search, in fulfilment of the old biblical prophecies, for 'The 
Lost Ten Tribes of Israel,' and undertook the long and dangerous journey to 
India and Kashmir and lived an eventful life to the very ripe age of 120 
(Kanzul-‘Ummal. vol. 6). It is then that records came to be kept of his 
activities. These 'Lost Tribes of Israel' had, after their great dispersion by the 
Assyrians and Babylonians, lived in Iraq and Iran; and later, when the Iranians 
under Darius and Cyrus extended their territories further East to Afghanistan 
and India, these tribes migrated with them to these countries. 

(2)  The Kashmiris and Afghans are the descendants of 'The Lost Tribes of 
Israel.' This fact is quite evident from the traditions, history and written 
records of these two peoples. The names of their towns and tribes, their 
customs, habits, mode and manner of living, their dress, their physical features, 
etc. all resemble those of the Jews. Their ancient monuments and old 
inscriptions also support this view. Their folklore is full of Jewish stories. The 
name Kashmir itself is in reality Kashir meaning "like Syria" (or it seems to 
have been named after Kash or Cush, a grandson of Noah). All these facts 
impart certainty to the view that the Afghans and Kashmiris are largely the 
descendants of 'The Lost Ten Tribes of Israel.' 

(3)  These proofs are evidence enough to establish the fact that Jesus did 
come to Kashmir and that the Kashmiris are the descendants of "The Lost Ten 
Tribes of Israel." But the greatest and best proof of his having come to 
Kashmir and of having lived and died there is the presence of his tomb in 
Khanyar Street, Srinagar, Kashmir. This tomb which is called Rauzabal is 
variously known as the tomb of Yuz Asaf, of Nabi Sahib, of Shahzadah Nabi 
and even of ‘Isa Sahib. According to well-established historical accounts this 
Yuz Asaf came to Kashmir more than 1900 years ago and preached in 
parables and used many of the parables recorded in the Gospels. In certain 
books of history he is described as a Nabi (Prophet). Moreover, Yuz Asaf is a 
biblical name meaning 'Yasa‘, the gatherer' which is one of the descriptive 
names of Jesus as his mission was to gather the lost tribes of Israel into the 
Master’s fold as he himself says: 'And other sheep I have which are not of this 
fold, them also must I bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there shall be 
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R. 4.   

52. O ye Messengers, aeat of 

the pure things2001 and do 

good works. Verily, I am 

Well-Aware of what you do.  

 

 

53. And know bthat this 

community of yours is one 

 

 
one fold and one shepherd' (John 10:16). 

The following historical quotations also shed some light on this subject: 
'The tomb is generally known as that of a Prophet. He was a Prince who 

came to Kashmir from a foreign land, and was engaged in preaching to the 
Kashmiris. His name was Yuz Asaf (Tarikhe A‘zami, pp. 82-85)……'Yuz 
Asaf wandered about in several lands till he reached a country called Kashmir. 
He travelled in it far and wide and lived and stayed there till death overtook 
him' (Ikmalud-Din, pp. 358, 359)… 'Kashmir legend, I have been told, 
contains reference to a Prophet who lived here and taught as Jesus did by 
parables and little stories that are repeated in Kashmir to the present day' 
(John Noel’s article in Asia, Oct. 1930)……The flight of Jesus, therefore, to 
India and his death in Srinagar is not foreign to the truth rationally or 
historically (Tafsirul-Manar, vol. 6). 

For a better and fuller treatment, however, of this subject see "Masih 
Hindustan Mein" by Ahmad, the Promised Messiah. See also the well-known 
book, 'Nazarene Gospel Restored,' whose authors maintain that though 
officially crucified in A.D. 30, Jesus was still alive some twenty years after 
the Resurrection. 

There could be no better description of the place where after his 
deliverance from an accursed death on the Cross, Jesus and his mother lived in 
peace and tranquillity and went to their eternal resting place than in the 
Quranic words, viz. 'elevated land of green valleys and springs of running 
water,' which is quite an apt description of the beautiful Valley of Kashmir. 
Nicholas Notovitch calls Kashmir "the Valley of Eternal Bliss." 

2001. The fact that there exists a deep and subtle connection between the 
food that a person eats and his actions, good or bad, has now begun to be 
increasingly recognized by medical science. But Islam laid down as far back 
as 1400 years directions relating to food which possess great moral 
significance. The basic principle laid down by Islam in this regard is that as 
man must develop all his natural instincts and faculties, therefore he should 
partake of all kinds of food, except those that are likely to do him physical, 
moral or spiritual harm. The use of pure and good food produces healthy 
mental condition which in turn produces good and righteous actions. 

a7:33. b21:93. 
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community,2002 and I am your 

Lord. So take Me as your 

Protector. 

 

54. But the people have cut up 

their affair among themselves, 

forming themselves into 

parties, each group rejoicing 

in what is with them.2003 

 

 

55. So aleave them in their 

confusion for a time. 

 
 

56. Do they imagine that 

because We bestow upon 

them wealth and children, 

 

 

57. We hasten to do them 

good? Nay, but they 

understand not.2004 

 

 

58. Verily, those bwho tremble 

with fear of their Lord,  

 

 

59. And those who believe in 

the Signs of their Lord, 

 
 

60. And those who ascribe not 

partners to their Lord, 

 
 

 
2002. All the Messengers of God formed one brotherhood, as they came 

from the same Divine Source and their basic teachings were more or less 
identical and the object and purpose of their advent was also one and the 
same—to establish in the earth Unity of God and oneness of humanity. 

2003. After the death of a Prophet his followers generally begin to differ 
among themselves and split up into sects and factions, each sect regarding 
itself as his true followers and other sects as devoid of all truth. 

2004. Man is so constituted that he regards abundance of wealth and the 
power and prestige of his party as the measure of success and even as the only 
criterion of being the recipient of God’s favour. It is this common error that 
the present and the preceding verse seek to correct. 

a70:43; 73:12. b79:41. 
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61. And those who give what 

they give while atheir hearts 

are full of fear that to their 

Lord they will return— 

 

 

62. These it is who hasten to 

do good works, and they are 

foremost in doing them. 

 

 

63. And bWe burden not any 

soul beyond its capacity,2005 
cand with Us is a Book that 

speaks the truth,2006 and they 

will not be wronged. 

 

 

64. But dtheir hearts are 

utterly heedless of this Book, 

and besides that, they have 

other evil deeds which they 

do; 

 

 

65. Until, ewhen We seize 

with punishment those of 

them who indulge in luxury, 

behold, they cry for help;  

 

 

66. Whereupon We say, f‘Cry 

not for help this day, surely 

you shall not be helped by Us, 

 
 

67. ‘Verily, gMy Signs were 

recited unto you, but you used 

 

 
2005. The laws which God has laid down in the Qur’an for the moral and 

spiritual development of man are such as are within his power and capacity to 
act upon. They are suited to all conditions, circumstances, temperaments and 
dispositions. 

2006. These verses may also signify that the teaching embodied in the 
Qur’an is based on wisdom and is suited to all conditions and circumstances, 
and to men of different temperaments and dispositions and is in agreement 
with the requirements of justice, equity and wisdom. This is the meaning of 
the words Yantiqu bil Haqqi. 

a22:36. b2:287; 7:43. c17:14, 15; 45:30; 69:20. d21:4.  
e10:23; 16:54; 30:34; 39:9. f21:14. g22:73; 39:46. 
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to turn back on your heels, 
 

68. ‘In arrogance,2007 atalking 

nonsense by night about the 

Qur’an.’ 

 

 

69. Have they not, then, 

pondered over the Divine 

Word, or has there come to 

them that which did not come 

to their fathers of old? 

 

 

70. Or, do they not recognize 

their Messenger,2008 that they 

deny him? 

 

 

71. Or, bdo they say, ‘There is 

madness in him?’ Nay, he has 

brought them the truth, and 

most of them hate the truth.  

 

 

72. And if the Truth had 
followed their desires, verily 
the heavens and the earth and 
whosoever is therein would 
have been corrupted. Nay, 
cWe have brought them their 
admonition, but from their 
own admonition they now 
turn aside. 

 

 

 
2007. The word, Mustakbirin, may signify that disbelievers regard the 

revelation of the Qur’an to be too big and important an affair to be entrusted 
to a weak human being. Or, it means that when disbelievers hear the Qur’an 
being recited, they turn away from it in pride and arrogance. 

2008. An appeal to the good sense and reasonableness of the opponents of 
the Holy Prophet has been made in this verse. They are told that his life lies 
like an open book before them. They are quite familiar with all its different 
phases. It is spotless. For years they have known him as an honest man, a 
model of virtue and uprightness and yet they dare ascribe falsehood to him. 
See also 1245. 

a83:14. b7:185; 34:47. c21:3. 
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73. aOr, dost thou ask of them 

any reward?2009 But the 

reward of thy Lord is best; 

and He is the Best of 

providers. 

 

 

74. And, most surely, thou 

invitest them to a right path. 

 

 

75. And those, who believe 

not in the Hereafter, are 

indeed deviating from that 

path. 

 

 

76. bAnd if We had mercy on 
them and relieved them of 
their affliction, they would 
persist in their transgression, 
wandering blindly.  

 

 

77. cWe had already seized 
them with punishment, but 
they humbled not themselves 
before their Lord, nor they 
would supplicate in lowliness; 

 

 

78. dUntil, when We open on 
them a door of severe 
punishment, lo! they are in 
despair thereat.2010 

 

 

 
2009. Could there be any better evidence of the Holy Prophet’s sincerity of 

motives and honesty of purpose and of his complete disregard for any 
recompense or reward for his selfless service than the answer he gave to his 
kind and loving uncle, Abu Talib, when he asked him to make a compromise 
with the idolaters and give up preaching against idol-worship? The never-to-
be-forgotten answer was: "If they would place the sun on my right hand and 
the moon on my left and ask me to give up preaching against idolatry, I will 
never do so till my mission is fulfilled, or I perish in the attempt" (Tabari, 
vol. 3). 

2010. Man is so constituted that when he is in comfort and easy 
 

a52:41; 68:47. b7:136; 43:51. c6:44. d6:45. 
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R. 5.   

79. And He it is Who has 
acreated for you ears and eyes 

and hearts, but little thanks do 

you give.2011 

 

 

80. And He it is Who has 

multiplied you in the earth, 

and unto Him you shall be 

gathered. 

 

 

81. And He it is Who gives 

life and causes death, and bin 

His control is the alternation 

of night and day. Will you not 

then understand?2012 

 

 

82. But they say things similar 

to what the former people 

said.  

 
 

83. They say, c‘What! when 

we are dead and have become 

mere dust and bones, shall we, 

indeed, be raised up again? 

 

 

84. d‘This is what we have 

been promised before, we and 

our fathers. This is nothing 

but fables of the ancients.’ 

 

 

 
circumstances, he throws all caution to the winds and begins to indulge in 
unseemly conduct. But when his transgression and wicked pursuits produce 
evil results, he gives himself up to despair. 

2011. One of the meanings of Shukr being to make proper use of a gift 
(14:8), the verse signifies that God has given us ears, eyes and hearts that we 
may make proper use of them and benefit thereby materially and spiritually, 
observe His Signs, listen to the Divine Message and ponder over it. 

2012. The verse alludes to the phenomenon of the rise and fall of nations. 
At one time a people rise to power and eminence and the sun of progress and 
prosperity seems to shine upon them, at another time decadence and death 
overtake them as a consequence of their evil deeds. 

a16:79; 67:24. b2:165; 3:191; 10:7. c17:99; 27:68; 37:17; 56:48. d27:69. 
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85. Say, ‘To whom belongs 

the earth and whosoever is 

therein, if you know?’ 

 

 
86. ‘To Allah,’ they will say. 
Say, ‘Will you not then be 
admonished?’ 

 

 

87. Say, ‘Who is the Lord of 
the seven heavens, and the 
Lord of the Great Throne?’ 

 

 
88. They will say, ‘They are 
Allah’s.’ Say, ‘Will you not 
then take Him as your 
Protector?’ 

 

 

89. Say, a‘In Whose hand is 
the dominion of all things and 
Who protects, but against 
Whom there is no protection, 
if you know?’ 

 

 
90. They will say, ‘All this 
belongs to Allah.’ Say, ‘How 
then are you being deluded?’  

 
 

91. Yea, We have brought 
them the truth, and they are 
certainly liars. 

 
 

92. bAllah has not taken unto 
Himself any son, nor is there 
any other god along with 
Him; in that case ceach god 
would have taken away what 
he had created, and some of 
them would, surely, have 
sought domination over 
others. Glorified be Allah far 
above that which they 
allege;2013 

 

 

 
2013. The verse very effectively demonstrates the futility and falsity of the 

 

a36:84. b18:5; 19:36; 21:27; 25:3; 39:5; 43:82; 72:4. c21:23. 
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93. aKnower alike of the 

unseen and of the seen. 

Exalted is He above all that 

which they associate with 

Him! 

 

 

R. 6.   

94. Say, ‘My Lord, if Thou 

wilt show me that which they 

are promised; 

 
 

95. ‘My Lord, then place me 

not with the wrongdoing 

people.’2014 

 

 

96. And certainly bWe have 

the power to show thee that 

which We have promised 

them.  

 

 

97. cRepel evil with that 

which is best.2015 We know 

very well what they allege. 

 

 

 
Christian dogma that Jesus is God’s son. It purports to say that a son is needed 
by a person to help him to carry on his affairs, but as God is the Creator of the 
heavens and the earth and the sole Master and Controller of the whole universe, 
He does not need the help or assistance of any helper or son. Moreover, the 
whole universe appears to be subject to one uniform law, and the unity of the 
design, purpose and control points to the unity of the Designer and the 
Controller. The duality of control and authority implies confusion and disorder. 

2014. The Surah was revealed towards the end of the Meccan period. The 
Holy Prophet was about to leave Mecca. His departure was a signal and a sign 
that as the result of his persistent denial, persecution and expulsion from 
Mecca by the Quraish, Divine punishment was about to overtake them. He is 
taught to pray to God that when the threatened punishment should seize them 
he might not be present with them in Mecca. 

2015. The Holy Prophet is here enjoined that as long as he is with 
disbelievers in Mecca he should patiently bear up with all the abuse and 
persecution to which he is subjected and should return good for evil. 

 
 

a6:74; 32:7; 34:4; 59:23; 64:19. b40:78. c13:23; 16:126; 41:35. 
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98. And say, ‘My Lord, I seek 

refuge in Thee from the 

incitements of the evil 

ones;2016 

 

 

99. ‘And I seek refuge in 

Thee, my Lord, lest they 

should come near me.’ 

 

 

100. Until, when death comes 

to one of them, ahe says 

entreating repeatedly, ‘My 

Lord, send me back,  

 

 

101. ‘That I may do righteous 

deeds in the life that I have 

left behind.’ That cannot be! It 

is only a word that he utters. 
bAnd behind them is a 

barrier2017 until the day when 

they shall be raised again. 

 

 

102. And when cthe trumpet is 

blown, there will be no ties of 

relationship2018 any more 

between them on that day, nor 

will they ask after one 

another. 

 

 

 

 
2016. The words, "evil ones" refer to the leading men among the Holy 

Prophet’s enemies, and the word, "incitements" signifies the campaign of 
vilification and misrepresentation by which they sought to incite people 
against him. 

2017. Barzakh means, a barrier; or a thing that intervenes between any two 
things. The word is technically applied to the period or state from the day of 
death to the day of Resurrection (Lane). It is an intermediate state of 
incomplete realization of the punishments and rewards of Hell and Heaven. 
The Qur’an has compared it to the embryonic state and the Resurrection to the 
birth of the fully developed soul. 

2018. When punishment overtakes a people, pedigree, descent and 
relationship prove of no avail. On the Judgment Day good works alone will be 
of any use or benefit to man and not his blood relations or friendships. 

a39:59. b21:96; 36:32. c18:100; 36:52; 50:21; 69:14. 
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103. Then those awhose scales 

are heavy—these will be 

prosperous; 

 

 

104. But those bwhose scales 

are light—these are they who 

will have ruined their souls; in 

Hell will they abide. 

 

 

105. cThe Fire will scorch 

their faces and they will grin 

with fear therein. 

 

 

106. It will be said to them, 
d‘Were not My Signs recited 

unto you, and you treated 

them as lies?’ 

 

 

107. They will say, ‘Our 

Lord, our ill fortune 

overwhelmed us, and we were 

an erring people,  

 

 

108. ‘Our Lord, etake us out 
of this, then if we revert to 
disobedience, we shall, 
indeed, be wrongdoers.’ 

 

 

109. Allah will say, ‘Away 

with you, despised2019 therein, 

and speak not unto Me; 

 
 

110. ‘There was a party of My 

servants who said, a‘Our Lord, 

we believe; forgive us 

therefore our sins, and have 

mercy on us; for Thou art the 

Best of those who show 

mercy.’ 

 

 

 
2019. On the Judgment Day the despisers and deniers of God’s Messengers 

a7:9; 101:7, 8. b7:10; 101:9, 10. c10:28; 14:51; 54:49; 80:42. d40:51; 45:32; 67:9. e6:28. 
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111. ‘But you ridiculed2020 
them so much so that ridicule 
of them caused you to forget 
My remembrance while you 
continued to laugh at them; 

 

 

112. ‘I have rewarded them 
this day for their patient 
endurance; they are, indeed, the 
ones who have achieved bliss.’ 

 

 

113. Allah will then say, What 
number of years did you tarry 
in the earth?’  

 
 

114. They will say, ‘We 

tarried for a day or part of a 

day,2021 but ask those who 

keep count.’ 

 

 

115. He will say, ‘You tarried 

but a little, if only you knew!’ 

 

 
116. What! Did you then 

think that We had created you 

without purpose, and that you 

would not be brought back to 

Us?2022 

 

 

 
will be dragged into Hell, hated and despised. They will not be allowed to 
offer an explanation of the wicked deeds they would have committed in their 
lives, God being fully conversant with their actions. 

2020. Sakhkhara-hu means, he compelled him to do what he did not like or 
to work without recompense (Lane). The verse, therefore, may also mean that 
believers being poor and weak, the disbelievers employed them against their 
will or desire, exploited them and exacted compulsory service from them 
without paying them any wages or compensation for the work they did. 

2021. A whole life spent in ease and comfort, when followed by pain and 
punishment, appears very short and even becomes a source of regret and 
mortification. The reply of the disbelievers shows how vain and short-lived 
are the comforts of this life. 

2022. Man has been created to serve a great purpose––to develop and 
 

a3:17, 194. 
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117. aExalted be Allah, the 

True King. There is no god 

but He, the Lord of the 

Glorious Throne. 

 

 

118. And he, who calls on 

another god along with Allah, 

for which he has no proof, 

shall have to render an 

account to his Lord. Certainly, 

the disbelievers do not 

prosper.  

 

 

119. And say, ‘My Lord, 

forgive and have mercy, and 

Thou art the Best of those 

who show mercy.’ 

 

 
 

 
reflect in his person Divine attributes. He has been endowed with a Divine 
personality and is manifestly the central figure in the whole creation or at least 
that part of the creation which is related to our universe. Having a great 
purpose to fulfil, his life will not end with his departure from this world and 
with the soul’s flight from its physical habitat. The human soul will continue 
its never-ending journey in a new world, in a new form and a new body. The 
very idea that with the dissolution of its physical tabernacle the human soul 
suffers death militates against God’s wisdom and His whole design and 
purpose in creating the universe. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a20:115; 22:63; 24:26. 
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CHAPTER 24 
AN-NUR 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The consensus of scholarly opinion assigns this Chapter to the 

Medinite period. The regrettable incident relating to ‘A’ishah, the Holy 
Prophet’s noble wife, to which special reference has been made in it, took 
place in 5 A.H. after the Holy Prophet’s return from the expedition against 
Bani Mustaliq in the month of Ramadan of that year. Its connection with the 
preceding Chapter, Surah Al-Mu’minun, consists in the fact that in that Surah 
it was stated that Islam would continue to produce men who would, by their 
righteousness and godly conduct, win God’s pleasure and succour. The 
present Surah deals with the means and methods which help to draw Divine 
grace and succour and lays down as a principle that the adoption of the ways 
of virtue and righteousness and the protection and preservation of national 
morals, and the maintenance of discipline of a high order in the family and the 
community, are very essential for this purpose. This is why the Surah at the 
very outset lays great stress on the preservation of national morals with an 
added emphasis on the regulation and reformation of relations between the 
sexes. The preceding Surah had stated that one of the essential characteristics 
of believers who were decreed to meet with Divine succour was that they 
guarded their chastity. This Surah is an extension and amplification of the 
subject-matter of the preceding one. The achievement and maintenance of 
success, it says, demands that the intellect, ideals and morals of a people 
should be chaste and that there should exist perfect harmony and appreciative 
understanding between the relations of the individual and those of the 
community, and that great emphasis ought to be laid on national discipline 
and organisation, and precedence should be accorded to national requirements 
over the needs of the individual. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah deals with certain special subjects and has laid particular 

stress on the problems which constitute the foundation on which the whole 
social and moral structure of society stands and which cannot be defied 
without doing mortal injury to the moral well-being of a people. As sexual 
immorality is calculated to break the discipline and organization of a 
community and as the evils associated with it are likely to affect severely its 
morals, great emphasis has been laid in the Surah on the avoidance of 
suspicion in matters of sex; and believers are told not to become panicky on 
account of a few individuals having strayed away from the path of moral 
rectitude, as such cases of moral lapse may cause the whole community to 
become alert and careful; and thus eventually may prove conducive to good 
results. The subject is further developed and slander-mongering receives a 
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severe reprimand. Because, if, on the basis of mere suspicion or the testimony 
of witnesses of doubtful integrity, haphazard aspersions are permitted to be 
cast on one another’s chastity, sexual immorality is likely to become 
widespread in the community and young people become prone to run away 
with the notion that there is no harm in indulging freely in sex. Next, believers 
are strongly enjoined to guard and preserve national morals and it is 
considered very essential for Muslims to develop watchfulness and extreme 
awareness about their protection and preservation. If vigilance is allowed to 
relax, deterioration in national morals is sure to ensue. But whereas it is true 
that sexual immorality, if permitted to spread unchecked, brings about the 
degradation and disintegration of a whole community, individuals suspected 
of stray acts of immorality should not be hunted down and crushed. As in 
every community there are to be found some persons of lax morals, such 
individuals may be treated with a certain indulgence. But at the same time a 
warning is held out to those who seek, by their continued pernicious activities, 
to create discord among Muslims and to indulge in abusive language and 
calumny that they will be punished in this world and in the next. God will 
expose their iniquities and sins and will bring upon them disgrace and 
humiliation. The Surah then proceeds to observe that it is his careless acts that 
subject a man to suspicion and calumny and that most careless of all such acts 
is promiscuous intermingling between the sexes. In order to put a stop to such 
occasions as cause suspicion and lead to slander-mongering, the Surah directs 
Muslims not to enter a house without having obtained prior permission. 
Further, it enjoins on Muslim men and women that if they happen to confront 
each other, they should restrain their looks and guard all avenues of sin and 
vice. As an additional safeguard, Muslim women are further enjoined not to 
display their beauty, natural as well as artificial, to those males as are outside 
the prohibited degrees of marriage (v. 32), except such parts of the body as it 
is not possible for them to cover, for instance, the build of the body or their 
stature. For this purpose they should wear their head-coverings in such a 
manner as to cover their breasts. (For a detailed note on "Pardah" see v. 32). 
Another safeguard enjoined for the improvement and preservation of national 
morals is that widows should not be allowed to remain unmarried. It is further 
stated that steps should be taken to set free prisoners of war at the earliest 
occasion and a captive, who does not find it possible to earn his or her 
freedom immediately, may be allowed to pay the indemnity money in easy 
instalments. 

Towards its close the Surah strongly urges Muslims to set right their 
family and national affairs and to be on their guard against promiscuous 
intermingling of the sexes. A special direction to be observed in this respect is 
that even prisoners of war serving as house servants and also minor children 
should not enter the private apartments of their masters or parents before dawn, 
at noon and after nightfall. At other times all members of the household are at 
liberty to move about the house freely. When, however, children reach their 
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puberty, they should observe the regulations in regard to "pardah." Older 
women, however, who have no desire or need for marriage can, if they so 
choose, relax the rules about "pardah," but even they are not allowed to 
display their adornments to strangers. The organisational structure of society 
transcends the organisational structure of the family, and the Surah has not 
neglected to lay down requisite rules for the smooth and successful conduct of 
national affairs. The Surah then holds out a promise to Muslims that if they 
carry out the programme of life which God has laid down for them, they will 
become the leaders of the world both in spiritual and temporal spheres and 
their religion will become firmly established in the world. But when their rule 
is established and their cause triumphs and prevails they should worship God, 
help the poor and the needy and obey the commandments of their Prophet. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. This is a Surah2023 which 

We have revealed and the 

ordinances of which We have 

made obligatory;2024 and We 

have revealed therein clear 

commandments that you may 

take heed.2025 

 

 

3. The adulteress and the 
adulterer2025A—flog each one 
of them with a hundred 
stripes.2026 And let not pity 

 

 
2023. Of all the Quranic Chapters, the present one has been specifically 

called 'a Surah,' the significance being that as the word, "Surah," means rank 
or dignity, the Muslims by acting upon the commandments and ordinances 
embodied in this Surah can and will rise to great honour and dignity. 

2024. The emphasis on the words, which We have revealed and the 
ordinances of which We have made obligatory, points to the great importance 
of the commandments of this Surah inasmuch as all other Quranic Chapters 
also have been revealed by God and their commandments have also been 
made obligatory. 

2025. It is to be regretted that in slavish imitation of the customs and 
manners of other nations the Muslims have infringed and violated the 
commandments of this Surah more than the ordinances embodied in other 
Surahs of the Qur’an. 

2025A. The words, az-Zani and az-Zaniyah, signify respectively both an 
adulterer and a fornicator; and an adulteress and a fornicatress. 

2026. Chastity as a moral virtue holds a very high place in the code of 
Islamic laws that govern relations between the sexes. The present Surah has 
laid down comprehensive commandments to safeguard and protect it. Islam 
views with extreme disapprobation the slightest breach of these laws. It is 
Islam’s very great sensitiveness about chastity that is reflected in the 
punishment prescribed for adultery or fornication in the verse under comment. 
The punishment prescribed is hundred stripes, no distinction having been 
made whether the guilty persons are married or unmarried or one of the party 
 

a1:1. 
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for the twain take hold of you 
in executing the judgement of 
Allah, if you believe in Allah 
and the Last Day. And let a 
party of the believers witness 
their punishment.0  

 
is married and the other unmarried. Flogging and not stoning to death, according 
to this verse, is the prescribed punishment. Nowhere in the Qur’an stoning to 
death has been laid down as punishment for adultery and, for that matter, for any 
other crime, however serious. Islam has not prescribed killing as a necessary and 
unqualified punishment even for crimes much more heinous than adultery such as 
unprovoked murder, dacoity, treason against the State and disturbing the peace of 
the land. Though extreme penalty for these crimes is death, yet the payment of 
blood money in the case of the first offence (2:179) and imprisonment or 
banishment for the other crimes (5:33, 34) have been laid down as alternative 
punishments. Elsewhere in the Qur’an, where punishment for adultery for a 
married slave-girl is mentioned, it is stated that she will get half the punishment 
prescribed for that of a free, married woman (4:26), and evidently the punishment 
of stoning to death cannot be halved. 

0 In spite of the fact that the Qur’an has quite clearly and unequivocally laid 
down flogging as the punishment for adultery and has made no discrimination 
whatever between a married or an unmarried culprit in the matter of awarding 
punishment (because Zani means, both a fornicator and an adulterer) and that the 
present and other relevant verses were revealed in connection with slander-
mongering about ‘A’ishah, the Holy Prophet’s noble consort, who herself was a 
married lady. It is curious that the misconception has persisted without any 
justification or linguistic authority among certain schools of Muslim religious 
thought that the verse under comment deals with punishment for unmarried 
persons only and that the punishment for a married adulterer and adulteress is 
stoning to death. The misconception seems to be due to a few cases recorded in 
the Hadith when married persons guilty of adultery were stoned to death by the 
order of the Holy Prophet. One of these few cases was that of a Jew and a Jewess 
who were stoned to death in accordance with the Mosaic Law (Bukhari). It was 
invariably the Holy Prophet’s practice that he abided by the Law of the Torah in 
deciding cases till a new commandment was revealed to him. In one or two other 
cases on record in which the punishment accorded was stoning to death, it has not 
been established whether the crime was committed before or after the verse under 
comment had been revealed. It seems that in such cases the crime was committed 
before the revelation of this verse, but by some miscalculation on the part of some 
chronicler it was believed to have taken place after it. There are to be found such 
historical anachronisms in the books of Hadith. Or, there might have been some 
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4. The adulterer cannot have 

sexual intercourse but with an 

adulteress or an idolatrous 

woman, and an adulteress—

none can have sexual 

intercourse with her but an 

adulterer or an idolatrous2026A 

 

 

 
other aggravating circumstances besides the crime of adultery which made the 
Holy Prophet award the guilty person or persons the extreme punishment of death 
and which the chronicler of the incident failed to take into account. Otherwise, it 
is inconceivable that the Holy Prophet should have contravened the quite clear 
and unequivocal Divine commandment in this respect. 

Another possible cause of misunderstanding about the form of punishment 
for adultery may be some sayings attributed to Caliphs ‘Umar and ‘Ali. ‘Umar 
is reported to have said, 'There was a verse in the Book of God about Rajm 
(stoning). We read it, we understood it and we remembered it. The Holy 
Prophet stoned adulterers to death and we also stoned after him. Were it not that 
people might say that ‘Umar had added in the Book of God what was not in it, I 
would have written it down' (Kashful-Ghummah, vol. 2, p. 111). The whole 
hadith seems to be pure fabrication or at best the result of misunderstanding of 
what ‘Umar might actually have said. How by writing down in the Qur’an what 
was part of it could be called an addition to it, and how of all men, ‘Umar could 
have been afraid of any body for doing the right thing, least of all for restoring 
to the Qur’an a lost text. And ‘Ali after flogging a woman, who had committed 
adultery, and then stoning her to death, is reported to have said: 'I have flogged 
her in obedience to the commandment of the Book of God and have stoned her 
to death in accordance with the practice of the Holy Prophet' (Bukhari). From 
these sayings two inferences manifestly emerge: (1)  In the matter of punishing 
an adulterer the practice of the Holy Prophet was at variance with the 
commandment of God as laid down in the Qur’an, which is impossible. 
(2)  Whereas according to ‘Umar there was a commandment in the Book of 
God about stoning to death of an adulterer, according to ‘Ali there was no such 
commandment, but it was only the practice of the Holy Prophet according to 
which he (‘Ali) stoned to death persons guilty of adultery. These sayings are not 
only mutually contradictory but demonstrably conflict with the express Divine 
commandment and therefore must be rejected as pure fabrications or at best 
distorted versions of what they said. See also "The Larger Edition of the 
Commentary," pp. 1836-1838. 

2026A. Nikah signifying coitus with or without marriage and marriage 
without coitus (Lane), the meaning of the verse is quite clear, viz. that when a 
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man. That2027 indeed is 

forbidden to the believers. 

5. And athose who calumniate 

chaste women but bring not 

four witnesses—flog them 

with eighty stripes, and do not 

admit their evidence ever 

after, for it is they that are the 

transgressors,2028 

 

 

 
man is having sexual intercourse with a woman who is not his wife, he is 
evidently an adulterer and the woman an adulteress; Nikah here signifying 
sexual intercourse and not marriage. But if Nikah here be taken to signify 
marriage, as some have done, then the meaning would be that az-Zani, i.e. a 
wicked man, who is not ashamed of freely indulging in adultery, can never 
prevail upon a chaste believing woman to marry him. Only a bad woman of 
low moral character or an idolatrous woman whose standard of morality like 
him is very low can be persuaded to marry him. 

2027. The pronoun 'that' signifies the committing of adultery. Islam regards 
adultery as one of the most heinous of all social crimes and seeks to close all 
those avenues through which this disease finds its way among a people and 
severely punishes it and condemns the guilty parties as social pariahs. While 
the preceding verse has laid down the punishment which is to be meted out to 
adulterers or fornicators the present one stigmatises them as social lepers with 
whom all social relationship should be avoided. 

2028. The other social evil, second to adultery in heinousness, which eats 
into the vitals of human society, is the slandering of innocent persons. Islam 
also views with extreme disfavour this social evil which has become so 
common in the so-called civilized modern society, and severely punishes the 
accusers of innocent people. The verse mentions three forms of punishment in 
an ascending order which are to be meted out to a slanderer: (a)  the physical 
punishment of scourging; (b)  the disgrace of being branded as a perjurer and 
a liar which invalidates his evidence and (c)  the spiritual stigma of being 
adjudged as a transgressor. It may be noted that no mention is made here of 
the accusation being true or false. So long as the accuser cannot produce the 
necessary evidence in support of his charge, the charge would be considered 
as false and the accuser would render himself liable to the prescribed 
punishment. Whatever the facts of the case, the woman with whom adultery is 
alleged to have been committed will be held innocent so long as the required 
evidence is not produced. The law, in fact, is intended to suppress with a 
 

a24:24. 
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6. Except those who arepent 
thereafter and make amends, 
for truly Allah is Most 
Forgiving,2029 Merciful. 

 

 

7. And as for those who 
charge their wives with 
adultery2030 and have no 
witnesses except themselves—
the evidence of anyone of such 
people shall suffice if he bears 
witness four times in the name 
of Allah solemnly affirming 
that he is of those who speak 
the truth;  

 

 

8. And the fifth time that 

Allah’s curse be upon him if 

he be of the liars. 

 

 

 
strong hand the offence of slandering and scandal-mongering. The 
commandment contained in this verse covers both men and women although 
the word used is Muhsanat which means 'chaste women.' In the Arabic 
language when something has to be said which relates equally to both men 
and women the gender used is masculine. But when something is said 
regarding a matter which concerns women more than men, then the feminine 
gender is used. The commandment here relates to punishment for slandering 
whether the victim of the slander is a man or a woman but as women 
generally are more often the victims of such slanders, the verse speaks of 
'chaste women.' Similarly, the word Alladhina (those), though in the 
masculine gender, applies to both men and women slanderers. 

2029. Opinions differ as to which of the punishments prescribed for 
slandering is to be remitted after a slanderer repents and makes amends. The 
question of the first punishment does not arise because the corporal 
punishment is administered as soon as the offence of the guilty person is 
proved. The last two punishments can only be remitted after a real and true 
repentance is proved. 

2030. As suspicion between husband and wife is likely to cast a severe 
strain on the whole family relations, a special regulation has been laid down in 
the verse under comment to meet such an unhappy situation if it ever happens 
to arise. 

a4:18. 
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9. But it shall avert the 
punishment from her if she 
bears witness four times in the 
name of Allah that he is of the 
liars; 

 

 

10. And the fifth time that the 

wrath of Allah be upon her if 

he has spoken the truth.2031 

 

 

11. And were it not for 

Allah’s grace and His mercy 

upon you, and that Allah is 

Compassionate and Wise, you 

would have come to grief.  

 

 

R. 2.   

12. Verily, those who 

invented the great lie are a 

party from among you.2032 

 

 

 
2031. After the accused woman has established her innocence by taking 

four oaths that her husband had falsely accused her and the fifth oath invoking 
God’s curse upon herself if her husband’s accusation was true, no punishment 
is awarded to her and the husband is also not held punishable for accusing her. 
But after such a serious breach the couple will cease to live as husband and 
wife, because no chance will then be left of the restoration of amicable 
relations between them. 

2032. The extremely painful incident referred to in this verse took place 
when on the Holy Prophet’s return from the expedition against Bani Mustaliq 
in 5 A.H., the Muslim army had to halt for the night at a place, a short 
distance from Medina. In this expedition the Holy Prophet was accompanied 
by his noble and talented wife, ‘A’ishah. As it so happened, ‘A’ishah went out 
some distance from the camp to attend to the call of nature. When she 
returned, she discovered that she had dropped her necklace somewhere. The 
necklace itself was of no great value, but as it was a loan from a friend 
‘A’ishah went out again to search for it. On her return, to her great grief and 
mortification, the army had already marched away with the camel she was 
riding, her attendants thinking that she was in the litter as she was then very 
young and light of weight. In her helplessness she sat down and cried till sleep 
overpowered her. Safwan, a refugee who was coming in the rear recognized 
her as he had seen her before the verse enjoining "Pardah" was revealed, and 
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Think not that this incident is 

an evil for you; nay, it is good 

for you. Every one of them 

shall have his share of what 

he has earned of the sin; and 

he among them who took the 

principal part2033 therein shall 

have a grievous punishment. 
 

13. When you heard of it, why 

did not the believing men and 

believing women think well 

of their own people and say, 

‘This is a manifest lie?’  

 

 

14. Why did not those, who 
gave currency to this charge, 
bring four witnesses to prove 
it? Since they have not 
brought the required 
witnesses, they are indeed 
liars in the sight of Allah.2034 

 

 

 
brought her on his camel to Medina, himself walking behind the animal 
(Bukhari, Kitabun-Nikah). The Hypocrites of Medina, led by ‘Abdullah bin 
Ubayy bin Salul, sought to make capital out of this incident and spread a 
malicious scandal against ‘A’ishah and unfortunately some of the Muslims 
also became involved in it. ‘A’ishah’s innocence was established by Divine 
revelation. Those who had taken part in fabricating and spreading the 
accusation were punished and injunctions were revealed to deal effectively 
with scandal-mongers and their evil designs and activities. 

2033. The words, 'who took the principal part,' are understood to refer to 
‘Abdullah bin Ubayy, the leader of the Hypocrites of Medina, who had 
invented the lie and gave it wide publicity. He died an ignominious death, 
frustrated in all his designs against Islam and in his ambition and aspiration to 
become the crowned king of Medina. 

2034. He, who accuses a Muslim man or woman of adultery and does not 
produce four witnesses to prove his allegation, shall be held to be a liar and 
treated as such by the Islamic Law if he can produce only one, two or even 
three persons as eyewitnesses to the act. The fact of one person seeing another 
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15. aWere it not for the grace 

of Allah and His mercy upon 

you, in this world and the 

Hereafter, a great punishment 

would have befallen you on 

account of the slander you 

plunged in; 

 

 

16. For, you began to learn it 

from each other’s tongue and 

then you uttered with your 

mouths that of which you had 

no knowledge, and you 

thought it to be a light matter, 

while in the sight of Allah it 

was a grievous thing. 

 

 

17. And wherefore did you 

not say, when you heard of it, 

‘It is not proper for us to talk 

about it. Holy art Thou, O 

God, this is a grievous 

calumny.’ 

 

 

18. Allah admonishes you that 

you never repeat the like 

thereof, if you are believers. 

 

 

19. And Allah explains to you 

the commandments; and Allah 

is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

20. Those, who love that 

indecency should spread 

among the believers, will have 

a painful punishment in this 

 

 

 
person committing this immoral act does not entitle him to go about spreading 
the evil report. 

a2:65; 4:84. 
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world and the Hereafter.2035 

And Allah knows, and you 

know not.  

21. And but for the grace of 
Allah and His mercy upon 
you and that Allah is 
Compassionate and Merciful, 
you would have been ruined.  

 

 

R. 3.   
22. O ye who believe! afollow 
not the footsteps of Satan,2036 
and whoso follows the 
footsteps of Satan should 
know that he, surely, enjoins 
indecency and manifest evil. 
And, but for the grace of 
Allah and His mercy upon 
you, not one of you would 
ever be pure; but Allah 
purifies whom He pleases. 
And Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing. 

 

 

 
2035. Islam has taken as serious a view of the spreading and circulation of 

false accusations as that of crimes against chastity. It has condemned and 
prescribed punishment for both the crimes—for scandal-mongering even a 
severer punishment since it is calculated to produce more grievous 
consequences as far as the prevalence of sexual immorality in a community is 
concerned than the stray acts of sexual misconduct. If scandal-mongering is 
allowed to be indulged in unchecked in a community, it will come to lose all 
sense of horror and abhorrence at the commission of immoral acts with the 
result that immorality will become rampant and a sense of pessimism with 
regard to its future will begin to prevail in the community, thus shaking its 
whole moral foundation. 

2036. As there is implanted in human nature an inherent sense of hesitancy 
and horror at committing what is clearly and manifestly an evil act, to begin 
with, Satan avoids tempting his victim to commit a manifestly immoral 
act. He leads him to his moral ruin gradually and in stages, beginning 
with what apparently seems to be quite a harmless act. Beginning with slander- 

a6:143; 19:45; 36:61. 
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23. And let not persons of 
wealth and means among you 
swear that they will not give 
aught to the kindred and to 
the needy2037 and to those 
who have left their homes in 
the cause of Allah. Let them 
forgive and forbear. Do you 
not desire that Allah should 
forgive you? And Allah is 
Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

24. Verily, those, who 
calumniate chaste, unwary,2038 
believing women, are cursed in 
this world and the Hereafter. 
And for them is a grievous 
chastisement,  

 

 

25. aOn the day when their 

tongues and their hands and 

their feet will bear witness2039 

against them as to what they 

used to do; 

 

 

 
mongering a man ends by committing the very offence he had begun by 
foisting it upon others. 

2037. The reference may be to Abu Bakr who stopped the allowance he 
used to give to Mistah, a poor relative who had unfortunately become 
involved in the calumny against ‘A’ishah. 

2038. The use of the word Ghafilat in connection with the calumny about 
‘A’ishah establishes her complete innocence, implying that that paragon of 
virtue and righteousness had no idea or consciousness of having done any 
wrongful act. 

2039. Recent scientific researches have established the truth of this verse. 
Scientific instruments have been invented which, if placed in a place, can 
preserve the talk of a person and even the sound of the movements of his 
hands, feet or other organs of his body. These instruments have greatly helped 
the police in apprehending thieves and other culprits and in bringing them to 
book. Thus with the help of these instruments the tongue, hands and feet of a 
guilty person, as it were, are made to bear witness against him. Science has 

a17:37; 36:66; 41:21-23. 
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26. On that day will Allah pay 

them in full their just due, and 

they will know that aAllah 

alone is the Manifest 

Truth.2040 

 

 

27. Evil things are a 

characteristic of bad men, and 

bad men are inclined towards 

bad things. And good things 

are a characteristic of good 

men, and good men are 

inclined towards good 

things,2041 these are innocent 

of all that the calumniators 

allege. bFor them is 

forgiveness and an honourable 

provision.  

 

 

R. 4.   

28. O ye who believe! center 

not houses other than your 

own until you have asked 

leave and saluted2042 the 

 

 

 
also established the fact that every spoken word and movement or action 
leaves its impress in the atmosphere. According to the Qur’an these impresses 
will be given an embodied form in the next life, and thus the limbs of the 
author of deeds, good or bad, will bear witness against or in favour of him. 

2040. All truth is relative. A thing may be true from one angle or one point 
of view, but false from another angle. It is God alone Who is Absolute Truth. 

2041. The word, al-Khabithat, meaning evil deeds or obscene words, the 
verse purports to say that evil persons do evil deeds or indulge in obscene and 
foul talk and scandal-mongering, while nothing comes out of good and 
virtuous persons but righteous deeds and pure and noble words. 

2042. The practice of sending in a name-slip or introduction card to a 
person with whom interview is sought in his office or home is a correct way 
of finding out whether or not he agrees to seeing the visitor, and is in 
conformity with the above-mentioned Quranic injunction. 

 

a20:115; 22:63; 23:117. b8:75; 22:51. c24:62. 
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inmates thereof. That is better 

for you that you may be 

heedful. 
 

29. And if you find no one 

therein, do not enter them 

until you are given 

permission. And if it be said 

to you, ‘Go back,’ then go 

back; that is purer for you. 

And Allah knows well what 

you do. 

 

 

30. It is not wrong on your 

part to enter uninhabited 

houses wherein are your 

goods. And aAllah knows 

what you do openly and what 

you hide.  

 

 

31. Say to the believing men 

that they restrain their 

looks2043 and guard their 

private parts.2043A That is 

purer for them. Surely, Allah 

is Well-Aware of what they 

do. 

 

 

 
2043. As stated above the Qur’an is not content with merely taking a 

superficial view of things but goes to their very root. According to it, every 
good or bad quality springs from a certain root. In the case of a good quality, 
the Qur’an enjoins that the root should be mastered and fully kept under 
control and, in the case of an evil, it aims at its complete eradication and 
extermination and thus bolts and bars all the avenues to it. As it is the eyes 
through which most evil thoughts enter the mind, so in the verse under 
comment believing men and women have been commanded to restrain their 
looks when they happen to meet one another. 

2043A. Furuj may also signify "senses." 

 

a2:34; 21:111; 87:8. 
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32. And say to the believing 

women that they restrain their 

looks and guard their private 

parts, and that they display 

not their beauty or their 

embellishment except that 

which is apparent thereof, and 

that they draw their head-

coverings over their bosoms, 

and that they display not their 

beauty or their embellishment 

save to their husbands, or to 

their fathers, or the fathers of 

their husbands, or their sons, 

or the sons of their husbands, 

or their brothers, or the sons 

of their brothers, or the sons 

of their sisters, or women who 

are their companions,2043B or 

those that their right hands 

possess, or such of male 

attendants as have no desire 

for women, or young children 

who have not yet attained 

knowledge of the hidden parts 

of women. And that they 

strike not their feet so that 

what they hide of their 

ornaments may become 

known. And turn ye to Allah 

all together, O believers, that 

you may prosper.2044 

 

 

 
2043B. Decent women. 
2044. As a good deal of misunderstanding and lack of proper knowledge as 

to what constitutes the Islamic notion of "Pardah" prevails even among 
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Muslims, a somewhat detailed note on this much-vexed question is called for. 
The following verses deal with every aspect of "Pardah":— 

(i) And say to the believing women that they restrain their looks and 

guard their private parts, and that they display not their beauty or their 

embellishment except that which is apparent thereof, and that they 

draw their head-coverings over their bosoms, and that they display not 

their beauty………(24:32, i.e. the verse under comment). 

(ii) O Prophet, tell thy wives and thy daughters and the women of the 

believers that they should let down over them their loose outer 

garments. That is more likely that they will thus be recognised and not 

molested (33:60). 
The Arabic word used in this verse (33:60) is, Jalabib of which the 

singular is Jilbab which means an outer or wrapping garment (Lane). 

(iii) O wives of the Prophet! you are not like any other women if you are 

righteous. So be not soft in speech, lest he, in whose heart is a disease, 

should feel tempted, and speak decent words. And stay in your houses 

with dignity and do not show off yourselves in the manner of the 

showing off of the women of the former days of ignorance……(33:33, 

34). 

(iv) O ye who believe! let those whom your right hands possess, and those 

of you who have not attained to puberty, ask leave of you at three 

times before coming into your private apartments, before the Morning 

Prayer and when you lay aside your clothes at noon in summer and 

after the Night Prayer……(24:59). 
The following inferences emerge from these four verses: 

(a) When they go out, Muslim women are required to wear Jilbab, i.e. an 

outer and wrapping garment, which should cover their heads and 

bosoms in such a manner that the garment should come down from the 

head to the bosom covering the whole body. This is the significance of 

the Quranic words Yudnina ‘Alaihinna min Jalabibihinna (33:60). The 

wearing of an outer garment is intended to save a Muslim woman, 

when she goes about her business from the mental anguish of being 

stared at or molested or in any other way inconvenienced by persons of 

questionable character. 

(b) Muslim men and women are to restrain their looks when they happen 

to face each other. 

(c) The third commandment, though apparently applying to the wives of 

the Holy Prophet, includes, as is the practice of the Qur’an, other 

Muslim women. The words, 'And stay in your houses' (33:34) imply 
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that whereas women may go out when necessary, the principal and 

primary sphere of their activities is inside the house. 

(d) At three stated hours, even children are not allowed to enter the private 

apartments of their parents, nor are domestic servants or female slaves 

allowed to enter the sleeping rooms of their masters. 
The first commandment applies to women when they go out. Then they are 

to use an outer garment which should cover their whole body. The second 
commandment relates to "Pardah" primarily inside the four walls of the house 
when near male relatives frequently come and go. In that case men and 
women are required only to restrain their looks and as an additional precaution 
women are to take care that their Zinah, i.e. beauty of person, dress and 
ornaments, is not displayed. They are not required to use Jilbab (outer 
garment) at that time because that would be very irksome and even 
impracticable in view of the free and frequent visits of very near blood 
relations. The context shows that this commandment relates to "Pardah" inside 
the four walls of the house, because all the persons mentioned in the verse 
under comment are very near relations who generally visit the houses of their 
relatives. The special mention in it of four categories of persons besides near 
relatives, viz. decent women, old servants, female slaves and minor boys, 
lends additional weight to the inference that the commandment in this verse 
relates to "Pardah" within the four walls of the house. The fact that the first 
commandment refers to "Pardah" outside the house and the second 
commandment basically refers to "Pardah" within the four walls of the house 
is also apparent from the different words that have been used to express the 
two forms of "Pardah" in the relevant verses, i.e. 33:60, and the verse under 
comment. Whereas in 33:60 the garment which a woman is to use when she 
goes out is Jilbab (an outer garment), the garment which she has to use inside 
the house when relatives visit is Khimar (a head-covering). Moreover, 
whereas in 33:60 the words used are Yudnina ‘Alaihinna min Jalabibihinna, 
i.e. they should let down over them their outer garments (for a detailed 
discussion of Jilbab and Yudnina see 33:60); in the verse under comment the 
words used are Yadribna Bikhumurihinna ‘Ala Juyubihinna, i.e. they should 
cast their head-coverings across their bosoms. It is clear that in the former 
case the garment will cover the head, the face and the bosom while in the 
latter case only the head and the bosom will become covered and the face may 
remain uncovered. 

It may be noted in passing that the shape and form of the outer-garment 
which, as mentioned above, a woman must wear when she goes out and which 
covers her whole body will vary according to the customs, habits, social status, 
family traditions and usages of various classes of the Muslim community. The 
commandment with regard to "Pardah" within the four walls of the house will 
also apply to shops, fields. etc. where women of certain sections of Muslim 
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33. And arrange marriages for 

widows2045 from among you, 

 
 

 
society have to work to earn their living. There a woman will not be required 
to veil her face. She will only have to restrain her looks and to cover her Zinah, 
i.e. her ornaments and other embellishments, as women within the four walls 
of the house have to do when their near male relatives visit them. 

The third commandment requires women to behave with dignity bordering 
on austerity when talking to stranger men; and they are also required to give 
their full attention to the discharge of their serious and important duties in 
regard to the affairs connected with the wellbeing of their own sex and the 
management of the household affairs and to looking after and bringing up of 
children and kindred matters. The fourth commandment enjoins husband and 
wife to have, as far as possible, sleeping apartments separate from those of 
other members of the family which even minor boys are not allowed to enter 
at hours stated in v. 59. 

The word, Zinah, used in the verse under comment includes both natural 
and artificial beauty—beauty of person, dress and ornaments. The expression, 
'except that which is apparent thereof,' contains all those things which it is not 
possible for a woman to cover such as her voice, gait or stature, and also 
certain parts of her body which have to remain uncovered according to her 
social status, her family traditions, her avocation and the customs of society. 
The permission to keep certain parts of the body uncovered will be subject to 
certain variations. Thus the words, 'they display not their beauty' will have 
different connotations with regard to women belonging to different sections 
and grades of society and the connotation will change with the change in the 
customs and modes of living and professions of a people. The words, 'And 
that they strike not their feet so that what they hide of their ornaments may 
become known' (24:32), show that public dancing which is so much in vogue 
in certain countries is definitely not allowed by Islam. 

This is the Islamic conception of "Pardah." According to it Muslim women 
may go out as often as it is legitimately necessary for them to do so, but their 
primary and principal functions are confined to their homes which are as 
important and serious, if not more, as the avocations of men are. If women 
take to men’s avocations they seek to defy nature and nature does not allow its 
laws to be defied with impunity. 

2045. Ayama is the plural of Ayyim which means, a woman having no 
husband, whether she be a virgin or not, or whether she had married before or 
not; a free woman (Lane); also a man having no wife (Mufradat). The 
marriage of widows and virgins is strongly urged. In fact, Islam views with 
extreme disfavour the unmarried state and regards the married state as the 
normal and natural one. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said: 'Marriage 
is my Sunnah (usage or practice) and whoso disapproves and forsakes my 
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and for your male slaves and 

female slaves who are fit for 

marriage. If they be poor, 

Allah will grant them means 

out of His bounty; and Allah 

is Bountiful, All-Knowing. 
 

34. And let those who find no 
means of marriage keep 
themselves chaste, until Allah 
grants them means out of His 
bounty. And such as desire a 
deed of manumission2046 in 
writing from among those 
whom your right hands 
possess, write it for them if you 
know any good in them; and 
give them out of the wealth of 
Allah which He has bestowed 
upon you. And force not your 
maids into unchaste life by 
keeping them unmarried if they 
desire to keep chaste, in order 
that you may seek the gain of 
the present life. But if anyone 
forces them, then after their 
compulsion Allah will be 
Forgiving and Merciful to 
them.  

 

 

35. aAnd We have sent down 

to you manifest Signs, and 

 

 

 
Sunnah is not of me' (Muslim, Kitabun-Nikah). 

2046. Mukatabah (deed of manumission) is a written contract by means of 
which a slave could earn his or her emancipation, independently and 
irrespective of the fact whether his or her master likes it or not. According to 
this contract a definite amount of money or labour is fixed as the price of the 
freedom of the slave. 

a22:17; 57:10; 58:6. 
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have related to you the 

example of those who have 

passed away before you, and 

an admonition to the God-

fearing. 

 

R. 5.   

36. Allah is the Light2046A of 

the heavens and the earth. His 

light is as if there were a 

lustrous niche,2046B wherein 

is a lamp. The lamp is inside a 

glass-globe.2046C The globe 

is, as it were, a glittering star. 

The lamp is lit from the oil of 

a blessed tree—an olive—

neither of the East nor of the 

West, whose oil well-nigh 

would shine forth even though 

fire touched it not. Light upon 

light! Allah guides to His light 

whomsoever He pleases. And 

Allah sets forth parables for 

men, and Allah knows all 

things full well.2047 

 

 

 
2046A. Nur means, light as opposed to darkness. It is more extensive and 

more penetrating as well as more lasting in its significance than Diya’ (Lane). 
2046B. Mishkat means, a niche in a wall, i.e. a hole or hollow in a wall, not 

extending through, in which a lamp placed gives more light than it gives 
elsewhere; a pillar on the top of which the lamp is put (Lane). 

2046C. Zujajah means a glass; a globe of glass (Lane). 
2047. The verse is a beautiful metaphor. It speaks of three things—a lamp, 

a glass-globe and a niche. The Divine Light is stated to have been confined to 
these three things which combined together make its brightness and 
effulgence complete and perfect. 'The lamp' is the very source of the light; the 
'glass-globe' which is over the lamp protects its light from being extinguished 
by the puffs of wind and increases its brightness; and 'the niche' preserves the 
light. The simile may aptly apply to an electric torch of which the constituent 
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parts are the electric wires which give light, the bulb which protects the light 
and the reflector which spreads and diffuses the light and gives it direction. In 
spiritual terminology, the three things—'the lamp,' 'the glass-globe' and 'the 
niche'—may respectively stand for Divine Light, God’s Prophets who protect 
that light from being extinguished and add to its effulgence and brightness, 
and the Khalifahs or Successors of the Prophets who diffuse and disseminate 
the Divine Light and give it a direction and purpose for the guidance and 
illumination of the world. The verse further states that the oil used to light the 
lamp is of the highest possible purity and is inflammable to a degree which 
makes it (the oil) burst out into a flame even without being ignited. It is 
extracted from a tree which belongs neither to the East nor to the West, i.e. 
which does not discriminate in favour of or against any particular people. 

The verse may have another interpretation. The light mentioned in the 
verse may be taken to refer to the Holy Prophet because he has been spoken of 
as 'light' in the Qur’an (5:16); 'the niche' in that case would signify the heart of 
the Holy Prophet, and 'the lamp' his most pure and unsullied nature which is 
endowed with the best and noblest attributes and qualities, and 'the glass' 
would signify that the Divine Light with which his nature has been invested is 
as clear and bright as crystal. When the light of heavenly revelation descended 
upon the light of the Holy Prophet’s nature, it shone with a twofold effulgence 
which in the words of the Qur’an has been described as 'light upon light.' This 
light of the Prophet was sustained by an oil which emanated from a blessed 
tree, which means that the Holy Prophet’s light was not only bright and 
brilliant but abundant and stable and perpetual (as the word Mubarakah 
signifies), and was meant to illumine both the East and the West. Further, the 
Holy Prophet’s heart was so pure and his nature gifted with such noble 
qualities that he was almost lit to discharge the duties of his great mission 
even before the light of Divine revelation had descended upon him. This is the 
significance of the words, whose oil well-nigh would shine forth even though 
fire touched it not. 

The metaphor may have yet another explanation. The niche in the verse is 
the human body. The human body contains the spirit which makes itself 
manifest through the organs of the body. Like the niche the human body 
protects the light, namely, the spirit, and guides its expression, i.e. the human 
body contains Misbah or the lamp of the soul which illumines the human 
mind and brings it into touch with God. The lamp is contained in a 'Zujajah' 
(globe of glass), which protects it from harm or injury and enhances and 
reflects its light. This Zujajah which is the human brain of which the 
mechanism is so perfect as to have led some philosophers to think that it is the 
ultimate source of the Divine Light. The light is sustained by the oil from a 
blessed tree, namely from those basic and eternal truths which are not the 
exclusive possession of any people of the East or of the West. These eternal 
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37. This light illumines houses 
with regard to which Allah 
has ordained that they be 
exalted and that His name be 
remembered in them. Therein 
do glorify Him in the 
mornings and the 
evenings2047A 

 

 

38. aMen, whom neither 
merchandise nor traffic 
diverts from the remembrance 
of Allah and the observance 
of Prayer, and the giving of 
the Zakat.2048 They fear a day 
in which hearts and eyes will 
be in a state of agitation and 
anguish;  

 

 

39. So bAllah will give them 

the best reward of their deeds, 

and give them increase out of 

His bounty. And Allah does 

provide for whomsoever He 

pleases without measure. 

 

 

40. And as to those who 

disbelieve, ctheir deeds are 

 

 

 
truths are implanted in the very nature of man and would almost make 
themselves manifest even without the help of Divine revelation. 

2047A. The verse contains both a proof and a prophecy. It predicts that 
houses illumined by the light contained in the Qur’an will be exalted and their 
inmates will always celebrate the praises of God. This will be a proof that they 
are illumined by Allah’s light. 

2048. The verse constitutes a great testimonial to the righteousness and 
goodness of the Holy Prophet’s Companions and to their love for God. They 
are men, says the verse, of flesh and bones. They have their worldly ambitions 
and aspirations, their professions and avocations. They are not monks and 
hermits, cut apart from the world. Yet amidst all their mundane pursuits and 
engagements they do not neglect to discharge their duties to God and man. 

a63:10. b9:121; 16:98. c14:19. 
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like a mirage in a desert. The 

thirsty one imagines it to be 

water until, when he comes up 

to it, he finds it to be nothing. 

And he finds Allah near him, 

Who then pays him his 

account in full; and Allah is 

Swift at reckoning. 

 

41. Or, their deeds are like 
thick layers of darkness 
spread over a vast and deep 
sea, on whose surface rise 
waves above waves, above 
which are clouds—layers 
upon layers of darkness. 
When he holds out his hands, 
he can hardly see it; and he 
whom Allah gives no light—
for him there is no light at 
all.2049 

 

 

R. 6.   

42. Seest thou not that ait is 

Allah Whose praises, all who 

are in the heavens2050 and the 

 

 

 
2049. In vv. 37-39 above an appreciative reference is made to a class of 

men—the lovers of Divine Light and the righteous servants of God. The 
present and the immediately preceding verse speak of another class of 
people—the sons of darkness. People of one class accept the Divine Light and 
walk in it. Their enviable condition is described in the simile, 'light upon 
light.' The other class of people reject the Divine Light and choose to grope in 
the darkness of doubts. All their works prove futile and deceptive like a 
mirage. They love darkness, follow darkness and live in darkness, so their 
unenviable condition has been very aptly and graphically described in the 
words, their deeds are like thick layers of darkness spread over a vast and 
deep sea on whose surface rise waves above waves, above which are clouds—
layers upon layers of darkness. 

2050. Angels of the Heavens. 

a17:45; 59:25; 61:2; 62:2. 
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earth2050A celebrate, and so do 

the birds with their wings 

outspread?2050B Each one 

knows his own mode of prayer 

and praise.2051 And Allah 

knows well what they do. 

 

43. aAnd to Allah belongs the 

Kingdom of the heavens and 

the earth, and to Allah shall be 

the return.  

 

 

44. Seest thou not that bAllah 

drives the clouds slowly, then 

joins them together, then piles 

them up so that thou seest rain 

issue forth from the midst 

thereof? And He sends down 

from the sky clouds like 

mountains wherein is hail, 
cand He smites therewith 

whom He pleases, and turns it 

 

 

 
2050A. Animate and inanimate things which are upon the earth such as men, 

animals, vegetables, and minerals. 
2050B. The birds which fly in the air. In a spiritual sense, the three 

expressions respectively signify: (a)  persons of very high spiritual status; 
(b)  worldly-minded men whose whole attention and efforts are devoted to the 
acquirement of material pursuits and who have no thought or time for spiritual 
things and (c)  people whose spiritual condition is midway between that of the 
two above-mentioned categories. 

2051. Whereas the clause, Whose praises all who are in the heavens and the 
earth celebrate, refers to the collective testimony that the whole universe bears 
to the Unity and Holiness of God, the words, Each one knows his own mode of 
prayer and praise, refer to the evidence which everything bears to Divine Unity 
and Holiness individually and separately by carrying out faithfully the task 
allotted to it by God. Salat has different meanings with reference to different 
objects. Used in connection with God it means Divine mercy; used in 
connection with angels, it means their asking forgiveness of God for men and 
used in connection with man, it means the prescribed form of Prayer (Lane). 

a3:190; 5:121. b30:49. c13:14. 
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away from whom He pleases. 

The flash of its lightning may 

well-nigh take away the 

sight.2052 

 

45. Allah alternates the night 

and the day.2053 Therein, 

surely, is a lesson for those 

who have eyes. 

 

 

46. aAnd Allah has created 

every animal from water. Of 

them are some that go upon 

their bellies, and of them are 

some that go upon two feet, 

and among them are some that 

go upon four.2054 Allah 

creates what He pleases. 

Surely, Allah has the power to 

do all that He pleases.  

 

 

47. We have indeed sent down 

manifest Signs. And Allah 

 

 
2052. The verse may signify that for some the revealed Law serves as 

timely rain which proves highly beneficial and for others it takes the form of 
hail and storm which brings in its wake destruction and ruin. 

2053. The verse purports to say that the spiritual development of man 
referred to in the preceding verse is not always uniform and uninterrupted. 
Sometimes it is very rapid, at another time it is slow and yet at some other 
time it comes to a dead stop. This ebb and flow in the spiritual development of 
man is called Qabd (contraction) and Bast (expansion), or the alternation of 
night and day in spiritual terminology. Everything in the world is subject to 
the law of acceleration and retardation and so is the spiritual evolution of man. 

2054. The verse describes the nature and form of the progress of spiritual 
pilgrims to their destined goal. The progress of some of them is extremely 
slow. They creep and crawl to their destination. Others go quicker like 
animals that move on two legs, yet others go faster like four-legged animals. 
What is hinted at here is speed and not the method of locomotion. The four-
legged animals are, as a rule, speedier of movement than the bipeds or the 
crawlers. The same is true of spiritual travellers. 

a25:55. 
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guides whom He pleases to 

the right path.  

48. And they say, ‘We believe 

in Allah and in the Messenger, 

and we obey;’ then after that 

some of them turn away. Such 

are not believers at all. 

 

 
49. aAnd when they are called 

to Allah and His Messenger that 

he may judge between them, lo! 

a party of them turn away. 

 

 

50. And if they consider the 

right to be on their side, they 

come to him running in 

submission. 

 

 

51. Is it that there is a disease 
in their hearts? Or, do they 
doubt, or, do they fear2055 that 
Allah and His Messenger will 
be unjust to them? Nay, it is 
they themselves who are the 
wrongdoers.  

 

 

R. 7.   
52. All that the believers say, 
when they are called to Allah 
and His Messenger in order 
that he may judge between 
them, is that they say, ‘We 
hear and we obey.’2056 And it 
is they who will prosper. 

 

 

 
2055. The verse signifies that disbelievers suffer from one or all of the three 

spiritual diseases, or that some of them suffer from one disease and others 
from other diseases. In fact, the three main things that stand in the way of a 
man’s spiritual progress and retard and arrest it are doubt, fear and envy. 

2056. The present and adjacent verses point to a basic and most 
fundamental Islamic principle, viz. that Islam is a perfect code of laws and its 
 

a3:24. 
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53. aAnd whoso obeys Allah 
and His Messenger, and fears 
Allah, and takes Him as a 
shield for protection, it is they 
who will be successful. 

 

 

54. And they swear by Allah 
their strongest oaths that, if 
thou command them, they will 
surely go forth. Say, ‘Swear 
not; what is required of you is 
bobedience to what is right. 
Surely, Allah is Aware of 
what you do.’ 

 

 

55. Say, c‘Obey Allah, and 
obey the Messenger.’ But if 
you turn away, he is 
responsible for what he is 
charged with and you are 
responsible for what you are 
charged with. And if you obey 
him, you will be rightly guided. 
dAnd the Messenger is only 
responsible for the plain 
delivery of the Message.  

 

 

56. Allah has promised to 
those among you who believe 
and do good works that He 
will, surely, make them 
Successors in the earth, as He 
made Successors from among 
those who were before them; 
and that He will, surely, 
establish for them their 

 

 
injunctions and commandments cover all the different aspects of human life 
and that the Holy Prophet is the final authority on all matters that concern the 
national life of Muslims. 

a4:14. b5:93; 64:13. c4:14; 33:72; 48:18. d16:36; 29:19; 36:18. 
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religion which He has chosen 
for them; and that He will, 
surely, give them in exchange 
security and peace after their 
fear; They will worship Me, 
and they will not associate 
anything with Me. Then 
whoso disbelieves after that, 
they will be the rebellious.2057 

 

57. aAnd observe Prayer and 

give the Zakat and obey the 

Messenger, that you may be 

shown mercy. 

 

 

58. Think not that those who 

disbelieve can frustrate Our 

design in the earth; their 

abode is Hell; and it is indeed 

an evil resort.  

 

 
R. 8.   

59. O ye who believe! let 
those whom your right hands 
possess, and those of you, 
who have not reached 

 

 

 
2057. Because it serves as a prelude to the introduction of the subject of 

Khilafat emphasis is repeatedly laid in vv. 52-55 on obedience to Allah and 
His Messenger. This emphasis implies a hint to the status and position of a 
Khalifah in Islam. The verse embodies a promise that Muslims will be 
vouchsafed both spiritual and temporal leadership. The promise is made to the 
whole Muslim nation but the institution of Khilafat will take a palpable form 
in the person of certain individuals who will be the Holy Prophet’s Successors 
and the representatives of the whole nation. The promise of the establishment 
of Khilafat is clear and unmistakable. As the Holy Prophet is now humanity’s 
sole guide for all time, his Khilafat will continue to exist in one form or 
another in the world till the end of time, all other Khilafats having ceased to 
exist. This is, among many others, the Holy Prophet’s distinctive superiority 
over all other Prophets and Messengers of God. Our age has witnessed his 
greatest spiritual Khalifah in the person of the Founder of the Ahmadiyya 
Movement. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary," pp. 1869, 1870. 

a22:78. 
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puberty, ask leave of you at 
three times before coming into 
your private apartments—
before the Morning Prayer, 
and when you lay aside your 
clothes at noon in summer and 
after the Night Prayer.2058 
These are three times of 
privacy for you. At other 
times there is no blame on you 
nor on them, for some of you 
have to attend upon others and 
to move about freely 
according to need. Thus does 
Allah make plain to you the 
Signs; for Allah is All-
Knowing, Wise.  

 

60. And when the children 

among you reach puberty, 

they too should ask leave, 

even as their elders before 

them asked leave. Thus does 

Allah make plain to you His 

commandments; and Allah is 

All-Knowing, Wise. 

 

 

 
2058. The subject of "Pardah," as stated under v. 32 above, has been 

referred to at four different places in the Qur’an. Whereas 24:32 deals with 
"Pardah" primarily within the four walls of the house, v. 33:60 discusses 
"Pardah" outside the house and on thoroughfares, while vv. 33:33, 34 speak of 
a restricted kind of "Pardah," particularly enjoined on the Holy Prophet’s 
wives and by implication on all Muslim women, and by inference point to the 
fact that the principal centre of a woman’s activities is her home. The present 
verse, however, refers to another kind of "Pardah," viz. that domestic servants 
and minor children too should not enter the private apartments of their masters 
or parents at three particular hours mentioned here without getting prior 
permission. Zahirah means, vehement heat of the midday, the period from a 
little before to a little after midday in summer (Lane). 
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61. Such elderly women as are 
past the age of marriage2058A 
—there is no blame on them if 
they lay aside their outer 
clothing without displaying 
their beauty. But to abstain 
even from that is better for 
them. And Allah is All-
Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

62. There is no harm for the 

blind, and there is no harm for 

the lame, and there is no harm 

for the sick and none for 

yourselves, that you eat from 

your own houses, or the 

houses of your fathers, or the 

houses of your mothers, or the 

houses of your brothers, or the 

houses of your sisters, or the 

houses of your fathers’ 

brothers, or the houses of your 

fathers’ sisters, or the houses 

of your mothers’ brothers, or 

the houses of your mothers’ 

sisters, or the houses of which 

the keys are in your 

possession, or from the house 

of a friend of yours. Nor is 

there any harm whether you 

eat together or separately.2059 

 

 

 
2058A. Qawa‘id is the plural of Qa‘id which signifies a woman who has 

ceased to bear children and to have the menstrual discharge or who has no 
husband, or an old woman, much advanced in years (Lane). 

2059. The verse deals with some rules of social conduct which dispose of 
those foolish prejudices which prevail among certain sections of human 
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But awhen you enter houses, 

salute your people with the 

greeting of peace—a greeting 

from your Lord, full of 

blessing and purity. Thus does 

Allah expound to you the 

commandments, that you may 

understand.  

 

R. 9.   

63. Those alone are true 

believers who believe in Allah 

and His Messenger, and who, 

when they are with him for 

the consideration of some 

matter of common concern 

which has brought them 

together,2059A go not away 

until they have asked leave of 

him.2060 Surely, those who 

 

 

 
society and which tend to restrict free intercourse between the rich and the 
poor. Islam enjoins complete social equality and is the avowed enemy of 
division of people within watertight compartments. Here it has stressed the 
importance and usefulness of free social intercourse and collective dining 
among all classes of society, and has encouraged and preferred eating together 
to promote familiarity and remove those bars that keep apart people of 
different social standing, though it has not disallowed eating separately. The 
Arabs and the Jews had scruples to eat with the blind or with persons suffering 
from certain social disabilities, as the Hindus of India even to this day do not 
eat or sit with the "untouchables." Islam looks askance at all such practices 
and encourages inter-dining and free intercourse among all classes and 
sections of people. Haraj means, a sin; an objection; harm; blame or crime 
(Lane). 

2059A. Amru Jami‘ means, a momentous affair on account of which people 
gather together as though the affair itself gathers them (Lane). 

2060. The several preceding verses contained directions for Muslims as 
how to conduct themselves in affairs of social importance. The present verse, 
however, deals with affairs of national importance. The Muslims are enjoined 
 

a24:28. 
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ask leave of thee, it is they 

alone who truly believe in 

Allah and His Messenger. So, 

when they ask leave of thee 

for some urgent affair of 

theirs, give leave to those of 

them whom thou pleasest and 

ask forgiveness for them of 

Allah. Surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

64. Treat not the calling of the 

Messenger among you like the 

calling of one of you to 

another.2061 Allah indeed 

knows athose of you who steal 

away covertly. So let those 

who go against His command 

beware lest a trial afflict them 

or a grievous punishment 

overtake them.  

 

 

65. Hearken! bTo Allah 

belongs whatsoever is in the 

 

 
that when they are with the Holy Prophet, engaged in transacting a business of 
national importance, they should not leave the assembly without his 
permission. It may also be inferred from this verse that in affairs concerning a 
whole nation or community, the individual loses his independence of action. 
He must abide by the decision arrived at by the assembly of Muslims, 
presided over by the Holy Prophet, his Successor or their accepted and elected 
Leader. 

2061. The Prophet’s or the Leader’s call is not to be treated lightly. It must 
be accorded the respect it deserves, as it always concerns highly important 
affairs. The verse may also mean that the privacy of the Holy Prophet or the 
Khalifah should not be intruded upon, and unnecessary demands should not be 
made upon his very precious time, and when addressed he should be treated 
with the respect due to his very exalted position. 
 

a9:127. b2:285; 10:56; 31:27. 
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heavens and the earth. He 

knows in what condition you 

are. And on the day when they 

will be returned unto Him, He 

will inform them of what they 

did. And Allah knows 

everything full well. 
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CHAPTER 25 
AL-FURQAN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Preponderance of scholarly opinion regards this Surah as of Meccan 

origin and assigns it to the last Meccan period. Certain Western writers are of 
the view that it was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry. They 
attribute this inference to the absence of any reference to persecution of 
Muslims on the part of the Quraish which, they say, began some years later. 
This assumption is too flimsy to merit serious consideration. This is like 
saying that because some Medinite Chapters are almost devoid of any mention 
of disbelievers, therefore, no fighting had taken place between Muslims and 
disbelievers in the Medinite period. 

Surah An-Nur had ended on a note about the very great importance 
and usefulness of the Islamic organisation. It had also stated that certain 
Muslims were unacquainted with its great potentialities; on the other hand, 
they were afraid of the organisation of disbelievers which was rotten to the 
core. The present Surah gives the reasons why the fear of the people of weak 
of faith is but an illusion and a figment of their own distraught imagination 
and does not exist in fact. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the categorical statement that the Quranic 

Message is meant for the whole of mankind. It further says that the Almighty 
God Who has revealed the Qur’an is the sole and undisputed Master of the 
heavens and the earth, and the sole Creator of every atom of the universe. His 
Word, therefore, is and must be in perfect harmony with the laws of nature, 
hence its acceptance or rejection does not merely mean the acceptance or 
rejection of a revealed Law but amounts to submission to or violation of the 
laws of nature itself. Next, it is stated that because disbelievers find it difficult 
to deny the excellence and superiority of the teachings of the Qur’an, they 
take refuge behind the subterfuge that it is not the work of a single individual 
but is the result of the combined efforts of many persons. They further allege 
that its teaching has been plagiarised from old Scriptures. But these pleas 
possess no substance because if the Qur’an had been the work of human effort, 
it could not have possessed a teaching which it is beyond the power of man to 
produce. And if it had been merely a copy of the ancient Scriptures, those 
Scriptures should also have possessed the excellences and beauties possessed 
by it, but that is not the case. Next, it answers some worn out and hackneyed 
objections of disbelievers such as the Holy Prophet is a mere mortal and is 
subject to the demands of the flesh. Then, a brief reference is made to the law 
of the rise and fall of nations and disbelievers are warned that the time of their 
decadence and downfall and that of the rise, progress and prosperity of 
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Muslims has already arrived. Furthermore, the attention of disbelievers is 
drawn to the phenomenon that God has made two waters, one bitter and the 
other sweet, both flowing side by side. They continue their parallel course and 
do not mix with each other. Similarly, the teachings of the Qur’an and those of 
other Scriptures will continue to exist side by side in order that by comparing 
them people might distinguish the true from the false and the sweet from the 
bitter. Towards its end the Surah mentions a few special signs and marks of 
those righteous servants of God who by acting upon the teachings of the 
Qur’an attain to the highest pinnacle of spiritual eminence, and closes with a 
pointed reference to the great truth that God has created man to serve a very 
sublime and noble object and whosoever fails to fulfil this object will forfeit 
God’s mercy and grace. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Blessed2062 is He Who has 

sent down A1-Furqan2063 to 

His servant, that he may be a 

Warner to all the worlds— 

 

 

3. He to Whom belongs the 

Kingdom of the heavens and 

the earth. bAnd He has taken 

unto Himself no son, and has 

no partner in the Kingdom, 

and He has created 

everything, and has 

determined its proper 

measure.2064 

 

 

 
2062. The word Tabaraka means, highly exalted; far removed from every 

defect, impurity, imperfection, and everything derogatory; possessing 
abundant good (6:156 & 21:51). The Qur’an possesses all the qualities and 
attributes implicit in this word. It is not only completely free from every 
defect and imperfection but possesses all the conceivably excellent qualities 
that the last Divine Law for the whole of mankind should possess, and it 
possesses them in full measure. 

2063. Furqan means something which differentiates between what is true 
and what is false; an argument, a proof or evidence, because an argument or a 
proof serves to discriminate between right and wrong. It also signifies 
morning or dawn, because dawn distinguishes the day from the night. The 
Qur’an is Furqan par excellence. Among the multifarious and multitudinous 
beauties and excellences that distinguish it from other revealed Books and 
which establish its superiority over them all, two stand out most markedly, viz. 
(i)  it makes no statement or claim in support of which it does not give sound 
and solid proofs and arguments, and (ii)  it makes the truth so distinguishable 
from falsehood as day is from night. 

2064. The clause, 'and has determined its proper measure,' signifies that 
there is a limit to the powers and functions or development of everything 
which it cannot defy or go beyond. These limitations point to one law that 
 

a1:1. b2:117; 10:69; 17:112; 18:5; 19:89; 21:27; 39:5; 43:82. 
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4. Yet athey have taken beside 

Him gods, bwho create 

nothing but are themselves 

created, and who have no 

power to harm or benefit 

themselves, nor have they any 

power over death or life or 

Resurrection.2065 

 

 

5. And those who disbelieve 

say, ‘It is naught but a lie 

which he has forged, cand 

other people have helped him 

with it.’ Indeed,2066 they have 

perpetrated a great injustice 

and a great falsehood.  

 

 

6. And they say, d‘These are 

fables of the ancient; and he 

has got them written down, 

and they are read out to him 

morning and evening.’ 

 

 

 
operates in the whole universe and hence to one Designer, Creator and 
Controller—a Creator Whose powers are limitless but Who has imposed 
limits on all things. 

2065. Everything has to pass through three stages of development: (a)  The 
stage of lifelessness; (b)  of potential life, when a thing is endowed with the 
attributes and powers of growth; and (c)  of actual life. God, the Creator of all 
life, possesses complete and undisputed control over all these stages. 

2066. This and the next verse refer to two charges of disbelievers against 
the Holy Prophet and answer them. The answer to the first charge that the 
Holy Prophet has forged a lie is that it was unjust on their part to prefer such a 
charge. The Holy Prophet had lived among them a lifetime before and they 
themselves had borne unanimous testimony to his integrity and truthfulness. 
How could they now charge him with forgery? The answer to the second 
charge is that whosoever the Holy Prophet’s so-called helpers were, they must 
have held some beliefs and doctrines, but the Qur’an refutes and demolishes 
all false beliefs and abrogates and improves upon others. How could any 
people be supposed to help him to produce a Book which had laid the axe at 
the root of those very beliefs and doctrines which they held so dear? 

a17:57; 18:16; 21:25. b7:192; 16:21. c16:104. d8:32; 16:25; 68:16; 83:14. 
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7. Say, a‘He, Who knows 
every secret of the heavens 
and the earth, has revealed it. 
Verily, He is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful.’ 

 

 

8. And they say, ‘What sort of 
a Messenger2066A is this that 
he eats food, and walks in the 
streets? bWhy has not an 
angel been sent down to him 
that he might be a warner 
with him? 

 

 

9. ‘Or ca treasure should have 
been sent down to him, or he 
should have had a garden to 
eat therefrom.’ And the 
wrongdoers say, d‘You follow 
but a man bewitched.’ 

 

 

10. eSee how they coin 
similitudes for thee!2067 Thus 
they have gone astray and 
cannot find a way.  

 

 

R. 2.   
11. Blessed is He Who, if He 
please, will assign to thee 
better than all that—fgardens 
through which streams flow—
and will also assign to thee 
palaces.2068 

 

 

 
2066A. What is the matter with this Messenger? 
2067. The disbelievers have a very poor concept of the real values of life. 

They have set up criteria of their own devising to test the truth of Divine 
Messengers, with the result that instead of finding the right path they continue 
to grope in the darkness of doubt and disbelief. 

2068. The verse signifies that the disbelievers’ idea of what a Divine 
Prophet should be like is far removed from reality and betrays their ignorance 
of the very object and purpose for which Prophets are raised. Prophets are 
 

a6:4; 11:6; 67:14. b11:13; 15:8; 17:93. c11:13; 17:94. d17:48. e17:49. f17:92. 
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12. Nay, they deny the Hour, 

and for those who deny the 

Hour, We have prepared a 

blazing fire.2069 

 

 

13. When it sees them from a 

place far-off, athey will hear 

its raging and roaring.2070 

 

 

14. And when they are thrown 
into a narrow place thereof, 
bchained together, they will 
pray there for destruction. 

 

 

15. ‘Pray not this day for one 

destruction, but pray for many 

destructions.’  

 

 

16. Say, ‘Is that better or the 
Garden of Eternity, which is 
cpromised to the righteous? It 
will be their reward and 
ultimate resort.’ 

 

 

 
raised, it purports to say, to lead men out of the darkness of doubt and 
disbelief into the light of certainty and spiritual bliss and not to amass, and roll 
and revel in, wealth. But although the self-devised criterion of disbelievers, 
namely, that the Holy Prophet must possess wealth, rank, gardens and palaces, 
has no weight or substance, yet in order to bring home to them the falsity of 
their position God will give him and his followers greater wealth and bigger 
and better gardens and palaces than those of the disbelievers’ demand. And 
He really gave the Holy Prophet’s followers the palaces and gardens of the 
Iranian and Byzantine Emperors. 

2069. Whereas believers are decreed to achieve eminence and glory, a 
dreadful punishment (as-Sa‘ah) is in store for disbelievers. Their punishment 
is impending, nay it is at their very doors, but they do not see it and therefore 
refuse to believe it. 

2070. This and the next verse mean that the punishment will be 
overwhelming and all-embracing and in order to add to the bitterness of the 
disbelievers’ pain and sense of humiliation and to make it complete and 
thorough, all their organs will be made to feel it—the organs of sight and 
hearing—and being in great distress they will wish that death should make a 
speedy end of them. 

a11:107; 21:101; 67:8. b14:50. c21:104; 41:31. 
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17. aThey will have therein 

whatsoever they desire,2071 

abiding therein for ever. It is a 

promise binding upon thy 

Lord, and to be always prayed 

for from Him. 

 

 

18. bOn the day when He will 

assemble them and those 

whom they worship instead of 

Allah, He will ask the latter, 

‘Was it you that led astray 

these My servants, or did they 

themselves stray away from 

the path?’ 

 

 

19. cThey will say, ‘Holy art 

Thou! It was not right for us 

to take protectors other than 

Thee; but Thou didst bestow 

on them and their fathers the 

good things of this life until 

they forgot Thy admonition 

and became a ruined people.’  

 

 

20. Then We shall say to their 

worshippers, ‘They have 

given you the lie regarding 

what you said, so you cannot 

avert the punishment, neither 

can you get help. And 

whosoever among you does 

wrong, We shall make him 

taste a grievous punishment. 

 

 

 
2071. The desires of believers in the next life will become identified with 

the will of God. So naturally all their desires will be satisfied. 

a41:32. b10:29; 15:26; 34:41. c34:42. 
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21. And We did not send any 

Messengers before thee but 

surely athey ate food and 

walked in the streets. And We 

make some of you a trial for 

others to see whether you are 

steadfast. And thy Lord is All-

Seeing. 

 

 
PART XIX   

R. 3.   

22. bAnd those, who do not 

expect a meeting with Us, say, 

‘Why are not angels sent down 

to us?2071A Or, why do we not 

see our Lord?’ Surely, they are 

too proud of themselves and 

have gone far in rebellion.  

 

23. On the day cwhen they see 

the angels—there will be no 

good tidings on that day for the 

guilty; and they will cry in 

distress, ‘Would that there 

were a strong barrier!’2072 

 

 

24. And We shall turn to the 

work they did and We shall 

 

 
2071A. See 252. 
2072. An Arab would use the words Hijran Mahjuran when he is faced 

with a thing he does not like, meaning 'let it remain away from me so that I 
should not suffer from it' (Lane & Mufradat). In reply to their first insolent 
demand mentioned in the preceding verse, disbelievers are told that angels 
will certainly descend, but they will be angels of punishment and when they 
come, the disbelievers will hate the very sight of them and will pray that a 
strong barrier might be set up between them and the angels. 

 

a21:9. b10:8, 12; c6:9, 159. 
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scatter it into particles of 

dust.2073  

25. The inmates of Heaven on 
that day will be better off as 
regards their abode, and better 
off in respect of their place of 
repose. 

 

 

26. And on that day awhen the 
heaven shall burst asunder 
with the clouds overhanging it, 
and the angels shall be sent 
down in large numbers— 

 

 

27. bThe true Kingdom on that 

day2074 shall belong to the 

Gracious God; and it shall be a 

hard day for the disbelievers. 

 

 

28. On that day the wrongdoer 
will bite his hands and will 
say, c‘O, would that I had 
taken a way along with the 
Messenger!  

 

 

29. ‘O, woe is me! would that I 

had never taken such a one for 

a friend!  

 
 

30. ‘He led me astray from the 

Reminder after it had come to 

me.’ And Satan always deserts 

man in the hour of need. 

 

 

31. And the Messenger will 

say, ‘O my Lord, my people 

 

 
2073. And their second demand will be met by all their works being totally 

rendered null and void and by their being destroyed and scattered into thin air 
like particles of dust. 

2074. The day of Badr was indeed a most distressful day for disbelievers. It 
was on that day that the foundations of Islam were firmly laid and the Quraish 
had realised to their bitter mortification and discomfiture that it had come to stay. 

a2:211. b6:74. 22:57. c33:67; 67:11. 
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indeed treated this Qur’an as a 

thing to be discarded.’2075 
 

32. aThus did We make for 

every Prophet an enemy from 

among the sinners; and 

sufficient is thy Lord as a 

Guide and a Helper.  

 

 

33. bAnd those who disbelieve 

say, ‘Why was not the Qur’an 

revealed to him all at once?’ 

We have revealed it in this 

manner cthat We may 

strengthen thy heart therewith. 

And We have arranged it in the 

best form.2076 

 

 

 
2075. Quite appropriately the verse may apply to those so-called Muslims 

who have discarded the Qur’an and have thrown it behind their backs. Perhaps 
never during the last 14 centuries the Qur’an was so much neglected and 
ignored by the Muslims as it is today. There is a saying of the Holy Prophet to 
the effect: 'A time will come upon my people when there will remain nothing 
of Islam but its name and of the Qur’an but its words' (Baihaqi. Shu‘abul-
Iman). The present indeed is that time. 

2076. The Qur’an was revealed piecemeal and at intervals. This was 
intended to serve some very useful purposes: (i)  The interval between the 
revelation of different passages afforded the believers an opportunity to 
witness the fulfilment of some of the prophecies contained in the passages 
already revealed and thus their faith became strengthened and fortified. 
Further, it was intended to answer the objections raised by disbelievers during 
the interval. (ii)  When Muslims needed guidance on a particular occasion to 
meet a particular need, necessary and relevant verses were revealed. The 
revelation of the Qur’an was spread over a period of 23 years in order to 
enable the Companions of the Holy Prophet to remember, learn and assimilate 
it. If it had been revealed all at once and in the form of one complete book, the 
disbelievers could have said that the Holy Prophet had got it prepared from 
somebody. Thus its gradual revelation at different times, on different 
occasions and under vastly different conditions and circumstances answered 
this possible objection. The Qur’an was revealed in parts in order that it could 
be easily committed to memory. The piecemeal revelation of the Qur’an also 
fulfilled the following biblical prophecy: 
 

a6:113. b17:107; 73:5. c11:121. 
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34. And they do not come to 

thee with an objection but We 

provide thee with the truth and 

an excellent explanation.2077 

 

 

35. aThose who will be 

gathered unto Hell on their 

faces2077A––bthey will be the 

worst in plight and most astray 

from the right path.  

 

 

R. 4.   

36. We gave Moses the Book, 

and cappointed with him his 

brother Aaron as his assistant.  

 

 
37. And We said to them, d‘Go 

both of you to the people who 

have rejected Our Signs;’ then 

We destroyed them utterly. 

 

 

38. And the people of Noah, 

when they rejected the 

Messengers, We drowned them, 

and We made them a Sign for 

mankind. eAnd We have 

prepared a painful punishment 

for the wrongdoers. 

 

 

 
Whom shall he teach knowledge and whom shall he make to understand 
the message? Them that are weaned from the milk; and drawn from the 
breast? For it is precept upon precept, precept upon precept, line upon 
line, line upon line; here a little and there a little for, with strange lips and 
another tongue will he speak to this people (Isa. 28:9, 10). 

2077. It is one of the distinctive features of the Qur’an in which it stands 
unique among all revealed Books that whenever it makes a claim about the 
existence of God, the truth of Islam, or about its own Divine origin, or any 
other related religious subject, it gives the required arguments to prove and 
substantiate the claim and looks to no other agency for aid or assistance. 

2077A. Will be dragged into Hell along with their leaders; the word Wujuh 
also means, "leaders." 

a17:98. b5:61. c20:30-33; 26:14; 28:35. d20:44; 28:35, 36. e18:30. 
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39. And We destroyed a‘Ad 
and Thamud, and the People of 
the Well,2078 and many a 
generation between them, 

 

 

40. And to each one We set 

forth examples; and each one 

We utterly destroyed. 

 

 

41. And these Meccans must 
have visited bthe town2079 
whereon was rained an evil 
rain. Have they not seen it? 
Nay, they expect not to be 
raised after death.  

 

 

42. cAnd when they see thee, 

they only make a jest of thee, 

and Say, ‘What! is this he 

whom Allah has sent as a 

Messenger? 

 

 

43. ‘He indeed had well-nigh 

led us astray from our gods, 

had we not steadily adhered to 

them.’ And they shall know, 

when they see the punishment, 

who is most astray from the 

right path. 

 

 

44. dHast thou seen him who 

takes his own evil desire for 

his god? Canst thou be a 

guardian over him? 

 

 

 
2078. Some commentators are of the view that Rass was a town in 

Yamamah where one of the tribes of Thamud resided. According to others, 
these people were so called because they threw their Prophet into a well. They 
were the remnants of Thamud. 

2079. Sodom, the town of Lot, which was situated on the way from Arabia 
to Syria. 

a9:70; 38:13; 50:13-15. b7:85; 27:59. c21:37. d45:24. 
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45. Dost thou think that most 

of them hear or understand? 
aThey are like cattle2080––nay, 

they are worse than cattle in 

their behaviour.  

 

 
R. 5.   

46. Dost thou not see bhow thy 

Lord lengthens the shade?2081 

And if He had pleased, He 

could have made it stationary. 

Then We make the position of 

the sun an indicator 

thereof.2082 

 

 

47. Then We draw it in 

towards Ourselves, drawing in 

little by little.2082A 

 
 

 
2080. It is his own desires, fancies and preconceived ideas, more than 

anything else, that man generally adores and it is these that stand in the way of 
his accepting the truth. Intellectually man may have advanced far enough so 
as not to bow before stones and stars, but he has not outgrown the worship of 
his false ideals, prejudices and preconceived ideas. It is these idols that lie 
enthroned in his heart whose worship is condemned here. When instead of 
making use of his God-given faculties of intellect and hearing, which should 
help man to recognise and realize truth, he chooses to grope in darkness, he 
comes down to the level of cattle, even lower than that, because cattle are not 
given the gift of discretion and discrimination while man is. 

2081. The verse alludes in figurative language to the rise, progress and 
power of Islam and illustrates this tact by drawing attention to a phenomenon 
of nature. When the sun is behind an object, its shadow lengthens. Similarly, 
when God is at the back of a people, their power and influence increase. The 
verse implies that God is at the back of Islam and therefore its shadow would 
continue to expand and extend till it would reach the ends of the earth, and 
nations of the world will seek and find solace and comfort under it. "The sun" 
in the verse symbolises Islam or the Holy Prophet. 

2082. The position of the sun determines the size of the shade. 
2082A. The verse refers to the decline of Islam after it had reached its 

zenith. While 'shade' in the preceding verse symbolised power and influence, 
its 'drawing in' in the present verse signifies decline and decay. 

a7:180. b16:49. 
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48. aAnd He it is Who has 

made the night2083 a covering 

for you, and Who has made 

sleep for rest, and He has made 

the day to rise up and work. 

 

 

49. bAnd He it is Who sends 

the winds as glad tidings 

before His mercy, and We 

send down pure water from the 

clouds, 

 

 

50. That We may thereby give 

life to a dead land, and give it 

for drink to Our creation—

cattle and men in large 

numbers.  

 

 

51. And We have expounded 

the Qur’an to them in diverse 

ways that they may take heed, 

but most men would reject 

everything but disbelief. 

 

 

52. If We had pleased, We 

could have surely raised a 

Warner in every city; 

 
 

53. So obey not the 

disbelievers and strive against 

them by means of the Qur’an 

with a mighty striving.2084 

 

 

 
2083. 'Night' in the verse represents the period of spiritual darkness before 

the advent of a Divine Reformer; and 'day' symbolises spiritual dawn when a 
Divine Reformer has already made his appearance. 

2084. The great and real Jihad, according to this verse, is to preach the 
Message of the Qur’an. Thus to strive for the propagation of Islam and the 
dissemination and diffusion of its teachings is the Jihad which the Muslims 
are enjoined always to carry on with unabated zeal. It is this Jihad to which 
the Holy Prophet referred when, on returning from an expedition, he is 
reported to have said: "We have returned from the smaller Jihad to the greater 
 

a6:97; 78:11. b7:58; 15:23. 
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54. aAnd He it is Who has 

caused the two seas to flow, 

this palatable and sweet, and 

that salt and bitter; and 

between them He has placed a 

barrier and an insurmountable 

partition.2085 

 

 

55. bAnd He it is Who has 

created man from water, and 

has made for him kindred by 

descent and kindred by 

marriage; and thy Lord is All-

Powerful. 

 

 

56. cAnd they worship beside 

Allah that which can neither 

benefit them nor harm them. 

And the disbeliever is ever 

opposed to the designs of his 

Lord. 

 

 

57. dAnd We have not sent 

thee but as a bearer of glad 

tidings and a Warner. 

 
 

 
Jihad" (Raddul-Mukhtar). See also 1957 and 1958. 

2085. Taking 'two waters' in the verse to represent the true religion and the 
false, the verse signifies that both Islam, the true religion, and other corrupted 
Faiths will continue to exist side by side, the former yielding sweet fruit and 
slaking the thirst of the spiritual wayfarers and the latter barren and bitter, 
incapable of producing any good result. The 'two waters' may also signify the 
water of the sea and that of the river. The former is saltish and bitter to taste 
while the latter is drinkable and sweet. When the sweet water of the river 
flows into the sea and becomes mixed with its saltish water, it also becomes 
bitter. As long as these two waters keep themselves separate, they have 
different tastes. Similarly, when the teaching of a true religion becomes mixed 
up with the teachings of false religions, it loses its sweetness and usefulness. 
But God has so ordained that in spite of its close proximity to false religions, 
Islam will never lose its sweet taste as God has taken upon Himself to protect 
and guard it (15:10). There lies an unbridgeable barrier between the two 
which keeps them apart. 

a35:13; 55:20, 21. b32:9. c6:72; 10:107; 21:67; 22:13. d2:120; 5:20; 11:3; 35:25. 
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58. aSay, ‘I ask of you no 

recompense for it, save that 

whoso chooses may take a way 

that leads to his Lord.’2086 

 

 

59. bAnd trust thou in the One, 

Who is Ever-Living and is the 

Source of all life, and Who 

dies not, and glorify Him with 

His praise. And sufficient is 

He as the Knower of the sins 

of His servants,  

 

 

60. cHe Who created the 

heavens and the earth and all 

that is between them in six 

periods, then He settled 

Himself firmly on the 

Throne.—The Gracious God! 

Ask thou then concerning Him 

one who knows.2087 

 

 

61. And when it is said to 

them, ‘Submit to the Gracious 

God,’ they say, ‘And who is 

the Gracious God? Shall we 

submit to whatever thou 

biddest us?’ And it increases 

their aversion. 

 
 

 

R. 6.   

62. Blessed is He dWho has 
made in the heaven mansions 
of the stars and has placed 

therein a Lamp producing light 
and a moon that reflects 

 

 

 
2086. According to this verse Islam clearly forbids the use of force for the 

propagation of its teaching. 
2087. (1)  God; (2)  The Holy Prophet. 

a38:87; 42:24. b26:218; 27:80; 33:49. c7:55; 11:8; 32:5; 57:5. d15:17; 85:2. 
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light.2087A 
63. aAnd He it is Who has 

made the night and the 
day,2088 each following the 
other, for the benefit of him 

who desires to remember, or 
desires to be grateful.  

 

 

64. And the true servants of 

the Gracious God are bthose 
who walk on the earth humbly 
and cwhen the ignorant address 

them, they avoid them 

gracefully by saying, 
‘Peace!’2089 

 

 

65. dAnd who spend the night 

in prostration and standing 

before their Lord, 

 
 

66. And who say, ‘Our Lord, 
avert from us the punishment 
of Hell; for the punishment 
thereof is a most vehement 
torment, 

 

 

 
2087A. By alluding to the creation of the heavens, and the sun, the moon 

and the stars that embellish and beautify them, the verse draws attention to the 
spiritual heaven which has its own sun, moon and stars—the Holy Prophet, 
the Promised Messiah and the Companions of the Holy Prophet about whom 
he is reported to have said: 'My Companions are like so many stars, 
whomsoever of them you will follow, you will get right guidance' (Razin). 

2088. Just as in the physical world day follows night, similarly in the 
spiritual realm when darkness enshrouds the world, God raises a Reformer to 
give light to it. 

2089. With this verse begins a brief description of the great moral 
revolution which that Sun of the spiritual firmament––the Holy Prophet––
brought about among his people. From being the sons of darkness they 
became the servants of the Gracious and Beneficent God. The various 
qualities of the righteous servants of the Gracious God, referred to in this and 
the following verses, are the opposites of the vices from which the people of 
the Holy Prophet particularly suffered. 

a36:38-41. b17:38; 31:19. c28:56. d41:39; 73:21. 
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67. ‘It is indeed evil as a place 

of rest and as an abode.’ 

 
 

68. And those who, when they 

spend, aare neither extravagant 

nor niggardly but adopt a 

moderate position in the 

middle; 

 

 

69. And those who call not on 
any other god along with Allah, 
bnor slay a person whose 
slaying Allah has forbidden 
except for a just cause, nor 
commit adultery2090––and he 
who does that shall meet the 
punishment of his sin;  

 

 

70. cDoubled for him shall be 
the punishment on the Day of 
Resurrection, and he will abide 
therein disgraced–– 

 

 

71. Except those who 
repent,2091 and dbelieve and do 
righteous deeds; for as to 
these, Allah will convert their 
evil deeds into good ones, and 
Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful. 

 

 

72. eAnd those who repent and 

do righteous deeds, indeed turn 

to Allah with true repentance; 

 
 

 

 
2090. Idolatry, murder and adultery are the three basic sins and the 

fountainheads of individual depravity and social and sexual immorality. The 
Qur’an has reverted to these sins again and again. 

2091. Taubah (repentance) signifies repenting sincerely, truly and honestly 
of past moral lapses with a firm resolve completely to shun all evil and to do 
good deeds, and making amends for all wrongs done to people. It consists in 
bringing about a complete change in one’s life, turning one’s back completely 
and thoroughly on one’s past. 

a7:32; 17:28. b6:152; 17:33, 34. c4:15. d3:58; 6:49; 18:89; 19:61; 34:38. e5:40; 20:83; 28:68. 
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73. And those who bear not 
false witness,2092 and awhen 
they pass by anything vain, 
they pass by with dignity;  

 

 

74. And those who, when they 
are reminded of the Signs of 
their Lord, fall not down 
thereat deaf and blind;2092A 

 

 

75. And those who say, ‘Our 
Lord, grant us of our wives and 
children the delight of our 
eyes, and make us a model for 
the righteous.’ 

 

 

76. It is such as will be 
rewarded with lofty bchambers 
in Paradise, because they were 
steadfast, and they will be 
received therein with greeting 
and peace, 

 

 

77. Abiding  therein.  Excellent 

it is as a place of rest and as an 

abode.  

 

 

78. Say to the disbelievers, ‘But 
for your prayer to Him my Lord 
would not care for you2093 at 
all. But now that you have 
rejected His Message, His 
punishment will cleave to you.’ 

 

 

 

 
2092. Zur means a lie; false witness; association of false gods with Allah; a 

place where lies are told and people entertain themselves with vain or 
frivolous diversion; the assemblies of polytheists, etc. (Lane). 

2092A. They listen to the Signs of God attentively and with their eyes open. 
Their belief is based on conviction and certainty and not on mere hearsay. 

2093. Ma a‘ba’ubihi means I do not care for, mind, heed or regard him or I 
do not hold him to be of any weight or worth, or I do not esteem him (Lane & 
Mufradat). 

a23:4; 28:56. b34:38. 
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CHAPTER 26 
ASH-SHU‘ARA’ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
A large majority of Muslim scholars regard this Surah as of Meccan 

origin. It is entitled Ash-Shu‘ara’ (poets) in order to drive home to Muslims 
the supreme lesson that success comes to a people only when their profession 
and practice go together and that empty talk like that of the poets leads 
nowhere. From this Surah a departure has been made in the subject-matter of 
the preceding sixteen Chapters. From Surah Yunus the Qur’an had directed its 
address principally to the Jews and the Christians. With this Chapter the 
believers take their place; and the form, nature and scope of the address have 
been changed; therefore a change has also taken place in the Muqatta‘at 
placed at the head of the Surah. The preceding Surah had ended on the note 
that it would be a great mistake to suppose that God would allow the time-
honoured system that had come into being through the great religions of the 
world to be destroyed. On the contrary, He had created man to demonstrate in 
his person His great attributes and in order also that he should respond to the 
Divine Call. If man does not fulfil the object of his creation, then there is no 
need or justification for him to exist and no need for God to feel any hesitancy 
in destroying him. In this Surah we are told that in his love and solicitude for 
humanity, the Holy Prophet felt grieved at this apprehended possibility and 
desired that man may be saved. The destruction of man also clearly does not 
seem to be in harmony with the Divine design which is that he should be 
vouchsafed the opportunity to discover, with his own will and endeavour, the 
way of nearness to God and then should try to attain it. But if he refuses to do 
so, he should suffer the consequences of his refusal. The Surah further says 
that if man had not been endowed with the discretion and the ability to make a 
choice, he would have become a mere machine and an automaton and would 
not have been the image of his Creator as he is considered to be. So he must 
act and conduct himself in harmony with Divine scheme without which he 
cannot attain true and real salvation. 

Subject-Matter 
At the outset the Surah makes the claim that the Qur’an gives its own 

proofs and arguments and needs no extraneous help or support to substantiate 
and establish the truth of its claims and teachings and proceeds to say that 
when for the fulfilment of human requirements and needs, God has created 
pairs in all things in the physical world, it stands to reason that in the spiritual 
realm also He should have created their counterparts. Then quite appropriately 
the Surah gives the account of some Divine Messengers and opens this 
account with the story of Moses, who in pursuance of Divine command 
succeeded in taking the Israelites out of Egypt. To illustrate further that truth 
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always triumphs in the long run and opposition to it comes to grief, the Surah 
gives a brief account of Prophets Abraham, Noah, Hud, Salih, Lot and Shu‘aib. 
Abraham demonstrated to his people the folly and futility of idol-worship. His 
account is followed by that of Noah whose people rejected him on the ground 
that he sought to remove all social distinctions. He was followed by Hud and 
Salih. Both these Divine Prophets tried hard to make their people realise that it 
was not material pomp and power but good morals and spiritual strength upon 
which really depended their life and prosperity but their peoples threw their 
preaching and warnings to the wind. The peoples of Lot and Shu‘aib fared no 
better. The former indulged in an unnatural vice and the latter were dishonest 
in their commercial dealings. Towards the end the Surah reverts to the subject 
with which it had commenced, viz. that the Qur’an is the revealed Word of 
God and that it gives sound and solid arguments to prove this claim, and adds 
that the Prophets of yore had testified to its truth and that the learned men of 
Israel also are convinced in their heart of hearts that it is God’s own revealed 
Word because it fulfils the prophecies which are contained in their Scriptures. 
The Surah invites disbelievers to ponder over the teachings of the Qur’an and 
to see that if they could have been the work of satans or could the Holy 
Prophet himself have produced them. It further says that the teachings of the 
Qur’an bear close resemblance to those of the earlier Scriptures, and satanic 
people evidently could have no access to their Divine Source. Satans descend 
only upon liars and sinners and upon those who forge lies and coin and copy 
falsehood. The poets derive inspiration from these votaries of falsehood and 
are in turn followed by men of low morals and of no fixed principles. They 
and their followers take delight in tall, meaningless talk, but do not act upon 
what they profess and preach. The Surah closes with enjoining the Holy 
Prophet to continue to preach the Unity and Oneness of God to his people and 
educate and train them for the promotion of the cause of Islam. He is further 
enjoined to trust in the Almighty and Merciful God under Whose protection 
and fostering care he passes his days, and Who will very soon end the state of 
dispersion of Muslims and will bring them together in a place where they will 
live in peace and prosperity and will worship the One True God in perfect 
safety and security. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 

 

2. Ta Sin Mim.2094  

 

3. bThese are verses of the 

Book that makes things 

clear.2094A 

 

 

4. cHaply thou wilt grieve 

thyself to death2094B because 

they believe not. 

 

 

5. If We please, We can send 

down to them a Sign from the 

heaven, so that their necks2095 

will bow down before it.  

 

 

6. dAnd there comes not to 

them a new2096 Reminder 

 

 

 
2094. In the Muqatta‘at (abbreviated letters) Ta Sin Mim, Ta stands for 

Tahir (Lord of Purity), Sin for Sami‘ (All-Hearing) and Mim for Majid (Lord 
of Dignity), thus indicating that the Surah deals with the means to achieve 
purity of heart, acceptance of prayer and dignity. This and the next two 
Chapters form a special group known as the Ta Sin Mim group and all of them 
bear a very close resemblance to each other in their subject-matter. They were 
revealed about the same time at Mecca. As these Surahs deal particularly with 
the life-story of Moses in some detail, some Commentators have taken these 
abbreviated letters as standing for Mount Sinai and Moses— Ta Sin standing 
for Turi Sinin (Mount Sinai) and Mim for Musa (Moses). 

2094A. See 1356. 
2094B. See 1664. 
2095. The Holy Prophet’s grief will not be in vain. If his people do not 

cease opposing him, they will be visited with the Sign of punishment which 
will humiliate and debase their leaders, A‘naq meaning leaders (Lane). 

2096. The word, 'new' means, 'in a new form,' or 'with new details.' In fact, 
all Divine Laws are similar in their fundamentals and basic teachings. It is 
only in details that they differ. Or a new Law is revealed in a changed and 
 

a1:1. b12:2; 15:2; 27:2; 28:3. c18:7. d21:3, 43. 
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from the Gracious God, but 

they turn away from it.  

7. aThey have, indeed, treated 

it as a lie but soon there will 

come to them the tidings of 

that at which they mocked. 

 

 

8. bSee they not the earth, how 

many of every noble species 

have We caused to grow 

therein? 

 

 

9. In that there is a Sign 

indeed; but most of these 

would not believe. 

 

 

10. And verily thy Lord—He 

is the Mighty, the 

Merciful.2097 

 

 

R. 2.   

11. cAnd call to mind when 

thy Lord called Moses, and 

directed him: ‘Go to the 

wrongdoing people— 

 

 

12. ‘The people of Pharaoh. 

Will they not fear God?’ 

 
 

 
improved form in order that it may suit the ideas, needs and requirements of 
the particular time in which it is revealed. Some Prophets come with a new 
Law, while others only serve the existing Law. 

2097. The words, 'verily thy Lord—He is the Mighty, the Merciful,' imply 
that the circumstances of the Holy Prophet will resemble those of the Prophets 
mentioned in this Surah, but whereas the Mighty God had seized and 
destroyed the enemies of those Prophets, in the case of the Holy Prophet the 
Mighty God will not only manifest His might and power in giving victory to 
the Holy Prophet and in making his cause triumph and prosper, but will also 
show mercy to his people, inasmuch as only a small fraction of them will be 
destroyed while a great majority will receive Divine forgiveness and mercy 
and in the end will accept his Message. 

a6:35; 22:43; 35:26; 40:6. b36:34-37. c20:25; 79:17, 18. 
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13. He said, ‘My Lord. aI fear 

that they will reject me; 

 

 

14. ‘And my breast is 

straitened2098 band my tongue 

is not fluent; so csend word to 

Aaron also; 

 

 

15. d‘And they have a 

charge2099 against me, so I 

fear that they will kill me.’ 

 
 

16. eGod said, ‘That shall not 

be, go both of you with Our 

Signs; We are with you 

hearing your prayers.’ 

 

 

17. ‘So go to Pharaoh and say, 

“We are the Messengers2100 

of the Lord of the worlds 

 

 

18. ‘To tell thee to send the 

Children of Israel with us.” 

 

 

19. Pharaoh said, ‘O Moses, 

did we not bring thee up 

among us as a child? And 

thou didst stay among us 

many years of thy life; 

 

 

 
2098. Moses seemed to feel that he was not quite equal to the great task 

with which he was being entrusted. The responsibilities of Prophethood are 
indeed very heavy. At the time of the first revelation the Holy Prophet himself 
felt overwhelmed with anxiety. 

2099. The words show that the people of Pharaoh had charged Moses with 
the murder of an Egyptian. This incident is mentioned in Exod. 2:11-15 and 
also in the Qur’an in 28:16-21, where it is stated that it was not intentional or 
deliberate murder. Moses was defending an Israelite whom an Egyptian was 
beating and in the scuffle the latter happened to be killed. 

2100. The word Rasul in the verse is in the singular while the subject inna 
and the verbs used are in dual. In Arabic, it is permissible sometimes to use 
the singular predicate for a subject in the dual or plural number (Bayan). See 
also 26:78. 

a20:46; 28:35. b20:28. c26:14. d28:34. e28:36. 
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20. ‘And thou didst do that 

deed which thou didst, and 

thou art one of the 

ungrateful.’2101 

 

 

21. Moses said, ‘I did it then 

inadvertently, and I was in a 

perplexed state of mind;2102 

 

 

22. a‘So I fled from you when 

I feared you; then my Lord 

granted me right judgment 

and made me one of the 

Messengers.2103 

 

 

23. ‘And this favour of 

bringing me up as a child 

with which thou now tauntest 

me, dost thou put forward 

against thy having enslaved 

the Children of Israel?’2104 

 

 

 
2101. The reference in the verse seems to be to an Egyptian having been 

killed by Moses. Pharaoh regards himself and his people, the Egyptians, as the 
great benefactors of the Israelites and accuses Moses of gross ingratitude for 
having killed an Egyptian. 

2102. Dall is derived from Dalla which means, he did not know what to do; 
he was in a perplexed state of mind; he was lost in love (Lane). When the 
Israelite called him for help against the Egyptian, Moses did not know what to 
do, and being anxious to help the poor, helpless Israelite (28:16-21) gave the 
Egyptian a blow with his closed fist which caused his death. The death was 
accidental because ordinarily a blow with the fist does not cause the death of a 
person. Or the verse may mean that on account of his great love for his 
oppressed people he came to the help of the Israelite and gave a blow to the 
Egyptian, which resulted in his death. Or it means that he did it being unaware 
of the consequences. 

2103. The fact that after he had killed the Egyptian and fled. God made him 
a Prophet—a great Divine favour indeed—is proof positive of the fact that 
what Moses did was an inadvertent act done on the spur of the moment. 

2104. To Pharaoh’s impudent remark, Moses is described as saying to him 
that he himself should be ashamed of referring to any good that he thinks he 
had done to his (Moses’s) people as he (Pharaoh) had kept them for 
 

a28:22. 
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24. Pharaoh said, a‘And what 

is the Lord of the worlds?’2105 

 

 

25. Moses said, b‘The Lord of 

the heavens and the earth2106 

and of all that is between the 

two, if you would believe.’ 

 

 

26. Pharaoh said to those 

around him, ‘Do you not 

hear?’2107 

 
 

27. Moses said, ‘Your Lord, 

and the Lord of your fathers 

of yore.’2108 

 

 

28. Pharaoh said, c‘Most 

surely, this Messenger of 

yours who has been sent to 

you is a madman.’2109 

 

 

29. Moses said, d‘The Lord of 

the East and of the West,2110 

 

�

 
generations under the most debasing and degrading form of bondage which 
had killed in them all sense of dignity, initiative and ambition to rise to their 
full stature. 

2105. Moses’s reply to Pharaoh, as mentioned in the preceding verse, 
seemed to have utterly confounded him and he at once changed the subject, 
seeking to involve Moses in a metaphysical discussion about the existence and 
person of the Divine Being and the nature of His attributes. 

2106. The words 'Lord of the heavens and the earth' refer to the vastness of 
God’s dominion in respect of space. 

2107. The verse depicts Pharaoh as trying to incite his people against 
Moses by hinting that he was insulting their gods by ascribing the Kingdom of 
the heavens and earth to Allah because it were their own gods who held sway 
over all the universe. 

2108. In the 25th verse Moses had referred to the vastness of God’s 
dominion and control in respect of space; in this verse he refers to God’s 
dominion in respect of time. 

2109. Pharaoh thought that like a madman Moses would listen to nobody 
but would go on harping on his own tune, and he said so in so many words. 

2110. The verse refers to the vastness of God’s Kingdom in respect of 
directions and sides. 

a20:50. b44:8. c44:15. d2:116; 55:18. 
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and of all that is between the 

two, if only you have sense.’ 
 

30. aPharaoh said, ‘If thou 

takest a god other than me, I 

will certainly put thee in 

prison.’ 

 

 

31. Moses said, ‘What, even 

though I bring thee something 

that is manifest!’ 

 

 

32. bPharaoh said, ‘Bring it 

then, if thou speakest the 

truth.’ 

 
 

33. So Moses threw down his 

rod, and behold! cit was a 

serpent plainly visible. 

 

 

34. dAnd he drew out his 

hand, and lo! it was white for 

the beholders.2111 

 

 

R. 3.   

35. ePharaoh said to the 

chiefs around him, ‘This is 

surely a skillful sorcerer; 

 
 

36. f‘He seeks to turn you out 

of your land by his sorcery. 

Now, what do you advise?’ 

 

 

37. gThey said, ‘Put him off 

and his brother awhile and 

send into the cities 

summoners,  

 

 

38. h‘Who should bring thee 

every skilful and cunning 

sorcerer.’ 

 

 

 
2111. See 1024. 

a28:39. b7:107. c7:108. d7:109; 20:23. e7:110. f7:111; 20:58, 64. g7:112; 10:80. h7:113. 
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39. aSo the sorcerers were 

assembled together at the 

appointed time on a fixed day, 

 

 

40. bAnd it was said to the 

people, ‘Will you also gather 

together? 

 

 

41. ‘So that we may follow 

the sorcerers if they are the 

winners?’ 

 

 

42. And, when the sorcerers 

came, they said to Pharaoh, 

‘Shall we have a reward2112 if 

we are the winners?’ 

 

 

43. cHe said, ‘Yes, and surely 

then you will be among my 

favourites.’ 

 

 

44. dMoses said to them, ‘Now 

throw you what you have to 

throw.’ 

 
 

45. So they threw down their 

ropes and their rods and said, 

‘By Pharaoh’s honour, it is we 

who will surely win.’  

 

 

46. eThen Moses threw down 

his rod, and lo! it 

swallowed2113 up all that 

which they had fabricated. 

 

 

 
2112. The sorcerers seemed to be professional traders in sorcery whose 

standard of morality was very low. 
2113. The verse makes it quite clear that the rod of Moses did not swallow 

the rods and ropes of the sorcerers but swallowed up all that which they had 
fabricated, i.e. it utterly destroyed their imposture, forgery and deception. 
Moreover, it was the rod itself and not the serpent which exposed the 
deception the sorcerers had wrought on the spectators by breaking to pieces 
 

a7:114; 20:59. b20:60. c7:115. d7:117; 10:81; 20:67. e7:118; 20:70. 
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47. aThereupon the sorcerers 

were impelled to fall down 

prostrate; 

 

 

48. They said, ‘We believe in 

the Lord of the worlds, 

 

 

49. b‘The Lord of Moses and 

Aaron.’ 

 
 

50. cPharaoh said, ‘You have 
believed in him before I gave 
you leave? He is surely your 
chief who has taught you 
sorcery. But you shall know 
the consequences thereof I 
will most surely cut off your 
hands and your feet on 
account2113A of your dis-
obedience and I will most 
surely crucify you all.’ 

 

 

51. dThey said, ‘It can do us 
no harm; to our Lord shall We 
return;2114 

 

 

52. e‘We do hope that our 
Lord will forgive us our sins, 
since we are the first among 
the believers.’  

 

 

R. 4.   
53. fAnd We revealed to 
Moses, directing him, ‘Take 
away My servants by night, 
you will surely be pursued.’ 

 

 

 
the things which under the influence of their sorcery the spectators had taken 
for real serpents. 

2113A. ‘An means, on account of (Lane). 
2114. The erstwhile professional sorcerers, who, only a few minutes ago, 

were prepared to resort to any trick and subterfuge for the sake of filthy lucre, 
had come to acquire a faith that would defy death. 

a7:121; 20:71. b7:123; 20:71. c7:124, 125; 20:72. d7:126; 20:73. e5:85. f20:74. 
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54. And Pharaoh sent 

summoners into the cities, 

announcing, 

 

 

55. ‘These are a small party,  

 

56. ‘Yet they have offended 

us;2115 

 

 

57. ‘And we are a multitude 

fully prepared and vigilant.’ 

 

 

58. aSo We turned them out of 

gardens and springs, 

 

 

59. And treasures and an 

abode of honour. 

 

 

60. bThus it was; and We gave 

them as heritage2116 to the 

Children of Israel. 

 

 

61. cAnd the hosts of Pharaoh 

pursued and overtook them at 

sunrise.  

 
 

62. And when the two hosts 

came in sight of each other the 

companions of Moses said, 

‘We are surely caught.’2117 

 

 

 
2115. The appearance of a Divine Prophet among a people is a sure 

guarantee of their great and bright future if only they accept his Message and 
follow his lead. The Prophet gives them a new life and creates in them a new 
hope and confidence which change their whole outlook on life. After the 
advent of Moses, Pharaoh must have felt a great change in the Israelites and 
this must have cut him to the quick. 

2116. The verse does not mean that the springs and gardens and treasures of 
Pharaoh and the Egyptians were given over to the Israelites. The latter had left 
Egypt for Canaan, the land of promise which "flowed with milk and honey." It 
is there that they were given these things. In fact, Palestine resembles Egypt in 
the abundance of its gardens and springs. 

2117. The companions of Moses seemed to possess very weak faith. This is 
also clear from 5:22, 23; 7:149; 20:87-92. 

a44:26, 27. b44:29. c10:91; 20:79; 44:24. 
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63. ‘Never!’ said he, ‘My 

Lord is with me; He will 

guide me to safety.’ 

 

 

64. aThen We revealed to 

Moses: ‘Strike the sea with 

thy rod.’2117A Thereupon it 

parted and every part looked 

like a huge mound. 

 

 

65. And We made the others 

approach nearer. 

 

 

66. bAnd We saved Moses and 

those who were with him. 

 
 

67. cThen We drowned the 

others. 

 

 

68. In this, verily, there is a 

Sign; but most of these would 

not believe. 

 

 

69. And surely thy Lord—He 

is the Mighty, the Merciful. 

 

 

R. 5.   

70. And recite unto them the 

story of Abraham.  

 

 

71. dWhen he said to his 

father and his people, ‘What 

do you worship?’2118 

 
 

72. eThey said, ‘We worship 

idols, and we shall continue to 

be devoted to them.’ 

 
 

 
2117A. The words also mean, 'take thy people to the sea,' ‘Asa meaning 

people or community (Lane). 
2118. Throughout the Qur’an, Abraham has been associated with a 

vigorous campaign against idolatory. He seems to be the first 
uncompromising iconoclast of whose activities history has kept a record. 

a20:78. b20:81; 44:31, 32. c2:51; 7:137; 17:104; 20:79.  
d6:75; 19:43; 21:53; 37:86, 87. e21:54. 
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73. He said, ‘Do they hear you 

when you call on them?’ 

 
 

74. ‘Or, do you good or harm 

you?’ 

 
 

75. aThey said, ‘Not so, but 

we found our fathers doing 

likewise.’ 

 
 

76. bAbraham said, ‘Do you 

know that those you have 

been worshipping—’  

 
 

77. ‘You and your fathers 

before you,’ 

 

 

78. ‘They are all enemies to 

me but it is the Lord of the 

worlds,’ 

 
 

79. ‘Who has created me, and 

it is He Who guides me,’ 

 

 

80. ‘And Who gives me food 

and gives me drink,’ 

 

 

81. ‘And when I fall ill, it is 

He Who restores me to 

health,’2119 

 

 

82. ‘And Who will cause me 

to die,2120 and then bring me 

to life again,’ 

 

 

83. ‘And Who, I hope, will 

forgive me my faults on the 

 

 
2119. In this verse Abraham attributes all malady and ailment to himself 

and all remedy and cure to God. In fact, every misfortune that befalls a man is 
the result of the contravention by him of a particular law of nature, so he 
himself is responsible for it. See also 4:80. 

2120. While Abraham ascribes disease and ailment to himself, he attributes 
death to God which shows that according to him death was not, and really is 
not, an evil thing to be dreaded or shunned. In fact, death is the natural and 
necessary end of all life and like life it is a great Divine boon. 

a21:54; 43:24. b21:67; 37:86, 87. 
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Day of Judgment,’ 
 

84. ‘My Lord, bestow wisdom 

on me and join me with the 

righteous,’ 

 

 
85. a‘And grant me true and 

lasting reputation among 

posterity,’2121 

 

 

86. ‘And make me one of the 

heirs of the Garden of Bliss,’ 

 

 

87. b‘And forgive my father, 

for he is of the erring ones,’ 

 

 

88. ‘And disgrace me not on 

the day when they will be 

raised up,’2122 

 

 

89. ‘The day when wealth and 

sons shall not avail,’ 

 

 

90. c‘Save him who comes to 

Allah with a sound heart.’ 

 

 

91. And Heaven shall be 

brought near2123 to the 

righteous.  

 
 

92. And Hell shall be placed 

in full view to those who have 

gone astray. 

 

 

93. And it will be said to 
them, ‘Where are those that 
you worshipped 

 
 

 
2121. Abraham left behind him such a good name that the followers of the 

three great Faiths of the world—Judaism, Christianity and Islam, look upon 
him as their great progenitor and spiritual ancestor whose memory they revere. 

2122. Resurrection is called Ba‘th because after death man will be endowed 
with new and better faculties and new avenues for spiritual advancement will 
be opened to him. 

2123. The words mean that the righteous will be given new and better 
faculties to enjoy the bliss of Paradise. 

a19:51. b9:114; 19:48; 60:5. c37:85. 
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94. ‘Beside Allah? Can they 

help you or help themselves?’ 

 

 

95. aThen will they be thrown 

headlong therein, they and 

those who have gone astray, 

 
 

96. bAnd the hosts of Iblis, all 

together. 

 

 

97. They will say, whilst they 

dispute between themselves 

therein, 

 
 

98. By Allah, we were in 

manifest error, 

 

 

99. ‘When we held you as 

equal with the Lord of the 

worlds, 

 

 

100. ‘And none led us astray 

but the guilty ones, 

 

 

101. ‘And now we have no 

intercessors, 

 

 

102. ‘Nor any warm friend;  

 

103. c‘Could we but return to 

the world, we would be 

among the believers!’  

 
 

104. In this verily there is a 

Sign, but most of these would 

not believe.aaa 

 

 

105. And verily thy Lord—He 

is the Mighty, the Merciful. 

 

 

 

Aaa  

a27:91. b7:19; 38:86. c2:168; 6:28; 23:100; 39:59. 
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R. 6.   

106. The people of Noah 

treated the Messengers as 

liars, 

 

 

107. When their brother Noah 

said to them, ‘Will you not be 

God-fearing?’ 

 
 

108. ‘Surely, I am unto you a 

Messenger, faithful to my 

trust.’ 

 

 

109. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me;’2124 

 
 

110. a‘And I ask of you no 

reward for it. My reward is 

only with the Lord of the 

worlds;’ 

 

 

111. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me.’ 

 

 

112. They said, ‘Shall we 

believe in thee, when bit is the 

meanest of us who follow 

thee?’  

 

 

113. He said, ‘And what 

knowledge have I as to what 

they have been doing?’ 

 

 

114. ‘Their account is only 

with my Lord, if you only 

knew;’2125 

 

 

 
2124. The words, So fear Allah and obey me, which have been addressed to 

his people from the mouth of every Prophet in this Surah, show that apart 
from the general commandments embodied in Divine revelation, the believers 
are enjoined to obey the commands and instructions issued from time to time 
by their own Prophets. 

2125. The Qur’an has used five different words at different places and in 
different contexts to suit the particular occasion and to explain fully the 
 

a10:73; 11:30. b11:28. 
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115. a‘And I am not going to 

drive away the believers;’2125A 

 

 

116. ‘I am only a plain 

Warner.’ 

 

 

117. They said, ‘If thou desist 

not, O Noah, thou shalt surely 

be stoned to death.’ 

 

 

118. He said, ‘My Lord, my 

people have treated me as a 

liar;’ 

 

 

119. ‘Therefore judge Thou 

decisively between me and 

them; and save me and the 

believers that are with me.’ 

 

 

120. bSo We saved him and 

those who were with him in 

the fully laden Ark. 

 

 

121. cThen We drowned 
thereafter those who remained 
behind.  

 
 

122. In this, verily, there is a 

Sign, but most of them would 

not believe. 

 

 

 
meaning thereof; in a general sense they are all alike but as regards their finer 
shades of meaning they are different. The words are Shu‘ur, i.e. perceiving a 
thing by means of any of the senses to know its minute particulars (2:155); 
‘Aql, i.e. withholding or restraining a person from adopting an evil course 
(12:3); Fikr, i.e. reflecting upon and calculating a thing (6:51); Tafaqquh, i.e. 
applying oneself to the acquisition of knowledge and becoming well-versed in 
it (9:122); and Tadabbur, i.e. considering, examining or studying a thing 
repeatedly in order to know it (4:83). 

2125A. God’s Prophets and worldly men have different standards to judge 
the values of life. Whereas the former judge the worth and value of a man by 
his actions and deeds, the latter judge it by his material means and his social 
status. 

a11:30. b21:77; 37:77. c37:83; 54:12, 13; 71:26. 
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123. And verily thy Lord—He 
is the Mighty, the Merciful. 

 

 

R. 7.   
124. a‘The tribe of ‘Ad 
rejected the Messengers,’ 

 

 

125. When their brother Hud 
said to them, ‘Will you not 
fear God?’ 

 
 

126. ‘Surely, I am unto you a 
Messenger, faithful to my 
trust;’ 

 

 

127. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me;’ 

 
 

128. b‘And I ask of you no 

reward for it. My reward is 

only with the Lord of the 

worlds;’  

 

 

129. ‘Do you build 
monuments on every high 
place, seeking vain glory?’ 

 

 

130. ‘And do you erect 

palaces as if you will live for 

ever?’2126 

 

 

 
2126. This, the preceding and the following verse show that the Adites 

were a powerful and cultured people. They had made great progress in science 
in their time. They built fortresses, palatial buildings and great reservoirs. 
They had their summer residences, their factories and mechanical works. They 
were specially advanced in architecture. They invented new weapons and 
implements of war and erected great monuments. In short, like the present-day 
nations of the West, they possessed all the complicated paraphernalia of a 
highly advanced civilisation. They made great strides in knowledge but they 
consigned to oblivion the one supreme lesson of history, viz. that nations 
derive their real strength not from material things but from high ideals and 
good morals. As they became morally corrupt and spiritually depraved and 
turned a deaf ear to the warnings of their Prophet to mend their ways, they fell 
a victim to that terrible doom which is the inevitable lot of those who ignore 
Divine warning. See 1323. 

a7:66, 67. b11:52. 
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131. ‘And when you lay 

hands upon any one, you lay 

hands as tyrants.’ 

 

 

132. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me;’ 

 
 

133. ‘And fear Him Who has 

helped you with all that you 

know;’ 

 

 

134. ‘He has helped you with 

cattle and sons,’ 

 

 

135. ‘And gardens and 

springs;’ 

 

 

136. ‘Indeed, I fear for you 

the punishment of an awful 

day.’ 

 

 

137. They said, ‘It is the same 

to us whether thou admonish 

us or whether thou be not of 

those who admonish;’ 

 

 

138. ‘This is nothing but the 

habit2127 of the ancients;’ 

 
 

139. ‘And We shall not be 

punished.’  

 

 

140. aSo they rejected him, 

and We destroyed them. In 

that indeed there is a Sign, but 

most of these would not 

believe. 

 

 

141. And verily thy Lord—He 

is the Mighty, the Merciful. 

 

 

 
2127. Khuluq means, habit or second nature; custom or manner; religion; a 

lie (Lane). 

a7:73; 50:15. 
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R. 8.   

142. aThe tribe of Thamud2128 

also rejected the Messengers, 

 

 

143. When their brother Salih 

said to them, ‘Will you not 

guard against evil?’ 

 
 

144. ‘Surely, I am unto you a 

Messenger, faithful to my 

trust;’ 

 
 

145. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me;’ 

 
 

146. b‘And I ask of you no 

reward for it. My reward is 

only with the Lord of the 

worlds;’  

 

 

147. ‘Do you think that you 

will be left secure amid the 

things that you have here,’ 

 

 

148. ‘Amid gardens and 

springs,’ 

 

 

 
2128. This and the following several verses deal with the tribe of Thamud. 

According to Futuhush-Sham, they were a very powerful people. Their rule 
and dominion had extended from Busra, a town in Syria, to Aden. They had 
made great progress in agriculture and architecture and were a highly civilised 
and cultured people. The tribe has been mentioned by Greek historians. They 
place it in a period not long before the Christian era. Hijr or Agra, as they call 
it, is given as their home. Al-Hijr which has also been known as Mada’ini 
Salih (the Cities of Salih) and which seems to have been the capital of these 
people lies between Medina and Tabuk, and the valley in which it is situated 
is called Wadi Qura. The Qur’an represents them as the immediate successors 
of ‘Ad (7:75). It is worthy of note that the accounts of the Prophets Noah, Hud 
and Salih have been given at various places in the Qur’an and everywhere the 
order observed is the same, viz. the account of Noah precedes that of Hud and 
the account of Hud precedes that of Salih, which is the true chronological 
order. This shows that the Qur’an gives accurately and in their historical order 
the facts of history long consigned to oblivion and quite wrapped in obscurity. 
See also 1326. 

a7:74; 11:62, 63; 27:46. b11:52. 
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149. ‘And cornfields, and 

date-palms with heavy spathes 

near breaking?’ 

 

 

150. a‘And you hew out 

houses in the mountains, 

elated with your 

greatness;’2128A 

 

 

151. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me;’ 

 
 

152. ‘And obey not the 
bidding of those who exceed 
the bounds,’ 

 

 

153. b‘Who create disorder in 

the earth, and do not promote 

order and security.’ 

 

 
154. They said, ‘Thou art but 

one of the bewitched;’2129 

 

 

155. ‘Thou art only a mortal 

like us. So bring a Sign, if 

thou art of the truthful.’  

 

 
156. cHe said, ‘Here is a she- 
camel; she has her turn of 
drinking, and you have your 
turn of drinking on an 
appointed day;’ 

 

 

157. d‘And touch her not with 

evil lest there overtake you 

the punishment of an awful 

day.’ 

 

 

 
2128A. Farihin also means, with great skill (Lane). 
2129. Whereas the peoples of Noah and Hud accused their Prophets of 

forging lies, Prophet Salih, to whose uprightness and unimpeachable character 
his people had themselves borne testimony (11:63), has been declared here as 
Musahhar, i.e. one who is deceived, deluded, beguiled, bewitched, 
circumvented or outwitted (Lane). Consistently with their admission of Salih’s 

a7:75; 15:83. b27:49. c7:74; 11:65; 17:60; 54:28; 91:14. d26:156. 
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158. aBut they hamstrung her; 

and then they became 

remorseful. 

 
 

159. bSo the punishment 

overtook them. In that verily 

there is a Sign, but most of 

these would not believe. 

 

 

160. And surely thy Lord—

He is the Mighty, the 

Merciful. 

 

 

R. 9.   

161. cThe people of Lot 

rejected the Messengers, 

 

 

162. When their brother Lot 

said to them, ‘Will you not 

fear God?’ 

 
 

163. ‘Surely, I am unto you a 

Messenger, faithful to my 

trust,’ 

 

 

164. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me.’bbb 

 
 

165. ‘And I ask of you no 
reward for it. My reward is 
only with the Lord of the 
worlds,’  

 

 

166. d‘Do you, of all 

creatures, come to males?’ 

 

 

167. ‘And leave your wives 

whom your Lord has created 

for you? Nay, you are a 

people who transgress all 

limits.’ 

 

 

 
sincerity, honesty of purpose and uprightness, his people could not accuse him 
of forgery. The words Musahhar and Mashur also mean, one fed by others. 
bbb  

a7:78; 11:66; 54:30; 91:15. b7:79; 11:68; 54:32. c7:81-83; 54:34. d7:82; 27:56; 29:29, 30. 
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168. aThey said, ‘if thou desist 

not, O Lot, thou wilt surely be 

banished.’2129A 

 

 

169. He said, ‘Certainly I hate 

your conduct.’ 

 
 

170. ‘My Lord, save me and 

my family from what they 

do.’ 

 
 

171. bSo We saved him and 

his family, all of them. 

 
 

172. cSave an old woman, 

among those who stayed 

behind. 

 
 

173. dThen We destroyed the 

others. 

 
 

174. eAnd We rained upon 

them a rain; and evil was the 

rain that descended upon 

those who were warned. 

 

 

175. In that verily there is a 

Sign, but most of these would 

not believe. 

 

 

176. And surely thy Lord—

He is the Mighty, the 

Merciful.  

 

 

R. 10.   

177. fThe People of the Wood 

rejected the Messengers, 

 
 

178. gWhen Shu‘aib said to 

them, ‘Will you not fear God?’ 

 
 

 
2129A. Rajama-hu means, he stoned him, he banished him; 

excommunicated him, cut off all connections with him (Lane). 
 

a7:83; 27:57. b15:60; 29:33; 37:135; 51:36. c7:84; 11:82; 15:61; 27:58; 37:136. 
d37:137. e7:85; 25:41; 27:59. f15:79; 38:14; 50:15. g7:86; 11:85. 
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179. ‘Surely, I am unto you a 

Messenger, faithful to my 

trust, 

 

 

180. ‘So fear Allah, and obey 

me.’ 

 
 

181. ‘And I ask of you no 

reward for it. My reward is 

with the Lord of the worlds,  

 

 

182. a‘Give full measure, and 

be not of those who give 

less,2130 

 

 
183. b‘And weigh with a true 

balance, 

 

 

184. c‘And diminish not unto 

people their things, nor go about 

the earth, creating disorder, 

 

 

 
2130. As at several places in the Qur’an (Chapters 7th & 11th) and in the 

present Surah also the five Prophets—Noah, Hud, Salih, Lot and Shu‘aib have 
been mentioned together and in the same order, and identical words have been 
put in their mouths. In addition to the two fundamental teachings of all 
religions, viz. Unity of God and obedience to the Prophet of the time, great 
emphasis has been laid in the case of each Prophet on the vice from which his 
people particularly suffered. Noah’s people seemed to have been divided into 
watertight compartments and the socially well-to-do among them suffered 
from an exaggerated notion of false superiority. The wealthy among them 
would not mix with the poorer sections of society. The tribe of Hud took great 
pride in their military exploits, architectural achievements and in their 
factories and chemical works. The people of Salih gloried in their power, 
prestige and wealth. Lot’s people shamelessly indulged in a most unnatural 
and depraved sexual vice, while those of Shu‘aib were dishonest in their 
commercial dealings. Each one of these vices has been separately dealt with in 
the account of the Prophet whose people particularly suffered from it. This is 
the way of Divine Prophets that, besides stressing the basic principles of 
religion, they lay special emphasis on the particular vice from which their 
people are found to suffer. 

 

a11:85; 17:36; 55:10; 83:2-4. b11:85. c7:86; 11:86. 
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185. ‘And fear Him Who 

created you and the earlier 

peoples.’ 

 

 

186. They said, ‘Thou art but 

a bewitched person,’ 

 

 

187. ‘And thou art only a 

mortal like us, and we believe 

thee to be a liar;’ 

 

 

188. ‘So cause fragments of 

the sky to fall on us, if thou 

art truthful.’ 

 

 

189. He said, ‘My Lord 

knows best what you do.’2131 

 

 

190. So they rejected him. 
aThen the punishment of the 

day of overshadowing gloom 

overtook them. That was 

indeed the punishment of a 

dreadful day.  

 

 

191. In that verily there is a 

Sign, but most of these would 

not believe. 

 

 

192. And surely thy Lord—

He is the Mighty, the 

Merciful. 

 

 

 
2131. To the insolent challenge of his people to bring down punishment 

upon them, (Kisaf meaning, Divine punishment), Shu‘aib replied that his 
knowledge being imperfect it was not for him to decide if and when the 
punishment should and would overtake them and that it was God, their Lord 
and Creator, Who being fully acquainted with the nature of their deeds, knew 
whether or not they had rendered themselves deserving of the punishment 
they demanded. 

a7:92; 11:95; 29:38. 
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R. 11.   
193. aAnd verily this Qur’an 
is a revelation from the Lord 
of all the worlds.2132 

 

 

194. bThe Spirit, faithful to 

the trust,2133 has descended 

with it 

 

 

195. On thy heart,2134 that 

thou mayest be a Warner,  

 

 

196. cIn plain and clear Arabic 

tongue. 

 

 

197. And it is surely 

mentioned in the 

Scriptures2135 of the former 

peoples. 

 
 

 
2132. The verse purports to say that the revelation of the Qur’an is no new 

phenomenon. Like the Messages of the Prophets mentioned above the Quranic 
Message has also been revealed by God, but with this difference that whereas 
the former Prophets were sent to their respective peoples, the Qur’an has been 
revealed for all the nations of the world, because it is a revelation from the 
Lord of all the worlds. 

2133. In this verse the angel who brought the Quranic revelation has been 
called Ruhul-Amin, i.e. the Spirit faithful to the trust. Elsewhere, he is called 
Ruhul-Qudus (16:103), i.e. the Spirit of holiness. The latter epithet has been 
used to point to the eternal and complete freedom from every error or blemish 
in the Qur’an and the use of the former epithet (Ruhul-Amin) implies that it 
shall continue to enjoy Divine protection against all attempts to tamper with 
its text. This epithet has been used exclusively with regard to the revelation of 
the Qur’an because the promise of everlasting Divine protection was held out 
to no other Divine Scripture; and their texts, in course of time, came to be 
interfered and tampered with. Strangely enough, the Holy Prophet himself was 
known as Al-Amin (the Trusty) at Mecca. What a great Divine tribute to, and 
evidence of the trustworthiness of the Qur’an that its revelation was brought 
by an Amin to an Amin! 

2134. The words 'on thy heart' have been added to indicate that the Quranic 
revelations were not merely inspired ideas which the Holy Prophet expressed 
in his own words but were the actual words of God Himself which descended 
upon the Prophet’s heart through the medium of Gabriel. 

2135. The advent of the Holy Prophet and the revelation of the Qur’an both 
have been foretold in the previous Divine Scriptures. Prophecies to this effect 
 

a20:5; 56:81. b2:98; 16:103. c16:104; 41:45; 46:13. 
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198. And is it not a sufficient 

Sign for them that the learned 

among the Children of Israel 

know it? 

 

 

199. And if We had sent it 

down to one of the non-Arabs, 

 

 

200. And he had read it to 

them, they would never have 

believed in it. 

 

 

201. Thus have We caused 

disbelief to enter into the 

hearts2136 of the sinful. 

 

 

202. They will not believe in 

it until they see the grievous 

punishment, 

 

 

203. Which will come upon 

them suddenly, while they are 

not aware of it. 

 
 

204. And they will say, ‘Shall 

we be respited?’  

 
 

205. aWhat! do they seek to 

hasten Our punishment? 

 
 

206. bWhat thinkest thou that 

if We let them enjoy the good 

things of this world for years; 

 

 

 
are to be found in the religious Scriptures of almost every Faith but the Bible, 
being the best known and most widely read of all revealed Books before the 
Qur’an and also being its forerunner and in its pristine purity being its 
counterpart as a Book of Divine laws, contains the largest number of such 
prophecies. See Deut. 18:18 & 33:2; Isaiah 21:13-17; Song of Solomon 1:5, 6; 
Habakkuk 3:3-5; Matt. 21:42-45 & John 16:12-14. 

2136. This bad habit of disbelievers has its roots in their own hearts and is 
born of their indulgence in sin and vice and does not come from outside. The 
verse, in fact, states a general truth that when a man indulges in sin, his 
consciousness of it becomes blunted and in the course of time he even comes to 
develop a liking for it. It is in this way that sin corrodes and vitiates 'the hearts 

a22:48; 27:72, 73; 51:15. b20:132; 28:62. 
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207. Then there comes to 
them the punishment that they 
are promised, 

 
 

208. Of what avail will be to 
them that which they were 
allowed to enjoy? 

 
 

209. aAnd never did We 

destroy any township but it 

had its Warners.2137 

 

210. So that they may be 
admonished; and We are not 
unjust. 

 

 

211. And the evil ones have 
not brought it down;  

 

 

212. It does neither suit them 
nor have they the power to 
produce it.2138 

 

 

213. bSurely, they are 
debarred from listening to the 
Divine Word. 

 

 

214. cCall not, therefore, on 
any other god beside 
Allah,2139 lest thou become 
one of those who are punished, 

 

 

 
of the sinful.' 

2137. The verse refers to a Divine law that punishment does not overtake a 
people unless a Prophet is first sent to them and by rejecting and opposing him 
they render themselves deserving of it. See also 17:16; 28:60; 35:38. 

2138. The verse contains three arguments in support of the claim that satans 
could have no hand in the production of the Qur’an: (a)  Its teaching constitutes 
a most effective and uncompromising condemnation of all that satans stand for. 
(b)  It is of such exalted character and contains such sublime truths that it is 
beyond the power of satans to produce the like of them (17:89). (c)  The Qur’an 
contains mighty prophecies about the ultimate triumph of Islam. The satans 
could not make them as they have no knowledge of the future. 

2139. The Qur’an could not have been the Devil’s work. A satanic production 

a6:132; 11:118; 20:135; 28:60. b11:21. c17:23, 40; 28:89. 
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215. And warn thy nearest 

kinsmen,2140 

 

 

216. aAnd lower thy wing of 

mercy to the believers who 

follow thee. 

 

 

217. Then if they disobey 

thee, say, ‘I repudiate all 

connection with what you 

do.’2140A 

 

 

218. bAnd put thy trust in the 

Mighty, the Merciful, 

 

 

219. cWho sees thee when 

thou standest in Prayer. 

 
 

220. And Who sees thy 

movements among those who 

prostrate2141 themselves 

before Allah.  

 

 

221. He is indeed the All-

Hearing, the All-Knowing. 

 
 

222. Shall I inform you on 

whom the evil ones descend? 

 

 

223. They descend on every 

lying sinner. 

 

 

 
could not have laid so much stress on Divine Unity as has been laid in the 
Qur’an. 

2140. It is on record that when this verse was revealed the Holy Prophet 
stood on Mount Safa and called every Quraish tribe by name and warned them 
of the Divine punishment that would overtake them if they did not accept his 
Message and give up their evil ways (Bukhari). 

2140A. I am quit of you; I dissociate myself completely from what you do: I 
disclaim all responsibility for your actions. 

2141. This verse pays a glowing tribute to the righteousness and nobility of 
the Holy Prophets Companions. The word Sajidin refers to them. Blessed was 
the Holy Prophet who was surrounded by such godly men. Human history has 
failed to produce another example of such a noble Master, loved and followed 
by such devoted and righteous disciples. 

a15:89. b25:59; 33:49. c73:21. 
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224. They strain their ears 

towards heaven, and most of 

them are liars. 

 

 

225. And as for the poets—it 

is the erring ones who follow 

them. 

 
 

226. Dost thou not see how 

they wander aimlessly in 

every valley,  

 

 

227. And that they say what 

they do not?2142 

 
 

228. Save those who believe 

and do righteous deeds, and 

remember Allah much, and 

defend themselves after they 

are wronged. And the 

wrongdoers shall soon know 

to what place of return they 

shall return. 

 

 
 

 
2142. In these verses the imputation that the Holy Prophet is a poet (21:6) 

is rebutted. Three reasons given for this rebuttal are: (1)  Those who follow 
and associate with the poets are not men of high moral character, but the Holy 
Prophet’s followers were possessed of very noble ideals and of very high 
moral character. (2)  The poets have no fixed ideal or programme in life. They, 
as it were, wander about aimlessly in every valley. But the Holy Prophet had a 
very great and sublime mission in life. (3)  The poets do not practise what they 
preach, but the Holy Prophet was not only the noblest preceptor but the 
greatest man of action and a model exemplar. 
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CHAPTER 27 
AN-NAML 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Towards the close of the preceding Surah the disbelievers’ charge that 

the Holy Prophet was a poet and that satans descended upon him was most 
effectively refuted and it was stated that satans descended only upon sinful 
liars and forgers who mixed falsehood with truth, and that hotchpotch of much 
falsehood mixed with a little truth could never produce any good results. The 
Surah further said that the poets had no great aim or fixed programme in life, 
and wandered, as it were, distractedly in every valley and did not practise 
what they preached. To continue and elaborate the subject the present Surah 
opens with a firm declaration that the Qur’an is God’s own revealed Word. It 
explains fully and completely all matters that concern man’s spiritual life and 
supports its principles and ideals with sound and cogent arguments. According 
to Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair the Surah, was revealed at Mecca. Other 
Muslim scholars also support this view. 

Subject-Matter 
Whereas the preceding Surah opened with the abbreviated letters Ta 

Sin Mim, this Surah begins with the letters Ta Sin, the letter Mim having been 
omitted. This shows that the subject-matter of this Surah constitutes a 
continuation of the subject-matter of the preceding Surah though in a little 
different form. It begins with a brief reference to a vision in which Moses saw 
a manifestation of Divine Majesty and proceeds to give a somewhat detailed 
account of David and Solomon in whose reigns the Israelite conquests, power 
and material glory had attained their zenith. After this, the Surah deals at 
some length with the two most fundamental and basic religious beliefs—the 
existence of God and life after death. To support and substantiate the first 
belief the Surah adduces arguments from nature, man’s inner self and from his 
collective life. After alluding to the fact that God’s great powers are 
manifested in the marvellous working of the laws of nature, the Surah 
advances the acceptance of prayer by God as an invincible argument in 
support of His existence. Another unanswerable argument given by the Surah 
is that God reveals Himself to His Messengers and righteous servants and 
vouchsafes to them the knowledge of the unknown, instances of which are to 
be witnessed in every age. Next, the Surah deals with Life after death. After 
briefly pointing to other arguments it advances as one unassailable proof in 
support of Life after death the great moral and spiritual revolution which the 
Holy Prophet brought about among his people, and then proceeds to expatiate 
upon it. The argument begins and develops in this way. The Arabs had 
completely despaired of their future. They heedlessly wallowed in the 
quagmire of immoral ways and practices and rejected the Holy Prophet’s 
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Message and refused to believe that they will have to render an account of 
their deeds in an afterlife. Morally and spiritually they were virtually a dead 
people. But they received a new life through the Qur’an. The water of Divine 
revelation descended upon the bleak and barren soil of Arabia and it bloomed 
and blossomed and pulsated with a new vigorous life, and by acting upon its 
teachings the Arabs, erstwhile the scum and dregs of humanity, became its 
leaders and teachers. This marvellous revolution constituted a proof positive 
of the fact that God, Who could raise a spiritually dead people to a new life, 
had the power to raise also the physically dead to life again. The Surah closes 
on the note that God has chosen Mecca to be the Centre for His last Message 
and that from this town shall emanate a Divine Light which will illumine the 
whole world. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bTa Sin.2143 cThese are 

verses of the Qur’an, and of 

an illuminating Book,2144 

 

 

3. dA guidance and good 

tidings to those who would 

believe, 

 
 

4. eWho observe Prayer and 

pay the Zakat, and have firm 

faith in the Hereafter.  

 

 

5. fAs to those who believe not 

in the Hereafter, We have 

made their deeds appear 

beautiful2145 to them, so they 

wander blindly. 

 

 

 
2143. For a general discussion of the abbreviated letters see 16 and 1738 

and about Ta Sin, see 2094. It is significant that whereas the 26th and 28th 
Chapters which have the abbreviated letters Ta Sin Mim in their beginning, 
open with the verse, These are verses of the Book that makes things clear, the 
present Surah which is prefixed with the letters Ta Sin begins with the verse, 
These are verses of the Qur’an, and of an illuminating Book. This shows that 
while in the former two Chapters the Qur’an is alluded to only with reference 
to Moses’s Book, in the present Surah it has been mentioned by name, in its 
own right as in the verse under comment as well as in vv. 7 and 93. 

2144. The use of 'Al-Qur’an' and 'the Book' as qualifying words implies a 
mighty prophecy that the Holy Book of Islam will continue to be preserved in 
the form of a book till the end of time and that it will be widely studied and 
read, the word Qur’an meaning a book that is read. 'Since the use of the Koran 
in public worship, in schools and otherwise, is much more extensive than, for 
example, the reading of the Bible in most Christian countries, it has been truly 
described as the most widely read book in existence' (Enc. Bri. 9th edit. vol. 
16, p. 597). 

2145. From vv. 6:44 and 8:49 it is clear that it is Satan who makes evil and 
 

a1:1. b26:2; 27:2; 28:2. c15:2; 26:3; 28:3. d2:3; 10:58; 12:112; 31:4.  
e2:4; 8:4; 14:32; 31:5. f16:23; 17:11; 34:9. 
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6. It is they who shall have a 

grievous torment, and they 

alone it is who shall be the 

greatest losers in the 

Hereafter. 

 

 

7. Verily, thou receivest the 

Qur’an from the One Wise, 

All-Knowing.2146 

 

 

8. aCall to mind when Moses 

said to his family, ‘I perceive 

a fire.2147 I will bring you 

from there some news of great 

import, or I will bring you a 

flaming brand that you may 

warm yourselves.’  

 

 

9. So when he came to it, he 
was called by a voice, 

 

 
mischievous deeds of evil-doers look beautiful in their eyes. But in the verse 
under comment it is stated that God makes the deeds of disbelievers appear 
beautiful to them. It is a natural law that when a person pursues an evil course, 
thinking that he is not accountable for what he does, he begins to justify his 
conduct as good and proper, and thus it begins to appear to him in that light. 
This, in fact, is the consequence of his own conduct but inasmuch as it comes 
about in accordance with a Divine Law, it is here attributed to God. 

2146. The verse constitutes a clear denial of the charge that the Holy 
Prophet had his own ideas written down and collected in the form of a book 
and called it 'The Qur’an,' and is an unequivocal declaration that he received 
the Qur’an directly from the Wise and All-Knowing God. 

2147. It was not actual fire that Moses had seen. Had it been so he would 
have used the expression 'I have perceived the fire,' instead of 'I have 
perceived a fire.' In fact, it was a vision that Moses had seen, 'fire' 
symbolising the love of God. It is worthy of note that most of the major 
incidents, connected with Moses that have been mentioned in the Qur’an, 
were not incidents which actually took place in the physical world but only 
visions symbolizing great landmarks in the course of his spiritual development 
and prophetic mission. Besides the vision about the rod there are mentioned 
other important instances of such visions in the Qur’an (7:144), the verse 
under comment affording one such instance. 

a20:11; 28:30. 
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‘Blessed is he who is in the 
fire and also those around2148 
it, and glorified be Allah, the 
Lord of the worlds;  

10. ‘O Moses, averily, I am 

Allah, the Mighty, the Wise; 

 
 

11. b‘Throw down thy rod.’ 
And when he saw it move as 
though it were a serpent,2148A 
he turned back retreating and 
did not look back, whereupon 
We said, ‘O Moses, fear, not. 
Verily, I am the One in 
Whose presence the 
Messengers need have no 
fear; 

 

 

12. ‘As to those who do 
wrong and then adopt good 
instead of evil; to them I am 
indeed Most Forgiving, 
Merciful;  

 

 

13. c‘And put thy hand into 

thy bosom; it will come forth 

white without evil. This is 

among the nine Signs2149 unto 

 

 
2148. The expression may mean, (a)  who is in search of the fire, and who 

is near it; (b)  who is actually in the fire and who is about to enter it, 'fire' 
symbolising the fire of God’s love or the fire of trials and tribulations. The fire 
was not God, nor was God in the fire. It was only a Divine manifestation 
which cast its glow upon all that was near. 

2148A. See 1023. 
2149. For 'nine Signs' see 17:102. Briefly, they were the Signs (1)  of the 

rod and (2)  of the white hand (7:108, 109); (3)  of lice; (4)  of frogs which 
implied unusual, incessant rains; and (5)  of locusts; (6)  of blood, i.e. a plague 
which caused bleeding from the nose; (7)  and of storm which caused the sea-
water to overwhelm Pharaoh and his hosts when they were crossing the sea 
after the Israelites had crossed it safely (7:134); (8)  of drought and (9)  of 
 

a20:12, 13; 28:31. b7:118; 20:20; 28:32. c17:102; 20:23, 24. 
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Pharaoh and his people, for 

they are a rebellious people.’ 

 

14. But when Our sight-
giving2150 Signs came to 
them, they said, a‘This is 
manifest magic.’ 

 

 

15. bAnd they rejected them 

wrongfully and arrogantly, 

while their souls were 

convinced of their truth. See 

then, how evil was the end of 

those who acted corruptly! 

 

 

R. 2.   

16. And We gave knowledge 

to David and Solomon,2151 

and they said, ‘All praise 

belongs to Allah, Who has 

exalted us above many of His 

believing servants.’  

 

 

17. And Solomon was heir to 
David. And he said, ‘O ye 
people, we have been taught 
the language2152 of birds, and 

 

 
destruction of fruits (7:131). 

2150. Mubsirah means, clear, manifest; illumining; sight-giving; causing to 
have mental perception or knowledge (Lane). 

2151. David was a great warrior and a mighty and sagacious statesman. He 
was the founder of the Judean dynasty and the real builder of the Hebrew 
Kingdom. Through him all the tribes of Israel from Dan to Beersheba became 
united and organised into a powerful nation whose Kingdom extended from 
the Euphrates to the Nile. Solomon consolidated the Kingdom he had 
inherited from his father. He too was a great and good monarch. He greatly 
extended and developed the trade and commerce of his country. He was the 
master-builder among the Israelite Kings and is best known for the building of 
the famous Temple at Jerusalem, which became the Qiblah of the Israelites. 

2152. Mantiq (Language) is derived from Nataqa which means, he spoke 
 

a43:31; 61:7. b2:88. 
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we have had all necessary 
things bestowed upon us. This 
indeed is God’s manifest 
grace.’  

 

18. aAnd there were gathered 

together unto Solomon his 

hosts of jinn2153 and men and 

 

 
with sound and letters which made clear his meaning. Thus Nutq applies to 
both articulate and inarticulate speech and also to the condition of a thing 
which is as significant as articulate speech. It is external, viz. spoken words; 
and internal, viz. understanding. The word is also used with regard to animals 
and birds when the use is metaphorical (Mufradat). Birds and insects have 
their own means of communication. Migratory birds fly from one region to 
another with the change in weather. They fly in flocks and their flight is 
orderly. Similarly, ants live in communities and the bees have a well-regulated 
system of government. This could not be possible without there being some 
means of communication between them. This means of communication may 
be called their language. Prophets David and Solomon are here stated to have 
been taught the language of birds which may be taken as signifying that they 
had learnt how to make use of birds. The art of using birds for carrying 
messages from one place to another was very much developed by Solomon 
and frequent use of it was made in the management of the far-flung empire 
over which he ruled. 

2153. 'Jinn' here may signify mountain or wild tribes. The verse under 
comment should be read along with vv. 21:83; 34:13 and 38:38. It seems to 
refer to the military personnel of Solomon’s army. The three words—Jinn, Ins 
(men) and Tair (birds)—may represent three departments of his army. In the 
present verse and in 34:13, the word Jinn has been used to represent a 
particular section of the army while in 21:83 and 38:38, the word Shayatin has 
been used to represent the same class. It seems that Solomon had subdued and 
subjugated some wild tribes, this approximately being the sense of both the 
words, Jinn and Shayatin, who formed an integral part of his army and did 
sundry, other hard tasks for him. The word Tair denoting swift-footed horses 
may represent Solomon’s cavalry. This meaning of the word finds 
corroboration in 38:32-34 where Solomon has been stated to possess great 
love for horses. Thus whereas Jinn and Ins (men) represented two sections of 
Solomon’s infantry, Tair (birds) stood for his cavalry. But if Tair may be 
taken to mean actual birds then the word would signify birds which Solomon 
employed for carrying messages. Thus they also formed a very useful and 
necessary adjunct to his army. But these three words used in a metaphorical 
sense may signify respectively, 'big men,' 'ordinary men' and 'highly spiritual 
men.' 

a38:19, 20. 
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birds,2154 and they were 

formed into separate2155 

divisions,  

 

19. Until when they came to 

the Valley of An-Naml,2156 a 

 

 
2154. Tair, besides meaning 'birds,' may also apply to swift-footed animals 

such as horses, etc. Tayyar which is an intensive form of Ta’ir signifies a 
sharp-spirited and quick-footed horse which runs so fast that it seems to be 
flying (Lane & Lisan). 

2155. Waza‘a means, he stopped the first part of the army so that their last 
part may join them. Huwa Yada‘ul-Jaisha means, he was arranging the 
soldiers in proper order and placing them in rows (Aqrab). The Quranic 
expression means: (1) They were formed into separate groups. (2)  They 
marched like an ordered and disciplined army. (3)  Their first part was stopped 
so that their last part might join them. These words show that Solomon had a 
well-trained and disciplined army which had several separate and distinct 
departments. 

2156. Naml being a proper noun, "the Valley of An-Naml" does not mean 
the valley of ants as is generally misunderstood but the valley where a tribe 
named Naml lived. In Qamus we have, al-Abriqatu min Miyahili Namlati, i.e. 
Abriqah is one of the springs of Namlah. So Naml was the name of a tribe just 
as Mazin (Hamasah), which means the eggs of ants, was the name of an Arab. 
In Arabia it was not an uncommon practice that tribes were named after 
animals and beasts such as Banu Asad, Banu Kalb, Banu Naml, etc. Moreover, 
the use of the words Udkhulu (enter) and Masakinakum (your habitations) in 
the verse lends powerful support to the view that Naml was a tribe, since the 
former verb is used only for rational beings and the latter expression (your 
habitations) also has been used in the Qur’an exclusively for human 
habitations (29:39; 32:27). Thus Namlah means a person of the tribe of An-
Naml—a Namlite. The said Namlite was possibly their leader and had ordered 
the people to get out of the way of the army of Solomon and enter their houses. 
According to some authorities this valley is situated between Jibrin and 
‘Asqalan which is a town on the sea-coast, twelve miles to the north of Gaz, 
near Sinai (Taqwimul-Buldan). Jibrin is a town in the north, situated in the 
Vilayah of Damascus. This shows that the Valley of Naml is situated near the 
sea-coast, opposite to or near Jerusalem, lying on the route from Damascus to 
Hijaz, at a distance of about a hundred miles from it. This part of the country 
was, up to the time of Solomon, inhabited by the Arabs and the Midianites. 
(See ancient and modern maps of Syria and Palestine). According to other 
authorities, however, it is situated in Yemen. This latter view seems to be 
more akin to reality. In view of this historical fact, legends woven round this 
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Namlite said, ‘O ye Naml, 

enter your habitations, lest 

Solomon and his hosts crush 

you, while they know 

not.’2157  

20. Thereupon he smiled, 

wondering2158 at her words 

and said, ‘My Lord, grant me 

that I may be grateful to Thee 

for Thy favour which Thou 

hast bestowed upon me and 

upon my parents, and that I 

may do such good works as 

would please Thee, and admit 

me, by Thy mercy, among 

Thy righteous servants.’  

 

 

21. And he reviewed2159 the 

birds and said, ‘How is it that 

I do not see Hud-hud? Is he 

deliberately absent?’ 

 

 

 
valley are mere conjectures. The simple fact seems to be that while on a 
military expedition to Saba’, Solomon might have passed by the valley where 
the tribe called Naml lived. 

2157. It appears that the piety and godliness of Solomon’s soldiers was 
famed far and wide. They would not knowingly harm or injure any people. 
This seems to be the implication of the words, while they knew not, and this is 
what pleased Solomon as is clear from the next verse. 

2158. Dahika meaning, he wondered or he was pleased (Lane), the verse 
signifies that Solomon wondered and was pleased with the good opinion the 
Namlite expressed about his own and that of his army’s power and piety. 

2159. Tafaqqada (he reviewed) is derived from Faqada, i.e. he lost it, it 
was or became absent from him. Tafaqqada-hu means, he sought for or after it 
leisurely or repeatedly, it being absent from him, or he sought to obtain 
knowledge of it (Mufradat). Solomon seemed to have reviewed his army and 
Hud-hud, an important officer of the State, possibly a general, was absent at 
the important occasion. 
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22. ‘I will surely punish2160 

him with a severe punishment 

or I will slay him, unless he 

brings me a clear reason for 

his absence.’  

 

 

23. And he did not tarry long 

before Hud-hud came and 

said, ‘I have acquired 

knowledge of that of which 

thou hast no knowledge; and I 

have come to thee from Saba’ 

with sure tidings;’2161 

 

 

 
2160. Contrary to popular belief, based on fable and fiction, Hud-hud was 

not a bird employed by Solomon as his message-bearer since (a)  it was 
inconsistent with Solomon’s dignity as a great monarch and a Divine Prophet 
to be so angry with a small bird as to be prepared to inflict severe punishment 
upon it or even to kill it. (b)  Hud-hud seems to be well-acquainted with the 
rules and requirements of States and also well-versed in the knowledge about 
Divine Unity (vv. 25, 26) which birds are not. (c)  Hud-hud, being not a 
migratory bird, cannot fly long distances and therefore could not have been 
selected for the journey to Sheba and back (v. 23). It follows from these facts 
that Hud-hud was not a bird but a man, even a very responsible officer of 
State or a general who had been entrusted with an important political mission 
by Solomon to the Queen of Sheba. The practice of exchange of envoys seems 
to have been quite popular in Solomon’s time. Moreover, it is a known fact 
that men are named after birds and animals. Hud-hud was a popular name 
among Solomon’s people. The word seems to be the Arabicised form of 
Hudad, a biblical name. It appears to have been the name of several Edomite 
kings. A son of Ishmael, too, bore this name. Similarly, an Edomite prince 
who fled to Egypt for fear of Jacob’s massacre was known by this name (1 
Kings 11:14). The name appeared to be so popular and is so frequently used in 
the Old Testament that when used without a qualifying word it means, 'a man 
of the Edomite family' (Jew. Enc.). Hud-hud is also said to be the name of the 
father of Bilqis, the Queen of Sheba (Muntahal-Arab). 

2161. It appears from this verse that Hud-hud was sent on an important 
State mission and he brought for Solomon an important piece of news. Saba’ 
may be identified with Sheba of the Bible (1 Kings, ch. 10). It was a city in 
Yemen, situated at about three days’ journey from the city of San‘a’ and was 
the seat of Government of the Queen of Sheba. Moreover, Saba’ is a well-
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24. ‘I found a woman ruling 

over them, and she has been 

given every necessary 

thing2162 and she has a 

mighty throne;’ 

 

 

25. ‘I found her and her 

people worshipping the 

sun2163 instead of Allah, aand 

Satan has made their works 

look beautiful to them, and 

has thus hindered them from 

the right way, so that they are 

not rightly guided— 

 

 

26. ‘And they insist that they 
will not worship Allah, while 
Allah is He Who brings to 
light that which is hidden in 
the heavens and the earth, and 
bWho knows what you 
conceal and what you disclose 
of your design;’ 

 

 

27. ‘Allah! there is no god but 

He, the Lord of the Mighty 

Throne.’ 

 

 

 
known branch of the Qahtani tribes. 

2162. The verse shows that the Queen of Sheba ruled over a very 
prosperous people who had attained a very high degree of civilisation and that 
she possessed all those things which had made her a powerful monarch. 

2163. The Sabaeans worshipped the sun and the stars, a creed which in all 
likelihood had been imported into Yemen from Iraq with which the people of 
Yemen were in close contact by way of the sea and the Persian Gulf. The 
Sabaeans should not be confounded with Sabians who have been mentioned in 
2:63; 5:70 and 22:18, and have been variously described as (1)  a star-
worshipping people living in Iraq; (2)  a people believing in a Faith which was 
a sort of a patchwork of Judaism, Christianity and Zoroastrianism; (3)  a 
people who lived near Mosul in Iraq and believed in the Unity of God, but 
possessed no known Shari‘ah, and (4)  a people who lived round about Iraq 

a8:49; 16:64; 35:9. b2:78; 16:20; 64:5. 
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28. Thereupon Solomon said, 

‘We shall see whether thou 

hast spoken the truth or 

whether thou art a liar;’2164 

 

 

29. ‘Go thou, with this letter 

of mine, and lay it before 

them; then withdraw from 

them and see what answer 

they return.’2165  

 

 

30. The Queen said, ‘Ye 

chiefs, there has been 

delivered to me a noble letter;’ 

 

 

31. “It is from Solomon, and 

it is: ‘In the name of Allah, 

the Gracious, the 

Merciful;2166 

 

 

 
and professed belief in all Divine Prophets. 

2164. Birds are never known to speak the truth or tell lies. The verse 
affords yet one more proof of Hud-hud being not a bird but an important 
official in Solomon’s government. 

2165. Even if it be conceded that David and Solomon could understand the 
language of birds, there is nothing in the Qur’an to show that the Queen of 
Sheba also could understand their language and yet Hud-hud was entrusted 
with the mission to take Solomon’s letter to her and to have a talk with her on 
Solomon’s behalf and as his representative. 

2166. Some Christian orientalists, as is their practise, have vainly sought to 
impugn the Divine origin of the Qur’an by trying to show that the expression 
Bismillah has been borrowed from earlier Scriptures. Wherry in his 
"Commentary" says that it has been borrowed from Zend-Avesta. Sale has 
expressed an identical view, while Rodwell is of the opinion that pre-Islamic 
Arabs borrowed it from Jews and subsequently it was incorporated in the 
Qur’an by the Holy Prophet. To say that because this expression is found in 
some former Scriptures, therefore it must have necessarily been borrowed 
from one of them by the Qur’an is evidently a flimsy inference. If anything, it 
only proves that the Qur’an has originated from the same Source from which 
those Scriptures had originated.  Moreover, no other Scripture has used this 
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32. Behave not arrogantly 
towards me, but come to me 
in submission.”2167 

 

 

R. 3.   
33. She said, ‘Ye chiefs, 
advise me concerning my 
affair. I never decide any 
affair until you are present to 
advise me.’ 

 

 

34. They replied, ‘We possess 

power and we possess great 

prowess in war, but it is for 

thee to command; so consider 

what thou wilt command.’2168 

 

 

35. She said, ‘Surely, the 
kings, when they enter a 
country, despoil it, and turn 
the highest of its people into 
the lowest. And thus they 
always do; 

 

 

 
expression in the form and manner in which the Qur’an has done. Also, the 
pre-Islamic Arabs had never used it before it was revealed in the Qur’an. On 
the contrary, they had a special aversion for the use of the Divine attribute  
Ar-Rahman (25:61), which forms an integral part of Bismillah. See also 1:1. 

2167. Solomon’s letter constitutes a beautiful specimen of how great and 
comprehensive meaning can be condensed in a few brief words, devoid of all 
useless bombast and verbosity. The letter was at once a warning against the 
futility of revolt which seemed to be then raising its head in some parts of the 
country and an invitation to the Queen to submit to Solomon to avoid 
unnecessary bloodshed and also to give up idolatry and accept the true Faith. 

2168. The verse shows that the Queen of Sheba was a very powerful 
monarch and possessed great material resources and also commanded the 
affection, cooperation and willing obedience of her subjects and was the 
arbiter of their destinies. The power and glory of Saba’ was at its height in 
about 1100 B.C. The period of the Queen’s rule continued up to 950 B.C., 
when she is believed to have submitted to Solomon. With her submission was 
fulfilled the biblical prophecy, viz. 'the Kings of Sheba and Saba’ shall offer 
gifts' (Psalms 72:10). 
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36. ‘But I am going to send 

them a present and wait to see 

what answer the envoys bring 

back.’ 

 

 

37. So when the Queen’s 

envoy came to Solomon, he 

said, ‘Do you presume to help 

me with your wealth? But that 

which Allah has given me is 

better than that which He has 

given you. Nay, you take 

pride in your gift;’2169 

 

 

38. ‘Go back to them, for we 

shall surely come to them 

with hosts against which they 

will have no power of 

resistance,2170 and we shall 

drive them out of their land 

disgraced, and they will be 

humbled.’  

 

 

39. He said, ‘O nobles, which 

of you will bring me her 

throne2171 before they come 

to me submitting?’ 

 

 

 
2169. Solomon seems evidently to have become greatly offended with the 

Queen’s behaviour in sending him presents. He took it as an insult. He had 
demanded her surrender and instead was presented with paltry presents. The 
Sabaeans first had either attacked Solomon’s territory or had sought to create 
unrest in it. This is why the sending of presents by the Queen offended and 
annoyed him. In ordinary circumstances he would have been pleased with the 
presents. 

2170. Qibal means, power, strength, authority. They say mali bihi Qibalun, 
i.e. I have no power against him (Aqrab). 

2171. The expression, bi-‘Arshiha, seems to signify the throne which 
Solomon had ordered to be built for the Queen. It seemed to be a practice in 
vogue at that time that when the ruler of a State paid a visit to another ruler, a 
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40. A powerful chieftain2172 

from among the jinn said, ‘I 

will bring it to thee before 

thou strikest thy camp; and 

indeed I possess power 

therefor and I am 

trustworthy.’2173  

 

 

41. Said one who had 

knowledge of the book, ‘I will 

bring it to thee before thy 

noble envoy2174 returns to 

 

 
throne was built for the reception of the royal guest. Solomon also ordered a 
throne to be built for the reception of the Queen. It is called 'her throne' 
because it was specially built for her use. The expression may also mean, 'the 
like of her throne,' and Ya’tini, may mean, 'will prepare for me.' 

2172. ‘Ifrit, derived from ‘Afara which means, he threw him on the ground 
or humbled him, is a word used both for men and jinn and means, (1)  one 
strong and powerful; (2)  sharp, vigorous and effective in an affair, exceeding 
ordinary bounds therein with intelligence and sagacity; (3)  a chief, etc. (Lane). 

2173. These words indicate that the said ‘Ifrit was a very high official who 
wielded great authority and was, therefore, quite confident of carrying out the 
orders of his master to his entire satisfaction within the time allotted to him. 
Maqamika signifies the place where Solomon had encamped on his way to 
Saba’ and was waiting for his envoy to come back with the reply to his letter 
to the Queen of Sheba. 

2174. Tarf meaning, a glance; a noble man; government revenue; a 
messenger from Yemen (Lane). The expression may mean: (1)  Before thy 
envoy from Yemen returns to thee; (2)  in the twinkling of an eye; (3)  before 
the government revenue is deposited in the treasury. In the last-mentioned 
meaning the expression would signify, 'I would need no more money; the 
money already in the government treasury would be quite enough to meet the 
expenses of constructing a throne for the queen.' The expression, 'who had 
knowledge of the book,' seems to refer to one who knew the intricacies of 
finance. Possibly, he was Solomon’s finance minister. 

In this and the previous verse two offers to make the throne for Solomon 
have been mentioned, one by the ‘Ifrit who offered to prepare the throne 
before Solomon should strike camp and start back, and the other by 'the man 
who had knowledge.' The latter made a still better offer of finishing the throne 
before Solomon’s envoy came back with the reply to his letter from the Queen. 
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thee.’ And when he saw it set 

before him, he said, ‘This is of 

the grace of my Lord, that He 

may try me whether I am 

grateful or ungrateful. And 

whosoever is grateful is 

grateful for the good of his 

own soul; but whosoever is 

ungrateful, truly my Lord is 

Self-Sufficient, Gracious.’  

 

42. He said, ‘Make the throne 

so beautiful as to make her 

own throne appear quite 

ordinary2175 to her, and let us 

see whether she follows the 

right way or whether she is 

one of those who follow not 

the right way.’ 

 

 

 
The context shows that Solomon accepted the second offer because he wanted 
to have the throne finished before the Queen came to pay her respects to him 
as he was to stay at that place till she should come and the whole ceremony 
was over. The verse also implies that all sorts of men were employed by 
Solomon—men of knowledge and experience, skilled and unskilled labourers, 
craftsmen and technicians. 

2175. Nakkara-hu means, he changed or altered it so as not to be 
recognized; he made it look quite ordinary (Lane). The expression in the text 
may, therefore, mean, 'make this throne better than her throne so that her 
throne should appear quite ordinary.' The verse purports to say that Solomon 
had ordered the official who was entrusted with the task of preparing the 
throne for the Queen to make it so beautiful that she might realize the 
superiority of its workmanship and come to dislike her own throne and thus 
should understand that Solomon’s power and resources were much greater and 
superior to those of her. This seems to be the significance of the sentence, 
'whether she follows the right way.' Solomon sought to bring home to the 
Queen the futility of any opposition or resistance to him. She and her 
ministers and courtiers seemed to be proud of their power and resources 
(27:34) and Solomon wanted to disabuse their minds of this misconception 
(27:37). If the words 'her throne' be taken to mean the throne which, it is said, 
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43. And when she came, it 

was said to her, ‘Is thy throne 

like this?’ She replied, ‘It is as 

though it were the same. And 

we had been given knowledge 

before this, and we have 

already submitted.’2176 

 

 

44. And that which she used 

to worship beside Allah 

prevented her from believing; 

for she came of a disbelieving 

people.  

 

 

45. It was said to her, ‘Enter 

the palace.’ And when she 

saw it, she thought it to be a 

great expanse of water, and 

she bared her shanks.2177 

 

 
the Queen may have sent as a present to Solomon, the word Nakkiru would 
mean that the throne should be so embellished and made beautiful and the 
figures of idols on it, if any, so completely wiped off that she might not 
recognize it. 

2176. The words, we had been given knowledge before this, signify that the 
Queen had already become conversant with the great power and resources of 
Solomon and had made up her mind to give her allegiance to him. 

2177. Kashafa ‘an Saqihi is a well-known Arabic idiom meaning, to 
become prepared to meet the difficulty or to become perturbed or perplexed. 
Kashafat ‘an Saqaiha means: (1)  she uncovered her shanks; (2)  she got ready 
to meet the situation; (3)  she became perturbed or perplexed or was taken 
aback (Lane & Lisan). Solomon wanted the Queen to give up idol-worship 
and accept the true Faith. For this purpose he wisely adopted such means as 
should have led the noble and sagacious lady to see the error of her ways. The 
throne which Solomon had caused to be prepared for her was prepared with 
this end in view. It was made much more beautiful and in every respect 
superior to her own throne of which she was very proud. Solomon did so in 
order that she might realize that he was God’s favourite and had been 
endowed with material and spiritual gifts in far greater abundance than those 
given to her. The palace referred to in the verse was also constructed with the 
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Solomon said, ‘It is a palace 

paved smooth with slabs of 

glass.’ She said, ‘My Lord, 

indeed I have wronged my 

soul; and I submit myself with 

Solomon to Allah, the Lord of 

the worlds.’ 

 

R. 4.   

46. aAnd ‘We sent to Thamud 

their brother Salih who said, 

‘Worship Allah.’ And at once 

they became two parties 

contending with each other.  

 

 

47. He said, ‘O, my people, 
why do you seek to hasten on 
evil rather than good? 
bWherefore do you not ask 
forgiveness of Allah that you 
may be shown mercy?’ 

 

 

48. They said, ‘We augur2177A 

ill of thee and of those that are 

with thee.’ He said, ‘The true 

 

 
same object in view. As the verse shows, the entrance to the palace was paved 
with slabs of glass, below which ran a stream of crystal clear water. When the 
Queen entered the palace she mistook the transparent glass for water and 
bared her shanks, and the sight of the water perplexed her and she did not 
know what to do. By this device Solomon directed her attention to the fact 
that just as she had mistaken the slabs of glass for water, similarly the sun and 
other celestial bodies which she worshipped were not the real source of light. 
They only emitted light but were lifeless things. It was Almighty God Who 
had bestowed upon them the light which they emitted. In this way Solomon 
succeeded in the object he had in view. The noble lady made a confession of 
her error and from a worshipper of idols of wood and stone she became a 
devoted votary of the One True God. 

2177A. Tatayyara bihi means, he augured ill of it or him; he regarded him 
or it as ill-omened (Lane). 

a7:74; 11:62; 26:142; 54:24. b27:47. 
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cause of your ill-fortune is 

with Allah, but you are a 

people who are on trial.’  

49. And there were in the city 

a party of nine persons2178 
awho made mischief in the 

land, and would not reform. 

 

 

50. They said, “Swear one to 

another by Allah that we will 

surely attack him and his 

family by night, and then we 

will say to his heir,2178A ‘We 

witnessed not the destruction 

of his family, and most surely 

we are truthful.”  

 

 

51. bAnd they planned a plan, 

and We also planned a plan, 

but they perceived2179 it not. 

 

 

52. cThen see how evil was 

the end of their plan! Verily, 

 

 
2178. By implication the reference in the verse is to the nine prominent 

enemies of the Holy Prophet. Eight of them were killed in the Battle of Badr 
and the ninth, the notorious Abu Lahab, died at Mecca on hearing the news of 
the defeat at Badr. These eight were: Abu Jahl, Mut‘im bin ‘Adiyy, Shaibah 
bin Rabi‘ah, ‘Utbah bin Rabi‘ah, Walid bin ‘Utbah, Umayyah bin Khalf, 
Nadar bin Harith and ‘Aqbah bin Abi Mu‘ait. They conspired to murder the 
Holy Prophet. The actual plan was to select one man from every tribe of the 
Quraish and then make a concerted murderous attack upon him so that no 
particular tribe might be held responsible for his murder. The plan came from 
Abu Jahl, the leader of this wicked junta. 

2178A. Waliyy means, an heir; one who demands retribution for murder; an 
avenger of blood (Lane). 

2179. The Holy Prophet had to flee from Mecca but the flight eventually 
resulted in the destruction of the power of the Quraish, who did not realize 
that by compelling the Holy Prophet to flee from Mecca they were laying the 
foundation of their own destruction. 

a26:153. b3:55; 8:31; 13:43; 14:47. c7:79; 26:173; 37:137. 
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We utterly destroyed them 

and their people all together.  

53. And yonder are their 

houses fallen down because of 

their wrongdoing. In that 

verily is a Sign for a people 

who have knowledge. 

 

 

54. And We saved those who 

believed and feared God. 

 
 

55. aAnd We sent Lot as a 
Messenger, when he said to 
his people, “Do you commit 
abomination while you 
see?2179A 

 

 

56. b‘What! do you approach 

men lustfully rather than 

women? Nay, you are indeed 

an ignorant people.” 

 

 

57. But the only answer of his 

people was that they said, 
c‘Drive out Lot’s family from 

your city. They are a people 

who would keep pure.2180 

 

 
58. dSo We saved him and his 

family, except his wife; her 

We decreed to be of those 

who stayed behind.  

 

 

59. eAnd We rained upon 
them a rain; and evil was the 
rain that descended upon 
those who had been warned. 

 

 

 
2179A. The words may also mean, with your eyes open. 
2180. Yatatahharun means, they pose and parade as extra pure and 

righteous: they take pride in their righteousness and purity (Lane). 

 

a7:81; 29:29. b7:82; 26:166, 167; 29:30. c7:83; 26:168. d7:84; 29:34. e7:85; 25:41; 26:174. 
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R. 5.   

60. Say, a‘All praise belongs 

to Allah, and peace be upon 

those servants of His whom 

He has chosen. Is Allah better 

or that which they associate 

with Him?2181 

 

 

PART XX   

61. Or, Who created the 
heavens and the earth, and 
bWho sent down water for you 
from the sky wherewith We 
cause to grow beautiful 
orchards?2182 You could not 
cause their trees to grow. Is 
there a god with Allah? Nay, 
cthey are a people who deviate 
from the right path.  

 

 

62. Or, dWho made the earth a 
place of rest, and placed rivers 
in its midst, and placed upon 
it firm mountains, and eput a 
barrier between the two 
waters?2183 Is there a god 
with Allah? Nay, most of 
them know not. 

 

 

 
2181. With this verse is closed the discourse about Moses, David, Solomon, 

Salih and Lot with an invocation of Divine peace and blessings on God’s 
Messengers and His Elect to whom humanity is indebted for all that is good 
and virtuous in the world and then the Surah proceeds to give arguments in 
support of the existence of God and of His great power and Unity. 

2182. The first argument in favour of the subject introduced in the 
preceding verse is taken from nature—from the creation of heavens and earth, 
from the coming down of rain and the life it gives to the dead earth, and from 
mountains and rivers. 

2183. The argument, begun in the preceding verse, is here further 
developed and expanded. 

a37:182, 183. b31:11; 50:10. c6:2. d20:54; 78:7. e25:54; 55:20, 21. 
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63. Or, aWho answers the cry 

of the distressed person when 

he calls upon Him,2184 and 

removes the evil, band makes 

you successors in the earth? Is 

there a god with Allah? Little 

is it that you reflect. 

 

 

64. Or, Who guides you in the 
depths of darkness on land 
and sea, and Who sends the 
winds2185 as glad tidings 
before His mercy? Is there a 
god with Allah? Exalted is 
Allah above what they 
associate with Him.  

 

 

65. Or, Who coriginates 

creation, and then repeats2186 

it and dWho provides for you 

from the heaven and the 

earth? Is there a god with 

Allah? Say, Bring forward 

your proof if you are truthful.’ 

 

 

66. Say, e‘None in the heavens 

and the earth knows the 

unseen save Allah; and they 

do not know when they will 

be raised up.’ 

 

 

 
2184. As God’s great powers are manifested in the marvellous working of 

the laws of nature (preceding verse), so are they manifested in man’s inner 
conscience when he cries to God in the agony of his soul and God listens to 
his cry. 

2185. When Rih (wind) is used in the singular number, it generally signifies 
Divine punishment (17:70; 54:20; 69:7, etc.), but when it is used in the plural 
number it generally signifies Divine blessings. 

2186. The words, originates creation and then repeats it, signify creation 
and procreation. 

a2:187; 7:56. b10:15. c10:35; 29:20; 30:12, 28. d10:32; 34:25; 35:4. e11:124; 16:78; 35:39. 
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67. Nay, their knowledge 

respecting the Hereafter has 

reached its limit, rather they 

are in doubt about it; rather 

they are blind to it.2187 

 

 

R. 6.   

68. aAnd those who disbelieve 

say, “What! when we and our 

fathers have become dust, 

shall we indeed be brought 

forth again? 

 

 

69. b‘We were surely 

promised this before—we and 

our fathers; this is nothing but 

tales of the ancients.” 

 

 

70. Say, c‘Travel in the earth 

and see how evil was the end 

of the sinful.’  

 

 

71. dAnd grieve thou not for 

them, nor be thou in distress 

because of what they devise. 

 

 

72. eAnd they say, ‘When will 

this promise be fulfilled, if 

you are truthful?’ 

 

 

73. Say, ‘May be that fa part 

of that which you would 

 

 
2187. No amount of human knowledge and intelligence alone can satisfy 

the cravings of the human soul, nor can it prove beyond doubt the existence of 
God and of Life after death, the two basic religious beliefs, because their full 
comprehension is beyond human ken. It is Divine knowledge acquired 
through Divine revelation that can and does actually engender certainty in 
human mind about them. Man’s knowledge can, at best, lead to the conclusion 
that there must be a Divine Being and a Life after death, but it is Divine 
revelation alone that can change this must be into the certain is. 

a13:6; 37:17; 50:4. b23:84. c16:37; 30:43; 40:83. d15:89; 16:128.  
e10:49; 21:39; 34:30; 36:49. f22:48; 26:205; 29:55. 
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hasten on is close behind 

you.’  

74. And, truly, athy Lord is 

gracious to mankind, but most 

of them are not grateful. 

 

 

75. bAnd, surely, thy Lord 

knows what their bosoms 

conceal and what they 

disclose. 

 

 

76. And there is nothing 

hidden in the heaven and the 

earth, but it is recorded in a 

clear Book. 

 

 

77. Verily, this Qur’an 

explains to the Children of 

Israel most of that concerning 

which they differ.2188 

 

 

78. And verily, it is a 

guidance and a mercy for the 

believers. 

 
 

79. Verily, thy Lord will 

decide between them by His 

judgment, and He is the 

Mighty, the All-Knowing.  

 

 

80. cSo put thy trust in Allah; 

surely, thou art on manifest 

truth. 

 

 

81. Verily, thou canst not 

make the dead to hear, dnor 

 

 
2188. The implied reference in this verse may be to Solomon whom the 

Jews accused of resorting to Shirk (idolatry) in order to win the affection of 
the Queen of Sheba. As there had existed difference of opinion among the 
Jews about Solomon’s behaviour towards the Queen, the Qur’an has lifted the 
veil from this obscure fact. 

a10:61; 40:62. b2:78; 16:24; 28:70; 36:77. c11:124; 25:59; 33:49. d10:43; 30:53. 
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canst thou make the deaf to 

hear the call, when they 

retreat turning their backs.2189 

 

82. aAnd thou canst not guide 

the blind out of their error. 

Thou canst make only those to 

hear who believe in Our 

Signs, so they submit. 

 

 

83. And when the sentence is 
passed against2190 them, We 
shall bring forth for them an 
insect2191 out of the earth 
which shall wound them 
because people did not believe 
in Our Signs.  

 

 

R. 7.   
84. And remind them of the 
day bwhen We shall gather 
together from every people a 
party from among those who 
rejected Our Signs, and they 
shall be formed into separate 
groups. 

 

 

 
2189. The words, when they retreat turning their backs, make it clear that 

'the dead' mentioned here are 'the spiritually dead' just as 'the blind' in the next 
verse are 'the spiritually blind.' 

2190. The words, Waqa‘al-Qaulu ‘Alaihim, mean, the sentence or the 
decree became due against them or came to pass; they made themselves 
deserving of the Divine sentence or the Divine decree (Aqrab). 

2191. This is a prophecy concerning the appearance of plague in the Latter 
Days. The verse was so construed by the Holy Prophet himself. But if Dabbah 
is taken in the sense of a grossly materialistic person all whose endeavours are 
wholly directed to the acquisition of worldly riches and material comforts 
(34:15), the reference in the verse seems to be to the materialistic Western 
nations 'whose labour is all lost in search after things pertaining to the life of 
this World' (18:105) and who have fallen on this world with all their might 
and main. 

a10:44; 30:54. b25:18; 67:9. 
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85. Till, when they come, He 

will say, a‘Did you reject My 

Signs, while you had not full 

knowledge concerning them? 

Or, what was it that you were 

doing about them?’ 

 

 

86. And the sentence shall 

come to pass against them 

because they did wrong, and 

they will be speechless.2192 

 

 

87. bSee they not that We 

have made the night that they 

may rest therein, and the day 

sight-giving? In that verily are 

Signs for a people who 

believe.  

 

 

88. cAnd call to mind the day 

when the trumpet will be 

blown2193 and whoever is in 

the heavens and whoever is in 

the earth will be struck with 

terror, save him whom Allah 

pleases. And all shall come 

unto Him humbled. 

 

 

89. And thou seest the 

mountains, which thou 

thinkest to be firmly fixed, 

pass away as the clouds pass 

away2194––the handiwork of 

 

 

 
2192. They will not be able to put in defence of their misdeeds. The charge 

against them being quite true and manifest will be incapable of being 
defended, and so the sentence of punishment will be passed against them. 

2193. The words, when the trumpet will be blown, besides referring to the 
Day of Resurrection, refer to the new order that was ushered in by the Holy 
Prophet as if by the blowing of a trumpet. 

2194. At the advent of the Holy Prophet old ideas and institutions which 
 

a10:40. b10:68; 17:13; 28:74; 30:24. c18:100; 20:103; 36:52; 78:19. 
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Allah Who has made 

everything perfect. Verily, He 

is fully Aware of what you do. 

90. aWhoever does a good 

deed shall have a better 

reward than that, and such 

will be secure from terror that 

day. 

 

 

91. And those who do evil, 
bshall be thrown down on 

their faces into the Fire; and it 

will be said to them, ‘Are you 

not rewarded for what you 

have been doing?’  

 

 

92. Say, ‘I am commanded 

only to serve the Lord of this 

City2195 which He has made 

sacred, and to Him belong all 

things; and I am commanded 

to be of those who submit to 

God, 

 

 

93. And to recite the Qur’an.’ 

So cwhoever follows 

guidance, follows it only for 

the good of his own soul; and 

 

 
seemed to have been firmly rooted like mountains, melted and vanished away 
like the passing of clouds. 'Mountains' may here equally refer to the great and 
firmly established Roman and Persian Empires which were scattered like 
chaff before the irresistible victorious Muslim armies. 

2195. The Meccans feared that if idol-worship disappeared from Arabia, 
the Ka‘bah, being the repository of all their well-known idols, will lose its 
importance and with it they will lose their prestige and influence as its 
custodians. The verse disabuses their minds of this false notion and purports 
to say that being the Centre of a World Movement and of the Message for all 
mankind, Mecca, far from losing its importance, will, on the contrary, add to 
its prestige and will continue to be respected and revered till the end of time. 

a4:41; 6:161; 28:85. b26:95. c10:109; 39:42. 
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as to him who goes astray, 

say, ‘I am only a Warner.’   

94. And say, ‘All praise 

belongs to Allah; He will soon 

show you His Signs, and you 

will know them.’ And thy 

Lord is not unaware of what 

you do. aaaa 

 

 
 

 
aaa  
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CHAPTER 28 
AL-QASAS 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
By common agreement the Surah was revealed at Mecca. According 

to ‘Umar bin Muhammad it was revealed while the Holy Prophet, during the 
Hijrah, was on his way to Medina. The verse, He Who has made the teaching 
of the Qur’an binding on thee will most surely bring thee back to thy ordained 
place of return (v. 86), clearly shows that the Holy Prophet was yet in Mecca 
when he was told that at first he would have to leave Mecca as a fugitive and 
then would come back to it as a conqueror. The preceding Surah had ended 
with the verse, So whoever follows guidance, follows it only for the good of 
his own soul; and as to him who goes astray, say, I am only a Warner, which 
meant that no force would be allowed to be used in the propagation of the 
teachings of the Qur’an. It was to establish truth of this Quranic claim that the 
present Surah was revealed. 

Subject-Matter 
The present is the third and last of the Chapters which belong to the Ta 

Sin Mim group. These three Chapters open with the same abbreviated letters 
and, therefore, possess a striking similarity in the subject-matter. They all 
begin with the important subject of the revelation of the Qur’an and end with 
the same subject. In Chapter 26th much space is devoted to the presentation 
by Moses of his Message to Pharaoh. In Chapter 27th pride of place is given 
to the manifestation that Moses saw of the Divine Glory and Majesty and to 
the spiritual experience which he had in the blessed Valley of Tuwa. In the 
present Surah, however, the different phases of Moses’s life have been treated 
in greater detail than perhaps in any other Surah—his being taken out of the 
sea in a miraculous manner, his infancy and childhood, his youth, his Hijrah 
and his Call—the implication being that the Holy Prophet, who was the like of 
Moses, would also have to go through similar experiences, though under 
different conditions and in different circumstances. The Surah opens with an 
account of the pitiable condition of the Israelites under Pharaoh—how by his 
policy of ruthless exploitation and suppression he sought to kill in them all 
manly qualities and how when their humiliation had reached its nadir, God 
raised Moses and through him brought about their emancipation by drowning 
Pharaoh and his mighty hosts in the sea before their very eyes. After the 
account of Moses’s life-story, the Surah refers to the prophecies that are found 
in the Bible about the Holy Prophet and proceeds to tell the Quraish that if 
they accepted him, they would enjoy all those spiritual and material blessings 
and benefits of which Mecca, as the Centre and Citadel of the new Faith, was 
destined to receive. But if they rejected him, they would incur the displeasure 
of God. The Surah then proceeds to say that when disbelievers, on account of 
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their persistent rejection of truth are seized with punishment, they start 
condemning and denouncing their leaders who, they say, lead them astray and 
are the cause of their ruin. The leaders, on their part, disown them and even 
curse them for having blindly followed them. The real cause, however, of the 
rejection of the Divine Message, the Surah says, is that puffed up with 
material wealth and thereby lulled into a false sense of security, men of wealth 
and influence make light of God’s Prophets, mock at them and persecute them, 
ignoring the supreme moral lesson which is writ large on the pages of history 
that the rejection of Truth has never been allowed to go unpunished and 
disbelief has always landed its protagonists into ruin. Towards its close the 
Surah makes a pointed reference to a mighty prophecy which was implied in 
Moses’s flight from Egypt to Midian, in his sojourn there for ten years and his 
subsequent return to Egypt and in delivering the Israelites from Pharaoh. The 
prophecy was to the effect that like Moses the Holy Prophet of Islam also 
would leave his native place and go to live in a strange place for ten years and 
then would come back to the cradle of his Faith and conquer Mecca and 
establish Islam on a firm footing. The last few verses of the Surah sum up its 
subject-matter, and the Holy Prophet is told that he never had the remotest 
idea that he will ever be made the bearer of the Divine Message, but now that 
he has actually been entrusted with his great mission, he should call all 
mankind to the ways of the Lord, and trusting in Him and refusing to be 
discouraged or dismayed, should fight his way to success like the great and 
valiant votary of Truth he is. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bTa Sin Mim.2195A   

3. cThese are verses of the 

perspicuous Book. 

 
 

4. We rehearse unto thee a 

true account of Moses and 

Pharaoh for the benefit of a 

people who would believe.  

 

 

5. dVerily, Pharaoh behaved 

arrogantly in the earth, and 

divided2196 the people 

thereof into sections; he 

sought to weaken one section 

of them, eslaughtering their 

sons and sparing their 

women. Certainly, he was 

one of the mischief-makers. 

 

 

6. And We desired to show 

favour unto those who were 

 

 
2195A. See 2143 
2196. The policy of "divide and rule" which has been practised with such 

deadly effect by the Western colonial Powers in this twentieth century seemed 
also to have been followed by Pharaoh with great success. He had split the 
people of Egypt into parties and sections and had made invidious distinctions 
between them. Some of them he favoured and others he exploited and 
suppressed. Moses’s people belonged to the latter unfortunate class. The 
words, slaughtering their sons and sparing their women, besides bearing the 
apparent sense that in order to keep the Israelites under permanent subjection 
Pharaoh destroyed their men and kept alive their women, may also signify that 
by his policy of exploitation and heartless suppression, he sought to kill all 
their manly qualities and thus made them timid like women. 

a1:1. b26:2; 27:2. c12:2; 15:2; 26:3; 27:2. d10:84. e2:50; 7:142; 14:7. 
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considered weak in the earth, 

and to make them leaders and 

to make them inheritors of 

Our favours,  
 

7. aAnd to establish them in 

the earth,2197 and to make 

Pharaoh and Haman2198 and 

their hosts see from them that 

which they feared.2199 

 

 

8. bAnd We directed the 

mother of Moses by 

revelation, ‘Suckle him; and 

when thou fearest for him, 

then cast him into the river 

 

 
2197. When degradation of the Israelites in Egypt reached its nadir and the 

cup of iniquities of Pharaoh and his people became full to the brim and God in 
His infallible wisdom decreed that the oppressors should be punished and 
those held in bondage be emancipated, He raised Moses. This phenomenon 
which took place in the time of every Divine Messenger witnessed its fullest 
and finest manifestation during the ministry of the Holy Prophet of Islam. 

2198. Haman was the title of the high priest of the god Amon; 'ham,' in 
Egyptian language meaning, high priest. The god Amon dominated all other 
Egyptian gods. 'Haman was the director of both the treasury and the granary 
and director also of the soldiers and all the craftsmen of Thebes. His name 
was Nebunnef and he was high priest under Rameses II and his son 
Merneptah. Being the head of the extremely rich sacerdotal organization, 
embracing all the priesthoods of the country, his power and prestige had 
increased so much that he controlled a most influential political faction and 
even kept his own private army'("A History of Egypt" by James Henry 
Breasted, Ph.D.). Haman is also said to be the name of a minister of 
Ahasuerus, a king of Persia who lived many ages after Moses’s time. There is 
nothing strange or objectionable in two persons living in two different periods 
bearing the same name. 

2199. Exploitation and tyranny produce their own nemesis and the 
exploiters and oppressors never feel secure from the standard of revolt being 
raised against them by those whom they exploit, suppress or oppress. The 
greater the oppression of the tyrant, the greater his fear of revolt from those 
who are oppressed. Pharaoh, too, was seized with this fear. 

a7:138; 26:60; 44:29. b20:39. 
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and fear not, nor grieve; for 

We shall restore him to thee, 

and shall make him one of 

the Messengers.’ 

 

9. She did accordingly aand 

one of the family of Pharaoh 

picked him up so that2200 he 

became for them an enemy 

and a source of sorrow. 

Verily, Pharaoh and Haman 

and their hosts were 

wrongdoers.  

 

 

10. And Pharaoh’s wife said, 

‘He will be a joy of the eye 

for me and for thee. Slay him 

not. Haply he may prove to 

be useful for us, or we may 

adopt him as a son.’ And they 

knew not Our purpose.2201 

 

 

11. And the heart of the 

mother of Moses became free 

from anxiety. She had almost 

disclosed his identity,2202 

were it not that We had 

strengthened her heart so that 

she might be of the firm 

believers. 

 

 

 
2200. The particle lam in Liyakuna (so that he became) is called Lam-e-

‘Aqibah and denotes result and consequence. 
2201. God’s ways indeed are inscrutable. Pharaoh did not know that the 

very child, upon whom he was lavishing so much care and love, would one 
day prove an instrument of punishment for him in the hands of Destiny 
because he had flouted and defied Divine commandments and had held the 
Israelites in bondage and tyrannized over them for a long time. 

2202. Moses’s mother was so much pleased with Moses having been 
restored to her that out of extreme joy she was on the point of declaring that 

a20:40. 
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12. And she said to his sister, 

‘Follow him up.’ So she 

observed him from afar; and 

they were unaware of this. 

 

 

13. And We had already 

decreed that he shall refuse 

the wet-nurses; so she said, 
a‘Shall I direct you to the 

people of a household who 

will bring him up for you and 

will be his sincere well-

wishers?’ 

 

 

14. Thus We restored him to 

his mother that her eye might 

be gladdened and that she 

might not grieve, and that she 

might know that the promise 

of Allah is true. But most of 

people know not.  

 

 

R. 2.   

15. bAnd when he reached his 

age of full strength and 

attained maturity, We 

bestowed wisdom and 

knowledge upon him; and 

thus do We reward those who 

do good.2203 

 

 

 
the child belonged to her. If God had not restrained her, she almost had told 
people about the whole affair—how she had received a Divine revelation and 
how in pursuance of it she had put the child into the river and so on. 

2203. Moses was fully equipped with temporal as well as Divine 
knowledge. Having been brought up in the house of a great monarch of the 
time he must have had the best tutors to teach him the current sciences. His 
physical development was also perfect as is apparent from the next verse, 
and he was inspired by noble ideals. As God had marked him out for a great 
 
 

a20:41. b12:23; 46:16. 
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16. And one day he entered 

the city at a time when its 

inhabitants were in a state of 

heedlessness; and he found 

therein two men fighting—

one of his own party and the 

other of his enemies. And he 

who was of his party sought 

his help2204 against him who 

was of his enemies. aSo 

Moses struck the latter with 

his fist; and thereby caused 

his death. Then Moses said, 

‘This is of Satan’s doing,2205 

he is indeed an enemy, a 

manifest misleader.’  

 

 

 
destiny, he was endowed with wisdom and spiritual knowledge in a very large 
measure. By the time Moses had attained maturity he was a Muhsin, i.e. a 
constant doer of good deeds. 

2204. Being of a very noble nature and having been inspired by very high 
ideals, Moses was always ready to help weak and oppressed people; so when a 
poor Israelite sought his help against an arrogant and cruel Egyptian, he at 
once went to his rescue. 

2205. The expression, This is of Satan’s doing, according to Arabic idiom 
means that some evil thing has happened, i.e. 'Satan had caused an Egyptian 
and an Israelite to fight and I had to come to the assistance of the oppressed 
Israelite which resulted in an evil thing' i.e. the death of a person. Or the 
words might have been addressed to the dead Egyptian meaning, 'This is the 
outcome of your satanic deed,' i.e. 'Your death is the result of your own 
wickedness and transgression.' The fact that Moses used no lethal weapon and 
only repelled the Egyptian or struck him with his fist shows that the latter’s 
death was accidental. Evidently, there was no intention on Moses’s part to kill 
him. The Qur’an has not mentioned the wicked deed of the Egyptian to which 
Moses refers in this verse. The Egyptian is reported to have forced an Israelite 
woman to commit adultery with him. It apparently led to the quarrel referred 
to in the verse and ultimately to Moses’s interference and the death of the 
Egyptian (Jew. Enc. under "Moses"). 

a20:41; 26:20. 
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17. He said, ‘My Lord, I have 

wronged my soul,2206 so do 

Thou forgive me.’ So He 

forgave him; He is Most 

Forgiving, ever Merciful. 

 

 

18. He said, ‘My Lord, 

because of the favour Thou 

hast bestowed upon me, I will 

never be a helper of the 

guilty.’2207 

 

 

19. And morning found him 

in the city, apprehensive, 

watchful; and lo! he who had 

sought his help the day before 

cried out to him again for 

help. Moses said to him, 

‘Verily, thou art manifestly a 

misguided fellow.’2208  

 

 

20. And when he made up his 

mind to lay hold of the man 

 

 
2206. Zalama-hu means, he imposed upon him a burden which was beyond 

his power or ability to bear; he exposed himself to danger (Lane & Mufradat). 
Moses realized that in trying to help the poor Israelite he had happened to kill 
the Egyptian and thus had exposed himself to a great danger and had taken 
upon himself a burden which apparently he could not bear. So he prayed to 
God to protect him from the evil consequences that might flow from his 
accidentally killing a member of the ruling race. 

2207. The verse shows Moses as saying, 'My Lord! Thou hast always been 
gracious to me, so in my gratitude to Thee for Thy favour, I promise that I will 
always help the oppressed as I did on the last occasion, and will never take 
sides with the oppressor.' Or it may mean, 'My Lord, since Thou hast been 
always kind and gracious to me, how can I be a helper and supporter of the 
oppressors?' 

2208. Moses seems to reproach the Israelite who called him for help by 
saying to him, 'You are a foolish fellow and not being able to realize the 
consequences of your actions you readily become involved in trouble.' The 
words do not mean, as is generally misunderstood, that Moses regarded the 
man as an offender. 
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who was an enemy2209 to 

both of them, he said, ‘O 

Moses, dost thou intend to 

kill me even as thou didst kill 

a person yesterday? Thou 

only desirest to be a tyrant in 

the land, and thou desirest not 

to be a peacemaker.’ 
 

21. And there came a man 

from the far side of the city, 

running. He said, ‘O Moses, 

of a truth, the chiefs are 

taking counsel together 

against thee to kill thee. 

Therefore get thee away; 

surely, I am thy well-wisher.’ 

 

 

22. aSo he went forth 
therefrom, fearful and 
watchful. He said, ‘My Lord, 
deliver me from the unjust 
people.’  

 

 

R. 3.   
23. And when he turned his 
face towards Midian, he said, 
‘I hope, my Lord will guide 
me to the right way.’ 

 

 

24. And when he arrived at 
the water of Midian, he found 
there a party of men, 
watering their flocks. And he 

 

 

 
2209. The words, who was an enemy to both of them, show that the man 

referred to was an Egyptian. But if he was an Israelite, as the Bible says, then 
he must have been in league with the Egyptians and must have reported the 
previous day’s incident to the authorities and thus was an enemy both to 
Moses and the Israelite who called Moses for help. 

 

a26:22. 
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found beside them two 
women holding back their 
flocks. He said, ‘What is your 
problem?’2209A They replied, 
‘We cannot water our flocks 
until the shepherds depart 
with their flocks, and our 
father is a very old man.’ 

 

25. So he watered their flocks 

for them. Then he turned 

aside into the shade and said. 

‘My Lord, I stand in need of 

whatever good Thou mayest 

send down to me.’ 

 

 

26. And one of the two 

women came to him, walking 

bashfully. She said, ‘My 

father calls thee that he may 

reward thee for thy having 

watered our flocks for us.’ So 

when he came to him and 

told him the story, he said, 

‘Fear not; thou hast escaped 

from the unjust people.’2210  

 

 

27. One of the two women 

said, ‘O my father, take him 

into thy service; for the best 

man that thou canst employ is 

the one who is strong and 

trustworthy.’ 

 

 

 
2209A. What is your trouble; or what is the matter with you? 
2210. The words, thou hast escaped from the unjust people, show that on 

hearing Moses’s story the old and righteous man was convinced that Moses 
had committed no murder and that the death of the Egyptian was only 
accidental. On the other hand he dubbed and denounced the Egyptians as a 
wicked people. 
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28. Their father said to Moses 
‘I intend to marry to thee one 

of these two daughters of 
mine on condition that thou 
stay in my service for eight 

years. But if thou complete 
ten years, it will be of thine 
own accord.2211 And I would 

not lay any hardship upon 
thee; thou wilt find me, if 
Allah wills, of the righteous.’ 

 

 

29. Moses said, ‘That is 
settled between me and thee. 
Whichever of the two terms I 

fulfil, there shall be no 
injustice to me; and Allah 
watches over what we say.’  

 

 

R. 4.   

30. And when Moses had 

fulfilled the term, and set 

forth with his family, he 

 

 
2211. The construction of the verse does not seem to lend countenance to 

the conclusion generally considered derivable from it, viz. that Shu‘aib or 
Jethro agreed to marry one of his daughters to Moses in lieu of eight or ten 
years of service. The fact of the matter appears to be that Shu‘aib having 
grown very old needed an honest man to look after his flocks and Moses 
having been found by him to be possessed of the required qualifications was 
taken in service by him at the instance of one of his daughters. Eight or ten 
years were agreed upon as the tenure of service. Shu‘aib, however, being a 
godly person either himself realized, or was informed by God by revelation, 
that a great future lay before Moses. He, therefore, offered to marry one of his 
daughters to him and, desiring that his son-in-law should live with him for 
some time and benefit by his noble company, laid it down as one of the 
conditions of marriage that Moses should stay with him for eight or ten years. 
Thus it is not correct to say that Shu‘aib offered to marry his daughter to 
Moses in lieu of the latter serving him for eight or ten years. Whatever 
remuneration Moses might have received from Shu‘aib had nothing to do with 
the marriage proposal. 
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perceived a fire in the 

direction of the Mount. He 

said to his family, ‘Wait,2212 
aI perceive a fire; haply I may 

bring you some useful 

information therefrom, or a 

burning brand from the fire 

that you may warm 

yourselves.’ 

 

31. And when he came to it, 
bhe was called by a voice 

from the right side2213 of the 

Valley, in the blessed spot, 

out of the tree: ‘O Moses, 

verily I am Allah, the Lord of 

the worlds;’  

 

 

32.* cAnd it is also said, 

‘Throw down thy rod.’ And 

when he saw it move as 

though it were a serpent, he 

turned back retreating and did 

not look back. ‘O Moses,’ said 

the voice, ‘Come forward and 

fear not; surely, thou art of 

 

 

 
2212. Seclusion and solitude are very essential for meditation and 

communion with the Divine Being. Moses sought separation from his family, 
in fact from all worldly contacts and connections, in order that he might be 
blessed with Divine communion. 

2213. Whereas Moses was only on the side of the blessed spiritual valley, the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad had actually entered it (53:14, 15). Moses could not 
attain that high stage of nearness to God which was reserved for the Holy Prophet. 

* In the original translation of the Short Commentary a part of the verse i.e.  ْن  و� ا�
is left out. In the Five Volume Commentary the verse is translated fully. After the 
insertions of the translation of the relevant phrase in the present translation, the 
first clause of the verse will read as: “And it also said, ‘Throw down thy rod’.” 
(Publisher) 

a20:11; 27:8. b19:53; 20:81; 79:17. c7:118; 20:20; 26:46. 
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those who are safe, 

33. a‘Insert thy hand into thy 

bosom; it will come forth 

white without evil effect, and 

draw back thy arm toward 

thyself in order to still thy 

fear. So these shall be two 

proofs from thy Lord to 

Pharaoh and his chiefs. 

Surely, they are a rebellious 

people.’ 

 

 

34. bMoses said, ‘My Lord, I 

killed2214 a person from 

among them, and I fear that 

they will kill me;  

 

 

35. And my brother Aaron—

he is more eloquent in speech 

than I; csend him, therefore, 

with me as a helper2215 that 

he may bear witness to my 

truth. I fear that they will 

charge me with falsehood.’ 

 

 

36. dGod said, ‘We will 

strengthen thine arm2216 with 

thy brother, and We will give 

power to you both so that 

 

 
2214. Moses alludes to the mere fact of a man having been accidentally 

killed by him and not that he pleads guilty to the charge of deliberately killing 
him. 

2215. Rid’ means, a buttress or the like by means of which a wall is 
strengthened and supported; a thing by means of which one is helped, aided or 
assisted; an aider or helper. They say, Fulanun Rid’u Fulanin, i.e. such a one 
is an aider to such a one (Lane). 

2216. ‘Adud means, the upper arm or upper half of the arm; an aider or 
assistant (Lane). 

a7:109; 20:23; 27:13. b20:41; 26:15. c20:30-33; 26:14. d20:43. 
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they shall not reach you. So 

go with Our Signs. You two 

and those who follow you 

will prevail.’ 

 

37. aAnd when Moses came 
to them with Our clear Signs, 
they said, ‘This is nothing but 
a forged sorcery, and we 
never heard the like of this 
among our forefathers.’ 

 

 

38. Moses said, ‘My Lord 
knows best who it is that has 
brought guidance from Him, 
and whose will be the reward 
of the final abode. Verily, the 
wrongdoers never prosper.’  

 

 

39. And Pharaoh said, ‘O 
chiefs, bI know of no god for 

you other than myself; so 
burn me bricks of clay, cO 
Haman, and build me a 

tower, that I may, by climbing 

it, have a look at the God of 
Moses,2217 for I think that he 

is a liar.’ 

 

 

40. dAnd he and his hosts  
 

 
2217. The verse is susceptible of two interpretations: (1)  The Israelites 

were already working as labourers at the kilns. Pharaoh alludes to this ignoble 
condition of theirs and seems derisively to say to Haman, 'These people do not 
appear to have sufficient work to do. Having more than enough leisure they 
have begun to dream of Prophethood. They must be put to hard labour; then 
will they come to their senses and give up having false illusions about God 
and Prophethood.' (2)  The Egyptians were well-versed in astronomy. They 
built high observatories for observing the movements of the stars. So Pharaoh 
jeeringly asked Haman to build for him a lofty observatory so that he might 
have a peep at the God of Moses. 

a29:40. b26:30. c40:37. d7:134. 
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behaved arrogantly in the 
land without justification. 

And they thought that they 
would never be brought back 
to Us. 

 

41. aSo We seized him and 
his hosts and cast them into 
the sea. See, then, how evil 
was the end of the 
wrongdoers! 

 

 

42. And We made them 

leaders bwho called people 

unto the Fire; and on the Day 

of Resurrection they will not 

be helped. 

 

 

43. cAnd We caused them to 
be followed by a curse in this 
world; and on the Day of 
Resurrection they will be 
among those deprived of all 
good.2217A 

 

 

R. 5.   

44. dAnd We gave Moses the 
Book, after We had destroyed 

the earlier generations, as a 

source of enlightenment for 
men, and a guidance and a 

mercy, that they might 
reflect.  

 

 

45. And thou wast not on the 

western side of the Mount 

when We committed the 

matter of Prophethood to 

 

 

 
2217A. Maqbuh means, removed from or deprived of good; driven from 

good like a dog; rendered abominable (Lane). 

a2:51; 7:137; 17:104; 20:79; 26:67; 79:26. b11:99. c11:61, 100. d7:155; 46:13. 
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Moses nor wast thou among 

the witnesses.2218 

46. But We brought forth 

generations after Moses, and 

life became prolonged for 

them.2219 And thou wast not 

a dweller among the people 

of Midian,2219A rehearsing 

Our Signs unto them; but it is 

We Who send Messengers.  

 

 

47. And thou wast not on the 
side of the Mount with Moses, 
awhen We called to him and 
revealed to him Our prophecy 
concerning thee.2220 But We 
have sent thee as a mercy from 
thy Lord, bthat thou mayest 
warn a people to whom no 

 

 

 
2218. The verse purports to say that the prophecy of Moses about the 

advent of the Holy Prophet (Deut. 18:18) has been fulfilled so clearly and in 
such detail as if he was present in person with Moses when the latter was 
making the prophecy. 

2219. Ages passed and a long line of Prophets appeared after Moses and 
they preached their Messages, yet none of these Prophets ever claimed to be 
'the Prophet like unto Moses' about whom Moses had made the prophecy 
mentioned in Deut. 18:18, till the Qur’an was revealed and it claimed that the 
grand prophecy of Moses had been fulfilled in the person of the Holy Prophet 
of Islam (73:16). So the prophecy evidently was from God and could not have 
been put into his mouth by the Holy Prophet who came centuries after him. 
The people of Moses had almost forgotten this and other prophecies 
concerning the Holy Prophet on account of the lapse of time. 

2219A. These words refer to a striking resemblance of the Holy Prophet 
with Moses. Like Moses who lived in Midian for ten years among a strange 
people and then went back to Egypt to reclaim his oppressed people from the 
bondage of Pharaoh, the Holy Prophet lived in Medina for ten years and then 
came to Mecca to conquer it. 

2220. The verse implies that it was not possible for the Holy Prophet first to 
have caused Moses to make a prophecy concerning him (Deut. 18:18) and 
then to have claimed to have come in fulfilment of that prophecy. 

a20:12, 13; 79:17. b32:4; 36:7. 
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warner had come before thee, 
that they may be mindful. 
48. And were it not that if an 
affliction should befall them 
because of what their hands 
have sent before them, they 
would say, a‘Our Lord, 
wherefore didst Thou not send 
a Messenger to us that we 
might have followed Thy 
commandments and been of 
the believers?’ We should not 
have sent thee as a Messenger.  

 

 

49. But now when the truth 
has come to them from Us, 
they say, b‘Why has he not 
been given the like of what 
was given to Moses?’ Did 
they not reject that which was 
given to Moses before? They 
said, ‘Aaron and Moses are 
but two sorcerers who back 
up each other.’ And they say, 
‘We reject the claim of both.’ 

 

 

50. Say, ‘Then bring a Book 

from Allah which is a better 

guide than these two 

Books2221––the Torah and 

the Qur’an—that I may 

follow it, if you are truthful.’ 

 

 

51. cBut if they answer thee 

not, then know that they only 

follow their own evil desires. 

 

 
2221. The verse alludes to the very high position which both the Qur’an 

and the Torah hold among heavenly Scriptures, the Qur’an being par excellence 
the best among the revealed Books and the Torah taking the second place. 

a20:135. b6:125. c11:15. 
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And who is more erring than 

he who follows his evil 

desires without any guidance 

from Allah. Verily, Allah 

guides not the wrongdoing 

people. 

 

R. 6.   

52. And We have, indeed, 

sent revelation to them 

continuously, that they may 

be admonished. 

 

 

53. Those to whom We gave 

the Book2222 before the 

Qur’an—they believe in it. 

 

 

54. And when it is recited 

unto them, they say. ‘We 

believe in it. Verily, it is the 

truth from our Lord. Indeed, 

even before it we had 

submitted to its teaching.’  

 

 

55. These will be given their 

reward twice, for they have 

been steadfast,2223 and athey 

repel evil with good. and 
bspend out of what We have 

 

 

 
2222. Al-Kitab referring particularly to the Torah or to every revealed Book, 

the verse may either mean: (1)  Those, who have been given a right 
understanding of the Book—the Torah, and ponder over it, are sure to believe 
in it—the Qur’an. Or (2)  from among the followers of every revealed Book a 
large section will believe in the Qur’an and join the fold of Islam during the 
ages. 

2223. Such persons from among the 'People of the Book' as believe in the 
Qur’an will have double reward for the belief both in the Torah and the 
Qur’an and also for suffering patiently for the cause of Truth. 

a13:23; 23:97; 41:35. b23:5. 
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given them. 

56. a‘And when they hear idle 

talk, they turn away from it 

and say, ‘For us are our works 

and for you your works. Peace 

be upon you. We have no 

concern with the ignorant.’ 

 

 

57. bSurely, thou canst not 

guide whomsoever thou 

lovest; but Allah guides 

whomsoever He pleases; and 

He knows best those who 

would accept guidance.  

 

 

58. And they say, ‘If we were 

to follow the guidance with 

thee, we should be 

snatched2224 away from our 

land.’ Say to them, ‘Have We 

not established for them a safe 

sanctuary, cto which are 

brought the fruits of all things, 

as a provision from Us?’ But 

most of them know not. 

 

 

59. dAnd how many a town 

have We destroyed which 

exulted in its life of ease and 

plenty! And these are their 

dwellings which have been 

but little inhabited after 

 

 

 
2224. The verse signifies that the fear is ill-founded that if the new Message 

were accepted, people will swoop down upon Mecca and deprive the Meccans 
of their possessions and freedom. It purports to say that from time 
immemorial Mecca (which is now going to be the Centre of the new Faith) 
has remained a safe sanctuary and those who ever sought to interfere with its 
sacred character themselves met with ruin and destruction. 

a25:64, 73. b12:104; 16:38. c2:127; 14:38. d7:5; 21:12; 22:46; 65:9. 
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them.2225 And it is We Who 

became the inheritors thereof. 
 

60. aAnd thy Lord would 

never destroy the towns until 

He has raised in the mother-

town thereof a Messenger,2226 

reciting unto them Our Signs; 

nor would We destroy the 

towns unless the people 

thereof were wrongdoers.  

 

 

61. bAnd whatever of 

anything you are given is 

only a temporary enjoyment 

of the present life and an 

adornment thereof; and that 

which is with Allah is better 

and more lasting. Will you 

not then understand? 

 

 

R. 7.   

62. Is he, then, to whom We 

have promised a goodly 

promise, the fulfilment of 

which he will meet, clike him 

whom We have provided 

with the good things of this 

life only, and then on the Day 

of Resurrection he will be 

 

 

 
2225. There had lived in the past peoples who were more powerful and 

wealthier and possessed superior civilizations than the people of whom the 
Meccans are afraid, and yet when they rejected the truth and behaved proudly 
they were so completely wiped out from the face of the earth as if they had 
never lived on it, and those who were considered weak were made to take 
their place. 

2226. The unusual frequency and universality of natural calamities in the 
form of famines, wars, earthquakes and epidemics during the last five or six 
decades call for the appearance of a Divine Reformer in the present time. 

a6:132; 11:118; 20:135; 26:209. b3:15; 9:38; 10:71; 16:118; 40:40. c20:132; 26:206-208. 
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among those who are brought 

before God to give an 

account of their deeds? 
63. And on that day He will 
call to them, and say, 
a‘Where are those whom you 
alleged to be My associates?’ 

 

 

64. Then those, against whom 
the sentence of punishment 
will have become due, will 
say, b‘Our Lord, these are 
those whom we led astray. 
We led them astray even as 
we had gone astray ourselves. 
We now dissociate ourselves 
from them and turn to Thee. 
cIt was not us that they 
worshipped.’ 

 

 

65. And it will be said to the 
idolaters, d‘Now call upon 
your so-called partners.’ And 
they will call upon them, but 
they will not answer them. 
And they will see the 
punishment and wish that they 
had followed the guidance. 

 

 

66. And on that day Allah 

will call to them and say. 
e‘What answer gave you to 

the Messengers?’ 

 

 

67. Then all excuses2227 will 

become obscure2228 to them 

 

 
2227. Anba’ (excuses) is the plural of Naba’ which means, important news; 

information; message; excuse (Lane & Kulliyyat). At the time of Reckoning, 
the disbelievers will be in utter confusion and despair, and will be completely 
at a loss to defend themselves. The untenability of all false pleas and excuses 
 

a28:75; 41:48. b7:39, 40; 14:22. 33:68, 69; 34:32, 33; 40:48, 49.  
c10:29; 16:87. d10:29, 30; 16:87. e5:110; 7:7. 
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on that day and they shall not 

even ask each other.  

68. aBut he who repents and 
believes and does righteous 
deeds, maybe, he will be 
among the prosperous.2229 

 

 

69. And thy Lord creates 
whatever He pleases, and 
chooses whomsoever He 
pleases. It is not for them to 
choose. Glorified be Allah. 
He is far above all that they 
associate with Him.  

 

 

70. bAnd thy Lord knows 
what their breasts conceal, 
and what they disclose. 

 

 

71. And He is Allah; there is 
no god but He. To Him 
belongs all praise in the 
beginning and the Hereafter. 
His is the dominion, and to 
Him shall you be brought 
back. 

 

 

72. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah 
should make the night to 
continue perpetually over you 
till the Day of Resurrection, 
what god is there other than 
Allah who could bring you 

 

 

 

 
becoming manifest they will not be allowed to consult each other to prepare 
their defence. 

2228. ‘Amiya ‘Alaihil-Amru means, the affair became obscure or confused 
to him (Lane). 

2229. According to Islam the door of repentance always remains open. The 
sinner can repent even with the last breath of life. He is never beyond 
redemption except when by persistent rejection of Truth he himself 
deliberately chooses to shut the door of repentance upon him. 

a20:83; 25:72. b2:78; 11:6; 16:24; 36:77. 
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light? Will you not then 
hearken?’ 

73. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah 

should make the day to 

continue perpetually over you 

till the Day of Resurrection, 

what god is there other than 

Allah who could bring you 

night wherein you could 

rest?2230 Will you not then 

see?’  

 

 

74. aAnd of His mercy He has 

made for you the night and 

the day, that you may rest 

therein and that you may seek 

of His bounty, and that you 

may be grateful. 

 

 

75. And on that day He will 

call to them and say, b‘Where 

are those whom you alleged 

to be My associates?’ 

 

 

76. cAnd We shall take out 

from every people a witness 

and We shall say. ‘Bring your 

proof.’ Then they will know 

that the truth belongs to Allah 

alone. And that which they 

 

 

 
2230. Whereas both perpetual work and perpetual rest are injurious to 

man’s physical health, periodical rest in the form of night and periodical work 
in the shape of day are great boons of God. At night our jaded and tired limbs 
are rested and we are able with renewed vigour to do the next day’s work, and 
in the day we work and earn our livelihood. Thus their alternation constitutes 
a great Divine blessing. 
 

a10:68; 17:13; 27:87; 30:24. b16:28; 18:53; 28:63; 41:48. c4:42; 16:85. 
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used to forge will all be lost 

unto them.  

R. 8.   
77. aVerily, Korah2231 was of 
the people of Moses, but he 
behaved tyrannically towards 
them. And We had given him 
treasures2232 of hoarded 
wealth so much that the keys 
thereof would have weighed 
down a party of strong men. 
When his people said to him, 
‘Exult not, surely Allah loves 
not those who exult; 

 

 

78. ‘And seek, in that which 
Allah has given thee, the 
Home of the Hereafter; and 
neglect not thy lot in this 
world; and do good to others 
as Allah has done good to 
thee; and seek not to create 
mischief in the land. Verily, 
Allah loves not those who 
create mischief;’ 

 

 

 
2231. Qarun (Korah) was fabulously rich. He stood high in the favour of 

Pharaoh and was very likely his treasurer. It seems that he was officer in 
charge of the gold mines belonging to Pharaoh and was a specialist in the art 
of digging out gold from the mines. In Southern Egypt the territory of Karu 
was famed for gold mines. The suffix "An" or "On" meaning "pillar," or 
"light" the combined word "Kur-on" signifies, 'the pillar of Karu' and was the 
title of Pharaoh’s Minister of Mineralogy. He is said to be an Israelite and a 
believer in Moses. In order to win favours from Pharaoh he seemed to have 
persecuted his own people and to have behaved arrogantly towards them. As a 
result Divine punishment descended upon him and he perished. 

2232. Mafatih is the plural of both Maftah and Miftah, the former word 
meaning a hoard; a treasure; and the latter meaning a key (Lane). 

a29:40; 40:25.  
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79. aHe said, ‘All this has 
been given to me because of 
the knowledge I possess.’ Did 
he not know that Allah had 
destroyed before him 
generations that were 
mightier than he and greater 
in riches? And the guilty shall 
not be asked to offer an 
explanation of their sins.2233 

 

 

80. So he went forth before 
his people in all his pomp. 
Those who were desirous of 
the life of this world said, 
‘Would that we had the like 
of what Korah has been 
given! Truly, he is the master 
of a great fortune.’  

 

 

81. But those who had been 
given knowledge said, ‘Woe 
unto you, Allah’s reward is 
best for those who believe 
and do good works; and it 
shall be granted to no one 
except those who are 
steadfast.’ 

 

 

82. bThen We caused the 

earth to swallow him up and 

his dwelling; and he had no 

party to help him against 

Allah, nor was he of those 

who can defend themselves. 

 

 

 
2233. The guilt of the disbelievers will be so patent that no further 

investigation will be considered necessary to establish it; or the meaning is 
that the guilty will not be given an opportunity to defend themselves, their sins 
and crimes being all too patent. 

a39:50. b29:41. 
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83. And those who had 
coveted his position the day 
before began to say, ‘Ruin 
seize thee! ait is indeed Allah 
Who enlarges the provision 
for such of His servants as He 
pleases and straitens it for 
whom He pleases. Had not 
Allah been gracious to us, He 
would have caused it to 
swallow us up also. Ah! the 
ungrateful never prosper.’  

 

 

R. 9.   
84. bThis is the Home of the 
Hereafter. We give it to those 
who seek not self-exaltation 
in the earth, nor corruption. 
And the good end is for the 
righteous. 

 

 

85. cHe who does a good 
deed shall have a reward 
better than that; and as for 
him who does an evil deed—
those who do evil deeds shall 
not be rewarded but 
according to what they 
did.2234 

 

 

86. He Who has made the 
teaching of the Qur’an 
binding on thee will most 
surely bring thee back to thy 
ordained place of return.2235 

 

 
 

 
2234. The Divine law of compensation works in this way that whereas for 

good works the reward is many times greater, the punishment for an evil deed 
is less than what the guilty person incurs, or at the most proportionate to it. 

2235. This verse is considered by some scholars to have been revealed 
while the Holy Prophet was on his way from Mecca to Medina. It embodied a 
 

a13:27; 29:63; 34:37. b7:170; 16:31. c4:125; 6:161; 17:8; 41:47; 99:8, 9. 
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Say, a‘My Lord knows best 
him who has brought the 
guidance, and him who is in 
manifest error.’ 

 

87. And thou didst never 

expect that the Book would 

be revealed to thee; bbut it is 

a mercy from thy Lord; so 

never be a helper of 

disbelievers.  

 

 

88. And let them not turn thee 

away from the Signs of 

Allah, after they have been 

sent down to thee; and call 

mankind to thy Lord, and be 

not of those who associate 

partners with Him. 

 

 

89. cAnd call not on any other 

god beside Allah. There is no 

god but He. Everything will 

perish but He.2236 His is the 

judgment, and to Him will 

you all be brought back.  

 

 

 
great prophecy, viz. that one day he will have to leave Mecca and then 
eventually he will come back to it as a victor and conqueror. The verse 
constitutes a befitting sequel to the Surah which gives a somewhat detailed 
life-story of Moses, the like of the Holy Prophet. Moses fled from Egypt and 
lived in Midian for ten years which were the years of preparation for the great 
task which lay ahead of him. Then he went back to Egypt with the Divine 
Message and succeeded in delivering the Israelites from the bondage of 
Pharaoh. Similarly, the Holy Prophet fled from Mecca and spent ten precious 
years of his life in Medina which were the years of preparation for the great 
object of conquering Mecca, the Centre and Citadel of his Faith. He returned 
to it as a conqueror and a victor and was fully successful in his life’s mission. 

2236. Wajh means, self; face; chief of a people; object or purpose which 
one is pursuing; place to which one goes or directs his attention; pleasure; 
favour; sake; etc. (Lane). 

a17:85. b17:88. c10:107; 17:40; 26:214. 
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CHAPTER 29 
AL-‘ANKABUT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
A large majority of Muslim scholarly opinion is inclined to place the 

revelation of the Surah in the middle or the late middle Meccan period. The 
Surah seems to derive its title from v. 42 where the falsity and futility of 
polytheistic beliefs are illustrated by a beautiful simile that these beliefs, being 
frail and brittle like a spider’s web, cannot stand intelligent criticism. The 
preceding Surah had ended on the note that the Holy Prophet will come back 
as a victor and conqueror to his native town, Mecca, from where he had been 
driven out as a friendless fugitive, a price being placed on his head. The 
present Surah opens with a warning to believers that long and hard work; and 
hardships and privations patiently borne, are the sine qua non of a successful 
life. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah continues to develop the theme that great favours and 

blessings which are to be bestowed upon believers in this and the next life will 
not be conferred upon them unless their belief is put to a severe test. They will 
have to pass through the crucible of fire and blood to deserve them. It is only 
by true and sincere repentance and by turning to God with a humble and 
contrite heart and by bringing about real and abiding reformation in one’s life 
that one can earn God’s forgiveness and become entitled to Divine boons and 
bounties. Reverting to the subject of the persecution of believers the Surah 
proceeds to say that they should allow no amount of hardships and privations 
to stand in the way of their serving the cause of Truth, and are forcefully 
exhorted to place their loyalty to God above the loyalty to their parents when 
the two loyalties clash and conflict. Then brief references are made to the life-
stories of the Prophets Noah, Abraham, Lot and some other Divine 
Messengers, to show that persecution can never arrest or retard the progress of 
the true Faith and that compulsion in matters of religion never pays, and a 
people cannot be compelled permanently to continue to subscribe to views 
forcibly imposed upon them. The Surah further says that polytheistic beliefs, 
being as frail as a spider’s web, cannot stand intelligent and searching 
criticism. The disbelievers, therefore, have no reason or justification to 
continue to hold idolatrous beliefs when a book like the Qur’an which fully 
meets all the moral needs and requirements of man and is eminently fitted to 
raise him to the highest moral summits has been revealed. The Surah further 
disposes of an oft-quoted objection of disbelievers that the Qur’an has been 
composed by the Holy Prophet; on the contrary, it is presented as the greatest 
Divine miracle in answer to the disbelievers’ demand for Signs and miracles. 
Towards its close believers are consoled and comforted with the assurance 
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that if they remained steadfast under the persecution to which they are being 
subjected a great and bright future lies before them. The Surah ends on the 
note that believers will have to take up the sword in defence of Islam and to 
conduct vigorous Jihad against the forces of evil. But the real Jihad, it says, 
does not consist in killing and being killed, but in striving hard to win the 
pleasure of God and in preaching the Message of the Qur’an. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim.2236A  
 

3. cDo men think that they 

will be left alone because 

they say, ‘We believe,’ and 

that they will not be tried? 

 

 

4. And We did try those who 

were before them. So Allah 

will, assuredly, know2237 

those who are truthful and He 

will, assuredly, know the 

liars.  

 

 

5. Or, do those who commit 

evil deeds imagine that they 

will escape Us? How ill they 

judge! 

 

 

 
2236A. See 16 
2237. ‘Ilm (knowledge) is of two kinds: (a)  That which consists in 

knowing a thing before it comes into existence. This kind of knowledge is not 
meant here because God is the Knower of the seen and the unseen (59:23). 
(b)  The kind of knowledge which consists in knowing an event after it has 
actually taken place. It is this knowledge which is meant here. The verse 
signifies that the primeval knowledge of God will take the form of the matter 
of fact knowledge. Or, it means that God will distinguish the liars from the 
truthful as the word ‘Ilm also possesses the sense of distinguishing between 
two things, particularly when it is followed by the particle min (from). See 
also 2:144 and 3:141. 

Believers are made to pass through great hardships and privations and their 
belief is put to a severe test, and it is after they come out of the ordeal 
successfully that the fact becomes established that they are true and sincere 
servants of God. It is in this way that they are distinguished from the 
hypocrites and from those who are false in their profession of faith. 

a1:1. b2:2; 3:2; 13:2; 30:2; 31:2; 32:2. c3:180; 9:16. 
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6. aWhoso hopes2238 to meet 

Allah, let him be prepared for 

it, for Allah’s appointed time 

is certainly coming. And He 

is the All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

7. And whoso strives, 

strives2239 only for his own 

soul; verily, Allah is 

Independent of all His 

creatures. 

 

 

8. And as to bthose who 

believe and do righteous 

deeds We shall, surely, 

remove from them their evils, 

and We shall, surely, give 

them the best reward of their 

works.  

 

 

9. cAnd We have enjoined on 

man kindness to his parents; 

but if they contend with thee 

to make thee associate that 

with Me of which thou hast 

no knowledge,2240 then obey 

them not. Unto Me is your 

return, and I shall inform you 

of what you did. 

 

 

 
2238. Yarju (hopes) is derived from Raja, i.e. he hoped to get the thing or 

he feared it. In the sense of hoping, the word is used on those occasions when 
the thing hoped for is likely to afford satisfaction (Mufradat). 

2239. The verse gives a brief but very apt description of a Mujahid—true 
striver in the way of God. High and noble ideals and consistent and constant 
effort to carry them out into actual practice is what in Islamic terminology is 
called Jihad, and the person who possesses these noble ideals and lives up to 
them is a Mujahid in the true sense of the word. 

2240. The alpha and omega of all religious teachings is God’s Unity. Man’s 

a11:30; 18:111; 84:7. b2:83; 3:58; 13:30; 22:57; 30:16; 35:8; 42:23; 47:13.  
c2:84; 4:37; 6:152; 17:24; 31:15; 46:16. 
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10. And those who believe 

and do righteous deeds—
athem We shall, surely, admit 

into the company of the 

righteous. 

 

 

11. And of men there are 

some who say, ‘We believe in 

Allah;’ but when they are 

made to suffer in the cause of 

Allah, they regard the 

persecution of men as if it 

were the punishment of 

Allah. bAnd if help comes 

from thy Lord, they are sure 

to say, ‘Certainly, we were 

with you.’2241 Is not Allah 

best aware of what is in the 

breasts of His creatures? 

 

 

12. cAnd Allah will, certainly, 

make manifest those who 

believe and He will, surely, 

distinguish the hypocrites 

from the believers.  

 

 

13. And those who disbelieve 

say to those who believe, 

‘Follow our way, dand we 

 

 
loyalty, first and last, is to his Creator. All other loyalties proceed from, and 
are subject to, it. Even man’s loyalty to his parents is not allowed to clash with it. 

2241. In contrast to the unflinching faith which early Muslims exhibited 
under the severest trials and which true believers have demonstrated in every 
age, there are always to be found in the ranks of believers persons so weak of 
faith that they flinch under ordinary privations and are ready rather to 
renounce their faith than suffer loss. On the other hand, they are always on the 
lookout to claim comradeship with believers when they see that Divine help is 
coming to them (believers) and the cause of Truth is gaining ground. 
 

a14:24. b4:142. c3:142; 47:32. d14:22; 40:48. 
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will, surely, bear the burden 

of your sins.’ But they will 

bear none of the burden of 

their sins.2242 They are, 

surely, liars. 

 

14. But they shall, surely, 
bear their own burdens, and 
other burdens along with 
their own burdens. And they 
will, surely, be questioned on 
the Day of Resurrection 
concerning that which they 
fabricated.  

 

 

R. 2.   

15. And We, certainly, sent 

Noah to his people, and he 

remained among them a 

thousand years, short of fifty 

years.2243 Then the Deluge 

overtook them, while they 

were wrongdoers. 

 

 

 
2242. Besides the hypocrites, there is another class of men, the aggressive 

leaders of disbelief, who, taking advantage of their own high social status, 
seek to mislead others who are not so highly placed in life, telling them that 
they will bear all the loss the latter will incur by accepting their lead and by 
refusing to accept the true new Faith. 

2243. Here the age of Noah has been mentioned as 950 years. The Bible 
places it at 952. It is difficult to assign a definite date as to when the Prophets 
of antiquity, such as Noah, Hud, Salih and others lived and how long they 
lived. 'None knows them save Allah,' says the Qur’an (14:10). The period, 
nine hundred and fifty years, does not seem to be the span of Noah’s personal 
physical life. It seems to be the period of his Dispensation. Thus it seemed 
first to extend to Abraham’s ministry because Abraham 'was of his party' 
(37:84) and then to Joseph’s and then down even to that of Moses. In fact, the 
age of a Prophet is the age of his Dispensation and teaching. In describing the 
limit of Noah’s age, two words Sanah and ‘Am have been used. Whereas the 
root meaning of the former word possesses a sense of badness, that of the 
latter has a sense of goodness. It seems that the first fifty years of Noah’s 
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16. aBut We saved him and 

those who were with him in 

the Ark; and We made it a 

Sign for all peoples. 

 

 

17. And We sent Abraham 

when he said to his people, 

‘Worship Allah and fear Him. 

That is better for you, if only 

you knew; 

 

 

18. b‘You only worship idols 

beside Allah, and you invent 

a lie. Those, whom you 

worship beside Allah, have 

no power to provide 

sustenance for you. Then seek 

sustenance from Allah, and 

worship Him, and be grateful 

to Him. Unto Him will you be 

brought back.’  

 

 

19. And if you reject the 

truth, then the generations 

before you also rejected it. 

And cthe Messenger is only 

responsible for the clear 

delivery of the Message. 

 

 

20. dSee they not how Allah 

originates creation, then 

repeats it?2244 That, surely, is 

easy for Allah. 

 

 

 
Dispensation were years of all round spiritual progress and regeneration and 
that after that moral decadence and degeneration set in and his people 
gradually became degraded morally, till their degeneration became complete 
in nine hundred years. 

2244. The verse signifies that the Divine law of creation and reproduction 
 

a10:74; 11:42. b22:72. c16:36; 24:55; 36:18. d10:35. 21:105; 27:65; 30:12, 28. 
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21. Say, ‘Travel in the 

earth,2245 and see ahow He 

originated the creation. Then 

will Allah create the second 

creation. Surely, Allah has 

power over all things; 

 

 

22. bHe punishes whom He 

pleases and shows mercy 

unto whom He pleases;2245A 

and to Him will you be turned 

back; 

 

 

23. cAnd you cannot 

frustrate2246 the designs of 

Allah in the earth nor in the 

heaven; nor have you any 

friend or helper beside Allah.’ 

 

 
R. 3.   

24. dThose who disbelieve in 
the Signs of Allah and the 
meeting with Him—it is they 
who despair of My mercy. 
And they will have a grievous 
punishment. 

 

 

 
will work in this way that God would create through the Holy Prophet a new 
humanity and a new order on the ashes of the old one. 

2245. The expression has been used at several places in the Qur’an (6:12; 
12:110; 30:10; 35:45; 40:83), and almost everywhere it has been followed by 
a sentence which points to the destruction of one people and the creation of 
another in their place. The verse does not refer to the Resurrection after death, 
but only to the phenomenon of the rise and fall of nations. 

2245A. As stated at several places in the Qur’an, God does not punish 
arbitrarily but only after punishment has been fully deserved. The verse only 
emphasizes this fact. 

2246. Disbelievers are most emphatically warned that they cannot frustrate 
God’s plan and avert the terrible fate that is in store for them as the Divine 
decree has gone forth that Islam shall make progress and its cause shall 
triumph. 

a10:5; 30:28. b3:129; 5:41; 17:55. c10:54; 11:34; 42:32. d18:106; 30:17; 32:11. 
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25. And the only answer of 

his people was that they said, 
a‘Slay him or burn him.’ But 

Allah delivered him from the 

fire. In that, surely, are, Signs 

for a people who would 

believe.2247 

 

 

26. And Abraham said, 

‘Verily, you have taken for 

yourselves idols beside Allah, 

out of love for each other2248 

in the present life. Then on 

the Day of Resurrection byou 

will deny each other, and 

curse each other. And your 

abode will be the Fire; and 

you will have no helpers.’  

 

 

27. And Lot believed in him, 

and Abraham said, c‘I flee 

unto my Lord; surely, He is 

the Mighty, the Wise.’ 

 

 

 
2247. Abraham’s account began with the 17th verse and in the 18th verse 

he gave strong arguments in refutation of Shirk. From 19th to 24th verse, in 
consonance with the Quranic style and practice which adds to its elegance and 
beauty, a digression intervened and a great religious principle was briefly 
discussed in relation to the Holy Prophet. The principle discussed was that 
when one nation, as a result of its rejection of the Divine Message, falls a 
victim to decay and decadence another people takes its place. From this verse 
the thread is taken up of Abraham’s story. 

2248. The expression, Mawaddata Bainikum, may mean: (1)  Social 
relations or the desire to win each other’s love are the basis of your idolatrous 
ideals and practices. (2)  You have made your idolatrous beliefs and practices 
the foundation of your love with each other, i.e. you have made the identity of 
your idolatrous beliefs the means to preserve the homogeneity of your 
community. 

a21:69; 37:98. b16:87. c19:49. 
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28. aAnd We bestowed on 

him Isaac and Jacob, and We 

placed Prophethood and the 

Book among his descendants, 

and bWe gave him his reward 

in this life, and in the 

Hereafter he will, surely, be 

among the righteous. 

 

 

29. And call to mind Lot 

when he said to his people, 
c‘You commit an abomination 

such as no one among 

mankind has ever committed 

before you; 

 

 

30. d‘What! do you approach 

men with lust and commit 

robbery on the highway,2249 

and you commit abomination 

in your meetings?’2250 But 

the only answer of his people 

was that they said, ‘Bring 

upon us the punishment of 

Allah if thou speakest the 

truth.’  

 

 

31. He said, e‘Help me, my 

Lord, against the wicked 

people.’ 

 

 

 
2249. Qata‘ut-Tariqa meaning, he made the way dangerous for wayfarers 

and forbade them to use it, the Quranic expression signifies: (a)  You rob 
travellers on the highway (Lot’s people had adopted the calling of the road). 
(b)  You violate the Divinely appointed sex-laws and commit unnatural 
offences. 

2250. Three vices have been ascribed to the people of Lot in this verse, 
(1)  unnatural vice; (2)  highway robbery; (3)  committing crimes openly and 
unashamedly in their assemblies. 

a19:50; 21:73; 37:113. b2:131; 16:123. c7:81; 11:79. d7:82; 11:79; 26:166. e26:170. 
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R. 4.   

32. aAnd when Our 

messengers brought Abraham 

the tidings, they said, “The 

tidings is, ‘We are about to 

destroy the people of this 

town; surely, its people are 

wrongdoers.” 

 

 

33. He said, ‘But Lot is 

there!’ They said, ‘We know 

very well who is there. bWe 

will, surely, save him and his 

family, cexcept his wife, who 

is of those who remain 

behind.’ 

 

 

34. And when Our 
messengers came to Lot, dhe 
was distressed on their 
account and felt 
powerless2251 with regard to 
them. And they said, “Fear 
not, nor grieve, and we have 
been charged with the Divine 
Message: e‘We will, surely, 
save thee and thy family 
except thy wife, who is of 
those who remain behind,  

 

 

35. And f‘We are, surely, 

going to bring down on the 

 

 
2251. Daqa Bihi Dhar‘an means, he lacked strength or ability or power to 

do the thing (Lane). Who the messengers mentioned in the verse were and 
what their mission was has been explained in 11:70, 71 and 15:68-72. Their 
visit distressed and grieved Prophet Lot because his people, having adopted 
the calling of the road, did not like strangers to visit their town and therefore 
they had forbidden Lot to receive outsiders. He feared that his people might 
humiliate him before his guests. 

a11:70, 71. b15:60; 51:36. c7:84; 15:61; 26:172; 27:58. d11:78. e7:84; 27:58. f27:59. 
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people of this town a 

punishment from heaven, for 

they have been rebellious.” 

 

36. aAnd We have left thereof 

a clear Sign for a people who 

would understand. 

 

 

37. bAnd to Midian We sent 

their brother Shu‘aib who 

said, ‘O my people, worship 

Allah, and be mindful of the 

Last Day and commit not 

iniquity in the earth, creating 

disorder.’ 

 

 

38. But they called him a liar. 
cSo a violent earthquake 

seized them, and in their 

homes they lay prostrate upon 

the ground. 

 

 

39. And We destroyed d‘Ad 

and Thamud; and it is evident 

to you from their dwelling 

places. And Satan made their 

deeds appear attractive to 

them, and thus turned them 

away from the right path, 

sagacious though they 

were.2252 

 

 

40. And We destroyed Korah 

and Pharaoh and Haman. And 
eMoses did come to them 

with manifest Signs, but they 

 

 
2252. The Quranic expression means: (1)  They clearly saw that the course 

they had adopted was wrong. (2)  They deliberately adopted a course knowing 
full well what the end would be. 

a15:76; 51:38. b7:86; 11:85. c7:92; 11:95; 26:190. d9:70. e28:37. 
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behaved arrogantly in the 

land, yet they could not 

outstrip Us. 

 

41. So each one of them We 
seized for his sin; of them 
were those against whom We 
sent a violent sandstorm, and 
of them were those whom a 
roaring blast overtook, and of 
them were athose whom We 
caused the earth to swallow 
up, and of them were those 
whom We drowned.2253 bAnd 
Allah did not wrong them, 
but they wronged themselves.  

 

 

42. The case of those who 
take helpers beside Allah is 
like unto the case of the 
spider that takes to itself a 
house; and, surely, the 
frailest2254 of all houses is the 

 

 

 
2253. The Qur’an has used different words and expressions for the 

punishment which overtook the opponents of the various Prophets in their 
respective times. The punishment that came upon ‘Ad is described as furious 
wind (41:17; 54:20 & 69:7); that which overtook Thamud as earthquake 
(7:79), blast (11:68: 54:32), thunderbolt (41:18) and violent blast (69:6); that 
which destroyed the people of Lot as stones of clay (11:83; 15:75), storm of 
stones (54:35); and that which overtook Midian, the people of Shu‘aib, as 
earthquake (7:92; 29:38), blast (11:95), and punishment of the day of 
overshadowing doom (26:190). Last of all the heavenly punishment which 
seized Pharaoh and his mighty hosts and courtiers, Haman and Korah and 
destroyed them root and branch, has been described by the expressions: 
We…drowned Pharaoh’s people (2:51; 7:137 & 17:104), and We caused the 
earth to swallow him up (28:82). 

2254. The subject of the Unity of God with which the Surah primarily deals 
is brought to a close in this verse with a beautiful metaphor which drives 
home to polytheists the folly, futility and falsity of idolatrous beliefs and 
practices. They are as frail as the web of a spider and cannot stand intelligent 
criticism. 

a28:82. b16:34; 30:10. 
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house of the spider, if they 

but knew. 

 
 

43. Verily, Allah knows 

whatever they call upon 

beside Him; and He is the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

44. And athese are similitudes 

which We set forth for 

mankind, but only those 

understand them who have 

knowledge. 

 

 

45. bAllah created the 

heavens and the earth in 

accordance with the 

requirements of wisdom.2255 

In that, surely, is a Sign for 

the believers.  

 

 

PART XXI   

R. 5.   

46. cRecite2256 that which has 

been revealed to thee of the 

Book, and observe Prayer. 

Surely, Prayer restrains one 

from indecency and manifest 

evil; and remembrance of 

Allah, indeed, is the greatest 

virtue. And Allah knows what 

you do.2256A 

 

 
2255. The expression Bil-haqqi signifies that there is clear evidence of an 

intelligent design and purpose in the creation of the heavens and the earth and 
that a profound and consummate plan works in all the celestial and terrestrial 
bodies. 

2256. Utlu means, proclaim; preach; read, recite, rehearse, follow (Lane). 
2256A. Three things have been mentioned in this verse, viz. preaching and 

reading of the Qur’an, observance of Prayer and the remembrance of Allah. 
The purpose of all three is to deliver man from the bondage of sin and to help 
 

a13:18; 14:26. b6:74; 16:4; 39:6. c18:28. 
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47. And argue not with the 
People of the Book except 
awith what is best as an 
argument, but argue not at all 
with such of them as are 
unjust. And say, ‘We believe 
in that which has been 
revealed to us and that which 
has been revealed to you; and 
our God and your God is 
One,2257 and to Him we 
submit.’ 

 

 

48. And in like manner have 
We sent down the Book to 
thee; bso those to whom We 
have given true knowledge of 
the Book (Torah) believe in it 
(the Qur’an); and of these 
Meccans also there are some 
who believe in it. And none 
but the disbelievers persist in 
rejecting Our Signs.  

 

 

49. cAnd thou didst not recite 

any Book before the Qur’an, 

 

 
him to rise morally and spiritually. A living faith in a Supreme Being is the 
basic principle of all revealed religions because it is this faith that can serve as 
a potent and effective check on man’s evil propensities and actions. This is 
why the Qur’an reverts again and again to the subject of God’s existence and 
speaks of His great power, glory and love and lays the greatest emphasis on 
Divine remembrance in the form of the Islamic Prayer, which, if performed 
with all its necessary' conditions, purity of mind and actions is the inevitable 
result. 

2257. The verse lays down a very sound principle to guide us when 
preaching our Faith to others. We should begin preaching by laying stress on 
those beliefs and religious principles which are common between us and our 
adversary. As an instance we are told that while talking to "the People of the 
Book" we should start with the two basic religious principles of the Unity of 
God and Divine revelation. 

a16:126; 23:97; 41:35. b11:18. c42:53. 
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nor didst thou write one with 

thy right hand; in that case 

the liars would have had 

cause to doubt.2258 

 

50. Nay, it is a collection of 

clear Signs in the hearts of 

those who are given 

knowledge.2259 And none but 

the wrongdoers deny Our 

Signs. 

 

 

51. And they say, a‘Why are 

not Signs sent down to him 

from his Lord?’ Say, ‘The 

Signs are with Allah, and I 

am but a bplain Warner.’  

 

 

52. Is it not enough for a Sign 

for them that We have sent 

down to thee the perfect Book 

which is recited to them? 

Verily, in this there is great 

mercy and a reminder for a 

people who believe.2260 

 

 

 
2258. The fact that a man who could neither read nor write, and, who being 

born in a country, and having lived among a people, cut off from all contact 
with civilized humanity, could conceivably have no knowledge of the other 
revealed Scriptures, should have been able to produce a Book which not only 
contains all that is of permanent value in those Scriptures but is also a 
compendium of all the universal teachings that are calculated to satisfy the 
moral and spiritual needs and requirements of humanity for all time, does 
constitute an infallible proof of the Qur’an being a revealed Book and the 
Holy Prophet being a Divine Teacher. 

2259. While the preceding verse referred to external evidence in support of 
the Qur’an being the revealed Word of God, the present one furnishes an 
internal evidence, which is that from the hearts of those who have been 
endowed with knowledge of the Qur’an gush forth fountains of Divine light. 

2260. To the demand of disbelievers for a Sign of punishment (see 
 

a6:38; 13:28. b22:50; 26:116; 51:51; 67:27. 
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R. 6.   
53. Say, a‘Allah is sufficient 
as a Witness between me and 
you. He knows what is in the 
heavens and the earth. And as 
for those who believe in 
falsehood and disbelieve in 
Allah, they it is who are the 
losers.’ 

 

 

54. bThey ask thee to hasten 
on the punishment; and had 
there not been an appointed 
term, the punishment would 
have come upon them. And it 
shall, surely, overtake them 
unexpectedly,2261 while they 
perceive not. 

 

 

55. They ask thee to hasten 
on the punishment;2261A but 
cHell will, certainly, 
encompass the disbelievers;  

 

 

56. dOn the day when the 
punishment will overwhelm 
them from above them and 
from underneath their 

 

 
preceding verse), the present verse gives an answer full of pathos. It asks them, 
why do they demand a Sign of punishment when God has already given them 
a Sign of mercy in the form of the Qur’an by acting upon which they can 
acquire eminence and become an honoured and respected people in the world. 

2261. The verse gives a direct answer to the disbelievers’ demand for the 
Sign of punishment and says that instead of benefiting by the Sign of mercy 
which has been given to them in the form of the Qur’an, these ill-fated people 
persist in their demand for punishment. So they will have this Sign and the 
punishment will come upon them all of a sudden and from quarters least 
expected. But they will have to wait for a fixed and appointed term. 

2261A. The punishment referred to in the preceding verse is the punishment 
promised to the disbelievers in this life. The punishment mentioned in this 
verse is the punishment promised to them in the Hereafter. 

a4:167; 6:20; 13:44; 48:29. b22:48; 26:205; 27:72, 73; 37:177, 178. c9:49, 13:36; 17:9. d6:9. 
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feet,2262 and He will say, ‘Taste 
ye the fruit of your actions.’  

57. O My servants who 

believe! verily, My earth is 

vast, so worship Me alone. 

 

 

58. aEvery soul shall taste of 

death; then to Us shall you all 

be brought back. 

 

 

59. And those who believe 

and do righteous deeds—

them shall We, surely, bhouse 

in lofty mansions of 

Paradise,2263 beneath which 

streams flow. They will abide 

therein. Excellent is the 

reward of those who labour 

for good, 

 

 

60. cThose who are steadfast, 

and put their trust in their 

Lord.  

 
 

61. And how many an animal 

there is that carries not its 

sustenance! dAllah provides 

for it and for you.2264 And He 

is the All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

 
2262. When Divine punishment comes, it is sudden and swift and like a 

cataract overwhelms disbelievers from every direction. 
2263. Believers are here promised in clear and unequivocal terms that those 

who leave their hearths and homes in the way of God, and then remain 
steadfast in their belief and do righteous deeds, the reward they get far 
exceeds all that they lose for God’s sake. 

2264. When even animals and birds do not go without food, it is 
inconceivable that man, who is God’s noblest creation and its acme and apex, 
should starve. 

a3:186; 21:36. b25:76; 34:38. c16:43. d11:7. 
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62. And if thou ask them, 
‘Who has created the heavens 
and the earth and apressed 
into service the sun and the 
moon?’2265 They will, surely, 
say, ‘Allah.’ How then are 
they being turned away from 
the truth? 

 

 

63. bAllah enlarges the means 
of sustenance for such of His 
servants as He pleases, and 
straitens them for whom He 
pleases. Surely, Allah has full 
knowledge of all things. 

 

 

64. And if thou ask them, 
‘Who sends down water from 
the sky and therewith gives 
life to the earth after its 
death?’ they will, surely, say, 
‘Allah.’ Say, ‘All praise 
belongs to Allah.’ But most 
of them understand not.  

 

 

R. 7.   

65. cAnd the life of this world 

is nothing but a pastime and a 

sport, and the Home of the 

Hereafter—that indeed is 

Life, if they but knew!2266 

 

 

 
2265. God is the Creator and Source of all life, and for its continuity He has 

pressed into the service of man all the forces of nature. 
2266. Life without hardships and privations borne for a noble cause, and 

without sacrifices undergone for the sake of God, is 'but a pastime and a 
sport,' a useless and purposeless existence. The purposeful life is that which is 
spent in the quest of a sublime and noble object and in preparation for 
everlasting life for which God has created man. 

 

a7:55; 13:3; 31:30; 35:14; 39:6. b13:27; 30:38; 34:37; 39:53; 42:13. c6:33; 47:37; 57:21. 
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66. aAnd when they go on 

board a ship, they call on 

Allah, with sincere and 

single-minded faith in Him. 

But when He brings them 

safe to land, behold! they 

associate partners with Him 

again, 

 

 

67. bBeing ungrateful for 

what We have bestowed on 

them, and enjoying 

themselves for a time. But 

they will soon come to know 

the consequences of their 

conduct. 

 

 

68. Do they not see that We 

have made the sanctuary of 

Mecca secure for them, while 

people are snatched away 

from all around them?2267 
cWould they then believe in 

falsehood and deny the favour 

of Allah?  

 

 

69. dAnd who is more unjust 

than he who invents a lie 

concerning Allah, or rejects 

the truth when it comes to 

him? eIs there not an abode in 

Hell for disbelievers? 

 

 

 
2267. This verse constitutes a standing testimony to Ka‘bah being God’s 

own Sacred House. Ever since the advent of Islam when it was Divinely 
declared to be humanity’s everlasting Qiblah and even in the Days of 
Ignorance when the Arabs had no respect for human life, the territory called 
the Haram—the precincts of the Ka‘bah, remained a haven of safety. While 
there was no safety outside, complete security and peace reigned in it. 

a10:23; 31:33. b16:56; 30:35. c16:73. d6:22; 10:18; 39:33. e18:103; 33:9; 48:14. 
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70. And as for those who 

strive2268 to meet Us—We 

will, surely, guide them in 

Our ways. And, verily, Allah 

is with those who do good.  

 

 

 

 
2268. Jihad as ordained by Islam does not consist in killing and being killed, 

but in striving hard to win the pleasure of God, the word, Fina meaning 'meet 
Us.' 
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CHAPTER 30 
AR-RUM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Mecca, but it is difficult to assign an exact 

date to its revelation. The most reliable authorities, however, place it in the 
sixth or seventh year of the Call, as in that year the tide of the Persian 
conquest to which the Surah pointedly refers was at its height; the Persian 
armies were knocking at the very gates of Constantinople and the disgrace and 
degradation of the Romans had touched its nadir. Towards the close of the 
preceding Surah it was stated that 'the present life is but a pastime and a sport' 
if it is not spent in a noble cause, and that life, real and everlasting, is the one 
in which a spiritual wayfarer strives with might and main to win the pleasure 
of God. The present Surah opens with the prophetic words that the believers 
will successfully meet the ordeal of trials and tribulations through which they 
will be made to pass and as a reward of their sacrifice and suffering the gates 
of Divine grace and mercy will be opened to them. 

Subject-Matter 
The dominant theme of the Surah is the defeat and discomfiture of the 

forces of disbelief and darkness and the rise and triumph of Islam. It states 
with an emphasis and certainty which dispel all doubt that the old order is 
about to die and a new and better one will emerge from its ruins. The Surah 
opens with the declaration of a prophecy about the ultimate success of the 
Romans over the Persians. The prophecy was made at a time when the tide of 
the Persian conquest was sweeping away everything before its irresistible 
onrush and the degradation and humiliation of the Romans had sunk to its 
lowest depths. It was then beyond human knowledge and ingenuity to predict 
that within a period ranging from three to nine years, tables would be 
completely turned upon the Persians, and the vanquished would become the 
victors. The prophecy was literally fulfilled in most extraordinary and 
unforeseen circumstances. Its fulfilment implied another and a greater 
prophecy that the forces of disbelief which were then too powerful for the 
poor and the weak Muslims to withstand would also be put to complete rout, 
and Islam would march triumphantly from strength to strength. Next, the 
Surah refers to the great powers of God manifested in the creation of the 
heavens and the earth, the alternation of day and night, the perfect design and 
order that exist in the universe, and in the birth of man from a very 
insignificant beginning. All these things lead to the irresistible and inevitable 
conclusion that God Who possesses such vast and unlimited powers does also 
have the power to make Islam grow from a small seed into a mighty tree 
under whose shade the whole of humanity will some day take rest. Islam is 
bound to succeed because it is Dinul-Fitrah, i.e. it conforms to human nature 
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and appeals to man’s conscience, reason and commonsense. Its triumph will 
come about through a great and wonderful revolution which will take place in 
Arabia. A people, morally as good as dead, will be roused from their deep 
sleep of ages, and drinking deep at the spiritual fountain caused by the Holy 
Prophet to flow, will become the torchbearers of spiritual light and will carry 
the Message of Islam to the ends of the earth. The Surah ends on the note that 
opposition to Islam cannot arrest or retard its progress. Truth in the long run 
triumphs and prospers and falsehood is defeated and humiliated. This 
phenomenon has taken place in the time of every Prophet of God and it will 
again take place in the time of the Holy Prophet. The Prophet is then asked to 
bear with patience and fortitude all the persecution and mockery to which he 
is being subjected, as success will soon come to him. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim.2269  
 

3. The Romans have been 

defeated 

 
 

4. In the land nearby,2269A and 

they, after their defeat, will be 

victorious 

 

 

5. In a few years2270—
cAllah’s is the dominion 

before and after that—and on 

that day the believers will 

rejoice2271 

 

 

 
2269. See 16. 
2269A. Palestine. 
2270. Bid‘ denotes a variety of numbers such as five, seven, ten, etc. but is 

generally understood to signify from three to nine (Lane). 
2271. In order fully to appreciate the significance of this and the preceding 

two verses it is necessary to cast a cursory glance over the political conditions 
that obtained in the two great Empires that lay on the borders of Arabia—the 
Persian and the Roman Empires—shortly before the advent of the Holy 
Prophet of Islam. They were at war with each other. The first round had gone 
in favour of the Persians whose tide of conquest began in 602 AD., when in 
order to avenge the death of Maurice, his patron and benefactor, at the hands 
of Phocas, Chosroes II, started the war with Rome. For twenty years the 
Roman Empire was overrun by Persian armies as it had never been before. 
The Persians plundered Syria and Asia Minor and in 608 A.D. advanced to 
Chalcedon. Damascus was taken in 613. The surrounding country on which 
no Persian had ever set foot since the founding of the Empire was utterly and 
completely laid waste. In June 614 Jerusalem was also captured. The whole of 
Christendom was horrified by the news that together with the Patriarch the 
Persians had carried off the Cross of Christ. Christianity had been humbled in 
the dust. The flood of Persian conquest did not stop with the capture of 
Jerusalem. Egypt was next conquered, Asia Minor again overrun, and the 
 

a1:1, b29:2. c3:155; 13:32. 
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Persian armies were knocking at the very gates of Constantinople. The 
Romans could offer but little resistance as they were torn by internal 
dissensions. The humiliation of Heraclius was so complete that 'Chosroes 
wanted to see him brought in chains to the foot of his throne and was not 
prepared to give him peace till he had abjured his crucified god and embraced 
the worship of the sun' (Historians’ History of the World, vol. 7, p. 159; vol. 8, 
pp. 94-95 & Enc. Brit. under "Chosroes" II & "Heraclius"). This state of 
affairs very much grieved the Muslims as they had much in common with the 
Romans who were the 'People of the Book.' But the Quraish of Mecca who, 
like the Persians, were idolaters, were glad to see in this discomfiture of 
Christian armies a happy augury for the overthrow and destruction of Islam. It 
was shortly after this complete debacle of Roman forces that in 616 A.D. 
came the revelation to the Holy Prophet which forms the subject-matter of the 
verse under comment and the two preceding verses. These verses possessed a 
twofold significance. They foretold, in circumstances then quite inconceivable, 
that the whole position would be completely reversed within the short space of 
eight or nine years (Bid‘ meaning from three to nine years—Lane) and the 
erstwhile victorious Persian armies would suffer a crushing defeat at the hands 
of the utterly defeated, prostrated and humbled Romans. The significance of 
the prophecy lay in the fact that, within this short period, the foundations of 
the ultimate triumph of Islam and that of the defeat and discomfiture of the 
forces of disbelief and darkness would also he firmly laid. The prophecy was 
fulfilled in circumstances beyond human calculation and comprehension. 'In 
the midst of the Persian triumphs be (the Holy Prophet) ventured to foretell 
that before many years should elapse, victory would return to the banners of 
the Romans… At the time when this prediction is said to have been delivered, 
no prophecy could be more distant from its accomplishment, since the first 
twelve years of Heraclius announced the approaching dissolution of the 
Empire' (Rise, Decline & Fall of the Roman Empire by Gibbon, vol. 5. p. 74). 

After licking his wounds for several years, Heraclius was at last able to 
take the field against the Persians in 622, the year of the Holy Prophet’s 
Hijrah to Medina. In 624 he advanced into northern Media, where he 
destroyed the great fire-temple of Goudzak (Gazaca) and thus avenged the 
destruction of Jerusalem. This happened exactly within nine years, the period 
foretold in the verse; and to add to its importance and significance it happened 
in the year when the power of the Quraish also suffered a very serious reverse 
in the Battle of Badr, which recalled a biblical prophecy foretelling the fading 
of the glory of Kedar (Isa. 21:16-17). In 627 Heraclius defeated the Persian 
army at Nineveh and advanced towards Ctesiphon. Chosroes fled from his 
favourite residence Dastgerd (near Baghdad) and, after dragging on an 
inglorious existence, was murdered by his own son, Siroes, on 19th February, 
628 A.D.; and thus the Persian Empire, from the apparent greatness which it 
had reached a few years earlier sank into hopeless anarchy (Enc. Brit.). The 
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6. In Allah’s help. He helps 

whom He pleases; and He is 

the Mighty, the Merciful. 

 

 

7. Allah has made this 

promise.2272 aAllah breaks not 

His promise, but most men 

know not. 

 

 

8. They know only the outer 

part of the life2273 of this 

world, and of the Hereafter 

they are utterly unmindful.  

 

 

9. bDo they not reflect within 
themselves that Allah has not 
created the heavens and the 
earth and all that is between 
the two but in accordance 
with the requirements of 
wisdom2274 and for a fixed 

 

 
fulfilment of the prophecy was so remarkable and unforeseen that prejudiced 
Christian writers have been hard put to it to explain it away. Rodwell says that 
the vowel points of the Arabic expression used in the verse were left 
undecided so that it would read either way, i.e. Sayaghlibun meaning, "they 
will be victorious," or Sayughlabun meaning, "they will he defeated." He even 
adds that the ambiguity was intentional. The Rev. gentleman pretends not to 
understand this simple fact that the vowels of an expression which had been 
recited hundreds of times in daily Prayers and otherwise could hardly be left 
undecided. Mr. Wherry goes a step further. He says: 'Our daily newspapers 
constantly forecast political events of this kind.' To this futile attempt of Mr. 
Wherry to explain away and belittle the importance of the prophecy Gibbon’s 
quotation given above provides a crushing reply. 

2272. The promise is referred to in 8:43. 
2273. The knowledge of disbelievers is limited to an understanding of the 

physical causes of the incidents, but the causes of the defeat of the Persians 
and that of the Quraish lay deeper and were more spiritual than material or 
physical. 

2274. If disbelievers had reflected over the great powers and faculties with 
which man has been endowed and had reflected also over the very limited 
duration of their worldly existence, they would have realized that man’s life 
 

a3:195; 39:21. b7:186 
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term? aBut many among men 
believe not in the meeting 
with their Lord. 

 

10. bHave they not travelled in 

the earth so that they might 

see how evil was the end of 

those who were before them? 

They were stronger than these 

in power, and they tilled the 

soil and populated it more and 

better than these have 

populated it. And their 

Messengers came to them 

with manifest Signs. cAnd 

Allah would not wrong them, 

but they wronged their own 

souls. 

 

 

11. Then evil was the end of 

those who did evil, because, 

they rejected the Signs of 

Allah and scoffed at them. 

 

 

R. 2.   

12. dAllah originates creation; 

then He keeps repeating it; 

then to Him shall you be 

brought back.  

 

 

13. And on the day when the 

Hour will arrive ethe guilty 

shall be seized with despair. 

 
 

 

14. And they shall have no 

intercessors from among those 

 

 
on this earth is not the be-all and end-all of his creation and that there is 
a fuller and better life beyond the grave where man’s spiritual progress 
will know no end and would have realized that the present life is only a 
 

a10:46; 29:24; 32:11. b12:110; 22:47; 35:45; 47:11. c4:41; 10:45. d29:20. e6:45. 
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whom they associate with 

Allah; and athey will deny 

those whom they associate 

with Him. 

 

15. And on the day when the 

Hour will arrive—on that day 

they will become separated 

from one another. 

 
 

16. Then those bwho believed 

and acted righteously will be 

honoured and made happy in 

stately gardens.2275 

 

 

17. But as for those cwho 

disbelieved and rejected Our 

Signs and the meeting of the 

Hereafter, these shall be 

confronted with punishment. 

 

 

18. dSo glorify Allah when 

you enter the evening and 

when you enter the morning— 

 

 

19. And to Him belongs all 

praise in the heavens and the 

earth2276—and glorify Him in 

the afternoon and when you 

enter upon the time of the 

decline of the sun. 

 

 

 
preparation for the life hereafter. 

2275. How through Islam the Arabs rose from the lowest depths of 
degradation to the highest pinnacle of spiritual and material glory and 
eminence is writ large on the face of history. 

2276. When one reflects over the sublime purpose of man’s creation and on 
how a people sunk deep in moral bankruptcy rose to the heights of spiritual 
glory, as did the Arabs by following the Holy Prophet, one is bound 
spontaneously to exclaim 'Glory be to Allah, the great Creator of heavens and 
earth and all that is between them.' 
 

a10:29. b4:176; 13:30; 14:24; 22:57; 42:23; 68:35. c2:40; 7:37; 57:20; 64:11; 78:22-29.  
d17:79; 20:131; 50:40. 
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20. aHe brings forth the living 

from the dead, and He brings 

forth the dead from the living; 

and He gives life to the earth 

after its death. And in like 

manner shall you be brought 

forth. 

 

 

R. 3.   

21. And of His Signs is that 

He created you from dust; 

then, behold, you are men 

spreading2277 over the earth.  

 

 

22. And of His Signs is that 
bHe has created wives for you 

from among yourselves that 

you may find peace of mind in 

them, and He has put love and 

tenderness2278 between you. 

In that, surely, are Signs for a 

people who reflect. 

 

 

 
2277. Whereas in the present verse we have, 'He created you from dust' 

(Turab), elsewhere man is stated to have been created from Tin, i.e. clay (6:3; 
17:62; 23:13; 32:8; 37:12; 38:72). Man’s creation from dust or dry earth refers 
to that stage of his creation which preceded his formation from clay—to 
man’s food which is derived from earth and from which human body derives 
its sustenance. The verse gives three arguments to prove God’s existence: 
(a)  God has created man from dust which apparently has no relation to life 
and does not possess the attribute to produce it. (b)  He has endowed him with 
very subtle emotions and has implanted in his nature a yearning and craving to 
make progress and has bestowed upon him aptitude and capabilities to achieve 
the object of his desire. (c)  He has placed in man the desire to spread about 
and dominate the world and has given him the necessary powers for the 
achievement of this great object. 

2278. Love between man and woman leads to procreation and continuity of 
human life on earth. This shows a design and a purpose behind it and the 
existence of a designer and also of a better and fuller life after the life on this 
earth. 

a10:32. b4:2; 7:190; 16:73; 39:7. 
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23. aAnd of His Signs is the 
creation of the heavens and 
the earth and the diversity of 
your tongues and colours. In 
that, surely, are Signs for 
those who possess 
knowledge.2279 

 

 

24. bAnd of His Signs is your 
sleep by night and day, and 
your seeking of His bounty. In 
that, surely, are Signs for a 
people who would listen. 

 

 

25. And of His Signs is that 
cHe shows you the lightning 
for fear and hope,2280 dand He 
sends down water from the 
sky, and quickens therewith 
the earth after its death. In 
that, surely, are Signs for a 
people who understand.  

 

 

26. eAnd of His Signs is that 
the heaven and the earth stand 
firm by His command.2281 

Then when He calls you by a 

 

 
2279. Human progress is closely linked with the diversity of tongues and 

colours. This diversity again points to a design and a designer. That designer 
is the Creator of heavens and earth. Underneath the diversity of tongues and 
colours which has resulted in diversity of civilizations and cultures there lies a 
unity—the unity of mankind. This oneness of humanity leads to the inevitable 
conclusion of the Oneness of its Creator. 

2280. Apart from heralding rain which brings fertility and prosperity in its 
wake, lightning kills germs of various diseases and eliminates worms that destroy 
crops. Thus, besides causing fear, it is a source of manifold benefits to man. 
Every element of nature plays its allotted part in the Divine scheme of things, 
thus hearing testimony to God’s existence, and to His great wisdom and power. 

2281. Long ages have passed since the solar system came into being, yet 
nothing has gone wrong with it. Such is God’s handiwork that planets keep 

a42:30. b10:68; 27:87; 28:74. c13:13. d40:14; 42:29. e35:42. 
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single call to come forth from 
the earth, behold, you will 

come forth. 

 

27. aAnd to Him belongs 
whosoever is in the heavens 
and the earth. All are obedient 
to Him.2282 

 

 

28. bAnd He it is Who 
originates the creation, then 
keeps repeating it, and it is 
most easy for Him. His is the 
most exalted state in the 
heavens and the earth; and He 
is the Mighty, the Wise.  

 

 
R. 4.   

29. He sets forth for 
you  a  parable concerning 
yourselves. Have you, among 
those whom your right hands 
possess, partners in what We 
have provided for you so that 
you become equal sharers 
therein,2283 and you fear them 
as you fear each other? Thus 
do We explain the Signs to a 
people who understand. 

 

 

 
their orbits without any visible support. 

2282. It is beyond human ken or comprehension to guess when this great 
universe came into being. From an unknown and untraced past the sun with all 
the planets and heavenly bodies has travelled on its appointed course with a 
regularity and uniformity that have known no flaw or fault. There are millions 
of these satellites and yet they never come into collision; so perfect and 
consummate is the law and order that pervade the universe. This is the 
meaning of the words, 'All are obedient to Him.' 

2283. The verse purports to say that when a master and a slave are not 
equal though they are both human beings, and when the master would not 
share his wealth and property with his slave, how then could God, the sole 

a16:53; 20:7; 21:20; 22:65. b10:35; 27:65; 29:20. 
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30. Nay, but those, who are 
unjust, follow their own low 
desires without knowledge. 
Then awho can guide him 
whom Allah lets go astray? 
There will be no helpers for 
them. 

 

 

31. bSo set thy face to the 
service of religion with single-
minded devotion. And follow 
the nature made by Allah,2284 
the nature according to which 
He has fashioned mankind. 
There is no altering the 
creation of Allah. cThat is the 
right religion—but most men 
know not— 

 

 

32. So you all turn to Him, in 
repentance, and seek His 
protection and observe 
Prayer,2285 and be not of 
those who associate partners 
with Allah— 

 

 

33. dOf those who split up 
their religion and have become 
divided into sects;2286 every 
party rejoicing in what they 
have. 

 

 

 
Creator and Controller of all things, be regarded as sharing the control of the 
universe with anybody? 

2284. God is One and humanity is one. This is Fitratullah or Dinul-Fitrah—
—the religion which is rooted in the nature of man and to which he conforms 
and instinctively reacts. It is in this religion that a child is born, but his 
environments, the ideas and beliefs of his parents and the training he receives 
from them subsequently make him a Jew, a Magian or a Christian (Bukhari). 

2285. Mere belief in the Almightiness and Oneness of God, though it forms 
the basic principle of true religion, is not enough. A true religion must possess 
certain ordinances and commandments. Of these the top priority goes to Prayer. 

2286. Deviation from true religion led people in the past to be split up into 

a7:187; 13:34; 39:37; 40:34. b10:106; 30:44. c98:6. d6:160. 
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34. aAnd when an affliction 
befalls people, they cry unto 
their Lord, turning sincerely 
to Him; then, when He has 
made them taste of mercy 
from Him, lo! a section of 
them associate partners with 
their Lord, 

 

 

35. bSo that they begin to 
deny that which We have 
bestowed upon them. So 
enjoy yourselves awhile but 
soon you will come to know. 

 

 

36. Have We sent down to 
them any authority2287 which 
speaks in favour of what they 
associate with Him?  

 

 

37. cAnd when We make 
people taste of mercy, they 
rejoice therein; but if some 
evil befalls them because of 
that which their own hands 
have sent on, behold! they are 
in despair. 

 

 

38. See they not that dAllah 
enlarges the provision to 
whomsoever He pleases and 
straitens it to whomsoever He 
pleases? In that, truly, are 
Signs for a people who believe. 

 

 

 
warring sections and caused differences among them. 

2287. Having referred in the previous few verses to the Unity of God as the 
basic principle of all religions, this and the next three verses deal with Shirk, 
i.e. associating false gods with Allah. Polytheists possess no argument 
whatsoever in support of their false beliefs. Human nature, reason and 
commonsense all revolt against idolatry. 
 

a10:13; 39:9, 50. b16:56; 29:67. c10:22; 41:51, 52; 42:49. d29:63. 
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39. aSo give to the kinsman 

his due2288 and to the needy 

and to the wayfarer. That is 

best for those who seek the 

favour of Allah, and it is they 

who will prosper.  

 

 

40. bWhatever you lay out at 

interest that it may increase 

the wealth of the people, it 

does not increase in the sight 

of Allah; but whatever you 

give in Zakat, seeking the 

pleasure of Allah—it is these 

who will increase their wealth 

manifold.2289 

 

 

41. It is Allah Who has 

created you, and then He has 

provided for you; then cHe 

 

 
2288. The words 'his due,' embody a fine principle, viz. that the monetary 

help which the wealthy people give to their poorer brethren in the form of 
Zakat, charity or gift, are the latter’s right and due, because they make a 
substantial contribution to the production of wealth of the rich by their labour 
(51:20). Wherever the Qur’an commands the believers to give monetary help 
to the needy and the poor, it invariably uses the word Ati instead of I‘ti. By so 
doing it seeks to safeguard the self-respect of the poor person who receives 
charity, because, whereas the latter word expresses the sense of giving, the 
former expresses that of presenting (Kashshaf). 

2289. The verse institutes a contrast between Zakat and interest. Whereas 
by means of Zakat Islam seeks to improve the miserable lot of the poor, at the 
same time safeguarding their dignity and self-respect, the institution of 
interest not only does not better the economic condition of the poor, but 
actually tends to make the rich richer and the poor poorer. The vast disparity 
of wealth between different sections of human society, as a result of which a 
large majority grovels in grinding indigence and penury and a tiny section 
rolls in unmeasured wealth, is inevitably due to the institution of interest. This 
verse particularly prohibits taking of interest on money loaned to banks or 
companies, etc. 

a16:91; 17:27. b2:276, 277. c2:29; 22:67; 40:69; 45:27. 
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will cause you to die, and then 

He will bring you to life.2290 

Is there any of your so-called 

associate-gods, who can do 

any of these things? Glorified 

be He and exalted far above 

that which they associate with 

Him.  

 

R. 5.   

42. Corruption has spread on 

land and sea because of what 

men’s hands have 

wrought,2291 that He may 

 

 
2290. God is our Creator. He is our Sustainer and Provider; and He 

possesses complete control over life and death—the three very essential 
attributes that the Supreme Being Who commands and demands our worship 
must and does possess. 

2291. The main theme of the foregoing verses consisted in engendering and 
instilling in man belief in an Almighty and All-Powerful God Who creates, 
regulates and guides all life. In the present verse we are told that when darkness 
enshrouds the face of the earth and man consigns God to oblivion and gives 
himself up to the worship of the gods of his own conception and creation, God 
raises a Prophet to 'bring back the erring flock into the Master’s fold.' 

The beginning of the seventh century was an epoch of disintegration—
national and social—and religion had become extinct as a moral force and had 
become reduced to mere ritual and ceremony and the great Faiths of the world 
had ceased to exert any healthy influence on the lives of their followers. The 
Holy flames kindled by Zoroaster, Moses and Jesus had been quenched in the 
blood of man… In the fifth and sixth centuries the civilized world stood on the 
verge of chaos. It seemed that the great civilization that it had taken four 
thousand years to construct was on the verge of disintegration… Civilization 
like a gigantic tree whose foliage had overarched the world and whose 
branches had borne the golden fruits of art and science and literature, stood 
tottering, its trunk no longer alive with the flowing sap of devotion and 
reverence, but rotten to the core ("Emotion as the Basis of Civilization" & 
"Spirit of Islam"). 

Such was the condition of mankind when the Holy Prophet Muhammad, 
humanity’s greatest Teacher appeared on the world’s stage and the most 
perfect and last Divine Law in the form of the Qur’an was revealed, because a 
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make them taste the fruit of 

some of their doings, so that 

they may turn back from evil. 

43. Say, a‘Travel in the earth

and see how evil was the end 

of those before you. Most of 

them were idolaters.’  

44. bSo set thy face to the
service of the right religion, 
before there comes the day 
from Allah for which there 
will be no averting. On that 
day believers and disbelievers 
will be separated from each 
other. 
45. Those who disbelieve will
bear the consequences of their 
disbelief; and those who do 
righteous deeds prepare good 
for their own souls, 
46. cThat He, out of His
bounty, may reward those 
who believe and act 
righteously. Surely, He loves 
not the disbelievers. 

perfect Law could only be revealed when all or most of the evils, particularly 
those known as root evils, had made their appearance and had become 
established. 

The words 'land and sea,' may signify: (a)  Nations whose cultures and 
civilizations were based purely on reason and collective human experience, 
and those whose cultures and civilizations were based on Divine revelation; 
(b)  peoples living on the continents and those living in the islands. The verse 
means that all the nations of the world had become corrupt to the very core 
politically, socially and morally. 

a16:37; 27:70; 40:83. b10:106; 30:31. c10:5; 34:5. 
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47. And of His Signs is that 

He sends the winds as bearers 

of glad tidings2292 and that He 

may make you taste of His 

mercy, and that athe ships may 

sail at His command, and that 

you may seek of His bounty, 

and that you may be grateful.  

 

 

48. And, surely, We sent 

Messengers before thee to 

their own people, and they 

brought them clear Signs. 

Then We punished those who 

were guilty. bAnd it was 

certainly incumbent upon Us 

to help the believers. 

 

 

49. cIt is Allah Who sends the 

winds so that they raise the 

vapours in the form of a 

cloud. Then He spreads it in 

the sky as He pleases, and 

then He spreads it into 

fragments, and thou seest the 

rain issuing forth from its 

midst. And when He causes it 

to fall on whom He pleases of 

His servants, behold! they 

rejoice; 

 

 

 
2292. These words point to a Divine law which works with as much effect 

in the physical universe as it does in the spiritual world. Just as winds precede 
rain, heralding its advent, similarly before the advent of a Divine Reformer 
there come into existence conditions which are favourable to the spread of his 
teachings and there appear good and righteous men who prepare the ground 
and "make the paths straight for him." 

 

a17:67; 31:32; 45:13. b10:104; 40:52; 58:22. c24:44. 
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50. Though before that—

before it was sent down upon 

them—they were in despair. 

 

 

51. Observe, then, the marks 

of Allah’s mercy; how aHe 

quickens the earth after its 

death. Verily, it is He Who 

quickens the dead;2293 for He 

has power over all things. 

 

 

52. And if We sent a wind and 
bthey saw their harvest turn 

yellow, they would, certainly 

thereafter, begin to deny Our 

favours.  

 

 

53. And thou canst not make 

the dead to hear, cnor canst 

thou make the deaf to hear the 

call, when they retreat turning 

their backs; 

 

 

54. dNor canst thou guide the 

blind out of their error. Thou 

canst make only those to hear 

who would believe in Our 

Signs and submit.2294 

 

 

R. 6.   

55. eAllah is He Who created 

you in a state of 

 

 
2293. After attention has been drawn in the preceding two verses to the natural 

phenomenon that when, after severe drought, welcome rain comes and the 
parched and dry earth gets a new life, in the present verse we are told that a 
similar formula operates in the spiritual renaissance of a morally corrupt people. 
A people virtually as good as dead receive a new life through a Divine Prophet. 

2294. Man himself makes or mars his destiny. No Prophet or Divine 
revelation can lead him to God unless he has the will to listen to truth. The 
initiative first must come from man himself, the result then follows from God. 

a16:66; 22:6; 39:22; 45:6. b56:66; 57:21. c10:43; 21:46; 27:81. d10:44; 27:82. e40:68. 
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weakness,2295 and after 

weakness gave you strength; 

then, after strength, caused 

weakness and old age. He 

creates what He pleases. He is 

the All-Knowing, the All-

Powerful. 

 

56. And on the day when the 

appointed Hour2296 shall 

arrive, the guilty will swear 

that athey tarried not save a 

brief period—thus are they 

turned away from the right 

path.  

 

 

57. But those, who are given 

knowledge and faith, will say, 

‘You have indeed tarried 

according to the Book of 

Allah, till the Day of 

Resurrection. And this indeed 

is the Day of 

Resurrection,2297 but you did 

not care to know. 

 

 

58. So bon that day their 

excuses will not avail the 

wrongdoers; nor will they be 

allowed to make amends.2298 

 

 

 
2295. The word Du‘f (weakness) has been mentioned thrice in this verse 

and describes three states of human weakness—the state of embryo, of 
childhood and that of old age. 

2296. The hour of the triumph of Islam. 
2297. The expression, 'Day of Resurrection,' here does not refer to 

Resurrection after death but to the advent of a new Divine Reformer when 
people are raised to a renewed spiritual life. 

2298. The Arabic expression in the text means: (a)  They will not be 
allowed to approach the Divine threshold; (b)  they will not be permitted to 
 

a10:46; 46:36. b16:85; 41:25; 45:36. 
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59. And, truly, aWe have set 

forth for men in this Qur’an 

every type of parable,2299 and 

indeed, if thou bring them a 

Sign, those who disbelieve 

will, surely, say, ‘You are but 

liars.’ 

 

 

60. bThus does Allah seal the 

hearts of those who have no 

knowledge.2300 

 

 

61. So be thou patient. Surely, 

the promise of Allah is true; 

and let not those who have no 

certainty of faith hold thee in 

light estimation so as to move 

thee from the stand thou hast 

taken. 

 

 

 

 
make amends for the sins they would have committed; (c)  no excuse in their 
defence will be accepted from them; and (d)  they will not be taken into God’s 
favour (Lane). All these meanings are implicit in the root word ‘Ataba. 

2299. Mathal means, a description; argument; discourse; lesson; proverb; 
sign; parable or similitude (Lane). 

2300. The hearts of only those people are 'sealed' who reject Divine 
knowledge that comes to them through a Divine Reformer. The 'sealing' of the 
hearts of disbelievers is the inevitable result of their own refusal to accept 
Divine knowledge. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a17:90; 39:28. b9:93; 16:109; 47:17. 
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CHAPTER 31 
LUQMAN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Title and Context 
By common consent the Surah is considered to have been revealed at 

Mecca, towards the middle of the Meccan period, or, as some say, in the sixth 
or seventh year of the Call. The preceding Surah, Ar-Rum, had ended on the 
note that the Qur’an explains fully all those teachings that deal with the 
spiritual development and progress of man. But the disbelievers have not the 
eyes to see the truth, their hearts being sealed. They see Sign after Sign and 
yet go on harping on the tune that the Holy Prophet is a liar and a forger. The 
present Surah opens with the solemn affirmation that the Holy Prophet is not a 
forger or a liar and that this Book, the Qur’an, has been revealed to him by the 
Wise and All-Knowing God. It is full of wisdom and leads an honest seeker-
after truth to the right path. It was further mentioned in the preceding Surah 
that the cause of Islam will continue to prosper and triumph and disbelievers 
will meet with defeat, disgrace and humiliation. In the present Surah some 
light is shed on those noble moral principles by acting upon which nations and 
individuals can achieve success and prosperity and can rise to greatness and 
eminence. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah in its very beginning refers to the sine qua non of success—

correct belief and right action—and proceeds to discuss some universal moral 
principles from the mouth of a non-Arab sage, Luqman, the basic principle 
being that God is One and that all other noble ideals flow from this belief. The 
principle, second in importance to Divine Unity, concerns man’s obligations 
to man, the most essential of which are his obligations to his parents. In 
between these two basic commandments a Muslim is taught to subordinate all 
his loyalties to God and to allow no other loyalty, not even loyalty to parents, 
to conflict or clash with his loyalty to His Creator. But under no circumstances 
should he cease to be kind and considerate and respectful to them. Next, it is 
stated that man’s duty to God takes practical shape in the observance of 
Prayers and his obligations to mankind in doing good and abstaining from evil. 
The Surah says that when a true believer enters upon the noble and arduous 
task of preaching the truth and calling upon people to live righteously, 
difficulties and impediments bar his way and he has to put up with opposition, 
abuse, and persecution. He is told to bear all this opposition and persecution 
with patience and fortitude. When he is not discouraged or dismayed by the 
opposition and persecution he has to face in the discharge of his great and 
noble task, success comes his way and large crowds of people give their 
allegiance to him. In the hour of public applause and acclamation he should 
not lose his mental poise and should particularly be on his guard against 
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conceit and arrogance. The Surah then refers to the laws of nature implying 
that these laws are working in favour of Islam. It ends on a note of warning to 
disbelievers that the day of their reckoning when their wealth and their 
influence, power and prestige, would prove of no avail, is fast approaching. 
Even their children will accept Islam and spend their wealth to promote its 
cause. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim.  
 

3. cThese are verses of the 

Book, full of wisdom,2301 

 
 

4. dA guidance and a mercy 

for those who do good, 

 
 

5. eThose who observe Prayer 
and pay the Zakat and who 
have firm faith in the 
Hereafter. 

 

 

6. fIt is they who follow 

guidance from their Lord, and 

it is they who shall prosper.  

 

 

7. And of men is he who takes 

idle tales in exchange for 

guidance2302 to lead men 

astray from the path of Allah, 

without knowledge, and to 

make a fun of it. For such 

there will be humiliating 

punishment. 

 

 

8. And when Our Signs are 

recited to him, he turns away 

 

 
2301. The Qur’an is indeed such a wonderful Book that not a single one of 

the great truths, principles and ideals, enumerated and proclaimed by it, has 
been contradicted or falsified by ancient learning or science, or by modern 
discoveries and inventions. It has eminently held its own and proved equal to 
the exigencies of time in every age and period. 

2302. Life is a very serious thing. Man has been created to serve a very 
noble and grand purpose. But men of frivolous turn of mind fritter away their 
precious time and energy in vain pursuits and foolish diversions (23:116). 

a1:1. b30:2. c10:2. d16:90; 27:3. e2:4; 5:56; 9:71; 27:4. f2:6. 
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disdainfully, as though he 

heard them not, as if there 

were a heaviness in his ears. 

So announce to him a painful 

punishment. 

 

9. Surely, those who believe 

and do good works—they will 

have Gardens of Delight, 

 

 

10. Wherein they will abide. 

Allah has made a true 

promise; and He is the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

11. aHe has created the 

heavens without any pillars 

that you can see, and bHe has 

placed2303 in the earth firm 

mountains that it may not 

quake with you, and He has 

spread therein all kinds of 

creatures; and We have sent 

down water from the clouds, 

and have ccaused to grow 

therein of every fine species.  

 

 

12. This is the creation of 

Allah. Now show me what 

others beside Him have 

created. Nay, but the 

wrongdoers are in manifest 

error. 

 

 

R. 2.   

13. And We bestowed 

wisdom on Luqman and said, 

 

 
2303. Elsewhere (13:4) the Qur’an has used the word Ja‘ala (He has made) to 

express the sense of Alqa (He has placed) which shows that mountains formed 

a13:3. b13:4; 15:20; 16:16; 77:28. c27:61; 50:8. 
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‘Be grateful to Allah,’ for, 

whoso is grateful, is grateful 

for the good of his own soul. 

And whoso is ungrateful, 

then, surely, Allah is Self-

Sufficient, Praiseworthy. 

 

14. And call to mind when 

Luqman2304 said to his son 

while he admonished him, ‘O 

my dear son! associate not 

partners with Allah. Surely, 

associating partners with Allah 

is a grievous wrong.’2305 

 

 

15. aAnd We have enjoined on 
man to be good to his 
parents2306—his mother bears 
him in weakness upon 
weakness, and his weaning 
takes two years2306A––and 
said, ‘Give thanks to Me and to 
thy parents. Unto Me is the 
final return; 

 

 

 
a part of the earth and were not placed on it from outside. 

2304. Luqman seems to be a non-Arab, very probably an Ethiopian. He is 
said to belong to Egypt or Nubia. By some he has also been identified with the 
Greek "Aesop." From the beautiful moral precepts he gave to his son and 
which are embodied in the present and the next few verses, Luqman appears 
to be a Prophet of God. 

2305. The first and basic principle of all religious teaching is that God is 
One. All noble ideals and principles flow from this doctrine. By worshipping 
any other thing or being beside Allah man degrades himself and stunts, stifles 
and stultifies his personality. 

2306. This and the next verse form a parenthetical clause and refer to the 
second most important duty of man after his duty to God—his obligations to 
his fellow-beings which begin with his obligations to his parents. 

2306A. The apparent contradiction between this and 46:16 seems to be that 
some children are born earlier than others and, therefore, being weaker in 
constitution, take longer time to be weaned. 
 

a6:152; 29:9; 46:16. 
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16. And if they contend with 

thee to make thee set up 

equals with Me concerning 

which thou hast no 

knowledge, obey them not, 

but be a kind companion to 

them in worldly affairs,2307 

and in spiritual matters follow 

the way of him who turns to 

Me. Then unto Me will be 

your return and I shall inform 

you of what you used to do; 

 

 

17. ‘O my dear son, even 

though it be the weight of a 

grain of mustard seed, and 

even though it be in a rock, or 

in the heavens, or in the earth, 

Allah will, surely, bring it 

out.2308 Verily, Allah is the 

Knower of the most hidden 

secrets, and is All-Aware;  

 

 

18. O my dear son, observe 

Prayer and enjoin good and 

forbid evil and endure 

patiently whatever may befall 

thee. Surely, this is of those 

matters which require high 

resolve; 

 

 

 
2307. If man’s duty to parents appears to clash and conflict with his duty to 

God, his first loyalty is to his Creator. But in disregarding any of the wishes or 
commands of his parents which clash with his loyalty to God he must not be 
arrogant or insolent to them; but should continue to show uniform courtesy, 
love and kindness to them. 

2308. No action, good or bad, goes vain. It leaves its permanent imprint. It 
is to this great truth that reference has also been made in 50:19. 
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19. And turn not thy cheek 

away from men in scorn,2309 
anor walk in the earth 

haughtily; surely, Allah loves 

not any arrogant boaster; 

 

 

20. And walk thou at a 

moderate pace, and lower thy 

voice; verily, the most hateful 

of voices is the braying of the 

ass.’ 

 

 

R. 3.   

21. Do you not see that Allah 

has pressed for you into 

service whatever is in the 

heavens and whatever is in the 

earth, and has completed His 

favours on you, both visible 

and invisible?2310 And among 

men there are some who 
bdispute concerning Allah, 

without knowledge or 

guidance or an illuminating 

Book.2311 

 

 

22. And when it is said to 

them, ‘Follow that which 

Allah has revealed,’ cthey say, 

‘Nay, we shall follow that 

 

 
2309. Sa‘ara Khadda-hu means, he turned away his cheek from the people 

on account of pride or contempt (Lane). 
2310. The words may signify all needs of man—physical and spiritual; 

material and intellectual; known and unknown. 
2311. The combined testimony of human reason and commonsense of 

observation and experience and of Divine revelation, goes to show that belief 
in plurality of gods is a false and foolish belief. This is the significance of the 
words, without knowledge or guidance or an illuminating Book. 

a17:38; 25:64. b13:14; 22:4, 9. c5:105; 10:79; 21:54. 
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which we found our fathers 

following.’2312 What! even 

though Satan was inviting 

them to the punishment of the 

burning fire? 

 

23. aAnd he who submits 

himself wholly to Allah, and 

is a doer of good, he has, 

surely, grasped a firm handle. 

With Allah rests the end of all 

affairs.2313 

 

 

24. And as for him bwho 

disbelieves, let not his 

disbelief grieve thee. Unto Us 

is their return and We shall 

tell them that which they did. 

Surely, Allah knows full well 

what is in the breasts. 

 

 

25. We shall let them enjoy 

themselves for a while; then 

shall We drive them to a 

severe torment.  

 

 

26. cAnd if thou ask them, 

‘Who created the heavens and 

the earth?’ they will, surely, 

answer, ‘Allah.’2314 Say, ‘All 

 

 
2312. Man is so constituted that he is not easily persuaded to give up his 

old ideas and beliefs. The one constant obstacle that the Prophets of God have 
had to meet from disbelievers is that the latter would not give up their old 
ancestral ways and beliefs. Old superstitions indeed die hard. 

2313. God alone causes all actions to produce their results. 
2314. An intelligent study of the creation of the universe and of the perfect 

design and order that pervade and permeate it, leads to the one inescapable 
inference that there must be a Creator of this universe. The expression la-
Yaqulunna signifies that disbelievers will have no option but to admit that it is 
Allah Who has brought the universe into being. 

a2:113. b3:177. c29:62; 39:39. 
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praise belongs to Allah.’ But 

most of them have no 

knowledge. 

 

27. aTo Allah belongs 
whatever is in the heavens and 
the earth. Verily, Allah is 
Self-Sufficient, Praise-worthy. 

 

 

28. bAnd if all the trees that 
are in the earth were pens, and 
the ocean—seven2315 more 
oceans to replenish it—were 
ink, the words of Allah would 
not be exhausted. Surely, 
Allah is Mighty, Wise. 

 

 

29. Your creation and your 
resurrection are only like the 
creation and resurrection of a 
single soul.2315A Verily, Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.  

 

 

30. Seest thou not that cAllah 
makes the night pass into2316 
the day and makes the day 
pass into the night, and dHe 
has pressed the sun and the 
moon into service; each 
pursuing its course till an 
appointed term, and that Allah 
is Well-Aware of what you do? 

 

 

 
2315. Numbers "7" and "70" are used in Arabic to denote a large number, 

and not exactly "seven" and "seventy" as ordinary numerals. 
2315A. The verse signifies that all human beings are subject to the same 

laws of nature. It also points to the fact that the rise or fall of nations and 
communities is subject to the same laws of nature as is the progress or 
degradation of individuals. 

2316. The natural law of the day following the night, and vice versa, 
operates with equal force in regard to the fate of nations as well as individuals. 

a2:285; 10:56; 24:65. b18:110. c22:62, 35:14; 57:7. d7:55, 13:3; 35:14; 39:6. 
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31. That is because it is Allah 

alone Who is the True God, 

and whatever they call upon 

beside Him is false, and 

because it is Allah alone Who 

is the Most High, the 

Incomparably Great. 

 

 

R. 4.   
32. Dost thou not see that athe 
ships sail on the sea by the 
favour of Allah,2317 that He 
may show you of His Signs? 
Therein, surely, are Signs for 
every patient and grateful 
person.  

 

 

33. And when waves engulf 
them like so many coverings, 
bthey call upon Allah, in full 
sincerity of faith; but when 
cHe brings them safe to land, 
then some of them keep to the 
right course.2318 And none 
denies Our Signs save every 
perfidious, ungrateful person. 

 

 

34. O men, seek protection 

with your Lord and fear dthe 

day when the father will not 

be of any avail to his child, 

nor will the child at all be of 

 

 
2317. The sailing of ships is indeed a great Divine boon. Much of the 

prosperity of mankind depends on it. The greatest sea-power is generally the 
richest and the most powerful country in the world. 

2318. The verse refers to a very common characteristic of a Mushrik 
(polytheist). He is weak of faith and is very superstitious. Even a small 
misfortune is sufficient to frighten and upset him because his faith is only a 
jumble of make-beliefs and hearsays and superstitions. 

a17:67; 30:47; 45:13. b10:23; 17:68; 29:66. c10:24; 17:68. d2:124; 82:20. 
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any avail to his father. Allah’s 

promise is, surely, true. So let 

not worldly life beguile you, 

nor let the Deceiver deceive 

you concerning Allah.  

 

35. Verily, with Allah alone is 

the knowledge of the Hour. 
aAnd He sends down the rain, 

and He knows what is in the 

wombs. And no soul knows 

what it will earn tomorrow, and 

no soul knows in what land it 

will die. Surely, Allah is All-

Knowing, All-Aware.2319 

 

 
 

 
2319. The Surah ends by reverting to its basic theme—the ultimate triumph 

of Islam; and mentions some important facts concerning it: (1)  With God 
alone rests the knowledge of the hour of the final overthrow of disbelief and 
the triumph of Islam. (2)  He alone knows when the condition of a people 
demands the sending down of Divine revelation and so He has revealed the 
Qur’an in the fullness of time. (3)  To Him alone belongs the knowledge 
whether the generations yet unborn will accept Islam or stick to disbelief, i.e. 
whether the sons and grandsons of the leaders of disbelief, who are now 
fighting Islam tooth and nail, will enter its fold and will willingly give their 
lives to safeguard it and further its cause. (4)  The disbelievers do not know 
that all their efforts against Islam will prove futile and abortive. (5)  The 
leaders of disbelief, who have turned the Holy Prophet and Muslims out of 
their hearths and homes, will themselves meet death away from their homes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a30:25; 42:29. 
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CHAPTER 32 
AS-SAJDAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah was also revealed at Mecca. The preceding Surah had 

ended with the statement that God alone knows when a particular people are 
to rise or fall and that He alone provides for the physical needs of man and for 
his moral and spiritual requirements. The present Surah opens with the 
declaration that God being the Lord of all the worlds, in His hands lie all those 
means upon which the progress and prosperity of nations and individuals 
depend and He alone controls those causes that lead to their decline and 
downfall. 

Subject-Matter 
The main theme of the Surah is the ultimate triumph of Islam. It opens 

with a strong repudiation of the disbelievers’ charge that the Qur’an is a 
forgery and the Holy Prophet an impostor. The Prophet, it says, is not an 
impostor because impostors never succeed in their missions, but the cause of 
the Holy Prophet is daily advancing by leaps and bounds; neither is the 
Qur’an a forgery because it has been revealed in the fullness of time and in 
accordance with the demands of truth and justice and fulfils all the moral and 
spiritual needs and requirements of man and because also the whole universe 
seems to be working in support and furtherance of its Message. The Surah 
then makes a little digression and makes a prophecy that after its initial 
phenomenal progress Islam will receive a temporary set-back; a comparative 
eclipse of a thousand years which will be followed by a second renaissance, as 
a result of which it will regain its pristine glory and will march on its course of 
uniform success. Next, the Surah gives a beautiful illustration how from a 
very insignificant beginning Islam will grow in strength, expand and spread 
and will become a mighty force. The illustration is taken from the 
insignificant birth of man from mere clay. Towards its close the Surah sums 
up its central theme and adds that the advent of the Holy Prophet is not 
anything novel. Just as in the physical world when the earth becomes parched 
and scorched God sends down rain and it begins to vibrate with a new life, in 
the same way in the spiritual realm, when mankind gropes and flounders in 
spiritual darkness, a Divine Messenger is raised and the spiritually dead 
receive a new life through him. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAlif Lam Mim.  
 

3. cThe revelation of the 

Book—there is no doubt 

about it—is from the Lord of 

the worlds. 

 

 

4. Do they say, ‘He has forged 
it?’ Nay, it is the truth from 
thy Lord, dthat thou mayest 
warn a people to whom no 
Warner has come before thee, 
that they may be guided.2320 

 

 

5. eAllah is He Who created 
the heavens and the earth, and 
that which is between them, in 
six periods,2321 then He 
settled Himself on the 
Throne.2322 You have no 
helper or intercessor beside 
Him. Will you not then 
reflect? 

 

 

6. He will plan His Ordinance 

from the heaven unto the 

 
 

 
2320. The Surah is the last of the Alif Lam Mim group. The central theme 

of these four Chapters (29-32) is the regeneration of a people who had sunk 
deep in the morass of moral turpitude and who were now going to be raised to 
the apex of spiritual glory through the Holy Prophet Muhammad. This 
awakening to new life of a morally dead people has been adduced as an 
argument in support of Resurrection and the Hereafter. In all these Chapters 
this subject has been introduced with reference to the creation of the universe. 

2321. See 894. 
2322. See 54. 

a1:1. b30:2. c20:5; 40:3; 46:3. d28:47; 36:7. e7:55; 11:8; 25:60. 
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earth, then will it go up to 

Him in a day the duration of 

which is a thousand years 

according as you reckon.2323 

7. aSuch is the Knower of the

unseen and the seen, the 

Mighty, the Merciful; 

8. Who has made perfect

everything He has created. 
bAnd He began the creation of 

man from clay; 

9. Then He made his progeny

from an extract of can 

insignificant fluid;  

10. dThen He endowed him

with perfect faculties and 

breathed into him of His 

spirit.2324 And He has given 

2323. The verse refers to a very serious crisis that was destined to come 
over Islam in its chequered career. Islam was to pass through a period of 
sustained progress and prosperity during the first three centuries of its life. 
The Holy Prophet is reported to have pointedly alluded to this fact in his 
saying: 'The best century is the one in which I live, then the next century, then 
the century after that '(Tirmidhi & Bukhari, Kitabush-Shahadat). Islam began 
to decline after the first three centuries of uninterrupted conquests. The 
process of decline and decay continued in the next thousand years. It is to this 
period of a thousand years that reference has been made in the words, then 
will it go up to Him in a day the duration of which is a thousand years. In 
another of his sayings the Holy Prophet is reported to have said that Faith will 
ascend to the Pleiades and a man of Persian descent will bring it back to the 
earth (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir). With the appearance of the Promised Messiah 
in the 14th century A.H., the process of decay has been arrested and 
renaissance of Islam has begun to take place. 

2324. Ruh meaning, human soul and Divine revelation (Lane), the verse 
signifies that after the physical development of the embryo becomes complete 
in the womb, it develops a soul; or the meaning may be that after the spiritual 
development of man becomes complete he receives Divine revelation. 

a34:4; 59:23. b6:3; 15:27; 37:12. c77:21. d15:30; 38:73. 
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you ears, and eyes, and hearts. 

But little thanks do you give! 

11. And they say, ‘What!

when we are lost in the earth, 

shall we then be raised up in 

the form of a new creation?’ 

Nay, abut they disbelieve in 

the meeting with their Lord. 

12. Say, ‘The angel of death

that has been put in charge of 

you will cause you to die; 

then to your Lord will you be 

brought back.’ 

R. 2. 

13. If only thou couldst see

when the guilty ones will 

hang down their heads before 

their Lord, and say, ‘Our 

Lord, we have seen and we 

have heard, so bsend us back 

that we may do good works; 

for now we are convinced of 

the truth of what we were 

told.’  

14. And if We had enforced

Our will, We could have 

given every soul its 

appropriate guidance, but the 

word from Me has come true 

that c‘I will fill Hell with jinn 

and men all together.’2325 

2325. The reference in these words is to 15:43, 44 where it is stated, 'Such 
of the erring ones as choose to follow thee, surely, Hell is the promised place 
for them,' meaning thereby that only the 'erring ones,' will be cast into Hell. 

a18:106; 29:24; 30:17. b23:100, 101; 35:38; 39:59. c11:120; 15:44; 38:86. 
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15. So taste ye the punishment 

of your evil deeds, for you 

forgot the meeting of this day 

of yours. We, too, have 

forgotten you. Taste ye then 

the lasting punishment 

because of that which you 

used to do. 

 

 

16. Only those really believe 

in Our Signs who, when they 

are reminded of them, afall 

down prostrate and celebrate 

the praises of their Lord, and 

they are not proud. 

 

 

17. Their sides keep away 

from their beds; and bthey call 

on their Lord in fear and 

hope, and spend out of what 

We have bestowed on them.  

 

 

18. And no soul knows what 

joy of the eyes is kept hidden 

for them, as a reward for the 

good they used to do.2326 

 

 

 
2326. Describing the form and nature of the blessings and comforts of 

Paradise the Holy Prophet is reported to have said: 'No eye has yet seen them 
(the blessings of Paradise), nor has any ear heard of them, nor can human 
mind conceive of them' (Bukhari, Kitab Bad’ul-Khalq). The Hadith shows 
that the blessings of the life to come will not be material. They will be the 
spiritual representations of good deeds and actions the righteous believers 
might have done in the present life. The words used to describe them in the 
Qur’an have been used only in a metaphorical sense. The present verse may 
also mean that Divine boons and blessings that will be bestowed upon the 
righteous believers in the next world are far too good and too plentiful, even 
to be imagined or conceived of. They will be far beyond the widest stretch of 
human imagination. 

a17:108, 110; 19:59. b21:91. 
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19. aIs he, then, who is a 

believer like one who is 

disobedient? They are not 

equal. 

 

 

20. As for those bwho believe 

and do good works, they will 

have Gardens of Eternal 

Abode as an entertainment in 

return for what they used to 

do. 

 

 

21. And as for those who are 

disobedient, their abode will 

be the Fire. cEvery time they 

desire to come out of it, they 

will be turned back into it, 

and it will be said to them, 

‘Taste ye the punishment of 

the Fire which you used to 

deny.’ 

 

 

22. And most surely dWe will 

make them taste of the lesser 

punishment before the greater 

punishment,2327 that they may 

return to Us with repentance.  

 

 

23. And who is more unjust 

than he who is reminded of 

the Signs of his Lord and then 

turns away from them? We 

will, surely, exact retribution 

from the guilty. 

 

 

 
2327. 'The lesser punishment' and 'the greater punishment' may respectively 

signify, (1)  afflictions of the present life and those of the Hereafter; 
(2)  defeat of the Quraish in the Battle of Badr and Fall of Mecca; (3)  smaller 
miseries and misfortunes which befall a disbelieving people by way of 
warning before their final destruction. 

a40:59. b30:16; 35:8; 42:23; 45:31. c5:38; 22:23. d52:48. 
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R. 3.   

24. aAnd We indeed gave 

Moses the Book—be not, 

therefore, in doubt about 

receiving a perfect Book 

thyself—and We made it a 

guidance for the Children of 

Israel. 

 

 

25. bAnd We appointed from 

among them leaders, who 

guided the people by Our 

command, because they were 

steadfast and had firm faith in 

Our Signs. 

 

 

26. Verily, thy Lord—He will 
cjudge between them on the 

Day of Resurrection 

concerning that in which they 

used to disagree. 

 

 

27. Does it not furnish 

guidance to them how many a 

generation have We destroyed 

before them, amid whose 

dwellings they now walk 

about? In that, surely, are 

Signs. Will they not then 

listen?  

 

 

28. Do they not see that We 

drive the water to the dry land 

and produce thereby dcrops of 

which their cattle eat, and 

they themselves also? Will 

they not then see?saaassaaas 

 

 
saaas  

a2:88; 17:3; 23:50. b21:74. c4:142; 22:70; 39:4. d10:25; 20:55; 25:50. 
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29. And they say, ‘When will 

this victory come, if you are 

truthful?’ 

 

 

30. Say, ‘On the day of 

victory2328 the faith of the 

disbelievers shall not avail 

them, nor will they be 

respited.’  

 

 

31. So turn away from them, 

and wait. They are also 

waiting. 

 

 
 

 
2328. The day of the Battle of Badr which has also been called the Day of 

Decision (8:42). 
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CHAPTER 33 
AL-AHZAB 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Medina. It was revealed between the 5th 

and the 7th year of the Hijrah, possibly up to the 8th and the 9th year. There is 
sufficient internal evidence to establish this fact. In the preceding few 
Chapters the prophecy was repeatedly and emphatically made that Islam 
would continue to make progress and gather strength, till the whole of Arabia 
would accept its Message, and idolatry would disappear from the country, 
never to return. In the immediately preceding Surah—As-Sajdah—it was 
stated that Muslims would be favoured with all sorts of physical comforts and 
material prosperity. Towards its end the disbelievers had tauntingly asked 
when the prophecy about the victory of Islam and its great spread and 
expansion would be fulfilled. That question has received an emphatic answer 
in the present Surah. It is stated that prophecy about the rise and progress of 
Islam has already been fulfilled and Islam has become a great power. 

Subject-Matter 
With the accession to Islam of great political power and prestige and 

with its emergence as a full-fledged State, the ordinances of the Shari‘ah 
began to be revealed in quick succession to guide Muslims in political and 
social matters. This Surah embodies several such ordinances. At the outset it 
abolishes a deep-rooted custom of the Arabs—the adoption of another 
person’s son as one’s own. Then it refers to a very deep and real spiritual 
relationship that subsists between the Holy Prophet and Muslims. In his 
capacity as their spiritual father he stands closer to them than even their own 
selves and his wives are their spiritual mothers. Next, the Surah gives a 
somewhat detailed description of the Battle of the Trench which was the 
fiercest encounter in which the Muslims had so far been engaged. The whole 
of Arabia had risen like one man against Islam and a well-equipped army, 
numbering from 10,000 to 20,000 strong, had marched on Medina. The 
Muslims were a paltry 1200, though according to some writers the total 
number of those employed in digging the Trench including women and 
children was in the neighbourhood of 3000. The combat was quite unequal. 
The Muslims were in sore straits. But God sent His hosts and the powerful 
enemy was routed and scattered. In the next few verses the Surah states that 
while in a religious community there is no dearth of sincere and devoted 
followers, there are also to be found in its ranks hypocrites and the weak of 
faith. These hypocrites loudly profess to be true followers but when in the 
Prophet’s time Medina was attacked by a mighty force, they asked to be 
excused from fighting on the side of Muslims on very lame excuses. They 
broke their plighted word. The Banu Quraizah were the first to dishonour their 
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pledge and to leave Muslims in the lurch when the latter were hemmed in on 
all sides and the very fate of Islam hung in the balance. After the Confederates 
dispersed, the Holy Prophet marched against them and they received deserved 
punishment. 

As a result of the Battle of the Trench and of the subsequent 
banishment of the Banu Quraizah large booty fell into the hands of Muslims. 
From a persecuted and economically very poor minority they had grown into a 
rich, powerful and prosperous State. Material wealth brings in its train 
worldly-mindedness, a desire for ease and comfort and apathy towards service 
and sacrifice. This is a state of affairs which a Reformer has specially to guard 
against. Love of ease and comfort generally makes appearance first in the 
domestic circle, and as the members of the Holy Prophet’s household were to 
serve as a model in social behaviour, it was in the fitness of things that they 
should have been required to set an example in self-denial. The Holy 
Prophet’s wives were asked to make a choice between a life of comfort and 
ease and his simple and even austere companionship and they lost no time in 
making their choice. They preferred the Prophet’s company. The wives of the 
Holy Prophet were particularly enjoined to set an example in piety and 
righteous conduct, as befitted the wives of the greatest of God’s Prophets and 
in preserving the dignity and decorum of their exalted position, and by 
teaching Muslims the precepts and commandments of their religion. The 
Surah, then, makes a reference to Zainab’s marriage with Zaid. The failure of 
this marriage and Zainab’s subsequent marriage with the Holy Prophet served 
a double purpose. By giving in marriage Zainab, his own cousin and a full-
blooded Arab lady, intensely proud of her ancestry and exalted social position, 
to a freed slave, the Holy Prophet had sought to level to the ground all those 
invidious class distinctions and divisions from which the Arabian society had 
suffered, as according to Islam all men were free and equal in the sight of God. 
Next, the Surah removes a possible misgiving to which the abolition of the 
custom of adoption might have given rise, viz. that in the absence of real sons 
the Holy Prophet will die issueless and his Movement will wither and die out 
for want of an heir. It says that it was God’s own plan that the Prophet should 
have no male issue; but this did not mean that he would be issueless since he 
was the spiritual father of the whole of mankind. As practical proof of this 
claim he would bring into being a community of righteous and most loyal 
spiritual sons. The Surah further says that since the Holy Prophet is the 
spiritual father of the Faithful, his wives are their spiritual mothers, and 
therefore marriage with them, after the death of the Holy Prophet, is a 
grievous sin. The Holy Prophet himself is told that he is not to divorce anyone 
of his existing wives, nor to add to their number, and his wives are enjoined 
that, consistently with their dignity as "Mothers of the Faithful," they should 
observe certain rules regarding dress, etc. when going out. This injunction 
enjoining privacy and decorum applies equally to all Muslim women. 
Towards its close the Surah points to the very high destiny of man and to his 
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great responsibilities as the crown of God’s whole creation. He has been 
endowed with great powers and capabilities denied to other beings and, 
therefore, he alone among all creation can, by acting upon the laws of the 
Shari‘ah, imbibe and reflect in his person Divine attributes. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah the 
Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O thou Prophet,2329 seek 

protection in Allah, and 

follow not the wishes of the 

disbelievers and the 

hypocrites. Verily, Allah is 

All-Knowing, Wise. 

 

 

3. bAnd follow that which is 

revealed to thee from thy 

Lord. Verily, Allah is Well-

Aware of what you do. 

 

 

4. cAnd put thy trust in Allah, 

and Allah is sufficient as a 

Guardian.  

 
 

5. Allah has not made for any 
man two hearts in his breast; 
nor has He made those of 
your wives from whom you 
keep away by calling them 
mothers,2330 your mothers in 
fact, nor has He made those 
whom you2331 adopt as sons, 

 

�

 
2329. The Holy Prophet has been addressed as An-Nabi (The Prophet) in this 

verse and at several other places in the Qur’an. No other Prophet in any revealed 
Scripture, or in the Qur’an, has been addressed as such. All other Prophets have 
been addressed by their proper names. This peculiarity of address shows that the 
Holy Prophet is An-Nabi, i.e. the Prophet par excellence. Or, the reference in this 
form of address may be to a biblical Prophecy in which the advent of "that 
Prophet" has been foretold (John, 1:21, 25). 

2330. Zihar or Muzaharah means, separating oneself from one’s wife, 
calling her mother (Lane). 

2331. Ad‘iya’ is plural of da‘iyy which means, one who is claimed as a son 
by a person who is not his father; adopted son; one whose origin or lineage or 
 

a1:1. b10:110. c3:160; 26:218. 
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your sons in fact. These are 
merely the words of your 
mouths; but Allah declares 
the truth, and He guides to 
the right path.  

 

6. Call them after their 
fathers. That is more 
equitable in the sight of 

Allah. But if you know not 
their fathers, then they are 
your brothers in Faith and 

your friends. And there is no 
blame on you in respect 

of  any mistake you may 

unintentionally make in this 

matter; but you will be called 

to account for that which 

your hearts purpose. And 
Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Ever Merciful.  

 

 

 
parentage is doubted; one who attributes his descent to other than his father 
(Lane). The verse sought to abolish two very deep-rooted and widespread 
customs of the Arabs in the Holy Prophet’s time. The more obnoxious of these 
two was that of Zihar. A husband, in a fit of anger, would call his wife his 
mother. The poor woman was deprived of her conjugal rights and yet 
remained tied to him without the right of marrying another man. Islam, a great 
champion of women’s rights, could not tolerate such a savage custom. The 
other custom was that of adopting the son of another man as one’s own. This 
custom, apart from being calculated to cause complications in blood 
relationships was puerile and foolish. The reason for the abolition of these 
customs is implied in the words, Allah has not made for any man two hearts in 
his breast. Human heart is understood to be the seat of emotions and feelings. 
It can entertain only one kind of emotion at one time. Contradictory emotions 
cannot possibly be entertained by it at the same time. Moreover, different 
human relations evoke different emotions. Merely calling one’s wife one’s 
mother or calling a stranger one’s son cannot evoke the corresponding 
emotions in one’s heart. A wife can never become a mother nor a stranger a 
real son. Mere words of mouth cannot change the state of mind of the utterer 
of those words, nor can they alter hard facts of physical relationship. 
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7. The Prophet is nearer to 

the believers than their own 

selves, and his wives are as 

mothers2332 to them. aAnd 

blood-relations are nearer to 

one another, according to the 

Book of Allah, than other 

believers from among the 

Helpers and the Emigrants 

except that you show 

kindness to your friends.2333 

This also is written down in 

the Book.  

 

 

8. And call to mind bwhen 

We took from the Prophets 

their covenant, and from thee, 

and from Noah and Abraham, 

 

 
2332. The verse clears a possible ambiguity that might have arisen from 

misunderstanding the injunction contained in v.6 above. While in that verse 
the believers were enjoined to call them after their fathers, in the present verse 
the Holy Prophet, by implication, has been called the father of the Faithful. 
The preceding verse speaks of blood-relationship but the verse under 
comment speaks of the spiritual relationship that subsists between the Holy 
Prophet and the Faithful. 

2333. The Islamic Brotherhood which had come into being through the 
spiritual fatherhood of the Holy Prophet might have led to the misconception 
that Muslims could inherit each other’s property. The verse seeks to remove 
this misconception by laying down that only blood-relations can inherit each 
other and that from among the blood-relation only the believers can inherit, 
the disbelievers having been debarred from inheriting their believing relatives. 
The verse also abolishes that form of brotherhood which was established 
between the Emigrants of Mecca and the Helpers of Medina on the former’s 
arrival in Medina, according to which an "Emigrant" would even inherit the 
property left by an "Helper." That brotherhood, which was but a temporary 
measure and was adopted to rehabilitate the Emigrants from Mecca, ceased to 
exist, and blood-relationship, and not faith alone, became the decisive factor 
in determining inheritance and other kindred matters. But the wider 
Brotherhood of Islam continued and Muslims were expected to treat one 
another like brothers. 

a8:76. b3:82. 
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and Moses and Jesus, son of 

Mary, and We, indeed, took 

from them a solemn 

covenant;2334 

 

9. That Allah may question 
the truthful about their 
truthfulness. aAnd for the 
disbelievers He has prepared 
a painful punishment.  

 

 

R. 2.   
10. O ye who believe, 
remember the favour of Allah 
to you when there came 
against you hosts,2335 and 
We sent against them a wind 
and hosts2336 that you saw 

 

 
2334. The four Prophets—Noah, Abraham, Moses and Jesus, have found 

special mention in this verse inasmuch as they occupy a unique position 
among the hierarchy of pre-Islamic Divine Prophets. Noah was the first Law-
bearing Prophet in the real sense of the word and in Abraham converged both 
the Mosaic and Islamic Dispensations, and Moses was the Holy Prophet’s 
counterpart while Jesus was the last of the Israelite Prophets and the Holy 
Prophet’s harbinger. The words "their covenant" mean the covenant which 
was taken from them or which befitted their dignity and exalted position and 
was in harmony with their high duties and responsibilities. See also 433. 

2335. With this verse begins an account of the Battle of the Trench which took 
place in the 5th year of the Hijrah and was the fiercest encounter in which the 
Muslims had so far been engaged. The whole of Arabia rose like one man against 
Islam. The Quraish of Mecca, their allies, the Ghatafan, the Ashja‘ and Murrah, 
the Fazarah, the Sulaim and the Banu Sa‘d and Banu Asad, the desert tribes of 
Central Arabia, aided and abetted by the perfidious Jews and treacherous 
Hypocrites of Medina, formed themselves into a grand confederacy against the 
Holy Prophet. A mighty force numbering from ten to twenty thousand strong was 
pitched against 1200 (according to some writers 3000 Muslims including women 
and children were employed in digging the Trench) ill-prepared and ill-
provisioned Muslims. The siege of Medina lasted from fifteen days to four weeks. 
Islam emerged stronger from this severe ordeal and the disbelieving Quraish were 
never again able to march against Muslims in force. 

2336. Forces of nature—wind, rain and cold which wearied the disbelievers 
and damped their spirits. The words may also refer to the hosts of angels 
which cast fear in the hearts of disbelievers and heartened and encouraged the 
 

a18:103; 48:14; 76:5. 
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not. And Allah sees what you 
do.  

11. When they came upon 
you from above you, and 
from below you,2337 and 
when your eyes became 
distracted, and your hearts 
reached up to your throats, 
and you thought diverse 
thoughts about Allah.  

 

 

12. Then were the believers 

sorely tried, aand they were 

shaken with a violent shaking. 

 

 

13. bAnd call to mind when 
the Hypocrites and those in 
whose hearts was a disease 
said, ‘Allah and His 
Messenger promised us only 
delusion;’ 

 

 

14. And when a party of them 

said, ‘O people of 

Yathrib,2337A you can 

possibly make no stand 

against the enemy, therefore 

turn back.’2338 And a section 

 

 

 
Muslims. Says William Muir: 'Forage was obtained with the utmost difficulty; 
provisions were running short, and the camels and horses dying daily in great 
numbers; wearied and damped in spirit the night set in upon them, cold and 
tempestuous wind and rain beat mercilessly on the unprotected camp. The 
storm rose to a hurricane. Fires were extinguished, tents blown down, cooking 
vessels and other equipage overthrown' ("Life of Muhammad"). 

2337. The disbelievers burst upon Muslims from every direction—from the 
heights of Medina as well as from the plains. The reference in the words 'and 
you thought diverse thoughts about Allah,' is to the 'Hypocrites' and not to 
sincere and steadfast Muslims (v.13). 

2337A. This was the name of Medina before the Hijrah. 
2338. The words mean, 'Return to your old faith, or go back to your homes.' 

a8:18. b8:50. 
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of them even asked leave of 

the Prophet, saying, ‘Our 

houses are exposed,’ whereas 

they were not exposed. They 

only sought to flee. 

 

15. If the enemy were to enter 

the Town from its environs, 

and then they were asked to 

join in the disturbance 

against the Muslims, they 

would certainly have done so, 

and would not have tarried in 

their houses save a little.2339 

 

 

16. And truly they had 

already covenanted with 

Allah2340 that they Would 

not turn their backs. And a 

covenant with Allah will 

have to be answered for. 

 

 

17. Say, a‘Flight shall not 

avail you if you flee from 

death or slaughter; and even 

then you will not be allowed 

to enjoy yourselves but little.’ 

 

 

18. Say, b‘Who is it that can 

save you from Allah if it be 

His wish to do you harm, or 

can deprive you of it, if it be 

 

 
2339. The verse purports to say that if an enemy had entered into Medina 

from another direction and the Hypocrites were invited to make common 
cause with him against the Muslims, they would have willingly and readily 
done so. 

2340. The words refer to the treaty which the Jews of Medina had made 
with the Holy Prophet that they would fight on his side against any enemy 
who invaded Medina. 

a4:79; 62:9. b39:39. 
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His wish to show you 

mercy?’ And they will not 

find for themselves any 

friend nor helper other than 

Allah. 

 

19. Verily, Allah knows well 
those among you who hinder 
others from fighting and 
those who say to their 
brethren, ‘Come and be with 
us;’ and they themselves 
come not to the fight but 
little,  

 

 

20. Being niggardly of their 
help to you. But when danger 
comes, thou seest them 
looking towards thee, their 
eyes rolling like one who is 
fainting at the approach of 
death. But when the fear has 
passed away, they assail you 
with sharp tongues, being 
niggardly of any good 
coming to your way.2341 
These have never believed; 
so Allah has rendered their 
works null and void. And that 
is easy for Allah.  

 

 

21. They still hope that the 
Confederates may not have 

gone away; and if the 
Confederates should come 

 

 
2341. Shuhh meaning both niggardliness and greed, the expression means, 

(a)  that the Hypocrites are very niggardly in giving help to the Muslims; 
(b)  that they are very greedy of getting money, and taunt the Muslims if their 
greed is not satisfied. 
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again, they would wish to be 
among the nomad Arabs in 

the desert, asking for news 
about you. And if they were 
among you, they would fight 

but little.2342 

 

R. 3.   

22. Verily, you have in the 

Prophet of Allah aan 

excellent model,2343 for him 

 
 

 

 
2342. With the 13th verse the description had begun of an hypocrite’s state 

of mind, particularly when he is face to face with danger. The picture has 
become complete with the present verse. The hypocrite is a coward and a 
defeatist. He is a liar and has no regard for pledges solemnly made. He is 
treacherous, disloyal and perfidious. He is niggardly and greedy. In short, he 
is the complete antithesis of a true believer. 

2343. The Battle of the Trench perhaps constituted the hardest ordeal in the 
Holy Prophet’s whole career and from that supreme test he emerged with 
enhanced moral stature and prestige. In fact, it is in time of danger, when all 
around is dark, or in the hour of success and victory when a person’s enemy 
lies prostrate at his feet, that his real mettle is tested; and history bears 
eloquent testimony to the fact that the Holy Prophet was as great and noble in 
time of distress as he was in the hour of success. The battles of the Trench, 
Uhud and Hunain shed a flood of light on the one beautiful facet of his 
character, and the Fall of Mecca on the other. Peril and danger did not 
discourage or dismay him nor could victory and success spoil him. When left 
almost alone on the day of Hunain with the fate of Islam hanging in the 
balance, he fearlessly and single-handed advanced into the enemy’s ranks 
with the memorable words on his lips: 'I am the Prophet of God and I am 
telling no lie. I am the son of ‘Abdul-Muttalib.' And when Mecca fell and the 
whole of Arabia lay prostrate at his feet, absolute and undisputed power failed 
to corrupt him. He showed unparalleled magnanimity to his enemies. 

What greater testimony there could possibly be to the Holy Prophet’s 
nobility of character than the fact that those who were nearest to him and 
knew him most loved him most and were the first to believe in his mission—
his dear wife Khadijah, his lifelong friend Abu Bakr, his cousin and son-in-
law ‘Ali, his freed slave Zaid. The Prophet was humanity’s noblest specimen 
and a perfect model in beauty and beneficence. In all the various facets of his 
variegated life and character he stands unrivalled and an excellent exemplar 
for men to copy and follow. His whole life lies before the floodlight of history. 
He started life as an orphaned child and ended it by being the arbiter of the 
destinies of a whole nation. As a boy he was sedate and dignified and at the 
 

a3:32. 
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who hopes to meet Allah and 

the Last Day and who 

remembers Allah much. 

 

23. And when the believers 

saw the Confederates, they 

said, ‘This is what Allah and 

His Messenger promised 

us;2344 and Allah and His 

Messenger spoke the truth.’ 

And it only added to their 

faith and submission.  

 

 

24. Among the believers are 

men who have been true to 

the covenant they had made 

with Allah.2345 Some of them 

 
 

 

 
threshold of youth he was a perfect example of moral virtue, righteousness 
and sobriety. In middle age he won the title of Al-Amin, (The Trusty and 
Truthful) and as a businessman he proved himself to be most honest and 
scrupulous. He married ladies both much older and much younger than 
himself and all of them swore by his faithfulness, love and godliness. As a 
father he was most affectionate, and as a friend most loyal and considerate. 
When entrusted with the great and difficult task of reforming a corrupt society 
and subjected to persecution and exile, he bore it all with dignity and decorum. 
He fought as a soldier and commanded armies. He faced defeat and won 
victories. He legislated and decided cases. He was a statesman, a teacher and a 
leader of men. 'Head of the state as well as of the Church he was Caesar and 
Pope in one; but he was Pope without the Pope’s pretensions, and Caesar 
without the legions of Caesar. Without a standing army, without a bodyguard, 
without a palace, without a fixed revenue, if ever any man had the right to say 
that he ruled by a right Divine, it was Muhammad, for he had all the power 
without its instruments and without its supports. He would do his household 
work with his own hands, would sleep upon a leathern mat, and his menu 
consisted of dates and water or barley-bread, and after having done a full day 
of multifarious duties, he would spend the hours of night in prayer and 
supplication till his feet got swollen. No man under so vastly changed 
circumstances and conditions had changed so little' ("Muhammad and 
Muhammadanism" by Bosworth Smith). 

2344. The reference is to the prophecy about the defeat and discomfiture of 
the hosts of disbelief and the victory of Islam (38:12 & 54:46). 

2345. The verse constitutes a great memorial to the fidelity, sincerity and 
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have fulfilled their vow, and 

there are others who wait, 

and they have not changed in 

the least.  
 

25. aThat Allah may reward 

the truthful for their truth, 

and punish the hypocrites if 

He so please, or turn to them 

in mercy. Verily, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

26. And Allah turned back 

the disbelievers in their 

rage;2346 they gained no 

good. And Allah sufficed the 

believers in their fight. Allah 

is Powerful, Mighty. 

 

 

27. And He brought those of 

the People of the Book who 

had aided them down bfrom 

their fortresses, and cast 

terror into their hearts. Some 

you slew, and some you took 

captive.2347 

 

 

 
steadfastness in faith of the Holy Prophet’s disciples. Never did the followers 
of any Prophet receive from God such certificate of good conduct and 
faithfulness. Just as the Master was unique among all Divine Messengers in 
discharging his prophetic duties, so were his Companions matchless in 
fulfilling the role assigned to them. 

2346. Allah repelled the attack of the Confederates. They had to raise the 
siege and, consumed with anger and rage at having completely failed in their 
unholy and nefarious undertaking, they went back to their homes, never being 
in a position again to attack Medina. Henceforward the initiative passed into 
the hands of Muslims. The Battle of the Trench marked a turning point in the 
history of Islam. From a weak and continuously harassed and harried minority 
Islam became a mighty force in Arabia. 

2347. The perfidious Banu Quraizah had entered into a solemn treaty with 
the Holy Prophet that they would help Muslims if an enemy attacked Medina. 
 

a48:6, 7. b59:3. 
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28. And He made you inherit 
their land and their houses 
and their wealth, and also a 
land on which you have not 
yet set foot.2348 And Allah 
has power over all things. 

 

 

R. 4.   
29. O Prophet! say to thy 
wives, ‘If you desire the life 
of this world and its 
adornment, come then, I will 
provide for you and send 
you  away  in  a  handsome 
manner;2349 

 

 

30. But if you desire Allah 

and His Messenger and the 

Home of the Hereafter, then, 

truly, Allah has prepared for 

those of you, who do good, a 

great reward.’ 

 

  

 
But at the time of the Battle of the Trench they were prevailed upon by 
Huyayy, the leader of the Banu Nadir to break their plighted word and join the 
grand confederacy against Islam. When the attack fizzled out, the Holy 
Prophet marched against them, and besieged them in their strongholds. The 
siege continued for about 25 days after which they agreed to lay down their 
arms and preferred to submit to the award of Sa‘d bin Ma‘adh, the chief of the 
tribe of Aus, rather than to that of the Holy Prophet. Sa‘d decided the case 
according to the Mosaic Law (Deut: 20:10-15). 

2348. The allusion here seems to be either to the lands of Khaibar or to the 
eventual conquest of Persian and Roman Empires and of the countries beyond, 
upon which Muslims had not so far set their feet. 

2349. As the Holy Prophet’s wives were to serve as a model in social 
behaviour, it was in the fitness of things that they should have been required 
to set an example in self-denial. Not that the use of money and the amenities 
of life were completely forbidden to them, but they were certainly expected to 
set a very high standard of self-abnegation. It is to this high standard of the 
sacrifice of material benefits and of an affluent and easy living to which the 
present and the following few verses refer. The companionship of the Holy 
Prophet demanded this sacrifice, and his wives were told to make a choice 
between comfortable life and his companionship. 
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31. O wives of the Prophet! if
any of you be guilty of
manifestly dishonourable
conduct,2349A the punishment
will be doubled2350 for her.
And that is easy for Allah.

PART XXII 
32. But whoever2351 of you is
obedient to Allah and His
Messenger and does good
works, We shall give her her
reward twice over; and We
have prepared for her an
honourable provision.
33. O wives of the Prophet!
you are not like any other
women if you are righteous.
So be not soft in speech,2352

lest he, in whose heart is a
disease, should feel tempted;
and speak decent words.
34. And stay2353 in your
houses with dignity, and

2349A. Conduct falling short of the highest standards of faith. 
2350. If they prefer physical comforts, which is the significance of the word 

Fahishah (Lane) used in the verse, they would be setting a very bad example, 
and as wives of the Holy Prophet whose example was bound to be followed 
by other women they would be incurring a grave responsibility and would, 
therefore, deserve double punishment. On the other hand, if they were devoted 
to God and His Messenger and had set a noble example of self-denial for 
others to copy, their reward would also be double. 

2351. The masculine gender for the verb Yaqnut is used because of the 
subject man which is invariably followed by a verb in the masculine gender. 

2352. The wives of the Holy Prophet are here enjoined to maintain the 
dignity of their very exalted position and to conduct themselves with due 
propriety and decorum while talking to members of the opposite sex. All 
Muslim women are included in this injunction. 

2353. The words show that the principal sphere of the activities of a woman 
is her house––not that she is not allowed to leave its four walls. She may go 
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display not your beauty like 
the displaying of the former 

days of ignorance, and 
aobserve Prayer, and pay the 
Zakat, and obey Allah and 

His Messenger. Surely, Allah 
desires to remove from you 
all uncleanness, O Members 

of the Household, and purify 
you completely.  

 

35. And remember what is 
rehearsed in your houses of 
the Signs of Allah and 
wisdom.2354 Verily, Allah is 
Subtle, All-Aware.  

 

 

 
out as many times as she may require for the performance of a legitimate 
errand or the satisfaction of a legitimate need. But to move about in mixed 
society and take part in all sorts of avocations and professions, shoulder to 
shoulder with man, and to do so to the neglect and detriment of her special 
domestic duties as the mistress of the house is not the Islamic conception of 
ideal womanhood. The Holy Prophet’s wives were particularly required to 
'stay in their houses' because the dignity of their exalted position as 'Mothers 
of the Faithful' demanded this and also because Muslims often visited them to 
pay their respects and sought necessary guidance from them on important 
religious matters. The commandment equally applies to all Muslim women. It 
is the Quranic way of address that while it appears to be particularly 
addressing the Holy Prophet, the address is meant equally for all Muslims. 
Similarly, a commandment addressed to the wives of the Holy Prophet applies 
also to all Muslim women. 

The expression Ahlul-Bait applies principally and primarily to the Holy 
Prophet’s wives. This is quite clear from the context and also from vv. 11:74 
and 28:13. In its wider sense, however, it includes all members of a family 
who form one’s household, even one’s children and children’s children. The 
expression had also been used by the Holy Prophet for some of his select 
Companions. 'Salman is a member of our household' is a well-known saying 
of the Holy Prophet (Saghir). 

2354. The Holy Prophet’s noble consorts were required not only to serve as 
model of virtue, piety and righteousness for the Faithful but to teach them the 
principles and precepts of Islam which they had learnt direct from the Holy 
Prophet. 

a19:56; 20:133. 
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R. 5. 
36. aSurely, men who submit
themselves to God and 
women who submit 
themselves to Him, and 
believing men and believing 
women, and obedient men 
and obedient women, and 
truthful men and truthful 
women, and men steadfast in 
their faith and steadfast 
women, and men who are 
humble and women who are 
humble, and men who give 
alms and women who give 
alms, and men who fast and 
women who fast, and men 
who guard their chastity and 
women who guard their 
chastity and men who 
remember Allah much and 
women who remember 
Him—Allah has prepared for 
all of them forgiveness and a 
great reward.2355 

37. And it behoves not a

believing man or a believing 

woman, bwhen Allah and His 

2355. This verse embodies a most effective repudiation of the charge that 
Islam accords a lower status to women. According to the Qur’an women stand 
on the same level with men, and they can attain to all those spiritual heights to 
which men can attain and enjoy all those political and social rights which men 
enjoy. Only their spheres of activities being different, their duties are different. 
It is this difference in duties of both the sexes that has mistakenly, or perhaps 
deliberately, been misunderstood by hostile critics of Islam as implying a 
lower status for women. 

a9:112. b4:66. 
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Messenger have decided a 

matter, that they should 

exercise their own choice in 

the matter concerning 

them.2356 And whoso 

disobeys Allah and His 

Messenger, surely, strays 

away in manifest error.  

 

38. And call to mind when 
thou didst say to him on 
whom Allah had bestowed 
favours and on whom thou 
also hadst bestowed 
favours:2357 ‘Keep thy wife 
to thyself, and fear Allah,’ 
and thou didst conceal in thy 
heart what Allah was going 
to bring to light, and thou 
didst fear the people, whereas 
Allah has better right that 
thou shouldst fear Him. Then, 
when Zaid had accomplished 
his want concerning her,2357A 
We joined her in marriage to 
thee, so that there may be no 
difficulty for the believers 
with regard to marriage with 
the wives of their adopted 

 

 

 
2356. The immediate occasion for the revelation of this verse may have 

been Zainab’s hesitation to comply with the Holy Prophet’s greatly cherished 
wish that she should marry Zaid, his freed slave. It goes to Zainab’s credit that 
in deference to the Prophet’s wish she agreed to her marriage with Zaid, much 
against her personal inclination. The Holy Prophet did not press her to accept 
Zaid as her husband. She only deferred to the wish of the Holy Prophet. 

2357. Zaid bin Harith, a young freed man of the Holy Prophet whom he had 
adopted as his son before adoption was declared unlawful in Islam. 

2357A. Had divorced her; Watar means, need; want; an object of want (Lane). 
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sons, when they have 
accomplished their wants 
concerning them. And 
Allah’s decree was bound to 
be fulfilled.2357B 

 
2357B. Zainab was the daughter of the Holy Prophet’s aunt, hence a full-

blooded Arab lady, intensely proud of her ancestry and exalted social status. 
Islam had envisaged and given to the world a civilization and culture in which 
there were no class divisions, no hereditary nobility, no vested interests. All 
men were free and equal in the sight of God. The Holy Prophet wanted to start 
with his own family to carry into actual effect this noble ideal of Islam. He 
wished to marry Zainab to Zaid, who in spite of having been freed by the 
Prophet, unfortunately still carried the stigma of slavery in the minds of some 
people. It was exactly this stigma of slavery, this invidious distinction 
between 'free' and 'slave' which the Holy Prophet sought to remove by 
Zainab’s marriage with Zaid. In deference to the Holy Prophet’s wish Zainab 
agreed to the proposal. The purpose of the Holy Prophet was achieved. The 
marriage levelled to the ground class distinctions and divisions. It was a 
practical demonstration of Islam’s noble ideal. But the marriage unfortunately 
ended in failure, not so much due to a difference in the social status of Zainab 
and Zaid as to the incompatibility of their dispositions and temperaments and 
also due to a feeling of inferiority from which Zaid himself suffered. The 
failure of the marriage naturally grieved the Holy Prophet. But it also served a 
very useful purpose. In pursuance of a Divine command, as mentioned in the 
latter part of the verse, the Holy Prophet himself married Zainab, thus cutting 
at the very root of the obnoxious and deep-seated Arab custom that it was a 
sacrilege to marry the wife of one’s adopted son. The custom of adoption was 
abolished and with it went also this foolish notion. Thus Zainab’s marriage 
with Zaid served one very noble object and its failure another. 

The words 'fear Allah' signify that Zaid wanted to divorce Zainab, and as 
divorce according to Islam is very hateful in the sight of God, the Holy 
Prophet exhorted him not to do so. The clause and… thou shouldst fear Him, 
may apply to both Zaid and the Holy Prophet. Applying to Zaid it would mean 
that Zaid did not like that the cause of his separation from Zainab should come 
to light, perhaps because as the words 'fear Allah' indicate the fault lay more 
with him than with Zainab. As, however, applying to the Holy Prophet, it 
would signify that as the marriage between Zaid and Zainab was arranged at 
his instance and wish, he naturally did not like its breach. The clause also 
shows that the Prophet feared that the breakdown of the marriage which 
resulted in an ostensible failure of the experiment in Islamic brotherhood, 
would cause some mental confusion and uneasiness among people whose faith 
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39. No blame can attach to 
the Prophet with respect to 

that which Allah has made 
incumbent2358 upon him. 
Such, indeed, was the way of 

Allah with those who have 
passed before—and the 
command of Allah is a decree 

ordained— 

 

 

40. Those who delivered the 
Messages of Allah aand 

feared Him, and feared none 
but Allah. And sufficient is 
Allah as a Reckoner.  

 

 

41. Muhammad is not the 

father of any of your men, 

 

 
was weak. This was the anxiety that lay heavy on the Prophet’s heart. The 
words, 'thou didst fear the people,' seem to point to this fear of his. 

Some Christian critics of Islam pretend to find in the Holy Prophet’s 
marriage with Zainab a basis for mean attacks on him. It is stated that the 
Prophet, having by chance seen Zainab, became enamoured of her beauty and 
Zaid, having come to know of his desire to marry her, sought divorce from her. 
The fact that the Holy Prophet’s most inveterate enemies, before whose eyes 
the whole affair had actually taken place, dared not attribute the base motives 
ascribed to him by these critics after so many centuries, completely knocks the 
bottom from under this base and totally unfounded charge. Zainab was the 
Prophet’s own cousin and, being so closely related to him, he must have seen 
her many times before "Pardah" was enjoined. Besides, it was in deference to 
his own persistently expressed wish that Zainab had reluctantly agreed to 
marry Zaid. It is on record that she and her brother had desired before her 
marriage with Zaid that she should be taken into marriage by the Holy Prophet 
himself. What was it that prevented the Holy Prophet from marrying her when 
she was a virgin and when she herself desired to get married to him? The 
whole story evidently seems to be a figment of the "fertile" imagination of the 
Holy Prophet’s hostile critics and it is an insult to human intellect to give 
credence to it. 

2358. The reference in the words is to the Holy Prophet’s marriage with 
Zainab. The words show that his marriage took place in obedience to express 
Divine command. 

a67:13. 
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but he is the Messenger of 
Allah, and the Seal of the 

Prophets2359 and Allah has 
full knowledge of all things.   

 
2359. Khatam is derived from Khatama which means, he sealed, stamped, 

impressed or imprinted the thing. This is the primary signification of this word. 
The secondary meaning is he reached the end of the thing; or covered the 
thing; or protected what is in a writing by marking or stamping a piece of clay 
upon it, or by means of a seal of any kind. Khatam means, a signet ring; a seal 
or stamp and a mark; the end or last part or portion and result or issue of a 
thing. The word also signifies embellishment or ornament; the best and most 
perfect. The words Khatim and Khatm and Khatam are almost synonymous 
(Lane, Mufradat, Fath & Zurqani). So the expression Khatamun-Nabiyyin 
would mean, the Seal of the Prophets; the best and most perfect of the 
Prophets; the embellishment and ornament of the Prophets. Secondarily it 
means, the last of the Prophets. 

At Mecca when all the Holy Prophet’s male children had died in their 
childhood, his enemies taunted him with being Abtar (one who has no male 
issue), meaning that in the absence of male heirs to succeed him his 
Movement would sooner or later come to an end (Muhit). In answer to this 
taunt of disbelievers it was emphatically declared in Surah Kauthar that not 
the Prophet but his enemies would remain issueless. After the revelation of 
Surah Kauthar the idea naturally found favour with early Muslims that the 
Prophet would be blessed with Sons who would live to an adult age. The verse 
under comment removed that misconception inasmuch as it declared that the 
Prophet is not, never was, nor will ever be the father of any grown-up young 
men (Rijal meaning grown-up young men). The verse while appearing to be in 
conflict with Surah Kauthar in which not the Holy Prophet but his enemies 
were threatened with being issueless, in reality seeks to set at rest doubts and 
misgivings to which this seeming contradiction gives rise. It says that the 
Holy Prophet is Rasulullah, signifying that he is the spiritual father of a whole 
Ummah and he is also Khatamun-Nabiyyin, signifying that he is the spiritual 
father of all the Prophets. So when he is the spiritual father of all believers and 
of all Prophets, how can he be said to be Abtar (issueless). If the expression be 
taken to mean that he is the last of the Prophets and that no Prophet will come 
after him, then the verse would appear to be out of tune and to possess no 
relevance with the context, and instead of refuting the taunt of disbelievers 
that the Holy Prophet was issueless, would support and reinforce it. Briefly, 
according to the meaning of the word Khatam, given above, the expression 
Khatamun-Nabiyyin can have four possible meanings: (1)  The Holy Prophet 
was the Seal of the Prophets, i.e. no Prophet can be regarded as true unless his 
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R. 6.   

42. O ye who believe! 
aremember Allah much; 

 

 

43. bAnd glorify Him 

morning and evening.  

 
 

44. He it is Who sends down 

His blessings on you, and His 

angels pray for you,2359A that 

He may bring you forth from 

all kinds of darkness into 
clight. And He is Merciful to 

the believers. 

 

 

 
Prophethood bears the seal of the Holy Prophet. The Prophethood of every 
past Prophet must be confirmed and testified to by the Holy Prophet, and also 
nobody can attain to Prophethood after him except by being his follower. 
(2)  The Holy Prophet was the best, the noblest and the most perfect of all the 
Prophets and he was also a source of embellishment for them (Zurqani, 
Sharah Mawahibul-Ladunniyyah). (3)  The Holy Prophet was the last of the 
law-bearing Prophets. This interpretation has been accepted by eminent 
Muslim theologians, saints and savants such as Ibn-e-‘Arabi, Shah Waliyullah, 
Imam ‘Ali Qari, Mujaddid Alf Thani, and others. According to these great 
scholars and saints no Prophet can come after the Holy Prophet who could 
abrogate his Millah or who should be from outside his Ummah (Futuhat, 
Tafhimat, Maktubat & Yawaqitu wal-Jawahir). ‘A’ishah, the talented spouse 
of the Holy Prophet, is reported to have said, 'Say that he (the Holy Prophet) is 
Khatamun-Nabiyyin, but do not say that there will be no Prophet after him' 
(Manthur). (4)  The Holy Prophet was the last of the Prophets only in this 
sense that all the qualities and attributes of Prophethood found their most 
perfect and complete consummation and expression in him; Khatam in the 
sense of being the last word in excellence and perfection is of common use. 
Moreover the Qur’an clearly speaks of the advent of Prophets after the Holy 
Prophet (7:36). The Holy Prophet himself was clear in his mind as to the 
continuity of Prophethood after him. He is reported to have said: 'If Ibrahim 
(his son) had remained alive, he would have been a Prophet' (Majah, Kitabul-
Jana’iz), and, 'Abu Bakr is best of men after me, except that a Prophet should 
appear' (Kanz). 

2359A. The word Yusalli signifies both sending down blessings and praying. 

a4:104; 8:46; 62:11. b3:42; 19:12. c2:258; 14:6; 57:10; 65:12. 
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45. aTheir greeting on the 

day, when they meet Him, 

will be ‘peace.’ And He has 

prepared for them an 

honourable reward.  

 

 

46. O Prophet! truly We have 

sent thee as a Witness, and a 

Bearer of glad tidings, and a 

Warner, 

 

 

47. bAnd as a Summoner unto 

Allah by His command, and 

as a light-giving Lamp.2360 

 
 

48. And announce to the 

believers the glad tidings that 

they will have great bounty 

from Allah. 

 

 

49. cAnd follow not the 

disbelievers and the 

hypocrites, and overlook their 

annoying talk and put thy 

trust in Allah; for Allah is 

sufficient as a Guardian. 

 

 

50. O ye who believe! when 

you marry believing women 

and then divorce them 
dbefore you have touched 

them, then you have no right 

to reckon the period of 

waiting with regard to them. 

 

 

 
2360. As the sun is the central point in the physical universe, so is the Holy 

Prophet the central point in the spiritual realm. He is the sun in the firmament 
of Prophets and Heavenly Reformers who like so many stars and moons 
revolve round him and borrow light from him. He is reported to have said: 
'My Companions are like so many stars; whomsoever of them you follow you 
will be rightly guided' (Saghir). 

a10:11; 36:59. b25:57; 35:25; 48:9. c18:29; 25:53. d2:237. 
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So make some provision for 

them and send them away in 

a handsome manner.2361 
51. O Prophet! We have
made lawful to thee thy
wives whom thou hast paid
their dowries, and those
whom thy right hand
possesses from among those
whom Allah has given thee
as gains of war, and the
daughters of thy paternal
uncle, and the daughters of
thy paternal aunts, and the
daughters of thy maternal
uncle, and the daughters of
thy maternal aunts who have
emigrated with thee and any
other believing woman if she
offers herself for marriage to
the Prophet provided the
Prophet desires to marry her;
this provision is only for thee,
and not for other believers—
We have already made
known what We have
enjoined on them concerning
their wives and those whom
their right hands possess—in
order that there may be no
difficulty for thee in
explaining the Law to them.

2361. The words, and send them away in a handsome manner, signify 
(1) that no reproach or disgrace should be considered to attach to the divorced
woman; (2)  that the divorced woman should ordinarily be paid more than her
part of the stipulated dower, and (3)  that after divorce her freedom to act as
she likes with regard to herself should not be interfered with.
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And Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Merciful.2362 

 
2362. This verse should be read along with vv. 29 and 30 above, in which 

the wives of the Holy Prophet were offered a choice between his 
companionship and the material benefits and comforts of life, and they 
preferred the Prophet’s company. The present verse, by implication, refers to 
that reply of the Prophet’s consorts which is recorded in the books of history 
but expressly nowhere in the Qur’an. Till they gave their reply, the physical 
relations between them and the Holy Prophet remained, as it were, in a state of 
suspension. While the wives of the Holy Prophet preferred his company to 
material goods and amenities of life, he too had great consideration for their 
feelings, and though he was given the choice to retain such of them as he liked 
(v. 52), he did not exercise the choice and retained all of them. 

The Holy Prophet’s marriages were motivated by highly noble 
considerations and not by those imputed to him by his ignorant and ignoble 
critics. With the solitary exception of his marriage with ‘A’ishah, which later 
circumstances fully justified, he married only widows or divorced women. He 
married Hafsah whose husband was killed in the battle of Badr; Zainab bint 
Khuzaimah whose husband was killed in the battle of Uhud; Umm-e-Salmah 
whose husband died in 4 A.H.; and Umm-e-Habibah, daughter of Abu Sufyan, 
who became a widow in 5 or 6 A.H. (in exile in Abyssinia). He married 
Juwairiyah and Safiyyah, both widows, in 5 A.H. and 7 A.H. respectively, 
seeking a union with and pacification of their tribes. It is worthy of note that a 
hundred families of the Bani Mustaliq were liberated by Muslims when the 
Holy Prophet married Juwairiyah. Maimunah, another widow, it is said, 
offered herself to be taken in marriage by the Holy Prophet which offer he 
condescended to accept in the interest of the education and training of Muslim 
women. He married Zainab, the divorced wife of Zaid in 5 A.H., in order to 
put a stop to a foolish custom prevailing among the Arabs and in order also to 
assuage her wounded feelings as the respected lady had felt deeply humiliated 
at being divorced by Zaid. He married Mariah in 7 A.H. and thus by raising a 
freed slave girl to the highly eminent spiritual status of the "Mother of the 
Faithful" he gave a death blow to slavery. Such were the pious and righteous 
motives of our noble Master in marrying widows and divorced women, by no 
means noted for their youth or beauty. His critics deliberately ignore the 
patent fact that up to the age of 25 he lived the spotless life of a celibate. Then 
in the prime of his youth he married a lady many years his senior and lived 
with her a most happy life till he was an old man of fifty and she about sixty-
five. After her death he married Saudah, another lady of very advanced age. 
He married all his other wives, to which exception has been taken by evil-
minded carpers, between 2 A.H. and 7 A.H., a period when he was constantly 
engaged in active fighting and his life was perpetually in danger and the fate 
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52. Thou mayest put aside 
any of them that thou 

pleasest, and keep with 
thyself whom thou pleasest; 
and if thou desirest to take 

back any of those whom thou 
hast put aside, there is no 
blame on thee. That is more 

likely that their eyes may be 
cooled, and that they may not 
grieve, and that they may all 

be pleased with that which 
thou hast given2363 them. 
And Allah knows what is in 

your hearts; and Allah is All-
Knowing, Forbearing. 

 

 

 
of Islam itself hung in the balance. Could any sane person in such situation of 
danger and uncertainty conceive of contracting marriage after marriage from 
bad motives such as are attributed to the Holy Prophet by his evil-minded 
critics? After this he lived for about three years as virtual ruler of the whole of 
Arabia when all the comforts and amenities of life were at his disposal, and 
yet he entered into no further marriage. Does not this fact alone establish the 
honesty and sincerity of the Holy Prophet’s motives in contracting his 
marriages? 

The words 'if she offers herself for marriage to the Prophet' have been 
taken as specially referring to Maimunah who is reported to have offered 
herself to be taken into marriage by the Holy Prophet. The clause, this 
provision is only for thee and not for other believers, means that it was a 
special privilege of the Holy Prophet and was due to the special nature of his 
duties as a Divine Prophet. The clause may also refer to the special permission 
granted to the Holy Prophet, to retain all his wives, after the commandment 
contained in 4:4 was revealed limiting to four the number of wives allowed to 
Muslims at one time. The words, We have already made known what We have 
enjoined on them concerning their wives, refer to the commandment contained 
in 4:4, according to which only four wives at the most at a time are allowed to 
a Muslim. But in view of the Holy Prophet’s own and of his wives’ very high 
spiritual status and other spiritual and moral considerations, exception was 
made in the case of the Holy Prophet in the opening words of this verse. 

2363. Whereas, on the one hand, the wives of the Holy Prophet were given 
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53. It is not allowed to thee to 
marry women after that, nor 
to change them for other 
wives2364 even, though their 
goodness please thee, except 
any that thy right hand 
possesses. And Allah is 
Watchful over all things.  

 

 

R. 7.   
54. O ye who believe! enter 
not the houses of the Prophet 
unless leave is granted to you 
for a meal, not waiting till it 
is cooked.2364A But enter 
when you are invited, and 
when you have had your 
meal, disperse, without 
seeking to engage in talk.2365 
That causes inconvenience to 

 

 
the option to choose between his companionship and the material comforts of 
life and worldly goods (33:29, 30), on the other, the Holy Prophet was also 
given the choice to retain or part with any of his wives. All his wives lost no 
time in indicating their preference. They chose to cast in their lot with him. 
The Holy Prophet, on his part, was equally considerate. He signified his 
intention to retain all of them. This decision of the Prophet greatly pleased 
them. This is the meaning of the words: that they may all be pleased with that 
which thou hast given them. 

2364. This verse was revealed in 7 A.H. after which the Holy Prophet 
contracted no further marriage. He was also not allowed to divorce any of the 
existing wives, possibly in deference to their dignity as "Mothers of the 
Faithful" and perhaps also because they had preferred the rigour and austerity 
of the Holy Prophet’s domestic life to worldly comforts. God appreciated their 
sacrifice and forbade the Holy Prophet to marry any more wife or to divorce 
any of the existing wives. 

2364A. For the food to get ready. 
2365. One should not enter a house uninvited, and when invited he should 

be punctual. It is as bad to be before time as to be behind time. After meals 
one should depart, not wasting one’s own and other peoples’ time in the usual 
postprandial idle talk. 
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the Prophet, and he feels shy 
of asking you to leave, but 
Allah is not shy of saying 
what is true. And when you 
ask them—the wives of the 
Prophet—for anything, ask 
them2366 from behind a 
curtain. That is purer for your 
hearts and their hearts. And it 
behoves you not to cause 
inconvenience to the Mess-
enger of Allah, nor that you 
should ever marry his wives 
after him. That, indeed, is a 
monstrous thing in the sight 
of Allah.2367 

 

55. aWhether you disclose a 

thing or conceal it, Allah 

knows all things well.  

 

 

56. There is no blame on 
them in this respect with 
regard to their fathers or their 
sons or their brothers, or the 
sons of their brothers or the 
sons of their sisters, or their 
womenfolk or those whom 
their right hands possess. 
And fear Allah, O wives 
of  the Prophet. Verily, Allah 
is Witness over all things.  

 

 

 
2366. The commandment is intended to discourage too much familiarity 

between the sexes, the pronoun hunna (them) by implication applying to all 
women. 

2367. Marriage with the widows of the Holy Prophet has been declared a 
grievous sin in this verse. Being the "Mothers of the Faithful" it was 
inconsistent with their spiritual dignity that any of their "spiritual sons" should 

a3:30; 4:150. 
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57. Allah sends down His 
blessings on the Prophet and 
His angels pray for him. O ye 
who believe, you too should 
invoke His blessings on him 
and salute him with the 
salutation of peace. 

 

 

58. Verily, athose who malign 

Allah and His 

Messenger2368—Allah has 

cursed them in this world and 

in the Hereafter, and has 

prepared for them an abasing 

punishment. 

 

 

59. bAnd those, who malign 

believing men and believing 

women for what they have 

not earned, shall bear the 

guilt of a calumny and a 

manifest sin. 

 

 

R. 8.   

60. O Prophet! tell thy wives 

and thy daughters, and the 

women of the believers, that 

they should pull down upon 

them of their outer cloaks 

from their heads over their 

faces.2369 That is more likely 

 

 

 
marry any of them. 

2368. By 'maligning Allah' is meant 'seeking to put obstacles in the way of 
the cause of truth' and by 'maligning His Messenger,' is meant 'seeking to 
slander and defame him.' 

2369. Jalabib (outer cloaks) is the plural of Jilbab which means, (a)  a 
woman’s outer wrapping garment; (b)  a garment that envelops the whole 
body; (c)  a garment worn by a woman that entirely envelops the body so that 
not even a hand is left uncovered (Lane). Islamic "Pardah" serves a double 
 

a9:61. b4:113; 24:24. 
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that they may thus be 

recognized and not molested. 

And Allah is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful.  
61. If the Hypocrites and 
those in whose hearts is a 
disease and those who cause 
agitation in the City by 
spreading false rumours, 
desist not, We shall, surely, 
urge thee on against2370 
them; then they will not 
dwell therein as thy 
neighbours save for a little 
while.  

 

 

62. They are accursed. 
Wherever they are found they 
will be seized, and cut into 
pieces.2371 

 

 

63. aSuch has been the way of 
Allah with those who passed 
away before, and never thou 
wilt find a change in the way 
of Allah.  

 

 

 
purpose. It enjoins privacy and recommends decorum and dignified behaviour. 
Women are not allowed to meet men promiscuously, and they are also 
expected to observe certain rules regarding dress when going out of their 
houses. For a detailed discussion of the subject of "Pardah" see 2044. 

2370. The Hypocrites and Jews of Medina sought to put all sorts of 
obstacles in the way of Islam, the main weapon in their armoury against it 
being the spreading of false news. This capacity to create mischief received a 
severe setback when the defeat and dispersion of the confederated armies 
added vastly to its political power and prestige. The expression, 
Lanughriyannaka bi-him, also means 'We shall surely make thee take action 
against them, or give thee authority over them.' 

2371. Ignominy and humiliation have dogged the footsteps of the ill-fated 
Jewish people throughout the ages. Their return to Palestine and the 
establishment of the State of Israel seems to be only a temporary phase. 

a17:78; 35:44; 48:24. 
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64. aPeople ask thee 
concerning the Hour. Say, 
‘The knowledge of it is with 
Allah alone.’ And what will 
make thee know that the 
Hour may be nigh? 

 

 

65. bAllah has, surely, cursed 
the disbelievers, and has 
prepared for them a blazing 
fire, 

 

 

66. Wherein they will abide 
for ever. They will find 
therein no friend, nor helper. 

 

 

67. On the day when their 
faces are turned over into the 
fire, they will say, c‘O, would 
that we had obeyed Allah and 
obeyed the Messenger!’ 

 

 

68. dAnd they will say, ‘Our 
Lord, we obeyed our chiefs 
and our great ones and they 
led us astray from the 
way,2372 

 

 

69. ‘Our Lord, give them 
double punishment and curse 
them with a mighty curse.’  

 

 
R. 9.   

70. O ye who believe! be not 

like those who maligned2373 

Moses;2373A but Allah cleared 

 

 

 
2372. In the preceding verse reference was made to the leaders of disbelief, 

Wujuh also meaning leaders. Here the rank and file are mentioned. It is human 
nature to seek to shift the blame for one’s own evil deeds to others. 

2373. Adhahu means, he did or said what was disagreeable or hateful to 
him; maligned or annoyed or hurt him. 

2373A. Moses was made the butt of serious calumnies, some of which were: 
 

a7:188; 78:3. b7:45. c25:28. d7:39; 14:22; 28:64; 34:32, 33. 40:48, 49. 
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him of what they said about 

him. aAnd he had a great 

position in the sight of Allah. 

 

71. O ye who believe! fear 

Allah, and say the 

straightforward word. 

 

 

72. He will set right your 

actions for you and forgive 

you your sins. bAnd whoso 

obeys Allah and His 

Messenger shall, surely, 

attain a supreme triumph.  

 

 

73. Verily, We offered the 

trust of the Divine Law to the 

heavens and the earth and the 

mountains, but they refused to 

bear it and were afraid of it. 

But man bore it. Indeed, he is 

capable of being unjust to, 

and neglectful of, himself.2374 

 

 

 
(1)  Korah induced a woman to bring against him a charge of illicit connection 
with her. (2)  Having become jealous of Aaron’s increasing influence with his 
people, Moses sought to kill him. (3)  He was a victim of leprosy and syphilis; 
and (4)  Samiri charged him with idolatry. (5)  His own sister brought false 
accusations against him. 

2374. Hamalal-Amanata means, he took upon himself or accepted the trust; 
he betrayed it. Zalum is the intensive form of Zalim which is active participle 
from Zalama, which means, he put the thing in a wrong place; and Zalama-hu 
means, he imposed upon himself a burden which it was beyond his power or 
ability to bear. Jahul is the intensive form of Jahil which means, neglectful; 
foolish; heedless (Lane). 

Man is gifted with great natural capacities and powers to assimilate and 
manifest in his person Divine attributes and to become the image of his 
Creator (2:31). This is, indeed, a great trust which man, alone of all the 
universe, was found capable of discharging; other beings and things—the 
angels, the heavens, the earth and the mountains being quite unequal to it. 
They refused, as it were, to bear it. Man accepted this responsibility because 
 

a19:52, 53. b4:14; 24:53; 48:18. 
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74. The consequence is that 

Allah will punish hypocritical 

men and hypocritical women, 

and idolatrous men and 

idolatrous women; aand Allah 

turns in mercy to believing 

men and believing women; 

and Allah is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful.  

 

 

 

 
he alone could discharge it. He is capable of being Zalum (unjust to himself) 
and Jahul (neglectful of himself) i.e. he could be unjust to himself in the sense 
that he could bear any hardship and undergo any sacrifice for the sake of his 
Creator, and he is capable of being neglectful or heedless in the sense that in 
the discharge of his great and sacred trust he could be neglectful of his own 
interest and desire for a life of ease and comfort. (2)  Taking al-Amanat (trust) 
in the sense of the Law of the Qur’an and al-Insan signifying the perfect man, 
i.e. the Holy Prophet, the verse would mean that of all the denizens of the 
heavens and the earth, the Holy Prophet alone was found to be capable of 
being entrusted with the revelation of the most perfect and final Law—the 
Qur’an, because no other man or being was endowed with those great 
qualities which were indispensable for the full and adequate discharge of this 
great responsibility. (3)  Taking Hamala in the sense of betraying or proving 
false to a trust, the verse would mean that the trust of the Divine Law was 
imposed upon man and other terrestrial and celestial beings. All of them with 
the exception of man refused to betray this trust, that is, they carried out fully 
and faithfully all the laws to which they were made subject. The whole nature 
was true to its laws and the angels also carried out their duties loyally and 
faithfully (16:50. 51). It is man alone who having been endowed with 
discretion and volition, defies and violates Divine commandments because he 
is unjust and neglects and ignores his duties and responsibilities. This meaning 
of the verse is supported by 41:12. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a4:28; 9:104. 
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CHAPTER 34 
SABA’ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Title and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Mecca. It is difficult to assign it a definite 

date. Some scholars place it in the Middle Meccan Period; some others like 
Rodwell and Noldeke give it a later date. The preceding several Chapters 
embodied prophecies about the rise, progress and the ultimate victory of Islam 
over other Faiths, while in the immediately preceding Chapter, Al-Ahzab, the 
subject was dealt with at some length; how the combined forces of darkness 
utterly failed in their nefarious designs to destroy Islam and how Islam 
emerged from one of the severest ordeals with flying colours; its power and 
prestige having been considerably enhanced. In the present Surah, however, 
Muslims have been warned that they should be on their guard against falling 
into bad ways because when wealth and prosperity come to a people they are 
prone to give themselves up to a life of ease and luxury. Since God has no 
particular relation with any community for all time, if Muslims in the heyday 
of their glory and material prosperity led a life of sin—as did the Sabaeans or 
the Israelites after Solomon—they too would suffer the same fate. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the celebration of the praises of Allah 'to Whom 

belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth,' implying that 
as God is Great and Almighty a people who seek to defy His authority are 
sure to meet with failure and frustration. It proceeds to say that disbelievers 
delude themselves into the belief that their rejection of the Message of Islam 
will go unpunished and that 'the Hour will never come upon them.' They are 
warned that their power will break and their glory depart and that this fact will 
constitute a proof of the truth of the Holy Prophet’s mission. Next, the Surah 
makes a somewhat detailed reference to Prophets David and Solomon, who 
made vast conquests and subdued rebellious tribes and in whose reigns the 
Israelite power and glory rose to its zenith. But in the pride of their power and 
prosperity the Israelites fell into evil ways and began to lead a life of sin. This 
reference to the Israelites is followed by a reference to the Sabaeans who were 
a highly prosperous and cultured people, but who like the Israelites defied and 
disobeyed Divine commandments and like them incurred the displeasure of 
God and were destroyed by a mighty flood. By referring to the might, glory 
and prosperity of the Israelites under David and Solomon, and to that of the 
Sabaeans, and to the subsequent destruction of both, the Surah gives a 
warning to Muslims that wealth, power and prosperity will also be bestowed 
on them, but if in the heyday of their glory they, like the Israelites and the 
Sabaeans, gave themselves up to a life of luxury and ease, they will be 
punished like them. Next, the Surah deals with its main theme, viz. the 
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progressive rise of the cause of Islam and the sad fate that is in store for idol-
worshippers and their false deities. The disbelievers are challenged to call 
upon their deities to obstruct the progress of Islam, and to arrest the decline 
and downfall of their own false ideals and institutions. They are told that no 
power on earth could stop this from happening. In order to make them realize 
that their cause was destined to perish and Islam to sweep away everything 
before it, they are further told to study the operation of the laws of nature, 
which were all working in its favour. In answer to the disbelievers’ demand as 
to when the prophecy about the rise and progress of Islam will be fulfilled, the 
Surah goes so far as to fix a definite date for it. Its signs, it says, will begin to 
appear about a year after the Flight of the Holy Prophet from Mecca when the 
Quraishites, by expelling him from his native town, will render themselves 
deserving of Divine punishment. After this the Surah observes that whenever 
a Divine Reformer makes his appearance it is the vested interests and 
privileged classes that stand in his way. They feel and apprehend that the rise 
of the new Movement will weaken their hold on the poor people who, by 
accepting the new Message, will refuse to be exploited or suppressed any 
more. So they fight it tooth and nail and try to nip it in the bud and the 
suppressed and exploited classes are, by threats and intimidation, dragooned 
into accepting their lead and opposing the Divine Reformer. Towards its close 
the Surah refers to a simple criterion by which it could be easily found out 
that the Holy Prophet is neither an impostor nor a maniac but a true Prophet of 
God. An impostor, it says, is never allowed to prosper and eventually comes 
to a sad end but the cause of the Prophet is progressing, and a madman cannot 
bring about such a wonderful revolution in the life of a whole people as the 
Holy Prophet has done. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. All praise is due to Allah, 

to Whom belongs whatever is 

in the heavens and whatever is 

in the earth.2375 And His is all 

praise in the Hereafter; and 

He is the Wise, the All-

Aware.  

 

 

3. bHe knows whatever goes 

into the earth and whatever 

comes forth from it, and 

whatever descends from the 

heaven and whatever ascends 

into it;2376 and He is Merciful, 

Most Forgiving. 

 

 

4. And those who disbelieve 

say, ‘The Hour will never 

 

�

 
2375. Five Chapters of the Qur’an, i.e. 1st, 6th, 18th, 35th and the present 

one, begin with the words 'All praise is due to Allah.' All these Chapters, 
expressly or by implication, deal with the subject of the Lordship, 
Almightiness and Majesty of God. 

2376. The words, 'His is all praise in the Hereafter' refer to the time when 
Islam again will become triumphant after its temporary decline. The allusion 
in this verse is to the subject dealt with in 32:6. It signifies that it is God alone 
Who knows what kind of teaching is needed in a particular age. Similarly, it is 
He who knows when to take back to heaven the teaching which had 
descended from it, after it has been corrupted by the people, just as He takes 
water back to heaven in the form of vapours after it becomes corrupt, and 
sends it down in a purified form in the shape of rain. The words, 'whatever 
goes into the earth and whatever comes forth from it,' may also signify that 
whatever man shall sow, so shall he reap. Good actions produce good results 
and bad deeds lead to evil consequences. The verse may also be taken as 
signifying that God is aware of every phenomenon and every event, including 
the rise and fall of nations. 

a1:1. b57:5. 
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come upon us.’ Say, ‘Yea, by 

my Lord Who knows the 

unseen, it will, surely, come 

upon you. aNot an atom’s 

weight in the heavens or in the 

earth or anything less than 

that or greater escapes Him, 

but all is recorded in a 

perspicuous Book,2377 

 

5. bThat He may reward those 

who believe and do righteous 

deeds. It is these who will 

have forgiveness and an 

honourable provision.’ 

 

 

6. cBut as to those who strive 

against Our Signs, seeking to 

frustrate Our plans, it is they 

for whom there will be the 

torment of a painful 

punishment. 

 

 

7. dAnd those who are given 

knowledge see that whatever 

has been revealed to thee from 

thy Lord is the truth, and that 

it guides unto the path of the 

Mighty, the Praiseworthy.  

 

 

8. And those who disbelieve 

say, ‘Shall we show you a 

man who will tell you that 

when you are broken up into 

 

�

 
2377. The subject of the preceding verse is further elaborated and 

developed in the present one, viz. that no action good or bad goes unrequited. 
The disbelievers are thus warned that their opposition to Islam and their 
persecution of Muslims will not go unpunished. 

 

a10:62. b10:5; 30:46. c22:52; 34:39. d13:20; 22:55; 35:32; 56:96. 
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pieces, you shall be raised as 

a new creation?  

9. Has he forged a lie against 

Allah or is he afflicted with 

madness?’ Nay, abut those 

who believe not in the 

Hereafter are already 

suffering the punishment and 

are too far gone in error. 

 

 

10. Do they not see how they 

are encompassed by that 

which is before them and that 

which is behind them of the 

heaven and the earth? bIf We 

please, We could cause the 

earth to sink with them, or 

cause pieces of the sky to fall 

upon2378 them. In that verily 

is a Sign for every repentant 

servant of Allah.  

 

 

R. 2.   

11. And certainly, We 

bestowed grace upon David 

from Us and said, c‘O ye 

mountains,2378A celebrate the 

praises of Allah with 

him,2378B and O birds, ye 

also.’ And We made the iron 

soft for him,2379 

 

 

 
2378. The words, 'We could cause the earth to sink with them,' refer to the 

Signs of the earth; and the words 'or cause pieces of the sky to fall upon them' 
allude to heavenly Signs. 

2378A. Mountain tribes. For a similar expression see 12:83. 
2378B. See 1907. 
2379. The expression, 'And We made the iron soft for him,' shows that the 

 

a17:11; 27:5. b6:66; 17:69; 67:17, 18. c21:80; 38:19, 20.  
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12. And We said, ‘Make thou 

full-length coats of mail, and 

make the rings of a proper 

measure. And act righteously, 

surely I see all that you do.’ 

 

 

13. aAnd to Solomon We 

subjected the wind; its 

morning course was a 

month’s journey, and its 

evening course was a month’s 

journey too. And We caused a 

fount of molten copper to 

flow for him. And of the jinn 

were some who worked under 

him by the command of his 

Lord.2380 And We said that 

whoever of them turned away 

from Our command, We 

would make him taste the 

punishment of the burning 

fire.  

 

 

14. They made for him what 

he desired—places of worship 

and statues, and basins like 

 

�

 
art of making implements of war from iron was very much developed by 
David and he freely made use of it for making coats of mail as the next verse 
shows. 

2380. Solomon’s dominions extended from northern Syria along the coast 
of the eastern Mediterranean down to the Red Sea, along the Arabian Sea and 
up to the Persian Gulf. In fact, in Solomon’s time, the Israelite Empire had 
reached its zenith in wealth, power and prestige as the word Rih which, among 
other things, means power and conquests, (Lane), used in the verse, shows. 
The verse also shows that Solomon possessed a large mercantile navy (I Kings, 
9:26-28 & Jew. Enc. vol. Xl. p. 437) and that industry and craftsmanship had 
greatly developed under him and that he had also conquered and pressed into 
service wild and rebellious mountain tribes (II Chron. 4:1,2 & 2:18). 

a21:82; 38:37. 
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reservoirs,2381 and large 

cooking vessels fixed in their 

places. And We said, a‘Act 

gratefully, O House of David,’ 

but few of My servants are 

grateful. 
 

15. And when We decreed his 

(Solomon’s) death, nothing 

indicated to them that he was 

dead save a worm of the 

earth2382 that ate away his 

staff. So when it fell down, 

the jinn plainly realized that if 

they had known the unseen, 

they would not have remained 

in a state of degrading 

tonnent.2383 

 

 

16. There was, indeed, a Sign 

for Saba’2383A in their 

 

�

 
2381. Besides being a highly prosperous, powerful and civilized monarch, 

Solomon was the prince of builders among Israelite rulers. He had a special 
taste for architecture which had greatly developed under him. The Temple of 
Jerusalem bears an eloquent testimony to his fine architectural taste. 

2382. Solomon’s worthless son and successor, Rehoboam, under whose 
weak rule Solomon’s great and mighty Kingdom fell to pieces (1 Kings, chaps. 
12, 13, 14 & Jewish. Enc. under "Rehoboam"). 

2383. Disruption and disintegration of Solomon’s Kingdom set in in 
Rehoboam’s time. 

2383A. Saba’, as is mentioned under 27:23, was a city of Yemen situated 
about three days’ journey from San‘a’, also called Ma’arib. This town finds 
frequent references in the Old Testament and in Greek, Roman and Arabic 
literatures, especially in the south Arabian inscriptions. The Sabaeans were a 
highly prosperous and cultured people whom God had blessed in great 
abundance with all the comforts and amenities of life. The whole country was 
made very fertile by dams and other irrigation works and was full of gardens 
and streams. Of public works built to assist agriculture like barriers and dams 
the most celebrated was the dam of Ma’arib (Enc. of Islam, vol.4, p.16). 
Tirmidhi quotes a tradition on the authority of Farwah bin Malik that when 
 

a21:81. 
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homeland—two gardens, one 

on the right hand and one on 

the left; and We said to them, 

‘Eat of the provision of your 

Lord and give thanks to Him. 

Your town is a beautiful town 

and your Lord Most 

Forgiving.’ 

 

17. But they turned away; so 

We sent against them a 

devastating flood.2384 And 

We gave them, in place of 

their two excellent gardens, 

two gardens bearing bitter 

fruit and containing tamarisk 

and a few lote-trees. 

 

 

18. Thus We requited them 

because of their ingratitude; 

and it is only the ungrateful 

that We requite in this 

manner.  

 

 

19. And We placed, between 

them and the towns which We 

had blessed, other towns that 

were prominently visible, and 

 

�

 
asked whether Saba’ was the name of a land or of a woman, the Holy Prophet 
is reported to have said, 'It is neither the name of a land nor that of a woman, 
but the name of a man in Yemen who had ten sons. Six of them remained 
back in Yemen while four of them went to Syria and made it their home' (Taj). 

2384. ‘Arim means, a dam or dams constructed in valleys or torrent-beds; 
or a torrent of which the rush is not to be withstood; or violent rain (Lane). A 
mighty flood caused the dam of Ma’arib, to which the Sabaeans owed all their 
prosperity, to burst and inundate the whole area causing widespread ruin. A 
land full of beautiful gardens, streams and great works of art, was turned into 
a vast waste. The dam was about two miles long and 120 ft. high. It was 
destroyed about the first or second century A.D. (Palmer). 
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We fixed easy stages2385 

between them and said: 

‘Travel in them by night and 

day in security.’ 
20. But instead of giving
thanks to God they said, ‘Our
Lord, place longer distances
between the stages of our
journeys.’ And they wronged
themselves; so We made them
bywords and We broke them
into pieces, an utter breaking
up.2386 In that, verily, are Signs
for every steadfast and grateful
person.
21. And Iblis, indeed, found
true his judgment concerning
them,2387 so athey followed
him, all except a party of true
believers.

2385. The words, 'the towns which We had blessed,' refer to the towns of 
Palestine, the seat of Solomon’s government with which the Sabaeans carried 
on prosperous trade. The words, 'towns that were prominently visible,' signify 
that the towns were situated so near each other as to be easily visible, or the 
words may mean, prominent towns and show that the route from Yemen to 
Palestine and Syria vas very frequented, safe and well-populated. According 
to Muir there were 70 stages or stops from Hadarmaut to Ailah on the road 
from Yemen to Syria. It was a very frequented and safe route, flanked on both 
sides by shady trees. 

2386. The words put in the mouth of the Sabaeans, in fact, describe their 
actual condition when they defied and disobeyed Divine commandments and 
consequently fell on evil days. The prosperous and frequented route became 
deserted and desolate. The words, 'place longer distances between the stages 
of our journeys,' signify that because many towns on the route fell into ruin, 
the distance between one stage to the other became much longer and less safe. 
The Sabaeans were so utterly destroyed that no sign or mark was left of them. 
They became only a subject for story-tellers. 

2387. By their evil deeds the people of Saba’ justified Satan’s estimate that 
he would be successful in leading them astray. The reference to this estimate 

a15:43; 16:100. 
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22. aAnd he had no power 
over them,2388 but it was so 
that We might distinguish 
those who believed in the 
Hereafter from those who 
were in doubt about it. And 
thy Lord is Watchful over all 
things.  

 

 

R. 3.   
23. Say, ‘Call upon those 
whom you assert to be gods 
beside Allah. They control not 
even the weight of an atom in 
the heavens or in the earth, 
nor have they any share in 
either, nor has He any helper 
among them.’2389 

 

 

24. bNo intercession avails 
with Him, except of him 
whom He permits it,2389A 
until when the hearts2390 of 
those who are granted 
permission to intercede are 
relieved of awe, others2391 
would say, ‘What is it that 

 

 

 
of Satan about the wicked people and their evil deeds may be found in 17:63 
where he is mentioned as saying that he will cause his (Adam’s) progeny to 
perish except a few of them. 

2388. Satan has no authority over man. It is by his own wrong beliefs and 
evil deeds that man brings about his spiritual ruin. 

2389. Disbelievers are challenged to call upon all their false gods to arrest 
or retard the progress and advance of Islam and are told that they cannot do so; 
in fact, no power on earth can stop truth from spreading. 

2389A. The Holy Prophet. The words may also mean, 'About whom God 
permits that intercession may be made in his favour.' 

2390. The hearts of the intercessors. 
2391. The sinful people who will be punished. 

 

a34:22. b2:256; 20:110; 78:39. 
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your Lord said?’ They2392 
will answer, ‘The truth.’ And 
He is the High, the Great. 
25. Say, a‘Who gives you 
sustenance from the heavens 
and the earth?’ Say, ‘Allah. 
Either We or you are on right 
guidance or in manifest 
error.’2393 

 

 

26. Say, ‘You will not be 
questioned as to our sins, nor 
shall we be questioned as to 
what you do.’ 

 

 

27. Say, ‘Our Lord will bring 
us all together;2394 then He 
will judge between us with 
truth, and He is the Best 
Judge, the All-Knowing.’  

 

 

28. Say, b‘Show me those 
whom you have joined with 
Him as associates.’ Nay! that 
cannot be, for He is Allah, the 
Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

29. And We have not sent 

thee but as a cbearer of glad 

tidings and a Warner for all 

mankind,2395 but most men 

know not. 

 

 

 
2392. The intercessors or the Messengers of God. 
2393. As surely, we (the believers) are on the right, so surely, you (the 

disbelievers) are in error. 
2394. The verse generally is taken as referring to the Fall of Mecca when it 

was decided beyond a shadow of doubt as to which of the two parties—
Muslims or disbelievers—was 'on right guidance' and which in manifest 
error.' It was after that great victory that a union of hearts was brought about 
between Muslims and their adversaries. 

2395. The Holy Prophet has been repeatedly declared in the Qur’an as 
 

a10:32; 27:65; 35:4. b35:41; 46:5. c21:108. 
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30. aAnd they say, ‘When will 
this promise be fulfilled, if 

you are truthful?’ 

 

 

31. Say, ‘For you is the 

promise of a day2396 from 
which byou cannot remain 
behind a single moment, nor 

can you get ahead of it.’  

 

 

R. 4.   

32. And those who disbelieve 

say, ‘We will never believe in 
this Qur’an nor in what is 
before it.’ Couldst thou but see 
cwhen the wrongdoers will be 
made to stand before their Lord, 
casting the blame on one 

another? Those who were 
deemed weak will say to those 
who were arrogant, ‘Had it not 

been for you, we should, surely, 
have been believers.’2397 

 

 

33. dThose who were big with 

pride will say to those who 

were considered weak, ‘Was 

it we that kept you away from 

the guidance, after it had 

come to you? Nay, it was you 

yourselves who were guilty.’ 

 

 

 
having been sent as a Messenger to all mankind till the end of time. See also 
21:108 and 25:2. The Message of Islam is a universal Message and the Qur’an 
is the last revealed Book which has laid claim to finality. 

2396. The Day of the Battle of Badr or the day mentioned in 32:6 which is 
stated to be equal to one thousand years after the expiry of which the period of 
the recognition and acceptance of Islam as a universal Faith will begin. 

2397. It is human nature that when a guilty person is face to face with 
the punishment of his guilt, he tries to excuse himself by seeking to shift the 

a21:39; 36:49; 67:26. b7:35; 10:50. c7:39; 14:22; 28:64; 33:68; 40:48. d14:22; 28:64; 40:48. 
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34. aAnd those who were 

deemed weak will say to those 

who were proud, ‘Nay, but it 

was your scheming night and 

day, when you bade us 

disbelieve in Allah and set up 

equals with Him.’ bAnd they 

will conceal2398 their remorse 

when they see the punish-

ment; and We shall put chains 

round the necks2398A of those 

who disbelieved. They will 

not be requited but for what 

they did.  

 

 

35. And We never sent a 

Warner to any city but cthe 

wealthy ones thereof said, 

‘Surely, we disbelieve in what 

you have been sent with.’2399 

 

 

36. And they say, ‘We have 

more wealth and children; and 

we shall not be punished.’ 

 

 

37. Say, ‘Verily, dmy Lord 

enlarges the provision for 

whomsoever He pleases, and 

straitens it for whomsoever He 

 

 

 
responsibility for his misdeeds to another person. It is to this aspect of human 
nature that reference has been made in this and the next two verses. 

2398. Asarra-hu means, he concealed it; he manifested it (Lane). 
2398A. A‘naq also means, chiefs of men or great ones (Lane). 
2399. The Prophets of God come to raise the depressed and suppressed 

humanity to their rightful place in society and to restore to them the rights 
which are denied to them by the vested interests. That is why in all ages it is 
the rich, the wealthy, the men of power and influence––the vested interests––
who range themselves against the new Divine Message. 
 

a14:22; 40:48. b10:55. c6:124; 17:17. d13:27; 29:63; 39:53; 42:13. 
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pleases; but most men do not 

know.’  

R. 5.   

38. And it is not your wealth 

nor your children that will 

bring you near Us in rank but 
athose, who believe and do 

good works,2400 will have a 

double reward for what they 

did. bAnd in lofty mansions 

will they be secure. 

 

 

39. cAnd as to those who 

strive to frustrate the purpose 

of Our Signs, it is they who 

will be brought to face2401 

punishment.  

 

 

40. Say, ‘Surely, my Lord 
enlarges the provision for 
such of His servants as He 
pleases and straitens it for 
such of them as He pleases. 
And whatever you spend, He 
will replace it; and He is the 
Best of providers.’ 

 

 

41. And remember the day, 
when dHe will gather them all 
together; then He will say to 
the angels, ‘Was it you that 
they worshipped?’ 

 

 

 
2400. Wealth, power and position are not the means of achieving nearness 

to God. On the contrary, they tend to keep men away from Him. It is right 
belief and good actions which are man’s real wealth and which can bring him 
salvation and God’s pleasure. 

2401. All the efforts and machinations of disbelievers to retard or arrest the 
progress of the cause of Truth and frustrate God’s purpose prove futile and 
recoil on their own heads. 

a3:58; 6:49; 18:89; 19:61. b25:76. c22:52. d10:29; 17:98; 19:69. 
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42. They will say, a‘Holy art 
Thou. Thou art our Protector 
against them. Nay, but they 
worshipped the jinn; it was in 
them that most of them 
believed.’ 

 

 

43. It will be said to 

disbelievers, ‘So, this day, 

you will have no power either 

to profit or harm one another.’ 

And We shall say to those 

who did wrong: b‘Taste ye the 

punishment of the Fire that 

you denied.’ 

 

 

44. And when Our manifest 

Signs are recited to them, they 

say, c‘This is but a man who 

seeks to turn you away from 

that which your fathers 

worshipped.’ And they say, 

‘This Qur’an is but a forged 

lie.’ And those who disbelieve 

say about the truth when it 

comes to them, ‘This is 

nothing but manifest sorcery.’ 

 

 

45. And We gave them no 

Books which they studied, nor 

did We send to them any 

Warner before thee. 

 

 

46. And those who were 

before them also rejected the 

truth and these have not 

attained even to a tenth2402 of 

 

 
2402. Mi‘shar means, a tenth part; a hundredth part; according to some a 

thousandth part (Lane). 

a25:19. b8:15; 10:53; 22:23. c17:95; 23:25. 
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the power which We gave 

them, but they rejected My 

Messengers. So they shall see 

how terrible are the 

consequences of denying Me. 

 

R. 6.   

47. Say, ‘I only exhort you to 

do only one thing: that you 

stand up before Allah in twos 

and singly and reflect. You 

will then realize that athere is 

no insanity in your 

companion;2403 he is only a 

Warner to you of an impending 

severe punishment.’  

 

 

48. Say, b‘Whatever reward I 

might have asked of you—let 

it be yours. My reward is only 

with Allah; and He is Witness 

over all things.’ 

 

 

49. Say, ‘Truly, My Lord 

hurls the Truth at falsehood 

and breaks it into pieces. He 

is cthe Great Knower of the 

unseen.’ 

 

 

50. Say, d‘The Truth has 

come, and falsehood could 

neither originate anything, nor 

reproduce it.’2404 

 

 

 
2403. The verse recommends an objective and detached examination of the 

Holy Prophet’s claim. The disbelievers are urged to ponder dispassionately 
without prejudice and without being influenced by crowd mentality, whether 
the Holy Prophet suffers from insanity or unsoundness of mind. 

2404. The words, 'nor reproduce it,' embody a mighty prophecy that idolatry 
will never regain a foothold in Arabia. It will disappear from that country for ever. 

a7:185; 23:71. b38:87; 42:24; 52:41; 68:47. c5:117. d17:82; 21:19. 
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51. Say, ‘If I err, I err only 

against myself; and if I am 

rightly guided, it is because of 

what my Lord revealed to me. 
aVerily, He is All-Hearing, 

Nigh.’ 

 

 

52. Couldst thou but see when 

they will be smitten with fear? 

Then there will be no escape, 

and they will be seized from a 

place nearby.  

 

 

53. And they will say, ‘We 

now believe therein.’ But how 

can they attain faith from a 

position so far-off?2405 

 

 

54. They had disbelieved in it 

before, while they indulged in 

conjectures with regard to the 

unseen from a far-off place. 

 

 

55. And a barrier will be 

placed between them and that 

which they long for, as was 

done with the like of them 

before.2406 They too were in 

disquieting doubt. 

 

 
 

 
2405. The words may mean "after death" and the verse may signify that 

disbelievers will surely, realize after death that they were in the wrong. 
Disbelievers make foolish conjectures about the failure of the Prophet’s 
mission, which being far removed from the source of "the unseen" or from 
reality, reason and truth are foolish and baseless. 

2406. The opponents of Islam are here told that like the rejectors of the 
Prophets of yore they will also utterly fail to realize their heart’s desire—
failure of the mission of the Holy Prophet. 

 

 

 

a2:187; 11:62. 
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CHAPTER 35 
FATIR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Mecca, probably at the time at which the 

preceding Surah was revealed. In that Surah Muslims were told that like the 
Israelites they will be given wealth, power, prosperity and prestige and that if 
in the heyday of their glory and greatness they consigned God to oblivion and 
abandoned themselves to a life of luxury and ease, they will draw upon their 
heads His wrath as did the Israelites before them. In the present Surah they are 
promised honour and eminence through the Qur’an whose commandments 
they should not fail to observe. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the declaration that all praise belongs to God 

Who is the Originator of the heavens and the earth. The declaration implies 
that being the Creator of the universe God has not only provided for the 
physical needs of man but also for his moral and spiritual needs, and that for 
this purpose He has created angels through whose instrumentality He controls 
the physical universe and conveys His Will to men. It further says that since 
the creation of man God has been sending Prophets and Messengers to convey 
His Will and that now He has decreed to bestow His mercy upon mankind in 
the form of the Qur’an. After this announcement of the bestowal of Divine 
mercy upon man he has been warned not to reject it, as this will entail grave 
consequences. The Surah proceeds to draw a moral lesson from the quite 
insignificant beginning of man, that Islam will, from a humble start, grow into 
a mighty organization. It further compares it to a sea whose water is sweet 
which slakes the thirst of spiritual wayfarers. Next, it observes that Islam is no 
novel phenomenon. Alternate periods of spiritual light and darkness continue 
to come over the world as day follows night and vice versa. After a long 
period of darkness and cessation of revelation, the sun of Islam has risen to 
illumine the dark world and God has decreed to bring into being a new 
creation and a new order of things through its teachings. Through the Qur’an 
God will give eyes to the blind and ears to the deaf and the dead will also 
receive a new life, but those who will deliberately shut the avenues of their 
hearts and refuse to listen to the Divine Call will incur spiritual death. The 
Surah then invites attention to the study of the physical phenomenon which 
bears a striking resemblance to a similar phenomenon in the spiritual realm. 
When rain falls on dry and parched land, it begins to bloom, blossom and 
vibrate with a new life, and crops, flowers and fruits of varying hues, tastes 
and forms, are brought forth. The water that comes down in the form of rain is 
the same but the crops and fruits are different. Similarly, the same water of 
Divine revelation produces different results among men of different natures 
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and moral aptitudes. While on the one hand it produces highly righteous and 
God-fearing men, on the other, a community of vicious and wicked men also 
comes into being who carry on relentless fight against the cause of truth. This 
fight between the devotees of truth and the forces of darkness invariably ends 
in one inevitable result—the triumph of truth over falsehood. Towards its 
close the Surah brings home to idolaters the untenability of their position and 
warns them that if, in spite of the falsity and futility of their beliefs and 
practices, they continued to stick to them, Divine punishment will overtake 
them, though God is very slow in punishing and continues to grant respite to 
sinners till by persisting in their perverse attitude they shut upon themselves 
the doors of His mercy. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. All praise belongs to 
Allah, bthe Originator of the 
heavens and the earth, Who 
employs the angels as 
Messengers, having wings, 
two, three and four. He adds 
to His creation2407 whatever 
He pleases; for Allah has 
power over all things.  

 

 

3. cWhatever sources of 
mercy Allah lays open for 
mankind2408—there is none 
to withhold them; and 
whatever of such sources He 
withholds, there is none who 
can release them after that; 
and He is the Mighty, the 
Wise. 

 

 

 
2407. To angels is entrusted the control, management and supervision of the 

affairs of the physical world (79:6). This is one duty and responsibility placed 
upon them. Their other and heavier duty is to carry God’s commandments and 
will to His Messengers. The angels bearing revelation manifest two, three, or four 
Divine attributes at the same time, and there are others who manifest even a 
larger number of these attributes. Ajnihah being a symbol of power and ability 
(Lane), the verse signifies that angels possess powers and qualities in varying 
degrees and in accordance with the importance of the work entrusted to each one 
of them. Some of the angels are endowed with powers and qualities greater than 
the others. The Archangel Gabriel is the chief of all the angels and, therefore, the 
most important work of carrying Divine revelation to God’s Messengers is 
entrusted to him and is done under his care and supervision. 

2408. After having mentioned in the previous verse that God has created the 
heavens and the earth and that He has made full provision for man’s physical and 
spiritual needs the verse under comment signifies that God has now decreed to 
bestow His mercy upon mankind in the form of the revelation of the Qur’an. 

a1:1. b6:15; 12:102; 14:11; 42:12. c39:39. 
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4. O ye men, remember the 

favour of Allah that He has 

bestowed upon you. aIs there 

any creator other than Allah 

who provides for you from 

the heaven and the earth? 

There is none worthy of 

worship but He. Whither then 

are you turned away? 

 

 

5. bAnd if they reject thee, 

verily, God’s Messengers 

have been rejected before 

thee; and unto Allah all 

matters are brought back for 

decision. 

 

 

6. O ye men, assuredly the 

promise of Allah is true, so 

let not the present life 

deceive you, nor let the 

Deceiver deceive you with 

respect to Allah.aaa 

 

 

7. cSurely, Satan is an enemy 

to you; so treat him as an 

enemy. He calls his followers 

only that they may become 

inmates of the burning Fire.  

 

 

8. For those who disbelieve 

there is a severe punishment. 

And for those who believe 

and do righteous deeds there 

is forgiveness and a great 

reward. 

 

 

 
aaa  

a10:32; 27:65; 34:25. b6:35; 22:43; 40:6; 54:10. c2:169; 12:6; 18:51; 20:118. 
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R. 2.

9. Can he, then, to whom the

evil of ahis conduct is made

to appear pleasing, so that he

looks upon it as good, be like

him who believes and does

good deeds? Surely, Allah

lets go astray whom He wills

and guides whom He wills.

So let not thy soul waste

away in sorrow2409 for them.

Surely, Allah knows what

they do.

10. And Allah is He Who

sends the winds which raise

the clouds; then do We drive

them to a lifeless tract of

land, band quicken therewith

the earth after its death.

Likewise shall the

Resurrection be.2410

11. Whoso desires honour, let
him know that all honour
belongs to Allah. Unto Him
ascend pure words, and
righteous deeds does He
exalt, cand those who plan
evils—for them is a severe

2409. The verse constitutes an eloquent commentary on the solicitude and 
concern of the Holy Prophet for the spiritual well-being of his people and on 
his deep grief for their opposition to truth. See also 18:7. 

2410. Resurrection here signifying the resurrection of a people from a state 
of spiritual decline and degradation, the verse means that just as a dead and 
dry land blossoms into new life when rain falls upon it, so will a people, 
morally and spiritually dead and steeped in sin and wickedness, rise to a new 
life by means of the heavenly water of Divine revelation. 

a16:64; 27:25; 29:39. b22:7; 57:18. c27:51, 52; 35:44. 
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punishment; and the planning 
of such will perish.  

12. aAnd Allah created you 
from dust, then from a 
sperm-drop, then He made 
you pairs. And no female 
conceives, nor does she bring 
forth a child save with His 
knowledge. And no one is 
granted long life who is 
granted long life, nor is 
anything diminished of his 
life, but it is all recorded in a 
Book.2411 That, surely, is 
easy for Allah.  

 

 

13. And the two seas2412 are 
not alike: this one palatable, 
sweet and pleasant to drink 
and this other saltish, bitter. 
bAnd yet from each you eat 
fresh meat, and take forth 
ornaments which you wear. 
And thou seest the ships 
therein ploughing the waves 

 

 

 
2411. The verse implies a prophecy that just as out of an insignificant 

sperm-drop there grows a well-proportioned and fully-developed human being, 
similarly the lowly and poor Muslims will one day grow into a mighty 
community. Reference to what a female conceives and what she gives birth to, 
and to the lengthening and diminishing of a man’s life implies another 
prophecy that the progeny of opponents of the Holy Prophet will decrease and 
that of Muslims increase. The words in the text translated as, 'it is all recorded 
in a Book,' may also mean, 'it is in accordance with Divine law.' 

2412. Metaphorically, the two seas spoken of are true and false religions. 
See 2085. The verse continuing the metaphor purports to say that though 
saltish water is not fit for drinking and irrigation, it has other uses. From it 
come out fresh meat and ornaments. Similarly, though the present opponents 
of Islam are, like saltish water, bitter and worthless, yet out of their loins there 
will be born those who will be zealous and devout bearers of its Message. 

a18:38; 22:6; 23:13, 14; 36:78; 40:68. b16:15; 45:13. 
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that you may seek of His 
bounty, and that you may be 
grateful. 

  

14. aHe merges the night into 
the day, and He merges the 
day into the night.2413 bAnd 
He has pressed into service 
the sun and the moon, each 
runs its course to an 
appointed term. Such is 
Allah, your Lord; His is the 
Kingdom, cand those whom 
you call upon beside Allah 
own not even a whit.2413A 

 

 

15. dIf you call on them, they 

will not hear your call; and 

even if they heard it, they 

could not answer you. And on 

the Day of Resurrection they 

will deny your having 

associated them with Allah. 

And none can inform thee like 

the One Who is All-Aware.  

 

R. 3.   

16. O men, eit is you who are 

dependent upon Allah, but 

Allah is He Who is Self-

Sufficient, the Praiseworthy. 

 

 

17. fIf He please, He could 

destroy you, and bring a new 

creation instead. 

 

 

 
2413. The metaphor of the preceding verse is continued here. An-Nahar 

(day) represents prosperity and power and al-Lail (night) signifies loss of 
these things combined with national decline and decadence. 

2413A. Qitmir means, the white point in the back of a date-stone, hence a 

a22:62; 31:30; 57:7. b7:55; 13:3; 31:21. c13:15; 40:21. d7:194. e47:39. f4:134; 6:134; 14:20. 
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18. aAnd that is not at all 
difficult for Allah.2414 

 
 

19. bAnd no burdened soul 

can bear the burden of 
another; and if a heavily 
laden soul call another to 

bear its load, naught of it 
shall be carried by the other, 
even though he be a kinsman. 
cThou canst warn only those 
who fear their Lord in secret 
and observe Prayer. And 

whoso purifies himself, 
purifies himself only to his 
own good; and to Allah shall 

be the return. 

 

 

20. dThe blind and the seeing 

are not alike, 

 
 

21. Nor the darkness and the 

light,  

 
 

22. Nor the shade and the 

heat, 

 
 

23. Nor alike are the living 

and the dead.2415 Surely, 

Allah causes him to hear 

whom He pleases; and thou 

canst not make those hear 

who are in the graves.2416 

 

 

 
mean, paltry or contemptible thing (Lane). 

2414. God has decreed to bring into being a new creation, a new order, 
through the Holy Prophet and it is not at all difficult for Him to do so. 

2415. The believers have been called 'the living' because by accepting the 
truth they receive a new life, and the disbelievers are called 'the dead' because 
by rejecting the truth which is the elixir of life eternal they bring spiritual 
death upon themselves. 

2416. It is not possible for a Prophet of God to make those who have 
 

a14:21. b6:165; 39:8; 53:39. c36:12. d11:25; 13:17; 40:59. 
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24. aThou art only a Warner.  
 

25. Verily, We have sent thee 

with the Truth, bas a bearer of 

glad tidings and as a Warner; 

and cthere is no people to 

whom a Warner has not been 

sent.2417 

 

 

26. dAnd if they treat thee as 
a liar, those who were before 
them also treated their 
Messengers as liars. Their 
Messengers came to them 
with eclear Signs, and with 
the Scriptures, and with the 
illuminating Book.  

 

 

27. Then I seized those who 

disbelieved, and how terrible 

were the consequences of 

denying Me! 

 

 

R. 4.   

28. fDost thou not see that 

Allah sends down water from 

the sky, and We bring forth 

therewith fruits of different 

 

 
deliberately shut their hearts and ears listen to and accept the Divine Message. 
Such people spiritually are as dead and defunct as those buried in the graves. 

2417. The verse unfolds a great truth which had remained unknown to the 
world till the Qur’an revealed it, viz. that there had been sent to every people 
in the past a Heavenly Messenger who preached to them the same Message of 
truth and righteousness. This great and noble principle leads to the belief in 
the Divine origin of all religions, and in their Founders as Divine Messengers. 
It is an article of faith with a Muslim to believe in and equally respect and 
revere all of them. By giving to the world this sublime truth, Islam has sought 
to create an atmosphere of amity and goodwill among different creeds, and to 
remove and banish rancour and bitterness which has embittered relations 
between the followers of these creeds all over the world. 

a11:3; 13:8. b2:120; 5:20; 11:3; 25:57; 48:9. c10:48; 13:8; 16:37.  
d6:35; 22:43; 40:6; 54:10. e16:45. f14:33; 22:6; 45:6. 
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colours; and in the mountains 

are streaks white and red, of 

diverse hues, and others 

raven black?2418 
 

29. And in like manner, there 
are men and beasts and cattle, 
of various colours. Only 
those of His servants who are 
endowed with knowledge 
fear Allah.2419 Verily, Allah 
is Mighty, Most Forgiving.  

 

 

30. Surely, only those who 
follow the Book of Allah and 
observe Prayer aand spend 
out of what We have 
provided for them, secretly 
and in public,2420 look for a 
bargain which will never fail; 

 

 

 
2418. The verse purports to say that when rain falls upon dry and parched 

land it gives rise to a vast variety of crops, flowers and fruits of different 
colours, tastes, forms and kinds. The rain-water is the same but the crops, 
flowers and fruits it produces are vastly different from one another. This 
difference is evidently due to the nature of the soil and the seed. Similarly, 
when Divine revelation, which at many places in the Qur’an has been likened 
to water, comes to a people, it produces different effects upon different men 
according to the soil of their hearts and to the way in which they receive it. 

2419. The kaleidoscopic variety in form, colour and kind to which 
reference has been made in the preceding verse does not only exist in flowers, 
fruits and rocks but in men, beasts and cattle as well. The words, an-Nas 
(men), ad-Dawabb (beasts) and al-An‘am (cattle) may also represent men of 
different capabilities, dispositions and natural aptitudes. The expression, 'Only 
those of His servants, who are endowed with knowledge fear God,' lends 
weight to the view that these three words stand for three classes of men from 
among whom only those endowed with right knowledge fear God. Knowledge, 
here, however, does not necessarily mean spiritual knowledge but also 
knowledge of the laws of nature. A reverent study of nature and its laws 
inevitably leads one to realize the great powers of God and consequently 
makes him hold God in reverential awe. 

2420. This verse gives a description of ‘Ulama’ (those who are endowed 
 

a14:32; 16:76. 
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31. aIn order that He may 
give them their full rewards, 
and even increase them out of 
His bounty. He is, surely, 
Most Forgiving, Most 
Appreciating. 

 

 

32. And the Book which We 
have revealed to thee is the 
btruth itself, fulfilling that 
which is before it. Surely, 
Allah is All-Aware of His 
servants, All-Seeing 
concerning His servants.  

 

 

33. Then We have always 
made inheritors of the Book 
those of Our servants whom 
We choose. Some of them 
are hard upon themselves and 
of them are some who take 
the middle course, and of 
them are some who excel 
others in deeds of 
goodness2421 by Allah’s 
leave. And that indeed is the 
great grace from Allah. 

 

 

34. Their reward will be 
cGardens of Eternity. dThey 
will enter them and will be 
adorned therein with 
bracelets of gold and pearl; 
and their garments therein 
will be of silk. 

 

 

 
with knowledge) mentioned in the preceding verse. 

2421. A believer passes through various stages of rigorous spiritual 
discipline. At the first stage he wages a veritable war against his low desires 
and passions and practises strict self-denial. At the next stage his progress 

a3:58; 39:11. b22:55; 47:3; 56:96. c9:72; 13:24; 16:32; 61:13; 98:9. d18:32; 22:24; 76:22. 
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35. And they will say, ‘All 
praise belongs to Allah Who 
has removed all grief from us. 
Surely, our Lord is Most 
Forgiving, Most Appreciating; 

 

 

36. ‘Who has, out of His 
bounty, settled us in the 
Abode of Eternity, awhere no 
toil will touch us, nor any 
sense of weariness affect2422 
us therein.’  

 

 

37. But as for those who 
disbelieve, for them is the 
fire of Hell. bDeath will not 
be decreed for them so that 
they may die; nor will the 
punishment thereof be 
lightened for them. Thus do 
We requite every ungrateful 
person. 

 

 

38. And they will cry for help 
therein: ‘Our Lord, take us 
out, cwe will do righteous 
deeds other than those we 
used to do.’ Allah will say to 
them, ‘Did We not give you a 
life long enough so that he, 
who would take heed, could 
take heed therein? And there 
came unto you a Warner too. 
So taste ye the punishment; 
for wrongdoers have no 
helper.’ 

 

 

 
towards his goal is only gradual, and at the last stage he attains his full moral 
stature and his progress towards his great goal is very rapid and uniform. 

2422. Complete freedom from every kind of fear and anxiety and perfect 

a15:49. b20:75; 87:14. c7:54; 26:103; 32:13; 39:59. 
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R. 5.   

39. aVerily, Allah knows all 

that is hidden in the heavens 

and the earth and He knows 

well what passes in the 

minds of people. bbb 

 

 

40. He it is Who made you 

successors in the earth of 

those who have passed away. 

So he, who disbelieves, will 

himself suffer the con-

sequences of his disbelief. 

Their disbelief will bring the 

disbelievers no increase in 

the sight of their Lord except 

His displeasure, and their 

disbelief will increase for the 

disbelievers nothing but loss. 

 

 

41. Say, b‘Have you seen 

your associate-gods whom 

you call on beside Allah? 

Show me, then, what they 

have created of the earth. Or, 

have they a share in the 

creation of the heavens? Or, 

have We given them a Book 

so that they have an evidence 

therefrom?’ Nay, the 

wrongdoers promise one 

another nothing but delusion. 

 

 

 
peace of mind and satisfaction of heart coupled with the pleasure of God is the 
highest stage of Paradise that the Qur’an, as the verse under comment and the 
preceding one show, has promised to believers in this and the next world. 
bbb  

a11:124; 16:78; 27:66. b34:28; 46:5. 
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42. aSurely, Allah holds the 
heavens and the earth lest 
they deviate from their 
positions. And if they did 
deviate, none can hold them 
back but He.2423 Verily, He 
is Forbearing, Most 
Forgiving. 

 

 

43. bAnd they swore by Allah 
their strongest oaths, that if a 
Warner came to them, they 
would follow guidance better 
than any other people. But 
when a Warner did come to 
them, it only increased them 
in aversion,  

 

 

44. cFor, they sought 

exaltation in the earth and 

devised evil schemes. But the 

evil schemes encompass 

none but the authors thereof. 

Do they, then, look for 

anything other than Allah’s 

way of dealing with the 

people of old? But thou wilt 

never find any dchange in the 

way of Allah; nor wilt thou 

ever find any alteration in the 

way of Allah. 

 

 

45. eHave they not travelled 

in the earth and seen how evil 

 

 
2423. Both the celestial and terrestrial systems continue to work in perfect 

harmony without deviating the least from their set courses. This harmony 
reveals the existence of an Intelligent and All-Powerful Being behind it. That 
Supreme and Intelligent Being is God Who deserves and demands our 
worship and adoration. 

a22:66. b6:l58. c27:51, 52. d17:78; 33:63; 48:24. e12:110; 22:46, 47; 30:10; 40:22; 47:11. 
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was the end of those who 

were before them? And they 

were stronger than these in 

power. And Allah is not such 

that anything in the heavens 

or the earth can frustrate His 

plans;2424 verily, He is All-

Knowing, All-Powerful.  
 

46. aAnd if Allah were to 

punish people for what they 

do, He would not leave a 

living creature on the surface 

of the earth; but He gives 

them respite until an 
bappointed term;2425 and 

when their appointed time 

comes they find that Allah 

has all His servants well 

under His eyes. 

 

 

 

 
2424. It is God’s unalterable decree that all the plans and plots of 

disbelievers to bring the Holy Prophet to naught will end in failure and the 
cause of Islam will triumph. 

2425. The Merciful God is slow to punish. He grants respite and affords 
chances to the wicked and the rebellious in order that they may mend their 
ways. If God had meted out swift and quick punishment that the sinners 
deserved they would have been destroyed in no time, and the world would 
have come to an end, and all life on earth would have become extinct, because 
then there would be no purpose left in the beasts, animals, birds, etc. 
remaining alive after man’s destruction. Or, the verse may mean that God will 
not hesitate to destroy these abominable worms of the earth, i.e. disbelievers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a10:12; 18:59. b7:35; 10:50; 16:62. 
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CHAPTER 36 
YA SIN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
All scholarly opinion is agreed on this point that the Surah was 

revealed at Mecca. Its style and contents support this view. On account of the 
importance of its subject-matter, the Holy Prophet called it the heart of the 
Qur’an. In the preceding Surah it was stated that God, being the Maker of the 
heavens and the earth, has made full provision not only for the physical needs 
of man but also for his moral and spiritual requirements. This He did by 
revealing Himself to His chosen servants whom He raised among every 
people. To the Holy Prophet whom the present Surah designates as "The 
Perfect Leader" or "The Leader par excellence," God revealed Himself in His 
completest manifestation and gave him the most perfect and infallible Book in 
the form of the Qur’an. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with addressing the Holy Prophet as "The Perfect 

Leader," meaning that the system of Divine Messengers which began with 
Adam found its most perfect example in him. The Holy Prophet’s path is now 
the only right and straight path that leads to God. All other paths that formerly 
led to the Supreme Being have now been closed and shall remain closed till 
the end of time. God will now reveal Himself to the world through the Holy 
Prophet’s followers. In His infallible wisdom He has chosen the Arabs, among 
whom no Messenger had come for centuries, to preach to humanity the last 
Divine Message. The land of Arabia was dreary and dry. The water of Divine 
revelation descended upon it and it has now begun to blossom into a new and 
vigorous spiritual life. The Surah then proceeds to tell in metaphorical 
language how God had been revealing Himself to mankind through His 
Messengers. It tells of Moses and Jesus and of the Holy Prophet, who were 
raised in the fulness of time to call men to God. Then it tells of a "certain 
man" whom God will raise from among the followers of the Holy Prophet in a 
land far away from the centre of Islam (36:21) in the Latter Days, when 
religion would be at its lowest ebb and the very idea of Divine revelation 
would be doubted and denied. This Divine Reformer will call mankind to 
Islam. But like the Prophets of yore, his will be a voice in the wilderness. The 
forces of evil will hold the whole world in their firm grip. Man will worship 
false gods and Divine punishment will descend upon the world. Next, the 
Surah invites attention to a well-known law of nature, viz. that when all the 
earth becomes dry and parched, God sends down rain and the dead soil begins 
to vibrate with a new life; and herbage, vegetables and flowers and fruits of 
various kinds and colours grow up. Similarly, when man’s soul becomes 
corroded and contaminated God causes spiritual water to descend from heaven 
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in the form of Divine revelation. The Surah then gives another simile to 
explain the same subject. It points to the law of the alternation of day and 
night. It further points to a revealed truth that God has created all things in 
pairs; there are pairs even in vegetables and in inorganic matter. This simile 
points out that all true knowledge is the result of the combination of Divine 
revelation and human reason. Towards its close the Surah draws attention to a 
great and bright future for Islam. It says that the Divine decree that a people, 
like the Arabs, who had remained very low in the scale of humanity for long 
centuries, would now rise to the height of material power and spiritual glory, 
is not an idle dream or poetic fancy. A Prophet of God, a Divine Messenger, 
has appeared among them and he will lead them to the highest pinnacle of 
spiritual and material grandeur and glory. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Ya Sin.2426  
 

3. By the Qur’an,2427 full of 

wisdom, 

 

 

4. Thou art, indeed, one of 

the Messengers, 

 

 

5. On the right path.2427A  

 

6. bThis is a revelation from 

the Mighty, the Merciful,  

 

 

7. cThat thou mayest warn a 

people whose fathers were 

 
 

 
2426. In the combined abbreviated letters Ya Sin, the letter Sin according to 

Ibn-e-‘Abbas stands for al-Insan meaning, man or perfect man; or for Sayyid 
(chief or leader). Thus the expression Ya Sin would mean, 'O Perfect Man!' or 
'O Perfect Leader!' According to consensus of scholarly opinion, the reference 
is to the Holy Prophet. He was 'the perfect man' because humanity found its 
best and most perfect specimen in him and he was 'the perfect leader,' because 
after his advent great religious Reformers and Divine Teachers were to rise 
only from among his followers, the door of revelation having been closed to 
the followers of all other Prophets. 

2427. The most effective and convincing argument to prove the truth of the 
Holy Prophet’s mission is the Qur’an itself. There could be no greater 
testimony to his truth than the fact that being himself unlettered he gave to the 
world a Book which is full of wisdom and which far excels all other revealed 
Scriptures in its multifarious and multitudinous beauties and excellences and 
is a complete code of laws, meant for the moral uplift and spiritual 
regeneration of humanity for all time. 

2427A. The Holy Prophet’s path now is the only right and straight path that 
leads to God. The verse makes a fine distinction between a Prophet and a 
philosopher. A philosopher takes long time to find out truth and often gets lost 
in the quest, but a Prophet of God discovers it by the shortest route and in the 
shortest time. Unlike philosophers he is guided to it direct by Divine 
revelation without wandering in the labyrinth of abstract and abstruse ideas. 

a1:1. b20:5; 32:3; 40:3; 41:3; 45:3; 46:3. c28:47; 32:4. 
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not warned, and so they are 

heedless.  

8. Surely, the word has 

proved true against most of 

them, for they believe not. 

 

 
9. aWe have put round their 
necks collars2428 reaching 
unto their chins, so that their 
heads are raised up.2428A 

 

 

10. And We have set a barrier 
before them and a barrier 
behind them, and have 
covered them over, so that 
they cannot see.2429 

 

 

11. bAlike it is to them 
whether thou warn them or 
warn them not; they will not 
believe.2430 

 

 

12. cThou canst warn only 
him who would follow the 
Reminder and fear the 
Gracious God in secret. So 
give him the glad tidings of 
forgiveness and a noble 
reward. 

 

 

 
2428. Shackles of customs, usages and prejudices, by which disbelievers 

are fettered and which prevent them from accepting the truth and smother all 
efforts at reform. 

2428A. Even when a person tries to use his intelligence and to get away 
from the stranglehold of customs, etc. he is under pressure from various 
quarters, and he can scarcely see aright. 

2429. On account of the barriers of usages, prejudices and pride the 
disbelievers could not have looked forward to the great and bright future 
which lay before them if they accepted Islam, and they did not look back to 
the histories of past peoples who rejected the truth and were seized with 
Divine punishment. 

2430. See 26. 

a13:6; 76:5. b2:7. c35:19. 
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13. Surely, We alone give 
life to the dead, and We write 
down that which they send 
forward and that which they 
leave behind; aand all things 
We have recorded in a clear 
Book.2431 

 

R. 2.   
14. And set forth to them the 
parable of a people of the 
town,2432 when the 
Messengers came to it. 

 

 

15. When We sent to them 
two Messengers2433 they 
rejected them both; so We 
strengthened them by a 
third;2434 and they said, 
‘Verily, we have been sent to 
you as Messengers.’  

 

 

16. They replied, b‘you are 

only human beings like us 

and the Gracious God has not 

revealed anything. You are 

only lying.’ 

 

 

 
2431. Imam means, a leader of a people or army; a model or an example; 

the religious Scripture of any people; a road or way, etc. (Lane). 
2432. Qaryah may mean any town or place, or metaphorically speaking it 

may stand for the whole world. Thus Ashabul-Qaryah may signify humanity 
at large. Or, the word signifying a particular town may refer to Mecca, the 
Centre and Citadel of Islam. In this case the word 'the Messengers' will apply 
to the Holy Prophet who represented in his person all the Messengers and 
Prophets of God. 

2433. Moses and Jesus or Abraham and Ishmael. 
2434. The Holy Prophet 'strengthened' Moses and Jesus by fulfilling in his 

person the prophecies they had made about his advent (Deut.18:18 & Matt. 
21:33-46). And he 'strengthened' Abraham and Ishmael because in his person 
was fulfilled their prayer referred to in 2:129, 130. 
 

a18:50; 72:29. b14:11; 26:155. 
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17. They said, ‘Our Lord 

knows that we are, indeed, 

His Messengers to you; 

 
 

18. a‘And our duty is only 

plain delivery of the 

Message.’ 

 

 

19. The disbelievers said, 

‘Surely, we augur evil fortune 

from you; if you desist not, we 

will, certainly, stone2435 you, 

and a painful punishment will, 

surely, befall you at our 

hands.’ 

 

 

20. The Messengers replied, 

‘Your evil fortune is with 

your ownselves. Do you say 

this because you have been 

admonished? Nay, you are a 

people transgressing all 

bounds.’  

 

 

21. bAnd from the farthest part 

of the town2436 there came a 

man2437 running.2438 He said, 

‘O my people, follow the 

Messengers, 

 

 

 
2435. Rajama-hu means, he stoned him; he smote and killed him; he cursed 

him; he excommunicated him (Lane). 
2436. The words 'farthest part of the town' may signify a place far away 

from the Centre of Islam. 
2437. The implied reference in the word Rajulun may be to the Promised 

Messiah who has been referred to as such in a well-known saying of the Holy 
Prophet (Bukhari, Kitabut-Tafsir). 

2438. Words analogous in meaning and significance to the word Yas‘a 
(running) have also been used about the Promised Messiah by the Holy 
Prophet in some of his sayings which point to his tireless, quick and 
indefatigable work for the cause of Islam. 
 

a13:41; 16:36; 24:55; 29:19. b28:21. 
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22. ‘Follow those who ask 

of you no reward, and who 

are rightly guided; 

 

 

PART XXIII    

23. ‘And why should I not 

worship Him Who has 

created me, and unto Whom 

you will be brought back? 

 

 

24. ‘Shall I take others 

beside Him as gods?2439 aIf 

the Gracious God should 

intend me any harm, their 

intercession will avail me 

naught, nor can they rescue 

me. 

 

 

25. ‘In that case I should, 

indeed, be in manifest error. 

 

 

26. ‘I believe in your Lord; 

so listen to me.’  

 
 

27. It was said to him, ‘Do 
thou enter Paradise.’2440 He 
said, ‘O, would that my 
people knew, 

 

 

 
2439. People will worship various gods in the time of the Promised 

Messiah—Mammon, material power, false political philosophies and 
impracticable economic theories, etc. 

2440. Special mention of Paradise in this verse in connection with Rajulun 
Yas‘a is very significant. When all true believers have been promised Paradise 
in the Qur’an, this special mention seems to be superfluous and out of place. 
The establishment by the Promised Messiah, under a special Divine command, 
of a special graveyard at Qadian known as the Bahishti Maqbarah (Paradise 
Graveyard) may be the physical fulfilment of the commandment embodied in 
the words 'Do thou enter Paradise.' There is a revelation of the Promised 
Messiah to the effect: Inni Anzaltu Ma‘akal-Jannah, i.e. I have caused the 
Paradise to descend with thee ("Tadhkirah"). The revelation also seems to 
support this interpretation of the words 'enter Paradise.' 

a22:13, 14; 39:39. 
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28. ‘How graciously my 

Lord has granted me 

forgiveness and has made 

me of the honoured ones!’ 

 

 

29. And We sent not down 

against his people, after 

him, any host from heaven, 

nor do We send down any 

such.  

 

 

30. aIt was but a single blast 

and lo! they were 

extinct.2441 

 

 

31. Alas for My servants! 
bthere comes not a 

Messenger to them but they 

mock at him.2442 

 

 

32. cDo they not see how 

many generations We have 

destroyed before them, and 

that dthey never come back 

to them?2443 

 

 

33. And all of them, gathered 

together, will certainly be 

brought before Us. 

 
 

 
2441. The description seems to apply to the falling of shells, incendiary and 

atom bombs, which come down with a crashing sound. The fire caused by the 
bombs destroys everything on which they fall and reduces it to rubble, and all 
life for miles around becomes extinct. Elsewhere, the Qur’an describes this 
punishment in the words, We shall make all that is thereon a barren soil 
(18:9). 

2442. The words of this verse are full of pathos. The Al-Mighty Himself 
seems, as it were, to be full of grief over the rejection and mocking of His 
Prophets by men. While the Prophets grieved and pined for their peoples, the 
latter requited their grief with contempt and mockery. 

2443. The reference seems to be to Divine punishment which will be 
universal in character. 

a21:41; 36:50. b15:12; 43:8. c17:18; 19:99; 20:129; 50:37. d21:96; 23:100, 101. 
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R. 3.   

34. aAnd the dead earth is a 

Sign for them; We quicken 

it and bring forth therefrom 

grain, of which they eat. 

 

 

35. bAnd We have placed in 

it gardens of date-palms and 

grapes, and We have caused 

springs to gush forth 

therein,2444 

 

 

36. That they may eat of the 

fruit thereof, and it was not 

their hands that made them 

grow up. Will they not then 

be grateful? 

 

 

37. cHoly is He Who created 

all things in pairs,2445 of 

what the earth grows and of 

themselves, and of what 

they know not.  

 

 

38. dAnd a Sign for them is 

the night from which We 

strip off the day, and lo! 

they are left in darkness. 

 

 

39. eAnd the sun is moving 

on to its determined goal. 

 

 
2444. The metaphor used in the preceding verse is continued here. The 

verse means to say that from the dry land of Arabia will gush forth springs 
and fountains of spiritual knowledge, and trees laden with different kinds of 
spiritual fruit will grow up all over the land. 

2445. Science has discovered the fact that pairs exist in all things—in 
vegetable kingdom, and even in inorganic matter. Even the so-called elements 
do not exist by themselves. They also depend upon other things for their 
sustenance. This scientific truth applies to human intellect also. Until heavenly 
light descends man cannot have true knowledge which is born of a 
combination of Divine revelation and human intelligence. 

a16:66. b13:5; 16:68; 23:20. c13:4; 51:50. d17:13; 40:62. e6:97; 55:6. 
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That is the decree of the 

Almighty, the All-Knowing 

God. 

 

40. aAnd for the moon We 

have appointed stages, till it 

becomes again like an old 

dry twig of a palm-tree. 

 

 

41. It is not for the sun to 

overtake the moon, bnor can 

the night outstrip the day. 
cAll of them float smoothly 

in an orbit.2446 

 

 

42. And a Sign for them is 

that We carry their offspring 

in the laden ships.  

 

 

43. And We will create for 

them the like thereof 
dwhereon they will ride.2447 

 
 

 
2446. The reference in this verse is to the floating of the heavenly bodies 

through space or ether. The Qur’an contradicted the view held for a long time 
that the heavens were solid in their formation. It is characteristic of the Qur’an 
that it uses expressions which not only contradict erroneous views and ideas 
but also anticipate new discoveries in the domain of science and philosophy. 
The verse also points to the excellent design and order that pervade the entire 
universe; all the celestial and terrestrial bodies performing their allotted tasks 
regularly, punctually and unerringly, without trespassing on one another’s 
sphere of action. The solar system is but one of hundreds of millions of 
systems, some of which are incalculably larger than it. Yet the countless 
millions of suns and stars profusely scattered over the immense void are so 
arranged and distributed in relation to one another as to secure the safety of 
one and all and to produce everywhere harmony and beauty. Each orb is 
reflecting the orbit of every other, yet each proceeds safely on its destined way, 
and all united form a glorious harmony of structure and motion. 

2447. The Qur’an foretold long ago that God would bring into existence 
new means of conveyance. Steamers and big liners, airships and aeroplanes, 
etc. which are so much in use in these days, are a clear fulfilment of this 
 

a10:6. b25:63. c21:34. d16:9; 43:13. 
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44. And if We so willed, 
We could drown them; then 
they would have no one to 
succour them, nor would 
they be rescued, 

 

 

45. Except through mercy 
from Us and as a provision 
for a time. 

 
 

46. And when it is said to 
them, ‘Guard yourselves 
against that which is 
before2448 you through 
prayer, and that which is 
behind2449 you through 
repentance, that you may 
receive mercy,’ they turn 
away. 

 

 

47. aAnd there comes not to 
them any Sign out of the 
Signs of their Lord, but they 
turn away from it. 

 

 

48. And when it is said to 
them, ‘Spend out of that 
which Allah has given you,’ 
those who disbelieve say to 
those who believe, b‘Shall 
we feed him whom Allah 
would have fed, if He had 
so willed? You are but in 
manifest error.’  

 

 

49. cAnd they say, ‘When 

will this promise of 

 

 
Quranic prophecy. 

2448. The evil consequences of your future evil deeds. 
2449. The results of the wicked deeds you might have done in the past. 

 

a6:5; 21:3; 26:6. b3:182; 5:65. c21:39; 34:30; 67:26. 
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punishment be fulfilled, if 

you are truthful?’ 
 

50. They are waiting only 

for a asingle blast2450 which 

will seize them while they 

are still disputing. 

 

 

51. And they will not be 

able to make a will nor will 

they return to their families. 

 

 

R. 4.   

52. bAnd the trumpet shall 

be blown,2451 and lo! from 

the graves they will hasten 

on to their Lord.  

 

 

53. They will say to one 

another, ‘O, woe to us! who 

has raised us from our place 

of sleep?2452 This is what 

the Gracious God had 

promised, and the 

Messengers, indeed, spoke 

the truth.’ 

 

 
2450. The punishment mentioned here will be like a bolt from the blue. It 

will be so swift and sudden that, as mentioned in the next verse, the guilty 
people will not be able even to make a will. 

2451. The words, 'the trumpet shall be blown,' may signify, besides the 
blowing of the trumpet on the Judgment Day, the appearance of a great Divine 
Reformer at whose clarion call those who are spiritually dead rise from their 
graves (their state of spiritual death) and hasten to listen to and accept the 
Divine Summons. 

2452. When on the Judgment Day men will be raised and disbelievers 
confronted with their evil deeds, and punishment will stare them in the face, 
they will be seized with despair and will cry in consternation. 'Woe to us! who 
has raised us from our place of sleep?' To continue the metaphor of the 
preceding verse, however, this verse applies to those people who at the time of 
the appearance of a Prophet of God do not listen to the Divine Call and prefer 

a21:41; 36:30; 38:16. b18:100; 39:69; 50:21; 69:14. 
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54. It will be but one 

blast2453 and lo! they will 

all be brought before Us.  

 

 

55. aAnd on that day no soul 
will be wronged in aught; 
nor will you be requited but 
for what you used to do. 

 

 

56. Verily, the inmates of 

Heaven will, on that day, be 

happy in their 

occupation.2454 

 

 

57. They and their wives 
will be in pleasant shades, 
breclining on raised 
couches.2455 

 

 

58. cThey will have fruits 
therein, and they will have 
whatever they call for.  

 
 

59. They will be greeted 
with d‘Peace’2456––a word 
of greeting from the 
Merciful Lord. 

 
 

 
to remain in their existing state of spiritual death. At hearing the Divine Call 
they exclaim, 'Why should anyone disturb the even tenor of our lives and 
cause commotion and excitement amongst us by inviting us to follow him and 
adopt a new way of life?' 

2453. The repeated mention of the word 'blast,' within the space of a few 
verses signifies that the Surah speaks of a time when Divine punishment will 
take the form of a blast. The reference may be to the attack of atom bombs 
which will destroy whole towns and cities within a few minutes. 

2454. Life in the next world, as generally misunderstood, will not be a life 
of inaction and inertness but a life of constant work and progressive spiritual 
advance. 

2455. All joy and happiness increases manifold if one shares it with another 
whom he loves. 

2456. In a single word Salam meaning 'peace,' the verse sums up all the 
various blessings of Paradise—peace with God and peace with oneself, i.e. 
peace of mind and soul. This is the highest stage of heavenly bliss. 

a3:26; 40:18; 45:23. b15:48; 18:32; 83:24. c52:23; 55:53. d10:11; 14:24; 33:45. 
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60. And God will say, 

‘Separate yourselves from 

the righteous this day, O ye 

guilty ones! 

 
 

61. ‘Did I not enjoin on you, 

O ye sons of Adam, that 

you worship not Satan—for 

he is to you an aopen 

enemy— 

 

 

62. ‘And that you worship 

Me? This is the right path. 

 

 

63. ‘And he did lead astray 

a great multitude of you. 

Why did you not then 

understand? 

 

 

64. b‘This is the Hell which 

you were promised, 

 
 

65. ‘Enter it this day, 

because you disbelieved.’  

 
 

66. This day We shall put a 

seal on their mouths, cand 

their hands will speak to Us, 

and their feet will bear 

witness to what they had 

earned.2457 

 

 

67. And if We had so 

willed, We could have put 

 

 
2457. When the guilt of disbelievers will be established and proved to the 

hilt they will be dumbfounded, their mouths will, as it were, become sealed 
and they will not be able to say anything in their defence and in extenuation of 
their guilt, and their hands and feet will also bear witness against them—these 
being the principal instruments of man’s actions, good or bad. The speech and 
movements of a person can now be exactly reproduced by the tape-recorder 
and on the screen by television miles away. This is how the tongue and limbs 
of man even in this world have begun to bear witness for or against him. 

a6:143. b52:15; 55:44. c17:37; 24:25; 41:21-23. 
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out their eyes,2458 then they 

would have rushed unseeing 

to find the way. But, how 

could they see? 

 

68. And if We had so 
willed, We could have 
transformed2458A them in 
their places, then they 
would not be able to move 
forward or turn back. 

 

 

R. 5.   
69. aAnd him whom We 
grant long life—We revert 
him to a weak state in 
creation.2459 Will they not 
then understand?  

 

 

70. And We have not taught 

him poetry, nor does it 

behove him to be a 

poet.2460 bIt is but a 

Reminder and a Qur’an that 

expounds and makes things 

plain, 

 

 

 
2458. As man has been endowed with discretion and free will, he must bear 

the responsibility of his actions. The disbelievers persistently refuse to see the 
truth with the result that they become totally deprived of the power to see it. 
This is also the significance of the words, 'We shall put a seal on their 
mouths,' in the immediately preceding verse. 

2458A. According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas the expression means, 'We would have 
destroyed them in their houses;' and according to Hasan, it signifies that all 
their physical and mental faculties would become paralysed (Jarir). Or, the 
expression may mean, 'We would have humiliated them.' 

2459. Everything that has life is subject to decay and deterioration. This 
law applies to nations as to individuals. Like individuals, nations also develop, 
grow and find their full stature, and then fall a victim to decay, decrepitude 
and death. 

2460. It is inconsistent with the dignity of a Divine Prophet that he should 
be a poet, because poets are generally given to  idle dreaming and making 

a16:71. b15:10; 65:11. 
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71. That it may warn all 

who are alive,2461 and that 

the decree of Allah may be 

fulfilled concerning the 

disbelievers. 

 

 

72. Do they not see that, 

among the things which Our 

hands have wrought, We 

have created for them cattle 

of which they are 

masters?2462 

 

 

73. aAnd We have subjected 

the same to them, so that 

some of them they use for 

riding, and of the flesh of 

some they eat. 

 

 

74. bAnd in them they have 

other uses, and also drinks. 

Will they not, then, be 

grateful?  

 

 

75. And they have taken 

other gods beside Allah that 

they might be helped. 

 

 

 
castles in the air. Prophets of God have before them very high and noble 
ideals and programmes. The verse, however, does not mean that all poetry is 
bad and that all poets are dreamers, but it does mean that a Divine Prophet is 
far too dignified and spiritually exalted to be a mere poet. 

2461. The words, 'who are alive,' mean, who are not spiritually dead, i.e. 
who are capable of receiving and accepting the Divine Message and have the 
aptitude to respond to the call of truth. 

2462. When God has provided all the necessary things which man needs to 
meet his physical wants and requirements, it does not stand to reason that He 
should have neglected to make similar provision for his moral and spiritual 
needs. This and the next few verses refer to some of the things which man 
needs and uses most in daily life. 
 

a6:143; 16:6; 40:80, 81. b16:6, 67. 
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76. aBut they are not able to 
help them. On the contrary, 
they will be brought before 
God in a body to bear 
witness against them. 

 

 

77. bSo let not their speech 

grieve thee. Verily, cWe 

know what they conceal and 

what they proclaim. 

 

 

78. Does not man see that 
dWe have created him from 

a mere sperm-drop? Then 

lo! he is an open quarreller! 

 

 

79. And he coins similitudes 
for Us and forgets his own 

creation. He says, e‘Who 
can quicken the bones when 
they are decayed?’ 

 

 

80. fSay, ‘He, Who created 

them the first time, will 

quicken them; and He 

knows well the condition of 

every created thing; 

 

 

81. g‘He Who produces for 

you fire out of the green2463 

tree, and behold, you kindle 

from it.  

 

 

82. h‘Has not He Who 

created the heavens and the 

earth the power to create the 

 

 
2463. 'Green tree' seems to be the resinous tree whose branches get easily 

ignited and catch fire when friction is caused by the blowing of the wind, the 
implication being that just as fire is caused by friction between the branches of 
a tree, even so does new spiritual life result when spiritually weak people 
come in contact with a Prophet of God, or a Divine Reformer. 

a7:193. b10:66. c11:6; 16:24; 27:75; 28:70. d18:38; 22:6; 23:14; 35:12; 40:68.  
e19:67; 23:38; 45:25. f17:52; 46:34; 75:41. g56:72, 73. h17:100; 46:34; 86:9. 
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like of them?’ Yea, and He 

is, indeed, the Supreme 

Creator, the All-Knowing. 

 

83. aVerily, His command, 

when He intends a thing, is 

only that He says 

concerning it. ‘Be,’ and it 

comes into being.2464 

 

 

84. So Holy is He, bin 

Whose hand is the dominion 

of all things. And to Him 

will you all be brought 

back. 

 

 

 

 
2464. Wherever in the Qur’an the expression, when He intends a thing, He 

says concerning it, 'Be,' and it comes into being, is used, the reference 
invariably seems to be to the occurrence of an event of exceptional importance, 
particularly to the coming into being of a great moral and spiritual revolution 
through a Divine Reformer. In the verse under comment also the reference is 
to the great change which was wrought by the Holy Prophet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a2:118; 3:48; 40:69. b23:89. 
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CHAPTER 37 
AS-SAFFAT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Place of Revelation and Context 
Baihaqi and Ibn-e-Mardawaih report Ibn-e-‘Abbas as saying that the 

Surah was revealed at Mecca. According to Qurtubi the consensus of 
scholarly opinion also regards the Surah as having been revealed very early in 
the Holy Prophet’s ministry at Mecca. Its style and subject matter also support 
this view. In the preceding Surah the Holy Prophet was called "The Perfect 
Leader" who was given the Qur’an as an infallible guide for the whole of 
humanity till the end of time. In the beginning of the present Surah it is stated 
that this "Perfect Leader" will, with the help of the Qur’an and by his own 
noble example, succeed in bringing into being a community of righteous men. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a firm declaration that under the fostering care 

of the Holy Prophet—"The Perfect Leader"—a community of noble and 
righteous men will be born who not only themselves will glorify God and sing 
His praises—so much so that the sandy wilderness of Arabia will resound 
with them—but by precept and practice will prevent others from idol-worship 
and evil practices, till the Unity of God will become firmly established in 
Arabia and from there the light of Islam will spread to the ends of the earth. 
The Surah, then proceeds to say that whenever there appears a Prophet of God 
in the world, forces of darkness seek to obstruct the spread of his Message by 
misrepresenting and misinterpreting it, or by misquoting the Prophet and 
tearing a passage out of his revelation and mixing much falsehood with it. But 
they completely fail in their evil designs, and truth continues to make progress. 
It further says that when disbelievers are told that the teachings of the Qur’an 
will bring about a great change in Arabia and the spiritually dead Arabs will 
not only receive a new life but, having received it themselves, will impart it to 
others, the disbelievers jeer and scoff at the idea and call it the ravings of a 
maniac and the phenomenon as outside the bounds of possibility like the 
coming into life of those who are physically dead. The Surah replies to the 
firm denial of the disbelievers of this phenomenon with a firmer affirmation 
that such a thing will certainly come to pass and they will suffer disgrace and 
humiliation. Next, the Surah gives a brief description of the heavenly 
blessings that will be bestowed upon the righteous and chosen servants of God. 
The account of heavenly blessings and bounties, to be bestowed on the 
believers is followed by an account of the punishment which will be meted 
out to the rejectors of truth and persecutors of God’s Prophets. Further, the 
Surah gives a few illustrations from the lives of Divine Prophets to show that 
the cause of truth never fails and its rejection is never productive of good 
results. The illustrations given are from the lives of Noah, Abraham, Moses, 
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Elias, Jonas and Lot. The Surah, then, repudiates and condemns idol-worship, 
particularly the worship of angels. The idol-worshippers are reprimanded that 
they are foolish enough not to understand this simple fact that the ascription of 
Divine powers and attributes to weak human beings or to forces of nature or 
even to angels who themselves are created beings, offends against human 
reason, commonsense and conscience. They are further told that the angels are 
only God’s creatures who have specific duties to perform. The Surah ends on 
the note that it is an unalterable Divine decree that when forces of darkness 
are pitted against God’s Prophets and His chosen servants, the latter receive 
Divine succour, while the votaries of Satan meet with defeat and discomfiture. 
This fact has been proved again and again in the lives of Divine Messengers 
and it leads to but one conclusion that 'all praise belongs to God, the Lord of 
all the worlds.' 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By2465 those who range 

themselves in close ranks,2466 

 
 

3. And those who repel evil 

vigorously,2467 

 
 

4. And those who recite the 

Reminder—the Qur’an,2468 

 
 

5. bSurely, your God is 

One,2469 

 
 

 
2465. The particle waw means, also; then; while; during; at the same time, 

together; with; but; however. It is also synonymous with rubba, i.e. frequently; 
sometimes, perhaps. It is also a particle of swearing meaning, 'by' or 'I swear,' 
or 'I cite as witness' (Aqrab & Lane). Waw has been used in the present and 
the next two verses in the sense of 'by,' or 'I swear,' or 'I cite as witness.' In the 
Qur’an God has sworn by certain beings or things or has cited them as 
witnesses. Ordinarily, when a person takes an oath and swears by Allah his 
object is to supply the deficiency of insufficient testimony or to add weight or 
conviction to his statement. By so doing he calls God to witness that he speaks 
the truth when there is no other person to bear witness to his statement. But 
such is not the case with the Quranic oaths. When the Qur’an adopts such a 
form the truth of the statement it makes is not sought to be proved by a mere 
assertion but by a solid argument implied in the oath itself. Sometimes these 
oaths refer to the obvious laws of nature and by implication draw attention to 
what may be inferred, i.e. spiritual laws, from what is obvious. Another object 
of a Quranic oath is to make a prophecy the fulfilment of which establishes its 
truth. This is the case here. 

2466. Muslims standing in battle array facing the enemy or standing behind 
their Imam in the five daily Prayers. 

2467. Waging a relentless war against the enemy of Islam and driving them 
away vigorously. The words may also signify the custodians of law and order. 

2468. Reciters of the Qur’an. 
2469. These verses (2-5) embody both a prophecy and a statement of fact. 

As a statement of fact they signify that there live in all times and among every 
people a group of righteous and God-fearing men who, by word and deed and 
by precept and practice, bear testimony to the truth that God is One. As a 
 

a1:1. b5:74; 16:23; 22:35. 
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6. aLord of the heavens and 

the earth and all that is 

between them and the Lord of 

the places from which light 

spreads forth.2470 

 

 

7. bWe have adorned the 

lowest heaven with an 

adornment—the planets;2471 

 

 

8. cAnd have guarded it 

against all rebellious 

satans.2472 

 

 

9. They cannot listen to 

anything from the Exalted 

 

 
prophecy, however, the verses signify that though at present the whole of 
Arabia is sunk deep in idol-worship and moral turpitude, yet a community of 
the Faithful will soon be born who not only will themselves glorify God and 
sing His praises and make the whole country resound with their hosannas but 
will also succeed in establishing Divine Unity in the land. Thus the 
Companions of the Holy Prophet, some of whose characteristics are 
mentioned in these verses, are cited as witnesses to the Unity of God. The 
verses may have yet another interpretation, viz. that if a representative 
gathering of the learned men of various Faiths were held in a peaceful 
atmosphere and the basic religious principles were discussed and debated 
impartially and dispassionately in a calm atmosphere, under the supervision of 
the custodians of law and order, the inevitable outcome of the deliberations of 
such a gathering will be the affirmation of the doctrine that 'God is One.' 

2470. The implication may be to the spread of Islam first in eastern 
countries, then from there to other parts of the world. 

2471. The verse points to a parallelism between the physical and spiritual 
realms, viz. that just as the physical heaven is sustained by physical planets 
and stars, so is the spiritual heaven sustained by their spiritual counterparts 
who are the Prophets and Divine Reformers. Each one of them serves as an 
ornament for the spiritual heaven, as the stars and planets beautify and 
embellish the physical heaven. 

2472. Satans are of two categories: (a)  Internal enemies of the Muslim 
Community such as the hypocrites, etc. They are called 'the rebellious satans' 
as in this verse: and (b)  external enemies or disbelievers who are described as 
'satans, the rejected' (15:18). 

a19:66; 38:67; 44:8; 78:38. b15:17; 41:13; 67:6. c15:18; 41:13; 67:6. 
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Assembly of angels—and 

they are pelted from every 

side, 

 

10. Repulsed, and for them is 

a perpetual punishment— 

 
 

11. aBut if any of them 

snatches away something by 

stealth, he is pursued by a 

piercing flame.2473 

 

 

12. So ask them whether it is 

they who are harder to create, 

or those2474 others whom We 

have created? Them We have 

created of cohesive bclay. 

 

 

13. Nay, thou dost wonder2475 

at what they say, and they 

ridicule what thou sayest.  

 
 

14. And when they are 

admonished, they pay no 

heed. 

 
 

15. And when they see a Sign, 

they mock at it. 

 
 

 
2473. As long as the Word of God is preserved in the heavens it is quite 

safe and secure against all interference, stealing or snatching, but after it is 
revealed to a Prophet, 'satans,' or the enemies of God’s Prophets, seek to 
misrepresent or misinterpret it by misquoting the Prophet, or by tearing a 
passage out of his revelation and mixing much falsehood with it, or they even 
try to represent the Prophet’s teaching as their own. But their falsehood 
becomes exposed by the true exposition of his revelation by the Divine 
Reformer. 

2474. In the word man the allusion may be to those righteous Companions 
of the Holy Prophet to whom reference has been made in vv. 2-5. The 
reference may also be to the system of the universe. 

2475. The coming into being of a company of truly righteous and God-
fearing men through the Holy Prophet and the establishment of Islam on a 
firm footing in Arabia is, indeed, a marvel to wonder at even by the Holy 
Prophet himself. 

a15:19. b6:3; 23:13; 32:8; 38:72. 
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16. And they say, a‘This is 

nothing but plain sorcery, 

 
 

17. b‘What! when we are dead 

and have become dust and 

broken bones, shall we then 

be raised up again? 

 

 

18. ‘And our forefathers of 

yore also?’ 

 
 

19. Say, ‘Yea; and you will, 

then, be abased.’ 

 
 

20. It will be but cone stern 

call, and lo! they will be up 

and seeing; 

 

 

21. And they will say, ‘Alas 

for us! This is the Day of 

Requital.’ 

 
 

22. Allah will say, d‘This is 

the day2476 of the final 

Decision which you used to 

deny.’ 

 

 

R. 2.   

23. eThe angels will be 

commanded: ‘Assemble those 

who acted wrongfully along 

with their companions and 

what they used to worship 

 

 

24. ‘Beside Allah; and lead 

them along the path of Hell;  

 

 

25. ‘And stop them, for they 

shall be questioned.’ 

 
 

 
2476. May be the day on which Mecca fell. 

a7:110; 61:7. b13:6; 27:68; 50:4. c79:14. d46:35; 52:14, 15. e6:23. 
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26. They will be asked, ‘What 

is the matter with you that you 

help not one another?’2477 

 
 

27. Nay, on that day they will 

surrender themselves 

completely.2478 

 
 

28. And some of them will 

address others, aquestioning 

one another. 

 
 

29. They will say, ‘Verily, 

you used to come to us from 

the right. ‘2478A 

 
 

30. The others will answer, 
b‘Nay, you yourselves were 

not believers, 

 
 

31. c‘And we had no power 

over you; but you yourselves 

were a transgressing people; 

 

 

32. ‘Now the word of our 

Lord has been fulfilled against 

us that we must taste the 

punishment;  

 
 

33. ‘And we caused you to go 

astray for we ourselves had 

gone astray.’2479 

 
 

 
2477. The realization of utter helplessness of the guilty people to assist 

each other will be brought home to them. 
2478. The guilty will offer no defence but will only indulge in mutual 

recrimination as the following verses show. 
2478A. 'The right side' may signify religion and the verse may mean, 'You 

masqueraded under the cloak of religion to deceive us.' Or, the word, Yamin, 
may signify power and force, and the verse may mean, 'You approached us 
with great power and force.' Or, it may mean, 'You came to us swearing that 
you were truthful.' 

2479. The leaders of disbelief will say to their followers: 'You yourselves 
 

a34:32. b34:33. c14:23; 15:43. 
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34. Truly, on that day they 

will all be sharers in the 

punishment. 

 
 

35. Surely, thus do We deal 

with the guilty. 

 
 

36. For when it was said to 

them, ‘There is no god but 

Allah,’ they behaved 

arrogantly, 

 

 

37. And said, ‘Shall we give 

up our gods for a amad poet?’ 

 

 

38. Nay, he has brought the 

truth and has testified to the 

truth of all the Messengers. 

 
 

39. You shall, surely, taste the 

painful punishment; 

 
 

40. bAnd you will be requited 

only for what you have 

wrought— 

 
 

41. Save the chosen servants 

of Allah;  

 
 

42. They will have a known 

provision:2480 

 
 

43. cFruits;2481 and they shall 

be honoured, 

 
 

44. dIn the Gardens of Bliss,  
 

 
chose to follow us, and since we ourselves had gone astray, you could expect 
nothing better from us.' It was a case of blind leading the blind. 

2480. The words, 'a known provision,' signify that Muslims knew 
beforehand that they would receive Divine favours mentioned in the following 
verses. 

2481. The blessings which the believers would get would be the fruit of 
right beliefs and good deeds of the believers. 

a15:7; 44:15; 68:52. b36:55; 45:29. c52:23; 55:53; 56:21. d44:53; 68:35; 78:32. 
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45. aSeated on thrones, facing 

one another; 

 
 

46. bThey will be served 

around with a cup from a 

flowing fountain, 

 

 

47. Sparkling white, delicious 

to the drinkers; 

 

 

48. cWherein there will be no 

intoxication, nor will they be 

exhausted thereby. 

 
 

49. dAnd with them will be 

chaste women, with restrained 

looks and large beautiful 

eyes;2482 

 
 

50. eAs though they were 

sheltered eggs. 

 
 

51. Then some of them will 

address the others, 

questioning one another. 

 
 

52. A speaker from among 

them will say, ‘I had an 

intimate companion,  

 
 

53. ‘Who used to say, ‘Art 

thou, indeed, among those 

who believe the Resurrection 

to be true? 

 
 

 
2482. ‘In (women having large beautiful eyes) is the plural of ‘Aina’ which 

means, a woman having large beautiful eyes. The word also means a good or 
beautiful word or saying. Ardun ‘Aina’u means, green or black earth (Lane). 
History bears testimony to the fact that Muslims were endowed with all the 
blessings mentioned in the foregoing verses. They had gardens of bliss; they 
sat on thrones and enjoyed power and dominion; they had all the innocent 
pleasures of life; they had beautiful chaste women as their spouses and, over 
and above all this, 'God was well-pleased with them and they were well-
pleased with Him' (58:23). This was their greatest achievement. 

a56:16, 17. b56:18, 19. c56:20. d55:57. e55:59. 
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54. a‘When we are dead, and 

have become dust and broken 

bones, shall we, indeed, be 

requited?’ 

 

 

55. The speaker will then ask 

those around him, ‘Will you 

have a look and find out about 

him?’2483 

 
 

56. Then he will look himself 

and see him in the midst of 

the Fire, 

 
 

57. And will say to him, ‘By 

Allah, thou hadst almost 

caused my ruin, 

 
 

58. ‘But for the grace of my 

Lord, I should, surely, have 

been of those who are called 

up before Hell; 

 

 

59. ‘Tell me, is it not so that 

we are not going to suffer 

death again?  

 
 

60. b‘Save our first death,2484 

and that we are not to be 

punished? 

 

 

61. c‘Surely, this is the 

supreme triumph.’2485 

 
 

 
2483. The speaker is the inmate of Paradise referred to in v. 52. He will ask 

other inmates of Paradise if they would like to have a look at his former 
disbelieving companion. 

2484. The believer in Paradise is here mentioned as referring to the great 
destiny of man—his eternal life. He says that man will not suffer death after 
his departure from this world. His spiritual journey to Eternity will know no 
end or retreat. 

2485. Man’s greatest achievement and the fulfilment of his highest destiny 
lies in enjoying eternal life and making incessant and everlasting spiritual 
 

a13:6; 50:4; 56:48. b23:38; 44:36. c44:58; 61:13. 
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62. For the like of this, then, 

let the workers work. 

 
 

63. Is that better as an 

entertainment, or athe tree of 

Zaqqum?2486 

 

 

64. Verily, We have made it a 

trial for the wrongdoers.2487 

 
 

65. It is a tree that springs 

forth in the bottom of 

Hell;2488 

 

 

66. The fruit thereof is as 
though it were the heads of 
serpents. 

 
 

67. bAnd they shall eat of it 

and fill their bellies therewith. 

 

 

68. Then will they have in 
addition to it a mixture of 
boiling water to drink. 

 
 

69. Then, surely, their return 

shall be to Hell.  

 
 

70. cThey found their fathers 
erring. 

 
 

71. dAnd they hurried on in 

their footsteps.2489 

 
 

 
progress. 

2486. Zaqqum denotes the tree of disbelief. The Qur’an has compared true 
belief to a good tree which brings forth its fruit at all times (14:25, 26) and 
disbelief to an evil tree—Zaqqum (14:27). Taking it in the sense of deadly 
food, the verse would mean that eating of the fruit of the accursed tree of 
disbelief brings about spiritual death. 

2487. The evil tree of disbelief has always proved a great source of 
mischief for men. 

2488. Eating of the tree of disbelief takes men to the bottom of Hell. 
2489. Men are generally slaves to old usages, traditions and customs. Time-

 

a44:44; 56:53. b56:54. c7:174. d43:24. 
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72. And most of the ancient 

peoples had erred before 

them. 

 
 

73. And We had sent Warners 

among them. 

 
 

74. Behold, then, how evil 

was the end of those who 

were warned, 

 
 

75. Save the chosen servants 

of Allah. 

 
 

R. 3.   
76. And Noah, indeed, did cry 
unto Us, and how excellent 
Answerer of prayers are We! 

 
 

77. cAnd We saved him and 

his family from the great 

distress;  

 

 

78. And We made his 
offspring the only 
survivors.2490 

 
 

79. And We left for him a 
good name among the later 
generations. 

 
 

80. Peace be upon Noah 

among the peoples! 

 
 

 
worn ideas and prejudices die hard. Perhaps the greatest obstacle in the way of 
acceptance of truth by the people, as repeatedly mentioned in the Qur’an, is 
their strong disinclination to accept new ideas. 

2490. Noah laid the foundations of human civilization and it is an 
established fact of history that with the progress of a people in civilization 
their numbers tend to increase and a corresponding decrease takes place in the 
numbers of less civilized communities living with them in the same or 
surrounding lands. The descendants of Noah being more civilized and having 
more material resources at their command seemed to have spread to other 
lands and subjugated less civilized peoples, who in course of time became 
absorbed in them and consequently became extinct. 

a21:77; 26:120; 54:14. 
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81. Thus, indeed, do We 

reward those who do good. 

 
 

82. He was, surely, one of Our 

believing servants. 

 
 

83. Then We drowned the 

others. 

 
 

84. And, verily, of his party 

was Abraham; 

 

 

85. aWhen he came to his 

Lord with a pure heart; 

 

 

86. bWhen he said to his 

father and to his people, 

‘What is it that you worship? 

 
 

87. ‘A lie—false gods2491 

beside Allah do you desire? 

 
 

88. ‘What think ye of the Lord 

of the worlds?’  

 
 

89. cThen he cast a glance at 

the stars,2492 

 

 

90. And said, ‘I am feeling 

unwell.’2493 

 
 

 
2491. Man is prone to worship false gods in the form of human beings to 

whom he attributes Divine powers, or objects of nature such as the sun, the 
moon and the stars, or inanimate things such as gods hewed out of wood and 
stone, or his own time-worn customs, usages, prejudices and superstitions, his 
desires, passions, etc. 

2492. It seems that the controversy between Abraham and his people about 
Divine attributes dragged on till late into the night, and seeing that the talk had 
served no useful purpose Abraham wanted to cut it short. So he cast a glance 
at the stars, suggesting thereby that the talk had dragged on long and far into 
the night and it should better stop. 

2493. In view of the useless nature of the talk Abraham told his people that 
they had better leave him alone as he was not feeling well. Or, the words, Inni 
Saqim, may mean, 'I am sick of your worshipping false gods,' or, 'I am sorely 
distressed at heart because you worship false gods,' or, 'I hate your worship of 
false gods.' 

a26:90. b19:43; 26:71. c6:77. 
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91. So they went away from 

him, turning their backs. 

 
 

92. Then he went quietly to 

their gods and addressing 

them said, ‘Will you not eat? 

 
 

93. ‘What is the matter with 

you that you speak not?’2494 

 
 

94. aThen he turned upon 

them, striking them, with the 

right hand.2495 

 

 

95. Thereupon the people 

came towards him, hastening. 

 
 

96. He said, b‘Do you worship 
that which you yourselves 
carve out, 

 
 

97. ‘Whereas Allah has 

created you and also your 

handiwork?’2495A 

 
 

98. They said, ‘Build for him 

a structure and ccast him into 

the fire.’  

 

 

99. dThus they designed an 
evil design against him, but 
We made them most 
humiliated.2496 

 

 

 
2494. The most distinctive attribute of a Living God is that He speaks to 

His chosen servants and listens to and answers their prayers. It is a dead and 
defunct deity that has not the power to speak or listen to and accept the 
prayers of his votaries. 

2495. The right hand being the symbol of power and strength, the verse 
signifies that Abraham struck the idols with full force and broke them into 
pieces. Yamin also meaning a vow, the verse may signify that Abraham broke 
the idols in fulfilment of his vow (21:58). 

2495A. Your hands and feet with which you work. 
2496. As the enemies of Abraham were frustrated in their plans against him, 

they had a deep feeling of humiliation. 

a21:59. b21:67, 68. c21:69; 29:25. d21:71. 
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100. aAnd he said, ‘I am going 

to my Lord. He will, surely, 

guide me.’ 

 
 

101. And he prayed, ‘My Lord, 

grant me a righteous son.’ 

 
 

102. So We gave him the glad 

tidings of a forbearing son.  

 
 

103. And when he was old 

enough to run along with him, 

he said, ‘O my dear son, I 

have seen in a dream that I 

offer thee in sacrifice.2497 So 

 

 
2497. The Qur’an and the Bible are at variance as to which of his two 

sons—Ishmael or Isaac—Abraham, in pursuance of God’s command, offered 
for sacrifice. According to the Bible it was Isaac (Gen. 22:2). The Qur’an, on 
the other hand, declares clearly and unequivocally that it was Ishmael. The 
Bible contradicts itself in this respect. According to it, Abraham was 
commanded to offer his only son for sacrifice, but Isaac was at no time his 
only son. Ishmael was senior to Isaac by 13 years and for these many years 
was Abraham’s only son, and, being also his first born, was doubly dear to 
him. It stands to reason, therefore, that Abraham must have been required by 
God to offer for sacrifice his nearest and dearest thing which was his only and 
first-born son who was Ishmael. Some Christian evangelists have vainly tried 
to show that, 'Ishmael being of the handmaid, was born after the flesh while 
Isaac being born of the free woman was by promise' (Galatians, 4:22, 23). 
Apart from the fact that Hagar, Ishmael’s mother, belonged to the royal family 
of Egypt and was no handmaid, Ishmael has repeatedly been mentioned in the 
Bible as Abraham’s son, exactly as Isaac has been mentioned as his son (Gen. 
16:16; 17:23, 25). Moreover, analogous promises were made to Abraham in 
regard to the future greatness of Ishmael as were made to him about Isaac 
(Gen., 16:10. 11; 17:20). Apart from the substitution in the Bible of Isaac for 
Ishmael which seems to be deliberate, and of Moriah for Marwah, an hillock 
which lies in the vicinity of Mecca near which Abraham left Ishmael with his 
mother Hagar while yet a child, there is nothing in the Bible to lend the 
slightest support to the view that Abraham offered Isaac for sacrifice and not 
Ishmael. But whereas no trace is to be found in the religious ceremonies of 
Jews and Christians of the supposed sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham, Muslims 
who are the spiritual descendants of Ishmael, commemorate with great fervour 
his intended sacrifice, by slaughtering every year rams and goats all over the 
world on the tenth day of Dhul-Hijjah. This universal sacrifice of rams and 
goats by Muslims establishes beyond dispute or doubt the fact that it was 
 

a19:49; 29:27. 
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consider what thou thinkest of 

it!’ He replied, ‘O my father, 

do as thou art commanded; 

thou wilt find me, if Allah 

please, steadfast in my faith.’ 

 

104. And when they both 
submitted to the Will of God, 
and Abraham had thrown him 
down on his forehead, 

 
 

105. We called to him, ‘O 

Abraham, 

 
 

106. ‘Thou hast, indeed, 
fulfilled the dream.’ Thus, 
indeed, do We reward those 
who do good. 

 

 

107. That, surely, was a 

manifest trial.  

 
 

108. And We ransomed him 

with a mighty sacrifice.2498 

 
 

109. And We left for him a 

good name among the 

succeeding generations.2499 

 
 

 
Ishmael whom Abraham offered for sacrifice and not Isaac. In reality 
Abraham was not required to fulfil his vision in actual fact. It was only a 
practical demonstration of his intention and preparedness to sacrifice his son 
which was desired of him. The vision had already symbolically been fulfilled 
in Hagar and Ishmael having been left by Abraham in the Valley of Mecca 
which was at that time an arid and barren waste. That brave act, had, in fact, 
symbolised the sacrifice of Ishmael. The Divine command to Abraham first to 
sacrifice his son and then to abstain from carrying it into actual fact showed 
also that it was intended to abolish human sacrifice, a most inhuman practice 
which was prevalent at that time among most nations. 

2498. Abraham’s preparedness to sacrifice Ishmael was perpetuated in the 
Islamic institution of 'Sacrifice' which forms an integral part of the ceremonies 
of Hajj. The implication in the verse may also be to the abolition of human 
sacrifice which seemed to be in vogue in Abraham’s time and to the 
substitution for it of animal sacrifice. 

2499. What greater testimony could there be to Abraham having left behind 
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110. Peace be upon Abraham!  
 

111. Thus do We reward those 

who do good. 

 
 

112. Surely, he was one of 

Our believing servants. 

 
 

113. aAnd We gave him the 

glad tidings of Isaac, a 

Prophet, and one of the 

righteous. 

 
 

114. And We bestowed 

blessings on him2500 and on 

Isaac. bAnd among their 

progeny are some who do 

good and others who clearly 

wrong themselves. 

 

 

R. 4.   

115. cAnd, indeed, We 

bestowed favours on Moses 

and Aaron. 

 
 

116. dAnd We saved them 

both and their people from the 

great distress;  

 

 

117. And We helped them, 

and it was they who were 

victorious. 

 
 

118. And We gave them the 

Book that made everything 

clear; 

 
 

 
him a good name than that the followers of three great religions—Islam, 
Christianity and Judaism—take pride in ascribing their ancestry to the great 
Patriarch. 

2500. The words, 'We bestowed blessings on him,' refer to the blessings 
 

a11:72; 19:50; 21:73; 29:28. b57:27. c20:31; 28:35. d20:81; 26:66. 
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119. And We guided them to 

the right path. 

 
 

120. And We left for them a 

good name among the 

succeeding generations— 

 
 

121. Peace be on Moses and 

Aaron! 

 
 

122. Thus, indeed, do We 

reward those who do good. 

 
 

123. Surely, they were both 

among Our believing servants. 

 
 

124. And, assuredly, Elias2501 

also was one of the 

Messengers, 

 
 

125. When he said to his 

people, ‘Will you not be God-

fearing? 

 
 

126. ‘Do you call on Ba‘l,2502 

and forsake the Best of 

creators— 

 

 

127. Allah, your Lord and the 

Lord of your forefathers of 

old?’  

 
 

128. But they rejected him, 

and they will, surely, be 

brought before God to render 

an account of their deeds; 

 
 

 
that God bestowed upon Abraham’s progeny through Ishmael, as Isaac has 
been mentioned separately by name. 

2501. Elias or Elijah lived about 900 B.C. He was a native of Gilead, a 
place on the eastern bank of the Jordan. His mantle was taken by Elisha (Jew. 
Enc. & 1 Kings, 17:1). 

2502. Ba‘l was the name of an idol belonging to the people of the Prophet 
Elias. These people worshipped the sun. Ba‘l may also stand for the sun-god 
which belonged to the people of a town in Syria now called Bal-Bekk (Lane). 
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129. Except the chosen 

servants of Allah. 

 
 

130. And We left for him a 

good name among the later 

generations— 

 

 

131. Peace be on Elias and his 

people!2503 

 
 

132. Thus, indeed, do We 

reward those who do good. 

 

 

133. Surely, he was one of 

Our believing servants. 

 
 

134. aAnd, assuredly, Lot, too, 

was one of the Messengers, 

 

 

135. bWhen We delivered him 

and all his family, 

 
 

136. cExcept an old woman 

who was among those who 

stayed behind. 

 

 

137. dThen We utterly 

destroyed the others. 

 
 

138. eAnd, surely, you pass by 

them in the morning,  

 

 

139. And by night.2504 Will 

you not understand? 

 

 

R. 5.   
140. fAnd, surely, Jonah2505 
also was one of the 
Messengers, 

 
 

 
2503. Ilyasin may be another form of Ilyas as Sinin (95:3) is that of Sina’ 

(23:21); or being plural of Ilyas it may mean Ilyas and his people. 
2504. Sodom and Gomorrah, the towns to which Lot preached his Message 

were situated on the highway from Arabia to Syria where the Arab caravans 
passed by day and night. At another place in the Qur’an these towns are 
mentioned as having been situated 'on a road that still exists' (15:77). 

2505. Jonah was an Israelite Prophet and lived in the 9th century BC in the 
reign of Jeroboam II or Jehoahaz. See also 6:87, 88. 

a7:81; 26:161; 29:29. b26:171; 29:33; 51:36. c7:84; 11:82; 15:61; 27:58.  
d26:173. e15:77. f21:88; 68:49. 
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141. When he fled2506 to the 

laden ship; 

 
 

142. And he cast lots with the 

crew of the ship and was of 

the losers. 

 
 

143. And the fish swallowed 

him while he was reproaching 

himself. 

 
 

144. And had he not been of 

those who glorify God, 

 
 

145. He would, surely, have 

tarried in its belly till the Day 

of Resurrection. 

 

 

146. Then We cast him on a 

bare tract of land, and he was 

sick; 

 

 

147. And We caused a gourd 

plant to grow over him. 

 

 

148. And We sent him as a 

Messenger to a hundred 

thousand people or more, 

 

 

149. aAnd they all believed; 

so We permitted them to 

enjoy life for a long while.  

 

 

150. bNow ask them2506A 

whether thy Lord has 

daughters, whereas they have 

sons.2507 

 

 

 
2506. According to the Bible Jonah was commissioned by God to go to 

Nineveh and 'cry against' it, but instead he fled to Tarshish 'from the presence 
of the Lord' (Jonah, 1:3). The Qur’an contradicts this biblical statement as it is 
calculated to impugn a Divine Prophet. In fact, being angry with his people, 
because they had rejected the Divine Message, Jonah fled from them. 

2506A. The disbelieving Meccans. 
2507. The Arabs ascribed Divine powers to angels, believing them to be 

 

a10:99. b6:101; 16:58; 43:17; 52:40; 53:22. 
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151. aDid We create the 

angels females while they 

were witnesses? 

 
 

152. Now, surely, it is of their 

fabrications that they say, 

 
 

153. ‘Allah has begotten 

children;’ and they are 

certainly liars. 

 
 

154. bHas He chosen 

daughters in preference to 

sons? 

 
 

155. What is the matter with 

you? How judge ye? 

 
 

156. Will you not take heed?  
 

157. cOr, have you a clear 

authority? 

 

 

158. Then produce your 

Book,2508 if you are truthful. 

 

 

159. dAnd they assert a 

kinship between Him and the 

jinn while the jinn themselves 

know well that they will be 

brought before Allah for 

judgment. 

 

 

160. Holy is Allah and free 

from what they attribute to 

Him!  

 
 

161. But the chosen servants 

of Allah do not attribute 

anything derogatory to Him. 

 
 

 
God’s daughters. It is this form of idolatry that has been condemned here. 

2508. No Divine Book accords the slightest countenance to this most 
foolish and obnoxious doctrine. 

a17:41; 37:151; 43:20. b43:17; 53:22. c52:39. d6:101. 
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162. Verily, you and what you 

worship— 

 
 

163. None of you can mislead 

anyone2509 against Him, 

 
 

164. Except only him who 

shall burn in Hell. 

 
 

165. They say, ‘There is not 

one of us but has a known 

station;2510 

 
 

166. ‘And, verily, we are 

those who stand ranged in 

rows, 

 
 

167. a‘And we, verily, are 

those who glorify Allah.’ 

 
 

168. And, surely, the Meccan 

disbelievers used to say, 

 
 

169. ‘If we had with us a 

Reminder like that of the 

people of old, 

 
 

170. ‘We would, surely, have 

been Allah’s chosen servants.’ 

 
 

171. Yet when it has come to 

them they disbelieve therein, 

but they will soon come to 

know.  

 
 

172. And, surely, Our word 

has gone forth to Our 

servants, the Messengers, 

 

 

173. bThat it is, certainly, they 

who will be helped; 

 
 

 
2509. It is people of their own ilk that evil spirits can mislead. They have 

no control or influence over godly men. 
2510. The reference may be, as some say, to the angels. According to 

others it is to the believers. 

a2:31; 21:21; 41:39. b40:52; 58:22. 
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174. And that it is Our host 

that will, certainly, be 

victorious. 

 
 

175. So turn thou away from 

them for a while. 

 

 

176. And watch them, for they 

will soon see their own end. 

 
 

177. aIs it then Our 

punishment that they seek to 

hasten on? 

 
 

178. But when it descends 

into their courtyard,2511 it 

shall be an evil morning for 

those who were warned. 

 

 

179. So turn thou away from 

them for a while, 

 
 

180. And watch, for they will 

soon see their own end. 

 
 

181. Holy is thy Lord, the 

Lord of power, far above that 

which they assert.  

 
 

182. bAnd peace is ever upon 

the Messengers!2512 

 
 

183. cAnd all praise belongs 

to Allah, the Lord of the 

worlds. 

 
 

 

 
2511. The reference may be to the day of the Fall of Mecca which was 

indeed an evil day for the Meccans when a Muslim army ten thousand strong 
entered its suburbs. Then the cup of their mortification and humiliation 
became full to the brim, as all their evil designs against Islam had completely 
failed and it had won a glorious victory over disbelievers. 

2512. The reference seems to be to the Holy Prophet who represents in his 
person all the Prophets and Messengers of God. 

 
 
 

a22:48; 27:72; 29:54. b27:60. c1:2; 6:46. 
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CHAPTER 38 
SAD 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed in the early years of the Holy Prophet’s life at 

Mecca. Ibn-e-‘Abbas, as reported by Baihaqi and Ibn-e-Mardawaih, 
subscribes to this view, and other scholars, too, agree with him. From its 
contents and subject-matter the Surah bears a very close resemblance to As-
Saffat which had ended with the challenging Divine declaration: God’s hosts 
shall be victorious and it shall be an evil day for the disbelievers when Divine 
punishment shall descend into their courtyard. The Surah opens with an 
equally emphatic declaration that it is an unalterable decree of the Truthful 
God that the believers shall attain wealth, power and eminence while the 
disbelievers shall meet with disgrace and destruction. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a firm declaration—in fact God swears by the 

Qur’an—that by acting upon its teachings and by making it a rule of their 
lives the believers will achieve glory and eminence and will come to occupy a 
most honoured place among the comity of mighty nations. It further says that 
the Meccan disbelievers repeat the parrot-like cry that they will not give up 
the worship of their gods at the behest of a man who is just one of them. In 
reply to this foolish plea they are told, 'Since when have they begun to 
arrogate to themselves the possession of the treasures of God’s grace and 
mercy? It is God’s own prerogative that He chooses whom He deems fit for 
the conveyance of His Will to His creatures; and that now He has chosen the 
Prophet Muhammad for this purpose.' After making an emphatic prediction 
that the forces of evil will suffer defeat and disgrace and the votaries of the 
One God will be given power, wealth and distinction, the Surah, by way of 
introduction, gives a somewhat detailed description of the great glory and 
prosperity which the Israelite nation had attained in the reigns of two of their 
Prophet-kings—David and Solomon. It also refers to the plots that were 
hatched in David’s glorious reign to undermine his power and influence and to 
the seeds of decay and disintegration that had been sown during Solomon’s 
reign when the Israelites rolled in wealth and were at the peak of material 
prosperity. The Holy Prophet, by implication, is told that, consumed with 
jealousy at his growing power, his enemies will also hatch plots to take his life 
and will seek to nip the tender plant of Islam in the bud but they will fail in 
their wicked designs and Islam will continue to gain power and strength. But 
if Muslims did not take proper care they would find, to their cost, that in the 
very heyday of their glory, forces of darkness would seek to undermine the 
solidarity and stability of Islam. After this a brief mention is made of Prophet 
Job who had to suffer great hardships, but the temporary phase of his 
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tribulation quickly passed away and he came to his own and his loss was 
doubly made up. The reference to Job is followed by a fleeting allusion to 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Prophets Ishmael, Elisha and Dhul-Kifl, and it is 
added that those good people who copy their example and follow in their 
footsteps receive God’s favours which know no decrease or diminution. The 
Surah closes on the note that whenever men stray away from the path of 
rectitude, and begin to worship false gods, a Divine Messenger is raised 
among them to bring them back to the worship of the One True God. The sons 
of darkness seek to put all sorts of obstacles and impediments in his way and 
deceive and beguile men away from God. But truth overcomes all hindrances, 
and triumphs and prevails in the long run. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Sad,2513 bWe cite as proof 
the Qur’an, which is full of 
exhortation,2514 that it is Our 
revealed Word. 

 
 

3. But those who disbelieve 
are steeped in false pride and 
enmity.2515 

 
 

4. cHow many a generation 

have We destroyed before 

them! They cried out for help, 

but it was no longer2516 the 

time for escape.  

 

 

5. dAnd they wonder that a 

Warner has come to them 

from among themselves; and 

the disbelievers say, ‘This is a 

sorcerer, a great liar. 

 

 

 
2513. The letter Sad may signify 'the Truthful God,' or 'I am Allah, the 

Truthful,' or 'God has spoken the truth.' 
2514. The Truthful God swears by the Qur’an that the followers of the Holy 

Prophet, by acting upon the teachings of the Qur’an and making it a rule of 
their lives, shall achieve eminence and shall come to occupy a most honoured 
place among the comity of great nations, Dhikr also meaning eminence (Lane). 

2515. The root-cause of all sin and disbelief are false pride, conceit and 
arrogance. The first recorded sin committed by Satan was that he refused to 
submit to Adam on the plea of his fancied superiority over him (Adam). 'I am 
better than he' (7:13) has always been the boast of disbelievers which has 
prevented them from accepting the truth in the time of every Prophet. 

2516. According to some scholars Lata is originally Laisa; some others think 
that the feminine ta is added to the negative la to render the negation more 
intensive. According to a third school it is an independent word, neither 
originally Laisa nor la. The fourth school, however, is of the view that it is a 
word and also a part of a word, namely the negative la, and ta, prefixed to Hina. 
It is generally accompanied by Hina or some other word synonymous with it. 

a1:1. b43:45. c6:7; 19:75; 36:32; 50:37. d7:64. 
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6. ‘What! has he made all the 

gods into one God? This is, 

indeed, an astounding thing.’ 

 

 

7. And the leaders among 

them went about saying ‘Go 

and astick to your gods. This 

is a thing to be desired; 

 

 

8. b‘We have not heard of 

anything like this in any 

previous creed.2517 This is 

nothing but a forgery; 

 

 

9. c‘Has the Reminder been 

sent down to him alone out of 

us all?’ Nay, they are in doubt 

concerning My Reminder. 

Nay, they have not yet tasted 

My punishment.  

 

 

10. dDo they possess the 

treasures of the mercy of thy 

Lord, the Mighty, the Great 

Bestower? 

 

 

11. Or, is theirs the Kingdom 

of the heavens and the earth 

and all that is between them? 

Then let them ascend with the 

means at their disposal.2518 

 

 

 
2517. The 'previous creed' may refer to Christianity or the idolatrous faith 

of the pagans of Mecca, or it may refer to all religions preceding Islam, 
because in no religion before Islam had belief in the Unity of God remained 
pure and unadulterated. 

2518. Let disbelievers collect all their means and resources against the Holy 
Prophet and multiply them as much as they can and use them against him. 

a71:24. b23:25. c54:26. d17:101; 52:38. 
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12. aThey are a host of the 

confederates which shall be 

routed here.2519 

 

 

13. bBefore them too the 

people of Noah, and the tribe 

of ‘Ad and Pharaoh, the Lord 

of stakes,2520 rejected the 

Messengers as liars; 

 

 

14. And the tribe of Thamud, 
and the people of Lot, and cthe 
Dwellers of the Wood—these 
were the confederates too. 

 

 

15. Not one of them but 
treated their Messengers as 
liars, dso My punishment 
justly overtook them.  

 

 

R. 2.   

16. And these now wait only 

for a single blast, and there 

shall be no delaying it.2521 

 

 

17. They say, Our Lord, 
ehasten to us our portion of the 

 

 
2519. The verse at once contains a prophecy and a challenge. The challenge 

is to the forces of evil to muster all their resources and form themselves into a 
strong confederacy to stop the onward march of Islam. And the prophecy is to 
the effect that the combined forces of disbelief shall be put to an ignominious 
rout if they dared oppose Islam. This mighty prophecy was literally fulfilled in 
the Battle of the Trench. 

2520. Autadul-Ard means, mountains; and Autadul-Bilad signifies, the 
chief men of the towns; and Dhul-Autad signifies, lord of large armies or 
stakes (Aqrab). 

2521. Fawaq means, the time between two milkings; the time between two 
suckings; the returning of the milk into the udder of the she-camel after the 
milking; the time between the opening of one’s hand and the grasping with it 
the udder of the she-camel; or when the milker grasps the udder and then lets 
it go in milking (Lane). 

a54:46. b9:70; 40:32; 50:13. c15:79; 26:177; 50:15. d15:80; 26:190; 50:15. e17:19. 
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punishment before the Day of 

Reckoning.’  

18. Bear patiently what they 
say, and remember Our 
servant David, the man of 
might;2522 surely he was 
always turning to God. 

 

 

19. aWe subjected to him the 

mountains—they celebrated 

God’s praises with him at 

nightfall and sunrise. 

 

 

20. And We subjected to him 

the birds gathered together; all 

constantly turned to him. 

 
 

21. And We strengthened his 

kingdom, band gave him 

wisdom and decisive 

judgment. 

 

 

22. And has the story of the 
disputants reached thee when 
they climbed over the wall of 
his private chamber?—  

 

 

23. When they entered in 
upon David, and he was afraid 
of them. They said, ‘Fear not. 
We are two disputants; one of 
us has transgressed against the 
other; so judge between us 
with justice, and deviate not 
from the right course and 
guide us to the right way.’2523 

 

 

 
2522. Prophets David, Solomon and Job possessed great power, influence 

and wealth and that is why perhaps they have always been mentioned together 
in the Qur’an (4:164, 6:85 & 21:80-84). 

2523. It appears from history that though Israelite power was at its zenith in 
the reigns of David and Solomon, yet mischief-mongers were busy stirring up 
 

a21:80; 34:11. b2:252. 
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24. “Now this my brother has 

ninety-nine ewes, and I have 

only one ewe. Yet he says, 

‘Give it to me,’ and he has 

been overbearing to me in his 

address.”2524 

 

 

25. David said, ‘Surely, he 

has wronged thee in asking 

for thy ewe to add to his own 

ewes. And certainly many 

partners transgress against one 

another, except those who 

believe in Allah and act 

righteously; and these are but 

few.’ And David thought that 

We had tried him; so he asked 

forgiveness of his Lord, and 

fell down bowing in worship 

and turned2525 to Him. 

 

 

 
discord and disaffection; and false charges were constantly raked up and 
spread against them and some evil-minded persons even sought to kill David. 
It is to one such attempt at David’s life that reference has been made in the 
verse under comment. Two of his enemies scaled the wall of his private 
chamber with the intention of taking him unawares, but finding him on his 
guard and realizing that their plan had miscarried, they tried to put him at ease 
and pretended as if they were merely two litigants who had come to seek his 
decision in a dispute. David, however, rightly understood their evil intention, 
and so naturally he was afraid of them. 

2524. This verse refers to the story which the two intending murderers of 
David, finding him quite vigilant, seemed to have invented, at the spur of the 
moment, in an endeavour to disabuse his mind of any misgiving he might 
have entertained about them, and to set his fear at rest. 

2525. David was not taken in by the mask of ordinary litigants that the two 
intruders had put on; he saw through the game. Though he did not lose his 
presence of mind and gave his decision like a sane and sedate judge, yet he 
realized that his control over his people had weakened and that, despite the 
precautions he had taken, he was not quite safe from the schemes and plots of 
his enemies. He felt that the incident was a reminder from God. So he adopted 
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26. So We forgave him his 

default; and, indeed, he had a 

position of nearness with Us 

and an excellent resort.2526 

 

 

27. Then We said to him, ‘O 

David, We have made thee a 

vicegerent in the earth; so 

judge between men with 

justice, and follow not vain 

desire, lest it should lead thee 

astray from the way of Allah.’ 

Surely, those, who go astray 

from the way of Allah, will 

have a severe punishment, 

because they forgot the Day 

of Reckoning.  

 

 

R. 3.   

28. aAnd We have not created 

the heavens and the earth and 

all that is between them in 

vain. That is the view of those 

who disbelieve. bWoe, then, to 

the disbelievers because of the 

punishment of the Fire that 

shall overtake them. 

 

 

 
the only course which the righteous and the God-fearing adopt in such 
circumstances. He prayed to God and sought His protection against the 
schemes and conspiracies of his enemies. The insinuation behind the tale of 
the litigants was that David was a tyrant who was extending his domination 
over small and weak neighbouring tribes. 

2526. The expression Ghafarna la-hu may mean, 'We gave him Our 
protection,' or, 'We set his affairs right' (Lane). The words, 'he had a position 
of nearness with Us and an excellent resort,' show that David did not suffer 
from any moral defect or spiritual weakness, and most effectively negative 
and demolish the wicked charge of David having committed adultery as 
imputed to him by the Bible (2 Sam. 11:4 & 5). 
 

a21:17; 44:39. b14:3; 19:38; 51:61. 
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29. aShall We treat those who 

believe and do good works 

like those who act corruptly in 

the earth? Shall We treat the 

righteous like the wicked? 

 

 

30. This is a Book which We 

have revealed to thee, bfull of 

excellences,2527 that they may 

reflect over its verses, and that 

those gifted with 

understanding may take heed. 

 

 

31. cAnd We bestowed on 

David, Solomon who was an 

excellent servant of Ours. He 

was always turning to Us. 

 

 

32. When there were brought 

before him at eventide steeds 

of noblest breed2528 and swift 

of foot,2528A 

 

 

33. He said, ‘I love the love 

of good things because2529 

they remind me of my 

Lord.’2530 And when they 

were hidden behind the veil, 

 

 

 
2527. The Qur’an contains the basic and universal principles of all religions 

and their permanent and imperishable teachings along with much more that is 
indispensable for the growing needs and requirements of man. This is the 
meaning of the word Mubarak. 

2528. Safinat (steeds) is the plural of Safinah which is feminine of Safin 
which means, a horse standing upon three legs and the extremity of the hoof 
of the fourth leg. Standing in this posture is considered to be the peculiarity of 
Arabian breed which are regarded as the best bred horses. 

2528A. Jiyad (swift-footed horses) is the plural of Jawad, and the 
expression, Farasun Jawadun means, a quick-footed horse (Lane). 

2529. ‘An denotes transition; compensation (2:49); superiority (47:39). It also 
denotes a cause as in the present verse, and it has the same sense as li (53:4). 

2530. God had bestowed upon Solomon power and wealth. He ruled over a 
 

a68:36. b6:93; 21:51. c27:17. 
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34. He said, ‘Bring them back 

to me.’ Then he started 

stroking their legs and their 

necks.2531 

 

 

35. Certainly, We tried 

Solomon and We placed on 

his throne a mere body.2532 

Then he turned to God, 

seeking His mercy.  

 

 

36. He said, ‘O My Lord, 

grant me forgiveness and 

bestow on me a kingdom that 

may not be inherited by 

anyone after me;2533 surely, 

Thou art the Great Bestower.’ 

 

 

37. So aWe subjected to him 

the wind, blowing gently by 

 

 
vast kingdom and, therefore, he had to keep a strong army. Naturally, he had a 
great liking for horses of good breed because cavalry formed a strong wing of 
his army. Solomon’s love for horses was not that of a race-goer or a 
professional breeder of horses. It only sprang from his love for his Creator as 
the horses were used for fighting in the cause of God. 

2531. It seems that Solomon was seeing a horse parade and in order to 
show his admiration for his horses he stroked their necks and legs. 

2532. In 34:15 the expression used is 'a worm of the earth.' The reference 
may either be to Solomon’s son and heir, Rehoboam, a worthless fellow or to 
Jeroboam who raised the standard of revolt against the House of David (I 
Kings, 12:28). Solomon had realized that after his death his kingdom would 
not maintain its integrity under his incompetent and inefficient successors. So 
he turned to God and prayed to Him. The prayer is given in the next verse. 

2533. As it appears from the preceding verse Solomon had foreseen that his 
temporal kingdom would become disrupted after his death through the 
imbecility of his foolish and worthless son, so he prayed that the spiritual 
kingdom which God had bestowed upon his House might continue. If the 
words, 'a kingdom that may not be inherited by anyone after me,' are taken in 
their literal sense, then Solomon’s prayer would be understood to have been 
accepted in the sense that after his death no king possessing the power and 
prestige that he possessed ever appeared among the Israelites. 

a21:82; 34:13. 
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his command withersoever he 

would go,  

38. aAnd the giants, all sorts 

of architects and builders, and 

divers, 

 
 

39. bAnd others bound in 

fetters.2534 

 
 

40. ‘This is Our gift—so give 

freely or withhold—without 

reckoning.’ 

 

 

41. And certainly he had a 

position of nearness with Us 

and an excellent resort.  

 

 

R. 4.    

42. And remember Our 

servant cJob, when he cried 

unto his Lord: ‘Satan has 

afflicted me with toil and 

torment.’2535 

 

 

 
2534. Solomon, as stated in 21:83 and 34:13, 14, had subdued and 

subjected to his rule savage and rebellious mountain tribes. He had forced 
them into his service and had compelled them to do sundry works for him. 
Shayatin of the preceding verse and jinn of 34:13 are the same people and the 
work on which they were employed by Solomon was also of the same nature 
(II Chron. 2:1, 2). 

2535. Nusb means, fatigue, toil; affliction, distress, disease; misfortune 
(Lane). In the present and the next three verses the language used is as 
fittingly metaphorical as that used in the preceding several verses. It seems 
that Prophet Job lived in a country of which the ruler was, as the word Shaitan 
(leader of mischief) shows, a cruel and tyrannical idol-worshipper, who 
opposed the monotheistic teaching of Job and severely persecuted him. Job 
had to leave his native land and take refuge in another country and as a result 
of this emigration he was separated from his family and followers. If the word 
Shaitan, as some authorities hold, should signify Shaitanul-Falat (satan of the 
desert), i.e. thirst, the verse would mean that Job in his long and tiresome 
journey had suffered from extreme thirst and fatigue. According to some other 
 

a21:83; 34:13, 14. b14:50. c21:84. 
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43. We directed him: ‘Urge 

thy riding beast with thy foot 

and depart swiftly. Yonder is 

cool water to wash with, and a 

drink.’2536 

 

 

44. aAnd We bestowed on 

him, his family and as many 

more with them,2537 by way of 

mercy from Us, and as a 

reminder for men of 

understanding.  

 

 

45. And We commanded him: 

‘Take in thy hand a handful of 

dry twigs and strike 

therewith,2538 and incline not 

towards falsehood.’2539 Indeed, 

 

 

 
authorities the reference in the words, 'Satan has afflicted me with toil and 
torment,' is to a skin disease from which Prophet Job is said to have 
temporarily suffered and which left him very much exhausted. 

2536. Job was enjoined to strike and urge on his riding beast in order to 
reach a place of safety soon. And as in his long and tiresome journey he 
greatly suffered from thirst and fatigue, he was comforted with the 
information that there lay ahead of him a fountain of sweet, cool water where 
he could slake his thirst and wash himself. Or, the meaning may be that 
having been left alone at a place where there was no water, he was told by 
God to urge on his riding beast as there lay ahead a fountain of cool, sweet 
water where he could take rest, satisfy his thirst and take a bath. Or, the verse 
may signify that as Job suffered from a skin disease, he was directed by God 
to take bath in a particular fountain whose water contained such minerals as 
would cure his skin disease. It seems that the country through which Job had 
to travel abounded in springs and fountains. 

2537. When, in obedience to Divine command, Job continued his journey, 
he not only found cool and refreshing water with which he washed himself 
and assuaged his thirst, he found also his family and the people from whom he 
had become separated. It is possible that on account of some skin disease from 
which he suffered, Job’s people might have left him. 

2538. While in v. 43 Job was enjoined to urge his riding beast with his foot, 
in the present verse he is told to strike the beast with a bundle of twigs to 
make it run fast that he may be out of danger and reach a place of safety soon. 

2539. The words, la Tahnath mean, do not incline to falsehood, i.e. make 
 

a21:85. 
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We found him steadfast. An 

excellent servant was he. 

Surely, he was constantly 

turning to God. 

46. And remember Our 

servants Abraham and Isaac 

and Jacob, men of might2540 

and vision. 

 

 

47. We chose them for a 

special purpose—to remind 

people of the abode of the 

Hereafter. 

 
 

48. And truly, they are in Our 

sight among the elect and the 

best. 

 

 

49. aAnd remember Ishmael 

and Elisha2541 and Dhul-

Kifl,2542 they were all of the 

best.  

 

 

50. This is a reminder. And 

the righteous will, surely, 

have an excellent resort— 

 

 

 
no compromise with idol-worship or polytheistic beliefs and remain steadfast 
in your belief in the Unity of God. If the expression means, break not thy oath, 
the verse would signify that as Job had become separated from his people due 
to negligence on their part, he had vowed that he would punish the guilty for 
their negligence after he joined them. When, however, he was united with 
them he was told by God (as the verse shows) not to treat them severely in the 
hour of joy and thanksgiving and to fulfil his oath in a way which should 
cause them least distress. 

2540. Yad means, (1)  benefit; (2)  influence; (3)  might; (4)  army; 
(5)  wealth; (6)  promise; (7)  submission (Aqrab). 

2541. Elisha was the disciple and successor of Elijah. He lived from 938 
B.C. to 828 B.C. See also 870. 

2542. Dhul-Kifl, The Prophet known by this name appears to be the 
Prophet Ezekiel who is called Dhul-Kifl by the Arabs. See 1912. 

a6:87; 21:86, 87. 
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51. Gardens of Eternity, with 

their gates thrown open to 

them, 

 
 

52. aReclining therein on 

cushions; they will therein call 

at pleasure for plenteous fruit 

and drink; 

 

 

53. And with them will be 
bchaste women with their eyes 

downcast, companions of 

equal age. 

 
 

54. This is what you are 

promised for the Day of 

Reckoning.2543 

 

 

55. Verily, this is Our 

provision which will never be 

exhausted. 

 
 

56. This is for the believers. 
cBut for the rebellious there is 

an evil place of return— 

 

 

57. Hell, wherein they will 

burn. What an evil resting 

place!  

 
 

58. This is what they will 

have. So let them taste it—da 

boiling fluid, and an intensely 

cold and stinking drink.2544 

 
 

 
2543. The day of national reckoning when a whole people become 

deserving of reward or punishment according to their deeds and actions. A 
day of reckoning comes to every individual, community and nation in this 
very life. 

2544. The inmates of Hell will be made to drink intensely hot or intensely 
cold water. As they did not make proper use of their God-given faculties and 
went to extremes in using them and did not follow the golden mean, so they 
will be made to drink extremely hot or extremely cold water. 

a18:32; 36:57; 83:24. b55:57. c78:22, 23. d78:26. 
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59. And various kinds of other 

torments of a similar 

nature.2545 

 
 

60. It will be said to the 

leaders of disbelief: ‘This is 

an army arushing 

headlong2546 with you. No 

welcome for them. They shall 

burn in the Fire. 

 

 

61. The followers will say, 

‘Nay, it is you. No welcome 

for you either. It is you who 

prepared this for us by leading 

us astray.’2547 What an evil 

resting place it is!  

 

 

62. They will also say, ‘Our 

Lord, whosoever prepared this 

for us, do Thou bmultiply 

manifold his punishment in 

the Fire.’2548 

 

 

63. And the inmates of Hell 

will say, ‘What is the matter 

with us that we see not the 

 

 
2545. Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse may also mean, 'And 

like them there will be other groups with similar records.' 
2546. When the leaders of disbelief will see a party of their followers 

coming to Hell, they will be told that a host of their followers will also enter 
into fire along with them. As the latter rushed to follow their leaders blindly 
and unthinkingly rejected truth, so they will enter Hell rushing headlong. 

2547. The followers of the leaders of disbelief will curse their leaders in 
these words. Both the leaders and the led will curse one another. It is human 
nature that when man is confronted with the evil consequences of his deeds, 
he tries to shift the blame to others. This is exactly what the guilty people 
generally do when they find themselves face to face with the dreadful results 
of their wicked deeds. 

2548. The followers of the leaders of disbelief will invoke the curse of God 
upon the heads of their erstwhile leaders. 

a52:14. b7:39. 
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men2549 whom we used to 

reckon among the wicked?  

64. ‘Is it because we unjustly 
took them for a laughing-
stock, or have the eyes 
missed2550 them?’ 

 

 

65. Surely, this is the truth—
athe disputing together of the 
dwellers in the Fire. 

 
 

R. 5.   

66. Say, ‘I am only a Warner; 

and there is no god but Allah, 

the One, the Most Supreme; 

 

 

67. ‘The Lord of the heavens 
and the earth, and all that is 
between the two, the Mighty, 
the Great Forgiver.’ 

 

 

68. Say, ‘It is a big news,2551  
 

69. ‘From which you are 

turning away;  

 
 

70. ‘I had no knowledge of 

the Exalted Assembly2552 

 

 
2549. The reference in the words, 'the men,' is to the believers. 
2550. The inmates of Hell will say to one another, 'What is the matter with us 

that we do not see here those men whom we looked upon as of no consequence 
and ridiculed in the earthly life. Did they not deserve our ridicule and were 
really good and godly men, or are they in Hell but we do not see them?' 

2551. Naba’ means, a piece of information; an announcement of great 
importance; message; or news which fills the heart of a person with fear 
(Lane). The words, 'a big news' may refer to the great event of the revelation 
of the Qur’an, or to the advent of the Holy Prophet. 

2552. It appears from 2:31 and from the Hadith that when God decrees to 
raise a Prophet in the world, He discloses His intention to those angels who 
are nearest to Him. They discuss this affair of the highest import among 
themselves. These angels are referred to as 'the Exalted Assembly.' The Holy 
Prophet is represented as saying that he had no knowledge of what was being 
 

a34:32; 40:48. 
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when they discussed the 

matter among themselves, 
 

71. ‘But this that it has been 

revealed to me, that I am a 

plain Warner.’ 

 

 

72. aCall to mind when thy 

Lord said to the angels, ‘I am 

about to create man from clay; 

 

 

73. b‘And so when I have 

fashioned him in perfection, 

and have breathed into him of 

My Spirit, fall ye down in 

submission to him.’2553 

 

 

74. So the angels2554 

submitted, all of them 

together. 

 
 

75. But Iblis did not. He 

behaved proudly, and was of 

those who disbelieved.  

 

 

76. cGod said, ‘O Iblis, what 

hindered thee from submitting 

to what I had created with My 

two hands?2555 Is it that thou 

art too proud, or art thou 

really above obeying my 

command?’ 

 

 

 
discussed and debated in heavens about his being entrusted with the great 
Divine mission. 

2553. When a Prophet is raised in the world, angels are commanded to 
assist him in the furtherance of his cause and to render null and void all the 
schemes and machinations of his enemies. 

2554. Angels or men of angelic nature. 
2555. The words, 'with My two hands,' signify, 'I have made him to 

manifest in himself all My attributes.' 

a15:29-33; 17:62. b15:30; 32:10. c7:13; 15:33. 
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77. He said, ‘I am better2556 

than he. aThou hast created 

me of fire and him hast Thou 

created of clay.’ 

 

 

78. bGod said, ‘Then get out 

hence,2557 for, surely, thou art 

rejected; 

 

 

79. c‘And, surely, on thee 

shall be My curse till the Day 

of Judgment.’ 

 
 

80. He said, ‘My Lord, dthen 

grant me respite till the day 

when they shall be 

raised.’2558 

 

 

81. God said, e‘certainly thou 

art of the respited ones, 

 
 

82. f‘Till the day of the known 

time’2559 

 

 

83. He said, ‘So by Thy glory, 
gI will, surely, lead them all 

astray,  

 

 

84. ‘Except Thy chosen 

servants from among them.’ 

 
 

85. God said, ‘The truth is, 

and the truth alone I speak, 

 
 

 
2556. The opponents of a Prophet always regard themselves as superior to 

him in power, position and prestige. It hurts their sense of pride to give their 
allegiance to a man whom they consider to be like, or even inferior to, them. 

2557. The pronoun ha in the expression, min-ha, does not refer to post-
mortal Heaven because Heaven is a place where Satan could not possibly 
enter and from which no one who has once entered is turned out (15:49). It 
refers to that state of apparent bliss which men enjoy before the advent of a 
Prophet, and which is represented in the Qur’an as Jannah. 

2558. Man’s spiritual rebirth—when having attained to the stage of 'the 
soul at peace,' he becomes immune to spiritual fall. See also 1498. 

2559. The time when truth finally triumphs over falsehood and the votaries 
of falsehood are completely crushed. 

a7:13; 15:28; 55:16. b7:14; 15:35. c15:36. d7:15; 15:37; 17:63. e7:16; 15:38. f15:39. g7:17-18; 15:40. 
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86. ‘That I will, certainly, fill 

Hell with thee and with those 

who follow thee, all 

together.’2560 

 

 

87. Say, ‘I ask not of you any 

reward for it, nor am I of 

those who are given to 

affectation.  

 

 

88. ‘The Qur’an is nothing 

but a Reminder for all 

peoples. 

 
 

89. ‘And you shall, surely, 

know the truth of it after a 

while.’2561 

 
 

 

 
2560. The dialogue between God and Satan does not refer to any talk that 

actually took place but represents, in metaphorical language, the state of 
things as they exist at the time when a Prophet of God is raised. The "man" 
referred to in verse 72 stands particularly for the Prophet of the day, and Iblis 
represents those wicked and evil-minded persons who oppose him and seek to 
impede and retard the progress of his mission. 

2561. The Holy Prophet is here represented as saying to disbelievers that 
they will not have to wait for long to realize the truth of his mission. 
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CHAPTER 39 
AZ-ZUMAR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Like the preceding five Chapters with which it has great resemblance 

in style and subject-matter, this Surah was revealed early in the Holy 
Prophet’s ministry. Some writers like Rodwell and Muir assign it to the late 
Meccan period. Predominance of scholarly opinion, however, is in favour of 
the Surah having been revealed early in the Holy Prophet’s life at Mecca. The 
principal theme of the six Chapters, which begin with Saba’, is Divine 
revelation with special reference to the revelation of the Qur’an and the 
doctrine of the Unity of God. The fact that there is one Designer and One 
Controller and Creator of the whole universe is inescapably inferable from the 
order, adaptation, proportion and coordination which pervade the whole 
universe and to which all the sciences bear undeniable testimony. The success 
of Divine Messengers with their extremely meagre resources against very 
heavy odds constitutes another argument to prove God’s Existence and His 
Unity. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the subject of Quranic revelation and proceeds 

to deal with the need, purpose and the supreme object of all revealed Books 
and Divine Prophets which is the establishment of Unity of God on earth. The 
greatest impediment that bars the way to the achievement of this great and 
noble object lies in the fact that man is prone to worship false gods—the idols 
of his own creation. Of all forms of idolatry, perhaps the most hideous and 
most prevalent, and which has done the greatest injury to the spiritual 
development of whole communities, is the belief that Jesus is son of God. The 
Surah cites the most beautiful and consummate design and order in the 
universe as an argument in support of the belief that there is only one 
Designing Mind behind all creation. The three stages, through which the 
embryo passes before it develops into a full-fledged human being, are adduced 
as an additional argument. After having briefly discussed the need and 
purpose of Divine revelation, the Surah gives two very strong and sound 
arguments in its support, viz. (1)  those who invent lies against God, and those 
who reject truth, never succeed in life. Failure and ignominy dog their 
footsteps. (2)  The Prophets of God and those who accept them and follow 
their lead always meet with success and their cause prospers. These two 
arguments constitute an infallible criterion to judge the truth of a claimant to 
Divine revelation. Judged by these standards, the claim of the Holy Prophet as 
a Divine Messenger, and of the Qur’an as Heavenly revelation, stands 
unchallenged and proved beyond doubt. Next, the Surah gives sinners a 
message of hope and good cheer. It tells them that God is Most Merciful and 
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Forgiving. His mercy encompasses all things. He only requires a change of 
heart on the part of the sinner. Man has to work out his own destiny and the 
vicarious sacrifice of nobody can save him. But he is vouchsafed many 
opportunities to repent and reform, but if he continues to walk in evil ways 
deliberately, he is severely punished. Towards the close the Surah devotes 
quite a few verses to the description of the Day of Resurrection. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bThe revelation of this 

Book is from Allah, the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

3. cSurely, it is We Who have 

revealed the Book to thee 

comprising the whole truth, so 

worship Allah, being sincere 

to Him in obedience. 

 

 

4. Remember, it is to Allah 
alone that sincere obedience is 
due. And those who take as 
protectors others beside Him, 
say, ‘We serve them only that 
they may bring us near to 
Allah in station.’2562 Surely, 
dAllah will judge between 
them concerning that wherein 
they differ. Surely, Allah 
guides not him who is an 
ungrateful liar.  

 

 

5. eIf Allah had desired to take 

to Himself a son, He could 

have chosen whom He pleased 

out of what He creates. Holy is 

He! He is Allah, the One, the 

Most Supreme. 

 

 

 
2562. Man is prone to worship false gods, the idols of his own imagination, 

such as saints and holy men; wealth, power and passion; inherited beliefs and 
customs, etc. always pretending to believe that these can help him to 
understand and realize the Divine Being. 

a1:1. b32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 41:3; 46:3. c5:49; 6:107. d4:142; 22:70; 32:26. e2:117; 10:69; 17:112; 19:89-93. 
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6. aHe created the heavens and 
the earth in accordance with 
the requirements of wisdom. 
He makes the night to cover 
the day, and He makes the day 
to cover the night; band He 
has pressed the sun and the 
moon into service; each 
pursues its course until an 
appointed time. Remember, it 
is He alone Who is the 
Mighty, the Great Forgiver.  

 

 

7. cHe created you from a 

single being; then from that 

He made its mate; and He has 

sent2563 down for you of the 

cattle eight pairs.2564 He 

creates you in the wombs of 

your mothers, creation after 

creation, through three stages 

of darkness.2565 This is Allah, 

your Lord. His is the 

Kingdom. There is no god but 

He. Whither then are you 

being turned away? 

 

 

 
2563. The word, Anzala, when used in connection with the Word of God, 

means Auha, i.e. He revealed; and when used about things of constant daily 
use, it means A‘ta, i.e. he gave or bestowed. The word has been used in the 
latter sense in the present verse and in vv. 7:27 and 57:26. 

2564. Special reference in the words 'eight pairs of cattle' is to the pairs of 
goat, sheep, camel and the ox, mentioned in 6:144, 145, perhaps because they 
are animals of daily use for man. 

2565. The expression, 'three stages of darkness,' may refer to the three 
stages of development of the embryo, Nutfah (sperm drop), ‘Alaqah (clot) and 
Mudghah (lump of flesh) or to the three forms mentioned in 86:7, 8; 3:7 and 
16:79, or to the three critical periods of pregnancy: (a)  from the second to the 
third month of pregnancy; (b)  from the third to the fifth month and (c)  the 

a6:74; 14:20; 16:4; 29:45. b7:55; 13:3; 29:62; 31:30; 35:14. c4:2; 7:190; 16:73. 
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8. If you are ungrateful, surely 
Allah is Self-Sufficient, being 
independent of you. And He 
is not pleased with ingratitude 
in His servants. But if you are 
grateful,2566 He likes it in 
you. aAnd no bearer of burden 
shall bear the burden of 
another. Then to your Lord is 
your return; and He will 
inform you of what you have 
been doing. Surely, He knows 
full well all that is hidden in 
the breasts.  

 

 

9. bAnd when an affliction 

befalls man, he calls upon his 

Lord, turning penitently to 

Him. Then, when He confers 

upon him a favour from 

Himself, he forgets what he 

used to pray for before, and 

starts assigning rivals to Allah, 

that he may lead people astray 

from His way. Say, ‘Profit 

from thy disbelief a little; while 

in the end thou art, surely, of 

the inmates of the Fire.’ 

 

 

10. Is he who prays devoutly 

to Allah in the hours of the 

night, prostrating himself and 

standing in prayer and fears 

 

 

 
beginning of the eighth month. During pregnancy there is danger of 
miscarriage at these three stages. 

2566. Whereas Shukr denotes the proper use of Divine favours in a manner 
intended by God (14:8), Kufr is the misuse of these favours. 
 

a6:165; 35:19; 53:39. b17:68; 30:34; 39:50. 
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the Hereafter and hopes for the 

mercy of his Lord, like him 

who is disobedient? Say, a‘Are 

those who know equal to those 

who know not?’ Verily, only 

those endowed with under-

standing will take heed. 

 

R. 2.   

11. Say, ‘O ye My servants 

who believe, fear your Lord. 
bThere is good for those who 

do good in this life. And 

Allah’s earth is spacious. 

Verily, cthe steadfast will have 

their reward without 

measure.’2567 

 

 

12. dSay, ‘Verily, I am 

commanded to worship Allah 

with sincere devotion, 

 

 

13. ‘And I am commanded to 

be the foremost of those who 

submit to Him.’  

 
 

14. eSay, ‘Indeed I fear, if I 

disobey my Lord, the 

punishment of a grievous day.’ 

 

 

15. fSay, ‘It is Allah I worship 

in sincerest obedience to 

Him.2568 

 

 

 
2567. The verse warns believers that they will be made to pass through 

trials and tribulations and will have to leave even their hearths and homes for 
the sake of God. It is when they have met the ordeal successfully that they will 
find God’s earth spacious for them and will have their full reward from God 
without measure. 

2568. In the brief space of four verses (3rd, 4th, 12th and 15th) the Holy 
 

a40:59. b16:31. c3:58; 11:112; 16:97. d13:37. e6:16; 10:16. f40:66; 98:6. 
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16. ‘As to you, worship what 
you like beside Him.’ Say, 
‘Surely, the real losers are 
they who ruin their souls and 
their families on the Day of 
Resurrection.’ Beware! that is, 
surely, the manifest loss. 

 

 
17. aThey will have over them 
coverings of fire, and beneath 
them similar coverings. It is 
this against which Allah 
warns His servants. ‘O My 
servants, take Me, then, for 
your Protector.’ 

 

 

18. And those who eschew the 

worship of false gods and turn 

to Allah—for them is glad 

tidings. So give good tidings 

to My servants, 

 

 

19. bWho listen to the Word 

and follow the best 

thereof.2569 It is they whom 

Allah has guided, and it is 

they who are really endowed 

with understanding.  

 

 

20. Can he, then, against 

whom the sentence of 

punishment has become due, 

be saved? Canst thou rescue 

him who is in the Fire? 

 

 

 
Prophet has been enjoined to worship Allah with sincere devotion. The verses 
seemed to prepare Muslims for the severe trials that lay ahead of them in 
Medina. The Surah was revealed in the later Meccan period, when Muslims 
were leaving for Medina singly or in small groups. 

2569. When two equally permissible courses are open to a believer, he 

a7:42; 18:30. b7:205. 
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21. But for them who fear 
their Lord athere are lofty 
mansions, built over lofty 
mansions,2570 beneath which 
streams flow. Allah has made 
that promise; and Allah 
breaks not His promise. 

 

 
22. Hast thou not seen that 
bAllah sends down water from 
the sky, and causes it to flow 
in springs in the earth and 
then brings forth thereby 
cherbage of diverse hues? 
Then it dries up and thou seest 
it turn yellow; then He 
reduces it to broken straw. In 
that, verily, is a reminder for 
men of understanding.  

 

 

R. 3.   
23. dIs he then whose bosom 
Allah has opened for the 
acceptance of Islam, so that he 
possesses a light2571 from his 
Lord, like him who is groping 
in the darkness of disbelief? 
Woe, then, to those whose 
hearts are hardened against the 
remembrance of Allah! They 
are in manifest error. 

 

 

 
adopts the one which is productive of the best results. 

2570. The difference in ranks of believers in Paradise shows that there will 
be a corresponding difference in their endeavour and labour which signifies 
that the next life will not be a life of inactivity and lassitude but of incessant 
work and continuous advance. 

2571. The teaching of Islam has such depth and vastness that it makes the 
hearts of believers expand and overflow with Divine knowledge and love. It 
certainly opens up new and endless vistas of thought, knowledge and truth. 

a25:76; 29:59; 34:38. b35:28. c13:5; 16:14. d6:126. 
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24. Allah has sent down the 

best Discourse—a Book, 
awhose verses are mutually 

supporting and repeated in 

diverse forms.2572 The skins 

of those, who fear their Lord, 

do creep at its recital, then their 

skins and their hearts soften to 

the remembrance of Allah. 

Such is the guidance of Allah; 

He guides therewith whom He 

pleases. bAnd he whom Allah 

adjudges astray—he shall have 

no guide.  

 

 

25. Is he, then, who has only 

his own face2573 to shield him 

from the evil punishment on 

the Day of Resurrection, like 

him who is secure? And it will 

be said to the wrongdoers, 

‘Taste ye the recompense of 

what you used to earn.’ 

 

 

 
2572. Divine revelation has found the completest and most perfect 

expression in the Qur’an. In the verse under comment the Qur’an has been 
described as Kitaban Mutashabihan signifying that it is a Book which is 
susceptible of different interpretations which are consistent with and support 
each other. There is no contradiction or inconsistency anywhere in the Qur’an. 
This constitutes one of its inimitable excellences. Another excellence of the 
Qur’an lies in the fact that it has made use of metaphors, allegories and parables. 
This greatly adds to the beauty and grace of its style and assures vastness of 
meaning in the fewest possible words. Again, the Qur’an is called Mathani 
which signifies that it describes its basic beliefs and principles repeatedly and in 
different ways and forms, in order to emphasize their importance, necessity and 
purpose. The word also signifies that some of the teachings of the Qur’an 
resemble those of other revealed Scriptures and some are new and 
inapproachable and incomparable in their excellences and beauties. 

2573. The words signify the severity of the punishment which disbelievers 

a15:88. b17:98. 
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26. Those, who were before 

them, rejected Our 

Messengers, so athe punish-

ment came upon them whence 

they knew not. 

 

 

27. So Allah made them taste 

humiliation in the present life 

and bthe punishment of the 

Hereafter will certainly be 

greater, if they but knew. 

 

 

28. cAnd, indeed, We have set 

forth for mankind all manner 

of parables in this Qur’an that 

they may take heed.2574 

 

 

29. dWe have revealed the 

Qur’an in Arabic wherein 

there is no deviation from 

rectitude, that they may 

become righteous.  

 

 

30. Allah sets forth a 

parable—a man belonging to 

several partners, who disagree 

with one another, and a man 

belonging wholly to one 

man.  Are  the two equal in 

 

 

 
will receive on the Day of Reckoning. They will become so confused and 
confounded by the severe punishment that, instead of protecting their faces, 
which are the most sensitive part of the body, they will put them forward. 

2574. The verse develops the argument given in v. 24, viz. that the Qur’an 
contains the best Message for mankind, in that it has comprehensively dealt 
with all those principles and teachings which have deep bearing on man’s 
spiritual and moral development, and also with all those subjects which can 
make his life useful and pleasant. It has provided guidance in matters of belief 
and conduct. 

 

a16:27; 59:3. b13:35; 68:34. c17:90; 30:59. d12:3; 42:8; 43:4. 
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condition?2575 All praise 

belongs to Allah. But most of 

them know not. 

 
  

31. aSurely, thou wilt die, and 

surely they, too, will die. 

 
 

32. bThen, surely, on the Day 
of Resurrection you will 
dispute with one another 
before your Lord. 

 

 

PART XXIV   

R. 4.   
33. cWho, then, is more unjust 
than he who lies against Allah 
and he who rejects the truth 
when it comes to him? Is there 
not in Hell an abode for the 
disbelievers? 

 

 

34. But he who has brought 
the truth, and he who testifies 
to it as truth—these it is who 
are the righteous. 

 

 

35. dThey will have with their 
Lord whatever they desire; 
that is the reward of those 
who do good.  

 

 

36. eSo that Allah will remove 
from them the evil 
consequences of what they 
did, and will give them their 
reward according to the best 
of their actions.2576 

 

 

 
2575. A polytheist is like a person who has to serve several masters, having 

mutually antagonistic interests and who also are ill-tempered and quarrelsome. 
Pitiable indeed is the lot of such a person! Can he be like a true believer who 
has to serve and please only one Master—Allah? 

2576. God rewards the good actions of believers, of whatever degree and 
 

a23:16. b23:17. c6:22; 10:18; 29:69. d16:32; 50:36. e16:98; 29:8. 
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37. Is not Allah sufficient for 

His servant? And yet they 

would frighten thee with those 

beside Him. aAnd he whom 

Allah leaves in error—for him 

there is no guide. 

 

 

38. bAnd he whom Allah 

guides––there is none to lead 

him astray. Is not Allah the 

Mighty, the Lord of 

retribution? 

 

 

39. cAnd if thou ask them, 

‘Who created the heavens and 

the earth?’ They will, surely, 

say, ‘Allah.’2577 Say, ‘What 

think ye, if Allah intends to do 

me harm, will those whom 

you call upon beside Allah be 

able to remove the harm He 

may intend? Or, if He wills to 

show me mercy, could they 

withhold His mercy?’ dSay, 

‘Allah is sufficient for me. In 

Him trust those who would 

trust.’  

 

 

40. Say, ‘O my people, eact as 

best as you can; I, too, am 

acting; soon shall you 

know,2578 

 

 

 
measure, as He would reward their best actions. 

2577. Though idolaters, out of superstition or traditional attachment, 
worship false gods, yet if the argument is driven home to them, they have to, 
and invariably do, confess that God is the Creator of the heavens and the earth 
and in Him alone resides all real power. 

2578. The verse throws out an open challenge to disbelievers to do their 
 

a39:24. b18:18. c29:62; 31:26. d9:129. e6:136; 11:122. 
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41. a‘Who it is unto whom 

comes a punishment that will 

disgrace him, and on whom 

there descends an abiding 

punishment?’ 

 

 

42. Verily, We have revealed 
to thee the Book comprising 
all truth for the good of 
mankind. bSo whoever follows 
guidance, follows it for the 
benefit of his own soul; and 
whoever goes astray, goes 
astray only to its 
detriment.2579 And thou art 
not a guardian over them. 

 

 

R. 5.   

43. cAllah takes away the 

souls of men at the time of 

their death; and of those also 

that are not yet dead, during 

their sleep. And then He 

withholds those against which 

He has decreed death, and 

sends back the others till an 

appointed term.2580 In that, 

surely, are Signs for a people 

who reflect.  

 

 

44. dHave they taken 

intercessors beside Allah? 

 

 
worst and use all their power, resources and influence to destroy Islam, but 
they will never succeed in their evil designs. Islam is humanity’s last hope and 
final destiny and, therefore, its cause is bound to triumph and prevail. 

2579. Man himself is the architect of his destiny—good or bad. 
2580. With his death man’s soul does not die or disintegrate but is taken 

away from its mortal habitat and is kept in other regions to account for man’s 
actions in due course. 

a11:40. b10:109; 17:16; 27:93. c6:61. d17:57. 
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Say, ‘Even if they have no 

power over anything and no 

understanding?’2581 

 

45. Say, ‘All intercession rests 

with Allah.2582 To Him 

belongs the Kingdom of the 

heavens and the earth. And to 

Him, then, shall you be 

brought back.’ 

 

 

46. aAnd when Allah alone is 

mentioned, the hearts of those, 

who believe not in the 

Hereafter, shrink with 

aversion; but when those 

beside Him are mentioned, 

behold! they begin to rejoice. 

 

 

47. bSay, ‘O Allah! Originator 

of the heavens and the earth; 

Knower of the unseen and the 

seen; Thou alone wilt judge 

between Thy servants 

concerning that in which they 

differed.’  

 

 

48. cAnd even if the 

wrongdoers possessed all that 

is in the earth, and the like 

thereof in addition to it, they 

would, surely, seek to ransom 

themselves with it to escape 

from the evil punishment on 

the Day of Resurrection, but 

 

 

 
2581. As the human soul is immortal, man is warned against committing 

deeds which might vitiate it. The most heinous of all evil deeds is the setting 
up of 'partners' with God. 

2582. See 85. 

a17:47; 22:73; 40:13. b6:15; 12:102; 14:11; 35:2. c5:37; 10:55; 13:19. 
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there shall appear unto them 

from Allah that which they 

had never thought of. 

49. aAnd the evil 

consequences of what they 

had earned will become 

apparent to them and that 

which they used to mock at 

will encompass them. 

 

 

50. bAnd when harm touches 

man, he cries unto Us. But 

when We bestow on him a 

favour from Us, he says, ‘This 

has been given to me on 

account of my own 

knowledge.’2583 Nay, it is 

only a trial; but most of them 

know not. 

 

 

51. Those who were before 

them said the same thing, yet 

all that they had earned 

availed them not. 

 

 

52. So the evil consequences 
of what they had earned 
overtook them; and those who 
do wrong from among these 
disbelievers—the evil 
consequences of what they 
earned shall overtake them 
also and they cannot escape.  

 

 

53. Know they not that cAllah 

enlarges the provision for 

 

 

 
2583. It is human nature that when man is involved in trouble he prays to 

God, but when he is in affluent circumstances he consigns him to oblivion and 
attributes all his success in life to his own ability and knowledge. 

a21:42; 45:34. b11:10, 11; 17:68; 30:34; 39:9. c13:27; 29:63; 30:38; 34:37; 42:13. 
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whomsoever He pleases, and 

straitens it for whomsoever He 

pleases? Verily, in that are 

Signs for a people who 

believe. 

 

R. 6.   

54. Say. ‘O My servants who 

have sinned against their 

souls, adespair not2584 of the 

mercy of Allah, surely, Allah 

forgives all sins. Verily, He is 

Most Forgiving, Ever 

Merciful; 

 

 

55. ‘And turn to your Lord, 

and submit2585 yourselves to 

Him, before there comes unto 

you the punishment; for then 

you shall not be helped; 

 

 

56. ‘And follow the best 

Teaching that has been 

revealed to you from your 

Lord, before the punishment 

comes upon you suddenly, 

while you perceive not.’  

 

 

57. Lest a soul should say, 
b‘O, woe is me in that I 

 

 

 
2584. The verse holds out a message of hope and good cheer to the sinners. 

It encourages optimism and kills despair and despondency. It denounces and 
condemns pessimism because pessimism lies at the root of most sins and 
failures in life. Again and again the Qur’an gives a promise of Divine mercy 
and forgiveness (6:55; 7:157; 12:88; 15:57; 18:59) than which there could be 
no greater message of solace and comfort for the grieved and the heavy-laden. 

2585. Whereas the preceding verse holds out to sinners the message of 
hope and good cheer, this verse warns them that they will have to work out 
their destiny themselves by submitting to Divine laws. 

a12:88; 15:57. b6:32; 23:100; 26:103; 35:38. 
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neglected my duty in respect 

of Allah! Surely, I was among 

the scoffers.’ 
 

58. Or, lest it should say, ‘If 
Allah had guided me, I should 
certainly have been among 
those who fully carry out their 
duties; 

 

 

59. Or, lest it should say, 

when it sees the punishment, 

‘Would that there were for me 

a return to the world, I would 

then be among those who do 

good.’ 

 

 

60. He will be told: ‘Aye, 
there came to thee My Signs, 
but thou didst treat them as 
lies, and thou wast arrogant, 
and thou wast of the 
disbelievers.’2586 

 

 

61. And on the Day of 
Resurrection, thou wilt see 
those who lied against Allah 
that their afaces shall be 
overcast with gloom. Is there 
not in Hell an abode for the 
proud?  

 

 

62. bAnd Allah will deliver 

the righteous from all troubles 

and will confer success upon 

 

 

 
2586. Many chances are given to the man who is steeped in sin to repent 

and reform himself. It is when his rejection of Truth is deliberate and repeated, 
and when he exceeds all legitimate bounds in committing sin and 
transgression and when the day of reckoning is actually upon him that his 
sighs and regrets prove of no avail to him. 

a3:107; 10:28. b19:73; 21:102. 
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them; evil shall not touch 

them, nor shall they grieve.  

63. aAllah is the Creator of all 

things, and He is Guardian 

over all things. 

 

 

64. bTo Him belong the keys 
of the heavens and the earth; 
and as for those who 
disbelieve in the Signs of 
Allah, these it is who are the 
losers. 

 

 

R. 7.   

65. cSay, ‘Is it other gods than 

Allah that ye bid me worship, 

O ignorant ones?’ 

 

 

66. And, verily, it has been 
revealed to thee as unto those 
before thee, d‘If thou associate 
partners with Allah, thy work 
shall, surely, come to naught 
and thou shalt certainly be of 
the losers.’ 

 

 

67. Aye, worship Allah and be 

thou among the grateful.  

 
 

68. eAnd they have not 
formed a true concept of the 
attributes of Allah. fAnd the 
entire earth will be under His 
complete control on the Day 
of Resurrection, and the 
heavens rolled up in His right 
hand.2587 Glory be to Him 

 

 

 
2587. Yamin signifying power and strength, the verse refers to the great 

Power and Majesty of God and purports to say that nothing is more 
 

a6:103; 13:17. b42:13. c6:15. d6:89. e6:92; 22:75. f21:105. 
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and exalted is He above that 
which they associate with 
Him. 
69. aAnd the trumpet will be 
blown, and all who are in the 
heavens and all who are in the 
earth will fall down in a 
swoon, except those whom 
Allah will be pleased to spare. 
Then will it be blown a 
second time, and lo! they will 
be standing, awaiting2588 
judgement.  

 

 

70. And the earth will shine 

with the light of her Lord, 
band the Book will be laid 

open before them, and the 

Prophets and the witnesses 

will be brought,2589 and 

judgment will be given 

between them with justice, 

and they will not be wronged. 

 

 

 
derogatory to his great attributes than that idols made of wood and stone or 
weak human beings should be worshipped. 

2588. The verse seems to apply to Resurrection in the next life. But it may 
also apply to the spiritual condition of people immediately before the 
appearance of a Divine Teacher in the world whose advent is here likened to 
the blowing of the trumpet. In view of this simile the words, 'will fall down 
into a swoon,' may signify spiritual torpor of the people immediately before 
the appearance of a Divine Reformer and the words, 'will be standing, 
awaiting,' may signify their having seen and followed the right path after he 
has made his appearance. 

2589. Applied to the next life, the words, 'And the earth will shine with the 
light of her Lord,' would mean that the veil will be lifted from the mysteries of 
life and the consequences of good and bad actions which man will have done 
in this life and which remain hidden here, will become manifest. With 
reference, however, to the appearance of a Divine Teacher in the world, 
particularly to that of the Holy Prophet, the words may signify that now that 

a18:100; 23:102; 36:52; 50:21; 69:14. b18:50. 
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71. aAnd every soul will be 

fully rewarded for what it did. 

And He knows well what they 

do.0 

 

  

R. 8.   
72. bAnd those who disbelieve 
will be driven to Hell in 
troops until, when they arrive 
there, its gates will be opened, 
cand its Keepers will say to 
them, ‘Did not the 
Messengers from among 
yourselves come to you, 
reciting unto you the Signs of 
your Lord, and warning you 
of the meeting of this day of 
yours?’ They will say, ‘Yea, 
but the word of punishment 
was bound to be fulfilled in 
respect of the disbelievers.’ 

 

 

73. It will be said, d‘Enter ye 

the gates of Hell, abiding 

therein. And evil is the abode 

of the arrogant.’  

 

 

74. And those, who feared 

their Lord, will be conducted 

to Heaven in groups until 

when they arrive there, its 

gates will be opened and its 

Keepers will say to them, 

 

 

 
0 the Holy Prophet has appeared the whole earth will shine with Divine Light, 
and spiritual darkness will be completely dispelled. The words, ‘The Prophets 
and witnesses will be brought, may signify the advent of the Holy Prophet 
who represents in his person all the Prophets and Divine Teachers; and 
'witnesses' refers to his true followers who enjoy the proud privilege of having 
been appointed witnesses over all men (2:144). 

a2:282; 3:26. b19:87. c40:51 67:9, 10. d16:30; 40:77. 
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a‘Peace be upon you! be ye 

happy,2590 and enter it, 

abiding therein.’ 

 

75. And they will say, b‘All 

praise belongs to Allah Who 

has made good to us His 

promise, and has given us the 

earth to inherit, we shall make 

our abode in the Garden 

wherever we please.’ How 

excellent is the reward of the 

righteous workers!  

 

 

76. And thou wilt see the 

angels going round the 

Throne, glorifying their Lord 

with His praise,2591 and 

judgment will be given 

between the people with 

justice. And it will be said, 

‘All praise belongs to Allah, 

the Lord of the worlds.’ 

 

 

 

 
2590. Tibtum may also mean, because you led good and pure lives. 
2591. God’s attributes will see their most complete manifestation on the 

Judgment Day and the cherubs will be on duty singing alleluias to the Divine 
Being. Or, the verse may mean that the Unity of God will become established 
in Arabia, and God’s true servants in the world together with the angels in 
heavens will celebrate His praises. 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

a13:25. b1:2; 7:44; 37:183; 40:8. 
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CHAPTER 40 
AL-MU’MIN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
With this Surah begins a group of Chapters all of which have the same 

abbreviated letters, Ha Mim, affixed to them and which open with the subject 
of the revelation of the Qur’an, and belong to the same period. According to 
Ibn-e-‘Abbas and ‘Ikrimah, all these Surahs were revealed at Mecca at a time 
when opposition to Islam had become persistent, organized and bitter (vv. 56 
& 78) and the Holy Prophet’s enemies were even seeking to kill him (v. 29). 
Towards the close of the last Surah the Holy Prophet was comforted with the 
assurance that very soon Divine judgment will issue forth between him and 
his enemies. The forces of darkness will be routed; idolatry will disappear 
from Arabia, and the whole country will reverberate with the praises of God. 
The present Surah opens with the most welcome declaration that the Great 
and Mighty God has revealed the Qur’an in order that Divine Majesty and 
Holiness be established in the world and disbelief obliterated from it. 

Subject-Matter 
As mentioned above, the Surah opens with a firm declaration that the 

time has come when truth will triumph over falsehood and righteousness over 
evil, and the praises of God will be sung in the land where idolatry had been 
rampant. This great consummation will be brought about by means of the 
Qur’an. The enemies of truth will strain every nerve and use their influence 
and powerful resources to nip the tender plant of Islam in the bud. But they 
will fail in their evil designs and endeavours. The Holy Prophet is told not to 
be deceived and overawed by the glamour of power and great material 
resources of disbelievers, because they are destined to come to a sad end. He 
is further told that his opponents are not the only and the first people to 
oppose truth. There have been people before who also sought to kill their 
Prophets and exterminate their missions. But God’s punishment overtook 
them. So will punishment seize his opponents. The Surah then refers to the 
case of Moses as an illustration of the sad end to which the opponents of the 
Holy Prophet are bound to come. While Pharaoh rejected Moses’s invitation 
to truth, a 'believing man' from his own household gave a most pathetic but 
convincing speech, exhorting his people not to seek to kill a man (Moses) 
whose only fault was that he said that Allah was his Lord, and who possessed 
sound and solid proofs to support and establish his case. He further warned 
them that they should not be misled by their wealth, power and material 
resources, for all these were transitory things. But instead of benefiting by his 
sincere advice Pharaoh mocked at him. Next, the Surah makes pointed 
reference to the invariable Divine law, viz. that help and succour of God are 
always with His Messengers and with their followers and that failure and 
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frustration continue to dog the footsteps of disbelievers till the end of time. 
This Divine law operated in the time of every Prophet and it will see its fullest 
manifestation in the time of the Holy Prophet. The disbelievers are then told 
that they have no reason to reject the Holy Prophet. His advent is not a novel 
phenomenon. Just as day follows night in the physical world, so does spiritual 
awakening follow a period of moral decadence in the spiritual realm. As the 
world had become spiritually dead, God raised the Holy Prophet to give it a 
new life. The Surah closes on the note that when God has made adequate 
provision for the physical needs of man, He could not have ignored to make a 
similar provision for his spiritual needs. He has been making this provision 
from time immemorial. He sent His Messengers and Prophets in the world 
who invited men to their Lord and Creator; but out of ingratitude and folly the 
sons of darkness rejected the Divine Message in every age and earned God’s 
displeasure. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2592  
 

3. cThe revelation of this 

Book is from Allah, the 

Mighty, the All-Knowing, 

 
 

4. Forgiver of sin, Acceptor of 

repentance, Severe in 

punishment, the Lord of 

bounty.2593 There is no god 

but He. Towards Him is the 

final return.  

 

 

5. dNone disputes concerning 

the Signs of Allah except 

those who disbelieve. eLet 

not, then, their going 

about2594 in the land deceive 

thee. 

 

 

 
2592. The abbreviated letters Ha Mim stand for the Divine attributes Hamid, 

Majid (Praiseworthy and Lord of Honour), or for Hayy, Qayyum (Living, Self-
Subsisting and All-Sustaining). Both these groups of Divine attributes have a 
strong bearing on the subject-matter of this Surah. The Surah makes repeated 
reference to the Glory, Majesty and Power of God as the word ‘Arsh which 
signifies these attributes and which has been twice mentioned in the first few 
verses, shows. The second main theme is the rise of a spiritually dead people 
to new life. Both the attributes Hayy (Living) and Qayyum (Self-Subsisting 
and All-Sustaining) have an obvious connection with this subject. This fact 
explains why the abbreviated letters Ha Mim have been placed in the 
beginning. It is worthy of particular note that the present and next six Chapters 
form a special group. Each of them opening with the same abbreviated letters, 
which indicates that a deep connection exists between their subject-matter. 

2593. Taul means, beneficence; bounty; excellence; superabundance; 
power; wealth; ampleness of circumstances; superiority, ascendancy (Lane). 

2594. Believers are told not to be deceived by the glamour of the material 
 

a1:1. b41:2; 43:2; 42:2; 44:2; 45:2; 46:2. c20:5; 32:3; 41:3; 45:3; 46:3. d22:4; 42:36. e3:197. 
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6. aBefore them the people of 

Noah and other groups after 

them rejected Our Signs and 

every nation strove to seize 

their Messenger, and disputed 

by means of false arguments 

that they might rebut the truth 

thereby. Then I seized them, 

and how terrible was My 

retribution! 

 

 

7. bAnd thus was the word of 

thy Lord fulfilled against the 

disbelievers, that they are the 

inmates of the Fire.  

 

 

8. cThose who bear the 

Throne2595 and those who are 

around it, proclaim the praise of 

their Lord and believe in Him, 

and ask forgiveness for those 

who believe, saying, ‘Our Lord, 

Thou dost comprehend all 

things in Thy mercy and 

knowledge. So forgive those 

who repent and follow Thy 

way, and protect them from 

the punishment of Hell; 

 

 

 
power of disbelievers, as it is bound to fall into decay in the long run. 

2595. As ‘Arsh signifies Divine attributes (see 986 & 1233), the words, 
'Those who bear the Throne,' would, therefore, mean, those beings or persons 
through whom those attributes are manifested. As the laws of nature work 
through the angels, and the Prophets are the instruments through whom God’s 
Word is preached to mankind, the words, 'Those who bear the Throne,' may 
signify both the angels and the Divine Messengers, and the words, 'those who 
are around it,' may signify subordinate angels who assist the principal angels 
in executing the affairs of the world or the true followers of the Prophets who 
preach and disseminate the teachings of the Prophets. See also 986. 

a6:35; 22:43; 35:26; 54:10. b10:34, 97. c39:76; 69:18. 
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9. ‘Our Lord, make them enter 

the Gardens of Eternity which 

Thou hast promised them, as 

well as asuch of their fathers 

and their wives2596 and their 

children as are virtuous. 

Surely, Thou art the Mighty, 

the Wise; 

 

 

10. ‘And guard them against 

evils; band he whom Thou 

dost guard against evils on 

that day—him hast Thou, 

surely, shown mercy. And 

that, indeed, is the mighty 

triumph.’  

 

 

R. 2.   

11. It will be announced to 

those who disbelieve: ‘Greater 

was the abhorrence of Allah, 

when you were called to the 

faith and you disbelieved, 

than your own abhorrence of 

yourselves2597 today.’ 

 

 

 
2596. The verse lays down a great principle. No work is accomplished and 

no success achieved by anyone in this world single-handed. Several other 
persons, consciously or unconsciously, make their contribution to it. These 
conscious or unconscious associates and helpers primarily are a person’s 
parents, wife and children. So these near relatives will also be allowed to 
participate in the blessings which will be bestowed upon believers for his 
good works. 

2597. It is human nature that when a person is confronted with the evil 
consequences of his bad deeds, he begins to curse himself. The disbelievers 
are told that when they are face to face with punishment they feel disgusted 
with themselves. But the Merciful and Gracious God was more disgusted with 
them when they rejected His Message and opposed and persecuted His 
Messengers. 

a13:24; 52:22. b6:17. 
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12. They will say, ‘Our Lord,
aThou hast caused us to die 
twice,2598 and Thou hast 
given us life twice and now 
we confess our sins. Is, then, 
there a way out?’ 

13. It will be said to them,
‘This is because, bwhen Allah 
alone was called upon, you 
disbelieved, but when partners 
were associated with Him, 
you believed. The decision 
now rests only with Allah, the 
High, the Incomparably 
Great.’ 

14. cHe it is Who shows you

His Signs and sends down 

provision2599 for you from 

heaven; but none pays heed 

save he who turns to Allah.  

15. Call ye, then, upon Allah,
ddevoting your obedience 
wholly and sincerely to Him, 
though the disbelievers may 
be averse to it. 

16. He is of most exalted

attributes, Lord of the 

Throne.2600 eHe sends His 

2598. The state before birth is a sort of death and the end of this life is the 
second death. The birth and the Resurrection are the two lives. 

2599. All sustenance, spiritual as well as physical, descends from heaven. 
Water, upon which all life depends (21:31), comes down from heaven and so 
does revelation upon which man’s spiritual life depends. 

2600. The expression. Dhul-‘Arsh (Lord of the Throne), is like Dhur-
Rahmah (Lord of Mercy) and refutes the popular wrong notion that ‘Arsh is 
something material. 

a30:41. b39:46. c30:25. d29:66; 31:33; 98:6. e16:3; 97:5. 
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word by His command to 

whomsoever of His servants 

He pleases, that He may give 

warning of the Day of 

Meeting, 

 

17. The day when they will all 

come forth; anothing 

concerning them will be 

hidden from Allah. b‘Whose is 

the Kingdom this day!’ It is 

Allah’s, the One, the Most 

Supreme. 

 

 

18. cThis day will every soul 

be requited for that which it 

has earned. No injustice this 

day! Surely, Allah is Swift at 

reckoning. 

 

 

19. dAnd warn them of the 
day that is fast approaching, 
when the hearts will reach up 
to the throats, full of 
suppressed grief. The 
wrongdoers will have no 
warm friend, nor any 
intercessor whose intercession 
would be accepted. 

 

 

20. eHe knows the 

treachery2600A of the eyes and 

what the breasts conceal.  

 

 

21. And Allah judges with 

truth, but those upon whom 

they call beside Him cannot 

judge at all. Surely, Allah is 

 

 

 
2600A. Look of anger, contempt or lust. 

 

a3:6; 14:39. b18:45; 48:15; 82:20. c14:52; 45:23; 74:39. d19:40. e27:75; 28:70. 
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the All-Hearing, the All-

Seeing.  

R. 3.   

22. aHave they not travelled in 

the earth that they could see 

what was the end of those 

before them? They were 

mightier than these in power 

and they left firmer marks in 

the earth. But Allah seized 

them for their sins, and they 

had no one to protect them 

from Allah. 

 

 

23. That was because btheir 
Messengers came to them 
with manifest Signs but they 
disbelieved; so Allah seized 
them. Surely, He is Powerful, 
Severe in punishment. 

 

 

24. cAnd, surely, We sent 

Moses with Our Signs and 

manifest authority,  

 

 

25. Unto Pharaoh and Haman 
and Korah;2601 but they said, 
‘He is a sorcerer and a great 
liar.’ 

 

 

 
2601. For Korah and Haman see 2198 and 2231. Every Prophet of God had 

had his Pharaoh, Haman and Korah. These names respectively may symbolise 
power, priesthood and material wealth, as Haman was the head of priestly 
class, and Korah an extremely rich man among Pharaoh’s nobles. Unlimited 
political power, servile priesthood and uncontrolled capitalism are the three 
evils which have ever retarded and arrested the political, economic, moral and 
spiritual growth of a people, and naturally it is against these enemies of man 
that Heavenly Reformers have waged relentless war in every age. 

a12:110; 22:47; 35:45; 47:11. b23:45; 41:15. c23:46. 
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26. aAnd when he came to 

them with truth from Us, they 

said, b‘Slay the sons of those 

who have believed with him, 

and let their women live.’ But 

the design of the disbelievers 

is ever bound to fail. 

 

 

27. Pharaoh said, ‘Leave me 

alone that I may slay Moses, 

and let him call on his Lord. cI 

fear lest he should change 

your religion or cause disorder 

to appear in the land.’ 

 

 

28. And Moses said, d‘I take 

refuge2602 with my Lord and 

your Lord from every arrogant 

person who believes not in the 

Day of Reckoning.’  

 

 

R. 4.   

29. And a believing man from 

among the people of Pharaoh, 

who kept hidden his faith,2603 

said, “Will you slay a man 

because he says, ‘My Lord is 

Allah,’ while he has also 

brought you clear proofs from 

 

 
2602. God is the ultimate refuge of His Prophets and the Elect. They knock 

at His door when they see darkness all around them and when the powers of 
evil are determined to exterminate the truth preached by them. 

2603. The believing man had kept hidden his faith in order to give 
expression to it on a suitable occasion. The bold manner in which he 
expressed his belief and spoke to the people of Pharaoh shows that the 
concealment was not due to fear. 

a29:40. b7:128. c20:64; 26:36. d44:21. 
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your Lord? aAnd if he be a liar, 

on him will be the sin of his lie; 

but if he is truthful, then some 

of that which he threatens you 

with will, surely, befall you. 

Certainly, Allah guides not one 

who exceeds the bounds and is 

a great liar;’ 

 

30. ‘O my people, yours is the 

sovereignty this day, you being 

dominant in the land. But who 

will help us and protect us 

from the punishment of Allah 

if it comes upon us?” Pharaoh 

said, ‘I only point out to you 

that which I see myself, and I 

guide you only to the path of 

rectitude.’ 

 

 

31. And he who believed said, 

‘O my people, I fear for you 

something like the day of 

destruction of the great 

peoples of the past; 

 

 

32. b‘Like that which 

happened to the people of 

Noah, and the tribes of ‘Ad 

and Thamud and those after 

them. And Allah intends no 

injustice to His servants:  

 

 

33. ‘And O my people, I fear 

for you the day when people 

will call one another for 

help,2604 

 

 

 
2604. The day when people will take fright and disperse in different 

 

a69:45, 47. b9:70; 14:10; 50:13-15. 
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34. ‘The day when you shall 

turn back fleeing; and there 

will be no one to save you 

from Allah’s wrath. And for 

him whom Allah leaves to go 

astray, there shall be no 

guide.’ 

 

 

35. And Joseph, indeed, came 

to you before with clear 

proofs, but you ceased not to 

be in doubt concerning that 

with which he came to you 

till, when he died, you said, 

‘Allah will never raise a 

Messenger after him.’2605 

Thus does Allah adjudge as 

having gone astray every 

transgressor, doubter— 

 

 

36. Those who dispute 

concerning the Signs of Allah 

without any authority having 

come to them from Allah. 

Grievously hateful is this in 

the Sight of Allah and in the 

sight of those who believe. 

Thus does Allah set a seal 

upon the heart of every 

arrogant, haughty person. 

 

 

 
directions; or when they will hate and oppose each other and will become 
separated, or when they will call one another for help (Aqrab). 

2605. Prophets have been coming in the world from time immemorial but 
so perverse is men’s thinking that whenever there comes a new Prophet they 
reject and oppose him and when he dies those who had believed in him said 
that no more Prophets would come and that the door of revelation is shut for 
ever. 
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37. And Pharaoh said, a‘O 

Haman, build thou for me a 

lofty tower that I may attain to 

the means of access— 

 

 

38. ‘The means of access to 

the heavens, bso that I may 

have a look at the God of 

Moses,2606 and I, surely, 

consider him to be a liar.’ And 

thus the evil of his conduct 

was made to look fair in the 

eyes of Pharaoh, and he was 

barred from the right path; 

and the design of Pharaoh was 

bound to end in ruin. 

 

 

R. 5.  
  

 

 
 

  

  
 

39. And he who believed said, 

‘O my people, follow me. I 

will guide you to the path of 

rectitude;  

 

 

40. ‘O my people, cthis life of 

the world is but a temporary 

provision; and the Hereafter is 

certainly the permanent 

abode;2607 

 

 

41. d‘Whoso does evil will be 

requited only with the like of 

it; ebut whoso does good, 

whether male or female, and 

 

 

 
2606. Pharaoh sarcastically said that he wanted to go up to heavens to have 

a peep at Moses’s God, but God made him see a manifestation of His power in 
the depths of the sea. 

2607. The speech of 'the believing man' shows that true believers are fully 
convinced of the righteousness of their cause. It is this rock-like faith which 
enables them to suffer gladly all sorts of hardships and privations. 

a28:39. b28:39. c3:15, 198, 199; 9:38; 16:118; 28:61. d10:28; 4:124. e4:125. 
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is a believer—these will enter 

the Garden; they will be 

provided therein without 

measure;2608 

42. ‘And O my people, how
strange it is that I call you to 
salvation, and you call me to 
Fire; 
43. ‘You invite me that I
should disbelieve in Allah and 
should associate with Him 
that of which I have no 
knowledge, while I invite you 
to the Mighty, the Great 
Forgiver; 
44. ‘Surely, that to which you
call me has no title2608A to be 
called upon in this world or in 
the Hereafter; and that our 
return is certainly to Allah and 
that the transgressors will be 
the inmates of the Fire; 

45. ‘So you will soon
remember what I say to you. 
And I entrust my affair to 
Allah. Verily, Allah watches 
over His servants.’  
46. So Allah preserved him
from the evils of whatever 
they plotted, and a grievous 
punishment encompassed the 
people of Pharaoh— 

2608. Whereas the requital of the evil deeds of disbelievers will be 
proportionate to their deeds, the reward of the good deeds of believers will be 
without limit or measure. This is the Islamic conception of Heaven and Hell. 

2608A. Is not fit to be called upon; ought not to be called upon; has no title 
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47. The Fire. They are 

exposed to it morning and 

evening.2609 And on the day 

when the appointed Hour is 

come, it will be said to the 

angels, ‘Cast Pharaoh’s 

people into the severest 

punishment.’ 

 

 

48. aAnd when they will 

dispute with one another in 

the Fire, the weak will say to 

those who were proud, 

‘Verily, we were your 

followers; bwill you then 

relieve us of a portion of the 

torment of the Fire?’ 

 

 

49. cThose, who were proud, 

will say, ‘Now, we are all in 

it. Allah has already judged 

between His servants.’  

 

 

50. And those in the Fire will 

say to the Keepers of Hell, 

‘Pray to your Lord that He 

may lighten for us the 

punishment for a day.’ 

 

 

51. The Keepers will say, 
d‘Did not your Messengers 

 

 

 
or claim to be called upon. 

2609. The implied reference in the words, 'They are exposed to it morning 
and evening,' may be to the punishment the disbelievers are made to suffer in 
Barzakh which is an intervening stage and where the realization of pain or joy 
is incomplete. The complete and full manifestation of Heaven and Hell will 
take place on the Day of Judgment. 

 

a7:39; 14:22; 34:32. b14:22. c7:40; 34:33. d23:106; 39:72; 67:9, 10. 
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come to you with manifest 

Signs?’ They will say, ‘Yea.’ 

The Keepers will say, ‘Then 

pray on.’ aBut the prayer of 

disbelievers is of no avail.2610 

 

R. 6.   

52. bMost surely, We help Our 

Messengers and those who 

believe,2611 both in the present 

life and on the day when the 

witnesses will stand forth, 

 

 

53. The day when their 
pleading will not profit the 
wrongdoers, and cfor them 
will be the curse and for them 
will be the evil abode. 

 

 

54. dAnd, indeed, We gave 

Moses the guidance, and 

made the Children of Israel 

heirs to the Book— 

 

 

55. A guidance and a reminder 

for men of understanding. 

 
 

56. eSo have patience. Surely, 

the promise of Allah is true. 

And ask forgiveness2612 for 

 

 

 
2610. The efforts and prayers of disbelievers against God’s Prophets prove 

abortive, not that all their prayers as such are not accepted. God does answer 
the prayers of a distressed person when he calls upon Him whether he be a 
believer or a disbeliever (27:63). 

2611. The verse holds out an emphatic promise to Divine Messengers and 
their followers that God’s help and succour will always be with them and that, try 
as they might, the evil designs of disbelievers against them are bound to fail. 

2612. Ghafaral-Mata‘a means, he put the goods in the bag and covered and 
protected them. Ghufran and Maghfirah are both infinitive nouns from 
Ghafara and mean, protection and preservation. Mighfar means helmet, 
because it protects the head. Dhamb means, such natural failings or frailties as 
adhere to human nature or such errors as bring about harmful results. 
Dhanaba-hu means, he followed his trail, not quitting his track (Lane & 
 

a13:15. b10:104; 30:48; 58:22. c13:26. d2:88; 17:3; 23:50; 32:24. e30:61. 
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them for the wrongs they have 

done thee2612A and glorify thy 

Lord with His praise in the 

evening and in the morning. 
 

57. aThose who dispute 
concerning the Signs of Allah 
without any authority having 
come to them from Allah—
there is nothing in their breasts 
but an ambition to become 
great2613 which they will never 
attain. So seek refuge in Allah. 
Surely, He is the All-Hearing, 
the All-Seeing.  

 

 

58. Certainly, the creation of 

the heavens and the earth is 

greater than the creation of 

mankind;2614 but most men 

know not. 

 

 

 
Mufradat). Istighfar is not only needed by ordinary believers but also by holy 
men of God, even by God’s great Prophets. While the former offer Istighfar to 
seek protection against future sins as well as from the evil consequences of past 
lapses, the latter seek protection from human shortcomings and weaknesses that 
may hinder the progress of their cause. The Prophets also are human and though 
they are immune to sin, yet they, too, are heirs to human failings and frailties; so 
they also need offering Istighfar to seek Divine help and protection. See also 2765. 

2612A. Dhambaka, means, sins committed against thee; sins alleged by thy 
enemies to have been committed by thee; thine human shortcomings and 
frailties. See 2765. 

2613. Kibr signifies pride; desire or ambition to become great; great 
designs (Lane). 

2614. According to learned scholars and Commentators, such as Baghvi, 
Ibn-e-Hajr and others, the word an-Nas in the verse signifies the Dajjal. This 
interpretation finds its confirmation in a well-known saying of the Holy 
Prophet, viz. 'From the creation of Adam to the Day of Resurrection there has 
not been a greater creation than that of the Dajjal' (Bukhari). This Hadith 
points to the mightiness and all-powerfulness of the Dajjal; and as he is a 
great deceiver and beguiler, the Faithful are warned to be on their guard 
against being deceived or intimidated by his glamour and material glory. In 
 

a40:36. 
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59. aAnd the blind and the 

seeing are not equal; neither 

are those who believe and do 

good deeds equal to those 

who do evil. Little do you 

reflect. 

 

 

60. bThe Hour of punishment 

will, surely, come; there is no 

doubt about it; yet most men 

believe not. 

 

 

61. cAnd your Lord says, 

‘Pray unto Me; I will answer 

your prayer. But those who 

are too proud to worship Me 

will, surely, enter Hell, 

despised.’ 

 

 

R. 7.   

62. dAllah is He Who has 

made the night for you that 

you may rest therein, and the 

day to enable you to see. 

Verily, Allah is Bountiful to 

mankind, yet most men are 

ungrateful.  

 

 

63. eSuch is Allah, your Lord, 

the Creator of all things. 

There is no god but He. How 

then, are, you turned away? 

 

 

 
view of this Hadith the implication of the verse seems to be that the forces of 
darkness, of which the Dajjal is the greatest representative, however, mighty 
and powerful they may be, will not be able to retard the progress of Islam, and 
that these forces will eventually be vanquished by it. The verse may also mean 
that quite insignificant as compared to the great universe created by God, man 
in his conceit and arrogance refuses to respond to the Divine Call. 

a13:17; 35:20; 39:10. b15:86; 20:16. c2:187; 6:42; 25:78; 27:63. d17:13; 41:38. e6:103. 
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64. Thus, indeed, are turned 
away those who deny the 
Signs of Allah. 

 

 
65. Allah is He Who has made 

for you the earth a resting-

place, and the heaven a 

structure for protection, aand 

has given you shapes and 

made your shapes perfect, and 

has provided you with pure 

things. Such is Allah, your 

Lord. So blessed is Allah, the 

Lord of the worlds. 

 

 

66. He is the Living God. 

There is no god but He. bSo 

pray unto Him, devoting your 

worship wholly and sincerely 

to Him. All praise belongs to 

Allah, the Lord of the worlds. 

 

 

67. cSay, ‘I have been 

forbidden to worship those 

whom you call upon beside 

Allah since there have come 

clear proofs unto me from my 

Lord; and I have been 

commanded to submit myself 

solely to the Lord of the 

worlds.’  

 

 

68. He it is dWho created you 

from dust,2615 then from a 

sperm-drop, then from a clot; 

then He brings you forth as a 

child; then He lets you grow, 

 

 

 
2615. See 1932. 

a7:12; 23:15; 64:4. b39:12; 98:6. c6:57; 39:65. d22:6; 23:13-15; 35:12. 
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so that you attain your full 

strength; and afterward 

become old—though some 

among you are caused to die 

before—and that you may 

reach a term appointed and 

that you may learn wisdom. 

 

 

69. aHe it is Who gives life 

and causes death. bAnd when 

He decrees a thing, He says 

concerning it, ‘Be!’ and it 

comes into being.2616 

 

 

R. 8.   

70. cSeest thou not those who 

dispute concerning the Signs 

of Allah? How they are being 

turned away from the truth! 

 

 

71. Those who reject the Book 

and that with which We sent 

Our Messengers. But soon 

will they come to know, 

 

 

72. dWhen the iron-collars 

will be round their necks, and 

chains too. And they will be 

dragged  

 

 

73. eInto boiling water; then in 

the Fire will they be burnt. 

 

 

74. Then it will be said to 

them, ‘Where are those who 

were your associate gods 

 

 

 
2616. It is the will and decree of God, Who gives life and causes death that 

a people—the Arabs—who were morally and spiritually as good as dead, 
should now rise to a new life through the Holy Prophet and none can thwart 
and frustrate Allah’s decree. 

a2:29; 22:67; 30:41. b2:118; 3:48; 16:41; 36:83. c13:14; 22:9; 31:21. d36:9; 76:5. e55:45; 78:26. 
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75. ‘Beside Allah?’ They will 

say, a‘They have vanished 

away from us. Nay, we never 

prayed to anything beside 

Allah before.’ Thus will Allah 

confound the disbelievers. 

 

 

76. That is because you 

exulted in the earth without 

justification, and because you 

behaved insolently. 

 

 

77. bEnter ye the gates of Hell, 

to abide therein. And evil is 

the abode of the arrogant.  

 

 

78. So be thou patient. Surely, 

the promise of Allah is bound 

to be fulfilled. cAnd whether 

We show thee in this life part 

of what We have promised 

them or whether We cause 

thee to die before the 

fulfilment of Our promise, to 

Us will they be brought 

back.2617 

 

 

79. And We, indeed, sent 

Messengers before thee; dof 

them are some whom We 

have mentioned to thee; and 

 

 

 
2617. The verse embodies two religious principles: (1)  Truth must prevail 

in the long run, but before success comes to men of God they have to go 
through severe trials and tribulations and their faith has to be tested and 
proved up to the mark. (2)  Prophecies containing warnings of punishment to 
disbelievers are conditional and subject to postponement, revocation or even 
cancellation. The word Ba‘d signifies that not all prophecies containing 
threats are literally fulfilled. They change with the change in the attitude of 
disbelievers. 

a41:49. b16:30; 39:73. c10:47; 13:41; 43:43. d4:165; 
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of them are some whom We 

have not mentioned to thee, 
aand it is not possible for any 

Messenger to bring a Sign 

except by the leave of 

Allah.2618 But when Allah’s 

decree comes, the matter is 

decided with justice and then 

there perish those who utter 

falsehoods. 

 

R. 9.   
80. bAllah is He Who has 
made cattle for you, that you 
may ride on some of them, 
and eat of the flesh of some of 
them— 

 

 

81. cAnd you derive other 
benefits from them—and that, 
by means of them you may 
satisfy any desire2619 that may 
be in your breasts. And on 
them and on ships are you 
borne.  

 

 

82. And He shows you His 

Signs; which, then, of the 

Signs of Allah will you deny? 

 

 
83. dHave they not travelled in 
the earth that they might see 
what was the end of those 
who were before them? They 

 

 

 
2618. Though the prophecies containing warnings and threats meant for 

disbelievers are subject to postponement, revocation or cancellation, yet if, by 
closing the door of repentance upon themselves, they make themselves 
deserving of Divine punishment, they are punished. But it is not for the 
Prophet to say when and how they will be punished. 

2619. Hajah means, want; need; desire; object of want or need (Lane). 

a13:39; 14:12. b6:143; 16:6; 23:22; 36:72-74. c16:6-8; 23:22, 23; 36:73, 74. d16:37; 27:70; 30:43. 
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were more numerous than 
these, and mightier in power 
and left firmer traces in the 
earth. But all that which they 
earned was of no avail to 
them.  

84. And when their 
Messengers came to them 
with manifest Signs, they 
exulted in the little knowledge 
they had. And that at which 
they mocked encompassed 
them. 

 

 

85. aAnd when they saw Our 

punishment they said, ‘We 

believe in Allah alone and we 

reject all that which we used 

to associate with Him.’  

 

 

86. bBut their faith could not 

profit them when they saw 

Our punishment.2620 This is 

Allah’s law that has ever been 

in operation in respect of His 

servants. And thus perished 

those who disbelieved. 

 

 

 

 
2620. When the cup of the iniquities of disbelievers becomes full, and the 

Divine decree that they should be punished comes into operation, no 
profession of faith on their part is of any avail, and repentance then is too late. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a10:52, 91. b10:92. 
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CHAPTER 41 
HA MIM AS-SAJDAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah bears the title of Ha Mim As-Sajdah. It is also known as 
Fussilat. Being the second of the seven Chapters of Ha Mim group, it 
possesses a very close resemblance with the Surah that goes before it and 
those that follow it in style and subject-matter, and like them it was revealed 
at Mecca at a time when opposition to Islam had grown strong, determined 
and persistent. While towards the close of the preceding Surah the 
disbelievers were warned that when Divine punishment overtook them, belief 
and repentance would be of no avail, the present Surah opens with the 
statement that it is those people, who close the avenues of their hearts and 
persistently refuse to listen to the Qur’an, that render themselves deserving of 
punishment. It further declares that the Qur’an contains all that is necessary 
for the moral development of man and explains fully and completely all its 
tenets, teachings and principles in the most explicit, expressive and intelligible 
language and adduces as an argument the creation of the universe in six 
periods or stages to prove Divine Unity, and proceeds to say that all Prophets 
brought the self-same Message of Divine Unity. Even the Prophets of 
antiquity like Hud and Salih preached the same doctrine. Next, it is stated that 
whenever a new Prophet comes in the world, the leaders of disbelief try to 
stifle the voice of Truth by raising a loud hue and cry against it and seek to 
confuse the minds of the people by using all sorts of guiles and subterfuges; 
but falsehood has never succeeded in drowning the voice of Truth. Likewise 
will the efforts of opponents of the Holy Prophet fail against him. The angels 
of God will descend upon those who believe in him and stand by him through 
thick and thin, consoling and comforting them, blessing their endeavours with 
success and telling them that they will inherit Divine blessings in this world 
and will be God’s guests in the next. The Surah proceeds to say that night of 
sin and iniquity will pass away and the sun of righteousness and God’s Unity 
will shine upon Arabia, and a people, who for centuries had groped in the 
darkness of ignorance, will receive a new life, and Islam, after having taken 
deep roots in Arabia, will spread and expand to the farthest ends of the earth. 
This marvellous change will come about through the noble teaching of this 
wonderful Book—the Qur’an. God alone knows how and when the seed of 
truth that the Holy Prophet has sown in the soil of Arabia will develop and 
grow into a mighty tree, but grow it must, and under its cool and comfortable 
shade great nations will take rest. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2620A  
 

3. cThis Qur’an is a revelation 
from the Gracious, the 
Merciful God, 

 

 

4. dA Book, the verses of 
which have been expounded 
in detail and which will be 
repeatedly read, couched in 
clear, eloquent language, for a 
people who have knowledge, 

 

 

5. eA bringer of glad tidings 
and a warner. But most of 
them turn away and they hear 
not.  

 

 

6. fAnd they say, ‘Our hearts 
are secure under coverings 
against that to which thou 
callest us, and in our ears 
there is a heaviness,2621 and 
between us and thee there is a 
veil. So carry on thy work; 
we, too, are working.’ 

 

 

7. gSay, ‘I am only a mortal 

like you. It is revealed to me 

 

 

 
2620A. See 2592. 
2621. The verse depicts disbelievers as saying sarcastically to the Holy 

Prophet, 'your teaching is too good for us sinners to accept and your ideals too 
sublime to be understood and realized by us.' If the words are taken to be 
spoken seriously they would mean, 'We are fully determined not to accept 
your teaching. We have closed all the avenues of our hearts, eyes and ears 
against it.' 

a1:1. b40:2; 42:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2; 46:2. c32:3; 40:3; 45:3; 46:3. d11:2.  
e5:20; 25:57; 35:25; 48:9. f6:26; 17:47; 18:58. g14:12; 18:111; 21:109. 
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that your God is One God; so 

go ye straight to Him without 

deviating, and ask forgiveness 

of Him.’ And woe to the 

idolaters, 

 

8. Who give not the Zakat, 

and they it is who disbelieve 

in the Hereafter. 

 

 

9. aAs to those who believe 

and do righteous deeds, for 

them, surely, is a reward that 

will never end. 

 

 

R. 2.   

10. Say, ‘Do you really 

disbelieve in Him Who 

created the earth in two 

days?2622 And do you set up 

equals to Him?’ That is the 

Lord of the worlds.  

 

 

11. bHe placed therein firm 

mountains rising above its 

surface, and blessed it with 

abundance, and provided 

therein its foods in proper 

measure in four days2623— 

 

 

 
2622. It is not possible to surmise as to the length of these 'two days.' They 

may have extended over thousands of years. Even in the Qur’an Yaum (day) 
has been spoken of as equal to a thousand years (22:48), or even equal to fifty 
thousand years (70:5). The making of the earth in two days may signify the 
two stages through which the earth passed from a formless matter into a 
gradually evolved form after it had cooled down and become condensed. 

2623. The 'two days' or stages mentioned in the previous verse through 
which the earth had to pass before it assumed its present form are included 
among the 'four days' mentioned in the present verse, the additional 'two days' 
signifying the two stages of the placing on it of mountains, rivers, etc. and the 
 

a11:12; 84:26; 95:7. b13:4; 15:20; 77:28. 
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alike for all seekers.2624  
  

12. Then He turned to the 

heaven, while it was 

something like smoke, and 

said to it and to the earth; 

‘Come ye both of you in 

obedience, willingly or 

unwillingly.’2625 They said, 

‘We come willingly.2626 

 

 

13. So He completed them in 

the form of seven heavens in 

two days,2627 and He revealed 

 
 

 
growth on it of vegetable and animal life. See also v. 13. The words, 'provided 
therein its foods in proper measure,' signify that the earth is and will ever 
remain to be fully capable of providing food for all the creatures that live on it. 

2624. The expression, 'alike for all seekers,' may signify that the foods which 
God has provided in the earth are equally accessible to all seekers who try to get 
them according to the laws of nature. It may also mean that all the physical 
needs and requirements of man have been adequately met in the foods that grow 
out of earth. So the fear that the earth may not some day be able to grow 
sufficient food for the fast increasing population of the world is groundless. 
'The world can provide food, fibre and all other agricultural requirements for 28 
billion people, ten times the world’s present population' (Prof. Cohn Clark, 
Director of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute of Oxford 
University). Only recently the United Nations Food and Agricultural 
Organization pointed out in its report, 'The State of Food and Agriculture, 
1959,' that the world’s food supply grows twice as fast as its population. 

2625. Kurhan or Karhan in both forms is infinitive-noun from Kariha (he 
disliked), the former (Kurhan) meaning, what you yourself do not like and the 
latter (Karhan) meaning, what you are compelled to do against your will by 
someone else. Fa‘ala-hu Karhan means, he did it unwillingly (Lane). 

2626. The verse signifies that everything in the universe is subject to 
certain laws which it obeys and according to which it works. It has no 
discretion. It is man alone who has been endowed with volition or discretion 
to obey or defy the Divine laws and it is not unoften that he uses his discretion 
to his detriment. This is also the meaning and significance of 33:73. 

2627. In vv. 10 and 11 it is stated that the making of the earth took two 
days and the placing on it of the mountains, rivers, etc. and of vegetable and 
 

Naveed Islam


Naveed Islam
11.
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to each heaven its function. 
aAnd We adorned the lowest 
heaven with lamps for light 
and provided it with the 
means of protection. That is 
the decree of the Mighty, the 
All-Knowing. 

 

14. But if they turn away, then 
say, b‘I warn you of a 
destructive punishment like 
the punishment which 
overtook ‘Ad and Thamud.’ 

 

 

15. When their Messengers 
came to them from before 
them and from behind 
them,2627A admonishing them, 
‘Worship none but Allah,’ 
they said, ‘If our Lord had so 
willed, He would, certainly; 
have sent down angels. So we 
do disbelieve in that with 
which you have been sent.’  

 

 

16. As for ‘Ad, they behaved 

arrogantly in the earth without 

any justification and said, 

‘Who is mightier than we in 

power?’ Do they not see that 

 

 

 
animal life, another two days. In the present verse, however, it is mentioned 
that like the earth the solar system with its planets and satellites took two days 
to become complete. Thus the whole universe came into existence in six days 
or periods which is quite in harmony with vv. 7:55 and 50:39. Taking the 
word Yaum in the sense of 'stage,' the three vv. 10, 11 and 13 taken together 
would mean that the whole physical universe was completed in six stages. 
After the creation of the universe, man came into existence and his creation 
also was completed in six stages (23:13-15). 

2627A. Divine Messengers continued to appear during the whole span of 
their national life. 
 

a15:17; 37:7; 67:6. b40:31, 32. 
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Allah, Who created them, is 

mightier than they in power? 

Still they continued to deny 

Our Signs. 

 

17. So We sent upon them a 

furious wind for several 

ominous days, that We might 

make them taste the 

punishment of humiliation in 

this life. And the punishment 

of the Hereafter will, surely, 

be more humiliating, and they 

will not be helped. 

 

 

18. And as for Thamud, We 

guided them, but they 

preferred blindness to 

guidance, so the calamity of a 

humiliating punishment 

seized them, on account of 

what they had earned.aaa 

 

 

19. And We saved those who 

believed and acted 

righteously. 

 
 

R. 3.   

20. And warn them of the day 

when athe enemies of Allah 

will be gathered together and 

driven to the Fire, and they 

will be divided into groups;  

 

 

21. Till, when they reach it, 
btheir ears and their eyes and 

their skins will bear witness 

against them as to what they 

 

 

 
aaa  

a27:84. b24.25; 36:66. 
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had been doing.2628 
 

22. And they will say to their 

skins,2629 ‘Why have you 

borne witness against us?’ 

They will say, ‘Allah has 

made us speak as He has 

made everything else speak. 

And He it is Who created you 

the first time, and unto Him 

have you been brought back. 

 

 

23. ‘And you did not 

apprehend, while committing 

sins, that your ears and your 

eyes and your skins would 

bear witness against you; nay, 

you thought that even Allah 

did not know much of what 

you used to do.  

 

 

24. ‘And that thought of 

yours, which you entertained 

concerning your Lord,2630 has 

ruined you. So now you have 

become of those who are lost.’ 

 

 

25. aNow if they can endure, 

the Fire is their abode; and if 

 
 

 
2628. The ears and eyes of the guilty will bear witness against disbelievers 

in three ways: (1)  The evil consequences of their actions will take a physical 
form. (2)  The very organs of their bodies having been vitiated by misuse, 
their vitiated condition will bear witness against them; and (3)  all the 
movements of the organs of their bodies, having been preserved, will be 
reproduced on the Last Day. 

2629. The skin plays the most important part in man’s actions. It includes 
not only the sense of touch but also all the other senses. While the sins of the 
eyes and the ears are confined to seeing and hearing, the sins of 'the skin' 
extend to all organs or limbs of the body. 

2630. In fact, all sins are the result of lack of a living faith in God. 

a14:22. 
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they ask for favour, they are 

not of those awhom favour 

will be shown.2631 

 

26. And We had assigned to 

them companions who made 

to appear attractive2632 to 

them what was before them 

and what was behind them of 

their deeds, and the same 

sentence was proved true 

concerning them as had 

proved true concerning the 

communities of jinn and men 
bthat had gone before them. 

Surely, they were the losers.  

 

 

R. 4.   

27. And those who disbelieve 

say, ‘Listen not to this Qur’an, 

but make noise during its 

recital2633 that you may have 

the upper hand.’ 

 

 

 
2631. The crimes of disbelievers are so heinous and hideous that they will 

not be granted, or taken back into God’s favour, or the meaning is that the 
disbelievers will not be allowed even to approach the ‘Atabah (threshold) of 
the Throne of God to ask for His mercy. 

2632. The evil companions of disbelievers admired and praised their evil 
acts so as to make those acts appear commendable to them. These evil 
associates will be made to share the punishment with those whom they 
beguiled and deceived. The words, 'what was before them and what was 
behind them,' may mean, the deeds which they did in consequence of 
association with their bad companions and those they did in imitation of the 
bad deeds of their forefathers. 

2633. The votaries of darkness have always tried to stifle the voice of Truth 
by raising a hue and cry against it and have sought to confuse the minds of 
people by using all sorts of guiles and subterfuges. 

 

a16:85; 30:58. b3:138; 7:39; 13:31; 46:19. 
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28. aAnd, most certainly, We 

will make those who 

disbelieve taste a severe 

punishment, and, most 

certainly, We will requite 

them for the worst of their 

deeds. 

 

 

29. That is the reward of the 

enemies of Allah—the Fire. 

For them there will be an 

abiding home therein as a 

requital because they persisted 

in denying Our Signs. 

 

 

30. And those who disbelieve 

will say, ‘Our Lord, show us 
bthose who led us astray from 

among both the jinn and 

men,2634 that we may trample 

them under our feet so that 

they may be abased.’ 

 

 

 

31. cAs for those who say, 

‘Our Lord is Allah,’ and then 

remain steadfast, the angels 

descend on them, reassuring 

them: ‘Fear not, nor grieve; 

and rejoice in the glad tidings 

of the Garden which you were 

promised;2635 

 

 

32. ‘We are your friends in 

this life and in the Hereafter. 

 

 

 
2634. Two groups or sets of people, one from among the jinn and the other 

from among men. 
2635. It is in this very life that angels descend upon the Faithful to give 

them consolation and comfort when they exhibit perseverance in the midst of 
severe trials and tribulations. 

a27:91; 32:22. b33:69; 38:62. c21:104; 46:14. 
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Therein ayou will have all that 

your souls will desire, and 

therein you will have all that 

you will ask for— 
 

33. ‘An entertainment from 

the Most Forgiving, Merciful 

God.’ 

 
 

R. 5.   

34. And Who is better in 

speech than he who invites 

men to Allah and does 

righteous deeds and says, ‘I 

am, surely, of those who 

submit?’ 

 

 

35. And good and evil are not 

alike. bRepel evil with that 

which is best.2636 And lo, he, 

between whom and thyself 

was enmity, will become as 

though he were a warm friend. 

 

 

36. But none is granted it save 

those who are steadfast; and 

none is granted it save those 

who possess a large share of 

good.  

 

 

37. cAnd if an incitement from 

Satan incite thee, then seek 

refuge in Allah. Surely, He is 

the All-Hearing, the All-

Knowing. 

 

 

 
2636. As the preaching of truth inevitably brings in its wake hardships for 

the preacher, the verse enjoins upon him to bear them patiently and with 
fortitude, and even to return good for the evil he receives at the hands of his 
persecutors. 

a25:17. b13:23; 28:55. c12:101. 
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38. aAnd of His Signs are the 

night and the day and the sun 

and the moon. Prostrate not 

yourselves before the sun, nor 

before the moon, but prostrate 

yourselves before Allah, Who 

created them, if it is Him 

Whom you really worship. 

 

 

39. But if they turn away with 

disdain, they do it to their own 

detriment, while those who 

are with thy Lord glorify Him 

night and day, and they are 

never wearied.  

 

 

40. And of His Signs is that 

thou seest the earth lying 

withered, bbut when We send 

down water on it, it stirs and 

swells with verdure. Surely, 

He, Who quickened it, can 

quicken the dead also. Verily, 

He has power over all 

things.aaa 

 

 

41. Surely, those, who distort 

Our Signs to seek deviation 

therein, are not hidden from 

Us. Is he, then, cwho is cast 

into the Fire better, or he who 

comes to Us in security on the 

Day of Resurrection? Do what 

you will. Surely, He sees all 

that you do. 

 

 

 
aaa  

a17:13; 40:62. b22:6; 30:51; 35:28. c38:29. 
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42. Those who disbelieve in 
the Reminder2637—the 
Qur’an—when it has come to 
them are the losers. And, 
truly, it is a mighty Book, 

 

 

43. aFalsehood cannot 
approach it either from before 
it nor from behind it.2638 It is 
a revelation from the Wise, 
the Praiseworthy. 

 

 

44. Nothing is said in 
opposition to thee but what 
was said to the Messengers 
before thee. bThy Lord 
is, indeed, the Master of 
great forgiveness; and also 
the Master of painful chastise-
ment.  

 

 

45. And if We had made it a 
cQur’an in a foreign tongue, 

they, surely, would have said, 

‘Why have not its verses been 

made clear? What! a foreign 

tongue and an Arab Prophet?’ 

Say, ‘It is a guidance and a 

healing for those who 

believe.’ But as to those who 

believe not, there is a deafness 

in their ears and to them it is 

 

 

 

 
2637. The Qur’an has been called Dhikr because (a)  it presents and repeats 

its principles and themes in different forms, thus making men remember them; 
(b)  it reminds men of the noble teachings that were revealed in former 
Scriptures; and (c)  by acting upon its teachings men can rise to the heights of 
spiritual eminence (Dhikr also meaning, honour). 

2638. The Qur’an is such a wonderful Book that not one of the great truths, 
principles and ideals enunciated by it has ever been contravened or 
contradicted by ancient learning or modern science. 

a15:11. b13:7; 53:33. c16:104; 26:196; 46:13. 
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blindness.2638A They are, as it 

were, being called from a far-

off place.2639 

 
  

R. 6.   

46. And, indeed, We gave 

Moses the Book, but 

differences were created 

concerning it; aand had it not 

been for a word2639A that had 

gone forth from thy Lord, the 

matter would have been 

decided between them, and 

certainly they are in a 

disquieting doubt about it.  

 

 

47. bWhoso does right, it is for 

the benefit of his own soul; 

and whoso does evil, the 

burden thereof will be on it. 

And thy Lord is not in the 

least unjust to His servants. 

 

 

PART XXV    

48. To Him alone is referred 

the knowledge of the Hour. 

And no fruits come forth from 

their spathes, cnor does any 

 

 

 
2638A. The meaning of the Qur’an is obscure to them and the beauty and 

usefulness of its teaching are hidden from them. 
2639. The expression, They are being called from a far-off place, signifies 

that on the Day of Judgment the disbelievers will not be allowed to approach 
the Throne of the Almighty, but will be called from a far-off place to render 
an account of their evil deeds. It may also mean that the disbelievers have shut 
their ears to the Qur’an, and refuse to ponder over it, so it has become as 
unintelligible to them as an indistinct and confused voice that a person hears 
from a far-off place. 

2639A. The reference is to the Divine words, "My mercy encompasses all 
things" (7:157). 

a10:20; 11:111; 20:130; 42:15. b3:183; 8:52; 17:8; 22:11. c13:9; 35:12. 
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female bear a child, nor does 

she give birth to it, but with 

His knowledge.2640 And on 

the day when He will call unto 

them, saying, a‘Where are My 

partners?’ They will say, ‘We 

declare unto Thee, not one of 

us is a witness thereto.’ 

 

49. bAnd all that they used to 
call upon before will be lost to 
them, and they will know for 
certain that they have no place 
of escape. 

 

 

50. cMan tires not of praying 
for good; but if evil touch 
him, he despairs, giving up all 
hope.  

 

 

51. dAnd if We make him 
taste of mercy from Us after 
some affliction that has 
befallen him, he is sure to say, 
‘This is but my due2641 and I 
do not think the Hour will 
ever come. But even if I am 
returned to my Lord, I will, 
surely, have with Him the 
very best.’ Then We will, 
surely, inform the disbelievers 
of all that they did, and We 
will, certainly, make them 
taste a hard punishment. 

 

 

 

 
2640. God alone knows how the seed that the Holy Prophet has sown in the 

soil of Arabia would grow, and what kinds of fruit it would bear. If the fruits 
were rotten they would be destroyed, but if they were wholesome and 
delicious they would be preserved with care. 

2641. It is human nature that when man is in trouble he is despondent and 

a18:53; 28:65. b40:75. c11:10, 11; 17:84. d10:22; 11:11. 
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52. aAnd when We bestow a 

favour on man, he goes away, 

turning aside; but when evil 

touches him, lo! he starts 

offering long prayers. 

 

 

53. Say, ‘Tell me, if it is from 

Allah, but you disbelieve in 

it—who is more astray than 

one who has drifted far away 

from the truth? 

 

 

54. bSoon We will show them 

Our Signs in farthest 

regions2642 of the earth and 

among their own people until 

it becomes manifest to them 

that it is the truth. Is it not 

enough that thy Lord is 

Witness over all things?  

 

 

55. Aye, they are, surely, in 

doubt concerning the meeting 

with their Lord; aye, He, 

certainly, encompasses all 

things. 

 

 

 

 
despairing, but when he is in affluent circumstances, he is the very 
embodiment of conceit and arrogance, and behaves as if no affliction had ever 
touched him, and in his conceit he begins to attribute all his success to his own 
effort and ability. 

2642. The verse makes in most clear and emphatic terms the prophecy that 
Islam will spread not only nearer home among the Arabs but in the remotest 
parts of the earth, Afaq meaning remote regions (Lane). 
 

 

 
 
 

a11:10; 17:84. b51:21, 22. 
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CHAPTER 42 
ASH-SHURA 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah, like the preceding one, was revealed at Mecca about the 

same time; but according to Noldeke a little later. Ibn-e-‘Abbas, as reported 
by Mardawaih and Ibn-e-Zubair, holds the view that it was revealed at Mecca 
when opposition to Islam was extremely severe and Muslims were in a tight 
corner. The preceding Surah had ended on the note that anyone who opposes 
and rejects Heavenly Teaching injures only his own soul and himself suffers 
the consequences of rejection. The present Surah opens with the declaration 
that the Qur’an has been revealed by the High, Wise and Mighty God; if the 
Prophet’s people rejected its Message they would be so doing at their own 
cost. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the important subject of the Quranic revelation 

and proceeds to say that man’s sins are many and great but God’s forgiveness 
is greater and His grace unbounded. His mercy demanded that the Qur’an 
should have been revealed to deliver man from the bondage of sin but he is so 
constituted that instead of benefiting from God’s mercy he worships gods of 
his own creation. The Prophet, therefore, is told not to grieve over what the 
disbelievers do, as he is not appointed a guardian over them. His duty only is 
to convey the Divine Message, the rest is God’s own affair. The Surah then 
refers to the invariable Divine practice that whenever differences arise among 
the followers of various Faiths on the basic principles of religion, God raises a 
Prophet to remove those differences and to lead them to the right path. But the 
basic principles of all religions being the same, all Divine Messengers 
followed the same religion—total submission to God. This "religion" found its 
best and completest exposition in the revelation of the Qur’an and, therefore, 
it received a specific name—Al-Islam. The Holy Prophet is enjoined to invite 
the whole of mankind to this most perfect and last Divine Teaching, and to let 
no persecution or persuasion stand in his way. Compliance with the Quranic 
commandments or their defiance, the Surah continues, constitutes good or bad 
action. It is their deeds which determine the destiny of nations and individuals 
and make or mar their future. In their lives there comes a day when their 
actions are weighed in the balance. If their good actions outweigh their bad 
actions, a life of bliss and happiness awaits them. If, on the other hand, their 
evil deeds exceed their good deeds, then they have a life of regrets and sighs. 
Next, the Surah says that the Holy Prophet has worked very hard and suffered 
much in the cause of truth, and this from no personal motives. Being full of 
the milk of human kindness his only concern and desire is that men should 
establish true and real relationship with God. Could such a sincere and honest 
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well-wisher of mankind be capable of forging lies against God? Yet his people 
accuse him of this most heinous of sins. Why cannot they understand this 
simple fact that the forging of lies against God is a deadly poison which brings 
about the complete ruin of the forger? Instead of being ruined, however, the 
noble efforts of the Holy Prophet are producing excellent results and his cause 
is making uniform and rapid progress. The Surah then draws attention to the 
physical phenomenon that whenever dry earth needs water God sends down 
rain from the clouds. Similarly, when the spiritual earth had become dry, God 
had sent down heavenly rain in the form of the Qur’an. Then after briefly 
referring to the fundamental principle that the affairs of the Islamic State and 
other matters of national importance should be transacted by mutual 
consultation, the Surah lays down the basis of the penal laws of Islam. 
According to it the real object underlying punishment is the moral reformation 
of the guilty person. There is no place in Islam for the monastic Christian 
teaching of turning the other cheek under all conditions, nor the Jewish 
doctrine of "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." Towards its close the 
Surah tells disbelievers that the Holy Prophet has done his duty. He is but a 
Warner and he has warned them. He has not been made a guardian over them. 
He is the Life and the Light and his is the way that leads to the realization of 
the object of man’s creation. At the end, the Surah mentions three forms of 
Divine revelation. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2643  
 

3. ‘Ain Sin Qaf.2643A  

  

4. Thus does Allah, the 

Mighty, the Wise, send 

revelation to thee as He 

revealed to those before thee. 

 

  

5. cTo Him belongs whatever 

is in the heavens and whatever 

is in the earth, and He is the 

High, the Great.  

 

  

6. The heavens may well-nigh 

rend asunder from above 

them; dand the angels 

proclaim the praises of their 

Lord and ask forgiveness for 

those on earth.2643B Behold! it 

is, surely, Allah Who is the 

Most Forgiving, the Merciful. 

 

  

 
2643. Ha Mim may stand for Hafizul-Kitab (Guardian of the Book) and 

Munazzilul-Kitab (Revealer of the Book), because all the Chapters which 
open with these two abbreviated letters deal particularly with the subject of 
revelation of the Qur’an and its protection and guardianship. 

2643A. ‘Ain stands for Al-‘Aliyy (the High); Al-‘Alim (the All-Knowing); 
Al-‘Azim (the Great); Al-‘Aziz (the Mighty). Sin stands for As-Sami‘ (the All-
Hearing), and Qaf may represent Al-Qadir (the Possessor of Power and 
Authority). 

2643B. Man’s sin is great but greater is God’s mercy which transcends all 
His attributes. God’s mercy and the asking for forgiveness by angels for man 
combine to save him from Divine punishment and he is granted respite to 
make amends. 

a1:1. b41:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2; 46:2. c16:53; 22:65; 31:27. d13:14. 
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7. And as for those who take for 

themselves protectors beside 

Him—Allah watches2644 over 

them, aand thou art not a 

guardian over them. 

 

  

8. Thus have bWe revealed to 

thee the Qur’an in Arabic, 
cthat thou mayest warn the 

Mother of towns,2645 and all 

those around it; and that thou 

mayest warn them of the Day 

of Gathering, whereof there is 

no doubt; when a party will be 

in the Garden and a party in 

the blazing Fire.  

 
 

  

9. dAnd if Allah had so willed, 

He could have made them one 

people; but He admits into His 

mercy whomsoever He pleases. 

The wrongdoers will have no 

protector and no helper. 

 

  

10. eHave they taken for 

themselves protectors other 

than Him? But it is Allah 

Who is the real Protector. 

And He quickens the dead, 

and He has power over all 

things. 

 

 

 
2644. God is watching over the blasphemous beliefs of men and is keeping 

an account of them and will punish them if they did not repent. 
2645. The reference may be to Mecca, because Mecca was not only the 

commercial and political metropolis of Arabia at the time when the Qur’an 
was revealed but was destined for all time to be the spiritual centre of the 
whole world and from its breast the whole of humanity was to suck the milk 
of spiritual life. Geographically also Mecca is situated in the centre of the 
world. The Qur’an has also been called Ummul-Kitab (Mother of the Book) 

a6:108; 88:23. b20:114; 39:29; 43:4; 46:13. c6:93. d11:119. e13:17; 39:44. 
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R. 2.   

11. And in whatsoever you 

differ, the final decision 

thereof rests with Allah. Say, 

‘Such is Allah, my Lord; in 

Him I put my trust, and to 

Him I always turn.’ 

 

  

12. He is athe Originator of 

the heavens and the earth. He 

has made for you pairs of your 

own selves, and of the cattle 

also He has made pairs. He 

multiplies2646 you therein. 

There is nothing whatever like 

unto Him,2647 and He is the 

All-Hearing, the All-Seeing. 

 

  

13. bTo Him belong the keys 

of the heavens and the earth. 
cHe enlarges the provision for 

whomsoever He pleases and 

straitens it for whomsoever He 

pleases. Surely, He knows all 

things full well.  

 

  

14. He has prescribed for you 
the religion which He 

 

 
and Arabic in which it has been revealed Ummul-Alsinah (Mother of tongues) 
and Mecca has been called Ummul-Qura (Mother of towns or Mother-town). 

2646. God multiplies mankind by the relationship that exists between 
husband and wife. 

2647. The words, 'There is nothing whatever like unto Him,' remove a 
possible misunderstanding to which the sentence, 'God has made a pair of 
everything,' might have given rise, viz. that God also needs a consort to make 
a pair. The words signify that it is impossible to conceive of anything like God. 
He is far above human perception and comprehension. It is, therefore, foolish 
to try to find likeness between Divine and human attributes, though the two 
may possess some remote and incomplete resemblance. 
 

a6:15; 14:11; 35:2. b39:64. c13:27; 29:63; 34:37; 39:53. 
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enjoined on Noah, and which 
We have now revealed to thee, 
and which We enjoined on 
Abraham and Moses and Jesus, 
viz. ‘Establish obedience to 
Allah in the earth, and be not 
divided therein. Hard upon the 
idolaters is that to which thou 
callest them. Allah chooses for 
Himself whom He pleases, and 
guides to Himself him who 
turns to Him.aaa 

  

15. aAnd they did not become 

divided but, after knowledge 

had come to them, through 

jealousy among themselves. 
bAnd had it not been for a 

word that had already gone 

forth from thy Lord for an 

appointed term, the matter 

would, surely, have been 

decided between them. 

Surely, those who were made 

to inherit the Book after them 

are in a disquieting doubt 

concerning it.  

 

  

16. To this religion, then, do 

thou invite mankind. cAnd be 

thou steadfast in it as thou art 

commanded, dand follow not 

their evil inclinations, but say, 

‘I believe in whatever Book 

Allah has sent down, and I am 

commanded to judge justly 

 

 

 
aaa  

a45:18; 98:5. b10:20; 20:130; 41:46. c11:113. d5:50. 
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between you; Allah is our 

Lord and your Lord. aFor us is 

the reward of our works, and 

for you the reward of your 

works. There is no quarrel2648 

between us and you. Allah 

will gather us together, and to 

Him is the return.’ 

  

17. And those who dispute 

concerning Allah after His 

call has been responded to—

their contention is null and 

void2649 in the sight of their 

Lord; and on them will fall 

God’s wrath and for them will 

be a severe punishment.  

 

  

18. Allah is He bWho has sent 

down the Book with truth and 

also the Balance.2650 And 

what will make thee know 

that the Hour may be nigh? 

 

  

 
2648. The Holy Prophet is here enjoined to tell the followers of earlier 

Prophets that he believes in all the revealed Scriptures that had come before 
him. There exists, therefore, no cause for them to quarrel with him. 

2649. The truth of Islam has been established and people have begun to 
enter its fold in large numbers, so it is futile on the part of disbelievers to go 
on disputing and doubting its Divine origin. 

2650. God has sent down two important things for man’s guidance and benefit: 
(a)  "The Book," i.e. the laws of the Shari‘ah; (b)  "The Balance," i.e. 

standards by which human actions are appraised, judged, measured and 
weighed. Or, "The Balance" may signify the faculty by which man can 
distinguish between right and wrong. In fact, in this life (and more so in the 
next life) all human actions are weighed in Divine scales. "The Balance" may 
also refer to the Qur’an itself, because it constitutes an infallible criterion 
(Mizan) to judge what is right and what is wrong. 

Elsewhere in the Qur’an (57:26) the expression, 'He has sent down,' has 
also been used about "iron" which represents power that enforces Divine and 
human laws. 

a2:140; 10:42. b55:8; 57:26. 
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19. aThose who believe not 

therein seek to hasten it; but 

those who believe are 

fearful2651 of it, and know 

that it is bound to come. 

Beware! those who dispute 

concerning the Hour are in 

error, far gone. 

 

  

20. bAllah is Benignant to His 

servants. He provides for 

whom He pleases. And He is 

the Powerful, the Mighty.  

 

 

R. 3.   

21. cWhoso desires the harvest 

of the Hereafter, We give him 

increase in his harvest; and 

whoso desires the harvest of 

this world, We give him his 

portion thereof, but in the 

Hereafter he will have no 

share.2652 

 
 

  

22. Have they such associates 

of Allah as have made lawful 

for them in religion that which 

Allah has not allowed? And 

but for Our word about the 

final judgment, the matter 

 

 
2651. As disbelievers do not believe in the Day of Judgment, they have no 

fear of it, so they demand its speedy coming; but believers know that on that 
awful Day they will have to render an account of their actions and, therefore, 
while they make every preparation for it, they are at the same time afraid of 
facing it. 

2652. Those whose efforts are wholly directed towards acquiring the vain 
and paltry things of this life will be deprived of the bliss and blessings of 
everlasting life of the Hereafter, but those who prepare for the next life will 
have Divine blessings bestowed upon them without measure and diminution. 

a13:7. b6:104; 22:64. c3:146; 17:19, 20. 
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would have been decided by 

now between them. And, 

surely, the wrongdoers will 

have a grievous punishment. 

  

23. Thou wilt see the 
wrongdoers in fear on account 
of that which they have earned, 
and it is sure to befall them. 
aBut those who believe and do 
good works will be in 
meadows of the Gardens.2653 
They shall have with their Lord 
whatever they will desire. That 
is the great bounty of Allah.  

 

  

24. This it is whereof Allah 

gives the glad tidings to His 

servants who believe and do 

good works. bSay, ‘I ask of you 

no reward for my service to 

you, except such love as 

subsists between kindred.’2654 

And whoso earns a good deed, 

We give him increase of good 

therein. Surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Most Appreciating. 

 

  

 
2653. In v. 19 disbelievers were stated as scornfully rejecting the very idea 

of a life after death and defiantly demanded its speedy coming, but the 
believers being conscious of their great responsibilities were mentioned as 
being afraid of' facing it. In the present verse it is stated that on the Day of 
Judgment the tables will be turned upon disbelievers. They will be afraid of 
confronting the consequences of their evil deeds while believers will be happy 
in the Gardens of Bliss, basking in the sun of God’s love. 

2654. The words may also mean: (1)  I ask of you no reward for calling you 
to the way of God except that, being related to you by ties of kinship, my 
solicitude for your spiritual well-being impels me to do so. (2)  I ask of you no 
reward for the great work I am doing for your spiritual benefit except that you 
should learn to live and behave like blood relations. (3)   I ask no reward or 

a2:83; 13:30; 22:57; 68:35. b25:58; 38:87. 
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25. Do they say, ‘He has 
forged a lie against Allah?’ If 
Allah had so willed, He could 
seal thy heart.2655 aBut Allah 
blots out falsehood through 
thee and establishes the truth 
by His words. Surely, He 
knows quite well what is in 
the breasts. 

 
 

  

26. bAnd He it is Who accepts 

repentance from His servants 

and forgives sins. And He 

knows what you do.  

 

  
27. cAnd He accepts the 
prayers of those who believe 
and do good works, and gives 
them more than their due 
reward, out of His grace; and 
the disbelievers will have a 
severe punishment. 

 

  

 
return for my solicitude and love for you except that in offering opposition to 
me you should at least have some regard for the ties of relationship that I have 
with you. (4)  I want no reward from you except that you should learn to 
develop a liking for attaining nearness to God (the word, Qurba meaning 
Qurbah, nearness). This last meaning agrees with 25:58 where the Holy 
Prophet is depicted as saying: I ask of you naught in return for it except that 
he, who will, may take a way to his Lord. 

2655. The words may mean, 'If God had willed that your enemies should 
have been punished for calling you a liar and a forger, He would have sealed 
your heart, i.e. He would have made your heart devoid of all mercy and 
solicitude for them, so that instead of being solicitous for their spiritual well-
being, you would have invoked God’s curses upon them, but He has chosen 
not to do so.' Or, the meaning is, that had the Holy Prophet forged a lie against 
Allah, his conduct thereafter would have been that of a man who had rebelled 
against Allah. But the Holy Prophet advances continuously towards higher 
grades of virtue and righteousness which shows that he is under the care and 
protection of Allah and is kept immune from error. 

a13:40. b9:104; 33:74. c2:187. 
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28. And if Allah should 

greatly enlarge the provision 

for His servants, they would 

rebel in the earth; abut He 

sends down according to a 

proper measure as He pleases. 

Indeed, He is All-Aware and 

All-Seeing of the condition of 

His servants. 

 

  

29. bAnd He it is Who sends 

down rain after they have 

despaired of it and spreads out 

his mercy. And He is the 

Protector, the Praiseworthy.  

 

  

30. cAnd among His Signs is 

the creation of the heavens 

and the earth, and of whatever 

living creatures He has spread 

forth in both. And He has the 

power to gather them together 

whenever He pleases.2656 

 

 

 
2656. The verse embodies a unique testimony to the Divine origin of the 

Qur’an. It was not possible for any human being, much less for an unlettered 
son of the desert, to say, as far back as 1400 years, when the science of 
astronomy was yet in its infancy, that apart from our planet, life in some form 
or other existed in heavenly bodies. It was reserved for the Qur’an to disclose 
this great and marvellous scientific truth as the words of this verse, of 

whatever living creatures He has spread forth in both, show. The reference in 
the words, He has the power to gather them together may be to the possibility 
of the creatures living on earth and in the heavenly bodies becoming united in 
some future time. Recent archaeological investigations have revealed that 
"Dropas" or visitors from the heaven came down upon this earth 12,000 years 
ago' (The Pakistan Times, dated 13-8-1967). 

 
 

 

a15:22. b31:35. c30:23. 
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R. 4.   

31. aAnd whatever misfortune 

befalls you is the consequence 

of what your own hands have 

wrought. And He forgives 

many of your sins. 

 

  

32. And you cannot frustrate 
God’s purpose in the 
earth;2657 bnor have you any 
friend or helper beside Allah. 

 

  

33. cAnd of His Signs are the 
sailing ships on the sea, tall 
like mountains.2658 

 
  

34. If He so desires He can 
cause the wind to become still 
so that they become 
motionless upon the surface 
thereof—in that, surely, are 
Signs for every patient and 
grateful person— 

 

  

35. Or, He can destroy those 

who are in them because of 

that which they have earned—

but He forgives many of their 

sins— 

 

  

36. dAnd He destroys them so 

that those who dispute 

concerning Our Signs may 

know that they have no refuge. 

 

  

 
2657. Disbelievers are told that God has decreed that Islam shall become 

victorious and they will not be able to frustrate Divine decree and that no obstacle 
or impediment will be allowed to stand in the way of its onward march. 

2658. In this and several other verses the Qur’an points to the great part that 
ships were to play in international intercourse. This truth, revealed to a son of 
the desert, as far back as fourteen hundred years ago, speaks volumes for the 
Divine origin of the Qur’an. 

a4:80. b6:135; 11:34; 29:23. c31:32; 55:25. d22:4; 40:5. 
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37. aAnd whatever you have 

been given is only a temporary 

provision of this life, but that 

which is with Allah is better 

and more lasting for those who 

believe and put their trust in 

their Lord, 

 

  

38. bAnd those who eschew 

the more grievous sins and 

indecencies, and, when they 

are wroth,2659 they forgive, 

 

  

39. And those, who hearken to 

their Lord, and observe 

Prayer, cand whose affairs are 

decided by mutual 

consultation,2660 and who 

spend out of what We have 

provided for them,  

 

  

40. And those who, when a 

wrong is done to them, defend 

themselves. 

 

  

41. dRemember that the 

recompense of an injury is an 

injury the like thereof; but 

whoso forgives and thereby 

brings about an improvement, 

 

 

 

  

 
2659. These words comprise all kinds of sins and moral lapses, but a 

separate mention is made of anger because many sins spring from anger when 
it exceeds legitimate bounds. 

2660. The verse lays down Shura (mutual consultation) as the basic principle 
which should guide Muslims in the transaction of their national affairs. This 
simple word contains the nucleus of a representative form of government of 
which the West is so proud. The Khalifah or Head of an Islamic State is bound to 
take counsel with the representatives of the people when he is to take a decision 
of vital national importance. See also 621 and 622. 

a28:61. b4:32; 53:33. c3:160. d2:195; 16:127. 
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his reward is with Allah.2661 

Surely, He loves not the 

wrongdoers. 

42. There is no blame on 

those who defend themselves 

after they have been 

wronged.2662 

 

  

43. The blame is only on 

those who wrong men and 

transgress in the earth without 

justification. Such will have a 

grievous punishment. 

 

  

44. aAnd he who is patient 

and forgives—that, surely, is a 

matter of high resolve.  

 

 
R. 5.   

45. bAnd he whom Allah 
adjudges astray—there is no 
protector for him thereafter. 
And thou wilt find the 
wrongdoers, when they see 
the punishment, saying, ‘Is 
there any way of return?’ 

 

  

 
2661. The verse forms the basis of the penal laws of Islam. The real object 

underlying the awarding of punishment to the guilty person according to 
Islamic teaching, is his moral reformation. If forgiveness is calculated to do 
him some moral good, he should be forgiven. But he should be punished, if 
punishment is likely to lead to his reformation; the punishment, however, 
should in no case be disproportionate to the offence committed. Islam does 
not believe in the monastic teaching of turning the other cheek, nor in the 
Jewish doctrine of "an eye for an eye," under all conditions. It adopts the 
golden mean. 

2662. Islamic principles about punishing an offender may not appeal to 
visionaries and unpractical idealists, but as a practical religion, Islam has laid 
down most wholesome and practical solutions for problems of law, economics 
and morals. It regards self-defence as the moral duty of a Muslim. The Holy 
Prophet is reported to have said, 'He who is killed in defence of his property 

a16:127. b4:144; 17:98; 18:18. 
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46. And thou wilt see them 

brought before the Fire, 

casting down their eyes in 

humiliation, looking at it with 

a furtive glance.2663 And 

those who believe will say, 

‘The losers, indeed, are those 

who ruin themselves and their 

families on the Day of 

Resurrection.’ Behold! the 

wrongdoers will remain in a 

lasting punishment. 

 

  

47. And they have no helpers 

to help them against Allah. 

And for him, whom Allah 

leaves in error, there is no 

way of guidance. 

 

  

48. Hearken ye to your Lord 

before there comes a day for 

which there will be no 

averting contrary to the decree 

of Allah. There will be no 

refuge for you on that day, nor 

will there be for you any 

chance of denial.  

 

  

49. But if they turn away, We 

have not sent thee as a 

guardian over them. Thy duty 

is only to convey the Message. 
aAnd truly when We cause 

man to taste of mercy from Us, 

 

 
and honour is a martyr' (Bukhari, Kitabul-Mazalimi Wal-Ghasab). 

2663. The furtive glance is the glance of a guilty person who is hauled up 
for his crimes and is waiting to hear the sentence passed against him. 
 

a11:11. 
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he rejoices therein. But if an 

evil befalls them because of 

what their hands have sent 

forth, then lo! man is 

ungrateful. 

  

50. aTo Allah belongs the 

Kingdom of the heavens and 

the earth. He creates what He 

pleases. He bestows daughters 

upon whom He pleases and 

He bestows sons upon whom 

He pleases; 

 

  

51. Or, He mixes them, males 

and females; and He makes 

whom He pleases barren.2664 

Surely, He is All-Knowing, 

Powerful.  

 

  

52. And it is not for a man 

that Allah should speak to him 

except by direct revelation, or 

from behind a veil, or by 

sending a messenger to reveal 

by His command2665 what He 

pleases. Surely, He is High, 

Wise. 

 

  

 
2664. In this and the preceding verse the disbelievers have been warned 

that God has decreed that whereas the followers of Islam will increase and 
multiply, they will decrease and become barren—their children joining the 
fold of Islam. 

2665. The verse makes mention of the three ways in which God speaks to 
his servants and reveals Himself to them: (a)  He speaks to them direct 
without the aid of an intermediary. (b)  He makes them see a vision which 
may or may not be interpretable, or, sometimes makes them hear words in a 
state of wakefulness, when they are not seeing the person speaking to them. 
This is the significance of the words, 'from behind the veil.' (c)  God sends 
down a messenger—an angel who delivers the Divine Message. 

a5:41; 39:45; 57:3. 
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53. And thus have We 

revealed to thee the Word2666 

by Our command. Thou didst 

not know what the Book was, 

nor what the faith. But We 

have made the revelation a 

light, whereby We guide such 

of Our servants as We please. 

And, truly, thou guidest 

mankind to the right path,2667  

 

  

54. The path of Allah, to 

Whom belongs whatever is in 

the heavens and whatever is in 

the earth. Remember, to Allah 

do all things return.2668 

 

  
 

 
2666. The Qur’an has been called here Ruh, (breath of life, Lane), because 

through it a morally and spiritually dead people received a new life. 
2667. Islam is the Life and the Light and the Way that leads to God and to 

the realization by man of the great and sublime object of his creation. 
2668. The beginning and the end of all things is in the hand of Allah. 
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CHAPTER 43 
AZ-ZUKHRUF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to Qurtubi there exists complete unanimity of opinion 

among scholars that this Surah was revealed at Mecca. Ibn-e-‘Abbas also 
lends his powerful support to this view. It is, however, difficult to assign an 
exact date to its revelation. Scholarly opinion generally is inclined to place it 
towards the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth year of the Call. The 
previous Surah had ended on the note that the revelation which descends on 
Heavenly Messengers and Prophets by Divine command possesses an element 
of mystery. It was further stated that before revelation actually descended 
upon the Holy Prophet, he was not conversant with its nature and significance. 
The present Surah opens with the affirmation that because the Qur’an has 
been revealed in a most clear and eloquent language and because also it deals 
with all basic truths and its teaching is easily comprehensible, therefore, in 
spite of the element of mystery in its revelation, there is no reasonable ground 
for anyone to reject it. It further says that God would not stop sending fresh 
revelation whenever there was genuine need for it, just as Prophets of God did 
not cease to come because they were mocked and jeered at. The phenomenon 
of the advent of Divine Reformers will continue despite anything the 
disbelievers might say or do. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah like the three preceding Chapters opens with the declaration 

that the Qur’an has been revealed by God, the Lord of all Honour and Praise, 
and proceeds to deal with the subject of Divine Unity—its basic theme—in a 
way and form different from that in which it has been dealt with in other 
Chapters of the Ha Mim group. It says that God, in order to establish His 
Unity, has been sending, from time immemorial, His Messengers and 
Prophets. They preached and taught that God is One. They were rejected and 
opposed and persecuted. But this did not cause God to stop sending new 
Prophets and new revelations. Prophets continued to appear in the fulness of 
time, and the greatest of them came in the person of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad. The Surah develops this argument and says that God has created 
the heavens and the earth for the service of man and has made full provision 
for his physical needs. When He has taken so much care to provide for his 
material needs and physical comforts, it is inconceivable that He should have 
neglected or ignored to make similar provision for his moral and spiritual 
requirements. It is to meet man’s moral needs that God sends a new revelation. 
But in their ignorance and folly disbelievers set up equals to God in various 
shapes and forms; and even go so far as to shift the responsibility for their 
idolatrous practices to God, brazenly saying that if God had so willed they 
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would not have worshipped idols. The plea is against human intelligence and 
common sense, and no Divine Scripture supports it. The real cause of the 
disbelief of disbelievers lies in their pride and conceit because the Qur’an, as 
they say, has not been revealed to a great man. In answer to this arrogant 
assumption of superiority the disbelievers receive a severe rebuke that what 
they call greatness carries no weight in the sight of God. Were it not that the 
obliteration of disparity of wealth, position and status would have rendered 
social order impossible and would have created chaos, God would have given 
to disbelievers tons of gold and silver so much so that even the staircases of 
their houses would have been made of gold, because these things are nothing 
in God’s sight. As stated above the main theme of the Surah is the unsparing 
denunciation of idolatry. But while the Qur’an condemns idol-worship it 
respects Jesus who, according to Christians, is an object of worship, as a great 
and noble Messenger of God, adding that he invited his people to the worship 
of One God, but they ignored his teachings and deified him. So the fault lay 
with them and not with him. The Surah ends on a brief but most clear and 
convincing discourse on Divine Unity. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2668A  
 

3. We cite as evidence this 

perspicuous Book, 

 

  

4. cWe have made it a Book to 
be oft read in clear, eloquent 
language that you may 
understand. 

 

 

5. And, surely, it is safe with 
Us in the Mother of the 
Book,2669 exalted and full of 
wisdom.  

 

 

6. Shall We then take away the 
Reminder from you, leaving 
you without guidance2670 
because you are an extravagant 
people?2671 

 

 

7. dAnd how many a Prophet 
did We send among the earlier 
peoples! 

 
 

 
2668A. See 2592 and 2643. 
2669. Ummul-Kitab, meaning sources of the commandments (Lane), the 

expression signifies that the Qur’an existed in the knowledge of God—the 
Original Source—as the basis of the Shari‘ah, or it may signify that it was 
eternally decreed that the Qur’an would form the basis of the last Divine Law. 

2670. Duraba ‘an-hu means, he left him and turned away from him. Safaha 
‘an-hu also means, he turned away from him and left him. The Quranic 
expression means, 'Shall We take away the Reminder from you and turn 
Ourselves away from you and leave you without guidance' (Lane)? 

2671. Heavenly Reminders in the form of Divine Signs will never cease to 
come. If rejection of Heavenly Signs had been a reasonable ground that they 
should discontinue to appear, then no Prophet would have come after the first 
one. But Prophets continued to appear. 

a1:1. b44:2; 45:2. c39:29; 42:8; 46:13. d15:11. 
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8. aBut there never came to 

them a Prophet but they 

mocked at him. 

 

 

9. And We destroyed those 

who were mightier in power 

than these, and the example of 

the earlier peoples has gone 

before. 

 

 

10. And if thou ask them, 

‘Who created the heavens and 

the earth?’ they will, surely, 

say, ‘The Mighty, the All-

Knowing God created them,’ 

 
 

 

11. bHe, Who has made the 

earth for you a cradle and has 

made pathways for you 

therein, that you may follow 

the right way; 

 

 

12. And Who sends down 

water from the clouds in 

proper measure, and We, 

thereby, quicken a dead 

land—even so will you be 

raised2672— 

 

 

13. And Who has created 

pairs of all things, and has 

made for you ships and cattle 

whereon you ride,  

 

 

14. That you may sit firmly 

upon their backs, and, then, 

 

 
2672. The words signify that even as dry and parched earth blooms and 

blossoms into new life when rain falls on it, so do a morally and spiritually 
dead people receive a new life through Divine revelation. 

a15:12; 36:31. b20:54. 
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when you are firmly seated 

thereon, you may remember 

the favour of your Lord, and 

say, ‘Holy is He Who has 

subjected these to us, and we 

were not capable of subduing 

them ourselves, 

 

15. ‘And to our Lord, surely, 

shall we return.’ 

 
 

16. And they assign to Him a 

part of His servants as His 

children.2672A Indeed man is 

manifestly ungrateful. 

 

 

R. 2.   

17. aHas He taken daughters 

from what He has created, and 

favoured you with sons? 

 

 

18. bYet when tidings are 

given to one of them of that 

the like of which he ascribes 

to the Gracious God, his face 

becomes dark and he is 

choked with inward grief.  

 

 

19. Do they assign to Allah 

one who is nurtured among 

ornaments,2673 and who is not 

able to give clear expression 

to an argument in 

disputation? 

 

 

 
2672A. The reference is to the Christian doctrine of Jesus being God’s son. 
2673. The reference may be to the idols which were bedecked and 

bejewelled with ornaments. The verse administers a subtle rebuke to idol-
worshippers that they worship idols which can neither speak nor answer their 
prayers or defend themselves against attacks made upon them. 

a6:101; 16:58; 52:40; 53:22. b16:59. 
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20. aAnd they regard as 

females the angels who are 

the servants of the Gracious 

God. Did they witness their 

creation? Then their testimony 

will be recorded, and they will 

be questioned. 

 

 

21. And they say, b‘If the 

Gracious God had so willed, 

we should not have 

worshipped them.’ They have 

no knowledge whatsoever of 

that. They do nothing but 

conjecture. 

 

 

22. cHave We given them a 

Scripture before this, so that 

they are holding fast2674 to it? 

 

 

23. Nay, but they say, d‘We 

found our fathers following a 

certain course, and we are 

guided by their footsteps.’ 

 

 

24. Even so We never sent 

any Warner before thee to any 

township, but the wealthy 

ones among them said, e‘We 

found our fathers following a 

certain course, and we are 

following in their footsteps.’  

 

 

25. Their Messenger said, 

‘What! even though I bring 

you a better guidance than 

 
 

 
2674. Idol-worshippers not only do not possess any reason or argument to 

uphold their irrational doctrines, they cannot even adduce the evidence of any 
Divine Scripture in their support. 

a17:41; 37:151; 52:40. b6:149; 16:36. c37:157, 158; 68:38. d2:171; 7:29. e21:54; 26:75. 
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that which you found your 

fathers following?’ They said, 

‘Certainly we disbelieve in 

that which you are sent with.’ 

 

26. aSo We exacted 

retribution from them. Then 

see what was the end of those 

who rejected the Prophets! 

 

 

R. 3.   

27. And call to mind when 

Abraham said to his father 

and his people, b‘I do, indeed, 

disown what you worship, 

 

 

28. ‘Except Him Who created 

me, and He will, surely, guide 

me.’ 

 
 

29. And He left this as a 

permanent legacy among his 

posterity,2675 that they might 

turn to God. 

 

 

30. Nay, but I bestowed upon 

these disbelievers and their 

fathers worldly provision until 

there came to them the truth 

and a Messenger who makes 

his Message clear.  

 

 

31. But when the truth came 

to them they said, c‘This is 

sorcery and we do reject it.’ 

 

 

32. And they say, ‘Why has 

not this Qur’an been sent to 

 

 
2675. Abraham was such a firm believer in Divine Unity and he preached it 

to his posterity with such sincerity and persistence that this belief came to stay 
among them for a long time. 

a7:137; 43:56. b6:79; 9:114; 60:5. c27:14. 
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some great man of the two2676 

towns?’  

33. Are they then the 

distributors2677 of the mercy 

of thy Lord? It is We Who 

distribute among them their 

livelihood in the present life, 

and We exalt some of them 

above others in degrees of 

rank, so that some of them 

may make others subservient 

to themselves. And the mercy 

of thy Lord is better than that 

which they amass. 

 

 

34. And were it not that all 

mankind would have become 

one type of people, We would 

have given to those who 

disbelieve in the Gracious 

God roofs of silver for their 

houses, and silver stairways 

by which they could ascend; 

 

 

35. And doors of silver to 
their houses, and couches of 
silver, on which they could 
recline,  

 

 

36. And even of gold. But all 

that is nothing but a 

temporary provision of the 

 

 
2676. The "two towns" are generally understood to mean Mecca and Ta’if. 

They were two important centres of Arab social and political life in the Holy 
Prophet’s time. 

2677. The verse administers a severe rebuke to disbelievers saying to them. 
'Since when have they arrogated to themselves the role of being the 
distributors of God’s grace and mercy, or the privilege of deciding who is 
deserving of it and who not? 
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present life.2678 And the 

comfort of the Hereafter with 

thy Lord is for the righteous. 

 

R. 4.   

37. aAnd he who turns away 

from the remembrance of the 

Gracious God, We appoint for 

him a satan, who becomes his 

intimate companion. 

 

 

38. bAnd, surely, these 

companions hinder them from 

the way of God, but they think 

that they are rightly guided; 

 

 

39. Till when, such a one 

comes to Us, he says to his 

companion, c‘Would that 

between me and thee were the 

distance of the East and the 

West!2679’ What an evil 

companion is he!  

 

 

40. dAnd it will be said to 

them, ‘Your being partners in 

punishment will not profit you 

this day, for you had acted 

wrongfully.’ 

 

 

41. eCanst thou, then, make 

the deaf hear, or guide the 

 

 
2678. Were it not that by the obliteration of disparity of means, wealth and 

position, all men would have become of one type, and human society would 
have ceased to function. God would have provided disbelievers with houses 
made of silver, having doors and stairways made of gold, because these things 
possess no value or worth in His sight. 

2679. When man is confronted with the evil consequences of his wicked 
deeds, he seeks to avoid and shun his erstwhile companions as if he never 
knew them. 

a20:100, 101; 72:18. b8:35; 16:89. c3:31. d37:34. e10:43; 27:81. 
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blind and him who is in 

manifest error?2680  

42. aAnd if We take thee away 
from this world, We shall 
nevertheless take vengeance 
upon them; 

 

 

43. Or, bWe shall show thee 
that which We have promised 
them; for, surely, We have 
complete power over them. 

 

 

44. So chold thou fast to that 
which has been revealed to 
thee; for thou art on the right 
path. 

 

 

45. And, truly, dthis Qur’an is 
a source of eminence2681 for 
thee and for thy people; and 
you will, surely, be 
questioned. 

 

 

46. eAnd ask those of Our 
Messengers whom We sent 
before thee, ‘Did We appoint 
any deities beside the Gracious 
God, to be worshipped?’  

 

 

R. 5.   

47. And, indeed, fWe sent 

Moses with Our Signs to 

Pharaoh and his chiefs and he 

said, ‘I am, truly, a Messenger 

of the Lord of the worlds.’ 

 

 

 
2680. When disbelievers deliberately shut their eyes and ears to the message 

of truth, they sink deeper and deeper into sin till they are completely lost. 
2681. The word Dhikr meaning eminence (Lane), the verse purports to say 

that through the Qur’an the Holy Prophet and his followers will acquire great 
eminence and honour. 

a13:41; 40:78. b10:47; 13:41; 40:78. c11:113. d21:11; 38:2. e21:26. f11:97; 14:6; 23:46; 40:24. 
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48. But when he came to them 

with Our Signs, lo! they 

laughed at them. 

 

 

49. And We showed them no 

Sign but it was greater than its 

preceding sister Sign, and We 

seized them with punishment, 

that they might turn to Us. 

 

 

50. And each time they said, 
‘O thou sorcerer, apray for us 
to thy Lord, according to the 
promise He made with thee 
that if He avert this evil from 
us, then we will, surely, 
follow guidance.’ 

 

 

51. But bwhen We removed 
the punishment from them, 
behold! they broke their 
pledge. 

 

 

52. And Pharaoh made a 
proclamation among his 
people: ‘O my people! does 
not the kingdom of Egypt 
belong to me and these 
streams flowing beneath me? 
Do you not then see?  

 

 

53. ‘Nay, I am better than this 
despicable fellow who can 
scarcely express himself 
clearly.aaa 

 

 

54. ‘And why have not 

bracelets of gold been 

bestowed on him, or cangels 

 

 

 
aaa  

a7:135. b7:136. c6:9; 11:13; 25:8. 
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accompanied him in serried 

ranks?’  

55. Thus did he make light of 
his people, and they obeyed 
him. Indeed, they were a 
wicked people. 

 

 

56. So, when they excited Our 
anger, aWe took vengeance 
upon them, and drowned them 
all. 

 

 

57. And We made them a 

precedent, and an example for 

the coming generations. 

 
 

R. 6.   

58. And when the son of Mary 

is mentioned as an example, 

lo! thy people raise a 

clamour2682 thereat;  

 

 

59. And they say, ‘Are our 
gods better, or he?’ They 
mention not this to thee but 
for the sake of disputation. 
Nay, but they are a 
contentious people.2683 

 

 

60. He was only Our servant, 

on whom We bestowed Our 

 

 
2682. Sadda (Yasuddu) means, he hindered him from a thing; and Sadda 

(Yasiddu) means, he raised a clamour (Aqrab). 
2683. The advent of the Messiah was a sign that the Jews were going to be 

disgraced and humiliated and were about to be deprived of Prophethood for all 
time. Mathal signifying anything similar or equal to another (6:39), the verse, 
besides the meaning given in the text, may also signify that when the people 
of the Holy Prophet—the Muslims—are told that another person, who would 
be like Jesus and would be his counterpart, would be raised from among them 
to regenerate them and restore their lost spiritual glory, instead of being glad 
over these good tidings, they raise a clamour. The verse may thus be taken as 
referring to the Second Coming of Jesus. 

a43:26. 
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favour, and We made him an 

example for the Children of 

Israel. 

 

61. And if We so willed, We 

could make from among you 

angels to be your successors 

in the earth.2684 

 

 

62. But, verily, he was a sign 

of the Hour.2685 So entertain 

no doubt about it, but follow 

me. This is the right path. 

 

 

63. And let not Satan hinder 

you. Surely, he is to you an 

open enemy. 

 

 

64. And when Jesus came 

with clear proofs, he said, 

‘Truly, I have come to you 

with wisdom, and to make 

clear to you some of that 

about which you differ. So 

fear Allah and obey me.  

 

 

65. ‘Verily, aAllah—He is my 

Lord and your Lord. So 

worship Him. This is the right 

path.’ 

 

 

 
2684. Angels could not serve as an example and model for men, therefore 

God always commissioned men to convey His Will to, and to serve as model 
and pattern for, men. 

2685. "Hour" may denote the time of the end of the Mosaic Dispensation 
and the pronoun hu in inna hu may refer either to Jesus or to the Qur’an and 
the verse would mean, that after Jesus the Israelites will be deprived of the gift 
of Prophethood, or that another Dispensation—Quranic Dispensation—will 
take the place of Mosaic Dispensation. 

 

a3:52; 19:37. 
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66. But athe parties differed 

among themselves. So woe to 

the wrongdoers because of the 

punishment of a painful day! 

 

 

67. bThey wait not but for the 
Hour to come suddenly upon 
them, while they perceive it 
not. 

 

 

68. Friends on that day will be 

foes to one another, cexcept 

the righteous;2686 

 

 

R. 7.   

69. To them Allah will say, ‘O 

My servants, there is dno fear 

for you this day, nor shall you 

grieve; 

 

 

70. ‘You who believed in Our 

Signs and submitted, 

 
 

71. e‘Enter ye the Garden, you 

and your wives, honoured and 

happy.’ 

 

 

72. There will be passed 

round to them fdishes of gold 

and cups, and therein will be 

all that the souls desire and in 

which the eyes delight. And 

therein you will dwell for 

ever.  

 

 

73. ‘And gthis is the Garden to 

which you have been made 

 

 
2686. In the hour of distress all friendships are forgotten. Friends desert 

each other, even turn into enemies. Elsewhere, the Qur’an gives a graphic 
description of the condition of sinners when they are confronted with the evil 
consequences of their wicked deeds (70:11-15; 80:35-38). 

a19:38. b10:51; 12:108; 22:56; 47:19. c2:256. d10:63; 39:62.  
e30:16. f56:19; 76:16. g7:44; 19:64. 
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heirs because of what you did. 
 

74. a‘Therein for you is fruit 

in abundance, of which you 

will eat.’ 

 

 

75. bThe guilty will, certainly, 

abide in the punishment of 

Hell. 

 

 

76. cIt will not be lightened 
for them, and they will be 
seized therein with despair. 

 
 

77. And We wronged them 
not, but it was they 
themselves who were the 
wrongdoers. 

 

 

78. And they will cry, ‘O 
Malik!2687 let thy Lord make 
an end of us.’ He will say, 
‘You must stay here.’ 

 

 

79. Allah will say, ‘We, 
certainly, brought you the 
truth; but most of you were 
averse to the truth.’ 

 

 

80. Have they determined 
upon a course to compass thy 
end? Then We, too, have 
determined their destruction.  

 

 

81. Do they think that We 

hear not their secrets and their 

private counsels? Yea! dAnd 

Our messengers remain with 

them recording everything. 

 

 

 
2687. Malik, meaning master, is generally considered to be the angel in 

charge of Hell. 

a55:53; 77:43. b20:75. c2:87; 40:50, 51. d50:19; 82:11, 12. 
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82. Say, ‘If the Gracious God 

had a son, I would have been 

the first of worshippers.’2688 

 

 

83. Holy is Allah, the Lord of 

the heavens and the earth, the 

Lord of the Throne, far above 

that which they attribute to 

Him. 

 

 

84. aSo leave them alone to 

indulge in vain discourse and 

to amuse themselves until 

they meet that Day of theirs 

which they have been 

promised. 

 

 

85. bHe it is Who is God in 

heaven, and God on earth; and 

He is the Wise, the All-

Knowing.  

 

 

86. And blessed is He to 

Whom belongs the Kingdom 

of the heavens and the earth 

and all that is between them, 

and with Him is the 

knowledge of the Hour, and to 

Him shall you all be brought 

back. 

 

 

 
2688. ‘Abid is active participle from ‘Abada which means, he worshipped; 

and from ‘Abida which means, he was angry; he denied; he was sorrowful for 
having been remiss; he was disdainful (Lane). The verse thus means: (a)  If 
the Gracious God had a son, I would have been the first to worship him (the 
son) because, being God’s most obedient and faithful servant, I would not 
have been remiss in my duty to him (the son). (b)  If it could be possible that 
the Gracious God should have a son, I am most entitled to this position 
because I have worshipped God most and have served Him most. (c)  The 
Gracious God, certainly, has no son (in meaning 'not') and I am the first to  

a23:55; 52:46; 70:43. b6:4. 
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87. And athose on whom they 

call beside Him possess no 

power of intercession but only 

he may intercede who bears 

witness to the truth,2689 and 

they know this well. 

 

 

88. And bif thou ask them, 

‘Who created them?’ They 

will, surely, say, ‘Allah.’ 

How, then, are they being 

turned away?  

 

 

89. We call to witness the 

Prophet’s repeated cry: ‘O 

my Lord! cthese are a people 

who will not believe.’2690 

 

 

90. And Our reply was, “So 

turn aside from them, and say, 

‘Peace;’” and soon shall they 

know.2691 

 

 
 

 
bear witness to this fact, the word ‘Abidin signifying Shahidin, i.e. witnesses. 
(d)  The Gracious God has no son, and I am the first disdainful denier of the 
assertion that He has one. 

2689. The Holy Prophet. 
2690. There could be no greater testimony to the Holy Prophet’s solicitude 

and concern for the spiritual well-being of his people than the fact that God 
Himself swears by it. The Holy Prophet’s grief over the denial of his people 
and their opposition to it was so deep and agonizing that it had almost killed 
him (18:7). 

2691. The Holy Prophet is consoled and comforted that though he is now 
being opposed and persecuted, yet the time was fast approaching when his 
enemies would come under his power, and Islam would spread all over Arabia 
and peace would reign throughout the land. When that time comes, he should 
forgive his enemies. 

 

 

 
 

a19:88. b29:62; 31:26; 39:39. c84:21. 
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CHAPTER 44 
AD-DUKHAN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

All authorities including Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair agree that the 
Surah belongs to the Middle Meccan period. Noldeke assigns its revelation to 
the sixth or seventh year of the Call. In its closing verses, the preceding Surah 
had made a pathetic reference to the agonized outpourings of the Holy 
Prophet’s lacerated heart that, in spite of his best efforts his Message had 
failed to evoke adequate response in his people. In answer to his cries of 
agony, the Holy Prophet was told to overlook their faults and invoke God’s 
mercy on them, for, thus his prayer would draw Divine grace and would make 
them realize their mistake and listen to him. The present Surah opens with the 
declaration that the Qur’an which fully explains the truths and realities of life 
has been revealed in a period of spiritual darkness to reclaim mankind from 
sin. The Surah is the fifth of the Ha Mim group. Like the preceding Chapter it 
opens with the subject of revelation of the Qur’an, though in a different form 
and context. It commences with the theme that whenever darkness enshrouds 
the face of the earth and humanity is stuck fast in the quagmire of moral 
turpitude, God raises a Messenger and gives him a new Message to reclaim 
and regenerate the world. Prophets of God had been appearing at such times 
of decadence, and now that the moral need of humanity was greatest and 
spiritual darkness was most intense and overwhelming, God has raised the 
greatest of His Messengers and has given him the last and most perfect Law—
the Qur’an. The advent of the Holy Prophet is not a novel phenomenon. 
Divine Messengers had appeared before him in the fulness of time, most 
prominent among them being Moses. The Surah then gives a pathetic 
description of the dreadful fate that overtook Pharaoh and his people. They 
went to their doom in disgrace and ignominy, and God chose the Israelites for 
the bestowal of His special favours. This is how God brings about 
transformation in the life of a people. It further says that human life has a 
great mission. It is for the fulfilment of this great mission that God raises His 
Messengers in the world. The Surah ends on the note that the principles and 
ideals of Islam have been taught in a most clear and convincing manner. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2691A  
 

3. By this perspicuous Book.  

  

4. Truly, cWe revealed it in a 

blessed night.2692 Truly, We 

have ever been warning. 

 

 

5. dTherein are decided all 
matters of wisdom2693 

 

 

6. By Our own command. 

Verily, We have ever been 

sending Messengers,  

 
 

7. As a mercy from thy Lord. 

Verily, He is the All-Hearing, 

the All-Knowing, 

 

 

 
2691A. See 2592 and 2643. 
2692. Elsewhere in the Qur’an, it is called the "Night of Destiny" (97:2). 

According to authentic traditions of the Holy Prophet, the "Night of Destiny" 
generally falls in the last ten nights of Ramadan, the month in which the 
Qur’an began to be revealed (2:186), to be exact, on its 24th night (Musnad & 
Jarir). The blessed night, or the "Night of Destiny," is the Quranic metaphor 
for a period of time when spiritual darkness enshrouds the entire face of the 
earth and a Divine Reformer is raised to reclaim and regenerate corrupt 
humanity. The night which gave to humanity its greatest Teacher and the last 
and most perfect Divine Law was, indeed the "Night of Destiny" for it. This 
night may also be taken as covering the whole period in which the Qur’an 
continued to be revealed. 

2693. The "Night of Destiny" or the time of the advent of a great Reformer 
heralds a new era, a new order of things, when, in fact, the future of humanity 
is decreed and decided. The time when the Qur’an was revealed was 
humanity’s greatest "Night of Destiny," for it was then that the foundations 
were laid of man’s destiny for all time to come. 

a1:1. b40:2. c97:2. d97:5. 
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8. aThe Lord of the heavens 
and the earth and all that is 
between them, if you would 
only be inclined to believe. 

 

 

9. There is no god but He. bHe 
gives life and He causes 
death. He is your Lord and the 
Lord of your forefathers. 

 

 

10. Yet they play about in 

doubt. 

 
 

11. So watch thou for the day 
when the sky will bring forth 
a visible smoke,2694 

 

 

12. That will envelop the 

people. This will be a painful 

torment. 

 
 

13. On seeing it the people 

will cry, c‘Our Lord, remove 

from us the torment; truly, we 

are believers.’  

 
 

14. How can they benefit by 
admonition, when there has 
already come to them a 
Messenger explaining things 
clearly, 

 

 

 
2694. The reference may be to the severe famine that overtook Mecca and 

lasted for several years till Abu Sufyan, then a great leader of disbelief, came to 
the Holy Prophet and begged him to pray for deliverance from that terrible 
scourge. The famine is said to have been so severe that the Meccans ate hides, 
bones and even dead bodies (Bukhari, Kitabul-Istisqa’). The famine has been 
described by the word Dukhan (smoke), because, as the tradition goes, the 
hunger was so severe that people felt a sort of smoke hanging before their eyes. 
Or, the word may have been used because there was no rain for a long time in 
Mecca, and the whole atmosphere had become dusty, for, Dukhan also means 
dust (Lane). The verse may also be taken as referring to the last two World 
Wars in which towns and cities were burnt down to rubble and the smoke that 
rose from their ruins filled the whole atmosphere with smoke and dust. 

a19:66; 37:6; 44:8. b10:57; 57:3. c7:135; 43:51. 
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15. And yet they turned away 

from him and said, ‘He is 
atutored, a man possessed!’ 

 
 

16. bWe shall remove the 

punishment for a little while, 

but you will certainly revert to 

mischief.2695 

 

 

17. On the day when We shall 

seize you with the great 

seizure,2696 you will know that 

We will, certainly, exact 

retribution. 

 

 

18. And We tried the people 

of Pharaoh before them, and 

there came to them a noble 

Messenger, 

 

 

19. Who said to them, 
‘Deliver to me the servants of 
Allah. Truly, I am to you a 
Messenger, faithful to my 
trust;’ 

 

 

20. ‘And exalt not yourselves 
in defiance of Allah. Surely, I 
come to you with a clear 
authority,’ 

 

 

21. c‘And I seek refuge in my 

Lord and your Lord, lest you 

stone me to death,’ 

 

 

22. ‘And if you believe me 

not, then leave me alone.’ 

 
 

 
2695. According to reliable tradition the Holy Prophet prayed and the 

famine was removed. But the Quraish did not benefit by it and continued to 
oppose the holy Prophet. 

2696. The 'great seizure' may refer to the defeat of the Quraish at the Battle 
of Badr, or to the Fall of Mecca. 

a37:37; 68:52. b7:136; 43:51. c40:28. 
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23. Then Moses prayed unto 

his Lord, ‘These are, indeed, a 

sinful people.’ 

 

 
24. Allah said, ‘Take My 
servants away by night; afor 
you will surely, be pursued.’ 

 

 

25. ‘And leave thou the sea 
behind when it is calm,2697 
crossing over the dunes. 
Surely, they are a host that are 
doomed to be drowned.’ 

 

 

26. bHow many were the 

gardens and the springs that 

they left behind, 

 

 

27. And the cornfields and the 

noble places, 

 

 
28. And the comforts and 
luxuries wherein they took 
delight! 

 

 

29. Thus it happened. cAnd 
We made another people 
inherit these things.  

 

 

30. And the heaven and the 

earth wept not for them, nor 

were they respited.2698 

 

 

 
2697. Rahw is derived from Raha. They say, Raha Baina Rijlaihi, i.e. he 

parted his legs and made an opening between them; Rahal-Bahru means, the 
sea became still and calm. Rahw means calm; motionless; depressed place 
where water collects; an elevated and plain tract of ground (Lane). When 
Moses and the Israelites arrived at the northern extremity of the Red Sea, the 
ebb of the tide had begun. As the water receded, it left behind dunes, the tops 
of which were gradually uncovered, leaving the intervening depressions full 
of water. The Israelites crossed over at that moment. See also 20:78. 

2698. They went to their doom in disgrace and ignominy unwept, 
unhonoured and unsung. The ill-fated monarch who, in his conceit and 
arrogance, called himself god, went to the depths of the sea (10:91), with the 
memorable words, 'I believe that there is no god but He in Whom the Children 
 

a10:91; 20:79; 26:61. b26:59. c7:138; 26:60; 28:7. 
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R. 2.   

31. aAnd We delivered the 

Children of Israel from the 

abasing torment 

 

 

32. Inflicted by Pharaoh. He 

was, surely, haughty even 

among the extravagant. 

 

 

33. And We chose them above 

the peoples of their time, 

knowingly.2699 

 

 

34. And We gave them Signs 

wherein was a clear trial. 

 

 

35. These people do say,  

 

36. b‘There is only one death 

for us, and we shall not be 

raised up again.’  

 

 

37. ‘So bring back our fathers, 

if you speak the truth.’ 

 

 

38. Are they better or the 

people of Tubba‘2700and 

 

 
of Israel believe,' on his lips. 

2699. God chose the Israelites for His favours because in the Divine 
scheme of things they were found to be most suited to carry on the Divine 
mission at that time. The expression, ‘Ala ‘Ilmin, may also signify, in view of 
their special circumstances. 

2700. Tubba‘ is said to be the royal title of the Kings of Himyar in Yemen. 
The Kings of Yemen were known by this title when they also held sway over 
Himyar, Hadaramaut and Saba’. From ancient inscriptions it appears that the 
Tubba‘s ruled over these territories from 270 A.D. to 525 A.D. Historical 
records speak of their glory and despotism. They seemed to have extended 
their rule over all Arabia, even to East Africa (Enc. of Islam). The particular 
Tubba‘ referred to in the verse under comment is mentioned in some traditions 
as a Prophet of God. The Qur’an seems to support this view. (50:15) 

a2:50; 14:7; 20:81. b6:30; 23:38; 37:60; 45:25. 
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those before them? We 

destroyed them because they 

were sinful. 

39. aAnd We created not the

heavens and the earth and all 

that is between them in 

sport.2701 

40. We created them not but

for an eternal purpose, but 

most of them understand not. 

41. Verily, the Day of 

Decision2702 is the appointed 

time for all of them. 

42. bThe day when a friend

shall not avail a friend at all, 

nor shall they be helped, 

43. Save those to whom Allah

shows mercy. Surely, He is 

the Mighty, the Merciful. 

R. 3. 

44. Verily, cthe tree of 

Zaqqum 

45. Will be the food of the

sinful; 

46. Like molten copper dit will

boil in their bellies, 

2701. Human life has a grim purpose and a great mission. The great 
faculties and inborn powers of man are a sure indication that life is real and 
earnest. It is to this great principle that the creation of the heavens and the 
earth emphatically draws our attention. 

2702. Besides the final Day of Decision when all secrets of the unknown 
will be laid bare and human actions weighed in the balance and finally judged, 
there is a day of decision in the time of every Prophet in this very life when 
truth triumphs and falsehood is defeated. 

a21:17; 38:28. b2:124; 70:11; 80:35-37. c37:63; 56:53. d22:21. 
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47. As the boiling of scalding 

water. 

 
 

48. We shall command the 
angels: ‘Seize him and drag 
him into the midst of the 
blazing Fire;’ 

 
 

49. ‘Then apour upon his head 

the torment of boiling water.’ 

 

 
50. And shall say to him, 
‘Taste it. Thou didst consider 
thyself the mighty, the 
honourable one;’2703 

 
 

51. ‘This, indeed, is what you 

doubted.’ 

 
 

52. Verily, bthe righteous will 

be in a place of security, 

 
 

53. cAmid gardens and 

springs, 

 

 

54. dAttired in fine silk and 

heavy brocade, facing one 

another. 

 

 

55. Thus will it be. And eWe 

shall give them as 

companions fair maidens, 

having large, black eyes. 

 

 

56. They will call therein for 
fevery kind of fruit, in peace 

and security.  

 
 

57. They will not taste 

death2704 therein, save the 

 

 
2703. The words have been spoken in irony. 
2704. The verse unmistakably shows that life in the next world would be 

eternal and continuously progressive, and not a life of inaction. 

a22:20; 55:45. b30:16; 52:18. c68:35; 78:32. d18:32; 76:22. e55:71, 73; 56:23. f55:53; 56:21. 
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first death; aand God will save 

them from the punishment of 

the blazing Fire, 

 

58. As an act of grace2705 

from thy Lord. bThat is the 

supreme achievement. 

 

 

59. cAnd We have made the 

Qur’an easy in thy tongue that 

they may take heed.  

 

 

60. So wait thou; they, too, 

are waiting. 

 
 

 

 
2705. Salvation depends on the grace and mercy of God. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a52:28. b37:61. c19:98; 54:18. 
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CHAPTER 45 
AL-JATHIYAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Like the other Chapters of the Ha Mim group, this Surah was revealed 

at Mecca. But no exact date can be assigned to its revelation, though Noldeke 
places it immediately after 41st Surah. It opens with the statement that just as 
timely rain gives new life to dead earth, similarly a Divine Prophet is raised 
when men become morally corrupt. As men had become corrupt, so God now 
has raised the Holy Prophet Muhammad to regenerate them. 

Subject-Matter 
Like the preceding five Chapters the present Surah also opens with the 

subject of the Quranic revelation and Divine Unity which constitute its main 
themes, and adduces the creation of man and of all animal and vegetable life 
on earth, the coming down of timely rain from the clouds which quickens the 
dead earth, the marvellous creation of the universe and the complete and 
consummate design and order that pervade and permeate it as great Signs to 
establish the existence of an Unerring and All-Powerful Being behind all this, 
and proceeds to invite disbelievers to consider how the Wise Being, Who has 
made such wonderful provision for man’s short and temporary life on earth, 
could have failed to make similar provision for his eternal life. This provision 
for man’s spiritual sustenance has been made in the revelation that descends 
upon God’s Messengers to lead him to the achievement of the great goal of his 
life. The Surah then says that God does not allow the arrangement which He 
has made for the moral and spiritual regeneration of man to be interfered with, 
and so He does not allow a forger of lies to prosper. Sooner or later the 
impostor comes to grief. But the Holy Prophet’s mission is making uniform 
progress. This is proof positive of the fact that he is not a liar but a true 
Messenger of God. The Surah then gives one more argument to prove and 
substantiate the claim of the Holy Prophet, viz. that all the forces of nature are 
working in support and furtherance of his cause. It is, therefore, bound to 
succeed. Next, a brief reference is made to the Mosaic Dispensation and it is 
stated that the Qur’an has been revealed because the Torah had failed to 
satisfy the spiritual needs of man. It also fulfils the prophecies made in the 
Torah about the advent of a Prophet from among the brethren of the Israelites 
(Deut. 18:18). The Surah further tells disbelievers that God has created man to 
achieve a great and noble goal; therefore a better and fuller life which knows 
no end awaits him in the next world. It is only in this way that the creation of 
man can be justified. The Surah closes with a brief but very effective 
description of the Day of Judgment. But before that day comes, the 
disbelievers will have to give an explanation in this very life, why they 
disobeyed and defied the Prophets of God. They are warned that if they did 
not repent and mend their ways, they will be doomed to a life of failure and 
frustration. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.2705A  
 

3. cThe revelation of this 

Book is from Allah, the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

4. dVerily, in the heavens and 

the earth are Signs for those 

who believe. 

 

 

5. And in your own creation 
and in that of all the creatures 
which He spreads in the earth 
are Signs for a people who 
possess firm faith.  

 

 

6. And in ethe alternation of 
night and day, and the 
provision that Allah sends 
down from the heaven, 
whereby fHe quickens the 
earth after its death, and in the 
changing of the winds,2706 are 
Signs for a people who would 
use their understanding. 

 

 

7. These are the Signs of 

Allah which We rehearse unto 

 

 
2705A. See 2592. 
2706. Just as light follows darkness, similarly when spiritual darkness 

spreads over the entire earth, God creates a new light in the form of a Prophet 
or Divine Reformer to whom He reveals Himself. And just as winds carry 
pollen from male to female trees in order to fecundate them, in the same way 
the spiritually elevating ideas that emanate from a Divine Reformer 
impregnate the minds of believers and bring about spiritual revolution in them. 

a1:1. b41:2. c32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 41:3. d2:165; 42:30. e2:165; 3:191; 10:7. f16:66; 30:51. 
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thee with truth. In what word, 

then, after2707 rejecting the 

Word of Allah and His Signs, 

will they believe? 

 

8. Woe to every sinful liar,  
 

9. Who hears the Signs of 
Allah recited unto him, and 
then proudly persists in 
disbelief, as though he heard 
them not. So give him the 
tidings of a painful 
punishment. 

 

 

10. And when he learns 
something of Our Signs, ahe 
makes a jest of them. For such 
there is an humiliating 
punishment. 

 

 

11. bBefore them is Hell; and 
that which they have earned 
shall not avail them aught, nor 
shall those whom they have 
taken for protectors beside 
Allah. And they will have a 
dreadful punishment. 

 

 

12. This is true guidance. 
cAnd for those who disbelieve 
in the Signs of their Lord is 
the torture of a painful 
punishment.  

 

 

R. 2.   

13. Allah is He dWho has 

subjected the sea to you that 

 

 
2707. Ba‘d means, after; in spite of; contrary to or against; in addition to 

(Lane). 
 

a31:7. b14:17, 18. c2:40; 22:58. d16:15; 17:67; 35:13. 
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ships may sail thereon by His 

command, and that you may 

seek of His bounty, and that 

you may be grateful. 
 

14. aAnd He has subjected to 

you whatsoever is in the 

heavens and whatsoever is in 

the earth; all this is from Him. 

In that, surely, are Signs for a 

people who reflect.2708 

 

 

15. Tell those who believe to 

forgive those who persecute 

them and fear not the Days of 

Allah,2709 that He may requite 

a people for what they earn. 

 
 

 

 

16. bWhoso does good, does it 

for his own soul; and whoso 

does wrong, does so to its 

detriment. Then to your Lord 

will you all be brought back.  

 

 

17. And verily, cWe gave the 

Children of Israel the Book 

and sovereignty and 

Prophethood;2710 and dWe 

provided them with good and 

pure things, and We exalted 

them over the peoples of their 

time. 

 

 

 
2708. The whole universe has been created to serve man. This shows that 

he has a great mission to fulfil. 
2709. See 1454. 
2710. Mention of Prophethood, separate from "the Book" (which means the 

Law or the Shari‘ah) shows that while Moses was given the Law, the Prophets 
who came after him brought no new Law but followed the Torah—the Book 
of Moses (5: 45). 

 

a22:66. b29:7. c6:90. d10:94. 
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18. And We gave them clear 
Signs regarding this 
Affair.2711 aAnd they did not 
differ but after true 
knowledge had come to them, 
through mutual envy. Verily, 
thy Lord will judge between 
them on the Day of 
Resurrection concerning that 
wherein they differed. 

 

 

19. Then We set thee on a 
clear path concerning the 
Affair; so follow it, band 
follow not the vain desires of 
those who do not know.2712 

 

 

20. Verily, they will not avail 
thee aught against Allah. 
Surely, the wrongdoers are 
friends, one of another; but 
Allah is the friend of the 
righteous.  

 

 

21. cThis Book contains clear 
evidences for mankind and is 
a guidance and a mercy for a 
people who possess firm faith. 

 

 

22. dDo those who commit 

evil deeds imagine that We 

 

 
2711. "The Affair" signifies "the Affair of the Holy Prophet" and the verse 

purports to say that the Book of Moses contains many clear prophecies about 
the advent of the Holy Prophet and that the Israelites did not reject him 
because there was any dearth of arguments and Signs and Divine prophecies 
to support and establish his claim but because of 'mutual envy,' i.e. they did 
not like the very idea that a Prophet should have appeared from among the 
non-Israelites. 

2712. It is clear from the verse that "the Affair" referred to in the preceding 
verse signifies the advent of the Holy Prophet and the Quranic revelation. 

a42:15; 98:5. b5:49; 6:151. c7:204. d32:19; 38:29. 
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shall make them like those 

who believe and do righteous 

deeds, so that their life and 

their death shall be equal? 

Evil, indeed, is what they 

judge. 
 

R. 3.   

23. And Allah has created the 

heavens and the earth in 

accordance with an eternal 

law, so that aevery soul may 

be requited for that which it 

earns; and they shall not be 

wronged. 

 

 

24. Hast thou considered the 

case of him bwho has taken 

his own low desire for his 

god, and whom Allah has 

adjudged as having gone 

astray on the basis of His 

perfect knowledge, cand 

whose ears and whose heart 

He has sealed up, and on 

whose eyes He has put a 

covering. Who, then, will 

guide him after Allah has so 

decreed concerning him? Will 

you not then take heed?  

 

 

25. And they say, d‘There is 

nothing for us but this our 

present life; we die and we 

live; and nothing but Time2713 

 

 
2713. Dahr means: (a)  Time from the beginning of the world to its end; 

any period or portion of time; (b)  fate; (c)  an epoch; (d)  vicissitudes of time, 
 

a14:52; 40:18. b25:44. c2:8; 6:47; 16:109. d6:30; 23:38. 
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destroys us.’ But they have no 

real knowledge of it; they do 

nothing but conjecture. 
 

26. And when Our clear Signs 

are recited unto them, their 

only contention2714 is that 

they say, ‘Bring back our 

fathers, if you are truthful.’ 

 

 

 

 

27. Say, ‘It is Allah Who 

gives you life, then acauses 

you to die; then He will gather 

you together unto the Day of 

Resurrection about which 

there is no doubt. But most 

men do not know.’ 

 
 

 

R. 4.   
28. To Allah belongs the 
Kingdom of the heavens and 
the earth; and on the day when 
the Hour shall come, on that 
day those who follow 
falsehood shall be the losers.  

 

 

29. And thou wilt see every 
people on their knees. Every 
people will be bsummoned to 
its Book,2714A and it shall be 

 

 

 
calamity; (e)  custom, etc. (Lane). The verse purports to say that when 
disbelievers are told that they will have to render an account of their deeds 
before God in the next life, they refuse to believe that there is or can be any 
such life. On the contrary, they allege that one people die and another people 
take their place and this process goes on till with the passage of time matter 
becomes dissolved and is thus utterly destroyed. This is the be-all and end-all 
of human existence and there is no life hereafter. 

2714. Hujjah means, argument; plea; excuse; contention (Lane). 
2714A. The words, 'every people will be summoned to its Book,' suggest 

that the "Hour" referred to in the previous verse signifies the hour of the 
 

a2:29; 22:67. b17:14. 
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said to them, ‘This day shall 
you be requited for that which 
you did.’ 

 

30. a‘This is Our Book;2715 it 

speaks against you with truth. 

We caused all that you did to 

be fully recorded.’ 

 

 

31. Now, bas for those who 

believed and did righteous 

deeds, their Lord will admit 

them into His mercy. That is 

the manifest achievement. 

 

 

32. But as to those who 

disbelieved, it will be said to 

them, c‘Were not My Signs 

recited unto you? But you 

were arrogant and were a 

guilty people.’ 

 

 

33. “And when it was said to 

you, ‘The promise of Allah is 

certainly true, and das to the 

Hour, there is no doubt about 

its coming,’ you said, ‘We 

know not what the Hour is; 

we think it to be nothing but a 

conjecture, and we have no 

certainty concerning it.” 

 

 

34. eAnd the evil 
consequences of their deeds 

 

 
reckoning of a people in this very life, because in this life also nations are 
judged by their deeds and are punished or rewarded accordingly. 

2715. The expression 'its Book' mentioned in the previous verse has been 
substituted by the expression, 'Our Book,' in the present verse, because the 
record of the deeds or actions of nations and individuals is preserved by God 
and they are judged and requited by Him accordingly. 

a17:15; 83:21. b83:23. c23:106; 67:9, 10. d18:22; 20:16; 22:8. e16:35; 21:42; 39:49. 
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will become apparent to them, 
and that which they used to 
mock at shall encompass 
them. 

 

35. And it will be said to 

them, a‘This day shall We 

abandon you without help, 

even as you forgot the 

meeting of this your day.2716 

And your resort is the Fire, 

and you will have no helpers;’ 

 

 

36. ‘This is so, because byou 

made a jest of the Signs of 

Allah, and the life of the 

world deceived you.’ 

Therefore that day they will 

not be taken out of it, nor will 

they be taken back into 

favour. 

 

 

37. All praise, then, belongs 

to Allah, Lord of the Heavens 

and Lord of the earth, Lord of 

all the worlds.  

 

 

38. cAnd His is the Majesty in 

the heavens and the earth, and 

He is the Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 
 

 
2716. This day of your promised punishment. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

a7:52. b5:58, 59. c30:28. 
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CHAPTER 46 
AL-AHQAF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This is the last Surah of the Ha Mim group. Like other Chapters of this 

group it was revealed at Mecca towards the middle of the Holy Prophet’s 
ministry before Hijrah. Noldeke places its revelation immediately after 
Chapter 7. The Surah seems to resemble its sister Surahs of the Ha Mim 
group in tone and tenor. The preceding Surah had ended on the solemn 
declaration that 'God is the Mighty, the Wise.' In the present Surah the claim 
made in these words is sought to be justified. The Surah claims that the 
Qur’an has been revealed by the Wise and Mighty God. God is Wise in the 
sense that the Quranic teaching is based on sound and solid foundations, and 
is supported by reason, common sense and accumulated human experience; 
and He is Mighty in the sense that by living up to its ideals and principles 
Muslims will gain ascendancy and predominance over their opponents. 

Subject-Matter 
Like the preceding six Chapters this Surah opens with the subject of 

the Quranic revelation and Divine Unity which constitutes its main theme, and 
gives the following arguments in refutation of idolatry: (a)  Only that Being 
can command and demand of us that we should adore and worship Him Who, 
besides being our Creator and Sustainer, is Almighty and All-Powerful and 
can therefore compel obedience to His laws and commandments. (b)  Idolatry 
finds no support in any revealed Scripture. (c)  Human knowledge, reason and 
experience repel it and revolt against it. (d)  A deity which cannot, and does 
not, answer our prayers is of no use and the so-called gods of idolaters are 
incapable of responding to the prayers of their votaries. The Surah next says 
that the Holy Prophet’s claim to Prophethood is no new phenomenon. Divine 
Messengers have been appearing at all times and among all peoples to teach 
them Unity of God and their duty to their fellow-beings. It then dismisses as 
foolish and unfounded the plea which the disbelievers generally put forward 
as an excuse for rejecting the Divine Revelation, viz. 'If there had been any 
good in the revelation presented to us, we, being better informed and better 
placed in life, would have been the first to accept it.' The Surah further says 
that whereas disbelievers, being proud of their great material resources and 
social status, reject the Divine Message, others who are endowed with faith 
and spiritual wealth, accept it and stick to it under the severest trials and 
tribulations. It then refers to the fate of ‘Ad, a people who had flourished in 
the neighbourhood of the Meccans, to show that disbelief never prospers. The 
Adites were so completely destroyed that not a vestige of their great and 
glorious civilization remained. Towards its end the Surah sounds a note of 
warning to the people of the Holy Prophet that they should not be misled by 
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their wealth and prosperity and by the present poverty and weakness of 
Muslims, and that if they persisted in rejecting the Divine Message, their 
prosperity itself would prove to be their ruin. The Surah ends with an 
exhortation to the Holy Prophet and his followers, calling upon them, that as 
brave votaries of Truth they should bear with patience and fortitude all the 
suffering and persecution to which they are being subjected, as the time was 
fast approaching, when their cause will triumph and their persecutors will 
stand before them in utter disgrace and humiliation, begging for forgiveness 
and mercy. 
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PART XXVI   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bHa Mim.  

 
3. cThe revelation of this 

Book is from Allah, the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 
4. dWe have not created the 

heavens and the earth, and all 

that is between them, but with 

an eternal purpose and for an 

appointed term,2717 but those 

who disbelieve turn away 

from that of which they have 

been warned.  

 

 

5. Say to them, e‘Do you know 

what it is you call upon beside 

Allah? Show me what they 

have created of the earth. Or, 

have they a share in the 

creation of the heavens?2718 

Bring me a Book revealed 

before this or some vestige of 

knowledge in your 

 

 

 
2717. The universe had a beginning and will also have an end. 'All that is 

on it will pass away. And there will remain only the Person of thy Lord, 
Master of Glory and Honour' (55:27, 28). 

2718. Only that Being can command adoration and is fit to be worshipped 
Who as the Architect and Creator of the universe controls our destinies. But 
the false gods of idolaters not only have not created anything but themselves 
have been created (25:4). 

a1:1. b40:2; 41:2; 42:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2. c20:5; 32:3; 36:6; 40:3; 45:3.  
d21:17; 38:28; 44:39. e35:41. 
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support,2719 if you, indeed, 

speak the truth.’ 
6. And who is in greater error 
than those who, instead of 
Allah, pray unto such as will 
not answer them till the Day 
of Resurrection,2720 and athey 
are not even aware of their 
prayer? 

 

 

7. bAnd when mankind are 
raised up after death, the false 
deities will be enemies of 
their worshippers and will 
deny their worship. 

 

 

8. cAnd when Our clear Signs 

are recited unto them, those 

who disbelieve say of the 

truth when it comes to them, 

‘This is manifest sorcery.’  

 

 

9. Do they say, ‘He has forged 
it?’ dSay, ‘If I have forged it, 
you cannot avail me aught 
against2721 Allah. He knows 
best what idle talk you 
indulge in. Sufficient is He for 
a witness between me and 
you. And He is the Most 
Forgiving, the Merciful.’ 

 

 

 
2719. In reality no authority except that of a revealed Scripture and also 

human science and reason can form the basis for determining whether a 
certain belief is right or wrong. 

2720. Islam presents a Living God Who reveals Himself to His votaries by 
accepting their prayers and consoles them in the hour of distress by speaking 
to them words of comfort and consolation (2:187). 

2721. The expression, minallah, means, (a)  in opposition to Allah; 
(b)  from the punishment of Allah. 

a10:30. b6:23; 10:29. c34:44; 61:7. d11:36. 
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10. Say, ‘I am no innovation 
among Messengers, nor do I 
know what will be done with 
me or with you. aI only follow 
what is revealed to me; and I 
am but a plain Warner.’ 

 

 

11. Say, ‘Tell me, if this 
Qur’an is from Allah and you 
disbelieve therein, and a 
bwitness from among the 
Children of Israel2722 bears 
witness to the advent of one 
like him, and he believed, but 
you are too proud to believe, 
how should you fare?’ Verily, 
Allah guides not the 
wrongdoing people.  

 

 
 

 

R. 2.   

12. And those who disbelieve 

say of those who believe, c‘If 

the Qur’an were any good, 

they could not have been 

ahead of us in believing in it.’ 

And since they have not been 

guided thereby, they will say, 

‘It is an old lie.’ 

 

 

13. And before it there was 
athe Book of Moses, a guide 

 

 
2722. The witness from among the Children of Israel is Moses. It is to his 

prophecy concerning the advent of the Holy Prophet that reference has been 
made in this verse. The prophecy is to this effect: 'I will raise them up a 
Prophet from among their brethren like unto thee, and will put My words in 
his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. And it 
shall come to pass that whosoever will not hearken unto My words, which he 
shall speak in My name, I will require it of him' (Deut. 18:18, 19). 

a6:51; 7:204. b11:18; 61:7. c11:28. 
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and a mercy; and bthis is a 

Book in the Arabic language, 

fulfilling previous pro-

phecies2723 that it may warn 

those who do wrong, and give 

glad tidings to those who do 

good. 

 

14. cVerily, those who say, 
‘Our Lord is Allah,’ and then 
are steadfast—no fear shall 
come upon them, nor shall 
they grieve.2724 

 

 

15. These are the dwellers of 
the Garden; they shall abide 
therein—a recompense for 
what they did.  

 

 

16. dAnd We have enjoined on 

man to be good to his parents. 

His mother bears him with 

pain, and brings him forth 

with pain, and the bearing of 

him and his weaning takes 

thirty months2725 till, when he 

 

 

 

 
2723. Verse 11 supported by Deut. 18:18 referred to the appearance of a 

Prophet among the Ishmaelites. The present verse refers to Arabia as the scene 
of the advent of the Prophet who was to be the like of Moses and also to the 
Book (the Qur’an) which was to fulfil the prophecies contained in the Book of 
Moses and which also was to supersede it. The relevant prophecy is as follows: 
'The burden upon Arabia. In the forest in Arabia shall ye lodge, O ye 
travelling companies of Dedanim. The inhabitants of the land of Tema 
brought water to him that was thirsty, they presented with their bread him that 
fled' (Isa. 21:13-15). 

2724. What fear or grief, even under the severest trial, can possibly disturb 
the equanimity and mental poise of a true believer, who possesses an 
invincible faith that Allah, the Creator and Lord of the whole universe, is at 
his back? 

2725. In 31:15, it was stated that the weaning of a child takes two years, but 
in this verse the combined period of pregnancy and suckling is given as thirty 
 

a28:44. b20:114; 42:8; 43:4. c29:70; 41:31. d6:152; 17:24; 29:9. 
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attains his full maturity2726 

and reaches the age of forty 

years, he says, a‘My Lord, 

grant me that I may be 

grateful for Thy favour which 

Thou hast bestowed upon me 

and upon my parents, and I 

may do such righteous deeds 

as may please Thee. And 

establish righteousness among 

my progeny for me. I do turn 

to Thee; and, truly, I am of 

those who are obedient to 

Thee.’ 

 

17. These are they from whom 
We accept the best of what 
they do and overlook their 
evil deeds. They shall be 
among the inmates of the 
Garden, in fulfilment of the 
true promise which was made 
to bthem.  

 

 

18. But the one who says to 

his parents, ‘Fie on you both; 

do you threaten me that I shall 

be brought forth again, when 

generations have already 

passed away before me?’ And 

they both cry unto Allah for 

help and say to him, ‘Woe 

 

 

 
months which leaves six months as the period of gestation; and that seems to 
be the period during which a pregnant woman feels the burden of pregnancy, 
the fourth month being the time from which she begins to have such a feeling. 

2726. The word Ashudd seems to have been used in the sense of spiritual 
maturity here and in 12:23, and in the sense of intellectual and physical 
maturity in 6:153 and 18:83. 

a27:20. b17:109; 19:62; 73:19. 
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unto thee! believe, for the 

promise of Allah is true.’ But 

he says, ‘This is nothing but 

the fables of the ancients.’ 

 

19. These are they against 
whom the sentence of 
punishment was fulfilled 
aalong with the communities 
of the jinn and men that had 
gone before them. Indeed, 
they were the losers. 

 

 

20. And for all are degrees of 
rank according to what they 
bdid, and this will be so that 
Allah may fully repay them 
for their deeds;2727 and they 
shall not be wronged.  

 

 

21. And on the day when 
those who disbelieve will be 
brought before the Fire, it will 
be said to them, ‘You 
exhausted your good things in 
the life of the world, and you 
fully enjoyed them. cNow this 
day you shall be requited with 
ignominious punishment 
because you were arrogant in 
the earth2728 without 
justification, and because you 
acted rebelliously.’ 

 

 

 
2727. All the works of men will be properly judged and weighed, and all 

relevant circumstances will be taken into consideration before judgment is 
pronounced. The Divine law of compensation works in this way that whereas 
the reward of a good deed is many times greater than the deed itself the 
punishment of the evil deed is proportionate to the deed committed. 

2728. When confronted with the consequences of their evil deeds the 
disbelievers  will  be  told  on  the  day  of  Reckoning  that  as  they  had fully 

a7:39; 41:26. b6:133. c6:94. 
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R. 3.   

22. And remember athe 

brother of ‘Ad, when he 

warned his people among the 

sand-hills—and Warners there 

have been before him and 

after him—saying, ‘Worship 

none but Allah. I fear for you 

the punishment of a great 

day.’ 

 

 

23. They said, ‘Hast thou 

come to us to turn us away 

from our gods? Bring us then 

that with which thou dost 

threaten us, if, indeed, thou art 

of the btruthful.’  

 

 

24. He said, ‘The 

knowledge2729 thereof is only 

with Allah. And I convey to 

you what I have been sent 

with, but I see that you are a 

very ignorant people.’ 

 

 

25. Then, when they saw the 

punishment coming towards 

their valleys in the form of a 

cloud, they said, ‘This is a 

cloud which will give us rain.’ 

 

 

 
exploited and drained to the dregs the material gifts that God had bestowed 
upon them and had used them not in the service of good causes but to further 
their own sordid ends, they should now be prepared to suffer disgrace and 
ignominy as a fit requital for their misdeeds. 

2729. As God alone knows the circumstances under which a man does his 
actions, good or bad, therefore only He knows whether or not he has incurred 
Divine punishment; and the knowledge of the time, manner and form of the 
punishment also rests with Him. 
 

a7:66; 11:51. b7:71. 
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We said, ‘Nay, but it is that 

which you sought to hasten—

a awind wherein is a grievous 

punishment; 

26. ‘It will destroy everything 

by the command of its Lord.’ 

By morning there was nothing 

to be seen, except their 

dwellings. Thus do We 

requite the guilty people. 

 

 

27. And bWe had established 

them in that wherein We have 

not established you; and We 

gave them ears and eyes and 

hearts.2730 But their ears and 

their eyes and their hearts 

availed them naught, since they 

denied the Signs of Allah; and 
cthat at which they used to 

mock encompassed them.  

 
 

 

 

 
R. 4.   

28. And, certainly, We 

destroyed townships round 

about you2731 and We have 

 

 

 
2730. Af’idah (hearts) is the plural of Fu’ad which is synonymous with 

Qalb, both meaning heart, mind or intellect. In the Qur’an both these words 
have been used synonymously. In 28:11 they have been used together, 
signifying the heart. It is the context which determines, where any of these 
words is used as signifying the heart and where as signifying the mind. Some 
authors, however, make a distinction between Fu’ad and Qalb; the latter is 
said to have a more special signification than the former which is said to be 
the Ghisha’ or the Wi‘a’ of the Qalb, or the middle or the interior thereof. 
Tara Fu’adu-hu means, his mind, or intellect, or courage fled (Lane). 

2731. The peoples of ‘Ad and Tubba‘ held sway over vast territories in the 
south of Arabia; and the tribe of Thamud lived in its north-west, and on the 
shores of the Dead Sea were situated the towns of Sodom and Gomorrah. The 
destruction of these places constituted an eye opener for the Meccans. The 
 

a41:17. b6:7. c21:42. 
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explained Our Signs in 

various ways,2732 that they 

might turn to Us. 
29. Why, athen, did not those 
help them whom they had 
taken for gods beside Allah 
that they might bring them 
near to Him? Nay, they were 
lost to them. That was the 
consequence of their lie, and 
of what they fabricated.  

 

 

30. And call to mind when 
bWe turned towards thee a 
party of the jinn2733 who 
wished to hear the Qur’an 
and, when they were present 
at its recitation, they said to 
one another, ‘Be silent and 
listen,’ and when it was 
finished, they went back to 
their people, warning them. 

 

 

31. They said, ‘O our people, 
awe have heard a Book, which 

has been sent down after 

 

 

 

 
words, 'round about you' may also signify the whole world. 

2732. The Qur’an reverts again and again to the fundamental problems of 
faith, morals and other kindred subjects, and deals with them from different 
angles and points of view in order to satisfy doubts and misgivings of men of 
varied attitudes, mental make-ups and outlooks on life. People of shallow 
thinking and prejudiced minds may call it a repetition, but in fact it is the right 
approach to different human problems. 

2733. The party of jinn referred to in this verse were the Jews of Nasibain, 
or, as some say, of Mosul or Nineveh in Iraq. Being apprehensive of the 
Meccans’ opposition they met the Holy Prophet at night and after listening to 
the Qur’an and to the Holy Prophet’s discourse, they became converted to 
Islam and carried the new Message to their people who also readily accepted 
it (Bayan, vol. 8). See also 72:2. 

a42:47. b72:2. 
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Moses,2734 fulfilling that 

which is before it; it guides to 

the truth and to the right path;’ 

 

32. ‘O our people, respond to 

Allah’s summoner and believe 

in Him. He will forgive you 

your sins, and protect you 

from a painful punishment,’ 

 

 

33. ‘And whoso does not 

respond to Allah’s summoner, 

he cannot escape Him in the 

earth, nor can he have any 

protector beside Him. Such 

are in manifest error.’ 

 

 

34. Do they not realize that 

Allah, Who created the heavens 

and the earth and was not 

wearied by their creation,2735 
bhas the power to bring the 

dead to life? Yea, verily, He 

has power over all things.  

 

 

35. And on the day when 
those who disbelieve will be 
brought before the Fire, it will 
be said to them, ‘Is not this 
the truth?’ They will say, 
‘Aye, by our Lord, it is the 
truth.’ He will say, ‘Then 
taste the punishment, because 
you disbelieved.’ 

 

 

 
2734. The verse shows that the party of jinn mentioned in the previous 

verse were Jews because they spoke of the Qur’an as 'the Book which has 
been sent down after Moses.' 

2735. The process of the creation of new heavens and earth has not ceased.  

a72:2, 3. b17:100; 36:82; 86:9. 
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36. Have patience, then, as the 

Messengers, possessed of 

high resolve, had patience; 

and be in no haste concerning 

them. On the day when they 

see that with which they are 

threatened, it will appear to 

them aas though they had not 

tarried in this world save for 

an hour2736 of a day. This 

warning has been conveyed; 

and none but the disobedient 

people shall be destroyed.  

 

 

 

 
Neither is it an empty and unsubstantiated claim. With the coming of a great 
Divine Reformer the old order dies and a new one takes its place. This 
signifies the coming into being of a new heaven and a new earth. 

2736. So severe, swift and overwhelming will be God’s punishment for 
disbelievers that compared to it a whole life, spent in comfort and ease, would 
seem to them 'but an hour.' 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a10:46; 30:56; 79:47. 
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CHAPTER 47 
MUHAMMAD 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah is also known as Qital (war) because it devotes a large 

portion of its text to the subject of war—its causes, ethics and consequences. 
Baidawi, Zamakhshari, Suyuti and others hold that the Surah was revealed 
after the Hijrah—a large part of it having been revealed probably before the 
Battle of Badr, in the early days of the Holy Prophet’s life at Medina. Towards 
the end of the last Surah it was unambiguously and emphatically stated that 
opposition to the Divine Message, however powerful, organized and persistent, 
can never succeed and that Truth must prevail in the long run. The subject 
assumes a certain definiteness in this Surah and disbelievers are told that the 
cause of Islam will, after overcoming all difficulties and impediments, 
triumph. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the challenging statement that all the efforts of 

disbelievers to retard and arrest the progress of Islam will come to naught and 
the condition of the Prophet’s followers will improve day by day, and then 
proceeds to say that since disbelievers have drawn the sword against the Holy 
Prophet they shall perish by the sword. After holding out to Muslims a 
definite promise of success against their enemies, the Surah briefly lays down 
important rules of war, as, for instance, prisoners can be taken only after 
regular fighting in which the enemy is decisively beaten (v. 5), and that after 
the war is over, they are to be set free either as an act of favour, or, after 
taking proper ransom. Thus the Surah in a short verse, has struck most 
effectively at the evil practice of slavery. It is further stated that falsehood 
eventually must suffer defeat. This is a lesson writ large on the pages of 
history; and the evil fate of peoples nearer home such as ‘Ad, Thamud, 
Midian and the people of Lot should open the eyes of the Meccans. Next, the 
Surah says a few words of comfort and good cheer to the Holy Prophet telling 
him that though he is being driven out of his native place, friendless and 
apparently helpless, to seek refuge in a distant place among alien people, yet 
his cause will triumph. Then it briefly mentions the aims and objects of war 
according to Islam and closes with an exhortation to Muslims to be prepared 
to spend whatever they possess for the cause they hold so dear, because not to 
spend when the cause requires its votaries to spend with both hands, is 
calculated not only to injure the common cause but also the individual himself. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bThose who disbelieve and 
hinder men from the way of 
Allah—He renders their 
works vain.2737 

 

 

3. But as for those who 
believe and do righteous 
deeds and believe in that 
which has been revealed to 
Muhammad—and it is the 
truth from their Lord—He 
removes from them their sins 
and sets right their affairs. 

 

 

4. That is because those who 
disbelieve follow falsehood 
while those who believe 
follow the truth from their 
Lord. Thus does Allah set 
forth for men their lessons by 
similitudes.  

 

 

5. cAnd when you meet in 
regular battle those who 
disbelieve, smite their necks; 
and, when you have overcome 
them,2738 by causing great 
slaughter among them, bind 
fast the fetters—then 
afterwards either release them 
as a favour or by taking 

 

 

 
2737. Works of disbelievers are rendered vain in that their efforts to arrest 

the progress of Islam produce no results. 
2738. Athkhana fil Ardi means, he caused much slaughter in the land. 

a1:1. b4:168; 16:89. c8:46, 68. 
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ransom—until the war lays 
down its burdens. That is the 
ordinance.2739 And if Allah 
had so pleased, He could have 
punished them Himself, but He 
has willed that He may try2740 
some of you by others. And 
those who are killed in the way 
of Allah—He will never render 
their works vain.2741 

 

 

6. He will guide2742 them to 

success and will improve their 

condition.  

 
 

 
2739. The verse, in a nutshell, lays down some important rules about the 

ethics of war and its conduct and incidentally deals a deathblow to slavery. 
Briefly, these are: (a)  When they are engaged in regular battle in defence of 
their faith, honour, lives or property, Muslims are enjoined to fight bravely 
and relentlessly (8:13-17). (b)  When war is once started, it should continue 
till peace is established and freedom of conscience secured (8:40). 
(c)  Prisoners are to be taken from the enemy only after regular and pitched 
battle has been fought, and the enemy is decidedly and positively beaten. Thus 
regular war is declared to be the only reason for taking prisoners; for no other 
reason free men can be deprived of their liberty. (d)  When war is over, 
prisoners should be released, either as an act of favour, or on taking ransom 
from them or by negotiating mutual exchange. They should not be held 
permanently in captivity or treated as slaves. The Holy Prophet set at liberty 
about a hundred families of Bani Mustaliq and several thousand prisoners of 
Hawazin after both these tribes had been decisively beaten in battle. After the 
Battle of Badr ransom was accepted from the prisoners, and those who could 
not pay their ransom in money but were literate, were required to teach 
reading and writing to Muslims. The verse thus has struck very effectively at 
the roots of slavery, abolishing it completely and for ever. 

2740. Allah got the believers engaged in fighting with disbelievers so that 
on the one hand their own good qualities of character should have an 
opportunity to come into play, and on the other, the bad qualities of 
disbelievers should become exposed. Perhaps in no other aspect of life was 
the moral superiority of the Companions of the Holy Prophet so clearly 
demonstrated as in their treatment of their fallen foes. 

2741. The sacrifice of Muslims slain in the field of battle will not be wasted. 
In fact, it was their sacrifice that firmly laid the foundation of Islam in Arabia. 

2742. Since Hidayah means, to follow the right path till one reaches one’s 
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7. aAnd will admit them into 

the Garden which He has 

made known2743 to them. 

 
 

8. O ye who believe! if you 

help the cause of Allah, He 

will help you and will make 

your steps firm. 

 

 

9. But those who disbelieve, 

perdition is their lot; and He 

will make their works 

vain.2744 

 

 

10. That is because they hate 

what Allah has revealed; so 

He has made their works vain.  

 

 

11. bHave they not travelled in 

the earth and seen what was 

the end of those who were 

before them?2745 Allah utterly 

 

 
destination and achieves the object of one’s quest (Lane), the verse purports to 
say that by their death the martyred Muslims achieved the object for which 
they gave their lives which was the triumph of the cause of Islam. 

2743. The believers had a foretaste of the blessings of Paradise in this life 
in the sense that they enjoyed in their physical form all those spiritual 
blessings and favours which are mentioned in the Qur’an as having been 
promised to them in the next world. Or the verse may mean that the believers 
had a spiritual foretaste of "the Garden" because they saw with their own eyes 
the promise made to them in the Qur’an about Paradise being fulfilled in this 
very life. 

2744. Three times in the few previous verses it is stated that 'God has made 
the works of disbelievers vain.' This signifies that disbelievers had bent all 
their energies of mind and body to the achievement of one supreme desire—to 
see Islam fail and come to naught. But Islam triumphed. It progressed and 
prospered and the disbelievers failed to see their desire fulfilled. 

2745. As many as fifteen times, the disbelievers of the Holy Prophet have 
been told in the Qur’an to travel in the earth and see for themselves the sad 
end to which the disbelievers of former Prophets had come. How can they, the 
verse warns them, expect to escape a similar fate? Divine punishment will, 
 

a3:196; 9:111. b12:110; 22:47; 30:10; 35:45; 40:22. 
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destroyed them, and for the 

disbelievers there will be the 

like thereof. 

 

12. That is because aAllah is 

the Protector of those who 

believe, and the disbelievers 

have no protector. 

 

 

R. 2.   

13. Verily, Allah will cause 

those who believe and do 

good works to enter the 

Gardens underneath which 

streams flow; bwhile those 

who disbelieve enjoy 

themselves and eat even as the 

cattle2746 eat, and the Fire will 

be their last resort. 

 

 

14. And how many a 

township, mightier than thy 

town which has driven thee 

out,2747 have We destroyed, 

and they had no helper.  

 

 

15. Then, cis he who takes his 

stand upon a clear proof from 

his Lord like those to whom 

the evil of their deeds is made 

to look attractive and who 

follow their low desires? 

 

 

 
surely, overtake them in various forms and shapes. 

2746. Whereas believers eat to live in order to serve God and man, the 
disbelievers live to eat and have no nobler objects to pursue. They do not rise 
above the level of animals as their whole concept of life is materialistic. 

2747. The verse was revealed while the Holy Prophet was on his way from 
Mecca to Medina, having been driven out of his beloved native place, with a 
price on his head. He was hourly in fear of being caught, as Medina was far  

a3:151; 8:41. b14:31; 77:47. c11:29. 
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16. aA description of the 

Garden promised to the 

righteous: Therein are streams 

of water which corrupts not; 

and streams of milk of which 

the taste changes not; and 

streams of wine, a delight to 

those who drink; and streams 

of clarified2748 honey. And in 

it will they have all kinds of 

fruit, and forgiveness from 

their Lord. Can those who 

enjoy such bliss be like those 

who abide in the Fire and who 

are given boiling water to 

drink so that it tears their 

bowels?  

 

 

 

17. And among them are some 

who seem to listen to thee till, 

 

 
away and the countryside swarmed with adventurers who sought to bring him 
dead or alive to get the much-coveted prize. The Holy Prophet was Divinely 
promised a safe journey. 

2748. Believers are promised, in this and the next life, rivers of pure water, 
rivers of milk of which the taste does not change, rivers of wine which gives 
delight and rivers of clarified honey. The word, Anhar, which has been used 
four times in the verse, besides other senses, signifies light and amplitude; and 
‘Asal, among other things, means a good or righteous deed which wins for the 
doer the love and esteem of men. In view of this signification of these two 
words the verse may mean that the four things mentioned will be given to the 
righteous in plenty. Water is the source of all life (21:31); milk gives health 
and vigour to the body; wine gives pleasant sensations and forgetfulness of 
worries, and honey cures many a disease. Taken in the physical sense, the 
verse would signify that in the present life the believers will have in plenty all 
those things which make life pleasant, delightful and useful; and taken 
symbolically and in a spiritual sense, it would mean that believers will have a 
full life—they will be endowed with spiritual knowledge, will drink the wine 
of God’s love and will do deeds that will win for them love and esteem of men. 
 

a13:36. 
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when they go forth from thy 

presence, they say to those 

who have been given 

knowledge, ‘What has he 

been talking about just 

now?’2749 aThese are they 

upon whose hearts Allah has 

set a seal, and who follow 

their own evil desires.  

 

18. But as for those who 
follow guidance, bHe adds to 
their guidance, and bestows 
on them righteousness suited 
to their condition.2750 

 

 

19. The disbelievers wait not 
but for the Hour, that it should 
come upon them csuddenly. 
The signs2751 thereof have 
already come. But of what 
avail will their admonition be 
to them when it has actually 
come upon them. 

 

 

 
2749. A hypocrite being a double-faced person generally uses language 

susceptible of double meaning. This he does in order to extricate himself from 
an awkward position, so that, should one construction of his speech land him 
in trouble, he might be able to avoid its consequences by putting quite a 
different construction on it. The above expression is an appropriate instance of 
the equivocal language used by the Hypocrites of Medina. If one of them, 
after a meeting with the Holy Prophet, happened to meet a Muslim, he would 
say, 'What was it that the Prophet said just now,' meaning what beautiful and 
highly useful things the Prophet had said. But if he chanced to meet a 
Hypocrite like himself he would use the same expression but meaning 'what 
nonsense talk the Prophet had indulged in.' 

2750. The Quranic expression may mean: (a)  God makes them righteous; 
(b)  He discloses to them the ways and means by employing which they could 
attain righteousness; (c)  Allah bestows upon believers favours and blessings 
which are the result of a life of righteousness. 

2751. The reference in the word, Ashrat (signs), seems to be to the Holy  

a16:109; 63:4. b8:3. c22:56; 43:67. 
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20. Know, therefore, that 

there is no god other than 

Allah, and ask protection for 

thy human frailties,2752 and 

for believing men and 

believing women. And Allah 

knows the place where you 

move about and the place 

where you stay.2753 

 

 

R. 3.   

21. And those who believe 

say, ‘Why is not a Surah 

revealed?’ But when a 

decisive Surah is revealed and 

fighting is mentioned therein, 

thou seest those in whose 

hearts is a disease, looking 

towards thee like the look of 

one who is fainting on 

account of approaching death. 

So woe to them!  

 

 

22. Their attitude should have 
been one of obedience aand of 
calling people to good. And 
when the matter was 
determined upon, it was good 
for them if they were true to 
Allah. 

 

 

23. Would you not then, if 

you are placed in authority, 

 

 
Prophet’s flight from Mecca which proved to be the prelude to the appearance 
of many other Signs. 

2752. See 2612 and 2765. 
2753. The words, Mutaqallabakum and Mathwakum, may mean, 'When you 

move about transacting your affairs and when you take rest, or the former 
word may apply to this world and the latter to the next.' 

a2:264. 
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create disorder in the land and 

sever your ties of kinship?2754  

24. It is these whom Allah has 
cursed, so that He has made 
them deaf and has made their 
eyes blind. 

 

 

25. aWill they not, then, 
ponder over the Qur’an, or, is 
it that there are locks on their 
hearts? 

 

 

26. Surely, bthose who turn 

their backs after guidance has 

become manifest to them, 

Satan has seduced them and 

holds out false hopes to them. 

 

 

27. That is because they said 
to those who hate what Allah 
has revealed, ‘We will obey 
you in some matters,’2755 and 
Allah knows their secrets. 

 
 

 

 
28. But how will they fare 
when the angels will cause 
them to cdie, smiting their 
faces and their backs?  

 

 

29. That is because they 
followed that which 
displeased Allah, and disliked 
the seeking of His pleasure. So 
he rendered their works vain. 

 

 

 
2754. Muslims were allowed to fight, because if the power of disbelievers 

had not been broken they would have created disorder in the land and have 
severed all ties of kinship and trampled under foot all rightful claims. 

2755. The Hypocrites of Medina would not side with disbelievers openly 
and unreservedly. A hypocrite is too wily a person to burn his boats. He faces 
both ways. 

 

a4:83. b3:87. c4:98; 8:51; 16:29. 
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R. 4.   
30. Do those in whose hearts 
is a disease suppose that Allah 
will not bring to light their 
malice? 

 

 

31. And if We pleased, We 
could show them to thee so 
that thou shouldst know them 
by their marks. And thou 
shalt, surely, recognize them 
by the tone of their 
speech.2756 And Allah knows 
your deeds. 

 

 

32. And We will, surely, try 
you until We make manifest 
those among you who strive 
for the cause of Allah and 
those who are asteadfast. And 
We will make known2757 the 
true facts about you.  

 

 

33. Those, who disbelieve and 
hinder men from the way of 
Allah and oppose the 
Messenger after guidance has 
become manifest to them, 
shall not harm Allah in the 
least; and He will make their 
works fruitless. 

 

 

 
2756. A hypocrite never talks straight. He always indulges in ambiguous 

and equivocal speech in order that it should convey one sense to one person 
and quite another sense to another person. It is to this crooked manner of 
speech of the hypocrites that reference has also been made in 2:105. 

2757. ‘Arafa is synonymous with ‘Alima, but ‘Ilm is wider and more general 
in signification than Ma‘rifah. The root meaning of ‘Ilm is that of a mark or sign 
by which one thing is distinguished from another (Lane). Knowledge or ‘Ilm is of 
two kinds: (a)  knowledge about a thing before its occurrence; and (b)  knowledge 
about it after it has actually happened. The knowledge referred to in the verse 
under comment belongs to the latter category. 

a3:141-143; 29:4, 12. 
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34. O ye who believe! obey 

Allah and obey the Messenger 

and make not your works 

vain. 

 

 

35. aVerily, those who 

disbelieve and hinder people 

from the way of Allah, and 

then die while they are 

disbelievers—Allah certainly, 

will not forgive them. 

 

 

36. bSo be not slack and sue 

not for peace,2758 for you 

will, certainly, have the upper 

hand. And Allah is with you, 

and He will not deprive you of 

the reward of your actions.  

 

 

37. cThe life of this world is 

but a sport and a pastime, and 

if you believe and be 

righteous, He will give you 

your rewards, and will not ask 

of you your wealth.2759 

 

 

38. Were He to ask it of you 

and press you, you would be 

niggardly, and He would 

bring to light your malice.2760 

 

 

 
2758. Muslims are enjoined here that once fighting has started, they should 

never sue for peace, whatever form or shape the fortunes of war may take. 
They are to win either victory or martyrdom. No other choice is left to them. 

2759. The verse purports to say that as Muslims have been enjoined to fight 
in the cause of Allah, they will have to bear the expenses of war also and for 
that purpose they will have to make sacrifice of money. But Allah does not 
need their money. It is for their own benefit that sacrifice of life and money is 
demanded of them because no success is possible without such sacrifice. True 
believers must understand and realize this supreme lesson. 

2760. The verse particularly applies to the hypocrites. 

a3:92; 4:19. b3:140. c6:33; 29:65; 57:21. 
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39. Behold! you are those 

who are called upon to spend 

in the way of Allah; but of 

you there are some who are 

niggardly. And whoso is 

niggardly, is niggardly only 

against his own soul.2761 And 

Allah is Self-Sufficient, and it 

is you who are needy. aAnd if 

you turn your backs, He will 

bring in your place another 

people; then they will not be 

like you.2762 

 

 

 

 
2761. Miserliness is a deadly moral disease that eats into the vitals of man’s 

moral and spiritual well-being. Elsewhere, the Qur’an has used very strong 
language about such people (9:35). 

2762. When the Holy Prophet was once asked as to whom the words, 'He 
will bring instead a people other than you,' referred, he is reported to have said, 
'If Faith were to go up to the Pleiades, a man of Persian descent will bring it 
back to the earth' (Ruhul-Ma‘ani). 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a5:55. 
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CHAPTER 48 
AL-FATH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to consensus of scholarly opinion the Surah was revealed 

when, after signing the Treaty of Hudaibiyah, the Holy Prophet was on his 
way back to Medina, in the 6th year of Hijrah in the month of Dhul-Qa‘dah 
(Bukhari). The Treaty being an epoch-making event, all incidents connected 
with it have been carefully preserved in Islamic history. So, complete 
agreement exists concerning the date and place of the revelation of this Surah. 
It bears the title Al-Fath (The Victory). The title is appropriate in that a 
seemingly diplomatic defeat eventually proved to be a master-stroke of 
strategy on the part of the Holy Prophet and led to the Fall of Mecca, and 
consequently to the conquest of the whole of Arabia. Towards the close of the 
preceding Surah, believers were given definite promise of victory over their 
opponents. The present Surah declares in clear and unequivocal terms that the 
promised victory is not a thing of some indefinite distant future, but is quite 
near. It is so near that it may be said to have actually arrived; and it will be so 
decisive and overwhelming that even the most sceptic person will find it hard 
to deny it. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a firm declaration that the promised victory has 

actually arrived and that it would be clear, definite, and overwhelming. The 
Holy Prophet is further told that as a result of it people will join the fold of 
Islam in such large numbers that it would prove a formidable task for him 
adequately to train and educate the new converts into the tenets and principles 
of the Faith. He should, therefore, implore God’s help in the discharge of his 
onerous duty, and ask for His forgiveness and mercy lest, due to human 
limitations, some defects should remain in its full execution. The Surah 
proceeds to say that because of lack of proper realization of the full import of 
the Treaty the believers were downcast, God would send down solace and 
tranquillity on them and their faith would increase, while the false satisfaction 
and delight of disbelievers would prove to be short-lived. The believers are 
further told that they should not have doubted the wisdom of the Holy 
Prophet’s action in signing the Treaty since he was God’s Messenger and all 
his actions were done under Divine direction and guidance. Their duty was 'to 
believe in him, help him, and honour him.' The Surah further says that 
believers earned the pleasure of God when they swore allegiance to the Holy 
Prophet under 'The Tree' that they would stand by him through thick and thin, 
even unto death. It was God’s own plan that fighting did not take place at that 
time because in Mecca there lived some true and sincere Muslims whom 
believers did not know and who would have unwittingly been killed, if 
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fighting had taken place. Next, the Hypocrites and those, who lagged behind, 
receive a severe rebuke and their hypocrisy is exposed. Whenever they are 
invited to fight in the cause of God, the Surah says, they invent false excuses 
to justify their staying behind, but by their foolish subterfuges and false 
excuses they deceive no one but themselves. Towards its close, the Surah 
reverts to the subject that not only would the Treaty of Hudaibiyah prove to be 
a great victory but that other victories would follow in its wake, and the 
neighbouring countries would fall to the victorious arms of Muslims. 
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1.  aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. Verily, We have given thee 

a clear Victory,2763 

 

 

 
2763. The reference in the words 'a clear Victory' seems to be to the Treaty 

of Hudaibiyah. It is remarkable that though, during the early brief six years of 
his life at Medina, the Holy Prophet had gained great victories over his 
enemies which had crippled and crushed their fighting power, yet none of 
them is called 'a clear victory' in the Qur’an. It was reserved for the Treaty of 
Hudaibiyah to receive this single honour, despite the fact that its terms were 
seemingly very humiliating, and the Muslims were greatly perturbed over this 
apparently rude rebuff to the prestige of Islam, so much so that even a stalwart 
like ‘Umar exclaimed in extreme grief and indignation that if the terms had 
been settled by any other person than the Holy Prophet, he would have 
scorned to listen to them (Hisham). The Treaty was, indeed, a great victory in 
that it opened the way to the expansion and spread of Islam and led to the Fall 
of Mecca and ultimately to the conquest of the whole of Arabia. It proved to 
be a master-stroke of strategy on the Holy Prophet’s part as his 'political status 
as an equal and independent Power was acknowledged by the Quraish' 
("Mohammad at Medina" by Montgomery Watt). 

The Holy Prophet had seen a vision that he was making a circuit of the 
Ka‘bah along with a party of his followers. In order to fulfil his vision he 
started for Mecca with about 1500 Muslims to perform the Lesser Pilgrimage 
(‘Umrah) in the Sacred Months in which, according to Arab tradition and 
usage, fighting was forbidden, and this was so even before Islam. When he 
reached ‘Usfan, a place, a few miles away from Mecca, he was informed by 
an advance party whom he had sent under the command of ‘Abbad bin Bishr 
that the Quraish were bent upon barring his entry into the town. In order to 
avoid armed clash the Holy Prophet changed his route and, 'after a fatiguing 
march through devious and rugged pathways, reached Hudaibiyah' where he 
encamped. The Holy Prophet had declared that he would accept all the 
demands of the Quraish for the honour of the Holy Place (Hisham), but the 
Quraish were firmly resolved not to allow him to enter Mecca, whatever he 
might say. Messages were exchanged in an attempt to find a solution of the 
impasse. After heated and protracted parleys in which the Holy Prophet left no 
stone unturned, even at the cost of his prestige, to arrive at a reasonable 
compromise with the Quraish, a treaty was signed of which the terms were: 
'War shall be suspended for ten years. Whosoever would like to join the Holy 
Prophet or enter into treaty with him, shall have liberty to do so, and likewise 
 

a1:1. 
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3. That Allah may cover 

up2764 for thee thy 

shortcomings,2765 past and 

 
 

 
whosoever would like to join the Quraish or enter into treaty with them shall 
have liberty to do so. If a believing man goes over to the Prophet from Mecca 
without the permission of his guardian, he shall be sent back to his guardian; 
but should any of the followers of the Prophet return to the Quraish, he shall 
not be sent back. The Prophet shall go back this year without entering the city. 
Next year he and his Companions may visit Mecca only for three days to 
perform ‘Umrah (Lesser Pilgrimage), but they shall carry no arms save 
sheathed swords' (Bukhari). 

The terms were seemingly very humiliating. The Muslims were greatly 
upset. No words could adequately describe their anguish and sense of 
humiliation and injured pride. The third term was particularly galling. But the 
Holy Prophet was quite calm and tranquil. Being convinced of the moral force 
of Islam, he knew that 'a believer who had once tasted the sweetness of faith 
would prefer to be cast into fire rather than to revert to disbelief' (Bukhari); 
and that he would prove to be a source of strength to his religion wherever he 
might happen to be. The Treaty subsequently proved to be 'a clear Victory.' 
The Companions of the Holy Prophet were rightly proud of being present on 
the occasion, and quite justified in regarding the Treaty and not the conquest 
of Mecca as 'the victory referred to in the present verse' (Bukhari). According 
to them no victory was greater and more far-reaching in its results and effects 
than this Treaty (Hisham). And the Holy Prophet himself called it a great 
victory (Baihaqi). The Qur’an calls it a clear victory (v.2), the supreme 
achievement (v.6); a great reward (v.11) and the completion and perfection of 
God’s favour upon the Holy Prophet (v.3), because it opened the floodgates of 
the spiritual and political conquests of Islam. 

2764. The verse has been deliberately misrepresented, or, through lack of 
knowledge of Arabic idiom and phrase, misinterpreted by some Christian 
writers as signifying that the Holy Prophet was guilty of moral lapses. It is an 
article of faith with Muslims, as enjoined by the Qur’an, that God’s Prophets 
are born sinless and they remain sinless throughout their lives. They do not 
say or do anything contrary to Divine commandments (21:28). As they are 
commissioned by God to purge men of sins, so they cannot possibly commit 
sins themselves. And of Divine Messengers the Holy Prophet was the noblest 
and the purest. The Qur’an abounds in verses which speak in glowing terms of 
the purity and spotlessness of his life (2:130; 3:32; 3:165; 6:163; 7:158; 8:25; 
33:22; 48:11; 53:3, 4; 68:5 & 81:20-22). For the expression li-Yaghfira, see 
2612. 

2765. A man of such high moral stature as the Holy Prophet, who raised a 
whole people, sunk into the lowest depths of moral turpitude, to the highest 
pinnacle of spiritual eminence, could not possibly be guilty of such moral 
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future,2766 and that He may 

complete His favour upon 

thee, and may guide thee on a 

right path;  

 

4. And that Allah may help 

thee with a mighty help.2767 

 
 

 
lapses as his detractors have vainly sought to impute to him. A quite simple 
and harmless word, Dhanb, has been taken advantage of to malign him. The 
word signifies such frailties as adhere to human nature, and to errors as are 
calculated to bring about harmful results. The verse signifies that God would 
protect the Holy Prophet from the harmful results that would follow in the 
wake of the promised victory referred to in the preceding verse, inasmuch as 
large masses of people would enter the fold of Islam, and naturally their moral 
and spiritual training and upbringing would not be of the desired standard. 
That is why wherever in the Qur’an success and victories are promised to the 
Holy Prophet, he is enjoined to seek protection of God from his Dhanb, i.e. 
human weaknesses which might stand in the way of the realisation of his great 
mission. The fact that of the four words, Junah, Jurm, Ithm and Dhanb, which 
possess almost similar connotations, none of the first three words has been 
used in the Qur’an with regard to God’s Prophets, shows that Dhanb does not 
possess the sinister significance which the other three words possess. Besides, 
according to the Quranic idiom, the expression Dhanbaka, if at all Dhanb be 
taken to signify a sin or crime, would mean 'the sins alleged to have been 
committed by thee; or the sins committed against thee.' According to the last 
meaning of Dhanb the Arabic word laka in the verse would mean 'for thy 
sake.' Elsewhere in the Qur’an (5:30) a similar expression Ithmi (my sin) 
signifies 'the sin committed against me.' Thus the verse under comment would 
mean that as a result of the great victory—the Treaty of Hudaibiyah, all the 
sins and crimes and faults which his enemies imputed to the Holy Prophet, viz. 
that he was a cheat, an impostor or a forger of lies against God and man, etc. 
would prove to be false, inasmuch as all sorts of people by coming into 
contact with his followers would find out the truth about him. Or the meaning 
is that 'the sins committed against thee by thine enemies will be pardoned for 
thy sake.' And so it happened. When Mecca fell and the Arabs accepted Islam, 
their sins were forgiven. The context also supports this meaning because grant 
of a clear victory and the completion of Divine favour upon the Holy Prophet, 
referred to in this and the preceding verse do not seem to possess any 
relevance to the forgiveness of sins, if Dhanb be taken to mean a sin. 

2766. The words 'past and present' signify that the charges, that were 
levelled against the Holy Prophet in the past by the Quraish, and those that 
will be levelled against him in future by his enemies, will all be dispelled and 
he will stand completely vindicated. 

2767. Allah’s help came in the form of the rapid spread of Islam in Arabia 
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5. He it is Who sent down 

tranquillity2768 into the hearts 

of the believers that they 

might add faith to their 

faith—and to Allah belong the 

hosts of the heavens and the 

earth, and Allah is All-

Knowing, Wise— 

 

 

6. That He may cause the 

believing men and the 

believing women to enter the 

Gardens beneath which 

streams flow, wherein they 

will abide, and that aHe may 

remove their evils from 

them—and that, in the sight of 

Allah, is the supreme 

achievement;  

 

 

 

7. And that bHe may punish 

the hypocritical men and the 

hypocritical women, and the 

idolatrous men and the 

idolatrous women, who 

entertain evil thoughts 

concerning Allah. cOn them 

 

 
after the signing of the Treaty of Hudaibiyah, and the Holy Prophet was 
acknowledged as the Head of an independent sovereign State. 

2768. The expression shows that though, due to a misunderstanding about 
the terms of the Treaty of Hudaibiyah the believers were temporarily 
perturbed, they never lost peace of mind so far as fighting in the cause of 
Allah was concerned, and were fully convinced that Divine hosts were with 
them. That is why when a false news reached Hudaibiyah that ‘Uthman, the 
Prophet’s envoy to the Meccans, had been killed, and the Holy Prophet invited 
Muslims to take a solemn oath at his hand that they would avenge the death of 
‘Uthman and would fight under his banner to the bitter end, all of them took 
the oath without evincing the least hesitation. 

a8:30; 64:10; 66:9. b33:25. c9:98. 
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shall fall an evil calamity, and 

the wrath of Allah is upon 

them. And He has cursed 

them, and has prepared Hell 

for them. And that, indeed, is 

an evil destination. 

 

8. And to Allah belong the 

hosts of the heavens and the 

earth and Allah is Mighty, 

Wise. 

 

 

9. We have sent thee as a 

witness and aa bearer of glad 

tidings and a Warner, 

 

 

10. That you should believe in 

Allah and His Messenger, and 

may help him, and honour 
bhim, and that you may 

glorify Allah morning and 

evening. 

 

 

11. Verily, those who swear 
allegiance to thee,2769 indeed, 
swear allegiance to Allah. The 

hand of Allah is over their 
hands. So whoever breaks his 

oath, breaks it to his own loss; 

and whoever fulfils the 
covenant that he has made 
with Allah. He will, surely, 

give him a great reward.  

 

 

R. 2.   

12. Those of the desert Arabs, 

who contrived to be left 

 

 
2769. The reference is to the oath taken by the believers at the hand of the 

Holy Prophet under a tree at Hudaibiyah (Bukhari). 

a25:57; 33:46; 35:25. b5:13. 
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behind,2770 will say to thee, 

‘Our possessions and our 

families kept us occupied so 

ask forgiveness for us.’ aThey 

say with their tongues that 

which is not in their hearts. 

Say, ‘Who can avail you 

aught against Allah, if He 

should intend you some harm, 

or if He should intend you 

some benefit? Nay, Allah is 

Well-Aware of what you do.’  

 

13. ‘Nay, you thought that the 

Messenger and the believers 

would never return to their 

families,2771 and that was 

made to appear pleasing to 

your hearts, and you thought 

an evil thought, and you were 

a ruined people.’ 

 

 

 
2770. Bedouin tribes around Medina, who apparently had friendly relations 

with the Muslims, were also invited to join the party of 1500 Muslims who 
went to Mecca to perform the Lesser Pilgrimage. Though the Holy Prophet 
went on a mission of peace, they thought that the Quraish would not allow his 
entry into Mecca and that in all likelihood there would be a clash of arms and 
Muslims not being properly armed would be defeated, and, therefore, going 
with the Holy Prophet was tantamount to marching on into the jaws of death 
(Muir & Kathir). The verse may equally apply to those tribes who had 
remained behind in the expedition to Tabuk because analogous words have 
been used in Surah At-Taubah about them. 

2771. Wish being father to the thought, the Hypocrites, whenever invited 
by the Holy Prophet to join him in an expedition, entertained the fond hope 
that Muslims being very weak would never return safe to their families. 
Therefore, on one pretext or another, they asked to be excused. But their 
wishful thinking always ended in frustration and severe disappointment, and 
the Muslims returned successful from almost every expedition. 

 

a3:168. 
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14. And as for those who 

believe not in Allah and His 

Messenger—aWe have, 

surely, prepared for the 

disbelievers a blazing fire. 

 

 

15. bAnd to Allah belongs the 

Kingdom of the heavens and 

the earth. cHe forgives whom 

He pleases, and punishes 

whom He pleases, And Allah 

is Most Forgiving, ever 

Merciful.  

 

 

16. Those, who contrived to 

be left behind, will say, when 

you go forth to the spoils to 

take them, ‘Let us follow 

you.’ They seek to change the 

decree of Allah. Say, ‘You 

shall not follow us.2772 Thus 

has Allah said beforehand.’ 

Then they will say, ‘Nay, but 

you envy us.’ That is not so; 

in fact they understand not 

except a little. 

 

 

 

 
2772. The reference is to the booty which fell into the hands of Muslims in 

the Khaibar expedition. The Surah was revealed when the Holy Prophet was 
on his way back from Hudaibiyah. In v.20, the Muslims were promised great 
spoils. It is to these spoils that the present verse refers. Shortly after his return 
from Hudaibiyah, the Holy Prophet marched against the Jews of Khaibar to 
punish them for their repeated acts of treachery. Those Bedouin tribes, who 
had contrived to remain behind when the Holy Prophet went to Mecca for the 
Lesser Pilgrimage, finding that his cause had prospered and that they would 
have a good share of the booty if they joined the expedition to Khaibar, 
requested him to allow them to accompany the Muslim army. They were told 
that they could not do so as the promise of booty was made only to those 
sincere Muslims who were with the Holy Prophet at Hudaibiyah. 

a18:103; 29:69; 33:9; 76:5. b40:17. c3:130; 5:19. 
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17. Say to the desert Arabs 

who contrived to be left 

behind, ‘You shall be called to 

fight against a people of 

mighty valour;2773 you shall 

fight them until they 

surrender. Then, if you obey, 

Allah will give you a good 

reward, but if you turn your 

backs, as you turned your 

backs before, He will punish 

you with a painful 

punishment.’  

 

 

18. aThere is no blame on the 
blind, nor is there blame on 
the lame, nor is there blame 
on the sick, if they go not 
forth to fight. bAnd whoso 
obeys Allah and His 
Messenger, He will cause him 
to enter the Gardens beneath 
which streams flow; but 
whoso turns his back, him 
will He punish with a 
grievous punishment. 

 

 

 
2773. The words, 'a people of mighty valour,' may refer to the mighty 

forces of the Byzantine and Iranian Empires which were far superior in 
material means and numbers than any other enemy the Muslims had met so 
far. The verse constituted a warning that the Muslims would come into 
conflict with those mighty foes and would have to wage prolonged wars with 
them till the latter would be completely defeated and brought to their knees. 
The laggards are here told that though they cannot be allowed to march 
against the Jews of Khaibar and partake of the booty, yet in the near future 
they would be called upon to fight against a much more powerful enemy and 
that, if they then responded to the call, they would receive a good reward. The 
verse also signifies that wars with the Byzantine and Iranian Empires would 
be fierce and long. 

a9:91. b4:14; 24:53; 33:72. 
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R. 3.   

19. Surely, Allah was well-

pleased with the believers 

when they were swearing 

allegiance to thee under the 

Tree,2774 and He knew what 

was in their hearts,2775 and He 

sent down tranquillity on 

them, and He rewarded them 

with a victory at hand;2776 

 

 

20. And great spoils2777 that 

they will take. Allah is 

Mighty, Wise.  

 

 

21. Allah has promised you 

great spoils2778 that you will 

 

 
2774. The swearing of allegiance took place at Hudaibiyah under an Acacia 

tree after a report had reached the Holy Prophet that in breach of 
ambassadorial usage and etiquette his envoy, ‘Uthman, had been assassinated 
by the Meccans. It was, perhaps, not so much the reported murder of ‘Uthman 
as the violation of a sacred and time-honoured usage that exhausted the Holy 
Prophet’s patience. The oath came to be known as Bai‘atur-Ridwan, which 
signified that those lucky people who had taken the oath had obtained God’s 
pleasure. 

2775. What greater proof could there be that God had sent down 
tranquillity on Muslims than that, being only about 1500 in number and being 
far away from home and being friendless and surrounded by hostile tribes and 
faced by a powerful enemy who was entrenched in his citadel, they were 
prepared to fight rather than agree to the proposed terms of the Treaty. 

2776. The words 'victory at hand' refer to the victory at Khaibar. On his 
return from Hudaibiyah the Holy Prophet led an expedition against the Jews 
of Khaibar (a great hotbed of Jewish intrigue and conspiracy) with those 
Muslims who were with him at Hudaibiyah. 

2777. 'Great spoils' may refer to the great gains which the Muslims got as a 
result of the 'near victory' promised in the preceding verse. 

2778. 'Great spoils' mentioned in this verse may refer to the great booty 
which fell into the hands of Muslims in the conquests, which followed the 
victory at Khaibar in the rest of Arabia and the neighbouring countries, but the 
words, 'He has given you this in advance,' evidently refer to the spoils gained 
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take, and He has given you 

this in advance, and has 
arestrained the hands of men 

from you, that it may be a Sign 

for the believers, and that He 

may guide you on a right path; 
 

22. And He has promised you 
another victory2779 which you 
have not been able to achieve 
yet, but Allah has, surely, 
compassed it. And Allah has 
power over all things. 

 

 

23. And if those who 
disbelieve should fight you, 
they would, certainly, turn 
their backs; then they would 
find neither protector nor 
helper.  

 

 

24. bSuch has ever been the 

law of Allah; and thou shalt 

not find any change in the law 

of Allah. 

 

 

25. And He it is Who 

withheld their hands from you 

and your hands from them in 

the Valley of Mecca, after He 

had given you victory over 

them.2780 And Allah sees all 

that you do. 

 

 

 
at Khaibar. The words, 'has restrained the hands of men from you,' mean that 
the Treaty of Hudaibiyah had ushered in a period of peace for Muslims. 

2779. The verse embodies a prophecy that Muslims will achieve other great 
victories after the victory at Khaibar. 

2780. In view of the circumstances in which the Muslims were then placed 
and of the far-reaching results it produced, the Treaty of Hudaibiyah was, 
indeed, a great victory. The words may also refer to the victories that God had 
 

a5:12. b17:78; 33:63; 35:44. 
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26. It is they who disbelieved 
and adebarred you from the 
Sacred Mosque and also 
prevented the dedicated 
offerings from reaching their 
place of sacrifice. And had it 
not been for some believing 
men and believing women 
who were then in Mecca and 
whom, not having known, you 
might have trampled down, 
and thus might have, on their 
account, incurred an unwitting 
guilt,2781 He would have 
permitted you to fight, but He 
withheld you that He might 
admit into His mercy whom He 
will. If they had been clearly 
separated from the disbelievers, 
We would have, surely, 
punished those of them who 
disbelieved with a grievous 
punishment.  

 

 

27. When those who 
disbelieved harboured in their 
hearts prideful indignation—
indignation of the Days of 
Ignorance, bAllah sent down 

 

 

 
granted to Muslims before they came to Hudaibiyah—the victory at Badr, the 
safe return from Uhud to Medina of Muslims and the Holy Prophet, after they 
had been placed in a very dangerous and delicate situation, and the complete 
frustration of the Meccans in their evil designs to destroy Islam in the Battle 
of the Trench when they were repulsed with severe loss, etc. In a sense these 
were all victories of believers over disbelievers. 

2781. There was a nucleus of Muslims in Mecca and if the fight had taken 
place, Muslim army would have unknowingly killed their own brethren in 
Faith, thereby causing great injury to their own cause, and earning obloquy 
and opprobrium in addition. 

a8:35; 22:26. b9:26. 
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His tranquillity on His 
Messenger and on the 
believers, and made them 
adhere firmly to the principle 
of righteousness, and they 
were better entitled to it and 
more worthy of it.2782 And 
Allah knows everything well. 

 

R. 4.   

28. Allah, indeed, fulfilled for 
His Messenger the Vision:2783 

You shall, certainly, enter the 
Sacred Mosque, if Allah will, 
in security, some of you 

having their heads shaven and 
others having their hair cut 
short, you will have no fear. 

But He knew what you knew 
not. He has, in fact, ordained 
for you, besides that, a victory 

near at hand. 

 

 

 
2782. Against their own tradition and usage that access to and circuit of the 

Ka‘bah was not to be prevented in the four Sacred Months, the pagans of 
Mecca, from a false sense of dignity and national pride, had made it a point of 
honour with them not to allow Muslims to enter Mecca and perform the 
‘Umrah (Lesser Pilgrimage). But 'Allah sent His tranquillity' upon the 
Muslims and though they were greatly upset over the seemingly humiliating 
terms of the Treaty, yet in deference to the wish and command of their 
beloved Master they bore all this with restrainted and patience and did not 
abandon the path of rectitude and righteousness under the most severe 
provocation. The Companions of the Holy Prophet alone were capable of 
setting such a noble example. 

2783. The verse refers to the Vision which the Holy Prophet had seen that 
he was performing the circuit of the Ka‘bah with his Companions (Bukhari). 
He set out for Mecca with about 1500 of his Companions to perform the 
Lesser Pilgrimage. He was not allowed access to the Ka‘bah by the Quraish 
though the Surah was clear and emphatic that the Prophet’s Vision was true 
and that the Muslims would most certainly enter the Ka‘bah and perform the 
ceremonies of the Lesser Pilgrimage. The Holy Prophet’s journey, besides  
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29. aHe it is Who has sent His 

Messenger with guidance and 

the true Religion, that He may 

cause it to prevail over all 

other religions.2784 And 
bSufficient is Allah as a 

Witness.  

 

 

30. Muhammad is the 

Messenger of Allah. And 

those who are with him are 
chard against the disbelievers 

but tender2785 among 

themselves. Thou seest them 

bowing and prostrating 

themselves in Prayer, dseeking 

Allah’s grace and pleasure. 

Their marks are upon their 

faces, being the traces of 

prostrations. This is their 

description in the Torah.2786 

 

 

 
serving other useful purposes to which reference is already made, established 
an important precedent that sometimes even great Prophets of God are liable 
to place seemingly erroneous interpretations on their visions. 

2784. The verse makes a very bold prophecy that Islam would eventually 
triumph over all other religions. 

2785. These are the two essential characteristics of a progressive and 
prosperous people who seek to leave their mark on the course of world events. 
Elsewhere in the Qur’an (5:55), the true and good Muslims have been 
described as kind and humble towards believers and hard and firm against 
disbelievers. 

2786. The words, 'This is their description in the Torah,' may refer to the 
biblical description, viz. 'he shined forth from mount Paran and he came with 
ten thousands of saints' (Deut. 33:2). And the expression, And their 
description in the Gospel is like unto a seed-produce, may refer to another 
biblical parable, viz. 'Behold, a sower went forth to sow; and when he sowed 
seeds; some fell into good ground and brought forth fruit, some hundredfold, 
some sixtyfold, some thirtyfold' (Matt. 13:3-8). The former description seems 
to apply to the Companions of the Holy Prophet and the latter parable to the 
 

a61:10. b4:167; 13:44; 29:53. c9:123. d59:9. 
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And their description in the 

Gospel is like unto a seed-

produce that sends forth its 

sprout, then makes it strong; it 

then becomes stout, and 

stands firm on its stem, 

delighting the sowers—that 

He may cause the disbelievers 

to boil with rage at the sight 

of them. Allah has promised, 

unto those of them, who 

believe and do good works, 

forgiveness and a great 

reward.  

 

 

 
followers of Jesus’s counterpart, the Promised Messiah, who, from a very 
small and insignificant beginning, are destined to develop into a mighty 
organization and gradually but progressively to carry the Message of Islam to 
the ends of the earth till it will prevail and triumph over all religions, and its 
opponents will wonder at, and be jealous of, its power and prestige. 
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CHAPTER 49 
AL-HUJURAT 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed in the 9th year of the Hijrah, after the Fall of 
Mecca. When with the Fall of Mecca Islam had become a great political 
power and large masses of people had entered its fold, it was in the fitness of 
time that the newly initiated people should have been taught good manners 
and morals. The Surah teaches Muslims those good manners and morals. It 
also deals with some social evils which find their way into a materially-
advanced and wealthy society (the Muslims had become such a society after 
the conquest of Arabia) and speaks of the accession to Islam of great political 
power and material wealth. Naturally, and quite appropriately, it embodies 
regulations for the settlement of international disputes. It opens with strict 
injunctions to Muslims to show full regard and respect to the Holy Prophet 
which befits his status as a great Divine Messenger. They are further enjoined 
not to anticipate his decisions but to give unquestioning obedience to him. 
They should not raise their voices above his voice; this not only constitutes 
bad manners but also shows lack of proper respect for the Leader which is 
calculated to undermine discipline in the Muslim Community. The Surah, 
then, warns Muslims to be on their guard against giving credence to false 
rumours, as such rumours are calculated to land Muslims into very awkward 
situations and lays down, in brief words, rules on which a League of Nations, 
or a United Nations Organization, can be built on sound and solid foundations. 
Next, it mentions some social evils which, if not guarded against and 
effectively checked in time, are calculated to eat into the vitals of a 
community and undermine its whole social structure. Of these social evils the 
common ones are suspicion, false accusation, spying, backbiting; and most 
pronounced and far-reaching in their evil consequences are conceit and pride 
born of a false sense of racial superiority. The Qur’an recognizes no basis of 
superiority save that of piety and righteous conduct. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O ye who believe! be not 

forward2787 in the presence of 

Allah and His Messenger, but 

fear Allah. Verily, Allah is 

All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

 

 

3. O ye who believe! raise not 

your voices above the voice of 

the Prophet,2788 nor speak 

loudly to him as you speak 

loudly to one another, lest 

your works come to naught 

while you perceive not.  

 

 

4. Verily, those who lower 
their voices in the presence of 
the Messenger of Allah—
those are they whose hearts 
Allah has purified for 
righteousness.2789 For them is 
forgiveness and a great 
reward. 

 

 

 
2787. Believers are enjoined to show proper respect to, and regard for, the 

Holy Prophet and to give him unqualified obedience and not to anticipate his 
commands or to prefer their own wishes to his. 

2788. The verse lays great stress on observing an attitude of utmost 
respectfulness towards the Holy Prophet. The Muslims should not talk loudly 
in his presence or address him aloud which not only constitutes bad manners, 
but is calculated to do moral injury to one so rude as not to show due respect 
to the Leader. 

2789. To speak in low tones in the presence of the Holy Prophet is 
indicative for respect for him and of one’s own humility of heart, while the 
raising of voice unnecessarily smacks of conceit and arrogance. 

a1:1. 
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5. Those who call out to thee 

from without thy private 

apartments—most of them 

have no sense.2790 

 

 

6. And if they had waited 

patiently until thou camest out 

to them, it would be better for 

them. But Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

7. O ye who believe! if an 
unrighteous person brings you 
any news, ainvestigate2791 it 
fully, lest you harm a people 
in ignorance, and then you 
repent of what you did.  

 

 

8. And know that among you 

is the Messenger of Allah; if 

he were to follow your wishes 

in many matters, you would, 

surely, come to trouble;2792 

 

 

 

 

 
2790. Calling out to the Prophet in a loud voice from outside his house 

amounts to intruding upon his privacy and shows lack of respect for his 
person and his valuable time; and only an ill-mannered person would be guilty 
of such foolish behaviour. 

2791. Though after the Fall of Mecca almost the whole of Arabia had 
entered the fold of Islam, some tribes had still refused to accept the new order 
of things and were determined upon fighting the Muslims to the bitter end. 
Moreover, the neighbouring Byzantine and Iranian Empires were also 
awakening to a realization of the challenge to their power and prestige, which 
challenge they thought had arisen in Arabia, and war with Islam seemed 
inevitable. So this injunction was necessary. The Muslims are told that even 
when the exigencies of war necessitate prompt action to forestall a military 
move on the enemy’s part, rumours which are naturally very rife in time of 
war should not be given ready credence. They should be fully examined and 
tested and their correctness ascertained before action is taken upon them. 

2792. Muslims are here told that the Holy Prophet might seek counsel in 
matters concerning them, but he should not be expected necessarily to follow 
their advice as he receives guidance from on High and because also his is the 
final responsibility. 

a4:95. 
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but Allah has endeared the 

faith to you and has made it 

look beautiful to your hearts, 

and He has made disbelief, 

wickedness and disobedience 

hateful to you. Such, indeed, 

are those who follow the right 

course 

 

9. By Allah’s grace and His 

favour. And Allah is All-

Knowing, Wise. 

 

 

10. And if two parties of 

believers fight each other, 
amake peace between 

them;2793 then if after that 

one of them transgresses 

against the other, fight the 

party that transgresses until it 

returns to the command of 

Allah. Then if it returns, make 

peace between them with 

equity, and act justly. Verily, 

Allah loves the just.  

 

 

11. Surely, all believers are 

brothers. So make peace 

between your brothers,2794 

 

 
2793. A great danger to the security and solidarity of a Muslim State are the 

disputes and quarrels that haply might arise between different Muslim groups 
or parties. This verse provides an effective remedy to compose such 
differences. Primarily, it deals with the settlement of disputes between Muslim 
parties, but it equally embodies a sound basis on which a really effective 
League of Nations or a United Nations Organization can be built. The verse 
lays down a sound principle for the maintenance of international peace. 

2794. The verse lays special stress on Islamic brotherhood. If there happens 
to arise a quarrel or dispute between two Muslim individuals or groups, other 
 

a8:2. 
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and fear Allah that mercy may 

be shown to you.  

R. 2.   
12. O ye who believe! let not 
one people deride another 
people, haply they may be 
better than they, nor let one 
group of women deride other 
women, haply they may be 
better than they. aAnd do not 
defame your people nor call 
one another by nick-names. It 
is an evil thing to be called by 
bad name after having 
believed; and those who 
repent not, such are the 
wrongdoers.  

 

 

13. O ye who believe! avoid 
much suspicion;2795 bfor 
suspicion in some cases is a 
sin. And spy not on one 
another, neither backbite one 
another. Would any of you 
like to eat the flesh of his dead 

 
 

 

 

 
Muslims are enjoined to take immediate steps to bring about reconciliation 
between them. Islam’s real strength lies in this ideal of brotherhood, which 
transcends all barriers of caste, colour or clime. 

2795. The principal theme of the Surah being the establishment of concord, 
amity and goodwill among Muslim individuals and groups, this and the 
preceding verse mention some of those social evils which cause discord, 
dissensions and differences; and corrode, corrupt and contaminate a society 
and eat into its vitals; and enjoins Muslims to be on their guard against them. 
Ridiculing and taunting others, spying, and calling by nicknames, and 
suspicion and backbiting, are some of these social evils. Women have been 
particularly mentioned in this connection in that they are more prone to fall a 
victim to them. The main cause which lies at the root of these evils are conceit 
and a false sense of superiority, which the next verse expressly deals with. By 
removing these basic causes of disharmony and disagreement among Muslims 
the Surah has laid the foundation of a firm and solid brotherhood of Islam. 

a68:12; 104:2. b53:29 
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brother? Certainly, you would 
loathe it. And fear Allah, 
surely, Allah is Oft-Returning 
with compassion and is 
Merciful.  

 

14. O mankind, We have 
created you from a male and a 
female; and We have made 
you tribes and sub-tribes that 
you may know one 
another.2796 Verily, the most 
honourable2797 among you, in 
the sight of Allah, is he who is 
the most righteous among 
you. Surely, Allah is All-
Knowing, All-Aware. 

 

 

 
2796. Shu‘ub is the plural of Sha‘b which means, a great tribe; the parent of 

the tribes called Qabilah to which they refer their origin and which comprise 
them; a nation (Lane). 

2797. After having dealt with the subject of Islamic brotherhood in the 
preceding two verses, the present verse lays down the basis of an all-
comprehensive, all-pervading brotherhood of man. The verse, in fact, 
constitutes the Magna Carta of human fraternity and equality. It lays the axe at 
the false and foolish notions of superiority, born of racial arrogance or national 
conceit. All men having been "created from a male and a female" as human 
beings all men have been declared equal in the sight of God. The worth of a 
man is not to be judged by the pigment of his skin, the amount of wealth he 
possesses, or by his rank or social status, descent or pedigree, but by his moral 
greatness and by the way in which he discharges his obligations to God and man. 
The whole human race is but one family. Division into tribes, nations, and races 
is meant to give them better knowledge of one another, in order that they might 
benefit from one another’s national characteristics and good qualities. On the 
occasion of the Last Pilgrimage at Mecca, a short time before his death, the Holy 
Prophet addressing a vast concourse of Muslims said, 'O ye men! Your God is 
One and your ancestor is one. An Arab possesses no superiority over a non-Arab, 
nor does a non-Arab over an Arab. A white is in no way superior to a red, nor, for 
that matter, a red to a white, but only to the extent to which he discharges his duty 
to God and man. The most honoured among you in the sight of God is the most 
righteous among you' (Baihaqi). These noble words epitomize one of Islam’s 
loftiest ideals and strongest principles. In a society riven with class 
distinctions the Holy Prophet preached a principle intensely democratic. 
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15. The Arabs of the desert 

say, ‘We believe.’ Say, ‘You 

have not truly believed yet, 

but rather say, “We have 

submitted, for true faith has 

not yet entered into your 

hearts.”2798 But if you obey 

Allah and His Messenger, He 

will not detract anything from 

your deeds. Surely, Allah is 

Most Forgiving, Merciful.’ 

 

 

16. aThe believers are only 

those who truly believe in 

Allah and His Messenger, and 

then doubt not, but strive with 

their possessions and their 

persons in the cause of Allah. 

It is they who are truthful. 

 

 

17. Say, ‘Would you acquaint 

Allah with your faith, while 
bAllah knows whatever is in 

the heavens and whatever is in 

the earth, and Allah knows all 

things full well?’  

 

 

18. They presume to regard it 

as a favour to thee that they 

have embraced Islam. Say, 

‘Deem not your embracing 

Islam as a favour unto me. On 

the contrary, cAllah has 

 

 
2798. All Muslims form an integral part of the Islamic brotherhood. Islam 

confers as equal rights on the unlettered and uncultured sons of the desert as it 
does on the civilized and cultured dwellers of cities and towns; only it exhorts 
the former to make greater efforts to learn and assimilate the teachings of 
Islam and make them the rule of their lives. 

a9:20; 61:12. b20:8; 22:71; 27:66. c3:165. 
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bestowed a favour upon you 

in that He has guided you to 

the true Faith, if you are 

truthful.’  

19. Verily, Allah knows the

secrets of the heavens and the

earth. And Allah sees all what

you do.22
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CHAPTER 50 
QAF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
All competent authorities assign the revelation of this Surah to the 

early Meccan period. Its tenor and contents support this view. The preceding 
two Surahs had dealt with the prospects of a great and glorious future for 
Islam, and also with the social and political problems that arise when power 
and wealth come to a people. The present Surah, having the abbreviated letter 
Qaf in its beginning, points to the fact that the Almighty God has the power to 
make the weak and disorganised Arabs into a powerful nation, and that He 
will certainly bring about this consummation, using the Qur’an as the means 
and instrument for achieving this purpose. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah is the first of a group of seven Chapters which end with 

Surah Al-Waqi‘ah. Like all Meccan Chapters it lays special stress, in 
emphatic and prophetic language, on the Qur’an being the revealed Word of 
God, on Resurrection being an undoubted reality, and particularly on the 
ultimate triumph of the cause of Islam. The Surah points to the phenomena of 
nature and to the histories of the past Prophets as guides which lead to this 
inevitable conclusion. It opens to deal with the all-important subject of 
Resurrection, and in order to prove the truth of this primal fact, uses as an 
argument the phenomenon that a people, who for long centuries had remained 
spiritually dead and defunct, will receive a new and vigorous life through the 
Qur’an. The Surah further says that disbelievers cannot bring themselves to 
accept the fact that a Warner can appear from among them to tell them that 
they will be raised to life after 'they are dead and have become dust.' They are 
told to study the wonderful creation of the celestial firmament with the 
beautiful stars and planets which adorn it and which work with a regularity 
and punctuality that knows no deviation, and to ponder over the creation of 
the vast expanse of the earth which grows all sorts of fruits and foods for its 
dwellers. They will then realize that the Author and Architect of this great and 
complex universe possesses the power and wisdom to give man a new life 
after his physical habitat has disintegrated. The Surah then points to the 
purposefulness of the creation of man—God’s supreme creature and His 
noblest handiwork—and to his discretion and complete responsibility and 
accountability for his actions. The Surah ends on the note that the creation of 
the universe and of man, its apex and acme, shows that the wise Creator could 
not have brought into existence this complex universe without a great purpose 
behind its creation. This leads to the conclusion that there must be and there is 
a life beyond the grave. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Qaf.2799 We cite the 

glorious Qur’an2800 as a proof 

that the great Resurrection is 

sure to take place. 

 
 

3. But they wonder that there 

has come to them a Warner 

from among themselves. And 

the disbelievers say, ‘This is a 

strange thing.’ 

 

 

4. ‘What! when we are dead 

and have become dust, shall 

we be raised up again? bThat 

is a return far from possible.’  

 

 

5. We know how much the 

earth diminishes of them and 

how much it adds to them, and 

with Us is a Book that 

preserves everything.2801 

 

 

 
2799. The letter Qaf may stand for the Divine Attribute Qadir meaning, the 

Mighty God, or for the expression, Al-Qiyamatu Haqqun, i.e. the Resurrection 
is an undoubted reality. 

2800. The Qur’an is cited as an evidence that the Great Resurrection will, 
certainly, take place. 

2801. The verse refutes the disbelievers’ objection mentioned in the 
preceding verse, viz. how when they are dead and reduced to broken bones 
and particles of dust they would be raised again. It is the physical body, it says, 
that disintegrates and perishes. The soul is imperishable and will be given a 
new body in the next world to account for the deeds done in this world which 
are recorded in 'a Book that preserves everything.' The verse may also mean 
that even the particles of objects which the earth disintegrates are well 
preserved in God’s knowledge. It may also signify that as complete 
knowledge about all the details of a thing presupposes the power to create it, 
 

a1:1. b13:6; 23:37. 

Naveed Islam
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6. Nay, they rejected the truth 

when it came to them, and so 

they are in a state of 

confusion. 

 

 

7. Do they not look at the sky 

above them, how We have 

made it and aadorned it, and 

there are no flaws2802 in it? 

 

 

8. And the earth—We have 
spread it out, and placed 
therein firm mountains; and 

We have made to grow 
therein bevery kind of 
beautiful species,  

 

 

9. As a means of 
enlightenment and as a 
reminder2803 to every servant 

that turns to Us. 

 
 

10. cAnd We send down from 

the clouds water which is full 

 

 
and God is the Possessor of full knowledge of human anatomy and of the 
process of its disintegration, He, therefore, could and would recreate it after it 
had perished. 

2802. This and the following few verses draw attention to the marvels of 
creation—the wonderful design in the universe, the celestial firmament with 
its countless beautiful planets and stars, the earth and its wide expanse 
teeming with human and animal life—and then points to the inevitable 
inference that the Great and Wise Designer, the Architect and the Controller, 
Who could bring into being this wonderful universe and Who placed man at 
its centre, does possess the power to recreate it after its disintegration and to 
give man a new life after he is dead. 

2803. It is logical to assume a purpose behind physical nature. The concept 
of God as Designer and Creator of all things gives a coherent and complete 
picture of origin, design and purpose. And the existence of a purpose behind 
the creation implies the existence of a Life after death because the very idea, 
that with the dissolution of its physical tabernacle the human soul suffers 
death, militates against the whole design and wisdom of God and against His 
purpose in creating the universe. 

a37:7; 41:13; 67:6. b31:11. c25:49. 
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of blessings, and We produce 

therewith gardens and crops,  

11. And tall palm-trees with 
spathes piled one above the 
other, 

 
 

12. As a provision for Our 
servants; aand We quicken 
thereby a dead land. Even so 
shall be the Resurrection.2804 

 

 

13. bThe people of Noah 
rejected the Truth before them 
and so did the People of the 
Well and the tribe of Thamud, 

 

 

14. And the tribe of ‘Ad, and 
Pharaoh and the brethren of 
Lot, 

 
 

15. cAnd the Dwellers of the 
Wood, and the People of 
Tubba‘. All of them rejected 
the Messengers with the result 
that My threatened 
punishment befell them. 

 

 

16. dWere We then wearied by 
the first creation?2805 Nay, 
but they are in confusion 
about the new creation.  

 

 

R. 2.   

17. And assuredly, We have 

created man and We know 

 

 
2804. Just as God sends down rain from heaven and causes a dry, dead land 

to bloom and blossom and pulsate with a new vigorous life, and brings forth 
from the earth all sorts of flowers and fruits, similarly He can and will give a 
new life to man after he is dead. 

2805. In all these verses 'creation,' besides its ordinary meaning, signifies 
spiritual awakening or revolution which is brought about by a Prophet among 
his people. 
 

a25:50; 43:12. b9:70; 14:10; 38:13. c15:79; 26:177; 38:14. d50:39. 
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what his mind whispers to 

him, and We are nearer to him 

than even his jugular vein. 
 

18. When the two Recording 

angels record everything, 

sitting on his right and on his 

left;2806 

 

 

19. He utters not a word but 
athere is by him a guardian 

angel ready to record it, 

 

 

20. bAnd the stupor of death, 

certainly, comes. ‘This is what 

thou wast striving to run 

from.’ 

 

 

21. cAnd the trumpet shall be 

blown. That will be the Day 

of Promise.  

 

 

22. And every soul shall come 

forth and along with it there 

will be an angel to drive it 

and an angel to bear 

witness.2807 

 

 

 
2806. According to some Commentators the angel sitting on man’s right 

records his good actions and that on his left his bad actions—the words 'on the 
right' standing for his good actions and 'on the left' for his bad actions. Every 
deed or spoken word leaves its impress in the atmosphere and thus is 
preserved. Elsewhere in the Qur’an (24:25 & 36:66) it is stated that the limbs 
of man—his hands, feet and tongue—will bear witness against him on the 
Judgment Day. Thus the different parts of a man’s body may also be 'the 
recorders' referred to in the present verse as the Recording Angels. 

2807. Sa’iq may be the angel that sits on man’s left and records his bad 
deeds and as a punishment for them will drive him to Hell, and Shahid may be 
the angel that sits on his right and records his good actions and will bear witness 
in his favour. Or, the two words metaphorically may stand respectively for 
man’s misused limbs and faculties and those well and properly used. 

a43:81; 82:11, 12; 86:5. b6:94; 23:100. c18:100; 23:102; 36:52; 39:69; 69:14. 
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23. Then We shall say, ‘Thou 

wast heedless of this; now We 

have removed from thee thy 

veil, and keen is thy sight this 

day.’2808 

 

 

24. And his companion will 

say, ‘This is what I have ready 

of his record.’ 

 

 

25. We shall say to his two 

companions, ‘Cast ye 

twain2809 into Hell every 

disbelieving enemy of Truth,’ 

 

 

26. a‘Hinderer of good, 

transgressor, doubter;’ 

 

 

27. ‘Who sets up another god 

beside Allah, so do, ye twain, 

cast him into the severe 

torment.’  

 

 

28. bHis associate will say, ‘O 

our Lord, it was not I that 

caused him to rebel; but he 

himself was too far gone in 

error.’2810 

 

 

 
2808. In the next world the veil will be lifted from the eyes of man and his 

vision and mental perception will become clearer and sharper. He will see the 
consequences of his actions in an embodied form which were hidden from his 
eyes in this world and will realize that, which he used to regard merely as an 
illusion, was a hard and stark reality. 

2809. The dual form of Alqiya is used either because the command is given 
to the two angels—the Sa’iq and the Shahid, or, in order to impart emphasis to 
the command. This form of expression is also used in 23:100 where a plural 
verb is used for the subject in the singular. This is quite in consonance with 
the rules of Arabic grammar. 

2810. It is human nature that when an evil-doer is confronted with the evil 
consequences of his deeds, he seeks to shift his responsibility to others. It is 
this state of mind of the disbeliever which is depicted in this verse. He will 
 

a68:13. b14:23. 
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29. Allah will say, ‘Quarrel 

not in My presence; I gave 

you the warning beforehand,’ 

 

 

30. ‘The sentence passed by 
Me cannot be changed, aand I 
am not in the least unjust to 
My servants.’ 

 

 

R. 3.   
31. On that day We will say 
to Hell, ‘Art thou filled up?’ 
And it will answer,2811 ‘Are 
there any more?’2812 

 

 

32. bAnd Heaven will be 

brought near2813 to the 

righteous, no longer remote.  

 
 

33. And it will be said, ‘This 
is what was promised to 
you—to everyone who 
constantly turned to God and 
was watchful of his actions,’ 

 
 

 
hold Satan responsible for his own transgressions and sins. 

2811. The dialogue is metaphorical. Hell has been personified here and 
words are put in its mouth to express its state or condition and not that it will 
actually speak, or, for that matter, it can speak. The word, Qala, has also been 
used in this sense in 41:12 where the heaven and the earth have been 
described as saying that they obey Divine laws willingly. It is one of the 
peculiarities and beauties of the Arabic language that it uses words and 
expressions for inanimate things which are used for human beings. See also 57 
and 18:78. 

2812. The expression, in fact, points to man’s unlimited capacity for 
committing sins and his inordinate desire for worldly comforts by which he 
paves his way to Hell. 

2813. Whereas in the preceding verse, it is mentioned that more and more 
persons will be thrown into Hell in order to be purged and purified of their 
spiritual maladies, the present verse says that Heaven will also be brought 
near for the righteous and the God-fearing. 

 

a3:183; 8:52; 22:11; 41:47. b26:91; 81:14. 
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34. ‘Who feared the Gracious 

God in private and came to 

Him with a penitent heart.’ 

 

 

35. a‘Enter ye therein in 

peace. This is the Day of 

Eternity.’2814 

 
 

36. They will have therein 

whatever they desire, and with 

Us is ba good deal more.2815 

 
 

37. cAnd how many a 

generation, who were mightier 

than they in prowess, have We 

destroyed before them! But 

when the punishment came, 

they went about in the lands, 

devising plans to escape 

it.2815A But was there any 

place of refuge for them?  

 

 

38. Therein, verily, is a 

reminder for him who has an 

understanding heart,2816 or, 

who gives ear and is attentive. 

 

 

 
2814. However dreadful its punishments may appear, Hell, according to the 

Qur’an, is a temporary penitentiary, while Heaven is an eternal abode; its 
blessings know no limit or end (11:109). 

2815. The righteous will have in Paradise what they desire to their heart’s 
content, but as man’s desires at best are limited, they will be given much more 
than what they desire or deserve, much more than what they would even 
contemplate or conceive. 

2815A. The words in the text literally mean: 'Burrowed into the earth to 
save themselves,' and seem to refer to the present day underground trenches as 
protection against bombing attacks. 

2816. Qalb, means, the heart; the soul; the conscience; the mind; and 
signifies the best part of a thing. They say ma la-hu Qalbun, i.e. he has no 
intellect or intelligence (Lane). 

a14:24; 15:47; 36:59. b10:27. c19:75; 47:14. 
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39. And, verily, We created 

the heavens and the earth and 

all that is between them ain six 

periods2817 and bno weariness 

touched Us.2818 

 

 

40. So bear with patience 

what they say, and celebrate 

the praises of thy Lord, before 

the rising of the sun and 

before its setting; 

 

 

41. And in parts of the night 

also do thou glorify Him, and 

after prescribed prostrations. 

 
 

42. Hearken! On the day when 

the caller2819 will call from a 

place nearby,2820 

 

 

43. The day when they will 

hear the inevitable blast;2821 

that will be the day of coming 

forth from the graves.  

 

 

 
2817. See 984 and 41:10-13. 
2818. It is characteristic of the Qur’an that not only does it exonerate God’s 

noble Prophets from all the vices and immoralities imputed to them in the 
Bible but also clears the Divine Being of the flaws and defects which are 
inconsistent with His Majesty and Holiness. The Bible depicts God as 'having 
rested on the seventh day from all His work which He had made' (Gen. 2:2), 
but according to the Qur’an no weariness can touch Him. 

2819. The 'crier' may refer to the Holy Prophet. The context supports this, 
as the next few verses seem to refer to the spiritual resurrection brought about 
by him among his people who at his call rose, as it were, from their graves. 

2820. The words 'from a place nearby' may also signify that the call of the 
Holy Prophet will not remain a call in the wilderness, a distant cry, but will be 
listened to and accepted. 

2821. 'The blast' may also signify the stentorian call of the Holy Prophet. 
 

 

a7:55; 10:4; 11:8; 25:60. b50:16. 
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44. Verily, it is We Who give 

life and cause death, and to Us 

is the final return. 

 

 

45. On the day when the earth 

will cleave asunder and in 

consequence of their misdeeds 

they will come forth 

hastening—that will be a 

raising up of the dead easy for 

Us.  

 

 

46. We know best what they 

say; and athou art not to 

compel them in any way. So 

admonish, by means of the 

Qur’an,2822 him who fears 

My warning. 

 

 
 

 
2822. The resurrection to which reference has been made in the Surah has 

been brought about by the Qur’an. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a39:42; 42:7. 
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CHAPTER 51 

ADH-DHARIYAT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Like the preceding one this Surah was revealed early in the Holy 
Prophet’s ministry at Mecca. Noldeke assigns its revelation to the fourth year 
of the Call. The preceding Surah had dealt with two resurrections—a spiritual 
resurrection which was to be brought about by the teachings of the Qur’an and 
the Final Resurrection in the Life after death, the former resurrection having 
been cited as an argument in support of the latter. The Surah opens with an 
important prophecy that a body of highly righteous men would come into 
existence through the influence of the Quranic teaching. Like moisture-laden 
clouds which give rain to vast areas of parched and burnt land and make them 
blossom into new life, this holy band of righteous believers, having 
themselves awakened to a new spiritual life, would carry the Quranic Message 
to the ends of the earth, sweeping all opposition before their onward march. 
The prediction, seemingly impossible of fulfilment, would constitute, when 
turned into a palpable reality, an invincible argument in support of the fact of 
the Final Resurrection. The Surah, further, says that whenever a Divine 
Messenger appears in the world to tell his people that there is a life beyond the 
grave in which they will have to account for their deeds they laugh him to 
scorn, and oppose and persecute him; and cites the case of the people of Lot 
who were punished for their iniquities and unnatural and immoral practices. It 
also briefly refers to the punishment that overtook Pharaoh, ‘Ad, Thamud and 
the people of Noah, and towards the end draws pointed attention to the 
supreme object of man’s creation which is that he should cultivate and 
demonstrate in himself Divine attributes and should discharge fully and 
faithfully his obligations to God and his fellow-beings. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By2823 those that scatter 

with a true scattering,2823A 

 
 

3. Then carry the load,  
 

4. Then speed lightly along,  
 

5. And then distribute by Our 

command,2824 

 
 

6. Surely, that which you are 

promised is btrue, 

 
 

7. And Judgment will, surely, 

come to pass.  

 
 

8. And by the heaven full of 

tracks,2825 

 
 

 
2823. See 2465. 
2823A. For a collective note on this and the next three verses see 2824. 
2824. From a phenomenon in physical nature, the four verses (2-5) draw 

attention to a parallel spiritual phenomenon. The parallelism is very striking. 
The four words—adh-Dhariyat (those that scatter), al-Hamilat (those that 
carry), al-Jariyat (those that speed lightly along) and al-Muqassimat (those 
that distribute)—when pointing to the physical phenomenon, may stand for 
winds that scatter far and wide, the vapours that rise from the oceans, carry the 
clouds laden with rain-water, blow gently and then cause rain to fall on dry, 
parched and burnt land and turn it into a smiling, blooming and blossoming 
piece of earth, full of verdure, beautiful flowers and sweet fruits. Spiritually 
speaking, these four words may stand for that band of righteous men, who 
drinking deep at the spiritual fountain that the Holy Prophet caused to flow, 
and who, after assimilating and being impregnated with the beautiful and life-
giving Quranic teaching, went forth to the remote corners of Arabia and 
afterwards to far-off lands, carrying their blessed load and scattering the 
revealed Word of God in countries, reeking with polytheistic beliefs and 
immoral practices, not with the sword but with love and peace, like winds that 
blow gently and carry rain to withered lands. 

a1:1. b52:8. 
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9. Truly, you are at 

variance2826 in what you say. 

 
 

10. He alone is turned away 

from the truth who is 

decreed2827 to be turned 

away. 

 
 

11. Cursed be the liars,  
 

12. Who are heedless of truth 

in the depths of 

ignorance.2828 

 
 

13. They ask, a‘When will the 

Day of Judgment be?’ 

 
 

14. Say, ‘It will be the day 

when they will be tormented 

with the torment of the Fire.’  

 
 

15. And it will be said to them, 

‘Taste ye your torment. bThis 

is what you asked to be 

hastened.’ 

 

 

 
2825. Tracks or paths of heaven are the orbits of planets, comets, and stars 

with which the vault of heaven is strewn. These celestial bodies float in their 
respective orbits performing their allotted tasks regularly, punctually and 
unerringly, without trespassing on one another’s sphere of action and all 
united forming a glorious harmony of structure and motion. That the heaven is 
full of such tracks on which planets and stars travel, was a discovery made to 
the world by the Qur’an, at a time when it was believed that the heavens were 
solid in their formation. 

2826. The great astronomical truth revealed in the preceding verse leads to 
the inference that the Qur’an is God’s own revealed Word and that there exists 
a unity of purpose and harmony in Divine work, and yet the materialistic 
philosophers coin far-fetched theories, groping and floundering in ill-founded 
surmises and conjectures, not believing in God’s Word and in His Prophet. 

2827. The words may also mean, 'he who himself would turn away.' 
2828. Ghamrah means, depth of ignorance; error; obstinacy and perplexity; 

overwhelming heedlessness; a state of obstinate perseverance in a vain and 
false thing (Lane). 

a7:188; 79:43. b26:205; 27:72, 73; 29:54, 55. 
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16. But, surely, the righteous 

will be in the midst of 
agardens and springs, 

 
 

17. Taking what their Lord 

will bestow upon them; for 

they used to do good before 

that;2829 

 

 

18. They slept but ba little of 

the night; 

 
 

19. And at dawn they prayed 

for cDivine pardon; 

 
 

20. And in their wealth was a 
dshare for those who asked for 

help and for those who could 

not.2830 

 

 

21. And in the earth are Signs 

for those who have certainty 

of faith,  

 
 

22. And also in your ownselves. 

Will you not then see? 

 
 

23. And in heaven is your 
esustenance, and also that 

 
 

 
2829. A Muttaqi is one who discharges his obligations faithfully and fully 

to God and man, and a Muhsin is he who does more good to others than the good 
he receives from them and acts and behaves as though he is actually seeing God, 
or, in a lesser degree, he is conscious of God watching over him. Thus a Muhsin 
is a person of higher spiritual stature and calibre than a Muttaqi. 

2830. In the wealth of a rich Muslim, according to Islam, those who can 
express their needs, as also those who cannot, have a share, as of right. Thus a 
Muslim’s wealth is a trust to the benefit of which the poor are also entitled. So 
when he satisfies the need of a poor brother, he, in fact, does him no favour 
but only discharges the obligation he owes to him and returns to him what was 
his due. The word, al-Mahrum, not only includes in its connotation those poor 
people who, from a sense of self-respect or a feeling of shame, do not ask for 
alms (2:274), but also dumb animals. The word has been taken here as 
signifying a person who is debarred from earning his livelihood due to 
physical infirmity or some other similar cause. 

a15:46; 52:18; 68:35; 77:42; 78:32. b32:17. c3:18. d70:25, 26. e40:14; 45:6. 
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which you are promised.2831 
24. And by the Lord of the 
heaven and the earth it is 
certainly the truth, just as it is 
true that you speak.2832 

 

 

R. 2.   
25. Has the story of 
Abraham’s honoured aguests 
reached thee? 

 

 

26. When they came to him 
and said, b‘Peace!’ he said in 
reply, ‘On you be peace.’ He 
thought that they were 
strangers.2833 

 

 

27. And he went quietly to his 
household, and brought a 
cfatted calf, 

 

 

28. And he placed it before 
them and said, ‘Will you not 
eat?’  

 
 

29. dAnd he conceived a fear 
of them. eThey said, ‘Fear 
not.’ And they gave him glad 
tidings of the birth of a son 
who would be blessed with 
knowledge.2834 

 

 

 
2831. Promises of triumph and prosperity to believers and warnings to 

disbelievers. 
2832. The fact mentioned in the preceding verse is neither wishful thinking on 

the Holy Prophet’s part, nor is it a figment of his imagination, but is solid and 
hard truth as sure and true as it is true 'that you speak.' Or, the verse may mean 
that the Qur’an is as undoubtedly God’s own revealed Word as 'you speak.' 

2833. See 11:70, 71. 
2834. In the present verse as also in 15:54 'the promised son,' has been 

described as 'a son endowed with knowledge,' while in 37:102 he has been 
called 'a forbearing son.' In the former verse the reference is to Isaac and in the 
latter to Ishmael. 

a11:70, 71; 15:52. b11:70. c11:70. d11:71; 15:53. e11:71, 72; 15:54. 
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30. Then his wife came 

forward extremely embar-

rassed2835 and smote her face 

and said, ‘I am but a barren 

old woman!’ 

 

 

31. They said, ‘Even so has 

thy Lord said. Surely, He is 

the Wise, the All-Knowing.’ 

 

 

PART XXVII   

32. Abraham said, a‘Now 

what is your errand, O ye who 

have been sent?’ 

 

 

33. They said, ‘We have been 

sent to a bsinful people,’ 

 
 

34. ‘That we may send down 

upon them cstones of clay,’ 

 

 

35. d‘Marked, with thy Lord, 

for those guilty of excesses.’ 

 
 

36. And We brought forth 

therefrom such of the 

believers as were there. 

 
 

37. And We found there only 

one house of those who were 

obedient to Us. 

 

 

38. And We left therein a Sign 
efor those who fear painful 

punishment.  

 

 

39. And in the story of Moses 

also there was a Sign when 

 

 
2835. Sarrah means a most vehement clamour of crying; vehemence of 

grief, heat or anxiety; a contraction and moroseness of the face by reason of 
dislike or hatred or shame; a fit (Lane). 

a15:58. b15:59. c11:83. d11:84. e15:76; 29:36. 
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We sent him to Pharaoh with 

clear authority.  

40. But he turned away from 
Moses in the pride of his 
might,2836 and said, ‘A 
sorcerer, or a madman.’ 

 

 

41. aSo We seized him and his 

hosts and threw them into the 

sea; and he was to blame. 

 

 

42. And there was a Sign in 
the story of the tribe of ‘Ad, 
when We sent against them 
the destructive bwind; 

 

 

43. cIt spared nothing 

whatever that it came upon 

but made it like a rotten bone. 

 

 

44. And a Sign there was in 
the story of the tribe of 
Thamud when it was said to 
them, ‘Enjoy yourselves for a 
while.’ 

 

 

45. But they rebelled against 
the command of their Lord. 
So the thunderbolt overtook 
them dwhile they gazed; 

 

 

46. And they were not able to 

rise up, nor were they able to 

defend themselves.  

 

 
47. And We destroyed the 

people of Noah before them; 

they were a disobedient people. 

 

 

 
2836. Rukn means, a stay or support; power, might and resistance; a man’s 

kinsfolk or clan, his people or party; persons by whom he is aided and 
strengthened; a noble or high person (Lane & Mufradat). 

a10:91; 28:41. b46:25. c46:26. d11:68. 
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R. 3.   

48. And We have built the 

heaven with Our own 

hands,2837 and, verily, We 

have vast powers.2837A 

 
 

49. aAnd the earth We have 
spread out, and how 
excellently do We spread it 
out! 

 
 

50. And of everything have 

We created bpairs2838 that you 

may reflect. 

 

 

51. Flee ye, therefore, unto 

Allah. Surely, I am a plain 

Warner unto you from Him. 

 

 

52. And do not set up another 

god along with Allah. Surely, 

I am a plain Warner unto you 

from Him.  

 

 

53. Even so there came no 

Messenger to those before 

them, but they said, ‘A 

sorcerer or a madman.’ 

 

 

54. Have they bequeathed2839 

this attitude to one another? 

 

 

 
2837. Yad signifies, (1)  favour; (2)  power; dignity; (3)  protection; 

(4)  wealth; (5)  arm; etc. (Aqrab). Thus the expression in the text means: 'We 
have created the heaven with power and might,' or 'We have made the heaven 
as a manifestation of Our power and might,' i.e. in the creation of the heavens 
and the earth there is proof of many Divine attributes, the prominent being 
God’s Glory, Might and Majesty. 

2837A. Musi‘un also means, 'We go on expanding.' 
2838. God has created all things in pairs. There are pairs not only in animal 

life, but also in vegetables, and even in inanimate things. There are pairs also 
in spiritual things. Even heaven and earth together make a pair. 

2839. So strikingly similar are the charges levelled against Divine 
 

a2:23; 20:54; 78:7. b13:4; 36:37. 
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Nay, they are all a rebellious 

people. 
55. So turn away from them; 
and thou will not be to blame 
for what they do. 

 

 

56. And keep on exhorting; 
for, verily, exhortation 
benefits those who would 
believe. 

 
 

57. And I have not created the 

jinn and the men but that they 

may worship2840 Me.  

 

 

58. aI desire of them no 

provision, neither do I desire 

that they should feed2841 Me. 

 

 

59. Surely, it is Allah Himself 

Who is the Great Sustainer, 

the Lord of Power, the Strong. 

 
 

60. So the fate of those who 

do wrong shall, surely, be like 

 

 
Reformers by their opponents in all ages that it seems that the disbelievers of 
one age bequeath it as a legacy to their successors to go on repeating those 
accusations. 

2840. The primary signification of the word ‘Ibadah is to subject oneself to 
a rigorous spiritual discipline, working with all one’s inherent powers and 
capacities to their fullest scope, in perfect harmony with and in obedience to 
Divine commandments, so as to receive God’s impress and thus to be able to 
assimilate and manifest in oneself His attributes. This is, as stated in the verse, 
the great and noble aim and object of man’s creation and this is exactly what 
worship of God means. The external and internal endowments of human 
nature give us clearly to understand that of God-given faculties the highest is 
the one which awakens in man the urge to search after God and incites in him 
the noble desire completely to submit himself to His Will. 

2841. If the spiritual wayfarer pursues his course towards the noble object 
of his life steadfastly and with perseverance, he does no good to God, or to 
anybody else, but himself profits by it and attains the object of his quest. 

a6:15; 20:133. 
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the fate2842 of their fellows 

of  old; so let them not 

challenge Me to hasten on the 

punishment.  

 

61. aWoe, then, to those who 

disbelieve, because of that day 

of theirs which they have been 

promised. 

 

 
 

 
2842. Dhanub means, fate, lot, share or portion; requital; a day of 

prolonged evil (Lane). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a14:3; 19:38; 38:28. 
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CHAPTER 52 
AT-TUR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This Surah was revealed at Mecca in the early years of the Call. 

Noldeke places it after Chapter 51, while according to Muir it was revealed 
somewhat later. In the preceding Surah attention was drawn to the great 
spiritual revolution, which was brought about by the Qur’an. It was in the 
fitness of things and quite in accordance with the laws of nature (the Surah 
stated) that because men had become corrupt and had forgotten God, a new 
Revelation should have come. The Surah had ended on the note that like the 
former Prophets the Holy Prophet will meet with severe opposition, but the 
cause of Truth will triumph and disbelievers will be punished. The present 
Surah refers to the biblical prophecies about the Holy Prophet and warns 
disbelievers that if they persisted in their opposition Divine punishment will 
overtake them. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a direct and emphatic reference to the 

prophecies about the Qur’an and the Holy Prophet in the Bible and states that 
the Bible, the Qur’an and the Ka‘bah all bear witness to the truth of Islam and 
the Holy Prophet, and warns disbelievers that opposition to Truth is never 
productive of good results. But those righteous servants of God, who accept 
the Divine Teaching and mould their lives in accordance with it, would 
receive Divine favours. Next, the Surah declares that the Holy Prophet is 
neither a soothsayer nor a madman nor a poet but a true Messenger of God, 
because the great moral and spiritual revolution brought about by him could 
not be the work of a madman or a poet; nor could the great Divine Book—the 
Qur’an—that has been revealed to him, be the work of a forger of lies. It has 
been revealed by the Great Creator of the heavens and the earth. The Holy 
Prophet seeks no reward nor will disbelievers’ plans against him succeed, 
because he is under God’s protection. But Divine punishment, which is fast 
approaching, will overtake the disbelievers. 
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1.°aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By2843 the bMount;  
 

3. And by the Book2844 

inscribed 

 

 

4. On parchment unfolded;  
 

5. And by the ever Frequented 

House;2845 

 
 

6. And by the Elevated 

Roof;2846 

 

 

 
2843. For the philosophy, importance and significance of oaths see 2465. 
2844. The Qur’an or the Book of Moses, preferably the former. 
2845. The Temple at Jerusalem, or any sacred house of worship. Preferably 

the word may refer to the Ka‘bah, which is described in the Qur’an as "a 
Resort" (2:126); "the Sacred House" (5:3); "the Sacred Mosque" (17:2); "the 
Ancient House" (22:30); and "the Town of Security" (95:4); etc. 

2846. The tabernacle which Moses set up in the wilderness, in the form of a 
canopy under which the Israelites worshipped, or the Ka‘bah; or the sky, the 
last reference being more appropriate and relevant. 

It is characteristic of the Qur’an that when it has to make a firm declaration 
and impart emphasis and certainty to that declaration it swears by, or cites as 
witnesses, certain beings or objects or natural laws or phenomena. In the first 
few verses the Surah swears by certain things intimately connected with 
Moses—the counterpart of the Holy Prophet. It was on Tur that the revelation 
was vouchsafed to Moses which embodied his Law and the prophecies which 
spoke about the appearance of a great Divine Prophet from among the 
brethren of the Israelites (Deut. 18:18 & 33:2). Evidently, the Holy Prophet 
was the Divine Messenger spoken of in the prophecy. His advent is likened in 
the Qur’an to the advent of Moses (73:16). The Surah then cites, as evidence, 
the "Inscribed Book" (the Bible or the Qur’an, preferably the latter), which 
stands as a standing and incontrovertible testimony to the truth of the claims 
of the Holy Prophet. "The Frequented House"—the Ka‘bah—more than 
anything else, shows that the religion of which it forms the citadel and the 
 

a1:1. b95:3. 
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7. And by the Swollen 
asea;2847 

 
 

8. The punishment of thy 

Lord shall, certainly, come to 
bpass. 

 
 

9. There is none to avert it.  

 

10. On the day2848 when the 

heaven will be in a state of 

terrific commotion, 

 
 

11. cAnd the mountains shall 

move fast, 2849 

 
 

12. Then woe that day to 

those who reject the Truth,  

 
 

13. Who sportingly indulge in 

idle talk; 

 
 

 
centre is God’s Final Dispensation. Here, long centuries ago, a holy man of 
God, the Patriarch Abraham, assisted by his son, Ishmael, while raising its 
foundations, had prayed to God that the place might become a haven of safety 
and security and might constitute the centre from where God’s Unity and 
Oneness might be proclaimed and preached. The reference in the words "the 
Elevated Roof," being to heaven, the verse (v.6) signifies that the disbelievers 
are so unwise as not to see this simple fact that whereas the Holy Prophet 
continuously receives Divine help and his cause continues to progress and 
prosper, failure dogs their footsteps and all their designs and plans against him 
prove abortive. 

2847. The words, "the Swollen Sea," may refer to the Red Sea where 
Pharaoh and his mighty hosts were drowned while pursuing the Israelites, or 
to the battlefield of Badr where all the great leaders of the Quraish were killed, 
as it was known as Al-Bahr, i.e. the sea (Nihayah). 

2848. On that day all the heavenly forces will operate in favour of the Holy 
Prophet. So did it happen on the Day of Badr. 

2849. On the day of retribution the leaders of disbelievers will meet with a 
terrible end. They will be blown away like chaff before the wind. Or, the verse 
may signify that the great Empires of the time will be broken and shattered. 
This and the preceding verse make a subtle allusion to the new order of things 
before which the old, decrepit and decayed systems will he swept away. These 
verses may equally apply to the Day of Judgment. 

a81:7. b51:6. c18:48; 78:21; 81:4. 
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14. The day when they shall 

be thrust into the fire of 

Hell2850 with a violent thrust. 

 
 

15. And they will be told: 

‘This is the Fire which you 

denied as a lie, 

 
 

16. ‘Is this then magic, or do 

you still not see?’ 

 
 

17. ‘Burn ye therein; and 

whether you show patience or 

you show it not, it will be the 

same for ayou. You are 

requited only for what you 

used to do.’ 

 

 

18. bVerily, the righteous will, 

surely, be in Gardens and in 

bliss, 

 
 

19. Rejoicing in what their 

Lord will have bestowed on 

them; and their Lord will save 

them from the torment of the 

Fire, 

 

 

20. And He will say to them, 

‘Eat and drink with happy 

enjoyment because of what 

you used to do.’  

 
 

21. On that day they will be 
creclining on couches 

arranged in rows. dAnd We 

shall give2851 them as 

 

 

 
2850. The verse depicts the disbelievers’ condition after their guilt will 

have been fully established and the time for repentance will have passed. 
2851. Zawwaja Shai’an bi Shai’in means, he paired or coupled a thing with 

a thing; he united it as its fellow or like. Hur is the plural of Ahwar (masc.) 
and Haura’ (fem.) and means, a person whose eyes are characterized by the 
 

a14:22; 41:25. b15:46; 77:42, 43; 78:32, 33. c18:32; 55:55; 76:14. d44:55; 56:23. 
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companions fair maidens, 

having wide, beautiful 

eyes.2851A 

 
quality termed Hawarun, i.e. intense whiteness of the white of the eye and 
intense blackness of the black thereof, with intense whiteness or fairness of 
the rest of the person. Ahwar also means, pure or clear intellect. 

2851A. ‘In is the plural of both A‘yan and ‘Aina’ which respectively mean, 
man and woman having black wide large eyes, the latter word also meaning, a 
good or beautiful saying or word (Lane, Mufradat & Taj). Thus the two words 
Hur and ‘In signify beauty and purity of person and character. 

Life after death is only an image and manifestation of the present life, and 
the rewards and punishments of the next world would be only so many 
embodiments and images of the actions done in this life. Heaven and Hell are 
no new material worlds which come from outside. It is true that they shall be 
visible and palpable, call them material if you please, but they are only 
embodiments of the spiritual facts of this life. The entanglements of this world 
shall be seen as fetters on the feet in the next. The heart-burning of this world 
shall likewise be clearly seen as flames of burning fire, and the love, which a 
believer feels for his Lord and Creator, will appear embodied as wine in the 
life to come, etc. Thus there will be gardens, streams, milk, honey, flesh of 
birds, wine, fruits, thrones, companions and many other things in Paradise but 
they will not be the things of this world, but will be the embodiments of 
spiritual facts of the life of this world. The words Zawwajna, Hur and ‘In, as 
explained above, show that in Paradise the righteous servants of God will be 
made to live with pure and clean companions whose faces will be shining with 
radiant spiritual beauty; or, they will have as companions fair maidens, i.e. 
their own wives. 

To understand and realize the nature of the rewards and punishments of the 
Life after death it should be borne in mind that that life is the continuation of 
the life which one leads in this world. As soon as the human soul leaves this 
tabernacle of clay, it is given a new body, because the soul can make no 
progress or enjoy no bliss or feel no pain without a body. The new body is as 
fine and delicate as the soul was in this world. As the form and nature of the 
new body will be incomprehensibly different from that of our present physical 
body, the nature of the rewards and punishments of the next world also are 
beyond our comprehension. This is why the Qur’an says, And no soul knows 
what joy of the eyes is hidden for them, as a reward for their good works 
(32:18). And the Holy Prophet is reported to have said, 'No eye has seen the 
blessings of Paradise, nor has any ear heard of them, nor can human mind 
conceive of them' (Bukhari). The fact that there will be no sin, levity or vain 
talk in Paradise, no pleasure of the flesh as we understand them, but all 
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22. And those, who believe 
and whose children follow 
them in faith—with them will 
We ajoin their children.2852 
And We will not diminish 
anything from the reward of 
their works. Every man stands 
pledged2853 for what he has 
earned. 

 

 

23. And We shall bestow 

upon them every kind of bfruit 

and meat such as they will 

wish for. 

 

 

24. There they will pass2854 

from one to another a cup 

wherein is neither levity nor 
csin.  

 

 

25. dAnd there will wait upon 

them youths2855 of their own, 

pure as though they were 

pearls well-preserved. 

 

 

 
pervading peace and pleasure of God (56:26, 27), sheds a flood of light on 
Paradise as conceived and promised to the righteous by the Qur’an. See also 2326. 

2852. Whereas in the former verse it was stated that the righteous will be 
made to live with their pure, beautiful wives, this verse explains that their 
children will also be united with them, thus making their joy complete. 

2853. The mere fact of being related to a righteous man would do the believer 
no good. It is his own good works that will earn him his place in Paradise. 

2854. Tanaza‘ul-Ka’sa means, they took the cup from one another’s hand 
(Aqrab). 

2855. Ghilman (youths) is plural of Ghulam which means, a youth; servant; 
son; etc. (Lane). The word has also been used in the Qur’an synonymously with 
Walad in the sense of son (3:41; 15:54; 19:8; 37:102; 51:29). Elsewhere in the 
Qur’an (76:20), the word Wildan (sons) has been substituted for Ghilman which 
shows that the youths who will move about in the company of the righteous in 
Paradise will be their own sons. The verse may also refer to the Divine promise 
of great wealth and power which was to fall into the possession of the Muslims 
and to the hosts of servants who were to wait upon them. 

a40:9. b55:12; 56:21. c19:63; 56:26; 78:36. d56:18; 76:20. 
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26. And they will turn one to 

another, asking questions. 

 
 

27. They will say, ‘Before this, 
when we were among our 
families, we were very much 
afraid of Allah’s Judgment;’2856 

 
 

28. ‘But Allah has been 
gracious unto us and has 
saved us from the torment of 
the scorching blast;’ 

 

 

29. ‘We used to pray to Him 

before. Surely, He is the 

Beneficent, the Merciful.’ 

 

 

R. 2.   
30. So keep on admonishing. 
By the grace of thy Lord thou 
art neither a asoothsayer, nor a 
madman. 

 

 

31. Do they say, ‘He is a 
bpoet; we are waiting for some 
calamity2857 which time will 
bring upon him?’  

 

 

32. Say, c‘Await ye2858 then, I 

am, too, with you among 

those who are waiting.’ 

 

 

 
2856. Besides the meanings given in the text the verse may also signify, 

'Being surrounded by enemies, their threats would sometimes frighten and 
terrify us. But now we enjoy perfect peace and security.' 

2857. Raib means, disquietude of mind; doubt combined with evil opinion; 
calamity (Lane); Manun means, death; destiny or fate; time (Aqrab). 

2858. The verse purports to say that the disbelievers call the Holy Prophet a 
poet, who indulges in building castles in the air about his great future, a 
soothsayer who plays upon the credulity of simple-minded folk, a raving maniac, 
and as such naturally they expect that sooner or later he will come to a sad end. 
But they will have to wait till doomsday for the realization of their futile 
expectations. Time alone will decide the issue between them and the Holy 
Prophet. 

a69:43. b21:6; 69:42. c9:52; 32:31. 
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33. Does their reason enjoin 

this upon them or are they a 

rebellious people?2859 

 

 

34. Do they say, ‘He has 

forged2860 it?’ Nay, but they 

have no faith. 

 
 

35. Let them, then, produce a 

discourse like this,2861 if they 

speak the truth. 

 

 

36. Have they been created 

without a purpose, or, are they 

themselves the creators? 

 

 

37. Did they create the 

heavens and the earth? Nay, 

but they have no faith in the 

Creator.  

 

 

38. Do they have the treasures  

 
2859. Is it their reason that has misled them, or have they thrown all 

restraint and moderation to the winds, and in rejecting the Divine Message 
have transgressed all legitimate bounds? 

2860. Taqawwala means, he lied; he attributed to a person a thing which he 
did not say (Aqrab). 

2861. The verse refutes the disbelievers’ allegation of forgery against the 
Holy Prophet. If the Holy Prophet, it seems to hold out a challenge to them, 
receives no revelations from God and the Qur’an is his own fabrication, then 
let them produce a book like it, couched in such beautiful style and 
inapproachably exquisite diction as the Qur’an, and should, like the Qur’an, 
deal thoroughly and effectively with all the complex and difficult moral and 
spiritual human problems and satisfy the multitudinous and multifarious needs 
of man, and exert such powerful influence on the lives of its followers, and 
above all, should be the repository of all eternal truths and imperishable 
teachings. The disbelievers are further challenged to produce a book like the 
Qur’an with their combined and concerted effort, calling in "all the men and 
jinn" to help and assist them in its composition. The Qur’an emphatically 
declares that they will not be able to produce such a book because the Qur’an 
is God’s own revealed word. See also 2:24; 14:25 and 17:89. 
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of thy Lord with them, or, are 

they the guardians thereof?  

39. Have they a ladder by 

means of which they can 

ascend into heaven2862 and 

overhear the Divine words? 

Then let their listener bring a 

manifest proof. 

 

 

40. Has He only daughters2863 

and you have sons? 

 
 

41. aDost thou ask a 

reward2864 from them, so that 

they are weighed down with a 

load of debt? 

 

 

42. Do they possess 

knowledge of the unseen, so 

that they write it down? 

 
 

43. Do they intend to devise a 

plot? But the disbelievers 

themselves will be the victims 

of their plot.  

 

 

44. Have they a god other 

than Allah? Exalted is Allah 

above all that which they 

associate with Him. 

 

 

 
2862. If disbelievers have access to the secrets of the heavens, then let them 

produce proofs for the allegation that the Holy Prophet is not the appointed 
Messenger of God. 

2863. It is repugnant, says the verse, to God’s Unity that He should have even 
a son, and yet the disbelievers have the hardihood to assign to Him daughters 
whose birth is considered as a mark of humiliation and disgrace for them. 

2864. The verse seems to appeal to the good sense of disbelievers and 
purports to say to them that when, out of a sincere solicitude for their moral and 
spiritual well-being the Holy Prophet calls them to the ways of righteousness 
and asks for no reward for his labours, then why do they not accept him? 

a68:47. 
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45. And if they should see a 

fragment of the sky falling 

down, they would say, just 

clouds piled up.2865 

 

 

46. So leave them until they 

meet that day of theirs, on 

which they will be thunder-

struck; 

 

 

47. The day when their 

scheming shall avail them 

naught, nor shall they be 

helped. 

 

 

48. And, verily, for those, 

who do wrong, there is a 

punishment besides that.2866 

But most of them know not. 

 

 

49. So wait patiently for the 

judgment of thy Lord; for, 

assuredly, thou art before Our 

eyes;2867 and acelebrate the 

praises of thy Lord when thou 

risest up for prayer,  

 

 

50. bAnd for part of the night 

also do thou glorify Him and 

at the setting of the stars. 

 
 

 

 
2865. Such is the state of utter heedlessness and false sense of security of 

disbelievers that they do not benefit by the timely Divine warning, so much so 
that even if they see a piece of the sky actually falling down upon them, they 
would deceive themselves by considering it as a piece of God’s mercy in the 
form of 'piled up clouds.' 

2866. Dun means, before and behind in respect of place or time; nearby; 
present with; other; besides (Lane). 

2867. Under Our protection (5:68). 
 
 
 
 
 

a73:3-5. b76:27. 
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CHAPTER 53 
AN-NAJM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
According to overwhelming scholarly opinion the Surah was revealed 

in the 5th year of the Call, shortly after the first Emigration to Abyssinia 
which took place in the month of Rajab of that year. In the preceding Surah 
the truth of the Quranic revelation and that of the Divine claim of the Holy 
Prophet was sought to be established by a fleeting reference to biblical 
prophecies and natural phenomena. In this Surah the same subject has been 
dealt with in a very exquisite and forceful style. It is stated that the Holy 
Prophet is a Divine Messenger par excellence and that he has been 
commissioned by God as humanity’s last and infallible guide and preceptor. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with citing the falling of an-Najm as an evidence in 

support of the Divine claim of the Holy Prophet. The Prophet, having been 
initiated into Divine mysteries, and having drunk deep at the fountain of 
Divine grace and knowledge and of Divine realisation, attained to the highest 
peak of spiritual eminence to which a human being can conceivably rise. Then 
he became filled to the fullest extent with the milk of human kindness, love 
and sympathy, and having been thus spiritually equipped, was appointed to 
preach Divine Unity to a world given to the worship of gods, made of wood 
and stone. The Surah then gives very strong, solid and sound arguments from 
human reason and history and from the insignificant beginnings of man, in 
support of the doctrine of the Oneness of God, and condemns idolatry in 
forceful terms. This foolish practice, it declares, is born of lack of true 
knowledge and rests on baseless conjecture which 'avails naught against truth.' 
Next, it says that idolaters should have learnt from the life-stories of Abraham, 
Moses and other Prophets that idolatrous beliefs and practices have always 
landed the idolaters into moral and spiritual ruin. It further says that every 
man will have to bear his own cross and to render account of his actions to 
God Who is the Final Goal of all. The Surah closes on a note of warning to 
disbelievers that if they persisted in rejecting the Divine Message, they would 
meet with a sad fate as did the people of Noah and ‘Ad and Thamud tribes, 
and that it was inevitable that falsehood will perish and nothing could avert it. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the star2868 when it 
falls, 

 
 

3. Your Companion has 

neither erred, nor has he gone 

astray.2869 

 
 

4. Nor does he speak out of 
his own desire.  

 
 

5. It is nothing but pure  
 

 
2868. An-Najm means, a star; or a stemless plant. But when used as a 

proper noun it signifies "the Pleiades." The word is also taken by some 
scholars to signify the gradual revelation of the Qur’an in pieces, and by some 
other authorities it refers to the Holy Prophet himself. Its plural an-Nujum also 
means, chiefs of a people, or small states or principalities (Kashshaf, Taj & 
Ghara’ibul-Qur’an). In view of its different meanings the word An-Najm in 
the verse may be explained (1)  by a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet 
which is to the effect: 'When spiritual darkness will spread over the entire face 
of the earth and there will remain nothing of Islam but its name, and of the 
Qur’an but its letters, and faith will go up to heaven, a man of the Persian 
descent will bring it back to earth' (Bukhari). (2)  It may signify that the 
Quranic revelation bears witness to its own truth. (3)  The tender plant of 
Islam, which now seems to be going down before the strong and adverse 
winds of opposition which are fiercely blowing against it, will very shortly 
rise and develop into a mighty tree under whose cool shade great nations will 
take rest. (4)  As the Arabs are used to determine the course and direction of, 
and are guided in, their travels by the movements of the stars in the sandy 
waste of Arabia (16:17), so will they now be led to their spiritual goal by the 
star par excellence, i.e. the Holy Prophet. (5)  The verse may also embody a 
prophecy about the fall of the ramshackle State of Arabia, a prophecy much 
more explicitly stated in 54:2. 

2869. The ideals and principles presented by the Holy Prophet are not 
wrong (he has neither erred), nor has he in the least deviated from those 
principles (nor has he gone astray). Thus both as regards his great and noble 
ideals and the way he lives up to them he is a sure and safe guide. The 
argument is reinforced in the next few verses. 

a1:1. 
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revelation, revealed by 

God.2870 

6. The Lord of Mighty Powers 

has taught him,2871 

 
 

7. The One Possessor of 

Powers2872 which manifest 

themselves repeatedly. So He 

settled2873 Himself on the 

throne.  

 
 

8. And He revealed His Word 

when he was on the 

uppermost ahorizon.2874 

 
 

9. Then the Prophet drew near 

to Allah; then Allah leaned 

down towards him.2875 

 
 

 
2870. Whereas the present verse speaks of the Divine source of the Holy 

Prophet’s revelation, the preceding two verses allude to the hallucinations of a 
deranged mind and to the ideas that proceed from one’s own desires and the 
promptings of the Evil Spirit. 

2871. The Qur’an is a mighty and powerful Revelation before which all 
former revealed Scriptures pale into insignificance. 

2872. Mirrah means, strength of make or intellect; sound judgment; 
firmness (Aqrab). Dhu Mirrah may also mean, one whose powers perpetually 
manifest themselves. 

2873. The expression, Istawa ‘alash-Shai’i means, he gained or had the 
mastery or complete ascendancy over the thing. If applied to the Holy Prophet, 
the expression would mean that his physical and intellectual powers have 
attained their fullest vigour and maturity. 

2874. The Holy Prophet had attained to the highest point in his spiritual 
ascension when God revealed Himself to him in full Glory and Majesty. Or, 
the verse may mean that the light of Islam was set on a very high place from 
where it could illumine the whole world. The pronoun, huwa, may refer both 
to God and the Holy Prophet. See also verse 10. 

2875. Dallad-Dalwa means, he sent down the bucket in the well; he pulled 
up or out the bucket from the well. Tadalla means, he or it lowered or came 
down; he drew near or approached or increased in nearness (Lane & Lisan). 
The verse signifies that the Holy Prophet drew near to God and God leaned 
towards him. It may also mean that the Prophet attained the utmost nearness to 
God, and after having drunk deep at the Divine fountain of spiritual 
 

a81:24. 
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10. So that he became, as it 

were, one chord to two 

bows,2876 or closer still.  

 

 

 
knowledge, he came down to impart that knowledge to mankind. 

2876. Qab means, the portion of a bow that is between the part which is 
grasped by the hand and the curved extremity; (2)  from one extremity of the 
bow to the other; (3)  measure or space. The Arabs say, Bainahuma Qaba 
Qausaini, i.e. between them two is the measure of a bow, which means that 
there is very close relationship between them. The Arab proverb, Ramauna 
‘an Qausin Wahidin, i.e. they shot at us from one bow, signifies that they were 
unanimous against us. The word thus denotes complete agreement (Lane, 
Lisan & Zamakhshari). Whatever may be the significance of the word Qab, 
the expression, Qaba Qausaini, indicates very close union between two 
persons. The verse purports to say that the Holy Prophet continued to scale the 
heights of Spiritual Ascension and to approach near God till all distance 
between them disappeared and the Holy Prophet became, as it were, "one 
chord to two bows." The proverb reminds us of an ancient Arab custom 
according to which when two persons pledged themselves to firm friendship 
they would join their bows in such a way that they appeared as one, and then 
they would shoot an arrow from that combined bow, thus indicating that they 
had become, as it were, one person, and that an attack on one would be an 
attack on the other. If the word, Tadalla, be taken to apply to God, the verse 
would mean that the Holy Prophet went up to God and God came down to 
him till they both became, as it were, united into one person. The expression 
possesses yet another very beautiful and subtle significance, viz. that while on 
the one hand the Holy Prophet became so completely merged in his Lord and 
Creator that he became, as it were, His very image, on the other, he came 
down to mankind and became so full of love, sympathy and solicitude for 
them that Divinity and Humanity became united in him, and he became the 
central point of the chord of the two bows of Divinity and Humanity. The 
words, "or closer still," signify that the relationship between the Holy Prophet 
and God became closer and more intimate than could he conceived. 

Verses 8-18 describe the Mi‘raj or the Spiritual Ascension of the Holy 
Prophet, when he was spiritually transported to heavens and was vouchsafed 
the view of a spiritual manifestation of God, and ascended spiritually very 
close to his Maker. It was, in fact, a double spiritual experience, comprising 
the spiritual ascent of the Holy Prophet, and the descent towards him of God’s 
manifestation. The Mi‘raj (Spiritual Ascension) has become confused in 
popular mind with Isra’ (Spiritual Night Journey of the Holy Prophet to 
Jerusalem), from which it is quite distinct and separate. The Isra’ took place 
in the eleventh or twelfth year of the Call (Zurqani), while the Holy Prophet 
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11. Then Allah revealed to His 

servant that which He 

revealed.2877 

 
 

12. The heart of the Prophet 

lied not in seeing what he 

saw.2878 

 
 

13. Will you, then, dispute 

with him about what he saw? 

 
 

14. And, certainly, he saw 
Him a second time,2879 

 
 

15. Near the farthest Lote-

tree,2880 

 
 

16. Near which is the Garden 

of Eternal Abode.  

 
 

 
had the experience of the Mi‘raj (Spiritual Ascension to Heavens) in its 5th 
year, shortly after the first Emigration to Abyssinia, six or seven years earlier. 
A careful and minute study of the details of these two incidents mentioned in 
the Hadith also supports this view. For a somewhat detailed exposition of the 
two incidents—the Mi‘raj and the Isra’—being separate and distinct from 
each other see 1590. 

2877. Ma is sometimes used to denote honour, surprise or for emphasis 
(Aqrab). The verse signifies that God revealed to His servant, and what an 
excellent and mighty revelation it was! 

2878. The implication is that what the Holy Prophet had seen was a real 
experience; it was veritable truth and no figment of his imagination. 

2879. The Holy Prophet’s vision was a double spiritual experience. 
2880. In his Spiritual Ascension the Holy Prophet had reached such a high 

stage of nearness to God as was beyond human mind to conceive; or, the verse 
may signify that at that stage a sea of endless vistas of Divine knowledge and 
eternal realities and verities opened out before him; Sidrah which is derived 
from the same root meaning the sea (Lane). Or, the verse may possess a 
symbolic allusion to the fact that Divine knowledge vouchsafed to the Holy 
Prophet would, like the lote-tree, give comfort and shelter to the tired and 
jaded limbs of the spiritual wayfarers. Moreover, as the leaves of the lote-tree 
possess the quality of safeguarding a dead body from becoming corrupt, the 
verse may signify that the Teaching revealed to the Holy Prophet not only is 
itself immune to, but is eminently fitted to save and preserve mankind from, 
corruption. Or, it may possess a prophetic reference to the tree under which 
the Companions of the Holy Prophet took the oath of fealty at his hand at the 
time of the Truce of Hudaibiyah. 
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17. This was when that, which 

covers,2881 covered the Lote-

tree. 

 
 

18. The eye deviated not, nor 

did it wander. 

 
 

19. Surely, he saw the greatest 

of the Signs of his Lord. 

 
 

20. Now tell me about Lat and 

‘Uzza; 

 
 

21. And Manat, the third 

one,2882 another goddess.  

 
 

 
2881. The words, 'that which covers,' signify Divine manifestation. 
2882. Some prejudiced critics of the Holy Prophet have woven quite a 

fantastic story of his having once fallen a victim to the machinations of Satan. 
It is stated that one day at Mecca, when the Holy Prophet recited this Surah 
before a mixed assembly of Muslims and disbelievers and during the 
recitation he came to these verses, Satan contrived to put in his mouth the 
words: Tilkal-Gharaniqul-‘ula wa inna shafa‘atahunna laturja, i.e. these are 
exalted goddesses and their intercession is hoped for (Zurqani). The critics 
call it the "lapse of Muhammad" or his "compromise with idolatry" and seem 
to rely for this entirely baseless story upon Waqidi, that inveterate liar and 
fabricator of reports, and on Tabari, who is generally regarded as a credulous 
and indiscriminate narrator of events. These gentlemen have the audacity to 
attribute this blasphemous utterance to that great iconoclast (the Holy Prophet) 
whose entire life was spent in denouncing and condemning idolatry and who 
carried out his noble mission with unremitting vigour and fearless devotion, 
spurning all offers of compromise with idol-worship, and whom 
blandishments, bribes, cajolery or intimidation failed to move an inch from his 
set purpose, and to whose unshakable firmness against idolatry the Almighty 
Himself has borne testimony (18:7; 68:10). Moreover, the whole context 
belies this baseless assertion. Not only do the verses that follow but the entire 
Surah contains an unsparing condemnation of idolatry and an 
uncompromising insistence on Divine Unity. It is strange that this patent fact 
should have escaped the notice of the Holy Prophet’s critics and carpers. 
Historical data, too, lend no support whatever to this so-called "lapse." The 
story has been rejected as completely unreliable by all the learned 
Commentators of the Qur’an, Ibn-e-Kathir and Razi among them. The 
renowned leaders of Muslim religious thought, well-versed in the science of 
Hadith, such as ‘Aini, Qadi ‘Ayyad and Nawawi, have regarded it as pure 
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22. ‘What! for you the males 

and for Him the afemales?’ 

 
 

23. That, indeed, is an unfair 

division. 

 
 

24. bThese are but names 

which you have named—you 

and your fathers—for which 

Allah has sent down no 

authority. They follow naught 

but conjecture2883 and what 

their souls desire, while there 

has already come to them 

guidance from their Lord.  

 

 

25. Can man have whatever 

he desires? 

 
 

 
invention. No trace of this story is to be found in the Six Reliable Collections 
of Hadith. Imam Bukhari, whose collection, the Sahih Bukhari, is regarded by 
Muslim scholars as the most reliable book of Hadith and who himself was a 
contemporary of Waqidi to whom goes the unenviable credit of forging and 
reporting this story, makes no mention of it, nor does the great historian, Ibn-
e-Ishaq, who was born more than 40 years before him. It may be, as stated by 
Qastalani and Zurqani and supported by some other eminent scholars, that 
when the Holy Prophet, during the recital of the present Surah before a mixed 
assembly of Muslims and disbelievers, recited these verses, some evil-minded 
person from among the disbelievers might have loudly interjected the above-
mentioned words, as was the disbelievers’ wont to create confusion by 
resorting to such low tactics when the Qur’an was being recited (41:27). It is 
also on record that in the "Days of Ignorance," the Quraish, when making a 
circuit of the Ka‘bah used to recite these words (Mu‘jamul-Buldan, vol. 5, 
under ‘Uzza). It is further alleged that the 53rd verse of Surah Al-Hajj was 
revealed in connection with this incident. The fact that the present Surah was 
revealed in the 5th year of the Call and Surah Al-Hajj in the 12th or 13th year, 
takes the bottom completely from under this baseless assertion. See also 1962. 

2883. Whereas a true believer stands on the bedrock of certainty and sure 
knowledge (12:109), an idolater possesses no rational argument and no 
revealed authority for his false beliefs and doctrines. He falls a helpless victim 
to conjecture and superstition and is a slave to his own desires and fancies. 
This verse, as also v.29, speak of the utter untenability of an idolater’s 
position, who stands on a broken reed. 

a6:101; 43:17; 52:40. b7:72; 12:41. 
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26. Nay, to Allah belong the 

Hereafter and this world. 

 
 

R. 2.   

27. And how many an angel is 

there in the heavens, but their 

intercession shall be of no 

avail, except after Allah gives 

permission to whomsoever He 

wills and pleases.2884 

 
 

 

28. Those, who believe not in 

the Hereafter, give the angels 

female names; 

 

 

29. But they have no 

knowledge thereof. They 

follow nothing but conjecture; 

and aconjecture avails naught 

against truth. 

 

 

30. So turn away from him 

who turns his back upon Our 

remembrance, and seeks 

nothing but the life of this 

world. 

 

 

31. That is the utmost limit of 
their knowledge. Verily, thy 
Lord knows best him who 
strays away from His way, 
and He knows best him bwho 
follows guidance.  

 

 

32. And to Allah belongs 

whatever is in the heavens and 

whatever is in the earth, that 

He may requite those who do 

 

 
2884. Besides the meaning given in the text the expression means, 'except 

regarding one who conforms to Allah’s will and with whom He is pleased.' 

a6:117; 10:37. b16:126; 28:57; 68:8. 
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evil according to what they 

have wrought and reward 

those who do good with what 

is best; 

 

33. Those who ashun the 
grave sins and all indecencies 
except minor faults.2885 
Verily, thy Lord is Master of 
vast forgiveness. bHe knows 
you well from the time when 
He created you from the earth, 
and when you were embryos 
in the bellies of your mothers. 
So ascribe not purity to 
yourselves. He knows him 
best who is truly righteous. 

 

 

 

R. 3.   
34. Seest thou him who turns 
away from guidance, 

 
 

35. And gives a little, and 
does it grudgingly?2886 

 
 

36. Has he the knowledge of 
the unseen, so that he can see 
his own end?  

 
 

37. Has he not been informed 
of what is in the Scriptures of 
Moses, 

 
 

 
2885. Lamam means, a chance leaning towards evil; a temporary and light 

lapse; a passing evil idea which flashes across the mind and leaves no 
impression on it; a chance, unintentional look at a woman. The root-word 
possesses the sense of temporariness, haste and infrequency and of doing a 
thing unintentionally (Lane). 

2886. When used about a person Akda means, he gave niggardly or 
grudgingly; he did not succeed in getting what he wanted. When used about a 
mine it means, it refused to bring out diamonds and jewels, but when used 
about a digger it means, in the course of digging he came across a hard or 
stony piece of ground or clod and could dig no further (Aqrab). 

a4:32; 42:38. b13:8. 
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38. And of Abraham who 

fulfilled the Divine 

commandments?— 

 

 

39. aThat no bearer of burden 

shall bear the burden of 

another,2887 

 
 

40. And that man will have 

nothing but what he strives 

for;2888 

 
 

41. And that the result of his 

striving shall soon be known; 

 
 

42. Then will he be rewarded 

for it with the fullest reward, 

 
 

43. And that with thy Lord is 

the final judgment;2889 

 
 

44. And that it is He Who 

makes people laugh and 

makes them weep; 

 
 

45. And that it is He Who 
bcauses death and gives life; 

 
 

46. And that He creates the 

pairs, cmale and female, 

 
 

47. dFrom a sperm-drop when 

it is emitted;  

 
 

48. And that it is for Him to 

bring forth the second 

creation; 

 
 

 
2887. Every man shall have to carry his own cross and bear his own burden. 
2888. It is after unremitting, incessant and persistent striving, accompanied 

by noble ideals and sublime principles, that one can achieve the object of 
one’s quest. The verse also signifies that one should earn one’s livelihood by 
the sweat of one’s brow. 

2889. The whole system of cause and effect ends with God. He is the Cause 
of all causes or the First Cause. A natural order of cause and effect pervades 
the whole universe. Every cause, which is not itself primary, is traceable to 
some other cause and this to another, and so on. 

a6:165; 17:16; 35:19; 39:8. b2:29; 30:41. c4:2; 7:190; 30:22. d56:59, 60; 75:38; 86:7. 
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49. And that it is He Who 

enriches and gives 

contentment;2889A 

 
 

50. And that He is the Lord of 

Sirius;2890 

 
 

51. And that He destroyed the 

first tribe of ‘Ad,2891 

 
 

52. And the tribe of Thamud, 

and He spared no one, 

 
 

53. And He destroyed the 

people of Noah before them—

verily, they were most unjust 

and most rebellious— 

 

 

54. And He overthrew the 

subverted cities of the people 

of Lot, 

 
 

55. So that there covered them 

that which covered.2892 

 
 

56. Which, then, O man, of 

the bounties of thy Lord wilt 

thou dispute?2893 

 
 

57. This Messenger of Ours is 

a Warner like the Warners of 

old.  

 
 

 
2889A. Aqnallahu Fulanan means, Allah made such a one rich and gave 

him so much as made him contented (Lane). 
2890. The Arabs worshipped Sirius because they regarded it as a great 

source of good or bad luck for them. 
2891. After having given arguments in support of Divine Unity from 

human reason and from the insignificant beginning of man, the Surah, from 
this verse, introduces history to prove the same thesis. 

2892. The particle ma has been used here to denote respect or dignity, 
meaning that an overwhelming punishment enveloped them. 

2893. After having seen so many and so clear and invincible arguments and 
Signs that support and substantiate the claims of the Holy Prophet, the verse 
says to the obstinate disbelievers, in words full of pathos mixed with irony, 
how long will they continue to deny Truth and wander in the wilderness of 
disbelief? 
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58. The Hour of Judgment2894 

which was to come has drawn 

nigh, 

 
 

59. None but Allah can avert 

it. 

 
 

60. Do you, then, wonder at 

this announcement? 

 
 

61. And do you laugh and 

weep not, 

 
 

62. While you make merry?   
 

63. So prostrate yourselves 

before Allah and aworship2895 

Him. 

 
 

 

 
2894. Azifah means, the Hour of Judgment; the Resurrection; the near event; 

death (Lane). The Surah was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s 
ministry, in the fifth year of the Call, when in the midst of mockery, threats 
and persecution, the fate of Islam hung in the balance. It was at that time that 
the prophecy was made about the overthrow of the Quraishite power in this 
Surah and in much more forceful accents in the next (54:46). 

2895. It seems that as the Holy Prophet finished reciting the Surah before 
the mixed gathering of Muslims and disbelievers, and along with his followers 
prostrated himself on the ground, the disbelievers too, being deeply impressed 
with the solemnity of the recitation of the Quranic words as well as with 
God’s Majesty and Glory, might have fallen in prostration. This was not 
unlikely since they regarded God as the Supreme Lord and Creator and their 
own deities as mere intercessors with Him (10:19). By connecting this 
plausible incident, however, with the baseless legend woven round vv. 20-22 
by some "inventive minds," the traducers of the Holy Prophet have persuaded 
themselves to detect in it a "lapse" on his part. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

a7:206; 22:78; 41:38; 96:20. 
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CHAPTER 54 
AL-QAMAR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed about the same time as the preceding one, An-
Najm, which was revealed in the 5th year of the Call. Surah An-Najm had 
ended on a note of warning to disbelievers that the Hour of their doom had 
drawn near, and the present Surah opens with the expression that the 
threatened Hour has almost arrived—it is at their very door. This is the fifth of 
the group of seven Quranic Chapters which begin with Surah Qaf and end 
with Al-Waqi‘ah. All these Chapters were revealed very early in the Holy 
Prophet’s ministry and deal with the basic doctrines of Islam—Existence and 
Unity of God, Resurrection and Revelation; and adduce laws of nature, human 
reason, commonsense and histories of the past Prophets as arguments to prove 
these theses. In some of them special emphasis is laid on one kind of 
arguments with a fleeting reference to other kinds and vice versa. In the 
present Chapter the Holy Prophet’s Divine claim and Resurrection have been 
dealt with, with special reference to the histories of the past Prophets, 
particularly to those of Noah, the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud and Lot’s people. 
Towards its end the Chapter makes a pointed reference to the fulfilment of the 
prophecy about the destruction and overthrow of the power of pagan Arabs 
about which a warning had been given in the preceding Surah (53:58). 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. bThe Hour has drawn nigh, 

and the moon is rent 

asunder.2896 

 
 

 
2896. Whether or not "splitting of the moon" into two parts, observable by 

the naked eye, had contravened any physical law of nature, it is difficult to 
deny that the event seems to lack unimpeachable historical evidence. On the 
other hand nobody can presume to have fathomed all Divine mysteries or fully 
comprehended or encompassed all the secrets of nature. It is not possible to 
imagine that such an event, affecting a considerable area of the globe, should 
have remained unnoticed in the observatories of the world, or that it should 
have remained unrecorded in books of history. But the incident, having found 
a mention in such reliable collections of Hadith as Bukhari and Muslim and 
having been narrated successively in traditions of reliable authority and 
reported by such a learned Companion of the Holy Prophet as Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, 
does show that some natural phenomenon of unusual importance must have 
taken place in the time of the Holy Prophet. Some Commentators of the 
Qur’an—Radi among them—have sought to solve the difficult problem by 
declaring the incident to be a lunar eclipse. Imam Ghazali and Shah 
Waliyullah also hold the view that the moon had not, in fact been rent asunder, 
but that God has so designed that it appeared to the beholders as such. 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Shah ‘Abdul-‘Aziz it was a kind of lunar 
eclipse. However, taking into consideration the forceful language in which it 
has been mentioned in the Qur’an, the incident appears to be something more 
than a mere lunar eclipse. It indeed constituted a great miracle shown by the 
Holy Prophet at the insistent demand of disbelievers (Bukhari & Muslim). It 
seems that it was a vision of the Holy Prophet in which some of his 
Companions and some of the disbelievers also were made to share—just as 
the rod turning into a serpent was a vision of Moses, in which the sorcerers 
were made to share. Or, it may be that just as the striking of sea-water by 
Moses with his rod coincided with the ebb of the tide and thus assumed the 
character of a miracle, similarly God may have commanded the Holy Prophet 
to show the miracle of the cleaving asunder of the moon at a time when some 
heavenly body was to take such a position in front of the moon that it caused 
the moon to appear to the beholders as being split into two parts. But the most 
plausible explanation, which is also possessed of very deep spiritual 
 

a1:1. b21:2. 
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3. aAnd if they see a Sign, 
they turn away and say, ‘An 
oft-repeated2897 sorcery.’ 

 

 
4. They have rejected the 
Truth and follow their own 
fancies. But for everything 
there is an appointed time.2898 

 

 

5. And there has already come 
to them accounts of events 
containing warnings— 

 

 
6. Consummate wisdom; but 
the bwarnings profit them not. 

 

 

 
significance, lies in the fact that the moon was the national emblem of the 
Arabs and the symbol of their political power, just as the sun was the national 
ensign of the Persians. When Safiyyah, the daughter of Huyay ibn Akhtab, a 
leader of the Jews of Khaibar, mentioned to her father that she had seen in a 
dream that the moon had fallen into her lap, he slapped her face saying that 
she wanted to marry the leader of the Arabs. After the fall of Khaibar 
Safìyyah’s dream was fulfilled when she was married to the Holy Prophet 
(Zurqani & Usudul-Ghabbah). Similarly, ‘A’ishah had seen in a dream that 
three moons had fallen in her private apartment which saw its fulfilment when 
the Holy Prophet, Abu Bakr and ‘Umar were buried there one after the other 
(Mu’atta’, Kitabul-Jana’iz). According to this symbolical significance of 
Qamar, the verse would signify that the hour of the destruction of their 
political power with which the disbelieving Arabs had been threatened in 
53:58 has already arrived. The word "Hour" in this case would refer to the 
Battle of Badr in which almost all the chiefs and leaders of the Quraish were 
killed and the foundations of the complete destruction of their power were laid. 
Thus the verse constituted a mighty prophecy which met with remarkable 
fulfilment, nearly eight or nine years after its announcement. Moreover, 
according to some writers the Arabic expression, Inshaqqal-Qamaru, means, 
the affair has become manifest. In this sense of the word the verse would 
mean that the hour of the destruction of the Quraishite power has arrived and 
it would then become manifest that the Holy Prophet is a true Divine 
Messenger. See also 1023. 

2897. Mustamirr means, (1)  passing, fleeting, transient; (2)  continuous; 
(3)  strong, firm (Aqrab). 

2898. The destruction of the political power of the Quraish has been 
decreed by God, and the Divine decree must come to pass. 

a21:3. b10:102. 
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7. Therefore, turn thou away 

from them and await the day 

when the Summoner will 

summon them to a 

disagreeable thing, 

 

 

8. aWhile their eyes will be 
cast down and they will come 
forth from their graves2899 as 
though they were locusts 
scattered about, 

 

 

9. bHastening towards the 
Summoner.2900 The dis-
believers will say, ‘This is a 
hard day.’  

 

 

10. The people of Noah2901 
crejected the Truth before 
them; they called Our servant 
a liar and said, ‘He is a 
dmadman, afflicted by our 

idols.’ 

 

 

 
2899. "Graves" here signifies the houses of disbelievers. At several places 

in the Qur’an disbelievers have been likened to the dead because of their 
being completely devoid of spiritual life (27:81; 35:23). 

2900. This and the preceding two verses give a graphic picture of the utter 
confusion, consternation and bewilderment of the Quraish when they saw the 
Summoner—the Holy Prophet—whom they had driven out of Mecca and 
upon whose head they had laid a price only a few years earlier—at the very 
gates of their capital city. 

2901. The cases of the people of Noah, of the tribes of ‘Ad and Thamud 
and that of the people of Lot have received repeated and somewhat detailed 
mention in the Qur’an because these peoples lived on the confines of the Hijaz, 
and the Quraish were quite familiar with their histories and also had 
commercial relations with them. Noah’s people lived in Iraq which lies to the 
north-east of Arabia, and the tribe of ‘Ad lived in Yemen and Hadaramaut 
which form the southern part of it, while the tribe of Thamud throve and 
flourished in the north-west of Arabia which extends from the Hijaz to 
Palestine, and the ill-fated people of Lot lived in Sodom and Gommorah in 
Palestine. 

a70:45. b14:44; 36:52. c6:35; 22:43; 35:26; 40:6. d23:26. 
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11. So he prayed to his Lord: 

‘I am overcome, so come 

Thou to my ahelp!’ 

 
 

12. Thereupon We opened the 

gates of heaven with water 

which fell in torrents; 

 

 

13. bAnd We caused the earth 

to burst forth with springs, so 

the two waters2902 met for a 

purpose that was decreed. 

 

 

14. And cWe carried him upon 

that which was made of 

planks and nails. 

 

 

15. It floated on under Our 
deyes; a reward for him who 

had been denied. 

 
 

16. eAnd We left it as a Sign 

for the succeeding generations. 

But is there anyone who would 

take heed? 

 

 

17. How terrible, then, was 

My punishment and how true 

My warning!  

 
 

18. And, indeed, We have 

made the Qur’an feasy to 

remember.2903 Is there anyone 

who would take heed? 

 

 

 
2902. The rain-water pouring down in torrents from the skies and the water 

gushing forth from under the earth—the two waters—caused a huge flood 
which engulfed the entire land and thus the Divine decree was fulfilled, 
destroying the people of Noah. 

2903. The Qur’an has been made easy in this sense also that it comprehends 
all those permanent and imperishable teachings that are found in other 
revealed Scriptures, with a great deal more that is indispensable for the 
guidance of man till the end of time (98:4). The treasures of Divine realisation 
and deep mysteries of the unknown, which lie hidden in the Qur’an are 
 

a23:27; 26:118, 119. b11:41. c26:120; 29:16. d11:42, 43. e29:16. f19:98; 44:59. 
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19. The tribe of ‘Ad arejected 

the Truth. How terrible, then, 

was My punishment and how 

true My warning! 

 
 

20. We bsent against them a 

furious wind on a day of 

unending ill luck,2904 

 

 

21. Tearing people away as 

though they were the hollow 

trunks cof uprooted palm-

trees. 

 

 

22. How terrible, then, was 

My punishment and how true 

My warning! 

 
 

23. And, indeed, We have 

made the Qur’an easy to 

remember. But is there 

anyone who would take heed? 

 

 

R. 2.   

24. The tribe of Thamud also 
drejected the Warners.2905 

 
 

25. And they said, ‘What! 

shall we follow a mortal, one 

out of ourselves? Then, 

 

 

 
accessible only to those few righteous men of God who are endowed with a 
special spiritual insight and who have scaled the dizzy heights of communion 
with the Divine Being and have been purified by Him (56:80). 

2904. The verse does not mean that any particular time is auspicious or 
inauspicious, lucky or unlucky. The meaning is that for the tribe of ‘Ad the 
day proved unlucky. 

2905. As all Prophets are commissioned by God and their revelation 
proceeds from the same Divine Source and it also contains analogous eternal 
basic truths, the rejection of one Prophet amounts to the rejection of all of 
them. That is why the verse describes the ‘Ad and the Thamud, the people of 
Noah and those of Lot as having rejected all Divine Messengers while, in fact, 
they had rejected only their own particular Prophets. 

a26:124. b41:17; 69:7. c69:8. d69:5. 
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indeed, we would be in 

manifest error, and suffering 

from madness.2906 

26. aHas the Reminder been 

revealed to him alone of all of 

us? Nay, he is an impudent 

liar.’ 

 

 

27. Tomorrow will they know 

who is the impudent liar. 

 
 

28. We will send the bshe-

camel as a trial for them. So 

watch them, O Salih, and have 

patience, 

 

 

29. ‘And tell them that the 

water is shared between her 

and them, every drinking 

time2907 shall be attended.’ 

 

 

30. But they called their 

comrade and he seized a 

sword and chamstrung her. 

 
 

31. How terrible, then, was 

My punishment and how true 

My warning!  

 
 

32. We sent against them a 

single blast, and they became 

like the dry stubble, whittled 

down by a maker of 

hedges.2908 

 

 

 
2906. Su‘ira means, he was smitten by hot wind; he was or became mad. 

Su‘r means, madness, insanity, demoniacal possession; punishment; 
vehemence of heat; hunger or thirst; fury; pain (Lane). 

2907. Shirb is infinitive noun from Shariba and means, water that one 
drinks; a draught of water; a share or portion of water which falls to one’s lot; 
the right to use water for watering fields and beasts; a watering place; a turn or 
time of drinking. Shurb means, the act of drinking (Lane). 

2908. The disbelievers were completely crushed, or they were as worthless 
 

a38:9. b7:74; 11:65; 17:60. c7:78; 11:66; 26:158; 91:15. 
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33. And, indeed, We have 
made the Qur’an easy to 
remember. But is there 
anyone who will take heed? 

 

 

34. aLot’s people also rejected 
the Warners. 

 

 

35. bWe sent a storm of stones 
upon them except the family 
of Lot, whom We delivered 
by early dawn, 

 

 

36. As a favour from Us. Thus 
do We reward him who is 
grateful. 

 

 

37. And he, indeed, had 
warned them of Our severe 
punishment, but they doubted 
the warning. 

 

 

38. And they deceitfully 
sought to turn him away from 
his guests. So We blinded 
their eyes,2909 and said, 
‘Taste ye now My punishment 
and My warning.’ 

 

 

39. And there came upon 

them early in the morning a 

lasting punishment.  

 
 

40. ‘Now taste ye My 

punishment and My warning.’ 

 

 

41. And, indeed, We have 

made the Qur’an easy to 

 

 
in the sight of God as whittled down and crushed stubble, collected by a 
maker of hedges. 

2909. Lot’s people sought to take hold of his guests but it seems the latter 
went into hiding and thus could not be found out. Or, the meaning is that God 
so arranged that attention of Lot’s people became diverted from them. 

a26:161. b25:41; 26:174. 
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remember. But is there 

anyone who would take heed?  

R. 3.   

42. And, surely, to the people 

of Pharaoh also came 

Warners. 

 
 

43. aThey rejected all Our 

Signs. So We seized them like 

the seizing of the Mighty, the 

Powerful.2910 

 

 

44. Are your disbelievers 

better than those? Or, have 

you an bimmunity in the 

Scriptures?2911 

 

 

45. Do they say, ‘We are a 

victorious host?’  

 
 

46. cThe hosts shall soon be 

routed2912 and shall turn their 

backs in flight. 

 
 

 
2910. Pharaoh was a very powerful monarch. He regarded himself as "the 

most high lord of the Israelites" (79:25). So the might of the real Omnipotent, 
Lord of Moses and Aaron was pitted against that self-designated lord, who 
was completely annihilated. 

2911. The verse repeats a warning to the pagan Quraish in another form. 
'Are you in any way better,' it asks them, 'than those who rejected Noah, Hud, 
Lot or Moses? Or, have you received a Divine promise recorded in Divine 
Scriptures that you will not be punished for your rejection of the Holy 
Prophet?' 

2912. The emphatic prophecy embodied in the verse is definitely about the 
crushing defeat which the Meccan army suffered in the Battle of Badr. The 
odds were so heavy against the Muslims that when fighting began the Holy 
Prophet prayed to God in utmost humility and extreme agony in a tent set up 
for him for this purpose in the memorable words: 'O Lord, I humbly beseech 
Thee to fulfil Thy covenant and Thy promise. If this small band of Muslims 
were destroyed, Thou wilt never be worshipped again on this earth' (Bukhari). 
After having finished the prayer, the Holy Prophet came out of the tent and 
facing the field of battle recited the verse, "The hosts shall soon be routed and 
 

a20:57. b2:81. c3:13; 8:37; 38:12. 
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47. Aye, the Hour is their 

promised time; and the Hour 

will be most calamitous for 

them and most bitter. 

 

 

48. Surely, the guilty are in 

manifest error and suffer from 

madness. 

 
 

49. On the day when they will 

be dragged into the Fire2913 

on their faces, it will be said 

to them, ‘Taste ye the touch of 

Hell.’ 

 

 

50. Verily, We have created 

everything ain due 

measure.2914 

 
 

51. And Our command is 

carried out by only one word 

as the btwinkling of an 

eye.2915 

 

 

52. And, indeed, We have 

destroyed people like you 

before. But is there anyone 

who would take heed? 

 

 

 
shall turn their backs in flight." 

2913. The defeat at Badr was, indeed, a most formidable and calamitous 
misfortune for the Quraish. Their power and prestige sustained a crushing 
blow. Most of their leaders were killed and their dead bodies were dragged 
along and thrown into a pit. The Holy Prophet went up to its brink and, 
addressing the dead bodies is reported to have said, 'Have you found true what 
your Lord had promised you? I have, indeed, found true what my Lord had 
promised me' (Bukhari, Kitabul-Maghazi). The prophecy was fulfilled to the 
very letter. 

2914. There is a determined measure for everything. It has an appointed 
time and place. 

2915. The defeat of the Meccans at the battlefield of Badr came like a bolt 
from the blue, so sudden and swift it was and so complete and overwhelming. 
The glory of Kedar departed, as if in the twinkling of an eye. 

a15:22; 25:3. b7:188; 16:78. 
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53. aAnd everything they have 

done is recorded in the 

Books.2916 

 

 

54. And every matter, small 

and great, is written down. 

 

 

55. Verily, the righteous will 

be in the midst of Gardens and 

streams,2917 

 

 

56. In an eternal and honoured 

abode in the presence of the 

Omnipotent King. 

 

 
 

 
2916. The smallest action of man, good or bad, produces its inevitable result 

according to the laws of cause and effect and its indelible impress is preserved. 
2917. Nahar, besides the meaning given in the text, means, amplitude; light 

(Aqrab). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a18:50; 45:30. 
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CHAPTER 55 
AR-RAHMAN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
Being the 6th of the special group of the Surahs, which begin with Qaf 

and end with Al-Waqi‘ah, and which were revealed, more or less at the same 
time at Mecca, in the early years of the Call, this Surah has close resemblance 
with other members of the group in the subject-matter, and deals like them 
with the basic principles of Islam—Divine attributes, particularly with God’s 
Unity, with Resurrection and Revelation. In Surah Al-Qamar instances were 
given of the peoples of some Prophets of antiquity with whom the Arabs were 
quite familiar and who were punished for rejecting the Divine Message, and 
then the pagan Quraish were asked, would they not benefit from the sad fate 
of those peoples and accept the Quranic Message which was so easy to 
understand and to follow? The present Surah also gives the reasons why the 
Qur’an was revealed. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the Divine attribute—Ar-Rahman, signifying 

that after having created the universe, God created man, the apex and crown 
of all creation, and that his creation was the result of God’s Rahmaniyyah 
(Beneficence). After man’s creation God revealed Himself to him through His 
Prophets and Messengers, because he could not attain the sublime object of 
his creation and fulfil his high destiny without being guided to his great goal 
by Divine revelation. Prophethood found its most complete and perfect 
manifestation in the person of the Holy Prophet Muhammad to whom God 
gave the Qur’an, the last and final code of Divine Laws for the guidance of the 
whole of humanity for all time. But God’s gifts to man did not end with his 
creation. He made the whole universe subservient to him. The heavens with 
all the celestial bodies, and the earth with all its treasures, the deep seas and 
high mountains, were all created for his sake. Over and above all that God 
endowed him with great intellectual and discretionary powers so that by 
sifting the right from the wrong he might follow Divine guidance and thus 
attain the object of his creation. But man seems to be so constituted that, 
instead of benefiting from the endless vistas of spiritual progress and 
development opened up to him by the Gracious, Beneficent and Merciful 
Providence, in his conceit and arrogance he ignores and defies Divine Laws 
and consequently brings down upon himself God’s displeasure. The 
disobedience and defiance of Divine Laws, the Surah hints, will assume a 
most heinous form in sometime to come (which seems to be the present time) 
and man will then be visited with such destructive and annihilating Divine 
punishment as he had not known before. But whereas punishment which will 
be meted out to the guilty and the iniquitous will be most grievous and 
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frightful, the Divine favours which will be bestowed upon the righteous and 
the God-fearing in that age of Mammon-worship and hankering after 
pleasures of the flesh will also be beyond measure or count, and thus both 
Divine punishment and favours would show that whereas God is 'Swift at 
reckoning, He is also the Master of glory and honour.' The Surah seems to 
deal particularly with the time when the power and prestige of Western 
nations will be at their highest. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. The Gracious God.  
 

3. He taught the Qur’an.2918  
 

4. bHe created man,2919  
 

5. And taught him plain 

speech. 

 
 

6. cThe sun and the moon run 

their courses according to a 

fixed reckoning.  

 
 

7. And the stemless plants and 

the trees humbly submit to His 

Will.2920 

 
 

8. And the heaven He has 

raised high and set up the 
dmeasure,2921 

 
 

 
2918. God revealed Himself through His Prophets and Messengers to 

whom He gave His Word. The Qur’an constituted the culmination of Divine 
revelation. This revelation of God to man through His Word was not due to 
any good act on his part. It was a sheer Divine gift flowing from God’s 
beneficence. 

2919. The word, 'man,' besides its general connotation, may here signify 
'the perfect man,' i.e. the Holy Prophet, in whom Divine attributes found their 
most perfect and complete manifestation. The verse thus signifies that, out of 
beneficence, God created man in order that he may rise to the highest peaks of 
spiritual development and may reflect in his person Divine attributes. 

2920. The verse, read along with the preceding one, shows that from the 
largest celestial body to the smallest stemless plant, all things are subject to 
certain laws, and they perform regularly, punctually and unerringly their 
allotted tasks. In the huge solar system which is but one of millions of such 
systems, every orb proceeds safely on its destined course and never deviates 
from it. 

a1:1. b96:3. c6:97; 36:39, 40. d42:18; 57:26. 
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9. That you may not exceed 

the measure.2922 

 
 

10. So weigh all things with 

justice and afall not short of 

the measure. 

 

 

11. And He has set the earth 

for His creatures; 

 

 

12. Therein are all kinds of 
bfruit and palm-tree with 
sheaths, 

 

 

13. And grain with its husk 

and fragrant plants. 

 
 

14. Which, then, of the favours 

of your Lord will ye twain,2923 

O men and jinn, deny?  

 
 

15. He created man of dry 

ringing clay which is clike 

baked2924 pottery. 

 

 

 
2921. The whole universe is subject to one uniform law and all its 

constituent parts unite to form a glorious harmony of structure and motion. If 
this harmony or equilibrium between different things is in the least disturbed, 
the whole universe would fall to pieces. But God has kept all the laws that 
regulate the world under His exclusive control, beyond the reach of man. 

2922. As there is an all-comprehensive harmony in the whole universe, so 
is man—the crown and object of creation—enjoined to maintain a just balance 
and to treat with equity and justice his fellow beings, giving everyone his due, 
and to avoid extremes and follow the golden mean in the discharge of his 
duties towards his Creator. 

2923. The dual form in Tukadhdhiban may have been used for the two 
classes of jinn and men referred to in v.34, or it may signify two classes of 
men, viz. believers and disbelievers, leaders and their followers, the rich and 
the poor, or the white and the coloured races. Or, the dual form may have been 
used to impart emphasis in order to denote the dignity of the commandment 
embodied in the various verses. Such dual form is generally used in the Arabic 
language. See also 50:25. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that when 
this verse is recited the believers present should respond by uttering the words 
'None of Thy favours, Our Lord, do we deny and for Thee is all praise' 
(Kathir). 

2924. After having mentioned the creation of the celestial firmament and 
 

a11:85, 86; 17:36; 26:182. b50:10, 11. c15:27, 29. 
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16. aAnd the jinn He created 

of the flame of Fire.2925 

 

 

17. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

18. bThe Lord of the two Easts 

and the Lord of the two 

Wests.2926 

 
 

19. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

 
the placing in it of the sun and the moon, followed by a mention of the 
spreading of the earth and of the vegetables that grow on it, the Surah, in this 
verse, refers to the coming into existence of man. Man’s creation from dry 
ringing clay may signify that man has been created from matter in which the 
faculty and attribute of speech lies latent. As Salsal emits a sound only when 
struck with something extraneous, the word is used here to hint that man’s 
power to respond is subject to his being able to receive the Divine Call. Three 
words have been used in the Qur’an to express the different stages of the 
creation and spiritual development of man. The first stage is expressed by the 
words, 'God created him out of dust' (3:60). The second stage is described by 
the expression, 'He created you from clay' (6:3), which means that after 
having received a sprinklings of Divine Word man attained the power of 
discrimination by which he could distinguish between right and wrong. At the 
third stage, which is called the stage of "baked pottery," man is tested and 
tried and is made to pass through the fire of trials and tribulations. It is after he 
has successfully passed all the tests and has attained spiritual maturity that he 
is received into Divine Presence. 

2925. See 15:28. 
2926. Every spot on earth, in relation to other spots, is an East and a West. 

This phenomenon is described as the two Easts and the two Wests. Moreover, 
the earth being round, the East of the Eastern Hemisphere is the West of the 
Western Hemisphere and the West of the Western Hemisphere is the East of 
the Eastern Hemisphere, and thus there are two Easts and two Wests. In the 
modern political parlance the two Easts may be the Near East and the Far East, 
and the two Wests, Europe and America. The verse seems to signify that, God 
being the Lord of the whole world, the light of the Qur’an will first spread in 
the East and then will illumine the West, and thus the 'whole earth will shine 
with the light of her Lord' (39:70). 

a7:13; 15:28; 38:77. b2:116; 26:29. 
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20. He has made the two 

bodies of water flow. They 

will one day meet;2927 

 
 

21. Between them there is at 

present a abarrier; they cannot 

encroach one upon the other. 

 
 

22. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

23. There come out from both 

of them pearls and coral.2928 

 
 

24. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?  

 
 

25. And His are the lofty 
bships reared aloft on the sea 

like mountains.2929 

 

 

26. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

 
2927. 'The two bodies of water' may be the Red Sea and the Mediterranean 

Sea, or the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific Ocean, particularly the former two 
seas. The verse embodies a great prophecy which was remarkably fulfilled by 
the construction of the Suez and the Panama canals, the former linking the 
first two seas and the latter the mighty Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The world 
had to wait for thirteen long centuries to see the fulfilment of this prophecy. 
Or, 'the two bodies of water' may signify the physical and spiritual sciences. 
Or, the natural laws and Divine revelation, which mistakenly considered to be 
mutually antagonistic, are corroborative of each other, the one being the Work 
of God and the other His Word. 

2928. Curiously enough pearls and coral are found in both the Suez and 
Panama canals. 

2929. The reference seems to be to modern "leviathans," which ride the 
seas like mountains. The Surah may be dealing with the progress and 
prosperity of the Western nations which are the result of their making proper 
use of the great sea-routes for extending their commerce and trade. 

a25:54; 27:62. b42:33. 
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R. 2.   

27. aAll that is on earth will 

pass away;2930 

 

 

28. And there will abide for 

ever only the Person2931 of 

thy Lord, Master of Glory and 

Honour. 

 

 

29. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

30. Of Him do beg all that are 

in the heavens and the earth. 

Every day He reveals Himself 

in a different state.2932 

 

 

31. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?  

 

 

32. Soon shall We attend to 

you, O ye two big groups!2933 

 

 

 
2930. The whole universe is subject to decay and death and eventually is 

destined to perish. God alone will abide because He is Self-Subsisting, All-
Sustaining, Independent and Besought of all. 

2931. Wajh, among other things, means, that which is under one’s care, or, 
'to which one directs one’s attention' (28:89); the thing itself; favour; 
countenance (Aqrab). Since the earth will be reduced to nothing and heavenly 
bodies all brought to naught and the whole material universe made non-
existent, still human reason demands that there should be a Being Who should 
never die nor be subject to change or decay. Such a Being is God Who created 
the whole universe and Who is the First and Final Cause of all things. The 
present and the previous verses point to two immutable laws of nature which 
work simultaneously, viz. (1)  everything is subject to decline, decadence and 
death; and (2)  compliance with Divine laws ensures continuity of life. 

2932. All creatures depend for their life and sustenance on God Who is 
their Creator, Sustainer and Nourisher. His attributes know no limit or count, 
and they keep finding their manifestation in diverse ways all the time. 

2933. Ath-Thaqalan meaning two weighty things (Lane), may signify "the 
men" and "the jinn" as the context shows, or the Arabs and the non-Arabs or 
in the present political parlance the two main blocs—Russia or China and 
their allies on one side and the United States of America and its allies on the 
 

a28:89. 
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33. Which, then, of the 
favours of your Lord will ye 
twain deny? 

 
 

34. O company of jinn and 

men! if you have power to 

break through the confines of 

the heavens and the earth, 

then break through them. But 

you cannot break2934 through 

save with authority. 

 

 
35. Which, then, of the 
favours of your Lord will ye 
twain deny?  

 
 

36. There shall be sent against 

you a flame of fire, and molten 

copper;2935 and you shall not 

be able to help yourselves. 

 

 

 
other; or the word may signify the Capitalist and the Labour classes. From the 
way in which these two great blocs are behaving, it seems that any day they 
may become locked into mortal conflict, completely destroying man’s 
accumulated labour of centuries, spent in developing arts and sciences, and 
may render life on earth almost extinct. The verse seems to embody a warning 
to that effect. 

2934. The verse has been variously interpreted. According to one 
interpretation the scientists and philosophers, who are proud of the great 
advance they have made in the material sciences, have been told that they 
cannot, however great advance they might make in knowledge and science, so 
completely comprehend all the laws of nature governing the universe as to 
acquire their complete mastery. Try as they might, they will fail in their quest. 
According to another interpretation, the verse warns sinners: 'Let them dare 
break through the confines of the heavens and earth, they shall not be able to 
defy Divine laws with impunity and escape Divine punishment.' The verse 
may also point to the making of rockets, sputniks, etc. by means of which the 
Russians and the Americans are seeking to reach heavenly bodies. They are 
told that at best they may reach only some of the planets which are nearest to 
the earth, but God’s universe is unfathomable. 

2935. The verse points to the most destructive and dreadful punishment 
which might overtake the two hostile camps. The world seems to stand on the 
brink of a terrible conflagration which threatens to consume in its flames the 
entire human civilization. 
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37. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

38. aAnd when the heaven is 

rent asunder and becomes red 

like red hide.2936 

 

 
39. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

40. On that day neither man 

nor jinn will be asked about 

his sin.2937 

 

 

41. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

42. The guilty will be known 

by their marks, and they will 

be seized by their forelocks 

and their feet. 

 

 

43. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

44. bAnd they will be told: 

‘This is the Hell which the 

guilty deny,’  

 

 
45. ‘Between it and the fierce 

boiling water2938 will they go 

round.’ 

 

 

 
2936. What a graphic picture of the threatened punishment! 
2937. The misdeeds of the guilty will be writ large on their faces so that 

they will not be asked whether or not they had committed them. As mentioned 
elsewhere in the Qur’an (41:21), the very organs of the bodies of disbelievers 
will bear witness against them. 

2938. The foregoing few verses together with the present one seem to point 
 

a69:17; 84:2. b52:15. 
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46. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

R. 3.   

47. And for him who fears to 

stand before his Lord there are 

two gardens2939— 

 
 

48. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?  

 
 

49. Having many varieties2940 

of trees. 

 
 

 
to the state of restlessness which will seize mankind when the two blocs 
referred to above are pitted against each other and the fear of atomic-war will, 
like the Sword of Damocles, hang over their heads. The present international 
groupings and tensions are bound to lead to an armed conflict of unparalleled 
destructiveness. The conflict itself would be a veritable Hell; but preparations 
for it have brought about conditions which are not far removed from perpetual 
torment of one kind or other. 

2939. The "two gardens" may signify, (1)  peace of mind which is the result 
of leading a good life, and (2)  freedom from gnawing cares and anxieties 
which come in the wake of life spent in the pursuit of material pleasures and 
comforts. One "garden" consists in giving up one’s desires for the sake of God 
in this world and the other in being blessed with God’s pleasure in the next. A 
true believer perpetually basks in the sun of God’s grace in this life which 
cares cannot disturb. This is Paradise upon earth which is granted to a God-
fearing man and in which he constantly dwells; the promised heaven in the 
next world is only an image of the present Paradise, being an embodiment of 
the spiritual blessings which such a one enjoys in this life. It is to this 
paradisiacal state of a true believer that the Qur’an refers in 10:65 and 41:32. 
The "two gardens" may also be the two fertile valleys watered by two sets of 
rivers—Jaihan and Saihan; and Furat and Nil, which according to the Hadith 
are the rivers of Paradise (Muslim). These two valleys fell into the hands of 
Muslims in the caliphate of ‘Umar. 

2940. Just as in the present life true believers undergo various kinds of 
tribulations for the sake of their Lord and do all sorts of good and righteous 
deeds, so in the next life those tribulations and good works will assume the 
form of flowers and fruits of various hues and tastes. 
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50. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

51. In each of them there are 

two fountains2941 flowing 

freely. 

 
 

52. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

53. Therein will be aevery 

kind of fruit in pairs.2942 

 
 

54. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

55. The inmates thereof will 
brecline on couches over 
carpets, the linings of which 
will be of thick brocade. And 
the fruit of the two 
Gardens2943 will be within 
their easy reach.  

 

 

56. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

 
2941. The two fountains flowing freely may be the spiritual embodiments of 

Huququllah (the obligations owed to God) and Huququl-‘Ibad (the obligations 
a Muslim owes to his fellow-beings) which the believers fully and faithfully 
discharge in this life. The discharge of these two obligations would assume 
the form of two fountains in the Hereafter. As a true believer ceaselessly 
continues to discharge these obligations, the fountains have been depicted as 
constantly flowing. 

2942. Again the word "pairs" may metaphorically represent two kinds of 
righteous works of the believers—(1)  those they do for their own spiritual 
advancement and (2)  those services which they render to their fellow-beings. 

2943. Three times the words "two gardens" have been used in this Surah. 
This is to emphasize that apart from the great blessings and boons of Paradise 
in the next world, believers will have all the good things of this world also. 

a44:56; 52:23; 56:21. b38:52. 
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57. Therein will also be 

chaste maidens arestraining 

their glances,2944 whom 

neither man nor jinn will have 

touched2945 before them— 

 

 

58. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

59. As if they were rubies and 

small bpearls;2946 

 

 

60. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?  

 

 

61. Is the reward of goodness 

anything but2947 goodness? 

 
 

62. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 

 

 
2944. The expression, 'restraining their glances,' signifies that their whole 

attention would be devoted to God and they would not even cast a look at any 
other thing besides their Lord and Creator. 

2945. Far from their bodies being touched by any man, even impure 
thoughts will not have found access to their hearts, the word jinn also 
signifying those invisible things that excite carnal passions in the mind. It is 
relevant to state here again, that according to Islamic conception, the blessings 
of Paradise would resemble the pleasures of the life on earth. There will be 
palaces, gardens, rivers, trees, fruits, wives, children, friends, etc. in Paradise, 
only the nature of these things will be different from that of the things of this 
world. In fact, they will be the spiritual representations of the good deeds the 
righteous will have done in this life. 

2946. Whereas in v.57 purity of mind and heart of the consorts of believers 
in Paradise has been mentioned, the verse under comment speaks of the 
beauty of their persons. 

2947. Ihsan means to worship God as if the worshipper is seeing Him, or at 
least God is seeing the worshipper (Bukhari). This means that in all his deeds 
and actions God is constantly before the eyes of a believer and as a reward he 
receives God’s pleasure—the sum total of all the blessings of Heaven. 

a37:49; 38:53. b56:24. 
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63. And besides these two, 
there are two2948 other 
gardens— 

 

 

64. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

65. Dark green with 

foliage2949— 

 
 

66. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?  

 
 

67. Therein also will be two 

springs,2950 gushing forth 

with water. 

 
 

 
2948. The "two gardens" mentioned in v.47, may be the gardens of 

Paradise, and the "two gardens" referred to in this verse may be the gardens of 
this world. The Muslims were promised gardens in the next world and as a 
proof of the fulfilment of this Divine promise, they were also promised the 
gardens of this world which indeed they came to possess when they conquered 
the fertile valleys of Egypt and Iraq. But the description of the "two gardens" 
mentioned in v.47 is different from that in the present verse. This shows that 
two categories of believers have been mentioned in this Surah. The believers 
to whom "gardens" mentioned in v.47 have been promised seem to be of a 
higher spiritual status than those to whom "gardens" mentioned in the verse 
under comment have been promised. A careful study of the relevant verses 
brings out this fact. These two classes of believers have been mentioned in the 
next Surah in vv.11 and 28 respectively. 

2949. Whereas in v.49 above the "gardens" are described as having many 
varieties of trees, which points to the vast variety of the good works of the 
believers to whom they are promised, the "gardens" mentioned in the verse 
under comment are described as "dark green with foliage" which indicates the 
intensity of the goodness of their works. 

2950. In the present verse and in v.51 above, two different descriptions of 
the fountains and springs promised to believers have been given. In v.51 the 
fountains promised are described as flowing freely and ceaselessly (Tajriyani). 
This signifies that believers to whom springs mentioned in that verse have 
been promised are of a higher spiritual status than the believers to whom 
springs mentioned in the present verse have been promised, since the believers 
of former category are engaged in doing good to others ceaselessly and freely 
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68. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

69. aIn both of them there will 

be all kinds of fruit, and dates 

and pomegranates. 

 
 

70. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny? 

 
 

71. Therein will be maidens, 

good and beautiful.2951— 

 
 

72. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?— 

 
 

73. Fair maidens with lovely 

black eyes, guarded in2952 

pavilions— 

 
 

74. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?— 

 
 

75. Whom neither man nor 

jinn will have touched before 

them— 

 
 

76. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?— 

 
 

 
without any idea or expectation of reward while those of the latter class do 
good works out of natural impulse but their doing of good is mainly confined 
to themselves. The qualifying word used is Naddakhatan (gushing forth). 

2951. As compared with the words "good and beautiful" used with regard 
to the maidens in the present verse which possess only a general connotation, 
the words "rubies and small pearls" used in v.59 have a particular significance 
and are expressive of beauty of special excellence. 

2952. The words 'restraining their glances' in v.57 evidently are expressive 
of chastity and modesty of a higher degree than the expression "guarded in 
pavilions" in the verse under comment. 

a36:58; 38:52; 43:74. 
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77. aReclining on green 

cushions and beautiful 

carpets.2953 

 

 

78. Which, then, of the 

favours of your Lord will ye 

twain deny?2954 

 
 

79. Blessed is the name of thy 

Lord, Master of glory and 

honour.  

 

 
 

 
2953. Again the words used in v.55 about believers show that they possess 

greater dignity, respect and authority than those to whom the present verse 
refers. With this verse the comparison between these two categories of 
believers specifically mentioned in the next Surah, i.e. "the foremost" (56:11) 
and "those on the right hand" (56:28) comes to an end. 

2954. It is not without significance that this verse has been used as many as 
31 times in the present Surah. The Surah seems particularly to refer to the 
great favours and blessings which God has bestowed upon man. In view of 
these multifarious and multitudinous favours, the repeated use of the verse 
seems quite appropriate. But then the Surah also speaks of the 
unprecedentedly destructive Divine punishment in the form of atomic wars 
which will overtake man if he does not repent and mend his ways. This 
forewarning of an imminent danger also constitutes a blessing in disguise. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a55:55. 
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CHAPTER 56 
AL-WAQI‘AH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This is the last of the group of seven Chapters which begin with Surah 

Qaf. These seven Chapters were revealed at Mecca, more or less at the same 
time, in the early years of the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Naturally, therefore, 
they are very much similar in tone and tenor; but in no other case perhaps, is 
this similarity so marked as it is between this Surah and its predecessor, Surah 
Ar-Rahman. The subject in Surah Ar-Rahman is completed in this Surah and 
thus it forms a befitting sequel to Surah Ar-Rahman. In Surah Ar-Rahman, for 
instance, three groups of people—(a)  those fortunate ones who are granted 
special nearness to God, (b)  the general body of believers who have achieved 
Divine pleasure, and (c)  the rejectors of Divine Messengers—were referred to 
only by implication. In the present Surah, however, they have been expressly 
mentioned. The Surah dealing particularly with the important subjects of the 
Resurrection, Revelation and the repudiation of idolatry, was quite 
appropriately revealed early at Mecca where the preaching of the Quranic 
Message was directed exclusively to the idolatrous Quraish, who believed 
neither in Resurrection nor in Revelation. The seven Chapters also contain 
certain prophecies about the great and glorious future of Islam, side by side 
with direct and emphatic mention of the inevitability of the Resurrection, thus 
drawing attention to the inescapable conclusion that the fulfilment of those 
prophecies about the progress of Islam would prove that the Resurrection was 
also an undeniable fact. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a firm and emphatic declaration that the great 

and Inevitable Event, which was foretold in the preceding Surah, will most 
surely come to pass, and when it came to pass it will shake the earth to its 
depths, and the mountains shall be shattered, causing a new world to emerge 
from the ashes of the old. Further, as a result of this Great Event people will 
become sorted out into three groups: (a)  The fortunate ones who will enjoy 
God’s special nearness, (b)  the true and righteous believers who will receive 
handsome rewards for their good deeds and (c)  the unfortunate disbelievers 
who will be punished for their evil deeds. The Surah then gives a graphic 
description of the Divine blessings and favours in store for the first two 
classes, following with a description of the punishment to be meted out to the 
deniers of the Divine Message. Next, it advances the usual argument of the 
creation of man and of his development from a seminal drop into a full-
fledged human being, to prove his second birth after death. Towards its close 
the Surah reverts to the subject with which it had begun, and explains that the 
great reformation to which it refers in its opening verses will be brought about 
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by the Qur’an which is indubitably the revealed Word of God, and which is 
protected and guarded like a precious treasure. The Surah closes with a 
beautiful homily that when the inevitable end of all life is death, from which 
there is no escape, then why should people be neglectful of this hard fact and 
consign God to oblivion? 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.2955 

 
 

2. When bthe Inevitable 

Event2956 comes to pass— 

 
 

3. There is cno denying its 

coming to pass— 

 
 

4. Some it will bring low, 

others it will exalt.2957 

 
 

5. dWhen the earth will be 

shaken with a terrible 

shaking;2958 

 
 

6. And the mountains will be 

shattered—a complete 
eshattering. 

 
 

7. They shall all become like 

dust particles scattered about. 

 
 

8. And you shall be divided 

into three groups:  

 
 

9. Those on the right hand—

how lucky are those on the 

right hand!2959 

 
 

 
2955. See 4. 
2956. (a)  The Final Resurrection; (b)  total annihilation of idolatry from 

Arabia and complete defeat and discomfiture of the idolatrous Quraish; 
(c)  appearance of a great religious Reformer—the Holy Prophet. 

2957. The "Inevitable Event" will bring about a great revolution in the lives 
of men. A new world will come into being; the high and the mighty will be 
laid low and the oppressed and downtrodden will be exalted. 

2958. The whole of Arabia will be shaken to its foundations. Old beliefs, 
ideas, moral values, customs, ways of life etc. will undergo a complete change. 
In fact, the old order will die, giving place to a completely new one. The verse 
along with the one preceding it and those that follow it may equally apply to 
the Resurrection after death. 

2959. Elsewhere (75:3) the Qur’an applies the term "self-accusing soul" to 
 

a1:1. b52:8. c52:9; 70:3. d50:45; 99:2. e20:106; 70:10; 101:6. 
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10. And those on the left 
hand—how unlucky are those 
on the left hand!2960 

 
 

11. And the foremost;2961 
they are truly the foremost; 

 

 

12. They will be those near to 
God; 

 

 

13. And will be in the Gardens 
of Bliss— 

 
 

14. A large party from among 
the first believers, 

 
 

15. And a few from among 

the later ones, 

 

 

16. Seated on couches 
inwrought with gold and 
jewels,2962 

 

 

17. aReclining thereon, facing 
each other.  

 
 

18. bThere will wait on them 
youths who will not age,2963 

 

 

19. Carrying cgoblets and 
ewers and cups filled out of a 
flowing spring— 

 

 

20. No headache will they get 
therefrom, dnor will they be 
intoxicated— 

 

 

 
this group of believers. 

2960. The soul prone to evil (12:54). 
2961. The soul at rest (89:28). 
2962. The blessings of Paradise to be bestowed upon as-Sabiqun (those 

lucky believers who will be favoured with special Divine nearness, mentioned 
in vv. 11-27 of the present Surah), closely resemble those Divine gifts which 
have been mentioned in vv. 47-62 of Surah Ar-Rahman. This shows that the 
believers referred to in vv. 47-62 of Surah Ar-Rahman are of the class of as-
Sabiqun (those who have been granted special nearness to God) of this Surah. 

2963. The verse points to the innocence and perpetual freshness of the 
servants who will wait upon believers. 

a37:45; 55:55; 76:14. b76:20. c43:72; 76:16. d37:48. 
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21. And carrying asuch fruits 

as they choose, 

 
 

22. And flesh of birds as they 

may desire. 

 

 

23. And there will be fair 

maidens with bwide, lovely 

eyes, 

 
 

24. Like pearls, well-

preserved, 

 
 

25. As a reward for what they 

did. 

 
 

26. They will not hear therein 

any vain or sinful ctalk, 

 
 

27. Except only the word of 

salutation—‘Peace, peace.’2964 

 
 

28. Those on the right hand—

how lucky are those on the 

right hand!—  

 
 

29. They will be amidst 

thornless lote-trees,2965 

 
 

 
2964. This and the preceding verse, like many other verses of the Qur’an, 

most effectively repudiate all those foolish notions about a sensual Paradise 
which ignorant and evil-minded carpers and critics of Islam pretend to find in 
it; and give an insight into its nature, essence and reality. The Heaven as 
conceived and promised to Muslims by the Qur’an would be a place of 
spiritual bliss where no sin, vain or idle talk or lying will find access (78:36). 
All its blessings would find their culmination and consummation in peace—
complete peace of the mind and soul than which there could be no greater 
blessing. The Paradise promised to a Muslim has been designated as the 
"abode of peace" in the Qur’an (6:128); the highest stage of spiritual 
development to which a believer can rise is that of the "soul at peace" (89:28) 
and the greatest gift which the dwellers of Paradise will receive from God will 
be "peace" (36:59), because God Himself is the Author of peace (59:24). Such 
is the sublime Quranic conception of Paradise. 

2965. When the shade of lote-tree becomes dense and crowded, it is very 
pleasant, and in the hot and dry climate of Arabia the tired and fatigued 
travellers take shelter and find rest under it. The word Sidr having been 
qualified by Makhdud signifies that the trees of Paradise will not only give 
 

a52:23. b44:55; 52:21. c19:63; 78:36; 88:12. 
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30. And clustered bananas,2966  

 
31. And aextended shade,  

 
32. And flowing water,  

 
33. And abundant fruit,  

 
34. Neither failing, nor 

forbidden.2967 

 
 

35. And they will have noble 

spouses.2967A— 

 
 

36. Verily, We have created 

them a good creation, 

 
 

37. And made them virgins,   
 

38. Loving, bof equal age;2968  
 

 
pleasant and plenteous shade but will also bend down on account of the abundance 
of their fruit, i.e. the blessings of Paradise will both be pleasant and plentiful. 

2966. Whereas lote-tree mentioned in the preceding verse grows in dry 
climate, bananas require plenty of water for their growth. The mentioning 
together of these two fruits signifies that the fruits of Paradise will not only be 
plentiful and delightful but will also be found in all climatic conditions. 

2967. The blessings promised to the dwellers of Paradise in this and other 
Surahs of the Qur’an possess the following qualities: (a)  They will be 
abundant; (b)  will be easily accessible and at the entire disposal of the 
believers; (c)  will know no diminution or end; and (d)  they will cause no 
discomfort or disease. 

2967A. Furush (spouses) is the plural of Firash which means, a bed; a 
man’s wife; a woman’s husband (Lane). In order to complete their happiness 
and peace of mind, the believers will have for their companions pure, 
beautiful spouses of noble descent and high dignity. 

2968. ‘Urub is the plural of ‘Arub which means, a woman who loves her 
husband passionately and is obedient to him (Lane). Atrab is the plural of Tirb, 
which means, one equal in age; a peer; one having similar tastes, habits, views, 
etc. (Lane). A beautiful, chaste and faithful wife, having views and tastes and 
outlook on life similar to that of her husband, is the greatest Divine blessing a 
person possibly can have. There will be good and virtuous women in Paradise, 
says the Qur’an, as there will be good and righteous men. It is good 
 

a4:58; 13:36. b78:34. 
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39. For those on the right 

hand. 

 
 

R. 2.   

40. A large party from among 

the first believers. 

 
 

41. And a large party from the 

later ones. 

 
 

42. And those on the left 

hand—how unlucky are those 

on the left hand!— 

 
 

43. They will be in the midst 

of scorching winds and 

scalding water,2969 

 
 

44. And under the shadow of 

pitch-black smoke; 

 

 

45. Neither cool nor 

wholesome. 

 
 

46. Before this they lived a 

life of ease and plenty, 

 
 

47. And persisted in extreme 

sinfulness.  

 

 

48. And they were wont to 

say, ‘What! when we are dead 

and have become dust and 

bones, shall we, indeed, abe 

raised again,2970 

 

 

 
companionship that makes human life happy and complete. 

2969. The disbelievers in the heat of their passions indulged in all sorts of 
evil activities. That heat of passions will take the form of hot water and 
scorching heat. 

2970. Denial of Resurrection and the Hereafter, whether by word of mouth 
or conduct, is at the root of all sin and crime in the world. There can be no real 
and effective check on sin, or incentive to good works, without a true and real 
belief in the Life after death. 

a17:50; 23:83; 37:17; 56:48. 
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49. a‘And our fathers of yore 
too?’ 

 
 

50. Say, ‘Yes, the earlier ones 
and the later ones 

 
 

51. ‘Will all be gathered 

together unto the fixed time of 

an appointed day. 

 

 

52. ‘Then, O ye that have 
gone astray and have rejected 
the truth, 

 
 

53. ‘You will, surely, eat of 
the tree of bZaqqum, 

 

 

54. c‘And will fill your bellies 
therewith, 

 
 

55. ‘And will drink boiling 
water, on top of that, 

 
 

56. ‘Drinking as the insatiably 

thirsty camels drink.’2971 

 
 

57. This will be their 
entertainment on the Day of 
Judgment. 

 
 

58. We have created you. 

Why, then, do you not accept 

the truth? 

 
 

59. What think ye of the 
sperm-drop dthat you emit?  

 
 

60. Is it you who have created 

it, or are We the Creator? 

 
 

 
2971. This and the preceding verses describe the punishment that will be 

meted out to the guilty in the afterlife in a language which suits the enormity 
of their sins in the present life. They devoured what other people had earned 
with the sweat of their brows and suffered from an insatiable lust for wealth, 
amassing it by fair means and foul and, being proud of it, rejected the Divine 
Message. As a punishment, they will be given the tree of Zaqqum to eat, 
which will burn their inside, and they will have scalding water to quench their 
thirst, and like sick thirsty camels their thirst will remain unsatisfied. 

a37:18. b37:63; 44:44, 45. c37:67. d75:38. 
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61. We have ordained death 

for all of you; and aWe cannot 

be hindered, 

 

 

62. From bringing in your 

place others like you, and 

from developing you into a 

form which you know not.2972 

 

 

63. And you have, certainly, 

known the first creation. Why, 

then, do you not reflect? 

 

 
64. Do you see what you 

sow?2973 

 

 

65. Is it you who cause it to 

grow, or are We the Grower? 

 
 

66. If We so pleased, We 

could reduce it all to withered 
bstubble, then you would keep 

lamenting: 

 

 

67. ‘We are laden with debt!  
 

68. ‘Nay, we are totally 

deprived of everything.’ 

 
 

69. Have you considered the 

water which you drink?  

 
 

70. Do you send it down from 

the clouds, or are We the 

Sender? 

 

 

 
2972. The disintegration of man’s physical tabernacle does not mean the end 

of his life. Death is only a change of state or form. After its flight from the 
physical habitat human soul is given another body, which grows and develops 
and takes forms which it is not possible for man to know or even to conceive of. 

2973. Verses 64-72 give a brief account of things upon which man’s life on 
earth depends. The three principal things are food, water and fire. 

 

a71:5. b57:21. 
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71. If We so pleased, We 

could make it bitter. Why, 

then, do you not give thanks? 

 

 

72. Have you considered the 
afire2974 which you kindle? 

 
 

73. Is it you who produce the 

tree for it, or are We the 

Producer? 

 

 

74. We have made it a 

reminder and benefit for the 

wayfarers.2975 

 

 

75. bSo glorify the name of 

thy Lord, the Great.  

 

 

R. 3.   

76. Nay,2976 I cite as proof the 

shooting of the stars2977— 

 

 

77. And, indeed, that is a 
grand testimony, if you only 
knew— 

 
 

 
2974. Fire plays a most important part in the life of man. Much of his 

physical comfort depends upon it. It is a thing of very great utility, also of 
destruction if not used properly. In this mechanistic age life is inconceivable 
without the use of fire. No industry, trade or travel is possible without it. 

2975. Needy and hungry people; wayfarers in a desert or those who alight 
at a desolate place (Aqrab). 

2976. The particle la is generally used to impart emphasis to an oath, 
meaning that the thing which is going to be explained next is so self-evident 
that it does not need calling anything else to bear witness to its truth. When 
the refutation of a certain hypothesis is intended la is used to signify that 
which is said before is not correct and the right thing is that which follows. 

2977. The verse swears by, and holds forth, Nujum which means, portions 
of the Qur’an (Lane), as evidence to support the claim that the Qur’an is 
eminently fitted to fulfil the grand object of man’s creation, as well as to 
establish its own Divine origin. Taking the word Mawaqi‘ as meaning, the 
places and times of the falling of stars, the verse signifies that it is an unfailing 
Divine Law that, at the time of the appearance of a great Divine Reformer or 
Prophet, stars fall in unusually large numbers, and that this has happened in 
the time of the Holy Prophet also. 

a36:81. b69:53; 87:2. 
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78. This is, indeed, a anoble 

Qur’an, 

 
 

79. In ba well-preserved 

Book,2978 

 

 

80. Which none shall touch 

except those who are 

purified.2979 

 
 

81. cIt is a revelation from the 

Lord of the worlds. 

 

 

82. Is it this Divine discourse 

that you would reject,  

 

 

83. And do you make the 

denial thereof your means of 

livelihood?2980 

 

 

 
2978. That the Qur’an is a well preserved and well protected Divinely 

revealed Book is an open challenge to the whole world which has remained 
unaccepted during the past fourteen centuries. No effort has been spared by its 
hostile critics to find fault with the purity of its text. But all efforts in this 
direction have led to but one inevitable—albeit unpalatable for its enemies—
result that the Book which the Holy Prophet Muhammad gave to the world 
fourteen hundred years ago has come down to us without the change of a 
single vowel (Muir). The Qur’an is also a well preserved Book in the sense 
that only those believers who are pure of heart can have access to its spiritual 
treasures as the next verse signifies. The verse may also signify that the ideals 
and principles embodied in the Qur’an are inscribed in the book of nature, i.e. 
they are in complete harmony with natural laws. Like the laws of nature they 
are immutable and unalterable and cannot be defied with impunity. Or, the 
verse may mean that the Qur’an is preserved in 'the nature which God has 
bestowed upon man' (30:31). Human nature is based upon fundamental truths 
and has been endowed with the faculty to arrive at right judgment. A person 
who honestly calls human nature into action can easily recognize the truth of 
the Qur’an. 

2979. Only those lucky ones who by leading righteous lives achieve purity 
of the heart are granted true understanding of, and insight into, the real 
meanings of the Qur’an, and are initiated into those spiritual mysteries of 
Divine knowledge to which the impure of heart are denied access. Incidentally, 
one should not touch or read the Qur’an while one is not physically clean. 

2980. The disbelievers are afraid lest by accepting truth they might be 
 

a50:2. b85:23. c20:5; 26:193. 
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84. Why, then, when the soul 

of the dying man reaches the 

throat, 

 
 

85. And you are at that 

moment looking on— 

 
 

86. aAnd We are nearer to him 

than you, but you see not— 

 

 

87. Why, then, if you are not 

to be called to account, 

 
 

88. You cannot bring it back, 

if you are truthful? 

 
 

89. Now if he be of those who 

are near to God, 

 
 

90. Then for him is comfort 

and fragrance of happiness 

and Garden of Bliss; 

 
 

91. And if he be of those of 

the right hand, 

 
 

92. Then ‘Peace be ever on 

thee, O thou, of those of the 

right hand!’ 

 

 

93. But if he be of those who 

reject the truth and are in 

error, 

 
 

94. Then for him will be an 

entertainment of boiling 

water,  

 
 

95. And burning in Hell.  
 

 
deprived of their means of livelihood. So it is for the sake of filthy lucre that 
they reject the Divine Message; or, the verse may mean that disbelievers have 
made rejection of truth something on which, as it were, their very lives depend. 
They will not accept it at any cost. 

 

a50:17. 
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96. Verily, athis is the certain 

truth.  

 
 

97. So glorify the name of thy 

Lord, bthe Incomparably 

Great.asd 

 

 

 

 
asd  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a35:32. b56:75. 
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CHAPTER 57 
AL-HADID 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This is the first of the last ten Medinite Chapters of the Qur’an which 

end with Chapter 66. It seems to have been revealed after the conquest of 
Mecca or the Treaty of Hudaibiyah, as is clear from the mention of al-Fath (the 
Victory) in v. 11 which refers to the Fall of Mecca or, according to some, more 
appropriately to the Treaty of Hudaibiyah. The series of the Meccan Chapters 
which began with As-Saba’ and which, with the exception of the three 
intervening Medinite Chapters—Muhammad, Al-Fath and Al-Hujurat—had 
continued without interruption, ended with the preceding Chapter and had 
completed the subject matter of the Meccan Surahs. With the present Surah, 
however, begins a new series of Medinite Chapters, which end with At-Tahrim. 
In the preceding Surah it is stated that the Qur’an is a well-preserved Book 
(v. 79) which among other things signifies that its teachings are in perfect 
harmony with natural laws and with the dictates and demands of human nature, 
reason and commonsense. The present Surah opens with the Divine attributes: 
the Mighty, the Wise. And quite naturally, the Being Who is Wise and Mighty 
must have revealed a Book whose teachings are consistent with the laws of 
nature and with human reason and conscience. 

Subject-Matter 
In the previous seven Meccan Surahs, especially in the three 

immediately preceding ones—Al-Qamar, Ar-Rahman and Al-Waqi‘ah—it was 
repeatedly declared, in a forceful though metaphorical language, that a great 
reformation, a veritable resurrection, was about to be brought about by the Holy 
Prophet among a people who for long centuries had grovelled in moral dust and 
dirt; and who, because they had no living relations with civilized society, were 
looked down upon as pariahs among nations. The present Surah points out that 
the great day of the phenomenal progress and power of that pariah nation—the 
Arabs—has already dawned and that the eventual victory of truth over 
falsehood is in sight. But there are essential conditions to be fulfilled before that 
consummation takes place. There must be on the part of Muslims a firm and 
invincible faith in the truth of Islamic ideals and a preparedness to make 
necessary sacrifice of life and property for the furtherance of its cause. The 
believers then are told that after they have acquired power and prosperity they 
should not neglect moral ideals and indulge in the pursuit of transitory material 
pleasures. The Surah continues the theme, namely, that from time immemorial 
God’s Messengers have been appearing in the world to lead men to the goal of 
their lives which is to win the pleasure of God, and which cannot be attained by 
leading a life of complete renunciation or flight from the world, as Jesus’s 
followers mistakenly had thought and practised, but by making proper use of 
natural powers and faculties, bestowed by God on man and of the things He has 
created for his use. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Whatever is in the heavens 

and the earth bglorifies2981 

Allah; and He is the Mighty, 

the Wise. 

 

 

3. His is the Kingdom of the 
heavens and the earth; He 
gives life and cHe causes 
death,2982 and He has power 
over all things.  

 

 

4. He is the First2983 and the 

Last,2984 and the Manifest2985 

and the Hidden,2986 and He 

 

 

 
2981. Sabaha Fi Hawa’ijihi means, he busied himself in earning his 

subsistence or in his affairs. Sabh signifies doing one’s work or doing it with 
utmost effort and quickly, and the expression Subhanallah denotes quickness 
in betaking oneself to God and agility in serving or obeying Him. In view of 
the root-meaning of this word, the Infinitive Noun Tasbih from Sabbaha 
means, declaring God to be far from every imperfection or defect or betaking 
oneself quickly to God’s service and to be prompt in obeying Him saying 
Subhanallah (Lane). The verse thus means that everything in the universe is 
doing its allotted task punctually and regularly, and by making use of the 
faculties and powers bestowed upon it by God is fulfilling the object of its 
creation in such a wonderful manner that one is irresistibly drawn to the 
conclusion that the Designer and Architect of the universe is, indeed, Mighty 
and Wise and that the whole world collectively and every created thing 
individually and in its own limited sphere, bears testimony to the undeniable 
truth that God’s handiwork is absolutely free from every flaw, defect or 
imperfection in all its multifarious and multitudinous aspects. This is the 
significance of Tasbih. 

2982. The process of construction and destruction is in operation 
simultaneously every moment in everything in the universe. 

2983. God is the First Cause of all things. 
2984. He is the Last and Final Cause. 
2985. He is manifest in His works; or is more manifest than anything else. 
2986. There is nothing hidden from God; or whereas He comprehends 

 

a1:1. b17:45; 24:42; 61:2; 62:2; 64:2. c3:157; 7:159; 44:9. 
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has full knowledge of all 

things. 

5. He it is Who created the 

heavens and the earth ain six 

periods, then He settled 

Himself on the Throne. He 

knows what enters the earth 

and bwhat comes out of it, and 

what comes down from 

heaven and what goes up into 

it.2987 And He is with you 

wheresoever you may be. And 

Allah sees all that you do. 

 

 

6. His is the cKingdom of the 

heavens and the earth; and to 

Allah are all affairs returned 

for final judgment. 

 

 

7. dHe causes the night to pass 

into the day and causes the 

day to pass into the night; and 

He knows well all that is in 

the breasts.  

 

 

8. Believe in Allah and His 

Messenger, and spend in the 

way of Allah out of that to 

which He has made you heirs. 

And those of you who believe 

and spend will have a great 

reward. 

 

 

 
everything He Himself is Incomprehensible. 

2987. The meaning is that God alone knows when a particular Divine 
Teaching is needed for a particular people; also when to take it back to heaven, 
i.e. to abrogate it, when it is corrupted and ceases to fulfil the spiritual needs 
of the people to whom it is given. And He alone knows when to reveal a new 
Teaching. 

a7:55; 11:8; 25:60; 32:5. b34:3. c2:108; 7:159. d22:62; 31:30; 35:14. 
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9. Why is it that you believe 

not in Allah, while the 

Messenger calls you to 

believe in your Lord, and He 

has already taken a 

covenant2988 from you, if 

indeed you are believers? 

 

 

10. He it is Who asends down 

clear Signs to His servant, that 

He bmay bring you out of 

every kind of darkness into 

light. And, verily, Allah is 

Compassionate and Merciful 

to you. 

 

 

11. And why is it that you 
spend not in the way of Allah, 
while to Allah belongs the 
heritage2989 of the heavens 
and the earth? Those of you 
who spent and fought before 
the Victory2990 are not equal 
to those who did so later. 
They are greater in rank than 
those who spent and fought 
cafterwards. And to all has 
Allah promised good. And 
Allah is Well-Aware of what 
you do.  

 

 

R. 2.   

12. dWho is he who will lend 

to Allah a goodly loan? So He 

 

 
2988. "The covenant" spoken of in the verse signifies the faith in God 

implanted in human nature and the longing to achieve His nearness. 
2989. Man will have to leave behind in this world all his material 

possessions, which in truth belong to God. 
2990. Fall of Mecca or the Treaty of Hudaibiyah. 

a22:17; 24:35; 58:6. b14:6; 33:44. c4:96; 9:20. d2:246; 64:18; 73:21. 
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will increase it manifold for 

him, and he will have a noble 

reward. 

 

13. And think of the day when 

thou wilt see the believing 

men and the believing 

women, their light running 

before athem and on their 

right hands, and angels will 

say to them, ‘Glad tidings for 

you this day of Gardens 

through which streams flow, 

wherein you will abide. That 

is the supreme triumph.’  

 

 

14. That is the day when the 
hypocritical men and the 
hypocritical women will say 
to those who believe, ‘Wait 
for us a while that we may 
borrow some of your 
light,’2991 it will be said to 
them, ‘Go back2992 if you can, 
and seek for light.’ Then there 
will be set up between them a 
wall2993 with a door in it. The 
inside of it will be all mercy 
and outside of it, in front, will 
be torment. 

 

 

 
2991. "Your light" may mean the light of your faith and good actions or, 

the light of Divine realization and of the capacity to seek and achieve the 
pleasure of God in this very life. 

2992. The word Wara’akum may signify the present life. 
2993. "A wall" might signify the wall of Islam or of the Qur’an. As the 

disbelievers remain outside this wall so this action of theirs will take the form 
of a wall in the Hereafter. 

 

a66:9. 
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15. The hypocrites will call out 
to believers saying, ‘Were we 
not with you?’ The believers 
will answer, ‘Yea, but you let 
yourselves fall into temptation 
and you hesitated and doubted 
and your vain desires deceived 
you till the decree of Allah2994 
came to pass. And the deceiver 
deceived you concerning Allah. 

 

 

 

16. ‘So this day no ransom 
shall be accepted from you, 
nor from those who 
disbelieved. Your final abode 
is the Fire; that is your 
comrade;2995 and an evil 
destination it is.’  

 

 

17. Has not the time yet 
arrived for those who believe 
that their hearts should feel 
humbled at the remembrance 
of Allah and at the truth which 
has come down to them, and 
that they should not become 
like those who were given the 
Book before them, but because 
the period of the bestowal of 
Allah’s grace upon athem was 
prolonged for them, their 
bhearts became hardened, and 
many of them became 
rebellious? 

 

 

 
2994. Divine punishment. 
2995. The words, 'that is your comrade,' seem to have been used ironically. 

Or, they may mean that only the fire of Hell will purify them of the impurities 
and dross of sins committed by disbelievers in this life and will make them fit 
for spiritual progress and thus will be a "friend" to them. 

a21:45; b2:75; 6:44. 
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18. Know, then, that Allah 
aquickens the earth after its 

death. We have made the 

Signs manifest to you, that 

you may understand. 

 

 

19. Surely, the men who give 

alms, and the women who 

give alms, and those who lend 

to Allah a bgoodly loan—it 

will be increased manifold for 

them, and theirs will also be 

an honourable reward— 

 

 

20. Those who believe in 

Allah and His Messengers, 

they are the Truthful and the 

Witnesses in the sight of their 

Lord. They will have their full 

reward and their light. But 

those who disbelieve and 

reject Our Signs, these are the 

inmates of Hell.aaa 

 

 

R. 3.   
21. Know that cthe life of this 
world is only a sport and a 
pastime, and an adornment, 
and a source of boasting 
among yourselves, and of 
rivalry in multiplying riches 
and children. It is like the rain, 
the vegetation produced 
whereby rejoices the tillers. 
Then it dries up and thou seest 
it turn yellow; then dit 

 

 

 
aaa  

a35:10. b2:246. c6:33; 29:65; 47:37. d56:66. 
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becomes worthless stubble. 
And in the Hereafter there is 
severe punishment for the 
wicked and also forgiveness 
from Allah, and His pleasure 
for the righteous. And the life 
of this world is nothing but 
temporary enjoyment of 
delucive things. 

 

22. aVie, then, with one 
another in seeking forgiveness 
from your Lord and for a 
Garden the value2996 whereof 
is equal to the value of the 
heaven and the earth; it has 
been prepared for those who 
believe in Allah and His 
Messengers. That is Allah’s 
grace; He bestows it upon 
whomsoever He pleases, and 
Allah is the Lord of immense 
grace.  

 

 

23. There befalls not any 

calamity either in the earth or 

in your own persons, but it is 

recorded in a Book2996A 

 

 

 
2996. ‘Ard meaning value and vastness, the verse signifies that (a)  the 

reward of the righteous in the Hereafter will be beyond measure or count. 
(b)  Paradise being as extensive as both the heavens and the earth—the whole 
space—it comprises Hell also. This shows that Paradise and hell are not two 
distinct and separate places but two conditions or states of mind. A well-
known saying of the Holy Prophet gives an insight into the Quranic 
conception of Paradise and Hell. Once on being asked by some of his 
Companions: 'If Paradise comprises in its vastness heavens and earth, where is 
Hell,' the Holy Prophet is reported to have replied, 'Where is the night when 
the day comes' (Kathir). 

2996A. Kitab may signify Divine Law or knowledge, or the Qur’an, and the 
verse may mean that everything is subject to a certain law of nature or that the 
 

a3:134. 

Naveed Islam
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before We bring it into 

being—surely, that is easy for 

Allah— 

 

24. aThat you may not grieve 

over what is lost to you nor 

exult because of that which 

He has bestowed upon you. 

And Allah loves not any 

conceited boaster, 

 

 

25. bSuch as are niggardly and 

also enjoin upon men to be 

niggardly. And whoso turns 

his back, then surely, Allah is 

Self-Sufficient, Worthy of all 

praise.  

 

 

26. Verily, We sent Our 

Messengers with cmanifest 

Signs and sent down with 

them the Book and dthe 

Balance2997 that people may 

act with justice; and We sent 

down iron,2998 wherein is 

 

 

 
causes and cures of miseries befalling nations and individuals have been 
mentioned in the Qur’an. 

2997. Mizan may mean, (a)  Principles of equity which people are enjoined 
to observe in their dealings with others. (b)  Standards by which human 
actions are measured, weighed, appraised and judged. (c)  Balance which 
pervades the whole universe maintaining just equilibrium among all things. 
(d)  Practice of the Holy Prophet and right use of the Book of God. 
(e)  Following the golden mean and avoiding extremes. (f)  Reasons and 
arguments based on observation and experience. 

2998. Al-Hadid (iron) is the metal which perhaps has played the greatest 
and most useful part in the growth and development of human civilization. 
The word may also signify the power to compel obedience to the laws upon 
which the whole existence of human society depends. Thus the verse means 
that God has sent down three things: (a)  Divine Laws; (b)  the system which 
maintains just equilibrium in human social relations and (c)  political power 
which compels obedience to Divine Laws. 

a3:154. b4:38. c7:102; 14:10; 35:26. d42:18; 55:8. 
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material for violent warfare 

and diverse uses for mankind, 

and that Allah may know 

those who help Him and His 

Messengers without having 

seen Him. Surely, Allah is 

Powerful, Mighty. 

 

R. 4.   
27. And indeed We sent Noah 
and Abraham, and We placed 
among their seed Prophethood 
and the aBook. So some of 
them followed the guidance, 
but many of them were 
rebellious.  

 

 

28. Then bWe caused Our 

Messengers to follow in their 

footsteps; and We caused 

Jesus, son of Mary, to follow 

them, and we gave him the 

Gospel. cAnd We put 

compassion and mercy in the 

hearts of those who followed 

him. And monasticism they 

invented—We did not 

prescribe it for them—for the 

seeking of Allah’s 

pleasure;2999 but they observed 

 

 

 
2999. The verse may mean that the followers of Jesus invented 

monasticism in order to seek Allah’s pleasure but Allah had not prescribed it 
for them; or the meaning is that they invented monasticism which God had not 
prescribed for them—He had only prescribed for them the seeking of His 
pleasure. In v. 26 it was stated that God had sent down al-Mizan in order that 
by avoiding extremes people should adopt the golden mean in all their affairs 
and actions. In the present verse the example of a people—the Christians—has 
been cited to show that the adoption of an extreme course by them, with 
howsoever good intentions, led them away from the goal they had sought to 
 

a29:28. b2:88; 5:47. c5:83. 
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it not as it should be observed. 

Yet We gave those of them, 

who believed, their due reward, 

but many of them are 

rebellious. 

 

29. O ye who believe! fear 
Allah and believe in His 
Messenger. He will give you a 
double portion of His mercy, 
and will provide for you a 
light wherein you will walk, 
and will grant you 
forgiveness—verily, Allah is 
Most Forgiving, Merciful— 

 

 

30. Thus it is that the People 
of the Book may know that 
they have no power over 
anything of the grace3000 of 
Allah; aand that grace is 
entirely in the hands of Allah, 
He gives it to whomsoever He 
pleases. And Allah is the 
Master of immense grace. 

 

 

 

 

 
attain. They invented the institution of monkery in order, as they mistakenly 
thought, to seek the pleasure of God, and in conformity with, according to 
them, Jesus’s own teaching and practice, but it proved to be a source of many 
social evils. They started with adopting monasticism and ended by giving 
themselves up to the worship of Mammon. Islam, however, has decried and 
deplored monasticism as repugnant to human nature. The Holy Prophet is 
reported to have said: "There is no monasticism in Islam" (Athir). Islam is not 
a religion of visionaries who live in a world of their own conception or 
creation, entirely divorced from the hard realities of life. There is no place in 
Islam for such an impracticable teaching as "take no thought for the morrow" 
(Matt. 6:34). It emphatically enjoins a Muslim "to look to what he sends forth 
for the morrow" (59:19). A true Muslim is one who discharges equally and 
completely all his obligations to God and man. 

3000. Let the People of the Book disabuse their minds of the false notion 
that Divine grace is their monopoly and know that now God had transferred it 
to another people—the followers of Islam. 

a2:106; 3:74. 
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CHAPTER 58 
AL-MUJADALAH 
(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah is the second of the last seven Medinite Chapters of the 

Qur’an. It contains a somewhat detailed reference to the evil custom of Zihar 
(calling one’s wife one’s mother) which was only cursorily dealt with in 
Surah Al-Ahzab which shows that this Surah was revealed before Al-Ahzab. 
But as Al-Ahzab was revealed between 5th and 7th year of the Hijrah, the 
present Surah, therefore, must have been revealed earlier; very likely between 
the 3rd and the 4th year. In the immediately preceding Surah—Surah Al-
Hadid—"the People of the Book" were sternly told that Divine grace was not 
their monopoly and that since they had repeatedly defied and opposed and 
persecuted God’s Messengers, it would now be transferred for all time to the 
House of Ishmael. In the present Surah Muslims are warned that as their 
material prosperity would excite the enmity of their external and internal foes, 
they should be on their guard against their evil designs and machinations. And, 
it is an invariable practice of the Qur’an that whenever it deals with the 
machinations of the enemies of Islam, it also makes a pointed reference to 
some social evils. This method was adopted in Surahs, An-Nur and Al-Ahzab, 
and it has been adopted in the present Surah also. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with a sharp denunciation of the evil custom of Zihar 

and by citing the case of Khaulah, a Muslim lady, lays down the ordinance 
that if anyone calls his wife "mother," he has to atone for this heinous moral 
lapse by either freeing a slave, if he has one, or by fasting for two successive 
months, and failing that by feeding sixty needy persons. The Surah then 
proceeds to deal with the plots and conspiracies of the internal enemies of 
Islam and condemns the formation of secret societies and holding secret 
conferences to injure its cause. Then with befitting relevance it lays down 
some rules of conduct about social gatherings; and towards its close it sternly 
warns the enemies of Islam that by their opposition to it they will incur God’s 
wrath but will never be able to arrest or impede its progress. This warning to 
disbelievers is followed by an equally strong warning to believers, that under 
no circumstances should they make friends with the enemies of their Faith, 
however closely related the latter might be to them, as by opposing Islam they 
have waged a veritable war against God, and friendship with God’s enemies is 
inconsistent with true faith. 
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PART XXVIII   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Allah has, indeed, heard the 
talk of her who pleads with 
thee concerning her husband, 
and complains unto Allah. 
And Allah has heard the two 
of you conversing together.3001 
Verily, Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Seeing.  

 

 

3. Those among you who put 
away their wives by calling 
them mothers—they do not 
thereby become their mothers; 
their mothers are only those 
who gave them birth. They 
certainly utter words that are 
manifestly evil and untrue; 
but, surely, Allah is the 
Effacer of sins, Most 
Forgiving. 

 

 

 
3001. Khaulah, wife of Aus bin Samit and daughter of Tha‘labah had 

become separated from her husband because the latter had called her 
"mother," the exact words used by him being, 'thou art to me as the back of 
my mother;' and thus according to an old Arab custom all conjugal relations 
had ceased between her and her husband. The unfortunate woman could 
neither demand divorce in order to contract a second marriage, nor could she 
enjoy conjugal rights and thus remained a suspended woman, uncared for. She 
came to the Holy Prophet and complained to him of the awkward situation in 
which she was placed, and sought his advice and help in the matter. The Holy 
Prophet pleaded his inability to do anything for her, as it was his wont that he 
would not give a decision in matters of this nature unless he was guided by 
revelation. The revelation came, and the custom of Zihar was declared 
unlawful. 

a1:1. 
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4. Those who put away their 

wives by calling them 

mothers, and then would go 

back3002 on what they have 

said, must free a slave before 

they touch one another. This 

is what you are admonished 

with. And Allah is Well-

Aware of what you do. 

 

 

5. But he who does not find a 

slave, he must fast for two 

successive months, before 

they touch one another. And 

he who is not able to do so 

shall feed sixty poor 

people.3003 This is enjoined 

on you so that you may have 

faith in Allah and His 

Messenger. And these are the 

limits prescribed by Allah; 

and for the disbelievers is a 

painful punishment.  

 

 

 

6. aThose who oppose 
Allah3004 and His Messenger 

 

 
3002. The words, "they would go back on what they have said," may 

signify that after calling their wives "mothers" they seek to re-establish 
conjugal relations with them, or they may mean that after having once called 
their wives "mothers" they repeat what they have said. According to this 
meaning, it is deliberate repetition of the obnoxious words and not their casual 
or inadvertent utterance that renders the utterer liable to the punishment 
prescribed in this and the following verse. 

3003. The drastic punishment mentioned in these verses indicates the 
extreme seriousness of the crime of calling one’s wife "mother." The 
relationship with "mother" is too sacred to be trifled with. 

3004. Calling one’s wife "mother" is tantamount to opposing God—so 
hideous is the offence. Befittingly the subject of opposition to truth by the 
Jews and the Hypocrites is introduced in this verse. 

a9:63. 
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will, surely, be abased even as 
those before them were 
abased; and We have already 
sent down clear Signs. And 
the disbelievers will have an 
humiliating punishment, 

 

7. On the Day when Allah 
will raise them all together. 
And He will inform them of 
what they did. Allah has kept 
account of it, while they have 
forgotten it. And Allah is 
Witness over all things. 

 

 

R. 2.   
8. Seest thou not that Allah 
knows all that is in the heavens 
and all that is in the earth? 
There is no secret counsel of 
three, but He is their fourth, nor 
of five but He is their sixth, nor 
of less than that, nor of more, 
but He is with them 
wheresoever they may be. 
Then on the Day of 
Resurrection He will inform 
them of what they did. Surely, 
Allah has full knowledge of all 
things.  

 

 

9. Seest thou not those who 
were forbidden to hold secret 
counsels, then they return to that 
which they were forbidden, and 
confer in secret for sin and 
transgression and disobedience 
to the Messenger?3005 And 

 
  

 

 

 
3005. The verse refers to the secret plots and conspiracies against Islam of 

the Jews and the Hypocrites of Medina and condemns this evil practice. The 
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when they come to thee, they 
greet thee with a agreeting with 
which Allah, has not greeted 
thee;3006 but among themselves 
they say, ‘Why does not Allah 
punish us for what we say?’ 
Sufficient for them is Hell, 
wherein they will burn; and a 
most evil destination it is! 

 

10. O ye who believe! when 
you confer together in private, 

confer not for the purpose of 

promoting sin and trans-
gression and disobedience to 

the Messenger, but confer for 
the purpose of promoting 
virtue and righteousness,3007 

and fear Allah unto Whom you 
shall all be gathered.  

 

 

11. Holding of secret counsels 

for evil purposes is only of 

Satan, that he may cause grief 

to those who believe; but it 

cannot harm them in the least, 

except by Allah’s leave. And 

in Allah should the believers 

put their trust. 

 

 

 
expulsion of the three Jewish tribes from Medina was the result of their 
repeated acts of defection and infidelity and their secret plots against Islam 
and the life of the Holy Prophet. 

3006. The meaning is that they go beyond proper limits in hypocritically 
praising thee; or they invoke death and destruction upon thee. The words seem 
to refer to the evil practice of some of the Jews of Medina that when they came 
to the Holy Prophet they, with a little twist of the tongue, would invoke curses 
upon him by saying As-Samu ‘Alaika (death to thee), instead of saluting him 
with the usual As-Salamu ‘Alaika, i.e. 'peace be upon thee' (Bukhari). 

3007. In this and the preceding two verses secret societies have been 
condemned, but the condemnation is not unqualified. The believers have been  

a4:47. 
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12. O ye who believe! when it 

is said to you, ‘Make room in 

your assemblies,’ then do 

make room; Allah will make 

ample room for you. And 

when it is said, ‘Rise up’3008 

then rise up; Allah will raise 

those who believe from 

among you, and those whom 

knowledge is given, to 

degrees of rank. And Allah is 

Well-Aware of what you do. 

 

 

13. O ye who believe! when 

you consult the Messenger in 

private, give alms before your 

consultation.3009 That is better 

for you and purer. But if you 

find not anything to give, then 

Allah is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful.  

 

 

14. Are you afraid of giving 

alms before your con-

sultation?3010 So, when you do 

not do so and Allah has been 

 

 
allowed to hold secret conferences to promote good and righteous causes. 

3008. As in the preceding verses the subject of holding an assembly was 
dealt with, it was in the fitness of things that its ethics and etiquette should 
also have been pointed out and this has been done in the present verse. 

3009. The believers should have due regard for the precious time of the 
Holy Prophet and as a compensation for taking his time to spend some money 
in charity before going to him for consultation. The Holy Prophet has been 
called "Counsellor" in the Bible (Isa. 9:6). 

3010. The commandment about the giving of alms before seeking the Holy 
Prophet’s consultation is not obligatory but optional, though preferable. The 
apprehension of the Companions of the Holy Prophet was whether they had 
given enough in alms to have complied with God’s commandment. 
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Merciful to you, then observe 

Prayer and pay the Zakat and 

obey Allah and His 

Messenger. And Allah is 

Well-Aware of what you do.  

R. 3.   

15. Seest thou not those who 

take for friends a people awith 

whom Allah is wroth? They 

are neither of you nor of them, 

and they swear to falsehood 

knowingly. 

 

 

16. Allah has prepared for 

them a severe punishment. 

Evil, indeed, is that which 

they used to do. 

 

 

17. They have made their 

oaths a shield3011 for their 

falsehoods, and thereby they 

seek to turn men away from 

the path of Allah; for them, 

therefore, will be an 

humiliating punishment. 

 

 

18. bNeither their wealth nor 

their children will avail them 

aught against Allah. They are 

the inmates of the Fire 

wherein they will abide.  

 

 

19. On the day when Allah 

will raise them all together, 

 

 
3011. The hypocrites protest loudly the sincerity of their faith by swearing 

and seek to take shelter behind their false oaths. 

a60:14. b3:11; 92:12; 111:3. 
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they will swear to Him,3012 

even as they now swear to 

you, and they will think that 

they have something to stand 

upon. Now, surely, it is they 

who are the liars. 

 

20. Satan has gained mastery 

over them, and has made them 

forget the remembrance of 

Allah. They are Satan’s party. 

Now, surely, it is Satan’s 

party that are the losers. 

 

 

21. aCertainly those who 

oppose Allah and His 

Messenger are among the 

most abject. 

 

 

22. Allah has decreed: ‘Most 
bsurely, I will prevail,3013 I 

and My Messengers.’ Verily, 

Allah is Powerful, Mighty.  

 

 

23. cThou wilt not find any 

people who believe in Allah 

and the Last Day and yet they 

love those who oppose Allah 

and His Messenger,3014 even 

 

 

 
3012. When a person becomes an habitual or hardened liar, he regards his 

falsehood as truth. The hypocrites will protest their innocence even before 
God on the Day of Reckoning. 

3013. It is writ large on the face of History that eventually Truth has always 
prevailed against falsehood. 

3014. Obviously, there could be no true or sincere friendship or relationship 
of love between the believers and the disbelievers. The ideals, principles and 
religious beliefs of the two being poles apart, and the community of interests 
which is the sine qua non of real intimate relationship being non-existent, 
believers are required not to have intimate and affectionate friendship with 
disbelievers. The bonds of Faith transcend all other bonds, even the close ties 
 

a9:63. b5:57; 37:172, 173. c3:29; 4:145; 9:23. 
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though they be their fathers, 

or their sons, or their brethren, 

or their kindred. These are 

they in whose hearts Allah has 

inscribed true faith and whom 

He has strengthened with 

inspiration from Himself. And 

He will admit them into 

Gardens through which 

streams flow. Therein they 

will abide; aAllah is well-

pleased with them and they 

are well-pleased with Him. 

They are Allah’s party. 

Hearken! it is Allah’s party 

who are the successful.  

 

 

 
of blood. The verse seems to be of general application. But it applies specially 
to disbelievers who are at war with Muslims. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a5:120; 9:100; 98:9. 
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CHAPTER 59 
AL-HASHR 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah is the third of the seven last Medinite Chapters of the 
Qur’an. The preceding Surah had dealt with the secret plots and machinations 
against Islam of the Jews of Medina. The present one, however, deals with 
their punishment, particularly with the expulsion from Medina of the Banu 
Nadir, one of the three Jewish tribes—Banu Qainuqa‘, Banu Nadir and Banu 
Quraizah—a few months after the Battle of Uhud in the fourth year of the 
Hijrah. The expulsion was an act of great wisdom and political foresight on 
the Holy Prophet’s part. Because, if the Jews had been allowed to remain in 
Medina they would have proved, on account of their conspiracies and secret 
plots, a source of constant danger to Islam. Next, the Surah deals with the 
Hypocrites of Medina who were neither true to Muslims nor to Jews. A 
hypocrite is essentially a coward, and a cowardly person is never sincere or 
honest to anyone. The Hypocrites of Medina proved dishonest even to the 
Jews in the latter’s hour of peril. The Surah opens with Divine glorification 
and ends with an exhortation to Muslims to sing the praises of the Beneficent 
and Merciful Lord, Who had nipped the wicked designs of their enemies in 
the bud and had opened out endless vistas of progress and prosperity for them. 
The Surah has close resemblance with Surah Al-Anfal. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bAll that is in the heavens 

and all that is in the earth 

glorifies3015 Allah; and He is 

the Mighty, the Wise.  

 

 

3. He it is Who caused the 

disbelievers of the People of 

the Book to go forth from 

their homes at the time of the 

first banishment.3016 You did 

 

 

 
3015. See 2981. Whereas Tasbih (glorifying) is used with regard to God’s 

attributes, Taqdis (extolling His holiness) is used concerning His actions. 
3016. There lived in Medina three Jewish tribes—Banu Qainuqa‘, Banu 

Nadir and Banu Quraizah. The verse refers to the banishment from Medina of 
the Banu Nadir. This tribe like Banu Qainuqa‘ before them had acted 
treacherously towards Muslims on several occasions. They had hatched plots 
and entered into secret alliances against them, with their enemies. They had 
repeatedly broken their plighted word and had repudiated the solemn 
agreement that they would remain neutral between the Holy Prophet and his 
enemies, and even had conspired to take his life. Their leader Ka‘b bin Ashraf 
had gone to Mecca to enlist the help of the Quraish and of other pagan tribes 
around Mecca to drive out the Muslims from Medina. After the temporary 
reverse suffered by Muslims at Uhud, their machinations and defiance of the 
Holy Prophet had greatly increased. It was when the cup of their iniquities had 
become full to the brim and their presence in Medina had proved to be a 
constant source of mortal danger to Muslims and the Islamic State that the 
Holy Prophet had to take action against them. He laid siege to their fortresses 
and, after vainly holding out for about 21 days, they surrendered. They were 
told to leave Medina upon which they all left for Syria, only two families 
choosing to remain behind at Khaibar. The Holy Prophet was exceptionally 
kind and considerate to them. He allowed them to carry their goods and 
chattels with them. They departed from Medina in perfect safety, but not until 
they had despaired of the help they expected from their Meccan allies and 
from the Hypocrites of Medina, and had also found that their fortresses, which 
they thought were impregnable, could not save them. In view of their evil 
 

a1:1. b17:45; 24:42; 61:2; 62:2; 64:2. 
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not think that they would go 

forth and they thought that 

their fortresses would defend 

them against Allah.3017 But 
aAllah came upon them 

whence they did not expect, 

and bcast terror into their 

hearts, so that they demolished 

their houses with their own 

hands3018 and with the hands 

of the believers. So take a 

lesson, O ye who have eyes.  

 

4. And had it not been that 

Allah had decreed exile for 

them, He would have, surely, 

punished them otherwise in 

this world.3019 And in the 

 

 

 
designs and machinations, their conspiracies and secret plots, their repeated 
acts of treachery and infidelity and the breach of their plighted word every 
now and then, the punishment meted out to them was extremely light. 

The reference in the words, at the time of the first banishment, may be to 
the banishment of Banu Qainuqa‘ from Medina after the Battle of Badr, or the 
words may refer to the banishment by the Holy Prophet from Medina of all 
the three above-mentioned Jewish tribes. That was their first banishment. 
‘Umar, the Holy Prophet’s Second Successor, however, banished all the Jews 
from the rest of Arabia for the second and last time. Thus the words may be 
taken as embodying a prophecy that after the Jewish tribes of Medina will 
have been banished by the Holy Prophet, all the Jews of Arabia would suffer 
the same fate at some later time. 

3017. In view of the material resources, political alliances and organization of 
the Jews of Medina, the Muslims could never think that the Jews could be driven 
out of Medina so easily and without any loss of human life on either side. 

3018. Before departing from Medina the Banu Nadir had destroyed, with their 
own hands, their houses and other movable property before the very eyes of 
Muslims. The Holy Prophet had given them ten days to dispose of their affairs as 
they liked. Thus the Jews of Medina were the originators of the scorched earth 
policy, centuries before the Russians had adopted it in World War II. 

3019. The exile of the Banu Nadir from Medina was a very light 
 

a16:27; 39:26. b3:152; 8:13. 
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Hereafter they will, certainly, 

have the punishment of the Fire. 
5. That is because they 
opposed Allah and His 
Messenger; and awhoso 
opposes Allah—then, surely, 
Allah is Severe in retribution. 

 

 

6. Whatever palm trees you 

cut down,3020 or left standing 

on their roots, it was by 

Allah’s leave that He might 

humiliate the transgressors. 

 

 

7. And whatever Allah has 
given to His Messenger as 
spoils from them, is of Allah’s 
grace. You urged neither 
horse nor camel for that; but 
Allah gives authority to His 
Messengers over whomsoever 
He pleases; and Allah has 
power over all things.  

 

 

8. Whatever Allah has given 

to His Messenger as spoils3021 

 

 

 
punishment. They deserved a much heavier punishment, and had they not 
been exiled they would have been severely punished in some other way. 

3020. The reference is to the cutting, by orders of the Holy Prophet, of the 
palm trees of the Banu Nadir who, as stated in v. 3, had shut themselves up in 
their fortresses in defiance of the Holy Prophet’s orders to surrender. After the 
siege had lasted for some days, the Holy Prophet, in order to compel them to 
surrender, ordered that some of their palm trees of the linah kind, of which the 
dates are of very inferior quality and quite unfit for human consumption, (Ar-
Raudul-Unuf), should be cut down. It was after only six trees had been cut down, 
that they surrendered (Zurqani). The orders of the Holy Prophet were extremely 
light and lenient and quite in conformity with the laws of civilized warfare. 

3021. As Fai’ consists of such booty as is attained without difficulty or 
labour and accrues to Muslims without war, the soldiers have no share in it, 
and the whole of it goes to the public treasury. The verse may have special 
 

a4:116; 8:14; 47:33. 
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from the people of the towns, 

it is for Allah and for the 

Messenger and for the near of 

kin and the orphans and the 

needy and the wayfarer, in 

order that it may not circulate 

only among those of you who 

are rich. And whatsoever the 

Messenger gives you, take 

it,3022 and whatsoever he 

forbids you, abstain from it. 

And fear Allah; surely, Allah 

is Severe in retribution.  

 

9. And it is also for the poor 

Refugees who have been 

driven out from their homes 

and their possessions; they 

seek the grace of Allah and 

His pleasurea; and help Allah 

and His Messenger. These it 

is who are true in their faith; 

 

 

 
reference to the spoils the Muslims got from the Jews of Khaibar. It lays down 
the principle that the circulation of wealth should not remain confined to the 
privileged and propertied class. As an individual’s health requires that his 
physical needs be reasonably met, the health of the society requires that 
material goods be widely distributed and wealth be in easy circulation. This is 
the basic principle of Muslim economics. Finding humanity ground down 
under the tyranny of vested interests, Islam propounded measures that broke 
the barriers of economic caste and enormously reduced the injustice of special 
privilege. It does not, however, oppose the profit motive or economic 
competition, but only insists that acquisitiveness and competition be balanced 
by fair play and compassion. Since human nature automatically takes care for 
the former, it falls to social laws to safeguard the latter. The Zakat is Islam’s 
basic device for institutionalising regard for the need of others, but it is 
supplemented by a number of other measures. 

3022. The words, whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it, show that 
the Sunnah forms an integral part of the Islamic Law. 

a5:3; 48:30. 
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10. And for those who had 
established their home in this 
City and had accepted the Faith 
before them. They love those 
who come to them for refuge, 
and find not in their breasts any 
desire for that which is given 
them (the Refugees), but give 
preference to the Refugees 
above themselves, even though 
poverty be their own lot.3023 
Whoso is rid of the 
covetousness of his own 
soul—it is these awho will be 
successful; 

 

 

11. And for those who came 
after them.3024 They say, ‘Our 
Lord, forgive us and our 
brothers who preceded us in 
the Faith, and leave not any 
rancour in our hearts against 
those who believe. Our Lord! 
Thou art, indeed, Com-
passionate, Merciful.  

 

 

R. 2.   

12. Seest thou not the 

Hypocrites? They say to their 

 

 
3023. The words constitute a great testimonial to the spirit of self-sacrifice, 

hospitality and goodwill of the Ansar (Helpers). The Refugees (Muhajirin) 
from Mecca came to them, deprived and denuded of all their possessions, and 
they received them with open arms and made them equal partners in their 
belongings. The bond of love and brotherhood which the Holy Prophet 
established between the Refugees from Mecca and the Helpers of Medina and 
to which this verse bears an eloquent testimony, stands unrivalled in the whole 
history of human relationships. 

3024. The words may apply to the Refugees who came later to Medina, or 
to all the coming generations of Muslims. 

a64:17. 
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brethren who disbelieve from 

among the People of the 

Book, ‘If you are turned out of 

Medina, we will, surely, go 

out with you and we will 

never obey any one against 

you, and if you are fought 

against, we will, certainly, 

help you.3025 But Allah bears 

witness that, surely, they are 

liars. 

 

13. If they are turned out, they 

will never go out with them; 

and if they are fought against, 

they will never help them. 

And even if they help them, 

they will, certainly, aturn their 

backs, and then they 

themselves shall not be 

helped. 

 

 

14. Assuredly, they have 

greater bfear of you in their 

hearts than of Allah. That is 

because they are a people who 

understand not.  

 

 

15. They will not fight you in 

a body except in strongly 

fortified towns or from behind 

the walls. Their fighting 

among themselves is severe. 

 

 
3025. The Hypocrites had urged the Jews of Medina to defy the Holy 

Prophet and break their plighted word with him, holding out to them false 
promises of help and succour in time of need. But when relying upon their 
promises the Jews defied the Holy Prophet and marched against him, they left 
them in the lurch. 

a3:112. b4:78. 
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Thou thinkest them to be 

united, but their hearts are 

divided.3026 That is because 

they are a people who have no 

sense. 

 

16. Their case is like the case 
of those people who passed 
away only a short time before 
them. They tasted the evil 
consequences of their evil 
conduct.3027 And for them is a 
painful punishment.  

 

 

17. aOr it is like that of Satan, 
when he says to man, 
‘Disbelieve,’ but when he 
disbelieves, he says, I have 
nothing to do with thee, I fear 
Allah, the Lord of the worlds.’ 

 

 

18. The end of both is that 
they are both in the Fire, 
abiding therein. Such is the 
reward of the wrongdoers. 

 

 

 
3026. The verse means that the disbelievers, particularly the Jews and the 

Hypocrites of Medina, present a false facade of unity against Islam, but as 
they have no common cause to fight for, and as their interests are diverse and 
divergent, there can possibly exist no real unity among them. There were three 
parties in Arabia who appeared to be united against the Islamic State—the 
Jews, the Hypocrites of Medina and the pagan Quraish of Mecca. The Quraish 
saw in the rising power of Islam a great danger to their all-round supremacy, 
the Hypocrites (of whom ‘Abdullah bin Ubayy was the leader) to their 
domination in Medina, and the Jews to their organization and racial 
superiority. Having no common objective their seeming unity had no real 
basis and it never materialized in time of danger. 

3027. The reference may be to the Quraish of Mecca who sustained 
ignominious defeat at Badr, or to Banu Qainuqa‘ who were punished for their 
mischiefs and machinations after Badr. The latter were the first of the three 
Jewish tribes who were banished from Medina one month after the Battle of 
Badr because they had broken their pledged word with the Holy Prophet. 
Eventually they settled in Syria. 

a8:49; 14:23. 
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R. 3   

19. O ye who believe! be 

mindful of your duty to Allah 

and let every soul look to what 

it sends forth for the morrow. 

And fear Allah, verily, Allah 

is Well-Aware of what you 

do. 

 

 

20. And be not like those who 
aforgot Allah, so He caused 
them to forget their own 
souls. It is they that are the 
transgressors. 

 

 

21. The inmates of the Fire 
and the inmates of the Garden 
are not equal. It is the inmates 
of the Garden that are the 
triumphant. 

 

 

22. bIf We had sent down this 
Qur’an on a mountain, thou 
wouldst, certainly, have seen 
it humbled and rent 
asunder3027A for fear of Allah. 
And these are similitudes that 
We set forth for mankind that 
they may reflect.  

 

 

23. He is Allah, and there is 

no god beside Him, cthe 

Knower of the unseen and the 

seen. He is the Gracious, the 

Merciful. 

 

 

 
3027A. The verse may signify that the proud pagan Arabs whom no pre-

Islamic teaching could wean from their polytheistic beliefs and idolatrous 
practices and who, like a strong rock, remained unmoved and firmly wedded 
to their Bedouin usages, unaffected by the corrosive influence of the glamour 
and  glitter  of  the  neighbouring  Christian  civilization,  would  be  humbled  

a9:67. b13:32. c6:74; 9:94; 13:10. 
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24. He is Allah, and there is 

no god beside Him, the 

Sovereign, the Holy One, the 

Source of peace, the Bestower 

of security, the Protector, the 

Mighty, the Subduer, the 

Exalted. Holy is Allah, far 

above that which they 

associate with Him. AAA 

 

 

25. He is Allah, the Creator, 

the Maker, the Fashioner. aHis 

are the most beautiful names. 

All that is in the heavens and 

the earth bglorifies Him, and 

He is the Mighty, the Wise.  

 

 
 

 
before the sublime and powerful Message of Islam, and from their erstwhile 

stony hearts would gush forth fountains of light and learning. 

AAA  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a7:181. b17:45; 24:42; 61:2; 62:2; 64:2. 
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CHAPTER 60 

AL-MUMTAHINAH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Like the preceding three Chapters, this Surah was revealed, as its 
contents show, at Medina, in the 7th or 8th year of Hijrah, sometime during 
the interval between the Treaty of Hudaibiyah and the Fall of Mecca. The 
preceding Surah had dealt with the intrigues and machinations of the 
Hypocrites and the Jews of Medina and with the punishment which was meted 
out to them. The present Surah deals with the believers’ social relations with 
disbelievers in general, and with those at war with Islam in particular. It opens 
with an emphatic prohibitory injunction to Muslims against having intimate 
friendly relations with those disbelievers who are at war with and are bent 
upon extirpating Islam. The injunction is so strict and comprehensive that 
even very near blood relations have not been exempted from it. The 
prohibitory injunction is followed by an implied prophecy that very soon the 
implacable enemies of Islam would become its devoted followers. The 
injunction, however, has its exception. It does not apply to those disbelievers 
who have good neighbourly relations with Muslims. Such disbelievers are to 
be treated equitably and with kindness. The Surah then lays down some 
important injunctions with regard to believing women who migrated to 
Medina, and also with regard to those women who left Medina and went over 
to disbelievers. In order to bring home to Muslims the seriousness of the 
matter, the Surah closes with repeating the injunction that Muslims are not to 
make friends with those people, who, by adopting an openly hostile attitude 
towards Islam, have incurred God’s wrath. 
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1.°aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. O ye who believe! take not 
My enemy and your enemy 
for bfriends. Would you offer 
them love,3028 while they 
have disbelieved in the Truth 
which has come to you and 
chave driven out the 
Messenger and yourselves 
from your homes, merely 
because you believe in Allah, 
your Lord? When you go 
forth to strive in My cause and 
to seek My pleasure, some of 
you send them messages of 
love in secret, while I know 
best what you conceal and 

 

 
3028. The prohibitory injunction is of very strict character. Muslims are not 

to have friendly relations with the avowed enemies of God—those who drove 
out the Prophet and the Muslims from their hearths and homes and sought to 
destroy Islam. It is all-comprehensive in this respect that no consideration of 
bonds or ties of even the nearest blood relationship is allowed to interfere with 
it. The enemy of Islam is God’s enemy, whosoever he may be. 

The immediate occasion of the revelation of this verse seems to be when 
the Quraish dishonoured the Treaty of Hudaibiyah, and the Holy Prophet had 
to take stern punitive action against them, Hatib bin Abi Balta‘ah had written 
a secret letter to the Meccans informing them of the Holy Prophet’s intended 
march on Mecca. The Prophet, informed by revelation about it, sent ‘Ali, 
Zubair and Miqdad in search of the bearer of the letter. They overtook the 
Messenger—she was a woman—on the way to Mecca and the letter was 
brought back to Medina. Hatib’s offence was extremely grave. He had sought 
to divulge an important State secret. He deserved exemplary punishment, but 
he was forgiven because he had committed the offence inadvertently, not 
realizing its grave consequences. Incidentally, the episode of the letter fixes 
the date of the revelation of the Surah. 

a1:1. b3:119; 4:145; 5:58. c17:77. 
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what you reveal. And 
whoever of you does it has, 
indeed, strayed away from the 
right path. 

 

3. If they get the upper hand 

of you, they will be your 

active enemies, and will 

stretch forth their hands and 

their tongues towards you to 

do you harm; and they 

ardently desire that you 

should become disbelievers. 

 

 

4. aNeither your ties of 

kindred, nor your children 

will avail you aught on the 

Day of Resurrection. Allah 

will decide between you. And 

Allah sees all what you do.  

 

 

5. bIndeed there is a good 

example for you in 

Abraham3029 and those with 

him when they said to their 

people, c‘We have nothing to 

do with you and with that 

which you worship beside 

Allah. We disbelieve all that 

you believe in. There has 

become manifest enmity and 

hatred between us and you for 

 

 
3029. Abraham’s example has been mentioned here to emphasize that 

whenever it becomes clear that a certain person or persons are inimically 
disposed towards truth and are bent upon extirpating it, all friendly relations 
with them are to be given up. The expression, Kafarna Bikum, which is 
generally translated as 'we disbelieve all that you believe in' may also mean, 
We have nothing to do with you; the expression, Kafara Bikadha, meaning, he 
declared himself to be clear or quit of such a thing (Lane). 

a3:11; 31:34. b60:7. c6:79; 43:27. 
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ever, until you believe in 

Allah alone—except that 

Abraham said to his father, a‘I 

will, surely, ask forgiveness 

for thee, though I have no 

power to do aught for thee 

against Allah.’ Their prayer 

was: ‘Our Lord, in Thee do 

we put our trust and to Thee 

do we turn in repentance, and 

towards Thee is the final 

return; 

 

6. ‘Our Lord, make us not a 
btrial for those who disbelieve, 

and forgive us, our Lord; for, 

Thou alone art the Mighty, the 

Wise.’ 

 

 

7. cSurely, there is a good 

example in them for you—for 

all who have hope to see 

Allah and the Last Day. And 

whosoever turns away—truly, 

Allah is Self-Sufficient, 

Worthy of all praise.  

 

 

R. 2.   

8. It may be that Allah will 

bring about love between you 

and those of them with whom 

you are now at enmity,3030 

 
 

 
3030. The verse implied a prophecy. The Companions of the Holy Prophet 

were told that though they had been enjoined to renounce all friendly relations 
with the enemies of their Faith, even though the latter might be their very near 
blood relations, the prohibition was destined to be very short-lived. The time 
was fast approaching when the erstwhile enemies would become their loving 
friends. The commandment applies only to such disbelievers, as the next verse 
 

a19:48. b10:86. c60:5. 
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and Allah is All-Powerful; 

and Allah is Most Forgiving, 

Merciful. 

 

9. Allah forbids you not 
respecting those who have not 
fought against you on account 
of your religion, and who 
have not driven you out from 
your homes, that you be kind 
to them and deal equitably 
with them; surely, Allah loves 
those who are equitable. 

 

 

10. Allah only forbids you 
respecting those who have 
fought against you on account 
of your religion and have 
driven you out of your homes, 
and have helped others in 
driving you out, that you 
make friends with them, and 
whosoever makes friends with 
them—it is these that are the 
transgressors.  

 

 

11. O ye who believe! when 
believing women come to you 
as Refugees, examine3031 

 

 

 
shows, who are at war with Muslims. Friendly relations with all non-Muslims 
as such are not forbidden. 

3031. Though when Muslims were being bitterly persecuted and it was not 
safe to leave Mecca and join the Muslim Community at Medina, a continuous 
stream of believers was pouring into Medina, leaving behind in Mecca their 
dear and near ones. These Refugees contained a fair number of women among 
them. The verse refers to such refugee Muslim women. It constitutes an 
eloquent commentary on the Holy Prophet’s anxiety not to accept into the 
Muslim Community any woman who had fled from Mecca unless there was 
proof available, after subjecting her to searching examination, that she was 
sincere and honest in her faith and was accepting Islam from no ulterior or 
otherwise objectionable motives. The verse further states that the marriage-tie 
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them. Allah knows best their 
faith. Then, if you find them 
true believers, send them not 
back to the disbelievers. 
These women are not lawful 
for them, nor are they lawful 
for these women. But give 
their disbelieving husbands 
what they have spent on 

them. Thereafter it is no sin 
for you to marry them, when 
you have given them their 
adowries. And hold not to your 
matrimonial ties of the 
disbelieving bwomen, but 
should they join the 

disbelievers, then demand the 

return of that which you have 
spent; and let the disbelieving 

husbands of believing women 
demand that which they have 
spent. That is the judgment of 
Allah. He judges between 
you. And Allah is All-
Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

 
between a refugee believing woman and her disbelieving husband becomes 
automatically dissolved when she joins the Muslim Community; and a 
believer is allowed to marry her provided he fulfils two conditions: (a)  He 
should have paid back to her disbelieving husband what the latter had spent on 
her, and (b)  he should also have fixed and paid her dowry. Similarly, the 
marriage-tie between a Muslim and his wife who gives up Islam could not 
continue and the same procedure would be adopted if such an apostate woman 
marries a disbeliever as in the case of marriage between a Muslim and a 
refugee believing woman. The reciprocal arrangement prescribed in this verse 
is not the private affair of the individuals concerned but is to be carried out by 
the State, as is the practice in time of war, to which these verses particularly 
apply. There could not and should not then continue any social relations 
between individual believers and individual disbelievers. 

a4:5, 25. b2:222. 
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12. And if any of your wives 
goes away from you to the 
disbelievers, and afterwards 
you retaliate and get some 
spoils from the disbelievers, 
then give to those believers 
whose wives have gone away 
the like of that which they had 
spent on them.3032 And fear 
Allah in Whom you believe. 

 

 

13. O Prophet! when believing 

women come to thee, taking 
the oath of allegiance at thy 

hands that they will not 

associate anything with Allah, 
and that they will not steal, and 
will not commit adultery, nor 

kill their children, nor bring 
forth a scandalous charge 
which they themselves have 

deliberately forged, nor 
disobey thee in what is right, 
then accept their allegiance and 

ask Allah to forgive them. 
Verily, Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful.  

 

 

 
3032. If the wife of a Muslim deserts to disbelievers and thereafter a 

woman from among disbelievers is taken prisoner by the Muslims, or she 
flees from disbelievers and joins the Muslim Community, then the believing 
husband is to be compensated from the loss of the dowry paid by him to his 
deserting wife from the sum due to the disbelieving husband whose wife has 
joined the Muslim Community if the dowries are equal, but the deficiency, if 
any, is to be made up collectively by Muslims, or, as some authorities say, 
from the booty acquired by the State, the word ‘Aqabtum also meaning 
Ghanimtum, i.e. you have acquired booty. This arrangement was necessary as 
disbelievers would refuse to return the dowries paid by their believing 
husbands to the women who had deserted to the former. 
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14. O ye who believe! take 

not for friends a people with 

whom aAllah is wroth; they 

have, indeed, despaired of the 

Hereafter3033 just as have the 

disbelievers despaired of 

those who are in the graves.  

 

 
[[ 

 
3033. The words, they (disbelievers) have indeed despaired of the Hereafter, 

mean that they have no faith in the Hereafter, just as they have no faith that 
dead will ever come to life. The word "they" may particularly apply to the 
Jews, since the expression, with whom Allah is wroth, has been used about the 
Jews in several verses of the Qur’an. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a58:15. 
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CHAPTER 61 
AS-SAFF 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Medina, probably in the third or fourth year 

of the Hijrah, after the Battle of Uhud, as v. 5 seems to possess an implied 
reference to the lack of discipline or unquestioning obedience to the Holy 
Prophet of which some of the Muslims were guilty in that battle. The 
preceding two Chapters had dealt with the subject of war against disbelievers, 
and with social and political problems arising out of it. The present Surah 
emphasizes the importance of giving unqualified and unquestioning obedience 
to the Leader, and of presenting, under his guidance, a solid, compact and 
united front to disbelievers. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the glorification of God’s wisdom and might, 

and proceeds to admonish believers that when they glorify God and extol His 
Holiness with their tongues, they should give a practical proof of their 
profession with their actions, thus making their actions harmonize with their 
verbal declarations. And when they are called upon to fight in the cause of 
Truth, they should present a firm and solid front to disbelievers, and should 
give unqualified obedience to their Leader. The Surah then makes a brief 
reference to the misbehaviour of the followers of Moses who, by maligning 
and defying him, caused him much vexation and mental anguish, and, by 
implication, warns Muslims never to behave like them. Next, mention is made 
of the prophecy of Jesus about the advent of the Prophet Ahmad, followed by 
a firm declaration that all the attempts of the votaries of darkness to extinguish 
the Light of Allah will come to naught. The Light will continue to shine in all 
its glory and effulgence and Islam will prevail over all religions. But before 
this eventually comes to pass, the Muslims will have to 'strive with their 
wealth and persons in the cause of Allah.' Only then will they deserve to be 
blessed with God’s pleasure and material glory, 'with gardens through which 
streams flow.' The Surah closes with exhorting Muslims to help God’s cause, 
as did the disciples of Jesus by undergoing all manner of sacrifice and 
suffering for it. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bWhatever is in the heavens 

and whatever is in the earth 

glorifies Allah; and He is the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

3. O ye who believe! Why do 

you say what you do not?3034 

 

 

4. It is most hateful in the 

sight of Allah that you say 

what you do not. 

 

 

5. Verily, Allah loves those 

who fight in His cause arrayed 

in solid ranks, as though they 

were a strong structure3035 

cemented with molten lead.  

 

 

6. And call to mind when 

Moses said to his people, ‘O 

my people, why do you 

malign3036 me and you know 

 

 
3034. The action of a Muslim should correspond to his professions. 

Boastful, empty talk carries one nowhere and verbal professions not 
accompanied by actual deeds smack of hypocrisy and insincerity. 

3035. Muslims are expected to present a firm, compact and solid front to 
the forces of evil, under the command of their Leader whom they should give 
full and unqualified obedience. But a people who seek to become united into a 
solid and strong community, must possess one code of life, one ideal, one 
objective and one goal and one programme to achieve that objective. 

3036. Perhaps no Prophet of God suffered so much mental agony at the 
hands of his followers as did Moses. Moses’s people had seen the mighty 
hosts of Pharoah drown before their very eyes and yet they had hardly crossed 
the sea when they sought to revert to idolatry, and seeing some people 
 

a1:1. b17:45; 24:42; 57:2; 62:2; 64:2. 
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that I am Allah’s Messenger 

unto you?’ So when they 

deviated from the right course, 

Allah caused their hearts to 

deviate; for Allah guides not 

the rebellious people.  
 

7. And call to mind when 
Jesus, son of Mary, said, ‘O 

Children of Israel, surely, I 
am Allah’s Messenger unto 
you, fulfilling that which is 

before me of the prophecies of 
the Torah, and giving glad 
tidings of a Messenger who 

will come after me, his name 
being Ahmad.3037 And when 

 

 

 

 
worshipping idols asked Moses to set up one such idol for them also (7:139). 
When asked to march into Canaan which God had promised to give them, 
they scornfully and brazen-facedly told Moses to go with his Lord upon 
Whom he had relied so much; they were not going to budge an inch from the 
place where they had settled (5:25). Thus Moses was repeatedly insulted by, 
and baulked in his efforts to reclaim from idolatry, the very people whom he 
had delivered from the crushing bondage of Pharoah. They even slandered and 
defamed him. 

3037. For the prophecy of Jesus about the coming of Paraclete or the 
Comforter or the Spirit of Truth see John, 12:13; 14:16, 17; 15:26; 16:7, from 
which the following inferences are clearly deducible:— 

(a)  Paraclete or the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth could not come unless 
Jesus should have departed from the world. (b)  He was to abide in the world 
for ever; and was to say many things which Jesus himself could not say 
because the world could not then bear them. (c)  He would guide men unto all 
truth. (d)  He would not speak of himself but whatever he would hear that 
would he speak. (e)  He would glorify Jesus and testify to his truth. This 
description of Paraclete or the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth is in complete 
harmony with the status and mission of the Holy Prophet as given in the 
Qur’an. The Holy Prophet appeared after Jesus had departed from this world; 
he was the last Law-giving Prophet and the Qur’an the last revealed Divine 
Law for the whole of mankind till the end of time (5:4). He did not speak of 
himself but whatever he heard from God that did he spake (53:4). He glorified 
Jesus (2:254; 3:56). The above prophecy in the Gospel of John closely 
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he came to them with clear 
proofs, they said, ‘This is 

manifest asorcery.’  

 

8. bBut who does greater 

wrong than he who forges a 

lie against Allah while he is 

invited to Islam?3038 Allah 

 

 
resembles the prophecy mentioned in the verse under comment except that 
instead of Ahmad the name stated therein is Paraclete. Christian writers 
challenge the correctness of the Quranic version of the prophecy, basing their 
contention on this difference of the two names, irrespective of the otherwise 
identical features of the biblical and Quranic versions. In fact, Jesus spoke 
both Aramaic and Hebrew. Aramaic was his mother tongue and Hebrew his 
religious language. The present biblical version is the translation of Aramaic 
and Hebrew into Greek. A translation naturally cannot fully convey the beauty 
of the original text. Languages have their limitations. The same is true of the 
people who speak them. Their limitations are reflected in their works. The 
Greek language has another word, i.e. Periklutos, with a similar meaning as 
Ahmad in Arabic. Jack Finegan, the renowned Christian theologian, in his 
book, "The Archaeology of World Religions," says: 'Where in Greek the word 
Parakletos (Comforter) is very similar to Periklutos (renowned), the latter 
word being the meaning of the names Ahmad and Muhammad.' Moreover, 
"The Damascus Document," a scripture discovered towards the end of the 
nineteenth century in Ezra synagogue, Old Cairo (p. 2), describes Jesus as 
having foretold the advent of a "Holy Spirit," named Emeth: And by His 
Messiah, He has made them know his Holy Spirit. For it is he who is Emeth, 
i.e. the Truthful One, and in accordance with His name are also theirs… 
"Emeth" in Hebrew means "the Truth," or "the Truthful One and a person of 
constant goodness" (Strachan’s Fourth Gospel, p. 141). This word was 
interpreted by the Jews as "God’s Seal." Naturally, though Jesus must have 
used the name Ahmad, the phonetic resemblance between the two words 
(Ahmad and Emeth) led later writers to substitute "Emeth" for Ahmad, its 
Hebrew synonym. Thus the prophecy mentioned in the verse applies to the 
Holy Prophet, but as a corollary it may also apply to the Promised Messiah, 
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, because he has also been called 
Ahmad in Divine revelation (Barahin-e-Ahmadiyya) and because also in his 
person the Second Manifestation or Second Advent of the Holy Prophet took 
place. To this Second Manifestation of the Holy Prophet, the third verse of 
Surah Al-Jumu‘ah pointedly refers. It may be mentioned in passing that a 
prophecy about the Holy Prophet is also clearly stated in the Gospel of 
Barnabas which is treated by the Church as apocryphal, but which has as 
much claim to be accepted as authentic as any of the four Gospels. 

3038. The verse refers to disbelievers to whom the Holy Prophet addressed 
 

a27:14; 43:31. b6:22; 10:18; 11:19. 
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guides not the wrongdoing 

people. 
 

9. aThey desire to extinguish 

the Light of Allah3039 with 

the breath of their mouths, but 

Allah will perfect His light, 

however much the 

disbelievers may dislike it. 

 

 

10. bHe it is Who has sent His 

Messenger with the guidance 

and the Religion of truth, that 

He may cause it to prevail over 

all religions,3040 however much 

those who associate partners 

with Allah may dislike it.  

 

 

R. 2.   

11. O ye who believe! shall I 

point out to you a 

commerce3041 which will 

deliver you from a painful 

punishment? 

 

 

 
his Message, since he was the inviter and they the invitees (20:109 & 33:47). 
Moreover, they have been stigmatised in the Qur’an as forgers of lies against 
God (6:138, 141). But if the prophecy be taken to apply to the Promised 
Messiah the expression, 'he is invited to Islam,' would signify that the 
Promised Messiah would be invited by the so-called defenders of Islam to 
recant, repent and be a Muslim like them, for, according to them, by his claim 
to be the Promised Messiah and Mahdi he would cease to be one. 

3039. The Holy Prophet has been repeatedly called the "Light of Allah," in 
the Qur’an (4:175; 5:17; 64:9). 

3040. Most Commentators of the Qur’an are agreed that this verse applies 
to the Promised Messiah, because in his time all religions will have made their 
appearance and the superiority of Islam over all of them will become 
established. 

3041. This verse also seems to refer to the time of the Promised Messiah 
when trade and commerce were to flourish and there was to be a mad rush for 
striking profitable bargains. 

a9:32. b9:33; 48:29. 

Naveed Islam

Naveed Islam
Truth,
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12. aThat you believe in Allah 

and His Messenger, and strive 

in the cause of Allah with 

your wealth and your persons. 

That is better for you, if you 

did but know. 

 

 

13. He will forgive you your 

sins, and admit you to 

Gardens through which 

streams flow, and to pure and 

pleasant dwellings in 
bGardens of Eternity. That is 

the supreme triumph, 

 

 

14. And He will bestow upon 

you another favour which you 

love: help from Allah and a 

nigh victory. So give glad 

tidings to the believers.  

 

 

15. O ye who believe! be 

helpers of Allah, as said Jesus, 

son of Mary, to his cdisciples, 

‘Who are my helpers in the 

cause of Allah?’ The disciples 

said, ‘We are helpers of 

Allah.’ So a party of the 

Children of Israel believed, 

while a party disbelieved. 

Then We aided those who 

believed against their enemy, 

and they became 

predominant.3042 

 

 

 
3042. Of the three religious groups among the Jews to whom Jesus 

preached his Message—the Pharisees, the Sadducees and the Essenes—Jesus 
belonged to the last, while he had not yet been commissioned as a Divine 
 

a9:20, 41. b9:72; 19:62; 20:77. c3:53; 5:112. 
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Preacher. The Essenes were a highly righteous people who lived away from 
the world’s hustle and bustle, passing their time in meditation and prayer and 
in the service of humanity. It was from these people that most of Jesus’s early 
followers came ("The Dead Sea Community" by Kurt Schubert & "The 
Crucifixion by An Eye-Witness"). They have been called "Helpers" by 
Eusephus. The concluding words of the Surah are indeed very prophetic. 
Throughout the ages the followers of Jesus have enjoyed power and 
predominance over their eternal enemies—the Jews. They have founded and 
ruled over vast and powerful empires while the Jews have remained a 
dispersed people so much so that "The Wandering Jew" has become a byword. 
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CHAPTER 62 
AL-JUMU‘AH 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah seems to have been revealed several years after Hijrah (see 
v. 4). In the preceding Surah Jesus’s prophecy about the advent of the Prophet 
Ahmad was mentioned. The present Surah further deals with that prophecy. 
Like the preceding Surah it opens with the glorification of the might and 
wisdom of God, and, as a proof and demonstration of these two Divine 
attributes, points to the appearance of the Holy Prophet among the unlettered 
Arabs, who from an uncivilized, uncultured and unlettered people, became, 
through the teaching of the Qur’an and the Prophet’s noble example, the 
teachers and leaders of mankind, spreading light and learning wherever they 
went. The Surah then refers to the same spiritual phenomenon which will take 
place at some later time through a great Deputy of the Holy Prophet, the 
Promised Messiah, and proceeds to condemn the Jewish people for their 
rejection of the Holy Prophet, in spite of the fact that their Scriptures abound 
in prophecies concerning him. Thus by implication the Surah warns Muslims 
against behaving like Jews when the Great Deputy of the Holy Prophet 
appears among them. Towards its close, importance of the Friday Prayer is 
emphasized and an implied hint is made that at the time of the Second Advent 
of the Holy Prophet which has been likened to the Friday Prayer, there would 
be a mad craze for trade, commerce and worldly gains and many other 
diversions to amuse and turn men away from God; and Muslims are exhorted 
not to let these things distract their attention in the midst of their religious 
duties. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Whatever is in the heavens 

and whatever is in the earth 
bglorifies Allah, the 

Sovereign, the Holy, the 

Mighty, the Wise.3043 

 

 

3. He it is Who has raised 

among the unlettered3044 
people a cMessenger from 
among themselves who recites 

unto them His Signs, and 
purifies them, and teaches them 
the Book and Wisdom3045 

though before that they were in 
manifest error;  

 

 

4. And He will raise him 
among others of them who 

 

 
3043. The four Divine attributes concern the fourfold mission of the Holy 

Prophet, mentioned in the next verse. 
3044. See 3:76 and 7:158. 
3045. The Divine mission of the Holy Prophet consisted in the performance 

of the fourfold sacred duty referred to in this verse. This was the great and 
noble task which was entrusted to him; because it was to his appearance 
among the unlettered Arabs that the Patriarch Abraham had prayed several 
thousand years ago, when in company with his son, Ishmael, he was raising 
the foundations of the Ka‘bah (2:130). In fact, no Reformer can truly succeed 
in his mission unless he prepares, by his noble and purifying example, a 
community of sincere, devoted and righteous followers, whom he first teaches 
the ideals and the principles of his Message and their philosophy, significance 
and importance, and then sends them abroad to preach that Message to other 
people. The training he imparts to his followers refines their intellect, and the 
philosophy of his teaching engenders in them certainty of faith, and his noble 
example creates in them purity of heart. It is to this basic fact of religion that 
the verse refers. 

a1:1. b61:2. c3:165; 7:158; 9:128. 
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have not yet joined them.3046 
He is the Mighty, the Wise.  

5. That is Allah’s grace; He 

bestows it on whom He 

pleases; and Allah is the Lord 

of immense grace. 

 

 

6. The likeness of those who 
were charged with the Law of 
Torah, but did not carry out its 

commandments, is as the 
likeness of an ass carrying a 

load of books. Evil is the 

likeness of the people who 
reject the Signs of Allah. And 
Allah guides not the 

wrongdoing people.  

 

 

7. Say, ‘O ye who are Jews, if 

you claim that you are the 

 

 
3046. The Message of the Holy Prophet was meant not only for the Arabs 

among whom he was raised but for all non-Arabs as well, and not only for his 
contemporaries but also for the generations to come till the end of time. Or, 
the verse may signify that the Holy Prophet will be raised among another 
people who have not yet joined his immediate followers. The reference in the 
verse and in a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet is to the Second Advent 
of the Holy Prophet himself in the person of the Promised Messiah in the 
Latter Days. Says Abu Hurairah: 'One Day we were sitting with the Holy 
Prophet when Surah Jumu‘ah was revealed. I enquired from the Holy Prophet, 
Who are the people to whom the words, 'And among others of them who have 
not yet joined them,' refer.' Salman, the Persian, was sitting among us. Upon 
my repeatedly asking him the same question, the Holy Prophet put his hand on 
Salman and said, 'If Faith were to go up to the Pleiades, a man from these 
would, surely, find it' (Bukhari). This saying of the Holy Prophet shows that 
the verse applies to a man of Persian descent. The Promised Messiah, the 
Founder of the Ahmadiyya Movement, was of Persian descent. Other sayings 
of the Holy Prophet speak of the appearance of the Messiah at a time when 
there would remain nothing of the Qur’an but its words and of Islam but its 
name, i.e. the true spirit of Islamic teaching will have been lost (Baihaqi). 
Thus the Qur’an and the Hadith both agree that the present verse refers to the 
Second Advent of the Holy Prophet in the person of the Promised Messiah. 
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friends of Allah to the 

exclusion of all other peoples, 

then wish for death,3047 aif, 

indeed, you are truthful. 
 

8. bBut they will never wish 
for it, because of that which 
their hands have sent on 

before them. And Allah 
knows well those who do 
wrong. 

 

 

9. Say, c‘The death from 
which you flee will, surely, 
overtake you. Then you will 
be returned unto Him Who 
knows the unseen and the 
seen, and He will inform you 
of what you had been doing.’  

 

 

R. 2.   

10. O ye who believe! when 

the call is made for Prayer on 

Friday,3047A hasten to the 

remembrance of Allah, and 

leave off all business. That is 

best for you, if you only knew. 

 

 

 
3047. The Promised Messiah will challenge the so-called Muslim Ulema, 

who will reject his claim, to Mubahalah, i.e. prayer-contest by which Divine 
curse is invoked upon those who forge lies against God (3:62). 

3047A. In the preceding verses mention was made of the Jews who rejected 
the Holy Prophet’s Message and who profaned their Sabbath and 
consequently incurred God’s displeasure. In the present verse, however, 
Muslims have been enjoined to be particularly careful about the obligatory 
Friday Prayer. Every people has a Sabbath and the Muslim Sabbath is Friday. 
As the Surah seems particularly to deal with the time of the Promised Messiah, 
the call for Friday Prayer may also signify his clarion call to Muslims to listen 
to his Message. 

 

a2:95. b2:96. c2:97; 4:79; 33:17. 
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11. And when the Prayer is 

finished, then disperse in the 

land and seek of Allah’s 

grace,3048 and remembera 

Allah much that you may 

prosper. 

 

 

12. But when they see some 

merchandise or amusement, 

they break up for it, and leave 

thee standing. Say, ‘That 

which is with Allah is better 

than amusement and 

merchandise, and Allah is the 

Best of providers.’  

 

 

 

 
3048. Unlike the Jewish or Christian Sabbath, the Muslim Sabbath is not a 

day of rest. Before the Friday Prayer and after it Muslims may as usual pursue 
their daily avocations. The words 'of Allah’s grace,' have generally been 
understood to mean doing business and earning one’s livelihood.' 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a3:192; 4:104; 8:46. 
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CHAPTER 63 

AL-MUNAFIQUN 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This also is a Medinite Surah, having been revealed, as its subject-
matter shows, sometime after the Battle of Uhud. Whereas the preceding 
Surah had specifically dealt with the Jews of Medina, this Surah deals with 
other enemies of Islam—the Hypocrites, and exposes their evil designs, their 
infidelity and dishonesty, and condemns their loud professions of faith as false 
and treacherous. They are the real enemies of Islam, says the Surah, since they 
try to deceive Muslims by their oaths and their false professions of faith, using 
them as a screen for that purpose. They have, by their evil designs and 
nefarious activities, condemned themselves beyond redemption. They 
mistakenly think that, like themselves, the Companions of the Holy Prophet 
are a band of self-seekers who will leave him when their material interests so 
demanded. The Surah closes with the exhortation to Muslims that they should 
spend their wealth in the cause of God, before the time comes when Islam will 
no longer need their money. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. When the Hypocrites3049 
come to thee, they say, ‘We 
bear witness that thou art the 
Messenger of Allah.’ And 
Allah knows that thou art 
indeed His Messenger, but 
Allah also bears witness that 
the Hypocrites certainly are 
liars. 

 

 

3. They have made their oaths 
a cloak; thus bthey hinder men 
from the way of Allah. Surely, 
evil is that which they have 
been doing.  

 

 

4. That is because they first 
believed and then cdis-
believed. So a seal was set 
upon their hearts and 
consequently they understand 
not.3050 

 

 

5. And when thou seest them, 
their figures please thee; dand 
when they speak, thou 
listenest to their speech. They 
are as though they were 
blocks of wood propped 

 

 

 
3049. It is characteristic of a hypocrite that he makes loud profession of his 

faith and thereby seeks to conceal the treachery and infidelity of his heart. 
3050. The hypocrites seem to have lost all reason and understanding since 

they labour under the misconception that by their wiles and glib talk they can 
deceive Allah and His Prophet. 

a1:1. b9:9. c3:91; 4:138; 16:107. d2:205. 
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up.3051 They think that every 
cry is against them. They are 
the enemy, so beware of them. 
Allah’s curse be upon them, 
how are they being turned 
away from the truth! 

 

6. And when it is said to them, 

‘Come, athat the Messenger of 

Allah may ask forgiveness for 

you,’ they turn their heads 

aside, and thou seest them 

holding back disdainfully 

while they are big with pride. 

 

 

7. For them it is equal whether 
thou ask forgiveness for them, 
or ask not forgiveness for them. 
bAllah will never forgive them. 
Surely, Allah guides not the 
rebellious people.  

 

 

8. They it is who say, ‘Spend 

not on those who are with the 

Messenger of Allah that they 

may disperse and leave 

him;’3052 while to Allah 

 

 

 
3051. A hypocrite lacks self-reliance. He is always in search of someone 

upon whom to lean. Or, the verse may signify that his interior does not 
correspond to his exterior. He so conducts himself that while outwardly he 
appears to be a reasonable, dignified and honest person, inwardly he is quite 
hollow and rotten to the core. He seeks to please people with his glib talk but, 
being a coward, he suspects and sees danger everywhere. 

3052. Insincere and dishonest himself, a hypocrite considers others to be 
like him. The Hypocrites of Medina had made an entirely foolish and wrong 
estimate of the sincerity of purpose of the Holy Prophet’s Companions in that 
they thought that they (his Companions) had gathered round him from 
considerations of their material interests, and that the moment they found that 
their expectations had not materialized, they would desert him. Time 
completely belied their fond and futile expectations. 

a4:62. b9:80. 
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belong the treasures of the 

heavens and the earth; but the 

Hypocrites understand not. 

 

9. They say, ‘If we return to 
Medina, the one most exalted 
will, surely, drive out 
therefrom the one most 
mean,’3053 while true honour 
belongs to Allah and to His 
Messenger and the believers; 
but the Hypocrites know not. 

 

 

R. 2.   
10. aO ye who believe! let not 
your wealth and your children 
divert you from the 
remembrance of Allah. And 
whoever does so—it is they 
who are the losers.  

 

 

11. bAnd spend out of that 
which We have given you 

before death comes upon one 
of you and he says, c‘My 
Lord! if only Thou wouldst 

respite me for a little while, 
then I would give alms and be 
among the righteous.’ 

 

 

 
3053. In the course of a campaign (probably the one against Banu Mustaliq) 

‘Abdullah bin Ubayy, leader of the Medina Hypocrites whose fond 
expectations to become the Chief of Medina were shattered by the Holy 
Prophet’s arrival on the scene is reported to have said that on his return to 
Medina he, 'the most honourable of its inhabitants' meaning himself would 
drive out therefrom 'the meanest of them,' meaning the Holy Prophet. 
‘Abdullah’s son heard of this vile boast of his father, and as the party reached 
Medina, he drew his sword and barred his father’s entry into the town until he 
had confessed and declared that he himself was the meanest of the citizens of 
Medina and the Holy Prophet the most honourable of them. Thus his boast 
recoiled on his head. 

a8:29; 24:38; 64:16; 102:2. b2:196; 9:34. c14:45. 
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12. aAnd Allah will not grant 

respite to a soul when its 

appointed time has come;3054 

and Allah is Well-Aware of 

what you do.  

 

 

 

 
3054. When it loses the God-given opportunity to serve a good cause. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a71:5. 
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CHAPTER 64 
AT-TAGHABUN 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Introductory Remarks 
The Surah was revealed at Medina. The previous Surah had closed on 

an exhortation to believers to spend liberally in the cause of Truth before the 
day arrived when they would have to render an account of their actions before 
God. In the present Surah some description is given of that awful day, which 
is called 'the day of losses and gains.' The believers are exhorted again with 
greater emphasis not to allow any consideration of ties of relationship to stand 
in the way of their resolve to spend their wealth in Allah’s way. The Surah 
further says that God had brought into existence the entire universe for man’s 
service and had endowed him with great natural powers and faculties in order 
that he should achieve the object of his creation. Unfortunately, ungrateful 
men defy God’s commandments. They are warned that they should make 
preparation for the day when the realization of the loss resulting from 
disobedience of Heavenly Messengers will be brought home to them. Towards 
the close of the Surah the believers are told that they can make up for 
remissness, if any, in the discharge of their obligations to God and their fellow 
beings, by giving unquestioning obedience to the commandments of God, and 
by spending liberally in the cause of Truth. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bWhatever is in the heavens 

and whatever is in the earth 

glorifies3055 Allah. His is the 

Kingdom and His is the 

praise, and He has power over 

all things. 

 

 

3. It is He Who has created 

you, but some of you are 

disbelievers and some of you 

are believers.3056 And Allah 

sees what you do.  

 

 

4. He created the heavens and 

the earth with an eternal 

purpose and cHe gave you 

shape and made your shapes 

beautiful, and to Him is the 

ultimate return.3057 

 

 

 
3055. Every creature, by discharging its allotted task punctually and 

regularly and thus by fulfilling the object for which it has been created, 
declares God to be free from every defect, imperfection or impurity and to be 
its Master, Creator and Controller. This is the real significance of Tasbih. 

3056. God has bestowed upon men great natural powers and has provided 
for them opportunities for their moral and spiritual progress but while some of 
them, by failing to make proper use of them, practically refuse to 
acknowledge God’s beneficence, others employ them in the service of their 
fellow beings and thus win the pleasure of Allah. This is the significance of 
the words Kafir and Mu’min. 

3057. The universe is governed and controlled by certain fixed natural laws 
and man is not the victim of chance; on the contrary, he has been endowed 
with such powers and faculties as are suited to his exalted position as God’s 
vicegerent on earth. He shall have to render to God an account of his deeds 
and actions. 

a1:1. b17:45; 24:42; 59:25; 61:2; 62:2. c3:7; 7:12. 
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5. He knows whatever is in 

the heavens and the earth, and 

He knows awhat you hide and 

what you disclose;3058 and 

Allah knows full well all that 

which is hidden in the breasts. 

 

 

6. bHas there not come to you 
the account of those who 
disbelieved before? They 
tasted the evil consequences 
of their conduct, and for them 
is decreed painful punishment. 

 

 

7. That was because their 
Messengers came to them 
with manifest Signs, but they 
said, ‘Shall mere mortals 
guide us?’ So they disbelieved 
and turned away, but Allah 
had no need of them; and 
Allah is Self-Sufficient. 
Worthy of all praise.  

 

 

8. Those who disbelieve 
think3059 that cthey will not be 
raised up.3059A Say, ‘Yea, by 
my Lord, you shall, surely, be 
raised up; then you shall, 
certainly, be informed of what 
you did. And that is easy for 
Allah.’ 

 

 

 
3058. God being the Creator and Controller of the universe, nothing is 

hidden from Him or can escape His notice. It is, therefore, futile on man’s part 
to think that he can avoid or escape responsibility for his actions. 

3059. Za‘ama means, he thought; claimed; believed; asserted (Lane). 
3059A. Does man think that there is no future life or that he has been 

endowed with great natural powers, attributes and faculties for nothing, or, 
does he imagine that he can escape responsibility for his actions? He is sadly 
mistaken if he so imagines. There is certainly a life after death wherein you 

a2:78; 16:20; 27:26. b40:22, 23. c36:79, 80; 46:18; 50:4. 
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9. Believe, therefore, in Allah 
and His Messenger, and in the 
aLight3060 which We have 
sent down. And Allah is Well-
Aware of all that you do. 

 

 

10. The day when He shall 
gather you for the Day of 
Gathering; that will be the day 
of the determination of losses 
and gains.3061 And whoso 
believes in Allah and acts 
righteously—bHe will remove 
from them the evil 
consequences of their deeds, 
and He will admit them into 
Gardens through which 
streams flow, to abide therein 
for ever. That is the supreme 
achievement.  

 

 

11. cBut those who disbelieve 
and reject Our Signs, these 
shall be the inmates of the 
Fire, wherein they shall abide; 
and an evil destination it is! 

 

 

 
shall certainly be informed of what you did. 

3060. The light of revelation, wisdom, spiritual enlightenment and insight 
and Divine knowledge and discernment, with which the Holy Prophet was 
specially gifted. 

3061. The expression, Yaumut-Taghabun, has been variously interpreted as: 
(1)  The day of losses and gains, i.e. when believers will know what they had 
gained and disbelievers what they had lost. (2)  The day of the manifestation 
of loss, i.e. on that day disbelievers will realize how much they had been 
deficient in the discharge of their duties to God and man and thus their loss 
will become manifest to them. (3)  The day when believers will attribute 
defect or deficiency to lack of wisdom of disbelievers in that they had 
preferred disbelief to belief (Mufradat). 

 

a4:175; 7:158. b8:30; 48:6; 66:9. c2:40; 7:37; 22:58. 
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R. 2.   

12. aThere befalls not any 

affliction but by the leave3062 

of Allah. And whosoever 

believes in Allah—He guides 

his heart aright. And Allah 

knows all things well. 

 

 

13. bAnd obey Allah and obey 

the Messenger. But if you turn 

away, then Our Messenger is 

responsible only for 

conveying the Message 

clearly. 

 

 

14. Allah! there is no god but 

He; so in Allah let the 

believers put their trust. 

 

 

15. O ye who believe! surely, 

among your wives and your 

children are some who are 

your enemies, so beware of 

them. And if you overlook 

and forgive and pardon, then, 

surely, Allah is Most 

Forgiving, ever Merciful.  

 

 

16. Verily, your wealth and 
cyour children are but a trial; 

but with Allah is an immense 

reward. 

 

 

 
3062. God governs the universe according to certain laws. When man 

contravenes any of those laws he involves himself in trouble. But as God is 
the Creator of all natural laws and man’s affliction is due to the contravention 
of one or other of these laws, or to one of God’s special decrees, the trouble 
may be said to have emanated from Him, or to have come into being by His 
leave. 

a30:17; 78:29; 4:79. b5:93; 24:55. c8:29; 63:10. 
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17. So be mindful of your 

duty to Allah as best you can, 

and listen and obey, and spend 

in His cause, it will be good 

for yourselves. aAnd whoso is 

rid of the covetousness of his 

own soul—it is they who shall 

succeed. 

 

 

 

18. bIf you lend to Allah a 

goodly loan,3063 He will 

multiply it for you, and will 

forgive you; and Allah is Most 

Appreciating, Forbearing;  

 

 

19. cThe Knower of the 

unseen and the seen,3063A the 

Mighty, the Wise. 

 

 

 

 
3063. Spending one’s wealth in the cause of Truth is tantamount to giving a 

loan to the Bountiful and Appreciating God which He pays back manifold. 
3063A. The invisible and the visible. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a59:10. b2:246; 57:12; 73:21. c6:74; 9:94; 13:10; 59:23. 
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CHAPTER 65 
AT-TALAQ 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
The Surah was revealed at Medina, sometime in the fifth or sixth year 

of the Hijrah. The immediate cause of its revelation seems to be the divorce 
pronounced by ‘Abdullah bin ‘Umar against his wife during her monthly 
course, a procedure which the Surah is intended to prohibit (Bukhari). In the 
preceding Surah a note of warning was sounded against some of the wives 
and children of believers, as sometimes they tend to become an impediment in 
the way of men wishing to make monetary sacrifice in the cause of Truth. 
This may possibly lead to estrangement between the husband and the wife and 
ultimately to divorce, or the divorce may result from incompatibility of 
dispositions, or from some other cause. It was, therefore, necessary to lay 
down the correct procedure for divorce. This may be regarded as the 
immediate connection of this Surah with the preceding one. But there also 
runs a deeper connection in the subject-matter of the Qur’an as a whole. It is 
characteristic of the style of the Qur’an that when any of its Surahs deals with 
a particular subject in its opening verses, then in order to emphasize its 
importance it briefly, but pointedly, reverts to the same subject in its closing 
verses. The same procedure has been adopted in the Qur’an as regards the 
whole Surahs. Thus some of the social and political problems which were 
dealt with in detail in the opening Medinite Chapters such as Al-Baqarah, Al-
e-‘Imran, An-Nisa’, have again been briefly treated in the last ten Medinite 
Chapters. The subject of divorce with which this Surah briefly deals has 
already been dealt with in detail in Surah Al-Baqarah. 

Subject-Matter 
The Surah opens with the procedure to be adopted when a man intends 

to divorce his wife, and also with the treatment to be extended to her after the 
divorce has been pronounced and she is waiting for her ‘Iddah (period of 
waiting) to expire. It is enjoined that during this period she should be provided 
with all the necessities of life, commensurate with the financial means of the 
husband. It is significant that four times in the course of five brief verses of 
the Surah believers have been exhorted to observe fear of God in their 
dealings. This shows that in the matter of divorce husbands are generally 
tempted to treat their divorced wives unjustly. Hence the repeated injunction 
to observe fear of God. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O Prophet! bwhen you 

divorce women,3064 divorce 

them for the prescribed 

period, and thereafter reckon 

the period; and fear Allah, 

your Lord. Turn them not out 

of their houses,3064A nor 

should they themselves leave 

unless they commit manifest 

indecency. cThese are the 

limits set by Allah; and whoso 

transgresses the limits of 

Allah, he, indeed, wrongs his 

own soul. Thou knowest not; 

it may be that thereafter Allah 

will bring something3065 new 

to pass.  

 

 

 
3064. This is one of those verses of the Qur’an in which the address made 

to the Holy Prophet is, in reality, meant for the believers. Since the Holy 
Prophet was debarred from divorcing any of his wives (33:53), the injunction 
is meant clearly for his followers. 

3064A. The pronouncement of divorce should be made in the interval 
between two monthly courses, during which the husband and wife should not 
have conjugal relations. This ensures that the decision to divorce has not been 
taken hastily in a fit of anger or under the influence of some other momentary 
impulse but after cool and deliberate reflection. Moreover, a divorced wife is 
to remain in her house till the expiry of ‘Iddah (period of waiting). This 
procedure of divorce is enjoined because it is possible that during the period 
of waiting the causes of friction may wear out and reconciliation may take 
place between the estranged parties. 

3065. Amr here signifies reconciliation between the estranged husband and 
wife. 

a1:1. b2:232, 233. c2:230. 
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3. Then, awhen they are about 

to reach the limit of their 

prescribed term, retain them 

with kindness, or part with 

them in a suitable manner, and 

call to witness two just 

persons from among you; and 

bear true witness for Allah. 

Thus is admonished he who 

believes in Allah and the Last 

Day. And he who fears 

Allah—He will make for him 

a way out,3066 

 

 

4. And will provide for him 

from whence he expects not. 

And he who puts his trust in 

Allah—He is sufficient for 

him. Verily, Allah will 

accomplish His purpose. For 

everything has Allah 

appointed a measure.  

 

 

5. And if you are in doubt3067 
as to the prescribed period for 
such of your women as have 
despaired of monthly courses, 
then know that the prescribed 
period for them is bthree 
months, and also for such as 
do not have their monthly 

 

 
3066. If differences between husband and wife are due to the poverty of the 

husband, God will provide for him from sources he never could imagine, 
provided he fears Allah and makes an honest effort to tide over the difficult 
situation. 

3067. The words 'if you are in doubt' have been added because the stoppage 
of monthly course may be due to some disorder in the womb or to some other 
cause, though menopause may not yet have arrived. 

a2:232. b2:229. 
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courses yet. And as for those 
who are with child, their 
period shall be until they are 
delivered of their burden. And 
whoso fears Allah, He will 
provide facilities for him in 
his affair. 

 

6. That is the command of 

Allah which He has sent down 

to you. And whoso fears3068 

Allah—He will remove the 

evil effects of his deeds and 

will enlarge his reward.  

 

 

7. Lodge the divorced women 

during the prescribed period 

in the houses wherein you 

dwell, according to your 

means,3068A and harass them 

not that you may create 

hardships for them and thus 

force them to leave. And if 

they be with child, spend on 

them until they are delivered 

of their burden. aAnd if they 

give suck to the child for you, 

give them their due 

recompense, to be fixed in 

consultation with one another 

 

 

 

 
3068. In the preceding five verses the believers have been repeatedly 

enjoined to fear God. This shows that in the matter of divorce men are 
generally tempted to deal unjustly with their divorced wives and to deprive 
them of their just rights. 

3068A. In her ‘Iddah a divorced woman is to be looked after by the husband 
with the same care and consideration as when she was the mistress of his 
house, according to the best of his means, till she leaves the house and is free 
to adopt the way of life she chooses. 

a2:234. 
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according to what is 

customary; but if you meet 

with difficulty from each 

other, then let another woman 

suckle the child for the father. 

8. aLet him who has 

abundance of means spend out 

of his abundance. And let him 

whose means of subsistence 

are straitened spend out of 

what Allah has given him. 

Allah burdens not any soul 

beyond that which He has 

bestowed upon it. Allah will 

soon bring about ease after 

hardship. 

 

 

R. 2.   

9. bHow many a city rebelled 

against the command of its 

Lord3069 and His Messengers, 

and We called it to severe 

account and punished it with 

dire punishment! 

 

 

10. So it tasted the evil 

consequences3070 of its 

conduct, and the end of its 

affair was ruin.  

 

 

11. Allah has prepared for 

them a severe punishment; so 

 

 

 
3069. From the subject of divorce dealt with in the preceding verses, the 

present verse passes on to the defiance of Divine commandments because 
those who defy Divine commandments, in fact, divorce themselves from 
God’s grace. 

3070. Wabal means, injury; sin; punishment of sin. Wabil means, 
dangerous, pernicious, violent (Aqrab). 

a2:234. b7:5, 6; 17:18; 21:12; 22:46. 
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fear Allah, O ye men of 

understanding who have 

believed. aAllah has, indeed, 

sent down to you a 

Reminder— 

 

12. A Messenger, who recites 

unto you the clear Signs of 

Allah, bthat he may bring 

those who believe and do 

good deeds out of every kind 

of darkness into light. And 

whoso believes in Allah and 

does righteous deeds—He 

will make him enter Gardens, 

through which streams flow, 

to abide therein for ever. 

Allah has, indeed, made 

excellent provision for him.  

 

 

 

13. Allah is He Who created 
cseven heavens, and of the 

earth the like thereof.3070A 

The Divine command comes 

down in their midst, that you 

may know that Allah has 

power over all things, and that 

Allah encompasses all things 

in His knowledge. 

 

 

 

 
3070A. 'Seven earths' may be the seven major planets of the solar system 

and seven heavens their orbits or ways as elsewhere so called in the Qur’an 
(23:18). Or, spiritually speaking 'seven heavens' may signify seven stages of 
the spiritual development of man and 'seven earths' those of his physical 
growth. 

 
 
 
 

a15:10; 36:70. b2:258; 5:17. c67:4; 71:16. 
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CHAPTER 66 
AT-TAHRIM 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

With this Chapter ends the series of Medinite Surahs which began 
with Surah Al-Hadid. A part of it may be assigned to the 7th or 8th year of 
Hijrah and a part of it to a later period, as the incident mentioned therein 
shows. The preceding Surah had dealt with some aspects of Talaq—
permanent separation between husband and wife. The present Surah , however, 
deals with the subject of temporary separation, that is to say, with cases 
wherein a man, due to some disagreement or conflict in domestic affairs, 
temporarily gives up conjugal relations with his wife, or swears not to use a 
lawful thing. The Surah opens with an injunction addressed personally to the 
Holy Prophet not to forbid himself the use of things which God has made 
lawful for him. The specific incident referred to in the opening verse indicates 
that due to misunderstanding or disagreement that may disturb, though 
temporarily, domestic harmony and peace, friction might sometimes arise in 
the otherwise most peaceful atmosphere of even a Prophet’s household. The 
injunction, which applies to the Holy Prophet as much as to his followers, 
signifies that in such a case of temporary disharmony extreme measures 
should not be resorted to. The Holy Prophet’s wives are further warned that 
they should never lose sight of his very exalted position as God’s Messenger 
and should not make demands from him which are inconsistent with it. The 
Surah then tells believers to take care that members of their household do not 
deviate from the path of rectitude lest they might land themselves into trouble. 
As the Surah opens with mentioning an incident concerning relationship of 
the Holy Prophet with his wives, it ends fittingly with a simile, comparing 
disbelievers to the wives of the Prophets Noah and Lot; and believers to the 
wife of Pharaoh, and the highly and righteous ones among them, to Mary, 
mother of Jesus. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. O Prophet! why dost thou 

forbid thyself that which Allah 

has made lawful to thee. Thou 

seekest the pleasure of thy 

wives?3071 And Allah is Most 

Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

 

 
3071. It is related that one day one of the wives of the Holy Prophet gave 

him a drink made from honey, which he appeared to like. Some of his other 
wives, out of pique, pointed out to him that his breath smelt of Maghafir, a 
shrub the taste of which resembles that of honey but which gives out a bad 
smell. The Holy Prophet, because of his delicate nature, promised not to take 
honey any more (Buldan). It is to this incident that the verse under comment is 
generally taken to refer. But it seems improbable that the Holy Prophet, 
merely to satisfy the pique of his wife or wives, should have taken such a 
drastic step as to have permanently forbidden himself the use of something 
which was lawful, particularly of a thing in which, according to the Qur’an, 
there is cure for men' (16:70). It appears that the narrator or narrators of this 
'incident had suffered from some misunderstanding or mental confusion, 
particularly when, according to one tradition, the Holy Prophet took honey 
from the house of Zainab, and ‘A’ishah and Hafsah contrived to draw him into 
making the aforesaid promise, while, according to another tradition, it was at 
the house of Hafsah herself that he was served with honey and that the wives 
who objected were ‘A’ishah, Zainab and Safiyyah. Moreover, according to the 
Hadith, two, or at the most three, of the Holy Prophet’s wives were concerned 
in the affair, but according to vv. 2 and 6 of the Surah, all of them were 
connected with it, two of them taking a leading part (v. 5). These facts show 
that the Surah refers to some incident of much greater significance than the 
mere taking of honey by the Holy Prophet at the house of one of his wives. In 
the commentary on this Surah, Bukhari (Kitabul-Mazalimi wal-Ghasb) quotes 
Ibn-e-‘Abbas as relating that he was always on the lookout to enquire of 
‘Umar as to who were the two wives to whom reference is made in the verse: 
Now, if you two turn unto Allah, it will be better for you, and your hearts are 
already so inclined. One day, finding ‘Umar alone, he sought to satisfy his 
curiosity. He had hardly finished his question, says Ibn-e-‘Abbas, when 
‘Umar said that they were ‘A’ishah and Hafsah, and then proceeded to relate 
the story thus: "One day, when my wife offered me her advice concerning 
 

a1:1. 
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3. Allah has, indeed, enjoined 

on you the expiation of such 

 

 
some domestic affair, I curtly told her that it was no business of hers to advise 
me, for in those days we did not hold our women-folk in much respect. My 
wife sternly replied: 'Your daughter Hafsah takes so much liberty with the 
Prophet that she retorts back when he says something which she does not like 
till he feels offended, and you do not allow me to speak to you even about our 
domestic affairs.' Upon this I went to Hafsah and warned her that she should 
not be misled by ‘A’ishah in this matter as she was nearer to the Prophet’s 
heart. Then I went to Umm-e-Salmah and had hardly broached the matter with 
her when she also curtly told me not to interfere in affairs concerning the 
Prophet and his wives. A short time after this the Holy Prophet separated 
himself from his wives and decided not to go to the house of any of them for 
sometime. The news went round that the Holy Prophet had divorced his wives. 
I went to him and asked him if it was true that he had divorced his wives to 
which he replied in the negative." 

This incident shows that ‘Umar, and Ibn-e-‘Abbas were of the view that the 
relevant verses of the Surah referred to this temporary separation of the Holy 
Prophet from his wives. The fact that the preceding Surah mentions the 
subject of Talaq which is separation of a permanent character, lends weight to 
the inference that these verses relate to the Prophet’s separation from his 
wives which, however, was of a temporary nature. Besides, as reported by 
‘A’ishah in the above-mentioned tradition, immediately after the period of 
separation was over, v. 33:29 was revealed and the Prophet’s wives were 
given the choice between the Prophet’s companionship with a life of poverty 
and austere simplicity on the one hand, and separation from him with a life of 
ease and comfort and all sorts of material benefits on the other. The choice 
was given to all the wives and the verse under comment speaks of all the 
wives, as also v. 4. This shows that the incident referred to in these verses 
concerns all the wives in which two of them took a prominent part. And it is 
on record that the incident occurred when the Prophet’s wives, led by 
‘A’ishah and Hafsah, demanded of him that since the financial condition of 
the Muslims had greatly improved they, like other Muslim ladies, may be 
allowed to enjoy amenities of life and comfortable living (Fathul-Qadir). In 
this context the words 'thou seekest the pleasure of thy wives' would seem to 
signify something like this: 'Since thou always desirest to please thy wives 
and meet their wishes, they have become so emboldened by this loving 
attitude of thine as to lose sight of thy high position as a great Prophet of God 
and to make excessive demands from thee.' 

The alleged incident of Mary, the copt, being too foolish and fantastic, a 
concoction of Christian writers and lacking all reliable historical evidence, 
does not merit serious notice. Incidentally, Mary was the Holy Prophet’s 
wedded consort and the respected Mother of the Faithful. The Holy Prophet 
never kept a slave girl. 
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of your oaths as would 

occasion trouble,3072 and 

Allah is your Friend; and He 

is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

4. And when the Prophet 

confided a matter unto one of 

his wives and she divulged it, 

and Allah informed him of it, 

he made known to her part 

thereof, and avoided men-

tioning part of it. And when he 

informed her of it, she said, 

‘Who has informed3073 thee of 

it?’ He said, ‘The All-

Knowing, the All-Aware God 

has informed me.’ 

 

 

 
3072. The Holy Prophet had severely taken to heart his wives’ demand for 

amenities of life, and in order to show his extreme displeasure had sworn to 
keep away from them for one month. The present verse describes that a lawful 
thing does not become unlawful for a person merely by his swearing not to 
use it. In such a contingency he is required only to expiate his broken oath. 

3073. It is difficult to say to what particular incident the present verse, in 
fact, refers. The reference which seems to be supported by the context may be 
to the incident described by ‘A’ishah herself, which is to this effect: When 
verse 33:29 was revealed, giving the Holy Prophet’s wives the choice between 
his companionship and separation from him in reply to their demand for a life 
of comfort and ease, the Prophet first of all broached the matter with ‘A’ishah 
(Bukhari, Kitabul-Mazalimi wal-Ghasb). The Holy Prophet appears to have 
taken that course because it was ‘A’ishah who had led the demand along with 
Hafsah, and it is not unlikely that ‘A’ishah should have passed on the Holy 
Prophet’s secret communication to Hafsah. Whatever the actual facts of the 
case may be, the verse emphasizes the obligation of a person to whom a secret 
is confided not to divulge it, particularly when the parties concerned are 
husband and wife and the secret relates to a private domestic affair; or for that 
matter, when the parties are a Prophet of God and one of his followers. 
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5. Now if you two3074 turn 
unto Allah repentant—and 

your hearts are already so 
inclined—it will be better for 

you. But if you back up one 

another against him, surely, 
Allah is his helper and Gabriel 
and the righteous among the 

believers, and all the angels 
besides are his helpers. 

 

 

6. Maybe, His Lord, if he 
divorces you, will give him 
instead wives better than 
you—resigned, believing, 
obedient, always turning to 
God, devout in worship, given 
to fasting, both widows and 
virgins. 

 

 

7. O ye who believe! save 
yourselves and your families 

from aFire whose fuel is men 
and stones over which are 
appointed angels, stern and 

severe, who disobey not Allah 
in what He commands them 
and do as they are 

commanded. 

 

 

 
3074. The words, "you two," seem to refer to ‘A’ishah and Hafsah who had 

led the demand for worldly comforts in their domestic lives. All the other 
wives of the Holy Prophet had, however, joined in the demand, though the 
leading part was taken by these two, and this, perhaps because they were the 
daughters respectively of Abu Bakr and ‘Umar, the two most respected among 
the Holy Prophet’s Companions. The phraseology of the verse indicates that 
the matter referred to in these verses was of a very serious nature, but taking 
honey from the house of one’s wife evidently is not so serious an affair as to 
have led to separation of the Holy Prophet from all his wives for about a 
month. Nor was the admonition to the Prophet’s wives implied in the words,  

a2:25. 
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8. aO ye who disbelieve! make 

no excuses this day. You are 

requited for what you did.  

 

 

R. 2.   

9. O ye who believe! turn to 

Allah in sincere repentance. It 

may be that your Lord will 

remit the evil effects of your 

deeds and admit you into 
bGardens through which 

streams flow, on the day when 

Allah will not abase the 

Prophet nor those who have 

believed with him. Their light 

will run before them and on 

their right hands. They will 

say, ‘Our Lord, perfect our 

light for us3075 and forgive 

us;3076 surely, Thou hast 

power over all things.’ 

 

 

 
'Allah is his helper and Gabriel and righteous among the believers' called for 
in such a case. 

3075. The never-ceasing desire for perfection on the part of believers in 
Paradise as expressed in the words, 'Our Lord perfect our light for us,' shows 
that life in Paradise will not be one of inaction. On the contrary, spiritual 
advance in Paradise will know no end, for as the believers will attain 
excellence, characteristic of a certain stage, they will not stop at that, but 
seeing in front of it a higher stage of excellence and finding that the stage at 
which they had arrived was not the highest stage will proceed further, and so 
on without end. 

3076. It further appears that after entering Paradise, the believers will seek 
Maghfirah, i.e. suppression of defects (Lane). They will be continually 
praying to God for the attainment of perfection and complete immersion in 
Divine Light and will be continually going upwards regarding each state as 
defective in comparison with a higher one, to which they will aspire, and will 
therefore pray to God to suppress the defective state that they may be able to 
get to the higher one. This is the true significance of Istighfar of which the 
 

a9:66. b48:6; 64:10. 
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10. O Prophet! strive hard3077 

against the disbelievers and 

the Hypocrites; and be stern 

with them; their resort is Hell, 

and an evil destination it is! 

 

 

11. Allah sets forth as an 

example, for those who 

disbelieve, the wife of Noah 

and the wife of Lot. They 

were under two righteous 

servants of Ours, but they 

acted treacherously3078 to 

them. So they availed them 

naught against Allah, and it 

was said to them, ‘Enter the 

Fire, ye twain, along with 

those who enter it.’  

 

 

12. And Allah holds forth as 

an example, for those who 

 

 
literal meaning is, 'asking forgiveness for one’s lapses.' 

3077. No advance is possible unless the disbelievers and the Hypocrites are 
strenuously striven against. Incidentally, the verse explains the real 
significance of Jihad which means, 'striving hard.' Since the Hypocrites were 
regarded as part of the Muslim Community, Jihad in the sense of fighting with 
the sword was never waged against them. 

3078. The disbelievers are compared to the wives of Noah and Lot in order 
to show that the companionship of a righteous man, even a Prophet of God, 
does not benefit an evilly-inclined person who is bent upon rejecting truth. 
The wife of Pharaoh represents those believers, who though passionately 
desiring and praying to get rid of sin, cannot fully dissociate themselves from 
evil influences which are represented by Pharaoh, and having arrived at the 
stage of the "self-accusing soul" sometimes fail and falter. Mary, the mother 
of Jesus, represents those righteous servants of God who, having closed all 
avenues of sin and having made peace with God, are blessed with Divine 
inspiration; the pronoun hi in fihi standing for such fortunate believers. Or, the 
pronoun may stand for Farj which, literally meaning a cleft or fissure, 
signifies an opening through which sin can find access. 
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believe, the wife of Pharaoh 

when she said, ‘My Lord! 

build for me a house with 

Thee in the Garden; and 

deliver me from Pharaoh and 

his work, and deliver me from 

the wrongdoing people;  

 

13. And sets forth as an 

example Mary, the daughter 

of ‘Imran, awho guarded her 

chastity—so We breathed into 

him of Our Spirit3078—and 

she fulfilled the prophecy 

conveyed to her in the words 

of her Lord contained in His 

Books and she was one of the 

obedient. 

 

 

 

 
3078. See previous page. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a21:92. 
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CHAPTER 67 
AL-MULK 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
With this Surah begins a series of Chapters, extending to the end of the 

Qur’an, which were revealed before Hijrah with the solitary exception of 
Surah An-Nasr which, though belonging to the Medinite period, was actually 
revealed at Mecca on the occasion of the Holy Prophet’s Last Pilgrimage. The 
whole of the Qur’an being God’s own revealed Word is simply inimitable and 
inapproachable in subject-matter, style and diction but the Chapters revealed 
at Mecca in the early years of the Prophet’s Call possess a majesty and 
grandeur, all their own. The beauty of rhythm and the charm of cadence of the 
revelations of this period are beyond human power adequately to describe. As 
these Chapters generally deal with matters of belief and doctrine, e.g., 
prophecies about the great and glorious future of Islam, Existence of God and 
His attributes, Revelation, Resurrection and Life after death, much symbolism 
has necessarily been used to describe the mystical and the spiritual in terms of 
what we can perceive by our physical senses. This Surah belongs to the 
middle Meccan period—8th year of the Call being the approximate time when, 
according to competent authorities, it was revealed. 

Subject-Matter 
As stated above, the Meccan Surahs generally deal with matters of 

belief. The present Surah naturally opens with proclaiming the Lordship, 
Sovereignty and Almightiness of God, and as proof of these Divine attributes 
adduces the fact that God is the Creator of life and death and of the whole 
universe through whose component parts, from the smallest atom to the 
largest planet, there runs a wonderful and flawless design and arrangement. 
The creation of the universe and the beautiful order that pervades the cosmos 
are proofs positive of the fact that God is and that He has created man to serve 
a sublime object and to achieve a noble goal. But man in his perversity and 
ingratitude has always rejected God’s Message and consequently has incurred 
His displeasure. The Surah recounts the manifold Divine blessings and 
favours without which man cannot exist for a single moment and, by 
implication, calls upon him to make proper use of them for the realization of 
the purpose for which he has been created. It closes with a beautiful homily, 
thereby bringing home to man the supreme truth that just as no physical life 
can exist without water, so spiritual life, too, needs for its sustenance the 
heavenly water of Divine revelation. 
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PART XXIX   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bBlessed is He in Whose 

hand is the Kingdom, and He 

has power over all things; 

 

 

3. Who has created death3079 

and life cthat He might try 

you—which of you is best in 

deeds; and He is the Mighty, 

the Most Forgiving; 

 

 
4. dWho has created seven 

heavens in harmony.3079A No 

incongruity canst thou see in 

the creation of the Gracious 

God. Then look again. Seest 

thou any flaw?  

 

 

5. Aye, look again, and yet 

again, thy sight will only 

return unto thee confused and 

 

 

 
3079. The law of life and death works in all nature. Every living creature is 

subject to decay and death. "Death," as also in vv. 2:29 and 53:45, has been 
mentioned in this verse before "life." The reason seems to be that death or 
non-existence is the state before life or perhaps because "death" is more 
important and is of greater significance than "life," since it opens to man the 
portals of everlasting life and unending spiritual progress, while life on earth 
is only a temporary sojourn and a preparation for permanent and everlasting 
life beyond the grave. 

3079A. Tibaq is synonymous with Tabaq and with its plural, Atbaq. They 
say such a thing is the Tabaq or Tibaq of that, i.e. this thing is the match of 
that or the like of that in measure, size or quality, etc. Tibaq also means, a 
stage (Lane). 

a1:1. b25:2, 3. c5:49; 11:8; 18:8. d65:13; 67:4; 71:16. 
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fatigued,3080 having seen no 

incongruity. 

6. And verily, aWe have 

adorned the lowest heaven with 

lamps, and bWe have made 

them the means of driving 

away satans, and We have 

prepared for them the 

punishment of the blazing Fire. 

 

 

7. And for those who 

disbelieve in their Lord, is the 

punishment of Hell, and an 

evil resort it is. 

 

 

8. When they are cast therein, 
cthey will hear it roaring as it 

boils up. 

 

 

9. It would almost burst with 

fury. dWhenever a host of 

wrongdoers is cast into it the 

wardens thereof will ask them, 

‘Did no Warner come to you?’  

 

 

10. They will say, “Yea, 

indeed, a Warner did come to 

us, but we treated him as a 

liar, and we said, ‘Allah has 

not revealed anything; you are 

but in manifest error.” 

 

 

 
3080. Wonderful indeed is God’s creation. The solar system of which our 

earth is but a small member is vast, varied and orderly and yet it is but one of 
hundreds of millions of systems, some of which are incalculably larger than it, 
yet the countless millions of suns and stars are so arranged and distributed in 
relation to one another as to produce everywhere harmony and beauty. The 
order that covers and pervades the universe is obvious to the ordinary naked 
eye and is spread far beyond the range of disciplined vision, assisted by all the 
instruments and appliances which science and art have been able to invent. 

a15:17; 37:7; 41:13; 50:7. b15:18; 37:11. c11:107; 21:101; 25:13. d39:72; 40:51. 
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11. And they will say, ‘Had 
we but listened or had 
sense,3080A we should not 
have been among the inmates 
of the blazing Fire.’ 

 

 

12. Thus will they confess 
their sins; but far removed 
from God’s mercy are the 
inmates of the blazing Fire. 

 

 

13. aVerily, those who fear 
their Lord in secret—for them 
is forgiveness and a great 
reward. 

 

 

14. bAnd whether you conceal 
what you say or say it openly, 
He knows well all that which 
is in your breasts. 

 

 

15. Does He, Who has created 
you, not know it? He is the 
Knower of all subtleties, the 
All-Aware.  

 

 

R. 2.   
16. He it is Who has made the 
earth even and smooth cfor 
you; so walk3081 in the 
spacious paths thereof, and eat 
of His provision. And unto 
Him will be the resurrection. 

 

 

17. dDo you feel secure from 
Him Who is in the heaven3082 

 

 
3080A. If we had followed the dictates of the Shari‘ah, or of conscience. 
3081. Journeying in the earth is recommended again and again in the 

Qur’an because leaving one’s home and travelling to other lands and countries 
greatly helps to add to one’s knowledge and experience. 

3082. It is because punishment is generally spoken of in the Qur’an as 
coming down from heaven that God is referred to here and in the next verse as 
being in heaven; otherwise God is here, there and everywhere. 

a21:50; 55:47; 79:41-43. b2:78; 6:4; 11:6; 20:8. c2:23; 20:54. d16:46; 17:69; 34:10. 
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that He will not cause the 
earth to sink with you? When 
lo! it begins to shake. 

 

18. Do you feel secure from 
Him Who is in the heaven that 
He will not send against you a 
heavy sand-storm? Then will 
you know how terrible was 
My warning! 

 

 

19. And, indeed, those before 
them also rejected My 
Messengers, then how 
grievous was My punishment! 

 

 

20. aDo they not see the birds 
above them, spreading out 
their wings in flight and then 
drawing them in to swoop 
down upon the prey?3083 
None withholds them but the 
Gracious God. He sees all 
things well. 

 

 

21. Can those, who are 
counted your hosts, help you 
against the Gracious God? 
The disbelievers are only the 
victims of self-deception.  

 

 

22. Or, bwho is he that will 

provide for you, if He should 

withhold His provision?3084 

 

 

 
3083. If the disbelievers continue to oppose Truth, they will be destroyed 

by famines, earthquakes; particularly by wars, and the birds of the skies will 
feast upon their dead bodies (16:80). See also note 1880 in "The Larger 
Edition of the Commentary." 

3084. The reference may be to the terrible famine that held Mecca in its 
grip for several years till the Meccans begged the Holy Prophet to pray for 
their deliverance from the scourge. See also 2694. 

a16:80. b10:32; 34:25. 
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Nay, but they obstinately 

persist in rebellion and 

aversion. 

23. What! is he who walks 

grovelling upon his face3085 

better guided, or he who 

walks upright on the straight 

path? 

 

 

24. Say, ‘He it is Who 

brought you into being, and 
amade for you ears and eyes 

and hearts; but little thanks do 

you give.’ 

 

 

25. Say, b‘He it is who 
multiplied you in the earth, 
and unto Him will you all be 
gathered.’ 

 

 

26. cAnd they say, ‘When will 

this promise come to pass, if, 

indeed, you are truthful?’ 

 

 

27. Say, ‘The knowledge of it 

is with Allah, and dI am but a 

plain Warner.’  

 

 

28. But when they see it nigh, 

the faces of those who 

disbelieve will be grief-

stricken,3086 and it will be 

 

 
3085. The disbelievers walk on the wrong path, hanging down their heads 

and groveling in the darkness of doubt and disbelief, while believers, in the 
certainty of faith, go straight on the path of Truth, holding their heads high. 
Can the two be equal? 

3086. It is characteristic of disbelievers that as long as punishment does not 
overtake them, they boast and brag and hurl jibes and raileries at believers, but 
when they are face to face with it, they are seized with a sense of extreme 
 

a16:79; 23:79. b23:80. c21:39; 34:30; 36:49. d22:50; 26:116; 29:51. 
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said, ‘This is what you 

repeatedly asked for.’ 
 

29. Say, ‘Tell me, if Allah 

should destroy me and those 

who are with me, or have 

mercy upon us, who will 

protect the disbelievers from a 

painful torment?’ 

 

 

30. Say, ‘He is the 

Beneficent3087 God, in Him 

have we believed and in Him 

have we put our trust. And 

you will soon know who is in 

manifest error.’  

 

 

31. Say, ‘Tell me, if all your 

water were to disappear in the 

depths of the earth, who, then, 

will bring you pure running 

water?3088 

 

 

 

 
frustration, dismay and dejection. 

3087. The Divine attribute Ar-Rahman (the Beneficent) has been repeatedly 
mentioned in this Surah, as at many other places in the Qur’an, because all the 
Divine bounties and favours mentioned in it, whether pertaining to man’s 
physical sustenance or his spiritual development, are the direct result of God’s 
beneficence (Rahmaniyyah). 

3088. All life, whether physical or spiritual, depends on water—the former 
on rain-water and the latter on the water of Divine revelation. 
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CHAPTER 68 
AL-QALAM 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
This is one of the first four or five Chapters which were revealed at 

Mecca in the very beginning of the Call. According to some authorities it was 
revealed just after Surah Al-‘Alaq, which was the first Quranic Surah to have 
been revealed, but some other authorities place it after Surahs, Al-Muzzammil 
and Al-Muddaththir. There is, however, no doubt about it that all these 
Chapters were revealed more or less in consecutive order, because there exists 
a strong likeness in their subject-matter. The present Surah deals principally 
with the Holy Prophet’s claim as a Divine Messenger. Like all the Meccan 
Surahs which mainly deal with matters of doctrine and belief, it deals with the 
truth of the Holy Prophet’s claim, and gives sound and solid arguments to 
support it. A large part of the Surah is also devoted to a discussion of the fight 
of disbelievers against Truth, and to the evil end to which they ultimately 
come, and gives reasons why they reject Truth and strive and struggle against 
it and how, when their efforts appear to be on the point of bearing fruit they 
come to naught, and Truth, which seems to be going under, begins to prosper, 
prevail and predominate. Towards the close of the Surah, the Holy Prophet is 
enjoined to bear with patience and fortitude all the mockery, opposition and 
persecution to which he is subjected, because his cause is bound to succeed. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the inkstand and the pen 

and by that which they 

write;3089 

 
 

3. bThou art not, by the grace 

of thy Lord, a madman.3089A 

 
 

4. And for thee, most surely, 

there is an unending 

reward.3090  

 
 

5. And thou dost, surely, 

possess sublime moral 

excellences.3091 

 

 

 
3089. In this verse the inkstand and the pen and all the written material are 

cited as evidence to support and substantiate the statement made in the next 
three verses. 

3089A. The verse means that by whatever test of knowledge and learning 
the claim of the Holy Prophet is examined, he will be found to be not a 
maniac, as the disbelievers say, but the sanest and the wisest of men. The next 
verse gives the reason why this charge is not only unfounded but is also 
foolish and fantastic. 

3090. This verse, along with the next one, most effectively exposes the 
absurdity of the charge of madness. It purports to say that the actions of a 
madman produce no abiding and useful result, but the Holy Prophet is 
eminently succeeding in fulfilling the object of his Divine mission and in 
bringing about a wonderful revolution in the lives of his degenerate people. 
And this revolution will not end with his death. Whenever in future his 
followers will deviate from the path of rectitude, God will raise among them 
Reformers who will regenerate them and will infuse in them a new life. And 
this process will continue till the end of time. 

3091. This verse constitutes a further eloquent commentary on the charge 
of madness, imputed to the Holy Prophet, as being foolish. The Prophet, it 
says, not only is not a maniac but is the noblest and sublimest of men, 
possessing in full measure all those moral excellences that combine to make 
their possessor a perfect image of his Creator. He is a complete embodiment 
of all good moral qualities that a man is capable of possessing. All the high 
 

a1:1. b34:47; 52:30. 
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6. And thou wilt soon see and 

they, too, will see. 

 
 

7. Which of you is afflicted 

with madness.3092 

 
 

8. Surely, thy Lord knows 

best athose who go astray 

from His way, and He knows 

best those who follow 

guidance. 

 

 

9. So comply not with the 

wishes of those who reject the 

Truth. 

 
 

10. bThey wish that thou 

shouldst compromise3093 so 

that they may also 

compromise.  

 
 

11. Yield thou not to any 

mean swearer, 

 

 

12. cBackbiter, one who goes 

about slandering,3094 

 
 

 
moral qualities are blended in his person in a perfect and harmonious whole. 
‘A’ishah, the Prophet’s talented spouse, when once asked to shed some light 
on the Prophet’s morals, said, 'He possessed all those moral excellences which 
are mentioned in the Qur’an as the special marks of a true servant of God' 
(Bukhari). 

3092. The verse turns the tables upon the accusers of the Holy Prophet, and 
tells them in challenging words that time will show whether it was he or they 
who suffered from madness, or whether his claim to be God’s Messenger was 
the outpouring of a heated brain, or they themselves were so demented as not 
to read the signs of time and so refused to believe in him. 

3093. The verse may have special reference to the offers which the Quraish 
of Mecca made to the Holy Prophet in order to tempt him away from his fixed 
purpose; or it may possess general application, since Truth is as firm as rock 
while falsehood has no legs to stand upon and gives way to pressure or 
temptation and is ready to make compromises. 

3094. The reference in this and the preceding three verses may particularly be to 
Walid bin Mughirah or Abu Jahl; or, for that matter, to every leader of falsehood. 

a16:126; 53:31. b17:74. c104:2. 
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13. aForbidder of good, 

transgressor, sinful, 

 

 

14. Ill-mannered and, in 

addition to that, of doubtful 

birth, 

 

 

15. bOnly because he 

possesses riches and 

children,3095 

 

 

16. cWhen Our Signs are 

recited unto him, he says, 

‘Tales of the ancients.’  

 

 

17. We will brand him on the 

snout.3096 

 
 

18. We will, surely, try them 

as We tried the owners of the 

garden when they vowed to 

each other that they would, 

certainly, gather all its fruit in 

the morning.3097 

 

 

19. And they made no 

exception3098 and said not, ‘If 

God please.’ 

 
 

 
3095. All sins, vices and opposition to Truth are born of conceit or false 

pride and are the moral maladies of one who manages to amass great wealth 
by questionable means, and wields great power and influence. Or, the verse 
may mean that a base and vile man should not be shown consideration or 
respect simply because he happens to possess wealth and influence. 

3096. "Branding on the snout" is a metaphor for disgracing a person. 
3097. Here the base, greedy and conceited disbelievers have been compared 

to the owner of a garden who would devour all its fruit and would not share it 
with those who had also put in their labour in developing it and would defraud 
them of their just rights in it. 

3098. The owners of the "garden" greedily devoured the fruit of the labour 
of others and fed fat on it, excluding the latter from sharing it with them. They 
were so sure of the successful outcome of their labours and so certain of 
gathering in their harvest without any mishap that they consigned God to 
 

a50:26. b23:56; 74:13, 14. c8:32; 16:25; 83:14. 
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20. aThen a visitation from thy 

Lord visited it while they 

were asleep; 

 

 

21. And the morning found it 

like a garden cut down. 

 
 

22. So they called to one 

another at the break of dawn, 

 
 

23. Saying, ‘Go forth early in 

the morning to your field, if 

you would gather the fruit.’ 

 

 

24. And they set out talking to 

one another in low tones, 

 
 

25. Saying, ‘Let no poor man 

today enter it while you are 

there.’3099 

 
 

26. Thus they went forth early 

in the morning, determined to 

be niggardly,3100 

 
 

27. But when they saw it, they 

said, ‘Surely, we have lost our 

way!  

 
 

28. ‘Nay, we have been 

deprived of all our fruits.’ 

 
 

 
complete oblivion, failing to Seek Divine protection by uttering the words, 'If 
God please.' 

3099. The rich owners of the "garden" in the parable are compared to those 
selfish, cruel and greedy persons who, besides exploiting the labour of others, 
are so stingy that they would not spend any part of their ill-gotten gains to 
meet the needs of the needy and the poor. 

3100. The exploiters of the labour of others are a class by themselves. They 
seek and scheme to debar the latter from the benefits of what they earn by the 
sweat of their brow. They revel in wealth, while their poor brethren grovel in 
dirt and squalor before their very eyes. 

 

a3:118; 18:43. 
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29. The best among them said, 

‘Did I not say to you, why do 

you not glorify God?’ 

 

 

30. Thereupon, they said, 

‘Glory be to our Lord! Surely, 

we have been wrongdoers.’ 

 
 

31. Then some of them turned 

to the others, reproaching one 

another. 

 
 

32. They said, ‘Woe to us! We 

were, indeed, rebellious, 

 
 

33. ‘May be, if we repent, our 
Lord will give us instead a 
better garden than this; we do 
humbly entreat our Lord.’ 

 

 

34. Such is the punishment of 
this world. And, surely, athe 
punishment of the Hereafter is 
greater.3101 Did they but 
know! 

 

 

R. 2.   

35. bFor the righteous, indeed, 

there are Gardens of Bliss 

with their Lord. 

 

 

36. cShall We, then, treat 
those who submit to Us as We 
treat the guilty?  

 
 

37. What is the matter with 
you? How judge ye? 

 
 

38. Have you a Book wherein 
you read, 

 
 

 
3101. Sooner or later nemesis overtakes the exploiters and their 

contrivances to deprive others of the fruit of their labour fail altogether in their 
evil purpose. 

a13:35; 39:27. b30:16; 68:35; 78:32. c32:19; 38:29; 45:22. 
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39. That you shall, surely, 
have in it whatever you 
choose? 

 
 

40. Or, have you taken any 
covenant binding on Us till 
the Day of Resurrection that 
you shall, surely, have 
whatever you judge?3102 

 

 

41. Ask them, which of them 
will vouch for that. 

 
 

42. Or, have they any 
associate-gods? Let them, 
then, produce their associate-
gods, if they are truthful. 

 

 

43. On the day when the truth 
shall be laid bare3103 and they 
will be called upon to 
prostrate themselves, they will 
not be able to do so; 

 

 

44. aTheir eyes will be cast 
down, and humiliation will 
cover them; and they were, 
indeed, called upon to 
prostrate themselves when 
they were safe and sound, but 
they did not.  

 

 

45. bSo leave Me to deal with 

those who reject this word of 

 

 
3102. The verse asks the disbelievers, "Have they any authority in any 

revealed Scripture that they will be allowed to choose a way of life of their 
own liking and will also escape the consequences of their evil deeds?" Or, 
have they taken a covenant from God which will remain in force till the Day 
of Judgment that they will have whatever they like and do whatever they like 
and yet will not suffer the consequences flowing from their actions? 

3103. The verse may refer to the hardness and severity of the Day of 
Resurrection, or to the lifting of the veil from all mysteries and coming to 
light of all secrets on the Judgment Day. See 2177. 

a75:25; 88:3, 4. b73:12; 74:12. 
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Ours. aWe shall draw them 

near to destruction step by 

step3104 whence they know not. 

 

46. bAnd I shall grant them 

long respite; for My plan is 

sure. 

 
 

47. cDost thou ask a reward of 

them that they feel weighed 

down by its burden? 

 

 

48. dHave they the knowledge 

of the unseen so that they 

write it down? 

 
 

49. So be thou steadfast in 
carrying out the command of 
thy Lord, and ebe not like the 
Man of the Fish when he 
called to his Lord and he was 
full of grief. 

 

 

50. fHad it not been that a 
favour from his Lord had 
reached him, he would have, 
surely, been cast upon a 
barren waste3105 to be blamed 
by his people.  

 

 

51. But his Lord chose him 
and placed him among the 
righteous. 

 
 

52. And those who disbelieve 

would fain have dislodged 

 

 
3104. Divine punishment will overtake disbelievers by degrees and in 

stages and thus they will have ample opportunities to repent and make amends 
by accepting the Quranic Message. 

3105. The verse may also imply a subtle hint to the Holy Prophet’s Hijrah 
(Emigration) to Medina. 

 

a7:183. b7:184. c23:73; 52:41. d52:42. e21:88. f37:144-146. 
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thee from thy God-given 

station with their angry3106 

looks when they heard the 

Reminder; and they keep 

saying, ‘He is, certainly, 

mad.’  

 

53. Nay, it is naught but a 

source of honour for all the 

worlds. 

 
 

 

 
3106. The disbelievers cast severe looks at the Holy Prophet that might 

frighten a person of lesser calibre into giving up his mission, but the Prophet 
has a Divine Message to deliver and so he can hardly be intimidated, cajoled 
or bribed into yielding to such pressure tactics. 
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CHAPTER 69 
AL-HAQQAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

General Remarks 

The Surah, like the preceding one, was, as its subject-matter shows, 
among the earliest Chapters to be revealed at Mecca. It is almost wholly 
devoted to the subject of the inevitability of the Resurrection; and adduces the 
sure and certain success of the Holy Prophet against heavy odds as an 
argument in support of this hypothesis. As the Holy Prophet’s ultimate 
success and the Resurrection were regarded by disbelievers as impossible, the 
coming to pass of the one did indeed, constitute an incontrovertible proof that 
the other will also take place. Thus the Surah opens with a firm and emphatic 
declaration that enemies of Truth shall be routed. It then proceeds to draw a 
parallel between the destruction of the deniers of the Divine Message and the 
Resurrection, and says that for disbelievers the "hour" of punishment will be 
most distressful and agonizing and for the believers it will be a time of 
perennial joy and happiness. The Surah closes with a firm and emphatic 
declaration that both these events—the Resurrection and the success of the 
Prophet’s cause, against very heavy odds and under the most unfavourable 
circumstances—will, most surely, come to pass, because what the Prophet 
says is God’s own revealed Word and not the bragging of a poet, nor the idle 
conjectures of a soothsayer, nor a fabrication, for, if he had forged a lie 
against God, he would have met with certain and violent death, because a 
forger is never allowed to prosper. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. The Inevitable!3107  
 

3. What is the Inevitable?   

4. And what should make thee 

know what the Inevitable is? 

 
 

5. The tribes of Thamud and 
‘Ad treated as a lie the sudden 
calamity. 

 
 

6. bThen, as for Thamud, they 
were destroyed with a blast of 
the utmost fury. 

 
 

7. cAnd as for ‘Ad, they were 
destroyed by a fierce howling 
wind, 

 

 

8. Which God caused to blow 
against them for seven nights 
and eight days continuously, 
so that thou mightest have 
seen the people therein lying 
prostrate, as though dthey 
were trunks of palm trees 
fallen down. 

 

 

9. Dost thou see any trace of 
them?  

 
 

10. eAnd Pharaoh, and those 
who were before him, and the 
overthrown cities persistently 
committed sins. 

 

 

 
3107. An established or inevitable fact; a catastrophe which is sure to 

happen; the final overthrow of disbelief. 

a1:1. b41:18; 54:32. c41:17; 54:20. d54:21. e28:9. 
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11. They disobeyed the 
Messenger of their Lord, 
therefore, He aseized them—a 
severe seizing. 

 

 

12. bVerily, when the 

waters3108 rose high, We bore 

you in the boat, 

 

 

13. That We might make it a 

reminder for you, and that 

retaining ears might retain it. 

 

 

14. cSo that when a single 
blast is sounded on the 
trumpet,3109 

 

 

15. And the earth and the 
mountains are heaved up and 
then are crushed in a single 
crash,3110 

 

 

16. On that day will the great 
Event come to pass. 

 
 

17. And the heaven will 
cleave asunder, dand it will be 
very frail that day.  

 

 

18. eAnd the angels will be 

standing on its borders, and 

above them on that day eight 

angels will bear the Throne of 

 

 

 
3108. The reference in the verse is to Noah’s Flood. 
3109. The Holy Prophet’s march on Mecca was so swift and sudden that 

the Meccans were taken completely by surprise. It came, as it were, a bolt 
from the blue for them. The verse may also apply to the Day of Resurrection, 
when with the blowing of the trumpet both the righteous and the guilty will 
stand before God’s Great Judgment Seat to render an account of their deeds. 

3110. The whole of Arabia was shaken from one end to the other; the 
leaders of Arab aristocracy and the common folk felt the strong impact of the 
conquests of Islam and of the great and violent change it brought about in 
their lives—al-Jibal signifying leaders of men, and al-Ard common folk. 

a73:17. b11:41; 54:14. c18:100; 23:102; 36:52; 39:69; 50:21. d55:38; 84:2. e39:76; 40:8. 
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thy Lord.3111 
19. On that day you will be 
presented before God; and 
anone of your secrets will 
remain hidden.3112  

 

 

20. bThen, as for him who is 
given his record in his right 
hand,3113 he will say, ‘Come, 
read my record.’ 

 

 

 
3111. ‘Arsh (Throne) represents God’s transcendent attributes which are 

His exclusive prerogative. These attributes are manifested through God’s 
attributes of similitude which have been described in the verse as the bearers 
of His Throne (‘Arsh). These latter attributes are Rabb, Rahman, Rahim and 
Maliki Yaumid-Din and are the basic Divine attributes by which the world 
subsists and which mainly concern man’s life and destiny. In view of their 
majesty, awfulness and greatness these four Divine attributes will have double 
manifestation on the Day of Judgment. Or, the words may mean that on that 
day, along with these four attributes of similitude, the four corresponding 
transcendent attributes will also come into operation. And as Divine attributes 
are manifested through angels, therefore eight angels are mentioned, as being 
the bearers of the Throne of God on that Great Day. 

It is a mistaken view that because ‘Arsh is stated in the verse as being 
"borne" by angels, it must be something material. But the word Hamala is 
used in the Qur’an not merely to denote the bearing of a thing in the physical 
sense but also figuratively. In 33:73 man is spoken of as 'bearing the Law' or 
the Shari‘ah, but the Shari‘ah is not a material thing. Similarly, the bearing of 
the ‘Arsh by angels signifies that the reality of Divine attributes is disclosed 
and manifested through them. We cannot understand and realize the 
transcendent attributes of God (His ‘Arsh) except through His attributes of 
similitude. Thus God’s attributes of similitude are, as it were, the bearers of 
His transcendent attributes (His ‘Arsh). Again it is said that ‘Arsh is spoken of 
as 'being on water' (11:8), which is a created element, therefore it must also be 
a created thing. But "water" in the language of revealed Scriptures often 
signifies the Word of God. In this sense the verse (11:8) signifies that the 
'Throne of God' rests on the 'Word of God', which means that man cannot 
fully comprehend and realize the majesty and glory of God except with the 
help of the Word of God. That the ‘Arsh represents the transcendent attributes 
of God is also clear from 23:117. See also 986. 

3112. Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse signifies that on the 
day of the Fall of Mecca, falsity of the idolatrous beliefs and practices of the 
Meccans will stand completely exposed. 

3113. To be given one’s record in one’s right hand is a Quranic metaphor 
for passing the test successfully. 

a4:43; 41:21. b17:72; 84:8, 9. 
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21. ‘Surely, I knew that I 

would meet my reckoning.’ 

 

 

22. aSo he will enjoy a 

delightful life, 

 
 

23. bIn a lofty Garden,  
 

24. cWhereof clusters of fruit 

will be within easy reach. 

 
 

25. It will be said to him, d‘Eat 

and drink joyfully because of 

the good deeds you did in 

days gone by.’ 

 

 

26. eBut as for him who is 
given his record in his left 
hand,3114 he will say, ‘O, 
would that I had not been 
given my record! 

 

 

27. ‘Nor known what my 
reckoning was! 

 
 

28. ‘O, would that death had 
made an end of me!3115 

 
 

29. ‘My wealth has been of no 
avail to me; 

 
 

30. ‘My authority is gone 
from me.’ 

 
 

31. The angels will be 

commanded: f‘Seize him and 

fetter him,  

 
 

32. ‘Then cast him into Hell;  
 

33. ‘Then bind him with a 

chain, the length of which is 

 

 
3114. To be given one’s record in one’s left hand, in Quranic terminology, 

signifies failure in the test. 
3115. Disbelievers would wish death to be the end of all things so that there 

should be no other life and no rendering of account of their actions before God. 

a88:10; 101:8. b43:73; 88:11. c55:55; 76:15. d77:44. e56:42, 43; 84:11-13. f76:5. 
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seventy3116 cubits, 
 

34. ‘Verily, he did not believe 

in Allah, the Great, 

 
 

35. a‘And he did not urge the 

feeding of the poor. 

 

 

36. b‘No friend, therefore, has 

he here this day; 

 
 

37. ‘Nor any food save the 
cwashing of wounds, 

 
 

38. ‘Which none but the 

sinners eat.’ 

 
 

R. 2.   

39. But nay, I swear by that 

which you see,  

 
 

40. And that which you see 

not.3117 

 
 

 
3116. It has repeatedly been explained in the Qur’an that Life after death is 

not a new life but only an image and representation of the facts of the present 
life. In these verses the spiritual torture of the present world has been 
represented as the physical punishment in the next. The chain to be put round 
the neck, for instance, represents the desires of this world and it is these 
desires that will assume the form of fetters in the life to come. Similarly, the 
entanglements of this world will be seen as chains on the feet. The heart-
burning of this world will, likewise, appear as the flames of burning fire. The 
limit of man’s age may generally be fixed at seventy, excluding the periods of 
childhood and decrepitude. These seventy years, the wicked disbeliever 
wastes away in the entanglements of the world and in satisfying his sensual 
passions. He does not try to free himself from the chain of desires, and, 
therefore, in the next world the chain of desires, which he indulged in for 
seventy years, shall be embodied in a chain of the length of seventy cubits, 
every cubit representing a year, with which the wicked shall be fettered. 

3117. The things which we see working in the physical world, i.e. the 
visible facts of life and the things which are hidden from our view, i.e. human 
reason and conscience, have been cited in the verses (39, 40) as evidences to 
establish the Divine origin of the Qur’an. Or, the verses may mean that the 
great Signs which disbelievers in the Holy Prophet’s time witnessed with their 
own eyes, and the prophecies about the bright future of Islam which yet await 
 

a74:45; 89:19; 107:4. b43:68; 70:11; 80:38. c14:17; 78:25, 26. 
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41. That it is, surely, the word 

brought by a noble 

Messenger, 

 

 

42. aAnd not the word of a 

poet; little is it that you 

believe! 

 

 

43. bNor is it the word of a 

soothsayer; little is it that you 

heed! 

 

 

44. It is a revelation from the 

Lord of the worlds. 

 

 

45. cAnd if he had forged and 

attributed any sayings to Us, 

 
 

46. We would, surely, have 

seized him by the right hand, 

 

 

47. And then, surely, We 

would have cut his life-vein, 

 
 

48. And not one of you could 

have held Our punishment off 

from him.3118 

 
 

49. And, verily, it is a 

reminder for the righteous,  

 

 

50. And, surely, We know 

that there are some among 

you who reject Our Signs. 

 

 

 
fulfilment constitute an irrefutable argument that the Qur’an is God’s own 
Word which He has revealed to His noble Prophet Muhammad. It deals with 
the hard facts of life and is not a poet’s fond dream, nor the groping in the 
dark of a soothsayer. 

3118. In this and in the preceding three verses the argument is given that if 
the Holy Prophet had been a forger of lies, God’s strong hand would have 
seized him by the throat and he would, certainly, have met with a violent death 
and his whole work and mission would have gone to pieces, as such is the fate 
of a false prophet. The claim and the arguments contained in these verses seem 
to be an exact reproduction of the biblical statement in Deut. 18:20. 

a36:70; 52:31. b52:30. c40:29. 
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51. And, verily, it will be a 

source of regret for the 

disbelievers. 

 
 

52. And, surely, it is the 

absolute truth.  

 
 

53. aSo glorify the name of 

thy Lord, the Great.xcxc 

 
 

 

 
xcxc  
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a56:75; 87:2. 
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CHAPTER 70 
AL-MA‘ARIJ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Introductory Remarks 
The Surah was revealed at Mecca about the 5th year of the Call, not 

later than the close of the early Meccan period. Noldeke, Muir and some other 
eminent authorities, assign this date to its revelation. In the preceding Surah 
the disbelievers were warned that Al-Haqqah (The Great Calamity) would 
soon overtake them if they did not repent of their sins and accept the Divine 
Message. The present Surah opens with mentioning the disbelievers’ demand: 
'When will the threatened punishment come?' They are told that it would soon 
be upon them, nay, it is at their very door. But when it came, it would be so 
overwhelming and devastating that it would cause the mountains to fly like 
flakes of wool, and disbelievers would wish to part with their near and dear 
ones—their wives, children and brothers—as ransom for themselves. But then 
it will be too late. Towards its close the Surah warns disbelievers again that 
they consider prophecies about the glorious future of Islam as only the dream 
of a visionary, but the time was fast approaching when, with their eyes cast 
down, they will hasten to the Holy Prophet to accept Islam. Then they will 
realize to their shame and sorrow that what the Holy Prophet had foretold 
about their ultimate defeat was only too true. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. An inquirer3119 inquires 

concerning bthe punishment 

about to befall 

 

 

3. The disbelievers, and which 
cnone can repel. 

 
 

4. It is from Allah, Lord of 

great ascents.3119A 

 
 

5. The angels and the Spirit 
ascend to Him in a day, the 
measure of which is fifty 
thousand years.3120 

 

 

6. dSo be patient with 

admirable patience. 

 
 

7. They see it to be far off,  
 

8. But We see it to be nigh.   
 

9. The day when the heaven 
will become like molten 
copper, 

 
 

 
3119. "The inquirer" in the verse is taken by some Commentators to refer to 

Nadr bin Al-Harith, or Abu Jahl. But it need not refer to any particular person. 
It may refer to all disbelievers because all of them repeatedly challenged the 
Holy Prophet to bring down upon them the threatened punishment (8:33; 
21:39; 27:72; 32:29; 34:30; 36:49; 67:26). 

3119A. God grants to His votaries very exalted ranks. 
3120. Ar-Ruh meaning human soul, the verse may signify that the 

development and progress of the human soul will know no end. Or, the verse 
may mean that Divine plans and programmes take thousands of years to 
mature. Or, the reference may be to a specific cycle of fifty thousand years in 
which some particular great change is decreed to take place, because Divine 
prophecies have their fixed periods, epochs and cycles in which they are 
fulfilled. 

a1:1. b52:8; 56:2. c52:9; 56:3. d15:86. 
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10. aAnd the mountains will 
become like flakes of 
wool,3121 

 

 

11. bAnd a friend will not 
inquire after a friend, 

 
 

12. Though they will be 
placed in sight of one another. 
cThe guilty one would fain 
ransom himself from the 
punishment of that day by 
offering his children, 

 

 

13. dAnd his wife and his 
brother, 

 
 

14. And his kinsfolk who 
gave him shelter, 

 

 

15. And by offering all those 

who are on the earth, if only 

thus he might save 

himself.3122 

 
 

16. But no! surely, it is a 
flame of Fire, 

 
 

17. eStripping off the skin 
even to the extremities of the 
body.  

 
 

18. It shall call him who 
turned his back and retreated, 

 

 

19. fAnd hoarded wealth and 
withheld it. 

 
 

20. Verily, man is created3123 
impatient and miserly. 

 

 

 
3121. In this age of atom and hydrogen bombs the flying of mountains like 

flakes of wool is quite a possible occurrence. 
3122. What an awe-inspiring picture of the Day of Judgment is given in 

these verses! Face to face with a calamity man is prepared to part with 
everything, even to sacrifice his dearest and nearest ones, if only by doing so 
he can save his own skin. 

3123. Man, by nature, is impatient and miserly. For this meaning of 
 

a20:106; 70:10; 101:6. b44:42; 69:36. c5:37; 13:19; 39:48. 
d31:34; 80:37. e74:30. f9:34; 53:35; 104:3. 
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21. aWhen evil touches him, 

he is full of lamentations, 

 
 

22. But when good falls to his 

lot, he is niggardly, 

 
 

23. Except those who pray,  
 

24. bThose who are constant 

in their Prayer; 

 

 

25. cAnd those in whose 

wealth there is a known 

right—3124 

 

 

26. For those who ask for help 

and those who do not ask—
3125 

 

 

27. And those who believe in 

the Day of Judgment3125A to 

be a reality; 

 

 

28. And those who are fearful 

of the punishment of their 

Lord— 

 

 

29. Verily, from the 

punishment of their Lord none 

can feel secure— 

 
 

30. dAnd those who guard 

their private parts— 

 

 

31. eExcept from their wives 

and from those whom their 

 

 
Khuliqa see 21:38; 30:55. 

3124. All things in the universe being the common property of the whole of 
mankind, there can be no absolute ownership of anything vesting in any 
individual; the poor have a share in the wealth of the rich as of right. 

3125. The word Mahrum means, those who, because of some physical 
infirmity or from a sense of dignity, would not ask for alms. It includes 
animals also. 

3125A. There could be no real sense of responsibility without a true and 
living belief in the Hereafter. This belief is the second cardinal belief of Islam, 
next to belief in the existence of God. 

a11:10. b23:10. c51:20. d23:7. e23:7. 
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right hands possess; such, 

indeed, are not to blame;  

32. aBut those who seek to go 

beyond that, it is these who 

are transgressors— 

 

 

33. bAnd those who are 

watchful of their trusts and 

their covenants; 

 

 

34. And those who are upright 

in their testimonies. 

 
 

35. And those who are strict 

in the observance of their 

Prayer. 

 

 

36. cThese will be in the 

Gardens, duly honoured. 

 
 

R. 2.   
37. But what is the matter 
with those who disbelieve that 
dthey come hurrying on 
towards thee,  

 
 

38. From the right hand and 
from the left, in different 
parties?3126 

 
 

39. Does every man among 

them hope to enter the Garden 

of Bliss? 

 

 

 
3126. This and the preceding verse give a prophetic description of the 

coming triumph of Islam when the pagan tribes of Arabia, from every part of 
the country, hastened to wait in deputations upon the Holy Prophet, begging to 
be taken into the fold of Islam. Or, the verses may refer to the highly alluring 
offers made by the leaders of the Quraish to the Holy Prophet, if only he should 
give up preaching against their idols. By some authorities, however, the verses 
have been taken to refer to the dangerous attacks that were made on the Holy 
Prophet in different forms and from different directions by his opponents. 

 

a23:8. b23:9. c18:108; 23:12. d14:43, 44. 
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40. Never! We have created 

them of that which3127 they 

know. 

 
 

41. But nay! I swear by the 

Lord of the Easts and of the 

Wests that We have the power 

 

 

42. To bring in their place 

others better than they,3128 

and We cannot be frustrated 

in Our plans. 

 

 

43. aSo leave them alone to 

indulge in idle talk and to 

sport until they meet that day 

of theirs which they are 

promised, 

 

 

44. bThe day when they will 

come forth from their graves 

hastening, as though they 

were racing to a target,  

 

 

45. Their eyes cast down; and 

humiliation covering 
cthem.3129 Such is the Day 

which they are promised. 

 

 
 

 
3127. The word Mimma signifies, natural powers and faculties with which 

God has endowed man. 
3128. The opponents of the Holy Prophet are told that old order will vanish 

and from its ruins will emerge a new and better order and other people will 
take their place. 

3129. This verse and the preceding one contain a graphic picture of the 
leaders of the Quraish, after the Fall of Mecca, when they came to the Holy 
Prophet completely dejected, dispirited and dismayed, their eyes cast down, 
and disappointment and a sense of guilt and regret writ large on their faces. 

 

 

 

 

a23:55; 43:84; 52:46. b36:52; 54:8, 9. c10:28; 54:8. 
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CHAPTER 71 
NUH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
As the Surah records the spiritual experiences of the Prophet Noah, it 

has fittingly been named after him. Wherry gives 7th year of the Call as the 
date of its revelation, while Noldeke places it in the 5th year, but according to 
other authorities it was revealed in the first Meccan period, about the time 
when some of the immediately preceding Chapters were revealed. Towards 
the end of the preceding Surah it was stated that wicked people invariably 
reject the Divine Message; they oppose and persecute God’s Messengers till 
the hour of punishment arrives and they meet their deserved end. The present 
Surah gives a brief account of the missionary activities of one of the greatest 
Prophets of antiquity—Noah, and depicts him as pouring out the agony of his 
heart before his Lord and Creator in words full of extreme pathos. He 
preached to his people day and night, he says, and spoke to them in public and 
in private. He reminded them of the great favours and bounties that God had 
bestowed upon them. He warned them of the evil consequences of the 
rejection of the Divine Message. But all his preaching and warning, his 
sympathy with and solicitude for, their well-being only met with ridicule, 
opposition and abuse; and instead of following him whose heart was full of 
love for them, they chose to follow those false leaders who led them to 
destruction. When Noah’s exhortation and preaching of a whole lifetime 
proved a voice in the wilderness, he prayed to God to destroy the enemies of 
Truth. The Surah closes with this prayer of Noah. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. We sent Noah to his people, 

with the commandment: 

‘Warn thy people before there 

comes upon them a grievous 

punishment.’ 

 

 

3. He said, ‘O my people! 

Surely, I am a plain Warner 

unto you, 

 

 

4. ‘That you serve Allah and 

be mindful of your duty to 

Him and obey me, 

 
 

5. ‘He will forgive you your 

sins and grant you respite till 

an appointed time.’ Verily, the 
btime appointed by Allah 

cannot be put off when it 

comes,3130 if only you knew.’ 

 

 

6. He said, ‘My Lord, I have 

called my people night and 

day, 

 

 

7. ‘But my calling them, has 

only made them flee from me 

all the more;  

 
 

8. ‘And every time I called 

them that Thou mightest 

forgive them, they put their 

fingers into their ears, cand 

 

 
3130. When a Divine decree actually comes in operation, repentance is of 

no use. 

a1:1. b63:12. c11:6. 
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drew close their garments,3131 

and persisted in their 

iniquities and were 

disdainfully proud; 

 

9. ‘Then, I called them to 

righteousness openly, 

 
 

10. ‘Then preached to them in 

public, and appealed to them 

in private.’3132 

 

 

11. aAnd I said, ‘Seek 

forgiveness of your Lord; for 

He is the Great Forgiver; 

 

 

12. ‘He will send down rain 

for you in abundance, 

 
 

13. ‘And He will grant you 

increase of wealth and 

children, and will cause 

gardens to grow for you and 

will cause rivers to flow for 

you. 

 

 

14. ‘What is the matter with 

you that you hope not for 

greatness and wisdom from 

Allah?  

 
 

15. b‘And He has created you 

in different forms and 

different conditions.3133 

 
 

 
3131. The words Istaghshau Thiyabahum metaphorically mean: 'They 

refused to listen to the Divine Message. They closed all the avenues of their 
hearts against it, Thiyab meaning 'hearts' (Lane). 

3132. Noah employed all the means at his disposal to make his people listen to 
the Divine Message. But they were equally determined not to listen to it. 

3133. God has endowed different men with different natural capacities and 
capabilities, and on this disparity of aptitudes and physical conditions depend 
 

a11:4, 53. b23:13-15. 
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16. a‘See you not how Allah 

has created seven heavens in 

perfect harmony, 

 

 

17. b‘And has placed the 

moon, therein a light, and 

made the sun a lamp? 

 

 

18. cAnd Allah has caused 

you to grow out of the earth as 

a good growth. 

 
 

19. d‘Then will He cause you 

to return thereto, and He will 

bring you forth a new bringing 

forth. 

 

 

20. e‘And Allah has made the 

earth for you a wide expanse, 

 
 

21. f‘That you may traverse 

the spacious ways thereof.’ 

 
 

R. 2.   

22. Then Noah said, ‘My 

Lord, they have disobeyed 

me, and followed one whose 

wealth and children have only 

added to his loss. 

 

 

23. ‘And they have planned a 

mighty plan.’  

 
 

24. “And they say to one 

another gForsake not your 

gods, and forsake neither 

Wadd nor Suwa‘, nor 

 

 
the existence, growth and development of human society. Atwar is plural of 
Taur which means, a time; state; condition; quality; mode or manner; form or 
appearance. The verse means, God has created men of different forms and 
different conditions; of various aspects and dispositions, or He has created 
them by stages (Lane). 

a65:13; 67:4. b10:6; 25:62. c7:26; 20:56. d7:26; 20:56. e67:16; 78:7. f67:16. g38:7. 
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Yaghuth and Ya‘uq and 

Nasr.”3134 
 

25. a‘And they have led many 

astray; so increase Thou not 

the wrongdoers in aught but 

error.’ 

 

 

26. bBecause of their sins they 

were drowned and made to 

enter Fire. And they found no 

helpers for themselves against 

Allah. 

 

 

27. And Noah said, ‘My Lord, 

leave not of the disbelievers 

even one dweller in the land; 

 

 

28. ‘For, if Thou dost leave 

them, they will only lead 

astray Thy servants and will 

beget none but sinners and 

disbelievers,  

 

 

29. c‘My Lord! forgive me 

and my parents, and him who 

 

 
3134. Wadd was an idol worshipped by Banu Kalb in Daumatul-Jandal. It 

was in a man’s figure representing manly power. Suwa‘ was an idol of Banu 
Hudhail. It was in a woman’s shape, representing female beauty. Yaghuth 
belonged to the tribe of Murad, and Ya‘uq in the shape of horse was 
worshipped by Hamdan. Nasr, an idol of the Dhul-Kila‘ tribe, was in the 
shape of an eagle or vulture, representing long life or insight. Noah’s people 
were steeped in idol-worship. They had many idols, the five mentioned in the 
verse under comment being the most popular. The Arabs, several centuries 
afterwards, are supposed to have brought them from Iraq. Hubul, their most 
famous idol was brought from Syria by ‘Amir bin Lohayy; their own principal 
idols being Lat, Manat and ‘Uzza. Or, they might have named their own idols 
after the idols of the tribe of Noah as the two peoples lived not very distant 
from each other and there was general intercourse between them. There is 
nothing impossible or improbable in the two neighbouring idolatrous peoples 
having identical names for their idols. 

a14:37. b21:78; 26:121; 37:83. c14:42. 
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enters my house as a believer, 

and the believing men and the 

believing women; and 

increase Thou not the 

wrongdoers in aught but in 

ruin.’3135  

 

 
 

 
3135. God’s Prophets are full of the milk of human kindness. Noah’s prayer 

shows that opposition to him must have been long, persistent and unremitting, 
and that all his efforts to bring his people to the right path must have proved 
abortive, and there must have remained no possibility for any further addition 
to his small following, and also that his opponents must have exceeded all 
legitimate bounds in opposing and persecuting him and his followers, and in 
indulging in evil pursuits. Matters must have come to such a pass that a man 
of a most compassionate disposition like Noah was constrained to pray against 
his people. In an identical situation the Holy Prophet’s attitude to his 
opponents presents a vivid contrast. In the battle of Uhud, when his two teeth 
were broken and he was badly wounded and bled profusely, the only words 
that escaped his lips were, 'How will a people get salvation who have 
wounded their Prophet and have smeared his face with blood for no fault, but 
that he calls them to God. My Lord! forgive my people, for they know not 
what they do' (Zurqani & Hisham). 
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CHAPTER 72 
AL-JINN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
This Surah is generally considered to have been revealed on the Holy 

Prophet’s return from Ta’if, where, after he had almost despaired of the 
Meccans from whom he had received nothing but ridicule, opposition and 
persecution, he had gone to preach his Message. The visit to Ta’if took place 
two years before Hijrah when the opposition to the new Faith had taken an 
ugly turn and the condition of the Holy Prophet and his followers had become 
desperate in the extreme. If, as some authorities are of the view, the Surah 
relates to an incident other than the one mentioned in Surah Al-Ahqaf (46:30-
33), then it might have been revealed much earlier. The context and contents 
of the Surah seem to lend some weight to the latter view. In the preceding 
Surah it was stated that the lifelong preaching of Noah had met with only 
gibes and jeers, and that only a few persons other than his near relatives had 
given him their allegiance—even his son and wife taking an active part in 
opposition to him. In order to show that there existed a similarity between the 
circumstances of Noah and those of the Holy Prophet it is stated that a party 
of the jinn—a people not known to the Holy Prophet before—visited him, 
listened to the Qur’an and at once believed in him. The Surah gives a fairly 
long account of the beliefs and doctrines of these people, their conduct and 
outlook on life, and emphatically affirms that it is impossible for anyone to 
distort or tamper with the revealed Word of God because, like a precious 
treasure, it is strongly guarded by Divine sentinels. Towards the end, it is 
stated that whenever a Divine Teacher calls men to God, the forces of evil try 
to stifle his voice, but the Teacher carries on his mission, undeterred by the 
machinations of evilly-disposed people. The Surah closes with an infallible 
criterion to test the Divine Source of the Message of a Prophet, viz. that it 
contains prophecies about great world events which human knowledge cannot 
foresee or foretell, and also that the Prophet succeeds in delivering his 
Message and fulfils his mission. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Say, “It has been revealed 

to me that a company3136 of 

the jinn listened to the Qur’an 

and they said: ‘Truly, we have 

heard a bwonderful 

Qur’an,3137 

 

 

3. c‘It guides to the right way; 
so we have believed in it, and 
we will not associate anyone 
with our Lord.3138 

 

 

4. ‘The truth is that—exalted 

be the majesty of our Lord—
dHe has taken unto Himself 

neither wife nor son, 

 

 

5. ‘And that the foolish 

amongst us used to utter 

extravagant lies concerning 

Allah,  

 

 

6. ‘And we thought that men 

and jinn would never utter a 

 

 
3136. See 2733. 
3137. The reference may be to a party of the Jews of Nasibain. They were 

non-Arabs and being strangers they have been called "jinn" which word 
among other things means, a stranger (Lane). The incident mentioned in this 
verse seems to be different from the one referred to in 46:30-33, though the 
verse is taken by some authorities to refer to those verses, because the words 
put in the mouth of 'a company of the jinn' in the present verse possess a 
seeming resemblance with the words spoken by a party of the jinn referred to 
in 46:30-33. 

3138. The verse shows that 'a company of the jinn' were either Unitarian 
Christians, or such Jews as were closely associated with them or, being under 
their influence, were conversant with Christian beliefs. 

a1:1. b46:31. c46:32. d17:112; 18:5; 25:3. 
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lie concerning Allah, 
 

7. a‘And, indeed, some 

men3139 from among the 

common folk used to seek the 

protection of some men from 

among the jinn, and thus they 

increased the jinn in 

arrogance, 

 

 

8. ‘And, indeed, they thought, 

even as you think that Allah 

would never raise any 

Messenger,3140 

 

 

9. ‘And we sought to reach 

heaven,3141 but we found it 

filled with strong guards and 
bshooting stars,  

 

 

10. ‘And we used to sit in 

some of its seats to listen. But 

whoso listens now finds a 

shooting star in ambush3142 

for him, 

 

 

 
3139. As the word Rijal is used only with regard to human beings, the verse 

shows that 'a company of the jinn,' mentioned in this and in Surah Al-Ahqaf 
were human beings and not any other species of creation. The Arabic word 
jinn here may signify big or influential men and Ins lowly and humble ones 
who, by following the former and seeking their protection, increase their 
conceit and arrogance. 

3140. The Jews had ceased to believe as early as in the time of the Prophet 
Joseph that any Divine Messenger would ever appear after him (40:35). 

3141. The expression, 'Seeking to reach heaven,' means, trying to steal the 
secrets of the unknown. When a Divine Reformer is about to make his 
appearance in the world, an unusual shooting of stars takes place. It is to this 
exceptional natural phenomenon that reference seems to have been made in 
this verse. 

3142. Before the appearance of a Divine Reformer, soothsayers and 
diviners dabble in occult sciences, and with the help of their questionable 
 

a6:129. b15:17-19; 37:7-9. 
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11. ‘And we know not 

whether evil is intended for 

those who are in the earth, or 

whether their Lord intends to 

bestow guidance upon them, 

 

 

12. ‘And some of us are 

righteous and some of us are 

otherwise—we are sects 

following different paths, 

 

 

13. ‘And we know that awe 

cannot frustrate the plan of 

Allah in the earth, nor can we 

escape Him by flight, 

 

 

14. b‘So when we heard the 

call to guidance, we believed 

in it. And he, who believes in 

his Lord, has no fear of loss or 

of injustice, 

 

 

15. ‘And some of us submit to 

God and some of us have 

deviated from the right 

course.’ And those who 

submit to God—it is they who 

seek the right course,  

 

 

16. And those who deviate 

from the right course, they are 

the fuel of Hell. 

 

 

 
practices seek to hoodwink simple folk by posing to be able to have access to 
the secrets of the unknown and, being adept in the art of cheating, succeed in 
playing upon their credulity. But with the advent of a Heavenly Reformer 
their deceit is exposed and their counterfeit knowledge of the unseen becomes 
unmasked as only a superficial and fragmentary acquaintance with astrology. 
The word "now" is used here particularly with respect to the time of the Holy 
Prophet, but it may also signify the time of every great Divine Reformer. See 
also 37:7-10. 

a55:34. b46:32. 
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17. And if the Meccan 
disbelievers keep to the right 
path, We shall, certainly, 
provide them with abundant 
water to drink,3143 

 

 

18. That We may try them 
thereby. aAnd whoso turns 
away from the remembrance 
of his Lord—He will drive 
him into an overwhelmingly 
severe punishment. 

 

 

19. bAnd all places of 
worship3144 belong to Allah; 
so call not on anyone beside 
Allah. 

 

 

20. cAnd when the Servant of 
Allah3145 stands up praying to 
Him, they crowd upon him, 
well-nigh stifling him to 
death. 

 

 

R. 2.   
21. Say, ‘I pray to my Lord 
only, dand I associate no one 
with Him.  

 

 

22. Say, ‘I have no power to 
do you either harm or good.’ 

 
 

 

 
3143. Water being the source of all life, "abundant water" signifies 

abundance of wealth and other material gains. 
3144. In the foregoing verses it is declared that with the advent of the Holy 

Prophet God’s plan with regard to the establishment of Divine Unity has 
become manifest. The verse under comment states that mosques would 
henceforth be the centres from which the light of Truth will emanate and 
spread throughout the world. 

3145. The epithet, 'The Servant of Allah,' refers to the Holy Prophet, he 
being God’s servant par excellence, but it may also be applied to every Divine 
Messenger or Reformer. 

a20:101; 43:37. b2:115; 22:41. c96:10, 11. d13:37; 18:39. 
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23. Say, ‘Surely, none can 

protect me against the 

punishment of Allah, anor can 

I find any place of refuge 

beside Him.’ 

 

 

24. ‘My responsibility is only 

to convey what is revealed to 

me from Allah and His 

Messages.’ And those who 

disobey Allah and His 

Messenger, surely, for them is 

the fire of Hell, wherein they 

will abide for a long 

period.3146 

 

 

25. bThey will continue to 

disbelieve until they see that 

which they are promised, but 

soon they will know who is 

weaker in helpers and fewer 

in numbers. 

 

 

26. cSay, ‘I know not whether 

that which you are promised 

is nigh, or whether my Lord 

has fixed for it a distant term.’ 

 

 

27. He is the Knower of the 

unseen; and He reveals3147 

not His secrets to anyone,  

 

 

28. Except to a Messenger of 

His whom He chooses. And 

then He causes an escort of 

 

 
3146. The difference between Amad and Abad is that whereas the former 

word means time limited in duration, the latter means time everlasting (Lane). 
3147. The expression, Izhar ‘alal-Ghaib, means, to be given knowledge 

frequently and in abundance of the secrets of the unknown that relate to and 
concern events of the greatest import. 

a18:28. b19:76. c21:110. 
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guarding angels to go before 

him and behind him,3148  

29. That He may know that 

His Messengers have 

delivered the Messages of 

their Lord.3149 And He 

encompasses all that is with 

them and He keeps count of 

all things.  

 

 

 

 
3148. The verse embodies an incontestable criterion to distinguish between 

the nature and scope of the secrets of the unknown that are revealed to a 
Divine Messenger and those that are disclosed to other righteous believers. 
The distinction lies in the fact that whereas God’s Messengers are granted 
Izhar ‘alal-Ghaib, i.e. predominance over the unseen, secrets revealed to other 
righteous and holy men of God do not enjoy this distinction. Moreover, 
revelation granted to God’s Messengers, being under special Divine protection, 
is secure against being distorted or tampered with by evil spirits, while secrets 
revealed to other righteous men are not so safe. 

3149. The revelation of Divine Messengers is granted security against 
being distorted or tampered with because they have a great Divine mission to 
fulfil and a great Heavenly Message to deliver. 
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CHAPTER 73 

AL-MUZZAMMIL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Consensus of scholarly opinion assigns the revelation of this Surah to 
the earliest period of the Call; some scholars consider that it was the third 
Chapter to be revealed. In the preceding Surah (Al-Jinn) it was stated that 
angels descend upon Divine Messengers to guard the Word of God revealed to 
them from being distorted or tampered with. In the present Surah the Holy 
Prophet is enjoined to devote a part of the night to Prayer and remembrance of 
God so that angels may descend upon him to help him against evil plots and 
machinations of his enemies. Like all Meccan Surahs, this Surah also deals 
mainly with the Divine mission of the Holy Prophet and with the truth of the 
Quranic revelation. It foretells in brief but very forceful words the eventual 
triumph of the Holy Prophet and adduces the fulfilment of this prophecy as an 
argument in support of Life after death and Resurrection. Particular emphasis 
has been laid on Prayer and remembrance of God which is a most effective 
means to draw Divine help and succour to prepare the Prophet for the mighty 
task that lies ahead of him. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O thou wrapped up in thy 

mantle,3150 

 
 

3. Stand up in Prayer at night 

except a small portion 

thereof— 

 
 

4. Half of it, or reduce from it 

a little,  

 
 

5. Or, add to it a little—and 
brecite the Qur’an a good 

recital. 

 
 

 
3150. Zamala-hu means, he carried him behind his back. Zammala, besides 

the meaning given in the text, means, he ran and went along quickly. 
Tazammala, Izzammala or Izdamala means, he wrapped himself; he bore, or 
carried it, namely a load at one time. Muzzammil (or Mutazammil) means, a 
man wrapped in his garments; one bearing a heavy responsibility (Aqrab, 
Qadir, Ma‘ani). After his first spiritual experience when the angel of God 
came to the Holy Prophet with Divine revelation in the Cave Hira’, he rushed 
home very much frightened. The fright was quite natural because the 
experience was quite novel. The Holy Prophet asked to be wrapped up in a 
mantle. As wrapping up also implies the sense of joining together and uniting, 
the meaning of the verse may be something like this, 'O thou who hast been 
commissioned to unite all the nations of the world under one banner!' The 
Holy Prophet has been described in the Hadith as Al-Hashir, i.e. joiner and 
uniter of the nations of the world (Bukhari). The verse may also signify: 
(1)  The Holy Prophet is one who has to go a long distance on the road to 
awaken humanity to the realization of its high destiny, and, therefore, he has 
to go fast, i.e. work hard, incessantly and fast. (2)  He is one who is to carry a 
heavy load, a very great responsibility of preaching the Divine Message to the 
world. The Holy Prophet may have been reminded of his onerous task of 
preparing a community of God-fearing followers, who, imbued with the same 
noble ideals and tired with the same unflagging zeal as himself, should help 
him to convey to mankind the Message of Islam. It is to the onerous duties 
and responsibilities of the Holy Prophet that reference is made here and not to 
his being wrapped up in his mantle. 

a1:1. b17:107; 25:33. 
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6. Verily, We are about to 

charge thee with a weighty 

Word.3151 

 
 

7. Verily, getting up at night 

for Prayer is the most potent 

means of subduing the self 

and most effective in 

speech.3152 

 

 

8. Thou hast, indeed, during 

the day a long chain of 

engagements.3153  

 
 

9. So remember the name of 

thy Lord and devote thyself to 

Him with full devotion. 

 

 

 
3151. The expression, 'a weighty Word,' may signify: 'The Quranic 

teaching is pregnant with the highest import. It is too weighty to be displaced 
or dislocated.' No word or letter of the Qur’an can be changed, altered or 
amended. According to an oft-quoted Hadith, whenever a revelation 
descended upon the Holy Prophet, he went into a trance and felt a peculiar 
sensation so that even on an extremely cold day large drops of sweat fell from 
his forehead and he felt a dead-weight of his body (Bukhari). The Quranic 
revelation being 'a weighty Word,' the Holy Prophet’s paroxysm was due to 
this sensation. 

3152. Getting up at night for Prayer is a potent means of subduing one’s 
self and bringing under effective control one’s evil propensities and 
inclinations. It is the proved experience of all holy men of God that nothing 
conduces to one’s spiritual development so much as Prayer at night. In the 
stillness and solitude of night a peculiar sort of peace prevails and all nature is 
quiet, and man, being all alone with his Creator, enjoys special communion 
with Him and becomes illumined with a special heavenly light which he 
imparts to others. The time is eminently suited for one to develop strength of 
character and to make one’s speech sane, solid and sound. Effective speech 
and infinite capacity for hard work are two very necessary qualifications for a 
Reformer in order to succeed in his mission. Prayer at night helps in the 
development of these two qualities. Having acquired control over one’s mind 
and tongue one comes to exercise control over others. 

3153. Reference in the verse is to the multifarious duties of the Holy 
Prophet which he performed with alacrity and in doing which he took great 
pleasure; this being the significance of the word Sabhan (Lane). 
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10. aHe is the Lord of the East 

and the West; there is no god 

but He; so take him for thy 

Guardian. 

 

 

11. And bear patiently all that 

they say; and withdraw from 

them in a decent manner. 

 

 

12. bAnd leave Me alone with 

those who reject the truth, 

possessors of ease and plenty; 

and give them a little respite. 

 

 

13. Surely, with Us are heavy 

fetters and a raging fire, 

 
 

14. And food that chokes, and 

a painful punishment— 

 
 

15. On the day when the earth 
cand the mountains shall 

quake, and the mountains will 

become like crumbling sand-

hills.  

 

 

16. Verily, We have sent to 

you a Messenger, dwho is a 

witness over you, even as We 

sent a Messenger to 

Pharaoh;3154 

 

 

17. But Pharaoh disobeyed the 

Messenger, eso We seized him 

with a terrible seizing. 

 

 

 
3154. The verse refers to the biblical prophecy: 'I will raise them up a 

Prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee, and will put My word in 
his mouth; and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command. And it shall 
come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken unto My words which he shall 
speak in My name, I will require it of him' (Deut. 18:18, 19). 

a26:29; 37:6. b68:45; 74:12. c56:5, 6; 79:7. d33:46; 48:9. e20:79; 26:67; 28:41. 
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18. How will you then, if you 

disbelieve, guard yourselves 

against a day which will turn 

children grey-headed?3155 

 

 

19. aThe day when the heaven 

will be rent asunder; and His 

promise3156 is bound to be 

fulfilled. 

 

 

20. This, surely, is a 
breminder. So let him, who 

will, take a way unto his Lord.  

 

 
R. 2.   

21. Surely, thy Lord knows 
that cthou standest up praying 
for nearly two-thirds of the 
night, and sometimes half or a 
third thereof dand also a party 
of those who are with thee.3157 
And Allah determines the 
measure3158 of the night and 

 

 
3155. 'Turn children grey-headed' in the present verse, 'being rent asunder 

of the heaven' in the next, 'rolling up of heaven' in 21:105, and similar other 
expressions used in the Qur’an (82:2 & 84:2) are metaphors for most 
calamitous happenings which bring about disastrous changes. 

3156. The promise referred to in the verse was the total defeat and 
destruction of the forces of evil with the Fall of Mecca. 

3157. In the opening verse of the Surah the Holy Prophet was enjoined 
constantly to pray at night, for, that would give him the necessary strength to 
discharge the grave responsibility of preaching the Divine Message that was 
shortly going to devolve on him. In this verse he is assured of Divine pleasure, 
and is told that he has faithfully carried out God’s command about Night-
Prayer—not only he, but a party of believers also. The command was not 
specifically directed to the followers of the Holy Prophet, but being always 
desirous of following in his footsteps, they copied his example in this respect also. 

3158. The sentence, 'Allah determines the measure of the night and the 
day,' signifies that sometimes nights are long and sometimes they are short 
and sometimes they are equal. The words, 'you cannot calculate the time 
accurately,' may apply to Muslims in general. They are told that all of them 
 

a82:2. b20:4; 74:55; 76:30; 80:12. c26:219. d25:65; 41:39. 
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the day. He knows that you 
cannot calculate the time 
accurately, so He has turned 
to you in mercy. Recite, then, 
as much of the Qur’an as is 
easy for you. He knows that 
there will be some among you 
who may be sick, and others 
who may travel in the land, 
seeking Allah’s bounty, and 
others who may fight in the 
cause of Allah. So recite of it 
that which is easy for you, and 
observe Prayer and pay the 
Zakat aand lend to Allah a 
goodly loan. And whatever 
good you may send on before 
you for your souls, you will 
find it with Allah. It will be 
better and greater in reward. 
And seek forgiveness of 
Allah. Surely, Allah is Most 
Forgiving, Merciful.  

 

 

 
would not be able to say the Night-Prayer regularly and punctually. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a2:246; 57:12; 64:18. 
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CHAPTER 74 

AL-MUDDATHTHIR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

By common consent this Surah was one of the first two or three 
Surahs which were revealed at Mecca. This and the preceding Surah (Al-
Muzzammil) seem to be "twins" as they are so closely linked as regards the 
time of their revelation and their tone and tenor. The present Surah, in fact, 
complements the subject-matter of the preceding one. The Muzzammil of the 
previous Surah, immersed in devotional prayers and contemplation and 
passing through a period of intense preparation for the attainment of spiritual 
perfection, has become developed into the Muddaththir (destroyer of sin and 
vanquisher of the forces of evil, deliverer of mankind, their leader, guide and 
warner) of the present Surah. From that time onward, the Holy Prophet’s life 
was no more his own. It was given to God. He preached the Divine Message 
with unswerving purpose, in the face of insult, opposition and persecution. 
The Surah opens with a firm command to the Holy Prophet to stand up, 
proclaim the Truth he has and warn those who would not accept it—those 
whom wealth, power and position have rendered spiritually blind and deaf—
that they would suffer punishment because they did not offer Prayers and did 
not feed the poor and because also that they indulged in vain pursuits. The 
Surah ends on the note that the Qur’an is but a reminder and an exhortation. 
He, who accepts its Message, accepts it for the good of his own soul and he, 
who rejects it, does so to his own detriment. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. O thou who hast covered 

thyself with thy cloak,3159 

 
 

3. Arise and warn,  
 

4. And thy Lord do thou 

magnify, 

 
 

5. And thy clothes3160 do thou 

purify, 

 
 

6. And uncleanliness3161 do 

thou shun,  

 
 

7. And bestow not favours 

seeking to get more in return, 

 
 

8. And for the sake of thy 

Lord do thou endure trials 

patiently. 

 
 

 
3159. Tadaththara or Iddaththara means, he wrapped himself with a 

garment. Daththara-hu means, he destroyed or obliterated him or it; he 
covered him with a warm garment. Daththarat-Tairu means, the bird adjusted, 
or put in order its nest. Tadaththaral-Farasa means, he leaped upon and rode 
the horse. Tadaththaral-‘Aduwwa means, he vanquished the enemy (Lane). 
According to the different meanings of the root-word, Al-Muddaththir would 
mean, the effacer or obliterator; the reformer or the one who adjusts or puts 
things in order; the vanquisher; the one who is about to leap upon and ride the 
horse. The word has also been interpreted as one entrusted with bearing the 
heavy load of the responsibilities of a Prophet (Qadir). The word also means, 
one adorned with the best natural powers and qualities and prophetical dignity 
(Ruhul-Ma‘ani). All these epithets quite fitly apply to the Holy Prophet. 

3160. Thiyab means, clothes; dependents or followers of a person; the 
wearer’s body or self (Lane & Steingass). The Holy Prophet is enjoined that 
before entering upon his great mission he should prepare a body of followers, 
pure of heart, conduct and reputation. Or, the verse may mean that he should 
himself become paragon of piety, righteousness and of pure conduct. 

3161. Ar-Rujz also meaning idol-worship (Lane), the verse may be taken as 
enjoining the Holy Prophet to spare no pains to exterminate idolatry. 

a1:1. 
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9. aAnd when the trumpet is 

sounded,3162 

 
 

10. bThat day will be a hard 

day,3163 

 
 

11. For the disbelievers it will 

not be easy. 

 
 

12. cLeave Me alone3164 to 

deal with him whom I created. 

 
 

13. dAnd I gave him abundant 

wealth, 

 
 

14. eAnd sons, dwelling in his 

presence,3165 

 
 

15. And equipped him with all 
necessary things, 

 
 

16. Yet he desires that I 

should give him more.  

 
 

17. Certainly not!3166 for he 
was stubbornly opposed to 
Our Signs. 

 
 

 
3162. The verse means, when a Divine Reformer—God’s bugle—by which 

God summons men to Himself—makes his appearance and calls men to God. 
Or, the verse may refer to the Holy prophet’s own call to his people. 

3163. 'A hard day' signifies the Day of Resurrection or, the day of the final 
defeat of disbelief and the complete triumph of Truth. 

3164. The words also mean: 'Leave Me to deal alone with him whom I 
created,' or Leave Me to deal with him who, on account of the great wealth, 
power and position, God has bestowed upon him, thinks himself to be peerless 
among his compatriots, Wahid also meaning unique, incomparable' (Lane). 

Though this and the following several verses apply to every arrogant and 
conceited disbeliever, they may particularly apply to Walid bin Mughirah, 
who was an outstanding personality among the Quraish, and was known 
among his fellow citizens by such high sounding titles as "unique" and 
"fragrance of the Quraish." He was extremely handsome and was well-known 
for his elegant poems and other accomplishments. He had ten to thirteen sons 
and was a very rich man. 

3165. The verse may mean that Walid’s sons also commanded respect like 
him. They, too, were offered a distinguished place in the assemblies which he 
attended. Or, Walid was so rich that his sons always kept company with him, 
not wanting to go anywhere to earn their living. 

3166. The word, Kalla, is used to reject the request of a person and to 
 

a23:102; 50:21; 69:14. b25:27. c68:45; 73:12. d68:15. e68:15. 
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18. I shall inflict on him an 
increasingly overwhelming 
torment. 

 
 

19. Lo! he reflected and 
calculated! 

 
 

20. Ruin seize him! how he 
calculated! 

 
 

21. Ruin seize him3167 again! 
how he calculated! 

 
 

22. Then he looked around 

him, 

 
 

23. aThen he frowned and 

scowled,3168 

 
 

24. Then he turned away and 

was disdainful, 

 
 

25. And said, b‘This is nothing 
but magic handed down; 

 
 

26. ‘This is nothing but the 

word of a man. 

 
 

27. Soon shall I cast him into 
cthe fire of Hell. 

 
 

28. And what will make thee 
know what Hell-fire is? 

 
 

29. It spares not and it leaves 

naught. 

 
 

30. dIt scorches the face.   
 

31. Over it are nineteen3169 

angels. 

 
 

 
reprimand him for making it (Lane). 

3167. The reference is particularly to Walid bin Mughirah. Ruin continued 
to dog his footsteps. Three of his sons—Walid, Khalid and Hisham accepted 
Islam, others perished before his eyes. He suffered heavy financial losses and 
ultimately died in poverty and disgrace. 

3168. When the Qur’an was read to him Walid frowned and scowled in 
disdain and went away in high huff. 

3169. Man has been endowed with nine major senses, i.e. the seven 
 

a80:2. b34:44; 37:16. c37:24. d70:17. 
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32. And none but angels have 

We made wardens of the Fire. 

And We have not fixed their 

number except as a trial for 

those who disbelieve, so that 

those, who have been given 

the Book, may attain certainty 

and those who believe may 

increase in faith, and those, 

who have been given the 

Book as well as the believers, 

may not doubt, and that those 

in whose hearts is disease and 

the disbelievers may say, 

‘What does Allah mean by 

such an aillustration?’ Thus 

does Allah leave to go astray 

whom He pleases and guide 

whom He pleases. bAnd none 

knows the hosts of thy Lord 

but He. And this is nothing 

but a Reminder for man. 

 

 

 

R. 2.   

33. Nay, by the moon,   
 

34. And by the night when it 

departs, 

 
 

 
exteroceptive senses, one proprioceptive sense of position in space and one 
enteroceptive sense arising from internal organs relating to sensations of hunger, 
thirst, etc. These coupled with their nine spiritual counterparts together with the 
guardian or the controlling sense, i.e. the will power which dominates and 
controls all these different faculties of human nature, are the nineteen guardians 
of Hell. Or, the number "nineteen" may be a great Divine secret specially 
concerning the People of the Book of which the significance and reality will be 
disclosed in God’s own time and will make them acknowledge the truth of the 
Quranic teaching and will add greatly to the certainty of faith of the believers. 
Who dare claim to know all the Divine secrets? 

a2:27. b33:10; 48:5. 
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35. aAnd by the dawn3170 

when it shines forth, 

 

 

36. bVerily, it is one of the 

greatest calamities. 

 
 

37. A warning to man,  
 

38. To him among you who 

wishes to advance in virtue or 

hang back. 

 
 

39. cEvery soul is pledged3171 

for what it has earned; 

 
 

40. Except dthose on the right 

hand. 

 

 

41. They will be in Gardens 

enquiring 

 
 

42. From the guilty ones,  
 

43. ‘What has brought you 

into Hell?’ 

 
 

44. They will say, e‘We were 

not of those who offered 

Prayer, 

 
 

45. fNor did we feed the poor,  
 

46. ‘And we indulged in idle 

talk with those who indulge 

therein.  

 
 

47. ‘And we continued to 

deny the gDay of Judgment. 

 
 

 
3170. 'The dawn' may also signify the Holy Prophet’s great Deputy, the 

Promised Messiah and the 'departing night' may mean the night of spiritual 
darkness that would begin to depart after his appearance. 

3171. Every soul shall remain in pledge unless it will have paid for the sins 
it had committed, i.e. unless it will have been cleansed of sins after having 
suffered punishment for them. 

a81:19. b79:35. c14:52; 40:18; 45:23. d56:28; 90:19. e75:32. f69:35; 89:19; 107:4. g75:33. 
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48. ‘Until death3172 aovertook 

us.’ 

 
 

49. So bthe intercession of 
intercessors will not avail 
them. 

 
 

50. Now what is the matter 
with them that they are 
turning away from the 
Exhortation, 

 
 

51. As if they were frightened 
asses, 

 
 

52. Fleeing from a lion?  
 

53. Nay, every man among 
them desires to be given an 
open book.3173 

 

 

54. This cannot be! Verily, 
they fear not the Hereafter. 

 
 

55. Never! for, this Qur’an is 
an exhortation enough. 

 
 

56. Let him, then, who will, 
remember it.  

 
 

57. And they will not 

remember unless Allah so 
cpleases.3174 He alone is 

worthy to be feared and He 

alone is worthy to forgive. 

 

 

 

 
3172. Yaqin means, certainty; security; death (Aqrab). 
3173. The reference here may be to the impudent demand of disbelievers 

mentioned elsewhere in the Qur’an that they would not believe unless the 
Holy Prophet should bring down a Book for them from Heaven which they 
should read (17:94). 

3174. The disbelievers will not benefit by the Qur’an unless they make 
their own will conform to the Will of God, i.e. unless they subordinate all 
their desires to the Divine Will (76:31). 

 

a15:100. b20:110; 34:24. c76:31; 81:30. 
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CHAPTER 75 
AL-QIYAMAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
The Surah is entitled, "The Resurrection," because it almost wholly 

deals with the subject of Resurrection. It is decidedly one of the earliest 
Chapters which were revealed at Mecca, because the Meccan Chapters 
specifically deal with God’s Unity, Resurrection and Revelation. Towards the 
end of the preceding Surah it was emphatically declared that those people, 
who will accept the Quranic Message, will rise to great eminence and will 
enjoy an honoured place among the comity of powerful nations. The present 
Surah opening with a discussion of the subject of Resurrection, throws a 
broad hint that a great moral resurrection is going to be brought about among 
a morally degraded and degenerate people—the Arabs—through the 
ennobling teachings of the Qur’an and the purifying company and example of 
the Holy Prophet Muhammad. 

The Surah opens with a solemn affirmation that the Resurrection 
undoubtedly will take place, and significantly enough adduces man’s spiritual 
resurrection as evidence in support of this affirmation. As a further proof, it 
swears by Nafs-e-Lawwamah (the Self-Accusing Spirit) which in action is the 
first stage of the process of moral regeneration of man. Then an oft-repeated 
objection of disbelievers is mentioned that when they are dead and reduced to 
dust, how will they be raised again to life? The Surah refutes this objection by 
saying that in their heart of hearts they know that man’s sins never go 
unpunished and, therefore, there must be a day when they will be called to 
account for all their actions. Next, the collection of the Qur’an and the Divine 
protection of its text are offered as further arguments in the same connection, 
since of all revealed Scriptures the Qur’an has laid the greatest emphasis on 
the inevitability of Resurrection. Then, a brief but graphic description is given 
of the agony of death and man’s intense desire to be spared of it. This shows 
that at the moment of death the fear that one will have to render an account of 
one’s actions gnaws at one’s heart. Towards its close disbelievers are 
admonished that man has not been created without purpose or responsibility 
and that he will have to account for his failure to discharge it. The disbelievers 
are further reminded that man’s physical development from a sperm-drop into 
a full-fledged human being, endowed with unique powers and faculties, 
constitutes an irrebuttable argument that his life is intended to serve a sublime 
purpose and that it will not end with the departure of the soul from its physical 
tabernacle. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.3175 

 
 

2. Nay,3176 I swear by the 

Day of Resurrection. 

 
 

3. Nay, I swear by the self-

accusing soul,3177 that the 

Day of Judgment is a 

certainty.  

 

 

4. Does man think that We 

shall not bassemble his bones? 

 

 

5. Yea, We have the power to 

restore his very finger-

tips.3178 

 

 

 
3175. See 1:1 
3176. La here may signify, 'It is not like what they think.' Sometimes it is used 

as an answer to some objection or in repudiation of what is said before (Lane). 
3177. The Qur’an has mentioned three stages of development of the human 

soul. The first stage is called Nafs-e-Ammarah (the uncontrollable spirit), when 
the animal in man is predominant. The second stage is that of Nafs-e-Lawwamah 
(the self-accusing spirit), when man’s awakened conscience upbraids him for 
doing bad deeds and restrains his passions and appetites. At this stage the human 
in man gets the upper hand. It is the beginning of his moral resurrection and 
therefore has been cited here in evidence of the Final Resurrection. If man has no 
responsibility, and if he is not to account for his actions in an afterlife, then why 
this pricking of conscience at the doing of an evil deed? The third and the highest 
stage of development of the human soul, however, is that of Nafs-e-Mutma’innah 
(the soul at rest). At this stage the human soul becomes practically immune to 
failure or faltering and is at peace with its Creator. 

3178. Banan represents man’s power and strength, as by means of his fingers 
he grasps an object and defends himself. The word may stand also for the whole 
human body as part of a thing sometimes represents the whole. The verse 
signifies that God has the power to restore all the powers of man, or even of a 
whole people when, to all intents and purposes, they are dead and defunct. 

a1:1. b23:83; 37:54; 56:48; 79:11-13. 
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6. But man desires to continue 
to send forth evil deeds in 
front of him. 

 
 

7. He aenquires, ‘When will 
be the Day of Resurrection? 

 
 

8. When the eye is dazzled,  
 

9. And the moon is eclipsed,  
 

10. And the sun and the moon 
are brought together,3179 

 
 

11. On that day man will say, 
‘Whither to bflee?’ 

 
 

12. Not at all; there is no 
refuge! 

 
 

13. With thy Lord alone will 
be the place of rest that day. 

 

 

14. On that day will man be 
informed of that which he has 
sent forward and of that which 
he has left behind.3180 

 
 

15. In truth man is a witness 

against himself,  

 
 

16. Even though he puts 
forward his excuses. 

 
 

 
3179. The expression, 'the sun and the moon are brought together,' may 

signify that the whole solar system will be completely disrupted. Or, the verse 
may signify the destruction of the political power of the Arabs and of the 
Iranian empire, the moon being the symbol of the political power of the 
former and the sun that of the latter. Or, the reference may be to the lunar and 
solar eclipses which, according to a Hadith, were to occur in the time of the 
Promised Mahdi in the month of Ramadan (Baihaqi), it being quite an unusual 
natural phenomenon. Strangely enough, both the sun and the moon were 
eclipsed in the month of Ramadan in 1894 when the Founder of the 
Ahmadiyya Movement had already made the claim that he was the Promised 
Messiah and Mahdi. 

3180. The words mean: The evil actions which man did but which he 
should not have done, and the good ones which he should have done but failed 
to do, i.e. his sins of omission and commission. 

a78:2; 79:43. b80:35. 
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17. Move not thy tongue, O 

Prophet, with the revelation 

of the Qur’an that thou 

mayest hasten to preserve it. 

 
 

18. aSurely, upon Us rests its 

collection and its recital.3181 

 
 

19. So when We recite it, then 

follow thou its recital. 

 

 

20. Then upon Us rests the 

expounding thereof. 

 
 

21. Hearken! byou love the 

present life; 

 

 

22. And you neglect the 

Hereafter.  

 
 

23. cSome faces on that day 

will be radiant, 

 

 

24. Looking eagerly3182 

towards their Lord; 

 
 

 
3181. Bukhari reports that in the beginning when a certain portion of the 

Qur’an was revealed to the Holy Prophet, in his anxiety lest he should forget it, 
he would start hurriedly repeating it. It is this practice that the Prophet was 
enjoined in the preceding verse to give up, since as stated in the following three 
verses, God has taken upon Himself not only to safeguard the text of the Qur’an 
from being tampered with, but also to see that it was collected in the form of an 
immaculately arranged Book (see "Introduction to the Study of the Holy Qur’an") 
and also that its Message was conveyed and explained to the whole world (15:10). 
Or, the significance of the verses may be that, because the preceding verses 
referred to a day of reckoning for disbelievers, the Holy Prophet was naturally 
anxious that the revelation bearing upon the promised punishment should come 
soon. He is here told that he need have no anxiety on that score, as it was God’s 
responsibility when a relevant revelation should come and what form the 
punishment should take; and also that the Qur’an should be collected, read and 
explained to the world. Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse has also 
been interpreted as follows: 'It is Our responsibility that We should explain the 
Quranic revelation through your tongue' (Ruhul-Ma‘ani). This stresses the 
inviolability of the Holy Prophet’s Sunnah and its indispensability as a safe and 
sure guide, next only to the Qur’an itself. 

3182. The righteous believers will look to their Lord, expecting to be 
 

a15:10. b87:17. c88:9. 
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25. aAnd some faces on that 

day will be dismal, 

 
 

26. Knowing that a back-

breaking calamity3183 will 

befall them. 

 
 

27. Hearken! bwhen the soul 

of the dying man comes up to 

the throat, 

 
 

28. And it is said, ‘Who is the 

wizard3184 to save him?’ 

 
 

29. And he is sure that it is the 

parting; 

 
 

30. And one shank rubs 

against the other shank3185 in 

death-agony; 

 
 

31. Unto thy Lord that day 

will be the driving.  

 

 

R. 2.   

32. For, he neither accepted 

the Truth3186 cnor observed 

Prayer; 

 
 

 
rewarded for their good deeds, or they will be endowed with special spiritual 

eyes to see God. The sight of God will be a special Divine manifestation 

which will be unfolded to the human soul, untrammelled by its earthly raiment. 
3183. The Arabs say, Faqarat-hud-Dahiyatu, i.e. the calamity broke the 

vertebrae of his back (Lane). 
3184. The verse means, (a)  who will ascend with the soul of the dying man, 

the angel of mercy, who will take him to Paradise, or the angel of punishment, 

who will drag him to Hell? (b)  Where is the wizard or charmer who will avert 

the approaching death, or relieve the dying man of his agony? 
3185. The word, Saq, literally meaning shank, metaphorically signifies a 

calamity or affliction. See 2177. The verse signifies that one affliction will be 

joined to another for the departed soul—the agony of leaving his near and 

dear ones behind will be joined to the agony of death and the punishment 

awaiting the disbeliever in the next world. 
3186. Saddaqa stands for right belief and Salla for good conduct, the two 

 

a68:44; 80:41; 88:3, 4. b56:84. c74:44. 
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33. aBut he rejected the Truth 

and turned his back on it; 

 
 

34. Then he went to his 

kinsfolk, strutting along in 

pride. 

 
 

35. ‘Woe unto thee! and woe 

again! 

 
 

36. ‘Then woe unto thee! and 

woe again!’3187 

 
 

37. Does man think that he is 

to be left alone without 

purpose?3188 

 
 

38. bWas he not a drop of 

fluid, emitted forth? 

 

 

39. cThen became a clot, then 

Allah gave him shape and 

perfected him.  

 
 

40. dThen He made of him a 

pair, the male and female. 

 

 

41. Has not such a One the 

power eto raise the dead to 

life?3189 

 

 

[ 

 
basic principles of Islam. Prayer is the essence of ‘Ibadah which is total 
submission and conforming one’s conduct to Divine laws. Thus the verse 
means that both the mind and the body of disbelievers rebelled against God. 

3187. The repetition of the words, 'woe unto thee.' signifies mental agony 
and physical punishment, or punishment in this world and in the next. Or, the 
words are used for the purpose of intensification. 

3188. The whole idea is inconsistent with God’s wisdom that He should 
have created man from an insignificant thing—from a sperm-drop——and 
should have endowed him with such great natural powers and faculties as to 
make him the centre and pivot of all His creation and then should have left 
him alone to eat, drink and be merry. 

3189. The Lord, Who created man from such an insignificant beginning, 
possesses the power to give him a new life, when he is dead and is reduced to 
crumbled bones and dust, to make spiritual progress which will know no end. 

 

a74:47. b18:38; 36:78; 80:20. c23:15; 40:68; 96:3. d92:4. e17:51, 52; 36:80; 46:34. 
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CHAPTER 76 
AD-DAHR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation, Context and Subject-Matter 
This Surah, like the preceding one, belongs to the early Meccan period. 

It is also called Al-Insan. Towards the end of the preceding Surah it was 
stated that man’s creation from an insignificant fluid and his development into 
a full-fledged human being, endowed with great natural powers, leads to the 
inescapable inference that his life has a Divine purpose to serve and that the 
Great God Who created him from a sperm-drop possesses the power to give 
him a new life after he is dead. The present Surah constitutes an extension of 
the same theme, viz. that man has been gifted with wonderful natural 
capabilities to rise to great spiritual heights. Its opening verses remind him of 
his insignificant beginning and of his having been endowed with reason and 
understanding, in order that, following the path shown to him by God’s 
Prophets, he may make interminable spiritual progress and thus achieve the 
object for which he has been created. But when Divine Teachers appear to 
guide men to God, some of them reject God’s Message and incur His 
displeasure, while others, more fortunate, respond to the Divine Call and earn 
Heavenly blessings. The Surah, then, gives a beautiful description of the 
Divine favours which are bestowed upon the righteous believers in this world 
and in the Hereafter, referring briefly also to the kind of punishment which the 
disbelievers receive here and will receive in the Hereafter for their wilful 
rejection of the Divine Message. It fittingly closes with the observation that 
God has revealed the Qur’an, to guide man to the path which leads to the Lord 
and Creator of all creation, but he can derive no benefit from it unless he 
conforms his will to the Will of God. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. There has, certainly, come 
upon man a period of time 
when he was not a bthing 
worth mentioning. 

 

 

3. cWe have created man from 
a mingled sperm-drop3190 that 
We might try him; so We 
made him hearing, seeing. 

 

 

4. dWe have shown him the 

way, whether he be grateful or 

ungrateful. 

 

 

5. eVerily, We have prepared 
for the disbelievers chains and 
iron-collars and blazing 
Fire.3191  

 

 

6. But the virtuous shall drink 

of a cup, tempered with 

camphor—3192 

 

 

 
3190. Man is created from a sperm-drop which itself is a mixture of several 

things, the implication being that he has been endowed with various natural 
powers, faculties and attributes which are meant for his moral and spiritual 
advance. This process points only to a general rule of man’s creation; not that 
in no case could it be otherwise. 

3191. Every action which a man does is followed by a corresponding act of 
God. The entanglements of disbelievers in worldly affairs will take the form 
of chains in the next world; cares of the world will take the form of iron-
collars, and greed and carnal desires that of hell-fire and so on. See also 3116. 

3192. Kafur is derived from Kafara which means, to cover or to suppress. 
The significance of the verse is that the quaffing of camphor-drink will have 
the effect of cooling down animal passions. The heart of righteous believers 
will be cleansed of all impure thoughts and they will be refrigerated with the 
coolness of deep Divine knowledge. 

a1:1. b19:68. c18:38; 35:12; 36:78; 40:68; 80:20. d90:11. e18:103; 29:69; 33:9; 48:14. 
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7. From a spring3192A 

wherefrom the servants of 

Allah will drink—they make 

it gush forth—a forceful 

gushing forth. 

 

 

8. They fulfil their vow,3193 

and fear a day the evil of 

which is widespread. 

 

 

9. aAnd they feed, for love of 

Him,3194 the poor, the orphan 

and the prisoner; 

 

 
10. Assuring them: ‘We feed 

you to win Allah’s pleasure 

only. We desire no reward nor 

thanks from you.  

 

 

11. ‘Verily, we fear from our 

Lord a frowning, dis-

tressful3195 day.’ 

 

 

 
3192A. The righteous believers will drink of cups which will be filled from 

springs that they will have dug with great labour, this being the meaning of the 
word Tafjir. The deeds, which they had done in the earthly life, would appear in 
the next world in the form of springs. 

This is the first stage of spiritual evolution which requires hard and continuous 
striving on the part of believers, because unless man brings under control and 
suppresses his evil propensities, he cannot make any spiritual progress. "The 
spring" mentioned in the verse is the spring of God’s love and Divine realization. 

3193. 'Fulfilling the vow' signifies discharging of man’s duties to God. Man’s 
obligations to his fellow-beings are mentioned in the next verse. 

3194. The verse may mean, (1)  because the righteous believers love God, 
so in order to win His pleasure they feed the poor and the captives. (2)  They 
feed the poor for the sake of feeding them, i.e. they do the good act of feeding 
the poor for the sake of doing good, seeking no reward, appreciation or 
approbation for what they do. (3)  They feed the poor while they themselves 
love the money which they spend on them. (4)  They feed the poor with 
wholesome and agreeable food, Ta‘am meaning agreeable and wholesome 
food (Lane). 

3195. Yaumun ‘Abusun means, a distressful or calamitous day, or a day that 
 

a90:15-17. 
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12. So Allah will save them 
from the evil of that day, and 
will grant them joy and 
happiness. 

 

 

13. aAnd He will reward 
them, for their steadfastness, 
with a Garden and raiments of 
silk, 

 

 

14. bReclining therein upon 
couches, they will experience 
therein cneither excessive heat 
nor bitter cold. 

 

 

15. And its shades will be 
close over them, and its 
clustered fruits will be 
brought within their easy 
reach. 

 

 

16. dAnd vessels of silver will 
be passed round among them, 
and goblets of glass. 

 

 

17. Bright as glass but made 

of silver, which they will 

measure according to their 

own measure.  

 
 

18. And therein will they be 

given to drink a cup tempered 

with ginger,3196 

 

 

 
makes one distressful, and Yaumun Qamtarirun means, a distressful or 
calamitous day, or a day that makes one knit the brow or contract the skin 
between the eyes (Lane). 

3196. The word Zanjabil, being a compound of Zana (to ascend) and Jabal 
(mountain) signifies, he ascended the mountain. Zanjabil or ginger is very 
useful in promoting the natural heat of the body. It gives strength to and 
generates heat in the weak body so as to enable a person to ascend precipitous 
heights. The two verses, in which Kafur (camphor) and Zanjabil (ginger) are 
mentioned, are meant to call attention to the two stages through which a 
 

a22:24. b18:32; 36:57; 83:24. c20:120. d43:72. 
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19. From a spring named 

Salsabil.3197 

 
 

20. aAnd there will wait upon 

them youths who will not age. 

When thou seest them, thou 

thinkest them to be pearls 

scattered about.  

 

 

21. And when thou seest, thou 

wilt see there a bliss and a 

vast kingdom.3198 

 

 

22. On them will be garments 

of bfine green silk and thick 

brocade. And they will be 

made to wear cbracelets of 

silver. And their Lord will 

give them to drink a pure 

beverage.3199 

 

 

 
believer has to pass in order to make spiritual advance from the low position 
of slavery to passions to the heights of virtue and righteousness. The first 
stage in which poisonous matter is suppressed and the flood of passions 
begins to subside is termed the Kafur (camphor) stage; for in this stage only 
the suppression of poisonous matter is effected just as camphor has the 
property of nullifying the strong effect of passion. But the spiritual power 
which is required to overcome all difficulties is acquired in the second stage 
which is called the Zanjabil stage. The spiritual ginger which has the effect of 
a tonic on the spiritual system is the manifestation of Divine Beauty and Glory 
which affords nourishment to the soul. Braced with this manifestation the 
spiritual wayfarer is able to traverse the dreary deserts and to climb the steep 
heights to be met with on his spiritual journey. 

3197. The word, Salsabil, literally meaning, 'enquire about the way,' the 
verse signifies that at the Zanjabil stage the spiritual wayfarer becomes so 
much intoxicated with Divine love that, in his overbearing anxiety to meet 
God, he enquires everywhere and of everyone about the nearest and speediest 
approach to the Divine threshold. 

3198. In addition to the spiritual kingdom that the righteous believers are 
promised in the Hereafter, the Companions of the Holy Prophet were given 
mastery of the great empires of the time in this very life. 

3199. While  at  the  Kafur  stage of  spiritual  journey  the  God-intoxicated  
 
 

a52:25; 56:18. b18:32; 44:54. c18:32; 22:24; 35:34. 
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23. They will be told: a‘This is 

your reward, and your effort is 

appreciated.’ 

 

 
R. 2.   

24. Surely, We have revealed 

unto thee the Qur’an 

piecemeal.3200� 

 
 

25. So wait patiently for the 

judgment of thy Lord and 

yield not to any sinful or 

ungrateful one among them, 

 

 

26. bAnd remember the name 

of thy Lord morning and 

evening,  

 

 

27. cAnd during the night 

prostrate thyself before Him, 

and extol His glory for a long 

part of the night. 

 

 

 
wayfarer is described as himself seeking to drink the wine of God’s love (v. 6) 
and at the Zanjabil stage he is served by others with the life-giving beverage 
(v. 18), at the last or Salsabil stage God Himself gives him to drink the elixir 
of everlasting life. This is a significant graduation in the three kinds of drink. 
Camphor has a cooling and ginger a warming effect, and Salsabil means to 
pursue naturally the appointed course. The first drink is tempered with 
camphor. It helps to cool desires and passions. The second drink, tempered 
with ginger, stimulates the pursuit of righteousness and Salsabil marks the 
stage in which the believer will naturally follow the righteous course. 

3200. The Qur’an was revealed gradually and piecemeal. Its revelation 
spread over a period of 23 years. This gradual process served a double 
purpose. It helped believers to learn, remember and assimilate it and to mould 
their lives in accordance with its teachings. The gradual process was also 
intended to meet the increasing needs of changing circumstances and to 
strengthen the belief and conviction of Muslims, since, during the interval 
they had the opportunities to witness fulfilment of prophecies made earlier in 
the Qur’an. The piecemeal revelation of the Qur’an also fulfilled the following 
biblical prophecy: 

"For, it is precept upon precept; line upon line, here a little and there a little; 
for, with strange lips and another tongue will he speak to this people" (Isa. 28:10). 

a32:18; 43:73. b3:42; 48:10. c17:80; 50:41; 52:50. 
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28. aVerily, these people love 

the present life, and they 

neglect a very hard day ahead. 

 

 

29. We have created them and 

have strengthened their make; 

and when We will, bWe can 

replace them by others like 

them.3201 

 

 

30. cVerily, this is a Reminder. 

So whoever wishes, may take 

a way unto his Lord. 

 

 

31. dBut you cannot so wish 

unless Allah so wills. Verily, 

Allah is All-Knowing, Wise.  

 

 

32. eHe admits into His 

mercy3202 whom He 

pleases3203 and for the 

wrongdoers He has prepared a 

painful punishment. 

 

 

 

 
3201. God has created man in the best make (95:5) that he may develop and 

manifest in himself Divine attributes. So if the disbelievers refused to benefit 
by the Quranic teaching they will be replaced by another people who will. 

3202. Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse may mean: (1)  It is 
God’s wish that you should exercise your will to take a way unto your Lord 
and so be admitted into His mercy. (2)  You cannot take the way unto your 
Lord unless you subordinate and conform your will to the Will of God. 
(3)  You should have subordinated your will to the Will of God, but you seem 
not to have done so. 

3203. The verse may also mean that God admits into His mercy him who 
himself wishes to be admitted into His mercy by obeying Divine 
commandments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a17:19. b56:62. c73:20; 74:55; 80:12. d18:25; 74:57; 81:30. e48:26. 
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CHAPTER 77 
AL-MURSALAT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Noldeke and Muir assign the revelation of this Surah, probably 
correctly, to the 4th year of the Call. Like other early Meccan Chapters, this 
Surah also deals with the subject of Resurrection, and as an argument in 
support of it, adduces the great spiritual revolution that is brought about by 
Divine Messengers among their peoples, especially the marvellous moral 
change which the Holy Prophet wrought in the lives of the degenerate and 
decadent Arabs. The advent of Divine Prophets has been compared in the 
Surah to the Day of Decision when bad men are separated from good men or, 
to use a beautiful metaphor, when grain becomes sifted from chaff. On that 
Day of Decision the guilty are punished and the righteous receive the rewards 
of their good deeds. The Surah gives very apt and adequate description of the 
punishment—fittingly corresponding to their evil deeds—that will be meted 
out in the Hereafter to the defiers and violators of Divine laws, and goes on to 
describe the blessings and boons of Paradise which will be bestowed upon 
those who regulate their lives and conduct in accordance with them. In 
support of the doctrine of the Resurrection the Surah also alludes, quite 
convincingly, to the development of the sperm-drop into a properly shaped 
human being, equipped with great natural powers—in itself a wonder of 
creation. Towards the end, the Surah brings home to disbelievers the 
untenability of their rejection of the Quranic revelation. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By those sent forth3204 to 

spread goodness, 

 
 

3. Then they push on with a 

forceful pushing,3205 

 
 

4. And by those who spread 

the Truth, a good 

spreading,3206 

 
 

5. Then they distinguish3207 
fully between good and evil; 

 
 

6. Then they carry the 
Exhortation far and wide,  

 
 

7. To excuse some and warn 
others,3208 

 
 

8. bVerily, that which you are 

promised must come to pass. 

 
 

 
3204. The things, agencies or beings, mentioned in this and the following 

four verses, have been taken by various authorities to refer to winds; angels; 
God’s Messengers and their followers; and particularly and very appropriately, 
to the Companions of the Holy Prophet. As referring to the Companions of the 
Holy Prophet the verse would mean that in the beginning the Companions of 
the Holy Prophet would spread the Message of Islam slowly and gently. 

3205. After the initial difficulties in the work of the preaching having been 
overcome, the Companions of the Holy Prophet would proceed much faster 
and carry on the Message of Islam with greater vigour; or, the verse may 
mean that with the help of the Quranic teaching, they would scatter before 
them falsehood and the forces of evil as broken straw is carried before the 
wind. 

3206. They would proclaim and spread the Message of Truth far and wide; 
or scatter the seeds of goodness everywhere. 

3207. With the dissemination of the Quranic Message, Truth will become 
distinguished from falsehood and good men from bad men. 

3208. The verse signifies that the fact will become established that they had 
conveyed and fully discharged the duty entrusted to them. 

a1:1. b51:6. 
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9. aSo when the stars are made 

to lose their light,3209 

 
 

10. bAnd when the heaven is 

rent asunder,3210 

 

 

11. And when the mountains 

are blown away3211 like dust, 

 

 

12. And when the Messengers 

are made to appear3212 at the 

appointed time— 

 
 

13. To what day have these 

portents been deferred? 

 

 

14. To the Day of Decision.  
 

15. And what should make 

thee know what the Day of 

Decision is— 

 
 

16. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

17. Did We not destroy the 
earlier peoples? 

 
 

18. cWe will now cause the 
later ones to follow them. 

 
 

19. Thus do We deal with the 

guilty. 

 
 

20. Woe on that day unto 
those who reject the Truth!  

 
 

21. Did We not create you 
from dan insignificant fluid, 

 

 

 
3209. The verse means, when diverse calamities are about to befall people. 

The Arabs regarded the disappearance of stars as a sign of impending 
calamities. 

3210. When great calamities and miseries come upon the world. 
3211. When great changes take place, or when powerful and influential 

men are laid low; or when old and time-honoured institutions are destroyed, 
root and branch. In short, when the whole corrupt order dies out. 

3212. When a great Heavenly Reformer will appear with the power and 
spirit of God’s Messengers, clad, as it were, in the mantles of all of them. 

a82:3. b78:21; 82:2. c6:134. d32:9. 
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22. And placed it in a safe 

resting place, 

 

 

23. For a known measure of 

time? 

 

 

24. Thus did We 

determine;3213 and how 

excellent Determiner are We! 

 
 

25. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

26. aHave We not made the 

earth so as to hold 

 

 

27. The living and the 

dead?3214 

 
 

28. bAnd We placed therein 

high mountains, and gave you 

sweet water to drink.3215 

 

 

29. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth!  

 
 

30. They will be commanded: 

‘Now move on towards that 

which you treated as a lie, 

 
 

31. ‘Aye, move on towards a 

three-pronged shadow,3216 

 

 

 
3213. This and the preceding three verses refer to the extremely subtle 

process of the development of sperm-drop in the womb, into a full-fledged 
human being, which indeed is a marvel of creation. This process of creation is 
advanced as an argument in support of the Resurrection, for there exists a 
beautiful parallelism between the two, the mother’s womb being likened to 
man’s life on earth and his birth to Resurrection. 

3214. All mortals live on earth, and when they are dead, their remains, in 
one form or other, abide in the earth. The verse may also refer to the law of 
gravitation or to earth’s motion on its axis or round the sun. The word, Kifat, 
may also signify that all the physical needs of man have been met in the earth. 

3215. Mountains serve as great natural reservoirs of water. 
3216. The wrong beliefs, foolish usages and practices, of disbelievers will 

take the form of three-pronged shadow in the next world. Or, according to 
Ibn-e-‘Abbas the reference is to the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. Or, the 
 

a7:26. b13:4; 15:20; 21:32; 31:11. 
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32. ‘Neither affording shade, 
nor protecting from the 
flame.’3217 

 

 

33. It throws up sparks like 

huge castles,3218 

 
 

34. As if they were tawny 

camels.3218A 

 
 

35. Woe on that day unto 
those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

36. This is a day when they 
ashall not be able to 
speak,3219 

 
 

37. bNor shall they be 

permitted to offer excuses.3220 

 
 

38. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

39. c‘This is the Day of 

Decision. We have gathered 

you and all the earlier peoples 

together;  

 

 

40. ‘If now you have any 

stratagem, try your stratagem 

 
 

 
verse may mean that disbelievers will be punished from the right, the left and 
from above. Moreover, teachers of moral wisdom point to three factors which 
operate against the development of proper awareness of one’s duties—lack of 
sensitivity, lack of thought and lack of judgment. Similarly, three factors are 
said to operate against moral impulses having their course—fear, arrogance 
and sensual desires. In the language of psychology we could say that three 
factors are responsible for sending a man to Hell—errors of perception and 
reasoning, delinquencies of sex and weaknesses of will. 

3217. See 56:43-45. 
3218. As disbelievers sought ease and comfort and took pride in castles and 

stately buildings, their sins and transgressions will take the form of flames of 
fire rising high like huge castles. 

3218A. The Arabs took pride in their camels which formed their greatest 
source of wealth. 

3219. See 2457. 
3220. The guilt of disbelievers having been fully established, they will not 

be allowed to offer any excuse or explanation. 

a78:39. b9:66; 66:8. c37:22. 
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against me.3221 

41. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

R. 2.   

42. aThe righteous will be in 

the midst of shades and 

springs, 

 

 

43. bAnd fruits, such as they 

will desire. 

 
 

44. It will be said to them, 

‘Eat and drink pleasantly as a 

reward for what you did’— 

 
 

45. Thus, surely, do We 

reward those who do good. 

 
 

46. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth— 

 
 

47. c‘Eat and enjoy yourselves 

for a little while in this world, 

O rejectors of Truth, surely, 

you are the guilty ones.’ 

 
 

48. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth! 

 
 

49. And when it is said unto 

them, ‘Bow down,’ they bow 

not down. 

 
 

50. Woe on that day unto 

those who reject the Truth!  

 
 

51. In what discourse3222 

then, after this, will they 

believe? 

 

 

 

 
3221. The Holy Prophet’s enemies have been challenged to do their worst 

against him. 
3222. As these ill-fated disbelievers have refused to accept such an 

infallible Book as the Qur’an, they will never listen to Truth and find the right 
path. 

a56:31. b52:23; 55:53; 56:33. c14:31. 
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CHAPTER 78 
AN-NABA’ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah is entitled An-Naba’ because it deals with subjects of 
exceptional importance i.e. certainty of Resurrection, predominance of the 
Qur’an over all other revealed Scriptures, and of Islam over all other Faiths. 
The Day of Decision, i.e. the day when this Quranic claim will become an 
established fact, is mentioned twice in the preceding Surah and is repeated 
here. According to Muslim Commentators the Surah was revealed very early 
in the Holy Prophet’s ministry at Mecca. Noldeke agrees with this Muslim 
scholarly opinion. It opens with enumerating the great Divine gifts bestowed 
upon man, and directs his attention to the implied suggestions that he has been 
placed upon this earth to serve a certain object and his life here is the seed-bed 
of an eternal future and it will be followed by a Day of Reckoning. The Surah 
then gives a brief but an awe-inspiring picture of that Day, and a graphic 
description of the heavenly blessings that await the righteous and of the 
terrible punishment which will be meted out to the rejectors of Truth in this 
life and in the next. 
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PART XXX   

1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. What do they question one 

another about? 

 
 

3. About the mighty 

Event,3223 

 
 

4. Concerning which they 

differ.3224 

 
 

5. Nay, bsoon they will come 

to know. 

 
 

6. Nay, We say it again, they 

will soon come to know. 

 
 

7. cHave We not made the 

earth as a bed, 

 
 

8. And the mountains as pegs?  
 

9. dAnd We have created you 

in pairs, 

 
 

10. And have made your sleep 

for rest, 

 
 

11. eAnd have made the night 

as a covering,  

 
 

12. fAnd have made the day 

for the pursuits of life. 

 
 

13. gAnd We have built above 

you seven strong ones;3225 

 
 

 
3223. The addition of the qualifying word, Al-‘Azim (mighty) to An-Naba’ 

which itself means a great news or event, suggests the tremendous import of 
the event referred to here. 

3224. The disbelievers do not believe that there will ever be a Day of 
Reckoning. 

3225. Seven major planets of the solar system of which the sun is the centre, 
 

a1:1. b102:4, 5. c2:23; 20:54; 51:49. d36:37; 51:50; 75:40; 92:4.  
e6:97; 25:48; 28:74. f17:13; 28:74. g23:18. 
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14. And have made the sun a 

bright lamp. 

 
 

15. aAnd We send down from 

the dripping clouds water 

pouring forth abundantly. 

 
 

16. bThat We may bring forth 

thereby grain and vegetation, 

 
 

17. cAnd gardens of luxuriant 

growth.3226 

 
 

18. Surely, the Day of 

Decision is an appointed 

time—  

 
 

19. dThe day when the 

trumpet will be blown, and 

you will come in large 

groups.3227 

 
 

20. And the heaven shall be 

opened and shall become all 

doors.3228 

 
 

21. eAnd the mountains shall 

be set in motion and shall 

become, as if they were, a 

mirage.3229 

 
 

 
or seven stages of spiritual development of man mentioned in Surah Al-
Mu’minun. 

3226. In these verses (7-17) some of the basic Divine bounties on which 
man’s physical sustenance mainly depends have been mentioned, the 
implication being that God Who has made such adequate arrangement for the 
physical sustenance of man could not have neglected to make a similar 
provision for his spiritual sustenance. 

3227. On the Day of Decision—the day of the Fall of Mecca—the Quraish, 
as if by the blowing of the trumpet, were gathered before the Holy Prophet, 
requesting him that their tyrannies and transgressions might be forgiven. 

3228. At that time heavenly Signs will be shown in large numbers in 
support of the righteous and to the confusion of the wrongdoers. 

3229. The verse means that (1)  men of power and position will lose their  
 

 

a6:7; 71:12; 78:15; 80:26. b80:28, 29. c80:31. d18:100; 20:103; 27:88; 36:52. e18:48; 52:11; 81:4. 
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22. Surely, Hell lies in 

ambush, 

 
 

23. A resort for the rebellious,  
 

24. aWho will tarry therein for 

ages. 

 
 

25. They will taste therein 

neither coolness,3230 nor 

drink, 

 
 

26. bSave boiling water and a 

stinking fluid, intensely 

cold3230A–– 

 
 

27. A meet requital.  
 

28. Verily, they feared not the 

reckoning, 

 
 

29. cAnd rejected Our Signs 

totally. 

 

 

30. dAnd everything have We 

recorded in a Book.3231 

 
 

31. ‘Taste ye, therefore, the 

punishment; We will give you 

no increase except in torment.’  

 

 

R. 2.   

32. Verily, for the righteous is 

decreed a triumph— 

 
 

 
authority and influence. (2)  Before the onrush of the conquests of Islam great 
and firmly-founded empires will crumble like mounds of loose sand and will 
disappear so completely that it would seem that their erstwhile existence was 
only an optical illusion. 

3230. Bard means, coolness; pleasantness; comfort; sleep (Lane). 
3230A. The turbulent pursuit of evil and cold indifference towards virtue 

and righteousness of wrongdoers will take the form of boiling water and 
intensely cold and stinking drink. 

3231. Invention of television, wireless, tape-record and other kindred 
instruments has established the fact that not only man’s action but even his 
spoken words can be preserved and are, in fact, reproduced. See also 2456. 

a11:108. b6:71; 69:37. c2:40; 7:37. d36:13. 
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33. Walled gardens and grape- 

vines,3232 

 
 

34. aAnd young maidens of 

equal age,3233 

 
 

35. And over-flowing 

cups.3234 

 
 

36. bTherein they will hear no 

vain discourse nor lying; 

 
 

37. A recompense from thy 

Lord—a gift amply 

sufficient— 

 

 

38. cLord of the heavens and 

the earth and all that is 

between them, the Gracious 

God. They shall not have the 

power to address Him.  

 

 

39. On the day when the 

Spirit3234A and the angels will 

stand in rows, dthey shall not 

speak, except he whom the 

 

 
3232. Among the paradisiacal blessings grapevines find very frequent 

mention in the Qur’an. This is because grape is a delicious and substantial 
food. It can be preserved for a long time, and causes intoxication. Taqwa 
(righteousness) also possess all these three characteristics. So grapevine is a fit 
reward for the righteous. 

3233. The righteous will have companions or wives possessing freshness 
and vigour of youth and enjoying eminent position. They will be of noble 
descent and will be fired with high and noble ambitions, Ka‘ib of which the 
plural is Kawa‘ib meaning nobility; glory; eminence (Lane). Elsewhere (56:35) 
in the Qur’an, companions of the righteous believers have been described as 
Furushun Marfu‘atun, i.e. noble spouses. For a full discussion of the nature 
and significance of heavenly blessings, see Chapters At-Tur, Ar-Rahman and 
Al-Waqi‘ah. 

3234. The God-intoxicated pilgrim, whose heart is so full of the love of 
God as to overflow with it, will deservedly be given to drink cups full of 
beverage that will add to their spiritual intoxication which will not abate. 

3234A. "The Spirit" here may signify the perfect spirit—the Holy Prophet; 
and "the day" may mean the Day of Resurrection. 

a56:38. b19:63; 52:24; 56:26. c19:66. d11:106. 
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Gracious God will grant 

leave, and who will speak 

only what is right. 

 

40. That day is sure to come. 

So let him, who will, seek 

recourse unto his Lord.  

 

 

41. Verily, We have warned 

you of a punishment which is 

near at hand3235—a day when 

man will see what his hands 

have sent on before and the 

disbeliever will say, a‘Would 

that I were mere dust!’ 

 

 

 

 
3235. "The punishment" may be the punishment which is meted out to the 

sinful disbelievers in this world. Elsewhere in the Qur’an (32:22) this 
punishment has been described as nearer punishment as against the greater 
punishment which is punishment in the Hereafter. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a4:43. 
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CHAPTER 79 

AN-NAZI‘AT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

General Remarks 

All competent authorities, including Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair 
agree that, like the preceding Chapter this is a very early Meccan Surah, In 
that Surah, the Muslims were promised power, prosperity and predominance 
in the world. In the present Surah light is shed on the ways and means by 
which they could achieve these things, as well as on the signs and marks that 
point towards the imminent fulfilment of that promise. The Surah opens with 
a description of some of the special traits of character of the Holy Prophet’s 
Companions and of other groups of righteous men who, by bringing into play 
these characteristics, achieved glory, power and victory. The Surah then 
points out that power will come to Muslims as a result of wars which will 
break the power of the enemies of Islam. The case of Pharaoh is cited to show 
that opposition to Truth never goes unpunished. Next, we are told that in the 
extremely weak condition of early Muslims, prophecies about a glorious 
future of Islam seemed impossible of fulfilment, but the Great God Who 
created the vast heavens and earth and Who placed on it rivers and mountains 
and highways, had the power to make the impossible possible, and also that 
He can give a new life to the dead in the next world. Towards the close of the 
Surah it is stated that when the great Event—the complete triumph of Islam or 
the Final Resurrection—takes place, the guilty will burn in the fire of Hell, but 
those, who had lived a life of righteousness, will enjoy the blessings of 
Paradise. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By those who draw3236 

people to the true Faith 

vigorously,3237 

 

 

3. And by those who tie their 

knots firmly,3238 

 

 

4. And by those who glide 

along swiftly,3239 

 
 

5. Then they advance and 

greatly excel others,  

 
 

6. Then they administer 

affairs3240 in an excellent 

manner; 

 
 

 
3236. Nazi‘at is derived from Naza‘a and means, those beings or groups of 

people that pluck a thing; depose high officials; resemble; draw with vigour; 
invite others to truth (Aqrab), the root-word possessing all these senses. 

3237. Gharq is used here in the sense of Ighraq which signifies the sending 
of the arrow to the utmost extent, or falling upon a person and overcoming 
him; or exerting oneself to the utmost extent (Lane). 

3238. Nashitat means, those beings or groups of people who exert 
themselves vigorously in the discharge of their duties (Aqrab). 

3239. Sabihat means, (1)  those beings or groups of people who go far into 
the country in the pursuit of their quest. (2)  Who try to excel one another in 
carrying out their mission (Lane). 

3240. Mudabbirat means, those beings or groups of people who plan, 
manage and conduct the affairs entrusted to them in an excellent manner. 

The verses (2-6) are taken to apply to angels by some scholars and 
Commentators of the Qur’an and have been understood to signify that angels 
bear witness to the occurrence of the great event mentioned in vv. 7, 8. But the 
evidence of angels is beyond human knowledge or comprehension. The verses, 
therefore, as the context shows, seem to refer to the Companions of the Holy 
Prophet and may be taken as embodying a prophecy about the spread of Islam 
far and wide through their selfless and vigorous efforts and a further prophecy 
that they would be entrusted with the responsibility of conducting and 
 

a1:1. 
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7. This will be on the day 

when athe quaking earth shall 

quake,3241 

 
 

8. And a second quaking shall 

follow3242 it. 

 
 

9. On that day hearts will 

tremble, 

 
 

10. bAnd their eyes will be 

cast down.3243 

 
 

11. They say, ‘Shall we really 

be restored to our former 

state? 

 
 

12. c‘What! even when we are 

rotten bones?’ 

 
 

13. They say, ‘Then that, 

indeed, would be a losing 

return.’ 

 
 

14. It will only be a single cry,  
 

15. And behold! they will all 

come out in the open.  

 
 

16. Has the story of Moses 

reached thee? 

 
 

 
administering public affairs of great importance with ability and justice. 
Briefly, the verses mention some of the prominent qualities of the Holy 
Prophet’s Companions. See also "The Larger Edition of the Commentary." 

3241. The verse means that the prophecy, proclaimed in the foregoing 
verses, will be fulfilled as a result of fighting that will take place between 
God’s righteous servants and the forces of evil in which the latter shall be 
routed, Rajafa meaning to prepare for war (Lane). 

3242. Once the fighting starts between Muslims and infidels, it will not 
cease till the forces of evil are fully and finally crushed as a result of the 
successive blows they will receive. 

3243. When disbelievers will suffer defeats in quick succession and will see 
Islam prevailing and predominating, then will a feeling of disquietude seize 
them, and apprehension about the possibility of the Resurrection will begin to 
assail their minds. 

a56:5, 6; 73:15. b70:45. c17:50; 36:79. 
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17. When his Lord called him 

in the holy Valley of Tuwa, 

 
 

18. And directed him: ‘Go 

thou to Pharaoh; he has 

rebelled,’ 

 
 

19. “And say to him, ‘Wouldst 

thou be purified? 

 
 

20. ‘And I will guide thee to 

thy Lord so that thou mayest 

fear Him.” 

 
 

21. aSo he showed him the 

great Sign,3244 

 
 

22. But he rejected him and 

disobeyed; 

 
 

23. Then he turned away from 

the Truth, devising schemes; 

 
 

24. And he gathered his 

people, and proclaimed, 

 
 

25. Saying, ‘I am your bLord, 

the Most High.’ 

 
 

26. So Allah seized him for 

the punishment of the 

Hereafter and the present 

world. 

 
 

27. Therein, surely, is a lesson 

for him who fears his Lord.  

 
 

R. 2.   

28. Are you harder to create 

or the heaven that Allah has 

made?3245 

 
 

 
3244. 'The great Sign' was the Sign of the Rod, which had precedence over 

all other Signs shown by Moses (20:21). 
3245. The complex, but flawless and consummate, creation of the solar 

system, does indeed constitute an invincible argument in support of Life after 
death, viz. that the Great God, Who could bring into being from nothing such 
 

a20:57. b26:30; 28:39. 
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29. aHe has raised the 

height3245A thereof and has 

made it perfect. 

 
 

30. And bHe has made its 

night dark; and has brought 

forth the morn thereof;3246 

 
 

31. cAnd the earth, along with 

it, He has spread forth.3247 

 
 

32. dHe produced therefrom 

its water and its pasture, 

 
 

33. eAnd the mountains, He 

made them firm. 

 
 

34. fAll this is a provision for 

you and for your cattle. 

 
 

35. gBut when the great 

calamity comes, 

 
 

36. hThe day when man will 

call to mind all that he strove 

for, 

 
 

37. iAnd Hell will be made 

manifest to him who sees.  

 
 

38. Then, as for him who 

rebels, 

 
 

39. And prefers the life of this 

world, 

 
 

40. The fire of Hell shall, 

surely, be his abode. 

 
 

 
a vast universe, could also give man, who is but a mere speck in it, a new life 
after he is dead. This is the purport of the present and the following six verses. 

3245A. Samk means, the roof; the ceiling of a house; height, depth and 
thickness of a thing (Lane). 

3246. The phenomenon of night and day, which pertains to the earth, has 
been attributed to the heaven in this verse because it is due to the working of 
the solar system that we have day and night. 

3247. Besides the meaning given in the text, the verse signifies that the 
earth became castaway from a bigger mass. 

a21:33. b78:11, 12. c20:54; 51:49. d20:54; 50:8. e50:8. f80:33. g74:36; 80:34. h89:24. i26:92. 
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41. aBut as for him who fears 

to stand3248 before his Lord, 

and restrains his soul from 

evil desires, 

 

 

42. The Garden shall, surely, 

be his abode. 

 
 

43. bThey ask thee concerning 

the Hour: ‘When will it take 

place?’ 

 
 

44. Wherein art thou 

concerned with the talk of its 

coming? 

 
 

45. The ultimate knowledge of 

it rests with thy Lord. 

 

 

46. Thou art only a Warner 

unto him who fears it.  

 
 

47. cOn the day when they see 

it, it will be as if they had not 

tarried in the world but an 

evening or a morn thereof.3249 

 

 
 

 
3248. (1)  Who fears to stand before his Lord as a guilty person; or (2)  who 

fears the Majesty of his Lord. 
3249. It is not the time, the place, the manner or the form of the punishment 

that matters. What matters is that disbelievers should realize that when Divine 
punishment comes, it will be so swift, sudden and severe that they will feel as 
if the period of their prosperity and enjoyment in the world was of a very short 
duration—only an evening or a morning. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a55:47. b7:188; 33:64; 51:13. c10:46; 30:56; 46:36. 
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CHAPTER 80 
‘ABASA 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Context and Subject-Matter 
This Surah, like the two preceding it, is among those Chapters which 

were revealed at Mecca in the very early years of the Call. Noldeke and Muir, 
besides Muslim scholars, subscribe to this view. Towards the end of the 
preceding Chapter, the Holy Prophet was told that his duty was confined to 
conveying the Divine Message to his people. The present Surah opens to deal 
with the incident of ‘Abdullah ibn Umm-e-Maktum, and proceeds to teach the 
moral lesson that it is not worldly riches and social status which determine the 
real worth of a person, but the goodness of his heart and willingness on his 
part to listen to truth and accept it. It also constitutes an eloquent commentary 
on the Holy Prophet’s regard for the susceptibilities of the poor and oppressed 
people. It further says that being the last Divine Message for mankind the 
Qur’an will be respected and read all over the world and will be protected and 
preserved. The Surah ends on a note of warning to disbelievers that if they 
rejected its Message and persisted in opposing the Holy Prophet they will 
have to face a day of reckoning when misery, shame and ignominy will be 
their lot. The righteous believers, however, will reside in the ‘Gardens of 
Bliss,’ their faces beaming with Divine joy and happiness. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. He frowned3250 and turned 

aside, 

 

 

3. Because there came to him 

the blind man; 

 
 

4. And what would make thee 

know that he would purify 

himself,3251 

 

 

5. Or, that he would take heed 

and the taking of heed would 

benefit him?  

 
 

6. How could it be that he 

who is disdainfully indifferent 

to the Truth, 

 
 

 
3250. The verse refers to a well-known historical incident. As the Holy 

Prophet was engaged one day in a talk with some of the Quraish chiefs about 
some matters of belief, there came up ‘Abdullah ibn Umm-e-Maktum and, 
thinking that the Holy Prophet’s precious time and energy were being wasted 
on the confirmed leaders of disbelief, he sought to divert his attention and asked 
to be enlightened on some religious questions. The Holy Prophet disliked the 
intrusion, and showed his displeasure by turning aside from ‘Abdullah (Tabari 
& Bayan). While it showed the Holy Prophet’s solicitude for the spiritual well-
being of the Quraish leaders in that he continued his discourse with them and 
paid no heed to ‘Abdullah’s interruption, the incident constituted also an 
evidence of his great regard for the tender susceptibilities of the blind man, 
because he merely turned his face away from him—an act which the latter 
could not see—and did not say even a word of reproach or disapprobation to 
him for his inopportune and rash interruption, thus taking scrupulous care not to 
wound his self-respect and tender susceptibilities. The verse thus throws a flood 
of light on the very high moral stature of the Holy Prophet; and instead of 
implying any Divine reproach or rebuke, as some Commentators seem to think, 
enjoins him and, in reality through him, his followers, to have due regard for the 
tender susceptibilities of the poor and the humble. 

3251. The pronoun "thee" in the verse may be applied, as is done in the text, 
to the Holy Prophet and the pronoun "he" to the Quraish leader. 

a1:1. 
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7. Unto him thou shouldst pay 

attention3252— 

 
 

8. Though thou art not 

responsible if he does not 

become purified3253— 

 
 

9. But he who comes to thee 

hastening, 

 
 

10. And he fears God,   
 

11. Him shouldst thou 

neglect,3254 

 
 

12. That should not be! 

Surely, it is a 
aReminder3255— 

 
 

 
3252. Tasadda la-hu means, he addressed or applied or directed himself or 

his regard or attention or mind to him or it; he wanted; he inclined towards 
him or it (Lane), 

3253. The verse constitutes an effective justification of the Holy Prophet’s 
attitude towards ‘Abdullah ibn Umm-e-Maktum. It purports to say that the 
Holy Prophet was not responsible if the Quraish leader did not benefit by his 
talk. His attitude of seeming indifference towards ‘Abdullah or of deference 
towards the Quraish leader proceeded from no consideration of any personal 
interest. It was solely dictated by the commandments of the Shari‘ah about 
behaving kindly and courteously towards one’s visitors. 

3254. Verses 6-11 are applied to the Holy Prophet, the particle Amma in the 
6th verse signifies "how could it be that," i.e. 'it cannot be;' and these verses 
would be interpreted as: 'How could it be possible that thou shouldst pay 
attention to him who is disdainfully indifferent and should neglect him who 
fears God and comes to thee hastening.' But these verses may also be applied 
to the Quraish leader who, as some Commentators are of the view, frowned 
and turned aside because there came to the Prophet the blind man. In this case 
these verses would be understood as having been used ironically and as 
bringing home to the critics of the Holy Prophet their own state of mind, and 
not referring to any weakness imputed to the Holy Prophet. 

3255. The verse means that the charge of indifference is not correct. Why at 
all the Holy Prophet should have adopted an attitude of sullen indifference 
towards a blind man when the Qur’an was meant equally for the rich and the 
poor? It was not only inconsistent with his own high moral stature but also 
against human reason to do so. What the Holy Prophet did on the specific 
 

a20:4; 73:20; 74:55. 
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13. So let him who desires 

pay heed to it— 

 
 

14. Contained in honoured 

Books,3256 

 
 

15. Exalted, purified,  

 

16. In the hands of writers,  
 

17. Noble and virtuous.3257  
 

18. Woe unto man! How 

ungrateful he is!3258 

 
 

19. Does he not consider, 

from what thing did God 

create him?  

 
 

20. aFrom a sperm-drop! He 

creates him and proportions 

him; 

 
 

21. Then He makes the way 

easy for him, 

 
 

 
occasion was demanded by the situation and, therefore, was the right thing for 
him to do. 

3256. The Qur’an, being a compendium of all permanent and imperishable 
teachings embodied in various revealed Scriptures, constitutes, as it were, a 
collection of all heavenly Books. This is the significance of the words 
Contained in honoured Books. The verse further says that the Qur’an will be 
written in the form of a Book; it will be honoured and respected and will be 
protected and preserved against every kind of interpolation and interference. 

3257. As against three prominent characteristics of the Qur’an mentioned in 
the preceding verses (14, 15) three equally marked qualities of the bearers of 
its Message have been mentioned in this and the preceding verse. The bearers 
of the Quranic Message are not only noble and virtuous but they travel far and 
wide to explain and spread it. 

3258. How ungrateful are disbelievers that they should reject such a great 
and noble Book as the Qur’an, which has been revealed to raise them from the 
dust and squalor of moral turpitude to the heights of spiritual glory, if only 
they should accept its Message. 

a18:38; 35:12; 36:78; 40:68. 
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22. Then in due course He 

causes him to die and assigns 

a grave3259 to him; 

 
 

23. Then, when He pleases, 

He will raise him up again. 

 
 

24. Nay! he has not yet 

carried out what God 

commanded him to do. 

 
 

25. Now let man look at his 

food; 

 
 

26. aHow We pour down 

water in abundance, 

 
 

27. Then We cleave the 

earth— a proper cleaving. 

 
 

28. bThen We cause to grow 

therein grain, 

 
 

29. And grapes and 

vegetables, 

 
 

30. And the olive and the 

date-palm, 

 
 

31. cAnd walled gardens 

thickly planted, 

 
 

32. And fruits and herbage,  
 

33. A dprovision for you and 

your cattle.  

 
 

34. eBut when the deafening 

shout comes, 

 
 

35. fOn the day when a man 

will flee from his brother, 

 
 

 
3259. After its departure from its physical habitat the human soul acquires a 

new body and an abode according to the nature of the actions which man 
might have done during his life on earth. That is man’s real sepulchre. It is not 
the pit in which his body is placed by his relatives but an abode of happiness 
or misery according to his spiritual condition. 

a71:12; 78:15. b78:16. c78:17. d79:34. e79:35. f44:42. 
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36. And from his mother and 

his father, 

 
 

37. And from his awife and his 

sons,3259A 

 
 

38. Every man among them 

that day will have concern 

enough of his own to make 

him indifferent3260 to others. 

 
 

39. bOn that day some faces 

will be bright, 

 
 

40. Laughing, joyous.  
 

41. cAnd some faces, on that 

day, will have dust upon 

them,  

 
 

42. dDarkness covering them.  
 

43. Those will be the 

disbelievers, the doers of evil. 

 
 

 

 
3259A. What an alarming picture of the Day of Reckoning! 
3260. In time of tribulation and sorrow a man is apt to forget even his 

nearest relations. He has his own enough troubles to keep him busy. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a70:13. b3:107; 10:27. c68:44; 75:25; 88:3, 4. d14:51; 23:105. 
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CHAPTER 81 
AT-TAKWIR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed early at Mecca, very probably in the 6th year 
of the Call or even earlier. The preceding Chapters had dealt with the subject 
of Resurrection and the great and marvellous revolution which was brought 
about by the Holy Prophet among his people and which has also been called 
"resurrection" in the Qur’an. This "resurrection" was to take place twice, first 
by the advent of the Holy Prophet himself and then by his Second Advent in 
the person of a great Deputy of his—the Promised Messiah and Mahdi—to 
which a clear reference is made in 62:4. It is this second renaissance of Islam 
at the hands of the Promised Messiah and the great changes which were to 
take place in his time which this Surah speaks of. It opens with a description 
of those changes and follows it up with a fleeting reference to the moral 
degeneration of Muslims at that time and to the causes thereof, and ends by 
striking a note of optimism and cheerfulness to them, holding out to them the 
promise that eventually the night of the degradation of Muslims will give 
place to the dawn of their success, because Islam, being God’s last Message 
for the whole of mankind, has come to stay. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. When the sun is folded 

up,3261 

 
 

3. And when the stars are 

obscured,3262  

 
 

4. And bwhen the mountains 

are made to move,3263 

 
 

5. And when the she-camels, 

ten-month pregnant are 

abandoned,3264 

 
 

 
3261. It is generally said that the Surah deals with the Final Resurrection, 

when the laws and processes of nature as we know them will cease to operate. 
But its whole trend and tenor speak so clearly of the conditions which obtain 
in the physical world that some of the verses will lose all sense if they are 
taken as referring only to the Final Resurrection. In fact, the Surah speaks of 
the great changes that have already taken place in the material world and in 
human life since the time of the Holy Prophet, particularly in our own time. 
The verse may mean: When there will be spiritual darkness all over the 
world—the light of the Spiritual Sun (The Holy Prophet) having become dim 
or disappeared altogether. Or, it may refer to the eclipses of the sun and the 
moon, which according to a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet, were to 
take place in the time of the Mahdi, in the month of Ramadan, a phenomenon 
which the world had never witnessed before (Qutni, p. 188). These eclipses of 
the sun and the moon took place in 1894 exactly as foretold. 

3262. An-Nujum (stars) signifies religious Ulema. This meaning is 
supported by a well-known saying of the Holy Prophet: 'My Companions are 
like stars, whomsoever you will follow, you will receive right guidance' 
(Baihaqi). So the verse may mean: When religious leaders will become 
corrupt and will cease to exercise any influence. The reference may also be to 
the falling of the stars in exceptionally large numbers in the time of a Divine 
Reformer. 

3263. When mountains will be blown away by dynamite and roads will be 
made through them; or metaphorically, when the authority of rulers will 
become undermined; the word Jabal meaning, the chief of a people (Lane). 

3264. ‘Ishar is the plural of ‘Ushara’ which means, a she-camel that has 
 

a1:1. b18:48; 52:11; 78:21. 
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6. And when the wild beasts 

are gathered together,3265 

 
 

7. aAnd when the rivers are 

drained away,3266 

 

 

8. And when various people 

are brought together,3267 

 

 

9. And when the female-infant 

buried alive is questioned 

about—  

 

 

10. ‘For what crime was she 

killed?’3268— 

 

 

11. And when books are 

spread abroad,3269 

 
 

 
been ten-months with young. ‘Ishar is applied to she-camels until some of 
them have brought forth and others are expected to bring forth (Lane). The 
verse means that when she-camels will lose their importance even in Arabia. 
The reference seems to be to the replacement of camels by better and swifter 
means of transport—railway trains, steamships, motor cars, aeroplanes, etc. 
There is a pointed reference to camels being replaced by other means of 
transport in a saying of the Holy Prophet which is to the effect: 'The camels 
will be abandoned and will not be used for going from one place to another' 
(Muslim). 

3265. In view of the different meanings of the root-word Hushira (Lane), 
the verse would signify: When animals will be collected in zoos, or when 
primitive people will be settled in organized civil communities; or, when they 
will be compelled to leave their homelands. 

3266. The verse signifies: When the waters of rivers will be drained away 
for irrigation and other purposes; or, when in sea-fights very large ships will 
be set on fire and it would seem as if the seas had caught fire; or, when large 
oceans will be joined together by means of canals; or, when rural population 
will go into towns and cities will overflow with their inhabitants. The word, 
Sujjira, possesses all these meanings (Lane). 

3267. When means of transport and communication will become so 
developed, and intercourse between peoples living in far off lands become so 
easy and frequent as to make them unite into one people. The verse may also 
signify that people holding analogous social or political views will form 
themselves into parties. 

3268. The burying or burning alive of girls will be made a capital crime. 
3269. The reference seems to be to the vast circulation of newspapers, 

 

a52:7; 82:4. 
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12. And when the heaven is 

laid bare,3270 

 
 

13. And when Hell-fire is set 

ablaze,3271 

 
 

14. aAnd when Paradise is 

brought nigh,3272 

 
 

15. bThen every soul will 

know what it has 

produced.3273 

 
 

16. Nay! I call to witness 

those that recede while 

advancing, 

 
 

17. Rush ahead and then 

hide.3274 

 
 

18. And I call to witness the 

night as it draws to a close,  

 
 

19. cAnd the dawn as it begins 

to breathe,3275 

 

 

 
journals and books and to the system of libraries and reading rooms and such 
other places and means of spreading knowledge in the Latter Days. 

3270. The verse may refer to the vast strides that the science of astronomy 
will make in the Latter Days. The advance in this branch of science during the 
past decade has startled the world. 

3271. On account of the sinful and iniquitous conduct of man, God’s wrath 
will be kindled and a veritable hell will be let loose upon the world in the form 
of destructive wars. 

3272. As in the Latter Days evil will abound and man will abandon himself 
to vice and the worship of Mammon, even a small act of righteousness will 
make him deserving of great reward and will draw him closer to Heaven. 

3273. God’s special decree will come into force and the punishment of 
man’s evil deeds will take the form of widespread natural calamities. 

3274. In the Latter Days Muslims will begin to decline from their position 
of eminence, as they will either rush forward headlong thoughtlessly to carry 
out their contemplated programmes; or will give up all creative and 
constructive efforts in despair. 

3275. With the advent of the Reformer of the Latter Days the night of 
moral decline and degradation of Muslims will begin to depart, giving place to 
the dawn of a great and glorious future for Islam. 

a50:32. b3:31; 82:6. c74:35. 
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20. aThat this is, surely, the 

word revealed to a noble 

Messenger,3276 

 

 

21. Possessor of strength, 

established in the presence of 

the Lord of the Throne, 

 

 

22. Entitled to obedience and 

faithful to his trust.3277 

 

 

23. bAnd your companion is 

not mad. 

 
 

24. cAnd he, assuredly, saw 

him3278 on the clear horizon. 

 

 

25. And he is not niggardly 

with respect to the unseen.3279 

 

 

26. dNor is this the word of 

Satan, the rejected. 

 

 

27. Whither, then, are you 

going?  

 
 

28. eIt is nothing but a 

Reminder unto all the worlds, 

 
 

29. Unto such among you as 

desire to go straight. 

 
 

 
3276. The words, 'a noble Messenger,' refer to the Holy Prophet and not to 

Archangel Gabriel as generally misunderstood. 
3277. All the five attributes—noble Messenger, possessor of power, 

enjoying a high rank before the Lord of the Throne, the one entitled to 
obedience, and faithful to his trust in the Sight of God, quite fittingly apply to 
the Holy Prophet. 

3278. The pronoun hu meaning "it" (glorious future of Islam), or "him" (the 
Holy Prophet), may signify in the first place the fulfilment of the prophecy 
about the glorious future of Islam and in the second place it may mean that the 
Holy Prophet saw himself in the distant East in the person of the Promised 
Messiah. 

3279. God has disclosed to the world great secrets of the unknown from the 
mouth of the Holy Prophet. 

a69:41. b52:30; 68:3. c53:8. d26:211. e12:105; 38:88. 
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30. aAnd you desire not a 
thing except that Allah, the 
Lord of the worlds, desires 
it.3280  

 

 
 

 
3280. He alone would be guided to the right path who makes an attempt to 

find it and conforms his will to the Will of God. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a74:57; 76:31. 
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CHAPTER 82 
AL-INFITAR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Introductory Remarks 
The Surah is so similar in style and subject-matter to the one preceding 

it that it forms, as it were, its counterpart, but with a separate name. It is 
characteristic of the Qur’an that, in view of their importance, it takes out 
certain parts of the text of a particular Surah and in order to draw pointed 
attention to the subject dealt with in the separated parts and in order also that 
the separated parts may be easily committed to memory, it gives them a 
distinct name and individuality. The Surah deals particularly with the 
conditions that were to prevail in the Latter Days when Christian doctrines 
and ways of life will have impressed very deeply the conduct and concepts of 
non-Christian peoples, especially the Muslims. All the prophecies mentioned 
in the Surah have been literally fulfilled. It was revealed at Mecca in the early 
years of the Call about the time of the revelation of the preceding Chapter. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bWhen the heaven is cleft 

asunder,3281 

 
 

3. And when the stars are 

scattered,3282 

 
 

4. cAnd when the oceans are 

made to flow forth3283 and 

joined together,  

 
 

5. dAnd when the graves are 

laid open,3284 

 
 

6. eEvery soul shall then know 

what it has sent forth and what 

it has kept back.3285 

 
 

 
3281. As mentioned in the "Introductory Remarks" the Surah deals 

particularly with the time when Christianity will be very much in the ascendant 
and the Christian doctrines of trinity, the sonship of Jesus and atonement will 
reign supreme. To this dominance of the false Christian doctrines the Qur’an 
has referred in very strong words; 'The heavens might well-nigh be rent thereat, 
and the earth cleave asunder, and the mountains fall down into pieces because 
they ascribe a son to Allah' (19:91, 92). The verse under comment refers to 
these two verses and signifies that at that time false doctrines of Christianity 
will dominate the world, and as a result of it God’s wrath will be excited and 
Divine punishment will overtake the world in various forms. 

3282. Metaphorically speaking the verse means that in the Latter Days men 
possessing true spiritual knowledge and guidance will disappear or become rare. 

3283. At that time great seas and oceans will be made to flow into one another 
by means of canals; or their mouths will be dug wide open so as to make large 
ships ply in them. The reference may be to the Panama and Suez Canals. 

3284. In the Latter Days graves will be dug open as has been done in the 
case of the tombs of the ancient Kings of Egypt; or, the verse may mean that 
towns and monuments, submerged and long forgotten, will be dug out. 

3285. In this and the next few verses the address is to the protagonists and 
propagandists of the false Christian doctrines. They will come to realize the 
enormity and heinousness of their false teachings. 

a1:1. b73:19. c81:7. d100:10. e3:31; 81:15. 
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7. O man! what has deceived 

thee concerning thy Gracious 

Lord. 

 

 
8. Who created thee, then 

perfected thee, then 

proportioned thee aaright?3286 

 

 

9. In whatever form He 

pleased, He fashioned thee. 

 
 

10. Nay, but you deny the 

Judgment. 

 
 

11. bSurely, there are 

guardians over you, 

 
 

12. cNoble Recorders,3287  
 

13. Who know all that you do.   

14. dVerily, the virtuous will 

be in bliss; 

 
 

15. eAnd the wicked will be in 

Hell; 

 
 

16. fThey will burn therein on 

the Day of Judgment; 

 
 

17. And they will not be able 

to escape therefrom. 

 
 

18. And what should make 

thee know what the Day of 

Judgment is! 

 
 

19. Again, what should make 

thee know what the Day of 

Judgment is!  

 
 

 
3286. God has endowed man with great natural powers and faculties in 

order that he may rise to the highest peaks of spiritual eminence. 
3287. Man is born a free agent and is responsible for the decisions he takes 

and the deeds he does, which are recorded by "Noble Recorders." 

 

a87:3; 91:8. b6:62. c43:81; 50:19. d45:31; 83:23. e83:8. f23:104; 83:17. 
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20. aThe day when a soul shall 

have no power to do aught for 

another soul! bAnd the 

command on that day will be 

Allah’s.sds  

 

 

 

 
sds  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a2:124; 31:34. b18:45; 40:17. 
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CHAPTER 83 
AT-TATFIF 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah opens with a severe condemnation of the use of false 
measures and weights to defraud people. According to scholarly opinion, it 
was revealed early in the Meccan period. Noldeke and Muir assign its 
revelation to about the fourth year of the Call. The preceding Surah had ended 
with a warning to disbelievers that they will have to render account of their 
deeds and to make up their spiritual loss themselves, the sacrifice or 
intercession of no one else being of any use to them on the Day of Judgment. 
In that Surah man’s relations with his Creator were discussed. In the present 
Surah, however, stress has been laid on man’s dealings with his fellow-beings 
with special reference to the cruel exploitation by powerful nations of weaker 
and less developed peoples after depriving them of their liberty of action. It 
ends on a note of stern warning to the unjust and dishonest people that they 
will not be allowed to go unpunished. The Day of Reckoning awaits them in 
all its frightfulness and severity. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bWoe unto those who give 

short measure; 

 
 

3. Those who, when they take 

by measure from other people, 

take it full; 

 

 

4. cBut when they give by 

measure to others or weigh to 

them, they give them less. 

 

 

5. Do not such people know 

that they will be raised again 

 
 

6. To witness the judgment of 

a mighty day?3288 

 
 

7. The day when mankind will 

stand before the Lord of the 

worlds.  

 

 

8. Nay, the record of the 

wicked is in Sijjin.3289 

 

 

9. And what should make thee 

know what Sijjin is? 

 

 

 
3288. There is a Day of Reckoning in the after-life when men shall have to 

render account of their actions to their Lord and Master, but a day of 
reckoning also comes upon a people in this very life when their evil doings 
exceed legitimate bounds and they meet their Nemesis. 

3289. Sijjin is wrongly considered by some Commentators of the Qur’an as 
a non-Arabic word, but according to such eminent authorities as Farra’, Zajjaj, 
Abu ‘Ubaidah and Mubarrad, it is an Arabic word derived from Sajana. Lisan 
considers it as equivalent to Sijn (prison). Sijjin is a Register or Book in which 
the record of evil deeds of the wicked is said to be kept in the next world. The 
word also means, anything hard, vehement and severe; continuous, lasting or 
everlasting (Lane). 

a1:1. b11:85; 26:182-184; 55:9. c55:10. 
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10. It is a written Book since 

eternity.3290 

 
 

11. Woe on that day unto 
those who reject. 

 
 

12. Who deny the Day of 
Judgment. 

 
 

13. And none denies it save 

every sinful transgressor. 

 
 

14. aWho, when Our Signs are 

recited unto him, says, ‘Tales 

of the ancient!’ 

 

 

15. Nay, but that which they 

have earned is rust upon their 

hearts. 

 

 

 

16. bNay, they will, surely, be 

debarred from seeing3291 their 

Lord on that day. 

 

 

17. cThen, verily, they will 

burn in Hell,  

 
 

18. Then it will be said to 

them, ‘This is what you used 

to dreject.’ 

 
 

 

 
3290. The name Sijjin signifies that the punishment for the wicked 

disbelievers will be severe and lasting. Or, the verse may mean that the 
wicked will be kept in a place of disgrace and ignominy and this is an 
irrevocable decision. Or, Sijjin and ‘Illiyyin may be the names of two portions 
of the Qur’an, the former dealing with the rejectors of the Divine Message and 
the punishments to be meted out to them, and the latter with the righteous 
servants of God and the rewards which will be bestowed upon them. Thus the 
meaning of the verse would be that the verdicts recorded in these two portions 
cannot be altered or changed. 

3291. The sight of God is granted to a believer in two stages. The initial stage 
is that of belief, when he acquires firm faith in Divine attributes. The second or 
the higher stage consists in his being granted realization of the Divine Being. The 
sinners, on account of their sins, will remain deprived of the realization of the 
Divine Being on the Day of Judgment—they will not see the face of God. 

a8:32; 16:25; 68:16. b3:78. c23:104; 82:16. d52:15. 
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19. Nay, but the record of the 

righteous is, surely, in 

‘Illiyyin.3292 

 
 

20. And what should make 

thee know what ‘Illiyyun3293 

is? 

 
 

21. It is a written Book.  
 

22. The chosen ones of God 

will witness it. 

 
 

23. aSurely, the righteous will 

be in bliss, 

 
 

24. bSeated on couches, 

looking at everything. 

 
 

25. Thou wilt find in their 

faces the freshness of bliss.  

 
 

26. They will be given to 

drink of a pure beverage,3294 

sealed. 

 

 

27. The sealing of it will be 

with musk—for this let the 

aspirants aspire— 

 
 

 

 
3292. ‘Illiyyun considered by some to have been derived from ‘Ala, which 

means, it was or became high, signifies the most exalted ranks which the 
righteous believers will enjoy. According to Mufradat ‘Illiyyun are those 
select righteous believers who will enjoy spiritual precedence over others. The 
word may also stand for those parts of the Qur’an which contain prophecies 
about the great progress and prosperity of believers. According to Ibn-e-
‘Abbas the word signifies Paradise (Kathir), while Imam Raghib considers it 
to be the name of the dwellers thereof. 

3293. Sijjin, being singular and ‘Illiyyin plural, it appears that while the 
punishment of evil-doers will be static, i.e. stationary in one place, the 
spiritual progress of the righteous will be continuous without interruption, 
assuming different forms. They will go from one rank to another higher rank. 

3294. If 'pure beverage' may refer to the Qur’an, Tasnim may be considered 
as revelations vouchsafed to the chosen ones of God—the righteous followers 
of the Holy Prophet. 

a45:31; 82:14. b15:48; 18:32; 36:57; 76:14. 
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28. And it will be tempered 

with the water of Tasnim, 

 
 

29. A spring of which the 

chosen ones will drink. 

 
 

30. aThose who were guilty 

used to laugh3295 at those who 

believed, 

 

 

31. And when they passed by 

them, they winked at one 

another, 

 
 

32. bAnd when they returned 

to their families they returned 

exulting; 

 

 

33. And when they saw them 

they said, ‘These, indeed, 

have gone astray.’ 

 

 

34. But they were not sent as 
keepers over them. 

 
 

35. This day, then, it is the 

believers who will laugh at 

the disbelievers, 

 

 

36. Seated on couches,3296 
gazing around.  

 

 

37. They will say to one 
another, ‘Are not the 
disbelievers fully requited for 
what they used to do?’ 

 

 

 

 
3295. Disbelievers used to laugh in their sleeves at the prophecies about the 

rapid spread and triumph of Islam, made at a time when it was fighting a 
seemingly losing battle for its very existence. 

3296. The words mean: (1)  Seated on the thrones of dignity the believers will 
witness the sad fate of the arrogant disbelievers; or, (2)  seated on the thrones of 
authority they will administer justice to men; or, (3)  they will pay due regard to 
the needs of others, this also being the meaning of Nazara (Lane). 

a23:111. b84:14. 
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CHAPTER 84 

AL-INSHIQAQ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Like the preceding three Chapters, the present one was revealed early 
at Mecca. These four Chapters very much resemble one another in style, 
composition and subject-matter. Noldeke and Muir agree with Muslim 
scholars about the early date of the revelation of this Surah. In fact, it 
completes the chain of Surahs of which the preceding three Chapters form the 
component parts. Towards the end of the last Chapter disbelievers were 
warned in emphatic terms that their power would break and their glory depart. 
In the present Chapter, however, it is stated that belief will take the place of 
disbelief and from the ruins of the old decadent and decrepit order a new, 
vigorous and vibrant order would emerge. The Surah continues the theme of 
Surah Al-Infitar, the intervening Surah At-Tatfif being merely its extension. 
Surah Al-Infitar had opened with the subject of the cleaving asunder of the 
heaven; and the present Surah begins with an analogous expression, with this 
difference that whereas in Surah Al-Infitar 'the cleaving asunder of the 
heaven' was connected with the false doctrines of Christianity, in the present 
Surah by 'the bursting asunder of the heaven' is meant the descent of Divine 
revelation and the emergence and spread of spiritual sciences. Thus along with 
the three preceding Chapters, this Surah forms a chain of Chapters which deal 
with the subject of the renaissance of Islam in the Latter Days and with the 
sins and iniquities of the preceding period. It specifically deals with the 
renaissance of Islam while the preceding Chapters deal especially with 
Christian corruption and immorality. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. When bthe heaven bursts 

asunder,3297 

 
 

3. And chearkens unto her 

Lord3298—and this is 

incumbent upon her— 

 
 

4. And when dthe earth is 

spread out,3299 

 
 

5. And casts out all that is in 

her, and appears to become 

empty,3300 

 
 

6. And hearkens unto her 

Lord—and this is incumbent 

upon her—  

 
 

7. Verily, thou, O man, art 

toiling along towards thy 

Lord, a hard toiling; until 
ethou meet Him. 

 

 

 
3297. The verse refers to the time when the gates of heaven will be thrown 

open and heavenly Signs in support of Islam will appear in large numbers and 
highly placed persons will begin to give serious thought to the revealed 
guidance. 

3298. A new Adam will be born and the angels of the heaven will take their 
stand on his side, ready to help him in the furtherance and propagation of his 
Divine mission (69:18), because that is mainly the object of their creation and 
is their duty and obligation. 

3299. The earth will get a new lease of life and the destruction which it had 
deserved on account of men’s sins will be deferred; and new means will be 
provided for the spiritual progress of its dwellers. The verse may also signify 
that some planets which appear to pertain to the heaven will be discovered to 
form a part of the earth and men will try to reach them by means of rockets, 
etc. The word Mudda possesses all these meanings (Lane). 

3300. The earth will throw out its hidden treasures so abundantly that it 
would appear as if it was going to empty itself out. 

a1:1. b55:38; 69:17. c41:12. d78:7. e2:224; 11:30; 18:111. 
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8. Then as for him awho is 
given his record in his right 
hand, 

 
 

9. He will, surely, have an 
easy reckoning, 

 
 

10. And he will return to his 
family, rejoicing. 

 
 

11. But as for him who will 
have bhis record given to him 
behind his back,3301 

 

 

12. He will soon call for 
destruction,3302 

 
 

13. And he will burn in a 
blazing Fire. 

 
 

14. Verily, before this he used 
to pass his time cjoyfully 
among his people. 

 
 

15. He, indeed, thought that 
he would never return to God. 

 

 
16. Yea! surely, his Lord was 
ever Watchful of him. 

 

 

17. But nay! I call to witness 
the glow of sunset, 

 

 

18. And the night and all that 

it envelops,  

 

 

19. And the moon when it 
becomes full,3303 

 

 

20. That you shall, assuredly, 
pass on from one stage to 
another.3304 

 

 

 
3301. Those who had treated the Qur’an as a discarded thing (25:31). 
3302. When a man is in extreme distress, he desires that death might end his life. 
3303. The verses (17-19) contain a prophecy about the temporary decline of 

Muslims and their renaissance through the Great Deputy of the Holy 
Prophet—the Promised Messiah—who like the full moon was to reflect in his 
person fully and faithfully the glorious light of the Sun (the Holy Prophet). 

3304. Muslims will pass through all the conditions referred to in the 
 

a17:72; 69:20. b69:26. c83:32. 
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21. So awhat is the matter 

with them that they believe 

not,3305 

 
 

22. And when the Qur’an is 

recited unto them, they do not 

bow in submission; 

 

 

23. On the contrary, those 

who disbelieve breject it. 

 
 

24. And Allah knows best 

what they keep hidden in their 

hearts.3306 

 
 

25. cSo give them tidings of a 

painful punishment.  

 

 

26. But as to dthose who 

believe and do good works, 

theirs is an unending reward. 

 

 
 

 
preceding verses. 

3305. Why have the disbelievers, after having witnessed the fulfilment of 
the first two parts of the prophecy, despaired of the fulfilment of the third part? 
They have seen the ruddy glow of the sunset of Islam, followed by the 
darkness of spiritual night, and yet they do not believe that the moon of the 
14th night will appear to dispel that darkness. 

3306. Disbelievers are warned that God knows well the animosity and 
malice they harbour in their hearts against God’s Messenger; He also knows 
the secret plots they hatch to bring to naught his mission and his efforts to 
promote the cause of Truth. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

a43:89. b85:20. c9:34. d11:12; 41:9; 95:7. 
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CHAPTER 85 
AL-BURUJ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah was revealed at Mecca in the first few years of the Call. Its 
connection with the preceding Surah, Al-Inshiqaq, is indicated by the fact that 
in that Surah the full moon was invoked as a witness, and in the present Surah 
'mansions of stars' and 'the promised day' have been invoked to serve the same 
purpose. The "Buruj" or 'mansions of stars' may represent the twelve Divine 
Reformers (Mujaddids), each of whom was raised at the beginning of every 
century of the Hijrah, and the Promised Day stands for the 14th century of the 
Hijrah. The Surah seems to point to the severe persecution to which the 
followers of the Promised Messiah would be subjected, ending appropriately 
on the note that because in his time the integrity of the Qur’an as God’s 
revealed Word would be assailed from all quarters, particularly by Christian 
writers, he would devote all his energies and his great God-given powers to 
rebut their attacks and to prove its infallibility and inviolability. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the heaven having 
bmansions of stars,3307 

 

 

3. And the Promised Day,3308  

 

4. And the witness3309 and he 

to whom witness is borne,  

 
 

5. Cursed be the Fellows of 

the Trench3310— 

 
 

 
3307. Mujaddids, or twelve mansions in the spiritual firmament of Islam, 

who will keep its light burning after the Spiritual Sun will have set, i.e. after 
the first three best centuries of Islam will have passed, resulting in the spread 
of spiritual darkness over the whole world. These Reformers will bear witness 
to the truth of Islam, and of the Qur’an and to that of the Holy Prophet. 

3308. "The Promised Day" may signify the day when the Promised Messiah 
will be raised to bring about the renaissance of Islam. In fact, there have been 
many such days in the history of Islam which could be called the promised day 
namely, the day of the Battle of Badr, the day when the Battle of the Trench came 
to a glorious end and the day of the Fall of Mecca. But the Promised Day par 
excellence is the time of the Second Advent of the Holy Prophet in the person of 
his Deputy in the 14th century A.H., when Islam is to receive a new life and to 
prevail over all other religions. The "Promised Day" may also mean the day when 
the righteous will enjoy the bliss of meeting with their Lord. 

3309. Every Prophet or Divine Reformer is a Shahid, i.e. bearer of witness, 
because he is a living witness to the existence of God, and he is also Mashhud 
(to whom witness is borne) because God bears witness to his truth by showing 
Signs and miracles at his hands. But here, as the text shows, the Shahid is the 
Promised Messiah and Mashhud is the Holy Prophet, and the verse signifies 
that the Promised Messiah will bear witness to the truth of the Holy Prophet 
by his speeches, discourses and writings and by the Signs that God will show 
at his hands. He will also bear witness in the sense that in his person the 
prophecy of the Holy Prophet about the appearance of the Promised Messiah 
and Mahdi in the 14th century A.H. will be fulfilled. The Promised Messiah is 
also Mashhud in the sense that the Holy Prophet himself has borne witness to 
his truth. Thus the Holy Prophet and the Promised Messiah are both Shahids 
(bearers of witness) and Mashhuds (to whom witness is borne). 

3310. By some Commentators of the Qur’an the verse is taken to refer to 
 

a1:1. b15:17; 25:62. 
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6. The fire fed with fuel—  
 

7. When they sat3311 by it,  
 

8. And they were the 

witnesses of what they did to 

the believers.3312 

 

 

9. aAnd they hated them not 
but only because they believed 
in Allah,3313 the Almighty, 
the Praiseworthy, 

 

 

10. bTo Whom belongs the 
Kingdom of the heavens and 
the earth; and Allah is 
Witness over all things.  

 

 

11. Those who persecute the 
believing men and the 
believing women and then 
repent not, for them is, surely, 
the punishment of Hell, and 
for them is the torment of 
heart-burning. 

 

 

 
the burning to death of some Christians by the Jewish King, Dhu Nuwas of 
Yemen; by some others to the casting into a burning furnace of some Israelite 
leaders by King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon (Dan. 3:19-22). The verse may 
more fittingly apply to those enemies of truth, who in the time of every Divine 
Reformer bitterly oppose and persecute believers. It is not intended here to refer 
to any past incident of doubtful authenticity. Nowhere in the Qur’an has God 
sworn by past incidents. In v. 3 God swears by the "Promised Day." In the 
present and the next few verses it seems to be hinted that the followers of the 
Promised Messiah will have to suffer great hardships to usher in that great day. 

3311. In vv. 5-9 mention is made of those enemies of truth who kindle the 
fire of persecution against righteous believers in all ages and constantly keep 
it ablaze. Their end is predicted in v. 11. 

3312. The enemies of truth know in their heart of hearts that their 
opposition is cruel and unjustified and that the victims of their tyranny are 
innocent. 

3313. The verse is full of pathos. Is belief in God really such a heinous 
crime, it asks, that its holders should be subjected to cruel persecution? 

a7:127. b14:3. 
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12. But those who believe and 

do good works, for them are 

Gardens through which 

streams flow. That is, indeed, 

the supreme achievement. 

 

 

13. Surely, athe seizing of thy 

Lord is severe. 

 
 

14. bHe it is Who originates 

and reproduces;3314 

 
 

15. And He is the Most 

Forgiving, the Loving; 

 
 

16. The Lord of the Throne, 

the Lord of Honour; 

 
 

17. Doer of what He wills.  
 

18. Has not the story of the 

hosts come to thee? 

 
 

19. Of Pharaoh and Thamud?  
 

20. Nay, but those who 

disbelieve persist in rejecting 

the truth. 

 

 

21. And Allah encompasses 

them cfrom before them and 

from behind them.  

 
 

22. dNay, but it is a glorious 

Qur’an. 

 
 

23. eIn a well-guarded 

tablet.3315 

 
 

 

 
3314. God will punish the cruel and tyrannical persecutors of believers in 

this world and in the life to come. 
3315. The verse constitutes a challenging prophecy about the Qur’an being 

guarded against every kind of interference and distortion. See also1482. For 
Chapters 81-85 see "The Larger Edition of the Commentary." 

 

a11:103; 22:3. b29:20; 30:12. c17:60. d50:2; 56:78. e41:43; 56:79. 
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CHAPTER 86 

AT-TARIQ 
(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Consensus of Muslim scholarly opinion assigns the Surah to the early 
period of the Holy Prophet’s ministry. Noldeke and Muir among European 
scholars agree with this view. It is the last of the series of Chapters which 
started with Surah Al-Infitar. In all these Chapters the opening verse, in one 
form or another, furnishes an argument in support of the claim of the 
Reformer of the Latter Days. The intervening Surah At-Tatfif, which has a 
different opening is, in fact, a part of Surah Al-Infitar. The present Surah 
continues and completes the topics which were dealt with in Surah Al-Infitar 
and in the following Chapters, and serves as a sort of barzakh between the 
Chapters that precede and those that follow it. From this Surah, however, 
begins a new subject. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the heaven and the 
Morning Star3316— 

 
 

3. And what should make thee 
know what the Morning Star is? 

 
 

4. It is the Star of piercing 
brightness— 

 
 

5. There is not a soul but has a 
guardian3317 over it. 

 
 

6. So let man consider of what 
he is created.  

 
 

7. He is created of gushing 
fluid,3318 

 

 

8. Which issues forth from 

between the loins and the 

breastbones.3318A 

 

 

 
3316. The reference in the verse may be to the Holy Prophet’s Deputy 

whose advent like the morning star was to herald the dawn of the triumph and 
spread of Islam, after the night of spiritual darkness, which had come over 
Islam will have passed. According to some Commentators, however, the verse 
refers to the Holy Prophet himself who appeared when the night of spiritual 
darkness had spread over the entire world, it being pitch dark in Arabia, the 
land where he made his appearance. 

3317. God will protect the Morning Star—the Holy Prophet’s Deputy and 
the Star of piercing brightness—the Holy Prophet. 

3318. Man’s spiritual development is subject to alternate periods of 
progression and retrogression, like the seminal fluid that gushes forth and falls. 

3318A. It is characteristic of the Quranic style that it substitutes mild or 
vague words of expressions for harsh and blunt ones. 'From between the loins 
and the breastbones,' is one of such euphemisms used by the Qur’an. The 
verse may signify that man is born of the water that comes out of the loins of 
his father and is fed by the breast of his mother. The fact that man has been 
created from a fluid which gushes forth and then falls may signify that he has 
been endowed with great natural faculties to make rapid progress but he is 
also likely to fall to the lowest depths of degradation, if he does not make 
 

a1:1. 
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9. aSurely, Allah has the Power 

to bring him back to life, 

 
 

10. bOn the day when secrets 

shall be disclosed. 

 
 

11. And he shall have no 

strength and no helper. 

 

 

12. By the cloud which gives 

rain repeatedly, 

 

 

13. And by the earth which 

opens out with herbage.3319 

 

 

14. Surely, the Qur’an is a 

decisive word. 

 
 

15. And it is not a vain talk.  
 

16. Surely, cthey plan a plan,  
 

17. And I also plan a plan.   
 

18. dSo give respite to the 

disbelievers. Aye respite them 

for a little while.3319A 

 
 

 

 
proper use of those God-given powers. The verse signifies that man’s spiritual 
development is subject to alternate periods of progression and retrogression, 
like the seminal fluid which gushes forth and then falls. 

3319. This and the preceding verse mean that just as the rain on which 
depends very largely the greenness and vegetation of the earth comes down 
from heaven and with its cessation earthly water begins gradually to dry up, 
similarly human reason loses its purity and strength without heavenly 
revelation. 

3319A. The verse purports to say that disbelievers are granted respite that 
they may try all their evil plans and employ all the strength and resources they 
possess against Islam and the Holy Prophet. The triumph of Islam, despite all 
their planning and boasted strength, will be an irrefutable proof that it is from 
Allah and has His support. 

 
 
 

a46:34. b10:31. c52:43. d68:46; 73:12. 
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CHAPTER 87 
AL-A‘LA 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed very early in the Holy Prophet’s ministry at 
Mecca. Besides most Commentators of the Qur’an, Muir and Noldeke hold 
this view; the latter (Noldeke) places its revelation after Chapter 78, while 
some Muslim scholars assign it the eighth place in the chronological order of 
revelation of the Qur’an. The preceding Surah had ended on the note that the 
Qur’an is a complete and perfect code of Divine laws, fully capable of 
meeting the needs and requirements of all mankind; and that at no time will it 
be subject to change, abrogation or interpolation. This Quranic claim gives 
rise to the natural and inevitable question, viz. where was the need of a new 
Reformer to whom reference has been made in the preceding several Chapters 
in the presence of such a complete and perfect revelation? The present Surah 
answers this important question. It was further stated in Surah At-Tariq that 
the development of man is subject to alternate periods of rise and fall. This 
fact again gives rise to another equally important question, viz. that after the 
revelation of a Law, complete in all respects, man’s progress should naturally 
become uniform and uninterrupted and immune against all possibility of 
retrogression. This being so, why was a complete Shari‘ah not revealed in the 
beginning of the world; why was it deferred till the time of the Holy Prophet? 
The Surah supplies an answer to this question also. It possesses another 
intimate connection with the preceding Chapter. In that Surah it was stated 
that man is born of a fluid which issues forth from the loins of his father and 
gets his sustenance from the breast of his mother. This constituted a subtle 
hint about the gradual process of man’s physical development. We are told 
that like his physical development man’s spiritual development is also gradual. 
The Holy Prophet generally recited this and the next Surah in the Friday and 
‘Id Prayers. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bGlorify the name of thy 

Lord,3320 the Most High, 

 

 

3. cWho creates man and 

perfects3321 him. 

 
 

4. dAnd Who determines his 

capacities and furnishes him 

with appropriate guidance. 

 
 

5. And Who brings forth the 

pasturage,  

 
 

6. Then turns it into black 
estubble.3322 

 
 

7. We shall teach thee the 

Qur’an, and thou shalt not 

forget it,3323 

 

 

 
3320. The Divine attribute Rabb (Lord Who makes things grow and develop 

by stages) disposes of the objection: Why was the perfect Law not revealed in 
the beginning of creation? The word implies that perfect Law should have been 
revealed when man’s intellect and reason had attained their fullest development 
which could and did take place after a long and gradual process of evolution. 

3321. A high destiny awaits man. He can attain the highest spiritual stature 
and can reflect in his person Divine attributes so as to become the mirror of his 
Creator. 

3322. The verse constitutes a subtle answer to the objection: Why did God 
first reveal incomplete Laws, suited only to the needs of the peoples and the 
periods in which they were revealed, and then towards the end revealed the last 
and most perfect Shari‘ah in the form of the Qur’an? The answer is that God has 
created two kinds of things: (a)  Those that like herbage and pasture satisfy man’s 
temporary needs and thus have a limited tenure of life. The former Scriptures, 
like these things, fulfilled only man’s temporary needs and, therefore, were 
subject to decay and death. (b)  Those things such as the sun, the moon, the earth, 
etc. which are of permanent use for man. They will last till the universe lasts. The 
Qur’an is like the universe and is meant to be man’s unerring guide till the end of 
time; hence it is immune to change, replacement and the wasting effect of time. 

3323 The Holy Prophet was human and as such was apt to forget and he did 
 

a1:1. b56:75; 69:53. c82:8; 91:8. d80:20. e18:46; 57:21. 
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8. Except as what Allah 
wills.3324 Surely, aHe knows 

what is manifest and what is 
hidden. 

 

 

9. bAnd We shall provide thee 

with every facility.3325 

 
 

10. So keep on admonishing 
people. Surely, admonition is, 

indeed, profitable. 

 
 

11. cHe who fears will heed;  
 

12. But the most wretched 

will turn aside from it,  

 
 

13. He who will enter the 
great dFire. 

 
 

14. eThen he will neither die 
therein nor live. 

 
 

15. fVerily, he, indeed, will 

prosper who purifies himself, 

 

 

 
forget things as far as the affairs of life were concerned. But God in his 
infallible wisdom had so arranged that though the Holy Prophet was not literate 
and that sometimes long Chapters were revealed to him in one piece, the 
revelation remained so indelibly imprinted on his mind that he was never found to 
forget or falter in reciting the revealed portions. It is marvellous, indeed, that very 
long Chapters such as Al-Baqarah, Al-e-‘Imran and An-Nisa’,were revealed 
piecemeal, and a period of several years had intervened between the revelation of 
one piece and another and yet the Holy Prophet never, for a moment, fumbled or 
faltered in putting the revealed verses in their proper places. This is a fact which 
has not been disputed by even the most hostile critics of the Qur’an. 

3324. The expression, 'as what Allah wills,' pertains only to matters of 
everyday life. 

3325. The verse signifies: (a)  That it is easy to commit the Qur’an to 
memory; (b)  that its teachings possess an adaptability all their own which 
makes them conform to, and meet, the exigencies of changing conditions and 
circumstances and also the needs and requirements of men of different 
temperaments and dispositions; and (c) that Quranic injunctions are not 
arbitrary but wise and rational. These factors combined make the Qur’an a 
book easy to learn and to act upon. These, among others, are some of the 
means which God has provided for the eternal protection and preservation of 
the Quranic text and its meaning. 

a2:34; 20:8; 21:111; 24:30. b92:8. c51:56. d88:5. e14:18; 20:75. f91:10. 
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16. And remembers the name 

of his Lord and offers Prayers. 

 
 

17. aBut you prefer the life of 

this world, 

 
 

18. bWhereas the Hereafter is 

better and more lasting.  

 
 

19. cThis, indeed, is what is 

taught in the former 

Scriptures— 

 
 

20. The Scriptures of 

Abraham and Moses.3326 

 
 

 

 
3326. Because the essential principles of all religions are basically identical, 

the teachings mentioned in the foregoing verses are also found in the 
Scriptures of Moses and Abraham. The verse may also signify that the 
prophecy about the appearance of a great Prophet who was to give to the 
world the last Divine Message and the most perfect Teaching is found in the 
Scriptures of Moses and Abraham (Deut. 18:18, 19 & 33:2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a75:21. b93:5. c20:134. 
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CHAPTER 88 

AL-GHASHIYAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah, like the preceding one, was revealed early at Mecca. 
Eminent early Muslim scholars such as Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair hold 
this view. The famous German Orientalist Noldeke places it in the fourth year 
of the Call. This and some of the preceding Chapters deal with the collective 
life of the Muslim Community in the time of the Holy Prophet and also in the 
Latter Days. This is why the Holy Prophet generally used to recite it in the 
Friday and the ‘Id Prayers. In some previous Chapters it was stated that Islam 
will never prosper by the employment only of material means. When Muslims 
will decline and decay and the Qur’an will, as it were, go up to Heaven, a 
Divine Reformer will appear who will bring it back to earth and will make its 
ideals and principles shine in resplendent glory. It was also stated that Islam 
will continue to have, in every age, sincere and devoted followers who will 
preach and propagate its Message, and that other unpredictable circumstances 
will also arise which will greatly contribute to its progress and prosperity. In 
the present Surah, it is stated that Muslims will have to face severe opposition 
and cruel persecution, and after they will have patiently stood the test, success 
will come to them. Though the Surah deals primarily with the vicissitudes 
through which Muslims have to pass in this life, it also refers, as its name 
shows, to the Day of Resurrection. On the Day of Reckoning whether in this 
or in the next life, when the scales are set up, some faces are downcast, 
covered with disgrace and ignominy, and some others beam with joy being 
pleased with the results of their labour. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Has there come to thee bthe 
news of the overwhelming 
calamity?3327 

 
 

3. Some cfaces on that day will 
be downcast; 

 

 

4. Toiling, weary.  
 

5. They shall enter a blazing 
dFire, 

 
 

6. And will be made to drink 
from a boiling espring. 

 

 

7. They will have no food 
save that of dry, bitter and 
thorny herbage, 

 

 

8. Which will neither nourish 
nor satisfy hunger. 

 

 

9. And some ffaces on that day 
will be joyful; 

 

 

10. Well-pleased with their 

past striving,3328 

 
 

11. In a glofty Garden,  
 

12. Wherein thou wilt hear no 

vain talk.  

 
 

13. Therein is a running 

spring,3329 

 

 

 
3327. (a)  The Judgment Day or a terrific calamity. (b)  The severe famine 

that held Mecca in its grip for about seven years in the time of the Holy 
Prophet has also been referred to in the Qur’an as Ghashiyah (44:11, 12). 

3328. The righteous believers will be well-pleased with the marvellous 
results of the sacrifices they will have made for the cause of Islam. 

3329. Like a running spring their beneficence and goodness will flow 
 

a1:1. b12:108. c68:44; 75:25; 80:41, 42. d87:13, 101:12. e55:45. f75:23. g69:23. 
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14. Therein are raised 

couches, 

 
 

15. aAnd goblets properly 

placed, 

 
 

16. And cushions beautifully 

ranged in rows, 

 
 

17. And carpets tastefully 

spread. 

 

 

18. Do they not then look at 

the camels,3330 how they are 

created? 

 

 

19. bAnd at the heaven, how it 

is raised high? 

 
 

20. cAnd at the mountains, 

how they are fixed? 

 
 

21. dAnd at the earth, how it is 

spread out?3331 

 
 

22. Admonish, therefore, for 

thou art but an admonisher; 

 
 

23. eThou art not appointed a 

keeper over them.  

 

 

24. But whoever turns away 

and disbelieves, 

 

 

25. Allah will punish him 

with the greatest punishment. 

 
 

 
unceasingly. 

3330. Believers, like camels going straight in a line, all behind the one that 
leads them, give unquestioning obedience to their Leader. Or, like camels 
which can go on for days without water in a hot, sandy desert, they have 
infinite patience under trials and hardships and continue their spiritual journey 
without complaining. Ibil also meaning clouds (Lane), the verse may signify 
that God will spread the teachings of the Qur’an which is spiritual water over 
the entire earth. 

3331. The four verses (vv. 18-21) teach a Muslim the supreme moral lesson 
that (1)  he should be generous like the clouds, (2)  exalted like the heaven, 
(3)  of fixed resolve like the mountains, and (4)  soft and humble like the earth. 

a43:72. b13:3; 55:8. c50:8. d50:8; 79:31. e6:108; 39:42; 42:7. 
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26. Unto Us, surely, is their 

return.  

 
 

27. Then, surely, it is for Us 

to call them to account.44 

 
 

 

 
44445  
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CHAPTER 89 
AL-FAJR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Chapter was among the earliest Surahs which were revealed at 
Mecca. From historical data it appears to have been revealed sometime in the 
fourth year of the Call. Noldeke places it immediately after Al-Ghashiyah, 
which was also revealed in the fourth year. The Surah contains a double 
prophecy which primarily applies to the Holy Prophet and secondarily to the 
Promised Messiah. In a beautiful allegory the Surah alludes to the last ten 
years of the Holy Prophet’s life of hardship at Mecca and his Emigration to 
Medina, accompanied by his most faithful Companion, Abu Bakr, and to the 
first year of his life at Medina which was also full of strains and stresses. The 
Surah may also be taken as referring to the decline of Islam during the ten 
centuries after its first three hundred years of uniform success, and to the 
appearance of the Promised Messiah, as well as to the first century of trials 
and hardships for his mission and his followers. After this brief allegorical 
description of the vicissitudes and fluctuations of the fortunes of Islam in the 
time of the Holy Prophet and that of the Promised Messiah, the Surah 
mentions the case of Pharaoh as representing the opposition which the cause 
of Truth always encounters. Opposition to Truth (the Surah further states) 
springs from accumulation of power and wealth in the hands of a particular 
class, and the misuse of riches and authority by them brings about their 
decline and destruction. The Surah ends on the note that only a few fortunate 
people accept the Divine Message and by walking in the ways of 
righteousness succeed in winning God’s pleasure, and consequently enjoy 
complete immunity from fear of failure or faltering, and after joining the 
company of His Elect, enter Heaven. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. By the Dawn,3332  
 

3. And the Ten Nights.3333  

 

4. And the Even and the 

Odd,3334 

 

 

 
3332. "The Dawn" may signify the Holy Prophet’s Emigration to Medina 

with which ended the dark night of persecution at Mecca. It may also signify 
the advent of the Promised Messiah who was to bring a message of hope and 
of a bright future for Muslims after centuries of their decline and decadence. 

3333. "The Ten Nights" may represent the last ten dark years of severe 
persecution to which Muslims were subjected at Mecca, or the ten centuries of 
the decline and decadence of Muslims before the advent of the Promised 
Messiah, with which would end the dark period of their spiritual and political 
degradation, and which would usher in the dawn of a glorious future for Islam. 
An implied reference to these "Ten Nights" or ten centuries of the decline of 
Islam is also to be found elsewhere in the Qur’an (32:6). These ten centuries 
(or a thousand years) of the moral decadence of Muslims came after the first 
three centuries of the heyday of their glory and grandeur which have been 
called the best three centuries of Islam by the Holy Prophet (Bukhari. Kitabur-
Riqaq), had passed. The decline of Islam began towards the end of the third 
century A.H., when, on the one hand, an Umayyad Caliph of Spain signed a 
pact of mutual assistance with the Pope against the Abbaside Empire of 
Baghdad and, on the other, the Caliph of Baghdad entered into a treaty of 
friendship with the Caesar of Rome against the Umayyad Caliph of Spain. 

3334. Continuing the allegory the word Ash-Shaf‘ (the Even) may allude to 
the Holy Prophet and Abu Bakr—his ever faithful Companion. The two of 
them made the number even, and God Who was with them in the hour of 
tribulation was Al-Watr (the Odd). To this "Even and Odd" number, a pointed 
reference is to be found in 9:40. Or, the Holy Prophet and the Promised 
Messiah may be taken as making an even number and Allah an odd number, 
or "the Even and the Odd" may signify that whereas the Holy Prophet and the 
Promised Messiah were two separate individuals, the Promised Messiah was 
so completely lost in the Holy Prophet as to have become one with him. 

a1:1. 
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5. And the Night when it 

moves on to its close,3335 

 
 

6. Is there not in it strong 

evidence for one possessed of 

understanding? 

 

 

7. Hast thou not seen how  thy 

Lord dealt with ‘Ad3336�� 

 
 

8. The tribe of Iram, 

possessors of lofty buildings? 

 
 

9. The like of whom have not 

been created in these parts— 

 
 

10. aAnd with Thamud who 
hewed out rocks in the valley, 

 
 

11. And with Pharaoh, lord of 
vast hosts, 

 
 

12. bWho committed excesses 
in the cities, 

 
 

13. cAnd wrought much 
corruption therein? 

 
 

14. Thy Lord, then, let loose 
on them the scourge3337 of 
punishment.  

 

 

15. Surely, thy Lord is ever on 
the watch. 

 
 

16. As for man, when his 

Lord tries him and honours 

 

 
3335. "The Night" may represent the first year of the Hijrah which did not 

see any abatement of the Holy Prophet’s worries. Though after the Emigration 
to Medina the "Morning" had dawned for the Muslims, yet they were not 
completely out of the wood; they had to suffer hardships for another night, i.e. 
another year of hardships after which in the Battle of Badr the Quraish 
suffered a crushing defeat and the Prophet Isaiah’s prophecy (21:16) was 
literally fulfilled: 'For thus hath the Lord said unto me, within a year, 
according to the years of an hireling and all the glory of Kedar shall fail.' 

3336. ‘Ad were a very powerful people in their time. They excelled their 
contemporary nations in material means and resources. 

3337. Saut means a whip; scourge; vehemence (Lane). 

a7:75; 26:150. b28:5. c28:5. 
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him and abestows favours3338 

on him, he says, ‘My Lord has 

honoured me.’ 

 

17. But when He tries and 

straitens for him his means of 
bsubsistence, he says ‘My 

Lord has disgraced me.’ 

 

 

18. cNay, but you honour not 

the orphan, 

 
 

19. dAnd urge not one another 

to feed the poor; 

 

 

20. And devour the heritage of 

other people, devouring 

greedily and wholly; 

 
 

21. eAnd you love wealth with 

exceeding love.3339 

 
 

22. Hearken! when the earth is 

completely broken into 

pieces;  

 
 

23. fAnd thy Lord comes,3340 

attended by the angels, rank 

on rank; 

 
 

 
3338. Favours are bestowed upon man, sometimes to test his mettle; at 

other times to reward him for his good actions. Similarly, he is involved in 
troubles that he may be tried and rewarded or punished according to his desert. 
But man is so constituted that when he is in ease and affluence, he regards 
these things as the fruits of his own labour and superior intelligence (28:79); 
but when misfortunes overtake him, he attributes them to God. 

3339. The verse drives home to hoarders of wealth the evils of hoarding. 
Inordinate love of money creates in man an excessive desire to keep on adding 
to his wealth, without spending it for the furtherance of good causes. It makes 
him regardless of the means he employs to acquire it, which leads to his moral 
ruin. Islam takes as much care of the moral health of society as it takes of that 
of the individual: and society’s health requires that material goods be widely 
distributed and wealth kept in easy circulation. 

3340. The 'coming of the Lord' attended by the angels is a Quranic idiom 
 

a17:84. b17:84. c107:3. d69:35. e104:3. f2:110; 6:159; 16:34. 
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24. And Hell is abrought near 

that day; on that day man will 

remember, bbut of what avail 

shall that remembrance be to 

him? 

 

 

25. He will say, ‘O, would 

that I had sent on some good 

works for my life here!’ 

 
 

26. So on that day none can 

punish like unto His 

punishment. 

 
 

27. And none can bind like 

unto His binding.3341 

 
 

28. O, thou soul at peace!  

 

29. Return to thy Lord, thou 

well-pleased with Him and He 

well-pleased with thee.3342 

 
 

30. So enter thou among My 

chosen servants,  

 
 

31. And enter thou My 

Garden. 

 
 

 

 
for imminent and destructive Divine punishment. 

3341. The mill of God grinds slowly, but it grinds exceedingly small. God 
is slow to punish but when His punishment comes, it is most destructive. 'It 
spares not and it leaves naught' (74:29). 

3342. This is the highest stage of spiritual development when man is well-
pleased with his Lord and his Lord is well-pleased with him (58:23). At this 
stage which is called the heavenly stage, he becomes immune to all moral 
weaknesses and frailties and is braced with a peculiar spiritual strength. He is 
"united" with God and cannot exist without Him. It is in this life and not after 
death that this great spiritual transformation takes place in him and it is in this 
world and not elsewhere that access to Paradise is granted to him. 

 

 
 
 

a26:92. b79:36. 
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CHAPTER 90 
AL-BALAD 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah is among the earliest Chapters to have been revealed at 
Mecca. According to Christian writers it was revealed in the first year of the 
Call. If not as early as that, it certainly was revealed towards the end of the 
third or the beginning of the fourth year. In Surah Al-Fajr it was stated that 
jibes, mockery and taunts, to which the Holy Prophet had been subjected in 
the first three years of his mission, were about to give place to determined, 
persistent and organized opposition and persecution, and that this persecution 
would continue for ten long years which allegorically were mentioned as "Ten 
Nights." In the Surah under comment, however, the Holy Prophet is told that 
it is in Mecca, his beloved native town, and by his own kith and kin, that he 
and his followers will be persecuted. It is further implied that centuries ago, in 
pursuance of Divine command, the Patriarch Abraham and his righteous son, 
Ishmael, had laid the foundations of this sacred town of Mecca and had prayed 
to God that it should become the Centre from where should emanate the light 
which should illumine the whole world. Both the father and the son made 
great sacrifices in carrying out the commands of God. Abraham’s prayer was 
heard and the Holy Prophet appeared in the fullness of time and gave to the 
world the perfect Teaching in the form of the Qur’an. The Surah further says 
that man chooses the easy path and refuses to attempt "the ascent" that leads 
to the achievement of his great goal. It ends on the note that only those, who 
place before them high ideals and live up to them, achieve their goal, while 
those, who possess no noble ideals and make no sacrifice for good causes, are 
condemned to a life of failure and frustration. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bNay I cite as witness this 
City3343— 

 
 

3. And affirm that thou wilt, 
surely, alight3344 in this 
City—  

 
 

4. And I cite as witness the 

father and the son,3345 

 
 

5. We have, surely, created 

man cto toil and struggle.3346 

 
 

 
3343. The particle la is used here to draw pointed attention to the subject 

which is about to be introduced and to signify that it is so clear and obvious 
that it needs no swearing to support it. Or, it may be intended to refute an 
understood objection. In that case the meaning would be: 'Not that thou art not 
a forger, as the disbelievers think, thou art a true Prophet of God and this City 
is called to bear witness to this fact.' But more appropriately the verse means 
something like this: 'You harbour evil designs about Islam. O disbelievers, I 
know what is in your minds, but I tell you that it would never happen as you 
desire, and I cite this City as a witness to this fact.' 

3344. Hill means: (1)  A thing the doing of which is lawful; (2)  target; 
(3)  one free from obligation; (4)  one alighting or dwelling in a place (Lane). 
The root-word Halla possessing all these meanings, the verse signifies: (1)  It 
is considered lawful by your enemies to do you any harm, even to kill you, in 
this City of Mecca which is so sacred that what to say of killing a living 
creature, it is strictly forbidden to do it the slightest harm in its precincts. 
(2)  Thou alone art the target of every conceivable abuse, harm, injury, cruelty 
or violence against life, property or honour in this sacred City. (3)  Thou wilt 
alight as a conqueror in this City from where thou art now being driven out as 
a fugitive. (4)  For a short while thou wilt be freed from the obligation to 
observe the sacredness of this City when thou wilt enter it as a victor and 
those wicked people, who had placed themselves outside the pale of law by 
perpetrating unutterable cruelties on innocent Muslims, will be at your mercy. 

3345. While raising the foundations of the Ka‘bah, the Patriarch Abraham 
and his son Ishmael had prayed to God to raise among the Meccans a 
Messenger (2:129, 130). Thus 'the father and the son' bear witness to the truth 
of the Holy Prophet. 

3346. The prophecy, that the Holy Prophet will be expelled from Mecca 
 

a1:1. b52:5; 95:4. c84:7. 
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6. aDoes he think that no one 
has power over him?3347 

 
 

7. He says, ‘I have wasted 
enormous wealth.’3348 

 
 

8. Does he think that no one 

sees him? 

 
 

9. Have We not given him 
two eyes, 

 
 

10. And a tongue and two 
lips? 

 
 

11. bAnd We have pointed out 
to him the two highways3349 
of good and evil.  

 
 

12. But he attempted not the 
steep ascent;3350 

 
 

13. And what should make 
thee know what the steep 
ascent is? 

 
 

 
and will come back to it as a conqueror and Mecca will submit to him and its 
inhabitants will enter the fold of Islam, will be fulfilled only after he and his 
followers will have gone through great hardships, that is to say, great toil and 
incessant struggle will be demanded of them to achieve their great goal. 

3347. God is aware of the evil designs of disbeliever and He has the power 
to, and will bring them to naught. 

3348. Let the opponents of Islam use all their means (the verse purports to 
say) and spend heaps of wealth to prevent Islam from spreading, they will not 
succeed in their evil designs and Islam will continue to make both spiritual 
and political conquests. 

3349. An-Najdain means the two highways of good and evil, of truth and 
falsehood, of spiritual and material progress. God has provided man with all 
those means by which he can find out the right path, can sift right from wrong 
and truth from falsehood. He has been endowed with both spiritual and 
physical eyes by which he can distinguish good from evil and has been given 
a tongue and two lips that he might ask for guidance, and above all God has 
placed before him a supreme object that he may devote all his faculties and 
energies to achieve it. 

3350. Through the Holy Prophet, God had opened up all the ways and 
means by using which man could make unlimited spiritual and material 
progress, but he refused to make the necessary sacrifices to achieve this object. 

a96:15. b76:4. 
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14. It is the freeing of a slave,  
 

15. aOr, feeding on a day of 

hunger 

 
 

16. An orphan near of kin,  
 

17. Or, a poor man lying in 

the dust.3351 

 
 

18. Then, he should have been 

of those who believe and 

exhort one another to 
bperseverance and exhort one 

another to mercy.3352 

 

 

19. These are the people of 

the cright hand. 

 
 

20. But those who reject Our 

Signs, they are the people of 

the left dhand.  

 

 

21. On them will be Fire 
eclosed over.3353 

 
 

 

 
3351. Verses 14-17 speak of the two methods which can raise the moral 

stature of a people: (a)  Freeing of the slaves, i.e. raising the suppressed, 
oppressed and depressed sections of the community to an equal partnership in 
life. (b)  Helping the orphans and the poor to stand on their own legs and to 
become useful members of the community. 

3352. Good actions mentioned in the foregoing verses are not enough to 
raise the all round stature of a community. Good ideals and right principles, 
combined with continuous and sustained adherence to the path of moral 
rectitude and the teaching of virtues to others, are equally essential for the 
attainment of the above-mentioned high aim. 

3353. Fire when closed on all sides becomes most destructive. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

a76:9; 89:19. b103:4. c56:28. d56:42. e104:9. 
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CHAPTER 91 
ASH-SHAMS 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah admittedly belongs to the very early Meccan period. Some 
scholars regard it as having been revealed in the first year of the Call; others 
assign it to the second or the third year. The five Surahs (89-93) possess a 
striking similarity in the subject-matter. In all of them great stress has been 
laid on the development of good morals, specially those that intimately 
concern and affect the collective progress and prosperity of a community. 
Muslims have been exhorted to create an atmosphere and environment which 
should help to raise the standard and stature of the poor, depressed and 
suppressed section of their community and should enable them to take their 
proper share in its activities. The immediately preceding Chapter contained a 
hint about the supreme object for which Abraham and his son Ishmael had 
built the Ka‘bah. That supreme object is explained in 2:130. It is on the 
Prophet referred to in that verse (the Holy Prophet) and on his great moral 
qualities that some light is shed in the present Surah. Towards its close the 
Surah points out that moral greatness can be achieved by anyone who eschews 
evil and walks in the path of righteousness. It ends on the note that those, who 
choose to defy Divine laws and adopt evil ways, bring about their ruin with 
their own hands. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By3354 the sun and its3355 

brightness, 

 
 

3. And by the moon3356 when 

it follows the sun, 

 

 

4. And by the day3357 when it 

reveals the sun’s glory,  

 

 

5. And by the night3358 when 

it draws a veil over the light of 

the sun. 

 

 

 
3354. The Quranic oaths have deep meaning underlying them. Divine laws 

reveal two aspects of the works of God viz. the obvious and the inferential. 
The former are easily comprehensible; in the comprehension of the latter there 
is room for error. In His oaths God has called attention to what may be 
inferred from what is obvious. In the oaths mentioned in verses, 2-7, the sun 
and the moon, the day and the night, the heavens and the earth belong to the 
"obvious"—their properties, referred to in these verses being universally 
known and acknowledged. But the same properties found in man’s soul are 
not obvious. To lead to an inference of the existence of these properties in the 
human soul God has called to witness His obvious works. See also 2465. 

3355. "The sun" in the verse may refer to the sun of the spiritual universe—
the Holy Prophet—who is the source of all spiritual light and who will 
continue to enlighten the world till the end of time. 

3356. "The moon" may also refer to the Holy Prophet, because he received 
light from God and transmitted it to the spiritually dark world. Or it may refer 
to those religious Divines and Reformers—particularly his Great Deputy, the 
Promised Messiah—who would borrow the light of truth from the Holy 
Prophet and transmit it to the world to remove the darkness of moral and 
spiritual turpitude. 

3357. "The day" may signify the time during which the Message of Islam 
and the truth of its Founder were established and foundations were laid for 
their propagation in the world. The reference in the verse may particularly be 
to the time of the Holy Prophet’s 'rightly-guided Caliphs' when the light of 
Islam shone in all its glory and splendour. 

3358. "The night" may refer to the period of decline and decadence of 
 

a1:1. 
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6. And by the heaven3359 and 

its wonderful structure, 

 
 

7. And by the earth and its 

expanse, 

 
 

8. And by the soul and its 

perfection3359A—  

 
 

9. And He revealed to it the 

ways of evil and the ways of 

righteousness3360— 

 
 

 
Muslims when the light of Islam had become veiled from the eyes of the 
world. These four verses (2-5) refer to four periods in the eventful career of 
Islam, viz. (1)  the time of the Holy Prophet himself when the Spiritual Sun 
(the Holy Prophet) was shining in full splendour in the spiritual heaven; 
(2)  the time of his Great Deputy the Promised Messiah when the light derived 
from the Holy Prophet was being reflected onto a dark world; (3)  the time of 
the Holy Prophet’s immediate Successors when the light of Islam was still 
shining and, (4)  the period when spiritual darkness had spread over the world 
after the first three centuries of Islam which was its most glorious period. 

3359. The particle ma in this and the next two verses is either Masdariyyah, 
or it signifies Alladhi, i.e. 'he who.' Thus in these verses attention is focused 
on the great Designer and Architect of the universe, or on its perfection and 
complete freedom from every flaw and defect. 

3359A. The verse means that all the properties which the great heavenly 
bodies such as the sun and the moon, etc. devote to the service of God’s 
creatures and to which an implied reference has been made in verse 10, bear 
witness to man having been endowed with similar qualities in a high degree. 
In fact, man is a universe in miniature and in him is represented, on a small 
scale, all that exists in the external universe. Like the sun he sheds his lustre 
over the world and enlightens it with the light of wisdom and knowledge. Like 
the moon he transmits to those who are in the dark the light of vision, 
inspiration and revelation which he borrows from the Great Original Source. 
He is bright like the day and shows the ways of truth and virtue. Like the night 
he draws the veil over the faults and misdeeds of others, lightens their burdens 
and gives rest to the tired and the weary. Like the heavens he takes every 
distressed soul under his shelter and revives the lifeless earth with salubrious 
rain. Like the earth he submits in all humility and lowliness to be trampled 
under the feet by others as a trial for them, and from his purified soul various 
sorts of trees of knowledge and truth grow up in abundance, and with their 
shade, flowers and fruits he regales the world. Such are the great Divines and 
heavenly Reformers, of whom the greatest and the most perfect was the Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (may eternal Divine blessings be upon him). 

3360. God has implanted in man’s nature a feeling or sense of what is good 
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10. He, indeed, prospers who 

purifies it, 

 
 

11. And he is ruined who 

corrupts it. 

 
 

12. The tribe of Thamud 

rejected the Divine Messenger 

because of their 

rebelliousness, 

 
 

13. When the most wretched 

among them got up. 

 
 

14. Then the Messenger of 

Allah said, ‘Leave alone the 

she-camel of Allah3361 and 

obstruct not her drink.’ 

 

 

15. But they called him a liar 

and hamstrung her, so their 

Lord destroyed them 

completely because of their 

sin, and made destruction 

overtake all of them alike.  

 

 

16. And He cared not for the 

consequences3361A thereof. 

 
 

 

 
and bad and has revealed to him that he could achieve spiritual perfection by 
eschewing what is bad and wrong and adopting what is right and good. 

3361. The Prophet Salih rode on his she-camel from place to place to 
preach the Divine Message. Putting obstacles in the way of the camel’s free 
movements was tantamount to placing impediments in the way of Salih 
himself and preventing him from discharging the sacred duty entrusted to him 
by God. In a sense Salih, like every Divine Reformer, was God’s she-camel. 

3361A. When a people incur Divine punishment and are destroyed, God 
does not care for those who survive the destruction or the meaning is that God 
does not care to what utterly miserable state they are reduced. 
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CHAPTER 92 

AL-LAIL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Prominent Muslim scholars like Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair hold 
the view that the Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. William Muir 
agrees with their opinion. The Surah possesses very close resemblance with 
some previous Chapters, especially with Al-Fajr and Al-Balad. In the 
immediately preceding Surah, Ash-Shams, it was hinted that the supreme 
object of the building of the Ka‘bah, which was the principal theme of Surah 
Al-Balad, could not have been achieved without a great Divine Messenger—
the Spirit par excellence. In the present Surah, however, it is stated that when 
an ideal Teacher like the Holy Prophet is blessed with ideal disciples like his 
Companions, progress of the cause of Truth becomes doubly accelerated. It 
also mentions some of the prominent moral qualities that marked the 
Companions of the Holy Prophet. In contrast, two glaring bad qualities that 
lead to the undoing of a people are also mentioned. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bBy the night3362 when it 

covers up;  

 
 

3. cAnd by the day when it 

shines forth,3363 

 
 

4. dAnd by the creation of the 

male and the female,3363A 

 
 

5. Surely, your strivings are 

diverse.3364 

 
 

 
3362. In the preceding Surah the principal subject of discussion was Ash-

Shams, i.e. the Holy Prophet, who is the source and spring of all light. This is 
why mention of the sun and the day precedes that of the moon and the night. 
But in the present Surah a contrast is instituted between believers and 
disbelievers, and as the latter are generally larger in number and wield greater 
power and influence, mention of the night which represents disbelievers 
precedes that of the day which represents believers. 

3363. By the substitution of the word Tajalla (shines forth) in this verse for 
Jalla (reveals its glory) in the corresponding verse in the preceding Surah, it is 
hinted that whereas in the preceding Surah the emphasis was on the high 
spiritual stature of the Teacher, in the present Surah it is on the great ability of 
the pupils to learn and assimilate the Divine Teaching. 

3363A. Procreation of man depends upon the coming together of two 
individuals of opposite sexes. The characteristic quality of the one (the male) 
is to give and of the other (the female) is to receive. Like the physical world, 
there are in the spiritual world males—God’s great Prophets and Divine 
Reformers who teach and guide; and spiritual females—their followers, who 
receive and benefit by the Divine Teaching. The verse embodies a hint that by 
the coming together of the perfect Teacher—the Holy Prophet—and the ideal 
pupils—his Companions—a new world is about to be born. 

3364. The verse draws attention to the widely divergent goals of believers 
and disbelievers, and also to the disparity in the endeavours they make to 
achieve their respective goals. Whereas the efforts of believers are devoted to 
the dissemination of Truth, those of disbelievers are directed towards 
opposing it and putting obstacles and impediments in its way. The results of 
the two efforts must inevitably be different. 

a1:1. b91:5. c91:4. d36:37; 51:50; 78:9. 
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6. Then as for him who gives 

for the cause of Allah and is 

righteous, 

 
 

7. And testifies to the truth of 

what is right,3365 

 
 

8. aWe will provide for him 

every facility3366 for good. 

 
 

9. But as for him who is 

niggardly and is disdainfully 

indifferent, 

 
 

10. And rejects what is 

right,3367 

 
 

11. We will make easy for 

him the path to distress.3368 

 
 

12. bAnd his wealth shall not 

avail him when he perishes. 

 
 

13. cSurely, it is for Us to 

guide;  

 
 

14. And to Us belongs the 

Hereafter as well as the 

present world.3369 

 
 

 
3365. This and the preceding verse mention three characteristics of those 

persons who are successful in life. Briefly, these are right action, right feeling 
and right thinking and these characteristics the believers possess in ample 
measure. 

3366. He, who possesses the three characteristic qualities mentioned in the 
preceding two verses, will find that his actions are productive of the desired 
good results. Or, the verse may mean that the doing of good deeds becomes 
easy for such a person and he also enjoys doing them. 

3367. In contrast to the three good qualities mentioned in the preceding two 
verses (6, 7), three bad qualities that cause the moral undoing of a man are 
mentioned in these two verses (9, 10). 

3368. The actions of the person referred to in the preceding verse miss their 
mark and produce results contrary to what he expects or desires. Or, the verse 
may mean that the doing of good deeds becomes difficult for such a person. 

3369. The wicked disbeliever faces failure in this life and will suffer 
punishment in the Hereafter because both the worlds are under God’s control. 
 

a87:9. b3:11; 58:18; 111:3. c2:273; 28:57. 
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15. So I warn you of a blazing 

Fire. 

 
 

16. aNone shall enter it but the 

most wicked one, 

 
 

17. bWho rejects the Truth and 

turns his back on it.3370 

 
 

18. But the righteous one shall 

be kept away from it, 

 
 

19. Who gives his wealth that 

he may be purified, 

 
 

20. And not because he owes 

a favour to anyone, which is 

to be repaid,  

 
 

21. But solely to seek the 

pleasure of his Lord, the Most 

High.3371 

 
 

22. Surely, will He be well-

pleased with him. 

 

 
 

 
The verse may also mean, 'to Us belongs the end and the beginning of all 
things.' 

3370. The word, Kadhdhaba, signifies that the sinful disbeliever holds 
wrong beliefs, and Tawalla implies that he does not do right actions. 

3371. The righteous believer does good to others, not in return for any good 
received from them but only actuated by a desire to be of use to God’s 
creatures and to win the pleasure of his Heavenly Lord and Master. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a20:75; 87:12, 13. b20:49. 
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CHAPTER 93 
AD-DUHA 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

After the first two or three Chapters had been revealed, Revelation 
ceased to come to the Holy Prophet for some time. The present Surah is 
among those Chapters which were revealed soon after Revelation had started 
coming again. Thus it should be deemed to have been revealed very early at 
Mecca. Noldeke places it after Surah Al-Balad, and Muir puts it near Surah 
Al-Inshirah in chronological order. The Surah embodies a great prophecy that 
every morrow of the Holy Prophet will be better than his yesterday and this 
process will continue till his cause will meet with complete success. The 
prophecy was remarkably fulfilled by the mounting triumphs of the Holy 
Prophet. In subject-matter the Surah much resembles some of the previous 
ones. Like them it lays stress on the evils to which the Meccans were specially 
addicted, with this difference that whereas in this Surah the Holy Prophet and 
his followers have been enjoined to make proper use of their money, in the 
preceding Surah a contrast was instituted between the believers’ and the 
disbelievers’ treatment of the orphans and the needy. Moreover, in the 
preceding Surah it was briefly stated that the righteous believer spends his 
wealth in the way of God; in this Surah mention is made of the blessings 
which God bestows upon His chosen servants with particular reference to the 
Holy Prophet. Thus the Surah serves as a sequel to the one preceding it. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the brightness of the 

forenoon,3372 

 
 

3. bAnd by the night when its 

darkness spreads out,3373 

 
 

4. Thy Lord has not forsaken 

thee, nor is He displeased with 

thee.3374 

 
 

5. Surely, thy latter state is 

better for thee than the 

former,3375 

 
 

6. And thy Lord will soon 

give thee, and thou wilt be 

well-pleased.  

 
 

7. Did He not find thee an 

orphan and take thee under 

His care,3376 

 
 

 
3372. 'The brightness of the forenoon' may signify the rise and progress of 

Islam. It may also refer to the particular "forenoon" when the Holy Prophet 
entered Mecca at the head of an army of ten thousand holy warriors and the 
Ka‘bah was cleared of idols. 

3373. 'The Night' may signify the prolonged period of the decline of Islam. 
It may also refer to that particular night when after the fall of darkness the 
Holy Prophet went out of his house and took refuge in Cave Thaur along with 
Abu Bakr. In fact, the night, when the Holy Prophet left Mecca and the day, 
when it fell, give in a nutshell the various ups and downs of the Holy 
Prophet’s whole career. 

3374. Every day and night of the Holy Prophet, his great successes and 
temporary setbacks, his joys and tribulations, his devotions at night and 
activities in the day, all bear out that God was with him. 

3375. Every moment of the Holy Prophet’s life was better than the one 
preceding it. 

3376. The Holy Prophet was an orphan in fact as well as figuratively. His 
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8. And found thee lost in love 

for thy people3377 and provided 

thee with guidance for them, 

 
 

9. And found thee in want and 

enriched thee?3378 

 
 

10. So the orphan, oppress 

not,  

 
 

11. And him, who seeks thy 

help, chide not, 

 
 

 
orphanhood was of the extreme kind. His father died before he was born and 
his mother died when he was hardly six years old and his grandfather ‘Abdul-
Muttalib, who took charge of him after his mother’s death, died two years 
later, leaving him under the care of his uncle, a man of scanty means. Thus the 
Prophet was deprived of parental care and love in his early childhood. Yet he 
received love and affection from his juniors and seniors, his Companions and 
compatriots, from his followers in the later centuries, in such a large measure 
that no woman-born had ever received the like of it before, or is likely to 
receive it in future. 

3377. Dalla (lost in love) means, he was perplexed and was unable to see 
the course; he was entirely engrossed or lost in love or wandered in search of 
a thing and persevered in the search (Lane). In view of the different meanings 
of Dalla, the verse may be interpreted as: (1)  The Holy Prophet wandered in 
search of the ways and means to attain to God, and God revealed to him the 
Law which guided him to the desired goal. (2)  He was perplexed and did not 
know how to find the path that led to the attainment of his quest and God 
guided him to it. (3)  He was entirely lost in the love of his people and God 
provided him with perfect guidance for them. (4)  He was hidden from the 
eyes of the world and God discovered him and chose him for the task of 
leading men to Him. Thus the word Dalla has not been used in disapprobation 
but in praise of the Holy Prophet. In the sense of 'gone astray' the word does 
not and cannot apply to the Holy Prophet, since according to another Quranic 
verse (53:3) he was immune to error or going astray. Moreover, the six 
concluding verses of the Surah reveal a certain sequence—vv. 7, 8 and 9 stand 
in close relationship with and correspond to vv. 10, 11 and 12 respectively. 
Dalla of verse 8 being substituted by Sa’il of verse 11, explains the 
significance of the former word which is, "one who sought God’s help to be 
guided to Him, or to be provided with guidance." The verse may also mean: 
'God found thee lost in search of Him and guided thee unto Himself.' 

3378. The Holy Prophet started his life as a poor orphan and ended it by 
being the undisputed master of the whole of Arabia. 
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12. And the bounty of thy 

Lord, proclaim.3379 

 

 
 

 
3379. Verses 7, 8 and 9, speak of God’s favours on the Holy Prophet and in 

vv. 10, 11 and 12 he is enjoined to show his gratitude by doing similar favours 
to his fellow-beings. The commandment applies equally to his followers. 
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CHAPTER 94 

AL-INSHIRAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Since the Surah is closely connected with the one preceding it so as to 
form an extension of its subject-matter, it was obviously revealed at Mecca, 
most probably in the second or third year of the Call. While the preceding 
Surah spoke of the increasing prosperity of the Holy Prophet’s cause, the 
present Surah alludes to some distinguishing features and marks which 
constitute a sure guarantee of the ultimate triumph of one’s mission and for 
that matter of the mission of every preacher of Truth: (a)  First of all, he 
should be firmly convinced of the truth of his claim and should possess 
necessary means for propagating it; (b)  he should be able to attract people’s 
attention, and (c)  the Divine decree should be working in his favour. In this 
Surah the Holy Prophet is described as being in possession of all these means 
in full measure. His cause is, therefore, bound to prevail. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Have We not opened for 

thee thy bosom, 

 
 

3. And removed from thee thy 

burden,  

 
 

4. Which had well-nigh 

broken thy back?3380 

 
 

5. And We have exalted thy 

name.3381 

 
 

6. Surely, there is ease after 

hardship.3382 

 
 

7. Aye, surely, there is ease 

after hardship. 

 

 

 
3380. The Holy Prophet had been saddled with such nerve-racking and 

backbreaking task as had never been entrusted to any human being, i.e. first to 
raise a degenerate people from the depths of moral turpitude to the pinnacle of 
spiritual excellence and, then through them to cleanse and purify the whole of 
mankind of the dross of iniquity, ignorance and superstition. This was indeed, 
a very heavy responsibility which had almost crushed him under its weight, 
but God lightened his burden. 

3381. The Surah was revealed in the second or third year of the Call, at a 
time when the Holy Prophet was hardly known outside his immediate 
neighbourhood, but very soon he rose to be the best known and most loved, 
respected and successful of all religious Teachers. No leader, religious or 
temporal, has so much commanded the love and respect of his followers as 
has the Holy Prophet. 

3382. The expression, 'Surely, there is ease after hardship,' has been 
repeated twice. This signifies that Islam will have to pass through very hard 
times, but on two occasions it will have to face a challenge to its very 
existence—first in the first few years of its life and then in the Latter Days—
and on both these occasions it will emerge from the ordeal with renewed 
strength. These verses also indicate that the hardships with which the Holy 
Prophet and Muslims are faced are temporary, but their successes will be 
permanent and ever-expanding. 

a1:1. 
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8. So when thou art free from 

thy immediate task, strive 

hard, 

 
 

9. aAnd to thy Lord do thou 

turn with full attention.3382A  

 
 

 

 
3382A. The Holy Prophet is comforted with the assurance that endless 

vistas of spiritual progress lie before him and that after he has conquered the 
difficulties that bar his way he should not rest contented with the success 
achieved, but having scaled one peak he should strive to climb the next, and 
his attention should be wholly directed towards regenerating a fallen humanity 
and towards establishing God’s Kingdom on earth. The verse may also signify 
that when the Holy Prophet has finished his day’s work of teaching and 
training his followers and disposing of other temporal affairs he should turn to 
God with all his heart, for his spiritual journey knows no end. 
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CHAPTER 95 
AT-TIN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. This is the view of Ibn-e-
‘Abbas and Ibn-e-Zubair. Noldeke places it after Chapter 85. In the preceding 
Surah arguments based on reason and commonsense were given in support of 
the claim that the Holy Prophet will have a glorious future as he possesses all 
those qualities which are necessary for making a success of one’s mission. In 
the present Surah examples of some Divine Messengers have been cited to 
show that as the Holy Prophet’s own circumstances resembled their 
circumstances, so, like them, he, too, will achieve success. In Chapters 89-94 
the Holy Prophet’s Emigration to Medina and his subsequent success were 
hinted at in one form or another—in some by implication, in others by oblique 
reference and in yet others in clear words. In the Surah under comment, it is 
implied that like the Holy Prophet the former Prophets also had to leave their 
homes for the sake of their missions. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By3383 the Fig and the 

Olive,  

 
 

3. And bMount Sinai,3383A  
 

 
3383. "The Fig," "the Olive," "Mount Sinai" and "this Town of Security" 

have been invoked as witnesses to support and substantiate the claim made in 
the Surah that the Holy Prophet shall succeed in his mission. "The Fig" and 
"the Olive" are symbolic of Jesus; "Mount Sinai" of Moses; and "this Town of 
Security" of the Holy Prophet. These three verses together point to the well-
known biblical reference, 'The Lord came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir 
with them; and He shined forth from Mount Paran' (Deut. 33:2). According to 
some Commentators, however, "the Fig" stands for Buddhism, "the Olive" for 
Christianity, "Mount Sinai" for Judaism and "the City of Security" for the 
Holy Prophet of Islam. But perhaps the best explanation of the symbolism 
used in these verses is the one according to which the four words represent 
four periods in the history of human moral evolution, "the Fig" representing 
the era of Adam, "the Olive" that of Noah, "Mount Sinai" that of Moses and 
"this Town of Security" symbolising the Islamic epoch. This explanation finds 
ample support from the Bible and the Qur’an. When Adam and Eve ate of the 
forbidden fruit and found themselves naked, they sewed fig leaves together, 
and made themselves aprons (Gen. 3:7). About Noah we read: 'And the dove 
came unto him in the evening; and lo! in her mouth was an olive leaf plucked 
off; so Noah knew that the waters were abated from off the earth' (Gen. 8:11). 
And it is an accepted fact that Moses received the Divine Law on Mount Sinai 
and that Mecca, the birth place of Islam was, from time immemorial, regarded 
as, and proved to be, "the Town of Security." These four periods represent the 
four cycles through which man has passed to reach the stage of his complete 
development. In the cycle of Adam the foundations of human civilization 
were laid. Noah was the founder of the Shari‘ah. In the cycle of Moses the 
details of the Shari‘ah were revealed, while with the advent of the Holy 
Prophet the Divine Law became complete and perfect in all its manifold 
aspects, and man attained his complete intellectual, social, moral and spiritual 
development. "The Fig" may also be symbolic of Mosaic Dispensation and 
"the Olive" of the Islamic Dispensation. This simile has been further 
expressed in a more concrete form by the words "Mount Sinai" and "This City 
of Security." 

3383A. The word sinin being in the plural shows that there are several 
mountains of this name in that region. On one of them God manifested 
Himself to Moses. 

a1:1. b52:2. 
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4. And this aTown of Security,  
 

5. Surely, We have created 

man in bthe best make; 

 

 

6. Then, if he does evil deeds, 

We degrade him as the lowest 

of the low,3384 

 
 

7. cSave those who believe 

and do good works; so for 

them is an unfailing reward.  

 

 

8. Then what is there to give 

the lie to thee after this, with 

regard to the judgment?3385 

 

 

9. Is not Allah the Most Just 

of judges? 

 
 

[[ 

 
3384. Man is born with a pure and unsullied nature, with a natural tendency 

to do good, but he has also been given a large measure of freedom of will and 
action to mould himself as he chooses. He has been endowed with great 
natural powers and creative qualities to make unlimited moral progress and to 
rise spiritually so high as to become the mirror in which Divine attributes are 
reflected. But if he misuses God-given powers and attributes, he sinks lower 
than even beasts and brutes and becomes Devil incarnate as the next verse 
shows. Briefly, he is blessed with great potentialities for doing good and evil. 

3385. When man has been created to achieve a very high spiritual destiny 
and God had sent His Messengers such as Adam, Noah, Moses and the Holy 
Prophet, to help him achieve his great goal, and if he does not make proper 
use of his natural faculties and rejects the Divine Message and opposes God’s 
Messengers, he is punished, then, who can, with reason, deny that there is a 
Day of Judgment in this life and also in the Hereafter and that the 
commandments of God Who is the Best Judge cannot be defied with impunity 
and man’s actions will not go unrequited? 

 

 

 
 
 

a90:2. b23:12-15. c11:12; 41:9; 84:26. 
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CHAPTER 96 
AL-‘ALAQ 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The first five verses of the Surah are universally admitted to be the 
first revelation which descended upon the Holy Prophet in Cave Hira’ in a 
night in the month of Ramadan, 13 years before Hijrah. This date corresponds 
to 610 A.D. On that "Night of Destiny" when the Holy Prophet lay on the 
floor of the Cave, his mind locked in deep contemplation, these verses were 
revealed and the words became branded on his soul. 'These verses are the first 
act of mercy with which God blessed His servants' (Kathir). The connection of 
this Surah, with the one preceding it, consists in the fact that in that Surah it 
was stated that from time immemorial God had been sending His Messengers 
and Prophets to whom He revealed His Will. First came Adam who was 
followed by Noah, and after a succession of Prophets appeared Moses, the 
greatest of the Israelite Prophets, and last of all came the Holy Prophet. In this 
Surah it is stated that just as the birth of man is the result of a gradual process 
of development, so is his spiritual evolution. The Prophets whose examples 
were cited in the preceding Surah attained to different stages of spiritual 
development, but the Holy Prophet represents in his person the best specimen 
of man’s complete spiritual evolution. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Proclaim3386 thou in the 

name of thy Lord Who 

created. 

 
 

3. Created man3387 from a 
bclot of blood.  

 

 

4. Proclaim! And thy Lord is 

the Most Bounteous;3388 

 
 

5. Who taught by the pen,3389  
 

 
3386. The word Iqra’ meaning read, recite, convey, proclaim or collect, the 

verse signifies that the Qur’an was meant to be read and proclaimed, to be 
collected and put together and then conveyed to the whole world. The mention 
of the Divine attribute Rabb, (Nourisher, Sustainer and Developer, Who 
sustains man through all the stages of his development), shows that man’s 
moral development was to be gradual till it was to find full consummation in 
the Holy Prophet. 

3387. The verse signifies that love of God is ingrained in the nature of man, 
and that it was natural that there should have been someone in whom this 
instinctive impulse should have found its complete manifestation. He was the 
Holy Prophet who loved his Creator with all his mind, heart and soul, Insan in 
the verse besides the meaning given in the text signifies the perfect man—the 
Holy Prophet. 

3388. The more the Qur’an is read and proclaimed to the world, the more 
the holiness of God and the dignity of man are recognised and appreciated. 

3389. This verse seems to embody a prophecy that "pen" would play a very 
important part in committing the Qur’an to writing and in preserving and 
protecting it from being lost or interfered with. It further refers to the great 
contribution which "pen" was to make towards the propagation and 
dissemination of the spiritual sciences and Divine secrets revealed by the 
Qur’an and of the physical sciences to which the study of the Qur’an was to 
impart a great stimulus. It is really very significant that frequent mention 
should have been made of "pen" in a Book which was revealed among a 
people who had no respect for, and had made rare use of, it and which was 
revealed to a person who himself did not know how to read and write. 

a1:1. b23:15; 40:68; 75:39. 
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6. aTaught man what he knew 

not. 

 
 

7. Nay! man, indeed, 

transgresses, 

 
 

8. Because he thinks himself 

to be independent. 

 
 

9. Surely, bunto thy Lord is 

the return. 

 

 

10. Hast thou seen him who 
cforbids 

 
 

11. A servant of Ours3390 

when he prays? 

 
 

12. Tell me if Our servant 

follows the guidance, 

 
 

13. Or enjoins righteousness.  
 

14. And tell me if the 

forbidder rejects the Truth 

and turns his back on it, how 

shall he fare?  

 
 

15. Does he not know that 

Allah sees all? 

 
 

16. Nay, if he desist not, We 

will, assuredly, seize and drag 

him by the forelock3391— 

 
 

 
3390. The reference is to every Muslim, who prays, particularly to the Holy 

Prophet. 
3391. The verses (10-18) though generally applying to every haughty and 

hardened disbeliever, have been taken by some Commentators to refer 
particularly to Abu Jahl, leader of the Quraish of Mecca. He was in the 
forefront to annoy, oppose and persecute the Holy Prophet and the Muslims. 
Some of the slaves, who had embraced Islam, at his instance were dragged by 
the forelock in the streets of Mecca. After the defeat at Badr, the dead bodies 
of some of the leaders of the Quraish, Abu Jahl among them, were dragged by 
their forelocks and thrown into a pit dug for that purpose. That was a fit 
punishment for the treatment they had meted out to the helpless Muslims 
 

a4:114; 55:5. b21:36; 53:43. c2:115; 72:20. 
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17. A forelock, lying, sinful.  
 

18. Then let him call his 

associates.  

 
 

19. We, too, will call Our 

angels of punishment.3392 

 
 

20. Nay, yield not thou to 

him, but prostrate thyself and 

draw near to Allah. 

 
 

 

 
years before at Mecca. 

3392. Zabaniyah means, armed officers or the prefect of police; angels or 
guards of Hell; angels of punishment (Lane). 
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CHAPTER 97 
AL-QADR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Some Commentators of the Qur’an think that this Surah was revealed 
at Medina. This, however, is a mistaken view, being against all historical data. 
It is definitely a Meccan Surah and belongs to the very early years of the Call. 
Such eminent and respected authorities as Ibn-e-‘Abbas, Ibn-e-Zubair and 
‘A’ishah subscribe to this view. Noldeke places it after Chapter 93, which was 
one of the earliest Chapters to have been revealed at Mecca. The preceding 
Surah had opened with the Divine command to the Holy Prophet to recite the 
Qur’an and preach and proclaim its Message to the world. The present Surah 
deals with the high status, dignity and excellence of the Qur’an itself which is 
declared in the opening verse to have been revealed in Lailatul-Qadr, i.e. the 
Night of Decree (or Dignity). This Night of Decree or Destiny has been 
described elsewhere in the Qur’an, as the "Blessed Night" (44:4). The Surah 
has only five little verses, excluding the Bismillah and yet its meaning and 
contents are of very deep spiritual significance. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Surely, We sent it down 
during the Night3393 of 
Decree.3394  

 
 

3. And what shall make thee 
know what the Night of 
Decree is?3395 

 
 

4. The Night of Decree is 

better than a thousand 

months.3396 

 

 

 
3393. Generally Lail and Lailah both mean night, but according to the 

famous lexicographer, Marzuqi, Lail is used as opposed to Nahar and Lailah 
as opposed to Yaum. Lailah possesses a wider and more extensive meaning 
than Lail, as Yaum, which is its opposite, has a wider sense than Nahar which 
is the opposite of Lail. Lailah has been used as many as eight times in the 
Qur’an (2:52; 2:188; 44:4; twice in 7:143 and three times in the verses under 
comment), and everywhere it has been used in connection with the revelation 
of the Qur’an and other kindred subjects. The word thus refers to the dignity, 
majesty and greatness of those nights in which the Qur’an was revealed. 

3394. Qadr means worth; sufficiency; dignity; decree; destiny; power 
(Lane). In view of the different meanings of Qadr and Lailah the verse may 
be interpreted as follows: The Qur’an has been revealed in a night which had 
been specifically set apart for the manifestation of special Divine powers; or 
in a night which is equal in worth to all the other nights put together, or in a 
night of dignity, majesty and honour; or, in a night of sufficiency, i.e. the 
Qur’an fully meets all moral and spiritual human needs and requirements. Or, 
the meaning is that God has revealed it in the Night of Decree or Destiny, i.e. 
the Qur’an was revealed at a time when man’s destiny was decreed, the future 
pattern of the universe was settled, and the right principles of guidance for 
humanity were laid down for all time to come. The time of the appearance of a 
great Divine Reformer is also called Lailatul-Qadr because at that time sin 
and vice hold widespread sway and the powers of darkness reign supreme. It 
has also been taken to mean the particular night among the odd nights in the 
last ten days of Ramadan when the Qur’an first began to be revealed. Or, it 
may signify the whole period of 23 years of the Holy Prophet’s ministry when 
the Qur’an gradually was being revealed. 

3395. The blessings of the Night of Decree are beyond count or calculation. 
3396. Alf (a thousand), being the highest number of count in Arabic, 

 

a1:1. 
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5. Therein descend aangels 

and the Spirit3397 by the 

command of their Lord with 

Divine decree bconcerning 

every matter.  

 

 

6. It is all peace3398 till the 

rising of the dawn.3398A 

 

 
[ 

 
signifies a number beyond count, and the verse means that the Night of 
Decree or Destiny is better than countless number of months, i.e. the period of 
the Holy Prophet is infinitely better than and superior to all other periods put 
together. The verse embodies an allusion to the appearance of Divine 
Reformers among the Muslims when the latter would stand in need of them. 
One thousand months roughly make one century and the Holy Prophet is 
reported to have said that God will continue to raise from among his followers, 
at the head of every century, a Divine Reformer who would regenerate Islam 
and give it a new life and new vigour (Majah). 

3397. Ar-Ruh here signifies a new spirit, awakening, zeal or determination. 
In the Night of Decree the angels of God descend to help the Divine 
Messenger or Reformer to promote and further the cause of Truth and his 
followers are inspired with a new life, and a new awakening to spread and 
propagate the Divine Message. 

3398. In the time of a Prophet or Divine Reformer a peculiar kind of mental 
peace descends upon the believers amidst hardships and privations. The 
heavenly happiness, which inspires them at that time, transcends all material 
and sensuous joys. 

3398A. 'Rising of the dawn' signifies the passing of the night of hardships 
and the rising of the dawn of predominance and ascendancy of the cause of 
Truth. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

a16:3; 40:16. b44:5. 
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CHAPTER 98 

AL-BAYYINAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah)* 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Scholars differ about the time of the revelation of this Surah. Ibn-e-
Mardawaih reports ‘A’ishah as saying that it was revealed at Mecca, while 
according to Ibn-e-‘Abbas, it was revealed in the early Medinite period. After 
taking all relevant facts into consideration, the majority of scholars have 
adhered to the view attributed to ‘A’ishah. The preceding several Chapters 
had dealt with the important subject of revelation of the Qur’an and its 
incomparable beauty and excellence. The present Surah deals with the change 
that the Qur’an was intended to bring about. At the very outset it states that 
the people of the Book and the idolaters would have continued to grope in the 
dark and to lead a life of sin and iniquity if the Qur’an had not been revealed. 
It is the Holy Prophet who brought them out of the darkness of doubt and 
disbelief and led them to the path of right beliefs and righteous conduct. 

 

 
* As mentioned in the above introduction to this Surah scholars differ about the 

time of the revelation of the Surah. The editor gives preference to the views of those 

who believe that the Surah was revealed before Hijrah. However, according to the 

latest scholarship, based on very conclusive evidence, the Surah was revealed after 

Hijrah. This has been amply substantiated by the late Hadrat Mirza Bashiruddin 

Mahmood Ahmad, Second Successor of the Promised Messiah (May Allah be 

pleased with him), in his Urdu Commentary of the Qur’an. (Publisher) 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 
Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Those, who disbelieve from 
among the People of the Book 
and the idolaters,3399 would 
not desist from disbelief until 
there should come to them the 
clear evidence— 

 

 

3. bA Messenger from Allah, 
reciting unto them the pure 
Scriptures, 

 
 

4. Wherein are lasting 
commandments.3400 

 
 

5. And those to whom the 
Book was given cdid not 
become divided until after clear 
evidence had come to them.  

 

 

6. And they were not 
commanded but to serve 
Allah, being sincere to Him in 
obedience, dand being upright, 
and to observe Prayer and pay 
the Zakat. And that is the right 
religion.3400A 

 

 

 
3399. The Qur’an has divided all disbelievers into two categories—the People 

of the Book and the idolaters (those who do not believe in any revealed Scripture). 
3400. The Qur’an is a compendium of all that is good, lasting and 

imperishable in the teachings of former revealed Scriptures, with a good deal 
more which those Scriptures lacked, but which man sorely needed for his moral 
and spiritual development. All those right ideals and principles and ordinances 
and commandments which were of permanent utility to man have been 
incorporated in it. The Qur’an stands, as it were, as a guardian over those Books 
and has steered clear of all those defects and impurities which were found in them. 

3400A. Din means, obedience; mastery; command; plan; righteousness; habit 
or custom; behaviour or conduct (Lane). 

a1:1. b3:165; 62:3. c42:15; 45:18. d40:15. 
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7. Verily, those, who 

disbelieve from among the 

People of the Book and the 

idolaters, will be in the fire of 

Hell, abiding therein. They are 

the worst of creatures. 

 

 

8. Verily, those who believe 

and do righteous deeds—they 

are the best of creatures.  

 

 

9. Their reward is with their 

Lord—aGardens of Eternity, 

through which streams flow; 

they will abide therein for 

ever. Allah is well-pleased 

with them and they are well-

pleased with Him.3401 bThat is 

for him who fears his Lord. 

 

 

 

 
3401. The highest stage of spiritual development is reached when man’s 

will becomes completely identified with the Divine Will. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a9:72; 13:24; 16:32; 35:34. b36:12; 55:47. 
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CHAPTER 99 

AZ-ZILZAL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

There exists some difference of opinion about the time and place of the 
revelation of this Surah. Scholars like Mujahid, ‘Ata’ and Ibn-e-‘Abbas are of 
the view that it was revealed at Mecca; some others think that it was revealed 
at Medina. The latter view is evidently not based on sound historical data. 
Whereas in the preceding Surah mention was made of the great moral 
revolution that was to be brought about by the Holy Prophet, in this Surah it is 
stated that a similar change will take place at a later date, in the time of the 
Great Deputy of the Holy Prophet, the Promised Messiah and Mahdi, when all 
human institutions will be shaken to their foundations, and new discoveries 
and inventions in the domain of science and knowledge will change the entire 
shape of things, and the ideals and ideas of men will acquire a new orientation. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. When the earth is shaken 

with her violent shaking,3402 

 
 

3. And the earth throws up her 

burdens,3403 

 
 

4. And man says, ‘What is the 

matter with her?’3404 

 
 

5. On that day will she tell her 
news,3405 

 
 

6. For, thy Lord will have 

commanded3406 her.  

 

 

7. On that day will men issue 

forth in scattered groups3407 

that they may be shown the 

results of their works.3408 

 

 

 
3402. The whole earth will experience all manner of internal as well as 

external commotions and upheavals. 
3403. (a)  The bowels of the earth will be ripped open and it will throw up 

its treasures of mineral wealth; (b)  there will be a vast release and upsurge of 
knowledge of all kinds relating to physical as well as spiritual sciences, 
especially to the sciences of geology and archaeology. 

3404. The changes will be so many and so far-reaching and the discoveries 
made so great that men will exclaim in wonder and bewilderment, 'What is the 
matter with the earth?' 

3405. When asked about the meaning of the verse, the Holy Prophet is 
reported to have said that every action done in secret will come to light 
(Tirmidhi). 

3406. The earth will throw out its treasures because God had commanded 
her to do so, the word Auha meaning, he commanded (Aqrab). 

3407. In the Latter Days, in order to protect and safeguard their political, 
social and economic interests, people will form themselves into parties, 
companies and groups on political and economic bases; and powerful guilds, 
cartels and syndicates will come into existence. 

3408. Individuals will pool their resources and collective efforts will take 
 

a1:1. 
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8. aThen whoso does an 

atom’s weight of good will 

see it,  

 
 

9. And whoso does an atom’s 

weight of evil will also see 

it.3409 

 
 

 

 
the place of individual efforts in order that they might make their weight felt 
and their labours to produce good result. 

3409. No action of man, good or bad, is wasted. It must and does produce 
its result. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a4:124, 125; 17:8; 28:85; 41:47. 
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CHAPTER 100 

AL-‘ADIYAT 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Jabir, ‘Ikrimah and Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, one of the earliest Companions of 
the Holy Prophet and a great authority on Quranic chronology, are of the view 
that the Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. It takes its place in point of 
time next to the preceding one. In some of the foregoing Chapters conditions 
obtaining both in the time of the Holy Prophet and in the Latter Days were 
simultaneously mentioned. Surah Az-Zilzal had dealt with the great advances 
that were to be made in science and knowledge, especially in the science of 
geology, and also with the vast changes that were to take place in the political, 
social and economic spheres in the Latter Days. The present Surah deals with 
the zeal and enthusiasm of the Companions of the Holy Prophet and with the 
great sacrifices they made and the battles they fought against heavy odds in 
the way of God. Some mystics take the Surah to refer to the constant war that 
the righteous believers have to wage against their evil passions and 
propensities, and to the heavenly light they receive as a result of the successful 
outcome of that fight. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the snorting 

chargers3410 

 
 

3. Which strike sparks3411 of 

fire with their hoofs,  

 
 

4. Making raids at dawn,3412  
 

5. And raising clouds of 

dust3413 thereby, 

 
 

 
3410. How dear to God must be those fighters who wage relentless war 

against the forces of evil that He has sworn by them or even by their horses, 
the word ‘Adiyat meaning, both the companies of warriors and their chargers. 
The verse speaks volumes for the zeal and enthusiasm of the Companions of 
the Holy Prophet to fight and lay down their lives in the way of God. It says 
that they march on to the field of battle with extreme delight and zeal to score 
a victory or be killed in the way of Allah; and also refers admiringly to the 
swiftness of the movement of their chargers and the suddenness of their 
assault. It was revealed at Mecca at a time when Muslims had no horses. In 
the Battle of Badr, there were only two horses with the Muslim army, one 
belonging to Miqdad and the other to Zubair. The verse, in fact, constituted a 
prophecy that soon the Muslims will possess horses. The three words, ‘Adiyat, 
Muriyat, Mughirat, have been differently interpreted by different scholars. 
According to Ibn-e-‘Abbas they refer to camels that run on the occasion of the 
Pilgrimage, but according to the author of Ruhul-Ma‘ani the reference is to 
the horses of the Muslim warriors. Some writers of mystical bent of mind, 
however, take them as a description of the spiritual wayfarers who run fast on 
their spiritual journey to meet their Lord and Master. 

3411. The chargers of Muslim warriors run so fast that they produce sparks 
of fire when they strike their hoofs against the ground. The allusion is to the 
eagerness and zeal of the Muslim warriors to fight in the way of God. 

3412. The brave Muslim warriors do not take undue advantage of the 
neglect and unawareness of the enemy by attacking them at night. They attack 
them in the full glare of the dawn. They are brave and clean fighters. 

3413. The assault of the Muslim forces is so fierce and overwhelming that 
the whole horizon becomes dark with the dust raised by the quick steps of 
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6. And thus penetrate into the 

centre3414 of the enemy ranks. 

 
 

7. Surely, man is ungrateful to 

his Lord. 

 
 

8. And, surely, he bears 

witness to it by his conduct. 

 
 

9. And, surely, he is 

passionate in his alove for 

wealth.  

 
 

10. Does not such a one know 

that when those in the graves 

are raised,3415 

 
 

11. And that which is hidden 

in the breasts is brought 

forth?3416 

 
 

12. Surely, their Lord will, on 

that day, be fully Aware of 

them.3417 

 

 

[ 

 
their horses. 

3414. Muslim warriors do not attack individuals or weak helpless women, 
children and old men; they attack in a body the whole enemy force and 
penetrate far into the heart of their ranks. 

3415. There seems to be no life left in the disbelievers. They are lying dead 
in their graves—their houses. But soon they will rise in opposition to Islam 
and will march many miles to attack the Holy Prophet in Medina. 

3416. The evil designs of the enemies of Islam will come to light. 
3417. God is Well-Aware of their evil designs and He will punish them for 

their evil deeds. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a89:21. 
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CHAPTER 101 

AL-QARI‘AH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed early at Mecca. All Commentators of the 
Qur’an agree on this point. Noldeke and Muir, too, subscribe to this view. 
Like Surah Az-Zilzal it primarily gives a brief but lucid description of the 
tremendous convulsions and catastrophic upheavals that would shake the 
foundations of the world in the Latter Days; the immediately preceding Surah 
having dealt with the great fight that the Companions of the Holy Prophet had 
put up against the forces of darkness. The Surah equally may apply to the Day 
of Judgment greater than which there could be no calamity for disbelievers. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. The Great Calamity!  
 

3. What3418 is the Great 

Calamity? 

 
 

4. And what should make thee 

know what the Great 

Calamity3419 is? 

 
 

5. The day when men will be 

like scattered moths,  

 

 

6. And the mountains will be 

like carded wool.3420 

 

 

7. Then, as for him bwhose 

scales are heavy,3421 

 
 

 
3418. Whereas the particle al added to Qari‘ah has particularized the 

calamity and heightened its dreadfulness, the addition of the particle ma (what) 
makes it all the more severe and destructive. 

3419. The calamity would be so catastrophic that it is impossible to 
conceive of its dreadfulness, much less to describe it in words. See also 69:2-5 
where an identical expression to produce an analogous effect has been used. 
Qari‘ah, besides a great calamity, signifies punishment that comes suddenly. 

3420. Because it is beyond human mind to conceive of the dreadfulness of 
that calamity, a few only of its horrible effects have been pointed out. This 
and the next verse give some idea of the confusion and distress it will cause. 
The terrific and cataclysmic happening will scatter the people like flakes of 
carded wool and they will find refuge nowhere. 

3421. When used in relation to an individual, Mawazin means his works; 
but when used in relation to a nation it signifies, its material means and 
resources. According to the present-day terminology of war, 'tonnage' seems 
to be an appropriate rendering of the word. In the latter sense the verse would 
mean that a nation, whose material resources are great or whose tonnage of 
steamships or aeroplanes is heavy, will predominate over its adversaries, and 
 

a1:1. b7:9; 23:103. 
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8. He will have a pleasant life.  
 

9. But as for him awhose 

scales are light, 

 
 

10. Hell will be a nursing 

mother3422 to him. 

 
 

11. And what should make 

thee know what that is?  

 
 

12. It is a blazing Fire.  
 

 

 
this fact will add to its prestige and power and consequently to its happiness. 

3422. The connection of the sinful people with Hell will be like that of a 
baby with its mother. Just as the embryo goes through various stages of 
development in the womb till it is born in the form of a full-fledged human 
being, so will the guilty people pass through different stages of spiritual 
torture, till their souls are completely cleansed of the taint of sin and they 
receive a new birth. Thus, the punishment of Hell is intended to make the 
wicked repent of their sins and to reform themselves. According to Islamic 
concept Hell is a penitentiary. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a7:10; 23:104. 
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CHAPTER 102 
AT-TAKATHUR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

By common consent it is one of the earliest Chapters which were 
revealed at Mecca. In the preceding Chapters mention was made of the 
punishment that was to overtake disbelievers in the Holy Prophet’s own time 
and in the subsequent long career of Islam, including the age of his Second 
Advent. The present Surah deals with the factors which engender in man an 
inclination to, or a liking for, disbelief and which divert his attention away 
from God. It deals with a very common but very deadly spiritual malady viz. 
vying with one another in amassing worldly goods and taking pride in their 
abundance. The Holy Prophet is reported to have said that the Surah was 
equal in weight and worth a thousand verses (Baihaqi & Dailami), thus 
stressing its great importance. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Mutual rivalry in seeking 

increase in worldly 

possessions diverts you3423 

from God, 

 
 

3. Till you reach the graves.  
 

4. Nay! you will soon come to 

know the Truth. 

 
 

5. Nay again! you will soon 

come to know.3424 

 
 

6. Nay! if you only knew with 

certain knowledge;  

 
 

7. You will, surely, see 

Hell3425 in this very life. 

 
 

8. Aye, you will, surely, see it 

with the eye of certainty 

 
 

 
3423. Acquisitiveness and man’s inordinate desire to outstrip others in 

wealth, position and prestige lie at the root of all human troubles and of the 
neglect of higher values of life. It is man’s great misfortune that his passion 
for acquiring worldly things knows no limit and leaves him no time to think of 
God or the Hereafter. He remains entirely engrossed in these things till death 
comes upon him, and then he finds that he had wasted his precious life in idle 
pursuits. 

3424. Repetition of the verse is intended to add emphasis to and render 
more effective the warning contained in the Surah. Or, the Surah may refer to 
the nemesis that will come in the wake of blind engrossment by man in the 
acquisition of worldly things in this life. 

3425. Had man used common sense and what little amount of knowledge 
he possesses, then, surely, he would have seen a veritable Hell yawning before 
his eyes in this very life, i.e. he would have realized that his engrossment in 
the pursuit of pomp, circumstance and the material advantages of this 
temporary existence causes his total moral ruin. 

a1:1. 
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Hereafter.3426 

9. Then, on that day you shall 

be called to account for the 

favours bestowed upon you.  

 

 

 

 
3426. Verses 5-8 leave no doubt as to the commencement of a hellish life in 

this very world. The Hell of next life is prepared in this life, hidden from the 
human eye, but can be recognised with the knowledge of certainty by those 
who reflect upon it. These verses describe three stages of certainty of human 
knowledge with regard to Hell, viz. ‘Ilmul-Yaqin or certainty by inference; 
‘Ainul-Yaqin or certainty by sight and Haqqul-Yaqin or certainty by 
realization. The certainty of knowledge can be had in this very life by 
inference by those who reflect upon the nature of evil, but after death man will 
see Hell with his own eyes, while on the Day of Resurrection he shall have a 
full realization of the truth of certainty by actually entering into Hell. 
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CHAPTER 103 
AL-‘ASR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

By general agreement the Surah was revealed in the early years of the 
Call. Western writers, besides Muslim Commentators of the Qur’an, assign it 
to that period. The preceding Surah had dealt with man’s strong passion for 
amassing wealth and worldly goods, and with its evil consequences. In the 
present Surah we are told that a purposeless life, having no good ideals to 
pursue goes waste; and that material progress and prosperity cannot save a 
people if they do not possess faith and do not lead clean and pure lives. This is 
the unfailing testimony of Time. Drunk with their great material resources and 
power, prestige and prosperity, disbelievers, especially the Western Christian 
nations, labour under the misconception that these things will never see 
decline or diminution. On the other hand, Muslims seem to have despaired of 
their future. The Surah relates particularly to the present time. It may, 
however, be taken to relate also to the Holy Prophet’s own time, since by Al-
‘Asr is meant his time also. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. By the Time,3427  
 

3. Surely, man3428 is ever in a 

state of bloss,3429 

 

 

4. Except those who believe 

and do righteous deeds, and 
cexhort one another to preach 

Truth, and exhort3430 one 

another to be steadfast.  

 

 

 

 
3427. ‘Asr means, time; history; succession of ages; the afternoon; or the 

evening. Al-‘Asran means, the night and the day; the morning and the evening 
(Lane). 

3428. Al-Insan, (man) here signifies man as mentioned in 17:12; 18:55; 
36:78; and 70:20, viz. the hasty, the contentious man, or the man who opposes 
Divine Messengers. 

3429. It is History’s infallible testimony that those individuals or nations, 
who do not make proper use of the opportunities that come to them in life, and 
who defy the eternal natural laws which determine human destiny, inevitably 
come to grief. It is such individuals and nations who are the losers in the race 
against Time and it is to these that the word Al-Insan in the Surah particularly 
refers. Divine laws cannot be defied with impunity. 

3430. In this Surah and at several other places in the Qur’an, believers have 
been enjoined not only to adopt right and good principles and right ideals 
themselves but also to preach them to others and thus to help in the creation of 
a healthy atmosphere around them. They are further enjoined not to be 
discouraged or dismayed by opposition or persecution they might have to face 
in the discharge of their very difficult task but to bear it with patience and 
fortitude. Thus, the Surah in one brief verse has laid down rules of conduct by 
observing which one can lead a happy, contented, prosperous and progressive 
life. 

 
 
 
 

a1:1. b10:46. c90:18. 
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CHAPTER 104 
AL-HUMAZAH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. It was, in fact, among the 
earliest Surahs to have been revealed. There is complete unanimity of opinion 
among the Commentators of the Qur’an on this point, and Western 
Orientalists also agree with this view. In Surah At-Takathur a warning was 
held out that unhealthy competition in amassing wealth and taking pride in it, 
is calculated to divert man’s attention from God and true values of life; and in 
Surah Al-‘Asr it was stated that only by adopting noble ideals and righteous 
conduct can man save himself from a life of "loss." In this Surah mention is 
made of the dreadful end of those disbelievers who, instead of spending their 
hoarded wealth in promoting good causes, indulge in finding fault with and in 
slandering good and righteous believers. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bWoe to every back-

biter,3431 slanderer, 

 
 

3. Who amasses wealth and 
ccounts it over and over.3432 

 
 

4. He thinks that his wealth 

will make him immortal.3433 

 
 

5. Nay! he shall, surely, be 

cast into the crushing 

torment.3434 

 
 

6. And what should make thee 

know what the crushing 

torment3434A is? 

 
 

 
3431. Humazah means, one who finds fault with others behind their backs 

and Lumazah is he who finds fault with them behind their backs or before 
their eyes (Aqrab). As against two basic good qualities—goodness and 
patience mentioned in the preceding Surah, two bad qualities which cut at the 
root of all social peace and harmony have been mentioned in this Surah. 
Backbiting and slander-mongering are the two main evils from which the so-
called civilized society badly suffers today. 

3432. The verse constitutes a sad commentary on man’s passion for worldly 
riches. Worship of Mammon is the bane of the materialistic civilization of the day. 

3433. The ill-fated miser goes on earning wealth by all sorts of means, 
good or bad, and amassing and hoarding it, taking pride in it and refraining 
from spending it on good causes, thinking that this will immortalize him, will 
rescue his name from oblivion and will render his prosperity abiding. But he 
labours under a serious misconception. 

3434. There could be no greater humiliation or mental agony for a person 
than that he should see that the cause against which he had fought tooth and 
nail and which he had tried with might and main to crush, was progressing 
and prospering before his very eyes. It is this sense of burning anguish of the 
heart which the leaders of the Quraish felt when they saw the tender plant of 
Islam growing into a mighty tree before their very eyes. 

3434A. The Arabs say, Hatamat-hus-Sinnu, i.e. old age broke him (Lane). 

a1:1. b49:13; 68:12. c9:34; 89:21. 
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7. It is Allah’s kindled fire,  
 

8. Which rises over the hearts.  
 

9. It will be aclosed3435 in on 

them,  

 
 

10. In outstretched columns.3435A 
 

 

 
3435. The intensity of the heat of enclosed fire becomes increased manifold. 
3435A. The "outstretched columns" are bad habits, evil customs and usages 

which would not let disbelievers conform their lives to beneficent standards 
and values. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a90:21. 
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CHAPTER 105 
AL-FIL 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

The Surah was revealed very early at Mecca. Its title is taken from the 
expression Ashabul-Fil (Owners of the Elephant), occurring in the 2nd verse; 
Abrahah’s army was so called because there were one or more elephants in it. 
The Surah refers to the invasion of Mecca by Abrahah Ashram—the viceroy 
in Yemen of the Christian King of Abyssinia—who came with the intention of 
destroying the Ka‘bah. In order to curry favour with the Negus, the King of 
Abyssinia, and to break the national unity of the Arabs, or, as tradition goes, 
to stem the apprehended tide of Arab nationalism under a great Prophet whose 
appearance was eagerly awaited and was expected to take place very soon, 
and in order also to divert the attention of the Arabs from the Ka‘bah and to 
preach and disseminate Christianity in Arabia, Abrahah built a church at 
San‘a’, capital of Yemen. When, however, he failed to cajole or coerce the 
Arabs into accepting the church at San‘a’ in place of the Ka‘bah as their 
central place of worship, he was stung with rage; and being intoxicated with 
great military power, he marched on Mecca with an army of 20,000 strong, in 
order to raze the Ka‘bah to the ground. Arriving at a place, a few miles from 
Mecca, he sent for the leaders of the Quraish in order to negotiate with them 
about the fate of the Ka‘bah. The Quraish deputation, led by the venerable 
‘Abdul-Muttalib, grandfather of the Holy Prophet, met Abrahah who treated 
him with great honour. But to Abrahah’s great surprise and contempt, ‘Abdul-
Muttalib, instead of beseeching that the Ka‘bah be spared, only requested that 
his two hundred camels, which Abrahah’s men had seized, be restored. 
‘Abdul-Muttalib, on being told by Abrahah that he had not expected such a 
paltry request from him when he had come to destroy their holy House of 
Worship, poured out the anguish of his heart and expressed his firm faith in 
the invulnerability of the Ka‘bah in the words: "I am the master of the camels 
and the Ka‘bah has a Master of its own Who will protect it" (Al-Kamil, vol. I). 
Naturally, the negotiations broke down, and finding that they were too weak 
to offer effective resistance to Abrahah, ‘Abdul-Muttalib advised his 
compatriots to repair to the surrounding hills. Before leaving the city, ‘Abdul-
Muttalib, holding the skirts of the Ka‘bah, prayed to God in words, full of 
extreme pathos, of which the rendering in English is something like this: 'Just 
as a man protects his house and property from plunder, so do Thou, O Lord, 
defend Thine own House and suffer not the Cross to triumph over the Ka‘bah' 
(Al-Kamil & Muir). Abrahah’s army had hardly moved when Divine scourge 
overtook them. 'A pestilential distemper,' says Muir, 'had shown itself in the 
camp of Abrahah. It broke out with deadly pustules and blains which was 
probably an aggravated form of smallpox. In confusion and dismay his army 
commenced retreat. Abandoned by their guides, they perished among the 
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valleys, and a flood swept multitudes into the sea. Scarcely any one recovered 
who had once been smitten by it. And Abrahah himself, a mass of malignant 
and putrid sores, died miserably on his return to San‘a’.' It is particularly to 
this incident that the Surah refers. The fact that the disease which destroyed 
Abrahah’s army was smallpox in a virulently epidemic form is supported by 
the great historian Ibn-e-Ishaq. He quotes ‘A’ishah, the Holy Prophet’s very 
noble and talented wife, as saying that she saw two blind beggars in Mecca 
and on enquiring who they were, she was told that they were the drivers of 
Abrahah’s elephants (Manthur). 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Knowest thou not how thy 

Lord dealt with the Owners of 

the Elephant?3436 

 

 

3. Did He not cause btheir 

design to miscarry? 

 

 

4. And He sent against them 

swarms of birds,3437 

 
 

5. Which ate their dead 

bodies, striking them against 

stones of clay.3438 

 

 

6. And thus made them like 

broken straw, eaten up.  

 
 

 

 
3436. Abrahah, the viceroy in Yemen of the Negus, marched on Mecca 

with a large army in 570 A.D., the year of the Holy Prophet’s birth, in order to 
destroy the Ka‘bah. He had a number of elephants with him. A plague or 
epidemic of the nature of smallpox, completely destroyed his army and their 
rotting bodies were eaten up by swarms of birds. See Introduction to the Surah. 

3437. According to some authorities Ababil is the plural of Ibbaul which 
means, a separate or distinct portion of a number of birds or horses or camels 
following one another. The words, Tairan Ababil, means, birds in separate 
flocks or bevies, or birds in companies from this or that quarter, or following 
one another, flock after flock (Lane). 

3438. Swarms of birds feasted themselves upon dead bodies of the invaders, 
striking the severed pieces against stones, as birds generally do when eating 
the small and severed pieces of the dead body of an animal; the particle ba 
meaning ‘ala, i.e. upon or against (Lane). 

 

 

 
 
 
 

a1:1. b27:51, 52. 
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CHAPTER 106 

QURAISH 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah, like the preceding one, was revealed at Mecca in the early 
years of the Call. Though an independent Surah, complete in all respects, its 
subject-matter is so closely related to Surah Al-Fil that it has been wrongly 
regarded by some Commentators as its component part. In Surah Al-Fil a 
brief but graphic and forceful description was given of the utter annihilation of 
Abrahah’s army (who had come to destroy the Ka‘bah) by a heavenly scourge 
which took the form of a virulent variety of smallpox. In the present Surah 
God reminds the Quraish that it behoved them to worship 'the Lord of the 
House'—the House to serve which they were granted security from fear and 
hunger. In the preceding Surah mention was made of an enemy of the Ka‘bah 
and of the Divine punishment that overtook him for his audacity to launch an 
attack on it. In this Surah it is stated, how in the utterly bleak and arid valley 
of Mecca God provided the custodians of this House with every kind of food 
and made them secure against fear and danger. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Thy Lord destroyed the 

Owners of the Elephant in 

order to attach3439 the hearts 

of the Quraish3440— 

 

 

3. To make them attached to 

their journeys3441 in winter 

and summer.— 

 
 

 
3439. Ilaf, being noun-infinitive from Alafa, means, sticking or making one 

stick to a thing; loving and making one love a person or thing; providing a 
person with a thing; a covenant or an obligation involving responsibility for 
safety; protection (Lane). 

3440. The word Quraish being derived from the root-word Qarasha which 
means, he collected it from here and there and attached one part of it to 
another (Aqrab), the Quraish tribe were so called because one of their 
ancestors, Qusayy ibn Kilab bin Nadr, had prevailed upon them to migrate 
from all parts of Arabia where they had lived a nomadic life, and to settle in 
Mecca. Of Banu Kananah, only the progeny of Nadr settled in Mecca and as 
they were a small group, they were called Quraish which means, a small 
group gathered from here and there. 

3441. As lam is a particle and in Arabic a new sentence never begins with a 
particle, a sentence or clause or expression, therefore, must be taken as 
understood before this verse. The verse prefixed by the understood expression 
may read something like this: 'Dost thou wonder, O Muhammad, at God’s 
great favour upon the Quraish that He has created in their hearts love for 
journey in winter and summer.' The Divine favour consisted in the fact that by 
taking trade caravans in winter to Yemen and in summer to Syria and 
Palestine, the Quraish brought necessities of life to Mecca. By this trading 
activity, they developed a certain prestige, added to the prosperity of their 
town and also became acquainted with the prophecies about the appearance of 
a great Prophet in Arabia by coming into contact with the Jews of Yemen and 
the Christians of Syria who knew those prophecies. The Quraish were so 
rooted in the soil and had such great attachment for the Ka‘bah that they 
would rather starve than leave it even temporarily. It was by the exhortation of 
Hashim, the Holy Prophet’s great grandfather, that they took to this calling. 
Thus it constituted a great Divine favour upon them that by their journeys to 
these places they, besides other advantages accruing from these journeys, 
 

a1:1. 
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4. So they should worship the 

Lord of athis House,  

 
 

5. Who has fed them against 

hunger, and has given them 

security against fear.3442 

 

 
 

 
were being prepared to accept the Holy Prophet whose appearance was 
expected to take place very soon. There is another explanation of the verses 
which fits in, perhaps more appropriately, with the context. The explanation is 
something like this: 'O Muhammad! thy Lord destroyed the Owners of the 
Elephant in order to attach the hearts of the Quraish to their journeying freely 
in winter and summer, which constituted a great Divine favour upon them.' It 
seems to be very plausible because if Abrahah had not been destroyed, the 
Quraish would not have loved journeying to these places and their journeys 
would not have been safe. The destruction of Abrahah thus, besides opening 
the way for trade-journeys for the Quraish, made the Ka‘bah all the more 
sacred in the eyes of the Arabs for whom it was already a place of pilgrimage. 
This in turn, gave added impetus to the trade of the Quraish. The verse may 
also mean, 'Thy Lord destroyed the Owners of the Elephant for the protection 
of the Quraish.' 

3442. The Quraish were granted security from fear, while all around them 
raged fear and insecurity. Besides, they were provided, round the year, with 
every kind of fruit and food. All this was not due to mere chance. It was in 
pursuance of a Divine plan and in fulfilment of a prophecy made by the 
Patriarch Abrahahm 2500 years ago (2:127, 130 & 14:36, 38). The verse 
drives home to the disbelieving Quraish their guilt of ingratitude by telling 
them that they had taken to the worship of gods made of wood and stone in 
preference to the Gracious and Merciful God Who had bestowed great favours 
upon them and had granted them security against fear and hunger. 
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CHAPTER 107 
AL-MA‘UN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah is among those Chapters which were revealed very early at 
Mecca. In the preceding Surah the Quraish were told that God had granted 
them peace and security from danger and had provided them with all 
necessities of life, purely out of His special grace and mercy and not due to 
any effort on their part or because they deserved these favours. They were told, 
therefore, that as an act of gratitude they should have rendered sincere and 
devoted service to their Gracious Creator. Instead, they became engrossed in 
the pursuit of worldly affairs and took to idol-worship. In this Surah it is 
stated that love of the world caused nations to lose faith in the Hereafter and 
to consign God to oblivion. It also deals with the two basic principles of Islam 
whose neglect constitutes denial of Religion itself—worship of God and 
service of fellow human beings. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Hast thou seen him who 

denies the bjudgment?3443 

 
 

3. That is he who drives away 

the orphan,3444 

 
 

4. And curges not the feeding 

of the poor.  

 

 

5. So woe to those who 

pray,3445 

 
 

6. But are unmindful of their 

Prayer. 

 
 

7. They like only dto be 

seen3446 of men, 

 
 

8. And withhold legal 

alms.3447 

 
 

 

 
3443. He, indeed, is a very bad man who has no faith in Divine reckoning, 

or who does not believe in Religion which is the source and basis of all morals. 
3444. This and the next verse speak of two very deadly social ills which, if 

not scrupulously guarded against, are calculated to bring about the total 
decline and disintegration of a community. The failure to take proper care of 
the orphans kills in a people the spirit of sacrifice; and neglect of the poor and 
the needy deprives a useful section of the community of all initiative and the 
will to improve their lot. 

3445. Prayer represents the duties and obligations we owe to God, and the 
Prayers of those hypocritical Pharisees, who do not discharge the obligations 
they owe to God’s creatures, are a body without soul, a shell without 
substance. 

3446. The hypocritical Pharisees make only a show of soulless acts of 
goodness and charity. 

3447. Al-Ma‘un means, small household articles of common use, such as 
axe, cooking pot, etc.; an act of kindness; any useful thing; Zakat (Aqrab). 

 

 

a1:1. b82:10. c69:35; 89:19. d4:143. 
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CHAPTER 108 
AL-KAUTHAR 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

Being one of the earliest revelations the Surah constitutes a strong 
proof of the Qur’an being the revealed Word of God, and also of the serial 
arrangement of its Chapters as having been adopted under Divine direction. 
For, while the Surah was revealed very early at Mecca, sometime in the first 
four years of the Call, it has been placed almost at the end of the Qur’an. The 
order in which the Qur’an exists today is different from the order in which it 
was revealed. It is, indeed, a miracle of the Qur’an that the order in which the 
various Chapters were revealed was best suited to the needs of the period 
during which they were revealed, but they were arranged as its component 
parts in the order which was best suited to human needs for all time to come. 
The promise contained in this Surah was made at a time when the Holy 
Prophet was hardly known outside Mecca and his claim that he was the last 
Deliverer of humanity was looked upon by his compatriots as unworthy even 
of serious consideration. The promise was in emphatic terms. The words, 'We 
have bestowed upon thee abundance of good,' show that the promised good 
had already been given to the Holy Prophet. It was in the fitness of things that, 
in order to prove the Divine origin of the Qur’an, the Surah should have been 
revealed at a time when, humanly speaking, there was hardly any possibility 
of the fulfilment of the promise and should have been placed at its end when 
the promise had already been fulfilled. 

The connection of the Surah with the preceding one consists in the fact 
that whereas in that Surah some prominent moral sins of the hypocrites were 
mentioned, in this Surah some corresponding virtues of the righteous 
believers have been referred to, viz. generosity, observance of daily Prayers, 
devotion to God, and willingness to make sacrifice for national causes. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Surely, We have bbestowed 

upon thee abundance of 

good;3448 

 
 

3. So pray to thy Lord, and 

offer sacrifice.  

 

 

4. Surely, it is thy enemy 
cwho shall be without 

issue.3449 

 

 

 
3448. Kauthar among other things means, abundance of good. It also 

means, a person possessing much good and one who gives much and often 
(Mufradat & Jarir). The Surah refers to the Holy Prophet as one upon whom 
God had bestowed abundant good. It was revealed at a time when the Holy 
Prophet did not possess anything and had nothing to give. He was then a very 
poor man and his claim to Prophethood was looked upon with contempt and 
as unworthy of serious consideration. For years after the Surah had been 
revealed he was mocked and jeered at, opposed and persecuted and at last he 
had to leave his native town as a fugitive, a price having been laid on his head. 
For several years at Medina, too, his life was in constant peril and his enemies 
were eagerly waiting to see (humanly speaking quite justifiably) the tragic and 
early end of Islam. Then towards the end of his life abundance of good in 
every shape and form began to pour down upon him like a cataract, and the 
promise contained in the Surah was literally fulfilled. The "outlaw" of Mecca 
became the arbiter of the destinies of the whole of Arabia, and the unlettered 
son of the desert proved to be the eternal Teacher for all mankind. God gave 
him a Book which is humanity’s infallible guide for all time to come and by 
imbibing Divine attributes he rose to such a high degree of nearness to his 
Creator as is possible for any human being to attain. He was blessed with a 
company of devoted followers whose loyalty and devotion have never been 
equaled; and when the Call came to him from his Creator to leave the world 
he was satisfied that he had fully discharged the sacred task entrusted to him. 
In short, all manner of good, material and moral, was bestowed upon the Holy 
Prophet in full measure. He, therefore, eminently deserved to be called, 'the 
most successful of all Prophets' (Enc. Brit.). 

3449. It is very significant that in this verse enemies of the Holy Prophet 
have been emphatically referred to as Abtar (having no male issue), while the 
 

a1:1. b93:6. c111:2. 
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historical fact is that all the sons of the Holy Prophet himself born before and 
after the revelation of this Surah died and he left no male issue after him. This 
shows that the word Abtar here only means, 'one deprived of spiritual issues 
and not of sons commonly so called.' In fact, it was God’s own design that the 
Holy Prophet should have left no male issue as he was destined to be the 
spiritual father of a multitude of sons in all ages to the end of time—sons who 
were to be far more faithful, obedient and loving than the physical sons of any 
father. Thus, it was not the Holy Prophet but his enemies who died issueless, 
since by joining the fold of Islam their sons had become the spiritual sons of 
the Holy Prophet, and they felt a sense of shame and humiliation at their 
pedigree being attributed to their own fathers. 
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CHAPTER 109 

AL-KAFIRUN 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

It is generally agreed that this Surah was revealed at Mecca. Hasan, 
‘Ikrimah and Ibn-e-Mas‘ud are of this opinion. Noldeke places it in the 
beginning of the fourth year of the Call. The Surah has a deep connection with 
Surah Al-Kauthar. In that Surah it was stated that spiritual and material 
blessings will be bestowed upon the Holy Prophet such as have no parallel or 
precedent in human history. In this Surah, however, those disbelievers, against 
whom a Divine decree had gone forth that they would not accept Islam, are 
warned that when after having seen such manifest Signs in support of the 
Holy Prophet they had refused to accept him, how could they expect Muslims 
to give up their Faith and accept their foolish and fantastic beliefs? He is 
reported to have said that Surah Ikhlas 112th Surah was equal to 1/3 of the 
Qur’an, and this Surah to 1/4 of it, and whosoever would frequently recite 
these two Surahs and give serious thought to their subject-matter would 
command great respect and prestige (Ibn-e-Mardawaih), meaning that as 
Surah Ikhlas deals with a basic principle of Islam—Divine Unity—and as in 
the present Surah believers are enjoined courageously to stick to their Faith in 
an hostile environment and under adverse circumstances, so he, who will 
comprehend and realize the significance and importance of these two chapters, 
will necessarily command great respect. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Say,3450 ‘O ye3451 disbeli-

evers!3452 

 
 

3. ‘I worship not as you 

worship, 

 
 

4. ‘Nor do you worship as I 

worship.  

 
 

5. ‘Nor do I worship those 

that you worship, 

 
 

6. ‘Nor do you worship 

Him3453 Whom I worship. 

 

 

 
3450. The Divine command, expressed by the word Qul, applies to every 

Muslim. Besides the present Surah, the word is placed at the beginning of 
Chapters 72, 112, 113 and 114, and is used in about 306 verses of the Qur’an; 
and wherever it is used it emphasizes the importance of the subject-matter 
governed by it. Thus believers are enjoined to proclaim loudly and repeatedly, 
and to convey to disbelievers in clear and definite terms, the great principles 
of Islam enunciated and emphasized in this Surah. 

3451. The expression "O ye" is intended to draw pointed attention to the 
subject-matter of the Surah and to emphasize its importance. The expression 
has frequently been used in the Qur’an to serve this purpose. 

3452. "The disbelievers" may refer to those confirmed disbelievers who, by 
their persistent and defiant rejection of the Truth, rule out all possibility of 
accepting it, and disbelief becomes, as it were, part of their being. 

3453. Various explanations have been given of the present and the 
preceding three verses by the Commentators. Some say that as the pagan 
Meccans had put their question in two forms, therefore, two forms have been 
adopted in answer to their question. Others say that the repetition is for the 
sake of emphasis. Yet some others like Zajjaj are of the opinion that the first 
two sentences signify denial of worship in the present time and the last two 
sentences denial of it in the future. As against this Zamakhshari says that the 
first two sentences stand for denial of worship in future while the last two for 
that in the past. Be that as it may, when the particle la (no; not) governs an 
aorist, it signifies the future tense. According to this use of the particle the 
expression la A‘budu would mean: 'I will never worship.' 
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7. ‘For you your religion, and 

for me my religion.’3454  

 

 
 

 
The particle ma is used in two forms. As Masdariyyah it transforms into 

infinitive the verb which it governs and as Mausulah it means Alladhi (that 
which). Sometimes it is also used for rational beings and means "he who." Ma 
may be taken as Masdariyyah in the former two verses and as Mausulah in the 
latter two, and the four verses would be interpreted something like this: 'I will 
never adopt your mode or manner of worship, nor will you adopt the manner 
in which I worship. And I shall not worship those things (idols) or rational or 
irrational beings whom you worship, nor will you worship Him (Allah) Whom 
I worship.' 

3454. The verse signifies that as there is absolutely no meeting ground 
between the believers’ way of life and that of the disbelievers and as they are 
in complete disagreement not only with regard to the basic concepts of 
Religion but also with regard to its details and other aspects, therefore, there 
can possibly be no compromise between the two. 
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CHAPTER 110 
AN-NASR 

(Revealed at Mecca after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This is a Medinite Surah in the sense that it was revealed after Hijrah 
in the Medinite period, but is a Meccan Surah in the sense that it was revealed 
at Mecca on the occasion of the Last Pilgrimage, only about 70 or 80 days 
before the Holy Prophet’s death. All relevant historical data, coupled with 
reliable traditions and supported by such eminent authority as ‘Abdullah bin 
‘Umar, one of the very early and distinguished Companions of the Holy 
Prophet, have assigned this date to its revelation. This was the last whole 
Surah to be revealed, though the last verse with which the Quranic revelation 
came to an end was the 4th verse of Surah Al-Ma’idah. In the preceding 
Surah, disbelievers were plainly told that as their outlook on life, their ideals 
and principles, their religious practices and mode and manner of worship were 
quite different from those of believers, there was absolutely no possibility of a 
compromise between the two. They shall reap the consequences of their deeds 
while the Muslims will enjoy the fruits of their labour. In the present Surah 
believers are told that the victory promised to them has already come and 
people have begun to join the fold of Islam in large numbers. Therefore, they, 
particularly the Holy Prophet, should give thanks to his Lord, extol His praises 
and seek protection from Him against the shortcomings and moral weaknesses 
that generally find their way into a new Movement at a time when large 
groups of people join its fold, because, in view of the vast number of new 
converts and owing to lack of adequate number of experienced teachers to 
teach them the essentials of the new Movement, they fail to comprehend and 
assimilate properly its teachings and imbibe its spirit. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. When the help of Allah 

comes and the Victory,3455 

 
 

3. And thou seest men 

entering the religion of Allah 

in troops,  

 

 

4. bGlorify thy Lord with His 

praise3456 and seek His 

forgiveness.3457 Surely He is 

Oft-returning with mercy. 

 

 
 

 
3455. The promised victory. 
3456. The Holy Prophet is here enjoined that since God’s promise has been 

fulfilled and large masses of people have begun to enter the fold of Islam, he 
should give thanks to his Lord for fulfilling His promise and should sing His 
praises. 

3457. The Holy Prophet is here told that since victory has come to him and 
Islam has become predominant in the land and his erstwhile enemies have 
become his devoted followers, he should pray to God to forgive them the 
grave wrongs they had done to him in the past. This seems to be the meaning 
and significance of the injunction to the Holy Prophet to seek God’s 
forgiveness. Or, the meaning is that the Holy Prophet is enjoined to ask God’s 
protection against the weaknesses and shortcomings that might find their way 
into the Muslim Community on account of lack of adequate training or 
education of the new converts. It is very significant that wherever in the 
Qur’an mention is made of victory or some other great success coming to the 
Holy Prophet, he is told to ask God’s forgiveness and to seek His protection. 
This clearly shows that in the present verse also he is enjoined to ask God’s 
forgiveness and seek His protection not for himself but for others, i.e. he is 
enjoined to pray that whenever there was any danger of his followers 
deviating from Islamic principles or precepts, God may save them from such a 
crisis. Thus there is no question here of the Holy Prophet’s asking forgiveness 
for any of his own actions. According to the Qur’an he enjoyed complete 
immunity from every moral lapse or deviation from the right course. See also 
2612 and 2765. 

a1:1. b15:99; 20:131; 50:40. 
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CHAPTER 111 
AL-LAHAB 

(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

There is complete unanimity of opinion among Muslim scholars and 
Commentators of the Qur’an that this Surah was revealed at Mecca during the 
early years of the Call. Noldeke and Muir also subscribe to this view. Some 
scholars, however, are of the opinion that the Surah was the fifth to be 
revealed, the four Surahs Al-‘Alaq, Al-Qalam, Al-Muzzammil and Al-
Muddaththir preceding it. It seems to deal with the people having red-faces 
and fiery tempers; hence its title. In Surah Al-Kauthar the Holy Prophet was 
given a twofold promise about the great and rapid increase of his followers 
and about the failure of the machinations of his enemies against Islam. In the 
immediately preceding Surah—An-Nasr——reference was made to the first 
part of the promise, the present Surah refers to its second part. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. bPerish the two hands of 

Abu Lahab,3458 and perish he! 

 

 

3. cHis wealth and what he has 

earned3459 shall avail him 

naught,  

 
 

4. Soon shall he burn in a 

flaming fire;3460 

 

 

 
3458. Abu Lahab (Father of Flame) was the nickname of ‘Abdul-‘Uzza, the 

Holy Prophet’s uncle and his inveterate enemy and persecutor. He was so 
called either because his complexion and hair were ruddy or also because he 
had a fiery temper. The Surah recalls an incident during the early preaching of 
the Holy Prophet. On being commanded by God to call together his relatives 
and to deliver to them the Divine Message, the Holy Prophet, one day, stood 
on mount Safa and called the different Meccan tribes by name—the tribes of 
Luwayy, Murrah, Kilab and Qusayy—and his near relatives, and told them 
that he was God’s Messenger, and that if they did not accept his Message and 
did not give up their evil ways, Divine punishment would overtake them. The 
Holy Prophet had hardly finished his speech, when Abu Lahab stood up and 
said, 'Ruin seize thee, is it for this that thou hast called us together' (Bukhari)? 
The nickname 'Father of Flame' may either refer particularly to Abu Lahab or 
to any hot-tempered enemy of Islam or better still it may apply to Western 
nations of the Latter Days who own and control atomic and nuclear 
weapons—one group of them repudiating God altogether and the other 
denying Divine Unity, but both being equally opposed to Islam. In this sense 
'the two hands' would mean these two groups, and the verse would signify that 
all endeavours and machinations of the enemies of Islam, particularly of the 
two groups of Western Powers and their satellites, would utterly fail and all 
their nefarious designs would recoil on their own heads; they would burn with 
rage at seeing Islam progressing and their own wealth, power and possessions 
perishing before their very eyes. 

3459. The words, 'his wealth', may mean, the wealth produced in their own 
countries, and 'what he has earned' may signify the riches they amass by 
exploiting weaker nations and despoiling them of their natural resources. 

3460. The expression, Abu Lahab, may also mean, one who invents things 
which produce fire and flames, or one who himself is consumed in the flames 
of fire. In the latter sense, the verse may be interpreted as predicting the 
 

a1:1. b108:4. c3:11; 58:18. 
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5. And his wife, too, bearer of 

slander,3461 

 
 

6. Round her neck shall be a 

halter of twisted palm-

fibre.3462 

 
 

 

 
destruction of the two major political Blocs of the Latter Days by their own 
fire-producing weapons, such as atom bombs and other nuclear weapons. The 
verse also shows that the day of reckoning for these nations is not far off. 

3461. The reference in the verse seems to be to Abu Lahab’s wife, Umm-e-
Jamil who strew the Holy Prophet’s path with thorns and would go about 
spreading calumnies against him; Hatab also meaning calumny (Lane). The 
verse may also apply to those people who spread calumnies and false 
accusations against Islam and the Holy Prophet. 

3462. Though apparently free, these nations will be so strongly tied to their 
respective political ideologies and systems that they will not be able to break 
away from them. Or, like Umm-e-Jamil, who is said to have become strangled 
by the very rope by which she carried fire-wood, these nations will perish by 
the very means by which they would seek to destroy others. 
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CHAPTER 112 

AL-IKHLAS 
(Revealed before Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

That this is one of the earliest Meccan Chapters is the view of Hasan, 
‘Ikrimah and above all Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, one of the earliest Companions of the 
Holy Prophet. But Ibn-e-‘Abbas, though much younger than Ibn-e-Mas‘ud, 
and regarded as one of the most learned of the Companions, thinks that the 
Surah was revealed at Medina. In view of these conflicting opinions of the 
two very respected Companions of the Holy Prophet, some Commentators of 
the Qur’an are inclined to think that the Surah was revealed twice, first at 
Mecca and then at Medina. Among Orientalists Muir places it among the 
earliest Meccan Chapters while Noldeke assigns it to the end of the first 
period—about the fourth year of the Call. In view of the importance of its 
subject-matter, the Surah has come to be known by several names, of which 
more important are: At-Tafrid; At-Tajrid; At-Tauhid; Al-Ikhlas; Al-Ma‘rifah; 
As-Samad; Al-Ahad; An-Nur, etc. Because it deals with the basic belief of 
Islam—Unity of God—the Surah has the distinction of being called by the 
Holy Prophet as the greatest of all the Quranic Surahs (Ma‘ani). ‘A’ishah is 
reported to have said that before going to bed the Holy Prophet used to recite 
this and the last two Chapters at least thrice (Dawud). The Surah is entitled 
Ikhlas, because its recitation and deliberation over its subject-matter is 
calculated to foster in the reader a deep attachment to God. What adds to its 
great importance is the fact that while Al-Fatihah is considered to be the 
resume of the whole of the Qur’an, the present Surah, together with the two 
following Chapters, repeats and rehearses the subject-matter of Al-Fatihah. It 
deals with the four principal transcendent Divine attributes while Surah Al-
Fatihah deals with the four main attributes of similitude. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful.  

 
 

2. Say,3463 ‘He3464 is 

Allah,3465 the bOne!3466 

 
 

3. ‘Allah, the Independent and 

Besought of all.3467 

 
 

 
3463. The word, Qul (say), here embodies a permanent command to 

Muslims to keep proclaiming, 'God is One.' 
3464. Huwa (He) used as Damirush-Sha’n and meaning, 'the truth is,' 

signifies that the truth is embedded in human nature that God is and that He is 
One and Alone. 

3465. Allah is a distinctive name used in the Qur’an for the Supreme Being. 
In the Arabic language the word is never used for any other thing or being. It 
is the substantive name of God, neither attributive nor descriptive. See also 3. 

3466. Ahad is an epithet applied to God alone and signifies, the One; the 
Sole; He Who has been and will ever be One and Alone; Who has no second 
to share in His Lordship nor in His Essence (Lane). Whereas Ahad signifies 
Oneness of God in His Person—the idea of a second being inconceivable—
Wahid signifies uniqueness of God in His attributes. Thus the expression, 
Allahu Wahidun, would signify that God is that Supreme Being Who is the 
Source and Fountainhead from Whom all creation had emanated; and Allahu 
Ahadun means that Allah is that Being Who is One and Alone in the sense 
that when we think of Him, the very idea that there is any other being or thing 
is absent from our minds. He is One and Alone in every sense. He is neither 
the starting link of any chain, nor its last link. Nothing is like Him, nor is He 
like anything else. This is Allah as conceived and presented by the Qur’an. 

3467. Samad means, one to whom recourse is had; or to whom obedience is 
rendered; without whom no affair is accomplished; a person or place above 
whom or which there is no one. As-Samad being a Divine attribute means, the 
Supreme Being to Whom recourse is had for the accomplishment of needs; 
Who is Independent of all and upon Whom all depend for their needs; Who 
will continue to exist for ever after all creation has ceased to exist; above 
Whom there is no one (Lane). In the preceding verse the claim was made that 
God is One, Alone, and Unique. The present verse substantiates that claim. It 
says that all things and beings depend upon God but He Himself is 
Independent and Besought of all. All have need of Him but He has need of 
none. He needed the help of no being or matter to create the universe. In fact, 
 

a1:1. b16:23; 22:35; 59:23. 
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4. a‘He begets not, nor is He 

begotten;3468 

 
 

5. b‘And there is none like 

unto Him.’3469 

 
 

 

 
nothing in the universe is complete in itself, not even the smallest atom. 
Nothing is self-subsisting; everything depends on some other thing for its 
existence. God alone is such a Being Who depends on no being or thing; He is 
above conception and conjecture. His attributes know no bound or limit. 

3468. The Divine attribute As-Samad (Independent and Besought of all) 
was mentioned in the previous verse to establish the claim that Allah is Ahad 
(One, Alone, Unique) and now in the present verse the Divine attribute 'He 
begets not, nor is He begotten' is mentioned to show that He is As-Samad (He 
is above need), because the presence of need in Him presupposes that He 
requires the assistance of someone without whom He cannot carry on His 
work, and who should continue His work after He is dead, inasmuch as all 
those beings that succeed, or are succeeded by, others are subject to death. 
Allah has succeeded no one and will be succeeded by no one. He is complete 
in all His attributes and is Eternal, Everlasting and Absolute. 

3469. This verse disposes of a possible doubt to which the previous verses 
might have given rise. Granted that Allah is One, Alone, Absolute and 
Independent of all, and granted that He neither begets nor is He begotten, but 
there might be in existence another being who, like Him, might also be 
possessing all the attributes He possesses. The verse removes this misgiving. 
It says that there is none like Allah. Human reason also demands that there 
should be only One Creator and Controller of the whole universe. The perfect 
order that pervades and permeates it leads to the inevitable result that one 
uniform law must govern it, and the unity and uniformity of the law and the 
design proves and proclaims the Unity of the Maker (21:23). Thus the Surah 
cuts at the root of all polytheistic beliefs that are to be found in one form or 
other in other Faiths—belief in two, three or more gods, or the belief that soul 
and matter coexist with Allah. This is the sublime definition of the Supreme 
Being as given in the Qur’an, and nothing in any other revealed Scripture 
touches even the fringes of the beauty, sublimity and majesty of this definition. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a17:112; 19:93; 25:3; 37:153. b42:12. 
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CHAPTER 113 
AL-FALAQ 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 
This and the next Surah are so closely linked together that though they 

are complete in themselves and independent of each other, yet the following 
Surah (An-Nas) may be regarded as complementary to the present Surah. The 
present Surah deals with one aspect of the same subject while the next Surah 
deals with the other. Both the Surahs together are called Mu‘awwidhatan 
meaning, 'the two that afford protection,' because both of them open with the 
expression, 'I seek refuge in the Lord.' There is a wide divergence of opinion 
among scholars regarding the time when these Surahs were revealed. Some 
scholars, including Ibn-e-‘Abbas and Qatadah, assign them to Medina, while 
according to Hasan, ‘Ikrimah, ‘Ata’ and Jabir, they were revealed at Mecca. 
Taking all relevant facts and historical data into consideration, the majority of 
Muslim scholars and Commentators are inclined to place them among the 
Meccan Surahs. 

Subject-Matter 
The connection of these two Surahs with Surah Al-Ikhlas consists in 

the fact that in Al-Ikhlas believers were enjoined to proclaim to the world that 
God is One and Unique, that He is far above anything or any person being a 
partner in His Divinity. In these two Surahs believers are told that they should 
not be afraid of any tyrant, dictator or ruler in the discharge of this sacred duty 
and should hold the firm belief that God is the Sole Director and Controller of 
the whole universe and that He has the power to protect His votaries from any 
harm or injury that the forces of darkness might seek to do them. Though 
constituting an integral part of the Qur’an these two Surahs may be regarded 
as forming a sort of epilogue to it. The main body of the Qur’an seems to end 
with Surah Al-Ikhlas, which recapitulates, as it were, in a nutshell, the basic 
Quranic principles; and in these two Surahs believers are enjoined to seek 
Divine protection against deviating from the right path and against the 
mischiefs and evils which might adversely affect their material well-being and 
spiritual development. The Holy Prophet used to recite them regularly before 
going to bed. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Say, ‘I seek refuge in bthe 

Lord of the dawn,3470 

 
 

3. ‘From the evil of that which 

He has created,  

 
 

4. ‘And from the evil of 

darkness3471 when it over-

spreads, 

 

 

5. ‘And from the evil of those 

who blow upon the knots3472 

of mutual relationships to undo 

them,1 

 
 

 
3470. Falaq meaning dawn; Hell; whole creation (Lane), a Muslim is 

enjoined to pray that (1)  when the night of darkness over Islam has passed 
away and the morning of its bright future dawns, its sun should continue to 
shine till it reaches the Meridian; (2)  that God might protect him from the 
hidden and manifest evil of all that He has created, including the evil 
influences of heredity, bad environment, defective education, etc. and (3)  that 
God should save him from the torments of hell in this life and in the Hereafter. 

3471. The verse may refer to the evils of the time when the light of Truth 
becomes extinguished and the darkness of sin and iniquity spreads over the 
entire face of the earth. Or, it may refer to the evils of the time when one is 
overwhelmed by distress and privation, and it is darkness all around him and 
the last ray of hope disappears. 

3472. The reference in the verse seems to be to those whisperers of evil 
suggestions who cause solemn contracts and friendships to break down and 
inspire people with a spirit of defiance of the established authority, or with 
violating the oath of fealty, and thus seek to create discord and dissension 
among the Muslim Community and encourage fissiparous tendencies among 
them. This Surah deals with the material side of man’s life as the next does 
with its spiritual side. Man is confronted with various kinds of dangers and 
difficulties in life. When he is engaged in an undertaking of a serious import, 
particularly when he takes it upon himself to spread the light of Truth, forces  
1of darkness surround him on all sides; and when he appears to succeed, men 
of evil designs bar his way and create all sorts of impediments and difficulties 
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6. ‘And from the evil of the 

envier when he envies.’ 

 

 
 

 
for him. But when at last success dawns on him, persons of jealous nature 
seek to deprive him of the fruits of his labour. As protection against all these 
obstacles, difficulties and perils in life, a believer is enjoined to invoke the 
help and assistance of the Lord of Falaq to give him light when darkness is all 
round; and to protect him from the evil designs of mischief-makers and the 
nefarious machinations of jealous persons. 
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CHAPTER 114 
AN-NAS 

(Revealed after Hijrah) 

Date of Revelation and Context 

This Surah, the second of the Mu‘awwidhatan, constitutes an 
extension of the subject-matter of the preceding one and is, in a way, 
complementary to it, in that in Surah Al-Falaq the believers were enjoined to 
seek protection from God against the hardships and privations of the physical 
life, in the present Surah protection is sought from trials and tribulations that 
hamper man’s spiritual development, and the protection is to be invoked not 
only by verbal solicitation but by deeds and actions that may draw God’s 
grace. This is the real significance of the commandment conveyed by the 
word Qul (say). The Surah is quite fittingly entitled An-Nas, since protection 
has been solicited from the Lord, King and God of mankind (An-Nas) against 
the mischief of whisperers from among jinn and men (An-Nas), who whisper 
evil thoughts into the hearts of men (An-Nas). The Surah, having been 
revealed at the same time as Surah Al-Falaq, constitutes, along with it, 
appropriate end of the Qur’an. 
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1. aIn the name of Allah, the 

Gracious, the Merciful. 

 
 

2. Say, ‘I seek refuge in the 

Lord of mankind, 

 
 

3. b‘The King of mankind,  
 

4. ‘The God of mankind,3473  
 

5. ‘From the evil whisperings 

of the sneaking whisperer;  

 
 

6. Who whispers into the 

hearts of men, 

 
 

 
3473. In the present Surah three Divine attributes—Rabb (Lord of 

mankind), Malik (King of mankind), and Ilah (God of mankind), have been 
invoked as against one attribute, viz. Rabbul-Falaq (Lord of the dawn) in the 
preceding Surah, because this one attribute comprises all the three above-
mentioned attributes. Whereas one Divine attribute—Lord of the dawn—has 
been invoked against four kinds of mischief in the previous Surah, in the 
present Surah three Divine attributes have been invoked against one mischief, 
i.e. whispering of the Evil One. This is because the promptings or insinuations 
of Satan cover all conceivable evils. 

The three Divine attributes have a subtle connection with the physical, 
moral and spiritual conditions of man. Man’s physical and moral 
developments take place under the attribute Rabb, and his thoughts, words and 
actions are punished or rewarded by Malik; and the attribute Ilah signifies that 
God is the object of his love and adoration and is his aim and object. Mention 
of three Divine attributes in this Surah implies that all sins proceed from three 
causes, viz. when a person looks upon another person as his Lord or King or 
God, that is to say, when he regards him as the main prop or support of his life, 
or slavishly surrenders to his undue authority or makes him the object of his 
love and adoration. A believer is enjoined here to look up to God alone as the 
real support of his life, to render Him alone true and unconditional obedience 
and to make Him alone the real object of his love and adoration. Or, he may 
have been enjoined in these verses constantly to seek protection against the 
ravages of exploiting capitalists, tyrannical rulers and the crafty priestly class 
who, taking undue advantage of the unwary and simple-minded folk, exploit 
them mercilessly. 

a1:1. b59:24; 62:2. 
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7. ‘From among jinn and 

men.’3474  

 
 

 

 
3474. The Evil One whispers evil thoughts into the hearts of jinn (big men) 

and Nas (common men), sparing no one. Or, the verse may mean that 
whisperers of evil thoughts are to be found both among jinn and common men. 
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Prayer offered at the completion  

of the recitation of the Holy Qur’ān 

 

 

O Allah, have mercy on me with (the blessings of) 

the Great Qur’an. Make it for me a Model, Light, 

Guidance and Mercy. O my Allah, remind me 

whatever I have forgotten of it and teach me what I do 

not know of it. Grant me its recitation in the watches of 

the night and in the hours of day. O Lord of the worlds, 

make it an Authority for me for my benefit. Amin 
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Mutaqallab & Mathwa ................ (2753). 

Mutawaffi ..................................... (424). 

Mutawassimin ............................. (1514). 

Muttaqi ........................ (19, 1589, 2829). 

Mutashabih ................................... (371); 

Kitaban Mutashabihan ........ (2572); 

Mutashabihat ......................... (373). 

Muwalli ......................................... (171). 

Naba’ ................................. (2551, 3223). 

an-Nabi ............................... (784, 2329); 

Rasul & Nabi ...................... (1780). 

Naddakhatan ............................... (2950). 

Nafs ............................. (109A, 397); 

Nafs-e-Lawwamah .............. (3177); 

Anfus ....................................... (95); 

Anfusa-kum .......................... (665). 

Nafilah ........................................ (1642). 

Nahar .......................................... (1969); 

an-Nahar & al-Lail .............. (2413). 

An-Najdain ................................. (3349). 

Najiyy ....................................... (1399A). 

Nakkara-hu ................................. (2175); 

Munkar ................................ (1570). 

Naml ........................................... (2156). 

Nasib ............................................. (642). 

Nashazatil-Mar’atu ........................ (599) 

an-Nas .......................... (46, 2419, 2614). 

Nashitat ....................................... (3238). 

Nazara ......................................... (3296); 

Unzurna ................................. (131). 

Nazi‘at ......................................... (3236). 

Nidd ............................................... (189). 

Nikah ........................................ (2026A). 

Nisyan ................................. (361, 1197). 

Nujum ................................ (2977, 3262); 

an-Najm ............................... (2868). 

Nur.................................. (1236, 2046A). 

Nutfah .......................................... (2565). 

Nuzul ............................................. (552). 

Nuwalliyannaka ............................. (165). 

Qab; Qaba Qausain...................... (2876). 

Qabd & Bast ................................ (2053). 

Qabilah ........................................ (2796). 

Qadam ......................................... (1231). 

Qadr ............................................. (3394). 

Qadar& Qada’ ............................. (1754); 

Lan-Naqdira ‘alai-hi ............ (1913). 

Qaf ............................................... (2799). 

Al-Qahir ................................ (832, 857). 

Qala ................................................. (57); 

Qul ............................. (3450, 3463); 

la-Yaqulunna ....................... (2314). 

Qala’id ........................................... (720). 

Qalb ............................................. (2816); 

Mutaqallab ........................... (2753). 

Qarun ........................................... (2231). 

Qarn ............................................... (823). 

Qari‘ah . ............................. (3418, 3419). 

Qat‘ ................................................. (744) 

Qata‘ut-Tariqa ..................... (2249). 

Qatl ............................. (103, 506B, 646); 

Qataltum ................................ (109); 

Uqtulu Anfusa-kum ............... (627); 

Nuqattilu .............................. (1036); 

ma Qatalu-hu Yaqinan ........... (699). 

Qawwamun ................................... (598); 

Qayyim ................................ (1662); 

Ummatun Qa’imatun ............. (459). 

Qawa‘id .................................... (2058A). 

Qiblah ............................ (159, 162, 168). 

Qibal ............................................ (2170). 

Qissis ............................................. (785). 

Qitmir ....................................... (2413A). 

Quraish ........................................ (3440). 
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al-Qur’an ..................................... (207B). 

al-Qura .......................................... (911); 

Qaryah .... (1063, 1401, 1603, 2432). 

Qurba .......................................... (2654). 

Quru’ ............................................. (277). 

Quwwah ...................................... (1137). 

Rabb ............................... (6, 3320, 3473). 

Rabbaniyyin ................................ (432A). 

Rabitu ........................................... (554). 

Rafath ........................................... (233). 

Raf‘ ............................................. (424A). 

ar-Rahman .............................. (4, 3087); 

ar-Rahim ................................... (4); 

Rahmah ..........................(106, 990). 

Rahw ........................................... (2697). 

Raib ............................................. (2857). 

Ra‘ina ........................................... (131). 

Rajim ..........................................(402D); 

Rajama-hu ..... (1776, 2129A, 2435). 

Rajul ........................................... (2437); 

Rijal ..................................... (3139). 

Rajafa .......................................... (3241). 

Raki‘ ............................................... (79). 

Ramadan ..................................... (207A). 

Ramz ........................................... (1745). 

Rasul ........................................... (2100); 

Rasul & Nabi ...................... (1780). 

Rawada-hu .................................. (1370). 

Riba ............................................... (350). 

Ribbiyyun ..................................... (495). 

Rid’ ............................................. (2215). 

Rifd ............................................. (1344). 

Rih ........................... (1128, 2185, 2380). 

Rijs ................................................ (924). 

Rizq ................................................. (22). 

Ruhban .......................................... (786). 

Ruh ............................. (712, 1529, 1647, 

 .......................... 2324, 2666, 3120); 

—al-Qudus ............................ (119); 

ar-Ruh, ................................ (3397); 

—al-Amin ........................... (2133). 

Rujz ............................................. (3161). 

Rukn ........................................... (2836). 

Rass ............................................. (2078). 

as-Sa‘ah ............................. (1929, 2069). 

Saba’ ......................................... (2383A). 

Sabaha ......................................... (2981); 

Sabihat ................................. (3239); 

Tasbih .................. (60, 3015, 3055); 

Nusabbihu ................................ (59). 

Sabiqun ........................................ (2962). 

as-Sab‘ul-Mathani ....................... (1522). 

Sidrah .......................................... (2880). 

Safiha ............................................. (148). 

as-Safa; al-Marwah ....................... (184). 

Sa’ibah ........................................ (798A). 

Sa’iq ............................................ (2807). 

Sakhkhara-hu ............................... (2020). 

Salam ................................. (1253, 2456). 

Salsabil ........................................ (3197). 

Salwa ................................................ (99) 

Samk ......................................... (3245A). 

Sama’ ..................................... (39, 1937); 

as-Samawat .......................... (1802). 

Samiyy ......................................... (1742). 

Samiri .......................................... (1841). 

Sanah ........................................... (1038); 

Sanah & ‘Am ....................... (2243). 

Saq ............................................... (3185). 

as-Sariq .......................................... (744). 

Saut .............................................. (3337). 

Sawa’ ........................................... (1136). 

Sawwa-hu ........................................ (55); 

Istawa ...................................... (54). 

Sayyi’ah ......................................... (958); 

Sayyi’at .................................. (548). 

Sihr ...................................... (128, 1281); 

Sahir .................................... (1025); 

Musahhar ............................. (2129). 

Sijjin .................................. (3289, 3290). 

Sima............................................... (347); 

Sirr ....................................... (1810); 

Asarru .................................. (1270). 

Subul ........................................... (1538). 

Sujjirat . ....................................... (3266). 

Sukara ............................................ (609). 

Sunan ............................................. (484). 

Suqita fi yadi-hi ........................... (1054). 

Sha‘a’irullah .................................. (242). 

Shaddash-Shai’a ....................... (1284B). 
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Shafa‘ah .......................................... (85); 

ash-Shaf‘ ............................. (3334). 

Shahid; Mashhud ........................ (3309); 

Shahid .......................... (445, 2807). 

Shahiq ......................................... (1349). 

Shai’ ...................................... (41A, 136). 

Shaitan .......(70, 964, 1102, 1910, 2535); 

shayatin ..........................(32, 2534). 

Shajarah .......................................... (69). 

Shakilah ...................................... (1646). 

Shighaf ........................................ (1379). 

Shirk .......................... (615, 1247, 1606). 

Shir‘ah .......................................... (753). 

Shu‘aib ........................................ (1011). 

Shubbiha la-hum ........................... (698). 

Shukr ................................... (690, 1455); 

Shukr & Kufr ...................... (2566). 

Shuhh .......................................... (2341). 

Shura ........................................... (2660); 

Mushawarah .......................... (515). 

Shurra‘an .................................... (1064). 

Shu‘ub ......................................... (2796). 

Shu‘ur ......................................... (2125). 

Sa‘aara Khadda-hu ..................... (2309). 

Sabr ..........................................(82, 179). 

Sadaqah ......................................... (349); 

Sadaqat ................................ (1193); 

Saduqat ................................. (563); 

Saddaqa ............................... (3186). 

Sad .............................................. (2513). 

Sadda .......................................... (2682). 

Safaha ‘an-hu .............................. (2670). 

Safinat ......................................... (2528). 

Saghirun ...................................... (1175). 

Sahib ........................................... (1078). 

Saihah ......................................... (1328). 

Sakhrah ....................................... (1707). 

Salsal .................................. (1493, 2924). 

Salaba ........................................... (697). 

Salih .............................................. (999); 

Salihat ................................. (1235). 

Salat ............................................ (2051); 

Salla .................................... (3186); 

Yusalli ............................... (2359A). 

as-Samad ............................ (3467, 3468). 

Sarrah .......................................... (2835). 

Sibghah .......................................... (156). 

Sur-hunna ...................................... (328). 

Ta‘affuf ......................................... (348). 

Tabut ............................................. (308). 

Tadaththara .................................. (3159). 

Tafaqqada .................................... (2159). 

Tafjir ......................................... (3192A). 

Taht ................................... (1240, 1758). 

la Tahnath .................................... (2539). 

Tajalla .......................................... (3363). 

Tajriyan ....................................... (2950). 

Takhawwuf .................................. (1549). 

Talautu-hu ..................................... (126); 

Yatluna .................................. (142); 

Utlu ...................................... (2256). 

Tamattu‘ ................................ (230); 

Tammatta‘a ............................ (590). 

Tamida bi-him ............................. (1885). 

Tanaza‘ul-Ka’sa .......................... (2854). 

Taqawwala .................................. (2860). 

Tasbih .............................................. (60). 

Tasnim ......................................... (3294). 

Tasadda lahu ................................ (3252). 

Taubah .................. (85,631, 1295, 2091); 

Taba ..................................... (1221). 

Taurat ............................................ (365). 

Ta‘ulu ............................................ (562). 

Ta’wil .................................... (372, 983). 

Tilka ............................................ (1229). 

la Tudarra ...................................... (286). 

Tubba‘ ......................................... (2700). 

Tukadhdhiban .............................. (2923). 

Turab ........................................... (2277). 

Thamud ..................... (998, 1326, 2128). 

ath-Thaqalan ................................ (2933). 

Thiyab ......................................... (3160); 

Istaghshau Thiyabahum ....... (3131). 

Thu‘ban ....................................... (1023). 

Thumma ...................................... (1791). 

Ta‘ana .......................................... (1163). 

Ta Ha ........................................... (1807); 

Ta Sin .................................. (2143). 

Taghut ........................................... (320). 

Tair ............... (420C, 1907, 2153, 2154); 
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Tair ............................ (1039, 1599); 

Tatayyara bi-hi .................. (2177A). 

Talut .......................................(307, 312). 

Tamasa ‘alaihi ........................... (1284A). 

Tarf ............................................. (2174); 

Atraf .................................... (1451). 

Tariqah . ....................................(1831A); 

Tariqatul-Qaum ................. (1850A). 

Taul ............................................. (2593). 

Tayyib ................................... (192, 722); 

Tayyibat ................................ (197); 

Tibtum ................................. (2590). 

Tibaq ......................................... (3079A). 

Tin ............................................... (420A). 

’Ubri’u ........................................ (420D). 

Udhun ......................................... (1194). 

Uff ............................................... (1608). 

Ukht ............................................ (1763); 

Ukht-e-Harun ........................ (401). 

Umm, .................................. (370, 1450); 

—ul-Kitab ................. (2645; 2669); 

Ummi .................................. (1058); 

Ummiyyun, ................. (113A, 384). 

Ummah ....................................... (1586). 

Unzurna ........................................ (131). 

Uridu ............................................. (737). 

Ushriba.......................................... (122). 

‘Udwan ......................................... (223). 

‘Umrah .......................................... (228). 

‘Umyun ........................................... (34). 

‘Urdah ........................................... (273). 

‘Urf ........................................... (1087A). 

‘Urub ........................................... (2968). 

‘Uzair .......................................... (1176). 

Wabal .......................................... (3070). 

Wahid ............................... (1432; 3466); 

Wahid .................................. (3164). 

Wajh ......................... (135, 2236, 2931); 

Wujuh ........ (1854A, 2077A, 2372); 

Ibyadda & Iswadda Wajhu-hu (455) 

Walad .................................. (574, 677A). 

Waliyy ...................................... (2178A). 

Waqa‘al-Qaulu ............................ (2190). 

Wara’ .......................................... (2992). 

Waraq................................... (959, 1861). 

Wasat ............................................. (160); 

Ausat ...................................... (790). 

Wasilah .......................................... (743). 

Wasilah ....................................... (798B). 

Al-Watr ....................................... (3334). 

Watar ........................................ (2357A). 

Waw ............................................ (2465). 

Waza‘a ......................................... (2155). 

Wird................................ (1343B, 1801). 

Yad .................. (744, 1817, 2540, 2837); 

‘an Yadin ............................. (1175); 

Yade Baida’ ......................... (1818). 

Ya‘fu .......................................... (294A). 

Yaghlibun .................................... (2271). 

Yahya ............................................ (406). 

Ya’juj & Ma’juj ........................... (1728). 

Yalhath ........................................ (1074). 

Yamin ................... (2478A, 2495, 2587). 

Yaqin ........................................... (3172); 

‘Ainul-Yaqin ....................... (3426). 

Ya‘qilun ....................................... (1535). 

Yaqnut ......................................... (2351). 

Ya‘rifuna-hu .................................. (170). 

Yarju ............................................ (2238). 

Yastahzi’u ....................................... (33). 

Yas‘a ........................................... (2438). 

Ya‘sirun ....................................... (1386). 

Yatatahharun ............................... (2180). 

Yatafakkarun ............................... (1535). 

Yatluna .......................................... (142). 

Yaum ............................ (9, 323A, 2622); 

—ud-Din .................................... (9); 

—ut-Taghabun ..................... (3061); 

—un-‘Abusun & —Qamtarirun

 ............................................. (3195); 

Ayyam ................................... (984). 

Yughathu ..................................... (1385). 

Yutiquna ........................................ (207). 

Za‘ama ......................................... (3059). 

Zabaniyah .................................... (3392). 

Zabur ............................................. (540). 

Zafir ............................................. (1349). 

Zahaqa ......................................... (1645). 

Zakat ................ (349, 1981, 2288, 2289). 

Zachariah ....................................... (403). 
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Zammala ..................................... (3150). 

az-Zani ...................................... (2025A). 

Zanjabil ....................................... (3196). 

Zaqqum .............................. (2486, 2971). 

Zawwaja Shai’an bi-Sha’in......... (2851). 

Zayyanna ...................................... (895); 

Zinah ................................... (2044). 

Ziyadah ....................................... (1255). 

Zujajah ...................................... (2046C). 

Zur .............................................. (2092). 

Zahirah ........................................ (2058). 

Zihar ........................................... (2330). 

Zulm ................................... (948, 1020); 

Zalum .................................. (2374); 

Zalama-hu ........................... (2206); 

Zulumat ............................(37, 858). 
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Subject Reference Notes Page 

A 
   

Aaron: Harunas
    

 

cleared of Biblical 

condemnation,  

20:91 

also: 7:151-153; 

1845 907 

commissioned to 

Pharaoh,  

10:76 

also: 20:44; 26:16-17; 

  

family of,  2:249 309 142 
 

favours of God on,  37:115-121   

given discrimination 21:49   
 

subordinate of 
 

Moses,  

7:143 

also: 20:30-37; 25:36; 26:14; 28:35-

36; 

1045 481 

 

prayer of Moses for  5:26; [also: 7:152;]   
 

Prophethood of,  4:164; [also: 6:85; 10:76; 19:54;]   
 

reprimanded by Moses,  7:151 

also: 20:93-94; 

1055 485 

 

sent with Allah’s signs 

and authority,  

23:46; [also: 20:30-36;]   

word sent to also,  26:14   

Abasement:    
 

Jews smitten with,  3:113; [also: 2:62;] 458 217 
 

of Satan,  7:14   
 

of calf worshippers,  7:153; [also: 2:52, 93;]   
 

of opponents of Allah 

and His Messengers,  

58:6; [also: 9:63; 58:21;]   

‘Abbas: Ibn-e-, and 

Muqatta‘at,  

7:2 942 439 

Abbreviations:    

Muqatta‘at,  

meaning of,  

2:2 16 17 

 

Alif Lam Mim, 2:2; [also: 3:2; 29:2; 30:2; 31:2; 

32:2;] 

16 17 

 

Alif Lam Mim Ra, 13:2 1419 687 
 

Alif Lam Mim Sad, 7:2 942 439 
 

Alif Lam Ra, 10:2; [also: 11:2; 12:2; 14:2; 15:2;] 1228 579 
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Abbreviations:    
 

Ha Mim, 40:2 

also: 41:2; 42:2; 43:2; 44:2; 45:2; 

46:2; 

2592 1350 

 

‘Ain Sin Qaf, 42:3 2643-A 1387 
 

Kaf Ha Ya ‘Ain Sad, 19:2 1738 857 
 

Nun, 68:2   
 

Qaf, 50:2 2799 1487 
 

Sad, 38:2 2513 1310 
 

Ta Ha, 20:2 1807 888 
 

Ta Sin, 27:2 2143 1090 
 

Ta Sin Mim, 26:2; [also: 28:2;] 2094 1060 
 

Ya Sin, 36:2 2426 1269 
 

numerical value of,  2:2 16 17 
 

as attributes of God,  2:2; [also: 19:2;] 16 17 

‘Abd: See  Servant:  Slavery:   

‘Abdullah bin Jubair: 

bravery of  

3:153 502-

503 

232 

‘Abdullah bin Ubayy: 9:84;   
 

boastfulness of,  63:9 3053 1620 

 

defection of at the battle 

of Uhud,  

3:122-123 467-68 220 

 

ignominy of,  24:12 2032-3 1013-

14 

‘Abdullah bin Umm-e-

Maktum: 

80:2-3 3250 1730 

‘Abdul-Masih: 
Al-‘Aqib,  

3:62 426 199 

‘Abdul-Muttalib: prayer of,  See Introduction to Ch.105 1823 
 

took charge of 

Muhammadsa,  

93:7 3376 1787 

‘Abdul-‘Uzza: See Abu Lahab:   

Abel: & Cain: 5:28-33 736-40 342 

Abide:  Baqa,     

Allah will forever,  55:27-28 2930-1 1545 

righteous will in Heaven,  2:26 

also: 2:83; 3:16, 108, 137, 199; 

4:14, 58, 123; 5:86, 120; 7:43; 

9:22, 72, 89, 100; 10:27; 11:24; 

14:24; 18:4, 109; 20:77; 21:103; 

23:12; 29:59; 31:10; 43:72; 

46:15; 48:6; 57:13; 58:18, 23; 

64:10; 65:12; 98:9; 

47 28 
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Abide:  Baqa,     

will in Hell,  2:40 

also: 2:82, 163, 218, 258, 276; 3:89, 

117; 4:15, 170; 5:81; 6:129; 

7:37; 9:17, 63, 68; 10:28; 

13:6;16:30; 20:102; 21:100; 

23:104; 33:66; 40:77; 43:75; 

47:16; 64:11; 72:24; 

74 39 

in Hell for killing a 

believer,  

4:94 

also: 25:69-70; 

  

in punishment,  5:81 [also: 3:89; 4:15;]   

Ablution: 4:44; [also: 5:7;] 610-12 279-80 

Abode:     

in Hell,  

in fire,  

Ma’wa,  
Mathwa,  

3:163 

also: 3:152, 198; 4:98; 5:73; 6:129; 

8:17; 9:73, 95; 10:9; 13:19; 

16:30; 17:98; 24:58; 25:67; 

29:26, 69; 39:33, 61, 73; 40:77; 

41:25; 45:35; 47:13; 57:16; 

66:10; 79:40; 

518 238 

in Heaven,  25:25 

also: 25:77; 32:20; 53:16; 79:42; 

  

on earth,  7:25-26; [also:2:37; 12:22;] 961-62 445 

Abomination: indecency, 

wickedness, Khaba’ith, 

Rijs,  

5:91 

also: 2:268; 3:180; 4:3; 5:101; 

6:122, 146, 152; 7:34, 81, 82, 

158; 8:38; 9:95; 14:27; 17:33; 

21:75; 22:31; 24:27; 33:34; 

74:6; 

  

Abortion:    

birth control,  17:32 1613 789 
 

unjustified killing,  5:33; [also:6:152; 25:69;]   

Abrahah:    

destruction of,  105:2 3436 1825 

Abraham: Ibrahimas    

an elect and a man of 

power and vision,  

38:46-8 2540 1320 

argues with his people,  6:77-84 

also: 19:42-49; 26:70-83; 

866-68 404 

Azar, father of,  6:75 864 402 

bears witness to truth of 

Holy Prophetsa,  

90:4 3345 1775 

bestowed Isaac, Jacob,  6:85 

also: 14:40; 19:50; 21:73; 29:28; 

  

bestowed Ishmael,  14:40   
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Abraham: Ibrahimas    

breaks idols,  21:58-9; [also: 37:94;] 1897 934 

challenges Nimrod to 

bring sun from West,  

2:259 321 148 

cooling of fire for,  21:69-71; [ also: 29:25; 37:98-99;] 1902 936 

coming of Allah’s 

Messengers to,  

11:70-77 1330-4 636-38 

commanded to proclaim 

Pilgrimage,  

22:28 1946 961 

contempt of for Satan, 

idols,  

19:45 

also: 21:53; 37:87; 43:27-28; 

1774-5 872 

deliverance of,  19:49; [also: 21:72; 29:27;] 1777 873 

dissociates from enemies 

of Allah,  

9:114 

also: 60:5-6; 

  

dreams of sacrificing 

Ishmael,  

37:103 2497 1299 

enjoins his progeny 

complete submission 

2:133 

also: 43:29; 

149 81 

enjoined to clean and 

purify the House,  

22:27 

also: 2:126; 

1944 960 

ever inclined to Allah, 

Hanif,  
2:136 

also: 3:68, 96; 4:126; 6:80, 162; 

16:121, 124; 

152 82 

exaltation of the progeny 

of,  

3:34 399 183 

falsity of gods and 

beliefs of people of,  

19:43 

also: 6:75; 21:53-55; 26:73-75; 

37:86-87; 

  

firm believer in Divine 

Unity,  

43:27-29 2675 1408 

friend of Allah,  4:126 675 308 

fulfilled Divine 

commandments,  

53:38   

given glad tidings of 

birth of Isaac, Jacob,  

11:72 

also: 15:54-56; 37:113; 51:29; 

  

given glad tidings of 

birth of Ishmael,  

37:102   

good name of,  37:109 2499 1300 

guided by and chosen of 

Allah,  

2:131 

also: 2:125;16:122; 21:52, 74; 

29:28; 38:46-48; 

  

hospitality of,  11:70; [also: 51:25-28;]   

made an Imam,  2:125; [also: 2:131; 16:122;]   

Messengers, guests come 

to,  

11:70-71 

also: 15:52-53; 51:25-26; 

1330 636 
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Abraham: Ibrahimas    

Maqam-e-,  2:126; [also: 3:98;]   

neither a Jew nor a 

Christian,  

2:141 

also: 3:66, 68; 

157 84 

pleads for Lot’s people,  11:75 1334 638 

prayed for his father’s 

forgiveness,  

9:114 

also: 19:48; 26:87; 60:5; 

1220 571 

prayers for a son 

accepted,  

37:101-2 

also: 2:129; 

  

prays for security, 

prosperity of Mecca,  

14:36 

also: 2:127; 14:38; 

1468 713 

prays for himself & his 

progeny,  

2:129 

also: 2:125; 37:101; 

146 77 

prayers of,  14:36-42 

also:2:127-130; 26:86-88; 37:101; 

60:5-6; 

1470-2 714-15 

prays for Messenger 

among them,  

2:130 147 78 

progeny bestowed with 

Book, wisdom, kingdom,  

4:55   

Prophethood among 

descendants of,  

21:74 

also: 29:28; 37:114; 38:46-48; 

57:27; 

  

rebuilds Ka‘bah with 

Ishmael,  

2:128 146 77 

rejects heavenly bodies 

as gods,  

6:77-79 866 404 

’s posterity would rise 

and fall four times,  

2:261 329 151 

religion of,  2:131 

also: 2:136; 3:96; 4:126; 6:162; 

12:39; 16:124; 22:79; 

  

shamed and rebuked his 

people,  

21:58-68 

also: 29:17-18; 

1897-

1901 

934-36 

story of,  19:42-51 

also: 6:75-85; 11:70-77; 14:36-42; 

15:52-61; 21:52-74; 22:27-28; 

29:17-28; 37:84-114; 51:25-35; 

1773-9 871-73 

shown Kingdom of 

Heaven & earth,  

6:76 865 403 

settles Ishmael, Hager 

near the Sacred House,  

14:38 1469 714 

scripture of,  87:20; [also: 53:37-38;] 3326 1764 

shown how God restores 

dead to life,  

2:261 327-29 150-51 
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Abraham: Ibrahimas    

submitted to the Lord of 

the worlds,  

2:132   

truthful man and a 

Prophet,  

19:42   

tender-hearted and 

forbearing,  

9:114 

also:11:76; 

  

tried by his Lord,  2:125; [also:37:107;] 142A 76 

was of Noah’s party,  37:84   

Abrogation: Naskh,     

of scriptures,  2:107; [also: 2:181; 16:102; 18:28; 

87:7-8;] 

132 69 

message is only by 

Divine command,  

13:39; [also: 57:5;]   

Abstinence: 2:188 

also:2:223, 227; 12:33; 19:47; 

73:11; 74:6; 

215 108 

Abu ‘Amir: 9:107 1217 568 

Abu Bakrra: spiritual 

eminence of,  

9:40 

also: 39:34; 

1185-6 549 

Abu Jahl: punishment of,  8:33 1117 518 

Abu Lahab: 
‘Abdul-‘Uzza,  

111:2-6 3458-

62 

1840-

41 

Abyssinia: Najashi moved 

to tears,  

5:83-84 787-88 364 

Actions: A‘mal,     

Allah aware of your  10:62 

also: 4:128; 6:133; 11:112; 14:43; 

29:9; 53:33; 

1273 599 

appear beautiful,  27:5 

also: 6:44; 8:49;16:64; 27:25; 

29:39; 35:9; 40:38; 47:15; 

2145 1090 

are a trial,  7:156 

also: 5:49; 6:166; 11:8; 18:8; 67:3; 

  

each responsible for his 

own,  

45:16 

also: 2:140, 282; 3:26; 4:85; 

6:165;10:42; 17:16; 28:56; 

32:19; 35:19; 38:29; 39:8, 71; 

42:16; 45:22; 53:39; 68:36; 

109:7; 

  

evil requited in equal 

measure,  

6:161 

also: 24:40; 28:85; 53:32; 

938 434 

evil forbidden,  6:152 

also: 5:96; 7:34; 16:91; 17:33-34; 

928 430 
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Actions: A‘mal,     

fully recorded,  45:30 

also:10:62; 34:4; 54:53-4; 82:11-3; 

2715 1435 

good rewarded manifold,  6:161 

also: 2:262; 4:41; 27:90; 28:85; 

938 434 

in vain who reject faith,  47:9-10 

also: 5:6; 7:148; 11:17; 18:104-107; 

25:24; 47:2, 33; 49:3; 

2744 1453 

prayers restrain one from 

evil,  

29:46 2256-A 1156 

punishment for 

evil  

27:91 

also:10:28; 29:56; 30:42; 32:15; 

39:49; 41:28; 58:16; 101:9-10; 

  

results only if one 

strives,  

53:40 2888 1525 

rewarded,  28:85 

also: 3:196; 4:41, 58, 174; 5:10; 7:9, 

44; 9:121; 11:16, 112; 16:98; 

17:10; 18:3, 47, 108-9; 19:77; 

20:76-77; 22:15, 57; 24:39; 29:8, 

10; 31:9-10; 32:18, 20; 33:30; 

34:38; 35:8, 11, 33; 39:36; 41:9; 

42:23-24, 27; 43:73-74; 45:31; 

46:20; 47:13, 36; 48:30; 52:18-

21; 65:12; 84:26;85:12; 95:7; 

98:8-9; 99:8;101:7-8; 

2234 1141 

Accountability: 

Hisab, 

2:226 274 128 

Allah calls to account,  2:285 

also: 3:31; 4:41; 6:63; 17:37; 18:50; 

19:85; 21:48; 24:40; 28:62, 85; 

33:6; 37:128; 41:18; 42:23; 

56:87; 58:7; 65:9; 68:40;75:3; 

83:6; 88:27; 99:8-9; 102:9; 

356 162 

Allah calls Messengers 

to account,  

7:7 946 440 

Allah swift in,  See  Attributes: Sari‘ul-Hisab,    
 

everyone responsible for 

his own actions,  

See also Actions: 

also: 2:140; 4:86; 6:53, 70; 10:42; 

13:19, 41; 23:118; 42:16; 64:5-

8; 69:21; 

  

‘Ad: people of,     

accused Prophets of 

falsehood,  

22:43 

also: 38:13; 

  

advanced and prosperous 

nation,  

26:129-131 2126 1075 
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‘Ad: people of,     

asked to seek 

forgiveness, pray for 

rain,  

11:53 1324 631 

destruction evident from 

their dwellings,  

29:39 2252 1154 

destroyed for denial of 

signs, arrogance,  

41:14-17 2627A 1374 

destroyed for rejecting 

truth,  

54:19 

also: 7:73; 9:70; 11:60-61; 25:39; 

26:140; 40:31-32; 50:14-15; 

53:51; 

  

destroyed by fierce 

howling wind,  

69:7-9 

also: 41:17; 46:25-26; 51:42-43; 

54:20; 

  

endowed with great 

physical strength,  

7:70 997A 461 

Hudas sent to,  7:66; [also: 11:51; 46:22;] 995 460 

Hudas, believers saved,  7:73; [also: 11:59;]   

powerful nation,  89:7-9; [also:41:16;] 3336 1771 

rejected Messengers,  38:13 

also: 7:71; 11:54, 60; 14:10; 26:124; 

41:15; 46:22-23; 50:14-15; 

  

story of,  7:66-73 

also: 11:51-61; 26:124-40; 51:42-

43; 

995-7A 460 

‘Ada: See Revert:   

Adam: Adamas    

abode on earth,  7:25; [also: 2:36-37, 39; 20:124;] 961 445 

Allah turned to him with 

mercy,  

20:123 

also: 2:38; 

1862 914 

angels submit to,  2:35 

also: 7:12; 15:30; 17:62; 18:51; 

20:117; 38:73-74; 

65 36 

beguiled by Satan,  2:37; [also: 7:21-23; 20:118, 121-

22;] 

70 38 

chosen above all peoples,  3:34 

also: 17:71; 

  

commanded to follow 

guidance,  

20:124 

also: 2:39; 

  

creation of,  3:60; [also: 7:13; 15:29; 17:62; 

38:72;] 

425-A 199 

created to manifest 

Allah’s attributes,  

38:76 

 

2555 1324 
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Adam: Adamas    

commanded to dwell in 

the garden but not 

approach the tree,  

2:36 

also: 7:20; 

68-69 37 

Iblis refused to submit 

to,  

7:12 

also: 2:35; 15:31-32; 17:62; 

18:51;20:117; 38:74-75; 

951 441 

Jannah of,  2:36-37; [also: 20:118;] 68-71 37-38 

lapse only an error of 

judgment,  

20:116 1856 912 

promise of new social 

order,  

20:119-120 1858 912 

repented,  7:24 960 445 

sons of,  See Abel:   

taught prayer, names,  2:32-34; [also: 2:38;] 62-64 34-35 

vicegerent on earth, 

Khalifah, 1st. Prophet 

2:31 58-60 33 

wife of,  2:36   

‘Adhab: See Calamities:   

‘Adl: See Justice:   

Administration: 4:59-60   See also Consultation: 

also: 17:34; 24:63; 49:10; 58:10; 

621-23 284 

Adoption: Ad‘iya’,  33:5; [also: 28:10; 33:38;] 2331 1205 

Adoration: Sabbih,  

Praise, Exalt, Pray, 

Glorify:…,  

 

 

20:131 

also: 2:31; 3:42, 114, 192; 6:2; 

7:207; 13:14, 16; 15:99; 17:45; 

18:2; 19:12, 59; 21:21, 23; 

22:78; 24:37, 42; 25:2, 65; 

32:16; 34:2; 35:2; 37:167; 38:19 

;39:10, 76; 41:38-39; 48:10; 

50:40-41; 55:7; 59:25; 61:2; 

62:2; 64:2; 87:2; 96:20; 110:4; 

1867 916 

 

Glory be to Allah,  12:109 

also: 2:33, 117; 3:192; 4:172; 5:117; 

6:101; 7:144; 9:31; 10:11, 19, 

69; 16:2, 58; 17:2, 44, 94, 109; 

19:36; 21:23, 27, 88; 23:92; 

24:17; 25:19; 27:9; 28:69; 30:18, 

41; 34:42; 36:37, 84; 37:160, 

181; 39:5, 68; 43:83; 52:44; 

59:24; 68:30; 

  

Adornment: Zinah,  7:32-33 See also Garment:  

Raiment: 

967-8 447 

sent down raiment for 

your,  

7:27 963 446 
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Adornment: Zinah,     

of heavens,  15:17 

also: 22:24; 37:7; 41:13; 50:7; 67:6; 

1486 722 

of this world,  28:61 

also: 7:33; 11:16; 16:9; 18:8, 29, 47; 

20:60, 88; 24:32, 61; 28:80; 

33:29, 34; 37:7; 57:21; 

  

Adultery: Indecency, Zina,     

evidence of,  24:5; [also: 24:7, 14;] 2028 1011 

forbidden,  17:33; [also: 6:152; 24:4; 25:69; 

60:13;] 

1615 789 

guarding against,  24:31-32; [also: 53:33;] 2043-4 1019-

20 

punishment for  24:3; [also: 4:16-17; 4:26; 24:5;] 2025A-

26 

1008 

prayer restrains one 

from,  

29:46 2256A 1156 

Adversity: 7:95; [also: 3:135; 10:22; 11:11;] 1015 468 

Affection: 48:30; [also: 3:104; 5:55; 8:64; 

59:10-11;] 

2785 1476 

Affliction: 

Bala’, 

 

2:156-158 

also: 2:50, 125, 178, 215, 250; 

3:143, 155; 4:63; 6:18; 7:142, 

164, 169; 8:26; 16:28; 16:54-55; 

17:57, 74; 21:84, 88; 22:36; 

23:31; 28:48; 29:11; 30:34, 37; 

38:42; 39:9; 41:51; 47:32; 

64:12; 68:7; 

182-3 92 

Afterlife: Akhirah,  53:26; [also:92:14;]   

arguments for,  29:65 

also: 2:29; 15:86; 17:50-53, 99-100; 

19:67-68; 22:6; 23:116; 30:9; 

79:28; 

2266 1161 

believers faith in,  2:5; [also: 6:93; 16:23, 61; 27:4; 

31:5;] 

25 20 

believers reward in  2:26 

also: 3:146, 149; 5:86; 10:5; 12:58; 

33:30; 

46A-47 28 

believers who strive for, 

rewarded,  

17:20 

also: 3:146; 42:21; 

1604 785 

certainty of,  16:39-40 

also: 11:8; 17:50-53; 23:17; 39:32; 

102:8; 

1545 750 
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Afterlife: Akhirah,     

comparison of present 

life with,  

3:15 

also: 3:186, 198-199; 4:78; 6:33; 

7:170; 8:68; 9:38; 10:71; 12:58, 

110; 13:27; 14:4; 16:31, 42, 108, 

118; 17:22; 28:61; 29:65; 40:40; 

47:37; 57:21; 75:21-22; 

379 175 

description of rewards in,  36:56-59 

also: 15:46-49; 44:52-58; 50:36; 

52:18-29; 55:47-77; 56:13-38; 

77:42-45; 78:32-37; 83:23-29; 

2454-6 1279 

eternal nature of,  40:40; [also: 44:57; 87:18;]   

every deed will be 

judged in,  

3:31 

also: 18:50; 20:16; 39:71; 99:8-9; 

  

greetings of peace 

in,  

10:11 

also: 13:25; 14:24; 15:47; 33:45; 

36:59; 39:74; 50:35; 

  

human knowledge 

cannot comprehend  

27:67 

also: 20:111; 

2187 1110 

Jesus honoured in  3:46 418 192 

judgment given on that 

day,  

39:76 2591 1347 

no soul will avail of 

another in,  

2:49 

also: 2:124; 31:34; 82:20; 

85-6 42-43 

no soul shall be wronged 

in,  

3:26 

also: 3:118; 14:52; 40:18; 45:23; 

74:39; 

391 180 

one’s deeds will be 

brought out in,  

17:14 

also: 39:70; 45:29; 83:7-10; 83:19-

21; 102:9; 

1599 783 

prayer for,  2:202; [also: 7:157;] 239 116 

punishment in,  16:28 

also: 2:86-87; 5:34; 13:35; 17:11; 

22:10; 27:6; 33:58; 34:9; 39:27; 

41:17; 46:36; 57:21; 68:34; 

79:47; 

  

punishment for Kuffar 

in,  

3:57 

also: 2:218; 17:11; 23:75; 27:5-6; 

30:17; 34:9; 35:8; 

  

resurrection in,  39:68-76 2588-

91 

1345-

47 

rewards of righteous 

shall not perish in,  

7:171 

also: 9:120; 12:57; 18:31; 27:6; 

39:35-36; 

  

spiritually blind will not 

benefit in,  

17:73 

also: 18:102; 20:125-127; 

1637 801 
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Afterlife: Akhirah,     

those who reject have no 

real knowledge,  

45:25 

also: 6:30-32; 10:46; 16:23;19:67; 

23:38; 27:5-6; 30:8; 39:46; 

44:35-37; 74:54; 

2713 1433 

Age of Ignorance: See Jahiliyyah:   

Agreements: 
‘Ahd, 

 

 

16:92-3 

also: 2:28, 41, 178; 3:77-78; 5:2; 

6:153; 8:57; 9:4, 111; 13:21; 

16:96; 17:35; 23:9; 48:11; 

70:33; 

See also Covenant: Oath:  Bai‘at: 

1571-2 765 

may be repudiated,  8:59 1136 526 

Agriculture:    

Abraham settled his 

progeny in a barren land,  

14:38 1469 714 

Allah sends down water 

for,  

6:100 

also: 2:23; 10:25; 13:18; 14:33; 

16:11-12, 66; 18:46; 20:54; 

22:64; 25:49-50; 27:61; 32:28; 

35:28; 39:22; 50:10; 79:32; 

884 412 

Divine nourishment for 

spiritual growth,  

13:5 1422 688 

harvest of the Hereafter,  42:21 2652 1392 

idolatrous custom of 

dividing crops,  

6:137 

also: 6:142; 

  

Joseph’s dream,  12:48-50 1384-6 666-67 

man’s life depends  

on,  

56:64-65 2973 1562 

parable of proud, vain 

nations,  

10:25 1252 589 

people have tilled the 

soil since ages,  

30:10  1171 

provides provisions of 

present life,  

3:15 379 175 

Ahad: & Wahid: difference 

between,  

13:17 1432 693 

Ahlul-Bait: people of the 

household,  

33:34 

also: 11:46-47, 74; 28:13; 

2353 1216 

Ahludh-Dhikr: 16:44; [also:21:8;]   

Ahludh-Dhimmah: 9:8 1161 537 

Ahlul-Kitab: See People of the Book:   
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Ahmad: the 

Promised Messiahas,  

   

advent of,  81:2-30 

also: 11:18; 25:62; 62:4-5; 77:12; 

85:3-4; 

3261-

80 

1736-

40 

as Khalifah,  24:56 2057 1033 

Jesus foretold advent 61:7 3037 1607 

likened to the moon,  91:3 3356 1779 

Ahqaf: Sand-hills,  46:22   

Ahram: 5:2; [also: 5:96-97;]   

‘Ain: 7:41 974 450 
 

beautiful eyes,  37:49; [also: 44:55; 52:21; 56:23-

24;] 

2482 1293 

 

eyes,  20:40-41 

also: 5:46; 16:78; 17:37; 19:27; 

28:10, 14; 53:18; 54:51; 75:8; 

102:8; 

1822 894 

 

springs,  88:13 

also: 2:61; 7:161; 15:46; 17:91; 

23:51; 26:135, 148; 36:35; 

39:22; 44:26, 53; 54:13; 55:51, 

67; 77:42; 83:29; 

3329 1766 

Air: 16:80;   See Wind:   

‘A’ishah:    vindication of,  24:12-20 2032-5 1013-

16 

Ajal: 2:232; [also: 2:235; 7:136; 65:3;] 283A-4 132 
 

Musamma, fixed, 11:105 

also: 3:146; 6:3, 129; 7:35; 10:50; 

11:4; 13:3, 39; 14:11, 15:6; 

16:62; 17:100; 20:130; 22:6, 34; 

29:54; 30:9; 31:30; 35:14, 46; 

39:43; 40:68; 42:15; 46:4; 

1348 646 

Akhirah: See Afterlife:   

‘Alaq: See Clot:   

Alimony: Nafaqah,  2:242   

Al-Aqsa: 17:2 1591-A 778 

Al-‘Arim: dam of,  34:17 2384 1242 

Alcohol: See Intoxicants: Wine:   

Allah:    

all good from, evil from 

thyself,  

4:80 637 291 
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Allah:    

alone creates life, causes 

death,  

15:24 

also:2:29; 13:17; 22:67; 30:41; 

40:12, 69; 45:27; 50:44; 53:45; 

  

alone has knowledge of 

past & present,  

2:256 

also: 20:111; 21:29; 

  

alone knows the unseen,  27:66 

also: 3:30, 180; 6:60, 74; 9:78, 94; 

10:21; 11:50, 124; 12:103; 

13:10; 16:78; 34:4; 35:39; 

72:27; 81:25; 

  

alone worthy of sincere 

obedience,  

39:4 

also: 30:27; 

2562 1329 

answering of prayer by  2:187 

also: 3:39, 196; 6:42; 8:10; 11:62; 

12:35; 14:40; 21:85, 89, 91; 

27:63; 34:51; 40:61; 50:17; 

211 107 

assembler of mankind,  3:10 

also: 3:26; 4:88; 45:27; 

  

associating partners with,  See Shirk:   

attributes of, Asma’ul-

Husna 

1:1   See also Attributes of Allah: 

also: 1:7; 2:256; 7:181; 17:111; 

20:9; 37:160-161; 59:23-25; 

112:2-5; 

1-4 4 

bargaining with,  9:111 

also: 4:75; 

  

bartered signs of,  2:175 

also: 2:17, 42; 3:78, 188; 5:45; 9:9; 

16:96; 

200 99 

be, and it comes into 

being,  

Kun fa yakun,  

19:36 

also: 2:118; 3:48, 60; 6:74; 16:41; 

36:83; 40:69; 

1770 870 

bestower of Divine help,  17:21 1605 786 

breaks not His promise,  30:7 

also: 3:195; 4:123; 10:5; 31:10; 

39:21; 40:56, 78; 

2272 1168 

burdens not any soul 

beyond its capacity,  

2:287 

also: 2:234; 6:153; 7:43; 23:63; 

65:8; 

359 163 

calls to abode of peace,  10:26 

also: 6:128; 

1253 589 

call upon in fear and 

hope,  

7:57 

also: 21:91; 32:17; 

  

can bring a new creation,  

Khalqan Jadid,  

14:20 

also: 4:134; 6:134; 17:50, 99; 32:11; 

34:8; 35:17; 50:16; 
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Allah:    

cannot be questioned 

about His actions,  

21:24 1880 926 

causes afflictions & 

bestows grace,  

10:108 

also: 6:18; 39:39; 

1292 611 

chose above all peoples,  3:34 

also: 2:48, 123; 3:43; 6:87; 7:141; 

17:71; 45:17; 

399 183 

chooses His Messengers,  2:131 

also: 2:106; 3:34, 75; 7:145; 12:7; 

19:52, 59; 20:14, 123; 22:76; 

27:60; 38:47; 42:14; 68:51; 

72:28; 

  

closer than ones jugular 

vein, is near,  

2:187 

also: 11:62; 34:51; 50:17; 56:86; 

57:5; 

210 107 

covenant of,  16:92 

also: 6:153; 13:21; 17:35; 48:11; 

1571 765 

created all from water,  24:46 

also: 21:31; 25:55; 32:9; 77:21; 

2054 1030 

created Heaven and earth 

with wisdom,  

29:45 

also: 6:74; 14:20; 15:86; 16:4; 39:6; 

64:4; 

2255 1156 

created Heavens and 

earth,  

41:10-13 

also: 2:165; 3:191; 6:2; 7:55; 10:4, 

7; 11:8; 14:33; 25:3, 60; 29:62; 

30:23; 31:11; 32:5; 35:4; 38:28; 

39:63; 40:63; 43:10; 44:39; 

46:4; 50:7-8, 39; 57:5; 65:13; 

67:4; 71:16-18; 

1622-

26 

1372-

73 

created you in a state of 

weakness,  

30:55 2295 1181 

created you,  

 

30:41 

also: 2:22, 30; 4:2; 6:103; 7:190; 

13:17; 15:29, 86; 16:73; 20:56; 

21:17, 34; 23:13-15, 18; 24:46; 

27:65; 30:21-22; 35:4; 36:37; 

38:72; 39:7; 41:10; 43:13; 46:4; 

50:17; 53:46; 55:4, 15-16; 

59:25; 67:3; 71:15; 87:3; 92:4; 

96:3; 

2290 1177 

dead are never sent back,  21:96 

also:23:100-101; 36:32; 39:43; 

1917 945 

desires ease for you,  5:7; [also: 2:186, 287; 22:79; 

73:21;] 

  

despair not of mercy of,  39:54 

also: 7:157; 12:88; 15:57; 

2584 1342 
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Allah:    

does not compel in 

matters of faith,  

10:100 

also: 2:257; 5:49; 6:150; 11:119; 

13:32; 16:10, 107; 18:30; 42:9; 

1289 609 

loves not,  31:19 

also: 2:191, 206, 277; 3:33; 4:37, 

108, 149; 5:65; 7:32; 8:59; 

16:24; 22:39; 28:77-78; 42:41; 

2309 1189 

does not love mischief-

mongers,  

28:78 

also: 2:12-13, 28, 61, 252; 5:33-34, 

65; 7:57, 75, 87, 104, 143; 8:74; 

10:82; 11:86; 13:26; 17:5; 

18:95; 26:153, 184; 28:5, 84; 

38:29; 89:13; 

  

does not need slumber or 

sleep,  

2:256   

does not withdraw 

favours unless...,  

8:54 

also: 2:212; 13:12; 14:29; 

1132 525 

dominion extends over 

everything,  

23:89 

also: 3:27; 11:57; 13:16; 25:3; 

36:84; 67:2; 

  

encompasses the 

disbelievers,  

2:20 

also: 8:48; 85:20-21; 

  

enjoins good, forbids 

evil,  

9:112 

also: 2:45, 178; 3:105, 111, 115; 

5:3; 9:71; 22:42; 31:18; 58:10; 

  

enjoins prayer, Zakat, 

charity ...,  

5:13 

also: 2:44, 84, 111, 178, 278; 4:163; 

5:56; 9:5, 11, 18, 71; 19:32, 56; 

21:74; 22:42, 79; 24:38, 57; 

27:4; 31:5; 33:34; 58:14; 73:21; 

98:6; 

  

every soul shall taste 

death,  

29:58 

also: 2:97; 3:146, 186; 4:79; 21:36; 

31:35; 33:17; 62:9; 

  

everything submits  

to,  

13:16 

also: 2:113; 16:50; 22:19; 55:7; 

1431 692 

exalts whomsoever He 

pleases, Rafa‘,  

3:27 

also: 2:254; 3:56; 4:159; 6:166; 

7:177; 19:58; 24:37; 40:16; 

56:4; 58:12; 

392 180 

existence of,  2:29 

also:2:165, 187; 6:74; 7:173; 10:7, 

32; 13:3-5; 22:19; 25:3-4; 27:61-

67; 30:21-28; 31:11-12; 45:3-7; 

87:2-6; 
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Allah:    

expands one’s bosom to 

accept guidance,  

6:126 907 421 

eyes cannot reach Him,  6:104 887 414 

favours of,  31:32 

also:2:23; 6:100, 142; 7:55; 13:3-5, 

18; 14:33-35; 15:20-23; 16:6-17, 

67-70, 72-73, 79, 81-82; 17:21; 

20:54-55; 21:32-34; 22:64, 66; 

23:20-23; 27:62-64; 31:21; 

35:13, 28; 36:35; 40:62, 65, 80-

81; 43:11-14; 45:13-14; 51:49; 

55:17; 56:65, 69, 72; 67:24; 

71:17-21; 77:28; 78:7-17; 

2317 1192 

favours of are countless,  16:19; [also:14:35;]   

favour on Israelites,  28:6-7; [also:2:50-54; 7:142; 14:7;] 2197 1119 

favour on Muslims,  5:8 726 335 

favours those who are 

grateful,  

14:8 

also: 4:148; 39:8; 

1455 705 

fear,  79:41  See also Taqwa: 

also: 2:195, 204, 207, 224, 232, 234; 

3:103, 176, 201; 4:78; 5:3, 94; 

9:109; 21:50; 35:29; 55:47; 

65:6; 67:13; 74:57; 

3248 1728 

fear of punishment  

by,  

6:16 

also: 10:16; 39:14; 

830 386 

follow nature made by,  30:31 2284 1174 

forbids unlawful slaying,  17:34 

also: 4:30, 93-94; 5:33; 6:141, 152; 

17:32; 25:69; 40:29; 60:13; 

1616 790 

forgives whom He 

wills…,  

48:15 

also: 2:285; 3:130; 4:117; 5:19, 41; 

  

Friend of believers,  2:258 

also: 3:69; 4:126; 5:56; 6:128; 

10:63-64; 45:20; 

  

gives life to dead,  6:37 844A-5 391 

glorify,  See Adoration:   

gracious to mankind,  27:74 

also: 2:244, 252; 4:55; 10:61; 40:62; 

  

guardian of the Holy 

Qur’an,  

15:10 

also: 5:49; 15:19; 37:11; 

1482 721 
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Allah:    

guides towards the right 

path,  

16:10 

also: 2:143, 214, 273; 3;74; 6:40, 

89, 127, 154; 7:179; 9:115; 

10:26, 36; 13:28; 14:5; 16:94; 

17:98; 18:18; 22:17; 24:36, 47; 

28:57; 29:70; 33:5; 34:7; 35:9; 

39:24, 38; 42:14; 74:32; 

  

hand of,  48:11; [also: 3:74; 8:18;]   

hold fast to for guidance,  3:102 

also: 3:104; 4:147, 176; 

447 214 

has no partners,  6:164 

also:3:65, 152; 4:37, 49; 6:15, 80, 

82, 101; 7:34, 191; 10:19; 12:39; 

13:17, 34, 37; 16:2, 4; 17:112; 

18:43, 111; 22:32; 23:60, 93; 

25:3-4; 28:69; 30:41; 39:68; 

40:43, 85; 59:24; 

  

has permitted trade, 

forbidden interest,  

2:276-281 

also: 3:131; 4:162; 30:40; 

350-3 157-60 

hearts tremble when 

name of mentioned,  

8:3 

also: 22:36; 39:24; 

  

has made them apes 

swine, beasts,  

2:66 

also: 5:61; 7:167; 8:23, 56; 98:7; 

107 52 

has no progeny, wife,  2:117 

also: 4:172; 6:101-102; 9:30; 10:69; 

16:58; 17:112; 18:5-6; 19:36, 89, 

93-94; 21:27; 23:92; 25:3; 39:5; 

43:82; 52:40; 72:4; 112:4-5; 

139 73 

has the power to do all 

that He wills,  

2:21 

also: 2:110, 149, 260; 3:30, 166, 

190; 5:18, 20, 41, 121; 8:42; 

9:39; 11:5; 16:78; 24:46; 29:21; 

30:51; 35:2; 41:40; 42:10; 

46:34; 48:22; 57:3; 59:7; 64:2; 

67:2; 

41A 24 

He, His Messengers will 

prevail,  

58:22 

also: 5:57; 37:172-173; 58:23; 

3013 1585 

He is not begotten,  See  Allah: has no progeny, wife,    

helps the believers,  40:52 

also: 2:215; 10:104; 30:48; 

2611 1362 

Holy, Exalted, far above 

other gods,  

17:44 

also: 6:101; 7:191; 39:68; 

  

Hududullah,  

limits set by,  

2:188 

also: 2:230-231; 4:12-15; 9:112; 

58:5; 65:2; 
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Allah:    

if so willed,  

Lau sha’allah,  

10:100 

also: 2:221, 254; 4:91; 5:49; 6:36, 

108, 113, 138, 150; 10:17; 

11:119; 12:22; 16:94; 22:15, 19; 

25:46; 42:9; 58:22; 76:31; 

85:17; 

1289 609 

if you love, follow the 

Holy Prophetsa,  

3:32 

also: 4:81; 

398 182 

is light of heavens, earth,  24:36 

also: 9:32; 39:70; 61:9; 

2046A-

7 

1025 

is All-aware, Knower,  31:17; [also: 10:62; 34:4;] 2308 1188 

is Compassionate,  2:144; [also: 3:31]   

is not forgetful,  20:53; [also: 19:65;] 1827 897 

is not unjust to His 

servants,  

3:183 

also: 8:52; 17:72; 22:11; 24:51; 

26:210; 41:47; 50:30; 

  

is One,  16:52 

also: 4:172; 7:71; 12:40; 13:17; 

14:49; 17:47; 39:5, 46; 40:13, 

17, 85; 60:5; 112:2 

1551 753 

is Sufficient,  4:80 

also: 4:7, 46, 71, 82, 133, 167, 172; 

10:30; 13:44; 17:18, 66, 97; 

21:48; 25:32, 59; 29:53; 33:4, 

26, 40, 49; 39:37; 46:9; 48:29; 

  

is well-pleased with 

them…Radiyallah… 

9:100 

also: 3:16; 5:120; 58:23; 98:9; 

1212 566 

knowledge encompasses 

everything,  

2:256 

also: 4:127; 6:4, 60; 10:62; 20:8, 

111; 21:29; 27:75; 28:70; 34:3-

4;35:39; 50:17; 58:8; 67:14; 

318 146 

knowledge of the hour,  

Sa‘ah,  

7:188 

also: 6:32, 41; 7:188; 12:108; 22:2-

3; 25:12; 31:35; 33:64; 41:48; 

42:19; 43:62, 67, 86; 45:33; 

53:58; 54:47; 67:27; 79:43; 

1081 499 

knows what you hide or 

disclose,  

64:5 

also: 2:78; 3:120; 5:100; 6:4; 9:78; 

11:6; 16:20, 24; 20:8; 21:111; 

27:26, 75; 28:70; 33:55; 35:39; 

36:77; 67:14; 

3058 1624 

loves those who...,  3:135 

also: 2:196, 223; 3:77, 147, 149, 

160; 5:43; 9:4, 7, 108; 49:10; 

61:5; 
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Allah:    

made for you mates,  16:73 

also: 4:2; 7:190; 30:22; 35:12; 

36:37; 39:7; 42:12; 43:13; 

51:50; 53:46; 75:40; 78:9; 92:4; 

  

Maker, Originator of 

heavens and earth,  

6:15 

also: 12:102; 14:11; 35:2; 39:47; 

42:12; 

829 385 

manifests Himself 

through attributes,  

6:104 887 414 

manifold rewards for 

spending in the way of,  

2:262 

also: 2:246, 266; 30:40; 57:12, 19; 

64:18; 73:21; 

330 152 

meeting with,  

Liqa’ 

25:22 

also: 6:32; 7:148; 10:8, 12, 46; 

11:30; 18:106, 111; 29:6, 24; 

30:9, 17; 32:11; 84:7; 

2071A 1046 

mercy of for those who 

repent and believe,  

7:154 

also: 2:161; 3:90; 4:18, 147; 5:40; 

6:55; 7:150; 16:120; 20:83; 

24:6; 25:72; 28:68; 40:8; 

  

mercy transcends His 

wrath,  

6:161 

also: 6:13, 55; 28:85; 

938 434 

Messengers of are 

mocked,  

36:31 

also: 6:11; 9:64-5; 13:33; 15:12; 

21:42; 26:7; 39:49; 43:8; 

2442 1274 

mindful of their motives,  17:85 

also: 28:86; 

1646 804 

most honoured in sight 

of,  

49:14 2797 1483 

never destroys a 

township without a 

warner,  

26:209 

also: 6:132; 7:95, 97, 102; 11:118; 

17:16; 20:135; 28:60; 29:35; 

35:38; 

2137 1085 

never enjoins 

indecencies,  

16:91 

also: 6:152; 7:29, 34; 12:25; 17:33; 

29:46 

1570 764 

never find change 

in ’s ways,  

35:44 

also: 17:78; 33:39, 63; 48:24; 

  

intercessors, gods, 

besides have no power,  

39:44 

also: 17:57; 19:88; 21:29; 22:74; 

25:4; 34:23-4; 43:87; 53:27; 

74:49; 

2581 1340 
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Allah:    

no god but He,  

La ilaha illallah,  

40:4 

also: 2:164, 256; 3:3, 19, 63, 65; 

4:88; 5:74; 6:20; 9:31;16:3, 23, 

52; 21:26; 22:35; 23:117; 28:71; 

37:5; 40: 63; 

  

none can change word 

of,  

6:35 

also:6:116; 10:65; 18:28; 50:30; 

843 391 

none like Him,  42:12; [also: 112:5;] 2647 1389 

none to be worshipped 

except,  

1:5 

also: 2:23, 84; 4:37; 7:60, 74, 141; 

12:41; 16:37; 17:24; 41:15; 

11 8 

not sent thee as a keeper, 

guardian, over them,  

4:81 

also: 6:67, 6:105; 108; 10:109; 

11:13; 39:42; 42:7; 88:23; 

  

not wearied by the care 

of Heavens and earth,  

2:256 

also: 46:34; 50:16, 39; 

  

obey and His Messenger,  4:60 

also: 3:33, 133; 4:14, 81; 5:93; 8:2, 

21, 47; 24:53, 55; 33:72; 47:34; 

48:18; 58:14; 

  

parables set forth by  

Amthal,  

13:18 

also: 2:18, 27, 172, 262, 265; 7:177; 

13:36; 14:19, 25-27, 46; 16:75-

77, 113; 18:33; 22:74; 24:36; 

25:40; 29:42, 44; 30:29, 59; 

36:14; 39:28, 30; 43:9; 47:4, 16; 

59:22; 62:6; 66:11-12; 

1433 693 

perfection in ’s creation,  91:8 

also: 2:30; 79: 29; 82:8; 87:3; 

3359A 1780 

prayer, sacrifice, life & 

death only for,  

6:163 939 434 

prayer seeking Divine 

mercy,  

3:9 

also: 2:287; 7:24; 28:17; 

374 173 

present everywhere,  2:116 

also: 2:143; 26:29; 37:6; 55:18; 

73:10; 

138 73 

promised forgiveness, 

reward,  

48:30 

also: 2:269; 3:137; 8:5; 22:51; 

24:27; 33:36; 34:5; 35:8; 36:12; 

47:16; 49:4; 67:13; 

  

promises Khilafah,  24:56 2057 1033 

protects thee,  5:68 773 358 

prove loyalty to,  8:28 1113 516 
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Allah:    

provides and feeds,  11:7 

also: 2:23, 61; 6:15, 152; 8:27; 

10:32, 60, 94; 15:21; 16:73, 115; 

17:31-32, 71; 20:133; 27:65; 

29:61; 35:4; 40:65; 42:20; 

1297 615 

punishes those who 

wrong themselves,  

11:102 

also: 3:118; 9:70; 10:45; 16:34, 119; 

18:50; 29:41; 30:10; 

1345 645 

punishes wrong-doers, 

disbelievers,  

2:16 

also:3:57; 4:174; 8:53; 9:26, 74, 79; 

11:9; 18:88; 21:42; 35:27; 

46:27; 48:7, 17; 68:45; 69:26-

33; 79:26; 88:25; 89:7-14; 

33 22 

purifies whom He 

pleases,  

24:22 

also: 2:175; 3:43; 

  

raises all from graves,  22:8   

reference to  as 'We' or 

'Me',  

14:15 1460 708 

regulates all affairs,  10:32 

also:2:211; 10:4; 13:3; 16:2; 22:42; 

32:6; 42:54; 

1258 591 

remembrance of,  13:29 

also: 2:153, 204; 3:192; 4:104; 

7:206; 8:46; 10:13; 24:38; 

26:228; 29:46; 33:42; 39:10; 

43:37; 57:17; 62:10-11; 63:10; 

73:9; 

1440 696 

respond to, and His 

Messenger,  

8:25 

also: 3:173; 46:32; 

1109A 515 

revelation through 

chosen Messengers,  

4:164 

also: 2:137; 3:54, 85; 4:62; 4:163; 

5:16, 45, 105; 6:20, 84-91; 

7:204; 10:48; 13:2; 14:2; 16:37; 

35:25; 42:52-53; 

706 322 

rewards according to 

actions,  

39:36 

also: 3:116; 4:125; 17:8; 28:85; 

29:8; 41:47;   See also Actions: 

2576 1337 

rewards those who 

forgive,  

42:41 

also: 16:127; 

2661 1398 

enjoins straight-forward 

word,  

Qaul-e-Sadid,  

33:71 

also: 2:43; 3:72; 
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Allah:    

signs of,  

Ayatullah,  

 

2:165 

also: 2: 212; 3:50; 4:141; 5:3; 6:5, 

47, 127; 7:41, 134, 204;10:6-8, 

16, 18, 21-22, 25; 13:28; 16:66; 

17:13, 102; 20:43, 48, 54-57, 73; 

27:13; 28:37; 30:20-26; 31:32; 

36:34-43, 47; 41:38-41; 42:30, 

33-36; 45:7; 51:38; 

188 95 

sends down angels to 

punish,  

15:9 

also: 6:9;  See also Angels: 

1481 720 

sends tranquility,  48:27; [also: 9:26;]   

sends angels to reassure 

steadfast,  

41:31-2 

also: 16:3; 21:104; 97:5; 

2635 1378 

seek for a judge,  6:115; [also: 4:60; 6:118; 16:126;]   

seeking forgiveness of,  11:53 

also: 4:65; 8:34; 11:4; 66:9; 71:11; 

1324 631 

seeking nearness to,  5:36 743 345 

seeking refuge with,  

A‘udhu-billah,  

23:98-99 

also: 2:68; 7:201; 9:118; 12:24; 

16:99; 19:19; 40:28, 57; 41:37; 

44:21; 72:23; 113:2; 114:2; 

2016 1001 

sets a seal on their hearts,  

Khatama, Taba‘a,  

2:8 

also: 4:156; 9:87, 93; 16:109; 30:60; 

40:36; 47:17; 63:4; 

27 20 

spend in the way 

of,  

2:268 

also: 2:4, 196, 216, 220, 246, 255, 

263, 265, 273, 275; 3:93; 8:4, 

61; 9:20, 34, 41, 99, 111; 13:23; 

14:32; 16:76; 22:36; 24:38-39; 

28:55; 32:17; 35:30; 42:39; 

47:39; 57:8, 11; 61:12; 63:11; 

64:17-18; 65:8; 73:21; 

337 154 

takes as friends...,  3:29; [also: 3:119; 4:140, 145; 9:16, 

23;] 

395 181 

takes away the souls of 

men,  

22:6 

See also Angels: 

1932 954 

testimony in favour of 

Holy Prophetsa,  

6:20 833 386 

those who hide message,  6:92 

also: 2:141, 175; 5:16; 

874 409 

those who oppose, His 

Messengers...,  

2:99 

also: 9:63; 58:6, 21; 

125 65 

those who seek to 

extinguish light,  

9:32 

also: 61:9; 

1178 545 

those who strive to meet  29:70 

also:51:51; 

2268 1163 
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Allah:    

throne of,  20:6 

also: 2:256; 7:55; 9:129; 10:4; 11:8; 

13:3; 17:43; 21:23; 23:87, 117; 

25:60; 32:5; 40:8, 16; 57:5; 

69:18; 81:21; 85:16; 

1809 888 

to we belong, our return, 

Innalillah…,  

2:157 

also: 7:126; 21:36; 26:51; 96:9; 

183 92 

travel in the earth...,  

Siru fil-ard,  
29:21 

also: 3:138; 6:12; 12:110; 22:47; 

27:70; 30:10, 43; 35:45; 40:22, 

83; 47:11; 

2245 1150 

tries you with wealth and 

your children,  

8:29 

also: 24:38; 63:10; 64:16; 102:2; 

  

true religion with is 

Islam,  

3:20 

also: 2:133-134, 137, 208-209; 3:86, 

103; 6:126; 15:3; 27:92; 39:13; 

41:34; 46:16; 

383 177 

disbelievers will not find 

help other 

than,  

33:18 

also: 4:142; 18:103; 

  

unity of,  112:2; [also:2:84, 164;] See also 

Shirk: 

 

3465-6 1843 

who forges lie  

against, Iftara’,  

10:18 

also:2:141; 3:76, 79, 95; 4:51; 

5:104; 6:22, 94, 145; 7:38; 

10:70; 11:19, 36; 18:16; 20:62; 

29:69; 34:9; 39:33; 40:29; 

42:25; 61:8; 69:45-47; 72:5-6; 

1246 585 

words of are 

inexhaustible,  

18:110 

also: 31:28; 

1736 854 

Allegiance: See Oaths:  Pledge:   

Allegory: See Parable of:   

Alms:  Sadaqah,     

are a means of cleansing 

wealth, repentance,  

9:103-4   

both men and women 

exhorted to give,  

33:34   

collection & distribution 

of,  

2:274 

also: 9:60, 103; 59:8; 

346-8 156-57 

enjoined Zakat on Jesus,  19:32   

for the Holy Prophetsa,  58:13 3009 1583 

give your to poor, needy,  2:178 

also: 9:60; 17:27; 21:74; 30:39; 

76:9; 98:6; 

202 100 
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Alms:  Sadaqah,     

give with kind word,  2:264-5 332-3 152-53 

wealth paid back in full, 

multiplied,  

2:273 

also: 2:246, 266, 277; 30:40; 57:12, 

19; 64:18; 73:21; 

345 156 

Satan dissuades you 

from spending,  

2:269 339 155 

spend secretly and 

openly,  

2:275 

also: 2:272; 13:23; 14:32; 16:76; 

35:30; 

  

successful are believers 

who pay,  

23:5 

also: 2:44, 84, 111, 178; 4:163; 

5:56; 9:71; 

1981 982 

Alwah: tablets,  7:146; [also: 7:151, 155; 85:23;] 1049-

50 

483 

Al-Yasa‘:  Elisha,  38:49; [also: 6:87;] 2541 1320 

Amalekites: 2:251; [also: 5:23;] 311 144 

Ambiguous: Mutashabih: 3:8 

also: 4:83; 11:2; 39:24; 

369-73 171 

Amthal: proverbs,  See Parable of:   

Angels:  Mala’ikah,     

Allah chooses 

Messengers from,  

22:76   

Angels:  Mala’ikah,     

are a link in the spiritual 

chain,  

2:99 125 65 

as a sign,  25:8; [also: 6:9; 11:13; 15:8; 17:93;]   

bear witness,  4:167; [ also: 3:19;]   

belief in,  2:286; [also: 2:178; 4:137;] 358 163 

came to Zachariahas, 

Mary,  

3:40 

also: 3:43, 46; 19:10, 18; 

406 188 

descend on steadfast,  41:31-32; [also: 97:5;] 2635 1378 

deny being worshipped,  34:41-42   

disobey not Allah,  16:50-51; [also: 7:207; 19:65; 66:7;]   

duties of,  16:3 

also: 6:112; 13:12; 15:9; 35:2; 

38:74; 39:76; 42:6; 

1529 741 

exalted assembly,  38:70 2552 1323 

Gabriel and Michael,  2:98-99; [also: 66:5;] 123-5 64-65 

harbinger of Divine 

punishments,  

6:9 

also: 2:211; 6:159; 15:9; 25:8, 23, 

26; 89:23; 96:19; 

826 384 
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Angels:  Mala’ikah,     

Harut and Marut,  2:103 129-30 66 

help the believers,  8:10;[also: 2:211; 3:124-127; 8:13; 

41:31-32; 

1099 511 

Joseph mistaken as an,  12:32 1379A 662 

not daughters of Allah,  37:150-51 

also: 17:41; 43:20; 

2507 1304 

of Death: 

Malakul-Maut,  
32:12   

of Hell,  43:78 2687 1416 

ignorance of,  2:33; [also: 2:31;] 63 35 

made Ashabun-Nar,  74:32   

Meccans demanded as a 

sign,  

17:93   

pray for the Holy 

Prophetsa,  

33:44 

also: 33:57; 

2359A 1223 

Recording, Guardian,  50:18-19 

also: 6:62; 10:22; 43:81; 82:11-12; 

86:5; 

2806 1490 

submit to Adam,  2:35 

also: 7:12; 15;30-31; 17:62; 18:51; 

20:117; 38:73-74; 

65 36 

take away the souls of 

men, Tawaffa,  

22:6 

also: 4:98; 5:118; 16:29, 33; 32:12; 

6:61-62; 7:38; 8:51; 10:47, 105; 

12:102; 13:41; 16:71; 39:43; 

40:68, 78; 47:28; 

1932 954 

Anger: Ghadab,  43:56;   

Allah’s wrath,  2:62 

also: 2:91; 3:113; 4:94; 5:61; 8:17; 

16:107; 43:56; 48:7; 60:14; 

103 50 

 

man’s anger, rage, 

Ghaiz,  
3:135 

also: 3:120; 7:155; 9:15; 21:88; 

33:26; 42:38; 67:9; 

480 225 

Animals: 
Dabbah, An‘am,  

also: 2:165; 6:39;11:7, 57;16:50, 62; 

24:46; 27:83; 29:61; 34:15; 

35:46; 42:30; 45:5; 

  

Allah cares for,  11:7; [also: 29:61;] 1297-8 615-16 

beneficial for man,  23:22 

also: 6:143; 16:6-9, 67, 70, 81; 

22:34; 31:11; 36:73-74; 40:80; 

43:13; 55:11; 

1991 986 

created in pairs,  51:50 

also: 6:144-145; 36:37; 39:7; 43:13; 

2838 1503 
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Animals: 

Dabbah, An‘am,  

   

kinds of,  24:46 2054 1030 

lawful,  5:2; [also: 5:97, 104; 6:120; 16:15; 

35:13;] 

716 330 

sacrifice,  22:35; [also: 5:98; 22:37;] 1952 963 

similitudes,  2:172 

also: 2:66; 5:61; 7:167, 177, 180; 

25:45; 29:42; 62:6; 

196 97 

unlawful,  5:4; [also: 2:174; 5:2, 96; 6:146;]   

Annoying the Holy 

Prophetsa: 

33:54   

Ansar: 

helpers,  

59:10 

also: 2:271; 3:53, 193; 8:75; 9:100, 

117; 61:15; 71:26; 

3023 1592 

Ant: 27:19 2156 1095 

Anthropo-morphism: 

Tajsim, hand of God,  

3:104 

also: 2:256; 3:74; 5:65; 6:104; 7:55, 

144; 43:82; 48:11; 52:49; 54:15; 

57:30; 

449 214 

Antichrist: Dajjal,  18:111; [also: 18:41; 22:48; 40:58;] 1737 854 

Ape: Qiradah,  2:66; [also: 5:61; 7:167;] 107 52 

Apostate: Murtad,     

no compulsion in 

religion,  

2:257 

also: 2:109; 4:168; 7:89; 10:20, 100; 

11:119; 16:107; 18:30; 24:48-9; 

42:9; 63:4; 

319 147 

punishment for an,  4:138 

also:2:162, 218; 3:87-92, 107, 145; 

4:116; 5:6, 55; 9:74; 16:107; 

47:26, 35; 63:4; 

684 312 

will in no way harm 

Allah, Islam,  

3:145 

also: 3:73-74, 177-178; 5:55; 47:39; 

494 229 

A‘rab: Bedouins,  49:15 

also: 9:90, 97-99, 101, 120; 33:21; 

48:12, 17; 

2798 1484 

Arabic: 12:3 

also: 13:38; 16:104; 20:114; 26:196; 

39:29; 41:4, 45; 42:8; 43:4; 

46:13; 50:31; 

1357 653 

Arabs: also: 7:158; 9:97, 99; 49:15-16; 1058 487 

before the Holy 

Prophetsa,  

3:104 

also: 106:3; 

449-51 214 

customs and practices,  5:104 

also: 4:23; 6:137-141; 9:37; 16:59-

60; 33:5; 43:18; 

798-D 370 
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Arabs:    

denied beneficence of 

Allah,  

21:37   

idols of,  71:24 3134 1676 

‘Arafat: 2:199-200 235 114 

Arbitration:    

rests with Allah alone,  6:58 

also: 6:63, 115; 12:41, 68; 18:27; 

  

for the Jews,  5:42-46 746-51 348 

by the Book,  4:106; [also: 5:49-51;] 663 303 

seek,  4:36 603 277 

Argue: in the best way,  16:126 

also: 2:77; 3:74; 11:33; 18:57; 

27:65; 

1588 774 

Arguments for: Burhan,  2:112 

also: 4:175; 12:25; 23:118; 28:76; 

134 71 

death of all Prophets 3:145 494 229 

Holy Prophetsa free from 

shortcomings,  

48:3 

also:3:32, 165; 8:25; 21:28; 33:22; 

48:11; 53:3-6; 68:5; 81:20; 

2764-6 1465-

66 

Holy Qur’an,  15:10; [also: 52:39;] 1482 721 

of Allah’s existence,  27:61-67; [also: 7:55;] 2182-7 1108 

Ark: Noah’s,     

saved Noah,  11:38-45 

also: 7:65; 10:74; 17:4; 19:59; 

23:28-30; 26:120; 29:16; 54:14-

15; 

1314-

17A 

624-27 

Ark of Covenant: 2:249 308-9 142 

Arms: 4:103; [also: 2:191-192; 9:41; 

22:40;] 

661 302 

Arrogance: 31:19 2309 1189 

Allah loves not,  4:37 

also: 16:24; 

  

punished for their,  4:174 

also: 7:37, 41; 39:73; 40:36, 77; 

  

Arrows: 

divination by,  

5:91 

also: 3:45; 5:4; 
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‘Arsh: 

throne of Allah,  

10:4 

also: 2:256; 7:55; 9:129; 11:8; 13:3; 

17:43; 20:6; 21:23; 23:87, 117; 

25:60; 27:27; 32:5; 39:76; 

40:16; 43:83; 53:7; 57:5; 69:18; 

81:21; 85:16; 

1233 580 

Artery: life-vein 69:45-48; [also: 50:17;] 3118 1664 

Asbat:  tribes,  7:161; [also: 3:85; 49:14;]   

Ascension: See Isra’: Mi‘raj:  Muhammadas:   

Jesus: 

  

Asceticism: See Monasticism:   

Ashabul-Aikah: See People of the Wood:   

Ashabul-Jahim: See Inmates of hell:   

Ashabul-Jannah: See Inmates of Heaven:   

Ashabul-Kahf: See Companions of the Cave:   

Ashabul-Mash’-amah: of 

left hand,  

56:10; 2960 1557 

Ashabul-Qubur: 

people of the graves,  

60:14   

Ashabul-Qaryah: 

people of the town,  

36:14 2432 1271 

Ashabul-Yamin:  

of right hand,  

74:40; [also: 56:9, 28, 39, 91, 92;]   

Ashabun-Nar: See Wardens of the fire: 

See Inmates of fire: 

  

Ashabur-Rass: See People of the well:   

Ashabul-Fil: See Owners of the Elephant:   

Ashabus-Sa‘ir: 67:11-12;  See also Inmates of fire: 

also: 35:7; 

3080A 1645 

Ashabul-Maimanah: 56:9 

also: 90:19; 

2959 1556 

Ashabul-Ukhdud: See Fellows of the trench:   

Ashabus-Sabt: 

people of Sabbath,  

4:48 614 281 

Ashabus-Safinah: 29:16   

Ashabush-Shimal: 

those on the left hand 

56:42   

Ashhurul-Hurum: 

forbidden Months: 

9:5 1155A 535 

Ashudda:  Balughah, 

maturity,  

46:16 

also:6:153; 12:23; 17:35; 18:83; 

28:15; 

2726 1443 

‘Asl: See Honey:   
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Asiyah: example of,  66:12 3078 1640 

Ass: Hamir,  31:20; [also: 2:260; 11:107; 62:6; 

74:51; 

 1189 

Atlantic Ocean: See Sea:   

Atheism: See  Allah: existence of,    

Atom: Dharrah,  

atomic blast,  

4:41 

also: 10:62; 34:4, 23; 36:30, 54; 

70:10; 99:8-9; 104:7-10; 

606 278 

Atonement:    

refutation of the 

doctrine of,  

3:3 

also:2:287; 3:26; 4:29; 5:75; 6:165; 

17:16; 35:19; 53:39-42; 

363 169 

by expiation, Fidyah 5:90; [also: 2:185, 197; 5:46, 96; 

58:4-5;] 

790 365 

Attributes of Allah:    

Al-‘Afw  

(The Effacer of sins),  

4:150 

also: 4:44, 100; 22:61; 58:3; 

  

Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Ahad  

(The One, Unique),  

112:2 

also: 2:164, 256; 4:172; 5:74; 16:23; 

22:35; 37:5; 59:23-24; 

3466 1843 

Al-Akhir (The Last),  57:4 2984 1568 

Al-Akram (Most 

Generous, Bounteous 

96:4 3388 1797 

Al-‘Aliyy  

(The High),  

4:35 

also: 2:256; 22:63; 31:31; 34:24; 

40:13; 42:5, 52; 

  

Al-‘Alim  

(All-Knowing),  

19:2 

also:2:116, 128, 138, 159, 182, 228, 

245, 257, 262, 269, 274; 3:93; 

4:12, 36, 71, 171; 6:14, 116; 

9:15, 28; 15:87; 22:60; 24:22, 

42; 33:41, 52; 34:27; 35:39, 45; 

36:39; 40:3; 57:4, 7; 59:23; 

64:12; 

1738 857 

Al-Awwal (The First) 57:4 2983 1568 

Al-‘Azim (The Great) 42:5; [also: 2:256; 56:75, 97;]   

Al-‘Aziz  

(The Mighty),  

4:57 

also: 2: 130, 210, 221, 229; 3:7, 19; 

4:159, 166; 9:40, 71; 14:2; 

16:61; 22:41, 75; 26:192; 27:10, 

79; 33:26; 34:7; 35:29; 38:10, 

67; 40:3; 45:3; 46:3; 48:8, 20; 

59:2, 24; 61:2; 62:2; 64:19; 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Badi‘  
(The Originator),  

2:118 

also: 6:102; 10:5, 35; 21:105; 27:65; 

29:20; 30:12, 28; 85:14; 

140 74 

Al-Ba‘ith  
(The Resurrector),  

2:57 

also: 2:260; 5:13; 6:37; 17:6; 22:8; 

96 46 

Al-Baqi (Most Abiding, 

Everlasting,  

20:74 

also: 55:28; 
  

Al-Barr (The Beneficent, 

Benign),  

52:29   

Al-Bari (The Maker),  59:25; [also: 2:55;]   

Al-Basir  
(All-Seeing),  

4:135 

also: 2:97; 4:59; 17:2; 22:76; 40:21, 

57; 42:12, 28; 57:5; 60:4; 67:20; 

  

Al-Basit  (Enlarger of 

provisions),  

13:27 

also: 2:246; 17:31; 28:83; 29:63; 

30:38; 34:37; 39:53; 42:13, 28; 

  

Al-Batin  

(The Hidden),  

57:4 2986 1568 

Al-Faliq  (The Breaker, 

Cleaver),  

6:96 

also: 6:97; 26:64; 113:2;  

879 411 

Al-Fattah  
(Best Judge),  

34:27   

Al-Ghaffar  
(Great Forgiver),  

38:67 

also: 20:83; 39:6; 40:43; 71:11; 

  

Al-Ghafur  
(Most Forgiving),  

22:61 

also: 2:174, 183, 193, 200, 219, 226, 

227, 236; 4:24,  44, 97, 100-101; 

5:99; 8:70; 9:5; 16:111; 17:26, 

45; 18:59; 25:7, 71; 33:6, 25, 51, 

74; 34:16; 35:35, 42; 41:33; 

42:6, 24; 48:15; 58:3; 60:8, 13; 

64:15; 85:15; 

  

Al-Ghani  

(Self-sufficient),  

2:268 

also: 2:264; 3:98; 4:132; 6:134; 

9:28; 10:69; 14:9; 22:65; 27:41; 

29:7; 31:13, 27; 35:16; 39:8; 

47:39; 57:25; 60:7; 64:7; 

  

Al-Hadi (The Guide),  19:2; [also: 22:55; 25:32;] 1738 857 

Al-Hafiz  
(The Guardian),  

34:22 

also: 11:58; 42:7; 

  

Al-Haqq  

(The truth, True Lord),  

22:63 

also: 6:63; 10:33; 20:115; 22:7; 

23:117; 24:26; 31:31; 

  

Al-Hayy  
(The Ever-Living),  

3:3 

also: 2:256; 20:112; 25:59; 40:66; 
363 169 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Hakam  

(The Judge),  

22:70 

also: 2:214; 4:142; 39:47; 42:11; 

60:11; 

  

Al-Hakim  

(The Wise),  

2:130 

also: 2:33, 210, 221, 229, 261; 3:7; 

4:12, 57, 131, 166; 5:119; 9:15, 

40; 11:2; 12:101; 15:26; 16:61; 

22:53; 24:19; 27:7, 10; 31:28; 

34:2; 35:3; 41:43; 42:52; 43:85; 

44:5; 46:3; 48:5, 8, 20; 49:9; 

57:2; 59:2, 25; 62:2; 64:19; 

66:3; 

  

Al-Halim (Forbearing),  2:226 

also: 2:236, 264; 17:45; 22:60; 

33:52; 35:42; 64:18; 

  

Al-Hamid 

(Praiseworthy),  

22:65 

also: 2:268; 4:132; 11:74; 14:2, 9; 

22:25; 31:13, 27; 41:43; 42:29; 

60:7; 85:9; 

  

Al-Hasib  

(The Reckoner),  

4:7 

also: 3:200; 4:87; 33:40; 

  

Al-Jabbar (The Subduer, 

Compeller),  

59:24   

Al-Jami‘ (Gatherer of 

Mankind),  

34:27 

also: 3:10, 26; 4:88; 45:27; 

2394 1245 

Al-Kabir (the Great),  4:35;[also:13:10; 22:63; 31:31; 

34:24; 40:13;] 

  

Al-Kafi  
(The Sufficient),  

19:2 

also: 2:138; 4:7, 46; 39:37; 

1738 857 

Al-Karim  

(Noble, Gracious),  

27:41 

also: 82:7; 

  

Al-Khabir  
(All-Aware),  

6:104 

also: 2:272; 4:36, 136; 5:9; 6:19, 

74; 11:2; 17:18, 31; 22:64; 

31:17; 33:35; 35:15, 32; 42:28; 

49:14; 57:11; 58:14; 59:19; 

63:12; 64:9; 66:4; 67:15; 

100:12; 

  

Al-Khaliq  

(The Creator),  

59:25 

also: 6:103; 13:17; 15:87; 23:15; 

36:82; 37:126; 39:63; 40:63; 

56:60; 57:5; 

  

Al-Latif (Benignant, 

Knower of all hidden 

secrets, subtleties),  

6:104 

also: 12:101; 22;64; 31:17; 33:35; 

42:20; 67:15; 

  

Al-Mahid (Spreader),  51:49   
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Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Majid  

(Lord of Honour),  

85:16 

also: 11:74; 40:2; 

  

Al-Malik  

(The Sovereign),  

59:24 

also: 1:4; 20:115; 22:57; 23:117; 

25:27; 54:56; 62:2; 114:3; 

  

Al-Matin (The Firm),  51:59   

Al-Mu’akhkhir  

(The Deferrer),  

71:5   

Al-Mubdi 
 (The Beginner, 

Originator),  

10:35 

also: 10:5; 21:105; 27:65; 29:20; 

30:12, 28; 85:14; 

1259 592 

Al-Mudhill (Abaser),  3:27   

Al-Muhaimin  

(The Protector),  

59:24   

Al-Muhyi 
(Life-giver),  

30:51 

also: 2:29; 3:157; 7:159; 15:24; 

22:67; 30:41; 40:12, 69; 45:27; 

57:3; 

2293 1180 

Al-Muhsi (The Counter, 

Recorder),  

78:30 

also: 18:50; 58:7; 

3231 1720 

Al-Mu‘id  

(The Reproducer),  

10:35 

also: 10:5; 21:105; 27:65; 29:20; 

30:12, 28; 85:14; 

1259 592 

Al-Mu‘izz (Bestower of 

Honour),  

3:27   

Al-Mujib (Answerer of 

Prayers),  

11:62 

also: 3:196; 37:76; 

  

Al-Mu’min (Bestower of 

Security),  

59:24   

Al-Mumit  
(Causes death),  

57:3 

also: 3:157 ; 7:159; 15:24; 40:69; 

44:9; 50:44; 

2982 1568 

Al-Mun‘im (Bestower of 

Favours),  
1:7 

also: 4:70; 5:21; 19:59; 89:16; 

14 9 

Al-Muntaqim  

(The Avenger),  

3:5 

also: 14:48; 32:23; 39:38; 43:42; 

44:17; 

  

Al-Muqit (Nourisher, 

Powerful),  

41:11 

also: 4:86; 

  

Al-Muqtadir (The 

Omnipotent),  

54:43 

also: 18:46; 54:56; 

2910 1536 

Al-Musawwir (The 

Fashioner),  

3:7 

also: 59:25; 

368 171 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Musta‘an (Whose 

help is sought),  

12:19   

Al-Muta‘al  
(Most High),  

13:10 

also: 87:2; 92:21; 

  

Al-Mutakabbir  

(The Exalted),  

59:24   

An-Nasir (Helper),  4:46 

also: 2:108; 4:174; 8:41; 25:32; 

33:18; 47:14; 

  

An-Nur (The Light),  24:36 2046A 1025 

Al-Qabid  
(The Withholder),  

2:246   

Al-Qadir  
(All-Powerful),  

35:45 

also: 2:149, 285; 4:150; 5:41; 16:71; 

22:7; 25:55; 30:55; 57:3; 64:2; 

  

Al-Qadir (Omnipotent, 

Determiner),  

6:66 

also: 23:19; 36:82; 46:34; 75:41; 

77:24; 86:9; 

  

Al-Qahhar  
(Most Supreme),  

12:40 

also: 6:19; 13:17; 14:49; 38:66; 

39:5; 40:17; 

  

Al-Qarib  

(Nearest One),  

34:51 

also: 2:187; 11:62; 

  

Al-Qawiyy  

(The Powerful),  

33:26 

also: 8:53; 22:41, 75; 40:23; 42:20; 

51:59; 57:26; 58:22; 

  

Al-Qayyum  

(Self-subsisting, All-

Sustaining),  

3:3 

also: 2:256; 20:112; 55:27; 

363 169 

Al-Quddus  

(The Holy One),  

59:24 

also: 62:2; 

  

Ar-Rabb  

(The Lord),  

1:2 

also: 2:22; 4:2; 5:29, 73, 118; 6:2, 

46, 165; 10:11; 22:78; 39:76; 

45:37; 

6 6 

Ar-Rafi‘  
(The Exalter),  

3:56 

also: 2:254; 4:159; 7:177; 19:58; 

24:37; 27:16; 35:11; 40:16; 

424A 198 

Ar-Rahman  

(The Gracious, 

Beneficent),  

1:1 

also: 1:3; 12:65; 13:31; 17:111; 

19:45, 46, 59, 62, 86; 21:113; 

25:61; 26:6; 27:31; 36:53; 41:3; 

50:34; 55:2; 59:23; 67:30; 

78:39; 

4 4 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Ar-Rahim  

(The Merciful),  

1:3 

also: 1:1; 2:161, 164, 174, 183, 193, 

219, 227; 3:32; 4:24, 97, 101; 

5:4, 99; 11:42; 12:54; 18:59; 

26:192; 27:31; 30:6; 33:44; 

36:59; 42:6;  

7 7 

Ar-Raqib  

(The Watchful),  

33:53 

also: 4:2; 5:118; 

  

Ar-Rashid (Director to 

the right way),  

18:18 

also: 18:11; 

  

Ar-Ra’uf  
(The Compassionate),  

3:31 

also:2:208; 9:117; 24:21; 57:10; 

59:11; 

  

Ar-Razzaq  

(Sustainer, Provider),  

22:59 

also: 51:59; 62:12; 

  

As-Sadiq  

(The Truthful),  

19:2 

also: 4:88, 123; 6:147; 27:50;  

1738 857 

As-Salam  

(Source of Peace),  

59:24   

As-Samad (The 

Independent, Besought 

of all),  

112:3 3467 1843 

As-Sami‘  
(The All-Hearing),  

2:182 

also: 2:128, 138, 228, 245, 257; 

4:59, 135, 149; 6:14, 116; 8:18, 

43; 22:62; 24:22, 61; 40:21; 

42:12; 49:2;  

  

Ash-Shafi  
(The Healer),  

26:81 2119 1070 

Ash-Shafi‘ (The 

Intercessor),  

6:52 

also: 6:71; 32:5; 

  

Ash-Shahid  

(The Witness),  

4:80 

also: 3:99; 4:167; 6:20; 13:44; 

22:18; 29:53; 33:56; 34:48; 

41:54; 48:29; 

  

Ash-Shakur (The 

Appreciating),  

64:18 

also:2:159; 4:148; 35:31, 35; 42:24; 

  

At-Tawwab (The 

Acceptor of 

Repentance),  

42:26 

also: 2:38, 55, 129, 161; 4:17, 65; 

9:104; 24:11; 49:13; 110:4; 

  

Al-Wadud  

(The Loving),  

11:91 

also: 85:15; 

  

Al-Wahhab  

(The Bestower),  

3:9 

also: 38:10, 36; 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Al-Wahid  

(The One),  

13:17 

also: 2:134, 164; 5:74; 9:31; 16:23; 

18:111; 22:35; 37:5; 38:66; 

39:5; 112:2; 

1432 693 

Al-Wakil  
(Disposer of Affairs, 

Guardian, Trustee),  

3:174 

also: 4:82, 133, 172; 6:103; 11:13; 

17:3, 66, 69 ; 28:29; 33:4, 49; 

73:10; 

  

Al-Waliyy  

(The Friend, Protector),  

12:102 

also: 2:108, 258; 3:69; 4:46, 174; 

7:197; 33:18, 66; 42:10, 29, 32; 

45:20; 

  

Al-Warith 

 (The Inheritor),  

15:24 

also: 19:41; 21:90; 28:59; 

1492 725 

Al-Wasi‘  

(The Bountiful),  

4:131 

also: 2:116, 262, 269; 3:74; 5:55; 

24:33; 

  

Az-Zahir  

(The Manifest),  

57:4 2985 1568 

‘Alimul-ghaibi 

washshahadah (Knower 

of 

Unseen and Seen),  

64:19 

also: 5:110; 6:60, 74; 9:94; 

13:10; 23:93; 32:7; 34:4; 39:47; 

59:23; 

3063A 1627 

Al-Malikul-Haqq 

(The True King),  

20:115   

Ahkamul- Hakimin 

(Most Just of judges),  
11:46 

also: 95:9; 

  

Ahsanul-Khaliqin (Best 

of Creators),  

23:15 

also: 37:126; 

  

Arhamur-Rahimin (Most 

Merciful of those who 

show mercy),  

7:152 

also: 12:65, 93; 21:84; 

  

Asra‘ul-Hasibin 

(Swiftest of reckoners),  

6:63   

Dhit-Taul 

 (Lord of Bounty),  

40:4 2593 1350 

Dhul-‘Arsh (Lord of the 

Throne),  

40:16 

also: 17:43; 21:23; 81:21; 85:16; 

2600 1353 

Dhul-Fadl 
(Lord of bounty),  

2:106 

also: 2:252; 3:75, 153, 175; 8:30; 

10:61; 27:74; 40:62; 57:30; 

62:5; 

  

Dhul-Jalali wal-Ikram 

(Master of Glory, 

Honour),  

55:28 

also: 55:78; 
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Attributes of Allah:    

Dhul-Ma‘arij (Lord of 

great ascents),  

70:4 3119A 1667 

Dhul-Matin  

(Lord of strength),  

51:59   

Dhur-Rahmah  

(Lord of Mercy),  

6:134 

also: 6:148; 18:59; 

  

Dhuntiqam (Lord of 

Retribution),  

39:38 

also: 3:5; 5:96; 14:48; 

  

Fa‘-‘al, (The Doer),  11:108; [also: 85:17;]   

Fatirus-Samawati wal-

Ard  
(The Maker of …),  

6:15 

also: 12:102; 14:11; 35:2; 39:47; 

42:12; 

829 385 

Ghafirudh-dhanb (The 

Forgiver of Sin),  

40:4   

Al-Haqqul-Mubin (The 

Manifest Truth,  

24:26 

also: 22:63; 23:117; 

2040 1018 

Khairul-Fasilin  

(The Best of Judges),  

6:58   

Khairul-Fatihin (Best of 

those who decide),  

7:90   

Khairul-Ghafirin (Best of 

those who Forgive),  

7:156   

Khairul-Hakimin (Most 

Just, Best of Judges),  

10:110 

also: 7:88; 12:81; 

  

Khairul-Makirin (Best of 

Planners),  

3:55 

also: 8:31; 

423 197 

Khairul-Munzilin (Best 

of those who bring 

people to shore 

23:30   

Khairul-Warithin (Best 

of inheritors),  

21:90   

Khairun-Nasirin (Best of 

helpers),  

3:151   

Khairur-Rahimin (Best 

of those who show 

mercy),  

23:110 

also: 23:119; 

  

Khairur-Raziqin (Best of 

Sustainers),  

22:59 

also: 5:115; 23:73; 34:40; 62:12; 

  

Malikul-Mulk (Lord of 

Sovereignty),  

3:27 

also: 5:19, 41; 22:57; 35:14; 40:17; 

48:15; 

  

Malikun-Nas  

(King of Mankind),  

114:3   
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Attributes of Allah:    

Maliku Yaumid-Din 

(Master of the Day of 

Judgement),  

1:4 9-10 7 

Ni‘mal-Maula (Excellent 

Master, Protector ),  
22:79 

also: 2:287; 3:151; 8:41; 9:51; 

  

Qabilut-Taub Acceptor 

of Repentance,  

40:4   

Rabbul-Falaq (Lord of 

the dawn),  
113:2 3470 1846 

Rabbun-Nas (Lord of 

mankind),  

114:2   

Rabbul-‘Alamin (Lord of 

all the worlds),  

1:2 

also: 2:132; 5:29; 6:163; 7:55; 

10:11; 26:24, 78; 28:31; 32:3; 

37:183; 40:65; 41:10; 59:17; 

81:30;  

6, 6A 6 

Rabbul-‘Arsh (Lord of 

the Throne),  

21:23;  

also: 23:87; 43:83; 

  

Rabbul-‘Arshil-‘Azim 

(Lord of the Mighty 

Throne),  

9:129 

also:23:87; 27:27; 

  

Rabbul-‘Arshil-Karim 

(Lord of the Glorious 

Throne),  

23:117 

also: 43:83; 

  

Rabbul-Mashariq (Lord 

of all Light),  
37:6 

also: 26:29; 55:18; 70:41; 73:10; 

2470 1288 

Rabbus-Samawate wal-

Ard (Lord of Heavens & 

earth),  

19:66 

also: 13:17; 17:103; 18:15; 21:57; 

26:25; 37:6; 38:67; 43:83; 44:8; 

45:37; 51:24; 78:38; 

  

Rabbush-Shi‘ra (Lord of 

Sirius),  
53:50 2890 1526 

Sari‘ul-Hisab (Quick to 

Reckon),  

3:200 

also: 2:203; 3:20; 5:5; 13:42; 14:52; 

24:40; 40:18; 

553 251 

Sari‘ul-‘Iqab (Quick in 

Retribution),  

7:168; [also: 6:166;] 1066A 494 

Shadidul-‘Adhab (Severe 

in Punishment) 

2:166   

Shadidul-‘Iqab (Severe 

in Punishment) 

40:4 

also: 2:197; 8:53; 

  

Shadidul-Mihal (Severe 

in Punishment),  

13:14   
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Attributes of Allah:    

Tabarakallah (Blessed),  7:55 

also: 25:2, 11, 62; 40:65; 43:86; 

67:2; 

  

taught to Adam,  2:32 62, 62A 34 

Wasi‘ul-Maghfirah 

(Most Liberal in 

forgiveness),  

53:33   

Ayah: 
verses,  

8:55 See also Signs: 

also: 2:42; 3:114; 8:3; 13:2; 16:102; 

19:59; 22:17; 39:72; 

1133 525 

Ayyam: periods,  7:55 

also: 10:4; 11:8; 41:10-11; 50:39; 

984 455 

Ayyubas: Job,  6:85; [also: 4:164; 21:84-85; 38:42-

45;] 

869 406 

Azar: 6:75; [also: 9:114; 26:87;] 864 402 

‘Azizas: Ezra, ‘Uzair 9:30 1176 544 

    

B 
   

Ba‘l: Pagan deity,  37:126; 2502 1302 

husband, Ba‘ul 2:229; [also: 4:129; 11:73; 24:32;] 278 129 

Babylon:  Babil,  2:103 

also: 2:38, 260; 11:45;17:6-7; 

21:86; 

130A 67 

Backbiting: Humazah 104:2 

also: 49:13; 68:12; 

3431 1821 

Badr as-Sughra: 3:173 529 242 

Badr: Battle of,  3:124 

also: 3:14, 141, 166; 8:13, 16, 18, 

42-45, 49; 25:27; 54:46, 51; 

469 221 

aversion of believers to 

fight at,  

8:6 1093-5 510 

Muslim losses at,  3:166 521 239 

second expedition of See Badr as-Sughra: 529 242 

significance of,  25:26-27 2074 1047 

victory at,  2:211; [also: 3:14, 124; 8:8-13, 18; 

32:30;] 

252 119 

Bahirah: 5:104 

See also Sa’ibah: Wasilah: Ham: 

798-C 371 

Bahishti Maqbarah: 36:27 2440 1273 

Bahrul-Masjur: 52:7 2847 1508 

Bai‘:   trade,  2:276 

also: 2:255, 283; 9:111; 14:32; 

24:38; 62:10; 
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Biya‘un: protection of 

synagogues churches, 

22:41 

 

1959 967 

Bai‘at: of the Holy 

Prophetsa,  

48:11 

also: 48:19; 60:13; 

2769 1468 

Bakkah:  Makkah,  

Mecca,  

3:97-98 

also: 2:127; 14:36; 27:92; 28:58; 

29:68; 90:2; 95:4; 

443 212 

Bait: house,  11:74 

also:28:13; 29:42; 33:34; 51:37; 

66:12; 

1333 638 

Baitul-‘Atiq: 22:30; [also: 22:34;] 1948 962 

Baitul-Haram: Ka‘bah,  17:2 

also:2:126, 128, 159; 5:3, 98; 8:36; 

14:38; 22:27, 30; 28:58; 106:4-

5; 

1590 777 

Baitul-Ma‘mur: 52:5 2845 1507 

Bai‘atur-Ridwan: 48:19 2774 1472 

Balance: Wazan,     

created Heaven & earth 

with,  

15:20; [also: 55:8-9;] 1489-A 724 

on judgment day,  23:103-4; [also: 7:9-10; 21:48; 

101:7-10;] 

  

sent down,  42:18; [also: 57:26;] 2650 1391 

weigh with,  17:36 

also: 6:153; 7:86; 11:85-86; 26:182-

183; 55:10; 

1618 791 

Bal‘am Ba‘ur: Balaam,  7:176-177 1072-3 496 

Bani Isra’il:    

Jesus sent to,  3:50 

also: 4:158; 5:73, 111; 43:60; 61:7, 

15; 

419A 193 

bestowed favours,  2:41 

also: 2:48, 51-59, 61-73, 123; 5:21; 

7:161; 10:94; 14:7; 17:105; 

26:60; 45:17; 

75-6 39-40 

bestowed Prophet-hood, 

signs, sovereignty, 

superiority,  

7:106 

also: 2:212, 247-253; 3:94; 5:33, 78, 

111; 7:135, 138-139; 17:3, 5, 

105; 20:95; 21:73-74; 26:60, 

198; 29:28; 32:24; 40:54; 44:33; 

45:17; 

1022 471 

broke the covenant, 

perverted the word,  

5:14 

also: 2:60, 80, 84-94; 4:154-158; 

5:71; 7:136, 147-157, 162-169; 

727B 337 
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Bani Isra’il:    

created mischief,  17:5; [also: 7:128;] 1592 779 

delivered from Pharaoh,  7:106 

also: 7:138-39, 142; 10:91; 17:104; 

20:81; 44:31; 

1022 471 

those who honour their 

covenant,  

3:114 459 218 

witness of Holy 

Prophetsa,  

46:11 2722 1441 

Bani Qainuqa‘: See Banu Nadir:   

Bani Quraizah: See Banu Nadir:   

Banu Nadir: 59:3 3016-

20 

1588 

Baptism: Divine,  2:139 156 83 

Baqa’:  lasting,  55:28; [also: 20:74; 87:18;] 2931 1545 

Bara’ah: declaration 9:1 1150-1 533 

Barakah: blessings See also Ni‘mat:   

all from Allah,  43:86 

also: 7:55; 23:15; 25:2, 11, 62; 

40:65; 55:79; 67:2; 

  

Allah sent down,  6:156 

also: 6:93; 7:97; 21:51; 33:44; 

38:30; 44:4; 50:10; 

932 432 

invoke on entering 

house,  

24:62   

of Holy Places,  3:97; [also: 17:2;]   

on earth,  7:138 

also:11:74; 21:72, 82; 23:30; 24:36; 

28:31; 34:19; 41:11; 50:10; 

  

on Prophets,  33:57 

also: 11:49; 19:32, 59; 23:30; 

25:11; 27:9; 37:114; 

  

Bargain: 62:10; [also: 24:38;] 3047A 1615 

on judgment day,  2:255; [also: 14:32;] 315 146 

with Allah,  3:188; [also:9:111; 61:11; 62:12;] 544 247 

Barnabas: 61:7 3037 1607 

Barren: 42:51 2664 1400 

woman,  3:41; [also: 19:6, 9; 21:91; 42:52; 

51:30;] 

408 188 

earth,  41:40; [also: 2:265; 22:6;]   

Barrier: Barzakh    

as a punishment for the 

guilty,  

25:23 2072 1046 
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Barrier: Barzakh    

as veil,  33:54 

also: 17:46; 19:18; 38:33; 41:6; 

42:51; 83:16; 

2366 1229 

between two seas,  25:54; [also: 27:62; 55:21;] 2085 1053 

no return possible from,  23:101 

also: 21:96; 

2017 1001 

partition between 

Heaven and Hell,  

7:47 

also: 2:29; 17:46; 83:16; 

978 452 

set in front and behind 

disbelievers,  

36:10 

also: 34:55; 

2429 1270 

wall of Derbent,  18:95-96 1729-

30 

849-51 

Barter: 2:17 

also: 2:42, 87; 4:75; 5:45; 9:9, 111; 

61:11; 

35 23 

Barzakh: See Barrier:   

Bashr: mortal,  25:55   See also: Insan: 

also: 3:48; 5:19; 6:92; 16:44; 

18:111; 19:18, 21, 27; 21:35; 

30:21; 42:52; 74:30, 32, 37; 

  

allegation : Prophets are 

mere,  

21:4 

also: 3:80; 11:28; 12:110; 14:11-12; 

17:95; 21:8; 23:25, 34; 26:155, 

187; 36:16; 41:7; 54:25; 64:7; 

74:26; 

1870 921 

allegation : Holy 

Prophetsa taught by,  

16:104 1578 768 

created from clay,  30:21 

also: 3:60; 15:29, 34; 18:38; 22:6; 

35:12; 38:72; 40:68; 

2277 1171 

Holy Prophetsa, a 

Messenger,  

17:94 1652 807 

Joseph deemed not,  12:32 1379A 662 

Beard: 20:95   

Beauty: in physical world,  

Bahjah, Zinah, 

 

16:9 

also: 7:32-33; 10:89; 11:16; 16:7; 

18:8, 29, 47; 20:88; 22:6; 27:61; 

28:80; 33:29; 37:7; 41:26; 49:8; 

50:7-8; 57:21; 

1532-A 743 

display not your,  24:32; [also: 24:61;] 2044 1020 

Beduin: See A‘rab:   

Bee: Nahl,  16:69 1556 757 

Begging: 2:274; [also: 22:37;] 348 157 

Belief:  Iman,     

blind faith,  12:109 1417 683 
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Belief:  Iman,     

concealment of,  40:29 2603 1356 

increase in,  3:174; [also: 48:5;]   

of a righteous,  2:178 

also: 1:5; 2:4-6, 63, 137-138, 166, 

257, 261, 286; 3:17, 32, 54, 194; 

4:66, 137, 148, 151-153; 5:84; 

10:85, 100-101; 13:8; 23:110; 

29:47; 45:7; 49:15-16; 72:3, 14; 

202-3 100 

recantation of,  16:107; [also: 16:109-111;]  

See also: Apostate: 

1579 769 

relations not above,  9:23-24;  [also: 3:29; 58:23;] 1171-2 541-42 

those who have no,  2:7-8 

also: 2:14; 4:39, 138, 151-152; 

6:151, 159; 7:28, 102; 8:56; 

10:91-93, 97-98, 102; 13:2; 

36:8; 40:60, 86; 41:45; 

26-27 20 

Believers: Mu’min See also  Allah: friend of,    

Allah’s help for,  2:215 

also: 2:154; 3:124, 127; 9:25; 

10:104; 29:11; 30:6, 48; 40:52; 

58:22; 61:14; 110:2; 

257 121 

 

are brothers,  3:104 

also: 9:11; 15:48; 33:6; 49:11; 

59:11; 

  

believe in Allah, Angels,  2:286;   See also Belief:....,  

also: 2:4-5, 178, 257; 3:17-18, 85, 

115; 4:163; 6:93; 7:157; 9:19; 

23:58-59; 27:4; 31:5; 32:16; 

49:16; 70:27; 

358 163 

do not force others to 

become,  

10:100 

See also Apostate: 

1289 609 

Believers: Mu’min    

can overcome 

disbelievers,  

8:66 1141 528 

do not take disbelievers 

for friends,  

3:29 

also: 3:119, 150; 4:140, 145; 5:52, 

56, 58; 9:23, 71; 58:23; 

395-6 181 

fear Allah,  79:41 

also: 3:18, 22; 5:95; 14:15; 20:4; 

21:50; 23:58; 24:53; 33:36, 40; 

35:19; 36:12; 39:10; 42:39; 

50:34; 55:47; 67:13; 79:46; 

98:9; 

3248 1728 

killing of a,  4:93 649 296 

obey Allah, Messenger,  4:14 

also: 3:173; 4:70, 81; 8:2; 9:18, 71; 
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Believers: Mu’min    

observe prayers,  4:163 

also: 2:4, 178; 4:104; 5:56; 8:4; 

9:18; 13:23; 14:32; 17:110; 

19:59; 22:36, 42; 23:3, 10; 

24:38; 27:4; 31:5; 32:16; 35:30; 

42:39; 70:24, 35; 73:21; 98:6; 

705 322 

only are successful,  23:2; [also: 23:118;] 1978 982 

trust in Allah,  See Tawakkal ‘Alallah:   

who are patient,  See Patience:   

who enjoin good,  22:42 

also: 2:178; 3:18, 111, 115, 135; 

7:158, 200; 9:112; 13:21-23; 

23:4, 9, 62; 24:23; 25:64, 73; 

26:228; 28:55-56; 32:17; 33:36; 

41:35; 57:19; 70:33; 

1960 968 

who seek forgiveness See Forgiveness:   

who strive for Allah,  See Jihad:   

Benjamin: 12:59-90 1390A 670 

Bequests: Wasiyyah, 

enjoined,  

2:181 

also: 2:182, 241; 4:12-13; 5:107; 

205 103 

Betray: 8:28 

also: 2:188; 4:108; 5:14; 8:59, 72; 

12:53; 22:39; 40:20: 66:11; 

1113 516 

Bible: the,  

 

3:4-5 

also: 3:49; 5:47, 67, 69, 111; 7:158; 

57:28; 

364-67 170 

abrogation of by the 

Holy Qur’an,  

2:107 131A-

32 

69 

interpolation in,  2:80; [also: 2:76; 3:66, 79; 4:47; 

5:42;] 

114 58 

prophecies about Islam 

in,  

61:7 

also: 2:150; 7:158; 9:111; 23:21; 

48:30; 

3037 1607 

Qur’an and,  5:45-48 

also: 2:36, 55, 80, 244, 248-252; 

10:93; 12:5; 19:17, 26, 29, 42; 

20:88, 91; 57:28; 

749-51 349 

Biblical History: 17:6-8 

also: 2:103, 134, 244, 260; 4:158; 

6:75; 19:17; 21:86, 106; 23:51; 

37:103; 61:7, 15; 

1593-4 779 

Bid‘ah: Innovation,  46:10   

Bilqis: 27:23-45 See also Saba’: 2161-77 1097 
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Biology: creation of life, 

birth,  

30:55 2295 1187 

creation,  22:6 

also: 4:2; 18:38; 20:56; 23:13-15; 

36:78; 40:68; 55:15; 

1932 954 

development,  39:7 

also: 3:7; 7:190; 16:73; 23:13-17, 

79; 35:12; 67:24; 

2565 1330 

birth,  46:16; [also: 16:79; 80:20;] 2725-6 1442 

Birds:    

as Allah’s signs,  16:80; [also: 6:39; 22:32; 24:42; 

67:20;] 

1567 761 

asked to sing praises of 

Allah,  

21:80 

also: 34:11; 38:20; 

1907 939 

attached to Abraham,  2:261 327-9 150-51 

destroyed 

Ashabul-Fil,  
105:4-5 3437-8 1825 

dream of Joseph’s 

companion,  

12:37 

also: 12:42; 

1382 663 

Jesus’ creation of out of 

clay,  

3:50 

also: 5:111; 

420-C 194 

Solomon taught the 

lingua of,  

27:17 2152 1093 

Birth: 4:2 

also: 3:37, 48, 60; 19:5-10, 20-21; 

23:13; 32:9-10; 53:33; 

556-7 255 

Birth Control: 17:32; [also: 6:152;] 1613 789 

Bismillah: beginning of all 

except Surah At-Taubah 

27:31 2166 1099 

Black: colour in nature,  35:28 2418 1261 

faces shall be on that 

day,  

3:107 

also: 39:61; 75:25; 80:42; 

455 215 

conditions in Hell,  56:44   

Blasphemy: 33:58; [also: 2:225, 259; 33:49;] 2368 1230 

Blessings: See Barakah:   

Blood:  Dam,  16:67; [also: 7:134; 12:19;] 1555 756 

forbidden,  2:174; [also: 5:4; 6:146; 16:116;] 199 98 

man born out of 

congealed,  

96:3 

also: 22:6; 23:15; 40:68; 75:39; 

3387 1797 

neither flesh nor reaches 

Allah,  

22:38 1955 965 

who shed,  2:85; [also: 2:31;] 117 59 

Blood Money: 4:93 649-51 296 
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Blind:    

believers are not,  25:74 2092A 1057 

cannot guide those who 

choose to be,  

30:54 

also: 6:105; 10:44; 27:82; 41:18, 

45;43:41 

2294 1180 

in the Hereafter,  17:73; [also: 17:98; 20:125-126; 

27:67;] 

1637 801 

Jesus healed the,  3:50; [also: 5:111;] 420E 194 

of heart,  22:47 1961 969 

physically,  24:62 2059 1035 

seeing and not equal,  11:25 

also: 6:51; 13:17; 35:20; 40:59; 

1308 621 

spiritually,  2:16 

also: 2:19, 172; 5:72; 13:20; 47:24; 

34 22 

Boaster: 31:19; [also: 4:37; 11:11; 57:21, 

24;] 

2309 1189 

Boat: 37:141 

also: 10:23;11:39; 18:72, 80; 29:66; 

35:13 

2506 1304 

Bondman: See Slavery:   

Bondwoman:    

marriage with believing,  2:222 

also: 4:4, 26; 24:33; 

267 126 

punishment of,  4:26 592 273 

care and emancipation 

of,  

24:34 2046 1024 

Bones: 2:260; [also: 6:147; 23:15; 86:8;] 326 150 

resurrection after are 

turned to dust,  

56:48 

also: 17:50, 99; 23:36, 83; 36:79; 

37:17, 54; 75:4; 79:11-12; 

2970 1560 

have become feeble,  19:5   

Book: Kitab See also   Qur’an: Ummul-Kitab,    

of deeds,  17:14 

also: 7:38; 17:72; 18:50; 23:63; 

39:70; 45:29-30; 69:20, 26; 83:8, 

10, 19, 21; 

1599 783 

Kitabul-Hafiz,  50:5 2801 1487 

Kitabul-Maknun,  56:79 2978 1564 

Kitabul-Mastur,  52:3; [also: 17:59;] 2844 1507 

Kitabul-Mubin,  34:4; [also: 6:60; 10:62; 11:7; 

27:76;] 

2377 1238 

repository of Divine 

knowledge,  

10:62 

also: 2:3; 3:4; 4:106; 5:49; 6:39, 60, 

93; 7:3; 11:7; 22:71; 27:76; 

34:4; 50:5; …. 

1273 599 
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Book: Kitab See also   Qur’an: Ummul-Kitab,    

repository of human 

actions and thoughts,  

9:120-121 

also: 3:54, 182; 4:82; 5:84; 10:22; 

19:80; 21:95; 43:20, 81; 54:53; 

82:12; 

  

repository of Divine laws 

and decrees,  

57:23 

also: 2:136; 4:25; 8:69, 76; 9:36; 

13:39; 15:5; 17:59; 30:57; 33:7; 

35:12; 

2996A 1574 

revelation sent through 

Messengers,  

5:49 

also: 2:54, 214; 3:49, 82; 4:163; 

6:92; 11:18; 13:2; 19:31; 

20:134; 23:50; 25:36; 28:44; 

32:24; 35:26; 37:118; 40:54, 71; 

41:46; 46:13; 57:26;  

752-3 351 

written document,  24:34; [also: 27:29-30;] 2046 1024 

Booty: See Spoils:   

Bounds: transgressions,  5:78-79 

also: 7:56; 9:10; 10:84; 17:34; 

20:25, 46; 21:10; 36:20; 40:29; 

42:43; 43:6; 49:10; 50:26; 

51:35; 68:13; 83:13; 96:7; 

782 362 

Bounty:    

Allah bestows His,  3:74-75 

also: 2:269; 3:171-172; 4:33, 55, 71, 

174; 9:28, 59, 74-76; 10:59, 61; 

17:21, 88; 30:46; 33:48; 35:31; 

40:62; 42:27; 44:58; 62:5; 

428B 204 

hide Allah’s,  4:38   

in the Hereafter,  35:36; [also: 42:23;] 2422 1263 

seek Allah’s,  62:11 

also: 5:3; 16:15; 17:13, 67; 30:24; 

35:13; 45:13; 59:9; 73:21; 

3048 1616 

Bracelets of gold….: 22:24; [also: 35:34; 43:54; 76:22;] 1942 959 

Breast: 

Fu‘ad, Qalb, 

6:126 

also: 3:120, 155; 7:3, 180; 11:13; 

15:98; 16:79, 107; 20:26; 22:47; 

25:33; 26:14; 37:85; 39:23; 

40:20, 57; 53:12; 94:2; 100:11; 

907 421 

Bribery: 2:189 216 108 

Brocade: 18:32; [also: 44:54; 55:55; 76:22;] 1688 828 

Brother: See also Believers: are s,    

backbiting,  49:13 2795 1482 

inheritance of a,  4:12-13; [also: 4:177;] 574A-5 264 

remission for injury by a,  2:179 204 101 
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Burden: 6:143; 7:158; 47:5; 52:41; 65:5; 

94:3 

  

no greater than ones 

capacity,  

2:287 

also: 2:234; 6:153; 7:43; 23:63; 

65:8; 

359 163 

share the of their evil-

doings,  

6:32 

also: 16:26, 77; 20:101-102; 29:14; 

840 390 

for each his own,  17:16; [also: 6:165; 35:19; 39:8; 

53:39;] 

1600 784 

earth throws up its,  99:3 3403 1807 

Burhan: See Arguments for:   

Burial: 80:22; [also: 5:32; 36:52-53; 

100:10;] 

3259 1733 

Burnt Offering: 3:184 539 246 

Byzantines: 30:3-5 2271 1166 

    

C 
   

Cain: & Abel: See Abel:   

Calamities: ‘Adhab,  23:77-78 

also: 7:138; 11:95; 21:47; 26:159; 

41:14; 

2010 997 

drought,  7:131   

due rejection of signs 38:15-16; [also: 3:113; 34:46;]   

due to belief in Trinity,  5:74 

also: 5:116; 

778 360 

earthquakes,  11:68 

also: 7:79, 85, 92; 11:83; 15:84; 

29:38; 

1328 635 

foretold,  17:59; 1626 796 

Calamities: ‘Adhab,     

law of God about,  6:132 

also: 7:95; 11:118; 16:46-47; 17:16; 

20:135; 26:209; 28:60; 38:4; 

67:17-20; 

911-12 423 

thunderbolt,  

Sa‘iqah, Saihah,  

11:68 

also: 2:56; 4:154; 13:14; 41:14, 18; 

51:45; 

1328 635 

punishment in the 

Hereafter,  

101:2-4 

also: 9:81; 54:47, 49; 68:34; 

3418-9 1813 

rain and drowning,  21:77-78 

also: 7:65, 137; 10:74; 20:79; 

26:121, 174; 27:59; 37:83; 

54:12-13; 71:26; 

1904 938 
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Calamities: ‘Adhab,     

saved believers 

from,  

11:59 

also:7:73; 11:67, 95, 118; 

  

wind and storm,  

Saihah,  

54:20-22 

also: 7:134; 15:74-75; 26:174; 

46:25-26; 51:34, 42-43; 54:20-

21, 32, 35; 68:20; 69:6-8 

2904 1533 

Calendar: 9:36 

also: 2:190, 198; 6:97; 10:6; 17:13; 

31:30; 

1181 547 

Calf: Heifer, Cow,     

took for worship,  2:52 

also: 2:55, 93; 4:154; 7:153; 20:89; 

20:89; 

92 45 

laden with ornaments,  20:88 

also: 7:149 

1842 905 

Caliph: Khalifah,     

dissemination of Divine 

light by,  

24:36 

 

2046A-

47 

1025 

no Khilafah without 

consultation,  

3:160 

also: 42:39; 

515 237 

promised Khilafah,  24:56 2057 1033 

Calumny: Buhtan,  33:58-59 See also Slander: 

also: 4:21, 113, 157; 24:17; 60:13; 

68:12; 

  

Camel: Ibil,  7:41; [also:12:66; 12:73;] 974 450 

parable of a thirsty  56:56 2971 1561 

ponder over creation of,  88:18 3330 1767 

precious possession,  77:34 3218A 1715 

replacement with modern 

transport,  

81:5 3264 1736 

Camel: Ibil,     

Sacrifice, a Sign of 

Allah,  

22:37 1954 965 

Salih’sas,  91:14 

also: 7:78; 11:65; 17:60; 26:156; 

54:28; 

3361 1781 

transportation for 

pilgrimage,  

22:28   

Camphor: Kafur,  76:6 3192 1705 
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Canaan: 2:51 

also: 2:244; 11:70-71; 18:61; 19:49; 

20:78, 81; 21:72, 106; 26:60; 

61:6; 

89 43 

Canals: See Sea:   

Canopy: 7:172; [also: 21:33; 40:65; 52:6;] 1069 495 

Captives: Asir,  8:68-9 

also: 2:86, 178; 4:25; 5:90; 8:71; 

9:60; 33:27; 47:5; 58:4; 76:9; 

90:14; 

1144-

5A 

529 

Carpet: 55:77; [also: 16:81; 55:55; 88:17;] 2953 1553 

Carrion: Maitah,  6:146; [also: 2:174; 5:4; 16:116;] 924 428 

Cattle:  An‘am,  16:67 

also: 20:55; 22:29, 35; 25:50; 35:29; 

1555 756 

sinners are like,  25:45; [also: 7:180; 47:13;] 2080 1051 

created for man’s 

benefit,  

23:22 

also: 6:143; 16:6-9, 67, 81; 36:72-

74; 39:7; 40:80-81; 42:12; 

43:13; 79:34; 

1991 986 

Cavalry: 38:33; [also: 27:18;] 2530 1316 

Celibacy: See Abstinence:   

Certainty:  Yaqin,  102:6- 8 

also: 2:5, 119; 5:51; 6:76; 15:100; 

26:25; 27:4, 23; 30:61; 31:5; 

32:13, 25; 44:8; 45:5, 21; 51:21; 

52:37; 56:96; 69:52; 74:32; 

3426 1817 

Chains: 76:5; [also: 40:72; 69:33;] 3191 1705 

Challenge: produce a book 

like Qur’an,  

17:89 

also:2:24; 10:39; 11:14; 52:35; 

1649 806 

Charity: Sadaqah,  See Alms:   

Chastisement: See Calamities:   

Chastity: 24:31-32 

also: 5:6; 23:6; 33:36; 70:30-31; 

2043-

44 

1019-

20 

example of,  19:21 

also: 12:24-25; 19:29; 21:92; 66:13; 

1752 862 

Islamic Law about,  24:3 2025A-

26 

1008 

Cheating:    

do not devour others 

property,  

2:189 

also: 4:30; 9:34; 

215A-

16 

108 

do not shortchange,  26:182-184; [also:2:283; 11:85; 

55:9; 83:2;] 

2130 1081 
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Children:    

are a trial,  8:29 

also: 16:59-60; 19:78; 34:36; 57:21; 

64:15; 

  

be kind to parents,  17:24-25; [also: 46:16, 18;] 1607-9 786 

do not slay your,  17:32; [also: 6:138, 141, 152;] 1613-4 789 

Ghulam,  3:41 

also: 12:20; 15:54; 18:75, 83; 19:8-

9, 21; 37:102; 51:29; 52:25;  

408 188 

prayers for your,  14:36; [also: 2:129; 3:39; 25:75; 

46:16;] 

1468 713 

 

shall not avail,  34:38; [also:3:11, 117; 9:69; 58:18; 

60:4;] 

2400 1248 

should not cause 

diversion from 

remembrance,  

63:10   

weaning of,  46:16; [also: 31:15;] 2725 1442 

Children of Adam: 7:27-28; [also: 7:32, 36, 173; 

36:61;] 

963 446 

Children of Israel: See Bani Isra’il:   

Chosroes: Kisra,  2:103; [also: 30:5;] 130A 67 

Christ: See Jesus:   

Christians & Christianity: 2:63 

also: 2:112-13, 121, 136, 141; 3:68; 

5:15, 19, 52, 70, 83; 9:30, 32; 

18:9-44; 20:106; 22:18; 61:15; 

104 50 

Chronological Order: in 

Qur’an,  

26:142 2128 1077 

Churches: See Biya‘un:   

Circumambulate: 22:30; [also: 2:126, 159; 22:27;] 1948 962 

City: Ummul-Qura,  6:93; [also: 21:96;] 875 409 

destroyed as punishment,  7:5 

also: 9:70; 11:103; 17:17; 18:60; 

21:7; 22:46; 28:59; 29:32, 35; 

65:9; 

944 439 

not destroyed unjustly,  26:209 

also: 11:118; 15:5; 28:60; 

2137 1085 

Civilizations, Past: 30:42; [also: 6:7; 30:10;] 2291 1177 

Clay: 
Tin, 

Sijjil, 

23:13 

also: 3:50; 5:111; 6:3; 7:13; 11:83; 

15:75; 17:62; 28:39; 32:8; 

37:12; 38:72, 77; 51:34; 105:5; 

1984 983 
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ringing,  

Salsal,  

15:27 

also: 15:29, 34; 55:15; 

1493 725 

Cleanliness: 4:44  See also Moral Traits: 610-12 279 

Clergy: See Monasticism:   

Clot: 23:15 

also: 22:6; 39:7; 40:68; 75:39; 96:3; 

1985 984 

Cloud: Sahab,  

‘Arid, 

Ghamam, 

30:49-51 

also: 2:58, 165, 211; 7:58, 161; 

13:13; 15:23; 24:41, 44; 25:26; 

27:89; 35:10; 46:25; 52:45; 

2293 1180 

Colours: 35:28-29 

also: 16:14, 70; 30:23; 39:22; 55:65; 

2418-

19 

1261 

Columns: ‘Imad,  104:10; [also: 89:8;] 3435A 1822 

Combat: See War:   

Commerce: See Trade:   

Community: See Society:   

Companions of the Cave: 

Ashabul-Kahf, 

18:10-27 1666A-

87 

818-26 

Companions of the Holy 

Prophetsa,  

33:24 

also: 5:120; 9:100; 46:36; 48:27, 30; 

58:23; 

2345 1213 

Compel: See Compulsion: 1579 769 

Compromise: 3:65; [also: 68:10; 109:2-7;] 426A 201 

Compulsion in Faith: 

Ikrah fid-Din, 

2:257 

also: 2:191, 194; 5:49, 93; 6:150; 

7:89; 8:40; 9:6; 10:100; 

11:119;13:32; 16:10; 18:21, 30; 

22:39, 41; 25:58; 26:5; 50:46; 

76:4; 90:11; 95:6; 109:7; 

319 147 

Concealment: 16:107 1579 769 

do not confound, hide 

truth,  

3:72 

also: 2:43, 147, 160, 175, 284; 5:16; 

6:92; 

427C 203 

Conceit: Mukhtal,  31:19 

also: 4:37; 25:22; 57:24; 67:21; 

2309 1191 

Conciliation: 4:129; [also: 2:225; 4:115; 42:41;] 678 309 

Concubinage: 4:4 

also: 2:222; 4:25-26; 7:190; 24:33; 

30:22; 

561 258 

Confederates: 33:23   

Conferences: 4:115; [also: 58:8-12;]   
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Conjecture: Zann,  

 

4:158 

also: 2:79; 3:8; 6:117, 149; 10:37, 

61, 67; 34:54; 38:28; 43:21; 

45:25, 33; 48:7, 13; 49:13; 

53:24, 29; 

699 318 

thinking, doubt,  7:172 

also: 11:28; 12:43; 17:102-103; 

26:187; 28:39, 40; 33:11; 38:25; 

40:38; 41:23, 24; 48:13; 59:3; 

72:6, 8; 84:15; 

1069 495 

Conjugal Relation: 30:22; [also: 2:224, 229; 4:35;]  

See Marriage: Wives: 

2278 1171 

Conscience: 8:40 

also: 2:194; 3:21; 7:52, 89; 14:25; 

18:30; 22:39, 41, 72; 27:63; 

47:5; 50:38; 67:11; 69:40; 75:3; 

1120 520 

Consorts: See Wives of the Holy Prophetsa:   

Consultation: Shura 3:160 

also: 2:234; 42:39; 58:8-11, 13, 14; 

515 237 

Contracts: 2:283-284; [also: 5:2;] 354-55 160-62 

Contributions: 
Nafaqah, 

2:268 

also: 2:4, 220, 246, 273; 3:93, 182; 

337 154 

Conversion: Da‘wat See Preaching:   

Convey Message: 42:49 

also: 7:69, 80, 94; 11:58; 46:24; 

53:11; 

  

Corah: Qarun,  28:77 

also: 28:80, 82-83; 29:40-41; 40:25; 

2231-2 1139 

Corn: Habbah,  12:44 

also: 2:262; 12:47-50; 13:5; 16:12; 

55:13; 78:16; 80:28; 

  

Corruption: 30:42 

also: 3:119; 11:117; 15:10; 28:84; 

53:15; 89:13; 

2291 1177 

Cosmology: 79:28-31 

also: 21:31; 35:42; 50:7; 78:13-14; 

81:12; 84:4; 

3245-7 1726 

Covenant: Mithaq, ‘Ahd,  3:188 

also: 4:91, 93; 5:15; 7:103, 170; 

12:81; 43:50; 

544 247 

with Abraham,  2:125; [also: 2:126;]   

Covenant: Mithaq, ‘Ahd,     

with Adam,  20:116; [also: 36:61;] 1856 912 

with Allah,  3:78 

also: 2:28; 6:135, 153; 13:21, 26; 

16:92, 96; 33:24; 57:9; 68:40; 

430 205 
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Covenant: Mithaq, ‘Ahd,     

with believers,  48:11 

also: 2:177, 238, 257; 5:2, 8; 4:22; 

8:57-59, 73; 9:8, 12-13, 75, 

111;17:35; 23:9; 70:33; 

2769 1468 

with Jews,  5:14 

also: 2:41, 64, 84-85, 94, 101; 

3:184; 4:155, 156; 5:13, 71; 

7:135; 20:81; 33:16; 43:50; 

727B 337 

in marriage,  2:236; [also: 4:22;] 291 136 

with Prophets: 

Mithaqun-Nabiyyin,  

3:82; [also: 33:8;] 433 207 

Cradle: Mahd,  

bed, resting place, 

3:47 

also: 2:207; 5:111; 7:42; 13:19; 

19:30; 20:54; 38:57; 43:11; 

78:7; 

418A, 

B 

192 

Creation: Khalq,     
 

from clay, 23:13 

also: 6:3;17:62; 32:8; 37:12; 38:72; 

1984 983 

 

from dust, 3:60 

also: 18:38; 22:6; 30:21; 35:12; 

40:68; 

425-

425

A 

199 

Creed: ‘Aqidah,  

Millah, 

2:256 

also: 2:108, 111, 113, 121; 12:38; 

22:79; 27:27; 28:71; 

  

Criterion: Furqan,  See Discrimination:   

Crooked: 7:46 

also: 7:87; 11:20; 14:4; 18:2; 

20:109; 39:29; 

977 452 

Crops: 16:12 

also: 2:206; 3:118; 6:137, 139, 142; 

7:131; 18:33-34; 30:52; 32:28; 

39:22; 44:26-27; 56:64-66; 

1533 743 

Cross: Salib,  7:125; [also: 5:34; 12:42; 20:72; 

26:50;] 

1033 476 

Crow: Ghurab,  5:32 739 343 

Crucifixion: 

Salabu,  

4:158 

also: 5:34; 7:125; 12:42; 20:72; 

697 318 

Cucumber: 2:62 102 49 

Cultivation: See Agriculture:   

Curse : La‘nah,     

Mubahalah,  3:62; [also: 3:65; 62:7;] 426 199 
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Curse : La‘nah,     

on disbelievers, idolaters,  

wrong-doers,  

4:48 

also: 2:89-90, 160, 162; 4:47, 53, 94, 

119; 5:61, 79; 7:39, 45; 9:68; 

11:19, 61; 13:26; 23:42, 45; 

28:43; 29:26; 33:58, 62, 65, 69; 

40:11, 53; 47:24; 48:7; 

614 281 

on hypocrites,  63:5; [also: 47:24; 48:7;] 3051 1619 

on Iblis,  15:36; [also: 38:79;]   

on Israelites, Jews,  5:14 

also: 3:55; 4:47-48, 53; 5:61, 65, 79; 

9:30; 17:61; 

727B 337 

on, who calumniate the 

chaste,  

24:24 

also: 24:8, 10; 

2038 1017 

on who forge lies,  11:19; [also:3:62;] 1305 620 

on who die disbelievers 2:162; [also: 3:88;]   

on who hold Shari‘ah as 

a,  

20:3; [also:4:29;] 1808 888 

Custodian: keeper,  39:74; [also: 39:72; 40:50-51; 

83:34;] 

2590 1347 

Holy Prophetsa as over 

you,  

6:108 

also: 2:144; 6:67, 105; 39:42; 42:7, 

49; 88:23; 

893 415 

Customs of :    
 

Arabs,  5:104 

also: 2:179; 3:162; 6:137-142; 7:74; 

9:37; 11:57, 80; 16:60; 33:5; 

53:10; 58:2;] 

798-D 371 

Egyptians,  20:78; [also: 20:89;] 1838 902 

Israelites,  19:17; [also: 3:36; 23:51;] 1747 861 

Cyrus: 2:260 

also: 2:103; 17:7; 18:84-102; 23:51; 

323 148 

    

D 
   

Dabbatul-Ard: 

creatures, beasts,  

27:83 

also: 2:165; 6:39; 8:23, 56; 11:7, 57; 

16:50, 62; 22:19; 31:11; 34:15; 

35:29, 46; 42:30; 45:5; 81:6; 

2191 1112 

Dajjal: See Antichrist:   

Dallin: 

astray,  

1:7 

also: 2:109, 199; 3:70, 91, 165; 

4:117, 120, 137; 5:13, 61, 78, 

106; 6:40, 57, 75, 78, 117-118, 

126, 141, 145; 7:39, 61, 150, 

15 10 
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180, 187; 9:37, 115; 10:89, 109; 

12:9; 13:28, 34; 14:5, 28, 37; 

15:40, 57; 16:26, 38, 94, 126; 

17:16, 49, 73, 98; 18:18, 52, 

105;20:80, 86, 93; 22:5, 10; 

23:107; 25:10, 18, 30, 35, 43; 

26:21, 87, 92, 95, 100; 27:93; 

30:30; 31:7; 33:37, 68; 35:9; 

36:63; 37:33, 72; 38:27; 39:24, 

38, 42; 40:35; 42:45; 45:24; 

53:3, 31; 56:52; 60:2; 68:8; 

71:28; 74:32; 83:33; 

Dams:  Al-‘Arim,  34:17 2384 1242 

Daniel: Danialas,  18:84; [also: 21:86;] 1719 845 

Dar: abode, home,  22:41; [also: 2:85; 71:27;] 1958 967 
 

‘Aqibatud-Dar, 28:38; [also: 13:23;]   

 

Su’ud-Dar, 13:26; [also: 40:53;]   

Darkness: spiritual,  

Zulumat, Lail, 

2:18 

also: 2:20, 258; 5:17; 6:2, 40, 60, 

123; 10:27; 13:17; 14:2, 6; 

24:41; 33:44; 35:21; 57:10; 

65:12; 93:3; 

37 23 

Darul-Fasiqin: abode of 

transgressors,  

7:146 1052 483 

Darul-Muqamah: abode of 

eternity,  

35:36 2422 1263 

Darul-Muttaqin: 16:31   

Darul-Akhirah: 

abode of Hereafter,  

2:95      See also Afterlife: 

also: 6:33; 7:170; 12:110; 16:31; 

28:78, 84; 29:65; 33:30; 38:47; 

  

Darul-Bawar: abode of 

ruin,  

14:29   

Darul-Khuld: abiding 

home,  

41:29   

Darul-Qarar: permanent 

abode,  

40:40   

Darus-Salam: 

abode of peace,  

10:26 

also:6:128; 

1253 589 

Date Palms: 

dates: 

36:35 

also: 2:267; 6:100, 142; 13:5; 16:12, 

68; 17:92; 18:33; 19:26; 23:20; 

26:149; 50:10-11; 55:12, 69; 

59:6; 80:30; 

2444 1275 

birth pains drove Mary 

to trunk of,  

19:24-26 1757-

59 

865 

Date-Stone: 6:96; [also: 4:54, 125; 35:14;] 879 411 
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Daughters: 11:79-80 

also: 4:12; 15:72; 24:32; 28:28; 

33:60; 42:50; 66:13; 

1337-8  

attribute to Allah,  6:101;[also:16:58; 37:150-154; 

43:17; 52:40;] 

885 413 

marriage with,  4:24; [also: 4:4; 33:51;] 586-87 270 

David: Dawudas,     

attempted murder  

of,  

38:22-25 2523-

25 

1313 

favours of God on,  2:252 

also: 4:164; 6:85; 17:56; 21:79-81; 

27:16-17; 34:11-12; 38:18-27, 

31; 

312 144 

Israelites and,  5:79; [also: 17:6;] 782 362 

Da‘wah: invite,  See Preaching:   

Dawn: 2:188 

also: 6:97; 54:35; 74:35; 81:19; 

89:2; 97:6; 100:4; 

214 108 

privacy at,  24:59 2058 1034 

remember Allah at,  17:79; [also: 3:18, 42; 51:19: 

113:2;] 

1641 803 

Day: measure of,  22:48; [also: 32:6; 70:5;] 1961A 969 

Day of Call for 

Help:Yaumut-Tanad,  

40:33 2604 1357 

Day of Appointed 

Time:Yaumul-Waqt,  

15:39; [also: 38:82; 56:51;] 1499 728 

Day of Decision: Yaumul-

Fasl,  
44:41 

also: 37:22; 77:14-15, 39; 78:18; 

2702 1425 

Destructive Day: 

Yaumul-Muhit, 
11:85   

Day of Eternity: 

Yaumul-Khuld, 

50:35 2814 1493 

Day of People: Yaumul-

Ahzab,  

40:31   

Day of Distinction: 

Yaumul-Furqan,  

8:42 1123 521 

Day of Distress: 

Yaumul-‘Asib, 

11:78 1335 638 

Day of Festival: Yaumuz-

Zinah,  

20:60   

Day of Gathering: 

Yaumul-Jam‘, 

64:10 

also:11:104; 42:8; 

  

Day of Gloom: 
Yaumuz-Zullah, 

26:190   
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Day of coming forth from 

Graves: 

Yaumul-Khuruj, 

50:43   

Hard Day: 

Yaumun ‘Asir, 

54:9; [also: 25:27; 74:10;]   

Day of Hunayn: Yaumu 

Hunain,  

9:25 1173 542 

Day of Hunger: 
Yaumo Dhi-Masghabah 

90:15   

Friday: 

Yaumul-Jumu‘ah, 

62:10 3047A 1615 

Day of Pilgrimmage 
Yaumul-Hajj, 

9:3 1153A 534 

Day of Harvest: 

Yaumul-Hasad, 

6:142   

Day of Meeting: 

Yaumut-Talaq, 

40:16   

Mighty Day: 

Yaumun-‘Azim, 

6:16; [also: 10:16; 19:38; 39:14; 

83:6;] 

  

Day of Promise: 

Yaumul-Wa‘id, 

50:21   

Promised Day: 
Yaumul-Mau‘ud, 

85:3   

Day of the Quake: 

Yaumu Tarjuf, 

73:15; [also: 79:7;]   

Day of Reckoning: Yaumul-

Hisab,  

38:17 

also: 14:42; 38:27, 54; 39:25, 60; 

40:28; 46:21; 58:19; 78:4; 

80:37; 83:6; 111:4; 

  

Day of Requital: 

Resurrection: Yaumul-

Qiyamah, Yaumud-Din, 

Yaumul-Akhirah, 

Yaumul-Ba‘th,  

37:21 

also: 1:4; 2:9, 49, 86, 114, 127; 

3:78, 115; 4:40, 142; 5:70; 6:13; 

9:18;11:27; 14:32, 43;15:36; 

23:102; 24:3, 38; 25:27; 26:83, 

88; 29:37; 30:57; 33:22; 38:80; 

43:66; 44:17; 50:45; 51:13; 

60:4; 70:9; 74:9-10; 75:2-3; 

82:17-18; 83:11-12; 86:10; 

2476 1290 

belief in,  70:27 

also: 2:5, 178, 233; 3:115; 4:60, 

137, 163; 5:70; 12:38; 18:106; 

21:50; 27:4; 31:5; 74:44-47; 

83:12; 

3125A 1669 

enmity until,  5:65; [also: 5:15;] 767-9 357 
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Day of Requital: 

Resurrection: Yaumul-

Qiyamah, Yaumud-Din, 

Yaumul-Akhirah, 

Yaumul-Ba‘th,  

   

believers on the,  39:74 

also: 2:213; 19:73, 86; 23:103; 

26:91; 43:36, 68; 44:52; 50:32; 

101:7-8; 

2590 1347 

face of believers on  3:107; [also: 10:27; 75:23; 88:9-10;] 455 215 

face of disbelievers on 

the,  

67:28 

also: 3:107; 10:28; 14:49, 51; 21:40, 

105; 23:105; 25:26; 27:89; 

36:52; 39:61, 68, 69; 50:45; 

52:11; 54:8; 55:38; 56:6-7; 

69:15, 17; 70:9-10; 73:15, 19; 

75:9-10, 25; 77:10-11; 78:20-

21;80:41-42; 81:2, 4, 12; 82:2; 

84:2, 4-5; 88:3-4; 89:22; 99:2-7; 

101:5; 

3086 1647 

heaven and earth 

on,  

39:68 

also: 27:88-89; 36:52; 39:69; 50:43, 

45; 52:10-17; 75:7-12; 

2587 1344 

Iblis seeks respite until  17:63-64 1631 798 

is sure to come,  6:13 

also: 6:32; 12:108; 15:86; 18:22; 

20:16; 22:8, 56; 34:4; 40:60; 

42:8; 43:67; 45:33; 47:19; 51:7; 

56:3; 

  

knowledge of with Allah 

only,  

79:43-45 

also: 7:188; 31:35; 33:64; 41:48; 

43:86; 

  

on that day,  27:88 

also: 2:282; 3:26, 162, 186; 4:88; 

6:13, 23, 74; 10:46, 55; 15:26; 

17:14, 72; 18:49, 50; 19:69, 72, 

73, 96; 20:109; 21:48; 22:57; 

23:102; 25:27; 30:13, 15; 36:50, 

51, 55; 39:69; 40:17, 18; 45:27-

29; 46:20; 50:45; 52:17; 54:7-9; 

56:2-12; 66:8; 70:44-45; 101:5; 

2193 1113 

prayer for forgiveness 

on,  

3:195 

also: 11:48; 14:42; 26:83; 
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Day of Requital: 

Resurrection: Yaumul-

Qiyamah, Yaumud-Din, 

Yaumul-Akhirah, 

Yaumul-Ba‘th,  

   

punished on the,  22:10 

also: 2:175; 3:78, 181; 5:37; 7:168; 

11:61, 99-100; 15:36; 16:26, 28; 

17:98; 20:101; 20:125; 25:70; 

28:42, 62; 29:14; 29:26; 39:16, 

25; 39:48, 61; 41:41; 42:46; 

82:16; 

1934 955 

rejection of,  4:137 

also: 6:32; 7:46, 148; 11:20; 16:23, 

61; 17:11; 23:75; 25:12; 27:5-6; 

30:17; 34:9; 41:8; 83:11-12; 

  

render justice on  

the,  

17:14-15 

also: 2:114; 3:186; 4:142; 10:94; 

16:125; 21:48; 22:18, 70; 32:26; 

45:18; 60:4; 

1599 783 

raised on the,  23:17; [also: 45:27;] 1987 985 

sinners on that day,  17:98 

also: 18:106; 19:87; 20:125; 23:104; 

54:49; 55:42; 101:9-10; 

1654 808 

Day of Sorrow: 

Yaumul-Hasrah, 

19:40   

Day of Realization: 

Yaumut-Taghabun, 

64:10 3061 1625 

Day of Victory: 

Yaumul-Fath, 

32:30   

Day of Witnesses: 

Yaumun-Mashhud, 

11:104 

also: 40:52; 

  

Day of Your’s: 
Yaumukum, 

32:15 

also: 39:72; 43:84; 51:61; 52:46; 

70:43; 

  

Deaf: 18:58 

also: 2:19, 179; 5:72; 6:26, 40; 8:23; 

11:25; 17:47, 98; 21:46; 25:74; 

27:81; 41:45; 43:41; 47:24; 

1703 835 

Dead, Death: Maut,  also: 2:57; 6:123; 14:18; 19:24; 

40:12; 57:18; 

  

Allah alone causes,  15:24 

also:2:29, 259; 3:157; 6:96; 13:17; 

16:71; 22:67; 30:41; 40:12, 69; 

45:27; 50:44; 53:45; 57:3; 
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Dead, Death: Maut,     

never return,  21:96 

also:2:29; 23:100-101; 36:32; 

39:59-60; 

1917 945 

decreed with fixed term,  3:146; [also: 39:43; 56:51]   

every soul shall taste of  29:58 

also: 2:97; 3:146, 155, 186; 4:79; 

21:35-36; 23:16; 29:43; 31:35; 

33:17; 56:61; 62:9; 80:22; 

  

false gods do not create, 

are,  

16:21-22 

also: 7:192; 13:15; 25:4; 35:14, 41; 

46:5; 

  

Jesus restored spiritually,  3:50 

also: 5:111; 6:123; 7:58; 10:32; 

420F 194 

God restores to life,  2:260-261 

also: 2:57, 74, 244; 6:37; 8:25, 43; 

22:7, 67; 26:82; 30:20, 25, 51; 

36:13; 36:34; 40:12; 41:40; 

42:10; 43:12; 46:34; 50:12; 

75:41; 

322-29 148-51 

slain in the way of Allah 

are not,  

2:155 

also: 3:170; 

181 92 

Tawaffa,  

caused,  

22:6 

also: 2:235, 241; 3:56, 194; 4:16, 

98; 5:118; 32:12; 6:61, 62; 7:38, 

127; 8:51; 10:47, 105; 12:102; 

13:41; 16:29, 33, 71; 39:43; 

40:68, 78; 47:28; 

1932 954 

torment in this life,  14:18 1461 708 

will be raised again,  2:29; [also:19:67;] 50-53 31 

Death: life after,  See Afterlife:   

Debate: 37:2-5 

also: 2:112; 3:62; 10:51; 16:126; 

22:68; 25:53; 29:47; 38:70; 

103:4; 

2469 1287 

Debt: 2:281 353 160 

Deceive: Gharrah,  
Khada‘ah, 

2:10 

also: 3:25, 197; 4:143; 6:113, 131; 

8:63; 31:34; 40:5; 45:36; 57:15; 

82:7; 

29 21 
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Decree: 9:106    See also Night of Decree: 

also:2:110, 118; 3:48, 146; 4:48; 

5:2; 6:3; 8:45, 69; 9:118; 10:97; 

11:44, 61, 74, 77, 83, 95, 102; 

12:22; 13:30, 39; 15:5, 61; 16:2, 

34; 19:22, 36, 72, 73; 20:119; 

22:5; 27:58; 33:38-39; 34:15; 

35:37; 36:39, 71; 39:43; 40:69, 

79, 86; 41:13; 48:16; 51:10; 

54:13; 57:15; 58:22; 59:4; 97:2-

5; 

1216 568 

Deeds: See Actions:   

Defamatory speech: 4:149 691 315 

Deism, denounced: 6:104 887 414 

Deities: 6:109; [also: 43:40; 46:7;] 894 415 

Deluge: See Flood:   

Delusion: Ghurur,  

deception,  

3:186 

also: 4:121; 6:113; 7:23; 17:65; 

31:34; 33:13; 35:6, 41; 57:15, 

21; 67:21; 

542 247 

Descend: Nuzul,  57:26 

also: 2:58, 158; 6:8; 7:27, 161; 8:12; 

10:60; 15:9; 20:81; 23:19; 

27:61; 31:11; 34:3; 39:7; 40:14; 

65:11-12;  

2997-

98 

1575 

Desert: 24:40   

Desire: (evil, low),  

Hawa, 

28:51 

also: 4:136; 7:177; 18:29; 20:17; 

25:44; 38:27; 45:24; 53:3, 5; 

79:41, 42; 

  

Despair: 39:54 

also: 2:215; 5:4; 6:45; 11:10; 12:81, 

88, 111; 15:56-57; 17:84; 23:78; 

29:24; 30:13, 37, 50; 43:76; 

60:14; 

2584 1342 

Destiny: 
man, maker of his,  

4:80 

also: 10:109; 17:16; 27:93; 29:7; 

30:54; 39:42; 42:31; 45:16; 

52:22; 53:39-43; 87:3; 

637 291 

Destiny, night of: See Night of Decree:   

Devil: See Satan:   

Dhikr: See Prayers:  See Remember: 

Allah,  
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Qur’an as,  

reminder,  

38:2 

also: 3:59; 6:91;11:121;15:7, 

10;16:45; 20:100; 21:25, 51; 

29:52; 36:70; 37:4; 38:9, 50, 88; 

41:42; 43:45; 54:26; 65:11; 

68:52-53; 74:32; 77:6; 81:28; 

2514 1310 

Dhul-Kifl: 21:86; [ also: 2:260; 38:49-50;] 1912 942 

Dhul-Qarnain: 18:84-99 1719-

33 

845-51 

Dhun-Nun: 21:88  See also Jonah: 1913 943 

Dhu Nuwas: 85:5 3310 1755 

Dignity: honour,  17:77 

also: 2:109, 207, 239; 4:140; 10:3; 

12:32; 21:25; 24:2; 25:73; 33:34, 

53-54; 36:70; 70:26; 

1640 802 

Dinar: 3:76   

Dirar: mosque of,  9:107-108 1217 568 

Disbelief: 

Kufr,  

Disbeliever: 

Kuffar,  

2:7-21    See also Barrier: for,  

also: 2:35; 3:5, 98; 4:151-152; 5:18, 

37, 38, 45, 73- 74; 7:38, 51; 

8:56; 9:37; 12:88; 14:3-4; 

16:108; 19:72; 38:74-75; 39:33, 

60; 40:5; 45:12; 47:35; 85:11, 

20-21; 98:7; 109:2-7; 

See also  Believers: can overcome,  

Curse: on,  Ears: of,  Hell: for,  

Muhammadsa: and,  Parable: of 

a,  Prayer: of,   Prophecies: 

about, Respite: to,   

Spending:by,  

26-41A 20-24 

 

and Qur’an,  16:104; [also: 25:53;] 1578 768 
 

challenge to,  2:24 

also: 8:32; 10:39; 11:13-14; 17:89; 

22:16; 52:34-35; 

44 25 

 

deluded, misled,  13:34 

also: 2:109; 3:168, 178; 6:123, 131; 

9:23; 

1446 698 

 

no forgiveness for,  4:138 

also: 4:169; 13:15; 32:30; 40:51; 

47:35; 

684 312 
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punishment of a,  2:25 

also: 2:40, 91, 105, 127, 176; 3:11, 

23, 57, 92, 132, 142; 4:19, 38, 

57, 141, 152, 162; 5:11, 87; 6:31, 

111; 7:51; 8:15, 37; 9:26, 49, 68; 

13:36; 14:3; 16:28; 17:9; 18:103, 

107; 21:40; 22:20, 73; 29:55; 

33:65-66; 34:34; 35:37; 36:64-

65; 38:28; 39:33, 72; 41:51; 

48:14; 67:7; 70:2-3; 76:5; 98:7; 

45-46 27 

Discord: 

Fitnah,  

2:214 

also: 3:8, 106; 4:92; 5:42; 9:47, 48; 

12:101; 17:54; 33:15; 51:15; 

113:5; 

255 120 

Dishonesty: 

Khiyanah,  

8:28 

also: 3:162; 4:106, 108; 8:59; 12:53; 

22:39; 40:20; 66:11; 

1113 516 

Disorder: 

Fitnah, Fasad 

7:57 See also Discord: Trial: 

also: 2:12-13, 28, 31, 61, 192, 194, 

206, 218, 221, 252; 3:64; 5:33-

34, 42, 65; 7:75, 86, 104, 128, 

143; 8:20, 26, 40, 74; 9:47, 47; 

10:41, 82; 11:86, 117; 13:26; 

16:89; 17:5; 18:95; 23:72; 

26:153, 184; 27:9; 28:5, 78, 84; 

30:42; 40:27; 47:23; 89:13; 

988 456 

Discrepancy: no in the Holy 

Qur’an,  

4:83 

also: 3:8; 11:68; 31:15; 33:41; 39:24 

639 292 

Discrimination: 

Furqan, 

25:2 

also: 2:54, 186; 3:5; 8:30, 42; 21:49; 

2062-3 1041 

Disease: 2:11 

also:2:220; 4:4; 5:53; 8:50; 

9:125;10:58; 20:98; 22:54; 

24:51; 33:13, 33, 61; 38:42-43; 

47:21, 30; 74:32; 

30 21 

 

those who are sick,  26:81 

also: 2:185-186, 197; 4:44; 9:91; 

24:62; 48:18; 73:21; 

2119 1070 

Disobedience: 

‘Isyan, Fusuq, 

2:35 

also: 2:198, 283; 4:35; 5:4; 7:23, 

125; 20:123; 23:108; 26:50; 

49:8; 58:9-10; 

67 36 

Dispensation: 18:61-62 

also:3:20, 138; 21:35; 29:15; 43:62; 

95:2 

1704-

05 

836-38 

Display: 24:32; [also: 24:61; 33:34;] 2044 1020 
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Dispute: 8:7 

also: 2:85, 140; 3:21, 62, 66, 153; 

4:66, 106; 7:72; 8:47; 11:33; 

13:14; 16:5; 18:22; 22:4, 9, 20, 

68; 31:21; 40:5-6, 36, 48, 70; 

42:17, 19, 36; 49:11; 53:13; 

1096 510 

Dissimulation: See Taqiyyah:   

Ditch, Battle of: See Trench: Battle of,    

Divination: Maisir,  See Arrows: Divination by,    

Divinity: 10:35-37 

also: 3:3, 7, 46, 50, 60; 5:18, 76-77, 

117; 6:77-79; 21:22; 43:16, 82; 

1259-

60 

592 

Divorce: 2:228-235     See also: ‘Iddah: 

also: 2:237-238, 242; 33:50; 65:2-8; 

276-90 129-35 

enjoined kind treatment,  33:50 

also: 2:242; 4:21-22; 65:2-3, 7-8; 

2361 1225 

hateful in the eyes of 

God,  

4:131 681 310 

irrevocable,  2:231 283 132 

revocable,  2:232 283A-

84 

132 

Diyat: 4:93; See also Qisas: 650 297 

Dog: Kalb,  7:177; [also: 18:19, 23;] 1074 497 

Donkey: Hamir,  31:20; [also: 2:260; 11:107; 62:6;]  1189 

Doomsday: See Day of Resurrection:   

Door: Bab,  78:20 

also: 2:190; 7:41, 162; 12:24, 26; 

13:24-25; 15:44-45; 16:30; 

23:78; 38:50-51; 39:72-73; 

40:77; 43:35; 54:12; 57:14; 

3228 1719 

Doubt: Raib,  also: 17:100; 40:35; 65:5;   
 

about Allah, Qur’an,  2:3 

also: 2:24, 148; 3:8, 61; 6:115; 

10:38, 95, 115; 14:11; 24:51; 

32:3; 38:9; 49:16; 

18 18 

 

about resurrection,  22:6-7 

also: 3:10, 26; 4:88; 6:3, 13; 18:22; 

27:67; 34:22; 40:60; 41:55; 

45:27; 

1932 954 

 

about Jesus,  4:158; [also: 19:35; 43:62;] 697-99 318 

Downcast: 38:53; [also: 88:3;]   

Dower-money: Mahr, Ajr,  2:230 

also:2:237-238; 4:5, 21-22, 25-26; 

5:6; 33:50-51; 60:11; 

281 131 
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Dream: Ru’ya’,  
Manam, 

6:112 

also: 8:44; 12:5, 6, 37-38, 44-50, 

101-102; 17:61; 21:6; 37:103, 

106; 48:28; 

898 416 

Drinks: 2:61 

also: 2:188, 250, 260; 6:71; 7:32; 

9:19; 10:5; 12:42; 14:17; 15:23; 

16:11, 67-68; 18:30; 19:27; 

23:34; 25:50; 26:80; 35:13; 

38:43, 52; 47:16; 52:20; 56:55-

56, 69; 69:25; 72:17; 76:6, 18, 

22; 77:28, 44; 78:25; 83:26; 

88:6; 

  

Drown: Gharq,     
 

Noah’s people,  23:28 

also: 7:65; 10:74; 11:38, 44; 21:78; 

25:38; 26:121; 37:83; 71:26; 

1993 987 

 

Pharaoh,  2:51 

also: 7:137; 8:55; 10:91; 17:104; 

26:67; 29:41; 43:56; 44:25; 

89 43 

Du‘a’: See Prayers:  Prayers of the Holy 

Qur’an: 

  

Dualism: 6:2 817 382 

Dust:    
 

bones turned into,  56:48 

also:13:6; 23:36, 83; 27:68; 37:17, 

54; 50:4; 

2970 1560 

 

mountains into,  20:106-108; [also: 56:7; 77:11;] 1851 910 

Duty:    
 

of Angels,  35:2 2407 1254 
 

of believers,  31:15-16; [also: 6:70; 8:73;] 2306-

07 

1187 

 

of Holy Prophetsa,  6:105 

also: 3:21; 4:85; 5:68; 36:18; 42:49; 

62:3; 

891 414 

 

towards Allah,  8:30 

also: 5:101; 9:44; 59:19; 64:17; 

71:4; 

1114 517 

    

E 
   

Ears:    

disbelievers do not hear,  2:8 

also: 2:172; 6:26; 7:180; 16:109; 

17:47; 18:58; 22:47; 31:8; 37:9; 

41:5, 21, 45; 71:8; 

27 20 
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law of retaliation,  5:46 751 350 

of disbelievers,  2:19-20; [also: 41:21; 66:11;] 38-40 23-24 

those worshipped 

besides Allah are deaf,  

7:195-196 1085-6 501 

Earth: Al-Ard    

abode on,  2:30-31 

also: 2:23, 37; 4:98, 101; 7:25; 

11:62; 13:4; 15:20; 27:62; 

40:65; 43:11; 50:8; 51:49; 

55:11; 67:16; 71:20; 78:7; 

79:31; 

54-58 31-33 

Allah bestows life to 

dead,  

22:6 

also: 2:165; 16:66; 29:64; 30:20, 25, 

51; 35:10; 36:34; 39:22; 41:40; 

45:6; 46:34; 57:18; 

1932 953 

Allah’s dominion 

extends over the,  

2:256 

also: 2:108, 117, 285; 3:110, 130, 

181, 190; 4:132, 170; 5:18, 121; 

6:13, 80; 7:129, 159; 16:50, 53; 

23:85; 24:42, 65; 25:3; 30:27; 

31:27; 34:2; 39:45; 42:5; 45:28; 

48:15; 

318 146 

Earth: Al-Ard    

Allah knows the secrets 

of the,  

10:62 

also: 2:34; 3:6, 30; 5:98; 6:60; 

17:56;18:27; 22:71; 25:7; 27:66; 

34:3-4; 39:47; 49:17; 57:5; 58:8; 

64:5; 

1273 599 

broken into pieces,  89:22   

creation of the,  67:16 

also: 3:191; 6:74; 7:55; 10:4; 11:8; 

14:20, 33; 20:5; 21:31; 22:19; 

25:60; 29:45, 62; 30:23; 32:5; 

35:2; 36:82; 38:28; 39:6; 40:58; 

41:10-12; 62:2; 64:4; 65:13; 

79:31-34; 84:4; 

3081 1645 

creations on,  15:20 

also: 2:165, 169; 3:84, 191; 6:39; 

10:24, 67; 13:16; 16:16, 50; 

21:20, 32; 22:66; 23:80; 26:8; 

27:83; 30:23; 31:11, 21; 45:14; 

50:8; 64:4; 71:18; 

1489-A 724 

create not mischief on  2:252 

also: 2:12, 28, 61, 206; 5:65; 7:57; 

8:73; 16:46; 17:5; 18:95; 29:37; 

38:29; 

313 144 
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Earth: Al-Ard    

destruction of,  56:5 

also:14:49; 39:69-70; 50:45; 69:15; 

73:15; 84:4-5; 89:22; 9:2-4; 

101:5; 

2958 1556 

inclined towards,  7:177 1073 497 

travel through the  3:138 

also: 3:157; 4:102; 6:12; 12:109; 

14:39; 22:47; 29:20; 30:10, 43; 

35:45; 40:22, 83; 47:11; 67:16; 

484 226 

Earthquake: Rajfah,  

Zalzalah,  

11:68 

also: 7:79, 92, 156; 15:84; 22:2; 

26:159; 79:7; 99:2-3; 

1328 635 

East & West: 73:10 

also: 2:116, 143, 178, 259; 7:138; 

19:17; 24:36; 26:29; 37:6; 

43:39; 

  

Eclipse: Kusuf, Khusuf,  75:9; [also: 54:2; 75:10; 81:3;]   

Economy: Amwal,  70:25-26 

also: 2:189, 216, 266, 269, 270, 274, 

276; 9:103; 16:72; 30:40; 51:20; 

89:18-21; 99:3; 104:3; 

3124-5 1669 

Eden: garden of,  2:36 68 37 

Education: See Knowledge:   

Egg: Baidah,  37:50   

Egypt: Misr,  12:22; [also:7:130; 12:100; 16:88; 

43:52;] 

1369 658 

E‘jaz: See Inimitability:   

Election: See State:   

Elephant: Fil,  See Owners of :   

Elijah: Ilyasas,  37:124-133; [also: 6:86; 38:49;] 2501-3 1302 

Elisha: Alyasa‘as,  38:49; [also: 6:87;] 2541 1320 

Embryo: See Biology:   

Emeth: See Ahmad:   

Emigration: Hijrah,  See also Migration:  Hijrah:   
 

of Abraham, Lot,  21:72; [also: 19:49;] 1903 937 
 

of Adam, Job,  20:124; [also: 2:37; 7:25; 38:42;] 1863 914 
 

of believers,  4:98-101 

also: 2:219; 3:196; 4:90; 8:73; 9:20; 

16:111; 22:59; 

655-

658 

299 

 

of Holy Prophetsa,  28:86; [also: 9:40;17:2; 89:2;] 2235 1141 

Enchantment: Sihr,  10:77-78; [also: 2:103; 15:92;] 1281 603 
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Enmity: ‘Adawah    
 

created,  5:15 

also: 2:37; 5:65, 92; 7:25; 12:101; 

20:124; 60:5; 

  

 

of Satan,  2:169 

also: 2:209; 6:143; 7:23; 12:6; 

17:54; 20:118; 28:16; 35:7; 

36:61; 43:63; 

193 96 

 

of unbelievers,  2:98-99 

also: 3:29, 119-121; 4:102; 7:130; 

8:61-62; 9:12-14; 41:20, 29; 

60:2; 60:8; 63:5 

123-5 64-65 

 

towards Prophets,  6:113 

also: 9:114; 18:51; 20:118; 25:32; 

900 417 

Enoch: Idrisas,  19:57-58; [also: 21:86-87;] 1783 875 

Environment: Mahaul,  2:52 

also: 2:18; 4:98, 101; 5:101; 8:26; 

11:104; 17:2; 30:31; 113:2; 

92 45 

Envy: Hasad,  113:6 

also: 2:110, 214; 3:20; 4:55; 24:51; 

28:83; 42:15; 45:18; 48:16; 

  

Ephesus: Seven Sleepers of,  See Ashabul-Kahf:   

Equality of man: 49:14 

also: 2:179; 3:116, 196; 4:4, 8, 13, 

33, 96, 125; 10:88; 16:72, 98; 

22:18; 24:62; 33:36, 38; 

2797 1483 

Equity: See Justice:   

Escape:    
 

from Allah’s 

punishment,  

10:51 

also: 10:18, 54; 14:22; 15:6; 17:52; 

18:54; 29:5; 34:52; 38:4; 39:52; 

41:49; 50:37; 72:13; 

1268 596 

 

from this earth,  55:34 2934 1546 

Eternal:    
 

abode,  32:20 

also: 11:8; 44:57; 50:35; 53:16; 

54:56; 

  

 

attributes,  20:6; [also: 7:55; 112:4;] 1809 888 
 

Hell is not,  11:109 1351 647 
 

law,  5:33;[also: 45:23; 103:3;] 740 344 
 

only God is,  2:118; [also: 19:36;] 140 74 

 

purpose,  64:4; [also: 44:40; 46:4;] 3057 1623 
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truth,  2:186 

also: 3:4, 8; 4:167; 6:156; 10:18; 

24:36; 52:35; 

207B 105 

Ethics: See Moral Traits:   

Etiquette:    
 

regarding assembly 24:63; [also: 4:141; 6:69; 58:12;] 2059A- 1036 
 

regarding privacy,  24:28-32; [also:2:190; 24:59-61; 

33:60;] 

2042-4 1018-

20 
 

regarding society,  24:62; [also: 5:7; 7:27, 32; 49:2-7;]   

Eve: Hawwa,  See Adam:   

Evidence:    
 

clear from God,  6:158 

also: 6:58;7:74; 11:89; 17:103; 

20:134; 98:5; 

  

 

from the Book,  45:21; [also: 35:41; 43:3; 98:2;]   
 

Law of Shahadah,  5:107-109 

also: 2:283; 4:7, 16, 136; 24:5, 7, 

14; 41:21-23; 

800-2 372 

Evil: See Sins:   

Evolution: 1:2 

also: 22:6; 23:13-15; 32:8-10; 

56:61-62; 71:15, 18; 95:2-6; 

6A 6 

Example: Uswah,  33:22; [also: 60:5, 7;] 2343 1212 

Exodus: Ikhraj,  20:78-79 

also: 2:50-51, 244; 26:53, 62-67; 

44:25; 

1838 902 

Expiation: Kaffarah,  See Atonement: by expiation,    

Exploitation: 83:2-6 

also: 11:85; 26:182-184; 28:5; 

55:10; 

3288 1746 

Extravagance: Israf,  17:28; [also: 4:7; 7:32; 17:30; 

25:68;] 

1610 788 

Ezekiel: Hizqilas,  See Dhul-Kifl:   

Ezra:‘Aziz, ‘Uzayras,  9:30 1176 544 

    

F 
   

Faces: Wujuh,  67:28       See also Day of Requital: 

also: 2:145, 178; 4:44; 5:7; 7:30; 

8:51; 18:30; 47:28; 48:30; 

3086 1647 

Faith: Iman,  49:15;   See Belief: 2798 1484 

Fajr: morning, dawn 17:79; [also: 2:188; 24:59; 89:2; 

97:6;] 

1641 802 
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Falsehood: 
 

Batil, 
17:82  See also Lie: 

also: 2:43, 189; 3:72, 192; 4:30; 

5:43; 8:9; 10:83; 13:18; 21:19; 

34:49-50; 38:28; 

1645 804 

 

Prophets accused of 6:34 

also: 6:148-149; 16:106, 117; 18:57; 

22:43-45; 25:5; 28:35; 42:25; 

68:10; 

841 391 

 

who believe in,  29:53 

also: 7:140; 21:30; 22:63; 29:68; 

45:28; 47:4; 58:15; 

  

 

Zur, 22:31; [also: 58:3;]   

Family: 11:46-47 

also: 2:41, 197, 249; 3:34, 36; 7:84; 

11:41, 82; 12:7, 89; 15:66; 

20:30; 21:77, 85; 26:170-171; 

27:50; 28:9, 30; 29:33; 37:77; 

38:44; 49:14; 84:10; 

1318 628 

Famine: of Mecca 44:11-16 

also: 12:49; 16:113; 67:22; 88:2; 

2694-

95 

1421 

Fasl: Decision,  42:22;  [also: 38:21; 86:14;]   

Fasting:  Ramadan,     
 

concession in,  2:185-186; [also:188;] 207-9 105-06 
 

conjugal relations,  2:188 212-13 107 
 

expiation for not  2:185; [also: 2:197;] 207 105 
 

objective of,  2:184 206 104 
 

as prescribed in the past 2:184 206 104 
 

revelation of Qur’an 2:186 208 106 

Fataha: Open,  23:78 

also: 6:45; 7:41, 97; 15:15, 16; 

21:97; 35:3; 39:72, 74; 54:12; 

2010 997 

 

adjudicate,  32:29-30; [also: 7:90; 26:119; 

34:27;] 

2328 1201 

 

grant victory,  48:2 

also: 4:142; 5:53; 48:19, 28; 57:11; 

61:14; 110:2; 

2763 1464 

Fatihah: See Oft-repeated verses:   

Fatigue: 15:49; [also: 9:120; 18:63; 38:42;] 1504 729 
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Fear:    
 

of Allah,  
 

Khashi‘ah,  

8:49  See also Taqwa: 

also: 2:151; 5:4, 29, 45; 7:57; 9:13, 

18, 109; 12:110; 13:22; 14:15; 

16:52; 17:58; 20:4; 21:50; 23:3, 

58, 61; 24:53; 33:38, 40; 35:19, 

29-30; 36:12; 39:11, 21, 24; 

49:2; 50:34; 55:47; 59:17; 

67:13; 79:27, 41, 46; 80:10; 

87:11; 98:9; 

  

 

Khauf, 106:5 

also: 2:39, 63, 113, 156, 263, 275, 

278; 3:171; 5:70; 6:49, 52; 7:36, 

50, 57, 206; 10:63; 12:58; 13:13, 

22; 16:51; 17:58; 24:38; 30:25; 

32:17; 43:69; 46:14; 74:54; 

76:8; 

3442 1828 

 

Allah is with those who 

Him,  

2:195; [also: 9:36; 16:192;]   

 

cast into  
 

disbelievers,  

8:13 

also: 2:20, 67, 207; 3:176; 8:27, 57; 

33:20; 34:52; 42:23; 106:5; 

1104 512 

 

enter temples in,  2:115 137 73 

 

no on the believers,  2:63 

also: 2:75, 113, 181, 263, 275, 278; 

3:171, 174, 199; 5:55, 70; 6:16, 

49, 52, 81-82; 7:50; 10:63; 

24:56; 36:12; 41:31; 43:69; 

46:14; 72:14; 

104 50 

Fear:    
 

of poverty,  17:32 

also: 6:152; 9:24, 28; 16:113; 

17:101; 

1614 789 

 

prayers in war and,  2:240; [also: 4:102-103;] 297 137 
 

trial by,  2:156 182 92 

Feeding the poor: See Food:   

Fellows of the Trench: 
 

Ashabul-’Ukhdud, 

85:5 3310 1755 

Fidyah: Expiation,  2:197; [also: 4:93; 5:90, 96; 58:5;] 231 113 

Fig: At-Tin,  95:2; [also: 20:122;] 3383 1794 

Fighting: war,  2:194; [also: 4:84; 8:40;]  See 

Prophecies in Holy 

Qur’an:battles, Muhammadsa:  

Jihad: 

222-3 110-11 
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Fire: An-Nar,     
 

of Abraham,  21:70; [also: 29:25;] 1902 936 
 

burnt offering,  3:184 539 246 
 

flame of,  15:19; [also: 37:11; 72:10;] 1488-A 723 
 

in their bellies,  4:11   
 

Jinn made of,  7:13; [also: 15:28; 38:77; 55:16;] 953 442 
 

of calamities,  55:36 2935 1546 
 

of Cyrus,  18:97 1731-A 851 
 

of Hell,  52:14 

also: 2:25, 40, 81, 82, 127, 168, 175-

176, 202, 218, 222, 258;3:11, 17, 

25, 103, 117, 132, 152, 186, 192-

193; 4:15, 31; 5:30; 7:37, 39; 

8:15; 9:17; 10:9; 11:17; 13:6; 

14:31; 16:63; 18:30; 21:40; 

22:20; 23:105; 24:58; 28:42; 

29:26; 66:7;111:4; 

2850 1509 

 

of Moses,  20:11; [also: 27:8-9; 28:30;] 1813 890 
 

simile of,  36:81; [also: 2:267; 56:72-74;] 2463 1283 
 

of war, disorder,  5:65; [also: 2:18; 85:5-6;] 769 357 

Fish: 7:164; [also: 18:62, 64; 37:143; 

68:49;] 

1064-A 492 

Fisq: 

abhorrence,  

disobedience,  

 

2:100 

also: 2:283; 3:83, 111; 5:4, 48, 50, 

60, 82, 109; 6:122, 146; 7:103, 

146; 9:8, 24, 53, 67, 84, 96; 24:5, 

56; 27:13; 28:33; 43:55; 46:36; 

49:8; 51:47; 57:17, 28; 59:6, 20; 

61:6; 

  

Fitnah: See Discord:  Disorder:  Trial:   

Fitrat: See Human Nature:   

Flesh: Lahm,     
 

as food,  2:174 

also: 5:4; 6:145-146; 16:6, 15, 116; 

22:31; 23:22; 36:73; 40:80; 

56:22; 

198 98 

 

backbiting,  49:13 2795 1482 
 

creation of,  22:6; [also: 23:15; 39:7;] 1932 954 
 

on bones,  2:260 322-26 148-50 
 

sacrificial,  22:38 1955 965 

Flogging: Jaldah,  24:3-5 2025A 1008 

Flood: 

deluge,  

11:41 

also: 11:44, 49; 12:50; 13:18; 23:28-

30; 29:15; 34:17; 54:13; 69:12; 

1315 625 
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Food: Ta‘am,  5:6; [also:44:44-45; 69:37; 73:14; 

80:25; 88:7;] 

723 333 

 

Allah provides,  6:15; [also: 20:133; 41:11; 51:58-

59;] 

  

 

and Jews,  2:62; [also: 3:94; 5:6;] 102 49 
 

at Prophet’s house,  33:54 2364A 1228 
 

eat wholesome,  2:173; [also: 5:94; 16:68, 115; 

23:52;] 

197 98 

 

for poor,  5:90 

also: 5:96; 69:35; 74:45; 76:9; 

89:19; 90:15-17; 107:4; 

790 365 

 

no life without,  5:76; [also: 21:9; 25:8, 21;] 780 361 

Forbidden: See Haram:   

Forge Lies: 7:38; 

also: 3:62; 6:22, 94; 10:18; 11:19; 

61:8; 62:7-8; 

971 449 

Forgiveness: ‘Afw,  See also Sin:   
 

Allah grants,  3:136-137; 

also: 2:222, 269; 3:133; 4:97; 8:5; 

22:51; 24:27; 33:36; 34:5; 35:8; 

36:12; 47:16; 48:30; 49:4; 

67:13; 

See Attributes of Allah:  

482-83 226 

 

Adam, Prophets,  

seek,  

19:48 

7:24, 152, 156; 9:114; 14:42; 26:87; 

28:17; 38:36; 60:5-6; 71:29; 

  

 

no for idolaters,  4:49 

also: 4:117; 5:73-74; 

615 282 

for whom He wills..,  48:15 

also: 2:285; 3:130; 4:117; 5:19, 41; 

  

Forgiveness: ‘Afw,  See also Sin:   
 

from sin,  3:32 

also: 3:136; 4:18, 49, 111, 117; 

39:54; 

398 182 

 

prayers for,  3:194-195 

also: 2:287; 3:17, 148; 11:48; 14:42; 

23:110, 119; 26:83; 59:11; 66:9; 

548 249 

 

promised,  48:30 

also:2:269; 3:137; 8:5; 22:51; 

24:27;33:36; 34:5; 35:8; 36:12; 

47:16; 49:4; 67:13; 

  

 

seek of Allah 11:53 

also: 2:200; 3:136; 4:65, 107, 111; 

5:75; 8:34; 11:4, 91; 40:56; 

41:7; 47:20; 66:9; 71:11; 73:21; 

110:4; 

1324 631 
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rewarded,  42:41; [also: 16:127;] 2661 1398 

Fornication: 

Zina, 

See Adultery:   

Foster Mother: Rada‘ah,  4:24 586 270 

Foundations: 2:128 146 77 

Freedom: 13:16; [also: 6:108, 150; 10:26; 

18:30; ] 

See also Compulsion: Slavery: 

1431 692 

Free Will: 2:32; [also: 4:80; 6:53, 70; 36:67;] 62A 34 

Freud: on Moses,  20:10 1812 889 

Friday: Yaumul-Jumu‘ah,  62:10 3047A 1615 

Friends: Auliya’,  43:68 

also: 4:77; 5:82; 7:4, 28; 8:73-74; 

9:71; 14:32; 18:103; 46:33; 

62:7; 

2686 1415 

 

Allah is Friend, 

Protector, Waliyy,  

2:258 

also: 2:121; 3:69, 123; 4:46, 124, 

174; 5:56; 6:15, 52, 71, 128; 

7:156, 197; 9:74; 12:102; 13:38; 

18:27; 32:5; 33:18; 34:42; 42:10, 

29; 45:20; 

  

 

do not make with,  3:29; [also: 4:90, 140, 145; 5:52, 58; 

9:23;] 

395-96 181 

 

friend, protector, heir,  4:90 

also: 4:76; 17:34; 18:18; 19:6-7; 

27:50; 33:66; 41:35; 42:9, 45; 

646 295 

 

of Allah,  10:63 

also: 11:21, 114; 13:17; 17:98; 

18:51, 103; 25:19; 29:42; 39:4; 

42:7, 10, 47; 45:11, 20; 60:2; 

62:7; 

1274 599 

Fuel: 2:25 

also: 3:11; 21:99; 66:7; 72:16; 85:6; 

45 27 

Furqan: See Discrimination:   

    

G 
   

Gabriel: Jibrilas,  2:98-99     See also Angels: 

also: 26:194; 66:5; 81:20; 

123 64 

Gambling: Maisir,  2:220; [also: 5:91-92;] 262 124 

Garden: See Paradise:   

earthly,  2:66 

also: 2:267; 6:100, 142; 13:5; 18:33; 

23:20; 26:135; 34:16; 36:35; 

50:10; 55:63; 68:18, 21; 71:13;  

335 153 
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Garments: 74:2 

also: 2:188; 7:27-28; 14:51; 16:82; 

22:24; 25:48; 33:60; 35:34; 

76:13; 78:11; 

3159 1692 

Ghaib: See Unseen:   

Ghassaq: stinking,  38:58; [also: 78:26;] 2544 1321 

Ghislin: pus,  69:37   

Gideon: Talut,  2:248; [also: 2:250, 252;] 307 140 

Ginger:  Zanjabil,  76:18 3196 1707 

Glad Tidings: Bushra,  also: 2:98; 16:90, 103; 27:3; 46:13;   
 

bearer of,  5:20  

also: 2:120; 7:189; 11:3; 12:97; 

34:29; 35:25; 41:4-5; 

729 339 

 

to believers, pious, 

fearful,  

2:26 

also: 2:156, 224; 9:112; 10:3, 65, 

88; 17:10; 22:35, 38; 33:48; 

36:12; 39:18; 41:31; 57:13; 

61:14; 

46A-47 28 

 

to non-believers,  3:22; [also: 4:139; 9:3, 34; 84:24-

25;] 

387 179 

 

to Prophets,  3:40 

also: 3:46; 15:54; 19:8, 20; 29:32; 

37:102, 113; 51:29; 

406-

407 

188 

Glorification: See Adoration:   

God(s): See Allah:  Deities:   

Gog &Magog: Yajuj wa 

Majuj,  

18:95-101 

also: 18:84; 21:97-105; 

1728-

34A 

848-52 

Gold: Dhahab,  3:15 

also: 9:34; 18:32; 22:24; 35:34; 

43:72; 

379 175 

Goliath: Jalut,  2:250-252 310A 143 

Good Deeds: Hasanat,  2:63   See also Actions: 

also: 2:26, 83, 278; 3:58; 4:58, 123; 

5:70, 94; 7:43, 169; 9:120; 

11:115; 13:19; 16:98; 18:89; 

19:61; 21:102; 23:52, 101; 

25:71-72; 27:20; 57:11; 64:10; 

65:12; 92:7, 10;…. 103:4; 

104 50 

Goodness: 
Allah has promised,  

4:96 

also: 5:10; 9:72; 24:56; 48:3; 

654 299 

Gospel: Injil,  3:4   See New Testament: 366 170 

Government: See State:   
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Grace: Fadl,  

bestowed on believers,  

62:11 

also: 2:65; 3:104; 4:84, 114, 174, 

176; 5:55; 14:41; 20:123; 24:11, 

15, 21, 22; 27:17, 41; 34:11; 

37:58; 42:27; 48:30; 49:9; 

52:30; 57:22; 59:7, 9; 62:5; 

68:3; 

3048 1616 

 

exaltation,  2:48 

also: 2:123, 254; 4:33, 35, 96; 

7:141; 13:5; 17:22, 56, 71; 

27:16; 45:17; 

84 42 

 

on whom Allah pleases,  3:74 

also: 2:91;3:172; 4:71, 74; 5:3; 

10:59, 108; 11:4; 35:33; 57:30; 

428B 204 

Grapes: A‘nab,  16:68 

also: 2:220; 6:100; 13:5; 16:12; 

18:33; 36:35; 80:29; 

1555A 757 

Graves: Qubur,  80:22; [also:82:5; 100:10;] 3259 1733 

Greed: 89:20-21; [also: 3:158; 4:20; 33:20; 

68:18;] 

3339 1772 

Green: 22:64 

also: 6:100; 12:44; 18:32; 23:51; 

36:81; 55:65, 77; 76:22; 

1970 974 

Greetings: 4:87 

also: 4:95; 10:11; 14:24; 19:63; 

24:62; 25:76; 33:45; 36:59; 

58:9; 

643 294 

Guardian: Wakil,     
 

Holy Prophetsa not over 

them,  

6:108 

also: 4:81; 6:67, 70, 105; 10:109; 

11:13; 39:42; 42:7; 88:23; 

893 415 

 

man over woman,  4:35 598-01 276 
 

over wards, minors,  4:6-7; [also: 2:283;] 565-6 261 
 

Zachariah over Mary 3:38; [also: 3:45;] 403 187 

Guidance:     
 

Allah does not give to 

unjust,  

2:259 

also: 2:265; 3:87; 5:52, 68, 109; 

6:145; 9:19, 24, 37, 80, 109; 

16:38, 108; 28:51; 39:4; 40:29; 

46:11; 61:6, 8; 62:6; 63:7; 

321 148 
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Allah gives,  20:51 

also: 2:121, 186, 214; 3:74, 102; 

4:69; 5:17; 6:36, 72, 89, 150; 

7:44, 179; 10:10, 26, 36; 13:28, 

32;14:5, 13;16:10, 94, 122; 

19:77; 22:17, 38; 24:36, 47; 

26:63, 79; 28:57; 29:70; 31:5-6; 

33:5; 35:9; 37:119; 39:19, 24, 

38; 42:14; 47:18; 48:3, 21; 

49:18; 64:12; 74:32; 76:4; 93:8; 

1825 896 

 

by Holy Prophetsa,  27:81-82; [also: 2:6; 3:21;] 2189 1112 
 

prayer for,  1:6; [also: 3:9;] 13 9 

Guilty: Mujrim,  10:18 

also: 6:148; 7:41, 134; 9:66; 10:14; 

11:117; 12:111; 14:50; 19:87; 

20:75, 103; 27:70; 28:79; 30:13, 

56; 32:13; 36:60; 37:35; 43:75; 

46:26; 55:42, 44;70:12; 77:19; 

1246 585 

    

H 
   

Habil and Qabil: See Abel:   

Hablullah: See Rope:   

Hadid: See Iron:   

Hadith:    
 

misconceptions about,  24:3; 19:72; 2025A 1008 
 

prayer for victory,  54:46 2912 1536 
 

bismillah, 1:1 4 4 

Hadith:    
 

blessings of Paradise 32:18; [also:2:26;] 2326 1198 

 

concept of Paradise,  57:22 2996 1574 
 

creation of Dajjal,  40:58 2614 1363 
 

Islamic Century,  32:6 2323 1196 

 

meaning of Manna,  2:58 98 47 
 

Pleiades,  47:39; [also: 53:2; 62:4;] 2762 1461 
 

farewell pilgrimage,  49:14 2797 1483 
 

power of Christianity 18:41 1693 830 

Hadith:    
 

modes of transport,  81:5 3264 1736 

 

oft-repeated verses,  15:88 1522 736 
 

hell, not forever,  11:109 1351 647 
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Hadith:    
 

for all mankind,  14:5 1453 703 
 

Moses’ ‘Abd,  18:66; [also: 7:144; 46:11; ] 1708 839 
 

Shaitan called Harith in, 7:23 959 444 
 

word, discourse, story,  4:43 

also: 4:79, 88, 141; 6:69; 7:186; 

18:7; 20:10; 31:7; 33:54; 39:24; 

45:7; 51:25; 52:35; 53:60; 

56:82; 68:45; 77:51; 79:16; 

85:18; 88:2; 

608 279 

Hagar: Hagirah,  37:103; [also: 2:130, 143, 159;] 2497 1299 

Hajj: See Pilgrimage:   

Hakam:    
 

Allah as,  3:56 

also: 4:142; 6:58, 115; 7:88, 187; 

10:94, 110; 11:46;12:81;16:125; 

21:113; 22:18, 57, 70; 24:52; 

26:119; 34:27; 39:4, 24, 47; 

40:35; 42:45; 45:18, 24; 60:11; 

95:9; 

424-

24B 

197 

 

Book, Qur’an  as,  2:214; [also:3:24; 4:106;] 255 120 
 

Holy Prophetsa as,  4:66; [also: 5:43; 42:16;] 626 287 
 

their own laws as,  5:44-46; [also: 5:48-50; 10:48; 

38:23-27;] 

748-51 349 

 

men as,  4:59 622 284 

Halal,  See Lawful:   

Hamra’ al-Asad: 3:173-175 529-31 242 

Haman: 28:39; [also: 28:7, 9; 40:25, 37;] 2217 1129 

Ham: See Bahirah:   

Hanif: 4:126 

also: 2:136; 3:68, 96; 6:80, 162; 

10:106; 16:124; 22:32; 30:31; 

98:6; 

675 308 

Haram: Sacred,  2:150-51 

also: 2:145, 192, 195, 197, 199, 218; 

5:3, 98; 8:35; 9:7, 19, 28, 36-37; 

14:38; 17:2; 22:26, 31, 33, 37; 

27:92; 48:26, 28; 

172-

176 

89-90 

Haram:  Forbidden See Unlawful:   

Harith: 7:23 959 444 

Harut & Marut: 2:103 129-30 66 

Harunas: See Aaron:   

Hatib bin Abi Balt‘ah: 60:2 3028 1598 
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Havariyyun: 3:53; [also: 5:112-113; 61:15;] 422 196 

Healing: 10:58; [also: 3:50; 16:70; 17:83; 

41:45;] 

1271 598 

Heart: 

Sadr, Fu’ad, Qalb, 

53:12; 

also: 3:30, 120; 7:44; 9:14; 10:58; 

15:48; 17:37; 22:47; 25:33; 

28:11; 29:50; 40:20; 100:10-11; 

104:8; 114:6; 

2878 1520 

 

Allah expands ones  6:126; [also: 7:3; 20:26; 94:2;] 907 421 
 

bestowed,  16:79 

also:2:98; 23:79; 26:195; 32:10; 

46:27; 67:24; 

1566 761 

 

cast terror in their,  3:152; [also: 8:13; 33:27; 59:3;] 498 231 
 

diseased,  2:11 

also: 5:53; 8:50; 9:125; 22:54; 

24:51; 33:13, 33, 61; 47:21, 30; 

74:32; 

30 21 

 

fear in their,  8:3 

also:22:36; 23:61; 33:11; 39:24; 

40:19; 

  

 

hardened,  2:75 

also: 3:160; 5:14; 6:44; 10:89; 

39:23; 57:17; 

111 56 

 

love in their,  3:104; [also: 8:64; 9:60;] 450-51 214 
 

perverse,  3:8-9; [also: 9:117; 61:6; 66:5;] 369-74 171 

Heart:    
 

sealed, veiled, rusted, 

blind, straitened,  

18:58 

also: 2:8, 89; 4:156; 6:26, 47, 111; 

7:101-102, 180; 9:87, 93, 110; 

10:75; 11:13; 14:44; 15:98; 

16:109; 17:47; 18:29; 22:47; 

23:64; 26:14; 30:60; 40:36; 

41:6; 42:25; 45:24; 47:17, 25; 

59:15; 63:4; 83:15; 

1703 835 

 

strengthened,  18:15; [also: 8:12; 11:121; 28:11;] 1671 820 
 

tranquility of,  
 

peace of,  

48:19 

also: 2:249, 261; 3:127; 5:114; 8:11; 

9:26, 40; 13:29; 16:107; 48:5, 

27; 

2775 1472 

Heaven: Sama’,  also: 2:36; 21:17, 31; 22:66; 50:7; 

51:8, 48; 55:88; 67:4; 78:20; 

81:12; 

  

Heaven: Sama’,     

ascent to,  2:37 

also: 3:56, 145; 4:159; 17:2, 94; 

40:38; 52:39; 53:10; 

71 38 
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Heaven: Sama’,     

creation of,  41:12-13 

also: 2:30, 118, 165; 3:192; 6:2, 74; 

7:55; 9:36; 10:4; 11:8; 14:20; 

15:86; 16:4; 17:100; 21:17, 31; 

25:60; 29:45; 30:23; 31:26; 

32:5; 36:82; 39:6, 39; 40:58; 

42:30; 43:10; 44:39; 45:23; 46:4, 

34; 50:39; 51:48; 57:5; 65:13; 

67:4; 71:16; 79:28; 

2625-

27 

1373 

adorned lower,  15:17 

also: 25:62; 37:7; 41:13; 50:7; 67:6; 

85:2; 

1486 722 

descent from,  5:113; [also: 4:154; 5:115; 8:33; 

36:29;] 

844 391 

punishment from  8:33 

also: 2:60; 6:9; 7:163, 188; 11:83; 

15:18; 17:16, 93; 26:188; 29:35, 

41; 34:10; 39:68; 52:45; 55:38; 

67:6, 18; 70:9-10; 77:10; 82:2; 

1117 518 

Sustenance, water, from,  40:14 

also: 2:23, 165; 6:7, 100; 8:12; 

10:32; 11:53; 13:18; 14:33; 

15:23; 16:11, 66; 23:19; 27:61, 

65; 34:25; 51:23; 52:6;  

2599 1353 

as a roof,  21:33 

also: 2:20, 23; 13:3; 22:66; 31:11; 

40:65; 52:6; 78:13; 79:29; 

88:19; 

1886 929 

Hebrew: Yahud,  3:78 

also: 2:114, 121; 5:19, 52, 65, 83; 

9:30; 

430 205 

Hell: Jahannam,  also: 19:69, 72;    

conditions in,  17:98 

also: 3:107, 182; 6:71; 8:51; 10:28; 

11:107; 14:17, 51; 15:45; 16:30; 

18:30, 101; 19:72; 21:40, 101; 

22:20-23; 23:105; 25:35; 26:92; 

27:91; 32:21; 37:63; 38:58; 

39:61, 72-73; 40:72-73; 44:44-

47, 49; 47:16; 54:49; 55:45; 

56:43-45, 53-55, 94; 67:8, 28; 

69:33, 37; 76:5; 78:25-26; 88:6-

8; 102:7; 

1654 808 
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Hell: Jahannam,  also: 19:69, 72;    

for disbelievers, 

hypocrites, idolaters,  

29:55 

also: 2:25, 40, 127, 258; 3:11, 13, 

132; 4:141, 146; 5:73; 8:37; 

19:87; 25:12; 38:60; 41:20; 

44:48; 67:7; 78:22; 79:37; 

83:16-18; 88:5; 89:24; 98:7; 

2261A 1159 

for disobedient,  2:207 

also: 3:163; 4:15, 56; 9:63; 10:8-9; 

13:19; 14:29-30; 21:30, 99; 

40:61, 71-73; 50:27; 72:24; 

246-47 118 

for Satan,  38:86 

also: 4:120-122; 7:19; 17:64; 19:69; 

26:92-96; 36:64; 

2560 1326 

for those who reject or 

hide signs of Allah,  

2:40 

also: 2:175; 4:57; 18:107; 40:71-73; 

45:12, 35, 36; 57:20; 64:11; 

73:12-14; 90:20-21; 

74 39 

for those who disobey 

Allah, for evil-doers,  

10:28 

also: 2:82, 276; 3:182; 4:11, 94, 

116; 8:38; 11:17, 107;13:26; 

14:16-17;16:30; 17:19;19:87; 

20:75; 21:99; 23:104-105; 

27:91; 38:56-57; 39:61, 73; 

40:44, 77; 43:75; 50:25-26; 

54:48-49; 55:44; 71:26; 72:16; 

82:15; 85:11; 92:15-16; 101:9-

10; 104:3; 

1256 590 

fuel and fire of,  2:25 

also: 2:168; 3:11; 4:57; 5:38; 7:42; 

14:51; 17:98; 18:30; 21:99; 

25:12-13; 32:21; 39:17; 40:47; 

66:7; 74:29-30; 74:27-30, 32; 

77:33-34; 87:13; 88:4-5; 92:15; 

101:11-12; 104:6-8; 111:4; 

45 27 

Hutamah: 104:5-6 3434 1821 

Hawiyah: 101:9-12 3422 1814 

Jahim: 2:120; [also: 5:87;]   

Laza: 70:16-17; [also: 92:15;]   

no escape from,  20:75 

also: 2:87; 3:92, 107; 25:15; 32:21; 

35:37; 40:50; 87:14; 

1837 901 

not eternal,  2:40; [also: 11:107-9; 21:48; 78:24;] 74 39 
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Hell: Jahannam,     

Sa‘ir: 4:11 

also: 4:56; 17:98; 22:5; 25:12; 

31:22; 33:65; 34:13; 42:8; 

48:14; 67:6; 76:5; 84:13; 

  

Saqar: 54:49; [also: 74:27, 28, 43;] 2913 1537 

wretched abode,  13:19 

also: 2:207; 14:17-18, 30; 15:44-45; 

18:30; 25:13-14, 66-67; 48:7; 

67:8; 74:27-30; 78:23, 25-26; 

88:5; 

  

Heraclius: 30:5 2271 1166 

Hereafter: See Afterlife:   

Hijab: See Purdah:  Barrier:   

Hijaz: protection of,  9:3 1154 534 

Hijr: See People of Al-Hijr:   

Hijrah: 8:31 1115 517 

Hikmah: wisdom,  2:130 

also: 2:252, 270; 3:49, 59, 80, 82, 

165; 4:55, 114; 5:111; 6:74; 

10:2; 14:20; 16:126;17:40; 

19:13; 21:75, 80; 26:84; 28:15; 

31:3, 13; 33:35; 36:3; 38:21; 

40:68; 43:5, 64; 44:5; 54:6; 

62:3; 71:14;   

147 78 

Hilm: See Moral Traits: patience,    

Hira: cave of,  73:2 3150 1686 

History of Islam: 30:3-5 2269A-

2271 

1166 

Hoarding: 104:3-5 

also: 3:158; 9:34-35; 10:59; 23:5; 

28:77; 70:19; 89:21; 

3432 1821 

Holy Land: 7:138 

also: 5:22, 27; 7:130; 17:105; 

21:106; 

1042-3 479 

Homicide: 4:93-94 

also: 4:30; 5:33; 6:152; 17:34; 

25:69; 40:29; 

649-51 296 

Homosexuality: 26:166-167; [also: 7:81-82; 11:80; 

27:55-56;] 

  

Honey: ‘Asl,  16:70; [also: 2:58; 47:16; 66:2;] 1557 757 
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Honour: See also Dignity:   
 

of believers,  49:14 

also: 4:32, 140, 176; 8:5, 75; 10:3; 

19:86; 22:51; 30:16; 57:19; 

70:35-36; 89:16, 18; 

2797 1483 

 

of Holy Books,  80:14; [also: 21:25; 43:45;] 3256 1732 

 

of Holy Prophetsa,  63:9; [also: 7:158; 48:10; 68:53;] 3053 1620 

 

of man,  17:71; [also: 22:19; 43:71; 44:50;] 1635 800 
 

of Prophets,  3:46 

also: 3:56; 12:22, 24, 105; 21:27; 

418 191 

 

of Satan,  17:63 1631 798 

Horses:  Khail,  16:9 

also: 3:15, 201; 4:72; 9:41; 17:65; 

27:18; 38:32-33; 59:7; 100:2; 

1532A 742 

Hour: Sa‘ah,  25:12 

also: 6:32, 41; 7:188; 12:108; 15:86; 

16:78; 18:22; 20:16; 21:50; 22:2, 

8, 56; 30:13, 56; 31:35; 33:64; 

34:4; 40:60; 41:48, 51; 42:18-

19; 43:62, 67, 86; 45:28, 33; 

47:19; 54:2, 47; 79:43, 44; 

2069 1044 

 

appointed time,  46:36 

also: 7:35; 9:117; 10:46; 16:62; 

30:56; 

2736 1449 

Hur: 55:73-75 

also: 44:55; 52:21; 56:23-24, 36-38; 

2952 1552 

Hudas:    
 

Prophet of ‘Ad,  7:66 

also: 7:67-68; 11:51; 26:124-126; 

46:22-24; 

995-6 460 

 

people punished,  69:7-8 

also: 7:73; 11:60; 41:14; 46:25-26; 

51:42-43; 54:20-21; 

  

 

story of,  11:51-61; [also: 23:32-42; 26:124-

140;] 

1323-

5A 

630-33 

Hudaibiyah: 

treaty of,  

48:11 

also: 2:197; 48:2, 4-5, 19, 25-27; 

60:2; 

2769 1468 

Hud-hud: Hoopoe,  27:21-26 2159-

63 

1096 

Hujjah: 6:150 

also: 2:151, 259; 4:166; 6:84; 42:17; 

45:26; 

See also Arguments for: 

927 430 
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Human Nature: 6:109;  [also: 15:43; 30:31;] 894-5 415 

Humility: See Moral Traits:   

Hunain:Battle of,  9:25; [also: 9:2; 33:22; ] 1173 542 

Hunting: 5:96-97 793 368 

Hypocrites: 

Munafiqin, 

63:2-9 

also: 2:9-21, 205-207; 4:64, 89, 139, 

141, 143; 9:54, 64-69, 80, 84, 

107-108; 33:2, 49; 37:8; 47:24; 

57:14-16; 59:12-18; 

3049-

53 

1618-

20 

 

avoided fighting,  9:45-59; [also: 3:155, 168; 48:16;]   
 

vile boast of,  63:9 3053 1620 

 

wishful thinking of  48:13 2771 1469 

    

I 
   

Iblis: Devil,  7:12-13; 15:29-43; 26:96; 30:13, 50; 

34:21;  

  

 

banished, rejected,  7:14; [also: 7:19; 15:35; 17:64; 

38:78;] 

954 442 

 

enemy of Adam,  20:118; [also: 7:14;] 1857 912 
 

is from Jinn,  18:51; [also: 15:28;]   
 

not an Angel,  2:35; 67 36 
 

of fiery nature,  55:16; [also: 7:13; 15:28; 38:77;] 2925 1543 
 

refused to submit,  7:12 

also: 2:35; 15:32, 34; 17:62; 18:51; 

20:117; 38:75-76; 

951 441 

Ibrahimas: See Abraham:   

‘Iddah: waiting period,  2:229 

also: 2:235; 33:50; 65:2, 5; 

277 129 

Idolators: pagans, 

Mushrikin,  

9:3-14 

also: 6:42; 7:186, 191; 9:1; 11:55; 

26:72; 27:92; 37:87; 29:66; 39:4, 

68; 43:22; 53:24; 69:19; 71:24;  

See also Shirk: 

1154-

66 

534-39 

 

Abraham’s aversion 6:77-80; [also: 2:259; 14:36;] 866 404 
 

forgiveness for,  4:49; [also: 9:113;] 615 282 
 

are liars,  6:23-25; [also: 6:149;16:87;] 836-7 388 
 

disbarred from Ka‘bah,  9:17 

also: 2:151; 9:28; 

1168 540 

 

evil practices of,  6:138-142; [also: 53:20-24;] 915-21 425-26 
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Idolators: pagans, 

Mushrikin,  

   

 

their gods produce 

nothing, are helpless, 

dead,  

7:192-196 

also: 6:72; 10:19, 35, 107; 13:34; 

16:21-22; 20:90; 21:23-25; 

22:74; 28:72; 29:18, 42; 30:41; 

35:14, 41; 43:19; 46:5-6; 

1085 501 

 

steeped in error,  17:23 

also: 10:67; 21:55; 22:14, 31; 

1606 786 

 

punishment for,  2:166-168 

also:3:152; 19:46; 22:19, 32, 73; 

71:24-26; 

191 96 

 

Holy Prophet’ssa 

aversion for,  

9:1-4 

also: 6:20; 

1150-

53A 

533-34 

Idrisas: See Enoch:   

Ifk: A Great Lie 24:12 2032 1013 

‘Ifrit: 27:40 2172-3 1102 

Ijma‘: consensus,  4:25; [also: 2:232; 3:145; 22:40, 53; 

36:2] 

590 272 

Ila’:  vow of abstinence,  2:227 275 128 

Ilhad: deviation,  22:26; [also: 7:181; 16:10; 18:28; 

27:61;] 

  

‘Illiyyin: exalted,  83:19-21 3292-3 1748 

Ilyasas: See Elijah:   

Imam: 2:125 

also: 11:18; 15:80; 17:72; 21:74; 

25:75; 36:13; 

143 76 

Iman: See Belief:   

Inmates of Fire: 2:40 

also: 2:82, 218, 258, 276; 3:117; 

5:30; 7:37, 45, 48, 51; 10:28; 

13:6; 39:9; 40:7, 44; 58:18; 

59:21; 64:11; 74:32; 

74 39 

Inmates of Heaven: 7:43 

also: 2:83; 7:45, 47, 51; 10:27; 

11:24; 25:25; 36:56; 46:15, 17; 

59:21; 68:18; 

975 451 

Inmates of Hell: 2:120 

also: 5:11, 87; 9:113; 22:52; 44:48, 

57; 56:93-95; 57:20; 69:31-32; 

79:37, 39-40; 81:13; 82:15; 

102:7; 

  

Immigrants: 8:73    See also Hijrah:  

Emigration: 

also: 2:219; 8:75; 9:20; 

1147 531 
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Immunity: Bara’ah,  54:44;  See also Vindication: 2911 1536 

‘Imran: 3:34; [also: 3:36; 66:13;] 399 183 

    

In‘am: favour,  4:70 

also: 1:7; 2:272; 3:137; 11:11; 

16:122; 31:21; 37:76; 44:28; 

73:12; 82:14; 89:16; 

629 288 

Indecency: 2:170 

also: 2:269; 3:136; 4:16, 20, 23, 26; 

6:152; 7:29, 34, 81; 12:25; 

16:91; 17:33; 24:20, 22; 27:55; 

29:29, 46; 33:31; 42:38; 53:33; 

65:2; 

194 97 

Infallibility: ‘Ismah,  

impeccability,  

sinlessness,  

48:3 

also: 2:130; 3:165; 6:163; 7:158; 

8:25; 12:25; 21:28; 33:22; 

48:11; 50:39; 53:3-4; 68:5; 

81:20-22; 

2764-

66 

1465-

66 

Infanticide: 6:138; [also: 6:141, 152; 17:32; 

40:26;] 

916 425 

Infidels: See Disbelievers:   

Inheritance: Mirath,  2:181-183; [also: 4:8-14, 177; 8:76; 

33:7;] 

205-5B 103-04 

Inimitability: 

E‘jaz,  

2:24-25 

also: 10:39; 11:14; 17:82, 89; 39:24; 

52:34-35; 

44 25 

Injil: See New Testament:   

Injustice: 
wrongdoing,  

Zulm, 

25:5   See also Transgression: 

Unjust: 

also: 3:109; 4:4, 11, 31, 161; 6:83, 

132; 11:118; 17:60; 20:112-13; 

28:29; 40:18, 32; 42:42; 72:14;  

See also Wrongdoer: 

2066 1042 

Innovation: Bid‘ah,  57:28; [also: 22:35; 46:10;] 2999 1576 

Inshaallah: 12:100   

Insolence: 5:65 See also Transgression: 767-68 357 

Intention: Niyyah, Ikhlas,  39:15 

also: 2:140, 197, 226, 287; 4:13; 

7:30; 10:23; 29:66; 31:33; 

38:70; 39:3, 12; 40:15, 66; 98:6; 

2568 1332 

Intercession: 

Shifa‘ah, 

2:49 

also: 2:124, 255, 256; 4:86; 6:52; 

10:4; 19:88; 20:110; 21:29; 

26:101; 34:24; 39:45; 43:87; 

53:27; 74:49; 

85-6 42-43 
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Interest: Riba, usury,  2:276-277 

also: 2:279-281; 3:131; 4:162; 

30:40; 

350-51 157-58 

Intermediary: Wasilah,  8:11 

also: 5:36; 10:19; 42:52; 

1100 511 

Interpretation: rules 3:8; [also: 12:7;] 369-73 171-72 

Intoxicants: Sharab 2:220; [also: 5:91-92] See also 

Drinks: 

261-4 123-24 

Iram: 11:51; [also: 89:8;] 1323 630 

Iron: Hadid,  57:26 

also: 17:51; 18:97; 22:22; 34:11; 

40:72; 76:5; 

2998 1575 

Irtidad: See Apostate:   

‘Isaas: See Jesus:   

Isaac: Ishaqas,  19:50-51 

also: 2:134, 137; 4:164; 6:85; 11:72; 

14:40; 15:54; 21:73-74; 29:28; 

37:113-114; 38:46; 51:29; 

1778-9 873 

Isaiah: 89:5 3335 1771 

Ishmael: Isma‘ilas,  14:38-40 

also: 2:126, 128, 137; 3:85; 4:164; 

6:87; 19:55-56; 21:86; 37:101-

108, 114; 38:49; 

1469-

71 

174-75 

Islam:    
 

accepting, a favour 49:18; [also: 3:165;]   
 

accountability in,  2:285 

also: 2:140; 4:86; 5:90; 6:53; 7:7; 

10:42; 21:48; 42:16; 64:5-8; 

68:40; 99:8-9; 

356 162 

 

continuation of previous 

teachings,  

42:14-16 2648 1391 

 

Divine light of,  24:36-37  See also Light: 2046A 1025 
 

enemies of,  5:34-35 

also: 2:193; 3:120; 7:183; 22:16; 

59:15; 61:8; 88:3-8; 100:10-12; 

741-

742 

344-45 

 

enjoins justice, kindness 5:9   See also Justice: 

also: 4:37;17:27; 60:9; 

  

 

final, perfect religion,  5:4; [3:86; 24:52;] 721 332 
 

interfaith harmony,  3:65; [also: 2:115; 10:42;] 426A 201 
 

no compulsion in,  2:257 See also Compulsion: 

Apostate: 
also: 2:194; 6:105; 8:40; 10:100-

102; 18:30; 25:58; 

319-

320 

147 
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no hardship in,  2:287; [ also: 2:186; 5:7; 22:79;] 359-

362 

163-64 

 

propagation of,  29:47  See also Preaching: 

also: 3:105; 9:122; 77:4-6;] 

2257 1157 

 

spiritual rewards,  4:70;  [also: 1:7; 57:20;] 628-29 288 
 

teachings of,  2:4-6 

also: 2:113, 137, 209, 286; 3:85; 

4:126; 6:121, 162-163;11:2-5, 

109; 17:79; 22:33, 79; 30:31; 

42:14; 72:15; 

20-25 18-20 

 

true religion is,  3:19-21 382-86 177 
 

triumph of,  110:2-4 

also: 9:33; 13:42; 17:82; 21:45; 

78:19-21; 

3455-7 1838 

 

universality of,  2:22; [3:20-21, 97, 196;] 42 25 

‘Ismah: See Infallibility:   

Isra’: spiritual night 

journey,  

17:2; [also: 17:61;] 

See also Mi‘raj: 

1590-

91A 

777 

Israel: Isra’il,  17:105; [also: 19:59;] 1658 810 

Israelites: 3:94; 17:3; 19:59;   
 

Allah’s favour on,  2:48 

also: 2:58, 61, 63, 123; 5:70; 7:161; 

26:60; 28:6; 

84 42 

 

belief of, 5:70 

also: 2:63; 4:161; 5:45; 6:147; 

16:119; 22:18; 62:7; 

775 359 

 

covenant of,  2:64; [also: 2:41, 94; 5:13-14;] 105 51 
 

demanding nature  
 

of,  

2:62 

also: 2:56, 247, 250; 5:23; 20:81-82; 

61:6; 

102 49 

 

exodus of,  20:78-79 

also: 2:51, 244; 7:137; 17:104; 

26:53; 44:24; 

1838 902 

 

Moses rescued,  20:78-79 

also: 7:106; 20:48; 26:53; 28:6-7; 

44:24; 

1838 902 

 

Prophethood among 5:21; [ also:2:252; 5:13;] 730 340 
 

punishment,  5:27 

also: 2:91; 4:48, 162; 7:166-168; 

735 342 

 

reverted to idolatry,  2:52 

also: 2:55, 68-71, 94; 7:139; 20:98; 

90-92 45 

 

suffered cruelties,  2:50; [ also: 7:142; 14:7; 28:5;] 88A 43 
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transgressions of,  5:78-80 

also: 2:55, 62, 66, 80; 4:47, 161-

162; 5:14, 42; 7:164, 167; 

16:125; 17:5-8; 20:87; 

782-3 362 

Istawa: 
firmly settled,  

2:30 

also: 7:55; 10:4; 13:3; 20:6; 25:60; 

28:15; 32:5; 41:12; 48:30; 53:6-

7; 57:5; 

54 31 

Istifa’: 
Allah chooses,  

22:76 

also: 2:131, 133; 3:34, 43; 7:145; 

27:60; 

  

Itminan:satisfaction 2:261 

also: 3:127; 4:104; 5:114; 8:11; 

10:8; 13:29; 16:107, 113; 17:96; 

22:12; 89:28;  

327 150 

I‘tikaf: 2:188 215 108 

    

J 
   

Jacob: Ya‘qubas,     
 

Prophet,  2:137 

also: 2:133, 134, 141; 4:164; 12:7; 

19:50-51; 21:73-74; 38:46; 

153 82 

 

sons of,  12:59-101; 1390A-

13 

670-81 

Jahannam: See Hell:   

Jahiliyyah: 5:51 

also: 2:74, 227; 3:155; 29:68; 33:33-

34; 48:27; 53:21; 

755 352 

Jalabib: garments,  33:60; [also: 24:32;] 2369 1230 

Jaldah: See Flogging:   

Jalut: See Goliath:   

Jannah: See Paradise:   

Jaza’: recompense,  See also Reward:   
 

justice in,  2:287 

also: 3:116; 4:41; 16:98; 23:73; 

28:85; 42:16; 

359 163 

 

of believers,  
 

of righteous,  

78:37 

also: 2:63, 113, 263, 278; 3:145-146, 

149, 172-173, 180, 196; 4:68, 75, 

101, 115, 147, 163; 5:10, 86; 

6:84, 91, 136; 7:44, 171; 8:29; 

9:22, 120-21; 10:5, 27; 11:116; 

12:23, 57-58, 89, 91; 13:23, 25, 

36; 16:32, 42, 97; 17:10; 18:3, 

31-32, 47, 89; 20:77; 24:39; 
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25:16; 27:90; 28:15, 38, 55, 81; 

29:8, 28, 59; 30:46; 32:18; 

33:25, 30, 32, 36, 45; 34:5, 38; 

35:8, 34; 36:12; 37:81, 106, 111, 

122, 132; 39:11, 35, 36, 75; 

41:9; 42:27; 46:15; 47:36; 48:11, 

30; 49:4; 53:32, 42; 54:36; 

55:61; 56:29; 57:8, 12, 19-20, 

28; 64:16; 65:6; 67:13; 68:4; 

73:21; 76:13, 23; 77:44; 84:26; 

95:7; 98:9; 

Jaza’: recompense,  See also Reward:   
 

of disbelievers, Jews, 

wrongdoers, Satan,  

6:147 

also: 2:86, 104, 207; 3:88; 4:94, 

135; 5:30, 34, 61; 6:140; 7:114, 

153, 171; 9:26, 82, 95; 13:43; 

17:64, 99; 18:107; 20:128; 

39:25; 41:29; 48:17; 59:18; 

68:47; 

926 429 

 

of an injury,  42:41 2661 1398 
 

of Holy Prophetsa,  25:58 2086 1054 
 

with Allah,  10:73 

also: 11:30, 52; 12:5; 26:110, 128, 

146, 165, 181; 34:48; 36:22; 

38:87; 42:24, 41; 76:10; 

1279 602 

Jeremiah: Yarmiyahas 17:6 1593 779 

Jerusalem: 2:260; [also: 17:2, 6; 21:86;] 322-3 148 

Jesus: ‘Isaas,     
 

anointed, honoured,  3:46 

also: 2:88, 254; 4:172; 5:111; 6:86; 

19:31-32; 21:92; 23:51; 

414-8 190-91 

 

birth of,  19:17-29; [also: 3:46, 48, 60; 

4:157;] 

1747 861 

 

buried in Kashmir,  23:51;  [also: 3:46;] 2000 991 
 

crucifixion of,  4:158; [2:73; 5:111;] 697-99 318 
 

exaltation of,  4:159-60; [also: 3:56;] 700-01 320 
 

followed Torah, Gospel,  3:51; [also: 3:49; 5:47; 57:28; 61:7;] 421A 196 
 

miracles of,  3:50; [also: 3:47; 5:111; 19:30-34; 420-G 195 
 

mission of,  61:7; [also: 3:50-51; 5:73; 23:51; 

43:60, 64; 

3037 1607 

 

natural death of,  3:56 

also: 2:73; 3:145; 4:158-160; 5:76, 

117-118; 7:25-26; 23:51; 

See also:  Death: Tawaffa,  Angels: 

424-

24A 

197-98 

 

persecution of,  2:88   
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sonship of, divinity of,  

trinity of, refuted  

3:3 

also: 3:7, 46, 60; 4:172-173; 5:18, 

73-74, 76-77, 117; 

9:30;17:112;19:31, 36, 91-93; 

21:22; 23:92; 39:5; 43:16, 82; 

77:31; 82:2, 6-7; 

363 169 

Jewellery: See Ornaments:   

Jews: 

of Arabia,  

59:3-6 

also: 2:86, 95-96, 103, 105, 109, 

146; 3:113-115, 184; 4:52; 5:65, 

83; 17:61, 86; 22:41; 33:10, 16, 

27, 61-62; 46:30; 48:16; 58:6; 

60:14; 72:2;     See also 

Israelites: 

3016-

20 

1588-

90 

 

perverted words,  2:105;  [also: 4:47; 5:42-44;] 131 69 

Jihad:    
 

is for Allah,  29:70 

also: 2:219, 252; 3:143; 4:96; 5:36, 

55; 8:73, 75- 76; 9:16, 19-20, 24, 

41, 44, 73, 81, 86, 88; 16:111; 

22:79; 29:7; 49:16; 60:2; 61:12; 

2268 1163 

 

permission for,  22:39-42 1956-

60 

966-68 

 

martyrs are not dead,  2:155; [also:3:170;] 181 92 
 

mighty, -e-Kabir,  25:53 2084 1052 
 

waging,  2:191-194 

also: 4:76; 6:105; 8:40; 9:6, 8-13, 

92; 16:127; 48:17; 66:10; 

219-23 110-11 

Jinn: 11:120; 32:14;   
 

a creation of Allah,  6:101; [also: 34:42; 37:159-160;] 885 413 
 

creation, purpose,  51:57 2840 1504 
 

men,  

those hidden from public 

eye,  

6:113 

also: 6:129-131; 7:180; 18:51; 

27:18, 40; 34:13-14; 41:30; 

46:30-31; 55:34; 72:2-8; 114:7; 

900 417 

 

of fiery nature,  15:28; [also: 7:13; 55:16;] 1494 726 
 

punished like men,  32:14; [also: 11:120; 15:43-44; 

38:86;] 

2325 1197 

Jizyah: See Poll Tax:   

Job: See Ayyubas:   

John: Yahyaas,  3:39-40; [also: 19:8, 13-16; 21:91;] 405-6 187-88 

Jonah: Yunusas 37:140-149 

also:4:164; 6:87-88; 10:99; 21:88; 

68:49-51; 

2505-6 1303-4 
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Joseph: Yusuf as & 

Benjamin,  

12:5-103 1359-

141

4 

654-82 

 

and Potiphar’s wife,  12:24-36; [also:12:51-54;] 1370-

81 

659-63 

 

brothers of,  12:59-100 [also: 12:81;] 1390A 670 
 

dreams of,  12:5-7 

also: 12:22; 12:37-38; 12:44-50; 

12:101; 

1359-

61 

654-55 

 

prayers of,  12:102   
 

wins trust,  12:55-57 1390 669 

Joseph of Arimathaea: 18:10 1667 818 

Joshua: 5:24 734 341 

Judah: 12:81 1400 676 

Judi: 11:45 1317A 627 

Jumu‘ah: See Friday:   

Justice: 

‘Adl, Equity, 

4:59 

also:4:136; 5:43, 96; 6:71, 83; 

7:160; 38:23, 27; 

621-22 284 

 

Allah enjoins,  16:91 

also: 2:49, 124, 283; 3:19; 4:4, 59, 

106, 128, 136; 5:107; 6:116, 

152-153, 161; 7:30, 182; 10:48, 

55; 16:77; 21:48; 34:27; 39:70, 

76; 40:79; 42:16; 49:10; 57:26; 

65:3; 

1570 764 

by Holy Prophetsa,  4:66; [also: 5:43;] 626 287 

Justice:    

fight until done,  49:10   

let not hatred 

prevent,  

5:9   

punish with,  16:127; [also: 42:41;]   

select just men,  5:107; [also: 5:96;] 800 372 

take not life without 

demands of,  

6:152 

also: 25:69; 

  

weigh & measure with,  6:153 

also: 7:86; 11:85-86; 17:36; 26:182-

183; 55:10; 83:3-4; 

929 431 

    

K 
   

Ka‘bah: 17:2; [also: 52:5;] 1590 777 

for all Mankind,  3:97-98; [also: 5:98;] 443-44 212 

for Allah only,  9:3;  [also: 8:35-36; 9:18-19, 28; 

22:27;] 

1153-4 534 
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Ka‘bah:    

place of security,  2:126; [also: 5:3; 29:68; 105:2-6;] 144-45 76 

qiblah,  2:143; [also: 2:145-146, 150-51;] 159 85 

rebuilt,  2:128; [also: 22:27, 30;] 146 77 

victory promised,  48:25-28 2780-3 1473-

75 

Kafur: Camphor,  76:6; [also: 76:18, 22;] 3192 1705 

Kalalah 4:13 575 266 

Kalimat: words,  

 

3:46 

also: 2:38, 125; 3:40, 65; 4:172; 

6:35, 116; 7:138, 159; 8:8; 9:40, 

74;10:20, 34, 65, 97;11:111; 

14:25, 27;18:6, 28, 110;20:130; 

23:101; 31:28; 37:172; 39:20, 

72; 40:7; 42:15, 22; 43:29; 

48:27; 66:13; 

414 190 

Kauthar: 108:2 3448 1832 

Khidr: 18:66 1708 839 

Khaibar: 48:16; [also: 48:20;] 2772 1470 

Khalid bin Walid: 3:129 476 223 

Khatam: See Seal:   

Khatamun-Nubuwwah:    

blessings to continue,  

revelation to continue,  

33:41 

also: 2:39; 3:80, 82, 180; 4:70; 

6:125; 7:36; 16:3; 18:57; 

20:124; 22:76; 24:56; 33:8; 

36:66; 40:16, 35; 72:8; 

2359 1222 

Khaulah: See Zihar:   

Khilafah: 24:56; [also: 3:160;] 2057 1033 

Khul‘: 2:230 282 131 

Killing: 25:69 

also: 2:55, 62, 179-180, 252; 3:22; 

4:93-94, 158; 5:33; 6:152; 

17:34; 24:3; 26:15; 27:49; 

28:16-21; 29:70; 40:29; See also 

Homicide: Murder: 

2090 1056 

Kiraman Katibin: 82:11-12 3287 1743 

Knowledge: ‘Ilm,  See also Allah: Muhammadsa:  

Qur’an : 

  

 

Allah bestows,  20:115 

also: 2:248; 12:77; 21:80; 22:55; 

28:81; 33:64; 35:29; 39:10; 

47:32; 58:12; 

1855 911 
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Knowledge: ‘Ilm,  See also Allah: Muhammadsa:  

Qur’an : 

  

 

and Allah,  20:111 

also: 2:30, 33, 256, 274; 3:120; 

4:33; 6:81, 102; 7:188; 20:99; 

29:4; 31:35; 33:64; 43:5, 86; 

57:4; 

1854 911 

 

and believers,  4:163 

also: 2:248; 3:8; 6:36, 58, 98, 106; 

12:23, 56, 69, 109; 15:76; 16:28; 

17:108; 22:55; 28:81; 29:48, 50; 

30:57; 31:16; 34:7; 58:12; 

704 321 

Knowledge: ‘Ilm,  See also Allah: Muhammadsa:  

Qur’an : 

  

 

and disbelievers,  6:149 

also: 2:119; 3:62; 4:158; 5:105; 

6:101, 120, 141; 9:6; 10:40; 

16:28; 17:37; 22:4, 9, 72; 27:67; 

30:8, 59-60; 40:84; 46:5; 47:17;  

  

 

and Holy Prophetsa,  7:158 

also: 3:62; 29:49; 38:70; 53:15; 

67:27; 

1058 487 

 

and ignorant,  16:120 

also: 6:109, 141, 145; 16:26; 22:4, 

9; 30:30; 31:7; 39:10; 102:6; 

1585 772 

Knowledge: ‘Ilm,     
 

and man,  39:50 

also: 9:11; 27:66-67; 55:3; 96:5-6; 

102:6; 

2583 1341 

 

and Messengers,  18:66 

also: 2:32; 12:23, 56, 69, 109; 

15:54; 19:44; 21:75, 80; 27:16-

17; 28:15; 51:29; 

1708 839 

 

and old age,  16:71   
 

imparting,  9:122; [also: 2:152; 18:66-67;] 1224 574 
 

of unseen,  16:78; [also:10:21; 52:42; 53:36; 

68:48;] 

1565 760 

 

Qur’an for attainment of,  3:191-192 

also: 1:1; 2:147, 186; 4:167; 6:98, 

106, 141, 149; 7:33, 53; 9:11; 

10:6-7; 12:77; 13:4-5; 15:76; 

16:11-17; 35:28-29; 41:4; 45:14; 

546-47 248 
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Kufr: disbelief,  3:91 

also: 2:7, 89, 94, 109; 3:53, 168, 

177-178; 4:47, 138, 156-157; 

5:42, 62, 65, 69; 9:17, 23, 97, 

107; 16:107; 17:70; 30:45; 

31:24; 35:40; 39:8; 49:8; 98:2; 

437 210 

    

L 
   

Labour: 

exploitation of,  

68:18-28; [also: 68:34;] 3097-

100 

1652-

53 

Laghw: vain,  5:90 

also: 2:226; 19:63; 23:4; 25:73; 

28:56; 41:27; 52:24; 56:26; 

78:36; 88:12; 

789 365 

La‘nah: invocation of 

Allah’s curse,  

See Curse:   

Lailatul-Qadr: See Night of Decree:   

Lamp: Misbah,  24:36; [also: 25:62; 33:47; 71:17; 

78:14;] 

2046A 1025 

Language: Lisan,  14:5 

also: 16:104; 19:98; 26:195-196; 

28:35; 30:23; 44:59; 46:13;  

1453 703 

Lat: 53:20-21    See also Deities:  ‘Uzza: 2882 1521 

Latter Days: 81:14; [also: 26:91; 50:32;] 3272 1738 

Law:    
 

dietary,  5:4-6; [also: 6:119] 721-3 332 
 

Divine,  6:116; [also: 4:29; 6:35; 13:16; 

28:85; 29:20; 30:47; 35:44; 

39:56; 46:20; 48:24; 55:34; 

57:23; 

901A-2 418 

 

penal,  42:41 2661 1398 
 

perfect,  87:2; [also: 87:5-6;] 3320 1762 

 

Qur’an, guardian over 5:49-50; [also: 57:26;] 752-3 351 

Lawful: Halal,  2:169 

also: 2:174, 188, 276; 4:24-25; 5:2, 

5-6, 88, 89, 97; 6:119-120; 8:70; 

10:60; 16:115, 117; 66:2; 

192 96 

Lauh: 85:23      See also Qur’an: 

also: 7:146, 151, 155; 15:10; 54:14; 

3315 1757 
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Left Hand:    
 

record in,  69:26 3114 1662 

 

those on are unlucky 56:10; [also: 56:42;] 2960 1557 

Lesson: ‘Ibrah,  16:67 

also: 3:14; 12:112; 23:22; 24:45; 

59:3; 79:27; 

1555 756 

Liar: 3:62 

also: 6:29; 9:43, 107; 11:28, 94; 

12:27, 75; 16:87, 106; 23:91; 

24:8-9, 14; 26:224; 27:28; 

28:39; 29:4, 13; 37:153; 38:5; 

39:4; 40:25, 29, 38; 54:26-27; 

  

Lie: Ifk, Kidhb,  

fabrication,  

24:12-13       See also Falsehood: 

also: 3:76, 79, 95; 4:51; 5:104; 6:22, 

94, 145; 7:38; 10:18, 61, 70; 

11:19; 16:117; 18:16; 25:5; 

29:18, 69; 34:44; 37:87, 152; 

46:12, 29; 58:15; 61:8; 

2032-

33 

1013-

14 

Life: Hayat,     
 

a struggle,  90:5; [also: 6:32; 84:7;] 3346 1775 

 

creation of,  36:37 

also: 18:38, 46; 21:31; 23:13-15; 

40:68; 51:50; 67:31; 71:15; 

2445 1275 

 

of Hereafter,  87:17-18; [also: 3:16; 4:78; 9:38;]   

 

of this world,  23:113-115 

also:2:87, 201, 213; 3:15, 186; 4:75, 

95; 6:30, 33, 71, 131; 7:52; 9:38; 

10:8-9, 25, 65; 11:16; 13:27; 

14:4; 16:108; 17:19; 18:29, 46-

47, 104-105; 20:132; 23:38; 

28:61; 29:64, 65; 30:8; 31:34; 

35:6; 40:40; 41:32; 42:37; 

43:36; 45:25, 36; 46:36; 47:27; 

53:30; 57:21; 76:28; 79:39; 

87:17-18; 

  

 

purpose of,  23:116 

also: 6:32; 16:98; 30:9; 51:57; 67:3; 

2022 1003 

Light: Nur, Diya’ 24:36-37 

also: 2:258; 4:175; 5:16-17, 45-47; 

6:2, 92, 123; 7:158; 9:32; 10:6; 

13:17; 14:2, 6; 24:41; 33:44; 

35:20-21; 39:23, 70; 42:53; 

57:10, 13-14, 29; 61:9; 64:9; 

65:12; 71:16-17; 

2046A-

47A 

1025 
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Liqa’: See Allah: meeting with,    

Living: Hayy,  36:71 

also: 3:28; 6:96; 10:32; 19:16, 32, 

34, 67; 21:31; 30:20; 

2461 1282 

Leper: Abras 3:50; [also: 5:111;] 420F 194 

Loan: Qard, Dain,  2:283-284; [also: 2:281; 4:12-13;] 354-5 160-62 

 

Qard-e-Hasanah,  2:246; [also: 5:13; 57:12, 19; 64:18; 

73:21;] 

305 139 

Locust: 7:134; [also: 17:102; 27:13; 54:8;] 1040 478 

Losers: 
Khasirun, 

2:122 

also: 2:28, 65; 3:86, 150; 4:120; 5:6, 

22, 31, 54; 6:32, 141; 7:24, 91, 

93, 100, 150, 179; 8:38; 9:69; 

10:46, 96; 11:23, 48; 12:15; 

16:110; 18:104; 21:71; 22:12; 

27:6; 29:53; 39:16, 64, 66; 

40:79, 86; 41:24, 26; 42:46; 

45:28; 46:19; 58:20; 63:10; 

  

Lot: Lutas,     
 

evil people of,  27:55-56 

also: 7:81-82; 26:161, 166-167; 

27:57; 29:29-30; 38:13; 54:34; 

2179A 1107 

 

people destroyed,  7:85 

also: 11:83;15:75; 26:173-174; 

27:59; 37:137; 51:34; 54:35, 37-

39; 

1008 465 

 

Messenger of Allah 27:55; [also: 6:87; 21:75; 26:163; 

37:134;] 

2179A 1107 

 

story of,  11:78-84 

also:7:81-85;15:62-78; 21:72; 

26:161-175; 27:55-59; 29:27; 

37:134-139; 54:34-40; 

1335-

39A 

638-41 

 

wife of,  66:11; [also: 15:61; 27:58;] 3078 1640 

Lote Tree: 

Sidrah, 

53:14-18 2879-

81 

1520 

Luqman: Aesop,  31:13-21 2304 1187 
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M 
   

    

Madyan: Midian,  

Mada’in-e-Salih, 
15:79 

also: 2:251; 7:86-94; 11:85, 95-96; 

18:61, 66; 20:41; 22:45; 26:142; 

27:19; 28:23-24, 46; 29:37, 41; 

1516 733 

Maghdub: 1:7 15 10 

Magians: 22:18; [also: 30:31;]   

Magicians: 7:110 

also: 2:103; 5:111; 6:8; 7:108, 113-

123; 10:3, 77-78, 82; 20:64, 67-

71; 27:14; 28:37; 34:44; 37:16; 

38:5; 40:25; 43:31, 50; 46:8; 

51:40, 53; 61:7; 74:25; 

1025 473 

Mahdi: 21:74; [also: 75:10; 85:4;]   

Maknun: preserved,  56:79; [also: 37:49-50; 52:25; 

56:23-24;] 

2978 1564 

Mahr: See Dower-money:   

Mahram: 24:31-32; [also: 33:56;] 2043-4 1019-

20 

Majority: 5:101 795 369 

Malak: See Angels:   

Ma Malakat Aimanukum: 4:4;         See also Bondwoman:  

Slavery: 
also: 4:25-26, 37; 23:7; 24:32, 34, 

59; 30:29; 33:51, 53, 56; 70:31; 

561 258 

Man:    
 

abode on earth,  7:25-26 

also: 2:30; 7:11; 15:20-21; 20:56; 

71:12-13, 18-19;78:7-17; 80:19-

23; 

961-2 445 

 

all subordinated to,  15:30 

also: 7:12; 17:62; 18:51; 20:117; 

22:66; 31:21; 45:13-14; 

1495 726 

 

can attain greatness,  33:73 

also: 53:40; 64:3; 65:13; 87:3-4; 

2374 1233 

 

creation of,  23:13-15 

also: 3:7, 60; 4:2; 6:3; 7:12-13; 

15:27, 29-30, 34; 16:5; 18:38; 

22:6; 25:55; 30:21; 32:8-10; 

35:12; 36:78; 37:12; 38:72; 

39:7; 40:68; 49:14; 53:47; 

55:15; 71:15, 18; 75:38-40; 

76:3; 77:21-24; 86:7; 87:3; 95:5-

6; 96:3; 

1984-

85 

983-84 
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Man:    
 

not burdened beyond 

capacity,  

2:287 

also: 2:234; 6:165; 7:43; 23:63; 

65:8; 

359-60 163 

 

granted freedom of 

choice,  

6:108 

also: 6:150; 41:12, 41; 76:4; 90:11; 

91:9; 

892-3 415 

 

held accountable,  58:7 

also: 6:165; 17:15, 72; 24:25; 36:66; 

41:21; 69:20, 26; 75:15; 

  

 

nature of,  

Fitrah, 

30:31 

also: 4:29; 10:13; 11:10-11; 14:35; 

16:5; 17:12, 68-70, 101; 18:55; 

21:38; 22:6, 67; 23:78-79; 

25:51; 30:37; 31:7-8, 22; 33:73; 

34:32; 36:78-79; 38:61; 39:50; 

40:11; 41:50-52; 42:49; 43:16; 

57:9; 70:20-22; 75:21; 80:18; 

89:16-21; 90:5; 91:8-9; 95:5; 

96:7-8; 100:7, 9; 103:3-4; 

2284 1174 

 

not immortal,  21:35-36 

also: 2:29; 3:186; 20:56; 22:8; 

23:101; 29:58; 36:69, 79; 37:59-

60; 40:12; 50:19-20; 55:27-28; 

58:7; 71:19; 

1887 930 

 

perfection in,  55:4; [also: 15:30; 32:10; 38:73; 

95:5;] 

2919 1541 

 

provided all faculties 32:10; [also:16:79; 46:27; 87:4;] 2324 1196 

 

purpose of creation,  51:57 

also: 1:5; 2:132; 4:126; 6:166; 90:5-

6; 

2840 1504 

 

Qur’an, guidance for 39:42 2579 1339 
 

rights over women,  4:35; [also: 2:229;] 598-01 276 
 

trial on earth,  2:156-157 

also: 2:103; 3:187; 6:166; 8:29; 

10:86; 14:7; 21:36, 112; 22:12, 

54; 25:29; 39:50; 54:28; 64:16; 

94:16; 

182 92 

 

vicegerent on earth,  2:31; [also: 6:166; 17:71; 38:27;] 58-59 33 

Manna: (& Salwa),  2:58; [also: 7:161; 20:81;] 98-9 47 

Manasik: 22:35; [also: 2:159, 197-201, 204;] 1952 963 
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Mankind: 12:105;14:37;16:70; 22:79; 25:38; 

29:29 

  

 

Allah and,  49:14 

also: 1:4; 2:22; 10:93; 12:39; 13:7, 

32; 14:53; 17:71; 22:19; 27:74; 

30:31; 35:3; 40:58, 62; 45:27; 

57:26; 114:2-4; 

2796-

97 

1483 

 

Day of Judgment 

&,  

3:10 

also: 3:26;10:61, 104; 46:7; 83:7; 

  

 

Holy Prophetsa 

&,  

7:159 

also: 4:80, 171; 6:91; 10:3; 16:45; 

18:7; 21:108; 22:50; 25:2; 

28:88; 34:29; 42:16, 53; 

1060 490 

 

Mecca and,  2:126; [also: 3:97; 5:98;] 144 76 
 

Qur’an and,  2:186;  

also: 10:58; 14:2; 17:90, 107; 18:55; 

25:2; 29:44; 39:28, 42; 45:21; 

59:22; 

207A-

208 

105-06 

 

Ummah and,  2:214 

also: 3:111; 5:33; 10:20; 11:119; 

16:90; 23:53; 43:34; 

254-55 120 

Mansions: Buruj,  85:2;  

also: 4:79; 15:17; 25:62; 29:59; 

34:38; 39:21; 

3307 1755 

Maqam: 55:47 

also: 19:74; 26:58-59; 37:165; 

44:26-27, 52; 79:41-42; 

2939 1548 

Maqam-e-Mahmud: 17:80 1643 803 

Maqam-e-Ibrahim: 2:126; [also: 3:98;]   

Mary: Maryam,  4:172; [also: 5:76;]   
 

birth of Jesus,  19:26; [also: 3:46; 19:18, 24, 28-

29;] 

1759 865 

 

calumny refuted,  4:157 696 317 
 

chosen,  3:43-46; [also: 21:92; 66:13;]   
 

divinity denied,  5:117 811 377 
 

example for believers 66:13 3078 1641 

 

family of,  3:34, 36-38; 399-04 183 
 

story of,  3:43-48; [also: 3:36-38; 19:17-29;] 411-19 189 

Mariah Qibtiyahra: 66:2 3071 1635 

Marital Relations: See Marriage:  See also Conjugal 

Relations: 
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Marriage: See also Divorce: ‘Iddah: Ila’:    
 

cohabitation in,  

Nikah, 

2:224 

also: 2:188, 222, 223, 225-238; 

4:20-26, 128; 5:6; 7:190; 16:73; 

23:6-7; 24:33-34; 30:22; 33:5; 

58:2-6; 65:2-8; 

270-1 127 

 

contract in,  4:22; [also: 4:34;] 584 270 
 

dowry in,  4:5; [also:2:237-238; 4:21, 25; 

33:50;] 

563-4 261 

 

menstruation,  2:223; [also: 2:229, 235;] 268 126 
 

of Holy Prophetsa,  33:51-53; [also: 33:7; 66:2-6;] 2362-4 1226 
 

polygamy in,  4:4;  [also: 4:128, 130;] 560-62 256 
 

prohibitions in,  2:222; [also: 4:23-25; 60:11;] 267 126 
 

proposal in,  2:236 291 136 
 

reconciliation in,  4:129; [also: 2:229-230; 4:36, 131;] 678-9 309 
 

temporary,  4:25; 590 272 
 

with refugees,  60:11-12 3031-2 1601-

03 

 

with slaves, widows,  4:26; [also: 4:128; 24:33-34;] 591-92 273 

Martyrs: Shahid,  2:155; [also: 3:158, 170-172; 47:5-

7;] 

181 92 

Matter: 2:118; [also: 6:19; 21:31;] 140 74 

Measure: Qadr,     
 

Allah’s,  25:3 

also: 3:28, 38; 13:9, 18; 15:22; 

23:19; 24:39; 32:6; 36:39; 

39:11; 40:41; 41:11, 13; 42:28; 

43:12; 54:50; 55:8-9; 65:4; 70:5; 

77:23; 80:19-20; 

2064 1041 

 

weight &,  6:153 

also: 7:86; 11:85-86; 12:60-61, 66, 

89; 17:36; 26:182; 55:10; 76:17; 

83:2-4; 

929 431 

Meat: See Flesh:   

Mecca: Makkah,  7:99 1016 469 
 

famine in,  44:11; [also:67:22;] 2694 1421 
 

spiritual centre,  42:8 

also: 2:126-127, 151, 192; 3:97; 

6:93; 14:36-38; 27:92; 28:58; 

95:4; 

2645 1388 
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victory of,  28:86 

also: 2:151; 6:116; 9:1-2; 14:49; 

34:27; 37:21; 44:17; 54:8-9; 

70:43-45; 

2235 1141 

Meccans: 15:91 

also: 2:151-152; 3:14, 128-129, 142, 

162, 173; 6:42, 136; 7:185-186, 

196; 8:6, 31, 34, 43, 49; 9:28; 

14:44; 17:86, 92, 107; 23:95; 

25:41; 27:92; 28:58-59; 29:48; 

37:168, 178; 44:11; 54:46; 59:3; 

60:2; 67:22; 72:17; 90:4; 109:6; 

111:2; 

1524 737 

Medicine: healing,  16:70; [also: 23:52; 28:73; 47:16;] 1557 757 
 

spiritual healing,  17:83; [also: 10:58;]   

Medinah: Yathrib,  59:12-16 

also: 8:31; 9:74, 101, 120; 17:81; 

33:14, 61; 63:9; 

3025-

27 

1593 

Mediterranean Sea: 55:20-21 2927 1544 

Menstruation: See Marriage:   

Mercy:    
 

Allah’s mercy,  1:1 

also: 1:7; 2:38, 65, 106, 129, 158, 

179, 188, 219; 3:9, 75, 108, 129, 

133, 158; 4:27-28, 84, 93, 97, 

114, 172, 176; 5:40, 72; 6:13, 17, 

55, 134, 148, 156; 7:57-58, 64, 

73, 152, 155-157, 205; 9:21, 99; 

10:22, 87; 11:10, 44, 74, 120; 

12:65; 16:65; 17:9, 55, 58, 88; 

18:17, 59; 39:54; 

4 4 

 

for believers,  7:50 

also: 2:219; 3:108; 4:27-28, 84, 96-

97; 9:71; 10:58; 12:57, 112; 

15:89; 

981 453 

 

for disbelievers,  3:129; [also: 15:57;] 476 223 
 

for parents,  17:25; 1609 787 
 

Holy Qur’an as a,  6:158; [also: 7:53, 204-5; 16:90; 

17:83;] 

  

 

on Holy Prophetsa,  3:160 

also: 4:114; 9:61, 117; 11:18; 

21:108; 

514 237 

 

on Prophetsas,  11:48 

also: 11:29, 59, 67, 95; 12:54, 88, 

93; 

1320 628 

 

on repenters,  4:18; [also: 7:24, 150; 9:118;] 578-79 268 
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prayers for,  2:287; [also: 3:9; 18:11;]   

Merneptah: 10:93 1286 607 

Merodach: Madruk,  2:259 321 148 

Messengers: Rusul,  See also Prophets:   
 

Allah chooses,  3:180; [also: 22:76;] 536 244 
 

are mocked, opposed,  

called liars,  

madmen,  

sorcerers,  

51:53-54 

also: 2:88; 3:185; 6:11; 7:93, 110; 

14:14; 15:7, 12, 81; 18:107; 

20:64; 25:38; 26:28, 35, 124, 

142, 154, 161, 177, 186; 34:9; 

37:37; 38:5; 40:25; 41:15; 43:48, 

50; 44:15; 51:40; 54:10; 68:52; 

2839 1503 

 

as Angels, men,  11:70 

also: 6:62; 10:22; 11:78, 82; 12:51; 

19:20; 21:9; 22:76; 25:9, 21; 

29:32, 34; 35:2; 

1330 636 

 

deliver revelations,  7:204; [also: 6:51; 18:111; 21:109;] 1089 503 
 

discrimination in,  2:254; [also: 4:151-152; 17:56;] 314 145 
 

Divine help of,  40:52; [also: 10:104; 30:48; 58:22;] 2611 1362 

Messengers: Rusul,  See also Prophets:   
 

granted security,  72:28-29 3149 1684 

 

Holy Prophetsa as a,  3:145 

also: 2:109, 286; 4:66, 70, 137, 164; 

7:158-159; 33:22, 41; 36:15;  

494 229 

 

mercy for mankind,  44:6-7   
 

message of,  3:65 

also: 7:60; 11:3, 4, 53; 16:37; 98:6; 

426A 201 

 

obedience to,  4:65 625 286 
 

raised before a calamity,  17:16 1602 784 
 

sent men as,  12:110; [also: 13:39; 16:44; 21:8;]   
 

sent to all peoples,  10:48 

also: 3:34-35; 6:86-88; 13:8; 14:10; 

16:37, 85; 17:6; 23:45; 35:25; 

57:28; 

1266 596 

 

some not mentioned 4:165; [also: 35:25; 40:79;] 707 322 
 

bear glad tidings & 

warnings,  

5:20; [also: 4:166; 11:121;] 729 339 

 

will be questioned,  5:110; [also: 5:117;] 803 374 

Messiah: Promised,  2:261; [also: 9:33; 11:18;] 329 151 

Metals: 55:36 

also: 18:97; 22:22; 34:11, 13; 44:46; 

57:26; 70:9; 

2935 1546 
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Metaphor: See Parable of:   

Meteor: Shihab,  15:19; [also: 37:11;] 1488A 723 

Michael: Mikal,  2:99; See also Angels: 124 65 

Midian: See Madyan:   

Migration: Hijrah,     
 

for Allah,  2:219; [also: 3:196; 4:90, 101; 8:73;   
 

of believers,  4:98 

also: 4:75, 101; 16:42, 111; 22:59; 

655 299 

 

of Jews,  2:244 300-03 139 
 

of Holy Prophetsa,  28:86; [also: 8:31; 9:40; 17:2; 89:2;] 2235 1141 

 

of Prophetsas,  7:25 

also: 2:37; 19:49; 20:124; 21:72; 

38:42; 

961 445 

Milk: Laban,  47:16; [also: 16:67;] 2748 1455 

Military: See Wars:   

Miracles: 7:108 

also: 8:18, 44; 9:25-26; 54:2; 

1023 471 

 

of Abraham,  21:70 1902 936 

Miracles:    
 

of Holy Prophetsa,  17:91-94 

also: 8:18; 9:25-26; 10:21; 13:8; 

54:2; 85:4 

1651-

52 

807 

 

of Jesus,  3:50; [also: 5:111; 19:33;] 420-G 195 
 

of Moses,  7:108-109 

also: 2:61; 7:118, 134; 17:102; 

20:19-24; 27:13; 

1023-

24 

471 

Mi‘raj: spiritual ascension,  53:8-18 

See also Isra’: 
2874-

81 

1518 

Mischief: 10:82, 92; 11:79; 12:30, 74; 28:5, 

78; 38:42; 113:5;  

  

 

of disbelievers,  2:74 

also: 3:64; 8:20, 74; 10:41; 27:49; 

33:61; 44:16; 59:16; 

110A 55 

 

of Jews,  2:103 

also: 2:252; 7:143; 17:5, 9; 38:23; 

128 66 

Misfortune: 2:157 

also: 3:166; 4:73; 5:53; 7:151; 9:50; 

38:42; 42:31; 

183 92 

Mithaq: See Covenant:   

Moderation: 25:68 

also: 5:67; 7:32; 17:34, 111; 31:20; 

35:33; 49:3; 
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Modesty: Haya’,  7:27  See also Moral Traits: 

also: 24:31-32; 25:64; 31:20; 33:60; 

55:73; 

963 446 

Months: Shahr,  9:36 

also: 2:186, 195, 218; 4:93; 5:3, 98; 

34:13; 46:16; 

1181 547 

Monasticism: 

Rahbaniyyah, 

57:28 

also: 5:83; 9:31, 34;  

2999 1576 

Monotheism: See Allah: 1468 713 

Moon: 

 

also: 2:190; 6:78, 97; 7:55, 131; 

10:6; 12:5; 13:3; 14:34; 16:13; 

21:34; 22:19; 25:62; 29:62; 

31:30; 35:14; 36:40-41; 39:6; 

41:38; 55:6; 71:17; 84:19; 91:3; 

  

 

eclipse of,  75:9-10; [also: 81:2;] 3179 1700 

 

splitting of,  

Shaqqul-Qamar 

54:2 

also: 7:108; 

2896 1529 

Moral Traits:    
 

adultery, Zina,  17:33; [also: 25:69;] 1615 789 

Moral Traits:    
 

arrogance, conceit,  41:51 

also: 2:35, 88; 4:174; 7:14, 37, 41, 

49, 56, 76-77, 89, 134, 147; 

10:76; 14:22; 16:24, 30; 17:38; 

23:47; 25:22; 28:40, 84; 29:40; 

31:19-20; 34:32-34; 38:3, 75-76; 

39:60; 40:36, 48-49, 57; 41:16, 

39; 44:50; 45:32; 46:11, 21; 

57:24; 71:8; 74:24; 

2641 1383 

 

backbiting,  104:2; [also:49:13;] 3431 1821 

 

bravery,  

courage, 

46:14 

also: 2:178; 3:153, 173-175; 11:107; 

21:84;  

2724 1442 

 

bribery,  2:189; [also: 16:96-97;] 216 108 
 

calling nicknames,  49:12; [also: 111:2;]   
 

chastity,  24:31-32  See also Modesty: 

also: 17:33; 23:6-8; 24:3, 34, 61; 

25:69; 33:36; 70:30-32; 

2043-

44 

1019-

20 

 

cleanliness,  2:223 

also: 2:126; 4:44; 5:7; 7:32; 9:103, 

108; 22:27, 30; 24:22; 33:34; 

53:33; 56:80; 74:5-6; 87:15; 

91:10-11; 

268 126 

 

clemency,  16:126; [also: 42:41;] 1588 774 
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Moral Traits:    
 

cooperation,  5:3; [also: 13:24;] 720B 331 
 

cruelty to animals,  70:26 3125 1669 

 

to deride, defame,  49:12   
 

dishonesty,  4:108; [also: 11:85; 22:31; 83:2-4;] 665 303 
 

doing good,  2:149 

also:2:196; 3:111, 135; 5:94; 7:57; 

10:27; 23:98; 

171 89 

 

envy,  113:6 See also: Envy: 

also:2:110, 214; 3:20; 4:55; 45:18; 

48:16; 

  

 

extravagance,  25:68 

also: 4:7; 7:32; 10:13; 17:27-28, 30; 

43:6; 44:32; 72:5; 

  

 

feeding the hungry,  76:9; [also: 90:15-17;] 3194 1706 

 

forgiveness,  24:23 

also: 2:110; 3:135, 160; 4:150; 5:14; 

7:200; 12:93; 42:38-41; 

2037 1017 

 

frugality,  17:27-28; [also: 17:30;] 1610 788 
 

fulfilment of promises 17:35; [also: 2:178; 16:92; 23:9;] 1617 790 
 

gambling,  2:220; [also: 5:91-92;] 261-64 123-24 
 

gratefulness,  

thankfulness, 

3:145 

also: 2:153, 173, 186, 244; 5:7, 90; 

14:8, 29; 16:113; 27:41; 28:74; 

29:67; 31:13; 34:18; 39:8, 67; 

46:16; 80:18; 

  

 

haste,  21:38; [also: 4:7; 20:115; 46:36;] 1888 930 
 

hoarding,  70:19; [also: 104:3-5;]   

 

hospitality,  15:69-70; [also: 11:70; 17:27;] 1511 732 
 

humility,  

humbleness,  

25:64 

also: 1:5; 2:46, 75; 3:18; 5:55; 6:43, 

44, 64; 7:56, 95, 162; 11:24; 

12:33; 16:49; 17:25, 38-39, 110; 

20:112, 135; 21:91; 22:35, 55; 

23:3, 77; 27:38, 88; 31:19, 20; 

33:36; 49:4; 57:17; 

2089 1055 

 

hypocrisy,  2:11 30 21 
 

intoxication,  2:220; [also: 5:91-92;] 261-64 123-24 
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Moral Traits:    
 

justice,  16:91 

also: 2:49, 283; 3:19, 109; 4:4, 31, 

59, 106, 136; 5:9, 43, 50; 6:83, 

116, 152-153; 7:30, 160, 182; 

15:9; 16:77; 25:5; 28:29; 38:23, 

27; 39:70, 76; 40:18, 32, 79; 

49:10; 55:9-10; 57:26; 72:14; 

1570 764 

 

kindness,  17:24-25 

also: 2:84, 178, 216, 242, 264, 281; 

4:6, 9, 37; 5:55; 6:152; 7:200; 

9:61; 16:91; 17:29; 29:9; 30:39; 

31:15, 16; 33:50; 51:20; 60:9; 

76:9; 90:14-17; 

1607-8 786 

 

moderation,  7:32; [also: 25:68;]   
 

modesty, Haya’,  24:31-32; See also Chastity: 2043-4 1019-

20 
 

murder,  25:69;   See also Homicide:  

Killing: 

2090 1056 

 

niggardliness,  47:37-39 

also: 3:181-182; 4:38; 9:35, 76; 

17:101; 25:68; 33:20; 57:25; 

64:17; 68:26; 70:22; 81:25; 

92:9-11; 

2759-

62 

1460-

61 

 

obscene language,  24:27 2041 1018 
 

patience,  2:46  See also Steadfastness: 

also: 2:156, 178; 3:187; 6:35, 85; 

7:88; 12:19, 84; 14:13, 22; 

16:127-128; 18:68-69, 73, 79, 

83; 21:86; 40:56; 42:44; 46:36; 

50:40; 52:17; 54:28; 70:6; 

82 41 

 

peace-making,  49:10; [also: 2:225; 4:115;] 2793 1481 
 

perfidy,  4:108 

also: 4:106; 9:8, 80; 22:39; 31:33; 

33:27; 48:59; 

  

 

perseverance,  13:23; [also: 2:154, 156;] 1435 695 
 

philanthropy,  2:178; [also: 2:216; 24:23, 34; 

51:20;] 

202-3 100 

 

retaliation,  22:61; [also: 41:35;] 1968 973 
 

secret plotting,  4:82; [also: 58:8-11; 52:43, 47;] 638 292 
 

sincerity,  4:147 

also: 2:140; 7:22, 30, 63, 69, 80, 94; 

9:91; 10:23; 11:35; 12:12; 

28:13; 29:66; 30:34; 39:3-4, 12, 

15; 40:15, 66; 98:6; 
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Moral Traits:    
 

slander,  24:5-6; [also: 24:15-20; 24:24-27;] 2028-9 1011-

12 
 

spirit of sacrifice,  3:93 438 211 
 

steadfastness,  2:178  See also Patience: 

Perseverance: 

also: 2:250-251; 3:18, 121, 126, 143, 

187, 201; 5:9; 7:127, 129, 138; 

8:47, 66-67; 10:90, 110; 11:12, 

116; 12:91; 13:25; 16:43, 97, 

111; 19:66; 25:21, 76; 28:55, 81; 

29:60; 32:25; 33:36; 34:20; 

37:103; 38:45; 39:11; 41:31, 36; 

42:16; 46:14; 47:32; 68:49; 

76:13; 103:4; 

203 100 

 

stealing, theft,  5:39; [also: 60:13;] 744 346 
 

suppression of anger,  3:135; 480 225 
 

suspicion,  17:37; [also: 24:7; 49:13;] 1619 791 
 

lying,  22:31 

also: 6:22, 149; 7:153; 10:60-

61;11:51; 12:111; 16:117; 

25:73; 39:33; 72:5; 

  

 

treachery of the eyes 40:20 2600A 1354 
 

trust in God,  14:13; [also: 25:59;]   
 

trustworthiness,  4:59; [also: 2:284; 8:28; 23:9; 

70:33-34;] 

621 284 

 

truthfulness,  25:73 

also: 3:61; 4:136; 5:76, 120; 9:119; 

10:17; 16:117; 17:82; 19:42; 

22:31; 33:9, 25, 36, 71; 39:4, 33; 

103:3-4; 

2092 1057 

 

unity,  3:104 449-51 214 
 

selflessness,  2:208 

also:2:263; 11:52; 59:10; 64:17; 

76:9-10; 92:20-21; 

248 118 

 

vain, idle talk,  23:4   See also Laghw: 

also: 6:92; 9:69; 28:56; 46:9; 52:13; 

70:43; 74:46 

1980 982 

Mortgage: 2:284 355 162 

Moses:  Musaas,     
 

and Aaron [Harunas],  26:14; [also: 20:26-36; 25:36; 

28:35-36;] 

2098 1062 

 

and Holy Prophetsa,  11:18 

also: 2:109; 7:145; 20:30; 28:31, 45-

46; 46:11; 52:2-7; 95:2-4; 

1304 619 
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Moses:  Musaas,     
 

and Israelites,  61:6 

also: 5:26-27; 7:106, 160; 10:84-94; 

17:5-9; 26:53; 28:6-7; 

3036 1606 

 

and Pharaoh,  2:50-51;  See also Moses: story of,  87-89 43 
 

bestowed favours,  6:155; [also: 2:249; 37:115-123;] 931 432 
 

called mad,  26:28 2109 1064 
 

early life of,  28:8-29; [also: 20:39-41;] 2200-11 1120 

 

exodus,  20:78-81 

also: 2:51; 7:139; 10:91-94; 26:53, 

61-67; 44:24-25; 

1838-

39 

902-04 

 

Sigmund Freud on,  20:10 1812 889 
 

marriage of,  28:28-29 2211 1126 

 

meeting with God,  7:143-148; [also: 2:52; 27:8-10; 

28:30-36;] 

1044-2 481 

 

mother of,  20:39-40 1821 894 
 

Prophet of 

Bani Isra’il, 
26:11 

also: 4:165; 7:105-106, 145; 11:97-

98; 17:3-4; 23:46-47; 28:45; 

  

 

subordinate Prophets in’s 

footsteps,  

2:88; [also: 5:47; 25:36;]   

 

revelations of,  2:54; [also: 6:92, 155; 7:161; 

23:50;] 

93-4 45 

 

signs of Allah,  7:108-109 

also: 2:61; 7:118, 131, 134; 17:102; 

20:18-24; 20:67-70; 26:33-34, 

64; 27:11, 13-15; 28:32-33; 

79:21; 

1023-4 471-3 

 

slandered, accused,  33:70; [also: 26:15; 28:16-21; 61:6;] 2373-A 1232 
 

spiritual journey of  18:61-71 1704 836 
 

story of,  7:104-156 

also: 10:76-93; 11:97-98; 17:102-

105; 19:52-54; 20:10-99; 26:11-

69; 27:8-15; 28:4-41; 79:16-27; 

1019-

57A 

470 

 

tablets,  7:146; [also: 7:151, 155;] 1049 483 
 

tabernacle,  52:6 2846 1507 
 

vision of,  27:8; [also: 20:11; 18:72-83;] 2147 1091 

Mosque: 2:115 

also: 2:145, 151, 188, 192, 218; 5:3; 

7:30, 32; 8:35; 9:17-19, 108; 

17:2; 22:26; 48:26, 28; 72:19; 

137 73 
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Mother of: Umm…,     
 

ul-Mu’minin, faithful,  33:7; [also: 33:51;] 2332 1207 

 

ul-Kitab,  1:7; [also: 43:5;] 15 10 
 

Mary,  3:34; [also: 3:36-37;] 399 183 
 

Moses,  28:11; [also: 20:39-40; 28:8;] 2202 1120 

 

Qur’an,  15:88 1522 736 
 

ul-Sinah, tongues,  42:8 2645 1388 
 

ul-Qura’, towns,  6:93; [also: 42:8;] 875 409 

Mountains:  Jibal,  also: 7:172; 14:47; 16:82; 17:38; 

19:91, 92; 33:73; 59:22; 70:10; 

101:6; 

  

 

chieftains, tribes,  

 

13:32 

also:18:48; 19:91; 20:106; 21:80; 

27:89; 34:11; 38:19; 52:11; 

77:11; 78:21; 81:4; 

1441 697 

 

created for man,  16:16 

also: 13:4; 15:20; 21:32; 22:19; 

24:44; 27:62; 31:11; 35:28; 

41:11; 50:8; 77:28; 78:8; 79:33; 

88:20; 

1537-

38 

745 

 

dwellings in the,  7:75; [also: 15:83; 16:82; 26:150;] 1002 462 
 

Judi,  11:43-45; [also: 11:41;] 1317-A 627 

Mountains:  Jibal,     
 

landmarks,  16:16-17; [also: 21:32;] 1539 745 
 

Paran,  48:30; [also: 23:21; 95:3;] 2786 1476 
 

prophecies of latter days,  78:21 

also: 18:48; 20:106; 27:89; 52:11; 

56:7; 69:15; 70:10; 73:15; 

77:11; 81:4; 101:6; 

3229 1719 

 

Safa,  See Safa wa Marwah:   
 

Sinai,  2:41 

also: 2:51, 64, 94; 4:155; 7:144, 

172; 95:3; 

76 40 

 

Tur, 2:64 

also: 2:94; 4:155; 19:53; 20:81; 

23:21; 28:30, 45, 47; 52:3; 95:2-

3; 

105 51 

Muhammadsa:     See also Mi‘raj:    Wives of:   

advent of,  61:7 

also: 2:90, 130, 152; 3:145, 165; 

5:16; 6:21; 9:128; 14:36-38; 

28:47; 35:17-18; 45:19; 46:36; 

62:3; 

3037 1607 
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Muhammadsa:        

and Christians,  5:84-85; [also: 2:121, 146; 18:7, 

78;] 

788 364 

and disbelievers,  15:89-98 

also: 2:7, 110, 119, 192, 218; 3:33, 

128, 177, 197; 4:91, 103; 5:42, 

55; 6:34; 8:31; 9:2, 4, 32, 40, 73, 

123; 10:66; 11:13; 13:28; 15:3; 

16:128; 18:7; 20:134; 22:16; 

25:5; 26:4; 27:71; 28:57; 29:51; 

35:5, 9; 36:77; 41:6; 48:30; 

52:34; 66:10; 68:52; 73:11; 

93:6; 94:2-4; 

1523-

26 

736-37 

and hypocrites,  3:163-164; [also: 9:58; 9:64-68;] 518-9 238 

and other Prophets,  6:35 

also: 2:130; 3:69; 5:20; 29:19; 

36:15; 41:44; 73:16; 95:2-4; 

842-3 390 

and Jews,  45:18 

also: 2:103, 121, 146; 3:120; 10:94; 

2711 1432 

an unlettered Prophet,  7:158-159; [also: 29:49; 62:3;] 1058-

60 

487 

and unseen,  6:51; [also: 11:32;]   

and Qur’an,  16:104 

also: 2:98; 3:145; 10:16; 11:13; 

15:88; 16:45; 17:75; 26:193-

196; 47:3; 73:6; 

1578 768 

as a Light—Nur,  33:46-47 

also: 4:175; 5:16-17; 24:36; 61:9; 

64:9; 

2360 1224 

a mortal,  18:111 

also: 12:110; 14:11-12; 16:44; 

17:94-95; 21:4, 8, 35; 23:25, 34; 

26:155; 36:16; 41:7; 64:7; 

  

a warner,  35:24-25 

also: 7:189; 10:3; 11:13; 18:5; 25:2; 

32:4; 33:46; 34:29, 47; 36:7; 

38:5, 71; 46:10; 48:9; 

2417 1260 

ascension of,  17:2; [also: 53:2, 8-19;] 1590 777 

authority of,  24:52-55 

also: 4:14, 70; 9:71; 10:50; 33:37, 

72; 48:18; 

2056 1031 

battles of,  59:3; See also Badr: Hunain: 

Uhud: 

3016-

18 

1588 

blasphemer of,  33:58; [also: 9:61;] 2368 1230 

blessings on,  33:57; [also: 68:4;]   
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Muhammadsa:    

companions of,  24:38-39 

also:3:160; 5:23; 7:158; 8:6; 9:100, 

117, 128; 26:220; 33:24; 47:5; 

48:30; 66:9; 77:2-7; 79:2-6; 

92:4; 100:2-12; 

2048 1027 

consultation with,  58:13-14; [also: 3:160;] 3009 1583 

Divine solicitude for 8:68; [also: 9:43; 33:38; 66:2; 80:2-

12;] 

1144 529 

devotion to Allah,  73:21; [also: 2:130; 3:32; 6:163;] 3157-8 1689 

emigration of,  28:86; [also: 9:40; 23:95;] 2235 1141 

enemies of,  8:31 

also: 4:114-116; 6:22; 8:34; 9:61; 

13:11-12; 23:94-99; 27:49-52; 

1115 517 

favours on,  48:3; [also: 25:11; 93:4-9; 94:2-7; 

108:2-4;] 

2764-6 1465-

66 

finality of,  24:52-55 

also: 3:82, 180; 4:70; 6:125; 7:36; 

16:3; 22:76; 33:8, 41; 36:66; 

40:16; 44:6, 7; 62:4; 72:8; 

  

followers of,  3:111 

also: 2:144; 3:160; 9:128; 11:113; 

26:10, 216; 33:7; 47:3; 

457 216 

love and mercy for 

mankind,  

18:7 

also: 3:160; 9:128; 15:98; 16:76; 

18:29; 21:108; 26:4-5; 27:71; 

35:9; 36:77; 43:89-90; 80:2-12; 

93:8; 

1664 817 

intercession of,  43:87; [also: 19:88;] 2689 1418 

invoking Allah’s curse,  3:62; [also: 62:7-8;] 426 199 

justice of,  5:43; [also: 5:49-50;]   

lofty stature of,  81:20-22 

also: 4:70; 13:5; 17:75, 80; 20:2; 

25:62; 33:22, 41, 47; 36:2, 14; 

48:2-3; 53:2-6; 55:4; 68:5; 

72:20; 74:2-6; 91:2-7; 94:2-4; 

95:2-3; 108:2; 

3276-

77 

1739 

marriages of,  33:51-53; [also: 33:7, 29-35, 38-39; 

66:2-6] 

2362-4 1226 
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Muhammadsa:    

message of,  5:68 

also: 6:20, 51, 107, 163-164; 7:158-

159, 204; 8:25; 10:16, 110; 

21:46; 22:68; 23:74-75; 25:2, 

53; 29:19; 33:3; 34:44, 47; 36:2-

8; 42:53; 43:44; 46:10; 53:3; 

62:3; 

772-3 358 

miracles of,  8:18; [also: 54:2;] 1107 513 

names of,  61:7 

also: 2:120; 13:8; 21:108; 33:41, 46; 

42:49; 53:57; 72:20; 73:2, 16; 

74:2-3; 88:22-23; 

3037 1607 

not a guardian,  6:105 

also: 2:144; 4:81, 85; 6:67, 108; 

11:13; 39:42; 42:7, 49; 

888-91 414 

obedience to,  3:32; [also: 4:65-66, 70, 81; 48:11;] 398 182 

objections against,  21:4 

also: 6:9, 38; 7:185, 204-205; 10:50; 

11:13; 16:104, 114; 17:91-94; 

21:6; 25:5-10, 33; 26:225-228; 

34:47; 35:26; 36:70; 38:9-10; 

42:25; 48:3; 52:30, 34-35; 53:3, 

20-24, 63; 68:3-7; 69:42-48; 

81:23; 

1870 921 

patience of,  6:35; [also: 7:200;] 843 391 

prayers of,  See  Prayers of the Holy Qur’an:   

prophecies about,  7:158 

also: 2:147; 5:82; 6:21; 7:144; 

11:50; 12:103; 26:197-198; 

28:45-47; 33:2; 46:11-13; 54:46; 

61:7; 73:16; 

1058 487 

protection of,  5:68; [also: 8:6; 13:12; 33:2; 47:14; 

52:49; 93:4-5; 

772-3 358 

respect of,  2:105; [also: 9:61; 24:63-64; 49:2-

6;] 

131 69 

revelations,  53:3-13 

also: 2:100; 3:45; 4:164; 5:68; 6:20; 

10:3; 11:13; 12:4; 13:31; 14:5; 

16:124; 17:40; 18:28; 21:109; 

29:46; 34:51; 35:32; 38:71; 

42:4; 

2870-

78 

1517-

20 

Sinlessness of,  48:3; [also: 53:3;] 2764-6 1465-

66 

status of,  53:9; [also: 36:2;] 2875 1518 

the Prophet, An-Nabi 33:2; [also:5:82;] 2329 1205 
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Muhammadsa:    

truth of,  34:45-51 

also: 3:82; 10:17; 11:18; 21:6; 

23:70; 36:2-4; 43:87; 47:3; 

69:39-48; 90:4; 

2402-

04 

1249-

50 

universality of,  7:159; also: 2:214; 3:85; 4:80; 6:93; 

10:58; 14:5; 21:108; 22:41, 50; 

23:53; 25:2; 34:29; 

1060 490 

vindication by,  9:1-2; 1150-2 533 

visions of,  48:28; [also: 17:2, 61;] 2783 1475 

wives of,  33:7; [also: 24:12-17; 33:54;] 2332 1207 

Muhkam: See  Ambiguous:   

Muhsin: who do good,  3:135 

also: 2:196; 3:149; 5:14, 94; 9:120; 

11:116; 12:57, 91; 31:4;  

481 225 

 

are rewarded,  29:70 

also: 2:59, 113; 4:126; 5:86; 6:85; 

7:57, 162; 12:23; 22:38; 28:15; 

31:23; 33:30; 37:106, 111, 122, 

132; 39:35; 77:45; 

2268 1163 

Mu’min: See Believers:   

Munafiqin: See Hypocrites:   

Muqatta‘at: See Abbreviations:   

Murder: 17:34 See also Killing:   Homicide: 

also: 2:155, 179; 3:158, 170, 196; 

4:30, 75, 93-94; 5:31, 33-34; 

6:152; 9:111; 17:32; 22:39, 59; 

25:69; 47:5-7; 60:13; 

1616 790 

Musaas: See Moses:   

Muzdalifah: Mash‘arul-

Haram,  

2:199 236 114 

Mushrikin: See Idolators:   

Muslims: 3:111; 33:28;   
 

and justice,  4:136; [also: 5:3, 9; 6:153;] 682-A 312 
 

and non-Muslims,  3:29 

also: 3:101, 119-121, 150, 197-198; 

5:3, 52-53, 58-59; 60:9; 

395-97 181 

 

and Qur’an,  6:156;[also: 7:3; 17:10;] 

See also Qur’an: 

932 432 

 

are an exalted nation,  2:144; [also: 3:111; 6:166;] 160 85 
 

beliefs of,  2:137; [also: 2:166, 178;] 153-54 82 
 

benefit from nature,  18:8 1665 817 
 

enjoin virtue,  3:105; [also: 2:149; 20:132;] 452-53 215 
 

greet each other,  4:87; [also: 4:95;] 643 294 
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Muslims:    
 

named as,  22:79; [also: 2:134;] 1977 978 
 

obligations of,  2:196; [also: 11:113; 47:23;] 226 112 
 

qualities of,  4:60; [also: 5:3, 101; 8:73, 75; 

9:124;] 

623 285 

 

remember Allah,  2:153; [also: 17:110;] 178 91 
 

repugnance to war,  2:217-218; [also: 8:58-59;]   See 

also War: 

259-60 122 

 

strive in Allah’s cause,  2:245-246; [also: 8:75; 9:88;] 304-5 139 
 

submitters,  29:47 

also: 2:133-134, 137; 3:53, 103; 

7:127; 16:90, 103; 21:109; 

22:79; 27:82; 30:54; 41:34; 

43:70 

2257 1157 

 

unity of,  3:104; [also: 6:160; 61:5;] 449-50 214 

Muslim History: 17:105 1658 810 

Mut‘ah: 4:25 590 272 

Mutashabih: See Ambiguous:   

    

N 
   

Nafs: self,  89:28-29 

also: 2:55, 73, 131; 3:31; 4:85; 6:94, 

131; 12:54; 15:37; 75:3; 

3342 1773 

Night Journey: See Isra’:   

Nahr also: 2:250, 267; 16:47; 17:92; 

18:34; 

  

 

day (& night),  2:165; 3:28; 21:34; 91:4; 92:3;    
 

flowing streams,  2:26; 3:16; 13:36; 85:12; 98:9;    
 

to chide,  17:24; [also: 93:11;] 1608 787 

Najm: Kaukab, star,  53:2-3 

also: 6:77, 98; 7:55; 12:5; 16:13, 17; 

22:19; 24:36; 37:7; 41:13; 

56:76; 67:6; 77:9; 81:3; 82:3; 

86:2-4; 

2868 1517 

Najwa: meetings,  58:8-11 

also: 4:115; 17:48; 20:63; 21:4; 

43:81; 

3005-7 1581 

Naml: 27:19 2156 1095 

Naskh: See Abrogation:   
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Nations: 11:102 

also: 2:245, 262, 270; 3:27-28, 140; 

7:35; 10:25; 17:17; 21:97, 105; 

23:81; 29:21, 25; 31:30; 35:10; 

36:69; 38:54; 83:2-6; 90:14-18; 

103:2-4; 111:5-6; 

1345 645 

Natiq: 23:63; [also: 27:17; 41:22; 51:24;] 2006 995 

Nature: 67:4-5; [also: 13:4-5; 18:8;] 3079A 1643 

Ni‘mat:  favours 1:7 

also:2:41, 48, 123, 151, 212, 232; 

3:104, 172, 175; 4:70; 5:4, 7-8, 

12, 21, 111; 8:54; 12:7; 14:7, 29, 

35; 16:19, 54, 72-73, 84, 122; 

19:59; 26:23; 27:20; 28:18; 

31:32; 33:10; 35:4; 37:58; 39:9, 

50; 46:16; 48:3; 49:9; 52:30; 

54:36; 68:3, 50; 93:12; 

14 9 

Nearness to Allah: 

Wasal,  

5:36 

also: 13:22; 17:58; 

743 345 

Nebuchadnezzar: Bukht 

Nasr,  

2:260; [also: 17:6; 21:86; 85:5;] 322-3 148 

Negus: Najashi,  See Abyssinia:   

New Testament: 
Gospel, Injil, 

7:158 

also: 2:146; 3:3-4; 5:47-48; 6:75; 

9:111; 16:104; 19:17, 26; 48:30; 

57:28; 61:7; 

1059 490 

New World Order: 18:52; [also: 21:105;] 1699 833 

Nicknames: Tanabuz,  49:12   

Night: also: 2:52, 188; 7:143; 74:34; 78:11; 

81:18; 84:18; 91:5; 93:3; 

See also Night of Decree:  Isra’: 

  

 

for prayers,  73:7 

also: 3:114; 11:115; 16:76; 17:79-

80; 20:131; 21:21, 43; 25:65; 

39:10; 41:39 ; 50:41; 51:18; 

52:50; 73:3, 21; 76:27; 

3152 1687 

Night:    
 

for rest,  6:97 

also: 10:68; 27:87; 28:74; 30:24; 

40:62; 41:38-9; 

880 411 

 

calamity, death at,  7:5; [also: 6:61; 7:98; 10:25, 51;] 944 439 
 

secret plotting at,  13:11; [also: 4:82, 109; 34:34;] 1426 690 
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Night:    
 

signs of Allah,  17:13 

also: 3:28, 191; 6:14, 97; 7:5, 55, 

98; 10:7, 68; 13:4; 14:34; 16:13; 

21:34; 22:62; 23:81; 24:45; 

25:63; 28:72-74; 31:30; 35:14; 

36:38, 41; 45:6; 79:30; 

  

 

Qur’an revealed at,  44:4 2692 1420 

Night of Decree: 97:2-6; [also: 44:4-5;] 3393-

98A 

1801-

02 

Nimrod: Namrud,  2:259; [also: 21:68-70;] 321 148 

Nineveh: 10:99; [also: 30:5; 37:140-141; 

46:30;] 

1288 608 

Nisibain: Jews of,  46:30-33; [also: 72:2;] 2733-4 1447 

Noah:  Nuhas 7:60; 11:26-27; 17:4; 23:24; 29:15; 

37:80; 

  

 

ark of,  11:38-45 

also: 23:28-30; 26:120; 54:14-15; 

1314-

17A 

624-27 

 

descendants of,  6:85-87; [also: 37:76-78;] 870 406 
 

deluge of,  11:41-45 

also: 11:49; 23:28; 54:12-15; 69:12; 

1315 625 

 

dispensation of,  29:15 2243 1148 

 

mocked by people,  23:25-27 

also: 7:65; 10:74; 22:43; 25:38; 

26:106, 118; 38:13; 40:6; 50:13; 

54:10; 71:22; 

1992 987 

 

prayer of,  71:27-29 

also: 11:35-37, 46; 21:77; 23:27, 30; 

26:119; 37:76-77; 54:11; 

3135 1677 

 

son of,  11:46-48; [also: 11:43-44;] 1318-9 628 
 

story of,  7:60-65 

also: 3:34; 10:72-74; 11:26-49; 

23:24-31; 25:38; 26:106-121; 

37:76-82; 51:47; 54:10-17; 71:2-

29; 

992-94 458 

 

wife of, an example 66:11 3078 1640 

Noble Recorders: See Kiraman Katibin:   

Number: ‘Adad,  2:185-186 

also: 2:30; 9:36-37, 80; 12:43; 

15:45; 18:23; 23:18; 30:5; 

31:28; 33:50; 65:2, 5; 74:31; 

89:4; 97:4; 

209 106 

Nur: See Light:   
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O 
   

Oaths: yamin,     
 

expiation of,  5:90;  [also: 66:3;] 790 365 
 

of abstinence,  2:227-228 275-76 128-29 
 

of Allah,  4:66 

also: 15:73, 93; 16:57, 64; 36:3; 

37:2-4; 38:2; 43:2-3; 44:2-3; 

50:2; 51:2-8, 24; 52:2-7; 53:2; 

56:76; 68:2; 69:39, 40; 70:41; 

74:33, 35; 75:2-3; 77:2-6; 79:2-

6; 81:16-19; 84:17-19; 85:2-4; 

86:2, 12-13; 89:2-5; 90:2, 4; 

91:2-8; 92:2-4; 93:2-3; 95:2-4; 

100:2; 103:2-3; 

  

 

of disbelievers,  

hypocrites,  

idolaters,  

58:17 

also: 4:63; 5:54; 6:110; 9:42, 56, 62, 

95, 96, 107; 12:74; 16:39; 24:54; 

27:50; 30:56; 35:43; 58:19; 

63:3; 68:11; 

3011 1584 

 

of Prophets,  34:4; [also: 21:58; 48:11; 64:8;]   
 

of Satan,  38:83; [also: 7:22;]   
 

honour your,  16:92-93; [also: 2:226; 3:78; 5:90; 

16:95;] 

1571-2 765 

 

in Allah’s name,  2:225 273 127 
 

Quranic,  37:2; [also: 52:2-7; 91:2-8;] 2465 1287 

Obey:    
 

Allah, Messenger,  24:48-55 

also: 3:21, 33, 51, 133; 4:14, 60, 65, 

70, 81; 5:93; 8:2, 21, 47; 24:57; 

26:108-109, 127, 145, 164, 180; 

33:34, 36-37, 72; 43:64; 47:34; 

48:18; 58:14; 64:13, 17; 

2055-

56 

1031 

 

do not, disbelievers, evil, 

hypocrites,  

3:150 

also: 3:101; 6:117, 122; 13:38; 

18:29; 25:53; 33:2, 49; 68:9, 11; 

76:25; 96:20; 

497 231 

 

Holy Prophetsa,  3:32; [also:3:21, 54; 4:65; 33:36-37; 

49:8;] 

398 182 

Obey:    
 

parents, spouse,  31:16; [also: 4:35;] 2307 1188 

Obedience:    
 

to Allah and Holy 

Prophetsa,  

3:32 

also: 3:133; 4:65, 70, 81; 24:53; 

398 182 
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to lawful authority 4:60 623 285 
 

rewards of,  4:70; [also: 3:173;] 628-9 288 

Ocean: See Sea:   

Oil: 24:36; [also: 3:46; 23:21;] 2047 1025 

Old Testament: See Torah:   

Olive: Zaitun,  95:2 

also: 6:100, 142; 16:12; 24:36; 

80:30; 

3383 1794 

Open: Fataha,     
 

Door/Gate,  7:41 

also: 6:45; 7:97; 15:15; 23:78; 35:3; 

39:72, 74; 54:12; 

974 450 

 

grant victory,  48:2 

also: 4:142; 5:53; 32:29-30; 48:19, 

28; 57:11; 61:14; 110:2; 

2763 1464 

 

adjudicate,  8:20; [also: 7:90; 26:119; 34:27;] 1108 514 

Oppressed: 

weak, da‘if, 
14:22 

also: 2:267, 283; 4:10, 76, 98-99; 

7:76; 8:27; 9:91; 11:92; 28:5-6; 

34:32-33; 40:48; 

1463-

64 

709 

Oppressor: Zalim,  See Wrongdoer:   

Orbit: 36:41; [also: 21:34;] 2446 1276 

Ornaments: 18:8 

also: 7:149; 10:25; 13:18; 16:7, 15; 

18:47; 20:88; 24:32; 33:41; 

35:13; 37:7; 43:19; 

1665 817 

Orphans: Yatim,     
 

justice with,  4:128; [also: 4:4;] 676-7A 308 
 

property of,  4:3; [also: 4:7, 11; 6:153; 17:35;] 559 256 
 

treatment of,  2:84 

also: 2:221; 4:9; 4:37, 128; 89:18; 

93:10; 107:3; 

116 59 

 

welfare of,  2:221 

also: 2:178, 216; 4:3-4, 128; 8:42; 

59:8; 76:9; 90:15-16; 

266 125 

Owners of the Elephant : 

Ashabul-Fil,  
105:2 3436 1825 

P 
   

Pacific Ocean: See Sea:   

Pagans: See Idolaters:   

Pairs: See Science:   

Paltry price: 16:96 

also: 2:42, 80, 175; 3:78, 188, 200; 

5:45; 9:9; 12:21, 89; 

1575 766 
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Pantheism: refutation of,  6:4 820 382 

Papers: qaratis,  6:92; [also: 6:8; 21:105;] 874 409 

Parable of:    
 

a disbeliever,  16:76 1562-3 760 
 

a dumb & a just man,  16:77 1564 760 
 

a fiery whirlwind,  2:267 336 154 
 

a gnat,  2:27 48-49 30 
 

a grain of corn,  2:262   
 

a polytheist,  39:30 2575 1337 
 

a thirsty dog,  7:177 1074 497 
 

Allah’s rope,  3:104 449 214 
 

an elevated garden,  2:266 335 153 
 

an idol worshipper,  22:32 1949 963 
 

an ungrateful city,  16:113 1581-3 771 
 

ass carrying books,  62:6   

 

Bal‘am Ba‘ur,  7:176-177 1072-4 496 
 

believers example,  66:12-13 3078 1640 

 

birds obeying call,  2:261 328-29 151 
 

blind and deaf man,  11:25 1308 621 
 

disbelievers work,  14:19 1462 708 
 

Divine law,  24:44 2052 1030 
 

Divine light,  24:36 2046A 1025 
 

disbelievers example 66:11 3078 1640 

 

futility of idolatry,  29:42 2254 1155 

 

garden for believers,  13:36 1447 699 
 

garden of righteous,  47:16 2748 1455 
 

good and evil tree,  14:25-27 1465-6 710-11 
 

heavens rolled up,  21:105 1923 947 
 

intense cold wind,  3:118 461 219 
 

life-giving rain,  35:28 2418 1261 
 

master and slave,  30:29 2283 1173 

 

mirage in a desert,  24:40   
 

mountain humbled,  59:22 3027A 1595 
 

one bewildered,  6:72 862 401 
 

one who cuts yarn,  16:93 1572 765 
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Parable of:    
 

owners of a garden,  68:18-34 3097-1 1652-

54 

 

people of the town,  36:14 2436-

2441 

1272 

 

person kindling fire 2:18 36 23 
 

powerlessness gods,  22:74 1974 977 
 

Promised Messiahas,  36:21-30 2436-

41 

1271 

 

rain & lightning,  2:20-21 39-41A 23-24 
 

restoration of town,  2:260 322-26 148-50 
 

rich man, poor man,  18:33-45 1689-5 828-31 
 

riches of this world,  57:21   
 

seeds sown on rock,  2:265 333 153 
 

sprouting seed,  48:30   
 

shaky foundation back,  9:109-110 2786 1476 
 

thick darkness,  24:41 2049 1028 
 

this transitory world,  18:46 1696 831 
 

transitory life,  10:25 1252 589 
 

truth & falsehood,  13:18 1433 693 
 

water disappearing,  67:31 3088 1648 

Paradise: Jannah,  also: 52:21; 57:22;   
 

Bahishti Maqbarah, 36:27 2440 1273 
 

believers who do good 

works will  

enter,  

2:26 

also: 2:83; 3:199; 4:58, 123, 125; 

7:43; 10:10; 11:24; 14:24; 

15:46; 16:31-32; 18:108; 19:61, 

64; 20:76-77; 22:15, 24, 57; 

25:16; 29:59; 30:16; 31:9; 

32:20; 38:50-51; 40:41; 42:23; 

44:52-53; 47:13; 51:16; 54:55; 

64:10; 65:12; 68:35; 85:12; 

89:29-31; 98:8-9; 

46A-47 28 

Paradise: Jannah,  also: 52:21; 57:22;   
 

chaste companions 

in,  

2:26 

also: 3:16; 36:57; 37:49-50; 38:53; 

44:55; 52:21, 25; 55:57, 59, 71, 

73, 75; 56:18, 23-24, 35-38; 

76:20; 78:34; 

46A-47 28 

 

description of,  76:12-23 

also: 2:26; 3:134; 7:43-44; 9:72; 

13:25, 36; 15:46-49; 16:31-32; 

3196-

99 

1707 
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Paradise: Jannah,     
 

  18:32, 108-109; 19:62-63; 

22:24; 25:17, 25, 76-77; 29:59; 

30:16; 34:38; 35:34-36; 36:56-

60; 37:41-50; 38:50-53; 39:21, 

35; 40:41; 41:32; 42:23-28; 

43:71-74; 44:52-56; 47:16; 

50:36; 52:23, 24, 28; 55:47-78; 

56:13-38; 57:22; 65:12; 69:22-

25; 76:6-7; 77:42-43; 78:32-37; 

83:25-29; 88:11-17; 

3196-

99 

1707 

 

earthly,  2:36 

also: 2:266-267; 6:100, 142; 13:5; 

17:92; 18:33, 34, 36, 40, 41; 

25:9; 26:58, 135, 148; 34:16; 

50:10; 55:47; 68:18; 71:13; 

78:17; 

68 37 

 

eternity of,  11:109 

also:4:58; 7:43; 9:100; 13:24; 

15:49; 18:109; 20:77; 35:36; 

44:57; 

1351 647 

 

families rejoin in,  40:9; [also: 13:24; 43:71; 52:22;] 2596 1352 
 

Jannate ‘Adn,  9:72 

also: 13:24; 16:32; 18:32; 19:62; 

20:77; 35:34; 38:50-51; 40:9; 

61:13; 98:9; 

  

 

Jannatun-‘Aliyah, 88:10-11; [also: 69:22-23;]   

 

Jannatul-Firdaus, 18:108; [also: 23:12;]   
 

Jannatul-Khuld, 25:16   
 

Jannatul-Mawa’ 32:20; [also: 53:15-16;]   

 

Jannatun-Na ‘im, 26:86 

also: 5:66; 10:10; 22:57; 31:9; 

37:44; 56:13, 90; 68:35; 70:39; 

 1071 

 

peace of,  10:11 

also: 10:26; 13:25;14:24; 15:47; 

19:63; 36:59; 39:74; 50:35; 

56:26-27; 

1241 583 

 

Raudatul-Jannah,  42:23 2653 1393 
 

rewards of, for 

the righteous men and 

women,  

the martyrs,  

the muhajirun,  

the patient,  

those who fear Allah, 

18:32 

also: 2:26; 3:16, 134, 196, 199; 

4:14, 58; 5:66, 120; 7:44; 9:72, 

100, 111; 10:10, 27; 11:109; 

13:23-25, 36; 15:46-49; 16:33; 

19:61-63; 21:102-104; 23:2-12; 

25:76-77; 26:91; 32:20; 35:33- 

1688 828 
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Paradise: Jannah,     
 

the penitent,  

 

34, 36; 36:26-27; 37:42-50; 39:21; 

40:41; 41:31-33; 43:69-74; 

46:14-15; 47:5-7, 16; 48:18; 

50:32-36; 52:18-28; 55:47-59, 

63-79; 56:12-39, 89-90; 57:13, 

22; 59:21; 61:12-13; 66:9, 12; 

74:40-41; 76:6-7, 12-23; 77:42-

5; 78:32-37; 82:14; 83:23, 26-

29; 88:9-17; 89:28-31; 

  

 

see God in,  75:23-4 3182 1701 

 

will be brought near,  26:91; [also: 50:32; 81:14;] 2123 1071 

Parents: 17:24-5 

also:2:84; 4:37; 6:152; 14:42; 

27:20; 29:9; 31:15-16; 46:16, 

18; 71:29; 

1607-8 786 

Pastime: Lahw, La‘b,  
 

sport,  

5:58-59 

also: 6:33, 71; 7:52, 99; 12:13; 21:3, 

17; 29:65; 43:84; 44:10, 39; 

47:37; 52:13; 57:21; 62:12; 

70:43; 

761 355 

Partner: See Shirk:   

Party: Hizb,  23:54; [also:5:57; 30:33; 58:20;] 2003 994 

Patience: sabr,  See also Moral traits: steadfastness,    

Allah’s help for,  2:154; [also: 2:156, 250; 3:147; 

8:47, 67;] 

179-80 91 

 

enjoined,  2:46 

also: 2:154; 3:201; 7:88, 129; 8:47; 

12:19; 18:29; 31:18; 42:44; 

82 41 

 

Holy Prophetsa and,  16:127-128 

also: 10:110; 11:50, 116; 18:68-69, 

73; 20:131; 30:61; 38:18; 40:56, 

78; 46:36; 50:40; 52:49; 68:49; 

70:6; 73:11; 74:8; 76:25; 

  

 

sign of a Mu’min,  3:18 

also: 2:178; 3:187; 14:6; 16:127; 

21:86; 22:36; 31:32; 33:36; 

37:103; 54:28; 

381 176 

 

reward of,  16:111 

also: 7:138; 11:12; 13:23, 25; 16:43, 

97, 127; 23:112; 25:76; 28:55; 

29:60; 41:36; 76:13; 

1580 770 

Peace: 8:62; [also: 47:36; 49:10;] 1140 527 
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People of the Book: Ahlul-

Kitab,  

4:160 

also: 2:106, 110; 3:21, 65-66, 70, 

72-73, 76, 99-100, 111, 114, 

200; 4:48, 124, 154, 172; 5:6, 16, 

20, 60, 66, 69, 78; 9:29; 29:47; 

33:27; 42:15; 45:17; 57:30; 

59:3; 98:2, 7; 

701 320 

People of Al-Hijr: Ashabul-

Hijr,  

15:81 1518 734 

People of Midian: 11:85; [also: 7:86;] 1340 641 

People of Tubba‘: Qaumu 

Tubba‘,  

44:38; [also: 50:15;] 2700 1424 

People of the Well: 

Ashabur Rass,  

25:39 

also: 50:13; 

2078 1050 

People of the Wood: 

Ashabul-Aikah,  

15:79; [also: 26:177; 38:14; 50:15;] 1516 733 

Pen: Qalam,  96:5-6; [also: 3:45; 31:28; 68:2;] 3389 1797 

Perish: 3:120 

also: 4:89, 144; 7:100, 156, 171; 

8:43; 9:120; 11:61, 96, 116; 

12:86; 17:103; 18:36; 20:17, 62, 

82; 21:19; 28:89; 40:79, 86; 

92:12;111:2; 

465 220 

Permission: 

Leave, Idhn,  

   

 

of Allah,  64:12 

also: 2:98, 103, 214, 222, 250, 252, 

256; 3:50, 146, 153, 167; 4:65; 

5:17, 111; 7:59; 8:67; 10:4, 101; 

11:106; 13:39; 14:2, 12, 24, 26; 

22:66; 33:47; 34:13; 35:33; 

42:52; 58:11; 59:6; 97:5; 

3062 1626 

 

to fight,  22:40-41 1957-9 967 

Persecution: 2:191-94 

also: 2:215, 218; 3:187; 8:40; 9:5, 

128; 23:95; 29:11; 33:22; 85:9; 

219-23 110-11 

Philosophy:    
 

of marriage,  2:224 270-72 127 
 

of oaths,  37:2 2465 1287 
 

of sins,  4:18 578-79 268 

Philosophy:    
 

of teachings,  62:3 3045 1613 

 

of truth,  36:5 2427A 1269 
 

of war,  2:252 313 144 
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Pharaoh: Fir‘aun,  See also  Moses:   Bani Isra’il:   
 

arrogance of,  28:39-40 

also: 40:27, 37-38; 43:52-53; 44:32; 

51:40-41; 79:21-25; 

2217 1129 

 

body preserved,  10:92-93 1286 607 
 

drowning of,  2:51 

also: 8:55; 10:91; 17:104; 20:79; 

26:67; 28:41; 43:56; 44:25; 

51:41; 

89 43 

 

ignominy of,  44:30; [also: 10:91; 11:100; 28:43;] 2698 1423 
 

punishment of,  11:99-100 

also: 3:12; 7:131; 8:55; 10:91; 

28:42-43; 40:47; 44:30; 54:42-

43; 73:17; 79:25-26; 

1343B-

44 

645 

 

story of,  28:4-43 

also: 2:50-51; 7:104-142; 10:76-93; 

20:44-80; 26:17-67; 

2196-

17A 

1118 

 

wife of,  66:12 3078 1640 

Piety: 2:178 See also Taqwa: 

Righteousness: 

also: 2:45, 190; 3:93; 5:3; 9:108; 

58:10; 

202-

203 

100 

 

ascribing to oneself,  53:33   

Pilgrimage: Hajj,  48:28   
 

is an obligation,  3:98; 444 212 
 

proclamation of,  22:28; [also: 9:3;] 1946 961 
 

prohibitions during,  5:2-3; [also: 5:96-97;] 716 330 
 

rites of,  2:159; [also: 2:197-201, 204; 22:29-

30;] 

184-5 93 

Pillars: 104:7-10; [also: 13:3; 31:11; 89:8;] 3435A 1822 

Play: Lahw, La‘b,  

sport,  

5:58-59  See also Pastime: 

also: 6:33, 71; 7:52, 99; 12:13; 21:3, 

17; 29:65; 43:84; 44:10, 39; 

47:37; 52:13; 57:21; 62:12; 

70:43; 

761 355 

Plague: 27:83; [also: 7:134-135; 27:13; 

105:2;] 

2190-1 1112 

Planets: 13:3; [also: 15:17; 21:33; 30:26;] 1420-A 687 

Plead: 4:108 665 303 

Pledge: 74:39 

also: 2:284; 3:77; 12:81; 43:51; 

52:22; 59:16; 

3171 1696 
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Plot: Plan, Makar,  3:55 

also: 4:109; 6:124; 7:100, 124; 8:31; 

10:22; 12:6; 13:34, 43; 14:47; 

16:27, 46; 27:51-52; 34:34; 

35:11, 44; 40:46; 52:43; 71:23; 

423 197 

Poet: 36:70 

also:2:2, 16, 74; 4:25; 11:47;17:82; 

21:6, 11; 26:225-228; 37:37; 

52:31-32; 69:40-42; 

2460 1281 

Poll Tax: Jizyah,  9:29 1175 544 

Polygamy: 4:4; [also: 4:130;] 560-62 256 

Polytheism: 4:49; [4:117; 30:36;] 615 282 

Pomegranate: Rumman,  6:100; [also: 6:142; 55:69;] 884 412 

Poor: 90:12-17 

also: 2:272; 3:182; 4:7, 136; 9:60; 

22:29; 24:33; 28:25; 35:16; 

47:39; 69:35;107:4; 

3350-1 1776-

77 

Power:    
 

Allah has the,  2:21 

also: 2:107, 166; 3:30; 5:18, 121; 

6:18; 7:189; 9:39; 10:50; 11:5, 

67; 18:40; 22:41, 75; 33:26; 

40:23; 42:20; 51:59; 53:6-7; 

57:26; 58:22; 

41A 24 

 

of those besides Allah,  5:77; [also: 16:74; 17:57;] 781 361 

Praise: See Adoration:   

Prayer: Du‘a’,  See also Salah:   

for Holy Prophetsa,  33:57   

neglect of,  19:60 1785 876 

of Adam,  2:38; [also: 7:24;]   

of disbeliever,  25:78; [also: 13:15; 40:51;] 2093 1057 

of distressed,  27:63; [also: 41:50, 52;] 2184 1109 

of idol-worshipper,  13:15; [also: 7:195; 46:6;] 1429-

30 

691 

of supplicant,  2:187 

also: 2:202; 3:195; 6:163; 7:30, 56-

57, 181; 9:103;14:40; 17:111; 

19:49; 20:15; 25:66; 32:17; 

40:15, 61, 66; 66:9; 

210-11 107 
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Prayers of the Holy 

Qur’an: 

3:28; 5:115; 10:11; 15:37; 35:35-36;   

 

Abraham’s,  2:127-130 

also: 2:125; 14:36-42; 26:84-88; 

37:101; 60:5-6; 

146-47 77-78 

 

before entering house 17:81 1644 803 
 

for guidance,  1:6-7; [also: 3:9; 18:11;] 13-15 9-11 
 

for seeking good,  2:202; [also: 7:157; 28:25;] 239 116 
 

for forgiveness,  3:17 

also: 2:286-287; 3:148, 194-195; 

7:24, 150, 152, 156-157; 11:48; 

12:102; 18:11; 21:88; 23:95, 

110, 119; 25:66-67; 28:17; 

35:38; 38:36; 40:8; 59:11; 66:9; 

71:27-29; 

380 176 

 

for deliverance,  2:287 

also: 3:192; 4:76; 10:86-87; 21:84, 

88-89; 23:98-9; 25:66-67; 

26:170; 28:22; 38:42; 40:8-10; 

59:11; 66:12; 

359-

362 

163 

 

for victory over the 

enemy,  

10:89 

also: 2:287; 7:48; 10:86-87; 23:27, 

98-99; 29:31; 60:5-6; 66:12; 

71:27-28; 

1284A-

84B 

606 

 

for Divine grace, help 2:251 

also: 3:54; 4:76; 5:115; 21:90, 113; 

23:27, 30; 29:31; 54:11; 

311 144 

 

for marriage,  28:25   

 

for protection,  11:48 

also: 11:42; 43:14-15; 23:30; 113:2-

6; 114:2-5; 

1320 628 

 

for steadfastness,  3:148; [also: 2:251; 3:9; 7:127;]  230 
 

for righteousness,  5:84-85 

also:12:102; 23:94-95; 26:84-88; 

788 364 

 

for self & family,  14:36-42 

also: 3:39; 17:25; 19:5-7; 21:90-91; 

25:75; 26:170; 27:20; 37:101; 

40:9-10; 46:16; 71:29; 

1468-

72 

713-15 

 

for discrimination,  5:26; [also: 7:90; 26:119; 39:47;]   
 

for knowledge,  20:115; [also: 3:9; 20:26;] 1855 911 
 

for triumph of truth,  7:90 

also: 23:27; 26:118-19; 29:31; 

  

 

of Iblis, 15:37; [also: 38:80;] 1498 728 
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Preaching:    
 

with wisdom,  16:126 

also: 3:188; 22:68; 23:74; 26:215; 

28:88; 29:47; 41:34-35; 51:56; 

62:3; 

1588 774 

 

without coercion,  9:6 

also:2:257; 5:106; 20:45; 25:53, 58; 

71:10; 

1158 536 

 

repel evil with good,  13:23 

also: 5:106; 16:126; 23:97; 28:55; 

41:35; 103:4; 

1435 695 

Pre-destination: Qadr,  4:79-80 

also: 7:35; 11:102; 23:44; 25:3; 

26:81; 53:40; 54:50; 65:4; 

74:39; 

635-37 291 

Prisoners of War:    
 

marriage of,  24:33 2045 1023 
 

release of  favoured,  47:5; [also: 4:4; 24:34;] 2739 1452 
 

taking of,  8:68-69; [also: 47:5;] 1144 529 
 

treatment of,  47:5 2739 1452 

Privacy: 24:59-60; [also:33:54;]  2058 1034 

Prohibited: See Unlawful:   

Promise:    
 

Allah true to His,  3:195 

also: 3:10; 4:123; 6:135; 7:45; 10:5, 

56; 11:46; 14:48; 16:39; 17:109; 

18:22, 99; 21:10; 22:48; 28:14; 

30:61; 31:10, 34; 35:6; 40:56, 

78; 43:43; 45:33; 46:18; 51:6; 

77:8; 

  

 

awaiting fulfilment of 

Divine,  

10:49 

also: 21:39; 23:94; 27:72; 34:30; 

36:49; 40:9; 43:50; 67:26; 

  

 

fulfil your,  2:178   
 

of Allah,  24:56 

also: 2:269; 3:153; 4:96; 5:10; 8:8; 

9:72, 111; 13:36; 18:49; 19:62, 

88; 21:102, 104-105; 23:36; 

25:16-17; 28:62; 30:7; 33:23; 

34:31; 38:54; 39:75; 41:31; 

46:17; 47:16; 48:22, 30; 50:33; 

51:23; 57:11; 85:3; 

2057 1033 

 

to Abraham, Joseph,  9:114; [also: 12:67;] 1220 571 
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Promise:    
 

to disbelievers,  

to hypocrites,  

2:81 

also: 7:136; 9:68, 77; 11:66; 13:32; 

14:45; 15:44; 19:79; 21:98, 110; 

22:73; 23:84; 26:207; 27:69; 

33:13; 35:41; 36:53; 36:64; 

43:84; 51:61; 54:47; 70:43, 45; 

72:25-26; 73:19; 

115 58 

 

to Moses,  2:52; [also: 7:135, 143; 20:87-88;] 90-92 45 
 

to Satan,  2:269; [also: 4:121; 14:23;] 338-39 154-55 
 

warning, Wa‘id,  14:15; [also:20:114; 50:15, 21, 29, 

46;] 

  

Property:    
 

& children a trial,  8:29   
 

devouring others,  2:189; [also: 4:7, 30;] 215A-6 108 
 

of orphans,  4:6-7; 565-59 261 

Prophecy:    
 

can be postponed or 

averted,  

11:34 

also: 10:47, 99; 40:78; 43:50-51; 

44:16; 

1311 623 

 

fulfilment of,  6:68; [also: 6:116; 13:41; 40:78-79;] 861 400 
 

kinds of,  3:8 369-73 171 

Prophecies in the Holy 

Qur’an about: 

   

 

battles,  30:5 

also:8:43; 38:12; 48:22; 52:7; 

54:46-49; 79:7-8; 

2270-

71 

1166 

 

canals,  55:20-21; [also: 82:4;] 2927 1544 
 

disbelievers, hypocrites,  8:37 

also: 9:82; 27:83; 

1119 519 

 

Gog & Magog,  21:97-98; [also: 18:48, 95, 100;] 1918-

20A 

945 

 

the Holy Prophetsa,  28:86 

also: 2:41-42, 90; 5:48; 10:72; 17:2, 

61, 81; 38:12; 46:11-13; 47:14; 

54:7-9; 81:24; 89:2-3; 90:5; 

92:2-3; 94:5; 

2235 1141 

 

the Holy Qur’an,  3:8 

also: 2:42, 90, 102; 13:32; 15:10; 

24:36-38; 26:197; 96:5; 

369-73 171 

 

the Hour,  22:2-3; [also: 54:2;] 1929-0 952 
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Prophecies in the Holy 

Qur’an about: 

   

 

Islam,  30:3-5 

also: 2:116; 8:61; 9:33; 12:103; 

16:78; 17:2; 19:41; 22:24, 27; 

32:6; 33:23; 35:12; 38:2; 41:54; 

43:90; 48:29-30; 53:2; 56:4; 

58:22; 60:8; 61:10; 70:37-38; 

79:2-6; 81:19, 24-25; 82:2; 

83:30-35; 89:23; 90:2-3; 91:2-5; 

93:2-3; 94:6-7; 99:2-7; 100:10-

12; 

2269A-

71 

1166 

 

Jesus,  19:32 1766 869 
 

Jews,  3:113; [also: 7:168; 17:8, 105; 

61:15;] 

458 217 

 

Ka‘bah, 5:98; [also: 5:96; 22:27-28;] 794 368 
 

latter days,  81:2-19 

also:16:9; 17:105; 36:42-43; 61:10; 

77:11-12; 82:2-5; 84:2-5; 99:2-

9; 111:4 

3261-

75 

1736 

 

Mecca,  17:81 

also: 2:152; 6:116; 

1644 803 

 

plague,  27:83 2191 1112 

 

the Promised Messiahas,  61:10 

also: 17:87; 53:2; 62:3-5; 81:19; 

85:2-5; 86:2-5; 99:7; 

3040 1609 

 

new discoveries,  99:3-9 3402-9 1807-

08 

 

new transports,  36:42-43; [also: 16:9;55:25; 81:5;] 2447 1276 
 

Palestine,  21:106-107 1925 947 
 

Romans,  30:5 2270 1166 

 

wars, earthquakes,  22:2-3; [also: 18:48; 55:32; 69:2-4; 

101:2-10; 111:2; 

1929-

30 

952 

Prophethood:    
 

bestowed,  6:90; [also: 29:28; 45:17; 57:27;] 871 407 
 

categories of,  6:90; [also: 2:254; 4:65, 70; 5:45;] 871 407 
 

continuity of,  7:36; [also: 1:7; 4:70; 22:76;]  

See also Khatamun-Nabuwwah: 

970 448 

 

false claimants to,  20:62; [also: 21:30; 40:29; 69:45-

48;] 

1831 899 
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Prophethood:    
 

functions of,  23:53 

also: 2:214, 254; 5:45, 100; 6:49; 

10:73; 19:52; 20:135; 21:93; 

25:11; 28:48; 30:42; 33:40; 

36:15;  

2002 994 

Prophetsas: Anbiya’,  19:52; 1780 874 
 

Allah chooses His,  6:125 

also: 4:70; 14:12; 16:3; 19:52; 

22:76; 

906A 421 

 

Allah chooses men as,  12:110; [also: 22:76;]   
 

Allah helps His,  40:52; [also: 37:172-173;] 2611 1362 
 

and Messengers,  19:52; [also:19:55;] 1780 874 
 

are exemplars,  36:2; [also: 14:12;] 2426 1269 
 

are mere mortals,  21:8-9 

also: 13:39; 14:11-12; 17:94; 

18:111; 19:59; 21:35; 25:8, 21; 

1873 923 

 

belief in,  4:151; [also:2:137, 286; 3:85; 

4:153;] 

692 316 

 

deference due to,  2:105; [also: 4:47;] 131 69 

 

enemies of,  6:113; [also: 25:32; 58:22;] 900 417 
 

no blemish on the,  69:45-48 

also: 3:162, 185; 6:22; 10:18, 83; 

21:30; 34:46; 

3118 1664 

 

fear only Allah,  33:40;   
 

mentioned in Qur’an,  4:164-5; [also: 40:79;] 706-7 322 
 

obedience due to,  4:65; [also: 26:109;] 625 286 
 

opposition to,  10:20 

also: 21:42; 22:53; 23:45; 25:32; 

26:154; 34:35, 44; 41:44; 51:53-

54; 54:24; 

1247A-

48 

586 

 

sent to all people,  35:25 

also: 10:48; 13:8; 14:10; 16:37, 85; 

17:6; 

2417 1260 

 

Sinlessness of,  21:28; [also: 6:163;] 1881 927 
 

slaying of,  2:62; [also: 2:88, 92; 3:22, 113; 

4:156;] 

103 50 

 

superiority of some,  2:254; [also: 6:87; 17:56; 27:16;] 314 145 
 

trials, ordeals of,  2:215 

also: 6:113; 25:32; 36:31; 43:8; 

256-7 121 
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Prostration: Sajdah,  13:16 

also: 3:114; 4:103; 7:207; 9:112; 

16:50-51; 17:110; 19:59; 22:19, 

78; 25:61; 27:26-27; 32:16; 

38:25; 41:39; 48:30; 53:63; 

55:7; 76:27; 84:22; 96:20; 

See also Qur’an: prostration verses,   

Iblis: 

1431 692 

Provisions: 20:132 1868 916 
 

Allah enlarges,  13:27 

also: 17:31; 28:83; 29:63; 30:38; 

34:37, 40; 39:53; 42:13, 28; 

1438 696 

 

Allah provides,  5:115 

also: 2:58, 173, 213; 3:38; 5:89; 

7:161; 8:75; 11:7; 16:72, 115; 

20:82, 132; 22:51, 59; 23:73; 

24:39; 29:61; 34:5; 51:23, 59; 

62:12; 

809 376 

 

spiritual,  2:198; [also: 37:42; 38:55; 51:58; 

65:12]; 

  

 

worldly,  2:241 

also: 2:237; 3:15; 5:97; 8:5; 8:75; 

10:60, 99; 11:4, 7, 89; 12:60, 66; 

14:31; 16:72, 76; 17:19; 20:132-

133; 22:51, 59; 24:27; 28:58; 

33:32, 50; 34:5, 16; 40:40; 

42:37; 43:30, 36; 45:6; 50:12; 

67:16, 22; 79:34; 

298 138 

Psalms: See Zabur:   

Punishment:    
 

Allah not unjust in,  29:22; [also: 10:28; 11:118; 

16:127;] 

2245A 1150 

 

Allah slow to,  10:12; [also: 6:60; 35:46; 89:27;] 1242 583 
 

averting of,  5:40; [also: 7:157; 10:99;]   
 

by bombs, warfare,  36:30; [also: 36:50-51, 54;] 2441 1274 
 

double  for leaders,  11:21 1306 620 
 

for adultery,  24:3; [also: 4:26;] 2025A 1008 
 

for disorder,  5:34 741 344 
 

for disbelief,  29:41 2253 1155 

 

for gross impropriety 4:16 576 267 
 

for murder,  2:179-180; [also: 4:93-94;] 204-A 102 
 

for robbery,  5:39 744 346 
 

for slander,  24:5-6, 7-10 2028-9 1011-

12 
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Punishment:    
 

for other offences,  4:17 577 268 
 

in Hereafter,  11:104 1347 646 
 

kinds of,  6:66 

also:10:14; 22:10; 24:6; 29:41; 

32:22; 

859 399 

 

shield against,  8:34; [also: 23:33; 24:53;] 1118 518 
 

after warning,  26:209; [also: 17:16; 20:135; 23:77-

78; 28:60;] 

2137 1085 

Pure: 3:39; 4:44, 161; 5:7; 16:98; 22:25; 

37:85; 40:65; 45:17; 61:13; 

98:3; 

  

 

Allah purifies,  4:50; [also: 24:22;]   
 

beverage, water,  25:49; [also: 67:31; 76:22; 83:26;]   
 

food,  2:173; [also: 5:5; 6:119; 23:52;] 197 98 
 

mates, spouses,  2:26; [also: 4:58; 52:25;] 46A 28 
 

righteous believers,  16:33; [also: 20:77; 24:36; 27:57;]   

Purdah: veil,  24:31-32; [also: 24:59, 61; 33:33-

34, 60;] 

2043-4 1019-

20 

    

Q 
   

Qabr: grave,  35:23 

also: 9:84; 22:8; 60:14; 80:22; 82:5-

6; 100:10; 102:2-3; 

2416 1259 

Qabul: accept,  3:91-92 

also: 2:49, 124, 128; 3:36, 38, 86; 

5:28; 9:53, 54, 104; 14:41; 24:5-

6; 40:4; 42:26; 46:17; 

437 210 

Qada’ Qadr: 54:50   
 

Allah’s Will prevails, 24:44 

also: 3:155; 6:59; 9:51; 10:20; 

11:57, 111; 12:42; 13:40; 15:5; 

16:105; 31:35; 32:6; 33:39; 

41:46, 48; 59:4; 64:12; 

2052 1030 

 

fixed term, 34:31 

also: 3:146; 6:3; 7:35; 10:50; 13:39; 

16:62; 20:130; 23:44; 29:54; 

42:15; 65:4; 72:26; 77:23; 

2396 1246 

 

free will, 13:28 

also: 3:87; 6:36, 126; 13:12, 32-33; 

16:94, 105; 35:46; 71:5; 74:32; 

76:4; 90:11; 

1439 696 
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recorded in book, 57:23 

also: 6:39; 10:62; 17:59; 20:53; 

27:76; 34:4; 35:12; 54:53-54; 

2996A 1574 

Qadir: powerful,  See also Attributes of Allah:   
 

Allah has the power to 

do all,  

46:34   See also Allah: has the 

power,  

also: 2:107, 285; 3:27, 30, 166, 190; 

4:134; 6:18, 38, 66; 16:71; 

17:100; 22:7, 40; 23:19, 96; 

25:55; 30:55; 33:28; 36:82; 

42:30, 51; 60:8; 65:13; 66:9; 

70:41; 75:5, 41; 86:9;     

See also Power: 

2735 1448 

Qadian: 36:27 2440 1273 

Qira’at: recitation,  See Recitation:   

Qisas: blood-money,  2:179-180; [also: 2:195; 5:46;]  

See also Retaliation: 

204-A 102 

Qiblah: 10:88  See Ka‘bah: 1284 605 

Qital: See War:   

Qiyamah: See also Day of Judgement:   
 

belief in,  2:5 

also: 2:9, 63, 127, 178, 229, 233, 

265; 3:115; 4:39, 40, 60, 137, 

163; 5:70; 9:18, 19, 29, 44, 45, 

99; 24:3; 29:37; 33:22; 58:23; 

60:7; 65:3; 

25 20 

Qarun: See Korah:   

Quraysh: 106:2 

also: 2:74, 130, 218; 3:126; 8:31; 

12:93; 21:41; 23:95; 26:215; 

27:49; 30:5; 33:10; 48:2, 12; 

53:21; 54:2; 54:10; 59:3, 15; 

60:2; 80:2; 106:5; 

3440 1827 

Qur’an: See Abbreviations: See 

Abrogation: 

See  Ambiguous:   See Prayers of : 

See Parable of :   See Prophecies 

of: 

  

 

abrogation refuted,  2:107 

also: 3:8; 4:83; 11:2; 16:102; 18:28; 

39:24; 87:7-8; 

131A-

32 

69 

 

and Jinn,  72:2; [also: 46:30-31;] 3136-7 1679 

 

angels bear witness,  4:167 710 323 
 

arrangement of,  17:107 1659 811 
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Qur’an:    
 

and previous scriptures,  2:36 

also: 2:42, 90, 92, 98, 102, 244; 3:4, 

82; 4:48; 5:49; 6:115; 10:38; 

12:112; 18:3; 26:193-198; 

35:32; 46:13, 31; 

68-69 37 

 

and knowledge,  17:87 

also: 2:186; 3:8; 4:167; 7:53; 15:22; 

17:108; 

1648 805 

 

characteristics of,  87:9 

also: 10:58; 12:2-3; 15:22; 17:90; 

18:2-3; 21:25; 26:3; 29:50; 

43:45; 54:18; 56:80; 80:14-17; 

98:4; 

3325 1763 

 

collection, protection of,  75:17-18 

also:4:83; 5:49; 15:2, 10, 18-19; 

26:194, 211-213; 27:2; 37:11; 

56:78-79; 85:22-23; 87:7-9; 

3181 1701 

 

comprehensible,  54:18 

also: 19:98; 39:28; 44:59; 54:23, 33, 

41; 

2903 1532 

 

disappearance of,  17:87 1648 805 
 

eminence of,  38:2 2514 1310 
 

enjoins reflection,  See Reflect:   
 

excellence, perfection of,  

Ummul-Kitab, 

2:24 

also: 2:3; 5:4; 6:156; 8:32; 10:38-

40; 11:2, 14-15; 13:32; 14:25-

26; 15:2; 17:89; 18:110; 21:11, 

25; 25:2; 27:2; 29:52; 38:2, 30; 

39:24; 43:5; 52:34-35; 59:22; 

73:6; 

44 25 

 

repeatedly explains,  17:90 

also: 18:55; 20:114; 25:51; 30:59; 

39:28; 

1650 806 

 

from Allah,  4:114 

also: 2:24, 90, 232; 4:137, 141, 175; 

7:197; 10:38; 12:4; 14:2; 16:45, 

90; 17:71; 20:3, 5; 25:2, 5-7, 34; 

26:193, 212-214; 27:7; 29:48; 

32:3-4; 39:2; 42:8, 30, 33; 44:4; 

45:3; 46:3; 53:5-6; 56:78-81; 

57:10; 69:39-53; 76:24;98:3; 

  

 

healing & guidance,  10:58 

also: 2:3, 186; 6:156; 7:3, 53, 57; 

12:112; 16:103; 17:42, 83; 27:3; 

39:24, 42; 42:18, 53; 45:21; 

50:46; 

1271 598 
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Qur’an:    
 

objections to,  25:33-34 

also: 3:8; 4:83; 6:26; 8:32; 10:40; 

11:2; 16:25, 104; 17:94; 18:110; 

21:3-6; 23:84; 25:5-6; 27:7, 69; 

34:44; 41:27; 43:31-32; 46:8, 

18; 52:34; 68:16; 74:25; 83:14; 

87:6; 

2076-7 1048-

49 

 

oft-repeated verses,  15:88 1522 736 
 

prayer for knowledge 20:115 1855 911 
 

previous teachings,  3:4 [also: 5:49; 6:92; 18:83; 80:14; 

98:4;] 

364-6 170 

 

prostration verses,  See Prostration:   
 

recitation of,  7:205 

also: 16:99-101; 17:46, 79, 

107;18:28; 27:93; 29:46; 43:4; 

73:5, 21; 96:4; 

1090 504 

 

repetition in,  17:42; [also: 46:28;] 1621 792 
 

revelation of,  2:186 

also: 12:3; 13:38; 16:104; 17:107; 

20:5, 114; 25:33-34; 26:194-

197; 39:29; 41:4; 42:8; 43:4; 

44:4-5; 46:13; 76:24; 97:2; 

208 106 

 

sign of mercy,  29:52 2260-1 1158 

 

true understanding of 56:78-81; [also: 3:8-9;] 2979 1564 
 

truth, wisdom & balance  

in,  10:2 

also: 3:4, 61, 109; 4:106, 167, 171; 

5:49; 6:92-93, 115; 13:2; 17:82, 

106; 18:110; 21:11; 23:63; 25:2, 

34; 31:3-4; 36:3; 38:2; 42:18; 

1230 579 

 

truth, scientific facts,  

history,  

51:8-9 

also: 10:93; 13:4; 16:14, 16-17, 79, 

85; 20:54; 21:31-32; 24:25; 

41:43; 42:30; 

2825-6 1498 

 

universality of,  25:2 

also: 2:22; 26:193; 34:29;38:30; 

81:28; 

2063 1041 

 

apathy towards,  25:31 2075 1048 

    

R 
   

Rabwah: 23:51; [also: 2:266;] 2000 991 

Raiment: See Garments:   
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Rain:  4:103 

also:2:20, 266; 4:103; 6:7; 7:85; 

8:33; 11:53, 83-84; 15:75; 

20:54; 24:44; 25:41; 26:174; 

27:59; 30:49; 46:25; 

  

Raja‘:    
 

return,  7:151 

also: 2:197, 231; 3:73; 7:169, 175; 

9:83, 94, 122; 12:47, 64; 20:41, 

87, 92; 21:14, 59, 65; 27:29; 

36:51; 31:35; 37:69; 42:29; 

57:21; 63:9; 71:12;  

  

 

return to Allah,  96:9 

also:2:47, 157, 211, 246, 282; 3:56, 

84, 110; 5:49, 106; 6:61, 109, 

165; 10:5, 24, 47, 71; 11:5, 35; 

19:41; 21:36, 94; 22:77; 24:65; 

29:9; 31:16, 24; 39:8; 41:51; 

57:6; 89:29; 

  

 

return to life,  21:96; [also: 23:100-101; 36:32, 51; 

86:9;] 

1917 945 

Raka‘: Bow down,  2:44 

also: 2:126; 3:44; 5:56; 9:112; 

22:27, 78; 48:30; 77:49; 

79 41 

Ramadan: See Fasting:   

Rameses II: 2:50  See also Merneptah: 
Pharaoh: 

87 43 

Rank: Darajah,     
 

according to deeds,  3:164 

also: 4:97; 6:84, 133, 166; 8:5; 

12:77; 17:22; 20:76; 43:33; 

46:20; 58:12; 

519 239 

 

among Prophets,  2:254 314 145 
 

of men over women,  2:229; [also: 4:35;] 278-79 129-30 
 

of those who strive,  9:20; [also: 57:11;]   

Ransom: Fidyah,  See Atonement: by expiation,    

Read: Iqra’,  

proclaim,  

96:2; [also: 17:15; 96:4;] 

See also Recitation: 

3386 1797 

Rebellion: See Transgression:   

Recitation: Tilawat,  20:115; [also: 75:19;] 1855 911 

Reckoning: Hisab,     
 

bestows without,  39:11 

also: 2:213; 3:28, 38; 24:39; 38:40; 

40:41; 

2567 1332 
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count, accountability,  17:13 

also: 6:53, 70; 10:6; 13:19, 22, 41; 

23:118; 24:40; 26:114; 65:9; 

69:21, 27; 78:37; 84:9; 88:26-

27; 

1598 783 

Recompense: See Reward:   

Reconciliation: 4:36; [also: 2:229; 4:129; 49:11; 

65:2;] 

603 277 

Reflect: 

ponder,  

Tafakkur, 

30:9 

also: 2:220, 267; 4:83; 6:51; 7:177; 

10:25; 13:4; 16:12, 45, 70; 

27:63; 28:44; 30:22; 32:5; 

34:47; 38:30; 39:43; 40:59; 

45:14; 47:25; 51:50; 56:63; 

59:22; 

2274 1168 

Reformers: advent of,  97:4 

also: 15:19; 19:52; 25:48; 28:60; 

30:47, 57; 36:52; 45:6; 56:76; 

72:10; 77:12; 81: 3, 19; 85:2; 

91:3; 92:2-3; 

3396 1801 

Refuge: A‘udh,  See Allah: seeking refuge,    
 

on earth,  4:101; [also: 9:57;11:44;18:11, 17; 

50:37;] 

658 300 

Relatives: Aqrabun,  4:2 

also: 2:84, 178, 181, 216; 4:9, 12, 

24, 37; 13:24; 16:91; 17:27; 

30:39; 33:7; 40:9; 111:2; 

556-8 255 

Religion:    
 
 

Allah will judge 

between,  

22:18 1938-9 957 

 

corruption in,  9:34   
 

dissention in, sects,  30:31; [also: 6:160; 30:33;] See also 

Sects: 

2284 1174 

 

essentials of,  30:31 

also:12:41; 23:53; 87:19-20; 98:6; 

 1174 

 

interfaith harmony,  3:65; [also: 2:115; 10:42;] 426A 201 
 

no compulsion in,  See Compulsion in Faith:   
 

not a sport, pastime,  7:52; [also: 5:58; 6:71;]   See also 

Pastime: 

982 454 

 

prescribed Islam 

as the true,  

3:20 

also: 2:133, 194; 3:74, 86; 4:126; 

5:4; 7:30; 8:40; 9:33; 42:14; 

48:29; 61:10; 

383 117 

 

sincerity in,  39:15 

also: 9:11; 10:23; 29:66; 31:33; 

39:3, 12; 40:15, 66; 98:6; 

2568 1332 
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Remember:  

Allah,  

2:153 

also: 2:199, 201, 204, 232, 240; 

3:42, 192; 4:104; 5:8, 12, 21; 

7:70, 75, 206; 8:46; 13:29; 

18:25; 20:15, 43; 24:38; 26:228; 

29:46; 33:22, 36, 42; 35:4; 

39:24; 43:14; 57:17; 62:11; 

63:10; 73:9; 76:26; 87:16;  

178 91 

 

those who forget 

to,  

26:6 

also: 18:29, 102; 20:125; 23:111; 

25:19, 30; 39:23; 43:37; 53:30; 

58:20; 72:18; 

2096 1060 

Repentance: Taubah,  also: 9:112;    
 

acceptance of,  4:18-19 

also: 2:161; 9:5, 104; 16:120; 42:26; 

578-79 268 

 

door of always open,  28:68 

also: 4:111; 5:40; 6:55; 25:71-72; 

39:54; 

2229 1137 

 

of apostates,  3:91 437 210 
 

meaning of,  3:90; [also: 11:91; 25:71-72; 66:9;] 436A 210 

Requital:good & evil 6:161; [also: 2:262; 4:41; 10:27-28;] 938 434 

Respite:    
 

only for fixed time,  63:12; [also: 14:11; 71:5;] 3054 1621 

 

opponent of Prophets 7:196 

also: 10:72; 11:56; 13:33; 22:45; 

1086 502 

 

to debtors,  2:281 353 160 
 

to disbelievers,  9:2 

also: 2:163; 3:179; 6:9, 13; 10:23-

24; 21:41; 22:45; 32:30; 86:18; 

1152 533 

 

to hypocrites,  2:16 33A 22 
 

to mend ways,  42:6 2643B 1387 
 

to Satan,  7:15-16; [also: 15:37; 17:63; 38:80-

81;] 

954A 442 

 

to wrong-doers,  7:168 

also: 14:43, 45; 15:9; 16:62; 35:46; 

1066A 494 

Resurrection: See also Yaumud-Din:  Afterlife:   
 

after death,  23:116 

also: 2:48-49; 5:110; 6:37; 17:50-

52; 22:8; 39:68-71; 50:12, 21-

24; 71:19; 78:39-40; 

2022 1003 
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Resurrection: See also Yaumud-Din:  Afterlife:   
 

day of,  4:88 

also: 2:213; 3:186; 11:104; 17:52, 

98; 19:96; 20:16, 101-110; 

21:48; 22:8, 10-11; 32:26; 

39:48; 40:60; 68:43-44; 70:43-

45; 75:2-14; 78:3-4, 18-21; 

80:34-43; 88:2-17; 

  

 

spiritual,  6:37 

also: 2:57, 74, 261; 5:111; 7:15, 58; 

8:25; 22:6; 30:51; 41:40; 56:2-7; 

69:14-17; 75:41; 

845 391 

Retaliation: Qisas,  2:179-180; [also: 2:195; 5:46; 

22:61;] 

See also Qisas: 

204-A 102 

Retribution:    
 

and Allah,  7:168 

also: 2:197, 212; 3:5; 5:96; 7:127; 

8:14; 13:7; 14:48; 32:23; 39:38; 

40:6; 43:26; 44:17; 59:5, 8; 

1066 493 

 

and man,  5:39; [also: 17:34;] 744 346 

Revelation: 16:3; 40:16;   
 

and Angels,  2:98; [also: 19:10;] 123 64 

 

and false claimants,  20:62; [also: 17:76; 39:33; 69:45-

48;] 

1831 899 

 

to Holy Prophetsa,  3:45 

also: 6:20, 51; 7:204; 10:3; 11:13; 

12:4; 13:31; 16:124; 18:28; 

20:115; 21:46; 29:46; 33:3; 

34:51; 35:32; 38:71; 39:66; 

41:7; 42:4, 53; 43:44; 46:10; 

53:5; 72:2; 

413 190 

 

to non-Prophets,  16:69-70 

also: 19:12; 20:39-40; 28:8; 41:13, 

31; 97:5 

1556-7 757 

 

to Prophetsas,  42:52 

also: 2:54; 3:180; 4:164-165; 5:49; 

8:13; 11:37; 12:16, 110; 14:5; 

16:3, 44; 20:14; 26:53; 36:5-6; 

42:4; 53:5-6;  

2665 1400 

Revenge: Intaqam,  

retribution,  

43:56 

also: 3:4-5; 5:96; 7:137; 14:48; 

15:80; 30:48; 32:23; 39:37-38; 

43:26, 42; 44:17; 

  

Revert: 2:276; [also: 5:96; 36:40;]   
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Reward: Jaza’, Ajr,  28:85 

also: 4:41, 115, 125, 135, 163; 5:10; 

6:161; 8:29; 10:73; 11:109; 

12:57; 17:10; 26:110; 32:20-23; 

2234 1141 

Riba: See Interest:   

Ridwan: 
Allah’s pleasure,  

5:17 

also: 3:16, 163, 175; 5:3; 9:21, 72, 

109; 47:29; 57:21, 28; 59:9; 

  

Ridwan: Bai‘atur-,  See Hudaibiyah:   

Right hand: 17:72 

also: 29:49; 37:94; 39:68; 56:9, 28, 

39, 91-92; 69:20, 46; 84:8; 

1636 801 

 

ma malakat…, 4:4 

also: 4:25-26, 37; 23:7; 24:32, 34, 

59; 30:29; 33:51, 56; 70:31; 

561 258 

Righteous: Salihin,     
 

Allah is friend of,  45:20; [also: 3:77; 9:4, 7;]   
 

description of,  2:178 

also: 2:4-5; 3:115, 180; 16:129; 

20:83; 22:33; 39:34; 51:16-19; 

202-

203 

100 

 

duty of,  22:38; [also: 6:70; 58:10;] 1955 965 
 

example of,  49:14 

also: 2:131; 3:40, 47, 115; 4:70, 

157; 5:9; 6:70, 85-87; 12:37; 

16:123; 18:73; 21:73, 76, 87; 

24:24; 28:28; 29:28; 33:33; 

37:113; 41:34; 48:27; 66:13; 

103:4; 

2796-

97 

1483 

 

prayers of,  3:194-195 

also: 5:85; 12:102; 25:75; 26:84; 

32:13; 35:38; 37:101; 46:16; 

63:11; 

548 249 

 

rewarded,  13:36 

also: 3:126, 134-135, 173, 180; 

7:157, 170-171, 197; 9:4, 

123;11:116; 15:46; 16:32; 

19:86; 22:24; 25:16, 71; 26:91; 

29:8, 10, 28, 59; 30:16, 45-46; 

34:5; 35:8; 38:50; 39:62, 74-75; 

41:9, 19; 43:36; 44:52-57; 45:20, 

31; 47:3, 16, 18, 37; 49:4; 50:32; 

51:16; 52:18; 54:55; 64:10; 

65:12; 68:51; 77:42; 78:32-37; 

83:23; 98:8; 

1447 699 

 

unrighteous,  11:47 

also: 2:104, 190; 5:66; 7:97; 23:101; 

49:7; 66:11; 

1318-9 628 
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Rija’: 10:8 1239 582 
 

hope, fear,  17:58 

also: 4:105; 29:37; 33:52; 35:30; 

45:15; 71:14; 78:28; 

  

 

hopes to meet Allah,  33:22 

also: 2:219; 4:105; 10:8, 12, 16; 

11:63; 18:111; 25:22; 28:87; 

29:6; 39:10; 60:7; 71:14; 

2343 1212 

 

postpone,  9:106; [also: 7:112; 25:41; 33:52;] 1216 568 

River:    
 

Moses thrown into,  20:40; [also: 28:8;] 1822 894 
 

on earth,  27:62 

also: 13:4; 14:33; 16:16; 71:13; 

81:7; 

  

 

of Paradise,  22:24; [also: 3:137; 7:44; 9:72; 

47:16;] 

1942 959 

Rod: ‘Asa 7:108 

also: 2:61;7:118, 161; 8:18; 17:102; 

20:19-22, 70, 78; 26:33, 46, 64; 

27:11; 28:32; 

1023 471 

Romans: 30:3-5 2269A 1166 

Rope: Habl,  3:104 

also: 3:113; 7:41; 22:16; 

50:17;111:5, 6; 

449 214 

Rows: Saff,  61:5 

also: 18:49; 20:65; 37:2; 78:39; 

89:23; 

3035 1606 

Ruh: See Soul:   

Ruhul-Amin: 26:194  See also Gabriel: 2133 1083 

Ruhul-Qudus: 2:88; [also: 2:254; 5:111; 16:103;] 119 61 

Rumours: 49:7; [also: 4:84;] 2791 1480 

    

S 
   

Sa‘ah: the Hour,  See Allah: knowledge of the hour,  1929-

30 

952 

Sa’ibah: See Bahirah:   

Saba’: Queen Sheba,  27:23-45; [also: 1:2;] 2161-

217

7 

1097 

 

people of,  34:16-20; [also: 27:23-25;] 2383A 1241 
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Sabbath: 

As-Sabt,  

2:66-67 

also:4:48, 155; 7:164; 16:125; 

62:10-11; 

107 52 

Sabian: Sabi,  2:63;[also:5:70; 22:18; 27:25;] 104 50 

Sabr: See Patience:  Moral Traits:   

Sacrifice:    
 

of Ishmael,   37:103 2497 1299 
 

of sons of Adam,  5:28 736 342 
 

of wealth,  47:37-39 

also:2:216; 57:12, 19; 61:12; 63:10-

11; 

2759-

62 

1460-

61 

 

a universal practice,  22:35; 1952 963 
 

animal,  22:37-38; [also:5:3;]   

Sadaqat: See Alms:   

Safa wa Marwah: 2:159 

also: 2:197, 204; 26:215; 37:103; 

111:2; 

184 93 

Safiyyahra: 4:4; [also: 19:29; 33:51; 54:2;] 561 259 

Saint: worship of,  17:58 1625 795 

Salam:    
 

greetings of,  39:74 

also: 4:95; 7:47; 10:11, 26; 11:70; 

13:25; 14:24; 16:33; 19:16, 34, 

48, 63; 25:64, 76; 28:56; 33:45; 

36:59; 37:80, 110, 121, 131, 182; 

43:90; 51:26; 56:27, 92; 

2590 1347 

 

peace,  15:46-47 

also: 5:17; 6:55, 128; 10:26; 20:48; 

21:70; 27:60; 50:35; 97:6; 

1502 729 

Salah: See also Ka‘bah:   Worship:  

Prayer: 

  

 

ablution for,  5:7; [also: 4:44;] 725-A 335 
 

Allah listens to,  7:195 

3:196; 11:62; 37:93; 40:51; 42:27; 

43:19; 46:6; 87:16; 

1085 501 

 

believers offer,  7:30; [also: 87:16;] 965 447 
 

during journey, war,  4:102-104; [also: 2:240; 37:2;] 659-62 301 
 

enjoined,  2:44 

also: 2:84, 111, 133, 153, 154; 4:78, 

104; 5:56; 6:73, 93, 163; 8:4; 

9:71; 14:32; 20:133; 22:79; 23:3, 

10; 24:57; 27:4; 31:5, 18; 62:10; 

70:24; 98:6; 

79 41 
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Salah:    
 

Friday,  62:10-12 3047A 1615 

 

prohibitions of,  4:44 609-12 279 
 

rewards of 

offering,  

23:2-3 

also: 2:4, 178, 278; 4:163; 5:56; 

13:23; 22:42; 70:23-24; 87:15-

16; 

1979 982 

 

timing of,  2:190 

also: 2:239; 4:104; 7:206; 11:115; 

20:131; 30:18-19; 50:40; 52:49-

50; 76:26-27; 

217 109 

 

restrains from evil,  29:46 2256-A 1156 

 

Tahajjud,  17:80; [also: 32:17; 50:41; 73:3-9, 

21;] 

1642 803 

 

who forbids offering,  2:115; [also: 72:20; 96:10-11;] 137 73 

 

who neglect their,  107:5-6 

also: 4:143; 9:54;19:60; 41:52; 

74:44; 75:32-33; 

3445 1830 

 

Holy Prophet’s vision 17:61; [also: 17:2;] 1627A 796 

Salihas:    
 

and story of Thamud,  11:62-69 

also: 7:74-80; 15:81-85; 26:142-

159; 27:46-48; 41:14, 18; 51:44-

46; 69:5-6; 91:12-15; 

1326-9 633-36 

Salsabil: 76:19 3197 1708 

Salvation:    
 

and Jews, Christians,  3:25; [also: 2:112, 141;] 390 179 
 

cannot be purchased 2:255 315-7 146 
 

for righteous,  23:2;  [also: 2:6; 19:73; 39:54-56; 

91:10;] 

1978 982 

 

Holy Prophetsa &,  3:32-33; [also: 89:28-31;] 398 182 
 

Islam, other religions 11:109 1351 647 
 

of non-Muslims,  22:18; [also: 2:63; 20:52-53;] 1938-9 957 
 

pre-requisites of,  2:5-6; [also: 2:63; 44:58;] 23-25 19-20 

Salwa: See Manna:(& Salwa)   

Samiri: 20:86-98 1841-8 905-08 

Sanam: Idol,  14:36; [also: 6:75; 7:139; 21:58; 

26:72;] 

1468 713 

Sandhills: See Ahqaf:   

Sarah: 11:72-74; [also: 2:130; 6:75;] 1333 638 
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Satan: See also Iblis:   
 

and Iblis,  2:35; [also: 2:37; 7:23;] 67 36 

Satan:    
 

arrogance of,  17:62-66; [also: 7:13; 38:3;] 1629 797 
 

creates hatred,  17:54; [also: 5:92; 12:101;]   
 

curse of Allah on,  38:78-79 

also: 4:119; 15:18, 36; 81:26; 

  

 

destined to hell,  19:69; [also:15:44; 38:86; 67:6;] 1790 878 
 

enemy of man,  2:169-170 

also: 2:15, 209, 276; 4:39, 77; 5:92; 

6:113, 143; 7:23; 12:6, 101; 

17:54; 20:118; 25:30; 35:7; 

36:61; 43:63; 

193-4 96-97 

 

evil, rebellious,  37:8 

also:4:61, 77, 118; 19:45; 22:4; 

24:22; 26:222-223; 

2472 1288 

 

leaders, giants,  2:15; [also: 21:83; 38:38;] 32 22 
 

leads astray,  

tempts,  

2:269 

also: 2:170; 4:119-121; 5:92; 6:44; 

8:49; 14:23; 15:40; 16:64; 17:65, 

78; 19:84; 20:121; 25:30; 27:25; 

29:39; 31:22; 58:20; 

338-39 154-55 

 

misleads,  4:120-121 

also: 2:37, 170-171; 3:156, 176; 

4:39, 61; 6:69; 7:17-18, 21-23, 

28, 176; 20:121; 25:29-30; 

29:39; 47:26; 

672-3 307 

 

no power over pious, 

believers,  

34:22 

also:15:18, 41, 43; 16:100-101; 

17:66; 37:8; 58:11; 

2388 1244 

 

seek Allah’s refuge,  7:201-202 

also: 2:169, 209; 6:143; 16:99; 

23:98-99; 41:37; 

1088 503 

 

tempts through human 

weaknesses,  

24:22 

also: 2:269; 3:176; 4:119-121; 7:21; 

14:23; 

2036 1016 

 

the rejected, abased,  3:37; [also: 7:14; 38:78;] 402C 186 
 

Qur’an protected,  15:18 1487 722 
 

and Prophetsas,  22:53-54; [also: 6:113; 38:42; 

53:21;] 

1962-3 970-71 

Saul: See Gideon:   

Scandal-Mongering 24:24-27 2038 1017 

Science:    
 

animal life,  16:6-9 

also: 6:39; 16:67-70; 29:42; 

1532-

32A 

742-43 
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Science:    
 

climate, wind, rain,  2:165 

also: 7:58; 15:23; 23:19-20; 25:49-

50; 30:49; 35:10; 45:6; 50:10-

12; 

188 95 

 

creation from water,  24:46   
 

creation in pairs,  36:37; [also: 20:54;] 2445 1275 
 

day and night,  3:191-192 

also: 2:165; 7:55; 31:30; 36:38; 

39:6; 

546-47 248 

 

diversity in nature,  16:14-16; [also: 71:15;]  1534-8 744-45 
 

embryology,  22:6 

also: 6:96; 13:4; 23:14-15; 32:9-10; 

35:12; 36:37; 39:7; 40:68; 

53:46-47; 65:5; 71:15; 75:38-40; 

76:3; 77:21-22; 82:7-9; 86:7-8; 

96:2-3; 

1932 954 

 

enjoined inquiry,  10:102; [also: 2:261;] 1291 609 
 

expanding universe,  51:48 2837A 1503 
 

interplanetary creations,  20:7; [also: 25:60; 32:5; 50:39;]   
 

mountains,  21:32 

also: 15:20; 27:62; 31:11; 78:7-8; 

79:33; 88:20-21; 

1885 929 

 

origin, creation,  21:31 

also: 2:23, 30, 165; 7:55; 10:4; 

11:8;13:4; 15:20-21; 20:5, 54; 

25:60; 27:62; 32:5; 41:10-13; 

44:39; 57:5; 67:4; 79:28-34; 

91:2-7; 

1884 928 

 

plurality of earths,  65:13; [also: 42:30; 84:4;] 3070A 1633 

 

proportions, measure 25:3; [also: 15:20; 55:8; ] 2064 1041 
 

solar system, orbits,  36:39-41 

also: 2:30; 10:6; 21:31, 34; 23:18; 

51:8; 77:26-27; 

2446 1276 

 

conquest of earth, space,  55:34; [also: 15:15-16;] 2934 1546 
 

upper atmosphere,  21:33; [also: 2:23;] 1886 929 

Scriptures: 

Suhuf, 

87:19-20 

also: 2:42, 107, 160; 3:8, 82; 5:49; 

6:115, 156; 10:38; 16:44-45, 85; 

18:2-3; 20:134; 26:193-94, 197; 

27:31; 28:50; 29:49; 35:26; 36:3, 

13; 41:42; 42:16; 43:22; 46:5; 

53:6, 37, 38; 54:18, 44; 74:53; 

80:14; 98:3; 

3326 1764 

Scrolls: 21:105 1923 947 
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Sea: body of water,  

Bahr, 

55:20-21 

also: 6:60; 18:61, 110; 25:54; 27:62, 

64; 31:28; 35:13; 52:7; 81:7; 

82:4; 

2927 1544 

barrier between,  25:54; [also: 35:13;] 2085 1053 

majma‘ul-Bahrain,  18:61-62; [also: 55:20-21;] 1704A 836 

parted for Moses,  2:51 

also: 7:137, 139; 10:91; 20:78-79; 

26:64; 28:41; 51:41; 

89 43 

provides provisions,  16:15; [also: 35:13;] 1536 744 

ships sail on,  55:25 

also: 2:165; 10:23; 17:67-68; 22:66; 

27:64; 31:32; 35:13; 36:42; 

40:81; 42:33; 43:13; 45:13; 

2929 1544 

Seal: Khatama,  33:41 

also: 2:8; 6:47; 36:66; 36:66; 42:25; 

45:24; 83:26-27; 

2359 1222 

 

Taba‘a, 4:156 

also: 7:101; 9:87, 93; 10:75; 30:60; 

40:36; 

695 317 

Secret Meetings: See Najwa:   

Sects: 6:160 

also: 2:63; 3:51; 6:66; 9:30, 100; 

11:109; 23:54; 30:31, 33; 72:12; 

937 433 

Seduce: 7:28; [also:12:24-25, 27, 31, 33, 52; 

47:26;] 

964 446 

Seir: See Paran:   

Self:  Nafs,  12:54 

also: 2:73, 113; 3:29; 4:85; 15:37; 

75:3;  

See also Soul: Nafs: 

1389 668 

Serpent: Hayyah, Jann, 

Thu‘ban,  

7:108 

also: 7:118; 20:21; 26:33; 27:11; 

28:32; 37:66; 

1023 471 

Servant: of God,  25:64-77 

also: 1:7; 2:91, 187, 208; 3:16, 21, 

183; 4:173; 5:119; 6:89; 9:104; 

10:108; 12:25; 14:12, 32; 15:43; 

16:3; 17:6, 54, 66; 18:103; 19:3, 

31, 64; 20:78; 21:106; 23:110; 

25:18; 26:53; 28:83; 29:57, 63; 

35:29, 33; 36:31; 37:75, 82, 161; 

38:18, 46; 39:11, 54; 42:24, 28; 

43:60; 50:12; 66:11; 89:30; 

2089-

92A 

1055-

57 

 

Holy Prophetsa,  
 

‘Abdullah, 

2:24 

also: 8:42; 17:2; 18:2; 25:2; 39:37; 

53:11; 57:10; 72:20; 

44 25 
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Seven: or Seventy: 31:28 

also: 2:30, 197, 262; 7:156; 9:80; 

12:44, 47-49; 15:45, 88; 18:23; 

23:18; 69:8, 33; 78:13; 

2315 1191 

Seven oft-repeated verses: 15:88 1522 736 

Shari‘ah: 5:102; [also: 4:29; 10:14; 12:2; 

22:19;] 

796 370 

Shi‘ah: 33:34; [also: 3:62; 4:25; 8:42; 

9:100; 16:107;]  

See also Sects:  Temporary 

Marriage: 

2353 1216 

Ship: See Sea:   

Shirk: associating partners 

with Allah,  

22:27 

also: 6:15; 10:106; 22:32; 28:88; 

30:32; 

  

Allah cannot be 

questioned but false gods 

will be,  

21:24 1880 926 

disobey parents in case 

of,  

29:9   

disorder in universe if 

gods besides Allah,  

21:23 

also: 23:92; 

1879 926 

false gods do not create, 

are dead,  

16:21-22 

also:7:192; 25:4; 35:14, 41; 46:5; 

  

false gods cannot help, 

harm you,  

5:77 

also: 6:72; 10:107; 13:15, 17; 21:67; 

22:13; 25:56; 29:18; 

781 361 

is a grievous wrong,  31:14; [also: 4:49, 117;]  1187 

justification for,  39:4; [also: 7:174;] 2562 1329 

negation of,  112:2-3 

also: 6:101; 10:67, 69; 12:41; 13:17, 

34; 16:53; 17:43; 23:92; 112:4-

5; 

3466 1843 

no forgiveness for,  4:49 

also: 4:117; 5:73-74; 6:89; 9:113; 

22:32; 39:66; 

615 282 

people return to Allah 

when affliction befalls,  

16:54   

pray not for idolaters,  9:113   

those engaged in  do not 

prosper,  

23:118   

woe to the idolaters,  41:7 

also:6:107; 9:17, 29, 113; 15:95; 

33:74; 48:7 
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Shu‘aibas: Jethro,     
 

denounces dishonesty 26:182-184 

also: 7:86; 11:85-86; 

2130 1081 

 

people of,  15:79-80; [also: 7:86; 11:85; 

26:177-178;] 

1516-7 733-34 

 

people of, punished 7:92; [also: 26:190; 29:38;]   
 

rejected by people,  26:186-188; [also: 7:93;]   
 

story of,  11:85-96; [also: 26:177-190; 28:28;] 1340 641 

Shura: See Consultation:   

Signs: also: 17:13; 27:13;   
 

advent of Prophets,  43:6-7 2671 1404 
 

and true believers,  8:3; [also:19:59; 22:33; 25:74; 

32:16;] 

  

 

barter not Allah’s,  3:200; [also: 5:45; 9:9;]   
 

heavenly appearance of,  40:14; [also: 34:10;] 2599 1353 
 

meaning of Ayah,  16:102 1577 767 
 

Messengers bring,  2:130 

also: 2:88, 93, 100, 254; 3:102, 184; 

6:131; 7:36; 9:70; 10:14; 16:44-

45; 17:102; 23:46; 30:10; 35:26; 

57:26; 58:6; 62:3; 65:12 

147 78 

 

of creation,  30:21-27 

also: 2:165; 3:191; 6:98, 100; 7:59; 

10:6-7, 68; 13:3, 5; 20:54-55; 

21:33; 41:38, 40; 42:30; 45:4, 6; 

2277-

82 

1171 

 

of Divine existence,  30:21 2277 1171 

 

of Qur’an,  29:50-52; [also: 7:204-205; 34:44;] 2259 1158 

 

rejecters of,  34:39 

also: 2:40, 62; 3:113; 4:57; 6:22, 34, 

40, 47, 69, 110-111; 7:37, 73, 

104; 16:105; 17:60; 40:36; 64:7, 

11; 68:16; 69:50; 74:17; 78:29; 

2401 1248 

Silver: Fiddah,  3:15 

also: 9:34; 18:20; 43:34-35; 76:16-

17, 22; 

379 175 

Similitudes: See Parable of:   

Sin: Dhanb,     
 

avoid,  2:220 

also: 2:189, 277; 4:21, 26; 5:3, 63-

64; 53:33; 58:9-10; 

261-63 123-24 

 

cause of,  56:48 

also: 2:207; 4:18; 16:120; 41:24; 

68:13-15; 114:2-6; 

2970 1560 
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Sin: Dhanb,     
 

consequences of,  4:124; [also: 2:82, 86; 4:112-113;]   
 

definition of,  2:174; [also: 4:113; 5:64; 48:3;] 199 98 
 

false accusation of,  4:113; [also: 2:174;] 667 304 
 

forgiveness of,  3:32 

also: 3:136, 148, 194; 4:18, 32, 49, 

111, 117; 5:13, 66; 6:55; 7:154, 

157; 12:30, 34, 88, 98; 14:11; 

15:57; 18:59; 29:8; 33:71-72; 

39:54; 40:56; 42:26; 46:17, 32; 

47:3, 20; 48:3; 61:13; 64:10; 

65:6; 71:5; 

398 182 

 

grave, manifest, Kaba’ir,  17:32-37 

also: 4:3, 32, 49, 51; 25:69; 33:54, 

59; 42:38; 53:33; 

1613-

19 

789 

 

man accountable for his,  2:226 

also: 4:80, 112-113; 7:43; 16:35; 

28:85; 29:5; 39:49, 52; 40:22; 

  

 

man created 

without  

7:43 

also: 7:23; 49:8; 75:3; 76:3-4; 90:9-

11; 91:8-9; 95:5-6; 

975 451 

 

not a,  2:174 

also: 2:159, 183, 199, 204, 230-231, 

234-235, 237, 241, 283; 4:24-25, 

102-103, 129; 5:94; 24:30, 59, 

61-62; 33:6, 52, 56; 52:24; 

60:11; 

199 98 

 

no forgiveness for Shirk,  4:49; [also: 4:19, 117;] 615 282 
 

open & secret,  6:121; [also: 6:152; 7:34; ]   
 

punishment of,  10:28 

also: 2:82; 3:12; 5:19, 50; 6:7, 161; 

7:101; 8:53, 55; 28:79, 85; 

40:41; 45:34; 91:15; 

1256 590 

 

redemption of,  13:23 

also: 4:32; 5:46; 11:115; 16:120; 

25:71; 40:10; 53:33; 

1435 695 

 

safety from,  29:46 

also: 3:32; 4:32; 7:201; 11:115; 

39:55-56; 53:33; 

2256A 1156 

Sinai: Mount,  2:64; [also:23:21; 95:3;] 105 51 

Skin: 4:57 

also: 16:81; 20:98; 22:21; 38:42-44; 

39:24; 41:21-23; 70:17; 

619 283 

Slander: 24:20 See also Calumny: 

also: 24:5-10, 15, 22, 27; 104:2; 

111:5; 

2035 1016 
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Slavery:    
 

abolition of,  47:5; [also: 24:34; 33:51; 90:14;] 2739 1452 
 

condemnation of,  4:4; [also: 8:68;] 561 258 
 

marriage in,  2:222 267 126 

Sleep: Naum,  3:56 

also: 2:256; 3:155; 6:97; 25:48; 

30:24; 39:43; 78:10; 

424 197 

Solar System: 36:41  See also Science: 

also: 2:190; 21:31-34; 30:26; 36:40; 

41:13; 55:6; 65:13; 67:4-5; 

75:10; 78:13; 79:28-31; 91:2-7; 

2446 1276 

Solomon: Sulaimanas    
 

Bismillah,  27:31; [also: 1:1;] 2166 1099 
 

given wisdom,  21:79-83; [also: 6:87; 27:16;] 1905-9 938 
 

story of,  27:16-45 

also:2:103; 4:164; 6:85; 27:77; 

34:13-15; 38:31-41; 

  

Son of…:    
 

Allah,  9:30 1176 544 
 

Mary,  4:172 

also: 5:18, 47, 73, 76, 79, 111, 113, 

115, 117; 9:31; 19:35; 23:51; 

33:8; 43:58; 57:28; 61:7, 15; 

  

 

my mother,  7:151; [also: 20:95] 1056 485 
 

Ibnus-Sabil, 
wayfarer,  

 

8:42 

also: 2:178, 216; 4:37; 9:60; 17:27; 

30:39; 59:8; 

1122 520 

Son-ship of God: See Trinity:   

Soul: Ruh, spirit,  4:172 See also Ruhul-Qudus: 

also:2:49; 3:26, 146, 186; 6:152; 

12:54; 16:3; 17:86; 19:18; 

31:29; 50:22; 58:23; 70:5; 75:3; 

78:39; 86:5; 89:28-29; 97:5; 

712 324 

 

Allah breaths,  66:13 

also: 4:172; 15:30; 21:92; 32:10; 

38:73; 

3078 1640 

 

Allah’s word,  42:53; [also: 16:3; 40:16;] 2666 1401 
 

development of,  32:10 

also: 12:54; 23:15; 56:61-2; 70:5; 

75:3;  

2324 1196 

 

immortality of,  39:43; [also: 50:5;] 2580 1339 

Society: 20:120 

also: 2:141, 180, 189, 216, 281, 283, 

284; 3:135; 5:3; 17:27-30, 36; 

24:5, 62; 25:68; 30:40; 33:22, 

1858 912 
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34; 34:35; 43:36; 49:13-14; 

53:40-41; 59:8; 71:15; 89:21; 

104:2; 

Spending: Nafaqah,     
 

by believers,  2:255 

also:2:4, 178, 196, 262, 263, 268, 

274; 3:18, 93; 8:61; 9:60, 104; 

14:32; 47:39; 57:8, 11; 63:11; 

64:17; 70:25; 73:21; 

315-17 146 

 

by disbelievers,  3:117-118; [also: 4:40; 9:34;] 461 219 
 

by hypocrites,  3:181-183 537-8 245 
 

rewards of,  2:246 

also: 2:262-263, 273, 275; 5:13; 

8:61; 9:121; 57:8, 12, 19; 64:18; 

305 139 

 

sacrifice,  2:4; [also: 2:255; 61:12;] 22 19 
 

ways of,  2:216 

also: 2:264-265, 272-273; 4:39; 

17:27-28; 25:68; 93:11; 

258 122 

Sperm: 22:6 

also: 18:38; 19:23; 23:14-15; 35:12; 

39:7; 40:68; 53:47; 56:59; 

75:38; 76:3;77:21-24; 80:20; 

86:7-8; 

1932 954 

Spiritual Progress: 16:91 

also:11:4, 24; 23:2-12; 24:45, 48-

51; 35:33; 39:22; 51:17-20, 57; 

76:6-7, 18-19; 98:9; 

1570 764 

Spoils: Anfal,  8:2 

also: 3:162; 8:42; 48:16; 59:7-9; 

60:12; 

1092 509 

Sport: jest, La‘b,  5:58-59 

also: 6:33, 71; 7:52, 99; 12:13; 21:3; 

29:65; 43:84; 44:10; 47:37; 

52:13; 57:21; 62:12 70:43; 

761 355 

Spouse:  Zauj,  2:26 46A 28 
 

created in pairs,  36:37 

also: 11:41; 13:4; 20:54; 23:28; 

37:23; 42:12; 43:13; 51:50; 

53:46; 78:9; 

2445 1275 

 

mate,  4:2 

also: 2:36, 103, 231, 233, 235, 241; 

4:13, 21; 7:20, 190; 13:39; 

16:73; 20:118; 21:91; 23:6-7; 

24:7; 25:75; 26:167; 30:22; 33:5, 

7, 29, 38, 53, 60; 36:57; 39:7; 

58:2; 60:12; 64:15; 66:2, 4, 6; 

556-58 255 

Stars: See Najm:   
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State: 2:248;   
 

consultation,  3:160; [also: 42:39;] 515 237 
 

must ensure justice,  16:91 

also: 4:59, 106, 136; 5:9, 34; 

20:119-120; 38:23, 27; 42:16; 

1570 764 

 

state relations,  16:93 

also: 3:29; 5:3; 8:73; 16:95; 60:9-

10; 

1573 765 

 

those in authority,  4:59-60 621-23 284 
 

rules of war,  2:191-4 

also:4:76; 8:40, 56-64; 9:1-16; 

22:40-42; 

219-

223 

110-11 

Stealing: See Moral Traits:   

Steadfastness: See Moral Traits:   

Stoning: Rajm,  24:3; [also: 4:26;] 2026 1008 

Straight Path: 1:6 

also: 2:109, 171, 214, 273; 3:52, 

102; 4:68-69, 176; 5:17; 6:40, 

88, 154, 162; 10:26; 11:57; 14:2-

3; 16:77, 122; 19:37, 44; 20:136; 

22:55; 23:74-5; 24:47; 36:5, 62; 

37:119; 42:53; 43:44, 62, 65; 

46:31; 48:3, 21; 67:23; 

13 9 

Street: Aswaq,  21:9; [also: 25:8, 21;] 1873 923 

Submit: 2:131-134 

also: 2:137; 3:85; 4:66; 6:15, 72, 

164; 10:91; 16:82, 90; 22:35; 

25:61; 27:45; 29:47; 33:36; 

39:13; 40:67; 41:34; 68:36; 

72:15; 

149 81 

 

Iblis did not,  7:12; [also: 15:32-34; 17:62;] 950-51 441 

Success:    
 

Fauz, Ghalabah,  23:2 

also: 3:186; 4:14, 74; 5:57; 9:1, 20, 

72, 89, 100, 111; 10:10; 24:53; 

33:72; 37:61; 39:62; 40:10; 

47:6; 58:23; 59:10; 61:13; 

78:32; 

1978 982 

 

Falah,  
believers, obedient, shall 

achieve,  

3:201 

also: 2:6, 190; 3:105, 131; 5:36, 91, 

101; 7:9, 70, 158; 8:46; 9:88; 

20:65; 22:78; 23:2, 103; 24:32, 

52; 28:68; 30:39; 31:6; 59:10; 

62:11; 64:17; 87:15; 91:10; 

555 252 
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Success:    
 

Falah, 

disbelievers, wrongdoers 

shall not achieve,  

6:22 

also: 6:136; 10:18, 70, 78, 82; 

12:24; 16:117; 18:21; 23:118; 

28:38, 83; 

835 387 

Suck: regulations,  2:234 288A 134 

Suhuf: See Scriptures: also Kitab:  Bible: 

Torah:   Psalms:  Qur’an: 

  

Suicide: 2:196 

also: 12:88; 15:57; 

226 112 

Sulaimanas: See Solomon:   

Sun: and Moon,  25:62 

also: 2:190; 6:97; 7:55; 10:6; 13:3; 

14:34; 16:13; 21:34; 22:19; 

25:46-47; 31:30; 35:14; 36:39-

41; 39:6; 41:38; 55:6; 71:17; 

75:8-10; 78:14; 84:17-19; 91:2-

3; 

2087A 1055 

Sunnah:    
 

of Allah,  33:63 

also:17:78; 33:39; 35:44; 40:86; 

48:24; 

  

 

of Holy Prophetsa,  5:102 796 370 

Surah: 24:2 

also: 2:24; 9:64, 86, 124, 127; 

10:39; 11:14; 47:21; 

2023-

25 

1008 

Suspicion: 17:37 See also Moral Traits: 1619 791 

Sustenance: 11:7 

also: 2:23; 5:115; 10:32; 14:33; 

29:18, 61, 63; 34:25; 

1297 615 

Suwa‘: Wadd, Nasr,  71:24 3134 1676 

Swine:    
 

flesh of  prohibited,  2:174; [also: 5:2, 4; 6:146; 16:116;] 198-9 98 
 

become like a,  5:61 [also: 2:66; 7:167;] 764 356 

Symbol: See Signs:   

Synagogues: See Biya‘un:   

Syria: 7:66 

also:7:74, 85; 9:32, 42, 107; 11:51; 

15:77; 20:78; 21:84; 23:51; 

25:41; 26:142; 30:5; 34:13, 16, 

19; 37:126; 59:3; 71:24; 

995 460 
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T 
   

Tablet:    
 

well preserved,  85:22-23 3315 1757 

 

of Moses,  7:146; [also: 2:54; 7:151, 155;] 1049 483 

Tabuk: battle of,  9:38; [also: 9:41-42, 117;] 1184 548 

Tabari: 53:21 2882 1521 

Tafakkur: See Reflect:   

Taghut: 

transgressor,  

2:257-258 

also: 4:52, 61, 77; 5:61; 16:37; 

39:18; 

320 147 

Tahajjud: 17:80; [also: 2:159; 32:17; 73:3-7, 

21;] 

1642 803 

Talaq: See Divorce:   

Talut: See Gideon:   

Taqdir: predestination 25:3; [also: 36:67;] 

See also Qada Qadr: 

2064 1041 

Taqiyyah: Kitman,  See Concealment:   

Taqlid: 2:171; [also: 5:105; 9:122;] 195 97 

Taqwa: 

fear of God,  

2:3 See also Fear: of God,  

also: 2:190, 197-198, 204, 213, 224, 

232, 234, 238, 279, 283-284; 

3:16, 51, 77, 103, 131, 201; 4:2, 

10, 132; 5:3, 5, 8-9, 12, 36, 58, 

89, 94, 97, 113; 6:70, 73; 7:27, 

36, 66; 8:2, 70; 9:7, 108, 109; 

11:79; 15:70; 20:133; 22:2, 33, 

38; 26:109, 133, 185; 33:56, 

71;43:64; 47:18; 48:27; 49:4, 11, 

13; 57:29; 58:10; 59:8, 19; 

60:12; 65:2, 11; 74:57; 78:32; 

96:13; 

19 18 

Tamarisk: 34:17   

Tasnim: water of,  83:26-29 3294 1748 

Tawaf: See Circumambulate:   

Tawakkul ‘Alallah: 
trust in Allah,  

3:123 

also: 3:160-161; 4:82, 133, 172; 

5:12, 24; 7:90; 8:3, 50, 62; 9:51, 

129; 10:72, 85-86; 11:57, 89, 

124; 12:68; 13:31; 14:12-13; 

16:43, 100; 25:59; 26:218; 

27:80; 29:60; 33:4, 49; 39:39; 

42:11; 58:11; 60:5; 64:14; 65:4; 

67:30; 
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Taubah: See Repentance:   

Tauhid: See Allah: unity of,    

Tayammum: See Ablution:   

Tayyib: 3:39, 180; 8:38; 9:72; 10:23; 14:25; 

16:33, 98; 24:62; 61:13; 

  

 

good things,  

Tayyibat, 

5:101 

also: 2:58, 173, 268; 4:3, 44, 161; 

5:5-6, 88; 7:33, 158, 161; 8:27, 

70; 10:94; 16:73; 17:71; 20:82; 

22:25; 24:27; 35:11; 45:17; 

46:21; 

795 369 

 

pure, wholesome food, 

Tayyib,  

2:169 

also: 2:58, 173; 5:89; 7:161; 16:115; 

23:52; 34:16; 

192 96 

Ten commandments: 2:54; [also: 7:146, 151, 155;] 93-94 45 

Temporary Marriage:  
Mut‘ah,  

4:25 590 272 

Testimony: Tasdiq,  2:284; [also:2:141; 5:107-108;]   

 

of Prophets,  3:82; [also: 2:102; 3:40, 51; 5:47; 

61:7;] 

433A 207 

 

of scriptures,  2:42 

also: 2:90, 98; 3:4; 4:48; 5:47, 49; 

6:93; 35:32; 46:13; 

77 40 

Thamud: See also Salihas:   
 

built stone palaces,  7:75; [also: 26:150;] 1002 462 
 

punished,  11:68 

also: 7:79; 11:66, 96; 41:14; 54:32; 

69:6; 

1328 635 

 

rejected Allah, 

Messengers,  

11:69 

also: 7:77; 22:43; 26:142; 54:24; 

91:12; 

1329 636 

 

sign of she-camel,  7:74 

also: 7:78; 11:65-66; 17:60; 26:156-

158; 54:28-29; 91:14-15; 

1000 462 

Thaur: cave of,  9:40; [also: 8:31; 93:3;] 1186 549 
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are punished,  3:152 

also: 5:30, 73; 6:94; 7:42; 14:14, 23, 

43; 18:30; 19:73; 25:38; 42:46; 

76:32; 

  

 deliverence from,  23:95; [also: 28:22; 66:12; 71:25;] 2014 1000 

 do not prosper,  6:22; [also: 6:136;] 835 387 

Wudu: See Ablution:   

    

Y 
   

Yahyaas: See John:   

Ya‘qubas: See Jacob:   

Ya‘uq: Yaguth: 71:24 3134 1676 

Yathrib: 33:14 2337A 1209 

Yaumud-Din: 

Day of Judgment,  

1:4       See also Day of Requital: 

also: 7:188; 15:36; 26:83; 33:64; 

37:21; 38:79; 51:13; 56:57; 

70:27; 74:47; 78:2-3; 79:43; 

82:16, 18-19; 83:12; 

9-10 7 

Yaum: See Day of…:   

Youth: Ghilman,  52:25 

also: 12:31, 37, 63; 18:11, 14, 61-63; 

21:61; 76:20; 

See also Children:Ghulam,  

2855 1511 

Yunusas: See Jonah:   

Yusufas: See Joseph:   

Z 
   

Zabur: Psalms,  

scriptures,  

3:185 

also: 4:164; 5:79;16:45; 21:106; 

26:197; 27:34; 

540 246 

Zachariahas: 19:3-12; [also: 3:38-42; 6:86; 21:90-

91;] 

1739-4 858-

60 

Zaid-Zainabra: 33:37-39; [also: 33:51;] 2357-8 1219 

Zakat: 9:60            See also Alms: 

also: 2:44, 84, 111, 178, 278; 4:163; 

5:13, 56; 7:157; 9:11, 18, 71; 

19:32, 56; 21:74; 22:42, 79; 

23:2-5; 24:38, 57; 27:4; 30:40; 

31:5; 33:34; 41:8; 58:14; 73:21; 

98:6; 

1193 554 

 

pure, pious,  19:14; [also: 18:82;]   
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Zaqqum: 37:63-67 See also Tree: 

also: 14:27; 44:44-5; 56:53-54; 

2486-

88 

1295 

Zauj: See Spouse:   

Zihar: 58:2-6; [also: 33:5;] 3001-4 1579 

Zina: See Adultery:   

Zinah:  beauty,  See Adornment:   

Zoroastrianism: 6:2 817 382 

 

 




